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Tariff hearings were begun -on 2July2, 1921, pursuant to the
0followingnotice:
-UNTEDk STATUS SENATE,
COxYIrrnS ON FINANCE,1921.
it,
July

The Committee on Finance will hold public hearings relative to the tariff at WashingtonD, (I., beginning Monday, July 25, 1921.
It is the purpose of the committee to hear first the proponents and opponets of the
American valuation plan.
The comittee expects first to hear members of the Tariff C tumissionad" certain
speial agents of the New York customs office with respect: this plan upn MondayX
and Tu esay
neaxt.
The- commnittee'ex cpts to close the hearings upon the American valuation plan by
:Thursday next and ten take up the several schedules in order.
Notices will be'sentito all applicants for hearings as early as possible, advising them
when they cad bhe heard4
In order to avoid duplication' of aumn and suggestions it is requested that
persons desirng to present the same character of information relative to any tariff
item agtee upon one representative to present their views.
The hearings will be condiuctdd in'roem; 312 of the Senate Office Building. Sessi'ins
will be held each day fromn10.30 a. m.7to 12 noon and from 2.30 p.m. to 5pDm.
It is desired that witnesses endeavor'to pre prare their statements in such form that
their presentationwill not require more than 30 minutes.
apply to the clerk of the committee
Persons wishing to' be heard should, if posibleI
prior to the date set for the heairings, for an assignment of time. In making such application the following information should be given: Name, business address, temporary
address in, Washin ton, business or occupation, the person, firm, corporation, or asociation represented, and the item and paragraph of the tariff bill (R.R. 7458) concerning which testimony wilI be given.
All briefs and other papers filed with the committee should have indorsed on theme
the item and paragraph of the tariff bill (H. R. 7456) to which they relate, and the
nameand address of the person submitting them, his business or occupation, the name
of the person, firm, corporation, or association whom he represents.
:Bo:Es FPNRO SE Chairmn.

were continued to and including August 31, 1921.
The
of the unsettled and continually changing-world conditions
Becausehearings
and the great length of time required to complete, the tariff bill,
it was decided to put the Internal-revenue legislation ahead of the
tariff bill. The tariff hearings were, therefore, postponed, and
resumed November 3, 1921, and completed January 9, 1922.
The stenographic minutes of each day's proceedings were first
printed in preliminary form in 58 parts. Copies were sent to each
witness wth the request that he make necessary corrections for
clearness in his statement and return the revised copy to the clerk.
the revised edition
Such corrections have been observed in prep a
of the hearings. In this edition the chronological order of the statements has been disregarded (except that of American Valuation and
Dyes Embargo, Vol. l) and the oral testimony and the papers filed
on each subject have been grouped and arranged, as nearly as
practicable, according to the paragraphs of the tariff bill as it
passed the House.
:
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-:The revised hearings were first indexed and printed in separate
volumes, each containing only the testimony relative to a particular
schedule. Three additional volumes were aso printed, one containing the testimony relative to the American valuation plan, one the
testimony relative to the dyes embargo, and the other that relative
f:to the special and administrative provisions of the tariff bill and testi::mony relative to certain paragraphs that was taken too late for incorin the proper volume.
poration
Tht henrings are here consolidated in 8 volumes (each indexed
by name and subject), including a genLeral index, arranged as follows:
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SCHEDULE 7.
AGRICULTURALTPRODUCTS ANDTPROVISION.
AGRICULTURE IN GENERAL.,
STATEMENT OF PROF. THOMA C. ATRESON, WAN INSTON, D. C.,,I
REPRESENTING NATIONAL GRANGE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY.
Prof. ATEEMON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
my name is T. C. Atkeson, representing the National Grange.
I am not here as an6 individual, but as a representative of an organization of farmers: that has a half century of experience and observation behind it, with a membership of approximately i,000,0OO people.
XThis orgnization has lived through a great many tariff bills and
other billS'and it has lived through calamitous times like these and
other calamities, and it is still in existence and in some measure performs Its function. It will hold its next, its fifty-fifth, annual session
at Portland, Oreg.; beginning next week.
ThIQe CHAIRMAN. HOW long have you been at the head of this
organization, Professor? You are presideint-now?
Prof. ATnaoN. I am not master of the grange at all. Mr. S. J.
Lowell, of New Yorkr is the present master. I am the Washington
representative of the grange. I have been a member of the grang
for more than 40 years and have served it in many official capacities.
Our organization in its experience has-had a good deal to do, of
necessity, with problems involved in the tarilf-in taxation and
support. of the governmental machinery in all its relationand
some30o4 r 40 years ago we undertook to determine where our
orgniza tio
and, so far as it represented the farmers of the
country, where the farmers stood on the question of tariff, and
particularly protective tariff, or the. protective principle involved
in the tariff problem. We found that we had a good many men
in our membership who were high protectionists, men who were
free traders, men who favored a tariff for revenue only with incidental protection, and men who favored tariff for protection with
incidental revenue.
We found that with this- various membership in our organization
it w&as impossible for us to determine or for us to take the position
for or against protection, and as impossible as it would have been
to take a position for or against the Methodist or the Baptist or the
Presbyterian churches, in view of the dogn'as and doctrines that
come into our: organization-through the affiljation of our membership with all these churches and in the various relations of life, and
2555
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that it was absolutely impossible to reach a definite or anything like
a satisfactory decision in favor of problems of that kind.
We are absolutely nonpolitical in our organization. I think that
we would not have lived so long if we had been a little more political
than we have bbeen. The experience of other organizations that got
into politics has been that the'ygot out of business sooner or later.
Being a nonpolitical organization we have not tried to settle the
tariff pohioy of the country. BBut some 30 or 40 years ago our organization adopted a resolution reading about like this: Tat so long as
protection is the policy of the Government, we demand for agriculture
and agricultural products ai fair and equal protection under the
tariff laws of the country.
In one form of words or another, for 30 or 40 years we have
reiterated that position, and that is what I am here to reiterate
to-day.
In the early discussion of the tariff question much was said aot
raw materials being placed on the free list, and that manufactured
or finished products should have a protective tariff and I was confronted, and our organization was confronted, in aIn effort to determine what constituted a " raw material." And I am wondering
if there is any Senator wise enough to tell us what is a raw material
that has to be admitted tariff free. Perhaps any of you at first
thought would undertake to answer that question. But it is not so
easy of answer.
In my conception the only raw material is the thing as the Creator
made it, where he made it, if you want a definition of raw materialit may be iron in the mine, or coal in the mine, or plant food in .the
soil, in the air, or in the water; all those things, in my conception,
are raw materials, and nothing else is.
In order to produce a crop of corn or wheat the farmer must plow
and cultivate and harvest and take care of his crop. He has done
something with what nature provided; that is, his farm has been a
factory. He has converted into a commercial commodity some of
those properties suitable for inimediate use -and consumption, others
reining further manipulation and manufacture on the way to the
ultimate consumer. But so far as the farmer is concerned, the products of his farm axe the products of his factory and are absolutely as
essential as the product of any factory can .be to the product of that
factory A factory takesa commodity at some stage of its existence
and adds something to it, or does something to it, that further fits it
for final consumption; and every manufacturing interest would like
to assume that the thing at the place where it takes it is raw material
and would like to have it on the free list, and at the place where he:
lets it go that it be considered the finished product, and he would like
to have it protected.
So we repudiate entirely the old dictum of tariff philosophers-that
the product of the farm is a raw material. So far as the farmer is
concerned it is a finished product; it is an eternally finished productat the place where he lets it go, whatever it may be, whether it is
consumed in the form inzwhich he lets it go or whether somebody
adds something to it following his disposition of it.
I would like for this committee in considering agricultural tariffs
to keep that in mind.
la
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Then, another question
which is fundamental to fair consideration of this question,arises,
and that is whether a tariff can: protect
0an agricultural commodity or not and just to what extent it may be
protected or its price inereased-and that is what you mean by protection, its price bin increased-and you will find a great diversity
Xof opinion among Senators and Congressmen, as well as among
farmers and economists everywhere, as to the things that may or may
not be protected by a tariff.
the enunciation of the National
on
Therefore, we fall backthiskdnd
Grange, that is 30 or 40 years old, and depend largely upon the wisdom and the honesty of purpose and the patriotism of the American
Congress to see that agrculture- is not discriminated against and, so
far as possible -under the tariff schedules, to see that the products of
Iagriculture receive a fair, and just protection so long as -protection
is the policy of the Government.- If the Government should adopt
a free-trade policy absolutely, :We Wil try and survive; we will still
be in favor of the olicy of the Government. The responsibility for
the policy of the Government is upn the American Congress and
not upon us. But- so longas protection is the policy, we contend for
our place under that policy-and we accept that as the fixed policy
of the present administration.I have said about all, I think, Mr. Chairman, that it is necessary
for me to say, because, as the-schedule of hearings indicate, the proponents-of the different farm commodities will expect to be heard at
considerable length, and if I may I will not enter into the discussion of
any: of those-special items in the farm schedule. I understand that
sheep and wool and muttbn products are to be taken up next, I think
I will close, Mr. Chairman.
Senator JoNzs. They -'will undertake to show us as to how a tariff
would -affect the different farm commodities and products, whether
the tariff would benefit one-class-or not or another class or not.
Prof. ATKESON. Well, if a tariff performs any of its purposes, it
always benefits one class to the more or le&s; disadvantage of some
other class. That is fundamental.
Senator JONES. What I meant Was, these other people 0:who6ared
to be-heard here will undertake to show how the tariff will affect
the specific product which -they rep resent.
Prof. AkEsnoN. Undoubtedly. It seems unnecessary for -me to
go into that now. I would not hesitate to discuss the wool question;
but since there are gentlemen here who are going to discuss that question specifically, I just wanted to lay down a few principles that seem
to me basic and underlying the question of agricultural protection,
and the one that I would rather that yoq would not get away from
than any other is the fact that when the farmer disposes of his product that it is a finished product, as far as he is concerned.
BRI3F OF GRAY SILVER, REPRESENTING THE AMBRICAN FARM
BUR}EAU FEDDERATION.

This organization with a membership' of more than 1,000,000 farmers located in
46 States, necessary views the tariff from the broad national standpoint. Various
representative of the federation have appeared to discuss the schedules in detail when
they were under consideration by the Finance Committee. Our specialists have
made studies of the need and effect of tariff on farm products in view of the peculiar
and unprecedented situation in world trade at this time.
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ince' the expressed policy of the
theproblem
tecve
before Oons Is t so .d~ the dutie a to affo tbe most thorough'protectin to
the indus eshold lfistered tot the nationl welfare, while at tle sme time
not adversely affecting foignl trade, o Interatioal eco Micretow.
The farmer' intes i taif qustion in the pat ha been twofold.
(1) As a ::producer he: de
protection in far, relation to the protection given to manufacturing industries from the competition bf foreign products produced under
conditions of natural advantae or: vry cheap libor.
(2) Asoa consumer he i opposed to excessively high tarif which would unduly
hich enter into the cost of his product, and rates
increase the pric of: the
which unduly: incee the cost of manufactured producte which farmers use as a
part of the general consriningpublic.
PSAt
this time farmers have a third interest in the tariff and its effects, namely:
(3) As an exporter of over half of the Natien'i excs balance of exported in foreign
trade, he is interested in the effect of the tariff on foreign demands for his product.
and in maintaining the balance of exports over imports.
PROTBETION FOR FARM PRODUOERS.

~ri f prbduects meet compettion in eare from the same
ouced at much lower cost in foren countries. T allow thes
cheap. products to'fllowinto' our markets unchecked would irmmdiately result in so
depressig our own inidisty in these lines tao reflect enousy on other line"sf,
production that a^ of vital HAPortanco- Puklic wea is best served byp reIemn
a balanced aicutuhl production whichiwill affod a rasonablepfit and mintain
a prosperous agnculturalcomnodity. Rate. of duty should only be high enough 'to
prevent the depresion of our mrets by the impottaio of large quntitiesf f
goods. Prohibitory tarifs are seldom desirable and ofteniinjurious to trade in general.
:Since protection against foreign competition is a nationl policy, it is efenial that
agriculture be coier i i proper relation to the protection of the entire country.
Th~e production of ou farms must be considered the fnished product of this industry
in the ame maner that machinery, shoes, clothing, etc., are considered finished
products of otherindustry.
Experience with previous tariffs ha given some indication of the rates of dity
to be assessed to affird a certin protection to a farm product. The testimony of
groups of producers of various commodities before committees of Congress shows
thee amount of protection that is regarded by them as necesry to maintain a given
industry i competition with foreign ::Certain products may' be produced in quiantities sufficient to meet ;practically Dall
needs of the country prvde the difference in cost in this and other countries li
covered by a duty. Whale we have the soil and climate to produce wool and sugar
equal to our entire needs, without a duty we can' prduce but a small pat'of our
annual consumption because of the lower, cost abroad.- The point to be decided
from a national standpoit is, What amount of our production of each commodity
:0
shall and can be assured by a protective tariff? The public interest demands that
a balance be made between the advantas of complete domestic production and
lower cost of imported products. Excessive tariffs which would increase all prices
Certin A

or einxit products

would not be to the advantage of the Nation nor to the producers ultimately.
TAU~TON PBRODUCS THE FARMER

B6US.

>he gretest singe group of.consumers in the Nation arour cultural people
consistent
-wrho are interested in ~etting theegood they consume at te owt
with prosrous conditons Anindury which in turn aura normal onsump
tion of fari products. The Americanfarmer hs the highest stand of livg of
at ny agricultural producer in the' world aid consmes more mnfactured
per
capita than the people of any other country. He normally offers the greatest marie
for ercan manu ctue y uc and aso breast attraction for the foreign
manufacturer. The propose protection of his indutiywiill be.of little advantage
a fhi buying power
to hii if the cost of tle thiLhe buys &re relatively hi
is not increased. The price farmer receives for his product is, in the lst antis:
the amount of articles for consumption for which he can exchange his crop, an.
equently the tariff on the product which he-slls must bear a fair relation to thduty on tie supplies which he buys. A high duty on supplies which are im d,
such a fertilizers, jute bags, etc., increase farmers' cost and tends to restrict production.
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Any scale oi rates of duty on farm products must be judged by two conditions:
MArst, itessufficient to cover the labor cost differential between American and foreign
production' and second, does it bear the proper relation to the rate on manufactured
products biich ibis same producer must buy?.
TART? AND ?OlTIGW MARKETS.

The American farmer ptoduces a surplus of several products which must be marketed abroad, nd is vitaly concerned In the effect the tariff may have upon the
outlet for his export surplus. The Nation as a whole has had a- favorable foreign
trade balance almost continuouly- for 10 ye; only 3 years since 1897 have the
Imprts exeded expotsin alue, and that was in relatively small amounts. On
the contrary, the excess of exports has grown since the depreion of 1893 averaging
nea to one-half billion dollars until We beginning of the World War, when values
began to riie and the excess of exports amounted to over $4,000,000,000 in the calendar
Agricuture ha provided the' l st part of this excess of expots from our earlier
history- Fronm 1852 to 1881 apticltural products made about 80 per cent of the
total of dometic exports4 Durnn'the next so years there was a decline until in 1911
when ricultural products provided about 54 per cent of all extor. This decline
was checked by tbe opening of the World War and the volume of exports Increased
steadily until 1920. The increse in values was even more rapid, due to the advancing
prices. The beginningof the decline in value was shown in 1919 while the difference
in tonnage 'was relatively small,
There has been a tendey in recent years for agricultural exports to be offset by
relatively larger proportion of a icultural imports, thus imposing on agriculture a
heavier enare of foreign competition.
ADJUSTING THE TART? TO CHANGING CONDrIrONS.:

At 'the present timelthe economic relations of nations are subject to changes that
can not be anticipated. This makes it especially difficult to fix rates of duty which
.
will meet all emergencies
A means of taiff adjustment which will operate quickly is needed. The extension
of the powers of the President or the Tariff Comnmssion to meet any emergency,
operating within limits fixed by Congress, would aid greatly in increasing the protective services of the tariff..
By constant study and invetiption this body should be'able to quickly adjust
tariff rates to changing conditions i international trade without the delay of referring
the entirematterto Congr.
.

TEE: BASIS

OF vALUATION.

In the present tariff bill there appears the new Amercan valuation p lan The
adoption of this sytem would involve radical changes in the system of collecting
customsduties and require the-entire reorganization of the revenue ervice.
The first effect of this system of valuation would:be increase the amount of duty
to be paid, snce the Pordney bill provides that the duty.be calculated upon the
wholesale market price which includes distribution costs in addition to production
costs. NWhen' s are imported that have not been sold here, an American price
must be named by the customs officials which in effect obligates them to perform a
price-fixing ditty.
In view of the discussionof the effect of this American valuation, present rates as
forfa product must be regrded as tentative until the rates on supplies
deteriinedlof
which the faimer p urchases have been revised. A proper balance must be maintained,
Since most agricultural duties are on a specific basis and most other duties are on the
ad valorem basis, the American valuation would disturb the relations of these rates
seriously if it should have the effect of increasing duties as is generally stated. The
rate of duty should be sufficient to cover the advantages in lower labor cost and a part
of natural advantages of foreign producers, but not the difference due to business
inefficiency.
The importation of foreign goods would be disturbed because of the uncertainty
as to the amount of the duty ifit should be sed upon a fluctuating wholesale price.
GENERAL TARIF REL&TIONS.

(1) The farmers of the country are generally in favor of tariffs that will protect
American producers against the competition of extremely cheap goods'produced in
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other ccountries where labor i. maintawined
wae

eylo

tnad of living

They

believe in it fair relation -of tariffs between-farm'product.and manufactured product..
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few, The recent ox0-fence w*it'h the. emergency"tariff indicates that the'restrictive
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STATEMZNT OF JOHN HL. KlEY, PRESIDENT SOUTHERN TARIFF
ASSOCIATION, HOUSTON, TEX.

Senator GbODi'O. I want t say, Mr. Chairman, that a little more
than A year ago an organization was formed in the State of Texas,
known as the Southern Tarif Association. Since that time every
Southern State has become a member of that association-in fact,
several Easterr. and Western States-so that to-day they have a membership of 41 -States. This association represents 02 different industries, and linked with it is membership-of 247 State and local organizations. The president of that association is here this morning, Mr.
Chairman, and I would like to ask him to tell the committee why this
organization was formed, its purposes and aims. I have the pleasure
of introducing Mr. John H. Kirby, of Texas, president of the Southern Tariff Association.
Senator MCCUMBES9R. Mr. Kirby, we shall be very glad to hear from
you.
Mr. KImBY. Thank you, Senator. We of the South thoroughly appreciate the -courtesy of this committee in giving us this chance to
present some of our problems, which, of course, we must do in a very
brief way.H
Following the suggestion made by Senator Gooding, I, will state
that the Southern Tariff Association grew out of the distress, largely.
,of the agricultural elements of the South, under the application of
the new doctrine which has come to be known as the doctrine 6f free
raw materials.
Personally I am not a producer of any product-my leading business being tle manufacture of lumber-that solicits or desires or
could be affected by any form of tariff legislation with respect to
-that particular commodity. But I am interested in the public welfare and in the thrift of m customers and in the progress and prosperiyoa my country. T erefore, upon the urgent request of the
farmers and stock raisers of Texas, I took upon myself the work and
the duty of acting as president of this association at its inception.:
The association was first composed of farmers and stock raisers in
Texas. Then it grew and other southern States became attracted to
us, until it has reached the magnitude outlined to you by Senator
Gooding.
Distress brought it into being. The cotton farmer of Texas in 1920
found that his cotton seed had undergone frightful shrinkage in
value-that was true not alone of Texas but all of the South-the
shrinkage amounting to something like $300,000,000. We knew' that
A part of this was in consequence of the deflation program of the
Government through the Federal Reserve Board, but we were convine d that the greater part of it resulted from the importation duty
free of vegetable oils from the Orient and from the Tropics.
The peanut farmer in the South, whose crop in 1919 had sold for
practicaly $100,000,000, could not in 1920 sell for $10,000,000, largely
from the same cause.
The eigg and poultry growers. of the South, who had enjoyed some
prosperity prior to 1920, found themselves unable to keep their hens,
largely from the importation free of duty of eggs from China.
The0woolgrowers of Texas found their spring clip and their fall
clip still in the warehouses at San Antonio, SaLAngelo, Del Rio,
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and other concentration points, without a bidder for
and:;~
that commodity, all through the free importation into this country
of foreign wools, largely from Australia and Argentina':
The cattle raisers of Texas (and every farmer in Texas is a cattle
raiser; not big herds, though some men have largeherds) found that
their meats had shrunk until there was no demand for their steers,'
all through the free importation of meats from Argentina.: We can
not compete anywhere in this country on our ranges with the ranges
of Argezitina; we can not fatten our steers anywhere in this country
with the expensive feed that we must provide for them in competition
with the steer growers of Argentina.
There they plant clover, and inclose it, and then -at feeding time,
instead of employing men and buying expensive feed, they turn their
steers into these-clover fields, so that a steer in Argentina 3f years
old will weigh- 200 pounds more than a steer of the same age anywhere
in the United: States. They can kill and dress those steers in- Argentinia for less money than we can here because they have a lower
wage scale; they can load them in the refrigerator ships in the ports
of Argentina and ship those carcasses to the principal markets of
this country for less freight than we must pay from Fort Worth,
Tex., to those principal markets.
Under these, circumstances of free importation of meats the cattle
industry is being ruined..
The free importation of-hides was taking the hide industry away
from us. So that it really did not pay to skin an animal2 unless you
skinned him for other purposes than the recovery of his hide.
The free importation of mutton from Australia and New Zealand
into the markets of this country in refrigerator ships destroyed the
demand for American sheep.
So 'all down the line, the agriculturist of the South found everything that he produced practically on the free list, while he was cormJ:ellcd to buy his supplies in a tr d maret.
Under those circumstance's f. Southern Tariff Association was
organized to protest against the doctrine of free raw materials
and to contendthat inall tariff lees, whether for revenue or for
protective purposes2 there should be no discrimination against any
industry or any section of the country. That is the way we started.
Wve have been charged with being'a Republican side show. PerOmit me to say that 95 per cent of our members are Democrats. I do
not want to introduce any controversial question, but I just want to
put our position squarely before you. We tome to you pleading for
- justice, not for favor, and to ask you that in the levies that you
mafe you will give the agriculturists of our section of the country
and ail the products of our section of the country the same character
of treatment that you accord other sections of the country, without
discrimination toward them or toward us.Senator MCCuTMBFR. Let me say, Mr. Kirby, that the viiewof this
side of the chamber has always been that the tariff is not a local but a
national question; and we want to do entire justice. Sometimes,
however, it is a little difficult when we always find the votes from
your section against us in the matter of expanding our policy of protection over the whole country.,
:Mr. KIRBY. We have been taught, Mr. Chairman, that protection
was a wicked device off the Republican Party, created for the purpoi
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poseof impomsngunjust, burdens upon theSouth, That has been the

political contentioni heretofo6re, but we have bee mkingsm n
vesigations upon our own account. We find that instead of this device aving been invented by the Republican Party for wicked and
despoiling purpo, that it originated with the Constitution itself;
that the very first general act passed by the First Congress of the
United States was a protective act, and one that recited in its:preamble its purposeto raise revenue to defray the expenses of the
Government and to encourage and protect manufactures against
foreign goods, wares, and merchandise.
There were notorious impostors in that Congress, according to our
modern philosophy in the South, because they gave assent to that
preamble and bill-, and among those impostors were men whose
names appeared signed to the Declaration of Independence, men who
had assisted in formulating the Constitution of the confederation
under which we fought theRevolutionary War, men who sat in the
convention that framed the present Constitution-James Madison
Was there, Richard Henry Lee, Charles Carroll of Carrollton,
Elbridge Gerry, Abraham Baldwin, and many others who represented the brains and patriotism and purpose of the- Republic at that
time. And the act was vitalized by the signature of a man who was
"First in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of. his countryMen"
Modern men there may be who say that the first act of the legislative body would perhapsbe a per diem and mileage bill. That was not
what those' old patriots 2aought. The first thing was to protect
American industry and give us a position in the world; that is what
they thought, and that is what they have handed down to us and for
which we steadfastly contended even up to the times of "Hickory
Jackson"
Senator McCUxBt (interposing). I wish to make clear that while
we recognize your sympathy with our views, your vote is always
against us; and we would like you to impress your influence upon the
vote that will help us crystallize into law what their sentiments are
-where they agree with you.
Mr. KuiyR. We are trying to tell you, Senator McCumber, why
\we are not following our southern politicians.
The business men of
:the South,;the producers of the South, the bankers of the South-in
fact; the whole South has awakened on this question.
Senator MCLZAN. Al1 but the voters.
Mr. Knwr. They have awakened also. Did you notice what you
got in the South the last time2?
Senator MolIrz. We did not get enough.
Mr. KnuBY. You did in some States. You carried some States, to
-your amazement.
Senator WATmoN. I think you ought to b congratulated upon the
promise and the hope-that you hold out. [Applause.]
Mr. Kaiwy. I thank you; that is the encouragement we need.
We have come to look upon this as a purely economic question
and not really one that ought to be the football of partisan politics
There are a great many men affiliated with us who earnestly believe in a protective tariff, who have been investigating this economic
question, and who believe-who know from history-that there has
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never been :ayprosperity in tis country under a low tariff, when
national andinternational conditioins
Xnwere normal.Of course my Democratic friends contend that under the Walker
tariff of 146 we had marvelous prosperity for a period of almost
10 years. But they have not stopped to consider world conditions
and what brought about that prosperity. We prospered then as I
now know, but did not used to know, in spite of the Walker Larif.
It was not a free-trade tariff, and it was not a discriminating trilt,
but it was a low tariff. Weprospered in spite of the Walker tariff,
because immediately following its enactment we went into war with
Mexico. By the time peace was restored we discovered gold in Clifornia. About that tie the third Napoleon ascended te throne of
France through revolution and all-Europe went to arms; and -in 183
France and Great Britin put in with Tukey to whip Russia, and
Russia was under blockade for a couple of years.
Then we had in that same period the Irish famine and short crop
and distress throughout Europe, all of which made great drafts
upon our farms, hids and factories So that we prospered in that
time in spite of that Walker tariff.
But just as soon: as peace came to Europe and the men who had
been. engaged in military lines went back to the arts of peace and
useful, productive employment we had the panic of 1857. We have
had panic and distress followingheverylow tariff that has ever been
put on the statute books in this country.
That is what- we ktow-down Suth, and that i the doctrine we are
preaching and that is the doctrine we stand for. But we are not
standing ior it in order to curry favor with -the Republican Party,
and we are not:tanding for it as partisans. We are standing for it
as business men as Americans who want to build up the country,
to asst in continuingthere the greatest country in the world. A
that has only per cnt of the area of the world and only
country
8 per cent of the population of the world and yet owns one-third obf
the property of the *orld and more than 40 per cent of the gold of
the world and more than 40 per cent of the railroad mileage of the:
world is worth preserving.
I was old enough to know something of the conditions that felt
upon the South agbtr the Civil War. If you look at-me you will see,
I am still a youth, but I was there at the time. [Laughter.]
The condition of the South at that time is cuplicated to-day inD
Europe. I was a babe when the wr broke out, ancfmy father at that
time was sheriff of our county, a man of property, who also owned'
slaves. But when I grew iiaa fqw years aftr the war, say, within:
10 years after the war-I plowed a yoke of oxen, because that father
of mine was not able to buy inother horse. My, mother and my sisters spun and wove the cloth out of which the family clothing was
made. My father rma* the family shoes from leather obtained from
rulde tanyards in the neighborhood We worked long hours for little
pay. Why? Because we were broke. Our Government was broke;
our State government was broke, our county government wias broke,.
a nd our municipal governments were broke. All our industries were
broke and all our people were broke.
That same condition exists in Europe to-day., They will:make the:
cheapest merchandise, the cheapest goods Ithat ever came into the-,
markets of the world. If you do not accord to American toil some
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protection -against those cheatp-made 'goods our American toilers
will go to the level of the pauperized peoples: of Europe find Asia
to-day.
There are 20,000,000 people directly and indirectly engaged in
manufacturing enterprises in this country. MAore than 50 per cent
of them will be tramps if you do not continue this American policy,:
instituted by our forefathers in the first general act of the first. Con-:
gres that sat under this Constitution; if you do not continue that
general policy in the present economic condition of the world you are
going to-bring distress not only to every toiler, but you are going to
bring tears and heartaches to every man and woman in America.
In that policy we agree with you, and we want to be represented in
it with justice and without discrimination.
Now, II want to introduce these resolutions passed, by a;congress
of this association held in Greensboro, N. C.,)on August 16 last
AGRICULLTURAL PRODUCTS AWD PROVISiONs.

[reading):

First. That the tariff policy of the Sixty-seventh Congress dwsdefinitely
settled at the November election.
Second. That we rocoinniend 'such .tariff schledlules onl southern products as
will equalize the cost of prodtiction in this country withl that of foreign
countries, so far as may be consistent with the, public welfare, such schedules
to be so placed as to fairly distribute the burden and benefits among all industries without discrmlininating against ally section, 'class, or product, to the
end that there may be maintained American standards of living in every line
:Third-That we are opposed to the doctrine of free raw materials: on
6agricultural, pastoral, and mineral product.
Fourth. That we appeal to all (Congressmen to give consideratlonW to th1e
economlic elfare of the South by favoring the same tariff policy for southern
products that is applied to the products of other sections.

That resolution not only met with unanin otis report of the coilgress held in Greensboro on the 16th day of September but bears
the signature of 414 banks in the State of North Carolina, being 70
per cent of all the banks in the State, and from which State all of
the banks have 'not been heard from, but the relation of the banks
in North' Carolina td this resolution stood 414 to: 1 against In
Mississippi there were 243 for to 5 against, or 81 per cent of all ithe
banks in Missippi signed this resolution; 269 banks constituting
61 per cent of all the banks in the State of South darolina; 257
ban , constituting 50 per cent of all banks in Virginia; and 239
banks constituting 80 per cent of the banks in the State of Louisiana,
signed this resolution, together with other banks from other Southern
States, aggregating.2,254 banks voting in the affirmative and 32
banks declining to sign.
Senator WAT8QN. When you say-that a bank signed, what:do you:
Mr. Knyir. The responsible officers of thei bank, president or
cashier, which bears the signature of the bank, and those signatures
are here on file with your committee. I am just summarizing for
your information.
Senator WAT8oN. I was wondering whether one person of a certain
bank signed, or was some action taken by the board of d irectors; did
the president and vice president sign it?:
Mr. Kxinir'. We; think in most instances the board: of directors
acted because we had in some instances statements fromi the officers
of the bank that there was opposition, and notwithstanding the fact
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that the board of directly were in-the majority for it, they would
hav`e tovote in the negatlve because it was their policy not to carry
anything except by unanimous vote.
unnmus?
4ensir W~sox. ~Wherethe ind; ~was it;
Mr. Ki Yes,
to thatetain agricultrcomr Air. In addit
missioners of certain .Southern States signedi includiuf W. A.
Graham2 comnmwsioner of ariculture in the tate of North arolina;
B. Harris commissioner of agriculture of the St of Suth Carolina; G .i4. Koiner, of the State of Virginia; and Dr. F. A. Woods,
of the State of Maryland. No commissioner of agriculture, so far as
we are informed, has declined to sign, but these were merely sipstures sent in by those interested in our work in the various localities.
Senator SIMMONS. Will you let me have a oopy of this resolution?
Mr. Kin-yr. We intend to file iL I think it is on file alady, but
you are welcome to that copy [handing copy of resolutions to Senator
Simmnons].
Senator SIMIMONs. Is this what you call the signatures down here
?
[indicating]
Mr. KMn. Yes.

Senator S0IMMONS. You mean these printed signatures?
Mr. KRBY. Te original, with written signatures, is on file with
your committee here. That was, typewritten for convenienceSenator SIMMONS. Mr. Kirby; how did you procure the signatures
of these banksI Did you have somebody to go around to each bank?
Mr. KIRBY. I did not handle it myself, Senator but I do not
understand that that has been the method. E. A Wharton, of
Greensboro, whom you doubtless -know, and who is a friend of
yoursLSenator Sxixowos (interposin#): Yes.
Senator MoCuvnD. If you will permit me, [ will explain it.,
Senator Sixxoa I wVould just as soon'Mr. Kirby should explain
:X~fff
it h is the prsident of the Tarff Association.
Mr. Kxnr. Mr. Wharton :was created hian of the North Carolina division of this association, and the ciilrc to the banks and the
resolution were sent to the banks through Mr. Wharton, or under:
his direction-I do- not know just the method. But the signatures
came back and were filed with us at the central headquarters.
Senator Srxxows. You do not know what sort of a presentation
was made to the bank or whether any was made or not?
Mr. Kim. I do not know what kind of a letter accompanied the
resolution.
Senator SimmONS. Your impression is that it was just sent to them
and t ba?I
Mr. Knur. My impressioni that the resolution was sent to tem
in prtedform, together with the reut to give it consideration,
;and that the approved its signed it, and returned it.
Snator mxoir And you say that the commissioner of agriculture of North Carolina signed that?
Mr. KinM. Yes, sir.
Senator SimmONs. And the State commissioners of agricultureMr. KiRBY (interposing). South Carolina, Virginia, Maryland,
and Louisiana are the only siatures we, have here. We know that
the commissioner of aricutue in Texs is sympathetic, but I do
his suture or not.
not know whether he added
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ITALIAN PRODUCTS.
STATEMENT OF L. 3. SCAAI REPREBBNTING ITALIAN
CHAMBER OF COMXER, NEW YORK,

Mr. SOAAMZLii Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Senate
Finance: Comm ittee7 --e-i
::
The CatNa (interposig) . You reside in New York?
Mr. SOAAZL. do.
The
w
Whatiou ocuptin and bsiness?
'Mr. SOARAMEL. I am a merchant. I come before you as the
president of the Italian Chamber of Commerce of New York.
The COHAuaN. Proceed.
Senator CAWDER. That chamber of commerce is an organization of
American business men dealing with Italian products?
Mr. SCARAMELLI. I was going to explain that, Senator. The
Italian Chamber of Commerce is an American association of business
men.- It was incorporated and organized in 1886 under the laws of
the State of New ork and, with the exception of a few associate
members with no voting power residing in Italy, the balance of themnearly a thousand-are American business men.
Senator MCCUMBER. Why the particular name-the Italian Chamber of Commerce?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. It was organized in 1886, and the name has
remained the same ever since.
Senator WATSON. Are all the members Italians?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. Oh, no; we have practically all the largest American bankers in New York City. Our chamber is composed of importers and exporters, representing Italian manufacturers and American
manufacturers.
Senator WATSON. You merchandise to and from Italy exclusively?
Mr. SCARAMELLI. Our chamber is for the purpose of increasing and
promoting-business between the United States and Italy.
Senator MCCrtMBER. That is the reason you use the ytalian name?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. That is the reason.
The opinion and facts which I am about to give you represent the
general view of our members interested in tariff matters. In order
to savetiune, if you -will allow me, I will go right in and begin to speak
on a few articles, and I shall take, first, cheese.
The Payne-Aldrich bill had 6 cents a pound duty; the Underwood
biflchanged it to 20 per cent ad valorem; the emergency tariff 23
'per dent ad valorem. .
The Fordney bill provides for 5 cents a pound up the valuation
of 30 cents a pound and above that 25 per cent ad valorem. You
can see that we are going from bad to worse. Just imagine, gentlemen, cheese worth 30 cents a pound will pay 5 cents and cheese
worth 31 cents will payvej cents a pound duty. I never could see
why the Underwood bill changed from specific tariff to ad valorem;
one reason, of course, was to reduced the tariff, and they did, because
when times were normal 20 per cent meant 4 cents a pound, and that
meant 2 cents lower than the Payne-Aldrich. Twenty-three per
cent ad valorem, as per the emergency tariff bill, means exactly 12
81527-22--e
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cents per pound. The only cheese that runs anywhere like the
cheese
Senator S~ooT (interposing). It means 12 cents a pound?
Mr. SOARAMELUL It means 12 cents a pound on foreign cheese
coming intodthis country.
6 explain and then ask me all
Gentlemen, if you will allow meto
the uestions you desire, we will proceed faster.
:Whlat I want to -get at is this: The cheese that we manufacture
in this country that might feel competition is the domestic Swiss
cheese. We al1 know that Wisconsin and other States are: making
Swiss cheese in large quantities. To-day the imPorted Swiss cheese
costs to import 65 cents per pound, New York City, duty paid.
H you add 10 per cent, the usual wholesale profit, it makes a selling
price
X 0 :of 72 cents a pound. The dometic Swiss sells from 25 cents
to 45 cents a pound, and the cheese selling at 45 cents a pound is
near in quality to the imported. There you can see a difference
of 30 cents a pound in the sclling price, and I ask you why we need
12 cents per pound protection?
Senator WATSON. You say that the 45 :cents domestic Swiss cheese
and the best grade that you import from Italy is comparable?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. Aboutt.he same as to qualitY.
Senator WATSON. At::what do you lay down the Italian imported
Swiss cheese in the United States---what does it cost?
Mr. SOARAMELIJ. Sixty-five cents.
Senator WATSON. Where does it come from ?
Mr. SOARAMLLI. This Swiss cheese generally comes from Switzerland.
Senator McluMBER. How are you able to sell in competition with
45-cent cheese?
Mr. SOARAMELL. We are not selling it. There is only a small
quatty coming m now.
Senator MCOUmBER. s18 it made from the me kind of 'ilk?
Mr. SOARMELL. It is made from the same kind of milk and about
the:same pertige of butterfat.er
Senator McCtxv . IS it made from cow's milk?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. It is made from cow's milk.
Senator MCulanR. And not frm goat's lk?
Mr. S6ARAMELLI. No; Swiss cheese is made from cow' milk.:
Senator SUTERLAND. They must make a very much larger 0pofit
than-they do.upon our cheese. It certainly does not cost more than
American cheese-American Swiss cheese-does.
Mi. SoA nw. I would say to you that it costs a great deal more
money thani to manufacture domestic Swiss cheese. Switzerland has
:
amlbais pwarexchange.: :
Senator WATSON. Why dothey not buy the Amencan product at :
45 cents when they have to py 65 cOnts for the other?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. They have to pa& 75 cents for the imported.
Senator WATsoN. What do we wat? Why not buy the AmericanI
Mr. SCAAMLI. We do; but is it fir for cheese comi here for a
century to be prohibited from importation just so long as it does not
create competition with the American?
Senator WATSON. It would be prohibited anyway, would it not?
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rSeator ATaON._ But you have to pay 65 cents a pound for one
and 45 cents a pound for the other; that of itself would prohibit,
would it not!.
Senator MCCumBER (interposing). Even though you deduct 12
cents a pound.
:d:
Senator WATSON. If you ''did not have any tariff, absolute free
trade, ar~e people going to pay 65 cents for foreign cheese when they
can get almost as- good cheese at 45 cents a pound produced in the
United Srtatest_
d::; ;:-:
Mr. SOARAMRLIJ. The fact remains that there is a demzannd for the::
imported cheese. A certain clientele has been getting it for years
andyears, and it is unjust, it seems to me, to prevent our peopl6 from
getting it if they want it.
Senator WATSON. Is the A merican cheese just as good, so they
can not tell them apart ?
Mr. SARAMELLU I tell you some of it is justtas good as the imported
in my opinion, but others do not think the same because they demand
the imported.D
Senator WATSON. Can you tell one from thea other if it were put
on a plate, by sight or taste?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. By sight and also:by taste you can tell the
difference.
The cheeses coming from Italy-none are manufactured in this
country to any extent. During the war, I, for one, started to make~
some Italian-type cheese here, but we could not succeed. In the
first place, some of them, such as Roman cheese, is made of sheep's
milk.
Is not imPorted Swiss cheese made ofgoat'sf
S6nator WATSN.
S
mil?
Mr. SCARAMELLI. No; it is made of cow's milk. I am talking about
Roman cheese now.
.
THCHAIRMAN. Milk in the dairies over there does not have the
Careful governmental inspection that it has here?
Mr. SCARAMELU. Yes, they are subjected to inspection.
Senator SammoNs. Do the cows over there give the same kind of
milk they do over here?
Mr. SOARAnsL. I suppose the' do.
Senator SIMMONS. They do, if they are the same kind of cows.
Mr. SOARAMSLIrJ. Gentlemen, if you will let me go along with the
arg4mnent, we will proceed faster.
; The Roman cheese, as I stated which is made out of sheep's milkduring the war we put the proposition up to the- farmers in this
country to see whether- it was-worth while to milk sheep and make
:that chees, but we found it would require a great many years to
perfect the industry, and in addition to that the individual business
would not have been big enough to make it worth while. Some one
triedlto make an imitation with cow's milk, but the did not succeed.
So we have the genuine article imported from Italy to this country,
which is used by -those men who are laying your railroad tracks, and
you are charging them 23 per cent ad valorem. We claim that just
so long as such chesse is not manufactured in this country, just so
long as it is used by the poor laboring classes-because cheese, we
c
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all agree, is the next thingto meat, and should be cheaper than meat
(and it is not at the present time)-12 cents a pound duty is entirely
too high. We recommend that you should go back to a specific
i for us,' gentlemen, have the Fordney
duty. If you donothig else
a poundyand if
bill go back, to' a specific dut,-make It 5cents
you'i
cents apounnd straight, let us go back to 6 cents,
Can not give, us i5
the saeaste Tayne-Aldrich, but-Please let:us have a specifi duty.
BER. This is malde outpof sheep'smilk, YOU say ?
nator MOOUM
Mr. SCARAhtL Yes.
Senator McOUMBER. What doe t ell fi in thi count
Mr., SOARAMELLI. It costs063cents a pound to im.p-o'rt.
Senator MCCUMBER. IS that any beter than the 45 cents per pound
cheese'?
Mr. SCARAMELLI. It is not comparable, sir. This is what is known
as Roman cheese, made out of sheep's milk. It has a different quality, and there is no comparison whatsoever.
Senator WATSON. And you. say that laboring people laying railroad track buy that cheese ?
Mr. SCARAMELLT. Yes, sir. They used to at one time buy it by
the pound, and now they buy one-half of a pound only. They haves
been accustomed to.use it from their youth, accustomed to that particular taste of cheese,: and it will be a hardship for them to be deprived of it. Soif you can not do anything else, go back to a specific
rate, mnake: it 6 cents, if ;you desire, but forget the present rate, which
'is unfair.. to our working man.
In addition to that, I want to explain another matterconcerning
specific duty: For the last eight years we have experienced all kinds
of trouble in establishing theoreal market value before the appraiser
in New York City, due to the fact that all this cheese is curid from
one to two and three years before it is marketed, and the curin
process makes.practically every loaf of different quality; and I, if
I wanted to be a sharp importer, could enter my cheese at 5 cents
lower than any of my competitors, and the examiner would be
absolutely helpless to determine as to whether I was wrong or right,
due to the variation in uality.
We had a cas e other da at the appraiser's store. The Government advanced some invoices, if I am correctly informed, just
because an agent :of this Government in Italy cabled market values
of that particular kind of cheese, which was Roman cheese. We
tried the case before the appraiser, and won out, in spite of the fact
that you had your own agents cabling the market values. That
goes to give you an idea of how the examiner is all up in the Air. The
e005xaminer, perhaps one of:the poorest paid of Government employees,
can not expect to be an expert and capable of passing on the value
of this class of cheese.
Senator WATSON. Where is Roman cheese made ?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. Roman cheese is made in Italy.
Senator WATSON. How much of it is brought in in a year?
Mr. SCARAMELL. Not very much now, because the production is
not so very big at the present time.
Senator WATSON. It is not even mentioned in the report.
Senator SMwoor. You sayr the laboring man buys that cheese and
pays a dollar a pound for it?
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Mr. SCARAMELLI.- He does; though instead of buying
he now buys one-fourth of a pound, but hewants that kind
he usedlto
of cheese; and any time, if you have any Italians in your neighborhood, you see them and inquire about Roman cheese they will tell
you right away. whether they want the Roman cheese or not.
It is not fair, gentlemen, that you should insist upon a; duty of 25:
per cent, which is equal to prohibition.
Sefnator McOJBR. What effect does the longer curing have upon
the cheese?
Mr. SOARAMELLI. The older it gets the better quality, andc some
cheese 8i cured as long as four years.
Senator MOCUMBER. It gets-riper?
Mr.- SOARAMELL. It cures, I should call It. It has a sharp taste,
which, for food purposes, is preferable, and none of it is made here.
Senator McCUMBER. It does not have the fragrance of the ujirni- berger?[Laugher.]
MXSr.,SOARAMELLI. ;Limberger is a different kindof cheese entirely.
Nonei of that comes from Italy. Limberger used to'come from GerSena
VTSON.;0 The import of all kinds of cheese is 15,992,000
tiwtor WA
pounds, 5,060,000 of that was Roman; that leaves 10,000,000 of all
other'cheeses.
Mr. SCARAMELLI. I guess it is right. The largest importation -of
cheese in this co-untry now comes from6 Italy. The next one, I be,-:
lieve, is Switzerland.
Senator McCUMBER. YOU (10 not think that kind of cheese :that
you are now speaking of is really competitivo with- any of the other
brandsdoyou?
fthat finds
Mr. SCARAMELLI. There is none made in this country
competition with any of the imported.
Senator MCCUMBER. I would not thinkso, if they werewilling to
pay $1 a pound for it.
Mr. SOARAMELLI. I do not exactly sayY a dollaria poiund.,t: But'\ I
simply say to you that it is not made here and there is a big (demnaldl
for thatcheese by thelaboringecl asses.
As I stated, we ask the specifie rate of (luty be put back.
Senator SIMMONS. You say the laboring man buys anid consumes
that $1 a pound cheese?
Mr. SCARAMELLI. 1es, Sir; they are doing it nlOW.
Senator SIMMONS. Anrd this duty youa speak of does not protect
any American industry?
Mr. SCARAMELLI. It does not, which adds too much to the cost, of
living of the laboring classes.
Senator WATSON. Is there any of that kind of cheese produced in
this country?
Mr. SCARAMFJLLI. Absolutely none.
I want to say something about the contracts an(1 call1youra ttention to the fact that at the present ad valorem duty wecan not con-tract for any cheeses abroad, because with an' excitable market three
months from to-day the value may be higher or lower:and thefore;t6 ::
we can not recontract here in advance without taking a gambling
chance.
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If you cani not see yourway clearI to mak it 5 cents a pound,
make it 6 §ents; but let us "o- back tona specific duty, because, after
not average
all, the valuation of all kinis of irnporte&cheeses
more than 10 per cent difference.
I want to say a fewods aboutAlemons.
The Payne-ldrich bill
per pound onlen; th Uniderwood bill lowered it
had
cts
co2
to one-halfcent per, pound. Nw, the eemergency tariff bill is 2
cents, and the Forducy bill 2 cents a pound.
There is very little to say about this i art-icle except the statistics,
show that California is supplying to-day 5,000,000 boxes of lemons,
against 1,000,000 boxes imported from Italy. I am a Republican,
and have been since I became an American citizen, and expect to
be for the balance of my life; and if.you can show me that California
in increasing this industry to. such a large production still needs
-:10 cents per pound protectin-t Torder to get a fair profit out of it
let us give it to her-but I do know she is now making a handsome
profit-and is it fair, gentlemen, to compel the poor classes to pay
so much for lemons, which have become one of the necessities of
our table? You have: taken wine and beer away from us, and it
is up to yov to see that we get cheaper lemonade. [Laughter]
The same thing applies to walnuts from California. Their industry
has grown tremendously. I am selling them myself in New York
City an* prefer selling California walnuts because I get 10 cents a
pound higher than for any imported walnuts. Just imagine, 10
cents a pound more, and I can not get enough from California; and

yet the Fordney bill wants an increase from 2 to 5 cents a pound.
Se3nator MCCUMBER. You say the California walnut demands a

higher price?

hiMr. SCARAMELLI. Sells at 10 cents a pound higher than any in-r
ported walnuts, and we can not get enough of them from California,"
b ecause they do not grow enough; the consumers prefer the Cali-

fornia walnuts,
Senator WATSON. And if we sufficiently protect the industry they
will soon be furnishing enough of them- to meet your requirements?
Mr. SUARAMELLI. They do fish them.
Senator WATSON. But I mean enough to supply your demand.
Mr. SCARAMELLL The reason theyr'sell them is because of their
quality. They have been able to establish a demand for their goods
and gradually-will put the imporiters out of business. We are having
less coming from Europe. every year. If you think California is
losing money,;let us give them 10 cents a pound protection. I want
to say to youi t hat we from New York- bolieve that the million people,
at least, who live between New York and Ceiago claim that California, in this tarifl is getting undue advantage, and we believe it is
up tot you to see that:we get a square deal in the East.
Senator MCLEAN. Do -you handle the pecan nut?
Mr. SOARAMELI. No -I do not handle Tecans.
- Another article that i want "to say a few words about is olive oil.
The Payne-Aldrich bill had 40 cents per gallon in bulk and 50 cents
on 1-gallon cans. The Underwood reduced it to 20 and 30; the
emergency tariff 40 and 50, the same as the Payne-Aldrich; and
now the Pordne bill changed it from gallon to pound in cans, which
means still another addition of 10 cents a gallon in bulk and 25 cents a
gallon additional in cans.
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Olive oil is, in My estimation, a necessity for everyone, and particularly the poor classes, and "is':needed for medicinal purposes.
California only grows enough to hardly supply the drug stores. I
will give you the exact figures of the importation of olive oil, which
is 6,000,000 gallons a year, and Califormia only supplies 350,00
gallo0n-s.~
W areperetly
to go babk to the
'bill, of
40 andre50 per gallon,'wilting
but pDlea stop there. Pa'rne-Aldrich
If you have never tried olive off, tell your wifevto fry fish in it,
and then you will know how good olive oil is. It should be substituted for a great many fiuts, and I want to tell you if that was
done your stomach would feel a great deal better.
Others have been before your connittee on olive oil apd' asked a
dierence from bulk to canned, some
asking 30 cents1 some 15, and
some 20. We claim that 10 cents is sufficient, but if you can not
see your way clear we are perfectly willing to accept 35 cents a
gallon in bulk and 50 cents a gallon in cans. Do not forget that a
great part of the olive oil coming from Italy is packed with American
tinplate, and if you could see your way clear in this tariff to give a
preferential rate to the countries which use American raw products
it might be a good plan. In order to protect California, which does
not make enough oil to supply its own State, you are going to have
olive oil pay the highest tariff in history; jif you think that is right,
go to it. But I know you are going to reduce the. tariff to what youv0
think is just, and at least back to the Parne-Aldrich bill, when the
conditions were normal; and you will make no mistake to use that
basis.
We have another article from the Pacific coast, and that is cherries,
which had formerly been free since the beginning of history of the
cherry trade. They have been taken from the free list, now assessed
at 3 cents per pound in the emergency tariff, and the Fordney bill
puts it back to 4 cents a pound.
Gentlemen, every. year 75,000 barrels of cherries conie from Italy,
0and only -3,000 barrels are grown in the State of Oregon. The cherries coming from Italy are small for dipping purposes and are used by
the American manufacturers here. Are we going to put a duty on
cherries which are needed by the American manufacturers, and are
we oing to deprive our poor people, in the summer time, and particuiarly the Jewishtrace1 from getting a nice cherry, drink from our
fountains? It is onl yfair to state, I would be perfectly willing to
accept 3 cents a pound if it can be shown cherries are competitive.
It is a different quality of cherries. They do not gow here. The
Italian cherries are small, while those grown on the Pacific coast are
big cherries. The Fordney bill has given some consideration to my
argument, as I spoke before the Ways and Means Comnittee.
Senator McCumDER. This argument is made in favor of the higher
duty of our growers of cherries in Oregon, namely, that the cherry in
Italy being so very much smaller, there are a greater number of
them to the quart and to the pound, and in use of a single cherry
in the top of ice cream or similar purpose, that you get so many per
quart that they can take the place entirely of the American cherry,
which is a"very much larger fruit and perhaps equal if not more luscious. They base their claim on account of the number of cherries,
the very thing which you speak of.
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M.SARAMELU., That is just exactly Iwhat I say bcuse they
they are pi and demanded by American manufacturers; they canl use them to better advantage for dippi pupses,

are smal

and even if they could use the big ones there would not be enough to
supply the industry of the United States.
(joing to another article, and that is tomato paste and Italian
tomatoes: The -tomato paste in the Payne-Aldrich bill was 40 per
cent ad valorem; under theUnderwood bill it went back to 25 er cent,
and the Fordney bill has advanced it to 28 per cent. Perhaps one
reason it was olily increased 3 per cent is because I argued this article
before the Ways and Means and probably had some weight.
I have a factory in Maryland which cost $75,000 and I make this
paste. [Exhibitin¶ sample to the committee.] This other sample
is the imported. [Exhibiting another samples They are both the
same size, 200 cans to a case, and about the same quality inside. I
can manufacture for $8 a case. We contracted last summer at $10
a case. This [inimported] cost $14 f. o. b. Naples, with $3.50 duty,
makes $17.50, and with 50 cents freight makes $18. I find I do not
need any protection.
Senator MCCUMBER. How can you sell that or practically have to
sell it, for $18 in competition with another which you can se61 for $8?
Mr. SOARAMELU. We do not sell enough of it; that is the trouble.
It used to be a bigger-industry.than it is, and it will come back if
you don't pass a prohibitive tariff. I might say to you that the
flavor of imported is better than the flavor of the domestic, due to
the nature of the tomatoes. There is more food value in this shape
of tomatoes than there is to the- American, and it has a particular
taste which is preferred by the immigrants. They want them, and
are willing to pay $5 a case more. Just so long as the high tariff
compels them to do so we do not need anymore protection. At the
present rate of exchange I am figuring the cost when I say $18 per case.
We also have a great deal of trouble in establishing market values.
We would much prefer changing this article also to a specific rate of
duty. Before the war, under the Payne-Aldrich, we used to get an
average of $1.25 per case duty; we are willing to pay $2 and make
the price- 14 cents per pound on gross weight; $3.50 is not fair,
because while we want to increase the revenue of this country we
do not believe it is just to expect that the poorer class should pay
$3.50 duty on a case of goods lke this. [Indicating.]
Senator Wsxsu. Are there any other manufacturers of tomato
paste than yourself?
-ir. SCARAMHULI. Plenty of them.
Senator WALSH. Then, do you claim that the tariff simply gives
you: an opportunity to make profits?
Mr. SCARAMELLI. No; it does not make anyi profit for us 0[importersl.
Senator WALSH. You say you can manufactureyours for less than
the imported?
Mr. SARAMELLI. Yes.
Senator WALSH. And can sell it for less?
Mr. ScARAMELLm . Yes.
Senator WALSH. Is there not ai temptation to raise your price in
harmony with the figure the imported brings;in order to make all
that you can?
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Mr, SCARAMELL. Certainy;I understand now,, you mean that in
charging 3.50b duty I can raise the price on domestic accordingly?
senator WALSH. So the tariff amounts to being a part of additional
profit to =youa
Mr. SCARMLLIt Yes. Ibelieve in \pr,.otectiion, 'but if I can make
a reasonable pro fit I do not want any more.e:
Senator MCLEAN. Is there domestic competition?
Mr. SOARAMELIm. A lot of it.
Senator MoLEAN. Does not that regulate the price?
Mr. SCARAMELLX. Of course, consumption and demand regulates
the price of almost anything; but the main question is, just so long
as the American manufacturer can -sell his products to a profit why
should you charge $3.50 on the imported, when $2 would be plenty
and you be treating the poor people with justice? Here is a can of
tomatoes. The Fordney bill has reduced the tariff to 10 per cent.''
Of course, that is right. From 25 per cent in the Underwood tariff
the Fordney bill reduced it to 10 per cent. Here is the article [exhibiting can of tomatoes to the committee]. It is not manufactured
in this country. This [indicating] is the shape of tomatoes that
grow in Italy. At my factory in Maryland I have tried to grow
these tomatoes, but the farmers would not grow them, because they
said it takes too long to pick them. These are the same size cans as
domestic and sell at $3 per- -dozen and the domestic sell at $1.40.
We need no protection, and the Fordney bill did rightfully reduce it
to 10 per cent, but we claim that instead of keeping it at 10 per cent,
which does cause a lot of trouble in establishing market value, we
should change to a specific duty and make it i cent per pound, which
will give you the same amount of revenue and we will be much
happier and satisfied.
The chamber of commerce! has made up a series of briefs, which I
am not going to read, but which I am offering to be made a part of the
record, with your permission, and in one of them is explained ouri
views on the American valuation, which we do not approve of.
In closing, I say to you that my personal opinion, as 1 did not have:
a chance to discuss it with the board of directors of the chamber nor
with the members-that in reading the President's message, I saw
that if it was. possible to apply American valuations on such articles
that are destroying the industry of our country it may be a good
policy. As matter of fact, personally, I would prefer this, so long
as we dealt with justice on the other side; Europe should see that
justice be done to us as well; and if any one of those countries over
there are shipping goods here that would mean the closing of the
industries of: the United States, we should protect-ourselves.
If the Tariff Commission could gather information and submit
proper changes with the consent and approval of the Senate, -Ibelieve
that from time to time in these days, with everything upset, we would
be able to change our tariff without playing politics with it.
Senator WALSH. You preach democracy and vote republicanism,
do you not? [Laughter.]
Mr*. SCARAMELLI. No, Senator; I:believe, in the protection of
American industry, but at the-same time I do not believe in increasing
the tariff when itlas a tendency to monopoly.
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We beg to submit the following statements and recommendations with regard to
custom tariff revision:
CHEESE AND SUBS'TrITUftxhRhFOR.i

(Paragraaph 710.]
This chamber desires to bring to the attention of your honorable committee facts
whirh which they feel amply justify their contentioni that the present and proposed
method of aGessiip duty on cheese demands reiriion.,
The Fordney tiff bill levies a rate of 5 cents per pound on cheese valued at low than
30 cents per pound and a duty of 25 per cent aad orem on cheese valued at 30 cents
or more per pound.
In the first place, this chamber is firmly convinced that the duty should be made
specific,- as it always has':been intariff prviou to the last, the present ad valoremn
rate having proved unworkable. That it should not be more than an all-round rate
of 5 or at the most of 6 cents per pound.
This chaimber'iso'pposed to the ad valorem rate, which we consider difficult of application, a breeder of unnec lit' tion, and i the last analysis working to the detriment of the honest-merchnt an to the advantage of the dishonest, who has not
about uidervalueing his wares:
ascrules
en.we consider the diversified character of'th'e'heeses imorted-each specialties
of the different countries from which they' come-you will easily understand the task
that confronts the appraiser. To add' t6 this difficiilty, is the fact that there are varying
grades of each of the qualities imported While theoretically it may be possible, we
doubt if a man could--be fouindexpert enough to do justice to such a task.
Besides, value is:not stable, but.vaies considetaly, and this is especially so at the
present time; .dude to unsettled conditions of the foreign-exchange market. it is also
a hardship on the importer who buys in large quantities or ujon contract. He has to
a competitor, w o buys in much inferior
enter his goods at times at the value paidcby
quantities and with od contracted for which are not all delivered at one time, but is
at times compelled to change his entering priceon each shipment to make market
price, which puts him at a disadvintg6 in merchandising his goods at these figures,
with the importer practically out of this market.
The prices of domestic cheese have greatly`receded from the high leves reached
during the war. This is entirely due to conditions of readjustment, as the imported
have in no wtay offered competition. We are strongly of the opinion that prices will
eventually arrive at a level very near prewar times. The domestic varieties will be
affected sooner, as its sources of supply have greatly increased duning the war, whereas
the imported, with greatly dimished sources, may be more retarded in the decline of
their prices.
Thi chamber, in consideration of the above stated facts, recommends an all-round
duty of 5 cents per pound. This would supply, as it did formerly, ample protection to
domestic production, and would be best as a revenue producer, as any higher increase
of duty, especially at this time, would, we believe, prove disastrous to the future
importation of cheese.

LEMONS.:
(Paragaph 743.]
The duty.on lemons, equivalent to about onibllfcent a pund inthe tariff o( 1913,
in the emergency tariff to 2 cents perpund sice incorporated in the
was increased
permanenttariff bill. Now, it is a well-recognized fact that the only lemons imported
into this country come from Italy, which supplied, prior to the war, about 2,000,000
boxes a year, out of a consumption of about 5,0000000.: The State of California, the
sole source of domestic supply, does not produce. sufficient to adequately satiiiy
um this Was
domestic demands. During the hot spell experienced in
illustrated when, in the absence oftan adeuate foreign supply, discouraged by the
high duty, lemons were sold in the New York wholesale market from $12 to $15 per box,
This was a sad imposition upon the Public during a time when lemons are modt needed
and most in demand, 'and many of the less fortunate were necessarily 'deprived by the
price of their nalutary use. These unheard of prices for lemons were due to the absence
of an adequate suppy to meet the req umentsof the hot spell, and may happen again
at any time. WigLb the arrival of additional supplies and the paying of the excessive
heat these prices soon collapsed and shortly after lemons old around $3 per box.
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'his conclusive! yproves the utility of an excessive duty to stabilize prices, and the
timate danger 'the trade and inconvenience to the public involved in the exclusion
of the imported article. This might be even more poignantly and sorrowfully brought
home in the event of a failure of the California crop, not without possibility, considering
its susceptibility to frosts.
Under the circtnnstances, we consider that the exigencies of the situation would
dictate the, encouragement of imported lemons under a reasonable tariff as a protection
to the domestic demand and as a safeguard against excessive prices. The high freight
-rate of $1.50 per box from California to uthe East, which was used effectively by the
lemon growers in obtaining the advance in duty, has been greatly overcome by transportation by water. It now costs about 65 cents to transport a b(ox of lemons from the
Pacific coast by the water route through the Panama Canal, and there is further a
:great possibility that rail rates will be materially revised downward in the near future,
not to spa of the further reduction which will be made possible by the proposed
repeal of
the Panama toll act, as affecting American vessels engaged in the coastwise
trade.
The importation of lenou^s,- which had contracted during the war to about one and
-one-fourith nullion boxes, owing to difficulties of transportation, has since shown
tendency to recover, but in such moderate proportion (1,419,000 boxes 1920) as not
to represent any obstacle to the profitable marketing of the domestic production,
while operating as a safeguard against any monopoly of the market by the organization of do'mestic- lemon growers.
The unprofitable character of the 1920 campaign, both for domestic as well as for
imported lemons, which has been hysterically seized upon by 'the California growers
as an argument for the present prohibitive rate on imported lemonsIdoes not prove
any ability on the part of imported lemons to undersell the CaliforInia 'product as it
it is a well-known fact that the campaign in question proved disastrous for all con.cerned. That depression was an unavoidable consequence of after-war readjustment, and especially of the closing of the saloons through the enactmesn't of prohibition and the temporary suppression of thii important avenue of consumption, as
well as a consequence of the high cost of sugar. and above all, of the cool summer, a
factor, the temperature' being of great momient in the fortunes of the lemon market.
The de pression in the: Italian exchange which was brought forward as the main
on
the
argument for the Jprohihitive rate of 2 cents per pound enactedlemonsdwith
-emergency tariff is a fallacious argument, since, whatever the disparity' of the cur:rency, the' cost of merchandise is established on a gold basis, and will be higher or
lower in lire according to the fluctuations of the exchange. We may state, on the
-authority of the New York Fruit Exchange, that, reckoning over a period of years,
the seasonal averae cost of the iniported lemons is-about $2.50 f. o. b. Sicily, to
which, adding $1.58 as the' expense incurred in delivering a box of lemons from Sicily
to New York, we reach a-total coot, for the imported fruit in New York, of $4.08 per
box, against an average seAling price of California lemons for the last 16 years of $3.92.
Under these conditions ire fadi to see how a tariff 'of 2 cents per pound oln lemons can
be sought for any other.'purpose than that of stopping importation and securing a
.monopoly of the Ameritan market to domestic growers.
In conclusion, this chamber, from the facts aboVe stated, feels justified in' respectfully recommending toe your honorable committee that the duty on lemons be reduced
to 1 cent per pound, or should this be impossible, no higher rate be imposed than
that of the Payne-Aldrich tariff of 11 cents per pound.
WALNUTS.

[Paragraph 758.]
The Fordney tariff bill raises the duty on this commodity from 2 to 2j cents per
pound for walnuts not shelled and from 4 to 74 cents per pound for shelled walnuts.'
This chamber-can: not consider that the domestic walnut growers are justified in
their contention that they requile greater protection by higher duties on this article.
The California walnut trade has experienced great prosperity in the last few years.
From an' output of 9.000 tons in 1910, domestic production increased to 28,100 tons in
1919. Such enormous increase, as these figures represent, does not bear out well the
contention' of domestic producers that they are not sufficiently protected.
While it is true that the importations during that time have also shown an increase,
they are nowis', so striking.
The total imports of fiscal year 1913 amount to about 13,331 tons, of which 8,145
were unsheled and 5,186 tons shelled. In fiscal year 1920"the importation had increased to 22,391 tons, of which 13,639 were unshelled and only 8,752 were shelled.

Table: United States imports of olive oil.
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Californi has trebled its
Thes figures demonstrate that, while in the poat 10 y
production, the imported show only an inereae of little over 60 per cent in the shelled
and of about 70 percent in the uishelled.
We: fil to see how th fetureber outthe statement that the Californis producers
have suffered from competition of the foreign nut.. Itnmay, therefore, be stated that,
besides the increase of production, the enormous prices at which their crop has been
sold in the past few years great added to the pr t of those rweD. As the
imported have not competed with them in quantity, neither have they competed in
price, the California roduct having consistently sold at prices far above those realized
by thleimPorted.
obtaiide
It ay be noted, howieer, that in these past few years the high pries
have shown a -tendency to cur tail demand And the best informed men in the trde
realize that if :thi tade is to maint ie property it has enjoyed in the pat,
prices muit evidently settle at a levellwomewarter than those lately prevailing.
ns this chambers oppd to any increase of duty at tfis time, it
For these
being convinced that theipreeent duty having een sufficient for protection and revenue ip to now. will be even more so in the future.
:Walnts, like the other
nutO in this schedule are a nutrtious food, and consumption
should be encouraged rather than discount naned- Thenhelled walnut, like all.
int connection with baking and the
other us helled nuts imported, are used mtrtly
manufacture of confectionery. They compete with no industry in' this country, and
are a neceary article to thetrade whieh they upply. o(!ming in, asthey do, a
raw. material, and competing with no home product, duty should onlv be levied in
the interest of revenue. The preent rate of 4 cents per pound should be considered
for this. Any advance would only embarras this trade, curtail imports, and
ample
eause unnecessary highprnices here.
This chamber, therefore, respectfully recommends that the dibty of 2 cents per
pound on unshelled walnuts and of 4 cents per pound on shelled walnuts be tunchanged,
and in case that is not possible no higherrates be levied thanprovIded by the Fordney
tariff bill.
OLIVE oI.-

[Paragraph

50 ]

The Fordney tariffibill pr poses a duty of 7* cents per pound both -on1 container and
contents, if in container- weighing with -The immediate container lees than 44 pounds.
an(l of c;** ents per poiind( of olive oil not specially provided for. The emergency tariff
havlevies h5O cents per gallon on olive oil in bottles, jars, kegs, tins, or other paRVka-ee
ing a capacity of less thban .5 standard gallons each; and of 40 cents per gallon in other
containeno-npeificeally provided 'for in said section.
The proppoe(l rates mean:an increase over the preent d ties respectivel of 10
cent per gllon on oil in buzilk and of 7 cents pir gallon onoil in packages.
that.
This chamber desires, first of all, to impress upon your committee the
emergenyturiff
dutv on olive oil hto llld continue at no higher rates than those of the neerenity
no; in force, which alreadv represent an increase of 100 per cent in the dluty on oi&
in bulk anif'of 6(4 per cent. on oil in package, over the formerrates.
olive oil Is a- food of prime necessty. anzd medicine besides to a great number of
the population of this country, many among the poorer classes in whoFe diet it takes
the plae of butter and other fats, with'the advantages of the greater economy and the
hygienic Ieneofits, exclusively identified with nourishing, upbuilding, and healthgivings quialitie'..
(lone considerable, and, if not remedied, irreparable damage to the n-:
The war hha
portation of olive oil into the United State. This importatiorl, which previous to
our entry into the war had been increasing annually at a rate of from one-half to a
million gallons, has since decreased to an alarming extent and is still far from recovery,
as the following figures willshow:
:
O;
t ofoliveoil.s
Unibmd steuim
Sk
allowss
G*l1ons
1910-I

.....

1911-12 ...
1912-13 ...
191314...
1914-15 ....

...

1915-16 ....
i

Calendar year.

.

:
...

4,405,827f 1916-17 .......................

7,533,149'

2,537,i512
4,836, 515 1 1917-18 ............
5,221,001O 1918-19 .4, 283,136
6,217, 560 ' 1919-20.6,812,590
,710,967 1920 .
4,078,811
7,224,431
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The reasons of this decrease are numerous and varied. Production has fallen somewhat during the war, owing to the cutting down of olive trees for wood in some parts of
Italy due to the penury of fuel, to the lack of fertilizers not always obtainable, to- the
ravages of the olive fly, and to the leser cae of cultivation forced by the scarcity of
labor, called inder the colors, The available sIpply of olive oil, therefore, is lesser
to-day than it Was before the war, no new planting, except perhaps to repla dead
trees having taken place in the meantirne, and, even if it had, with the sow growth
of olive trees, requiring decades before they come into bearing, production not becoming available before at least 15 year., unless olive groves are extended in Italy,
which Was not the tendency in prewar times there is not likely to be in future, even
in favorable year., anEoversupply of olive oil in that country.
Accordi to statistics recently pul ished in the New York J ournal of Commnerce,
the olive i
in the Mediterranean countries for the son 1920-21 has been estimated at 597,000 metric tons the following countris contributing to this total: SPain,
210,000 tons; IPoutaly, 160,000 tons- France, 10,000 to; Algeria,
15,000 tons; Tunis, 5,000 tons; Morocco 12,000 tons; Nlew Greece, 70,000 tons; other
contries, 80,000 tons. The total worlds production of olive oil was estimated a (lecade ago as ran"zng between 733,000 and 916,000 metric tons, the decrease in supply
baing thus manifest
While the output has been lesser 'the cost of production-has, on-the other hand,
greatly increased. To begin with labor, its cost is now seven- times greater than before
the war, while the day's work, which used to be from sunup to sundown, ha dwindled
to eight hours. Then the cost of material has greatly increased, the itemUof tins and
cases alone, Which was before the war about 10 centesimi (hundredths) of lirn per
gallon, having reached now 3 lire per gallon. Maritime: freight, which figuredlat 2
cents per gallon in prewar times, is now 10 cents per gallon. besides this, consideration should be given to the notable increase that has taken place in the price of the oil
itself at the primary markets. The result is that to-day American consumers, finding
olive oil ou1t of their reach on account of its exceptional high prices may be compelled to resort to surrogates, such as cotton, corn, peanut, and sova-bean oils, tending
to displace it, not on account of their intrinsic qualities, but by reason of their low
prices. The fall in the price of surrogates, such as cottonseed oil, is due in large part
to the failure to do the usual export business.
The olive-oil trade should be encouraged in the interet of public health. The
medical profession universally indonies
its high melicinal propertiess' It does not
compete with any home industry. California, the only State producing a little olive
oil, and being, next to New York, the largest consumer of imported olive oil, is not a
factor in the olive-oil trde, as it does not even produce enough for her own consumption, and has to import largely of this commodity, notwithstanding the advantages of a 50 cents per on protective duty, of a 22 cents per gallon transcontinental
freight, and of freedom from any fiscal restrictions as to trade operating as a further
protection.
The present total area of olive groves in Californiia was estimated:in. 1918 by the
State JDe 'Ament of Agriculture equal to 31 023 acres, of which onlyy-18,801 wore
bearing flait and 12,222 had not come yet Into bearing.; The yield in 1919iwas
14,000 tons of olives. It is estimated thai with the entire 31,023 acres yielding their
full capacity the total would not exceed 24 000 tons, an- output, however. which
will require many years-before it can be readied. As it takes about 1 ton of olives
to yield 40 galloms of olive oil, California could not posibly`hope to-produce in any
one year more than 960,000 gallons of-olive oil. This represents only llj per cent of
the' total annual consumption of olive oil in this country,: which is estimated,- according
to the importations for calendar year 1919, at about 8,32,000 gallons. But, as a matter
of fact, less than one-half of the California olive crop is pressed into olive oil, the
balance.being packed into tins and otherwise prepared. E. F. Woodward, a California olive grower and authority on this subject, estimated the California olive-oil
crop in 1908 at about 350,000 galons, and it can not have materially increased since
then.
Develomnnents of recent years cause us to view the olive-oil importation from
another angle. If is coming more and more to be imported as a raw'material entering
into and developing industry in this country. In the past few years packers of fishespecially tuna and sardines-have used vast quantities of olive oil in their packing.
This is practically a new industry developed since the war, and increased cost of olive
oil would greatly retard if not destroy, it. Besides the packing of olive oil, imported
in bulk, into bottles and tins has grown to considerable dimensions, gives employment
to many people, and creates a demand for tins, bottles, shooks, and other materials,
all of which benefits indutry here.
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A slight survey of ref ti. Whereas before the r'
in 1913, only about ozie-id o th olive''oil wsIn- bulk, we find :thain 1919 this had
risen to about seven-igthof tbe total imption, So that t-da1 we must consider
the light of a raw material fed ig an industry here than as:
and treat olive oil more ih
a finished or manufctured tice enting into i
dte consumption.
On account :of the materil of LAmerican origin tha atjackin# abroad requires,
the importation of olive-oil in tis countryshouldbe
lookIWAupon in the light not of'
corntitdon but as a stimuluis:to American industyand trade.
While this chamber is in favor of mataininga- dfference as now existin in the,
rates of-duty between olive oi in bulk and -olive oilInpackgsof smaller slzetha
a5allons, ths diff e hould remain as itis, in- orderit encourage the use of ollve
oil in its original package, and 'to give to thecosumIthe guaanty that is carrid
ming
with a igher kWgde of oil, indwith it; to dicouteacete
ofna-lower
beictuse most of the packinmaterial, such as tinplati nid ehooki, used for the olive
rtd is fter -all
oil impo
origin -of which Itly i the et buyer in this
d n th
of les cot.
country, Zd for whi Anmnan
adanntage
overseastrade of this Ot
uilt dunthe war, is to be continued, it:
must be pprepd take bask ome merchandise i exchange as thi country ca
not expect to be paid always in Kold. -To this end, it ems dlviable to encouragethe impottion of: an article *hich is one' of tbe staple productions of the Mediterranean- countri and whichdoes not enter into competition with any home product
and beide aids in the
development of business at home. Under such a category
-should olive oil be clased.
In concluiion this chamber recominends that te rates of duty on olive oil should
remain as they are at present In the emergency tariff, repreenting already an increase
of from 664 to 100 per cent over the former rates, namely, that they continue at 40
cents per gallon on olive oil in bulk and of 50 cents per gallon on olive oil in containers of lee than 5 gallons. These rates, while ample for the purpose of protection,
are also sufficient for revenue purposes.
CHEBRiEs INg BRINE.

[:Paragaph 738.]
have ben taken from the free list of the tariff act of 1913 and _ed 3 cents'
Theyper pound In the emergency tariff. The Fordney tai bill has &med them I:
F
bil h
i
cents per: pound .
.Cherriein brine have been importwin foreyears to the extOnt of 75,000 barrel..
These are in the nature of a raw material for use by conectiioers and bakers, Cherrie
of the vanety imported, which are smaller in size than the domestic, are not grown
to
rpreciab~e extent in this country- and, therefore, do not enter into competiWI anyedometic
product. There is no possbility of ny large production o
tion,anyi
this artil e in this country for many years, as the very natr of te tree required
many years before it will bear in sufficiiit quantity to be of commercial value. Since
the 3 ents impost has been in effect the importation ha greatl contra nd smlil}
have! been the shipments of cherries in brnne this year, greatly to the detriment of
the American contectonery industry, which depends so much upon that imported
product.
This chamber therefore recommends that if it is not pooible to return them to the
free list, where they should be, they should be aesed no more than proposed by the
Fordney tariff bill, namely, at the rate of 1 cents per pound.

-ordeytari

sem

FILBERTS.

[Pa ph 76.]
tariff billfraises the duty from 2 to 24 cents per pound on filberts not
The iordney
shelled and from 4 to 5 cents per pound on shelled ftlberts.
Filberts are not produced in this country in a commercial way, so that the question
of protection to domestic industry has no bearing in the consideration of the duty on
this article.
.
As a means of revenue, we consider that the present. duty, o 2 centsper pound on
the unshelled and 4 cents per pound on the shelled is sufcient, Any material
increase in these rates, we are convinced would curtail consumption and defeat the
ends of revenue.
The unshelled filberts are used chiefly for domestic consumption and, while not
exactly a luxury, experence h taught us that a too enhanced vlue eaily would
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make them become a luxury. At convemient prices on the other hnd, they are
readily sold, High prices practically destroy their demand, Thin has been m`6ore
than once illustrated in the case of the high prices that have prevailed during the war.
The shelled filberts are consumed almost entirely as a raw material in baking and
in the manufacture of candy. To increase the duty it would only add an unnecessary
burden tb their trade, which would eventually show decrease in demand, an the trade
would be foiced to ue cheaper substitutei,That the present tariff has worked well for revenue is shown by the fact that importations, from 8,480,118 pounds of unshelled and 1,946,488 pounds of shplled iutis,
under the old rates of 3 cents and 6 cents per pound in fiscal year 1913, yielding,
respectively, $257,588 and $72,631, with a total in duties of $330,119, increased to
20,581,528 pounds of unshelled and 6,970,072 pounds of shelled nuts, yielding in
revenue, respectively, $411,628 and $288,82, namely, a total of $700,430 in 1920 under
the present rates.
From the foregoing statement, this chamber concludes that the prevailing rates are
the best adapted for the needs of revenue and respectfully recommends that the
present rates of 2 cents per pound for unshelled filberts and 4 cents per pound for
shelled filberts be continued as they are.
TOMATO- PASTE OR SAUCE.

[Paragrph 770.]
The Fordney tariff bill raises the duty on toMato paste from 26 to 28 per cent.
Prior to the war the imiportion of thins article about
300,000bcanes annually.
During its forced absence, American manufacturers have tried to supply this demand,
but the greatest output scarcely exceeded 100,000 cases. This in chiefly due to the
fact that the6domestic product doe --not attainithe high flavoring qualities, nourishing
value, and color of the imported. For this reason many consumers have preferred to
do without it, rather than use the domestic sauce, which they. found unsatisfactory,
and coisunptin wa, therefore, curtailed. Prior to the war the domestic, then an
insignificant factor, -sold at $4 Per case of 200 tins of Of ounces each, and -the imported
---fit about $8. During the early part of the -iar the price of the imported soared s
high as $24 per.case at which price it was preferred to the domestic, which had risen
to $12.- With the passing of the imported fromthe market, owing to emb argoes, the
domestic sold as high as $18 per case, consumption fell considerably and never reached
over 30,000 cases per year. While the cost of production may have incrd during
the war, it was not enough to tify the rie from $4 to $18 per case. It was simply
taking advantage of the absence of the imported. The higher the tariff burden on the
imported, the-greater the chance given to the domestic to take advantage of the
market, profiteering to the detriment of the-consuming-American public. This
article is sentially a part of a poor man's diet, and, going on record in favor of a
specific duty equivalent to the present ad valorem rate as-applied to prewar or normal
prices, this chamber recomnmein that the duty behas ed at 1 cent per pound.
This rate will approximately Assess this commodity at the same duty which prevailed before the war, and, furthermore, taking into account the prewar market
Price for this commodity, the duty recommended by this chamber will approximately
be the same as the duty which is now levied on this article under the present tariff.
CANNED TOATOES.

[Paragraph 770.]
The Fordney tariff bill provides a duty of 10 per cent on canned tomatoes.

The variety of canned tomatoes imported from Italy is the egg or pear shaped description, not canned here. Itcould never come in sufficient quantity to serioly affect the
immense Ameican pack of tomatoes, which is the largest in the world, and has little
to fear from this imported specialty. This is true as to price as well as to the quantity
and quslity , : a tculat a secific duty on similar lines as above, this chamber recommends aa
specific rate for this product of one-half cent per pound, which is equivalent to the
proposed 10 per cent.
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ARTCHOKE, PZEPXRS, 'AND OTKER PRS3RVD CANNED VGITADBLus.
[Paragraph 773.J
L~ikewiseartichoke,Xpeppers, and other prese cnned
egetables,andwhich,
g rown, Shave never been succesfully canned
here insny quatity
whichwhile
the
Frordey
tariff bill assesses like the present tariff at 25 per cent, should ao be assesed
at the same rate of specific duty of 1 cent per pood:

PRESE:RVED IFISK.

[Pragraph 721.]
Many of-the vaneties ofimpoed fish aresed under parph 721 of the
Fordney tariff bill atthe rate of 26 per cent ad valorem if cked in oil, and at the
rate of 20 per cent if siad and in immediatecontainers, wehi with their contntsa
not more tihan 30 pounds ech, and-at the rate of Ij cents per pound if in containers
weighing with their contents more than 30 poundsweach including the weight of the\;:
immediate container with the contents. They neraily follow the lin of other
import in being specialities, and a"s a reii not found or not much produced in thii
substitutes here. Of other
country. Some, like the anchovies 'have not adeq
qualities, like tunny hile good iatio ae ked on the Pacific coast, it must,

howver lb aid that they are not the same type of fih. The tunny-from the Pacific
coast, while an excellent fish, has not the taste of the Mediterranean and does not
suppJI the wants of those lsingth'e latter. While sardines have been
equatet.
extensively oilCduring
ked inolive
the war, they have not succeeded, however,
in acq ring the patronage of the consumers of sardines. The latterday demand is
falling oW considerably for these articles, showing conclusively that the discriminating
do ithout it.
public, when it can not have-the genuine-atcle prefers two
Duties should, therefore, be messed so as not to put too great premium on the
justifiable satisfying of the wants of thi particular consuming pubhc. The fish,
packed in oil, is now to be assessed 26 per cent. Following our sugetion to-make
Mrate of duty specific, and equivalent to the present ad valorem rate as applied to
normal prewar prices this chamber recomnds that the duty on fish in oil placed
at 24 cents per pound. An to fsh in brn, this chamber recommends that it be
assessed at the specific rate of 11 cents -ppound, excepting salted sardines or sardelles,
which is a cheap variet of fis not prepd i this country, for which this chamber'
recommends a specific duty at the rate of 1 cent per pound.
DEANS, PREPARED AND FRESERV EL:.
[Paragraphs 763 and 767.]
The Fordney taiiff bil rs theduty on thesi comnincdities from I to 2 cents per
pound, an inrea which this chabet consider 'cesive.
advantaies of modem facilities mployed
There is no questions that cndi :the
in packinge and the ter supply of the raw mateal prepared vegetables can be
packed at least as -heap in this asin any count of the word, even alloing for the
oher cost- of labor, the difference of whichIn the aftermath of war is comparatively
less to-day tan it once wan. In general, during the war the importation of the articles
covered by the above-stated pagraphs was practically stopped by embargoes placed
by foreign Goverinments on te exp of food products from their respective countries. A survey of statistics giv us ample proof of this a imports of prepared vegetables, which inficl year 1914 had reached the total of 14,710,137, fell to $1,593,363
in fiscal year 1919.
This chamber, while donsiderint the ra superfluously
and believing that I
cent per pound would be ample, indorsed, however, the high,
pnnciple of assessing the
duti on -pre
vegetables, and qenelly on food produces whenever practicable,
are always more or less breeders of misunderonaspeciflic basis. Ad valorem duties'
stand ng or lit' tion.-- Many time the honest importer becomes an innocent victim.
The dishonest--is ofttimes benefited.- Specific duties would do away with these
injustices and the unpleasantness of litigation
Value is a fluctuating quantity and is not easily arrived at. This is more so in the
ca of imported articles, which are more or lesp specialties, and in the case of which
prices vary according'to the prestige of the different packers. Another -fault of the
ad valorem duty is tat it presupposes that all exporters sell and all merchants here
purchase at the same price, as the entering price is the same for all.
PEAS AND
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far from true and works to the detriment of te lar oerator or of the.
This ip merchant.
shrewder
It works to the disadvantage of the mAn rho bs on contract
for future delivery, as the entiring prce may be changed on each arnyl and place
him at times in great difficulty to asertain the proper entering value. It increase
the hasard of the importer's sjpeuaon, for, besides the danger of fluctuation of the

goods, he must also contend with similar fluctuation in the duty.

HNSUIP AND HUXP tow AND UMiP ACKXLZD, KNOWN AS LINE Op HEM-."

[Paragraph 1001]
The Frde tariff bill takes. this raw material from the free list and levies on hemp
and hemp tow a duty of three-fourths of 1 cent per pound and on hackled hemp 1I
cent. per- pound.
Hemp i a raw mtel ssentil to and lahe. employed in thp manufaicture of
high-grode cordag# and twine in which "i requir gr ensile strength, of shoe and
harne threds, in whic li:e qualitieare also o priry importance, of carpet
yarns and of rolh linen; all ue, thes, forwhichthe Italian raw hemp has valuable
Gof it ow, far superior to ill other hemps, that can not be substitutedbr
quaiiis
any other fiber. ihe bedt twine, for special purposes, are made of this materia,
which has stith mnd durbility superior to those of any other hemp, srpaing
them in qualty and usulnes.
that this
,r
i
It is, therfiore,
raw mai necessary
importnt
placed at
to Aerican industiy, should be miiinid on the fr it, where it
the last tariff rvion, In recognitio of te jt claims of- Amencan manufacturers of
crdtine, et r, nd linen to have it exemptd fro fiscal burden. Any
duty on it now would be a hindrance toAmerican manucturers, and a burden to
Americn conue, who for special purposes cab not do *ithout it.
of 1914; the ,cordage twine n lien industry of this
According to the 1cen
contry aloneie 22,-76,33 pounds of hemp :and hemp tow, valie at $I 861,817,
$,496f125in 1 Of the amount used in 1914,
against -19,724,070 poundisfor
9,318,771 pounds valued at .$l,83,3
were manufactured into hemp twine, an
increase over the correponding production, of 1909'of 8,013,349 poun , valued at
$1,091,291j, In 1914, 5,707,6 dpoud valued at $3,409J136, of linen thread and
10,799,628 squa yad for 1,76,798 of linen fabric were produce in the United
ie in cou
n to 1909. The fact that, besid the
States, shoi i
te output of products valued
cordake, twine, and linen Indutines, ith a yearly
at $6,000,00, the U'se of hemp i allied to aA
many othe, audi as the carpet
ind
,reprqestigilone',a yearly production of $9,000,000, shows how wide is
the ield 'of application and usefudlnessof this article.
Wforethear. In fiscal year 1914, 8,339 tons valued
Hemp Was largely imp
at 11,472,460 were received. Although-war restrictions and requiremenmseinterfered with this trae during the last five or six years, and a difficulty in procuring this
material was experiencd in every industry using itbause of ib havin been requisitioed for war pupos, with the cation of hbstilities It aain became available
to the ual chnels f commerce, but under
th'e diadvantage of the high prices to
ost of $66.25 in 1919
which the war h raised this aticle as shownb an a
as against $177.34 per ton in 1914, littlehas so far been imported.
:Its usewill unquestionably increase with the approaching of normal prices provided
its cost is not increased by a duty impost, which would be inurious to mn industries
hitherto employing th emp and madeposible by reason of its freedom from duties.
Asfi it- can nt be substituted by any-other material, its higher cost and consequent
l elchuy aidlessr posibility or American manulesser use ould oily c
with their produc.
facSiren of competing swccefully in the world's market
hae
This chaber do not ignore that the highprc which
dring:
v pvailed
the war.haeitimulated the' reduction of hemp in the United States, specially in
reion o Kentucky; in the rich pririe and
the frtile lmetone soil of the blieoras
limestone ioils 'of Wisconsin, on the allu ttoms and bains of California, and on
'the mick' :las of. Ohi, -IndLanar aind ichigan. --Product4.on in this country hass
developed under the parent fical rgime of exemption from duty, because the price
of hemp has been profitable. Otherwise it will pay the American farmers far better
to grow other crops, such s wheat and tobacco, giving better financial returns. In
fact, notwithstanding the protection at first of $20 and then $22.50 per ton on hemp,
which existed in the two tariffs that preceded the present, domest',ic production never
exceeded yearly output of 6,000 tons, and was usually below that figure; while in
81527-fl--c '-4
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1917, without Any prectiv duty on hemp whether raw or hackled, domestic prot z,0ooo tons.
duction was reported to have Incieased to
us machinery has brought.
The growing of hemp *i in A thvrin condtoi,
about a revolution in thil idsy Hemp ia now grown and handled u eaily a any
staple American crop. The drudgry of hand labr has been eliminated, *ad the last
few years' crops have been handled throu ut by b -aving machinery. Previously the crudest devices had been used in growing and handling the crop, with an
sicte of hand labor that made the production too expensive. 0All this has now
The hemp harvester which was wd ior the tnt time in 1917, has bcme like
other specially devised machinery now used In this country, a revolution fator
Inuhemp oduction. This achine, other Americn invention to be proud of,-cut.
and spre the heop sta aone opetio, and it does a better iob sifWpring for
rotting than -is done by had as they still do abroad, And while prior to.1917 the
of-the sk was done byW, no. a gather binder is used.
liftiand braking
ad c g the fibe by effi t mo
i
mp s
Central mills' f
ing8additioD to'the hemp iAuti.: The
ry another rct ad f
a ck-brekng drudgr until
which rialrd
breaking and sutcig pr
recent year., ui no rfpred i this counr entiy m ically,* that the
front
the time whenthesedis planted inthe ground -,to e
cdu on of ha6p,
tof labrtion of t ib in it finisd baed ndition of heihp, line
I
of hem-p, and hep o, isperformd by sc modem nd imprve laborsvikg machinry as to rduc te fr of lar In it cst opoduction t a ini, Due
to :thes lmprvenet, hem is jpodcd to-a in thi country, notwiithstning
the higerct of lao,- far more choaly tha brod, where had labor still prevails,
t
a
numbe of orativsto p
e work wich her
with very litt help
i yme.n^h
Thie above i sufflciqnt e~idenc thatthehep indusr hai not only been mainwithout gnl aid. It ha, -in fat, becme
tained but cu llypr
acompeitoroftheImpotd, :o confinedtothezsuftuet sof high-gradeartile.,
- shorn .by thederadlsnporao1f ts article snce 1917the year that mrk
the renlof the Anencan hemp indury, when imprtations ve been a follow:
Fiscal year 1917, tons 9 3, valuedat $,487,77; 1918,
tons ,813Y, :worth $2,78,376;
I
whIny
recveusmfep
facturersac
F
h fit t
du Eis d erican gowers
of rawhmpfor thepurpos df prttin, as their Indusry, under ree trae
that it us capaible:.to exist and propr 'dn its own merit.
~oto suchx an extent
to Arican
tti
ibat
tih%
to
dt
are .enabldauraw material
hempp ffom: duto
t proetion
er,
that
iof
bm i: of W
of the manufactued
rticle ad Ito
the
develod
1production
61 beeft
is6timuie
,48
:W00 a0,k47jk98 rth;
4thatcomumption,
ktC
376
Fiscal
1W.f:0f.
,813
American
the2reimposFurtherore,
production.
first
to
of
us
which; t;the
f
00
f;00
0tV
t
;
90
4
$1,7
;36
2t
to;
,t06
fr
U'
S;;ff00;fft.4004034
aui
s.
lug of:anyduty on raw hemp
wold yield very little revenue to the Government,
rit
,0or $125,000 at the mot, would h cap manufact , and bring no benefit
to the growers.
This chmber, therefore, resypectfully recommends that hemp aad tow of hemp
nd hemp heckled, now as tne of hemp which doe not advance it further than a
condition of raw mateial, be returd to tie fee li
1

1.
I.,

lPrrph 1004.]
a n oer
n underdty Mt bai of13d'cent ad varem on
Imnpte owy ern
ue tha lea or number and not v
adloremn
than 8 lea oir n~uamber;2 per.cent
P8
rn umbe 10 r,
tha 80 lea orn
e
t
per cent d valoem,
a
hlistror y reo
that thisCduties be maiined without the i
iiomeded
Fcrdney toxiN bill, which would levy on single hemp yn not fi
rthe
p~pd

titn lea, 8 cef pe pound, but notleta 20 pe ent; finer than 8 lea n not
line thand60le, S cents pe pound plus one-alf cent per addtional lea, .but not
lI_ tha 23 per cet fie than 60 le, 36 cents per pound, butnotathan 23 per
cent. The propoed-Increass woula stop all importation of aseraw matenal,
such as dis, w~ich is In the interest of American manufacturer. in various lne o
industryto obtain at the least possible cont.
Prnu to 1915 m o Qu natur wer r imore to any extent, and f:
over the figures towing the impoa n for the following ye, it i to be u
that, whi not in very lae quantities, thse yarns were, however, imported in
quantie varying from ve l thousnds of pounds i 11t bot b,

:
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409,00 pounds In 1914, and about 1,000,000 pounds in 191 6-It, decreasing agin in
1917 down to zero in1l918, on account of transportation difficulties and export restrictiow at county of rn. In 1919 the importation again started,sching about
1,000,000 pounds in 1M.
What has been imported-i. lmost al yarns of the car gades uiitable for twine
or cordag'miakn or for filling pu
in the manufacture of carpet.. The consuzptionf his tyarn by the home industries, without com in, by fa, greater
than the amount of pounds imported and likely to be im
in the future under
the.pre t t, whih prov that the present tariff. protects amply the home
industry of hemp r. -tt giv'e, in fact,
bilit of imp tion on a very comscle; while on the other hand it is very advanpetitivelpric d o- a very s
thee yA, this competition keeps the price
tageous to American industries
ona jtlevel (the raw matel
the consumer of havbeeng tre of duty) d
the best material, which as i p best.
hemp arn, eeially thoe not finer than 8 les, supply a pressing need
of thi Amein carpet indury. -Yans of this clam are scarcely manufactured in
the United Stat ow g to the difficulty of production, and to the objeflion of labor
ry to their manufacture. Some spinners have been comto the hard :work
pelled to abandon the production of this line of yarns beiause of uinwillingness of labor
to ork at it, so that there are only two or three spinners in the United States producing
this kind of yarns and providi an insuffieient supply of same for the needs of the
:imnortant carpet indiustry of this country. Carpet manufacturers are therefore comr;eled
riortto moreexpendive substitute, to the detriment of their industry.
By returning the raw -hemp on the free list (therefore placing the American yarn
manufactureri from the tart on the same basis of the foreign), it. would seem thatat
:duty ranging from a minimum of 12'per cent to a maximum of 20 per cent ad valorem
should protect the American manufacturer to such an extent (also in consideration of
the fact that the ocean freight and insurance on arn is evidently much higher than
the ocean'freight on raw miaterial) that any higher duty should be unfair to the ultimate
American cosumer of-the yarn
However, it seems as if a lower rate of duty should be advantageous to American
carpet manufacturers on these yarns, as e pce of same would conequently lessen.
The present bai of duty guarantees a steady revenue to the United States Treaury,
which on the b of 12 to 20 per cent muet have varied, it is presumed, anywhere
from $20,000 to P0,0W yearly. If the duty should be increased, this revenue would
undoubtedly -be stopped immeditely.,
This chamber, in consideration of the above-tated facts, recommends repecitfully.
that the roposed rates of the Fordney tariff bill on hemp yarns be reduced 75 or 50
percent em than the proposed figure; and, should this be impossible, then that they
be replaced by paragraph 341 of tbe Pa'ne-ALldrich tariff (1909) substituting, however,
Xthe ad valorem rates therein stated by equivalent specific rates.
HEM. THREADS, TWINES,

OR CORDS.

[Paragraph~1004A
tariff bill a
The
on thr,
and cords not finer than 8
lea18 Fordney
cents per pound: finer tinduties
8 lea and not finertwines,
than 60 lea,. 16 cents per. pound
and three-fourths of 1 cent for each additional lea or part of lea in excess of 8;. and
finer than 60 lea, 68 cents per pound; but in all such cases not lee than 23 per cent.
The impaon of these articles has been practicall nil under the present tariff of
20 per cent if not finer than 5 lea and of ?A r cent if fincr than the pro
d Fordney
rates, much higher than even the Payne-Aldrich tariff rates would make importation
absolutely prohibitive.
This c ber therefore respectfully recommends that the
rates on threads,
twineerknd cords of the Fordney tariff bill be reduced to 75 orproposed
50 per cent less than the
proposed figures; and should this be imupoable, then that they be replaced by paragraph 340 of the Payne-Aldrich tariff of 1909.
LEATEIR OY
KOVES.

[Paragraph 1433.]
*hischamberdloes not ignore that the mnufatureo gloives has-become an imng to the census figures
portant Industry i the UUmted States, turning out, a
of 1914, 3,082,376 dozen pairs of gloves, valued at $21,614,107. Compared to these
figures, the 582,018 dozen pairs of gloves, valued at $7,20,7W, imported in fiscal-
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year i920 ar a relatively unimportant factor, importtion supplying only one-fifth
of the consumpt.
ei
onsiderably by W'r conditions, which have
The gloves impot tde
It oehalf of it former level of 1 183, dozen pars,- imported
a
practically reduced
an oppnity to replace
in fisal yei 191&3. This hasgiven eriAn manuf
counies, tad whichha laborod sinc the
the gloves fomely supplied by MoS
war with ricions ad diffIcultie of ) kin fi lack of materials, incrae
ste.
cost of prodiiction, ad xation, higher fig ad i
To-day importd love play but scndoa.r in the uppl of eican consumption am their l pically cofined to women'sgloves, which is not the princi
pal fine ofprd oin thi ountr. While, ina, 76.8 pe entof the domsoti
productin was in1914:of men's gloves, 9.4pe4 cent of gloves br boys, only 13.8 per
cent r sented womens ad children's gloves. On the other hand practically 97.5
per cent of:the ha~on In fiscal year 192 W of women's gloves, and only 2.5
P.
at affet the -lot
line .of dcl
po ,thefor tak plae i
the domic anuf re. The latter W.notwithsndg tiehger cost of labor in
by r inteive, more yst
tt
this county, can pely o t thisdi
and qu-icer methods of duction, by lsr ot f power, by gre eoomy in
freightand dist luting expense, and bythe privile o ne s to market. By
which arufficient for pro.
the father aid of reasobli d notsfbitrryies
not luxusylis well abfeto
r
ttion onaaticl,
1 * e glo ,of iar
of c ution notwithstandig any
mainin ts doinnt psition
intheepply
he ,of onufacl dep ei
temporaryability, th abn
:.. An uch pibiity is, however,
turet supply this mret attractw.
unble exhang, which
bedevopd
y, as no stable bsins aonna
onlyt
oI preset- do distant futumi
is bound to recoerl
ofthe Underwood ariff we not
rssfo loi
Had it not beefortefaetthatth:
of a rhibitory darter im rtations ould hae been impossible since the war.
Now that it is soing ymptoms of recovery after inprecedented difficulties, it
should not be killed by th reenactment of pai;bitive rates such as those proposed
in the Fordney if bill equivalent to an increase of at lest 100 per cent on foreign
cost.
on glov,begs leave to submit
This chamber, after careful study of the
d
t (Underwood) and the pr
hereunto comparative statement of the p
in the matter, to which it
(Fordney) rates, together with its own itommendtio
lietly bes ks the consideration of this honrble ommittee:
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AND WINE LEES, AND TARTARIC ACID.

[Paragraphs 1 and 9.1
Argols and tartaric raw materials, containing DO more than 90 per cent of potaum
bitarttate, ae subjected by the Fordney tariff bill to a duty of6 per cent advlorem,
fmelS .ltdthe
same rate at presnt in force and containing bove 90. per cent of
,
potauni bitartate to 6 cents per pound, the sme rate being lvied on crem of
tartar and Rochelle sit; taic acid is rated at 6 cents per pound.
The proposed r
eprent an increase of 100 per cent on argols containing more
than per cet of potaslui bitarte on cream of tarta and Rochelle slts, and an
increase: di 87.60 per cent on taitaric acid.
from whch cream of tartar, Rochelle
Argol. and ine leee wthe raw mat
salts and tartaricacid are manufactured. They are by-product of the wine industry
the only ayulea sourceo tirtaric aid which hhasnot yet been obtained nthetkally.
Ttic acid d it lts are used chiefy in the preption of medici compounds
and of food products, sin b
powder d beverages,.as mordantsin the printing
of fabrics and iiother technical he most im t u is inthe manifacture
of one variety of aing powder, extensively consumed in th country in domestic
Th yy output of the bg-powder industry
bread making ad alsoexjye.
aloe rep
ted inoe United States acrding to tlhe census of 1914, a vilue of
nar $022,500,00 Ad an inet catal of orver P,000,000, gi work to over
3,600 person. Exports of thee, which had, like the industry, been steadily in,
t
:which
in olf
f~lsalyear
1918 nearly $2,000,000.
Even wine
beforeindustry
prohibiton
:u
the American
.,--ithit
cut
furaMy American
6u1ply,
Ti cout
niihed. bqi l y:cntber of thea Aorl csup p y the raw t
to-day is wholly dependent upon the fwne-maknl countries of the Mediterranean,
and chiefly upon Italy, Face, Algeri, S , a Portugl, for its importations of
tarbaric raw materials. Importations, tking one year with another and allowing for
war or tariff conditions, hiave been pretty steady, with a tendency of late years to
increase, as hown by the fact that, while during the first five yew of the pst d&ade
yearly about 28,086,000 pounds, they have during the last five years
theya
7060
000 pound.
It has be the ttional policy of the United States to encou the importation Of these crude materials, d this poicy soud e ahered to by leaving unchaned the present ad rm rt of duty on argols or crude tartar and wine lees,
varie
which befits a product the value f which
ding to its actual contents iii
tartaric Acid,
Impo. of crm of tartar gad with the removval of the -ent rate which obtained previousto fiscal yet 1914, and had kept ;imrtations for the period 1911-1913
At a yearly age of 67,710. pou
The pent rate of 2 cents per pound, which
replaced the former in 1914,
increased importations to a yearly average for the
three fiscal ye ending June 30, 1918, to 68,Wpounds, the lae amount imported
in 1914 and 1916, respectively, of 812,867 and 784,868 iad
ind due not solely
to the chang in the tariff, but mostly to the Areado war conditions imulating
impbrtains in order to prde for emergency - evinced by their fali back to
a more conservative av ein thefll ng years This ho that the rustment
of the rate under tetff
actof 1913 ha operated advantageously for the interest of
revenue and pratically witout prejudice to American refiners, as the unabated, in
clearly dentrte
fact increased, imports ofraw ma
A somewhat analogous course is hown by the imporaons
- of t
ic:
acid, which
:from a yearlyr aerege of 149 014 pounds for the perod of fical year 1909-1913, when
the rate was first 7 and th encents per pound, in sd with it reduction to 3j cent
a
avenge of 393,$8 pounds during the last fve fiscal
in the lst t a to an
year, alter h aing ttained omewhat st king totals in 1914 with 848,574 pounds,
under the stimulus of the tariff change, d in 1915 with 820 106 pounds under the
ste of proiding for wrp emergencies. It is true that imporation from a-moderate
increase in preiousye accentua somewhat in 1920, when a total of 797,367
pounds wa rocked; tut ihis io olely to the exceptional conditions of the foreign
exchange,- which hav prevailed during that period, the only time when it became
possble for for manufacturers, on account of the unprecedented depreciation of
the lira, to sell their articles to any extent on this market, which h always before
been controlled almost entirely by home manufacturers. Had it not been for the
exceptionally abnormal exchage, forieiqn manufacturers would not hlve been able
to asell to any apprecible extent on this market, the tariff having, since the war,
played a relativey unimportant rdle in influencing imports into the United States in
compion to the excha, with its striking fluctuations.

averqwd'

:
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The present s
conditions of exchange can not, however, last much longer
as they are neither-in the interest of Europe nor of this country. A more stted and
stable condition Is bound to follow' n the no great distant future, and it would unquestionably be unfair and inequitable to base our calculation in aeming duties to-day
so based, upon return
on the exIstin disprity hich ca ot endue. If they
to more normal contions the protection accorded to domestic manufacturers would
be incread to uchexnt ato wrk prohibitively on importtion, and, hile giv
the manufacturer inthiis country an undeirable monopoly of the market, would alo

void the purs of reenu and destroy a sound competition that alone would
ultimately benefit the couer, .;;
tly since the wr,
has inc
d
r being'
The cost of manufaturein UIty
aridnow for an 8-hour daiy'fivefold-wthat itreceived-beore the war fa 9-hour day.
ic
ra mate
at :owepply-of matas required i the uie oE than tf
at at grea
Wmd tagethencomrials it isalmost suerlu tuo' statt
ch ca
o,
pared with this cof exp lay in the itw ot
on hich it t y freit and
wy,
supplies, which it- has to imipotr this
ea manufcur fo th differduty, andwhich oset any didt e o t
ence of freigtO pidlon the great bulk of the tartaric crude material in com
to the finised product..
maginh
he;
As soon as an improvement in e- aU: tishll eliibivatsditht
which only of lite hs mde pouble i t into thi count ad as oon as
bothhere a abroad, eai ?have made
a more settled state of indUtil co
it will be, sen that the parent
t
production,
imore stable the present flctuatin'
for domsc manufacturers, who have
ently
rate On tataric:awid is
found in the incradconumpton of tartaric acid through the enactment of pro.
hibition, a competing ftor for the temporarily increased imports of this useful
nc acld
in from 3* to 8 cent per pound on tartaric acid
orhi tlw cotmy the
t 'as did theto tho- {i
itnofthis cocimmn oiyasddteDingley
O~p>" ii
Cf
I~d
rate of 7 -cenba and the Payne-Aldch rate of 6 cents, which pratically killed its
import trade
ts pod on tartaic cid and of 2+ cent per pound
The present re of 3} pern
on cream of tartar haie stimulated import without viible prejudice ta American
of crude' mateias have continued to be equiv t
manfters w e ip
th n
artic es, an appr therfore to
th
-to more than ive ti
chamber as the optimum ras both f h e purpo of reeue and for that of p
sks that they continue una d. Should, how.
"
tion, and this chambeO theefore
ever, A increase be deemed unavoidable, this chamber respectfully recommend
that the rate on tartaric acid be fixed at no more than 5 cents per pound.'
CITRAT 0o LiMs AND CIrIC ACD.

1'0 k1and 46.J
nof
ap
hey0
''0::l
'.
places- aduty
Thei Frdneytaiiff
centaginst the-premnt.'dutyi 1cen't
incr

Ce

[Paagaph
f:
;
f
bill
of 7 cent peripound on citrate of"lime,an
l
per' pound, on raw maof
of 700'per
i
terial n y to Americn industry nd hdly pro d in $hi cointty.
s an inC.Irte of limie, the raw mateial from which citric acid i manufactured, imported
Hdiip ble. materia to Amin manufacture, of which this country
annually bfore the war- between five and idx millIon pounds 'and to a somewhat
to make up for the lesser amount
in
;1918,taken
and 1917
years1915,
-ester
list, andplcd for revenue
off the fre
justben
when ithad
in 1914, fiscal
importedextent
-purposs underi a duty of 1 cent per pound. Dung the tw fisl ye that folict og tote ';nwettld
war, importafions were
into
lowed-our etr thei
conditions -of shipping, so that receipt i fiscal year of 1920 amounting to almost
10.500,000 pounds, made up for the deficiency of the tw pre-ious year-.
While Californiahas, since thewr, started' the industry of citrus by- duct,0
amount of cit
tance i cmparionto1 the l
its production is still of s all
rate of lime needed by American manuacturers of cltricid. In 1919 the California production of this raw matei wa ported
eqial to about 232,00 pounds
to about 75 000 pounds, #hlch means that Califori does not
acid
*and that of citric
imsuppl 8at the ' resent time morentha5- per cent of 'the citrte2 of lime annually
in the hited States, and does not produce more than per cent of the citric
acid manufactured 'i thi'country.. Even alowing for such increase in the output
of domestic citrate of lime as seems reaonable, in view of 75 per cent increase in
coming into production in the distant future,
acreage of now nonbearing'lemon
it 18 hardly to be expected that the output of citrate of lime in, California would in-

0 .:0 0 '.:fff- f.0 f.f
o

per

a
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crea to any iznjntint percentage of the supply needed by American manufacturers
of citric aid. The productibn of it has increased from 2,102,256 pounds In 1916 to
4,032,897 in 1917, notwithstnding the lowering of the rate of dutv from 7 to 5 cent
er pound-at the last tariff revison, -which deduction, while it ineased importations
ro
yearly vea of 78 964 pound during the period of fiscal years 1910-1913 to
an aver of 571,76 pounds -since 1913, did not reduce the average annual importation of citrate.of lime into this country. The liatter increased on the contrary from
a yearly average of 5,152,804 pounds in the
od 1910-1913 to one of 6,867,000 durihg the last -seven fiscal year. ending June 30,' 1920. This shows that the moderate
lowerintdf the rate on citric acid has not worked to the prejudice of American manufactiurevs, while-anjy-toto revenue ($10f,435) has ben amply offset by the gain from
the 1-cent rate-on citiite of lime ($58,870) asessed for revenue purpoe.
is derived 95 per cent of
The manufacture of citrste of lime in- Sicily, from Nwhich
our supply of this impoted r matel, is an impitnt feature of the lemon industry,
of which it abirbs the culls, reprntig abut 30 pr cent of the lemon production.
cooperatie form to insure its existence from the
It had to be organized inwa sort-of
ruinous deprsion that ruled formerly. During the war, which had a depressing
effect on the exposition-of the fruit, owing to unsettled shipping conditions, it-consomewhat greater
verted into citrate of lime the Is cull production, wNhich
than usual, bit oing to the scarcity of labor, the shorter hours of work, at least the
fivefold increase inwg, and the much hiher cst of coal and- other materials the
cost of manufacture has also allgmentd greatly the price of citiate of lime, which was187 6 liregper .quintal ,'havingrisen to:700 lire-per quintal in 1919,this aw material and other disadvantages cofronting
Undetrdke incresedcostrof
manufacturer. in thiscountry, such as incread freights, increased costs of labor apd
of materials ch, and considering tt even for a good many years to come California
will not be in a position to supply any; appreciable amount of this article, we believe
that no higher duty than the present rate of 1 cent per pound should be levied on
citrate of lie and such s the earest and restful recommendation of this chamber.
The Foidney tariff bill propose a duty of 12 cents per pound on citric against 6 cents
c
i the
in the present tariff.
Citric- acid is consumedg"andy
and effervescet
alsoin Ienin: `me la F Mi-'WI l e..h After the spurt beverages
caud by of
thea
y in expectaton
shipment i 1914 of a un whichhiabeedn held up iin import,
Neow.
York
tarff c
and i 1916 by war-emergency r iemns especially since
rttion of citric acid toCentralAmerica,
replaced London to a lgeextent fr the e
the West Indies, and Far East, it was only with the abnornml conditions of -exchange'
which in this, as in mny other cases, has influenced importiations more than the tari
itself, that any chance of businese has existed for imp d citric acid, a condition
which is only temPorary and will disppear a soon s the exchange shall have dropped
a less abnormal level, an improvement which can not be too far distant.
It would be not only unw e, but also unfair, in the present unsettled and particularly hysteric condition ofthe: exchange, when cost of production abroad, as well a
here, can not always be reliably ca a , to base rates of duty, which are destined
to become permaent on criteri o offet the depreciated currency of the country of
origin, as, upoon retun to more stable conditions this would eliminate any further
possibility of impotaion and give the nufacturers in this country a monopoly of
a market which they are unable to suppl.
If cost of production has increased in this country since the war, it as to a far greater
extent kugmented on the other' side, whoem. the economic chainges brought about by
the-wvar have been felt even more acutely thazn here, in the c of labor no less than ii
that of fuel and mrials other than citrate of liie, in freights no less than in overhead
expenses, without the favorable prospect for: increased consumption of citric acid shown
by this country since the advent of -prohibition.
The domestic industry notwi thstaudii the higher cost of labor enjoys over Sicily
decided advantages in the cost of production of citric acid. Inlfact, while citrus cul a
in (California ae shiped to the factory by the carload, in Sicily they have to be
carried in most cas by animal traction at a relatively higher cost of transportation.
Moreover, the cost of fuel and materials, important items of the cot of production, is
land the wider use of labor saving machinery
greater in Sicily than in this country,
by domestic manufacturers counterbalances to a great extent tho higher cost of labor.
With reference to a statement made by If. Al. May of the Exchange Products Co. of
Corona, Calif., before the.Ways and Means Committee of the House, relative to the cost
of working l ton of lemos into citric acid, reported in a total of $14.76, equal to a unitary
cost of citric acid of cents 36.9, this chamber wishes to point out that the reported
factors of saiwl cait arat'Wher exagerated, especially the item of labor reported for
1 ton of lemons equal to $4.69, as 3S hours of labor required for such elaboration are

salts;c somedlneorhncipi
;

manufacturedo
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mlx $4 9 uzaitrh Yield of citric acid from 1 ton of
pid in
lemons nmorever reported oR ouly'40 poun, while it is in fact of 43.69 pounds,
which would lower to 31.5 cents the unitary cost of production of citric acid.
Under the present rapid readjustment to a prewar bee of the price of citric acid
the present 56cent rate represents already a protection of over 10 per cent to the
American
malufactur..n
In coasideration of the afore statd fa, showing that the present duty of 5 cents
per pound on citric acid, while sufficiently protective for American m facts i
also the safest for the purposes of revenue and the interest of consumers, this mr
recommend respectfully that it be maintained unchanged and that, should an ince rtalnl

crea be unavoidable, a return to no higher rate than that of 7 cents per pound Of the
Payne-Aldrich Act, be adopted.
CITRON AND OITON PEEL IN BRINE AND ORANGE AN

LEMON PEEL IN BRINE.

f:
0t~~~Pagrph0740.J0i
;:
Citron and citron peel is. not produced in this country and has to be imported
entiiW9 for the requirements of cconifetioners, :which is done by shipping this raw
material of the candying industry preserved in ibrne, This cornmrodity hbs always
been admitted free of duty, but the Fordney tariff bill places a duty on it of 2 cents
per pound, wholly uustified, as there is no dometic industry to protect, and the
Import mounts, tlerefore, to a burdenon:cfectioners and consumers.
Likewise the orange and lemon peel refd to in the above pasgph is the -I
of these fruits, shipped- in brine, for the purpose -of candying or preserng. ftis
iu-ommereuentially a raw material required by cfectionerskand not obtainablecial quantities except from the countries where the citrus-fruit by-droducts industry
makes this by-product available. The quantityproduced in Caornia, wher the
citrus by-products industry has just been started, is yet significant in comparin
to the demand. Importation of this article is therefore devoid of any competitive
character.
It is imprtant that manufacturers of candied :frit in this country. should obtain
these products as cheaply as posible, which could not be the case if they were burdened with duty. For obvious reason, making further explanation superfluous, this
chamber, in the interest of American industry and labor, earnestly entreats your
honorable committee to return these articles to the free list.
0

AMONDS.

[Paragraph 754.]
The- Fordney tariff bill:raised the duty of 331 per cent, namely, from 3 to 4 cents per
4 12 cents
on
not
and 300

of
pound almonds
shelled,
per cent, namely, from to
per
pound, on. shelled almonde.
While almonds may be claued by some as a luxy, they in fact represent a very
valuable food product. They are a nutritious and healthy fod . Thoee imported in
theshelled supply the bakers and
the shell find their utility for household use, while
confectionery trade. During the past few year, whenprie soared considerably, the
'demand was greatly. cirtailed, showving- conclusively: tbat this aiffcle can not stand
more than a reasonable impost. Any considerable inrease in the picee of almonds
can not fail to do immeasurable damage totheir consumption. The California output
has grown to considerable proportions, the 1919 crop, which was the largest ever
recorded, being estimated at 7,250 tons. This is ample proof that domestic production is sufficiebntly protected by the present tariff rates, which have in no way retarded
the development of this industry in that State. In the same year 1919-20 importation
of almonds unshelled amounted to only 3,700 tons, while that of the shelled amounted
to over 13,000 tons.
While the importation has shown increase, it has been gradual, especially in
unshelled almonds. Theshelledlhas shown the moststrikingincrease-, having doubled
since 1913. The reason for this is that shelled nuts are not an industry here, and the
trade which it supplies, the bakery and confectionery, have shown tremendous
expansion durng that period.
The more rapid increase in the demand of California unshelled almonds as compared
with the imported shows conclusively that the California production has little to fear
from the competition of the imported. The present duty of 3 cents a pound represents about onefifth of the value, and it is amply sufficient to cover any protection.
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As to the relative cost of production here and abroad, there is no widespread difference. -Almonds being an arboreal crop, do not require the mount of manual labo
In this country there is the special advantage that whatever
necessary to fieid cro
labor is required, such as tillage and spiaying, is performed by laborsaving machinery.
The orchards in California being but comparatively recently planted, have the
advantage of the hiher unitarv yield of trees in the prime of life. Further, of the
greater economy in the cost of production, through scientific planting and proper care
of cultivation,
The alleged unproportion of th6e duty between shelled and unshelled almonds is
justified br the reason that the shelled ire to a great extent a raw material necessary
to one of the largest and most thriving American industnies, the candy trade. While
the unshelled may compete wth the foreign for the choice 4f the housewife, there is
no fear of competition to domestic production from imported shelled almonds.
In conclusion this chamber earnestly recommends that if it is not possible to maintain the present rates of 3 cents per pound on unshelled and 4 cents per pound oni
shelled almonds, which have worked well both for revenue and protection, no higher
duties be enacted than 4 cents per pound on almonds with the shell and 6 cents per
pound on the shelled.

MACARONIO VERMICELIJ,

AND ALL SIMILAR PREPARATIONS.

[Parag:aph 726.]
The Fotidn'ey tariff bilfpopioe a duty of 14 cents per pound on macaroni and-&
similar preparations. Thi c6himber desires to submit to your honorable committee
the following evidence, showing that this duty is ample for the purpose of protection
and most advisable for revenues.
hInstis endeavor it is necesary to survey the conditions of the macaroni trade
and production in this country, as they were before and
an
regardinbthi importation
duriugthe wr and.ottf
as they are now.,
The industr of mentaryp , which is one of the oldest and most important of
Italy, had greatly develod nor to the war, especially In-the districts of Genoa and
Naples, which enjoy a traditional reputationin this trade. The export trade of
Ialian macaroni had reatedin 9I3 a total of 158,000, pounds equal to 7,099,000
boxes 5,000,0boxeoxes alone being sipped to hie United States.
Fromt1he~outbieakof the wartaly ceased to be a factor, as'far as the exportof
macaroni is concerned, owing to6 the embargo placed on this essential article of food
Deprived of this source of supply, the American market was left entirely to the dies
ucers. To their credit it must be said that they have
:position ofthe domestic
: taken freely advan-tage of this opportunity. Aside from the increased production,
due to the stimiilis of necessity, they vastly improved the quality of their product.
Excellent macaroni is made to-day in this country, and while the' mpoia macaroni
would still enjoy*a& preference with many, there is really no great difference in their
comparative intrnic quality. : Of course, advantages o! ages of experience, of natural
and climatic conditions, of war, btc. can-not be easily overcome, and in the last
analysia ethe
perfection attained by the Itian product, when made entirely of semola,
will ever enjoy the. advantage that always goes to an article admitted known as
"original or."genuine)' In conclusion, however, we do not think- that some-of
the best brands of domestic macaroni will suffer much in coparion with the li
; ported.: At any rate not at the present time, when the imported macaroni li manufactured with only 75 per cent semla, -while the domestic is made entirely of semola.
We speakCprt"clarly of the future. For the prent the home producers need
have no fear of foreign competition. It is impossible, under present conditions, for
Italy to again beome a factor in this market. In the first place Italy has suffered
great hardships during the war, and is still suffering to-day from lack of wheat. She
produced less than two-thirds of her own wants of this staple, and the balance she
haS to import,- at enormous sacrifices, mostlytfrom this: couhtry. These sacrifices
are made Specially acute at present, due to the disparity of her money, and on the
horizon nothing has as yet appred that might ameliorate these condition How
is it to be expected that Italy can buy wheat in the United States, bring it-to Italy,
and return it to us manufactured- into macaroni at a price that will compete with
domestic production? For, besides the diiadvantages of the- money exchange and
the added freight, which increased since the war from four to five times, it must be
acknowledged that the cost of manufacture has greatly advanced in Italy -from the
prewar period. Wages have advanced many times over. All materials uised, as
well as the cost of the upkeep of proxies and plants, show a corresponding increase,
so that the Italian macaroni manufacturer today is working under multiple disadvantages in the difficulty of obtaining and in the augmented cost of wheat, in the
advanced cost of labor and in higher overhead expenses.
d
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cant
What further prqof is needed that she ca not become a factor than. the
og,
fact that the export of macaroni from Italy, aInst a corresponding import
s nowb peittd for ome time, ad during this period but a few tring hipments have arrive#. in thii country, and thes were offered, on the average, t a
50 to 60 cent
box higher than the domestic?
We -feel Mtfiedin stating tlat macaroni can to-day be produced cheaper in the
United Sttes than in Italy
A few figures will clearly demobhtrate this fact, together with the absolute impoksibibty for Italian paste tocompete with the:domestic product. Italian macaroni i's
offered today at 62.50 i per box of 22 poundfo b. lading port, which at the
sateof exchange of sy 2 lire, is equivalt to 2.10 per box. Adding for freight
16 ce
insurance 2 cents, duty, at 1 cent
doun, 22 cents, we have a total cost
of imported macaroni of 12.50 per box,delivered in New York.
DoImestic macaroni rolling to-day at the rate of $1.70 per box of 20 pounds, naamely,
at un uivalent of $iL87 per box of 22 pounds, shows an advantage in price of something liHe 63 cents, thus proving that the present duty is amply protective for domestic
niaruature.
It should 6e noted further that domestic macaroni, manufactured as it is ith all
ssmola, has an easy advantage at present over the imported, not only in th prie
but aW in the quality, whici for the time being is better in the case of the domestic
g
article.:
When the foreign macaroni shal agin be made with iO( per cent seinola, its cost
will nCdily icrease in proportion, thus showing even a greater disadvantage in
comparison th the d tic article from the standpoint of competition, which will
be entirely out of4quetion.
In prewar da s asin ic ar 1914, imptd macaoni sold in New York'from
ct.
to L0 for the domestic p
$1.35 to $1.46 prbo of-22 poun gint77 c
owtat even bore te war, domestic¢paste had the advantage of 1
is pics
penter pound in the pice, whichwe believet ampl proetion for such an essential
befoe
tim the domestic aroi industry
ctzcife of fiod s macironi.
tial development, later realized to
had expeenced coion favorable to a
a far greater extent -under te stimulus of war conditions.
The domestic manufacturer isto-day practicly mat of the upply of t arcle
to American consumers, and not only-i abolute control of the market of this country,
but also on the way to become a formidable factor of competition against foreign mannhicturers in the export trade, a role this with which it was not identified before the
fti that hvecmeinto existence since the 'War,
Manyre the new. and l
:besdes those that*were aay dnga rsperous busin before. Dometic pro
auction s increased norouly, and hafirmly gained the patronage of customers
hsnnerly usingforeign. macaroni, and domestic manufacturers are more than able to
maintain and further developdthis im tant tade.
It is very problematicalitherefore, wheth
when the Russian graary shall
have opened again to foreign manufaturers-nd God knows how fir that may be
they will an be able to: recover a part of the portion they formerly held on this
market, 8iia this becauiseof the: manydisdvantages that they have to overcome,
whichpraticall hie such possiblity
As before statedItaI macaroni8i not likely to ever attainte impiortant part it
market. We therfore believe that theduty should be aed
once e djoye inkour
to proVide revenue without iscouaing or hibitin entirely the importation, as
it would be absolutely unfai to- prvent certain elents witli ia refer taste for the
ir at or to further en'cumber an industry that
imported cl frm satistn
has alreadysfr
so mu. from.the dire consequences of war.
.
0 Thin chamber is firmly convinced that any addition to the proposed rate of 1i-cents
would be an addedbiurden that the imported macaroni, already greatly
0 round
capped, could'not' endure. and which is entirely unnecessary for the purpose of
protection- and- unadvisble for revenue.
This chamber would consider unjust that a trade built up after many years of hard
work, andiwhich has alrealy suffered awtlv through foice of war circumstances,
should be further discriminated againt
Sentiment, we appreciate, has no place in tariff making, but who amongst us would
not regret the passing of real Italian spaghetti, the pioneers who introduced to us this
table delight?
This chamber therefore most respectfully recommends that the duty on macaroni
be continued at its present rate of 1 cent per pound or that, if an increase is unavoidable, it be not raised more than at 1I cents per pound, as proposed by the Fordney
tariff bill.
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CATTLE.

(Paragraph 701.]
STATEMENT OF J. A. HAPPR, EL PASO, TZl REPRESENTING
A

MRICAN CATTLE GROWERS OF rtnCO.

Senator LA, OLL TE. What i yor name and address?.
Mr. HAPPER, J. A. Happer, El Paso, Tex. I also represent Mr.
Packard, who could not get here in time. He wired me to represent
him. Mr. Sheahan washere this morning, but had to leave.
I have been asked to present this matter in a written statement
of one page, addressed to you gentlemen, which is as follows:
We represent the Aissociation of American Cattle Growers of Mexico, that owns ap-

proximately 8,512,000 acres of land in Mexico, valued conservatively at $2 per acre,
amounting to $17,024,000; also 95,000 head of stock cattle, valued at $25 per head,
amounting to $2,375,000; the total investment being $19,399,000.
We desire to present to your committee some figures and statements wherein we
country, s well as
hope to show that it is to the interest of the people of the eastire
to the interest of the cattle producers, that stock cattle under 2 years of age should
come in duty free.
According to the United States census in 1900, there were 50,583,777 head of beef
cattle in the United States, and according to the census of 1920 there were only
35,424,458, a shrinkage of 15,159,319.

Senator SMOOT. For whom do you speak?
Mr. HAPPER. For the American Cattle Growers of Mexico.
In the saea period of me the population of the United States increased from
77,256,30 in 1900.to 107,438,441 in 1920 (Stat. Abe. U. S.; p. 32), an increase of 30,177,811. Should this shrinkage continue in the next 20 years at the same ratio,
it is easy to see thit beef for people in moderate circumstances will be exceedingly
m f;:
and scarce.
exptive
e
from The Producer, the official organ of the American
National Livestock Association (p. 10, vol. 111,-No. 1, June, 1921):
"That there has been aAgretfsrinae in the number of beef cattle is abundantly
the census fig , ad ii fully corroborated by the depleted ranges of the
proved by
west, Thi shortage should become: more evident later in the year. Undoubtedly
there will be some1liquidations in dairy cattle on account of unprofitable prices for
a products, and this will to some extent increase the meat supply. But, on the
Foe, proppects for the beef producer seem brighter than for some time. For severl yea
has been confronted with a buyeris market. Now the situation promises a change, and the seller should hold the whip hand;"
In thespring of this year the Secretary of the Treasury found the condition of
the cattle industry in such a precarious condition that, after consultation with cattlemen, bankers, and Treasury official, he arranged with various bankers in the United
State. for a fund of $50,000,000 to be'loaned to cattle raisers on long time, to save this
industry.
The stock cattle under 2 years of age that have come into this country in recent
years-or that will come into the country in the future-all go to pastures or feed lots
to be finished for our beef markets and consume the surplus farm products of this

quotive dhe olloarinc

country.

Gent\:\ilemen, I just want to add this that for thlat fiveyea
they have had droughts in what we call the stotk ranges in the
West. They have come intermittently in the Southwest and in Ethe
Northwest. When we had a drought in the Southwest they: might
have; gams in the Northwest, and vice versa. But the ranges in our
part of the co6untry are depleted. We want the, chance, when the
ranges0f are such that we can not raise stock cattle for feeding, to
move them back and forth across the lines, or to import them from
Mexico orf Canada or wherever it is necessary.

Table: Be f cat le on farms, 1920.
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The importations of stock cattleofor this purpose are jnfinitesimal
to whatJis used in this country for different purposes, and we believe
that if younger cattle c be brought into this country without a
these cattle under 2 ears of age-we do not mean S6eef cattleduty,
it will be not only to the advantage o th sope of thentire country,
but to the stockmen themselves in the West.
If there are any questions that I can answer I would be very glad.
Senator SMoot. There are not very many that *ould come over
from Mexico, are there?:
Mr. HRAmR. Very f'r very few from Mexico and not very many
from Canada of stock catfie.
Senator SMOOT. I mean, those less than 2 years of age.
Mr. HAPPER. Le8ss than 2 years old I am speaking of. That is
all we ask with reference to.
Senator SudoT. There would not be very many that would come
in, anyhow, would there?I
Mt.' HAmR. No; not many.
(The witness submitted the following statement:)
Beef coW. :;:
- X::00:0Bonfnww,
1920.
.:: ,.N
Alabamna. ..........
.332, 299
322,43 Nea I
18,277
ros.....
768,197 PsNewHamhire . .
Jery ...
6, 76
.6,806 N.*
Arkansas*
Meico
.
California.1............1 229,08 .Ne.
1,237,5W1
6,170
Colorado...1,43........
1,484,423 Ne York.............
Coieicut .............
11, 026 CNtharolina ..........
182,702
* . :NorthDakota...
D;>elaware...
674,529
:1,752
Ditict of Columbisa
19.Oh.... 6 7, ,4
Flonda............ 518,560 .Oklhom..........a. . 1, 265,817
.570 697
.n.
Geoi .................. 478,940.
248,
5
Idho.5
.....i.............
7
Rde
Illinois ...1,292,8
Isl.................
,
th
Indiana.5.. -,6W5Carolinwha.
886
117i
3, 08,-198 S6uth Dakota. .1 818, 784
*
Iowra .
2, 486
T
Kanss.2,975,890
.:
a90
Tn.....es...4..
, 659 f0.Texas..4, 767, 572
Kentuckcy.:433,
:. :¢ Utalh
Lo..uisiana.
t
.897,563
.487,709
Maine ...-.:.........33,475 Vermot..14 200
403,55
M Aynd ....
53,666 Virpma.
. . 193,81
10, 089 W..b...on
Ma1sachusetts ....
321
Michighan:................... 332, 869 Wet Vrg..........
.. 287, 34
:940,*
-W ....sci..
Msipneota.......
.
.i Wyoming
M-auiaippl..
814, 386
f01,718
481,241
: - .......
1,714,894
Missouri.;......
Total............... 36, 48
Montana........
1, 07,418
Nebrask............ 2,470,779
................ .......

.

..........

.

....

.

.... ....... .. S..

STATEXNT oF

JAL

..........

. WISWALI, CAN

SONORA,

EXXI0CO, RERESENTN THE CANANRA CATTEi Co.
do you reside?
.
The00 Oniss WhereA
Mr:XC. 8WsaL.: Cananea, Soinora, Mexico. ?
The CauaAN. What is your occupation
MR. WISWALL. I Am a cattle raiser.
The C()uw.AN. Are you an Ameirian citizen?
Mr. WiswALl. Yes, sir; my family lives in California.
The Cahaax.. On what point do you want to spoak?
Mr. WiSwA. I want to speak on the tariff on live cattle.
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The Cuszaxn. And advato a higher duty or dutIy
lower
. I want to try to get aVlower duty on some cla of
: r. WxI8w
The Casraviw. What State do you come fnro
orig y
;0Mr. W~sWAWI -am anative- ofllin
ois; Ivvote in-Arizoina.
Cnnxa. How long have'6 you been residing in Mexico?
Mr. Wtwag . Iha beenresidin ere 20 years
IThe Cnnxn. You nm a largo business there, do you ?
Mr. WIeWil. Yes, sir.
MThe CiRMAN. Is it a corporation?
Mr6 WIxWALL. YeS, sir.
The! CHAiRN. What is the name of the corporation ?
Mr. WSWAL±. eCa'nanea
^COattle Co,
:The Cninn. You :are the superintendent ?
Mr. WIiiwLU. I am te manager.
Th0e CHAIMAN. Do you own much of an interest in the company
as we lI
Mr. WISWALL. It belongs exclusively to my, Wife and her children,
my stepchildren.
8enator WATSON. Do you vote in the United States?
Mr. Wxswu6L. I vote in Arizona. That was my last residence in
the United States.
Senator SMOOr. How much land do you Own in Mexico?
Mr. WxswAr. We own 425,000 acres.,,,,
The CnnAiN. Do you live there -all the year around?
Mr. WiswAL. Practically, Senator; I amthere probably 75 per
cent of the time.
Senator SMOOT. How many head of cattle have you?
Mr. WxswAL. Thirt-five thousand.:
Senator SMoo. And where is your market?
Mr. WxswL. All over the United 'States principaly in the
Northwestern States; also in California to alargeL
extent.
Senator Svoor. Feeders?
Mr. WisWALL. Feeders, practically exclusively.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
; i. WJ*Iswr± also represent, asvie president,0the Assocition0
of American Cattlemen of Mexico. Tlihere arei not very many of us
left. Our association consists of'abo"ut 25 men. We have lots of
land and not very many cattle.
o
rship psnts, I believe,
about 8,500,000 acres and only 95,000 he of catle.
The C m . Do they own these lands outright or only grazing
^Mr.1WtIswALL. T7hey own them outright, sir. But the lands
natually ae capable of carrying many more cattle than they do at
the present time.?;I have also told you whom I rep resent personally.'
-We have been importing cattle into the United States or the lat
20 years. You wiUl recall that under the Dingley and Payne-Aldrichtariff laws cattle were dutiable, under 1 year of age at $2 per head;
cattle up to a valuation of $14 per head paid $3.75 per headLand over
a valuation of $14 perhead paid 27.5 per cent ad valorem. We
encountered two $difficulties in the application of this law:. In the
first place, there is absolUtely no way in the world of telling When a
Calf 'a 12 mOnths of age. A well-grown calf 1 1 months old is larger
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than a 13 months l calf which has not done well, and you casee
how that may lead to many questions. .The second difficultyy was in applying the ad valorem rate of duty
when cattle were valued at over $14 per head. We had great diffculty in arriving ofttimes at the valuations with the customhouse
officers. You can readily understand how one bunch of cattle will
be thin in flesh, and have poor breeding, while another Hunch of
cattle of the same age will be of good quality and of good flesh, and
there was no way of arriving definitely at the value. We were entirely
at the mercy of the customhouse appraisers, who often were not
experienced cattlemen. Our bills of sale were considered valueless,
because very frequently unscrupulous cattle buyers would come in
there and make out false bills of sale; and the result was it was
necessarily unsatisfactory both to the importers and to the customshouse officers alike.
Therefore, we were.very much relieved when cattle went on: the
free list in 1913. The importations of cattle while on the free listthat was a period of seven:and one-half years as, you know-more
than doubled. During the last seven and one-half years hey have
averaged about 500,000 head annually. Cattle importations from
Mexico jumped to 626,000 head in the year 1914. That was the
year after cattle went on the free list. This was not because cattle
were allowed to come in duty free, but because of revolutionary
conditions in Mexico, and everybody owning cattle there was trying
to get them out in that year.The Canadian importations, which amounted to practically
nothing up to the time cattle went on the free- list, commenced to
jump very rapidly, 28,000 being imported in 1913, and it increased
to 550,000: in 1919. They were of again last-year, however~ to
316,000 head. As you know, the emergency tariff bill went into
effect on the 28th day of May of this year.
had the effect
is
of practically cutting off all importations from Mexico. The Canadian importations are off about 75 per cent. I talk now of the months
from June to September of this year. I was not able to get any
data regarding October.
To show you how Mexico importations have fallen off, there have
been- but three entries of cattIe from Mexico since the emergency
bill went into effect-one in JJune of 1,010 head, one in August of 34
head, and one in September of 327 head, a total of 1,371 head.
We made the importation of the i 010 head in June, and I would
like to ge you the results of it. Theswere yearling steers. We
receivedS$9 per head for these yearling steers -on the cars-at Her-e-*;
ford, Ark We paid $3*60 per head export -duty to the Mexican
Government; we paid $3.90 per head import duty to the American
Government, a total of $7.40 per head ini duties, which left SI1.60
a head for the steers. This was exactly the same' cls-, of cattle
which we sold 12 months previously at $42.50 per head to Denver
parties- and after paying $3.50 to tbh Mexican Government it left us
$39 per head net for our cattle instead of $11.60 this year.
Senator SMoar. You are no worse off than cattle raisers in America.
Mr. WI8WALL. I am not making any complaints; I am just telling
facts; I am not telling any hard-luck story. You can readily appreciate that we can not raise yearlingsfor $11.60.
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nator SIMMoNs. What was the highest price you got for yeart
SL.$42.50.;0 Wex contacted-sales in 1920 at $46; but
money condition got very bad i the spring of 1920, and the party
who contracted them fall down on the contract.
In 1911, which was the first year I was managing this outfit, and
for the first sale of yearling steers I made we received $20 for 6our
yearling. They increased in price from year to year; never went
back until 100, when- the contract price was $45, and they went
back in one year from- $46 to $19.
Senator SIMMONS. What were you getting for that same class of
yearlings before the war?
Mr. WI8WAIL. In 1914, for instance?
Senator SIMMONS. No; take 1912 and 1913.
Mr. WIxWsL. I will tell you, Senator. tIn 1911 we got $20, and
they increased at just about the rate of $2.50 a year. In 1914 they
iwere stationary; it -was la very bad -year all over the country.
Senator SmMONS. What did you get that year?
Mr. WxsWALL. My recollection is that; we got $27.50.
Senator SiaMoNs In 1912 what did you get?
Mr. WISWALL. $22.50.
Senator SIMMONS. And $20 in 1911?
reInow
a
Mr. -WI8wALL. Yes, sir. As you know, the bill thatyou
.er 2
1
on
und
e
of
cent
er
pound
a
duty
calls
for
considerig
ca-t
years and lI cents per pound on cattle over 2 years of age. The
request that we want:to make is this: That you reduce the duty on.
the young cattle under 2 years of age.
Senator SMOOT. To what?
Mr. WIsWALL. We would like to get them in, free, if possible; any
reduction will be welcome, of course.
Senator SimMONS. How many cattle are there coming into this
country from Mexico and Canada since 1911 and 1912?
Mr. WVIWALL. How many came in?
Senator SIMMONS. From Mexico and Canada?
Mr. WrsWALL. In 1911, Senator? In 1910 there. were 5,00 from
Canada. What there were from Mexico I can give ;you ino just oneo
moment. In 1911 there were 182,000 head of cattle imported into
the United States.
Senator SuMxoNs. How many from Mexico? I
Senator SMOOT. Nearly all of them.
Mr. WISWALL. Probably nearly all of them.
Senator SIMMONS. Five thousand from Canada?
Mr. WxswAL. In 1910;; yes, sir.
Senator SMOcT. In 1910, 1911, and 1912 Canada W shipping all
of her stock, nearly, to Great Britain.
-Senator SnoNs. In 1911, you say, we got 5,000 from Canada,
and how-many from Mexico?
Mr. WswAal. About 182,000.
Senator SIMMONs. When normal conditions return, we will say,
do You anticipate that exportations from Canada and from Mexico
will be larger tha:n they were before the war?
* Mr. WIwAWJO. From Mexico it is an impossibility, because Mexico
is depleted of cattle. <
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Senator SIMMONS. That is what I want to get at.
Mr. WISWALL. Canada has more cattle than she had 10 yea ago,
probably 50 per cent more.
Senator SIMMONS. Then, your opinion is that we need not anticipate
a much larger importation of cattle from Mexico in the immediate
future than we received just before the war?
Mr. WI8wALL. It is impossible that we should receive them.
Senator SImONS. I want to ask you what effect, in your:opiion,
does the importation of 180,000 cattle from Mexico: have -upon the
price of cattle in the United States, if any?
Mr. WISWALL. Senator, pple would say that I am prejudiced,
because I am in business in Mexico.
Senator SIMMONS. I am asking your fra opinion, ad' I will
it as a frank and candid statement, if YOu will giveit to me.
accept
Mr. WI wALI. There are about 13,0 0,00bead of cate 1aketedin the United States annually. What effect would 160 000bhave on
people
13,000,000? I do not think It would be felt. But, as
would say that I
prjudiced, and probably I am, bec I-am
in business in Mexico.
I want to explain briefly, if I may, why we ask for one rate on
cattle under 2 years and another upon cattle over 2 yes In the
first place, 2 years. of age is an age we can arrive-at absolutely in a
cow or steer. When a calf commences to shed its milk teeth, or
first-growth teeth, it is about 22 months old; and when it gets to be
24 months old; it has two lare secoond-growth teeth in place in the,
middle of its lower jaw. So that by amination of an animal's
mouth, which can be done in a moment, there is absolutely no
question whether it is under or over 2 years of age. That is one
important reason why there should be ,that division at the age of
2 ears.
The other is that practically all of the cattle which are imported
into the United-States which are under 2 years of age, with the
exception of a very few which come in from eastern Canada, are
stockers or feeders; that is, all the cattle fromMexico coining into
the United States go to gra
Most of our attle gto the orthwest--Montana, Wyoming, d Colorado-herethey are put on
grass and fed out andMmarketed -s grass-fat cattle at the age of 4
That is not true of Canadian- cattle, -although I am not as
Tears.
as I am with Mexican conditionsamiliar with-Canadian
Senator SIMMONS. Let-me ask you another question. You hay
you sold your steers this year for $11?
Mr. WIsWALL. Yes,-:sir.
Senator SemnoNs. What did you have to pay for beef cattle, getting them Toady for the market, to send them over here to be fed?
Mr. WI5WALL. We sold them to people to be grazed by them.
Senator SimoNs. -Do not people sometimes send cattle to a range
and parfor their feed?
Mr. WIVWALL. Yes, sir; we have done that ourselves.
Senator SINMMNS. How much would be paid in the way of cost of
feed under such circumstances?
Mr. WwsAwa. We ran 3,500 steers on the Rosebud Indian Reservation, in South Dakota, for three years. We paid 50 cents per head
per month for the grazing. That was in 1918, 1919, and 1920. The
price was very excessive.
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How man months did you have them on the
SIMMONs.
Senator
grass
Mr.WIswALL. About 30 months 'or a little 0over, 30 months.
SelnatorSIMMONS. Why did you have tto keep them on the grass
that long?.
xMr. WtSWALL. Wez had to keep them until they wer 4 yeas of
age.: An animal fed on grass does not mature until it is 4 years of
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Senator SImmOS. They were sent there when they were what age I
Mr. WIswALL. Yearlings, or 2-year-olds.
Senator Sn'MoNs. And you paid 50 cents a head?
;Mr. WI8WALL. That: 'was a very small .part of the. epense. We
had the wages of our mon and the interest on the money, borrowed
to carry them on, to pay.
Senator SIMMONS. I understood you to say that you paid 50 cents
a month for grazing.
Mr. WISWALL. YS, Sir.
Senator SmmONs. And there were how many months' grazing?
Mr. WIswALL. We moved our cattle to Dakota in May, 1918 and
:
sold them in November, 1920, 30 months.
Senator SIK4ONS. Did you have any other expense connected
with the cattle after you sent them over here?
Mr. WINWALL. A great deal of expense.
Senator SDImmONs. You had to look after them?
-WALL. Yes,6 sir.
Mr.tW
Senator
S[IMONS. That was just for the: privilege of grazing and
sir
Yr.:S
Mr.
Wht
StiYI
Senator SM.ONs. Vou had to attend to the cattle?
Mr. WI8WALL. Yes, Sir.,
Senator SIMmONS. So that the amount per head that was spent.
in this country after the cattle arrived here was about one-half of
what you got for them, was it not?
Mr. WISWALL. In this particular case, unfortunately, it provedfor-..
to be more than we got for them. I was giving our reasons
asking that cattle under 2 years of age be put in one class and those
over 2 years of age in another-clas, -stating, as the principal reason,
because we were- definitely able to arrive at the age of 2 years and,next, because practically all cattle under 2 years of age which are
brought into this country, with the exception of a very few which
come ill from eastern Canada, are stocker or feeder cattle; that is
our cattle go to the West and Northwest to be put on the grass and
kept there from one to three years, the Canadian cattle, many -of,
them, going direct to the feed lots. Of course, they are larger cattl6
than Mexican cattle and in almost all cases better b red cattle. jBut:X
I appreciate the fact that that is not reason enough for asking thatf
the rate on young cattle be reduced. Our basic reason for making
this request is because we believe that there is no overproduction in
the United States to-day, and we also believe that there is no large
number of cattle, even in Mexico or Canada, which would be thrown
on the market if young cattle were put on the free list. I fully
appreciate the fact that many people will disagree with me-American
cattlemen.
81527-22-zim 7-i-X4
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Senator JONEs. What is it that makes you believe there is no
:overproUctIon of young cattle In the UnIted States to-day ?
XMr.t WxsWALL.II give you my figures, in just a moment,
lDi
gi
Senator.U A
Y
Senator JONES. A11 right.
Mr. WrsWaLL. I th you gentlemen who were here at the heang
Thursday will recall the three gentlemen-Mr. Cowan, of the Amencan Cattle Raisers' Association, and Mr. Spiller of the TexasSouthwstern Cattle Raisers' Association, and Mwr. Mercer from
Kansas. I do not recall who Mr. Mercer represented, but Y think
Mr. Mercer's remarks are typical of the remarks which I have heard
in meetings of cattle growers' associations all over the country.
Mr. Mercer made the statement before you, in asking for protection,
that in two years there would probably be, if present conditions
continue an actual scarcity of cattle in this country. Within a few
minutes he made the statement that he thought at resent the cattle
industry in the United States was producing enough cattle to supply
the wants of the country When American cattlemen are seekl_- financial aid from the Federal Government, they usually give the
impression that the industry is on its last legs. Here is a clipping
winch comes from the Los Angeles Herald of -October 2, which gives
the impression that Eugene Meyer got on his trip through the country.
This is dated Washington, October 1. [Reading:]
"A serious cattle shortag -M-ill confront the United States within a year unless livestock raise stop the flood of immature cattle to the slaughterhouses," Eugene Meyer,
head of the Whar Finance Corporation, said tv-day.
Meyer returned to-day from a tour of the cattle-raieing country in the West and
Middle West.

Here is and article showing the way the cattlemen talk who think
there is no shortage of cattle or that the shortage is not seriouss:
This is from the "Producer," the official publication of the American
National Livestock Association. It is from page 7 of the October
number, by D. A. Millett, of Denver, Colo.:
It is true that the western rnge country shows some depletion in cattle poqpftlation; but when the factis fWaed that, accordig to the 192 census the State of Iowa:

had-about as many cattle of all case on January 1, 1920, as the states of Montana,
Wyoming, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico combined, the real importance of the
so-called range Stats shrinks in comparison.

That statement was pretty well answered on page 11 of the same
,magazine. I will be very bief. [Reading:]
"The marketing of western cattle," by A. Sykes, president of the Corn Belt Meat

Produers' Asociation.

Mr. Sykes goes on to say thatThe only fairly complete figures as to live-stockshipments by States are those corMniled b y the Bureau of Markets for the year 1918. Eliminating the three Pacific
tates, these figures show that in that year some 363,000 cars of cattle and calves
were loaded in the 14 States, out of a total for the entire country of 823,000 cars. The
1920 census figures show much the same thing.

So from that it would look, after all, as if the range States in the
country were a pretty important factor in the production of cattle.
I think you have al seen, a great many times over, statements
that the Northwestern States of the country are depleted of cattle;
that is, the ranges of Wyoming, Montana, and Western South Dakota.
When I came through Chicago last week I went out to the stock-
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yards a short time to see if I could get some figures on the -receipts
of western range cattle at Chicago for this year compared with othor
years.
I alsoifsecured the figures from Omaha, Omaha and Chicago are
the two principal markets for western range cattle. Of course,
Sioux City and St. Joseph and St. Paul are also markets for western
cattle, but Chicao and Omaha are the principal markets. f
The receipts this year for the first 10 months, to November 1:
of this year, were 75 per cent of what they, were lastyear, and were:
38 per, cent of what they were in 1919. It is only;f air Sosa that
in 1919, on account of the drought in the Northwest, there was ad
tremendous movement of cattle to Chicago and Omaha. While
receipts were 838 per cent of 1919, they were 47 per cent of 1918.
But, at:any rate, it all goes to show that there has been a tremendous
reduction of cattle in the Northwest.:
Senator WATSON8. Statistics of imports into the United States
numbered 294 207, mostly from Canada and England. Were thev
feeders or beef cattle?
Mr. WI8wALL. From what I have found out, Senator, in looking',
over the figures that are available-I was going to come to this later,
but I will answer your question now-about 50 per cent of the cattle
which have been coming from Canada for the last two years are beef
cattle for immediate slaughter. At one time, I am told, when Canada
commenced to import cattle into the United States, they were all beef
cattle. But the high prices during the war and the tremendous
demand for cattle caused Canadian cattlemen to jar itose of some of
the younger stock, and the figures I got were these: Fifty per cent
beef cattle, 25 'per -cent calves. Of course, it means calves for immediate slaughter, and I expect a great many were dairy calves; and 25
pSer cent stockers and feeders. Those were figures I got from::Canadian sources.
From Mexico I can only give you-there is no classification-what
we import ourselves, taking that as a basis. Our importations have
averaged for the last 10 years over 10,000 head of cattle annually'
about 334 per cent of these cattle were stockers under 2 ears of
age; and about 20 per cent were beef cattle that went to Los Angeles;
balance stockers, feeders, and canners over 2 years of age.
I started to say that, perhaps, the strongest argument that I can
give you is the census fies or 120. I do notlike to burden you
with them, because we have heard them many times.
Senator CURTIS. We wish you would leave those figures out, and
you can call our attention to them because the committee has a
preat deal to do, and we have those figures all before us in the tables

liere.
SenatorWATfSO.- You can fileyour brief.
Mr. WI8WALL. There are 32 head of beef cattle in the United
States to-day for each 100 inhabitants, compared with 45 per 100
inhabitants-in 1910 and 65 per 100 inhabitants in 1900. I think that
is about the very strongest argument we could make in our behalf.
I readily understand that while my figures may be admitted as correct the American cattlemen of the United States will naturally say
our cattle market is so badly demoralized that we should not allow
the importation of one head more to further demoralize the market.
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If there wasfan overproduction, I Vthinkthisrguiment would be
sound, butias the is no overproduction and as there is no prospect
of any large surplus of cattle coming into the market from anyr
outside source, I think we ought to look into the reason for the present
demoralization in the cattle market. I can definitely say, without
dancer of being contradicted, I believe it is caused by overborrowig
during the bonanza Years in the cattle industry, which has caused
forced liquidation at the present time.
The time of the starting of this liquidation can be definitely located,
It s in the fall of 1919. There was a tremendous drought in
Montana, Wyomingandithe western Dakotas in the summer of 1919.
Cattlemen there found in the fall that they either had to go to market
with their cattle or they had to ship south to pastures-to Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona-or they had to buy expensive feed to carry them
through the winter. The result was that a great IMa of-thm went
to market. You can see that three times as many cattle went to
market in 1919 as in the present year. As A result you all know that
the cattle market broke badlv, as it always will when cattle are sent
to market that should not be sold and that liquidation has continued from that date to this very minute. It is still going on in the
western markets. You know the situation in the spring of 1920.
I have to say that it was an absolute impossibility for northwestern
cattlemen to borrow money: to-buy'stockers and feeders in the
Southwest. In theftall of 1920 bankers were thoroughly fightened,
as they saw the value of their collateral depreciated, and insisted on
cattle being sold, and in the fall of 1920 there was ust such another
condition as in the fall of 1919, and this fall exactLy the same thing
occurred again. I think an example of how our cattle sold the last
four years will show. you just how the market has gone.
In 1918 our cattle coming to Chicago sold at 1i5 cents per pound;
in 1919, when there was a tremendous run, they brought 11 cents in
Omaha; in 1920, when the markett was weak because the bankers
wore forcing liquidation, they brought 9 cents a pound in Omaha;
and this- fall those same cattle were bringing 5j cents and 5j cents a
pound in Omaha, where they brought i5 cents in 1918.
I think it will be admitted that forced liquidation is the cause of
the cattlem-nen's trouble at the Present time; but I do not think I
have said anything to show you why bringing in mor cattle would
not further demoralize the markets. My ida is this: The reason
that it would not further demoralize the cattle market is that our
cattle, -stockers and feeders, do not go direct to these markets, where
there is open trading from day to day and where really cattle prices
are fixed. On the other hand, cattle Buyers come down to our place,
ride around the pastures, see the cattle, and if they are satisfied we
trade with them. Those cattle are shipped direct from our shipping
Point to pastures for which they are intended. In that way they do
not pass through any of the principal markets.
T do not want to say they do not pass through any of those markets,
because they do go through El Paso and Denver to the Northwest,
and frequently a man will go to the Southwest and buy steers and
possibly be able to turn them at a profit in Denver and do so, and
then go back and buy more cattle. That happens frequently. But
they do not go with the idea of throwing them on the open market.
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Senator JONES. Tell us, please, about the rices of the cattle that
have not goneonto the market that you, speakof.
ave those prices
gonei down, also
Mr. WxswAuL. Nituially, Senator.
Senator JONES. To what eixten?
:Mr. WISWALL. I do6 not think you were here when I commenced
today. I stated that we had sold our cattle this spring 'at $19
whereas a year ago we had sold them at $42.50, speaking of yearling
steers.
'Senator JONES. You have mentioned as controlling factors; in
order to substantiate your position that there is no overproduction
oftcattle in this country, only two things, if I have been able to
follow your testimony corretly. Those two are the population of
the country and the number of cattle in the country. From that you
argue that there is no overproduction. I will ask you if there are not
some other very important factors which should be taken into
consideration?
Mr. WISWALL. I mentioned, Senator, the receipts of western range
cattle at Chicago and Omaha so far this yearas: compared with other
years; that indicate-.
Senator JONEs (interposing). Thatidicates merelyithe number of
cattle in the country. Are there not some other factors which are
even more controlling than those you have 'mentioned? Overproud
duction, it seems to me, must be measured by the demand.:
Mr. WISWALL. That is very true.
Senator JONES. And apparently you have left out of your equation
that factor. You are assuming that there are so many people in the
country, so many cattle in the country, and therefore the demand
for cattle ought to be a given amount. But that does not appear to
be the case now.
Mr. WISWALL. No.
Senator JONES. Our 105,000,000 people will not consume in such
en
times as these as many cattle as 75,000,000 would tinder other; circumstances, and while there may not be an overproduction ofcfattle
in normal times, is it not apparent from the low prices of cattle that
there is an overproduction for the consumptive demand?
Mr. WISwALL. No; I do not agree with you there, Senator, because
I believe the low prices have been caused absolutely by forced liquiddation and by the marketing of many cattle which never should have
been brought to the market.
Senator WATSON. Let me interrupt. The expert furnishes me
statistics'showingy that we exported during the first nine months
of this year 161,608 head, while we imported 75,988 head, or more
than two, to one. That would seem to indicate that there :is no
great shortage. Do you know what kind of cattle those were we

exported?
Mr. WISWALL. Yes, sir, they were beef cattle.
Sen:iator JONEs. 'And you left out the fact that we exported large
quantities of meat.: We export a large quantity of fresh meat, aid
we export, & largequantity of canned Beef and pickled beef, and that
woul& indicate that; we have a surplus of these products; and,
moreover, is not the demand for beef governed largely by the supply
of other meats-pork and mutton and that sort of thing-because
when one class of meat gets a little high and another is low, there will
be a change from one to the other, and you have to take into con-
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sideration the entire meat supply when you are considering the
question of supply and demand of one kind of meat, it seems to me.
Mr. WXSWALL. The mutton consumption in the United States is

comparatively very low. I feel this way: I think that the American
nation is a beef-eating nation. I think that when it comes back to
''normal we will see our beef consumption rapidly increase, much
more rapidly than our production can increase. 1 admit that the:
consumption of beef is certainly much lower to-day than it has everV
been before for a great mansy years, and it seems to Be on the decrease
all the time. Whether it is because of the industrial conditions all
Xv.over the country, or whether it is because of advertisements to "Eat
no meat and eat something else," I do not know.
Senator JONES. And will you not agree to this fact, that, hte:
as you want to import, now being sold
price of stock cattle,issuch than
the cost of production?
States
less
in the United
Mr. WISWALL. Yes; certainly. But I say this, Senator, that it is
all caused by these people having been forced to liquidate. I could
V
0:cite--many instances of- that.
Senator JONES. That means there is an oversupply of cattle
except at a very reduced price; that is what that means
Mr. WISWALL. No; pardon me, Senator. It means this: You know
every cattleman is a borrower. There is not one in a hundred that'
is not a borrower; and you know that for many years the money
and h intfor it, and, as a rule,
was offered to us instead of having toogo
these cattlemen would borrow at least two-thirds as much as the
i-cattle were worth.- Cattle have fallen 50 per cent. The result is
that the collateral that the bankers have is not worth: the amount 'of
money loaned on it, and they are simply forcing these men to sell,
every single day of the year. They are doing it to-day; they are
selling everything they can lay their hads on-youngheifers and
cows. You know a poor yearling simply will not bring any money.
When a cattleman wants to get money for his cattle he has to go to
market with fat cattle.
Senator JONES. Then would not overshipment of cattle into the
United States add to that demoralized condition?
Mr. WISWALL. Those cattle do not go direct to the market.
Senator JONES. But is not the stocker market just asiniuch demoralized as the beef markets?,
Mr. WISWALL. But, Senator, the people who buy stockers, for
instance, young steers, do not go to Kansas City or Omaha.
Senator JoNEs. I know they do not, but they go to6a market.
They go to some buyer, and that market seems to me, if I nowI
::anything about conditions, is just as much demoralized as the market
at Kansas City or Chicago.
Mr. WISWALL. All markets are demoralize a resent.:
SenatorJoNES. All markets are demoralizecf at Wpresent andwould not the importation of additional cattle from Mexico add to:
that demoralization?,
Mr. WIsWALL. I thiink the importation iss'o- comparatively small
that it would not be felt.
Senator WATSON. If normal times were restored in th United
States and they reached the usual degree of prosperity, with usual
demand for cattle, the duty that you Iwould be compelled to pay
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under this tariff would not demoralize your business and prevent
your raising stockers and feeders to import into the United States I
Mr. WISWALL. We are in the cattle business and are going to stay
in the cattle business.
Senator WAisON. PrecIsely.
Mr. WisWALL. And :we- have got to adjust our business to meet
the conditions. If you put an impossible duty on we have got to
find a market some plaeb else or else go broke. We are going to
try to stay in the cattle business.
Senator WATSON. How long have you been in the cattle business ?
Mr. WISwALL. Fourteen years.
Senator WATSON. And have not gone broke yet?
Mr. WISWALL, Not yet.
Senator WATSON. You are in luck.
Senator GOODING. You are better off than most Americans in the
cattle business.
Mr. WISWAILL. The advantage in Mexico which we have over those
in the United States is that when we go to ia bank they will not look
at. us; we can not borrow a nickel on our cattle in Mexico. That is
what saved us.
Senator JONES. Have you gone into the question of your cost of
production down there?:
Mr'. WISWALL. No, sir. But I will be very glad to give you any
information I can on that subject.
Senator JONES. I wish. you would tell us something about the
finished cost of production in Mexico and in New Mexico,for instance.
Mr. WISWALL. I can only speak for myself; that is, the figures of
my own company. I do not know what other people's figures are.
For instance, in the year 1920 our total expenses of all kinds, including interest and rent, and operating expenses and improvementsbecause we charge our improvements to ranch expenses-was
$240,000. We branded 14,000 calves; we gathered 12,000 yearlings
this year, that is about $20 a head for our yearlings, on the Mexican
side of the line.
Senator JONEs. You charge improvements to expense?
Mr. WISWALL. To expense; yes, sir.
Senator JONES. And yoou own the land?
Mr. WISWALL. Yes, sir; we own 425,000 acres, and we lease
375,000 acres.
Senator JONES. How much rent do you pay?
Mr. WISWALL. We pay 6 cents an acre.
Senator JONES. What part of Mexico are you in?
Mr. WISWALL. Sonora, right adjoining the international line.
Senator WATSON. We hate given you an unusual amount of time.
I suggest that you file your brief, and we will read it.
Senator GOODING. TIat is Mexican money?
Mr. WISWALL. No, sir; that is American money.
IX:l wish to add cne point which perhaps I have not ma-declear.
Our cattle are sold before they are imported into the Thited States.
For that reason it seems to me that they can not in any way affect
the price of stocker cattle in the United States.
All cattle from Mexico are handled in this way, and I am told,
but have no personal knowledge, that most young stocker cattle
from Canada are also handled in this way. As nearly as I can
arrive at the figures I estimate that of the 316,000 head :of cattle
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imported from Canada in 1920, 80,000 head wre ctoalves and 40,000
head were stockers and feeders between the ages of 1 and 2 years.
Of the 60,000 head imported from Mexico, I estimate that onethird,or 20,000 head, were under 2 years old. The .,expotation
of calves from Mexico is prohibited by the Mexican Governent.
In other words, probably 60,000 head of stockers and feeders under
the age of 2 years were imported into the United States in 1920.
I &o not think it probable that that number would be exceeded
for some years to come. There is no longer the attraction of high
prices to tempt the Canadian cattleman to sell his young cattle, and

the cattle industry in Mexico is at a complete standstill.
LIVE STOCK, MEATS, AND HIDES.
7 03and 1582, j
[aagnphs70-7

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL E. COWAN FORT WORTH, TEX, REPRESENTING AMERICAN LIVE kTOcx ASSOCIATION.

Mr. COWAN. I live at Fort Worth and represent the American
Live Stock Association.
The CUiBnAN. The committee will be pleased to hear any additional statement you-may have to add to those you so ably set forth
before the House Ways and Means Committee..
Mr. O6wAw. Mr. Chairman and Senators of the committee, I have
many times appeared before cimzittees of Congre and several
times before this committee and the Ways and Means Committee on
this subject; and I therefore ve fully appreciate the difficulties
under which youi labor and the difficulties wtch confront one trying
to present the facts to the satisfaction of those whom you represent,
and I am particularly conscious of the necessity of the conservation
of time as much as the conservation of natural if not artificial
resources. If I could handle the clocks as they have been handled
in a few historic periods, I would make some time. But I can not
do that.
At the outset of my remarks I wish to pay the highest compliment
that it is possible for me to do to the gentleman who has just taken
his seat, Prof. Rice.
I am going to submit to the stenographer here some statistical
data, an d the brief which we filed. before the Ways and Means Committee, and to make reference to the most elaborate argument and
brief I have ever prepared upon the subject, when the Payne-Aldrich
bill was under consideration, and which was printed -in a volume of
the House committee proceedings in. 1909, to which I will refer, and
thus point to as complete analysis as we can make of the subject with
respect particularly to the then tariff on hides. Well, I will not
take so much of your time.
Referring again to the gentleman who has just closed hisio
aument,;I think he spoke in words of very great wisdom to this committe, and
I wish the whole people of the United States and every man who
serves the country through the political parties could hear it; could
be conscious of the things he has shown here, in order to ~onvince
the people, in spite of politics in spite of tradition, of the:-e great
necessity at this time, in particular, and it will remain so in the future,
that we have our home markets preserved to our home production,
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where we can make a reasonable sufficienef or where we are capable
of producn a sufficiency.
'We haveeteen in the unfortunate positilonn,: politically speaking, of
justsaid. I would love to
having always believed in what I -have
have had the opportunity t vote for what I have just said. I did
undertake to do it when I voted for President Harding in Texas,
and I voted for him on that proposition. I am not tickled to death
about it, and I am not bragging about it for I wish to add my
criticism, if it is worth anytg, to those who profe to proted t the
industries of this country andlose sight of this great fundamental
basic industry, agriculture, upon which alone prosperity, indeed
civilization alone, is based for the human race fromI;nomtadic:6
times, when learning to domesticate animals and gather theirt food
wheresoever they could at the very beginning of :civiliiationl.As Ivriculture progressed civilization progessed, and so it is and
tcithe end of the human race; and it is amazing to me to
willbe
know that we have among us in this country men of great wisdom in
other things, perhaps, who, for selfish reasons and their desire to
profit from the "industry of profiteers" that have grown up in this
country in recent years will have the nerve to say to the Congress
and to this committee that you must "place these agricultural
products or any of them on the free list," because they, as the timeserving advocates of the consumer, say it will help the consumer.
And what do the care for the consumer?
I refer particularly to the manufacturer of shoes. I say that in
my opinion it is demonstrated by the facts produced before the
Ways and Means Committee during consideration of the PayneAldrich bill that they spread a propaganda throughout this country
for free hides, withpthe object of fooling the peope and many politicians into the belief that the people would get the benefit of it in
shoes that were produced for themselves and their children. And
even to-day, or at least just recently, our own Congressman from
Texas voted for free hides, when 90 per cent of the People of that
State would to-day vote for a tariff, if they had a fair show, on0 every
agricultural product of that State, and there is not a man from the
State who does not know that.
The documents to which I have made reference demonstrate
beyond a question that the proportion of the tariff added to the labor
that goes into a pair of shoes that comes from a cowhide, or a similar
hide, was so small that to figure it at all in the retail price of the shoes is
too sil to tal about. And yet I have understood that from one of
the State in our southwestern country a new Member of Congres,
under this recent regime, spoke in the House of Representatives in
favor of having free hides in order that the Member of Congress
might aid the people in getting cheap shoes for children who go to
school, and that in the presence of the fact that when we have free
shoes in this country and free hides in this country we have paid the
most unreasonable prices for shoes and few have been imported145,000 pairs of shoes were imported into the United States in the
year 1921, when both shoes and hides were free. Why would any
one benefit byvkeepingthat up, when my wife just the other day,)out
of her own money-I did not have -it, the Lord knows-thepeople
who employ me, the cattlemen, are broke-paid $13, in the city of
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Washington, for plin, low-qatter shoes beas

eaepain

the ner ve to come before
gople and advocate free hides forhave
the farmers in this country
Congress
staggers the imagination. I have not the patience to argue the
question.
The time has come, I wish to say to this committee, when the
people in this Nation who are engaged to-day in working with horns
and corns on their hands and callouses on the bottoms of their feet,
working 10 hours a day, for the mere chance to make a living; with
their families wearing coarsest clothing and remaking their old
clothes, with the repairing and use of all the agricultural implements
and paying these enormous profits that are put upon them by some:
hook or crook-the people of this country are demanding, and they
are, going to have, the whole measure ohjwfotection against the
profiteer of the farmer, and the producer and the livestock producer,
all of whom are working in the same line. Our country must go
undeveloped; we-can not even cltivate what we have, and it is a
backward step for Amnerica to neglect the protection of these Pproducers from the soil, just as certain as we live, unless you shall
bring down the costs of what we buy from the manufacturer. I
e00
have to pay $180 for a wagon. When Iwent to Texas in 1878,:42
years ago, the Milbum wagon, the Studebaker wagon, the Baflie
wagon and others sold and were bought-for 7.5 each; but I puid for
an ordinary wagon for one of my farms that I own, like the railroads
own their property, for what I could owe on it-$180? The freight
rate on that wagon is -nearly a much from South Bend as the price
of the wagon was then.
It is an amazing proposition that: the concentrated wealth of the
country, that which has been enabled to concentrate not only the
wealth but the brains of the country, have always got the money to
pay to present their specious arguments. This gentleman who spoke
forthe producer here was the first man I have seen who had money to
get up the charts and prepare to present to you these things as they
ought to be presented. But when: the others come here they can fill
the hotels, they can fill the offices in Washington. You can not even
get into an elevator without meeting a lot ofthem. They are on the
job, they know how to do it, and they work three shifts of eight hours
each a day and get paid union prices, and preach poverty prices for
the farmer.
That is the reason we are here. We do not need to ask you to do
your duty, because we feel that you will do it. The House committee
made a grave mistake in not puttinga duty on live stock and livestock products that would protect ie producer of this country in
the home market. If it gives hun a monopoly, it will be the first
monopoly that he ever benefited from. You can not, however, give
him a monopoly. Why? Because we have the soil; we have the
labor; we have the climate. We will always produce so that it is
absolutely impossible to have a monopoly in farm products in the
United States. We ought to-day to be producing sugar that will
supply this country and make us an exporter of sugar. Any other
nation in the world would have done it with our climate and our
opportunities. But we have been so wedded to specious arguments
which have been urged, the propaganda which has been spread
n
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amongst us, and to our politics that we have simply played In the
hands of: thisglut, on the theory4th&atfrom him wh hsnot
shall be
I
taken even the little he hath. I am so impatient with the whole
situation that confronts our public life, with those who are controlling
things in this country-an dlsuppose it is so all over the worldthat Ican scarcely believe as I heard Frank Hegenbarth out in
Washington say, that the stock raiser and the farmer can find a
true friend in the city of Washington. They are growing here now;
:theyare hearing from the country, and they are seeing the necessity;
:andour-men, one of them a man from my own town, Fort Worth,
where I reside, a city where live stock is one of the greatest businesses,
voted for free hides on account of the fact that he wants cheaper
shoes and was afraid to put a duty on shoes. I asked him how many
shoes he thought were imported into the United States. He did not
know. I said, "just enough to make one pair each for the population
of Dallas during one year.
I speak these things plain, because I said tof theCommittee on'
Interstate Commerce the time has come to talk "turkey;" and that
is the way I wish to impress this committee :<.
I mean no harm by what I say to you. I have the greatestxrespect
for this committee and I have the greatest respect for all of the committees here in Congress. But I have no patience with the idea of
refusing to give to the farmer and stock raiser of this country enough
:tariff protection to insure him a fair degree of preference; that will
give him the preference in the markets of this country for what he
produces What are we going to do with this great western country
that lies west of the corn belt? There is the intermountain country,
with enough territory and land that can be irrigated to feed thie
United States were it necessary. Yetto-day, by reason of the freight
rates, by reason of the situation that'confronts the people of this
countryit is going back, and it will keep going back. They need to
have the benefits of the markets of this country.
This is not an ordinary case of importation, so far as meats and
hides are concerned, in general commerce, because only those who
bring this in are those who manufacture for exportation from the
other surplus countries, just a few large packing houses can import
the meat and the hides that come in in competition with the very
same stuff they produce and sell for the most part in the sections of
the United States which consume the surplus.
It is a question whether you will let that come in here atnd take the
place of what'they will produce here if they buy from us when we
steers to-day at $40 a head loss all over this western
are sellingiV
country.,
. I am glad we have got some eggs. I hope you 1willptect'the eiggs
because there are many instances-and this is verily tire-where the:
stockmen who have been worth considerable money, that their families to-day-are payng grocery bills front the products of the hens
which the housewife is producing.
SenatdrCiiis. Tell the committee what the steers cost which
are-now selling at $40 loss.
Mr. COWAN. NobodyWill believe me, Senator.
SenatorCurns. I know they will not, but I want you to tell,
anyhow.
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Mr. CowAw. Joe Mercer is going to follow me here, and he will tell
you. They cost so much I am afraid to tell you.
Senator CURns. That is what I want to get into the record.
Mr. COWAN. The State of Kansas has gone broke because Texas
has gone broke selling them cattle to fatten; that is the size of it.
Senator CUTIs. That is right.
Mr. COWAN. I want to make some remarks about some data which
I want to introduce. A- resolution was passedSenator JONES (interposing). Mr. Cowan, if you are not going to
touch upon it again: You referred awhile ago to the fact that the
meat packers were the ones who imported the meats into this country,
and so on. Are you going into that in more detail?
Mr. COWAN. Ko; I just stated a fact that everybody knows.
Senator JONES. The point I would like to have -you make clear, if
you will,: and if somebody else is not going to touch upon it-this
country is a large exporter of meatI
Mr. COWAN. Only hogs, not meat.
Senator JONES. Of meat products-and it is my notion that the
hog products are related to the -cattle -product and we do export
; considerable beef products, if my information-is correct.
Mr. COWAN. I will leave you the figures on that:
Senator JONES. What I wanted to get at was, if it is a fact, how
they would import these beef products and mutton products so as to
control the price of those proucts in this country. In other words,
eto bendoute byw tae mfat industry of this country, for instance, can
be benefited by atar:.iffs.;i
Mr. COWAN. Answering your last question, as to how it would be
benefitedbythe tariff-it would be in this way:
We have apparently- an overproduction compared to the conuimption of meats, resulting from many causes, and perhaps the Cmost:
prolific cause is the very high price of retail meats. The other is thel
very large amount of unemployment and the ceasing to buy. Unless;
we can export a surplus when we have it, we are in a very bad situation, as will readily be understood. The other countfries-South
America, Australia, and New Zealand---export their meat products
to the sane consuming countries to which we would export ours;
the same packers, with the exception of one or two English concerns, manufacture the product in those countries to export to
Europe, the same as they manufacture :in this country and in Canada
to export to Europe. [f it turns out that our situation here is such
that a better price is obtained, good business would seem to turnlthe:
stuff here; and we did witness the importation into this country of
an enormous amount of frozen lamb,. as you remember.
If we have a good stiff tariff here we w not be made the dumpi0ing
ground for stuff the world will not take; it will be taken out, because
these gentlemen are in business to sell their products. So that We
are to be very greatly benefited first, in the stability of the markA t
and, second, in the stability of tie livestock industry. If we have a
staple market our home producer will agree to give a preference in
our home market.
Senator JONES. Is not the real benefit that the meat producer of
this country will get from the tariff that it will tend to stabilize

prices?
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Mr. COWAN. Just what I said, in my opinion, after a long study
of it.
The resolution I want to offer-and I will file it-was passed by
the mid-year meeting of the American Live Stock Association dheld
at Salt Lake. City in August, asking for a duty on hides of 20 per
cent, which we think should be ad valorem, because there are such a
variety of hides, which may be trimmed, and a specific duty by the
pound would not be desirable; and on live stock fixed on a basis of
20 per cent. One of the reasons is that it will force all of it to be
weighed, and that would give a chance for inspection as it comes in,
andit would show just what comes in, how it comes in, and would
enable us, so far as Mexico is concerned, probably to prevent stealing
such things. You would not pa a tariff for that, but it is desirable
from every standpoint, particular if you put it by the hide, the
various values they put upon it 1 enable one to get an advantage
the other; whereas if you put on an ad valorem duty there is a
,over
market price pretty well established known at the time of importation, as to how much it brings on some of the near-by markets per
pound. ::00:X:f::; ;: : 0- 9 0 0 : ; 0;; ; 0
Th XNational Wool Growers passed their own resolution with'
respect0 to wool, and it was indorsed also by joint convention, aiInd
:the resolutions were fixed-those are the latest expressions on the
subject, those resolutions representing the sentiment of the live-

stock men,

:RESOLUTION NO9.-tRIFFq.- LEGISLATIO NX.

Whereas, the American National Live Stock Association and all other live-stock
organizations of the Wet and South are and have continuously been in favor of a
reasonable tariff on importations of live stock, meats, hides, and wool, to the end
that the American live-stock industry may be-aecorded a fair degree of preference
in thE home markets and
Whereas, the House of representatives, by pawing the tariff legislation known as the
Fordney bill, has placed hides on the free list, and has failed to impose a sufficient:
duty on live stock, meats, and wool to give to American producers such a degree
of preference; and
Whereas, it is the riht of the live-stock interests that this be corrected and that a
duty sufficient for the purpose be placed on such products: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, by te American National Lisv Stoc Association, at its mid-year meeting in
Salt Lke City, Uta, Augus *627,- 191, That we demand1. That hides be put upon the dutiable list with a 20 per cent ad valorem duty.
2. That the duty on live stock be fixed on the basis of 20 per cent ad valorem.
3. That the duty on fresh and ptepared meats be placed at 20 per cent ad valorem,
subject to a minimum of 4 cents a pound.
4. That the duty on wool be placed At the amount demanded by the National Wool
Growers' Association, whose position on that subject we hereby indorse; iaind be it
further
Resolved, That it is the sense of this convention that many Congressmen have been
misled by specious arguments of shoe and leather concerns to the effect that free hides
mean cheaper shoes, which arguments have been abundantly refuted by our experiences under a free-hide policy, with no importations of shoes; and that we call upon
stockmen generally to demand of their Congresmen active support of a reasonable
duty on these commodities; and be it further
Resolved, That this association take active steps to present arguments to the congressional committees in support of this resolution.

I wish to offer in this connection certain documents. The brief
which I filed before the Ways and Means Committee on December
6 1908, is in my statement there; I: wish to: offer' that brief 1he1re:.
iy statement is available in those prints, if desired. The brief
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covers the subject so thoroughly that Iwould like to have it in
here, as it has never been punted bjy this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that brief, Mr. C*an, a voluminous document?
Mr'. CowAN. It is rather voluminous.
Senator Cu"R''. It was printed in the House hearings?
The C4AIRMAN. )o you want it printed here -I
Mr. CWAIN. No; just to have it available.
The CAIRMXAN.: I understood you wanted it printed
Senator" LA FOLLE zE. It is difficult to get copies of those old
hearings now.
The CHAIRMAN. I am entirely willing to have it printed.
Senator L FoLLu TE. I -would suggest that it be printed so that
it will be here with the rest of this new matter.
The CHARMAN. I will agree and Mr. Cowan will agree that we :do
not want to cumber up the record with material that will crowd out
the really good matter. If you want it printed, we will print it,'
If you are satisfied with the printings in the House hearings, we Will
let it go at that.
Mr. COWAN. rt is the old hearing-l908.
The CHwaaw. The document will be prnted.
Mr. COWAN. The principle and the metth of analyses with respct
to the extent which the tariff on hides would enter into shoes is also
set forth.
3

1 015.
X. cowAN,
or
NATIONAL LrV STO
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WORTE, TE., EPXZNTIO TE AMERICAN

SOCATION AND T$E CATTLE RAISERS' ASSOCIATION

WASNNt oN

. A

ecember 6,1908.

CoxMzrruc ON WAYS AND MRANS,
Waaing, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: The: American National Live Stock Association is composed of stockmen and association of stockmen in cattle raising and feeding business in States west
of the Mippi River.
Aociation of x is comped of cattle raisers throughout
The CattledRaiseuf
the S hwet,i Texas, and tIe tians-Missoun States and Territories.
We opp plain hides on the free list. We demand equality of opportunity.
ufacturers of leather should-belabor
It is sngular that so many makers and
themselves to get cattle hides on the free list, and in the same breath assert that the
consumer will get the beneft
If the consumer hppen to do so, it will be obcause these gentlemen can't help it.
Can anyone fairly doubt their intentions to pocket-the "chae?"
They are equally zou to tell you that hestock racers and farmers who produce
and 11 cattle can get no benefit ofthi tariff on hides, because,.they fay, the value of
the animal is not atectod by te value of the hide, at the sae time complaining that
hides are too high by the unt of the tariff n account ofth t ariff.
At the outset, these live-stock a iatiom, which now appear in behalf of the tattle
raisers wet of theHimi"sippi River, a'cainst the proposal to put hides on the free list,
make no objection- to femoviug the tariff if it be true, as asserted by the tanner and the
shoemiker, thal the value of cattle on the market or elsewhere is not affected by the
value of the hide on that animal.
-Forty-five per ceent of the cattle Blaughtered aresold on the markets at Cicago, St
Louis, Kansas Cityj St. Joseph, Sioux City, St. Paul, and Fort Worth. About
5,000,000 per annuwi are slaughtered by the big packers, and about 320,000 by others
at th(xose markets. Total for the past year was about 5,320,000, excluive ofcalves.
The totalslauighter exelusi. uof cal es in tIeUnited States isapproximately 12,500,000
head. On this baisi there are slaughtered elsewhere in the United States 7,180,00
cattle exclusive of calves. Those who slaughter the cattle b uy them either at the
samle utarkets or at iiimilar hut smaller markets and stock yards, to which they are
shipped for sale at c' ery important city in the country, or they are bought and driven
in by local nibtchers. ()f the 71,267,()(( cattle in this country, more than 2,000,000
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dieof hides. or by accdent,iand from that source comes probably more than 1,000,00
fallen
There are hide dealers at every town and city, being more than a thousand such

concerns listed in the yearly directories and yearbooks on hides and leather, who
compete in both buying and selling.
It ought to need no more than a statement of those facts to show the absurdity of
the claim that the stock raiser can get no benefit from the tariff on hides.
Fluctuations in prices of cattle and the wide range of prices of different grades of
cattle are due to such a multitude of causes, more important than the 15 per cent of
the hide value, that the attempt to draw the conclusion that the hide value is not even
present, be it what it may, is mere sophistry. Precisely the same can be aid of the
fluctuation in prices of hides ranging to a much greater per cent than the amount of
the duty. Such fluctuations prove nothing as to who gets the benefit of the 15 per
cent duty.
Of course the consumer wouldn't get it if the packer, the tanner, and the shoemaker
could get it for themselves. The situation is such that they can't do it. That is why
the tanner wants it off..
The me amount of the tariff is not the only issue; a home market is above all, the
desirable thing. If you take the tariff off:cattle hides, that means that the tanners
will stock up on the lowestpriced hides obtainable in the-different markets ofthe
world, and bear the, price at home accordingly. Ilides produced here will have to be
sold on basis of the lowest world market, and we will hav-e to ship them to Europe for
sale. Thus the taking off of the tariff means a reduction in price much greater than
the tariff figures. To satisfy you that-such will be, as it was, the case, look at the
quotation of hides from time to time. If, in order to market, we must first negotiate
a sale and ship to Europe, our own stock raisers and farmers will lose the transportstion, all charges, and commissions. The importance of this feature can not be oerp
o
estimated.
For example, hides consigned to New York from Mouth American points are, as we
are reliably informed, being reconsigned from New York to London, because hides
are higher in London. Now*, the hide dealer in this country can't buy on expecta
tion that such higher price there will continue; hence he must in safety diwcount:
enough to account for fluctuations.
The propolse of the tanners means upsetting a market the world over, of which he
alone can take advantage.
Is that not " the milk of the coconut?"
We trust the committee will be cautious in its action, lest it most injure those who
most need its consideration.

We must amume in submitting these statements and ar ments that on part of
the committee there is an intention to deal fairly as between those engaged in different
lines of business and as between different localities' and that the investigation is held
for the purpose of the ascertainment of facts and conditions with a view of making
laws for the whole country and not to subserve some special interest. If the judgment
of the committee is to be ased on facts, there should be no mistake in ascertaining
them. The committee, we assume, is not a tribunal wiich merely affords an opportunity for interested parties to present their case hut owes the paramount duty to the
country to itself ascertain the. facts, whether those whose interest may be affected
appear or not. No judgment b)y default,: or decree pro confemo, can be had, nor
should ex parte statements be taken as true merely because no one has come forward
to deny them. That stock raisers and farmers can not be expected to appear indW-vidtual1y at Washington, like the tanners and manufacturers of leather, is evident
from the fact of the comparatively small interest each farmer or stock raiser has in
dolkrs and cents in the 15 per cent tariff on hides. The aggregate is as large to them
as to the leather men, but so diffused that they must rest their case with their representatives0.
The associations atxve named, representing the cattle bllsiness, beg leave to file
this written statement and argument, in answer to the claimns of the tanner and leather
manufacturers:
1. We inMist that if there is to be a protective tariff the stock: raisers arid farmers
are entitled to equality under the law, be it a good or bad law, sm well M others,
although it enhances tfie price of their prrxlucts, 1 ecatse they` are denied free access
to the markets of the world for what they buy and are rtuae toipay a higher price on
account of the tariff on manufactured articles.
2. If the American stock raisers and farmers must patronize thAe ;tmerican market
for, what theyk buy, they demand in turn the same benefit of fuirni.shiing the hone
slupply with what they raise to sell.

Table: Imports of merchandise, years ending June 30.
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3. The American stock raiser and farmer does and will furnish enough cattle hide
to supply the consumption in this country unless forced to curtail buuinem by low

prices to meet foreign corn tit'on.
4. The reduction of cattle values from outside competition by free hides or free
cattle, or both, will demoralize the cattle-raising busiess, lessen our home meat
supply and in the end incre the cost of mest and meat products and hides.
5. Fifty-five per cent of the hides of cattle produced in this country are skinned
and sold by other. than the big packers and are marketed everywhere. While the
level of price has generally been more than in foreign countries from which we import
cattle hides it has fluctuated between extremes - much as at any of the hide markets
of the world
68. We dispute the claim that cattle raisers do not get any benefit of the 15 per cent
duty on hides.
7. We dispute the claim that the value of cattle on the market is not affected by
the value of the hides,
8. We assert that it coste the American stock raisers and farmers materially more to
produce cattle and hides than it doeb in Mexico, South America, and Africa.
9. We dispute the claim that the public will receive the benefit of taking the iduty
off hides, but ihnsit thAt the very motive which prompts the activity of the tanners
and manufacturers:for free hides is to pocket the profit themselve,.
10. We ast that the tanners have now free access to the markets of the world for
hides to make into leather for expot, and that the shoe manufacturer. are from year
to year increasing their exports of shoe..
11. We submit herewith tables showin the commerce in hides, leather, and shoes,
and comparative prices and values, covering imports and exports, for the years shown,

as follows:
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Total.~......

$13,493,499

Europe.....

23643

$1s, 04,602 I$15,067,71

$17, 242,011

$17,779,718:

37~4I1,4,4

14,509,518
79,6
548,218
13,084

1,0,4
7123,77
03688
380, 288
:648326

81,822,337

$2, 727, 513

62, 918
'49.3,28

North Atuerkca.3....79......306
392,395
South America
95,001t
Asia...........48929
450,340
7864,897
Oceania..............
34, 061
Afric,.49,79............

.....21k,914

25 047
48 4463
2195

832,11

4)07

18,53

ALL OTHER LEATHER.

898#,251

Toa.

...........

1, 813, 154

_$1, 140,364

RK9CAMPIIVATION.

Ere.578,103.......
.315,820
Notth
America
15,912
South A merim ..........1
Asia.8,589
48,027
Ooeaiila..............
20,000
Africa..............
6

1,23,5
788, 21
5,39
54,88
56,8
~412,1
2,
31 'n,97,
233,0
3566
1,1
~~~~~~~~~~~702,
184,f6.38
182t,3860
50,688
108,28-2
41,341
22,962.
2,762

68722
328,464
29,41113,510
65,2

356,66

BOO TSAND SHlOES.

4197,568

Total
~ponds..

4,842,31 J53,89

$6~0, ,017 $7,223894

REC~~flTVLATION.

127,485
E UrOpepounids.
$2,872,829
1,965,,768
.
North
.....
$2, 50W8
south Aneeri.......17..5 122
$20204
A
......23
.....151
$4, 70.
.
.cea
..a
.......7.... 949
......

..

$942,15
p
Atrkica. .202,091.........

M23,9

HARNESS

Total.837.......3...s,677

1,14 439

38
$92,447,
2,673,082

$3,300, 200
287,240.
$282,90.
?22-178
$40,672
503,809
$938,5.21
121,783

831,'474)

$8,'06,897

1, 149,899
$2,472,60
3,425,-111
$4 238,642
206,117.
$32,487
42,332
$77,27
:182,4
60
$673,056
129,54

$20647

AO
6,872,4

5,83,

8,142,748

$10,666-,949

1, 267,004

1,215,428
$3,062,9688
3,883,856
$6, 167,179
229,478
$468613
6786
$5, 782
460, 469
$792, 484

$2,501, 144
3p 774,65M
M9
Sol,637,
'107549
310
136.,
47, 074
$80, 8

12, 869.
$6,104
8ON
$187,973

58,917
$130,92X3

AND) SADDLZS.
$600,346

WV0, 600

$6I1,575

$767,418

4750

38,002
0612,50
123,630
31,158
56,348
3,775

AECAPITULATION.

.~
Euroi~~~~e
......
NorthAerica.................

308897

Southi Amnerica..........
566,099,
14 108
.
Aiia...............
.
3J,'917
Oovaziia.............
...34,610,
Africa.,"
.

35, 274

2,84

261,83.5

291,614

19,
17, 139

4,'289
1,3

M',89
138

1341,064

80,885
40,811

371,695
121,749,
18.697
125,505
,0

Table: Imports of hides of cat le (dutiable) for 10 years, their value and amount per pound.

Table: Imports of hides, other than goats and cat le (not dutiable) for 10 years, and their average value.

Table: Exports of bo ts and shoes for 10 years.
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Exports9 of domestic vnerchandtse, years ending June io-COitfiiiiied,
ALL OTHER.
191X3

Total

, 496

..........

....

3~904

m
Ij1915

$1,329,747

$1,318,0441

RJXAPIULAMIN.
31,28
94,20
~~~~~~~267,3
E"'
751,46
7,31,Ki
I"
erric49060..,6....328
South Am
52,9I5
51,5152
Asia
42,1,54
113,052
69,098
Oceania......79,671]
A fri....c...........
23,8W26
27, 727
15,466
...........

1907

9

$1,491,6M8

$,8,8

387,164

757,052

MCI, 073

98 555
63,311
62, I5 2

48,5

4330

114,769
1,71

Impots of hWde of cattle (dut 'iable,) for 10 years, their value (111( alhfourtt

1

91,432

per pound.

[Fromt 8tatlstlcal Abstraet, Commerce and Labor for 1907, p. 134]
I'ound~.

lo......

..............124,23,595

......

~
~6.3, 65, 165
1901.................................129,174,024
190!2 .......................
...148,627,907.
1go90.......................131,W4,325
1904 ..........I:............... 95, 3701,168
1905............................I.....113,177,357
1906..I.................
1-5(,155,300
.........
.............

Pe
pounl(.'

Value.
$13,0624,059
19,408, 217
14,617, 413.

17,174,039
6I5990
10,989,03.5
14,0949,628M

21,8692,3

8

l1. 8
11,3
11, A

12~
12.8
13.2

13.

approximate).
Imnport.. of heide, other thaan goats and cattle' (not'duti-able) for 10 years, and thner a veraq~e
I Estimate ours (only

[Taken from Table 161, Statistical A bstract, Commerce and LaborJ
Pounds.

Value.

jPer

Cpntiil.

19............51,07, 631 $7,667,312 Ce4a
1I. 7
1899................................66,905,7185
9,877, 771
1900......... ..............100,070,795. 1,5.39,807
16.56
1901 .77,989,617............12,995,667
16.6
15,054, 4001
1t).8
1902................................89, 457,630
1903
16,042,9821
.........
I1Y2,30,303
f10.56
17,
10,5
103, 0241,752
19044..........................
015,3013
18
1905:1..............................126,93, 934 22,808,797
1906.15,,-045,419
19
30, 216, 198
.....

...................

...

1907.135,111,199..................,...11,9......93

22.8

Exports of boots and shoes for 10 Years.
[From Statistical Abstract, Commeroe-and Labor, 1907.1

Pairs.-

value.

1,3-07,03
2,71138
1,931,,277 $1,816,638j
1900............................ 3, 016,7201
,27,0,15
5,520,190
1901..........I....................I..,3,49'J,041
6,182,098
766
....................3,96,
1902..............
1903 ................................
4,197,51W,
6,665,0171

1898
1899

...............................
............................

..

1904..........................I
.... 4,012,6Ml
..... j531,9
1905.
6,02,24
1906........................ e...........
1907..5,833,914..........i
.

I...............

IEstimates omir. (onfly approximate).

7,238910
9,142,748
10,667,949
8, 0.57,697

Per pair.'
$1.39
1.40
1.41
1. 58
I. 50
1. 59
1.56
1.51

1.01
1.83

Table: Comparative prices of leather and hides for 10 years.
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Table: Average price of hides in Chicago market, 1892 to 1904.

Table: Comparative prices for 1903 of dif erent clas es of hides.
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Average pri'ce of hides in Chicapo market, 1M92 to 1904.
(l'aken from p. 218 of Repirt of Departmeit of Coumerce andi Labor on the Beef Industry. I
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:('oniparatine pricesfor 1903 of diferent clauecs of hides.
ITraken from Report of Deprment of Commerce and Labor, p. 216.1
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In its report on the beef industry the Departnient of Commerce and Labor (1904)
estimated our annual beef supply at 13,000,000 head, of which a ximately
500,000 are annually exported, leavmdg 12,6600,000 (see pp. 53 to 57), of tsnumber it
was estimated that the siX large packers slaughter 46 per cent. If this be approximately correct, then, of the total, butcher hides produced by packers are 5,425,000.
Since 1904 there has been an increase in cattle, other than lich cows, of 15 per cent
(see-1907 Statistical Abstract). Assuming butcher hides to have had a similar increase, the total would be 14j375,000, of which the six large packers, however, have
not increased their slaughter.
The Bureau of Animal Indusfry estimated about 2,324)773 cattle that die by disease
and accident for 1904. To what extent the hides are taken we know of no figures to
show. That it is a large per cent there can be no doubt, probably at least 50 per cent,
or 1,162,386, total animaf-hide production of fallen hides that go into the open market.
Hides undeniably are as extensively produced and -marketed as the distribution of
cattle, which stock raisers, farmers, and small butchers produce and market everywhere.
The value of cattle hides imported for iune months, 1908, shown by Sumiminary of
Commerce and Finance of United States for September, 1908, was the average 11.5
cents per pounid.
- The importation of hides of cattle decreased in 1907 co'iared with 1906, an(d for tile
nine mllonths ending Septeimber, 1906, 1907, afd 1908, slow a decrease in importation
of hides of cattle, 1908 shows 6.4 per cent under 1907, iaid 18.4 per cent tinder 1906.
During the same nine months, importations of leather and leather articles declined
as follows: 1908 under 1907, 45.8 per cent, and under 1906, 35.3 per cent.
During the same period (nine months' comparison), there was an increase in exports
of shoes; 10.9 per cent over 1906, and almost as great export as for same period, 1907.
In the casw of sole leather there was an increase 1908 over 1907 of approximately 7
per cent, though a large falling off as compared to 1906, which was an unusual y;ar
lorSole
importation of hides, which, no doubt, were made into leather and exported.'
leather is chiefly exportel ffom imported hides, with a drawback equal to the
tariff.
It may be fairly gathered, from the total cattle slaughter of around 12,500,000 to
13,000,0b0 hiad, and probably 1,000,0() fallen hides, that. we produce cattle hides
near 1.4,000,O00, and at 60 pounds average, which is utnder the average green, aMid lC6
per cent. shrinkage in curing leaves 51 pounds per head, total weight cured hides,
714,000,000 pounds, as comparedl to about. 14,000,000 pounfls of cattle hides imported.
If we deduct the 31,000,000 pounds of sole leather exported, an(l the leather Ina
mnufactured articles shown in the foregoing tables, it seems certain that so far as cattle
hides are used for articles consuimed in this country, our production is sufficient for
our home consumption. Furthernore, that there is an open market for 55 per cent of
butcher hides and all fallen hides, making in all about. 10 per cent in hands of the hig
packers at time skinned, and 60 per cent widely (distributed.
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IV.
The Union ftok Yards, Chicago, have just issued for distribution among iho
stockmen attending the International Livo Stock Exposition, now holding it.fannual
meeting at Chicago, the following statement:
"To itockmen and fir .;rs:
Do you know that 44.7 per cent of the 2,15I,690 cattle received at Chicago so
far this year havioe been sold and shipped alive, mainly for eastern slaughter- and
export? AloO, that last year the number was 4:3.9 per cent and the y before 40.6
per cent, while during several months this year over 50 per cent were sold and shipped
alive?
"The signifcance of this increasing percentage of live shipments lies in thelfat
of growing competition among buyers on the Chicago market.
"Eastern l)uyvers and exporters are constantly on the market, and they
lookCto
Chicago as headquarters for supplies, thus furnishing at all times full competition.
From 40 to 50 er cent of the total cattle receipts at Chicago are sold on the market
for shipment alive, mainly to eastern slaughtering points and to the aboard for
ox
port. .";;-;0
: i Jan lary 15, 1908, the same companv isued and distributed the following card,
showing the: sale and disposition for a week and the wide range of slaughter:
"Just thinkA of itl Outside buyers in a single day buy on the Chicago market
and ship Oit 61 carloads of live stock to 195 different consignees at 15) different
points in 9 different States.
"As showing the incraling outside competition in buying and wide ranreof distribution of live stock sold Oli the Chicago market, the following reports ofthe past
week's shipments are quod:,4
"Monday, out: of 2,15 carlo-ds received,: outside buyers bought and shipped out
681 carloads of live stock to 195 different consignees at 150 different points in 9 different
States.. Fourteen consignees shipped 322 cars, while 181 consignee. shipped 359 cars,
and there' 'were' more than 100 different shipments of 1 carload each. onday's cattle
shipments totaled 10,476 head, breaking the record for one day. Of these, only 383
head were stoeckers and feeders
"Wednesday, out of 1,744 cars received, 499 cars were sold and shipped alive to
198 different consignee at 167 different points in 10 different States.
"T'hursday, 1,100 cars were received. while 420 cars were shipped to 132 different
consignees at 78 different points in 16 different States.
"During the week there were shipped out 2,306 carloads, or 113,910 head of live
stock2 of which 1,055 carload, or 34A head (averaging 21 head per car) were cattle,
constituting 48.6 per cent of the receipt."This week, starting out with active markets, a strong demand from every source,
and prospects: for ld prices, notwithstanding Monday s run of 3,050 cars, or!about
136,000 ammals, bids fair to exceed the above records.
"Th figures prove that the outside demand and competition for beef cattle and
all other live stock at Chicago is greater than ever."
Later and( in February the same company issued a card containing similar information for one day's business, Monday, February 10, 1908, as follows:
Chicago's enornvuic ive-stock receipts and shipments create new records. Run
- 0S-;
::promptly Absorbed.
Feabrub. 10, 1908, the Chicago Union Stock Yards received 33,601
pronday,
cattle, 1,303 calves, 87,716 hogs, 26,999 sheep, and 838 horses2 or a total of 150,357
animals, in 2,933 cars, breaking the previous record of hog receipts and total number
of animals reciv d."'Of the receipts, there were sold and shipped alive mainly to easen slaughtering
point and fr eixport, 10,063 cattle, 28 calves 21 138 hogs, 6,469 sheep and 109 horses,
or a total of 37,807 aninalb in 787 car breaking Mt previous records oU hog shipments,
total number of carloads shipped and total number of animals shipped.
"The grand total handled by the railroads and the Union Stock Yards and trs
Company on Iiat day was 188,164 animals and 3,720 car, which is equal to a solid
train over 28 niileslong, or if ranged in single file would make a solid proceson of:
animals over 260 miles long and require ten (lays to pass a given point marching constantly at the rate of 20 miles per day. 'rTi is something never before equaled.
Moreover, all were quickly and easily handled.
"Monday's enormous receipts were promptly alsorbed at only a slight reductiui
from the prices of the previous week, practically all being sold on day of Arrival.
Packers got upward of 51,000 hogs, shippers bought close to 25,000, and the remainder
were-mixed hogs, mostly sold to speculators. Of the 11,000 left over 4,000 were
carried over by shippers and 7, by speulators, almost everything being sold.
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"No other live-stock market in the world could have withstood such an enormous
run in proportion without a disastrots break in prices. Yet so great is the (lemand
for meats and live stock of all kinds at Chicago thaIt Tuesday, with full ordinary
receipts, hogs sold 5 to 10 cena higher and cattle and sheep about steady, while
Wednesday's markets show further advances of 6 to 10 cents in every department6
"The above facts demonstrate the valuie to shippers of Chicago's splendid market
facilities, her practically unlimited capacity for handling live stock, and the constant
tremendous demand at C)hicago for live stock of all kinds at the highest average
prices,
"These statements of figures we have no reason to doubt, and they point to the
fact that the stock raiser and farmer get the benefit of whatever competition there is
for the entire animal and all parts going to make up its value. The eastern buyer
gets the hide as well as the ammal, and undoubtedly for both when he buys the one,
relying upon his expectations to sell the hide as well as the meat in proPortion to its
value.
"The total cattle marketed at Chicago for 1907 was 3,306,314 head; calves, 421,934
head. Of the cattle thus marketed, there were 377,000 of western range cattle, or 11,4
per cent; the balance came mainly from corn-belt States. The committee will find,
If it cares to investigate it, that Iowa leads in the total, and that the best cattle are
marketed in one, two, and three carload shipments by the farmers from all the cornbelt States, and these furnish a large part of the shipments to eastern slaughtering
points."
The contention that the farmer gets no advantage from higher priced hides is absurd
in view of these facts, and that the hides are bought by the: tanners from the local
butchers. That the prtce of the hide is an important factor is so well stated in an
article written by J. A. Spoor, president of the tnion Stock Yards, of Chicago, appearing in the Live Stock World of January 1, headed "Live Stock Trade of 1907," that
we copy as follows:
"No. 1 packer's heavy native steer bides made a decline from lI& to 161 cents ill
January, to Ilif to 141 cents in December, or more than 28 per cent, making a difference in thi, item alone of nearly $4 per head in the returns from medium to prime
native steers, while packer's prime tallow declined from 61 to 7 cents in January to
to li Bcents in December, or over 18 per cent, making a further difference in returns
61 about
of
$1 per head, with the decline still greater on the poorer clawse of hides and
cheaper grades of tallow, and there was a similar decrease of values for all other byproducts."
-It is a matter of common knowledge among stockmen that there was a serious decline
in prices of cattle during -1907 concurrent with the decline in hides. This decline
was substantially similar at all markets. Of course there are a multitude&of conditions which-affect the price, and always present the effort of buyers topurchase at
as low a figure as they can secure. When the supply is great the buyer dominates the
market, and when the supply is less that power is lees. That applies to the animal as
whole, and neessarily to every part of it which competitive buyers can use; certainly
to the hide, because there is no special expensive equipment essential to taking care
of the bide and a ready market for them to the tanners. Aside from calves the claim
that the packers handle, on the average, the heavv hides and other elau hters the
lighter hides has little, if any, foundation, when it is remembered that Jhey furnish
the only market for canners on which the hide weight is much below the average.
V.
The controversy mainly aries on the demand of manufacturers of shoes, and
tanners, that hides be placed on the free list, which is one of the plans advocated
looking to a reduction in cost of leather. If the stock raiser and farmer must suffer
for this reason, just let it go round, then the protective system will go down altogether.
Under the present law the tariff on cattle, hides (dry, salted, or pickled). is 15 per
cent ad valorem, provided that upon all leather exported made from imported hides
there should be allowed a drawback equal to the amount of the duty paid on ga-d
hides, etc. (See item 437, effective July 24, 1897.) On leather there is an ad valorem
duty of 20 per cent, with the exception of certain sorts of leather not necessary to
specify. On shoes and boots there is an ad valorem duty of 25 per cent. (See item
The proposition which i's made by the above-named associations is that the dluty
on hide be not reduced, because the duty is very small, and they are as nuch entitled
to it as anybody else.
The contention on the part of the manufacturers is that the tariff should be taken
off hides on the theory that thoy want "free raw material." Hides are as much the

of labir and skill as anything else, hence an not be called raw material.
product
The 'free raw material" argument " for itts major pres the denial of the right o
production to the prduc of such acle as ornme one else wishes to prepase for market

or manufacture in some other form,and to have and demand a rtctive tff
what in turn he produces for sale sutfcient to put the outside competitors prctically
t vehemence the
with
out f business. The mnufacttirer in such 'a came as
correctnes of the principles of protction that he deres to app in uch matter
to best suoberve his own puro, reards of the effect it may hve o other, indeed
denying the same sort (f rights to the farmer Andl stock raiser, As part of the plan he
insists not only for the protective tariff on what he produces, but for the articles
which he Wishs t e in his business; he wants to buy in the markets ofthe world
without having to:pay any i
t autnd to forc e farme and stock raiser to
thaih
accorded the protection in order that he
meet that cb-mpeti
eot
may incrw hisiiine, or the price, and that others eqully meritrious as citizens
of the country shall be denied the miie privilege in- order that he may profit.
He says it bosts him more for labor and material than his foreign competitor, overlooking the fect that the fa
and tock rIser i In the same boat.
The claim that no labor or investment is require d toprduce a hide quite as
applicable to tallow aiid meat. It takes three y to mature a 3-year-old stear and
where land is exclusively devotd to grain n investmet of an average of b in
-land and -constant careand atntion. The investment in the property on which to
rai cattle and feed them is enormous, and the investment in farm valuseof cattle
alone is mnvny time greater thaiiall the leather and shoe bus ofi the country.
As ap.pied to commoditie of prime necesity *hich are not producd in thi country,
asd to which the stimulation of r leprotctiiw not induce any con.
siderable production, it may be, and as a rule probably i;, bedt where the protective
system is adopted as a-policy of goverument to admit such articles free of duty in
order that the-y may-be manufactured and the fiished piodut upplied to the trade
without being burdened, with the impoit duty. In such an instance we are concerned
only in the use, manufacture, or trade of th article imported ree of dutd ,d we
are not: conned in the prdu of the article, and hine unde no obliaon to
rticle of
protect -hi interest as-a producer. The csis entirley different wh
commerce is a matter of extensive an g
p action in thii country, where great
numbers of people must suffer loss by beingalld to meet there at which it
might be imported free, rhen the cost of produdin in thi countryiYs greater than it
is in counitres from wich such product would be drawn if imported free of duty
In the case of hides, it is perfectly pln that if they are to be put Upon the fr lit
then we mit undertake to -sell hides in' all of the markets of the worldin compen
with those produced everywhere ele, and that regadl of tbe circumsaces of the
cost of production. We must be robbe of our bome market toseek one elsewhere so
long t lest, as the markets in other portWins of the country are better. The absurdity
of the propition asapplied to hides of cattle so extensively produced in every 8tate
in the Union needs no argument to support it if the principle. of protection is to be
applied at all, and if when applied it is to be done farly to all interests and not as
mere favoritim and by protective system we do not mean merely on leather products,
hut on all the farmer bu'rthe
i
Perhaps the stvonet o)jection to the pro ve
p
cation it builds up an indlvidual or a business or a clas of individuals and tbeir tuui.
neews by givAing them an aWdvantage over produicers in frci counies or the importers
from foJreign counties which advantage must be paid fr to the extent to which it
ma exist by the public of thi cuntry a consumers of the articl thul rotected
andJin thin way the localities where the6 business which is protected exists is favored
to that- exten au may be, buines incidentally or directly connected with such protected industries, to the detriment of the other part of the country. The principles
of government recognized in this country are that no cial interests shall be sub.
served by law, and it ought not to be the intention therefore, of the protective tariff
to subserve a special interest. The object is to subsrve the bet interest of the entire
ountry, and we may asumb that the Ieople of this country have decided correctly
that that can be best done by a protective tariff, but at the same -time they have not
meant to decidfrthat a protective tariff shall be applied with partiality and one large
and meritorious class of people be deprived of it in order that some others may reap a
greater profit in their business; and this is the very use to) which the manufacturer
here seeks to make by his demand for free hides and free wool,
- The point at which the people sliffer in such a case is that they pay a higher price,
for the protected article because there is a duty upon it., Thisi nmiav not be the cas in
all instances, but as a general proposition it can scarcely be denied, We may assume
that the public has deqided that it is btst for the peop a a whole that they sould
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pay a higher price, if by doing so great industries are built uip in this country, b
Xprotection from outside competition, laborer employed g and the manufacturer and
laborer in turn becoming the customer for that which is 1riduced in other spheres of
industry. The theory is that if a factory can rn, pay good ages, and supply the
tride by furnishing a marketfor the farmer, and that although the farmer may have to
pay a higher pri-e for the manufactured article, heis thereby furnisled a inarket for
what he grows and gets a better market for it, and in the end ;i more benefited than
dams~ed. That is tonRiy, the great home market is built up. The ability of the people
in this country An consumers to afford a market for thfe production of this country is
wonderfully enhanced by the fact that we manufacture at home what we need and
that we can bettor afford to pay nore for it.,
This is the baekbone of the argument' in support of the protective syntemn, which
means higher price on manufactured articles than would exist (-ould we go into the
markets of the world and import them free of dutv.
Now,ilet u apply thisargument to the cost of the production of hides, If the
principle is good in the one cit is rood in the other, and it is plain to be sen that
the producer vf hides is a muchentitled to a protective tariff on hides in order to
enable him to get a higher prif for the hides than otherwise he would get, and thus
stimulate the production and- make him better able to buy .manufactired articles, as
is the-manufacturer, The right to equal production of the law entitles the stock
raiser and farmner to the benefit of a protective tariff on hides or wool, so long as it
exists onlthe things which he buys, and the opportunity at least to benefit by it, precisely- in the sime manner and for the same purpose that the manufacturer is entitled
to it can not be fairly denied.
Muich has been mid about benefit tht the fer derives from protection, but the
instances are very rare where he derives a direct benefit from the duty on the articles
which he produces, The benefit is mid to arise from the general application of thle
protective tariff inl that it affords him a better market wherever he can be protected,
in order to enable him to get a better market and a better pnce. But on what principle carn he-be denied the siine protection on his products, so that lie in turn may
become a better cuitomer of the poducer or manufacturer, and thus make a better
market for the latter?
On what principle can it be iaserted that the producer of sugar is entitled to a protective tariff which will not equally apply to the production of hides or the manufacture of leather? The taner ant free hides; the shoe manufacturer free leather and
free hides: both from selfishna.
The contention that some :one hetween the pro lcer of hides and consumer of
leather takes advantage of his ability to monopolize the market on hides and deprive
- the stock raiser and farmer of the benefit of protection his no place in the argument
upon the quetin as to whether or not the producer of hides i entitled to a Protective
tariff. If thiis sa monopoly againt the hide preducersit is the duty of the Government to destroy it and not to detroy te producer of hides. if there is to:be established the principle that wherever the producer of an aticle protected is deprived of
the benefit of the protection by monopoly, and on that ground the ioiduct is admitted
free of duty, the law will have placed a premium on monioply, which italiould destiroy.
It simply enables the monopoly to buy cheaper. Suppose, for example, the duilt
hould be taken off the hides, and they should he bought in foreign c(Intries and laid
down in this country 16 per cent lee than the present value'- hides, who would gt
the benefit of it, if sueh monopoly exists as iH alerted? The place at which to begin
in point of law to meet conditions that maybe thus produced by monopoly is not ty
taking the tariffs off no-called raw materil produciiled bjy the farrners anraid stock raisers
of this country, who, do not (create monopolies, but to) take the tariff off the manimfactured articles, no that the consumer will get the benefit in the end. If the jproducere of leather in thris country have sufficient control of the hide mrlarklt theat they
can name the price at which the prod(ulcer must sell the hidet, they * Sn e(qu0ally he as
powerful to name the price of leather made from imlx)rted hides.
INow, suppose the tariff were taken off the hides and they are perrlifted to go iluto
the markets of the world and buy them an cbeap or cheaper than the) (lo in this
country. Can anyone give any assurance that the price of leather will detllirne on
that account? And suppoise the J)rice of leather d(foes lcline-- who *an vouchsafe
that tho manufacturers of shoes will sell them (cleaper bec lause of the lower price of
leather? Tho fact in that. neither the price of lwether nor shoes has fluctuated with
thle prie of hides,
It will bie interesting to eornipare the price of liidtie, leather, and shoes at stated
periods during each year for several years paAt. It will (loubtless be found that the
relative pri(e of shoes was in the main not aI)p'Arenltly affected byv the price (if leather
or the ptwee of hides.
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V

ARIFF fHEARiOiS.

From two-thirds to three-fourthd of all the beef cattle produced in the United
States come from west of the Mitsiippi River, and neceFrily the hides are produced
in that section, To say that the value of the animal is not affected by the value of
the hide is equivalent to saying that it wan not affected by the value of the wool nor
the quehty, eharacter, or value of the meat. We:might admit that'under some circmstainsc'es the owner of the animi I may not be able to get as muchia it is worth
compared with what the consumer finally pays for the finished and propre product,
but that does not mean that the value of the animal is not affected by an absolute
higher or lower price of some material part of it, The question is, Shall the law
declare that the producer of these great articles of trade shall be deprived of the
benefit of protection for the same purpose which the manufacturer ha it, upon the
ymere assertion of some one who perhaps knows nothing about it, that the value of
the animal is not to be affected by the tariff on hides or on wool? A false assertion
made for profit.
Equality of opportunity is a maxim of the law, and it lies in no man' mouth to say
that a certain clas shall not have it becaue of the assertion that it can not make use
of it, It certainly can not if the law denies the right.
Undeniably the property of the livt-etock business in cattle, sheep; and hogs in
the cointry west of the Mississippi River has made the upbuilding of that vast area
possible, and has added commercially to the prosperity of the-whole country. It is
to that source which the manufacturer. of the Eat must look to sell their products,
and if the people of that great section are to be impoverished in order that profits may
be still greater for the manufacturer in the East, or for any other reason, it will be a
perversion of the professed principles underlying the protective tariff system. In
only a few articles can they possibly directly benefit by protection. Shall it be
denied on those?
It may-be said that the motiveon the part ofthe stock raisers and producers of
hides and wool is for a protective tariff in order to profit by it; that is true. Why not?
Surely no less can be said of the motive of those who seek to put hides and wool on
the free list. i:If these articles should be put on the free list in order that the manufacturers myprospetoa greater extent than now by bein able to seek a cheaper
source of supply, why should not the farmer likewise be entitled to go abroad to buy
his supplies, because to do so he may prosper more than now?
Millions of peo are engaged in producing animals, hides and wool. Shall they
be sacrificed, an the manufacturers of those products, far less in number, be given
a special privilege, on the mere assertion that to do so will reduce the price of shoe
or clothes to the consumer? Cast up and see who is making the most profit. The
manufacturer has no notion of reducing the price; his motive lies in getting the more
profit from the man who toils to make the so-called faw material, and to buy the
manufacturer's goods. He is not in business for benevolence. Hol haunts the halls
of Congress and the hotel lobbies at Washington, while the farmer herds and feeds
his stock, .and tills the land and supports his family, for whom he buys the clothes
and shoes from which the manufacturer profits. The manufacturer looks after making
:the laws in person, the farmer and stock raiser must leave it to his representative.
What will be the result?
VI.

The live stock interes which are represented desire to call specific attention of the
the nation, and that its trade should be fostered in every way to the end of the best
market at home and abroad, and we here copy an extract from the pamphlet issued
by the Agricultural Department Bureau of Statistics, Bulletin No. 55, as follows:

-Ways and Means Committee to the importance of this industry to the prosperity of

IMPORTANCE IOF THE MEAT INDUSTRY.

With a meat export in 1900 amointing to one-eighth of the production, the growing
of meat animals and the manufacture of the products derived from their slaughter are
largely dependent upon the export trade, and the foreign marketing is essential to
the maintenance of the present magnitude of the meat industry and of prices profitable
to the farmer.
Although this is a country of meat eaters, with a total population estimated by the
Bureau of the Census at 84,000,000 in 1906, the surplus of meat produced in 100, as
estimated in the preparation of this bulletin, was large enough to feed either the
United Kingdom or the German Empire for nearly half a year. or both for nearly
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three monthsi; the population of those two countries in 1901 was 98,000,000, as conpared with a population of 76,000 000 in this country the year before.
If such an immense quantity of surptlusi meat fcM were to be confinled wit-hin this
Xcountry bvy the refusal of foreign countries to buy it, there would follow consequences
to farmer, rangeman, slaughterer, and packer which would 1) financially disastrous.
In the valuation of all domestic animals in the censusi of 1900 thie kind of meat
animals having the highest value in the aggregate Was cattle. The value of all cattle
on farms and ranges and 6ff farms and ranges in cities, villages, and elsewhere, was
$1b00,000,000, about one-third of which isl thle value given to dairy cows and twothirds t other cattle. Swine occupy second place in order of value, but much below
the total for cattle, the figures given being $239,0000(000. Sheep have third l)lace
with $171,000,000, and goats have the small place indicated by $3,40,000. A grand
total value of all meat animals on and off farms and ranges, according to the census,
was $192,000,000,.
Thle latest annual estimate of the value of meat animals on farms and ranfiee made
by the Bureau of Sttistics of the. Deparment of Agricultutre; Januiary 1, 1907, gives
to dairy cows the value of $646,500, 00, or an increase of $137,000,000 over 1900(. The
decreased total value given to other cattle, although the value is latgwr per head,
the los in other cattle is 86,000,000
somewhaoffset6 the inr
from the value of 1900. The estimate for sheep for 1907 indicates an increase of
$34,000,000 in value above the census statement, and for swine an increase of
$186,000 0 there is no estimate for goats, which, for present purposes, may be
as having the 1900 census value.
regrded
eat uils on farms and ranges January 1, 1907, increased in value in the aggregate4$272,000,000 above:tbe census amount of June 1, 1900, and rose to aa total value
of $2,162,000,000. The estimates of this department are for January 1 time of the
year when the number of swine and sheep is about one-fifth less than that on June 1,
which is the census date, and the number of cattle is less in midwinter thanl on
June 1. Hence, if the department's statements for January 1 were raised to a basis
of June 1, the foregoing values for 1907 would be increased.
OTHZR ITEMS OF CAPITAL.

Nxot onlvyare the prices of meat animals directly affected by the, marketingj of the
national surpls of meat, but likewise the value of the farms and ranges on which<
they are raied, While nearly all farms maintain at least one meat animal, the farnm
and ranges. devoted especially to the prodtiction of lie stock are the ones miiore
directly affected.
The value of live-stock farms and ranges was estimated by the Bureau of StatisticsB
of the Departmnwt of Agriculture in 1905 to be $7,951,000,000, by adding to the ('census
valuation the increase of the succeeding five years. Some horse and mule farms are
unavoidably included.
To the value of meat animals and of live-stock farms and ranges should bel added
the value of implements and machinery on suc-hfarms and ranges, or $235,500,000.
Then there is a ligeamount of capital invsted in wholesale slaughtening, meat
packing, lard refiiung, and oleomaarigarne:estab)lishments which was determinedd by
the Burealu of the Census to 1)e $238,000,000 in 1904.
The sum of the foregoing items of capital directly affected by the export of the
national surplus of meat is $10,625,000,000 and this capital is directly (leienldent
upon sulch disposal for its profitable use and, indeed, for the integrity of the investment.
t :>\\0-:00itX2fIIn addition to the capital concerned there are annual pro(ductions that should be
noted. Upon the basis of Censuls Valuies the farm value of the cattle, sheep, an(l swine
slaughtered and exported alive in 1900 Was $649,417,340. This is a complte(l value
and may be above or below the fnet for 1900; but whatever the trute value was for that
year, it was much larger for 104li, with its high values and large exports as well as
perhaps increased home consumption.
The greatannual corn crop of the country, havinga value of $1,167,(100 (J(0 in 1900,
is very largely converted into meat, fats, and oils, and a large fraction of this crop is
exported iii the form of the commodities mentionesl.

Table: Capital directly af ected by exports of surplus meat.

Table: Meat capital compared with other capital and clas es of wealth.
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0* pital directly arcted bye
0:

rt oUrf
Iurpll$s nail,

Item.

:a'lew

:

M
%'alue ot domestic meit animaiil on farms and ranges, Jantuiry 1 1907 .71 $2,152,0,
Value of dometic inei t animaLs not on farims and rangts, Julie , 1900.
48,8V27,
n
n.
t w
7, 950,919,310;
Value of Iive-stoak farms and ranges, 1906, au
Value of Implements and maehinery on live stock farmY ahd ranges, June 1, 1900.j23, 477,714
Capital of wholesalobslaughteriug, meat-packing, lard-refining, and oleomargarine estab-

':I

.

I1shmonts, 1904 ........
237,714,890
Total ...
.10, 625,059,28
.

.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER INV
EVSTMENT.S.

Better to understand the magnitude of the interest. involved in the maintenance
of meat exports, comparisons may be made with other aggreates of capital ad clause
of wealth. The capital directly related to meat productin for export, 106,6256'O000O0,
is five-sixths as large as all capital ivested in-iianufacturing in 1904. .It is-barely
under the figures representing the capitalization of the net earning of steam railroads, estimated by the Bureau of the ensus, June 1, 194 it is a little ter than
the estimated true value of all property situated in the:South. Central division of
in the ocy Mountain and Pacific
States in 1904, S also of all property situted

regiois. It i more than one billion dollars abovhete value of there tate and of
the implements nd machinery of farms devoted chiefly to producing cotton, hay,
and grain; or the estimated true value of all property situated in New England in
1904; or the estimated true value of the entire real estate of the South in 1904, It is
nearly twice the value of the real estate and of the implements'nd machinery of
farms devoted chiefly to producing cotton, fruit, rice, sugar, tobacco, vegetables,
and to general farming; or more than twice the estimated true value of street railways,
shipping, waterworks, telegraph and telephone systems, electric light and power
stations, Pullman and private cars, and canals in 1904.
Meat capital compared with other capital and clas of wealth.

Value.

Item.

Capital directlyyrelated to meat production for export.,
23....
$l 622
Capital invested 1 manufacturing,
,68,26, 673
.
..............................
of net earings ofsteam railroads, June 1,1904.11, 244,72,000
_
Value of real estate:(1905; auitumn) and of implements and machinery (1900) of farms
devoted chiefly to produig otton, ha nd grai......
9, 074,168,745
Value of real estat6 (105 autumn) and of Implements and machinery (1910) of farms
sugar, tobacco, vegetables, and to
dovotod-choiely to proAucliig co ton, fruit, -rice,
general farming (incl(iding smail specialist).
....
..5,79,314, 927
Estimated true value of street rallwavs, shipping, waterworks, telegraph and tele hone
systems electric-light and power statiorns, Pullman and private cars, and canals 9D4).
4,480,64,0
Estimated
true value of entire real estate of South Atlantfic and South Central divisions,
9,,
9, 304
i
1904...
Estimated true value of all property situated in Now Englnd, 1904.
.8, 823,326,5 92

Capitalization

:

.......

:10,052,467,528
Estimated true value of all property situated In the South Central division 1904
Estimated true valu6lhn property situated In the W5esitern division (Ray Mounta:in
271
and Pacific regions), 1901 .9,991..........
..
9, 092
.

Undor the heading "Stock of Meat Animals-Ntimber in the world," samelbulletin,
it is Stated:
It a ppears that contiguous United Stateshas74,200,000 cattle of the 424,600,000
cattle known to be in the world, or 17.5 per cent. British lIndiihas a larger fraction,
or 20.9 per cent, but the fraction is smaller than that of the United Statesin every
othor.countryv-oe-half or less.
This country does not figure so largely: in comnparison withh the toft,~sheev, since
the number in contiguiouis United States is but 53,500,000 of the 609,8)0,000 sheep,
or 8.8 per cent. This fraction is exceeded by that of three countries Argentina has
19.7 per cent of the world's sheep as far as known; Australia has 12.2 per cent; and
European Russia 9.7 per cent.
The greatest prominence of this country in the poseion of a meat animal is found
in tfhe number of swine. Of the world's 141,300,0 known swine, the United States

,

Table: Table 20.- Computation of slaughtered cat le, except calves, 190 .
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ha. 56,600,000, or 40.1 per cent; Germany is the second country in order of importance.
with 13.4 per cent; Austria-Hunrfollows with .9 per cent; and European Ruamh1
with 8.4 per cent.
In the possesion of goatt countryoccupiesa mall pla, sincetihe number on
and off farms and ranges is only 2.2 per cent of the worldgoats a far as known.
is shown in 20:
Table of same Bulletin(1900).
The ages of cattl slaughtered
e
TABLE 20.-Computation of slaughtered cattk, exept calves, 1900.
Itemm

Per cent.

Number,

Total slauihtered ...............
..,
100
Steers, and under 2 years ..................13
Steers, 2 and under 3 yeas
18
Steers, 3 years and over ................ ........,17

12,1)78,000
687,000
2,33,000
2,26,o000
Totalsteer ..........4.
4
, 6..,
0 *:
.,............
, 22P, 000
Bulls, 1 year and over..5
649,000
-Hfers, I and under 2 years .13 1,687,000
cows .34 441
00
......

...................

As to slaughter of cattle and calves this bulletin showsasU follows:

CALVES AND CATTEm,
On referring to Table 23 it will be observed that the co'lpuaiils previously
explained in detail-indicate-an available slaughter of 5,831,000 calves in 1900, of
6,229,000 steersj of 649,000 bulls over 1 year old, of 1,687,000 heifers, and of 4,413,000
cows. :The number of cattle available for slaughter, not including calves, was
12,978,000,Wof which 240,000 were exported alive,w that the cattle, except calves,
slaughtered in this country was 12,7n,000.
If to this number the slaughtered calves
be added, the total slaughter of cattle was 18,569,000; and if to this number we add
the number exported alive we have a grand total of 18,809,CCO.
The total cattle received at stock yards at 54 points in the United States where
packing plants are located was 13,777,196; shipments out, 6,187,004; calvEs, receipts.
1,826,652; shipment. out, 421,570.
(See 22d Annual Rept., Bureau of Animal Industry, pi 292.)
For range in prices of cattle ,from,1 1894.to' 1905,
see
p,p.92Bs,.287.)
pon request for the information the Bureaui of Animal Industry has furnished us
a statement of the hide supply of the United States as follows:...
The estimated totalslaughter of cattle in the United States in 1900 was abonit
ll10,000B head, besides 5,00,000 calves, and presumably those respective numbers
of cattle hides and calfskins were produced in that year. As the foregoing fig ures are
based upon the; estimate of the total number of cattle oi h'and in the United States
January 1,S1900, of 63,500,000, including calves; and as the estimated number
January 1, 1908, was 71,267,000, it is roughly estimated that the hide production in
1907 was about 13,000,000 cattilhidea and 5,500,000 calfskins6 The total number of
animals slaughtered under Federal meat inspection during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1908, was 63,973,337, consisting of 7,116,275 cattle, 1,995,487 calves, 9,702,545
sheep, 35,113,077 swine, and 45,953 goats.
Thus there appears slaughtered approximately 1 cattle hide to each 6 persons and
I calf hide to each 15 persons.
VII.
LEATHER AND MANUFACTURES OF LEATHER.
(Statiial Report-Census of Manufacturers, 1905-Department of Commerce and Labor.
Table 7 shows for 1905 the number of establishments reporting the different kinds
of materials, with the quantity and cost of each kind of
maternal used; the cost of
linings and trimmings and findings, and the amount paid for hiel, rent:of power and
heat, mill supplies, freight, and all other materials.
The number of establishments given in this table is not the number tof distinet
establishments, but the number reporting the dilferent classes of materials. Consequently some establishments are counted several times. The number using pwr-

Table: Table 7.- Materials used, by kind, quantity, and cost, and number of establishments reporting each kind, 1905.
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chased cut soles, counters, taps, heels, etc., was thelargest, 908; ofthee establishments, 419 used these materials to the exclusion of uncuteole leather. The number
using sole leather in the side was 678; of these, 162 did not use cut soles, etc., or heads,
bellies, and shoulders. The latter class of materials was used by 426 establishments,
but in only 26 exclusively.

TABLE

7,-Matialus,

by k ,quantity, ai t, and
reporting ec kiid, 1905.
Number of
establish-

Kind,

me:nts

reporting.

nnmbdr of eatablitahent

Cost o used.
Unitof.maQuanta measure.
terlals

.....
Materials used, total cost
.........
$197, 303,495
678 Pounds. 112, 31,678
side ...........................
Solet lithei
38,860,980
425 ..... do .
Sole leather (hads, bellies, shoulders, etc.)
7,374,070
42,610,W
157 .....do .
2 047,60
Split leather, finished.
10, 749,6
89.....do
32 429
R rolled splits.
3,890,791
do . - 4,240,190
232
.........................
(Calf and kip skins ........
2,l,26
89
3
Square
Grain aid other side leather feet.....................
11,806,04
6, 209 144
592.do
91,290,110
Calfskins (russet, ooze, kangaroo, dongola calt,
eted.
12,083,612
720,221
47
do
.....
Patent and enamel leather.
1!
Uoatskins ..... ; ........................
004
.o
...
.00,
30,98,40
2,879, 270
453.....do .
36,473,164
Shoep leather used for upprs.
..... do .
t2,587,285
AU other upper-leather4: ..........
73, 012,064
1, 9, 146
for
210
used
..............
uppers
Material otgertnleather
.
.........
...
.10,561,307
Linings aind trhi~imings, all kinds
990..
0Cut
1
.............
24,14,
les, Counters, taps, heels, etc., purchased...
13, 80,
..
.........
Findings purchased ..........
13,6
.
Fuel rent and power and heat, mill supplies, ...........
freight, and all other materials.
.........................

..............

.........

.....
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Calfskins (russet, ooze, kangaroo, dongola calf, etc.), were used by 692 establish-mehts, of which 313-did not use calf and kip skins. Calf and kip skins were used by
232 establishments, but only 38 used them exclusively. Of 157 establishments using
split leather, finished, 86 did not use rolled splits; and of 89 using rolled splits, only 6
did notIuse spjitl athher, finished.
There are two principal classes of leather used in the manufacture of boots and
shoes-leather from which soles, counters, tape, heels, etc., are made', known as sole
leather, and leather from which vamps, quarter,- etc.1 are made, known as upper
leather.
The cost of sole leather in'the side, heads, bellies shoulders, etc., as reported at
the census of 1905 was $44,235,050. This amount, added to the $24,143,824 paid for
cut soles, counters, taps, heels, etc., purchased, makes the expenditure for sole
leather $68,378,874, or34.6 per- cent of the total cost of materials.
Upper leather cost $91,552,459, or 46.4 per cent of the total cost of materials, and
all tipper material, including iniaterial other than leather, $93,508,605, or 47.4 per cent;
linings, trim-mings, and findings, $23,641,647, 'or 12 per cent; and fuel, rent of power
arid heat, mill supplies, freight, and all other materials, $11 834,369, or 6-per cent..
Of upper leather, goatskin was the most largely reported in 1905. As a result of
thle success attending the tanning of suth'skins by the "chrme": process there has
been put on the market a glazed kid that gives the greatest satisfaction to manufacturers. Jts cost was 32.2 per cent of the cost of all iUpper leather. Calfskin, patent
and enamel arid grain leather were also used to a considerable extent, but sheep andsplit leather were used in comparatively small quantities. A large amount is included
under "all upper leather," mainly because of the inability of some manufacturers to
segregate the kinds and quafltities of leather purchased. "Materials other than
leather used for uppers " was separately considered at this census for the first time,
and 210 establishments reported an expenditure of $1,956,146 for such materials,
Table 8 shows the number of establishments reporting the different kinds of products
and the quantity and value of each kind for 1900 and 1905. The number of establishments is the number reporting tho various kinds of products and not the number of
distinct establishments. Therefore some establishments are included several times.

Table: Table 8.- Products, by kind, quantity, and value, with number of establishments reporting each kind, and per cent of increase: 1905 and 190 .
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TABLE 8.-ProdlcJ, by kind,' quantity, and value, ivith number ofeiaablishmen1its reporting each kind, and per cnt 6f increase: 1906 and 1900
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The reports in 1906 showed that 24,144,616 more pairsof boots, shoes, and clippers
made in-theiUnited 'States than in 1900, a gain of 11.1 per cent; the value increased $60,267,l21; or 23.6 pr cent. The greatest increase was in the manufacture
of men'sbota and shoes, the increase being 16,691,483 pairs, ot 23.2 per cent, and
$33,932,694 in value, or 31.4 per. cent.' Boys' and youths'. shoes increased but 686,767
pairs, or 3.3 per cent, while the value increased $3,662,001, or 17,2 per cent. The
number of Pairs of women s shoes manufactured increased 4,498,223, or 6.9 per cent
and the value $16,457,713 or 20.1 per cent. There was a decrease in number of
misses' and children's shoes manufactured of 426,236 pairs, or 1 per cent, but an
increase in value of $3$,962,308, or 13.2 per cent. The manufacture of slippers was
increased to the extent of 425,450 pairs, or 2.5 per cent, and $1,062,226 in value, or
8.2 per cent. For "all other kinds," which includes infants' shoes, moccasn
athletic and bathing shoes,- etc., an increase of 3,268,938 pairs, or 61.9 per cent, and
$1,290A, '9 in value, or 63.2 per cent, is shown. Instances of decreases and small
increases in quantity which appear in the table are attributed to slight changes in
classification, which resulted in swelling the total of "all other kinds-" in 1905, thus
causing the large increase in that item.
It is plain from the foregoing that the amount of cattle leather in shoes is so small
per pair that the difference in cost of shoes per pair on the average is so small that the
consumer will not get any of it.
If we take the total leather, a pair of heavy shoes at 3 pounds, which is above the
average, and assume that cured hides make an average of 63 per cent leather and is
worth 1I cents per, pound for the hide, the weight of hide would be 4.8 pounds at
11 cents, equal 52.8 cents, duty 15 per cent, equal 7.9 cents, or 2.64 cents per pound
of cattle hide in a pair of shoes.
Now, the per cent of heavy shoes to the total is very small, and considering the
per cent of sole leather used, and the fact that it will probably run as low as one.half
pound, and average for all shoes probably 1 pounds, it will be seen that the average
difference in the cost of shoes per pair wil not be more than 3 or 4 cents.
This seems to be borne out by the evidence before the committee. Now, look at
the fluctuations in the price of hides and leather for ten years of the tariff, and observe
that every year, for the entire period, cattle hides fluctuated in price between the
high and low levels, 15 per cent or more, and leather from 6 to 10 per cent or more,
not aplparentlywith the price of hides, and it will at once be seen that it would be
impossible for the shoe manufacturer of shoes and leather to take care of this 3 or 4
were
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tcent per pair of shoe. What thrse fluctuations would have been with free hides
there would be no way of telling.
The price of leather to the shoe manufacturer must be high enough to take care of
the fluctuation, in hides and leather, and the shoe manufacturer must put his price
high enough to take care of the fluctuations in leather, which would swallow up the
3 or 4 cents. And 'this, asuming an active competition in both shoe and leather
manufactures, which is (loubtl more imaginary thln real, so far as price to the
consumer is concerned. Then comes the fluctuation in shoes sold to the retailer,
which he takes care of in his retail selling price, even where not a dictated price
fixed by the manufacturer.
Puzzle: Find the 3 or 4 celnts,
Key to the--puizle:: Dn't look for it in the pocket of the consumer.
Hence the sophistry of the argument that the 15 per cent on hides affects the price
of shoes to the consumer.
Stock raiser. and farmers think it worth an average of about $1 per head in the
intrinsic value of their cattle, and .that when the stock raise of bouth America bring
his hides here for sale this tax of li per cent is reasonable, and that it doesn't cost
the comumer of shoes a cent. They want equality before the law, and pray this
committee to leave the duty on eattle hides in order that the product of our fanns
have the benefit of the home market.
(Taken from StstLqtical Abstract, conmmece aid labr, for 197.j
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Ioeos not thifs show that we can produce very nearly, if not quite, all the cattle
hides needed for home consumption?

:Mr.COWAN. I also- deire to intrduce- the brief itself that Judge
Rucker anad I fled. It is a ver Vshort brie on meats.
The CnIaMAN. It may be inserted.
Mr. COWAN. It was not until 1942, when the so-called Wui tariff
act was placed upon the statute books, that a duty was imposed upon
hides, and this duty in various forms, sometimes ad valorem and
sometimes specific, was continued until the enactment of the Payne-,
Aldrich A ct in 1909. During the hearings on that measure :before
the Ways and Means Committee the principal arguments madebye
the representatives of the tanners and the shoe manufacturers wIere
based upon the assertion that free hides would result in. a: material
reduction in the cost of boots and shoes, saddlery, and similar articles
manufactured from leather to the consumer.
Statistics are unnecessary to prove to you, Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, that the promise of the shoe men and their
associates has not been carried out. We make the assertion that
there has never been a time since the Payne-Aldrich Act went into
effect in 1909 that the consumer has been benefited to the extent of one
cent, but on the contrary the shoe manufacturers, the manufac-turers of harness, the manufacturers of traveling bags, and of brief'f
cases, and athe manufacturers of every other commodity of which
leather is the component part of chief value has exacted from the
consumer every dollar that the traffic would stand.
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One need not go outside of the city of Washington to ascertain the
truth of this assertion. Within.ten blocks of this committee room,,
on Pennsylvania Avenue, there are a half dozen shoe stores, These
stores are of the chain variety, and most of them are conducted by
the representatives of the big advertising shoe manufacturer. Up
until the outbreak of the World War and, for that matter, for a year
or so after that the shoes of these manufacturers were advertised
at a retail price which was stamped on the bottom, and those prices
were maintained in every city of the country where these establishments were represented. The shoes of the same grade are still in
existence, the same manufacturers are still advertising, but the shoes
are sold at from 50 per cent to 100 per cent more than they were sold
for five years ago, and during all this time hides have been free.
It is true that the price of hides has fluctuated and that during the
World War they reached such prices as they had never reached
before, in spite of the free nnportations under the free clause of the
Payne-Aldrich Act. But during the last year hides touched a point
on the oppoite side of the scale and prices were down so low last
winter that there was absolutely no market for them. It is even
reported that one cowman in the Southwest hauled a two-horse
wagonload of dry hides to market which he exchanged for a set of
harness, and in spite of the fact that his team wasloaded with all
the hides they could haul he found that his load was several hundred
pounds short of being sufficient to pay for the harness.
A few months ago an Iowa farmer-is reported to have taken 14
calfskin to a general store, which he wished to exchange for supplies,
and he found that his 14 calfskins were valued at $1.45 less than the
pair of shoes which he obtained in exchange.
There has recently been extensively circulated in the form of
propaganda in the interests of shoe manufacturers -and tanners a
pamphlet in which the statement is made that during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1921, cattle hides to the value of $40,000,000, in round
figures, were imported into the United States. The pamphlet says
that the Summary of Foreign Commerce, issued by the Bureau of.
Foreign and Domestic Commerce of -the Department of Commerce,
shows" that we exported foodstuffs to many foreign countries, includ-- ing countries from which hides were imported, foodstuffs in crude
conditioxrand food animals to the value of nearly a thousand million
dollars, and foodstuffs partly or wholly manufactured to the value of
$779,000,000." Note in this statement that the compiler of this
;pamphlet calls attention to the fact that these foodstuffs were shipped
abroad "including countries from which hides were imported."
iThe inference naturally is that the compiler of this interesting document desires to impress the committee with the idea that the products
of American farmers find their way into the countries from which we
import hides. It would be difficult for this special pleader to show
wherein hides from Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay, from
which the large percentage of imported hides come, were paid for by
the shipment of American farm produce.
Tlhe( saime advocates insist upon reiterating the assertions that the
dutv Onl hide is added to the cost of leather and leather goods, anld
that the farmer afind stock raiser secure absolutely no benefit froni
91527-22--uGH 7-6
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the increased value of the hide upon the animals which they ship
to market. It is true that the condition of at meat animal is the
principal means of valuation when that animal reaches--the livestock market, but it is also true that the condition of the hide ha's:
a direct bearing upoll the price of the animal. Every stockman
knows that a steer whose hide is branded so that part of it is valueless for high-grade leather will niot-bring as mlich in the market as
a native steer bearing no bratnid whatever upon his hide, even though
ill other respects the two animalls may be identical as to formation
an- condition ,
Evecry stock-yvads buyer is an expert in his business and when
.he buys he is posted oil the leather market as he is on the market
for meat; aind when hid4es aro-e worth 40 cents a pound, as they were
for a brief period during the World War, the steer will bring a bigger
price tharn it brings to-day when hides are dlown below 12 cents a
pould. It is a- rather peculiar portion which the advocates of free
hides assume when they declare that the duty on shoes' does not
increase the cost to the, consumer, but that ia duty on hides does
increase the cost to the consumer.
Reference to the brief filed by Judac Rocker of Colora(o, in behalf
of the American National Liveo Stook Xssociation and others during the
hearings on the pending bill before the-Ways and Meins Coinmittee
(see Part V, p. 3722 et seq.-) is made for thipurpose of calling the
attention of the committee to the brief::history of a tariff upon h ides
beginning, with 1842. Therein it is pointed out that from 14 to
2 pounds of dry hide is required to furnish the leather for the average pair of men's shoes and that the tariff upon this portion of a
pair of shoes at the rate of 15 cents per pound would not exceed 4I
cents at the utmost. Purchaser of shoes would scarcely complain
evenl if he knew that he was to pay this charge, and certainly the
farmer and the- stockman would be the last to raise a protest against
thisl)rotectioii which he wold have through the duty on hides as3
against the producer -of Me.xico and South America.
All the arguments submitted in which it is attempted to-show that
the imposition of t d(uty upon hides will not benefit the farmer are
Vallanced not by farmeNr or the representatives of farmers, not by
the cattlemenll -or the representatives of cattlemen, but by those
who are directly interested in reducing the cost of raw material for
themselves. These gentlemen have appeared tie after -time And
have illsistedthat the removal of duty would benefit the consumer
by reducing the price of all manufactures of leather.
We have had 10 years of free hides as the result;of the arguments
of these interested manufacturers and their representatives. -During
that time the price of hides alone has fallen, except for a brief period
during the war. On the other hand; the price of shoes, the price of
harness, the price of saddlery, the price of hand bags, and the price
of brief cases have all advanced continuously. Shoes and harness are
apparently among the last things to return to that "normalcy" of
which we hear so much to-day. In sptwotthe general business depression the manufacturers of shoes and harness are certainly infinitely more prosperousthan the men on the farms and ranges who
have raised the cattle whose hides must compete with the product of
the pampas and the ranges of Mexico and the great cattle-raising coun-
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tries to the south of us. No industry of this country is suffering
to-day to the extent that prevails among the cattlemen of the Southwest. A 20 per cent duty oht hides is not much to ask, and we come
here firmly in the belief that even this small sop will aid somewhat
toward recovering from the frightful depression resulting in part from
the outcome of the war, but more largely from the elemental conditions through which we have struggled during the past few years.
High prices of feed, combined with almost continuous drought and
the free importation of hides, have brought to the verge of ruin the
entire stock-raising industry.
The renartk&1 made before this committee in 1911-of which you
have the print here, and. there are copies available-I think was
ordered tote printed as a public document.
The brief of A. W. Rucker on hidt', that was filed before the Ways
and Means Committee, is a typewritten statement that I think contains his statements on that, which I will also hand in.
To the Commite on Way. and Means:
Hides wereI
fre until 1842, when the Whig tariff made them dutiable at 5 per cent
ad valorem. This was continued in- the Walker (Democratic) tariff of 1846. The
duty was reduced to4 percent in 1867, and restored to 5 pet cent in the Merrill tariff
of 1861: raised to 10 'per cent later that year and so continued.until 1872j when hides
were placed on the free list. There theyd
remaineduntil 1892, when a duty of II
cent wa substituted by the Dinglev
cents a poind was impe
A dutV :of 1aspr
law of 1897, which remained in effect Wntil the enactment of the Pahne-Aldribh'bifl
in 1909. For 59ears ouit of the 79, therefore, hides were on the dutiable list. In 10
years under the Pavne-Aldrich free list, i.. eqj from 1911 to 1920, inclrsiv6, the total
Importations of foreign hides into the United States were valued at $888,000,0(0). Had
Va duty bon imposed upon ths vast produiet of the herds of the surplus producing
countries, a tariff of 15 per cent would have produced $133,000.000 of revenue, or
upwards of $13.000(00 per annum.
It is claimed that a dutV on shoes does not increased the cost to the conastumer, This
must rest upon the fact that the imports of shoes is negligible. yet wI all remember
that stich a claim wias the stock in trade of the manufacturer when ho thoughlit that the
hide question was, buried beyond resurretion. The targets for the artillery of the
manufacturer and independent tanner now are the packers and producers o aWttle.
It is contended by the mahinfaturer that he and the tanner must have 40 or 4m
pr
cent of foreign hides to eiable the tanner to carrv on his )business and the menu facturmr to continue in tiha export trade, that in addition to the duties sought to be im
:0posed they are serioluslv handicapped by the packers' exorbitant ehartesA to the tanner,
and incidentally they mikes a strong pla for the pending packer legislation.
In this-connoction it is interesting to note the colloquy tween the leading representatives of the shoe manufacturers and independent tanners and Representative
Garner. a member of this committee, on the 11th of thi month.
Froni that it appear .that the manufacturers and the tanners would cease their
opposition to the proposed duty if the wings of the packers were clipped as provided
.in the proposed legislation in' uestion. We believe this committee should view with
les concern the demands of the manufacturers and independent tanners, since their
is chiefly leveled at the packers and other home industries, whereas our
complaint
relief must come solely from a duty levied upon foreign products.
But let us assume that the proposed packer legislation will not intervene to remove
the objections. Then we are relegated to their original claim that they can not exist
if the duty is levied and the pacoker is allowed to take his toll. .Vell, we have seen
that they are still alive, that they have survived over that period when there was a
duty and when there were packers, and they increased the number of their establishments, employed more men, increased their oxports, and enjoyed immense profits,
and in the abundance of their genetroity increased the cost of their product to the
consumer.
During the 12 years preceding the enactment of the Payne-Aldrieh law, which
placed hides upoh the free list, our ex ports of boots and shoes increased from $1,.5(0),000
to $11,500,000, or 798 per cent. During the fime 12 years our imports of boots and
shoes increased from $43,000 to $164,500. In other words, during that period our
export exceeded our imports by 70() per e nt. The imported boots and shoes during
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that period when a duty remained on hides represented one two-hundred-thousandth
part of the total value of the boots and shoes manufacturedin this country, As was
stated by one of the signers of our brief in the House of Representative in July, 1909:
"In the face of this showing, the boot and shoe manufacturers need not fear. their
foreign competition: and still they want a duty to protect them from foreign competition while at the same time denying any sort of protection to the hides of the cowHistory repeats itetf-the7.same crowd of philanthro'pts are here to-day, playing
on the same single-etringed instrument that theyv used 2 years aRo.
In 1.909 the same 'lobby told the same story to the Ways annd Means Committee of
the house when they arted that the' packerswould drie -the tanners, as well as
themselv es, :ou t of biisin'es if hides were notpliaced ulpon the free list. They claimed
then,ansthey claim now, thatthe t packers' truistcontrols the' great majority of the
hides in thbi country. In answer to this contention, attention is called to the 'report
of the. Bureau of the Census of the Department of Commerce, to the effect that on
November 30 last, there were on hand, in round figures, 12,000,000 cattle, kip, and
calf hides, of which virtually 50 per cent were either domestic country hides or foreign
hides.
.
A similar report from the -Bureau of Mkets of theDepartment of Agricultur
showed that di ng the fiscal'year which ended June 30, 1920, the avefrge number of
hides produced in this country outbide of the acking houses ran from 20 to 25 per
cent of the total number of hides p.rodluced. The same report shows that during the
same period foreignhides imported equaled from 28 to 47 per cent of the total number
of hides produced n this country.
Witht.is evidence before us, one will ':n,-ot nec
withbanxiety
lest
Y.l tremble
the hands of the landliords.of the Washingn hotelswilb heavily laid upon the
baggage of any. :,of: these representative of, the shoe industry for thir boar bills.
Nor need we make extensive drafts Upon our sympathies for'the independent tanners,
because it is not trne that the packers have closed the ma-rkets for hides A is c med
In addition:to what we have alrely said, there-is that great reservoir, country hides,
which they can'draw from,; as.well as thesurplus which is aiwayson hand ,coming
from the epakrs6 That i not all, for, as we pointed out in our statement to the committee, the abundant srplus
countri overseas, coupled with
in ,the
competing
their low ct of pro'ductionwill afford -another and limitless market to draw from.
even though the pro posed duty should be much higher than we ask.
Tracing.back to 1908, we find' that thetotal value of hides (including buiffalo hides)
imported that; yeatr 'was $12,000"000 Followinthe figures in the Statistical Abstract, it is seen that in the fisca year 1910-which was the fist year under the law
allowing freelimportation-the:-vate of hides imited leaped to $000,000. The
ininimum:of importations since the einactment of the PayneAldch tftwa reached
in 1913, in which year the valuation of importations fell to $41,000,000. The maximum, $125,000,000, was reached in: the fiscal year ending Jine 30, 1919. In spite
of a glutted market folloing the close of.the-World War, the. importations for the
year which ended June 30, 1920, reached the total of $104,000,000
Against these importatons of the 'raw hides the- Staistical AbSW t shows that i
the year 1908 the 'total exports of all leathers aind leather d, including boots and
shoes, 'were valued at $45,000,000. Thile eak was reached in the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1919, with total exportAtions of-leather and leather goods to tie value of
$303,000,000. This total fell to $200,000,000 during the'year'which ended with the
month of June, 1920. It may be ed that' these'figures include the value of joda
made from skins and hides other than those of cattle. Whilethis is true, attention is
directed to theif thatin the fiscal year.1919 exports of belting, sole leather, ndoupper
leathers made from cattle hides reached the total of $104,000,000, while during thq
same period boot and shoes, made lly fm cattle. hide, were exported to the
value of $78,000,000. It-i saf to'deduce from these fi
that the total value of
the leathers mfantuefrDom cattle hides exported in 1919 at least equaled the
value of the cattle hides imported during the same year.
It is seriously contended by the advocates of free hides that the cattle wer w1ll
not receive any protection from this proposed duty. The stocknmeniof the West have
not constituted these leather truassand boot and shoe men their guardians to ay
what is best for their interests. As 'a clas, 'the stockmen are broadminded, intelligent,
and capable, and when they assert, as'they do, that the duty on hides does affect the
price of their steers, they ae, as the rea parties at interest entitled to first consider.
ation. A large percentage of all range cattle are branded. Anything that injures
the hide reduces the value of the animal wearing that hide. This can readily be
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underood if one will glance at the reports of the hide and leather journals and market
publications generally, which give quotations upon live stock, meats, meat products,
and by-products from all sorts of food animals, It will be found that braided steer
hides are invariably quoted at from one to several cents per pound under the price
of those not branded. Furthermore, the cow and bull hides are never an valuable
in the market as:stber hides. Therefore, it follows that the animal whose carcass is
covered with a better hide is of more value to Ibuyer than the others metntioned.
All hide vIalues depend u'pon size, sex,' and condition.;
The utok man contends that the value of the-hide is a most important factor ill
the market value of his live1stok, It is presumed that the country will soon return.
to normal'conditions, . When that time comes the hides of cattle, which average frolit
86 to 74pper cent of 'the total live weight of the animal, the per pound. value of the hide
will- be double:that of the perApound value of the animal, making the total value
of the hides 13 to 154 per cent of the gross value of 'the anial. hence it-will be seen
that the producer of the hide, if this duty is levied will receive approximately from
$1.50 to $2.60 protection. There are more than 1,000 people actually engaged inl
the livestock business exclusively, with 6,000 000 fariers and dairymen engaged
in cattle raising to a larger or smaller extent. it bs for these 6,000,000 farmers and
dairymen and the 10,000 stockmen for whomn we ask this protection, and we contend
that those for whom we make this plea are as much entitled to consideration as the
boot and shoe manufacturers and independent tanners, whom they outnumber 20
tot.
AsumWing that the country will return to normal conditions in the near future
these esto intin out portion:
From'I1 to 2 pounds: of dry hide will te required to flrnish the leather for an
ave':pair
ofm'Pen's shoes The average value of 1 pound of raw hide is in the
hborhood 'of 15 cents. The duty on a pound of raw hide, assuming it to be valued
at 15f cents And the duty to be 15 per cenit, would be about 21 cents, and for 2 pounds
44 cents. In other wors,. the amount of the hide duty o n average pair of shoes
2 to cents. Compared with a large benefitto a great population
would range from4A
in one of the basic indusries
of the country-assuming that this whole amount
engaged
shou d be 'paid 0by'th wearere of
thesho-it is so insignifcant that the wearers of the
shoes have never been and sneverwill
be heard tocomplain. But, as a matter of fact,
it can notbe shown that this 4 cents has ever been, dded to the price of a pair of
shoes durIing'the period whensaduty was exacetd on the importation of foreign hides,
and certain lyit can not be shown that 4 cents or any fraction thereof has been subtracted from that price ince hides have been on the free list.
Assuming that tehe importation of hides wilt continue at the average of importation
during the past 10 years, and that a duty of 15per cent will be placed upon those
hides :then the revenue received by the (lovetnment from this source will amount
to $13, 00
-per annium.: Based upon the exports of leather hoots and shoes manufactored froim imported hide, the drawback allowed-if that drawback is to be continued in the new tariiff,- -woiuld amount to about one-fourth of the import duties, or,
in round figures, $3,000,000 Per annum. If we allow two pair of shoes per annum for
every man, woman and child in the United Stat&, which admittedly is a liberal
estimate, and if we consider that the imposition of an import duty would increase the
cost of these shoes by the whole amount of duty upon the proportion: of the hide
entering into the manufacture of these shoes, or 4 cents per pair, the total tax per
capital would be only 8 centsper annuim, oran aggregate of $8,480,000 for the 106,000,000
inhabitants of th0 IJnited States, leaving a balance of more than $1,500,000 per annum
as revenue after the drawback is allowed and the consumer of the shoes has paid the
tax.
The, total absence of any solicitude on the part of the manufacturer toward the
consumer of his product evidiledd by the prices exacted in dollars is in painful
contrast with that manifested toward them on account of the few pennies collected
to contribute toward sustaining a great and absolutely necessary industry of this
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The reasons given for a duty on cattle hides apply with- equal force for a dilty ot
sheep pelts, and therefore we dleem it unnecesary to make a special argumentiCovering
that branch of the live-stock industry.
The American National leive Stock A"ociation, The Cattle Raisers' As4*tciatio'n of Texas, The National Wool Growers' Association, The CornI
Belt Meat Producers' Association of Iowa, The Kansas Uive Stock
Association, The Colorado Live Stock Association, and all other livestock producing interests.
To the C'omitte on Ways and Means:
At the oral hearing before this committee on January 25 leae to file thi brief on
behalf of the live-stock intterests wasgrated by thez committee.I
We have prepared the brief from the best available data obtainable within the time
afforded, 'condensng and excerpting from official statistical and other reports by condensing the illustrative points, making reference to the source of the information.
The data are to be fund in the documents referred to, so that those desiring to do so
may examine into the more comprehensive statements in support of the proposition
here presented.
Theoral statementsand argument of SiH, Cowan, J. 1I. Mercer, and A. W. Rucker
were presented on the 25th day of Januaryi before the full committee and printed
in its procedings, to which reference is here made.
As other data and compilationsmaybe
availsVAble so as fford opportunity for
collecting andpreenting additionalfts, we desire nDOW toterv the rit, lithe
committee will so order, to file a supplemental brief in addition to what we here
present, at as early a date as can be done and within such time as the committee
may fix. We are led to make this request because, -after bing notified of the fact
that the committee would hold the hearing referred to, it was impossible to prepare
and present a brief before the oral ar ument and because we expect to be able to present facts in addition to those contained in this brief for the further information of
the committee. -:
We have not been able to assemble the data as to hides but will present a supplement on that item.
We propose atariff on frozen and refrigerated freh beef and mutton of 20 Per cent
ad v!alo~rem with a minimum of 4 cents per pound, as essential to the continued prodtuction of meat animals in the United States to sipply the consumption and to ado
a home market for the same, which ip absolutely and undeniably ential to the
prosperity of farming and stock raising. We are not dealing with normal conditions
nor can they soo)n be restored; and they can not be1retored
at all without
protecting
the American stock raisers and farmers in the preference to the home market for consumption of meat food products and paricularly beef and mutton, and in addition
to that (which is presently most urgent) the oiher anual foodiproducts, wool and
hides, including mohair-and-pelts. We insist that when the fire is burning itm" ut
be put ouit and then consider Ilreventive measures against the recurrence, instad of
devoting first ouir efforti to provide the Permanent remedy that may be made to fit
normal conditions not now in sight. First aid to the injuied and burial of the dead
is the first ditty of the people's representatives for the salvation of the survivors.
To our view, and itis imperative, the remedy must relate directly and immedfatli
to existing conditions, which if continuedd must grow worse.
i;:
Who shall furnish our meat and bread? Shall it be from the toil and industries of
Americans- who: shbuld be affor(led an opportunity for mfodet profits, orby forcing
production that impoverishes our own overburdened producers? The consumer is as
There are not two clas, producers and coninterested as is
smueh
sumers, in considering these great economic problenis lying at the very foundation
:::
that supports the superstnructure on which the prosp)ernity and rdevelopment:of- thie
\country rests. All prodiucers in the workshop or in the fields are consumers and spend
their 'money derived from their industry for: what thev require, and the bankers,
merchants, traders, and profession are always dependent on the basic businesof the
: ouintrv,: sharing in its prosperity or adversity, in the long run. We can't reckon
wi th the 'in so selfish as not to favor home producstion to the extent of affording the
ol)portunitv for a. fair profit to the producer on the basis of "live and let live" with
progrem as the watchword. At the outset let it be understood, and let that tinderbe maintained throughout, that the meat products are not supplied by the
pstanding
producers, nor do they p)os.ms the p)osibility of fixing the price to the consumer, and

theoproducer.
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they have nothing to say as to the price received for live animals sold by them fur
slaughter. Neither is there competition from abroad in the importion and sale of
meats. Is therp any claim of people in this country, which, under existing conditions,
with any feeling for the country's good and prosperity, would hesitate to say that
American stock raisers and farmers shl have a fair preferen e in the home markets
of consumption?
In the. asurance to the peole of -this-country that awbounteous supply of the best
meat. will be produced at home nd the money kept here, and the stock raiser and
farmer have a fair return for. their lalior and industry, lies the foundation of the Nation's wealth and ppeity. The same manufacturers, the'-Americantpakers,
furnish the meat supply and have the means of transporting and handling the frh
meats,- without competition with others of substntial ort. In this it is wholly different from other commerce. The American moat packers undeniably contrl the
exports and imports of frozen and ref i rated b-ef and :mutton and exclusively car'r
on that busines for this country, and they did that both when there was a tariff and
when these pduiicts could come in free of duty4 There is no iue, therefore, to In
as 'any pioibiliti of it being otherwise. Youi are daling .wit
dulge in speculationtl
things, not fancies, and the live-stock pidicers are facing- facts ind not thies,
and these fact. are to-day:ruinous. We are not posing as advisrs of tho packers;
they do not need it, nor has the stock bwner the :vaity to suppose that e kn(ows how
to operate or direct the operation of so great a business, but it may. be here stated that
their greatest asset is the supply :of live stock stfficient to meet the consumptionof:
this country to be here produced,: manufacture, and sold. Whether theY o or
not desire to have- our markets available freeeo.)f duty for dumping thie sIpls of their
plant. in other part. of the world, when oter markets for.the pduct. aro less desirable or less profitable Wan ours, the power todo itist a content menace to the producer here who can not meet the cost of p uctlon of o-ther surpIusproducing countries, subjecting the stock raisers here 'tothelowest level of prices, which under free
trade i entirely in the American packers' control. Without a substantial tarlf to
protect this home industry the increase in importations wholly at the will of the
American packers, wIll grow as the profit. in the same stimulate the ,importation,
until at last this country would be -dependent on the foreign productionn for its meat
supply, just to the extent that the Amekicanpacker may make it. This is no pipe
dream; it is the inevitable result withoit the relief we demand.. Bitt let us sUppOse
that under world conditions tol-day the American packers do. not desire,.that is to
say, it would not be a profitable policy to dump the foreign meat into. this market
to take the p lace of what weoprAcod. Is it niot trite that if our markets are available
and desirable, others would engage in such iml)ortations and so divide the trade that
continued 16w prices for liv stock and the hopeless condition would exist to destroy
the live-stock producer? Once that conditionZ whiclk stares tus in the face, arises,
the consumner, so called, would be worse off as time should gO on till the lessened production here and the control by' a few concerns of the trade would keep uf the ires
to the consumer to the highest level. Remember, you can not plant a crop of
steers t raie:: for meat antI increase or diecreaseo production as you will. Once
put oult :of: theD business the: przlodtucer wou1(1 be a fool toqlo back in. Therefore, even
from the packerrs' viewpoint (and we have no infonnation as. to what that may be)
the tariff which we ptopoe would not work an injury to them in the k'ng rin.
It follows that producers consimers, packers annd all others have in this matter
a like interest, differing perha only in degree;
Then there is the general public interest in the dovelopiment of the country an the
fructification of the soil, whihit is universally known must lie kept ti bv'iive stock'
or it must dispear; and finally: with it the irodu tion of grain mich reduced, till,
withi rap>idlyr increasing population, we will produce less bread than we consume.
When. that day comes poverty will have ovyertaken us. No one can be hurt and every
one entitled t) it will ie the recipient of the benefit. of the tariff we propose.
.The stimulus of the war upon the.production of live stock and meats naturally
followed the increasedl prices and profitowhere conditions and CoMt of. prod loElon
had their effect. But for that,' beginning as it dial most concurrently with the free
p uction of live stockiin' this country sufficient for the country's
: trade in meati. tho~de
needs would not to-day exist T1he extension of the operations of the American packers
in the surplus-producing countries, where production was cheaper, ws growing and
it continued to grow during the war. When the war ceased andl European demands
were to be supplied- i4ut in far Ics arnouiit, the trade was turned to our markets, not
caused by extensive commercial opportunities, hut solely by. the American packers
to use for what could not 1)0 soll more l)rofitahly el.swhere . Por example. the exports
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of fresh b~ee were,480, 179,681 pouds durig the first 11 monthelof 1918, the last year
of the war, ut foil to 88,101,986pou-nds for the 11 months of 1920."
labor and cot of the use of land,' the cost-of fee and every ltemnof supple nd
materia~ls, the coot of trasprftationi and of miarkletin' has not In' this country beein
reduced, butuo the whole,; increased, with no' prospect of soon being reduced, with
the singkle exceptioni of foodstuffs, and e vo that Is more arxren thAn real, because
ofthe costo prdcng and. cost of transiportation and' hanln
Sotha ourcsta of poution of beef and mutto is enb4`rmously rtr than i h
othr surp' ut-producing coun-tries, M66it must continue to be until only the mostifaor
ably situated producer can rmainw business, .with ouirtotal productionii-re6duce~d fr
blwour consumpio.With'that co~nditionl thecnrlo the picet the consmer
necessariyms etwt h impoter The atta h upu td isbe so
rapidly
turnedto this county and the fact -tha rhteeinhecyofWsington
rc f 7ensblwAmerican
at this time Ne'w'Zealand- frozen lafb~Is soda
refrigerated lamb by the samne packr hading~ both thrut their coolig and storage
houses, proves farm-ore'a' t the rd ifferenc'e in costoprdcinhasaitcsrohe
evdne available ideed, dipnses with' the necest ffrhrproof for tepr
poses ofconvincing a man of common sense 'of the exlec htclsfor all the relief
we .demand The avial fat as to cotoroducin eatn aoetthe cost of
labor and grzing is AMPlY. sufficientt. We submit elsewhere sttments.
a,
prdcs
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the last year for which (iII rrorts' are available1 exports fell to 273,971,892 potuns.
States imported
Front the samesource (Table o.4) it is shown that in 1914 the United
a total of 274,076,922 pounds of fresh beef, veal, and mutton (reexx)rts not InItided)
and that in 1919 the total Imports had fallen to 45,266,059 polrids, exclulsive. of reexports. In the year 1920 the total imports of meat into the UTnited States exceeded
by 40,000,000 pounds the combined export of American meats and foreign meat
products reexported according to the information futrniFhfed is by the Tanrff Cornmission,
The Bureau of Markets of the Department of Agriculture reports that 58,725,460
pounds of imporebe'ef were inspected by the Bureau of Animal Industry dltrinLy
the calendir year of 1920.
During the year 1920 there was imported and inspected by the 'Bureau of Animal
Industry 102,441,737 pounds of mutton and Iamb as against 8,472,110] pounds of
and inspetd during the calendar year of 1919.
mutton'and lamb impor ted
Inquiry at the office of one of the wholesale estabishments-in the city'of Washington indicates that the price of New Zealand-frozen lamb is on the average of 7
cents per pound lower than the Dpice received for Ameran dreed lamb careasses.
It is most sinificant, and to live stock producers an alaring fact, that after te
f~r
trade, and
stock: product
live.~
war,...which:
We. regardless of free tde
., ... for.. all .g
.d
.a market
,.k
.
.hi .,..afforded
kept out lmport frHm this country .that immediately when the war was over our
in two years we havejso
changed that our imports of meats
exports fell so rapidly that
exceed our exports, and if continued, as it will be tin er free trade, in rapidly ipcreasing volume1 our live stock industry .will soon be mined.It is not a political question. Plainly itkis a question-of producing our own meats
or buying them from out packers imported from their plants in other countries.
This brngs out in bold relief that the consumer is as vitally interested in our home
production as is the producer.
The. Bureau of Markets furnishes iu the Information that the amount of frozen
domestic lamb and-mulitton in storage Janutar 1,1920, ws 10,289,780 pounds. One
year later, or on January 5,1921, there was in storage 82,000,000 pounds, while the
greatest supply of frozen lamb and mutton in storage previous to 1920 was 12,600,000
pounds. From this source it was learned that there were imported into the United
Stateson the fifth day of January, 1921, on thelsteamshlips kent and IAeerimr, 270,262 carcasses of lamba and mutton, having a total welit of 13,875,032 pounds; also,
that three more aoes ate en route to Urited States ports.
action of meat animals, and
We submit the folloing tables soing the
exports and imports by countries, for thepur of showing to-the comrimittee the
world trade as it relate to the competitive production and marketing in the United
States; export. from the United States t foreign countries, and from foreign countries to the United States. The object is to supplement the argument presented
that the indisputable fact, as shown by the actual figures as nearly as they can be
ascertained, that, unless there is imposed a sufficient tariff to prevent it, the United
States will ceas in the court of a comparatively short time to produce the meats
which it consumesand will be a consumer of the surplus products of the foreign
countries which produce a much larger proportionate 8urplus, as related to the population of such countries, than is produced in the United States. The surplus which
will be imported from other countries and sold in this country will necessarily take
the place of the home production and reduce the price level, should it be desired
by the importers of the carcases imported, to sluch fimre as to keep down the value
oi the home production, which must inevitably lead to a continual decline in producion.
At the risk of repetition of what was presented inl our oral statements and submittid elsewhere in this brief, we desire to call attention' at this point to the fact
that the United States now has 640 cattle and 345 sheep iper tliounard of population,
whereas the other surplus prducing counnttieshavthe ollowin': Argentina, 3,120
cattle and 6,460Osheep; Australia, 2,220 cattle And 16100 sheep; New-Zealand, 2,490
cattle and 22,110 sheep; Canada 1,200 cattle and 30 sheep; Paragay, 6,280 'attle
and 800 sheep; ad Cjile 500-attle and 1,180 sheep per thousand of population.
as shownin the part of this brief
The cost of production in the countries
under that heading, is so much lees than in the: UInited. States that there is no comparison, and no tariff short of an embargo could be made to equal the difference.
The remarks aubmitted here in connection with the tables which follow emphasize
the correctness of the conclusiona-in the foreoing argument as demonstrated by thoe
tables, which are the most reliable data obtainable. The tables are as follows:

Table: Live-stock estimates for the United States as of Jan. 1, 1910-1921.

Table: Receipts and disposition of live stock at al public stock yards for 5 years.

Table: Meats frozen and cured in 1920 and 1919 as reported by slaughterers and cold-storage warehousemen.
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Live-ewek estimte frteUnited States as of Jan, 1, 1910-021.
Cattle and calve,
yew.
('WS.

cattle.
cttP.

Nambew~
Nmber,

NUswbev
Nuber., NawO
82,446.
S 18,38

1,7
1910 I .........'...
20,628
61,8t80
1911
20,828 YL7
1912 ........4.....
20 ON
37,200 57,9NO
3OOUQ 6
J913 .......... ..............
82
1914...
20,737
.................
3916~ ~
3,6
8832
21,2W
*
10
282
190
1916.
4.,8M.
Is
J1917....
ti422
1918i....i...................... 1, 310 44,112
40
3475
noM
....919....i......
33,619
44750
19......2.....
8636o
19
21........................ 21,321 480 6,21
....

...

....

......

2D:0,497 g WM6585

....................

.......

'C~nmSuSar

83,63

68,620
06,410
01,178
8,33

2362
,710
*9,066
628
610
4803
1,8

~ 618
MIsO
70,97
74,864
71,727

4886

4 114

5067

M,4v9

BsiaIu'reau of Crop1910.Eutimsate, released Feb. 1, 1921.
.

IPopulation 1010, 91,972,20; 1920, 105,083,106,
Receipts and disposition of tive stock at all public stock yards/or 5
(12 month. end ing DeE. 31.1
Yersr.

years.

Receip~~~~Hatfts.

jand teed-

casttle aiid calves:

. 17,854,031
10, 457,86
...............................
. ...xi, 148,726P
1917o...
131,368,174
.......25,301,64 14,971, 186
.
1919.......
.......:::.........24,704,346
13,713,626
1920
.............22,097,56, .12,8 1, 844
...............
1916
31, 175,312
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~43,266,214
..........:........
1917
.38443,300
26,841,882
220 30,966,066
.191
..8
...
................I................4-6,3M,
.
45,036,90 30,684,250
.......939....................
.
1920............................
41,949,741- 28,741,180

3, 8460,894
4,803, 390
5,013,06
5,286,429
4,041,086

1996

~~103
79
966,21
901,977
712, 834
3 277 280

....

.~~~~~....

477
....20,09106 11,406
9 147 830

3:917.2022 225

4,447 728
W,207m
6,985,752
5, 100, 932
codsoag ae

191 ............................
22 491,84A7 10,273,336
191
......................zFtz,sMlio
12,661,806
192...........................0.... 23,470,199 10t1M, 516J

tsfoen and cured in'1920 and 191a reprtd byslaUg/ierrsand

Me

P~ton

P"Mill'

JIMe! !rore........n..........193, 778,741
644,787,226b
lice!
p~i
In cur.J....
164 04919
104, W8, 0713
and natuttcni frtawn .....................
Lomrb
kw)
I F, 4,671
2If37,437
Pork Muott...(.
492,514,829.
."":::
3W0,6MP,6s2
Pork placedI'!in rysat clure .....................1 ws, 46, WAef
i,mio, I A, Or
Pork placed lo4plckle cure ..J......
300, W3
INO I-;2Z,
I:............, 715 60,MM
1,6, 3, 11
or ?rWV-.... .......I.....' 1, 253, 687,5629
1lee mezan cured.........2104(6,412
Iorktoen and cured, Including lard...............
4,49308 730 4,932,776,483
D)cemme III beet...........................
410",66, 732.........
flee-reaoeIz, ork..........................
439,699,763
.....
.
lncrcsschln amie and( mutton....................
20, 973, 36
....

......

....

7

,292,3Ong

Full data ox to tilt prowiucton of meat arid mheat-food animals ini the countries produdmrng amsiripilum are of neeCOmdtY inerniijlete, butt the late figuirem available, as shown
by) Circular No. 318, Iueaof11 ('oP l.nt imnate, of the Depavmonmt of Agriculture,

Table: Number of live stock in specified countries.

Table: Principal countries, competitive or potential y competitive, population, and cat le and she p per 1,0 0 population and cat le units per 1,0 0 population.
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Issued
on the 15th of O~~~~~~~~~~ctobr,
-gives the folowing as the nutmber- of liestc I h
countries named on the dates' specified. The bUreau In publishifig these figures
makes this explanation:
"Livte .ook.-AlthOu~gh Mtatistivs exit showing the number of live stock hi Ific
different nations of the world, the figure. in, many coontrie are niot for Uniform dales,
relate to different yemr, and even to) differents.easons of the i81111 ymt'r. Tro rij1ke
I
World if) ahi
an accurate or even satisfactoryrymma
sumay of the numierr in t whe
given year or ira any given season is4. tlutrefore,;impos0dble. From the figlirEVI re-lative
to the different countries in tfe-following tafilet anid pertaining, t prewar cmfimniaes
it may be reasonably inferred what the normal ntimber" were lwfore the war."
Number of I ve' afok in''eife cou mres.
lowI oinitted]1
Prewa1r lactesto
'4 nubr.
Date.
a.,

Cattle:

I5,9

25
United Statri...................... 1n 1914
11,%)
Cad ...................June '10)1914
,
Argentina..iti1;614...j
V,%
), Ito
Uruguay198.,
:30,711
Brazl ....................... 1913 ...
.5,797
Union O0 Ho3tW Arxa ..............M. '7,1
1174
II
)9j9
Australia ......I.....J........ WV 31:
New Zealand..................
2,090
Apr. I,9111

wellcn etma.
Date. fmh.
J~,1l.1Ihd

Wl 1!1
Juhe :40, 1920
9,477
~.4....2::(
19114....
Dec. -, 1918
1919 ....

7, W02
'3.7, 0_

I 5,57
1104
1919 ...
10
1920 .. .J
Jan ,91 450)
Jan. 1,1914
United States...............
June 30,1914
2,051% June .0, 19120
Canada ........I...........
S,'7'21
8l4 8 11.
'3(%)
...............Dec. 31,1913 SW
*Argentina .....
. 7,01WA)
191....0.8.51 198
Brazil.
Unionofot re~..::.:Dec. 31,1913
.5, 71 1 1919 .....49
7,0)
31, 190
Australia.. 1)~~~~~~~ec.
2,047 June 30,12
Now Zealand....................1Apr. .30,1911
rs,9ON Apr. 3:1,1926
zi, 91,5
United States..Jauil. 1,191.4
.83jan. 1,121
or8,64I
I

49,710.
Uruguay.~~~~~~~
~~~19013.........918W....1.47

Canada ........June 30,1914

1, 434 Junie 1,9'~
:IWO
2,901 1Iwr....... 23,107
19014....
...
Uruguay.....................
B M .a.
..HM
........
19 1 1
1,
Union of Smuth Africa ..............11.Ma7,1
18,3(* 919 ...,..
Australia.......I......a.......De. :3,1,1911
1, aol* 1918 .1...111Il
1910
.W
Now Zealand....................Apr.
49 1920
1Estimaite furnished by the Bureau of Crop Estimates Feb. 1, 19~21.
IUnoffical *itlmate..
*Excluding native locatIons, reserve, etc.
4 The ceinisusof June 1 1914, shlows 4.3 22.5 (0%) sheep excluding la1114, With aprellininar y estimate for
h
:,WE
ia'ofcaletmt
Dew. 31, 1914, of 56,0100uMl, InclIuino'e.3,91,I
lamb.'h
lb. offical estimate of Dec. 31, 191:1,
placed the niumbe-r of sheep, Including lamrbt, at 810485,(A%.
*Excluding northern territory.
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..............
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Principal cornnlr-k'3 competitive or potentially comnpetitive, pfpltol an catl e (hild
,00poplaion.
sheep per 1,000b population anid 'Catle. Un~7its p'r((

(,r~~~~~~~attle

tit

coountry,eam,
Argientita ......

8, 284,000

Uru1g ay...... 1,379,0001
Brazil .
20,54.1112, OW1
"oth Africa 1. 8,809,000
Australia
.
~~4,97 1, (Of
New. Zealand . 1, 182,000M
cuntid......
8,20 1,00a)

1o, Owl,1)1)
India ..........I1.5, 1 8, wo)
UnIted State

....

Russia (arid SHhherl

with W57,ODOhead.) IK42, 1C1,00()
aauy. ...j.. 1,0,0
Woomblia..... . ,473-, (1)0

Venezuela

.....

.......... .

Number(

Year,

cattle.

1914
1916
19111

25, 1W)7, (Dl
7, S01,131%
0
289201,
'5, 797, 000 .

1911

1919 I1l,4(W), I'M
1918. 2,888,000
051,00
1918 10 w,
1919 67, 1*16,0
Ow
1916 I13, 14.5, ID)

1914

.32,704,000

915
,249,131%)
191r5
;,(V,(X
'2 Km,131%i2,004,
1,944, 1000.
3,870, (A IO 1914

pr1000

po1 Wsi- Year.

Itume

o

Sheep.

:s, 10Im 1914 4.5, 01), 13)
5,l0L 1914 1 1473,01)
1918
7,W)1,(4
llD)
'MO0 1916-17 25),150,1%
9)
7 33 33)
2,2'Jl
2 440 1919 W,: 7~;:.9A
123%) 1934,1,81)
140: 19W20
000
410 1910 11,2,331

:A:,7.53,1))

1)

. 37,24O0,00*
A 49i)%1
..........

P9erp

porla
f,, 45'A

8,39
270
:1'4)

01%

22,1(if
3.j
.

nOiltpr

orul

31 9AKA
I'1,3
4,520j6

1

20$

5,,f#A
12W

42-1
216

O0)
710.7
i,4W, (w
1*3)
.

F(WA).C(
...

B&asc date fromn Statistical Abitract, U. IC, 1918, etc. Ye1l~kI 1'. 8
M1., vol. 80, No.1.

[opt AX I. filld Butj. N. 'A

W.

Table: Exports of al meats from 8 countries.

Table: Imports of meats, al kinds, 15 countries.
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Exports of all meats from S crmntriis.
Average,3 years, 11113.11899
Country.

-

of total.
of
total.Pounds.

Pecn'Pounds.
~of
totas

29.4 1, 960, 496,3,318
29.0 1,214,970,402
Argentina..I 1,173,474,74
Australia...
507,142,842
12.7
370,285,47k1,
51
940I,6
Canada. ......... . 062,614,078
1.6
7.1
410,481,213
437,094,320
BraziL
.
. ~~~~~~1,520,04 ..., .
3.2
214,940, 377
251,191,714
British, So th A.....37..00
.19,14.3,192 ... ....
46,481,326
Now ZAealand ......
&2
4.01 448,102,144
A320, X04,613
272,528,7131
4.9
291,586749
4.3
1'16,372, 194
342,971,88
Uru&guay;.Ij.....1
United
8ta~~~~.
31.2 3,061,873,064
4573,172,0
.1, 248,02, 734

ftal

ercn
18.9
I8,1
8.
9
L
7.0
5.3
4&

iPork4 Products are Included.
I'1 porti of Mets a2l1 kinds, 15~cout ie
Country.

Aea~as

9811

-- Pound
Pou"Sd
Palids.
Austria.jHungry.....................
28568328~......
Beigiun ........................
824
.
.
179; 119,
158,432,561
cubi.
13,0615
.1,589,6
1 .830,39
Deinma'rk..............33,..........
1,273,597
14,062,7t
p'rance..................I,.....111,496t;175 762,558,793 1, 283,387828

Germany...
................2........
104- 818 999
80,8525...440..396.
i........
4A91j8934,029
Netheriands ...................
359 863 684
114 831 971
27,454,~~~~~~~~~~~~~6U048
Norway..41,826,578
60,30,82
Spain ..........................
37,974,193
12, 944, 35.18s,594,55
24, 213,476 ...... .I
Sweden.......................
88, 034, am(
Switzerland
3,6871'
..
,635185
58,~~~~~~~~~~~~327,016
United Kingdom .....................3,05!1,945,089 3,300, &54,3.35 3,095 221,136.
United Ststei ......................
i834
12,131,614
34,489,683
I0Fr",
Totait...............4,869,220,539 f4,788,965,225 5, 470,582,121
.......................

..

Table: Exports of meat and meat products, 191 to 1920.
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ta~ofma ndmayroducts, 1911. 90
(From reports ofDprmn fCommerce.I~
1.913

1911

Beef products:

4, O1
dol:1 1,311,234 i

1912

91

4,75
1,040,891

8

4,163,095 j30,734,748
,59'W
4,97, 079
9,025,5529
68013
28,782,481
3,2,0
1,053.777
817,487 ~~3,99,
dolls...f
2,905,412
Beet;
t~~.....
070
25,186,539
23,779,449
42,304,538
28,709,Z13
Bef ickiedaud other lbs..
23,53
2, 437, 466
cured ....., dolls
3, 181, 044
2,507,11
10,4,5
5,4,1
.
Ibs..J 163.327,446
oleooa
Olemagarne
u
8.1,3
~~~1o~~~~s..~~~~~
~11,257,.554,
4477
4,00
......Iol.!
tion butter
2
304,601
t~
~~
~
~~~
e:
P

1915

~1914

94,345,3~~~~12

11

1

1i
96
65,471,232.
54,026,932
11,911,790
18,258,53
1 1 W
6 1 9
22,316,803 31,427,13Z
33,606465, 119681
42,746,813 .' 36,68,614 i67,810,99
83965
40789
3,286
0, 85,78
83,8 6721: 33,399,548

69,M
M,8S
11,014, 989

11

163
141,4677,
51,498,010

543150
109,605,363.
44,206,9O0

7,921,220
69, 106, 350'

9 __9_

9912
53,867,327
20,672,964
1~46 O

40,29D,747
42,84,2

8,739, 141

75,585,164

296953,9,9 6.775,163
It-bs..: 13,833,160-9 43,3450,9!
301789' 14163'
15,493, 3211 3202,30
6'576 760I
783,3L
2',398,90
882793I,L
146
7,510 ,376
4,232,6057 38'W->3 783
2,988S14T- 28,2~34, 622 960,06 26,56S. 075 15,338,05-7
Tal~~~~w
,!~~'bs..
Tillow"
&2r,
.,4s845746,977k
;
1 '74529787, ,U2;
194621,296, 1, 90,1I89' 1,5S73,.9IN
.....d... s. 2,810,574 17,4
6,0,3

,2,4

,0,18

8

3.3

24,050,711
5 951 629
069,4

-

17,56487
2571 7

3,659"Sla

74,368'344
6573
16.585,299
4,567,174

2,9,3

~

2,950,675
3,7,4

618! 184,267,850 524,138, 245: 502,851,157T 578,128,056 1, 104,788,081- 11 190,297,49
11b&-..~ 19$,112,~ 192,021,6581 ~12
Hog~~roducts:
1629,79
:8:3
550543
134399i
doUs.. 24,185,87
69, 823,962j: 87,113,549. 123,115,381L ~315,968,064;k L%391,27
9,963
154,55
171,671,407T 142,398,301. 266,442,819: 287, 161,195 24'3,36,8141 537,213,04
Hams and, should;r;b . j189,615,031: i 7O 058,81
,
A,~7,8
189,428837'.
145F,874M.8
I54,047,798ig
37,348 591 45,340,015,
cue .do..l.....
2337,395'
22235.5 99 2 1773 7-2A 20, 797,130
760901,611.A 612,249,95
'
58817,901
5,8,3.466959 372, W2,4.
. (lbs..J 534~~~~~~42-9,865 495:092 5811 536:179"645 43,1,9
143.3771 441
3,8,4
56,039.641
73518 1493,5
4832,0
54,04,681
5,201,560 I60,664,4
dolls..
48,610,26
39 312, 411.: 21,7917,521- 35,389,918
57,556216
bs.~..
52,548,647
6,307,164 22'957T137
23,238',V,1
27,24,774~ 9 423 38
, 805,04
,2
2,1,25,170
5,403,473
6,384,500 ~4:492:701.
lard
~
~ dolls.,I
3,687,235
Neutral
4,006,.840.
2,429,926
ls..
Pork066
1,803
5,267,342
415
944411
7,263,012
3,651,101.
7,928,
5,377,225
.5,057,9M 518I5,
5,791,706
17632I
Canned
~ ~~dolls..I
24,64752w 745
1,731,531
545,388
450 724
1,312, 558' 1,559,799
'635,570
8
1,250'977
26,776978
493270
55,
2,607,659
2,~~231,661.
Fresh
~ ~ ~ bs....I
9, 00
2,0,84
8347,57
6,9070 1,3,31
,8988.
178,099;.. 2,879,833
310,Zs ~ 3,182,67
407,283
"256'09
Idolls..
OU:;
39
51 029 350
34,113,875
38,724,241
36,671,060
294
37, 006, 108 59,047,897.
54,372,81
Pickled.
{~~~bs....
0,85'
5 3 I3
,1921
590,84
' 901. 63,55,11
W.
'95
4~~,68,8
,28,85
498:8232.
4982170
63,60985
0
~ 4,89,31
6:1
6022309
substitutes
~ ~ da11s..~~
.35
,55,40
2,82,15
630151 3:09,64
5,57,83
84098
42392
5076168
'Ib...I
,57,65
Muton(ncetcnne'
I
514, 841.24192i
697,847.
'~~~~~~~
'500:117
,
240,221.
~~~do11s~~~j
758526
387,~~~O.:
63266:
523655
57893
436,0b9
98&:
911'
63
869
Lard
4 4I042
7

2,1786,

~596,3779

24230,'183"

53,984'9731:

38,305'278

112,'043~
54,975,221,

I

_
_
_
_

5,

M,
205
5,769,314
6,

5

5W23L

2

5 930, SU)

32D,-~~

10,

-

31 605,89

7"'2118, 8a :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t
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The following simmary so well illustrate the situationnas t) foreign nieat pMr'
duction in 191 that we suhmit it for the;consideration of the conmitteo.;
FOREIGN MEAT SITUATION,
(I'rkt' ('ulrrent-- Glrainl Reporter, May 8, 191P, p 40.1
The annual review of thle frozen-dneat trade of-the worI(l by WV, Weddel & ('0.. of
London, waM lssue(l, beaig date of April 1, 1919, from which it appears that. duringg
the Year 1918 approjmatcl'Y 600,000 to 700,000 tons of frozen meat wore thiippo(l,
mainly from the Western l1ernisphere,- t the armis innEurope, F
an( Salonica,
The great bulk, however, entered Europe through French poti -tali took aboullt.
166,(0 tons, the lbulk of whichcame from the River Plate nd Brazil. this compares
with 96,800 tons for the year 1916. The export from Australia in 1918 was theesutallest
recorded for many years, amounting oIlV to 66,900 tons compared with 118,540-in
1917. and 171,200 in 1914. The bild of this meat wvasbeef, only 7,900 tons in is8
having been of mutton and lamb, showing that the sheep farmers of, Australia are in
difllcity buit are making strong efforts to overcome the very seriotis losses of stock
suffered during the preceding years, particularly 1914 and 1915, when, she~p were re-

duced, itia said, by the enormous total of 16,000,000 head and cattle by 1,000,000 headl
owing to adverse weather conditions. Recent estimates place the ntimber of sheep now
in the 'Co'monwealth at 78,000,000 head and cattle at 10,600,000, The sheep are about
9,000,000 above the low-water mark of 1916 but are still 7,000,000 under the total
Of 1913,
The same trade for New Zealand, once a very heavy shipper of frozen mutton, was
affected bythe general scarcity of refrigerated tonnage. The sheep in the Dominion
of New: Zealand on April 30, 1918, were computed at 26,500,000, an increase of 5 per
cent overr ptheprnumber of cattle, 2,900,000, an increase of about
325,000:during the year.
The report calls attention also to the fact that French herds and flocks, which were
seriously reduced by the German- invasion and by the excessive killing during the
early parts of the war, are making good progress toward recovery in respect of numbers,
although of course in the matter of weight they are still light owing to the scarcity of
feeding stuffs. The rePort says no free enumeration of five stock in the Argentine
Republic has been made since 1917, when approximately there were 30,000,000 head
of cattle- and 6,000,000 sheep.: The- year, however, was an excellent one for stock
and it is unofficially estimated -that there was a net increase of between 6,00,0000 an
7,000,000 cattle andabout 4,000,000 sheep.
Brazil is estimated to have about 30,000 000 head of cattle. The herds, however,
consist largely of calves and young aimais many of which are not yet of suitable
weight and quality for export, although there is regularly considerable beef exported
from Brazil, both rozen and chilled.
COST

OF

PRODUCTION IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

From the Pan American Union it is learned that
rate of wages on the
farms in South America,; including all kinds of farm the
is $20 a month and board.
labor,highest
The rates are given b~y the Pan American Union on the basis of the pay in the year
1917, or at the height of the high wage rate throughout both North andl Soith America.
According to the figures on file at the Pan American Union the rate of wages vi^s aS
fol Iow8:
foloils from 50 to 90 cents a day without board.
Argentina, from $10 to $20 per month and board.
Paragua., abou t the same rate as Argentina.
uruguay, wages corresponding to those paid iln Brazil.
Chile; 25 cent a day.
On the best obtainable advice the rate of wages among the sliceop atid cattle h(erdea
in Austtalia and-New Zealand-rainges between $25 and $50 a month and suipiiliiei. Ill
South Africa, which Is rapidiv becoming a grat sheep-prod u ing territorn, wags are
reported averaging $7 a month and a few polunds of meal anid a few ou1nezNs of salt per
diem.
The freight rate's on frozen bieef. meutton, arnd veal from Australia anid Nem'/ealan(l
to the Atlantic lports of the United States raiige front I d,. to Iltj. per pound, or at the
current rate of exchange 2j to 3 cents per ]pound from the sheep and cattle ranges of
Australasia to the American Atlantic ports. either around the Horn, by the Suez
Canal route, or through the Panama Canal. At the time this is written the Shi ping
Board reports the eurrent freight rato on frozen moat. from Argentina and the lUiver

Table: [No Caption]
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Plate country as 4 cents per pound. Against thes rates the American producer is
faced with tlie following rates:
30:
too lts.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pw
From Omaha to Boston or New Yr ork
.............................
$t.344
From'm Kasas Ci ty to Boston or New York .1. 34
From Fort W'orth to Boston or New York.
1. 50
From Chicago to Bloston or New York ...........9
Ai to the rate of wag. the difference in favor of the Americanl heder is at lenmt 10
per cent a- comari with the moat favorid-of-the oter siurplusrorduci countries.
American farm- labor wages duringthe past thr year hve ranged from $4 er month
and board up as high as $90 pr month and board. From thee figures it will eaily be
understood that the labor Cost of production in the United States at lent 100 per cent
higher than it is In any one of the other surplus producing countries, either in the
Western or the Eastern Iiemlsphere..
We do not submit here'aty :particularfiguHes- i respet to the cost of production
in 'this country, but from the :foregoing it wil be seen that the wags in the forel
countries mntioned are o much less than thea paid in the United States, and
labor s1 performed under such different conditions aid circumstances, with a lower
a reasonable comparison. But
overhead cost, that It is imposible to state in fi
it is plain and not open to the susijcion of doubt, that labor costs several times more
in the United States than it doe in these foreg countries
..On the subject of the cot of prizing live tock, and fedingand fattening the sanie
for the purpose of slaughter, relible data not available. But inquiry oftho who
have observed it, and of te who are closely connectedvwith the production in these
countries, leads to the undeniable concluion that the cost of grazing, feeding, and
fattening of live stock, a it Iscarried on in -tho coutries, art frm the matter of
labor cWt, is vry much-less than it i in the Unitid States.
The ery fact that the American meat packers themselveshave established ela gh-tering plants at the points of export in most of these foreign countries is ample proof
that the supply is available at a much lower price. We expect the Tariff Commiusion
to complete a compilation of the data gathered by it before these hearing are conchided. This will be submitied to the committee for its information. We do not
care to indiilg in the submimsioi of 8uCh facts as we have been able to gather, which
are of a los spe itic nature and would only tend to confusion, and, indeed, would e
eliminated when the report of the Tariff Commisson is submitted. We could refer
to examinations which have been made in previous years and reports respecting the
cost of grazing anid the method and manner of carrying on the business in theee surplus
producing countries, but the later reports of the Tariff Commission will likewise
doubtless be sibstituted.
One siguiificant commercial ft is importint to bear in mind, and that is, if the
importations from these foreign countnes are permitted to come into the United
States and to take the place of our home production and thuis ptoduiei, as it inevitably!
will, a lessened home supply year by year while the market for theiforeign production
continuoulsly grows, as it would, it is certain that the consumer will be supplied only
from the hands of the very same packing interets, who are slaughtenng in foreign
(countries and imorting into the United States and who also slaughter in the United
States the home prodliction. .:This would likewise'extend to the exportations from
foreign producing countries and from the United States of whatever surplus might
exist to the foreign consuminig countries; all handled b:y' the same interests.
Plainly, it is not a case of ordinary sort wherein an impo.rt duty is made with respect
to an extensive c commerce by great numbers of people who may engage in it.
The nature of the business of the slaughtering, refrigeration, and transportation of
fresh meats, and indeed canne(l and cured meats axid the by-products, is such that it
is capal)le of bcing carried on most economically by concerns prepared to handle it
throughout the most extensive world commerce, involving the necesity of large
expenditures and a large organization of operatives skilled in the business. These
things are mentioned siniply to. show that the field of this commerce is occupied arnd
that there would be little, if any, invitation to outside undertakings on the part of
eapital of a competitive nature.
So that this committee is dealing with the import tariffs upon the meat products of
a few concerns, concentrating into their hands the surplus meat products of the world.
It follows that the argument is unsound wherein it is contended that the consumer
can benefit hb the importation into this (country, whichlwould mean lessened production here, where home slaughter can be extensively engaged in if the supply is
ample. The consumer can not profit. by the curtailment of the home supply, and it
ham been clearly shown that he has not l)rofited by the importation of meats free of
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duty4 The commercial result of the failuire to provide for a duty on imported fresh
meats will be to continue thp control of the sIpply of the imports in the hands of
those who now control the imports and largely the home production.
It is against the intr
of the consuming public of this country to thus curtail
the production of meat animils in the Ulited States.
The American National Live Stock Asociation; The Cattle Raisers' Association of Texai; The National Wool Growers' Association; The Corn
Belt Meat Producers' Association of Iowa; The Kansas Live Stock
Association; The Colorado Cattle and Horse Growers' Association and
All Other Live Stock Producian Interests; S. H. Cowan, Fort Worth,
Tex.; A. W. Rucker, Denver, Cob.

Mr. COWAN. I have a statement of Col. Ike T. Pryor, which has
been given wide circulation in the 'press. He is a man of very great
experience, vice president of the Southern Tariff Association, and
has been president of the American Live Stock Association and many
other orpam tions, is well known throughout the United States, and
I think it is valuable. It consists of but three or four pages on the
sub4ict of the cost and the tariff.
CHAIRIA N. It will be printed.
STATERN or iS T. FrTO1, "A ANTONIO, Tn. PSWf TG AMEIG
T
CATTL,
NATIONAL STOCZ ASOCI0AION AND TEa TEKso(OU
There ar tw p t internal questions before the people of the nited States to-day,

tariff and revenue. They ae very closely allied. It is hard to discus one without
beaalissue, othersclaim it to be political
theother. Some clum the tariffIto
issue, while some will say it isan economic ssue4 Call it what you will, it is a big
question, and is going to taske big-briined and broad-minded men to handle it.
The tariff affords a degree of protection and at the same time produces a revirenue,
thus reducing our tax burden just that much: and the less taxes we pay the morcash
we can lay aside for a rainy day.
COST or

?RODUCTiLw1.

We tilk about a tariff of at least sufficient amount to equalize the cost of pr xuctkin
hee and abroad. Who knows or can find out the exact cost of production? Take
the cattle business, for example. It costs lees to produce a beef in south Texas ready
for slaulrl thni it does in north Texas. It costs les to produce a beef in Texas
than in ebrask; and lees in Kans than in Illinois. One year it can and does often
cost 26 to- 60 -per cent more to care for an animal than the previous year or the year
following; hence, the cost of production will vary all over the United States, according
to local conditions, ete.
We should place a tariff sufflcieffly high on live stock and the products of live
stock to cover the cost of pucton comped t that of fore countries, plus a
reasonable profit, and at the same time not so high as to create a monopoly.
We should not ask for favors in any form but to oppose favoritism in all its forms.
It is asking no favor to put us on an equal footing with foreign importers, and when
we don't receive that consideration from Congress then the favor is extended the
foreign producer of raw material and not the home producer, which is absolutely
unfair.
the i~importance off proteting our live-stock producers by a
To better understandd'h
proper tariff, the following statistics should be studied carefully.
81527-22--sZ 7- 7
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Population, and numb. ofhcatleaandsOhm

Population.
e
ti
...............
8,24,0OD
Arg
Y i. 379$X0
.y
26,542- 0
................
971,
:000
Aus tra..a.
4,....
TOW ..
..........41,176,00
United States ............. 106,683,00
.

.

:pp

;~dc

aie

._
___

prewar
Cate

ate
rntat!-.

Sepad

Sepand

lambs, attn

35
000000 810,48,000.1 83, 0000 00
2,,867, 000
1 473,00
,000
7
8,193,000
i10 A
7
000
3 ;6X,00
0
30,706,0000
91,76, 000
ORT00,0
31,745,000. 11,000
765 10,000
011,342,000 210,471,000 ',149,I#,000
DO me35,448,000
61
O blk367, 06,00
144,863,000
,80,0
lod nrpl
tir
Ath

...
,
_
._.iI
has_

3ncreaa l9per cent.

'Increase, 9 per cent.

Decreae, 8 per cent.

4 Decrase, 4 per cent.

The four- compeltit.~ive -countries first mentioned arekow to consume -less meat
per capitAtan our peopl0and: thei oulto ise than 40 p~er. cent Of that Of thes
as
Uni eStates, ye
nealy 40 per cent moreoftheir meat.

mutton as we do, ind consequenty expor

whie wh b t
cattle and 1-a
Argentna more than:. 4.
pe capit.Tegetartso
moethan hail a beefpeand:.oless than.
an . hafaSheep
.d
this country. are, in largecities, most of whc a e reached by water transportation.
In other wordsi "at least one-third of 'American people to-day can be reached froin
foreign ures:by.water'tranprtation and w n the great -canal is built, which
r going sips
i nect the Lakes with the Atlantic Ocean, thus permitting ocean-will con
to reach Chcgoe-half of the American people can be fed by water transportation
from-frincutis
canUnion statistics it develops that farm laborers in Argentina
From
th d board sO 'It IS plain that, with our farm labor being
receive
paid from 4 to $90.pe oth ad boad our labor cost of producing meat is more
than fou timese grea as entIna.t
th these competitive countries still have enormous
it shefould alobe conside
attlei much les sthanhere Land values
c of
tracts of free ran andithe
and pasture'charges are much lower there than in this country and there is hardly
an iten of expense incident to the live-stock business that is not very much less in
competitive countries thain here a
halfme
cetr dcn
thanhee't t n10 percent in 1920 as com-wo
a m
Live-stokAreceiptsi
prdto 199. On scadeclin in receiptF wh Wdd'tcattle,; hogs, and slieph n
of
rease in price? Theans
ty in various forms toou
theslack and 'prevted the advnce;hir onthe contrary pemethe market downwaroE
Cattle'led'in the decline of agrcuta o ucts in 1920nd the price has been on the
toboggan o~veir sne Eahm thlive ~tc dropped a little lower-than the pe
vious month, until now $8 per hundred live weight" looks as good to us as did $15 per
hundredweight in the spring of 1919; thus decline in price carried with it little or no
benefit to the consumer, as the producer does not fix the price to the consumer of this
r
commodity
Out of $4,000,000,000 estimated necessary to..run this Government for one year only
m port dties; the
collected at the custom
sumne
vastic
15 pr ct othis
is the result o e
king of
cS0ent, is from internal revenue.,t
balance, Sor 85 per
the Underwood bill. Under the Payne-Aldrich bill 65 per cent of all -the revenue
taxes,
necessary to run this Government was collected at the customhouses on Import which
balance of 35 er cent was collected from some internal source, a gat deal of
wanfom whs y and tobacco tax; however, it required only about $1,000,000,000 in
those days to run the Government, as against $4,0090u000MW to-day.
k..I
~~~~~~a...

MUTTON AND LAMB IMPORTS.
uty
During the 12 months endin Ju ne 30, 1920, there were imported
our
thste
poundsof mutton and lambs and during the succeeding fn
16,358r,299
importssof
mutton and lambs free of duty amounted to 64,623,777 ound; total,
80,982,076 punds.
ths of this period there were practically four times as Much
moan
lst four
Dutnn he
of these Imports as in previous 12 months.
Putting the average mutton carcassit 40 pounds, it manstheere were teequivaaid
lent of more than Zi;00o,00 sheep brought into this country free of d ty dui
16-months period, and of this number three-fourths, or 1,600,000 head, arimveddurin
the short period of the last four months, including February.
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VEALIMPOR.

MoNe than .100,00;0 carcasses of beef and veel were also imported Into thii count
and
free of dtiy in: the list 16 months, making a total of over 3,000 carloads ofwascattle
brought
about 10,000 carlods of mutton and labs. This vast Amount of meat
into this country In ships whichentered our harbors without the, expenditure of one
tonjle dollar in this country before it reached our large consuming centers. When
soll astleast 95 per cent of the proceeds were returned to some foreign country, practically little or no benefit to our commerce in any way. This is the direct result of
no dutyel.

lams had been
10,000 cars of mutton and
of cattle and
What if this 3,000
marketed from our farim and ranches in this couintrNi? Our railroads would have*
received freight on 13,000 cars-of cattle and sheep. the charges for switching and
a
commissionacharge.
bedding the cars, feed, yrdIge, attendance, wvar taxa^lso
and
would have been distributed iamongthe various interests named, and finally,banks
most important, the ne t pr s would have been depositd in our home the
or applied on some hard-presd cattle or sheep man's paper. This would be
result of a protective duty on imports. Which do you iwantand which will do -the
most generl good? It does not:take a Solomon to answer the qiwstion.
Had it not been for the World War ithe Underwood bill would have wrought destrucafter
tion to agrculture, also brought grief to the Democratic Party. Immedlately
pois dresed or frozen beef and mutton ben to be diverted
this Underwood bill
froml Europ to this country inlareand increasing quantities. Only the warand
the great demand for meat in the war zone gave us temporary relief from the imports
from South: America. Shortly after the armistice was signed these reat forei#
in
ocean-going vessels began loading not only meats but other agricultural productsthe
great and increing amounts. On January 5 of this yeartwo ships reachedships
United States loaded with 270,262 carcasses of mutton, and three other foreign
were en route to this country loaded with mutton. Five ships in one month containing about 675,655 carcasses, or 34,687,580 pounds, of me.at coming in free of duty
is a staggerng blow to the meat producers of the United States.
:NO MILLIONAIRE FARMER.

We have in the UJnited States 20,000 millionaires, judging from the income-tax
who pays
records. This estimate is based on the assumption that each individual
taxes on an income of $50,000 or more is the owner of a million-dollar estate, -and it is
very probable this estimate is a conservative.one.
More than 6,000 of these millionaires live in New York State and probably 90 per
cent of the others' live north of the Mason and Dixon line and east of the AMissiosippi
River. how many of these men made their millions in farming? Who ever heard
of an honest-to God millionaire farmer? How did most of these millionaires make
the
their money? The answer is, in the manufacturing business. Who furnihed and
raw material for their plants? The live-stock raier furnishee the cattle, sheep,
hogs from which they produce beef, mutton, and pork to feed the world; they furnish
the hides and-wool, which the manufacturer converts into leather and cloth to shoe
and clothe the world.
make
The farmer furnished the cotton from which the manufacturer creates cloth to meal,
create
to
flour,
which
from
the
grain
furnish
also
they
clothing for the people;
and cereals to feed the people.
other,
Here is exhibited a community of interests, one absolutely dependent on the
what per
which should be a 50-60 proposition instead- of-well, I can't even guess compared
cent the farmer and ranchman receive for their so-called raw material as
with what the manufacturers receive for the finished product.
Fortunately our worthy President, Mlr. Warren G. Harding, in his inaugural address
said:
"Tariff must be adjusted to protect American industry, with its higher production
costs, against people who are seeking trade expansion.'
In so expressing himself President Harding meant by the expression "American
industry" not only m nufactured products but everything produced b{ industry,
so it is Up to us to so impress upon our Congressmen the needs of our armers and
stockmen that we, too, will receive proper consideration in the remodeling of our tariff.
The manufacturers are highly organized and you may depend upon it they will,
through combined efforts, obtain all possible tanriff protection.
Every stockman and farmer in the South should take a keen interest in the tariff
question and become active members of live-stock or agriculture associations. You
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should also activelyiasist the managers of your asociations by urging your Congre
men to take an active interest yoiur
product..
in: llation affecting
President Harding is in sympathy with us; so, I repeat ;etafter your Congeuman
and see that a11 possible fact. and figures are available for ith to show other Congressmen the importance of protectin the Anerican farmer and tockman, especially of
the South, whom you should represent, to the greatat pORible degree.,

Mr. COWAN, I have some memoranda made in connection with
of hides, taken from the census, that I should like to
i
mportations
;:0
have printed as a part of my original remarks, not as an appendix.
The CxAnIRMAN. Hand them to the stenographer, and they will be
printed in that manner.
Mr. COWAN. In the foregoing argument mention was made at
different places of statistical data to be submitted herewith as a part
of my statement. I therefore submit the following:
First. A statement Issued by the Bureau of the Census un1der-date of June
8, 1921, relative to the slaughtering and meat-packing industry for the year
191L9, als comipared with the year 1914,- as follows:
A Iprelinlnary stateinent of the 1920 census of manufacturers has been prepared by the Bureaiu of the Census, rtment of Commerce, furnishing statistics (oleerkinfg the slaughtering and meat-packing industry for the year
191%0i . It conslits of a statement of the number and cost of animals slaughtered
and the quantities and values of the principal products manufactured during
the year 919.
The figures are comnpied fromi- 1,305 establishments with products for the
year 'valued at $4,246,290,000. The total cost of raw materials,- principally live
stock. wias $3,774,901,000, or 88.8 per cent of the total value of products.
'rme statistics for 1919 and 1914 are summarized in the following table.
Those for 1919 are prellininary and subject to such change and correction as
miuy be necessary fromn further examination of the original reports.

Slaughtering

and meat

wholesa-1Census Bureau's sutmnoiary
packing
industry-1919 and 1914.,
,

:
MATERIA:
,
Total cost ......
$3,774,901,000
,..

.$3,056,496,000
Animals slaughtered, cost.
Beeves.1., 818,000
Number.
Cost .$1,055,319,000
Calves-,
Nlumber ....4,395,000
, 720, 000
cost.
.$.
and kidsgpats,
Sh¶elambs,
:i Nuber
13,6W , 000
Cost; .$16,60
114,5,
:Number .44, 519, 000
Cost.
..
.1 757,491,000
All other materials, cost .719,,oo000
.......................I.............................

thie

1914

1919

.

for

..

....................................................

$1,441,663,000

$1,199,h4,000
7,149,000
S1W90,108,000
2,019,000
$27,023,000

15,962,000
4,813,000
34,442,000
5597,098,000
,021,000

PRODUCTS.

Total value ......
,.
Fresh meat:,
Beef-

..

..

..

$4,248,290,000

4 932,284,000
PFrds....................................49.........
0,000
-Value.
I,
ealPo6,d ........
422,92*,000
,000
;
Value.f

V

$1,851,966,0o
3 8658,.,000
;421 27,00

\00S-

i u:t

.......

.............

.

,

:120
Mutton lamb, tnd kidbOI, 1, 000
..
..
Pound
..
...:.
I:,
..5121,451,000
Value
;
'

A9

:S

194,99000

2196,

000

629,233,000

574,676,000
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exaql.-ot~iid
1919

1914

?XoiKumct-ontlnued.
Fresh meat -c ionitined.
Pork--Pounds. .............
Value,
ad all other fresh meetEdible wt1
.......
Pounds.,
~ ~ ~
......
value
...............
meet:
Cured
other curedBeef
...
d
oind ........... s.

2 112,213,0001M 7,9,O
'is
6,MM,0
W2,.075,000

...

.......

plc4lediand

Value ................

P.

ns

.......

Mi6,9M(,O00

, 832, 000

2,07,000
$20,576,000M

129'!,90OM0
$28360,(EX

91,572,000
$14,395,000

a.......oth .........4,145,232,000.1

...
......
$1,217,420,000
Value
Canned goods:
305,943,O00
Pounds .....................
MO
Value ..9....................W904,00
............

1010,799,000
20,418,000
7
6~~~11,002,M00O

Pounds

....................

.....................

Value

AlII other--

02 9,310,000
iiii,W0,000

.....i

81279M, 00

......

974,004000

WI, 701 O000

435,147,000
$145, 601,00$O58, 350, 000
1I 372,650,000
$120,414,000;
941,817,00D 1,119,189,1000

Pwudq
..... ....
Value
Lard:
.
Pounds.
..................
Value;
.............
ILard copud and substitutes:
396,398,0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~9~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~7000'
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -"
521,122,000
.....
Pounds
$34,3
. .....
..$123,724,00
value ................~........
Oleo oil:
10,
20,339,000
.....
(lallous
'963
811,92,00
. . 530,953000
- au...........................
oils
Other
6,715,00
.
.
Gallons
.~~~~~~~~~~..... .0, 72100
Value .........................401OD
..., ,$,1,0
Tallow and olostock:
29,1,0
............ ..-' 24,I ,00
Pounds
.......

...........

...........

.

602,000..

.....

..............

.530, 000
Value....................I........ .....
..
I123, 39,00
..............
Pounds..
. . . $0,778,000
Value...............................
Hides and pelts:
Cattle bides10,818,000
1............
Number
.. .
......
$185f,'020,,000
Value
('altNumber...............3,500
. .$2,900
value ....................I.......
22400
Shee Iab, goat, and kid...

.............

.................

...........

Value .......................$33,780000

$13, 7.33, 000
1i;388, 000

$,19,00
7,169,00

$09,959,000
1, 4(14,000

83.613,000
1,1,0

13,,624,000

Fertilizers and fertil1zer material:
294,000
Tons.391,0
.....$8,737,000
~~~........
Value.818.315,000
$92,197,0000
Al other products, value ..................8.....S172,099,000
I
I: [uuuoie6 Vailue of smumnina, butt~er, butter reworked coindeused mi,
legycrne, hog harie
sausage camlugi, tiortpple, soap, wool, etc., and amount received for slaughtering and retrigoiatirn for
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Second. Tables from reports issued b the ueuo Foreign andDo etcCm
showing the imports and export. of measts for the years 1910 to 19-21, as follows:.
Merchndis imprted; QuanGtitie and valued, by articles.

merce

Calendar Years.
1914

1915

1918

1911l

Meat and dairy products:
5,1,0 I18695
*nd5
1,244
Beefand veal ........74789941
19, 875,942)
Mutton
and lamb ~ ~usiit:

11:879,353J

Pork~~~~~~pounds..
ollars... 1F,95
2,4,7
Total
freh
meats.
Pounds::
Tota
freh
inats
....

105

3498,
294
3053

291,147,147

1.33,91227

...

26,925,433

12,00.53

39,712,414

22,072, 11

39894

3,874

17, 235, 208.

5, 623,903

'9.W5461
s9

2 ,58,34
5.53, 812

67,962,18

0,276,391)

5,611,574

4,327,972

Fiscal year ending Juune-

Calendar year.
Article.

1918

1920

1919

1911
.-

Meat and dairy products:
Meat products:-

Meats, fresh-

40,39,2I
6,045,318

5,40%01,76 4 62,138,33
4,19,8
61 4IS8O692,9
807,89
8,209,1I82 163I ,20
290
134,
1,721,979
2,

an{dllas..la36b80..61,01.40.3
1,647,3.38 2,619,35.5
2,779,361
132,444
Pork~~~~~~~ounds..

08,528,214

Total
fresh
meats.
{~ounds ZsI
2,668,9g8
Total
fresh
me&6 ...4
610 080~ 49,450,301~
8,558, .170 60M,927,56
9,917,087

1.51, f96, 965

Beef and veal .p..d..........
dollas.
Mutton
and Iamb ~ pounds.
Mutton
dlars...

12843,671
495
1, 33,41

212,

1.9,42-5,54.3

Domestic mrechandi~se exported: Quandtities a'nd valuI es, by articles.
Calendar years.
Article.
1910

1911

Meat products4:
Beer products-

037
Beef~caned...Ils..
Beef~cann
dn.lls. 11,I.I0X,
1,330,04
Beef,
fres~ f~bs...5.5, 538,924

11,4954

1,311,34
2872481
A,91 1, 108 20, 412
P
42, 304,5.3
anda,(oIt. 335,5,92:5
3,011,975 3,181,044
cured.

'eIf

Hog
p

fibs....

Bao.

......

H ams na (I
shoulders
e

c9hourId.

lard .

1ls
lb

~ 17,128, 268,744
880, 082

.b-4 131,181,642
?,dolls.. 17, 88423
{~~~jd;::. 388, 31,681

Pork-.....dll..1,3,9

1912

8, 439,7.15
1,040,891
9,02-5,552
1,053,777

19113

1913

1911

4,183,095
748 69M,99982
X" 30734,
539WSQ
4, 897,7 11,014,980
6,850,1±1M
3l" 442, 441W6, 812, .397
817,847 :1,899,070 -33W,460',45

28,709, 513 25,180,5.39 2:3,779,449 42, 746,813
2,437, 40 2,507,541 2,371,56. 4,597,289
198,112,203 192,021,853 .212,796, 618 184, 261, W0 524, 138,245
24,18.5,672 23,483,949 27,983-,538 25,570,543J 69,821, 902
171,671,407 142>'98,2.01 266,442,819
189,615,03
lXi 39.W 176,058,811
2337
22,23,99 24, 177,782 20,797,1io 37,'348,592
,3
642, 429,86W 495,092,561 536, 179,645 4.38, 01.5,898
4,5, 6152,201, 60,664,W 48,810,269 S342,fJ(M
,

5,185,411 3,851,-101 2,786,4150 7,928,944.
5,0.5,9gm9
596,379
ess570
450,724 1,312,ANS8
545,388
1 2607,659 3,182,878 1,2.5I,97 214,230,183
W27l,..
2,24,6
1,52
258,096
178,099 2,783
310,558
407,2
53,984,97.3 -37,006,108
r 54,3172,819
41,88,82'
5, 468,207 6,866, 901 4, 001,586 599,047,897
4 ,80 46, 61,029,
6,0I26,00
4,875,795
Lard compounds)i lbs... 71, 993,6 69, 484, 042 7.1,724,17 83,699, 73 83,355),91 61 No,86998
dolls.. 7,258,7
tutesfo lard.
8,022ps 6,39M,'2 6, 769,31 6,668,91 5, 319, 231
3,531
3,847,1*1
Cane...(ls..
Ca
oldls..
Frsh fbs....
Ar
dolls....d
P~ckled
.""4 fl5....
ols.

lid..

Mutton (except (lbs....

cannied.)

doills..

3, 716,803,
428,'9

1,997,
2,1

2,57J

24612211

078 188

523;63

4,789,431

547.903

4,6'

4,210,92
500,117

Table: Domestic merchandise exported: Quantities and values, by articles.
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Domestic merchandise eported:, Quantities and values, by aticlesC ntin-ued.

Fiscalper ending

Calendar yers
Article.

_

_

_

1910W

_

_

_

191

_

_

_

_

1918M191

1920

1921

Meat
products:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~
Bee products327. 31,1331,91 10,785; 306
4,028,
85-,471,
141,457,1
53, 887,93441
Beet,ecann~ed...lb dos. 01,111,
182588
5i491
208294
2,521,873'
514,34 ,5 174, 428,
fis..181,1976,8X1
216,419,'
60, 647 21,084,203
Bet~~f~flb.Adolls., 22,318,80 31,427,1 109,08,36 40,280,74 32, 566,746 3,704,89N)

153,5I

DWI(pickl38,ed,81
other

42,804,72 32,383,501 23,312,886
7,810,
44,206,
,91
~3,92, 8,19
8,73J9, 141 5,880,
2,998,514
1,1
be.
578,
668,
592,
851
157
1,
190,297,494w
128;05
-04,788,081
Hog~
851,1 123, 115,384 315,968,N 373,913,22 8(M,
products-.
Bacon . A~~~dolls. 87,113,549
103 114, 918
213,327, 868 .489,298,109
h A
264,91
287,
7,0,676
24.1,386,81 5.7231 508,795,3

l~bs....

X~~ dolls:.
Lift!
fibs....
Lord .

181,19

45,340,015 54,047,

~428,859,

Fresh~~f~bs....
65,
112,843
idolls..
8,950,708

49,'37'2,78
9,899,&

144933151
5,267
178392
11,0.32

2,907,894

54,975,221 39,294,011 38,871, 66

Pickled....
Lird
Plck~ed...~Jj'~j;"
oth~~~ uei
anand
te

llbs..

fdolls..
Muttson 'tarb
Muttn.(xept
i
ols.
canned).

189,428,8371 82,833, 460,088,562

37, 721 ,3425887917091Gi

Ad... 5603,641 75,3565,13
Cne..1lbs....
Cane..Jolls.. 7,283,01
1,31,53
1,659,799 5,377

...

145,874,

6,556,925

7,088,93

5,257,883
WI 84

2,882,1
514,

8,535,017

49,s21,
491,30014 439741
5,930,841
862

1028

1,630,8
387,1

587,224, 549 748,167,356
171,1523,351 .131,329,199
3 2011967
6,791,708
1,8,87
2,238
1,034
4981
26,7O
7
897
~27,224,1941
5.7,0W43,4.
8,347,557 7,327,1511 11,I 128 -446
3326,6
34, 113,87 41,I643,1
8,032,5
9,680, 987 6309
1492
4,9582 42, 155,971
3,0585 180311 6,099,914
237,9349

3,009,164

632,667

3,958,131
815,452

6,624,522
1,291,325

The imports and expo-qrts' of beef and mutton. for the fiscal. year 1921. were as
follows: Imports '148,847,454 'pounds; exports 55,182,365 pounds. It. will therefore be seen' that the imports exceeded' the' exports by 93,665,089 pounds.
Third. Tables from the reports 'of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce showing the imports and exports of cattle, hogs, and sheep for the years
1910 to 1921, as follows:
Domestic merchandise exported: ~Quantities and values, by articles8.
Calendar yeazs.
1910

1911

1912

Animals;I
164,087
Cattle .
J~~~o....
109,629
48,63
idoils.. 9484,580
14,110,081 3,823,043
HOP .
(N~~~~O...4,09j
1,4
17,478
Adolls..
107,678
40,387
144, 143
Sheep .
J~~~~No...
52,638
177,089
191:963

...other

All

Ado

s.

203,:796 853,300I

dolls ..Including.fowls
238,338
Total.
.....dolls.. 15,292,41!

Article.
1916

Animals:No
Cattle~~~~dollt.
~~
1
HOP
.
J~~~~~~No....
op. ~
Aols

274,944
9

636,85

378, 339
9,449,078

Calendar
years.
Caedr er.
1918
1917

1913

626

8100
12, 118

13962

70411

5,324

1914

1915

864

1,2

5.,4
12,3099
421
157'

,2,8
,

317,939

171,361

78;277

29

3

85,13340,501

0,8
7,071,055 j20,4 27121,841,400

475,411
~

Fiscal year ending
ue

1919

192

1921

83,039 10,960,50
12,171 ~1,291,714
20',09 1,082,758
1,8
69,859 1 1,921,518
858934
o 14,7
6,439,621
28,-301
15,588
10308
2,4
3817
103, 414
339,747
278,451
3,79
6,11
982,120 2,218,500
7,92
155
56,
80,723
30,359
58,059
~~~No-.
34,531
P
12,8
711,549
389,974
Sheep~~~~doll~~s.
532,510
278,769
268,5a8
icldb
mr
e
i
sII
Allot~her
rol),
3122
dolls ...... . 3, 51
288,845
484,702
,9
575,050
Total .
s. 92,426,809 49,006,858 15 045 142 j12,003 684 192117j17,817,041
d1.J
do....

Table: Merchandise imported: Quantities and values, by articles.

Table: Domestic merchandise exported: Quantities and values, by articles.

Merchrdi#'e i

oted Qsnitdea and ~vcwtee bp articles.

Calendar Yuan.
1910

.~~~~~j::~ 3,6:230

Cattle

1911

262,423

3,915,888
23,068
Sheepp....l.s...40.,97 21 13419
L
Nt...

~

1912

1913

325,717 14,692,916
736,907
5236,206
165,342
113,666
0, 28 -$12,28

1914

1913

m2,s0n

86

16 o,036
M
26,21

196I¶995
0,9
65 ,388

054,312

Article.Caedrya.-_
1191.
cattle...

INO...,
24 64T
~1ai:
.10,000

.......

..w...ne

...dollsr::

658K

402
40,48?

1017

1918

1919

192

__
1Q21

325,14
352,601
347,510 25, m%88
642,39 6576,2
1s, 245,973
43291,078
45,061,179 23,689,124

2014,166
16,236

396,961

1,683,717
7,467

15,017

2473,386
20, 657
758,259

1,5641,793
1,181
27,589

2,279,949
3,02
121,066

et ny FigWe have' included in' the! foregoing alslv tc n
urea are readily 'obtainabl with respect tois all the different elatnes of products,
but it. is nhot' deemed necessary 'or de-sira~ble~.to present them here.
Itwill be bsere tathr was, nearly aL 160' 'eren increase In the
importationsof cattle for the' years~1913l and: 1914' oer. the year, 1912, anda
large~Increase In. 1912 over ~1911 anfin.1h4911.over.'1910. The peak was reached'
In 1913, whenh 738,93 head w, rie' lImported,jfalling to 552,489 head In 1015, and
again reaching. the high matk of 842,39 in thei year 1919.
The exports for the saepriods sho a ery small and generally insignificant number, the'highest number beIng 184,087 heaid for the year 1911. The
low mark was 8,694 bead In the year 1914. .In 1919 the number Increased to
69,859.
For the year 1921 the imports of cattle were 328,214 bead' and the exports
145,1878head, so that the imports exceeded' the exports by 18'0,541 head.
Fourth. Tables from the reports of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce showing the Imports and exports of calf and cattle hides for the
year 1910 to 1921, as follows:
:Domtestic mecandise0 -exporled.- Quiantities and values, by articles.
Yeasene June 30-.--_ _

Article.

1012

1013

1914

ELI022

3231,417

1915

1916

Hide and skinm, axcpt fur skinls, raw; or
uneured:

Cattle

1,07i4,59

1,574,6

'fibs.... ~~~17,44,2 '17,971,86 12,52,00 2115,3
Ide~s.2,29,6452,589,603 1,923,705 4,013, 172

13284,0

\jlbE.... 545,242

Y~eareded Jun 203&

1917

1918

2,98028M

sa ya ended June 3D0-

:1919

1920

1021

Bi1d, and skins, except fur skins, raw w
unturem

3,460,0
4is..13741,068
Wells

cattle.(lbs..;:

~~~,in:Z

2,061,357

2 M'5,6

2,7 fi

1~~~~,462,466 1,711 2U 7a
7,028,741
~~~
bo,__,m
1,96,700 3,6418
6,476,671

3 148,3
002
1

,W42-594
1,231,451

5

Table: Merchandise imported: Quantities and values, by articles.
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AND PROVISIONS.

Me#rchadise imported: Quantities and 'albes, by articles.
Calendar years.
41910

.0
Ca0^ttl

.........

{Ik..

.

loli..

.
be....
CattehI&*-*-----s1
;rticle.

1921

1912

1913

1916

1914

48 914,776
76,4,6 6 88,915,
8,61,
16
11,334,162
31,23,68 21,24,3
21,7,102i114,0,384
11,814,440
0605 216 4,632,
O
78,137,111
& 32 5,031,415
40,&,
1:96n,49,3 170,6 ",
49,178,620 223,9,752
OU 8Ma,530,775

373:257

53,157,888

______2_
,____
_

1918

K1917

1918

_
V_
_ _
_
=

1919

1921

1m2

05 s1 .-,69,6
, 8. 30,3,4SU
Co1Skim ............. flb&..
547,8 18.. . .17. . . . . .
139 38, es
663,,56,621
Mb 27,62,7No
51,al68,80
18,1, , 02,667,5i1
132 W 2,
407,
, s
282, 271 430: o61,9 198
061,'070
4 573J33
218
122,o,07i1
381 681e,37i5,0=,i
Citbhies.......
. 8740, Ml,
. * d4Us it
tt
00, OR W15>,95 ~5:3
491

53,

0,5

',0 ,21:ao
3Me .

the tables, it has been done only as a
'Wherever values have been left.In
matter of convenlent information, In-the case of meats and other products
:well underst that- conditions during the war and even up
it is, of course,
to this period -havebeen too abnormanl-to Wake the value figures adaptable for
the purpose of drawing deductions which are relile..
Also the quantities of exports during the same period, which were affected
by the war, can not be u'sed for the purpose of drawing deductions as to what
may -be expected in the future. It is for that reason that we have presented

the figures for the years before the war and brought them down to date.
Fifth. A statement compiled by AIr. John Roberts, of the Bureaul of Animal
Industry of the Department of Agriculture, concerning imeat production, consumption, and foreign trade Int the United States, 1907-1920, as follows:

: ML4-,kT PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND FoEia-N TRADE INi UNITED STATES,
A

1907-1920.

The accompahiyng tables shoNv the trend for the last 14 years of the. production, exports, imports, an(l consumjiption: of each of the: various kinds of
meat In the United States. The datal are based on two kinds of slaughter reporte-(1) the complete slaughter in the United Staites tlken by the Census for
1909, and (2) the Federally-inspected slaughter, the detalls of which are published( annually by the Bureau of Aninial Indiustry. The combination of these
reports affords: a means of estimnating the total slaughter from year to year.

These estimates can nlot be made earlier than 1907, as that was the first year
the Federal inspectlon was in operation on its present scale. Hence the tables
begih with that year.
The slauhghter reports referred to give results only in nuibers slatughtered
of each kind of anilmals. Average dressing percentages and average, carcass
weights are provided in order to convert the live aninmals into meat equivalents.
An annual determinution of these factors is necessary, because in some cases,
especially with cattle and swine, the average carcass weights vary considerably
from one year to-the next,
The data throughout are computed front a dressed-weight basis. The edlble
offal (liver, pluck, etc.) is not included in the dressed welghts and .so is disregarded. In the aggregate it represents a large quantity of edible material,
but it i.s more than offset by the bones and waste trimmings of the dressed
carcasses, The figures in the tables, therefore, represent approximately actual
meat. Lard Is estimated separately from the dressed weights of swine.
The foreign-trade figures in the tables are taken from the December report
of the Department of Commerce, which gives the calendar-year totals.
Nomx.-Slight changes have been made in the per capita consumption figures
published previously for the years 1914 to 1919, inclusive. These changes have
been caused by the corrections in the census-population figures following the
taking of the 19'20 census.

Table: Number of animals slaughtered an ual y under Federal inspection and estimated number slaughtered otherwise (including farm) in United States.
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AIFHAIRS

Number of animals slaughtered annually under Federal

6isec o'n anld easti

ma*ted number slaughtered otherwise (including farm) in United Sftates.
Caleandar Yoat.

Cattle.

Valvas.

1907-Federally Inspe cted..'..7 a33,386 :2,0438O
Other................4,002,400'
Total

...

0,5,00

3,048,801)
.
j..
13,409,900 6,5,0 13,300, 6
10,304,0I6
d.
ete
7,279,..0...1,9..,273

.......

1901-Federully Insp

(¶J~," oats.

..

5,%5S,700J_8"I0)

5870

28*,7

104,300
181,000
42,9D1I

22,81
8400

78,91000

Other ..................
3,6410
Total .2..............2, 04,05m.829,901)1 13,368,00

swille.

58,73,0
38,841l10

Su'853700

121,900 f 85406,808
10009 31,94 ,1

i
I90-.FedeSMylnspeeted.....7,7.....807.
2,8,071,35,3401
M
184,672
OM
3,3430 184'
Other.~~~~~~~~~~~6,9016 j.4,355
Total................4j13,61I,42f 8, 615,96 14,7,4,8901553j6,2,0
2,267. 11,'408,000 18000,379. 2103, 403
191 in--derallylInspected.....7, 807,60M
MO0,0
184400:

41,314,00

j3,392,200
18,
Other ..(............l 733,000OI
444,73,8
Total
38,81' 3,9
.'
191
1---?~~ewderall y I spec~ted........... 177,19,098 12,1113,53IL14,020,44
13~
4,...,100...71,400I, 23,789,00D
Other.6,339,...0.4,0.1,000
Total ................ 12,950,100 8, 364,5001 18,18,600 110,0180200
72,894
14,9790,266 133
1912-Federally I nspected...........7,292, 3718 I2,277,946
900JF202298
Other.................. 4,726,000 1.4,00 100 .4,46410
943.3,400 i 206,8000
~ 0,79,o
3,48,
Total
M 34, 198,885
'76,85
I14,400,769
1,902,1
td6,9V78,3M1
1913-Fdrlylu
Other .4,499,200...3...2,10.04f4,293,80 J 38,900j 23,774,900

..113,40,80....7..]..14,800,20_ 284,800ti

................

Total......11..........II,477,6010 5,94,00M 118,889400 j214,000 700; 00
3,3,4
1914-Federaly imspected ....7..7.71,6O8, 982 I14,229,4 17,0
323,100$ 22,616300
Other............2,..6.,..00)24,231,2
Total .11,00.,00.....1......8,400,60...499000$ I6,4800
0
1,3.46 38,381,228
1, 819,7wI 12,211,78615
Inspected ......7,
191T-Federally
I
J 281,70j5,8,0
,61200
Other~~~~~~~~~~~f
2,820,

~~~3,666,'700'

Total .1......
........10, 822,1006
0141-Federally Inspected..I........ 8, 3)0 456

U C541C1(1 tu
Om
2,38N7,38I1,4,6 1 98-,lo9

W
4W,6,51

66,004,0

43,082, 703

0I40

No,60,0

Other .................:.J 3;718;200 3,40,000
2,91,0
j
54,30
Total.~~~~~~~~~~12,028,706,773,003j15,42,20
72 1 9344,994 j 86600 33,909, 704
1917-'Federally inspected ............. 10,3S0, 062 3,142,
Other..................3,373,80 3,8800 2,778,800 31064,300 23,674, 100
L 23, 9001 7,030700 12,123,800470,000 57,483,800
Total.13,7~~~~~....
11,7.
4,214,280
191S.- FederallylInspeeted .......... 11,12864
3,45839 10,3 1877-0
Other.3,922,900 4,310,8001
62,400- 28,640,400
Total.15,760,400 ~~~~~~~~~7,767,200113,3865,1001 390,100f 60,864,700
10,019
13,9601 12,891,117 I87,380D 41,8 11,830
1919-Federally Inspected:.......
3789,600 116010 29066, 700
Other.............3,646,10
6,0200
04
Total ................13,035,100 9, 1,000. .18,400,600! 7,600 70,867,500
8,608,891 i4,088, 370 10,0gm2,180 42~,477 38,0t8,0
1920:-Federally inspected .......

~~~~~~~~~~~3,06,

other ..............

3,507,400

Total..........I.....12,176,400

6,604,400 3,255,800
9,062,800 14,247,80

7

MOM'430,700

120,800 j64,449,400

Table: Estimated an ual production, exports, imports, and consumption of be f in United States.

Table: Estimated an ual production, exports, and consumption of ? in United States.
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A few horses are slaughitered uinderthie' Federal Inspection, n probAbl
unore otherwise, the fiewdh being mostly used to feed wild anilials In zoological
gardens, menageries, etc. The Federal inspettion of horses conmmencedi In %4ep
tembor, 1919, and 433 were slaughterer! up to the end of the year. During
192 the number slaughtered 'was 894. A large proportion of thle Inspected
horseflesh ts exported.
Retiolated annual produc~tim, eatport, iniporlR, and ceAm 814m1t Ion of lie in
C(oh sliiiiftlorI.

Slaughter.
(calendar year.

Total.

Eee-lx ports. (le-A re-,
ally Ill- Ote.ox ports).

r

Toal

mili" MWillifM MfiIImn MVHlos
pouneds. poutnd.,. po~unvl. pound*. IPotnds.
7j. 7
2,984
:f.52...... 6,968
2, 721
72.4
228........
,I44h
2 ,88
761.2
163..... ,. 18)8i
78. 1
:i, 0~"i
11(1...... 7, 313 I
941
2899
734.9
92........
6,15
7. f,
2,717
:J, 938IN
lri
M......
,91VI
47
:184
2,311
W
-'s, ,#o
4, W(1)1
115
26-5
2,0-18
:I, noI
to
5.
399
5,.52
I I10
1, Sf7
:t, i79

villioin mian
Pound*. peUnda

I1 .......7.. .7,320
,676
1908.................
1909.....W... ...O... 7, 071
1II91
........
7, 3123
191..
7, 0:1.
191 2..
6, fr)0
1913 .............
.
5,913l
1914 ............... . .', 119
1915................5,816O
..............11, I1)8
1917
,68W
1914 ...............
7,1111
6, r,71
19)............
I
19 ...........,...... 11
.....

...............

....

4,3341
3,9454, 199
4,240
4,1I37.

4, 3112
,,in

i%,A

4, W993

1,151,

,76

1,47
1, 7TO
1, 5714

7214
34

1,11(1

IiP)

8.I

120
S,85 I
29 1 f,3

287
:

112
4:1
5,3

11

117.8
11.),

7,(2.51
1,09

(it9JO

51. 4

Thle trend of bieef 1) rod ict tI on, Which Was1 esHlo&!ialy h11gh In 1907 and( 1910,
declined tadl fo the lt-named year. until theadvent of tle Wol Vr
The war production culminilated Ill 1018: wIth the largest total on record. The
effort, hiolvever, to some extelltdiep-etod thje reswourve of thle producers, and
wvith other c1m1'8e5 brought. about a ~reaetioni (Hturing 101f) and 11)2.
ne formed a Ilatrge Anid Important branch of our
IMxports of bef. ait one tim
:fore ign trnfde, but by 1013 they hi aI d lrge ly dilsappeaeiti itnil( foreign beer began
to cone. in. Thle experts were large fromi 1015 to 1018 solely because of thle
war needs andl( have since1 fallen: awity very noticeably.
Importm (If meajt preVions to 1913 were so small thiat they were not ('1)1merate(l sepiarately ill the conlin~ercft reports. Imports of beer iii 1914, however,
were, quite considerable. At tbis poeriod thle sources of cheap beef in the
Southern 110okipliere, esp~ebiilly Argentina, hadtt developed enormously, 111)1
they had, in fact, mi~pplalited fi l( Unilted] .8ates in thle overseas trade with

Europe.
Cons1um~ption of beef, ats seen in tile table, wvax. at the lowest polnt~in i106,
shortly after thle advent of the World War. Itestritctd SlIpply anld highI P1.rices.
brought thle next lowest conamuintion per iend fin 1920.
(1
edp-r8
(1( eon.Urnitn of velin
IqI flc (10 nuol1pr ('it "IinI

Consuimptlon.

-- -slaughter.

Calendar year.Fdrll
Total. inrspected. other.

Milioi

million

itced StateS.

Mi IU'i&

Total.

1'o

Million

o~4 pots ds'. Ptn
pounds
71.
1120
62111
416
1907
210'
..............
18
605
6
1908
203 .40Y2
....................
7. 5
4M
1184
1 .............................
230
8L4
7.
452
687
25
.......9......10...........0687
428i
157~ 7.0
1911
....
(47~ 229
7.0
429J
116
239
.............118,
1912'.........
S. 0
488
19
17)1
.....................I...4881I
312]
4, 4
4
275
158
4.33
1914
........I.....
4.3
428
260)
11I1P
428~
1916 ..........................
5.3
220
3111
.536
...........536
1916......
1. 5
662
31
2911
1917 ..................I.......612

Pounf

........

....

.

..........

..........

.......

.....

.

..
1918.......................
MIG.

720

90go

323

413

"721

7.0

~~~~~99
8.
9 -98.
527
38

1

Table: Estimated an ual production, exports, imports, and consumption of mut on and lamb in United States.
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TARIFF HEARINGS.

Veal productlon, als a rule, follOws that of beef. The unusually large slaughter
In the last two years, however, contrasts rather curlously With the considerable
deellne In cattle slaughter in the same perod. it Is accounted for partly by
the: droughty conditions in the West, Which Induced heavy marketings of young
stock during 1919 and the relativeily higher prices for calf products in 1920.
Country slaughter of veal Is proportionHately much larger than for anly other
of anfimnals The Federally-inspected slaughter of calves In 1909 was about
class.t
one-third of the total slaughter; and, although It is incre asng, it Is etimted
to be still well below one-half of the totall.
The conlsumitilon of veal correspionds to the protluetion, as there are ito imports
or exports recorded. The :per capita consumiption for the whole period has
averaged close to 7 pounds per annun. It was lowest In 1915 (4.3 pounds) and
highest in 1920 (8.5 pounds).

Entlinated annual production, exports, imports, and consumption of mutton and
lamb in United States.
Slaughter.

X
;-f
.

Calendar year.

Total.

0
f
0

tC
0::
-- -

Feder.

ally in-

Consumption.

_-_
Exports. (less re-

Other.

exports).

Pe

Total.

Pita.

pt.
l~~~~~~
~~pected..
~
CI~C.
_c.
.pita.I,;S

Million Million Million Million Million milion
pounds. pounds. pound-*. pounds. pounds pound.: Pounds.j
431
128
1..........
428
654
127
6.2
1. .
.190.5.5
138
2 ..
406
602
W1909.604
t.8
.569
1907..............

:1910.600
1911 ............................
738

137
2 ...
463
us
569
19
3 . .....
735
6 ......
1SO
1912 .....................
788 606
78a
569
169
1913 .738
s
i
734
4
720
165
20
76
1914 .............
am
1
482
42
4
;
4
12
;
ON!
1915-......
18
140
5
623
|.
472
473
364
3
1917.
109W
6t 476
2
21
1918...................120
3
626
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:a is very small inlcoinp
iu
.h producltictlons
'rit~le
atndl conXsumplilstionl of mluntton
;.

parison with beef and' pork. It averages only' about one-tenth of beef4and
onlse-twelfth or pork. The taible shows tle produlictlon of mutton and lanmb to
hlavle been greatest froin 1911 to 1914, In each of which years it exceeded
700,000,O000pounds. The year of lowest production was 1917, when the yield
wasI8 onl. 47.,000,000 poundllls. Since 1917 the trend was upward for two years,
but declined again In 1920.
The 1pro)ort'on -of-Federal-insppected slaugltter is greater :with sleep and
8lmibs that witt any other class of live stoi:k. Nearly four-fiftts of the total
mutton iind lamb produed1 is Inspected in establishnients hialn Government
supervision.
Normally, there is very little foreign trade in niutton or laumb, bitt last year
sawv a new departure in heavy nimports of Australasian prodilut. These ilmorts
aMounted to nearly one-fifth of the total production.
The table shOws the per cap ta consumption ranging between 8.2 Pounill(s
(highest) in 1912 and 4.7 pounds (loweest) in 1917. Tltere fits hetn it steady

rise in the last three years.
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Table: Estimated an ual production, exports, imports, and consumption of pork and lard in United States.
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11.7
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It Is well known that the hog industry 18 slubJect to rather violent chfinges
due to% the economic isituaition aind the character of. the corn crop I ii _, givenl
year. This is illustrated in the table6s, %In1- which it may be. seen there are th ree
lean yervii, 1909, 1910, and 1917. The' shortage in. 1909 anld 1910 was8 (Idue(
to the 1failure.of the corn crop, And that iof 11117 18 -attributed to overnlarketihig,
Including breeding stock, In. the, pieced Ing year, atie mostly to t he attraetionl
of high -war prices., The _enormotisi produtidons in 1918- an699eidenc
remarkable -rectoery which would'have been impossible with any. otber c I a
of liveiisitock, than the prolific and quick-maturin'g- hog, The production in 1920
probably suffered somewhat fro'm the heavy marketing or the previous year.
The exports of orpoduc~ts, excluding' lard, In 19P( indicate! a return to
normal proporftions as-compared with theeniorm~ous wa~im-le shipments of the
previous two years.. The ,reversal -Was no doubt aided by the shorter production and by the Initernational 'economic conditions.
Regarding the exports of lard,- it may bentdthat toefthwaprio
did not exceed ,the prewar- totals as did those of other pork products. Leard
exports have been large for at long per6d of ya.infcteAmerican lar
hog has never had a competitor In the world's markets. It IS, neverthelesss,
rter surprising to noeta h adePort of 1911 to 1918 were larger
even than those-of the years from 1915 to 1918. This Is i7xplailned by the fact
that the Central Powers, especially Germany, as well as the continental Eu ropean neutrals, were large consumers of our lard, and the loss of this trade
affected the totals until 1919, when foreign shipments were the largest In
history. The lard exports were very large also in 11*20, although tose of othe r
products fell off ~fully 50 per cent.

Table: Estimated an ual production, exports, imports, and consumption of al meats1 (excluding lard) in United States.
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The largest quantity of pork products consumed within a year urredln
1916, _annd- the next highest figures were In 1908 and 1918. The smallest consumption occurred In'1910 and 1917, in which: years the proiductiori, as before
stated, was much below normal, The per capita consumption was highest in
1908 and lowest in 1917. 'The difference between these two years shows the
wide margin of 28 pounds, but it may be stated that the unusually low figure
in 1917 was caused not only by the short production but also in large measure
by the high prices and the need of conserving a scarce supply for export.
Estimated annual production, exportis, imports, and consumption of altl seots'
excludingg lard) in United States.
Slaughter.

Consumptlon.

.
.
_
f.
Total.
pcally-ti
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i
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1
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6,05
12,008
2,45,
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17,320
62
2,215
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15,173
6,7
1,03
£
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......................0.
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15,11
.

:

........

..
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. . . .

'Includles small quantity of goat meat not given separately.

rrlTe tigures: in thie table above are merely- the addition of the various meats
in tile previous thbles plus a small quantity of goat meat, The latter, however,
furijlsWes only about one-tenth of a Tound per capita of the total ineat consunil)tion in the country.
.It may be seen from the last table that the banner year in meat production
was 1918, when a little over 18,000,000,000 pounds were produced. Two-thirds
(if this iinent was exanined anti. certifiedi as fit for human food by FederaI
inslectors. One-third, or 6,000.000,000 pounds, was subject to State or local
inspectioni, or no inspection at all, fand practically all of this was slaughtered
a nd consumed within State boundariles. Durtng the last two years the production has fallen off ait the rat@ of about 1,000,000,000 pounds a year, but
be:lae.use of the decrease in exports there was little change in the consumption
totals of 1919 and 1920.
5N'Omi:.-Anly conflict or d isparity in the ffigures of the foregoing tables and
those: contained. in Mr. Roberts's report doubtless arise from the different
periods, i. e,, whether the fiscal year or the calendar year is used, or the
differeince in, the classes of animals or products. They all originate from
tile same source.
Sixth. Statements issued by the Bureau of the Census In June, 1921, showing
thle numlllber of cattle, swine, sheep, and goats on- farms in the IUnited States
on January 1,1920, as compared with April 15, 1910, as follows: These figures
do niot include a number of animals in village barns and elsewhere other than
onl farnms which, as shown by the Bureau of the Census. numbered on January
1, 1920, 2,111,928 cattle and 1,220,564 dairy cows, and on April 15, 1910,
1,878,782 cattle and 1,170.388 dairy cows.
IN
OArTTrZ ON FARMS TTHE
UNmID STATES.
WAsrNxoTOw, D. (1., June 8, 1921.
The Bureau of the Census, -of the Dertment of mmerce, announces, subject to correction, the following preliminary figu6resfrom the 1920 census of
agriculture for the United States, with comparative figures for 1910:

Table: Cat le on farms in the United States: 1920 and 1910.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISIONS.
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Cattle on jarm. in the United Stat<. 1920 and 1910.
Cattle on farms Jan. 1, 1920,- total numberm-----------r--------- 66,j810,-836
Beef cattle, total-_________-_________--------------------- 85,424,458
Caliesutinderj year of age--------____----------------- 8,631,631
Helfer- 1 year old and under 2 years________-------------3,980,343
Cows and helfers 2 years old and over-------------------- 12,644,018
Steers 1 year old and under 2 years-____-_____-_._-___ 4,697,147
Steers 2 years old and over_________--_----______
4,611,763
Bulls 1 year old and over
________-_-------------------_
777j 704
Unclassified
______-__-_-__----81,-852
Dairy cattle, total ----------------------------------------- 31,386, 3781.
Calves under 1 year of age-------_6, 904,580
Heifers 1 year old and under 2 years________--------------4,057,644
- Cows and heifers 2 years old and over------------------ 19, 671, 777
Bulls 1 year old and over_---------------5--____-___--72, 371
Cattle on farms Apr. 15, 1910, total number_________--____-__-__-_61, 803,866
Spring calves I--------------------7,806,539
-

-

-

-

-

Cattle born before Jan. 1, 1910 --------------53,.997,327
The number of cattle on farms in the United States on January 1, 1920,
according to the Fourteenth Census, was 66,810,836. This number included
85,424,458 beef cattle (cattle kept mainly for beef production) and 31,386,378
dairy cattle (cattle kept mainly for milk production).
BEEF AND

DAIRYTCAT:LE.

The beef cattle incltiOWeS-8,631,631 calves under 1 year of age, 3,980,343 yearling heifers, 12,644;018 cows and heifers 2 years old and-over, 4,697,147 yearling
steer, 4,8611,768 steers 2 years old and over, 777,704 bulls 1 year old and over,;
and 81,852 cattle not classified by age or sex.
The dairy cattle included 6,904,586 calves under 1 year of age, 4,057,644
yearling heifers, 19,671,777 cows and heifers 2 years old and over, andi 752,371:
bulls 1 year old and over.

:COMIPARISON

WITH 1910.

The' number of cattle reported at the census of 1910 Was 61,803,866, but tihe
change in the date of enumeration, from April :15 in -1910 to January 1 in 1920,t
must be taken into account inbmaking anly comparisons between the two years.
The 1920 census, taken as of Januaryn1, was too early to include. any spi'ing
calves, While the 19iO census, taken as of April 15, included 7,806,539 calves
born between January 1 and Aptil 15, 1910, or probably more than one-half of
the calves born In the spring :of that year. On the other hand, the cattle
enumerated as of Jan-uary 1,- 1920, included large numbers of animals destined
to be slaughterei or marketed before April 15.
The relative importance of thes two factors resulting from the change in the
date of enumeration varies from Sbate to State. In some States the number of
calves born in the first three and qne-half months of the year would greatly
exceed the number of cattle slaughtered or sent to market, while in other
States the number of cattle slaughtered during this period might almost offset
the number of calves born.
For the United States as a whole, the total number of cattle reported for
1920 exceeds the total number in 1910 by 5,006,970. The actual increase, after
due allowance has been made for the effects of the change in date of enumeration, is doubtless more than this, but less than the difference between the
number of cattle in 1910, excluding spring calves, and the number of cattle in
STATES RANKING HIGHEST IN CA'TLME.
Five States reported 4imore than 3,000,000 cattle on farms for January 1,
1920, as follows: Texas, 6,249,443; Iowa, 4,567,708; Nebraska, 3,167,279;,Wisconsin, 3,050,829; and Minnesota 3,021,469. The States reporting the largest:
numbers of dairy cows 2 years old and over were Wisconsin with 1,795,122;
New York, with 1,481,918, and Minnesota, with 1,229,179, no other State reporting as many as 1,000,000 dalrj cows 2 years old and over,

Table: Number of cat le on farms in the United States, by geographic divisions and States: 1920 and 1910.
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~~~~~~57134,748
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41,9165
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W
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35,
41,91
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213-25

'The United States total
classified byage orsex.
39,50; Texasi2,o Monana includes
dh 2,328; and Arzona, 3,35
23518u 8182Cattlenot

41,81
30,971

24,557

7,774
45i

26,851l

23,

3,

66,

6111

10,36
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24091
379,

23,3
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,
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51,

2,41
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38, 011

53,721
24,091

316
8124,93
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11,404
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13,34949,8
2W
40013
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15#1j111, 543124
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75255
6
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STATES.
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:
D,0., Jue 4, 1931.
WAsrnNoTon,ATES.,
The Bureaui of the Census of the Department of Commerce announces, subject to correction, the following preliminary figures from the 1920 census of
agriculture for the United States, with comparative figures for 1910:
Swine on fart in- the United Statel, 1920 and, 910.
Swine on farms Jan. ,1920,total number_------------------------ 59, SM,167
Pigs under 6 months old-2_237,924
Sows and gilts for breeding, 6 Months old and over_-__________ 11;445, 239
984,553
Boars for breeding, 6 months old and over-------------------All other hogs, 6 months old and over-----7-------------------20,750,451
Swine on farms Apr. 15, 1910------------------------------------ 58,185,676
The number of swine on farms In the United States on January 1, 1920,
according to the'Foureenth Cnsus, was 59038,t67.:. This number included
26,27,924 pigs under 6 months* old on that date, 11445,289 sows and gilts 6
months old and over kept for breeding purposes, 98(553 boars kept for breeding
purposes, and 20,750,451 other hogs 6 months old and over4
but the
The number of swine repotted at the 1910 cenbsa wa 8 n185,ftI
Ar1
0to January i n 1920,
change in the date of enumeration f
must be taken into consideration in making any comparisons between the t-wo
years. The 1920 cenius, taken in January, Wastooearly to Include any spring
pigs, while the 1910 census, taken In April (beginning Apr. 15), probably
included more thn -half of the "crop" of spring pigs. On the other hand, a
farmi census taken in January would include large numbers of hogs destined
for sale' or slaughtrbfr pi 5
ese two facr resuting from the-change in the
Theorelative importance
date of enumeration varies from State to State. In those States where the numahs, of theyear is greater than
ber of pigs born in the first th
the number of h slaughtered or marketed, the 1910 figure, relating to April
15, are too. large for a fair companion withe number of Swine on hind January 1, 1920-as much too argeas the umber of pigs born between January 1
and April 15 exceeds the number of hogs sold or slaughtered-during the same
period. On the other band, if in any State-the number of swine slaughteted
or sent to market betwe January 1 and April 15 ere* greater than the number
of pigs born during the samie periodthe 1910 figures would be too small for a
fair comparison w"ith 'the 1920 figure
Arranging the Sttes In order of the number of hogs and pigs :reportedl, it
appears that te folowingStates d at the head of the list (and In the same
order) both in 1920 and in 1910:.Iowa, with7,84,304 swine on farms in 1920;
Illinois, with 4,8,447; Missouri, with 388,877; Indiana, with 3,757,135; Nebraska, with 3,441,917; and Ohio, with 8,083,8. These six States are the only
ones which repo more than 3,000,000 swine in 1920.Kansas rankd seventh; In i910,-but showed a decided falling off in 1920.
This was accompanied by a marked decrease in the acreage aid production of
corn and a corresponding increase .in wheat and oats, and doubtless indicates
a change In type of farming. A similar situation prevails in Oklahoma, which
also shows a considerable decrease in the number of swine reported for 1920,
as compared with 1910. Most of the Mountain States, on the other hand, show
a decided increase in the number of hogs on farms.

Table: Number of swine on farms in the United States, by geographic divisions and States 1920 and 1910.
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Number Of swvine on

fGrins in

the United States, by gf&Ygrapkio divisions and
States 1i9l0 and 1.910.
swine on farms isn. 1, 192.

Division" or State.
Total.

Boats for6
under Bosad
gl~ts fo.b~i
Pigp
6 months breedIng,
6
ol
old.

months%

United States .......50,368,167 26,237,924 11,445,239
752~
Geoe~~:~~l~ndlvis~~hs
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111
Middle K t Ml~.
7, 037!
East North Central.... 14, 18 054 7 371,18- 2,645,914
21699ii968
WestzNoithbCentrai
4,970,042:
South Atlantic.
6 537 392
1,049,190
626942 33,454,254
East South Centrsi.
045,326 '918,442
West South Central::..: 57665361s 2,88.5,354 1,090,946
Mountain .1..... 192,745
68,373
'214,194
220,250
Pacific ........
1 440,797
731,6140
New EMgland;

219,8624

.57,22

8:830,783

...

Maine ....~... ..91,204
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72,761
......
Massathusetts........ 104, 102
Rhode'Islnd.......
6112,889W
071
Connecticut
Middle'Aftlaziic
......
0,6
New.York
13 2
Jersey ....... 1 216
New.
200
Penn.1j1lvala
-,

........

Central:.........3,083,848
.
....3,767,136
Illinois;:: ......
4,640,447
Mkch..a.. J1i10, 207
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Indiana

53,038:
26,053
46, 386
53,757
6, 833'

34,5

37,1

74,817
707,180
1,888,040:

Swine on
All' oher frsAr

hn~

6
mn hsol
dmnsl
months old
adoe. and over, and over.

934,553 20,750,451
834

363,436'
103,967
71,322
85,362
18,520
21,582
553
1,'764

12,414
6,765
10,779
17, 742
1,701
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2,042
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8,823
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495
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929,823

100,07

32,588, -482,949
230,964 3,936,026

8,898

2,650
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44,823
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14,30

_9,535,707
1,929,81
2,171,85
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421,658
467,325
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14,609
30,651:
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68,185,676

396, 642
.1,790,821
141461, 059
21,281,509
5,963,920
5,438,606
7,021,945
640,911
1, 190, 263

7,5
87,156

94,821

103,018,
14,A~
2,7

121,881,

666, 179
147,006
977,637
657,3801 3,J105,627,
3,013,906

406572

320; 496

890,070i
1,748,040 I4,680,;382
22,62 I1, 246,83
184,677.
1,698, 419
WIs .......i..
1, 809, 331
422,066
737,'78968 II
401,886
34,670
West North Cetral:
817,538
.2,380,882
Minheot
627,746
52,438 -1,083,143 1,6520,257
124,981 3,'686,781 7,546,863
lowaui...7,884304. 2,116,191 J1,937,36157,685 1,244005!1 4,438,194.
877,481
)AMisOun .... .
3,88677. 1,937,2
133
11,814
North Dakkota .. .
870126,7W0
186,,021 1,009,721
331,603.
458,RI266'
3,474 f 646,248
South Dakota.... .
741
37,635
972,384
1,32,
84078
783,207
63,868 1,790,774 3,435,724
Nebiraska......3,441,917
2,171, 143
1,887,313
686,86

823 899

.,1,733,202
,,
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.38,621
.306,462
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.....ln
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28 5
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41,320

295.

119,472
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128,483

36,239
1614

218,714
253,829

228,281
217,818
266,186
196,956
234,990

,247
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803
8,042
4

14,813
5,109

20,863
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30,813
265

18,408
19,862

19,373
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16,674-

1,113,244

392,818

14,527
21,016
34, 235

09,0

33975

3,000

4986 44,36
'New
.......
Arizona ...........
24,936
49,6599
'Utah ............ 1
61,224
99,361
898
.26,646...11,
Nevada.....
Pacific:
138,128
Washington..........
264, 747
266,778
.......
......
140,856

16,249
9,811
13,170
4095

1,0
843
1,184
521

.

Oklahoma...........1,305_,108
Texas.............2,232,774

Mountain:
Montana .......... 167,06

...........:.
Mexico

Idaho

..............

887,714

10650
372278
¶030M
200,2
87,906

909,27

452,856

42,910
38,472
138,86

4,78
4,21
12,58

:0:5

1159
,0,5
60,9
11602
49,280
31,8
77152
45468
797,636
231, 170
3818
6203

427,642
302,491

623318

1389
08529

450,268
569329

643,728;

396,388
254,630

3617388
892, 479
5

2f42

1
163,015
675

14010

33,783 1
10,131
78,927
83,431j
304,967t

1,227,626
666,211
1,783,684
1,6

1,491,818
1,266,733

1,387,938

1,292,119
1,618,947
137605

1,839,030
2,336,363
9_6

33~47

179,29
6409

17208
64286
2,6
28135
1,7

766,651
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SHEEP AND GOATS OrI FARMS8 IN THE UNITED STATES.
;
00
::0::S:0:00X:0
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D ; SA: S$WASSHINTN, D. 0.,0June1o05, 12.0:
The Blureau of the Census, of the4D0epartment:of Commuerce, aninounces,
subject to correction, the following preliminary figures from the 1920 census
of agriculture for the United States, with comparative figures for 1910.

:Sheep and goats on farms in the United States, 1920 and 1910.
Sheep on farms Jan. 1, 1920,total number_- __- _______-__34,984, 524
Lambs under 1 year of age_------_-__- __- 8,931,705
Ewes 1 year old and over---- 23,462,689
Ranis 1 year old and over----------------------------------820,373
Wethets 1 year o0l and over-___---__-_--_-_-_-_-______1,494,032
Unclassified-_--------_----------__260,725
Sheep on farms Apr. 15, 1910, total number-_
52, 447, 861
-- _-__-__-_____-_____-___
Spring lanmbs_
_
12.803,815
Sheep born before Jan. 1, 1910 __-_-_-_-_____- __ 39,044,6046
Goats on farms Jan. 1, 1920, total number_-__-_-__-______3,426,56
Kids under 1 year of age, ralsed for fleeces_-_-___
530, 763
Goats 1 year old 0n(1 over, raised for fleeces-_-_-__-__ _1, 569, 834
All other goats_---------_----_1,325,909
Goats on farms Apr. 15, 1910_-_-_-_-_-___-__-_-- 2, 915, 125
The number of sh eep (sin farms ins the United-States onl Jalinary 1,1920,
according to the Fourteenth Cenisus, was 34,984,524. The number included
8,931,705 lambs under 1-1 year of age, 23,462,689 ewes 1 year old and over,
826,37 rams 1 year old and over, and 1,494,032 Wethers 1 year old and .over,
The number of goats reported for the same date was 3,426,506, ielud ing
530,763 kids under 1 year of age, raised for fleeces, 1,569,834 goats 1 year of
age and over, raised for fleeces, and 1,325,909 other goats-goats ufid kids of
-

-

all ages not kept for their fleeces.

COMPARISON WITH 1910.

VThe number of sheep reported at the census of 1910 was 52,447,861,but the
:0change in the date of enumeration from April 15 in 1910 to Janu ary 1 In 1920
mustv be? taken into account in making a~nzy consparisons between thle two yeasi.
|The 1920 census, taken: as of uJanury 1, was too early to include anj spring
laibs, while the 110 census,:taken as of April 15, Included 12,803,815 lambs
born betlWeen January 1 and April 1, 1910. On the other hand, the sheep
enumerated as of January: 1, 1b90, Included large numbers of animnals destined
: to be slaughtered or marketed before April 15.
I
The relative importnce, of these tio factors resultng
from the change: in
the date of enumeration varies from State to-State. 1n some States the number
of lambs rn during the first three and one-half months of the year would
0 greatly exeed- the number of sheep and older lambs slaiughtered or sent to
market,:::- while in other States the number of sheep slaughtered during this
period-imight almost offset the nuniber of lamt bs born
Taking asbabasisof comparsob the sheep reported In 1910, exclusive of
spring- lambs, thefigures for;the United States asa: whole show a decrease of
4,659,522 shejbetween1910 and 1920. -The actual decrease, however, after
due allowance fhas been made
for
Msheep
slaughtered as well as for spring
lambs, is considerably more than thishbut less than the dfference between
the total number of sheep: reported In 1910 and the number In 1920..
!
The total number of goats reported at the 1910 census was 2,915,125. As
compared with this figure, the number of goats reported for 1920 represents
a nominal Increase of 511,881. The actual Increase, after making allowance
for the change In date of enumeration, Is doubtless considerably less than thatRANK OF IMPORTANT STATES.

reported more than 2,000,00 sheep on farms for January 1, 1920,
follows: Texas, 2,5152,412; California, 2,400,151; Idaho, 2,356,270; Ohio,
2,102,550; Montana, 2,082,919; and Oregon, 2,002,878.
-The States reporting the largest numbers of goats were Texas, with 1,700,006;
New Mexico, with 226,862; Arizona, with!161,124; Oregon, with 13,3.685; Arkanses, with 123,800; Missouri, with 121,012; and California, with 115,759.
These seven States are also among those reporting the largest numbers of
goats kept for fleeces.
Six StAtes

as

Table: Number of she p and goats on farms in the United States, by geographic divisions and States: 1920 and 1910.

Number of sheep and goats onfarms in the United'Stae. by goaphit divisions and States:. 1920 ~and 1910.~
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375,958

1,172,525

.....

.......
..................

10,573
438,57
KWas.......
.623,4779 1751,995 172
132,941
......2.002..7....1.313...3881142
..

22,6667
,15,982
'

,475,555

22,60,135.

8,80
12364

OW
0

61756L
417

296

25,591
3,4

Zi

W,
3, 2

4 061
4761

29,014
571

'61
48,62
27119
3'556
4,2055
811
969
2S,61

!

Table: Sum ary of freight com odity statistics of Clas I roads for the quarter ended Mar. 31, 1921.
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An examination of the Statistical Abstract 0t the
States and
and of the
the- Unite State
reports of the Bureau of Markets from time to time will show that the estlmatesthat are made of the Hiuuiber each year between census periods are generallyexcessive and necessarily are mere estimates. The most accurate figures,
therefore, are those issued by the: Bureau of the Census. Any deductions
drawn from the, estimates of the PBureau: of Mlarkets from the years closest
to the cenus dates should at least be modified accordingly. The estimates are
doubtless the best that can be. maide from the data obtafinble, and what I
say Is not said In a spirit of criticisms, but merely to point out the fact.
The figures obtained from the markets as to the number inspected at the
slaughtering establishmints under -.Government inspection afford the best
barometer of the llie-stock sUPply converted into meat.
$eventh. I-sbmit herewith a statement taken from the Interstate Conmerce
Commission's summary of freight commodities statListics of Class I roads for
the quarter ended March 31, 1921, showing the revenue freight originating an d
the revenue freight carried- innthe Western district 1y: Class I roads, by
number of carloads and the number of tons of the 'different comnmodities.- As
explained, this shows the inportance of the live-stock business. It should be
stated in this connection that the ton-'miles are not given, because this record
i8 not now kept in the reports"given to the Interstate Commerce Commi}.sslon.
The statement does. not therefore show the relative services performed, which, by
:reason of the longer distance movement of live stock than the average, is
greater than the relative-number of tons and carloads.
As stated by me In oraliarg-ument, the agricultural producer always pays the
freight on his articles deducted from the aecouzit sales, and all of the cormmodities which move to him 'as a matter of common knowledge come with the
freight added. - This table will enable one; to observe, therefore, the quiantitles
that removed where the freight is added and which the consumer has to pay.
This would includee agricultural implements, vehicles, and all of the other
commiodities which the farmer consumes. From this It results thait the Increased rate of freight during and, since the war is a double burden upon
agriculture. The statement is as follows:

;0

nry: of freight commodity 8tatiitk'8 of Clas8 I roads for the quarter ended4
Ma r. 31, 9219.

iClass I ra'ls are those having annual operating revenues above $1.000,000, western district; average
ber of miles of road operated, 131,751.81.:
Revenue freight odrglnoting on respondent's road.

Commodity.

num-

Total revenueeght

._ ___
of
Ni~~beir
Number
NubrofNume
(f Ntt
cart
carloads tpou).
(2,::0

fNuinbero
ns (2,000;
topound) .

109,8
Wheat ,'..................,..-.........
--014,3i -8,31 I,'74,85
93 I ,1 3,62,97
4:5
133,494
l-..........S.
1t9S.'M
M
:
5, 017, 303
0Other ...
,
084, 751
41, 810 1,330,27
*
'. 29,844
9
918,33
42,1
Oats..27,43
1,389l961
FRloutr and meal ......57,668 1,615,04
84 736
2,399,542
Other mill products -.-.:. .71,58.95.65
.51
1,257,284971
42,
4
1,081,314
..
,284
1,9731
2.,08-8 21,102
I:tM38,115
Hy, straw, and
Tobo .......
1,513
2,417
Cotto ..37,810
517,416
71,08687, 0
.....
Cotton seed d products, exept ol.
797341
48,387 1, 13,390
32,834
Citrus fruits .............................
220,175
1
49,69
12,588
884,842
Other fresh fruits
. ..........
4,795
178,068
11,172
530, 157
Potatoes...
26,07
475,775 -6 774
I,022 422
Other fresh vegetbles
............. ..... , 13,122
808,437
47,601
138,200
1,75
Dried truits and vegetables .......................
3,932
3,
111,218
Other products of agriculture .
I...
.....................2
_2,,905 6R81,601 38,343 1,0 22, 8I0
Total...........................................,378 1,70,231 1,00 2,230 28,791,373-

Corn..93,481~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I'
-*.;................

:W

...........
....

PRODUCTS QF ANIXALS,

Ho~~~~seeandmnlu.~~~~~~~~~~7,91
Cattle and

calves ..
Shaneepgowts
.
.
rh t..
Hoss
Other packi-ho products.
. . . .

. .

. . . . .

. . . . . . . .

. . .

.....

.

.

.

.

. . . .

.....:...

121,906
122,6502
3089
13,228

9108

10,88

2370

401,65

34,939
1R,501

457,393
31 37l1

1,421,335
144,870' 1,89,138
,811
138,3
1,137,005
1,270,975

22B,683
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Summary of freight commodity alialit i~c of Clau~I doad for the quarteend
Mar. Si, 1921-Continuled.
revenues above $1OM000(O, western district; average hum[ClAss!I roads are those baing alita
operating od
ber
ofmileroa
operated, 131,f.16141J

Revenue freight

rih

oa

tii

rating on respondexit's road.

arid

Commodity
Numberumber
of
o

Nubr~Number of

POafdr

9~pouxi
PRODUCTS Of ANIMALU--contLnued.
P
ou ltr
y .

33,0
987
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2,

Wool..
Hldusandleather.
Other products of anim
als................
t
To
......
al.....I..........

f

4,81

7,812
521
5,1
, 759
32~~~~~~
7113
32588 3,755970

1 ,44

25,0W

95008
~~~,49642137IW1%4

40,180IS

ON,20144

PRODUCTS of MINES.

251,2D7
Anithracite oal
0, 85
Dltwumnous Coal..a
l....
266,970 11,886,137.
25,2
Co
k
e
8,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~274
e
87,76
rMON or
70 W9 1,557,184
3062
Other orsand oon oe ntrates...........
1,6
80 193
Basebllo and mattle....
Clay grvdl and, andutone .11............. ,338 15, 437,
...................

.....
...

GrUde;4;
ptoem21,198 1,0,55
Asphaturn.1,511...51,881l
31
got
231,395
.........e
.........................

Other products of mines...............

3,015

130,618

Toa.4....82....1.....6.....21,370,455
n~onucr Or router.
Logs, Posts, poles, and cordiwood .1.....3,106
22,121
Ts...............
..........i......... 5586
Pulp wood
Lumber, timber, box shoots, staves, and headings....
112,073
Other products of forests ........I........
6,291
Total .......................353,456
......

...

MANUFrACTURtE AND NIscXLAxEoLrS.
Rfin"je0oeu adIt products ........... 124,830
Vegetanto............o....s...
5,082
Su l,
iu, gluos, Iend molasses
14 38
Boat
an veselsupplies.55sa
Itoo, P. Sad 140.19009
...........

4, 812,853

708,020.

2, 06, 364

\~3,207,322
137,643

-10,935,112
3,581452.
14,2
.851
88,311
36,349
496,

4n:,788

47,77r
10,973.
455,8101 20, W37,442
8U50
1,W
6
13,2- 7
43, 457
2,223,98
5,6
215,6
7,000,361
154,K2371
5 6,97
2097,20!
110,28
3,170
16,868
445, 388
14, 020
.13,3W
8,6
34,496,619.

170,952

34, 883
83,930
264,663

10,2W
554,671
240,50
10,671

32,881

191
4,835
11,669
2,175
Ralk
..........................
5,753
Bar adsetrostutrlroand iron pipe
54
M
83,41
Otber-tietils,
RN.tt.
%i7,
pig,.......ba..,..anV
2544
Castl~ttsnblner, an
196,219
11077
.......er...
m
773, 218
33,31
26823
562,702
Driok end sitlUcIa stone.1..............I...A
i;874 161,327
12,42
lat.7,1W4
U~~~~~~;
.............4E...
Sewerpipe
and
8121
165,07
11,864
........We.
~
~
Agr~u~tralimpemets ad dallesothr than auto-.26,573
2064
ON
8145.
32,80
secndhan furitur.......
34,79
so'b~ geod~ ad11,2W
35,6d42
21,660
Furniture (new)....................
.3,8
2~,3,
7,M
......

...

......

..

AIIiob ~iIS
Awsehod

...

.....

...........2681d

,0
Beverages..336
mso.
......q...........e...i......n7M188812
Ferwsersa~lknds) ........ .7........6. 479
7,290
frper~g~4ntmatter, and books...... .2...... 979.
unesmeas
737. .2IO
and..............s...es.
Textiles 672...a
11975
Canned goods amicne%~r~act)961
34,32
2,11485

Other manufactures and

m

~eaeus .94........ 447

Total....................... 423,177 1142O14351
GrandtOWalcarload tram ................2,13,66a8732,119
Mrercasdlse-al less than carload freight
....a,1u2 a
.......

Grand tOWa, carload and les than carload traffic......

5,326,972
1,133,528
2,8o90,4

7,288, 321
225,17916,8643,843
8, 847,600~~
313,183,
978,433~
4,476,

217'481
44EM5",

355M~,9
2215
O59112

1, 271,22

9a3-191

3389459

215,985

415,8

5,0

2,16838466
83494
0,7
sim
202,87

9,90
2,351

249 481
470.1
47044

26,448
10,250
15,821

19,597

47,462-

4,14558
961453 nIAwz9% 7
3,05,f73 106,173,540
183, 9o6

......4,406, 31%

[46,82,714 .......109,573,85

Table: Imports of cat le hides and calfskins, calendar years 191 to 1920.

Table: Imports of cat le hides for the fiscal years 190 to 1910.
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Import, of watte Aide. and rfekins, cakndar yenra 1911 to 19$0.
FREE.
Cattle hides.

calfskins.

year.
Quantity.

Value

Quantity.

Pound.Pns

1911.
,
. 170,6,
2
2sf S9oji:
82,831, 188
1912
326 114,831,64
49,178,
...
3.
.,610,
= 610'775
2
4084 304 76 48,9
1913
.5,
1914 , ,
30 ,;7b2 55,931,413 so,915,
..,...................
. 406 0,216
78, 137,
1916,,
0 , 914 77
,111
1916
.404,2),3,. 87,674,812 62,47, 181
1917
8
102,367,063 29,5,005
.370,664,
7, U2,73
, 51, 070 5,02, 641
1918 I:::
.......
2210
407, 282, 271 126, 5100,047 64 , 521
191.................
1920
85,478,324 35, 132,206
...........................WS, 34,
..................

...

.

....

...

.

.

.

.

value.

21, W7102
31,3,34
S9
21,43,
16,373,267
11,
334, 162

18,I1s3,8n
11,511,SS6
2,953,95
13
33:65,
19, 260661

Importaof cattle hides for the fiscal years 1900 to 1910.
DUTIABLE.
Year.

Quantity.

Pounds
1900 ...,............ 13,86.5,185
1901.
129,174,624
1902 ........,.,. 148,027,907
190.
131,648325
190.
85,370,168
1905 .113,177,57
.

Value.

$19,408,217
14,447 413
17,474,039
150,9 2
16,
10,9,03
14,,628

Year.

J

Quantity.

.Ponud.
300
1471,020
,1 16,155,
98, 35 49
32,717
191

1906
1907.
190
1909
1910

...............

192,252,083

Value.

$21,862,060
20,809,258
12,044,435
23 795 OM

4,393,196

2

5,43

I Dutiable from July Ito Aug. N, 1901, incluslve.
Pree from Aug. 6, 1909, t@ Jau. 30, 1910, inclusive.
Nomxs.-Calfskins were no; reported separately during this period of years, but were Included in "All
other hides and skins."

2

Mr. CowAzi. During the calendar year which ended with the 31st
of December last the total importation of hides and skins of all kinds,
exclusive of furs, was 700,107,000 pounds. The domestic production
during the same period was 849,530,000 pounds. The figures include
hides and skins of cattle, horses, sheep, goats, buffalo, kanaroo,
wallaby, and all other animals from whose outer coverings leather is
made. The aggregate of cattle and calf skins produced in this country, and included in the above, was 789,630,000 pounds, and the
importations 386,510,000. The figures are taken from Commerce
Reports issue of October 24, page 443.
In spite of the fact that during the current year the demand for
hides in the tanneries of the United States reached such a low point
that during several weeks the value of the hides taken off the steers
on the ranges was less than the freight charges to market them, thesame publication tells us thatAn increawe of 22.1 per cent over the quantity recorded last year marked the August,
1921, import of cattle hides into the United State. Argentina supplied 32.2 per
cent of th. month'. purchases, Uruguay 21.9 per cent, Brazil 12.5 per cent, Canada
9.3 per cent, Cuba 7.7 per cent, and all other countries 16.4 per cent.

It will be noted that 66.6 r ceat-oi the total importation of cattle
hides during the month oPAugust (and approximately the same
percentage will apply throughout the year) came from Argentina,
1jruguay, and Brazili, or "the River Plate country."
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The manufacturers oa shoes and' the tanners, through their propalobbyists, insist that a duty:on hides will materialy
ganda and Wthir
help the packer, but;th ththe stockman and the farmer will receive
no benefit whatever.
Just what proportion of the hides imported during the month of
August were produced in the plants of the American packers doing
business in South America it is impossible to ascertain. That the
American-owned hides of South American production are brought
into the United States is not denied. If the packer-wner-of -the
South American plants controls 60 per cent of the foreign imports
whK should he worry? Free hides from South America, produced
in is own packing establishments, combined with the control of the
hide markets of this country, if the -packer really does control those
markets, appears to give a practical monopoly.
The argument that the farmer will secure no benefit whatever from
the imposition of a duty on hides is the assertion and the assertion
only, of interested manufacturers. They are aide through their
control :of practically unlimited funds with which to distribute
propaganda in support of their claims for preference in the matter
of what they insist upon calling "raw material"i The farmers and
cattle raisers are unable to meet this propaganda except as they come
before Congress to point out that the "raw material' of their plants
is the sweat of their brows and the elasticity of their muscles. It is
the plow and the harrow, the scythe and the pitchfork, which represent "raw material" for the production of the animal which grows
the hide that is the "raw material" of the gentlemen who want'
"free raw material" in order that they may ad still greater profits
to those which they have piled up simce hides were placed on the
free list, by doubling the price of the harness which the farmer needs
to produce the "raw material" for the shoes which he must wear
and which cost him twice as much as they did before Congress
removed the duty on hides.
t; From Commerce Reports for November 7, 1921, I take the latest
figures on the importation of hides. The committee will note that
during the month of September 64 per cent of the imports of cattle
hides were from Argentina and Brazil, where the American packer
so nearly controls the export.
UfrrnD STATEs IMPORTS OF HIDIES AND S8INS.
There was a total of 32,806,587 pounds of various kinds of hides and skin. in prted
Sopteber, 192k in Augtist the agregate had been
into. the United Stats duri19g
38 090,047- pounds. (attle hides presented 4 D.8pr: cnt of the months arrivals
(4.6 per Scent in Aimugt), oatakins, . per cent (26.6 - cent in August); calfskins,
per cent (16.4 Lper cent in August); sh klan, t8 -per:cent (14.9 per cent in
116.5:
percentinAugust).
A put); other hides and skins, 3.3 permcoat-(.8
The September, 1920 and 191 imports of hides and skins how little variance in
the total number of pons. Pwever, on 1,790,95 pounds of calfskins wore
imported during September, 1920, and in the same month of this year 5,428,717
a, an increase of 203 per cent. Dry calfskin impots rose from 6786596 pounds to
1 i1,641 pounds,and the green or pickled from 1 214,359 pounds to 3 8i617 pounds.
doaakin imports likewise were more than double thse for Septemler 'of last year,
the gain applying to dry as well as to green or pickled skins.

Table: Imports of hides and skins.

CnDa
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The percentage of the August and September, 121I irn ports reecived from each of
the principal countries
supiig hides and skins to the IUnitd States was:

Imports of hides and skins.
of or~gin.
:C Countries
zntri9of
origin.

Catt!o hides:

August.
A ugust.

Sentemn-

cHentr.
r(ountries of origin.

l'er ren, Prreent|

Arntina ......

.......

32.2

12.5

44.

q

August.

.

.......

.....,..,..

.............

.

.

.

-Argentina

....

.

er.

('alfskinsA:
-ercet.Per rent.
France............. 2......1 1
251,5
Netherlands ...7..
13.0
2
Argentina......6.
11.8.
11. 7
8. 9
C'nada .

19.7
15.7
7. 2
O I hereouantries -..
12.8
4
Sheepskins:
47.71
Now Zealand
BritM shIlndia
V.
......
Ar
entina
China. . . .:
.2 :
7.6
*..
7.6
Unlitd
Kindorn'.':
..... .
......
:0.
.
B ritish India
R.:
7.1
.......:.. l
3,
1. ! Brazil...J...-.--.-.1
Mexico .
,.0
...
.
Other countrIes .
.28. 2
Other couintriv ......i..
....... 2.. 2 2 .
.......i...I

hlCiAd.0.13
7.7
*
O: ercouxntrie-..
3# 3
(oilsh India
.
24.6

septern-

h

.

..

l..

64.3

52.8
29.9
r6.61I
4.8
6.8F

40,8S
31.5
24.2
12.7
.S.4
.5. 0
21 .0

Mr. COWAN. I will undertake to make the statement that throughout the western half of the United States-without exception-the
farmers and stock raisers and, of course, the poultry raisers, who are
all the same people, can not prospervwithout reliof that can be granted
only through acts of Congress. They can not stand foreign competition from countries in' outh America or with China, for that matter,
nor India, on these faimn products that can be shipped to our shores
even if we can ship ours across the United States.
A protective tariff is almost worthless unless we can got transportation for our own products, and we.have got to come to a common
level so that it is a live and let live policy. WVe are perfectly willing,
as the gentleman said who spoke of eggs, to pay our part of the duty
on manufactured articles so far as that goes. It is amazing to me
that'we could even stop to consider what a tariff would add to the
cost of agricultural products not manufactured and shipped, and yet
that such a tariff would not add to the cost of shoes, harness, and
saddles. We will make them here, and we will raise the stuff from
which to make them.
The neighborhood that lives off of its own products is the most
prosperous neighborhood. I was born and raised in Tennessee. If
we were put to it, we could live there actually upon our own resources--our own labor aid work. The Nation is safe when it can
do that; and every agricultural interest in this country ought to be
so prosperous that all the available lands in this country can be put
under cultivation. Labor needs a place to get out and live and stop
the concentration of people in these vast cities; and that is the danger
point in- this country Only last Sunday Mr. Spiller and I rode
through the East Side of New York City. We saw the hundreds of
-thousands of people who can not read tIe English language. As we
remarked, they doubtless did not know that there was such a place
as Grant's Tomb, and perhaps they did not know of the Commodore
Hotel; they certainly did not know anything about the policies and
principles of government of this country.
But the people on the farms of that same class and nationality
who live out in the West, those who populated that country, have
become good citizens. With the fostering of agriculture that is the
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foundation of civilization of this country as it has been in the countries
occupied by the human race everywhere, and I hope that Congress will,
give it that due consideration to which itis entitled, for in the end it is
the safety for capital. Because if agriculture is not fostered if the
country does not build up- upon that foundation of citizensip for
protection, what is the capital worth ? -VWhat are the great institutions
of this country worth if they are in danger of being destroyed? Because the day will come when these people, not knowing what our principles of government are, being forced by starvation, being forced by
necessity, will. rob the capitalists, and then they will wish they hid
the protection that would have. given a fair degree of advantage to
agriculture to make this country prosperous.
Mr. Mercer and Mr. Spiller will follow me. I am anxious to have
these gentlemen speak, because they represent all of the interests.
I thank the committee for hearing me.
STATENT OF T. H.M0. ESR, TOPEK, KANS., REPRESENTING

KANSAS LiVE

S#C ASOCIATION.

Mr. MERCER. I represent the Kansas Live Stock Association "at
this hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you go ahead and state your views concerning
,the questions before the committee ?
Mr. MERCER. Mr. Chairman, I did not come to Washington to
appear before this committee in the interests of tariff legislation, -but
being here it was suggested by Judge Cowan that I might leave a
thought or two with you that would be of consequence. I am not
in the habit of appearing before committees or speaking in public,
but what I have to say to you will be from the experience of a firmer.
I have spent all of my life in-agricultural pursuits. Fifty-odd years
or more I have spent on the farm and know some little about what:
the farmers have to go through with.
My observation; as I have gone down through my life, has been
that farmers built up this country moved alongmin a fair way. Dunn1
the eatly history and on down to a few years ao, and for aperiod of
10 or 15 years prior to the World Warit seemed that the farmers of
the United States were coming into their own, in a way. They were
more or less prosperous, a great many of- them, an they availed
themselves of privileges of modern life, different, of course, from-what
they had been accustomed to in the early history of the country.
When the war came on there came a change, and that change has
disturbed the agricultural life in the Uhited States,' and I speak from
that experience. Take, for instance, the people of my own StatefKansas-and I am mighty glad that I can say that I am not here
to-day to urge upon the Representatives of this Congress from our
State to support tariff measures in the interest of agriculture. Our
delegation is solid in that direction. But I hope what I say here today will be: of benefit to those who might not know the exact situation
of thelfarmer.
At the beginning, -Isay, after the war-- the farmers;in our own
State, and largely in the Middle West and the western country, were
a fairly prosperous people. They responded I think to the call of
this Government periaps as earnestly and as 4trioticaily as any clas
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of our citizens. But as a result of -thear, no doubt, ther ha been:
brought about a condition in the agricuituraI life of our country that
is deplorable. The activities of the Government and the Govern: ments demand upon agriculture for its support during a time of
need has created such a condition that it now seems to be inec6es3ary
for the farmers of this country to come to the Congress and tell theumii
of their deplorable situation.
Men who have been prosperous, builded up homes for themse.lvs-,
and educated their families, have been put out of business. I am not
exaggerating, gentlemen, when I say that if the farmers of our
section, at least, were required to liquidate their debts to-day, 75 per
cent of them would be unable to do so, even though they should
sacrifice all their property of every description, and that condition
has been'brought about through the depression of the value of their
properties.
I will illustrate injnswer to the question of Senator Curtis a while
ago on the cost of some of these things that enter into the farm life,
and more particularly live stock. The live stock, especially cattle,
is produced during a period of from i to 4 years. We take our cow
herd on the farm and start the production of our steers with the age
,,of cows running from 2 to 6 years. After they pass the age of 6 or 7
years they are not so prolific( and are usually disposed of soon there-e0
after. The steer is produced and fed on the farm for a year or two,
then fattened either where he. is produced or shipped to- some other
locality and prepared for beef.
So you can see that the production of live stock especially to-day
on our farms has all virtually originated and come into the farm life
since the inflation of prices brought about as a result of the war.
After the armistice was signed In 1918 there was but little reduction
in values of any farm commodities until the begirning of 1919.
Since that time there is nothing produced on the farm which has not
depreciated in value more than half, and sometimes-in a great
many instances-two-thirds of the values during the high peak of
the war period in 1917-18.
That is not so with everything that the farmer has to buy; it is
not so with most everything with -which he has to do. Just the
reverse. His interest charge has increased something like 30 per
cent, even since 1918. Prices of all of his farm equipments have
remained very nearly at War-peak prices, clothing and shoes and
everything with which he has to deal have kept uip at a high level,
and he has been called upon to meet the obligated debts that he
incurred in order to expan(l and comply with the demands of: his
country with the liquidation of the low value of the output of tile
farm, an(l that has been impossible.
So, gentlemen, it has placed him in a desperate position. I would
not be here making that statement if I dAid not know what I was
talking:about, and T believe I have tried to acquaint myself with the
conditions in a laige section of my country. Ilhave attended several
Commission
hearings before the examiner of the-Intersta~te CoComer
on the question of the reduction of rates, and I have'heard the sworn
testimony:of men given from the :Northwest country, the Middle
West, and the South. and' the Southwest, and there is no doubt that
like conditions prevail in every agricultural section of the country.
So it is that condition which has aroused the people to come to yoU
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISIONS.
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in-order to see if there are things which can be done to relieve that
situation.
- To illustrate, in answer to questions I mentioned a moment ago:
It costs to produce a 3-year-oLAd ster, taking him from the cheapest
production ranges of. the -Southwest, beginning back in 1917-18
down to 1920-21, with the best figuring possible, $130 to $135 per
head. I have not the detailed figures with me, but Mr.: Spiller may
have them. But in a general way I would say that from $120 to
$135 per head, regardless, now,- of whether the stockinan produces
them here on the farm and follows them up step by step to the
pastures of our State, and then on to the feed lots of our own and the
either: corn-belt States, or whether he sells them-it is immaterial,
because the figures are just the same6
In 1918 beef steers were selling at from $16 to S$8 per hundredweight for a fairly well-finished bullock. During the last 10 or 12
months that steer-has been selling at from $6 to $9 per hundred.
Senator LA FoLLETrE. About what weight are they turned off,
so we can get it in value of -the individual
Mr. MERCER. They are turned 6l at various weights. I am speaking now of the 3-year-old steer.
Senator La ForrETrs. Yes.
Mr. Macza. He would be turned: out at a weight2 wesaye
will
on a general average of about 1,200 pounds, depending largely on
how he- was handled from the time he was a calf until he was made
ready for the block. If he was brought from our range country
into the market at Kansas City, we will say, and bought by an Iowa
feeder and shipped up into Iowa, fed SiX or eight months on grain,
he would probaly weigh 1,400 or 1,500 pounds, depending, of course,
oanxonditions.
But you can see what the producer is losing-in every step regardless, I say, of whether he is the original producer of the calf or whether
or not he passes his steer into the middlemaUn's hands and into the
feeder's hands before he reaches the market.
Those are natural conditions that do not apply so much to the
hog business. It is true that the only thing, gentlemen, that the
farmer can look to, or has been able to look to, with any degree -of
breaking even in any manner is the hog business and the poultry
business.
I was very much interested in the discussion here this morning.
It was surely educational to me. My experience as a poultry man
has been that when I was on tha farm m wife took care largely of
our broods-our family and the chickens family-and we usually
kept on hand 125 hens on our farm, and I never figured that those
125 hens were any cost to me at-all. What little labor my wife
did or what little labor performed by the hired help was all the cost,:
because the hens rustled for themselves, usually. So we always felt
that the chickens we sold and the eggs we sold, after keeping what
,we needed ourselves, were really a clear surplus of our farm production. 'But, of course, with the men who enter into the0 poultry
business it is a different proposition, as I can see, and Prof. Rice s
statement here this morningIwas vtyi educative -to me, I am sure.
I have illustrated the conditions out there in our country. I can
not understand why Republicans should have to come before a,
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Republican Congress and ask for a protective tariff on anything in
the United States. I am not a student of the tariff, but I have
:liveda iongwhile now. I remember away back when I w~as; ayoung
slogan of the Republicanit0Party-proman: that
tection to our manufacturing industries especially, and to our American labor, etc.
Gentlemen, I think the time has come that if the tariff means
anything on earth to the United States it surely should mean:protection, t American aculture.
I believe conscientiously that every article produced from:Ilthe
American farms should be safeguarded by a protection:of0 some
amount. I do not believe that it means anything so far as'the cost
to the consumer is concerned, not a thing. A few cents a pound
protective duty on hides, a few cents a pound-on beef, does not mean
anything to the consumer in this country.
I will admit that there are conditions in this country that I can
not analyze as to why there should be such a- spread between what
we as producers grow in the way of the food of life and what this
man over here [indicating], who is occupied in some other walk of
life, has to pay for the farm products he consumes;- For instance, I do not know what ou people pay, but last summer many of the
farmers in Kansas sold their eggs from the farms at 10 cents a dozen.
I know that to be true, because we purchased them. We would
drive out in the country and would purchase eggs from farmers at
10 cents a dozen. I know at the same time that our neighbors in
our little city of Topeka, where I live, were paying 20, 22j, and 25
cents a dozen at the grocery stores and retail establishments for eggs.
Those things are andled just like meat. The farmer produces
the eggs. He takes them in to his merchant. He trades the eggs, :
perhaps, for something he needs in his family, and the merchant
allows him the price of, say, 10 or 12 cents at that time. Then they
are transported on to the distributing points, like Kansas City, and
placed in cold storage at about that price, and where they go from
there, of course, I am not supposed to know. I am not competent
to go into that. But by the time, I presume, that they reach the
consuming public in the eastern cities the price has been raised to
somewhere around 50 or 60 cents, and maybe 70 cents, per dozen.
There is a spread that is too great.
Senator Curts. Did you not at one time look into the spread
and the cost of beef here in the city of Washington?
Mr. MERCER. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTS. Would you mind telling the committee what you
found?
:
Mr. -MRGER. I will ansMwr that, Senator, by saying that we made
two investigations. Prior to the war, I think in 1912, we made an
investigation in 60 towns in our own State as to the spread between
the manufactured articles and what the consumer was paying over
the block, and, we' found that, percentage wwas101 Per cent. To
illustrate that briefly, I would sa:y that if the butcher paid 9 cents a
pound for: ahis bullock to the packer, or: that it cost him; 9 cents if he
bought and butchered the anmmal himsself, th consuming public paid
18 cents on the average for the pound of beef sold.
At the time Senator Curtis alludes to, a committee of our organization was sent east to make an investigation of the eastern markets.
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It was a committee of five that isited-Boston, New York, and Phil'delphia, and the Cit1r of Washington, and we traced through the
pacling centers of KanssCity and Chicago to the distributing
markets of these various cities anddsecied the cost of the varoUS
uts of bed laid on the block b the mantiuicturer to the retailers
in the cities, and then made an investigation as to what the consuming
public was paying for ou product, and I do not just rememlr the
exact percentage, but it was eToseo
to 10 per cent that the
very
consuming public in the East was paying above the price at which
the manufactiirer was laying that meat on the.blocks to the'retailer.
That, I think, -his been' gone over before some of the committees
here very-thoroughly, and the actual data given4 I did not bring
with me, a I say, any data on these point, au4 I did not think
of appearing here. Butlthattwas about the appro ximate percentage
of cost the consming public wras paying-in ex df what it cost to
produce the beef, and also what it cost to manufacture the beef.
Senator JonS. Mr. Mercer, I jst want to se if I have it right
that the- retailer charges about 100 per cent for handling the meat
over the original cost to -him
Mr. MEROUR. Yes; sir; that was demonstrated fully in our mivestigations in the West, and I would not: say positively whether it was
quite that-much in the East.
Senator La Foar.: How long ago was that made, Mr. Mercert
Mr.. MROUAR. The investigation we made in our State was in 1912,
and the investigation we mad herein the east was in 1918-19.
Senator Cuis. My recollection, . Mercer, wat that time that
the difference on the block, where hung in the freezers down here
in the markets, cost 16 or 18 cents and they were selling the cheapest
cuts at about :30 cents and the high cuts at 79 cents.
Mr. MERnc. That -was about right. But as a general average,
of course-when we take the sou bones and the neck and all that
the cheap cuts of the bef, but
part of the bullock, that is as
reduces that percentage quite a little. I know in one particular
instance I made a statement before a- committee here that the wholesater delivered liter to the retailer in the City of Washington at 11
cents a pound, and he retailed it at 30 cets.
had figures and the
name of the place, and everithing-of that kind.
Senator LA FoLuzrl. Did you find back in 1912 when you made
the investigation in your own State that: the retailer was taking as
large a percentage of the profits as he was taking in 1918-19, when
-you made the investigation in the East?
Mr. MERCER. Just about the same. Now, sat this time I will say
he is taking more, for several reasons: There are so many people
engaged in the retail business; so many- people engaged in the distribution of -these food products, and especially in the smaller towns
of our section of the county. The volume of business has decreased
so tremendously that they have even got to hold these prices up to a
higher level than heretofore in order to come anywhere near breaking
even. That is the condition out there, because there has been
destroyed in this country the purchasing force of American agrculturalists. The farmers are not buying, ini the first,place, or they -buy
but little, and wherever they possIbl can are -getting alon without
purchasing any of the comforts of life that they woud; like to:have
under ordinary conditions and would buy under ordinary circum-
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I do not know, Senatwrs, that I have anything further to say. If
there are any questions to be asked me, I would be mighty glad t
tell y nything I know from my viewpoint as a farmer.
Senator JONs. Mr. Mercer, from your study of the retail traide
is it your thought that this large percentage of exce over cost must
bechatged to the large number of retail establishment and the
ovehead and other costs of maintaining so many retail estblishMr. Mmoan. Absolutely; that is my viewpoint of the situation.
Senator Ctuns I asked you the question regarding what you said
a moment ago about how little the duty would affect the-retail price;
that is whyiVwanted it in the record.
Mr. Macn. How is that?
Senator CURTIS. I asked you to answer the question as to wat
you found, because I understood you to say a few minutes ago that
what little duty might .be imposed would not affect the price very
much.
Mr. MaROcn. I do not think it would. To answer your question,
Senator Jones, I think that is absolutely the situation with regard to
a great many of the commodities with which we deal now. We have
a store- on this corner and a store on that corner, and one on that
corner in every little town, where one thrifty, active business would
take care of the whole situation. hey have got to pay overhead,
they have got to pay for upkeep. Some people say it destroys competition to have but-a few Stores, but there is no competition where
existence is at stake and it is the volume of business which regulates
the costs. You take in a geat many instances where men have a
large volume of business m the particular lines and they are
really profitering. And here illustra~ingj may be the man who
has a small volume of business in the same line, and it is no trouble
for him to show he was running behind fiuancially I do not know
how thesethings can be corrected. Of course I do not think -that
is up to Congrss to correct, but it is a condition that prevails in the
U-niied 'Statis aind it till have to be corrected in some way, because
it causes the living expense to be too great.
Senator Jowus. Mr. Mercer, you rat & indicated that you did not
think the tariff would increase the price on these commodities to the
consumer. Is that the theory on which the merchant is selling his
product for-all he can get regardless of what it cost? If the tariff
operated so that it raised the price at all somebody would have to
:
turall would-be
;
0But the tarif would
0so.
iast
it: would;rea the
inconsiderable at the tinethat

be so small, oso
i ublic that it would no affe the general line of buiness.
enitr JONES4-Let s take beef.: I belie94ve we are asked to putsa
tariffof 4 cento a.pound onWbef.Would the effects of such a tariff
be to raise the price of beef 4 cents a pound anywhere?
~Mr.S Oac.; do not thin so
Se tor Jhnot Mr.Mece ?
Mr. MnciJR. Well because the supply and demand would be the
controlliij factors.- [f we wer producing a plenty in this countr
[57._-42--o
co
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to feed our people, that 4 cents a pound would have no effect whatever on what the public would pay for the meat.
Senator Jons. That is because we do; produce in this country a
sufficient. supply of meat and we export meat to some extent?
Mr.. McnYer we export a coniderable amount of moat.
Senator Jons. Tia what, in your opinion, 'oud be the beneficent. effect to the producer out of tariff on meat?
Mr.: Anen. Well, I think it would be this. We have had hides
brought into this country without any duty for some time without
reducing the price to the buyer of shoe or hness.
Senator Jons. I can-see how: a duty on hides wduld help, because
we import a vast quantity of hides.
Mr. In . I hardly know how to answer you, but will just
illustrate my Poition in this ay: Themeats impod must come
into this country n a different condition :frm that in which we
dition, and only rech
produce them. They come in in a froze
our seaboard towns and cities-those particula points where the
greatest consumption of our own product is called or.
I understand that when.I was here beforeithat frozen beef and
lambs from Australia and Argentina were selling in the markets of
this city at about 6 or 7 cents les a pound than our own meat was
seAllinq. -That is the wholesale pnce was 6 or 7 cents lower than
Amecan meat, but the consumer did not benefit. That seemed to
me to be c nal, whe we had an overproduction-according to
the statistics and according to the information we could- get from
every source-in this un ;at ourfarmers out in the-West in
the section where th eyproduce these vast he of beef and mutton
are having toompete ginst the importtion of that frozen meat
which came into this city and other cities along this seaboard, to
deprive our people of the hher value which the meat would naturally
fetch: back there, because that is the history of business; the. dealers
would come back and sayp, "We have got; to compete with this
sorted cheaper meat." And by reason of the duty bemnghighVma as I s, tedbefore the Wa and Ma Committee that hoped
there would be an embargo placed gast the importation of that
meat, and that it would be kept out of this country.
Seiator JONb. Does that trade promise to be a permanent condition?
. Mao I do not know why it should not be. We can not
o in the United States, under our conditions of living and the
P we have, m com tition with Argentina and other
3C
South mican countries, and if eyre pritted to occupy our
markets they will continue to ship to thoe markets.
Senator JonNz. The thing that concerns a Mat many people is
about this fact, that last year we exported 24,059 711 pounds of
canned beef; we exported 9,749,148 of fresh 'bed; we exported
25,771,17q pounds of pickled or cured ibef; and the year before, in
1~919 w~e exported a great deal more than that-I should judge pretty
nearly;: twi as muchs the previous year.
Mr.Maon. Iexpect so.
beef ad vea in the mo
Senator Jon.. Aid we imp
ing September of; these year of beef someing ovir 28,0 0 0
eorted 2,037,000,000 pounds, in 1921 something
pounds
over 13,000,000 pounds; and of mutton we imported in 191
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6,000,000 pounds plus in 1920 49,000000, in 1921 about 1I,500,000

pounds. Of course the importations of pork produce were :very
small, but they amounted to something. Where does that beef and
veal come from that is imported here?
l
at t recMr. Mnoam. Of courseI do not know without looking at th rec-:

ord, but I wduld say largely from Argentina and Brazil and South
American poiti and of course the mutton in great quantity from
New Zealand nAwtralia.
Senator JowNs. Those countries export a great deal of those product, (do they not?
:
Mr.,MicR. I think so; yes, sir.
Senator JONES. They export a great deal to the same markets
where we send our export.?
Mr. Mnon. I qprume they do; I think the record shows that.
Senator Jon.. Then how can that be a permanent situation reaching any considerable magnitude i we are exporting?
Mr. MXZnan. It is just the general conditions of the country that
are going on from year to' ve that naturally follow up one year
after another. I would say this, that if we prohibited by a embargo
or even a high tariff the importations of the meats that you refer to,
we would not. have exportedso much meat,, because o, tr people would'
have consumed it at home, and we would probably have had a more
even keel on prices.
I am very strong for looking after our home people first.
Senator Cats. -Reports; Snator Joneb, say that 72 per cent of
our importAtion of beef were from Argentina.
iMr. MnoCaR. It-must be mostly from down there.
Senaito'JoNs. It came from Argentina and Canada?
:Snator Ctns. It came from Argentina and Canada.
Senator JoNsz. We are selling ouir meats abroad in competition
with those countries, and at the same- time they are shippng sone of
their .meat in here.: It loolkslike* rather a stre situation, and if
we could got at the reaons for it. I think it would be of value to us.
Mr. MERCEA. I think Judge iowan illustrated the reason-that
the people who: hae the meat to export from Argentina are going
to export it to the best market they can find, and perhaps at the time
they exported it the United States was the best market they could
a or reports from England this week sav that there is
findj
a glut in the market that would naturally result in diverting South
American beef to this country.
Senator Jons. The suggestion wa made here by Judge Cowan
that those importations into this market were made by the very
people who are exporting from. this market to other countries.
Mr. MERGER. The record shows that that is largely true. The
large packers who are operatic in the United States are operating
in Brazil and Argentina and 7ustralia and New Zealand, and, of0\
-ourse, they are seeking the. market w;ere they can find it in any
port in the world, and have the same interests there in their business
operations as here, I presume. I do not know just the percentage
of meat they export, but it is quite a percentage of the meat that
is exported from those countries by the same people who buy and
manufacture the meat of our own country and export it and sell it
here.
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Senator JoNzs. If we put a tariff of 4 cents a pound on me, you
do not think that would raise the price tp the consumer, but you
do think that it would have the effect of keeping out of this m t
any of these hiutrtations?I
Mr. Mmcx. No; I do not think it would. I think there w:uld
be importations made to this county becIs thy would pty the
duty and come whn the mrket woud warrant them m doing so.
I belive this, Senator, and I feel it consientiously, that within
two years from now that unles- there is a change in the conditions
of the livestock farmers of this country, weillhave tremendous
and terrific scarcit. I do not know how it is posible, if th conditions continue as they are now, for our people to produce what our
people want. We have got to change the situation some way, or
lse-our stock raise are goi to quit-they are quitting.
that our exports of fresh
Senator Jowusg. -T thought hi
bed were of the hiWh grad of fresh bef, and that the frozen beef
was coming into this country to supply a greater demand of cheaper
beef.
M. Mmcmaz. That api in a asure, but not altogether. We
have somb as fine frozen meat unported into thi country as we
d will show that. Btu th
export from- this count. Th
laaer portion of meat comes i h from figcountries in competition with what we might class o lower- e meats.
Senator JONES. I am inclined tobeieve tat te majority of people
will think that if you raise th0epric of t meat to the retailer that
the retail 1 consder tat in fixing his sale price, and that that
rising of -th lveil of meat prices. But itis thought
will result in-he
also that even if that should relt thatcthiscountry must do something of that sort in order to keep up its meat supply and not be
dependent on other counties for the supply of meat.
Mrk.-XMm . Of course, when We get tO that' that can be considered. But I do not think that should be consideed nOW. I think
that the reows of thi country are Pl1e to the extent that we
can produce all -ta we need and more provided we are protected
and that our psple eee the- protection of itu Govenment to the
g the iportation of competitive products of their
;extent of prohibi Id
farm to destry the, ilueof thei output.
pu take theNow, to answer p your nostion,prevailings
prices that :the consume pay.You have m this country to consider the selling
Wblic as welU as the producing public, arid which I
for the
b'W done. To-day thosuming public isa
think hs
meat food of thii country just a little percentage les tan ey p aid
when the producer was getting 10 pr cet more for his product
than he is getting to-day.
ats in h has
Then, if that be true, the poon of forei
at
liVing
our
;1l.
chani
not -any bering upon
did your committee sugest for
Senator Jows. What r
meeting this situation whi you hlave jst referred tot1
Mr. Manxi. I do not think that they have come to any conclusions as to a remedy onlyj that we favor, of course, a reasonable tiff.
Th will relieve in two poins: It will help to suppoit the Government financially and it will help to protect in a way our home
industries.
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Sento
how the roducer will get somerelief
the
market, and perh
on meatcanin see
stailizing
taIffJo.
from
tariff would not raise the price of meat very much even t6ot4he6con
sner. But it would stabilize the maket. But there is that groat
situation in which the tonuming public is morn interested-the
extreme spread between production costs and the consumers' cost.
Mr. Masonj. I understand our Department of Agricultue: is
making exhaustive inivestioations of that question now.
But to illustrate that point, ls than a year ago, when it was noised
and- heralded abroad a over this country that there were so many
cargoes of frozen lambs coming in here what happened to our sheep
industry I It dropped 40 or 50 per cent in value. I do not think
the consumin :publi ever got any benefit of the drop.. Thei never
did in our section of the country, although they might in the iast.
Senator Jowss. I doubt if they did in any section of the country.
Mr. Mlien. That is the situation we are all in. We are just
relating to you our side of how we see it, anl it is a condition that we
know exists among us, and it has all come upon us so unfortunately
in the last few years, that if any industry in this country, regardless
of what the past might be, needs protection by its Government
about that.
toay itlis agiuture.: There is no
:Sentor ANJow. I agree with youquestion
absolut-ly about that, Mr.
:Xf 0
Mercer. .XV X:
Mr. MaoWBn. And the quetion of values-the i*ve stock alono
aggregates two-thirds of our national debt in. value.
Senator JoNsB. My thought is this: If you are to benefit your
agriculture with a tariff, the only way in which that benefit can be
made material would be mi the price of the roduct to the producer,
and the thing that we should do is to raise tnt price to the producer
sthat he conprduce at a reasonable profit, and then take some
other tep to lower this price to the consumer and do away with this
expensive spread between the producer and the consumer.
Mr. Mnt. I think that is sound, and I also think that you can
not make any. mistake. We are a living people; we are moving
:along, and if Coess hould make a mistake in putting too high a
tariff on, another Congress could reduce the tariff.
I hope this Senate committee will put hides on the dutiable list,
andrause the tariff on some other agricultural products.
STATEMNT OP R. B. BPILLER, FORT WORTH, TES, REPRESENTIFG TIH TEXAS AND SOUTHW8ETERN CATTLZ RAISNRS' ASSOCIATION.

The CHAiRMAN. Where do you reside?
MrDJ. Srnna. Fort Worth1 Teax. The: membership of the Texas:
and. Southwestern Cattle Raisers' Association are producers of cattle
in the States of Texas, Oklahoma, and parts of New Mexico, and Arizona, and some have ranches, of ourse, in anss, too.
-: It is so well known that it is needless for me to go into the condition of the livestock industry to-day. I was raised on a ranch and
have been conmected with this association for 20 years now, and I
have never seent:6r known of such deplorable conditions as exist
to-day. When you see it as I do, itis 'pitiable indeed. There are

these men whom I have known all of my life and with whom I have
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been associated' I know that theyhave
stru e-, men and their
fmilies to build up and to make their living out the ran'ch business.
:They did build it up, and they have a ranch on which the man and:
his family, as a rule, have been do practilly all of the work.
The market conditions have been such atIthey have suffered enormous 108los. They, as a rule, are not people *ho apply to the
Government or to anyone else for holp as an individual. But conditions exist to-day so that it is impossible for them to continue in
business unless some ixeasure of reliefis` extended td'thetm.
As to what benefit a tariff on cattle and hides would be to the live..
stock. producers, I se it i this way:We 'know that in Argentina
Brazil, New Zealnd and other countriesthait produce live stock,
cattle and sheep,: in very large quantities the same people who
handle the li ck products of those counties; are the big packers of this country. They can throw on our markets at any time
they desire enough beef to demoralize our eef market, and they
can throw upon our markets at-any time they desire enough mutton to demoralize our mutton market. That is not speculation;
that is not what we believ-but: it is what we have seen done time
and again in the past. We ask for those People who are struggling
to try to remain in the business, to rehailitate the business, that
fthey~
begiven he benefit of a taiff that wili-take away the danger
of having their market destroyed in that way. That is the plain
statement of facts. That is: ill we ask for. We are not asking
for any special favor or any prtection. We are people- who, have
been in -i
busi and want to stay in it. We feel that we are
an imprtant dustr, one thatLhas large part in the production
of food for the American people.
When I think how these people are strugfling to gtalon,- I
realize that probably few of you conprehehe conditions'. e8
can tell- -you :about: it. There is not a man in the cattle business:
in our country that I know of who does not 'kow what the foreign
competition in dresed meat ad hides will do to the markets. it
haS been done. Every one of them has felt the effect of it in the
market, and they all want a tariff duty that will take away the
danger of that thing.
Tfhat is the benefit of a tariff measure as we see It.
I can -not go into details and grive you any figures. They have
all been filed-here. But-I would it were possible, gentlemen, to
express my ffeelingsand my views as, wellas theUgentleman from
- Cornell University in regard t poultry. Butths countr s
country for Americans, for our producers. We are entitled to
our home market.--We Produce a surplus now, and we certainly
do not want to be the dumpi ground for- the surplus produced
in other countries b ypeople who care nothing about our people,
who pay none of our taxes and have no, interest in us.:'
Senator JONEs. Mr. Spiller, I would like you 'to give us, if you will,
a little picture of how the free trange has disappeard and how the
cattlemen now own to a great extent their lands and grazing lands
and, if you think it is correct, how the breeding end of the industry
has practically gotten 'on to a farm-cost basis of breeding, so far as
the supply in this country is concerned.
Mr. SrxzBn. Oh, yes, there is no free range, and the cost of
production has .inreased on account of increased values of land.
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Wh;^ere a manihas bought and he has ahd to pay a high price for
itAin the lat, several year; the cost. of leases has been higher;
his taxesfas he has gone aloqg lhav icome higher-everything he
h bee nicre in rice.
hatbought
The deay of the free range ha long gone by, and that condition
that exised many -year go that made the business vary profitableall those conditions that existed in the early days that eliminated the
expenses are one. The operation of a ranch now is a business
proposition, with overhead expenses and other expenses, the same
as any other business in the United States that requires good business
management to operate.
LA FOLrsur. Even under the very best of conditions?
Senators
Mr. SNL.u Even under the very best of conditions.
Gentlemen I am not a tariff expert or artist, but I state to you the
condition of Lhe people I "present.
: SenatoriLA FOLLTY. If you know of any people min theworld
Xneedin help it is the cattle people I Mr. PELE. I am just one of the cowboys. I want to miakQ one'
other statement. I am in the cattle-raising business in Texas. I
have been with them practically all of my life. They are very much
interested in this tar proposition. Some might say, being so much
interested, why are they not here? The plaim fact is that they do
not have funds available to come here.
- Mr. COWAN. I would like to reserve the right to analyze some of
these statistics in a very-short way that may be thought later on to
be of some: value t& your committee. I do not know that I shall
have the time, but I should like to reserve that right.
The CIMAN. If you prepare anything, the committee will be
glad to consider it.
STATE MENT OP, IBA

T. PYIOR 9SA

ANTONIO TxEREiPRE-

:SNTING HVEM AMBRIAN LF/V STOCK ASS4IATION.
Mr
;*Paxon My full name is Isaac Thomas Pryor.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you reside?
Mr. PiYoR. San Antonio, Tex.
The CHAIEMAN. Will you proceed to address yoIuelf to the question of hides, which I understand you want to be heard on ?
Mi. PRonI. Well, my address is in to be on the subject of the
tariff, and hides in particular, but teef hides and the products of
cattle.
I claim that to compete with foreign countries in the raising of
cattle, which is a branch of agricultural industry, that we must
have some derTee of protection. I will hurry along by saying that
in four countries I will give to you there are 41,000,000 people, and
91,000,000 cattle. In this country we have 106,000,000 people and
67,000 000 cattle. The salaries and the wages of those people in
thse ilour cunties-Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, and Australiaarenothing like thesalaries paid the peopIe in this country for raising
SoT.Mr. Pryor, will you tell me, brie ust what you
Senator
want;
-so that I- can hie it here to refer to quickly? What do you
want on attle less: than 2 years old?
Mr. PRYoR. Here is what I want: I respectfully submit for your
careful consideration the following schedule of import duties, that in

for
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myiopinionwill-be necessaryto
of live
stock m thicountry awl placesiltthj:roduction
it on qn
ootixg with other
countries .
Senator 0o'r. What isit?
Mr. Parox. That you enact a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem on
all cattle and hides imported into this country. That you enact a 20
per cent ad valorem duty on all livestock imported into this country.
That a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem be placed on all fresh and
prepared meats, subject, however, to a minimum of 4 cents a pound
specific duty.
I can look you men right in the face and tell you that in Mexico
we pay our helpers 16 a month in Meican money, and they feed
themselves. That would be $7.50 a month in our money. %at is
going on to-day.
On this side of the river in Texas"we pay our cowboys $30 a month
in Arizona and furnish them everything.
My son-in-law has recently leased 860,000 ares in what is known
on the face of the globe. This
as one of the most bautiful count
land lies in a valley 40 niles long and 10 or 16 miles wide, with
mountains on both sides. He has leased it for 16 years, at what?I
I have seen the tract. He leased it for 14 cents an ace for the first
five yeIrs, 8 centosanae for the second five yeas, and 5 cents an
ac for the third five yeas.
Senator Sxor.- That is in Mexico
Mr. Pnoa. That is in exico; and that is parallel with conditions
in those souther counties,
rule W amre leasing our lands in
our country all the rayfrom 15 to:- 40lcents an acre.
I am interested in one property in Mexico, 170,000 acres, that we
get $1, a yeair for; that land on this side of the river would lease
000 or $60,000 a year. I amgving those figures so that you
nm understand why we need a tanU on cattle.
I have been in the cattle business for 52 years.
Senatot Molwr. What is the matter with the Mexicans that they
do notret more rent for th property t
their
but Americans,
Mr. Paroab There is noyd u property
and the reason we do not buy anything down there is fear of the
stability -of the Government.
Senator M m. I hould nk there would be competition among
Americnc that ou could get pasture at ttrate.
Mr. PTros. You would think so. I am now preparing to move
8,000- cows acros the border mito that ountq, in January.
s: Itold you,'I
haebeebitis cttlebusmess 52 ears. I have
ween the cattle o up; T have watched the tariff under the Dmiey and
the Underwood bil. Gentlemen, it is my honest opuuon that ifjit
had not been for this World W:ar the Underwood bill would have
brought detruction to the cattle industry
this
ind
industry. country.
The CamaN. And to every other
Mr. ParYO. It would have bought tht, a the Democratic Party
would have been put out of power on account of that. I know that
for this reason, that immediately after the Underwood bill waspassed
I was importing a good many cattle from Mexico. I was pa the
United States oGovernment 20 per cent ad valorem. I would bring
bill Ws
over 1o,0l0(in a year. Immediately after teaUndood
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passed we rou
emin free,-ad the Mexican Government put 20
per cent on and they got the money and the United States did not.
And then the beef from South America began to come into this
country in increasing quantities, and would have come in here in:
sufficient amount to have ruined us if it had not been forthe war and
0
the demand for beef iin the war zone that diverted :it from South
America over to Europe.
Immediately after the armistice was signed, what happened?
They began to load these ships in South America with beef and
mutton for the United States, and theyi brought into this countr in
1919 and 1920 a sufficient quantity of mutton and beef which, when
put into carload lots, would make 13,000 carloads. I have worked it
out into car lots, and for this reason: I wanted to show the derence.
You take 10,000 cars of mutton and sheep from the vgious ranges all
over the United States and hip them to market. Thd railroad companies.get the freight. The shipper on the train and the stockyards
and every interest besides what the farmers have used to produce
this beef, get something out of it. When the check is given for the
beef it goes back to some country bank or is paid on some hardpressed cattleman's pape.:
Compare that transaction to 13,000 carload lots of beef brought in
from foreign countries. It slips into our country without ever spending one dollar in this country. It gets unloaded in these ports, put::
into the trade. Ninety or 95 per cent of it, I will say, has gone back
to some foreign county en after
I say to you, gentlemen After 50 years' experience that this
country has never bee touched, when it comes to producing cattle
and hogs and sheep, in the matter of capacity. We can take care of
and produce 100,00,00 cattle in the place of67,000,000,if we have
the encouragement to do it. Every farm in the country ought to have
cattle on it.
The greatest farming county in the United States is Lancaster
County, Pa. What mates it the most fertile land and the bt farms
in the United States? They feed cattle every year in Lancaster
County. The buy them in the markets and take them there and
feed them. For what? To get the droppings and manure on their
farms. If that was done in all the other counties and in a1l our
range country, we would produce 100,000,000 cattle; would feed the
American people with 75 per cent and probably take 25 per cent and
ship it abroad.
That is better than to discourage us and make us-out downour
holdings.
The markets of Fort Worth alone this year, which is only a State
market-it is not a big market like Kansas City and Chicagoshipped p to a month ago 145,000 more calves than they did last
year. Why?J They are discouraged. No tariff has always discouraged them. They have other things that discourage them. I
will touch on that in a moment. I do not mean to lay all of the
discouragement to the low tariff, but the low tariff did start us downward. Cattle was the first to start on the downward tendency in this
country, and the imports of meat brought into this country is what
did it. Then there was the stringency of the money market.
The CmAIRMAN. W are very glad to get this out of the way. If
you want a tariff on hides, you are interested in hurrying us along?
*
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Mr. PRYOR. That is right.
The CARW MAN. 1You hare as muha interet as we have' in shorteninMr. eRYR s ir. Iam going to fie this brief with you' it
Veoab11ncrete reasons. May I read one'paragraph of t-at
d
f0
brief I ;9
::::
The'Cia wGoahead.
Mr. PRYoR (reading):
We have in the United States 20,000 millionaires, judging from the income tax
records. This timiite is based on the assumption that each individual who pays
taxes on an income of W$,000 or more is the ow of a million-dollar estate, and It i
very probablethis estimate isa conservative oneo.
More than 8,000 of these million
liv inNew York State and prnbaly 90 per
centof the otherslive oirth of the Mason and Dixon line and east of the M ippi River.
How manv of these men made their millnin faring? Whoeverhbdotan "honest-tow-G millionaire firmer? "'No much aimal." How did moat of these millionaires make their money? The _aner
is.in theanuacturing business. _Who
furnished the raw material for their piitn?: The liHve-tock raiser furnished the cattle,
sheep, and hog from wMhich they produce beef, mutton, and k to feed the world.
They furnish the hides and wool whic the manufacturer converts into leather and
cloth to shoe and clothe the worla. The farmer fuise the cotton from which the
manufacturer creates cloth to make clothing for the people. They also furnish the
grain from which to create flour, meal, and cereals to feed the people.

That- comes out of the ground; that is where the manufacturer

gets it.

Here is exhibited the community of interest one absolutely dependent upon the
d of--well I can t even guess what
per cent the farmers and ranchmen receive for their so-clled raw material as compared
with what the manufacturer receives for the finished product.

other, which should be a 50-50 proposition i

BFRIF 01 ISAAC T. PRYOR, SAN ANTONIO, TEN, K3PRESEXTING AMERICAN NA.
TIONAL LIVE STOCK ASOITIONAND TXAb AN SOUTUw STEN CATTLE
RAISERS' ASSOCIATION.

The farm and ranch industry of this country is the very life and vitals of its exitence. It should have a superior claim because its prosperity is the Nation's best
protection.
By the very native of this business I is more exposed to adverse influences and has
much les protection against loses than-any other business of similar importance.:
Hence, the farmer and ranchman should have credit inlar. r prortion than has
been extended him in the past. Increase their credit and ey wl increase their
production, provided they receive fair treatment as toa toarff on their products.
The farming and live-tock-interests are suffening from competition with raw material from foreign countries imported into this country free of duty- they can not
compete with cheap labor employed to cultivate or raise stock on cheap land and
maintain our standard of living and property values. If they are forced to do this
then poverty is their heritage. The farmers and the ranchmen are as much entitled
to a tariff on the so-called raw material as the manufacturers are on their finished
product.
Why should the be compelled by law to sell their products in a free market and
buy in a protect one? It is an unjust discrimination.
The tariff affords a degree of protection and at the same time produces a revenue
thus reducing our tax burden just that much and the less taxes we pay the more cash
we can lay aside for a rainy day.
We talk about a tariff of least a sufficient amount to equalize the coot of production
here and abroad. Who knows or can find out the exact cost of production? Take the
cattle business for example. It costs less to produce a beef in south Texas ready for
slaughter than it does in north Texas. It costs less to produce a beef in Texas than
in Nebraska, and less in Kants than in Illinois. One year it can and does often cost
25 to 50 per cent more to care for. an animal than the previous year, or the year
following, hence the cost of production will vary all over the United States,
according to local conditions, etc.

Table: Population, and number of cat le and she p.

:STotal

We

should;
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the po'ducts

of live stock to cover fthe maximum cost of production, compared to that of foreign
countries, 'plus a reasonable profit, and at the same time rnot so high as to create a
monopoly in this particular branch of agiculture
C
We should not ask for favors In any form but oppose favors in all forms, It is asiaIng
no favor to put us on an equal footing with foreign importers, and when we don't
receive that consideration from Congress then the favor is extended the foreign producer of raw material and not the home producers, which is absolutely unfair.
To better understand the importance of protecting our live-stock producers by a
proper tariff, the following statistics should be studied carefully:

Population,

and number

of cattle and sheep.
Sheep and lambs.

Cattle.
Population,

7Prewar
period.

Recen esteimatee.

Prewar
riod

Afterwar
period

000.
8 .000,000
35,00,6000 81,45,
26,286,000
8,193,000 7,1802,
1,17,3,000
000
30, 70, 000 37,500,000 10, 653,000
7, , 000
Brazil.26,....................
26,542,
91,676,000
92.047,000
,971,000
11,
040,O00
OW
Austraia.......................
.......
76,510,000 '91,342,00 210,o71,000 '193 149,000
:.......41,178,000
United
653
States.1.'.06,
61,804,3Ooo37,866,000 52,448,000 4 39,863,000

Argentina .......................
Uruguay.

8,284, 000

1,379,000

25,887,000

lnraame,19 peroent. ' Decrease,8 peroent. 3 Inreme, 9 percent. 4 Decrease,4 percent.
The tour competitive countries mentioned ae known to consume less meat per capiti
lessthn 40 per cent-f that of the United States,
than our people and thei pop4lation0is

yet they raise nearly 40 per cent more beef and four times as much mutton as we do,
ad consequently export the bulk of their meat,
Argentina has more than 4 cattle and 10 head of sheep per capita, while we have but
less n half mutton per capita. The
little more than half abeef per capital andthi
great markets of this country are
cities most of which can be rea6hed by water
transportation. In other words, at least one-tird of the American people to day c
:be reached from fore countries by water transportation and when he great canal
is built which will connect the lakes with the Atlantic Ocean, thus permitting ocean
going ships to reach Chicago, one-half of the American people can be fed by water
traportation from foreign countries,
COST OF ARGENTINE LABOR.

Frbm the Pan America Union statistis it develops that farm laborers in Argentinabs
re ve from $10 to $20 per mont and board, so- it is plain that with our farm labor
being Mid from $30 to $40 per month and board, our labor cost of production must be
more thantwo orte times as great as Argentina.
It should also be considered that these competitive countries still have enormous
tracts of free ange, and the cost of raising cattle is much less than here. Land values
and pasture car are much lower than in this country, and there is hardly an item
of expense incident to the livestock business that is not very much less in competitive
counties than here.
Live-tock receipts at market centers declined more than 10 per cent in 1920, as
compared to-1919. On such a decline in receipts why didn't battle, hogs, and sheep
increase in price? The answer is, imports of meats free of dutv is various forms took
up the slack and prevented the advance; on the contrary, premied the market downward. Cattle led in the decline of agriculture products in 1919 and has been on the
toboggan ever since. Each month live stock has dropped a little lower than the preVious month; now 7 cents per pound live weight looks as good to us as did a 15-cent
live weight in the sprig of 1919.
Over 80,000,000 pounds of mutton and lamb was imported into this country in 1919
and 1920
Putting theae mutton carcass at 40 pounds, it sems there were the equivalent
of more than 2,000,000 sheep brought into this country free of duty during said period
and of this number three-fourths arrived during the year 1920.
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More than 100,000 carcass of beef and veal were also Imported into this cowitry
free of duty
in 1919 and 1920, makigI a total of over 3, c of cattle -and about
10,000 crloads of mutton and lambs. This vast ;mount of meat was brought into
this country in ships which entered our harbors froni the high ea without the expenditure of one single dollar in this country before it reached our large consung center..
When sold, at least 95 per cent of the proceeds was returned to some foreign countrypractically little or no benefit to our commerce in any way. This i. the direct result
of no duty
What if this 3,000 cars of cattle and 10,000 c of mutton and lambs had been marketed from our farms and ranches in this country? Our railro would have received
freight on 13,000 cars of cattle and eep, the chrges for switehingand bedding the
cars, feed, yarda, attendance war ta, als a commision change would have bn
distrbuted among the varous interest named and lly, and most important, the
net proc
would have been- deported in our home bank or applied on ome hard
premed cattle or sheep man's paper, This would be the reult of a protective duty on
imports. Which do you want and which will do the most general good? It does not
take a S3oloron to answer thisqlestion.
Had it not been for:the WorldWthe he Uderwo bill would have wrout destrwtc-. tion jAfecixlture, also broughtgref to the Demoratic Pirty. Immeditey after
-this Ubdi*0od bill Wa' e rdorfzen bef 'and miitton began to be divre'
quantities. -Onthe war anidthe:
from Euirope to this country i lae and inc
great d mand format in the war zone gave Us tempory relief from the imports
ann ed the eat for
fromSuth AmerICa; Shortly after the a
ocean-goinig vesels began loainxg-not oily meaAs, but other gtu
producti
in preat- and ineasfg amount.: On January 5 of this year two ships reached the
United States loaded with 270,262 afce of mutton, and three other foreign ships
were en route to this country loaded with mutton. Five ships in one month containing
about 876,656 casses, or 34,87,680 pounds of moet, coming in free of duty is a
staering blow to the meat prodcer of the United States.
X~~
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WiXlES,

the income-tax
We have in. the Unitd States 2 0000
-ir judgg
individual who pays
smption tat
D;records. Thistima is based on I
taxes on an income of $6,000 or more is the ow of mlliodollar estate mad it is
very probable thises"imate a conrative one.
More thn 6,000 of these millionis live in NeSW Yorkl Stte, nd probly 90
cent of the others live north of Mason and Dixoni li.es deast of the
Vier
River. How many of these men made ther millions in f ? Whoever h of
d" millionare farmer "No suchail." How did Smost of
an "honebuins.
these millnairo make their money? The answer is, In the m u
livestock raiwsr furnished
Who furnished the.raw.materl or th' plats? T 6he

the cattle,'sheep, and hogs from which they produce beefmutton, and pork to-eed
0the
- world. ThEey. f ihthe-,hidesandw:oowhich thmafacturer converts into
leather d loth to shoe
h and clothe: the' world. T farmer tarnishes the cotton
from which the manufacturer ceats doth :tomake' clothg for the people. They
also fu sh the ai from which to create flour; meal, and 'ctals to feed the people.
Here i exhibited a community of interests, one absoluIte depndent upon the
i
d
ll, Intevengue what
should be a D0a60.propouitin,
other, which
per cent the farmers d ranchnen receive for their alled raw material a compared
wivth what the manufacturer receives for the finished product.
1 respectfully submit for your careful conideration the following schedule of import
uction of live stock
duts that in my opinion will be necessary to stimulate the
in this country as well as place it on an equal footing with rexico and Central and
South America.
First. That you exact a 20 per cent ad valorem duty on all cattle hides imported
into this country.
Second. That you collect a 20 per cent ad valorem duty on all live stock imported
into this country.
Third. That a duty of 20 per cent be placed on all fresh and prepared meats brougbt
into this country, subject, however, to a minimum of 4 cents a pound.
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MENATS.
(Paragraph. 701 and 702.]
FROZ

TDAT% J:NT OF GENORGE

W. A STRONG FORT WORTH, T1l.,

REPSESINTNuGTHE CATTLE SaiG WNDUSTRY.

The CAimAN. Where do you reside, Mr. Armstrong?
Mr'. A STRONG. For Worth, Tex.
The CxwOaw. What is your occupation?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Cattleman, -cattle raiser, and manufacturer.
The AinAN. MWufacturer-of what?
Mr. ARMSTRONO. 1ron and steel-and oil and oil-well supplies.
The CatMAN, Will you state to the committee what you have to
ay upon the subject of cattle raising and the importation of cattle,
S suggested by Senator G0oodin
M. ARMSTRNG. Gentlemen, I understand you have had this frozen
meat and live-stock importation question covered, and that I am Stakeiing upsome one ele's time. I therefore will onlyball attention toon0e
phase of this- matter that-perhaps has not been presented to you-I
am Acattleman; have been engaged in the business for 10 years, and
in evesy branch of the business. I have been largely a breeder of
cattle, but I have also fattened cattle of all kinds-baby beef, full-fed
cattle on corn, on cake, and on the grass.
I-am not going in'tthe question of costs, unless the committee desires it, because that perhaps has b6en covered by others and your
time is vetr much occupied.
In 1915, I think it was, or 1916, I made a trip with Dr. Ladson, of
the Buirau of Animal Industry, of the Department of Agriculture,
and .Mr. Uribe, connected with the Colombian legation, through
Colombia for the purpose of investigating range conditions and the
cattle industry of CoIornl ia. The Government was making the investigation there for the purpose of determining whether or not those
cattle would be admitted into this country. They were looking
especially into the question of the foot-and-mouth disease. The
Colombian Government claimed that they had no such disease in
that country, and that their cattle should be admitted into the United
States."
I went there for the purpose of determinin whether or not they
open up a ranching
would be admitted, anlif they were I wante~to
that country', because lands had gotten so high and feed so high riand0
the cattle industry had become unprofitable, so that I was at thedtime
considering the matter of either going out of the cattle business r
etting into a cointry where lands wereof cheaper and ofconditions
the Bureau Animal
Dir Melvin, who was the Chief
getter.
Industry, kindly consented that' I should o with this delegation.
I found the greatest cattle country that have ever seen. I doubt
if the Argentine will compare with it. I have never seen that country, but certainly we have nothing in America to compare with00it.
We went up the Sinu Valley, and then we went across 'on horseback. I spent two months in the country and I visited a number
of the ranches except on the Pacific coast. I did not go across to the
Pacific coast. We got as far as Bogota, and turne& back.
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Senator WATSON. Are they now shipping cattle into this country
from Colombia?
Mr. AuMSTRONG. I think not. I do not think they will be peimitted to ship cattluinto this country, if you will allow me to say,;
Senator, -because theyhave adisease, calld surra, or rinderpest,
which is fatal o hores, but can be transmitted'th6 ugh cattle: It
does not seem to injure the cattle; they have it in a latent form.t
But through the cattle it can be transmitted by the fly to horses and
there is no recovery from the disease, When a horse takes it, death'
follows. There are no horses in that country, practicallr speaking,
because of the disease of suirra. They have fha ravage of it in thie
different sections of the world; practically all of the horses becoming
infected with it die. Dr. Ladson found tat dis"es Seniator Ia FoLLu (interposing). You say it is carried by a fly?
Mr. ARMaSTR. By a fly; yes,sr. :It is the.
a disease of
blood
and it separates the corpuscles of the blood-the white corpusles
::form a bag under the stomach of the horse and he is feverish. But
they usually kill them when they take the disease;- they had as welI
kill them. -..
.E
I did not buy in the country cause of two things. The were3\expecting the building of tepackingplat
our, S t, ad
Morris-and claumed that they-lad promises of those plants, ad
that the building was suspended during the war. There was some
uncertainty about it, and Dr. Ladson told me that the cattle would
not be admitted into this country.:
What I want to impress upon you is the fact that in that country
they do not feed cattle at all; -they have this para grass that grows
6 or 7 feet high. It is fattening; cattle stay fat on it the year
around; -it-isalo green 'the year around. One acie of it will fatten,:
athey claim, from three to five head of cattle. Tatgrass grows
the valleys it g
if you have ever seen Johnsbn p
Senator Curns (intterposing). It grows, also, aslhigh as 3,000 feet:
above the level of the sea.
WMr. ARSTRONG. Ashigh as 3,000 feet?
Senator Ctmns. Yes.
Mr. ARMSTONG. It would be so high that in travelingthgh:;
the country on horseback you could not we the cattle unl you got
within 10 or 15 feet of them, it was so thick and high; and the cattle
were as fat as they could be.
Senator WATSON. Is the beef from that country admitted to
European ports?
Mr. ARMsTONG. At that time they hid no ping plants.
Senator WATSON. Have they packing plants now?
Mr. A aTiuosNow. I am not sted about that. But they will
have, because they claim to have from 5 000,000 to 20,000,000 head
of cattle down there. I am sure they Lve as -many as 5,000,000
head. The estimate has been made that Colombia has from 6,00d,00
to 20,000,000 head, but they do not know how many they have.
In S-the country between Venezuela and Colombia -there is a Vvast
plains country where they have a great may wild tattle, And how
many they o not know, of cour, as they are uncounted. The
eattle are very cheap there, as they are very cheap here now;- but
they were cheaper there than they are here at this time.
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They, can raie beef there, I estimate, at 2 or 3 cents a pound. In
this country beef can not be produced any more at less tan 7 cents
a pound; and prime beef can not be produced at less than 10 cents a
;ound. Idoubt if it can be produced at 7 centsin any eCtior of
TAhis CO'unts
Senator aomauna You mean on the hoof?
Mr. NMSTRONG, Yes, sir. It may be that it can be done in southwest Texas under favorable conditions-but that is a country where
they have devastating droughts that wiped them out of existence once
in awhile. When they have a good year they can produce beef
very cheap, because they do not have to feed and they get the early
markets, and their winter cost is very light.
Genten, I would be grad to talk to you longer, but I realize I
am trespassing on your time.
Senator SOOT. Why did you not invest down there i
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Idd
onot invest for the reason that therewa
not a market for the cattle.
Senator SmooT. That was not the reason that Mr. Knight did not
invest, because he made the same kind of an investigation you made.
Mr. A STRONG. ho wa tat?
Senator SMooT. Ramond Knight. I happened to be interested
slightly in a cattle company that he was manager of, ad he made
that:same examination. He decided-not to go Into the cattle business m Colombia on account of the diseases tle cattle were suffering
from there. He akes the same kind of a report that you do, but
he also says that lhe did not want to take the venture because of
the'fact that the cattle were affected down there in many ways.
Senator IA Fouzm. Not from the fly?
Senator SMoOr. No. The death rate among cattle was exceedingly
high, and he did not feel that he wanted to take the chance.
My. ARMSTRONG. Thait was not true of the country I visited.
In the countr I visited the cattle had bigger calf crops than we
have here, and their cattle were fat from the calf on.
Senator IA FoLurr. What year were you therel
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I was on my way there when the Lu~itana was
sunk, which I think was i- 1915or 1916.
1915?
Senator SMOOT. -It was9in
Mr. ARMSTRONG. It was that year that I was there.
Senator Swoon Mr. Kight made the ex ation inA1913, and
at that time he decided that it would not payhim, and he went to
atI did not
MrX AMTRONGN.'He smay, have gone ov errit
visit. My tour was confined largely to the tinu and the Magdalena
Rivers. I went to Cartagen and went up the Sinu, and then rode
on hosbac across to the Magdalena and came back from Barranquiilla, a port that is near the mouth-of the Magdalena River; and the
only reason I did not invest down there-the land was cheap-but
I had no market for the cattle except the mines. The people there
allatbeef, and beef was very cheap, but they were producing all
the bedf they needed.
Senator Sxooi. What took Mr. Wniht there was that he had
seen many of the Colombia cattle on t eEnglish market; in fact
he shipped -cargoes of cattle to England andc saw the beef from
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Colombia t'hre, and that is what tookhlim t Colombia. As I
say, he refdsed to go into the cattle business there.
I rundestood you'to sy, Mr. Armstwng
ator LA Fou
that you did not anticipate that there would be any importations
of cattle from Colombia 9
Mr. Anxsnowo. Not of cattle, but there will be of beefSeator,
because: the pack nor-have, I expect, as -muh paoking-house
capacity in South America as they have in North Amene*-the
"Big Frlve packers-and they will go where the cattle are. They
may not be there, but:there are enough cattle there now to justify
the building of a packing house, and certainly the conditions are
such that they can be
tly micrsed. Thsey can produce instead
of 5,000,00L-if the have 5,000,000 cattle there now, and I am
c country can produce 50,000,000 cattle.
sure they have-I thi the
Senator McUJBrn. YOU think, then, the character of the disease
from which: p ically all the cattle are dering will not be such as
to prohibit the importation of the meat?
Mr. AiwNoIo. It will not. The disese is not in the meat; iti is
a true blood disease.
Senator MoCumnu. It-it is in the blood I can not see why it is not
in the meat.
Mr. AvsrnonG. I am not posted about those matters,; except that
my information wa altogether from Dr. Ladson and he said the
could be very sfely shippeditothis country, andhw the
representative of the Department of Agriculture.
Senator LA FoLurTr. This disease, as I understand you, does not
affect cattle?
Mr. Aa&snozro. It is in the cattle, but in a latent formn it can
"be transmitted from cattle to horses,but it does not seem to hurt the
cattle.
Sen
ator L\ FOLLZri5. It is transmitted by infectioniof the fly
Mr. ARnTsowo.. It is transmitted by the if;yes sir.
Senator LA FouLrr. But it is not cominimnbfe by contat, by
herding them together or anything of the sort, except as the fly
oonveyis it, as I understood you?
Mr. AnsnxNo. I -should thin the blood when it is dad wou d
kill the disese; that it would take- the life-blood of the fly-; and
should think there would be a limit to the life of the germ that isin
the blood
At any rate, I inqred into that feate of it, becauseIonsidered
buying a place and just waiting until the plants were established.
Land was cheap and I wanted to get a cheap county in which to
raise cattle, and I would not haive considered that Ior a moment
except that they insured me that the met could be sfely exported,1
and that these plants were going to be located there when the war
:-was over. I seriously thought of buying a ranch; in fact, I made an
offer on one ranc there,- which wa not accepted.
This land will support three or four cattle, as it is well sot with
grass and is worth about $5 an acre; that is, the valley land; the hill
land is worth anywhere from lo-cents an acre up to Si.
Are there any questions any of you gentlemen dare to ask?
e Cn w. Is that all
Mr. A snoiro. Tht is all Icare to, say.
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CAIMAN. Senator Townsend, do you have some one to
The0
Senator SM N ntMr. Armstrong, I have some vue
recollection-and it' is' vague Idadmitthat when, we wore considerperson
either
ing the emergency tariff act some witness state, toj
South
this
that
which
I
have
forgotten
committee,
to
the
or
Idy
American meat did not go we on this market, and that the packers
had had some difficulty in disposing of it in the United States. Do
you know anything about that?
Mr. AaMSTRONG. I am not posted ab6ut that, Senator' I do not
know. I see no reason why it sh d 'not.6, The truth is tkre is not:
between fat beef, no matter whether
any difference, so far as I know,
Mr.
or
The packers do make a differcalve,
it is made from corn,
the
purpose of encouraging the
do
for
that
but
they
the
in
price,
ence
feeding of cattle. So far as the quality of the beef is concerned assunung it to be fat, end assuming it is the same grade and kind' 0of
cattle, I do not think there is any difference. Of course, there is a
difference between fat beef and lean beef, but I do not think there
is any grde.-of fat beef so far as quality is conceded.
Te packers are, I suppe, for preserving the
Senator.SI'MMONS.
meat on the water from there here?
Mr. ASTRONG. I am sure that they have boats for that purpose,
although I am not very well posted about that.
The CHURMAN. YOU have no defixite suggestion to make on the
tariff?
Mr. ARMsTRONG. Well-yes, sir. I have just this suggestion, Senator Penrose, that the tariff cover all of the products of the steerthat it cover beef, hides, as well as the live steer-because there is no
protection unless you do; of course, there is some protection if you
leave out the hide. There is absolutely no protection if you leave
out frozen meats. It is far better to have a tariff on frozen meat than
it is on the live cattle, because the competition largely will come
from frozen meat, and for another reason, gentlemen, the packers
have not been exactly pleased with the attitude of the-breeders-and
I am not unfriendly to the packers, either; I make this statement
because it is true. The breeders have been more or less antagonistic; -:--there has been more or le fighting on the part of the breeders, and,
of course, the packers have fought back, and the breeders are absolutely at the mercy of the packers. The packers can rut the market
up and down whenever it suits them. They can kil beef in South
America and bring it in here and manipulate the market to suit their
purposes. If we are not "good" as they think we ought to be, they
can say, a Well, now, we will just bring in a lot of beef from South
America and keep this market down, and we will see if we can not
freeze a lot of these people -who are not the right sort and let a new
'crop' ooie on that may have a little sense."
The packers are no worse than the average meii. I do not want
to make any other impression on you at all. Perhaps a lot of the
fault is on the part of the breeders; I think a great deal of it is misunderstanding on the part of both the breeders and the packers, and
the breeders are not without fault. But they have the power and
we have not; and they having the plants in South America and having the power to manipulate thi§ market by bringing beef in here
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whenever it suits them or taking it somewhere else, we are at their
merey, and that is too much power for one set of men to have -over
the destiny of another. AnJ if we do not TWve this-though this
alone will not do it-the tariff is not going to restore the cattle industry, because it has been too badly hurt-lI think I Will go out of the
business. I intended to go out before the war or $o to some other
would go ups
country. But the wrca me on, and I thought prices
and then the Government said it took food to win the war, and while
I had been running about 6,000 or 7,000 head of cattle, i increased
my herd to 10,00, though I hrve cut it down now to 2,000, and unless
I can see more in it than I now see I am going out of the business.
I have lost nearly $600,000 in it. I have lost money every year
during the last 10 years except 2, and only made money 1 year, and
think that I have given it the right sort of thought. I think I have
operated the business as it should be. I am able to make money in
other lines of business, but it is not in the cattle business. It is an
impossible business under the existing conditions. The cattlemen
are broke. I think the Government is going to have to go further
than the tariff. There is going to have to be something done that
has not been done yet or the cattle industry is a thing o the past.
Gentlemen, I am a convert on this tariffquestion. I have been a
Democrat all my life-a Denmocrat believing in tariff for revenue
only. But this war opened my eyes to the importance of protectin the basic interest of the -country. I am for protection not for
the cattle business alone, but for every basic industry in this country,
because I think the country ought to be self-contained if it is tobeID
strong m war and in peace, a prosperous country, and a country
which can endure; that it is better -to have a self-contained country
and protect these basic industries than to build navies or maintain
armies. If Gany had been that character of country, there-might
have been another tale. It would be a national calamity to let tlhis:
industry that is suffering as it is now be stifled-and it is going that
route at a much faster rate than you gentlemen think; disaster is
sure to result. _In the Fort Worth maiket this year-I know I am
transgressing, and I am saying more than I ought to say-but I
just want to mention this factwe have had three calf-killing years
on the Fort Worth market. I have not seen the daily publication
Senator LA FOLLEErz (interposing). Just what do you mean by
?aMrA.AsTRONO. I mean by that that owing to drought, financial
conditions and other things the calves have been slaughtered. This:.
ar has been: the worst of all. I am just mentioning the Fort
Worth market because I see those statistics published in the papers
every- day, and I might give them as of a month ago, and I can not
give them exactly, but approximately and the last time I saw these
statistics there had been 400,000 cattle marketed there of all grades
except calves-that means cows, yearlings, and steers, everything -except calves. But there had been 300,000 calves. Of .the 400,000
cattle that were marketed that were not calves, part of them just
went through the market to outside buyers. But the 300,000 calves
all went to slaughter, and that is 100,000 more than last year, which
was also a calf-killing' year.
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In two years' time, gentlemen, you are going to have to import
beef, and you are going to have to pay the price for it. This country
never be an exporter of beef again* it is only exported to-day because the buying power of the people is fimited, because of the financial
situation. But we will not export beef any more after things become
normal, and we are goit to have to import a great deal of it, and it
is not cowigLto
the consumer any cheaper.
If you destroy the cattle industry in this country you are at the
mercy of'the foreigner, and eventually the consumer will pay the
pnce.7 He may get a little temporary relief, but it will not be permanent.
Gentlemen, I want to record myself-I have done it': publicly in
my'lhome State-before you as for a protective tariff, not only raw
materials, but on finished products and for every basiclindustry.
Senator SIMMONS. Mr. Armstrong, if I understand you, you mean
to say to the committee that in your judgment theprice of beef in:
thii country is fixed by the packers?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Absolute y.
Senator S~noNs. And the price of livbe Mock is fixed by the
packers?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Let me qualify that: ,The price of beef is not
wholly fixed by the packers, gentlemen. In my opinion the packers
should be required to do the retailing. The price of beef is fixed to a
very large extent by the retailers.
Senator SimmoNs. I am not talking of what it ought to be,0but I
am talking of what it is.
Mr. ARSTRoNa. The finished bbef price is largely fixed by the
retailer. The retailer is undoubtedly doing more profiteering.
Senator SIMMONs. The packer can practically pay what he pleases
for live stock, and he sel the manufactured product.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. He sells it wholesale; yes, sir.
Senator SIMMoNs. Would that situation that you have referred
to be changed if we should build a wall around this country and' no t
permit any beef to come in at all ?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Not entirely; that would be only a step in that
direction.
Senator SiMONS. If that be true, do you not think the packers
have an absolute monopoly of the business here, -and that it might
monopoly if you would let them have some little
tend to breakIthat
competition from the outside?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. There is not any competitioni-:Senator SIMMONS (interposing). It is not a. question to my min,
the way you put it, of competition between the outside
: and the producer of live stock m this country, but it is a questionof: competition
0 from; the 6oitside with the packers. Would you want to turn the
market over to them?
Senator I FoLLrrrE. The packer is the outside competitor, is
he not?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I was going to say there is not any competition
from the outside.
Senator 1SIMmo INS. If it is true that the packers own all the meat
in the world, there can not be any. But do they?
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Mlr. AMSTRoNa. They do not own the meat, but the packers of
the world
Senator SIMMONs. Do they own it all?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I do not mean to say they own it all they do not
own it all in this country, but they more nearly predominate in other
countries, and especially the South American countries, than here.
Senator SIMMONS. en, if the packers have a monopoly here, and
if the packers at the same time have a monopoly in I the other
countries of the world which grow stock, by reason of the fact that
they own the packing plants there, what good can the tariff do in a
situation of that sort?
Mr. ARMsTRONG. We' have a limited supply of beef. The tariff
can preserve this market here for the American people. I think
you are going to have regulation of the packers, ad do not under
stand me to say before this committee that a tariff would give all the
relief the cattlemen need. They require financial help also.
Senator SIMMONS. Would not thi be the operation of that:
They have a monopoly here. If they have to bring it in from abroad
and pay a little tax for bringing it in froM abro ,he can simply add
that tax to what he brings in from abroad to what he sells here without increasing the price one particle for the stock?
Mr. AM8TRONG. That would be the effect; yes, sir. Of course,
if the packer must pay the tax when it comes in here, he is paying
that much to the Government ?
Senator SIMMONS. Yes.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. And if it does not affect the price, the Government gets the tax. If you can protect us against the fellow who is
who is making his beef at 3 cents, if you
producing cheaper, the
can make it cost more laid down here, the tendency is to put the price
up here. The packer is not going to indulge in the foolish thin of
paying taxes a ways, you know, because it costs him money, and he
is going to fight with some-discretion.
do not pretend for a moment, gentlemen, to say that the tariff
is going to solve this question. I am here to say to you that
the cattleman needs this protection and he needs more than this
protection. This is but a step and the only one that is now being
considered. If you do not want this industry to perish you have
got to regulate the packer-and I am in favor of regulating the
industry and not in favor of Government ownership-you have
either got to inquire into the cost and provide some methTods of giving
us a living price or you have got to valorize the industry as they do
in Brazil and other countries, and as advocated by Secretary Meredith,
Senator SIMMONS (interposing). I agree with you entirely looking
'at the subject from the standpoint of revenues. The packers,.if
they control this market, can control all the markets of the world
If you put a tax on them, of course, they would have to pay a certain
amount of money into the Public Treasury and the people would
have to pay that much more for their beef. But I did notunderstand that you were presenting it from the standpoint of revenue;
I thought you were presenting it from the standpoint of protection
of that industry. Now, if you are going to present it from the standpoint of revenue, I should think that the last thing possible that we
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ought to impose a tax on for revenues would beh a thing that is8
universlly, consumed as a food product y thepeople. :So, 0 would
not:0be dis§posed sympathetically to look at it from the standpoint
of revenue.
I want to get just a little detailed information: Will you name the
countries from which beef is imported0td into this country?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I think the larger volume of beef comes from
the Argentine.
Senator SIMMONS The packers, you say, control the situation
there?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. The packers havefthe principal plants there.
Senator StMmoNs. I am just trying to nd out how powerful the
packers are.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, my information is, Senator, that theo thre
big packers have 20 or 21 plants in South America. My information
comes from a packing house official. If that is true-XSenator SIMMONS (interposing). And that gives them control of
the beef markets-Mr. ARmSTRoNO-(interposing). And there are no other plants of
consequence in South America?
Senator SIMMONS. Go now to the next country.
Mr. ARMSTTRONG. And that gives control to them :of the frozen
beef industry of that country.
,Senator SrMmONS. Go to tle next..
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I do not pretend to be well- informed on these
subjects, but I know the packers have plants in-AlAustralia and New
Zealand . There is not a meat-producing country in the world that
produces a large amount of meat that dare say that
theipackers
have not plants.
Senator SIMMONS. Then, in that situation, in your judgment, the
packers are in no danger from competition from the outside?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. -They compete with themselves:alone. A
Senator SIMMONS. And they control this market absolutely?f::
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir.
Senator Swmows. And every other market?
Mr. ARsnTRoNo. Yes, sir.
Senator SmIMoNs. Did you refer to the American packers when
you say they have plants all over the world?
Mr. ARMSTRONa I am speaking of the American packers. Gentlemen, let me say this again, that I am not unfriendly to the packers.
They are my personal friends. I have been associated with them,
and they do not regard me as unfriendly. But they have got too
much power, and that power ought to be curtailed, and this is but a
step in that direction.
Senator SMOOT. Mr. Armstrong, you have touche& pon the question in the proper place, when you said that as 'far astheconsumer isi
concerned tfhe retailer is the man who charges the exorbitant prices.
Mr. ARMUSTRONG. That is my undertandig. My. understanding
at this time is that the packers' wholesale prices are now reasonable;
that the retailer is the man who is doing the profiteering.
Senator SmoOT. When thepackers were paying $9 to $10 for lamb,
and now they are paying $2 or $3, lamb chops are just as high to-day
to theeonsumer as they were at that time.
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Mr. tARsTRONG. We have got too many retail establishments.
Tht packer has his cold-storave plants, and it seems to PPme to be in
the interest of economy that le do the reailing, and that he should
be regulated, and that he should be allowed a reasonable profit for
his service, and that the producer be allowed to received a reasonable-profit, and I think that that is really the final solution of the
V
problem.
Senator MCCUMBER. Would you put all of the little
butcherishops
in the little villages all over the country out of business and put that
business into the hands of the packers?
.Mr ARMsTRONG. I think you would get better service if you: did
that; you would get better meat and geit in the long run at a more
reasonable price.
Senator MCCUMBER. What would you have him do as a businessend him into the stock raising, then?
Mr. ARMsTRONG. Of course, it might be best for him to: do; the
stock rai , too. Butt he would not want to go that far, and you
could not get him that far. But the packer has the instrumentality
for handle the beef from the hoof to the consumer.
Senator M[CCUMBER. That is true-of every great monopoly in the
United States. If they could be the producer and the retailer, too,
the American public could have its meat cheaper, so far as profits are
concerned.:- But what would the balance of the American people be
doing if they: allow a few monopolies to be the entire producers; and
:if it wouldapply to the meat gusines, would it not apply to every
other character of -business?
Mr. A"TONG We have got the monopolies, and we have been
trying to break up: monopolies here: for a number of years: meffe:tually. We had just as well recognize the fact that they are here and
regulate them. We are not going to break them up.
Senator WATSON. Mr. Chairman, I do not desire to interrupt
the witness, but while this is very interesting I am reminded that we
;
are here to make a tariff bill.
Senator SIMONs. You can no more regulate the retailers than you
can the'packers.
Senator IA FoLLEtm. Just a moment. You stated that so far
as the wholesale price is concerned that the packer is charging rea
sonably?I
Mr. ARMsTRONG. That is my understanding; yes, sir.
Senator IA F6LumTr. But at the present the price that he pays
the producer of bef is not unreasonable is it?
Mfr. ARMSTRONG. It is about 50 per cent of the cost of production.
Senator IA FOLLETrE. At the present time?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir.:
Senator IA FOLLEzrr. At the present time he is taking his excessive profit out of the producer of beef instead of taking it out of his
wholesale price to the public?
Mr. ARMsTRONG. I doubt very much if he is making an excessive
- D
9: S
E\
;$: o. ;;D;
:profit. X y.
:Senator SIMONs. He is taking his excessive profit out of the producer and giving the retailer an opportunity to get his excessive
profit in another wayf
Senator LAIFoLL. Yes.He
iW
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TALLOW.
(Paragraph 701.]

STATEMENT OF FLOYD K. BARNES CINCINNATI, OtiO :UPRE.
S OF Di
UNITD
BENTING LAUNDRY SOAP eNAO
STATUS
Mr. BARNES. My address is Cincinnati, instead of Washington
D C as printed in the schedule. I am connected with the Procter &
Gamtle Co.* of Cincinnati, Ohio and represent the Soap Makers'
Association on tariff questions. I am speaking more particularly to
paragraph 701, namely, tallow.
Tallow represents one of the principal basic raw materials of sos
and to-day i approximately 25 per cent of our raw materials. We
are asking that tallow remain on the free list.
About 75 or 80 per cent of the laundry soap sold in the United
States are tallow soaps. These soaps divide into two natural groupswhite laundry soaps and yellow laundry soaps, which are so-called
rozin soaps.
In 1913 the price of white laundry soap was-6.4 cents per pound.
I put it on a pound basis, for the reason that the bars vary in size.
The peak of the high prices carried this soap to a price of 12* cents
per pound. To-day that soap is selling at 74 cents per pound.
Yellow laundry soap which ih 1913 sold at 54 cents per- pound,
and at the peak of prices was selling at 10 cents per pound,
is selling at 6 cents per pound. The difference between the 1913 and
the 1920 prices represent to a very large extent the increased cost of
transportation of raw materials; the balance represents higher costs
on raw materials and higher labor costs. The-soap makers of this
country have been bending their efforts in recent months toward
getting the price of soap down to the price unit which is popular with
the public at large, and that is a 5-cent bar of soap.
We find in this proposed tariff, however, that all of our principal
raw materials such as oils and fats, are bein1 put on a dutiable basis,
whereas they have always been duty free. allow and oils represent
at least 50 per cent of our raw materials. This means, as we explained
in a previous hearing, that we are facing an advance in the price of
soap which will approximate 15 to 20 per cent of the present selling
price. It means a so that the duty which istbeing assessed on tallow
and other commodities in which we are interested will not be a revenue producer. Take, for example, the matter of tallow. We have
always exported more tallow than we have imported, with a possible
exception of the two war years when tallow came into the United
States freely from -New Zealand and Australia, principally due to a
desirable shipping condition which prevented the tallow from going
to England. At will, therefore, not be a revenue producer, because
the importation is practicallyprohibited.
f: eV
It is not going to benefit the cattle grower. Only about
one-third
of the tallow in the United States is produced in packing houses from
the killing of the stock. The other two thirds is produced from the
rendered stock, the so-called butcher's scrap, and restaurant scraps
which is collected by rendererss all over the United States and t ie
tallow rendered out of it. So that as far as helping the cattle grower
it means nothing, for the simple reason that an average steer wili
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produce only from 7 to 9 pounds of inedible tallow, which at a half
cent a pound means a matter of 31 cents. It is entirely too small to
be passed back to the man who is raising the cattle.
senator WATSON. What was your statement made about the relative quantity of imports and exports of tallow?

Mr. BARNES. I said that the exports of tallow have always exceeded
the imports with the exception of two years.
Senator WATSON. What two years were those?
Mr. BARNES. From 1918 to 1919.
.Senator SMOOT. Those are calendaryears?
Mr. BARNES. Those were calendar years; yes, sir. The reason for
that is this: It is simply a trading propositioh. There are times when
the tallow producers and-renderers of this country have a better
market in Europe, and. they take advantage of it, and rightly so.
There are other tunes when the price of tal~ow in South Anierica or
in other countries is on a buying basis, so far as the United States is
concerned, and at those times the soap: makers take advantage of
those market conditions, and it is for that reason-we have an exportation of tallow, and that we also have an importation of tallow.
Senator WALSH. Is the rendering business in the hands of: a few
people in the country?
Mr. BARNES. It is pretty largely controlled by the Chicago packers.
Senator WALSHu. And they have agents all over the country to
visit the butcher markets?
Mr. BARNES. Yes, sir. TheyCo0llect the scrap8'sfrom the butcher
shops and restaurants.
Senator WALSH. And have it shipped to a central point ?
Mr. BARNES. And have it shipped to central rendering points. It
is a very large business, as far as those concerns are concerned.
Senator WALSH. They are not owned directly by the packers but
by subsidiary corporationsf
Mr. BARNES. They are all subi~ar corporations. The soap
manufacturer is in the unfortunate condition to-day under th is''
tariff program of practically losing al of his principal raw materials7
and all of the work we have done for the last 30 years in the developing
of our supply of raw materials in these far countries is absolutely
being torn down.X
Senator WATSON. Did you use tallow in the manufacture of soap
during the operation of the Payne&Aldrich Act?
Mr. BARNES. There was practically no tallow came in. We used
what we could buy in this country.
Senator WATSON. The tariff was just the-same as here provided, a
half cent a pound?
Mr. BARNES. There waA no tallow came in, except inf smalluantities; the duty was prohibitive; as a matter of fact,:I think the revenue averaged only about $3,500 a year under that tariff. So that it
was practically nothing.
In our hearing before the Ways and Means Cominittee of the House
we unfortunately came in at the very end of the dafy, and were only
given a very few minutes. Our briefs were filed, and the subcommittee that gave careful consideration to these briefs on oils and fats
recommended to the full committee that they remain on the free list.
But they wwere overruled, as the bill indicates, and we are asking that,
as far as the soap trade is concerned, our raw materials be left on the
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same; basis as they have practically always ben, nd that is 'on the
free list.
Senator WATSON. The imports of tallow for 1921 were 1,762,000
pounds. Did that all ao into the manufacture of soap?
Mr. BARNES. I WOUiA say that practically all of the tallow that is
imported is ndnedible tallow and therefore used for soap.
:Senator WATSON. Suppose that we excluded it absolutel; w Iould
that interfere with the manufacture of your soap? Have you not
other raw materiEals?
Mr. BARNES. There is nothing going to interfere, Senator, with the
manufacture of soap. W-eare going to manufacture soap just 0th
same as we have always done, but the consumer is going to pay more
for it.
Senator MCCUMBER. What proportion of a pound of laundry soapV
is represented in the tallow?
Mr. BARNES. Tallow represents 25 per cent of all the raw materials
that go into soap.
Senator'MCCUMBER. That would be one-fourth -pound. If ou
added the tariff it would be a quarter of a cent added to 'a pound of
soap that would be charged to the consumer.
Mr. BARNES. Correct; yes, sir.
What other faM do you put into soap besides
SenatorSMOOT.
-

tallo-w~?

Mr. BARNES. All of the vegetable and fish oils. Ther-eis an -ex
tensive development in this country of the hvdrogenation of fats,
including soya- ean oil and cocont-oil; but they are all in this tariff
propositionso that the soap mAker is in a very unfortunate positon.
Senator McCUMBER. If the tallow would tiLdd a penny to every
4 pounds of laundry soapMr. BARNES (interposing). It is more than that, Senator.
Senator MCCUMBER. At 1 cent a pound?
Mr. BARNES. You have no small units of currency in this country,
and when you have a price of 54 cents means that the soap is going
to be sold on the next largest unit.
Senator MCCUMBER. I assume, however, that the manufacturer
sells, of course, to the wholesaler, and therefore where' h`e does that
he does take into consideration quarters of a cent a Pound:?
Mr. BARNES. He may take it into'consideration,-but his.profit is
based on that, and the retailer's profit is based on that. It is a
cumulative proposition, and when the retailer gets it,, if the price is
54 cents, he can not sell soap at 54 cents, unless there was some
customer willing to buy 10 bars of soap, and he gets a unit price.
Senator MCCUMBER. That is the retailer?
Mr. BARNES. Yes; but the average consumer can not buyo 10 bars
of soap at one time; he is in no position to pay it. Therefore, when
he gets down to the smaller unit of price it is a matter of 54 cents,
the consumer pays 6 cents a bar for it. That is the practical working
of it.X
Senator SMOOT.H If you put less tallow in you put more oil in the
making of your soap?
Mr.:BARNES. The raw materials are interchangeable.
Senator SMoor. Could you use more tallow than the 25 per cent
and make soap?
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Mr. BARNzS. We can use il the tallow that is produced in the
world in the United States in soap making.
Senator McCUnBn. What I was aying is that the manufacturer
if there is a quarter of a cent added to the cost bylreason of the tari
on tallow, can sell to the wholesale trade at a quarter of a cent a
pound more, could he not?
Mr. Banxs. Absolutely. But tallow is only one of our items
that is affected.
Senator WALsa. The importation of this tallow tends to serve as
competitive with the tallow produced by these rendeg companies,
who control -the whole output of the UTmted States?
Mr. BARNES. In some respects it has a leveling influence, because
if the renderers are not satisfied with the price of tallow they are
going to hold it, and it has that effect at times.
Senator SMaOT. Tallow is cheaper to-day than the oils, is itnot?
Mr. BAuNES. As a general rule tallow is. Tallow to-day is about
61 to 7 cents a pound.
Senator LA FOLLErT. Is it a duty that you manufacturers can
pass along without any. difficulty; the duty retained upon tallow is
an added cost to manufacturers that you can pass along?
Mr. BARNES. Absolutely.
Senator LA FOLLnrn. So that it is something that falls upon the
consumer?
Mr. BARNES. Absolutely; it will mean 15 to 20 per cent advance
on common laundry soaps in the United States.
Senator SmO . By the retailer?
Mr. BARNES. By the retailer td the consumer.
Senator IA Fo r. Is your interest-in beiin here to speak for
free raw material solely one of consideration for the consumer?
Mr. BARNEs. Absolutely the cause of the consumer is the cause of
the manufacturer. That has been the position of the soap trade
right straight through in these tariff hearings, because so far as the
soap trvde is concerned it is not going to make one bit of difference
to us in our manufacturing of soap. We are going to continue to
make soap, but it will cost the consumer more.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. You are going to make just as much soap
and you make just a much profit ?I
Mr. BARNES. We hope we will make some profit. We have not
seen suchI a thing for so long that we do not know what it looks like.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Where have you been during the war?
[Laughter]
Mr. BARNES. We were all right until the war ended, and thenSenator LA FOLLETTE (interposing). You were all right until the
war ended?
Mr. BARNES. Then the perpendicular drop in pricetcame along, and
the soap trade has been taking losses for two years.
Senator McCUMBER. Has it taken enough losses to balance the
profits during those witr years?
Mr. BARNES. We have lost it all.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. What is your protection-what duties do
you have -on soap?
Mr. BARNES. We asked the Ways and Means Committee Wt-leave
soap stand where it was.
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soap staind
senator L FoLum sWhere did
Mr. BARNES. That we were not interested '-in a duty on, imported
0soap; that the soap makers in the United States were well able to
take care of themselves.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. NotwithstandingMr. BARNEs (interposinT).
They increased it for u.
Senator LA FOLLrrz. £hen, you did not want it?
Mr. BAarEs. No, sir; and then they turned around and interfered
with our whole relations in this country on our raw materials.
Senator WALoS. I think the soap people wanted soap free if the
materials were made free.
Mr. BARNES. That was one of our statements; yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETT. Do you want this increase on the manu-V
factured product, which has been put into the Fordney bill, if the
dty upon tallow is to be retained?
Mr. BARNEs. We care nothing about that. It can leave soapd
where it was so far as the soap trade is concerned.
Sena0torLA FOLIEToE. Even though the duty on tallow be retained?
;O
? X0:0. X
Mr. BARNES. That puts the soap trade at a disadvantage, there is
no question about that.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Justwhatdisadvantagedoes that put you to0
Mr. BARNES. For the simple reason-Senator LA FoLLETr. (interposing). You say you can pass it
along without any difficulty, and that nobody will be hurt by it but
the consumer. You arouse my curiosity a bit.
Mr. BARNES. For this reason, Senator
Senator LA FOLLETTE (intergosing). We have seen so much Philanthropyin this country in tie last three or four or five years and
so much keenness of interest in the consumer that we become a bit
Mr. BARNES. Our keenness so far as the consumer is concerned,
is, of course, to attain a small unit of price, because naturally in the
soap business, as well as any other'biusiness, when your unit of price
is small your consumption is larger and we can not attain that low
unit of price if our raw materials are taken off the free list. It is
not entirely philanthropy.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. How much laundry soap do we export?
Mr.; BARExs. About $14,000,000 was exported,: I think, in the last
year.
Senator LA FOLLZT.About 100,000 000 pounds?
Mr. BARNES. I think that is correct. I have it in the brief here.
Senator LA FoLLEITE. We are able to walk right into the foreign
trade in a pretty lusty sort of a way ?;
Mr. BARNES. CYe, sir; but weQwVinl lose it all if bour traw materials
areS;made dutiable.
SenatorLA :FOLLZETz. It would raise quite a lather, I should
-- think. [Laughter.]
Mr. BARNES. It has taken us years of effort to build this export
business up.
Senator MCADER. Has the witness testified how much soap was
imported last year?;
Senator WALsH. That is all in the record.
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Mr. BARNES. It has been all presented,: and I have a brief that I
would like to offer.:
Senator -MioCuMBx R. Very well; that will be printed as part of
your remarks.
RIEF OF THE LAUNDRLY SoA MANUFACTURERS OF TAE UNITED STATXE.

A duty of one-half cent per pound is proposed in the Fordney taiff bill upon animal
tallow. This duty woulc be porohibitive of imports and would, therefore, yield no
revenue.
Animal tallow is olhe fiee list in the taiiff of 1913, paragraph 622.
Under the tariff act of 1909 a duty of one-half cent per pound was placed on tallow.
While this duty was in forice therewere .practically no importations, the average
impori4n binu 6nly 760,000 pounds annuly.
f
cent per pound onan
talThe taiffacto! 190 placed a duty o thrfourths
low. Whieths duty wias Ineffect the impoftations of tallow were even le than
while.:the dity of -one-halfcent Verp'ound was operative. In 1908 the importations
were only slightly over 300,000 pounds'.:
th~e entire eight years that duty wasin'force on tallow importations the
revehue income was onl'y $3,576.70. Itisob.vioustherefore, that atariff on
averaPo tallow;
creates an effective embargo upon import because the'. laundry-oap
maker Can not afford to buy it with the duty added to0thValue. Futher, inamuch
as imports decrease to negative volume under the weight of a duty no revenue worthy
of consideration is reultant from such duty. The following table shows the annual
importations and exports of tallow from 1908 to 1920, inclusive, together with the

.During.

prevailing rate of duty in force:

Duty,

Amont. lue.Va0

Amount.

Value.

Pou::de.Ce:t
.Pouds
f 0.
282,074 9o1,39?,507
.....7$5,30,219

.304,7.5

190.
364,964
28,299 53,332 767 3_ 000366
.
1910 ................................
117,484
...61..
7,;081
7940
81,4
1,7
1910.j
1911 .....................984,38
29,8'13154 1I 933,681
81,~~640
1912.
347, 837,
25,96lm 39, 451,419 2,388,O46
:#
1,79, 45S8
264 , 1,945
1913
1913.880,~~~~~~~~~~~~.W283
.70,618 28,2.64,22
..............
...
ree. 1B0Rt12,698519
833,549
1914.F
9,98D 066
621,296
3,
3,577,476
233,
08
703
.Free.
N88,
1,952,189
o1915,
Free. 13, 06, 64'0 1, ,759 16, 338, 57
1916
1, 573,18
1917 .Free. 73,619,524
7,505,880 1,196,305
1918.Free. 61 885,808 7,444,230 4,222,657
745,977
1919.F
Free. 12,006, 189 1812,093 38, 953,783
.
6,370,112
199.Free.
ee.
13,398,885 1, 72, 13 17,494,887 2, 58, 494
1..............
.....
.....................

...

.......

.

2-9,S379,99

2

.

9,97,325

...................................

It will be noted from'the above that wlh'e'n the duty was removed 'from tallow in
to enter the country in fair volume. It will be further
1913 that ifiportations b
notedthat in 'the 13.yeas covered by the above table that 10 yeas of the 13 show a
preponderance of exports over imports, which in moot of tha years in which this condition obtained amounted:to man millions.
With an exportable surplu o'f tallow' e United States it can readily be' seen that
there is no need for a duty upon tallow and no stonger reason could be furnished for
the retention of tallow upon the free list as provided in the act of 1913.
The following table reveals the consumption of animal tallow by the soap makers
of the United i%;,tes during the years 1912, 1914, 1916, :*.ud 1917:
Pounds.

Year.

Percentage

of
total fats and

oils used.

23
30.7
1912.
........00
8,8:50..........
270, 713,0O
28.9
1914 ....
: ,
..tO
...............................388,.31N..
1916.B
aQ 1
1917 ............................................36,.,00.............
27. 1
3CM7,
SW
Average annual consumption ...............I.............I
302,65, 500.
.......

..............................

.........
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From the above table it will be noted that animal tallow is one of the most important
,basic raw materials used in the,manufacture of soap, the percentage used varying
from 27,1W4 30.7, of all oils and fats used in the manufacture of soap.
The'animal tWllow-.which is imported into the United States for the use of the- soap
makers originates in South America, Australia and New Zealand for the most part,
with importations of lea. consequence -trom china. The soa maker, it should be
nted out is interested only'in inedible tallow, the grade of tallow commonly used
or soap. Zle is not interested in the grade of tallow classed as edible as relates to
domestic tallow or to imported tallow.
While the importations of animal tallow are not large under normal conditions they
are nevertheless, important, first, in that they contribute to the miscellany of fats
and oils which the soap maker "mst constantly have available to draw upon with the
upward fluctuations of the market and without which wide ranp of choice the price
of commino'n'seap would 'fluctuate up aind 0downthe price scale in place of remaining
almost constantly a fixed entity. Under previous tariff acts in which his raw materials
have entered free of duty, the soap maker, with the stocks of the world to draw fron,
has been able to change his formula as one oil or fat ascended in price'to a height
beyond which the seap miker could reach to another oil or fat less expensive, thereby
enablingthe soap maker to hold the price of a bar of soap at a low level. Following
out this line of procedure the soap maker, when the price of tallow goes beyond his
reach, is not forced to change his formula, but merely switches to South American
tallow., le may buy only sparingly, but by this respite he is able to hold the price
of common soap at a constant level.
We come, therefore, to the second benefit resultant from free animal tallow which
is that th'e impordtatons exercise a price leveling influence preventing the upbuilding
of artificial domestic prices1 a benefit which directly redounds to the public good as
the price of soap thus remains at a constant low level.
That the seap maker does: pass on to the consumer the- savingswhich he effects in
the purchase of his raw maten'als is undeniably manifested in the constantly low price
of common soap. fit is, of coiirse, not to6be adjudged that the soap maker is of more
philanthropic turn of mind than other buiness men, for as a point of fact the lau'ndrysoap business is of-such highly competitive nature that every - man-ufacturer is compelled tdsell:the consumer the loweet posbleprced soap consistent with the-quality
-and size of the cake if he exects to retain or increase his business. In the-highly
competitive la'undry-so'ap field therefore, the o slyefactor which can increase the price
of soap throughoutt the' United Sta'tes is the marked increase ef the' price of soap makers
raw' mrnaterials. Seto lbng as thle so'ap maker can, by the exercise ofthe greatest agility,
switch from one oil or fat to another the price of'soap stays down and the length of
time which the 2ce' stays down depends upon the freedom of choice which the soap
maker 0 ie-Ln1draw1ing upon the wide world supply of raw materials. Limit his
abilit to do tis, however, and force him to make soap from high-p'nc'ed edible oils
and t 'e prceof laundry soap will no longer' remain
al ynonym of cheapness.
Thee widespread distribution of soap factoies throughoutthe United States and thF
comparatively large' number of these factories make for the most active'c6mpetition.
There are and can be no territorial divisions of markets in the soap business and no
regulation of volume of business or prices amon 'the 371 soapP makers of the United
States distributed as they are from Maine to California.
We give herewith report from the 1914 "Census of Manufacturers" showing total
number of soap makers in the United States and their location:
New Yrk..65 Maryland ..............
3
Illinois.
.............. 27
Connecticut ..........12.......
: 2
New Jersey.........................
2
Gorgia
Pennsylvania .........:.......... 50 Kentucky.
3
Missouri
. .......9 Tennessee.........................
3
Ohio .......................I... 30 Texas.
8
Massachusetts
24 Nebraska......................... 2
Indiana .............. .............. 12 Kansas............................. 6
Cabiforna ......................
O
r e g
. 25
.n 3
11 Washington..................: 2
Wionsin
RhWe Island...................... 11 All other 'States ..............:.. 22
Iowa.X.:.V.....'...0.................... 8
Minnesota...........6...............6
Total....................... 371
Michigan...
:1]1
...................

.

.

.

.
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A TARF OW MIMAL TALLOW WOULD NOT DUNEFIT Tun FARmXR.

There are two grades of tallow produced'in the United Stats, the first of these
grades is edible tallow and naturally commands the highest price. In this grade
(if tallow the soap maker has no interest as he can not compete with the manubcturer
of edible products. The second grade of tallow is the inedible tallow of which the
soap maker uses practically the entire production of the country with the exception
of the exports and small quantities used for stuffing leather, in lubricating greases,
and similar technical usages.
The following table reveals the tota lproduction and consumption oftallow, edible and inedible, during recent years, together with imports and exports during
these years:
;
:
ports.
0'ion
t .'tV f f 0'^EXb
f-t
--:E
::0~
.
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0
seo x
9, MW, 000
aa
im
1914 ...,
ss,*aiw
29,89,000
1915 a
374,143,000 3,677 000
9411,296,000
411,2480
000
,
19168.4284.9..
.6,,
15,338,000
,
13,07
r8i49,000
42,013,
7,510,000
0M 481,060 000 73,620,000
..
1917...
000
1918.450,8, 000 541,714, 000 51,8,000
4,223,
38,
9, 000
12,09,
000
848
449,748,000
.
472, 000
1919.
192.
.300,344,000 284, 433, 000 14, 935, 000 20, 9, 000
Yfr.

:

:

Prod

~~~~~~.
.f
.D "W:'000;00
.000
.a.D .S.:
.i

t -The average ptannuaIconsumptioof tllow, both ediblead inedible, shown by
the "abovb' table- Is slightly- over 4;O0,000~b000Opouinds' anually.,FromF t'ab~le twoof hisbrief itw:ill ben'o~tedthat'thewconsption of tallow by the
soasp industry ave h about 00,000,000pound anully. T is inedible tallow
edible ptucti,
only, the
balance od
By copaing conumtion inI the soap Industr with total tallow COnsnptiOninS
it w bi e snthathe soap kerth e-fourthi ofall thet ellow
the United Stiates
consumed in the United Stats.- Inasmuch as the soap maker can afford to ue -only
tallow
the:
at least
-fouth of
inedible:tallow it nbe id infertially tat
consumed in te nited States
w is inedible tallow. We stremthi s point because we
desire to brii out tihe fact thatin the' consideration of the matter of animal tallow in
relation to trffsthatthe ap mer iprimaily concerned d will be the chief
sufferer from 'te effect. of'a duty. Likes the'p maer isabout thle only manuto import tllowr, as the imports oftalclw
nfacutue who hs anyimportat desire orWneed
:for purpose other than; soapmaking are negligble..;
Inasmuch as the experience of former yew when tarife on tallow were in effect
proves
thatiaodun on tallow is nonpructive of revenue owing to the soap makier'
ability to buy the tallow to the value of which a duty has been added, we will now
0examine into :'the element of protection to Ameicanprodusinvolvedinw an import
lrevy upon tallow.
The follo table from Bulletin 769 of the United States Department of Agriculture reveals the production of edible and inedible tallow by the packing houses of
the United State:
as

'itao

Tallow vroductediblad inedible.

Pound.
Calendar year:
Pounds,
Calendar year:
1918 .
1912 ....202,946,000.......
304, 891,000
1914 .227,339,000.......
251,834, 318
19199.
1920 .
1916 .
263,989,589
275,511,000
1917 .268,825,000
Of the above production of tallow we will again point out that the soap maker
is interested in'ouly the inedible grade of tallow.
The yield of inedible tiallow*'per head of cattle slaughtered in the United States
is about 7 or 8 pounds. The former figure was included in the testimony of the packers
at Chicago and is therefore probably more nearly accurate. The sahughterings of
cattle 'under Government inspection for the fiscal years ending June 30, from 1911
to 1920, inclusive, are given in the table below along with the estimated yield of
inedible tallow which would be produced therefrom on the basis of 7 pounds of
inedible tallow from each head of beet live stock.

Table: Cat le slaughterings under Government inspection and estimated yield of inedible tal ow therefrom.
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Cattle slaUgbterings under Government inspection and estimated yield of inedible tallow
Cattle

slaughtered.
19112.7,71,000
,i
,,
X
7,532,006.
1913
7i,155
816

01912.

.
8,72'117
1915 .,9'8...4,402
1914

Estimated
Inedible

Cattle

slaughtered.

tallow
produced.
Pousda.

4,08m8819
48,748,814

produced.

Pound
0
7,
8
48
X096M
19179
,29989
10 8287
1918 ...

54,4,7,210 1916 ..............

52,724,035
50
090,712

Estit
Inedible
tallow

1919
19

1,241,'719
.9,7097,719

r,

,W4

78,568,'009
,03
78,892
87,986,033

.::en tha
that on the basis of the maximum years' .sab
slaughtering. of cattle as
be _see
It willA_.
reached in 19Y9 the production of inedible tallow by packing houses was 78,692,033
pounds. The greater part of the inedible tallow produced in the United Stateijs the
product of tallow renderers who accumulate the scraps from butcher shops, restaurants,
etc., and in which :the- farmer has not the slightest concern. The figure 78,692,033
represents the maximum amount of tallow which could be influenced by the proposed
levy of one-half cent per pound on animal tallow in the Fordney bill on the basis of
which influence the -Amerncan farmer or the packer could benefit. The price of edible
tallow will not be influenced because the inedible grade is the only grade on which
the. duty will be operative as-previously explained.
The figure 78,692,033 pounds does not represent all the inedible tallow consumed by
the laundry-soap maker but it is all that can come from the packing houses and therefore all that concerns the American farmer. Let us see then how much the American
farmer can benefit by the assng of one-half cent per pound duty on the soap makers'
tallow.
The yield of in'edible' tallow from each 900' to 1,000 pound steer sent to market by
the farmer, it has been stated, is 7 pounds One-half cent per pound increase in price
on the 7-pound inedible tallow. yield 'from the 900 to 1,000 pound steer would
involve the tremendously important sum of 34 cents. Granting for the sake of an
argument'that the dut ,of one-half cent per pound on tallow would raise the price of
inedible tallow an equivalent amount the increase in value on an entire carload of
steers would not, equal 75 cents.
It is necessary that it be kept in mind at all times in connection with our discussion
of a duty on aimual tallow thatithis duty will be operative only on the inedible grade,
as thisisthe onIl' grade
imported.,
t'e cents, while this would e a very small incremedo'return on the
Retiing to 3te
carcass of a 1 000 pound steer, it should be stated that-even ths insignificant increase
in value would not result from'the placing of a duty upon animal tallow, because the
soap maker would not be able to purchase tallow if the price were raised and would
cease using it, depending upon. upplies of other oils and fats for his raw materials.
As we have repeatedly pointed out, the soap maker can not pay high prices for his raw
materials and make low-priced soap. If the price of one raw material becomes unduly
high he. must change his formula and use other raw materials. If tallow becomes
high in price the soap maker must then make his choice from the next most suitable
raw material.
In former days when tallow was assessed a duty it was probably considered as a
rotective measure to a great many small packing houses scattered over the V'nited
packing-house organizations
tates. Since the combining of such plants intoalare
it is understood that such protection has not been needed. According to the Federal
Trade Commission report of 1919 on the meat-packing industry 82.2 per cent of all
interstate slaughter of cattle was by five packing houses and their subsidiary and
affiliated companies. It is not improbable that these five packing organizations
produce 85 per cent of the packing-house output of inedible tallow of the United
ht

A

f ::::h .i:_._.

PROPOSED DUTY ON TALLOW I VIRTUALLY PROHIBITIVE ON BASIS OF NORMAL VALUE.

:

The rice of inedible tallow in 1914 and 1915 before the strain of fillinEuropean
demorn safor glycerin and all fats and oils began to be felt averaged 6. 6 and 6.33
Cents, respec-tively.
T floing table hows the averagemonthly price for the first seven months of
1921 for the two most important grades of inedible tallow used by soap makers in the
pa

Eastern part of the United States.

veaemtr

e

Table: Market prices on inedible tal ow, 1921.
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Market pe. on ineibl talo, 11.
(Per hundred pounds.J

n.Feb.'
sLaItaow ....15
61
_Otty
Prim citytow.4..4...........
&33..
j5,3. 409
a

Mar.

Apr. May.

June.

S.509

$W
4.00

$6.22
4.t0

$4.80
3.84

4.10

July
$4.61
3.51

The above market prices may be said to be those which will be a part of a normal
price range such as will prevail in yeaws to -come. It can- readily be seen therefore
that with market prices for domestic inedible tallow ranging from Si cents per pound
to 61 cent. per pound that an import duty of one-hal! cent per pound or from 14 to
8 per-cent ad valorem would prove anu effective barrier
to impor, particularly on
inedible tallow the ratio of interchangeability of which with the general run of
animal and veetable oils and fats is high when considered in relation to soap making.
With an inhibition of imports it would naturally follow that the revenue yield would
be negligible.
If croborative evidence is neededfor: our statement tothe effect that a duty of
onae-half eIt per; pound on' tallow would be virtu lly pibitive of exps and
therefore eentially non(revenuee roducin rk eience need only be made to the first
table-of this brief, i which -it shown that when eth onetaif cent per pound
duty on- tallow wa i effect between 1909 and 1913
I_the rly importations of tallow
dred up to the fntesttrickle,a gg tn
0 pounds annualy, and this
c
a tday.1
at a time whoa relatively the sme icale of market ""previled
The ludy apmae asking that animal-talfow be retained on the free list
l1s in mind fundentally the necesity fo the ated of his business of a flexible
supplyof raw materils. h addition of a duty -on animal tallow will merely decratse the number of imported raw materials upon which he can draw by one. This
has been`d emonstrated by the effect of a duty upon tallow in the two tariff acts
prior to 1913.
Thesp maker would not be forced to pay more for domestic tallow were a duty
to be placed upon imported tallow becasii of the wide intrhnseability of other
fats and the several animal and vegetable oils with tallow. If Ulow increased in
price to a point beyond which the soap maker could afford to pay he must perforce
use other raw materials, and thus the domestic consumption of animal tallow is
: decree ed.
ff
fE:
VA uarfON AN ILfT.ALLOWACcr01 TO DECRzASE DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION.
In 1912, with:aduty of one-half center pound in effect on animal tallow, the soap.
maker used 238,685,000 pounds of animal tallow; in 1917, with no duty in force, he
sed 362,297,000 pounds of animal tallow, an increase in consumption bf 123,612,000
pounds, or 51 per cent.
The total exports of aimal tallo from the T'ni.e States for the six yearn preceding
1914, when there wa ta
taffihfect bna
talow were a imately 2 0,0
pounds*- or an average of 45,000,000 pounds per annum. The total exports for the six
years following the removal of the tariff were approximately 104;,000,600 pounds, or
an average of 17,000, pounds annually. The inference to be drawn from this is
that under the stimlus of false ideas as to tie value of animal tallow under the then
existiing barrier of &'tariff the holdersthereof kept their product out of the channels of
domestic consumption because the soap makers could not afford to buy as heavily,
forcing larger quantities of it into export channels probably at smaller profit than
Could have been obtained in the domestic market had same been Properly encouraged.
The price-leveling influence of the small amounts§of imported tallow which come
into the United States is as much in favor of the domestic tallow prodiicer as it is in
the favor of the soap maker. It'prevents the establishment of artificial prices upon
domestic tallow, which may be pleasant to contemplate but are absolutely devroid
of solid benefit to those who endeavor to maintain them, because when the artificially
high price is established the soap maker ceases to buy owing to his ability to use other
raw materials, and tallow which might thereby have gone into consumption remains
unconsumed. Leave the market for tallow open to the unrestricted operation of the
laws of supply and demand and the domestic consumption of tallow will be largely
increased.
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We maintain that the foregoi observaton applies to all aniimal and vegetable oils
Because of Ithe ihitercihanability of these O;I and fiti a duty upon imand fats.
ported oils and fats which are alle ed to cornet with domestic oils and fats would
injure fthe. domestic ptduct infinitely more than it will do it good through the automatic damper placedupon consumption. Even if high prices were artifi ally created
in the markets for any domestic animal or vegetable oil or fat, their creation would
automatically creae a vacuum of nonusae resultant not of profit to the domestic producer who siuppisedly profits by them bitt of decreased consumption of his product
and of lasting inijry tohis industry,
The soap maker sks that animal tallow be retained on the free list not because he is
forced -to use it but because the imposition of a duty will interfere with the wellordered conduct'of his business, because the duty will be productive only of annoyance
to the soap malker ;and nonproductive of customs revenue or of benefit to the farmer,
the packer, or other domestic producer.
Paragraph'498, free list, act of 1913, "Greases, fats, and oils (exceptin fish oils) not
chemically compounded such as are commonly used for soap making.' Becaise of
the fact thiat there are certain nondescript soap makers' raw materials which have no
definite clarification and which are of importance in the aggreate it is respectfully
requested of the committee that such a paragraph be included in the pending tariff
measure.
Laundry-soap manufacturers of the United States: F. M. Barnes, Procter & Gamble Co.; Ruse I Colgate, Colgate & Co.; F. R. Collingwood, Fels & Co.; Louis H.
Waltke, Wm. Waltke & Co.; N. N. Dalton, Peet Pros. Manufacturing Co.

Your psOt-officeV address is Cincinnati?
Senator L FpOLLETE.
Mr. BARNES. I amconnected with the Procter & Gamble
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. I am going to write you a letter.

Co.-)

SAUSAGE CASINGS.

[Paragraph 706:.]
STATEMENT OF A. W.

KEXPNER,1OF

0
3000
0
- :NEW YORK

P. S. OPPENHEIMER &

CITY.

CO.1,

Mr. KEMPNERB. My 'name is -A. KW.Kempner, oLF. S. Oppenheimer
Senator SMooT. Have you a brief that you desire to file?
Mr. KEMPNER. I have been selected by the -members of the tae
as their spokesman in order to save your valuable time. I represent
a number of houses whose representatives are present -and a: number
who are not. I should like to submit a list of those who are here
and those1whom I represent.
(The list referred to is as follows:)
Present; Standard.Caising Co. New York City; M: Brand & Sons, New York City;

Berth Levi & Co.,:New York (Sity; Oppenheimer' Casing Co., Chicago; Brecht Co.,D
St.Loui 'F. 'S. Oppenheimer & CoN We York Cit.0
The following firms are represented by Mr. A. W. Kempne: Early & Moore,iBoston;
Bechstein & Co., New York City; Wolf, Sayer & Heller, Chicago,' M. Ettlinger & 'Co.,
New Yoik City; E. Heymanson Co., New York; Drodel Co., Brooklyn; Massachusetts
:f0 :1
Importing Co., Boston.:

SenatorLA. FOLLETTE. With what firm are you connected.?
Mr. KEMPNER. F. S. Oppenheimer & ::o.
I would like to say that the gentlemen 1for whom I am A*'thorized
to speak dispose of fully 95 per cent of the sausage casing*which are
im orted into the United States.
came as a surprise: to
WhVen the Fordneyfbill was reported it 't
casing trade to find that sausage casings had beenremoved from the
81527-22-scn 7-) 1
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free list, where they had been for over60 years; and this is the St
opportunity that the trade has had tosubmit a protest.
Se'nator SMOOT. Congressman Rainey sont over a -letter addressed
to him inclosing a brief. Do you want this brief printed?
Mr. kEMPNER. I should like to read a few notes elaborating upon
this brief.
House bill No. 7456, in paragraph 706, page 95, proposes to levy
a duty of 15 per cent on sausage casings.
"Sausage casings" is the commercial term -for the cleaned intestines of sheep, cattle, and hogs, and are used as containers for sausage.
likewise.for the manufacture of surgical ligatures.
For the past 50 years-sausage casings have been on the free list,
and in the present 1913 Underwood-Simmons tariff they appear
under paragraph 419.
Sausage casings are produced from sheep, hogs, and cattle, and
have always been-considered as- provide a mean of utilizing as a
desirable and cheap food product timmings, cuts. from primal
pieces of beef, pork, mutton, vealnand other parts of food animals,
i the form of sausage, which is recognized as tihe poor man's food.
The total imports for the year 1919, from the latest available statistics, were valued at $5,629,412, estimated to have been made up
as followSenator Cuwns. This last June report shovws-$6,427,000.
Mr. KzvMPNR. These figures were not available to mxe at the time
this memorandum was prepared. I sent to the customhouse for
them but could not get them.
These imports are stimatd to be made uppas follows: Sheep cas85 pter cent; hog casings 10 -per cent; cattle casings, 6 per cent.
¶t will be readily observTi from these figures that sheep casings
form by far the larger part of the entire importation, and this is
due to the fact:that this article is absolutely required for the manufature of so-called Frankfurter sausages, one of the most popular
food articles in this country.
The~sheej casings produced in the United States are comparatively
of imcpnsejuentiae quantity. Owing to certain soil and breeding
conditions, they are of an inferior quality, and do not supply, conservatively speaking, more than 10 per cent of the quantity actually
required. The other 90 per, cent have to be obtained from foreign
countries.
The importation ofAhe hog casings (10 per cent of total) is made
necessary by the shortage of sheep casings, as certain calibers of
hog casings can be used at times i place of sheep casings. The
United States produce large quantities of hog casings, which are
consumed here and a large surplus exported to all parts of the
world.
Cattle casings are also produced in largeequantitis in this countr,
being partly consumed here, and the surplus exported principalTy
to -uropean countries. Consequently, as hog casings and cattle
casings are produced here in quantities exceeding home consumption, and heavily exported, they require no protective. duty.
While the imports of sausage casings in 1919 were valued at
$5,629,412, it is estimated that for the year 1921 imports will not
exceed $4,000,000, due to deflation, greater purchasing power of the
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dolar, and to decreased consumption, so that for revenue purposes
they will yield only about $600,000 if taxed 15 peircent.,;:.
Th'e imposition of a 15 per cent duty on sausage casinos will-a dd
at least one-half cent per pound to the cost of manufacturing sausage,
and as the article passes through the hands of- a number-of inter
mediaries before it eventually reaches the consumer, each of these
intermediaries will add a percentage of profit. This pyramiding, it
0is estimated, will finally result in enhancing the price of a pound of
sausage from 1 to 2 cents. I have been told since by practical manufacturers that it will probably reach 3 cents,
Senator SMOOT. How many pounds are consumed in the United
States?
Mr. K EMPNER. There are representatives of the sausage makers
of the United States present who have those figures, I believe. I
am not able to speak for them. It is an enormous quantity.
Senator SMOor. I thought you knew, because you said there
would-be only $4,000,000 of importations.
Mr. KEMPNER. That is casings.
Senator SMOOr. That is what I say. We are talking about casings
Senator CuRas. Twelve million seventy-one thousand, to the:
value of $6,000,000, for the year ending June, 1921, according to his
report. At the same time there were exported 29,000,000 at a value
of $5,000,000.
Mr. KEMPNER. For the manufacture of surgical ligatures, for
sewing wounds, the domestic casings, because of inherent defects,:
are far inferior to the imported,. and to tax these would affect every
hospital in the country, and eventually the patient.
: or to the war, German and other European merchants controlled
large quantities of sheep and hog intestines produced in various sections of the world. During the war American houses acquired a large
percentage of the raw material. In order to do so, long-time purchase,
contracts had to be made, some of them extending over a period of
five years and heavy investments were reuisite. To-day these
American merchants are selling this merchandise which they wrested
from the German and other European merchants to Germany an(
elsewhere in Europe.
To impose a duty of 15 per cent on sausage casings means that the
advantages gained by the American merchants will be completely
destroyed, and the "drawback" and "in bond" privilege offers no
relief ecause these casings, salted for preservation only, must come
to the United States for examination and selection, and could not be'
shipped direct to Europe from the point of origin because of the
necessary inspection and selection. If the new tariff is intended to
protect American merchants, it would utterly fail to do so in this
particular instance, and would entail a heavy loss to those interested.
The above argument applies not alone to sheep casings but also
to certain grades of hog casings which are imported from China, and
from which merchandise substitutes are selected to make up the
shortage in certain grades of sheep casings.a
As a protection to home industry, no one but the large slaughterers
would gain any advantage, as it would not benefit the farmer or
cattlbegrower, Tor the reason that the -entire intestines of a herd of
cattle ini the raw state: are valued at 10 cents per head, and of sheep:
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ANfl PROVISIONS.
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at ¢60cents. Assu ' that the slauhiter;:e'rwould benefitgto the
extentof15 per ceni is would equal from 1 to 1$ cents per animal,
and the slaughterer could not, because of the insignificant amount,
add it to the price he pays the cattle raiser.
That domestic sausage casings require no protection is established
by the fact that the exports from the United States Jor the year
1919 were valued at $6,810,000, against imports of $5,629,412 (of
which 85 per cent were sheep casings).
The main and most serious objection to a tariff on sausage casings
is that it would affect the working class almost entirely, with whom
a large part of its meat diet is in the form of sausage1 a wholesome,
palatable food, with high nutrition value and containing no bone or
other:inedible substance. It is in fact a 100 per-cent food article.
The arguments presented in the House protesting against a duty
on hides can be applied to sausage casings, even more strongly so, as
0sausage is a food atticle-consumed almost' entirely by the working
classes, and it can not be the desire or intention of Congress to increase
the cost of a food article daily consumed in enormous quantities by
the poorest classes, of whom millions are at present without emtVplo men-t...
Aor the reasons above stated it is urged that sausage casings remain
on the free-list as they have been for the past 50 years.
The home industry requires no protection. The revenue that could'
be collected would be extremely small, and a disproportionate burden
would have, to be camed by the poorest class. American merchants
If who hiave:eduring the war secured-advantages will be occasioned a
considerable monetarjv loss to the advantage of foreigners.
Tersely expressed, the importe does not want it, the manufacturers 0
do not want it, the workffien do not want it,it won't help the farmer,
and the public certainly opposes it.
Senator SIMMONS. HSow do you think it got into the bill'?
Mr. KEMPNE i. I'begyour.pardon?
Senator SIoMbNs. tat influence do you think brought about its
inclusion in the bill?
Mr. KEMPNER. I c answer that bet: by repeating what Repre-r
sentative Hawley- told me when I asked hin that very question.-I
asked Representative Hawley why sausage casings had been included
in the bill after they had been on the free list for over 50 years, and
his answer was that he did not know; that there had been no discus-;
sion of the article; that it may have slipped in with a great many
others.
I am not authorized by Representative Hawley to make that sta-tement, but that is my answer to your question. He did not know
wh{aight supplementmyremarks bystating that the three main meattrade journals of the United States are all in favor of having sausage
casings retained on the free list.
BRXEF OF THE OPPFNmz]a CASING CO., OCICAGO, ILL.
The tariff bill recently reported out of committee in the House contain a provision
(par. 706) placing a duty of 15 per cent on "sausage casings, weaands, intestines,
bladders, tendons, integuments. For 50 years sausage casings have been on the
free list, although a few years ago a duty of 10 per cent was ameused on imipted
weasands by appraisers in New York, who held that weasands (lining of ox throats)
were not sausage casings.

Table: [No Caption]
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In all previous tariffs sausage csings are designated as unmanufactured and sited
for preeer,vation only. This term was applied because on arrival in the United States
and before thev were sold to the trade it is necessary that they be graded for caliber
and length, freed from holes, threads, and other defects. In cases where they are not
importers, it is done by the manufacturer of sausage' before using the
so,*radedas abycontainer
casings
for meat.
Sausage casings ire the intestines of sheep, hog, and 0attle, They are producedin many varieties of quality caliber, length, andstrength the world over. Imports
from statistics issued by the bepartnient of Commerce are as follows:
1916.
.......$3,867,084
191:7 ;..
4,236,614it
3, 608 434
118i ......-.-..
1919 (i,234,028 pounds).6 629, 412
1920 (12,734,290 pounds) ....................
7, 047, 437
..-.
we
consider
excessive. These importations are not
The figures for 1919 and 1920
classified by animals, but we~believe they might safely be computed as follows:
Sheep casings, 85 per cent of total; hog casings,-10 per cent of total; beef casings, 5
per cent of total.
.

.

.

SHEEP CABINGS.

Sheep casings are imported principally fronti New Zealand, Argentina, Australia
and Russia. The are used in the manufactr- of what is known as Fiankfutrters
Viennas, or "red-hots." The domestic killing of sheep is, roughly, 9,000,000 .head,
and the intestines from this domestic killing will not suffice for the produtiion of
sausage in the United States; firstly, because of their inferior quality; secondly, because of their inferior size (chiefly narrow, whereas imported goods. yield meflium
wide anld Nide sizes); thirdly, because the quantity required is at least 30,000,000
intestines, or more than three times what can be produced here. There is a worldwide quest for sheep casings for importation to ancd consumption in the United Stales.
HOG CASINOS.
r annum,
The killing in the United States varies from 30,000,000 to 36,000
whereas the production is about double the domestic :onsl1ption, the balnce leillg
exporte(l to all parts of the world, bitt chiefly England, Germany, and Spaini. Since
5 or 10 years China has been sending the intestines from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 hogs 0
per annum into the United States, where they are wanted because of their desirable
size, being principally narrow.
BEEF CASINGS.

The killing in the United States is about 6,000,000 head and approximately double
what is required for home cbnsumption. The balance is exported into Germany,
Scandinavia, Spain, and Italy.' However, some portions of tho intestines of cattle,
know as beef bungs and bladders, are imported into the United States because these
particular portions are not produced in the United States in sufficient quantities to
cover the domestic demand.
RASUML.
1. A tariff on sausage casings is too broad a classification. There should be separate
classifications for casings taken from sheep, from hog, from cattle.
2. A tariff on sheep casings (intestines of sheep) is unnecessary, because the domestic production is approximately one-fourth of the total consumption. It will therefore
unnecessarily contribute to the cost of the production of an important food article.

STATEMENT Or WILLIAMX ;GAUSSELIN, REPRESENTING THE

SAUSAGE MANUFACTURERS OF CHICAGO.

Congressman BRiTTEN. Mr. Chairman, I desire to present the following :brief:
We, William Gausselin, hlugo Arnold, and Oscar 0. Mtayer, representing the sausage
manufacturers in the city of Chicago, beg to lodge our protest against the suggested
duty on sausage casings, covered by dlouse bill 11. It. 74156, paragraph 706, page 95,
which proposes to levy a duty of 15 per cent ad valoremn on importation of sausage
casings. The sausage manufacturer's objection to this duty, or, in fact, any duty on
importation of sausage casings, is based on the fact that it is going to add, at 15 per
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cent ad valorem, about $3,000,000 to. an already heavy burdened sauage-eating
public, which naturally means to a great extent the poorer clam, as 80 per cent of the
sausage consumed in the United States is used in the mining and manufacturing
centers. Using a 15 per cent ad valorem figure as a bas it would mean an added
cost to the manufacturer of about three-fourthe cent per pound. Before reaching
the consumning public this figure probably would be pyramided to 2 cents or possibly
2i cents per pound.
We desire to direct your attention to the fact that casings have been on the free list
for the past bI~ivars; that 86 per cent of the sausage' casing imported into the United
States are sheep casings used in the manufacture of frankfurter sauage,
Wre require the intestines from 30 000,000 shee to manufacture the frankfurters
used in this country alone. it is estimated that this country kills 10,()000,00 sheep,
of which 10 per cent: are fit for sausagp containers, the balance of 90 per cent being
unfit for sausage manufacturing on account of their tenderness and narrowness, the
tenderness being caused by the feeding soil, breeding or' atmospheric eonditions;
narrowness being caused by the love of t e American public for lamb instead of mutton, requiring our sheep to be slaughtered while still at a tender age. There are
about bO,10,000000 poinds of sausage manWfacted in the-United States yearly stuffed
in imported casings. The above figures will show that it is necessary for us to import
the intestines of 29,000,000 sheep: to fill our requirements. We might add that there
are no sheep casings of any kind that are exported.
Following the facts as stated above, the net results would be that the American
public would be compelled to pay an added $3,000,000, with a revenue to the Government of approximately $,000.

STATEMENT OF

IM. GOSNEY REsPRSiENTING
ENwusnx OF OHIQAGO.

F
T3

SAUSAGE

Mr. GOsNEY. Mr. Guggenheim, of New York, has asked& :pme .uto
speak for him. Mr. Guggenheim represents- the sausage industry of
ANew York and I represent the sausage industry of Chicago. I might
say that I have had occasion to talk to almost every sausage manu:facturer in the -United States, and I can safely say that I voice their
opinion in making this statement.
Our reason for otbecting to the 15 per cent tariff on the importation
:of sheep casings is that it is going to add to an already heavy burden
of the sausage-consumina public, which means that the poor class
alone will have to pay about $3,000,000, in no particular territory,
but all over the United States.
Possibly 80 per cent of the sausage manufactured and consumed
in this country is used in manufacturing and mining centers. With
a 15 per cent tariff it would mean that there would be added to the
manufacturer's cost about three-quarters of a cent per pound. To
the jobber it would be an added cost of about one-quarter of a cent.
To the retailer it would mean an added cost- of 1 cent per pound,
making a total added cost of about 2. or 24 cents a pound..
Senator S'MOOT. That is the way we get our high cost of living.
Mr. GosNEY. We have no control over the retailer. The-re are
:about 150,000,000 pounds of sausage manufactured in the United
States yearly, stuffed in imported casings. Therefore the sausageconsuming public would be compelled to pay an added $3,000,000,
with a revenue to the Government of about $500,000.
Senator MCLEAN. What is the actual cost of the casing for a
sausage?
Mr. GOSNEY. With this-added?
Senator MCLEAN. Without it. What is the actual cost of the
casing required for one Frankfurter sausage?

AGRICULTUA PRODUCTS AND PROVISIONS.
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Mr. GOSNEY. It would average from 3j to 4j -D
Senator McLEAN.w. I am talking about one sausage, a "hot dog," as
it is sometimes called. How much does that casing cost ?
Mr.Gosr,
(
y.rThere about 10 sausages to a pound, and they
wIll averageabout 44 cents to a pound of sausage.
Senatr; MCLEAN. A little less than half a cent?
0;Mr. G0SNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator MCLEAN. You claim that the retailer would add 3 cents a
pound?
Mr. GOSNEY. Well, of course, the higher the sausage goes the more
his shrinkage is.
Senator SMOOT. In other wor(s,;the`add-e cost would be a half a
cent a pound by the provision of 15 per cent, and the. consumer
would have to pay about 500 per cent more.?
Mr. GosNEY. NoSW the manufactured cost, I said, would be about
three-quarters of a cent per pound.
Senator SMOOT. That is 50 per cent. Then go on:1 with: the others
and add it up to 2
-:
Mr. GOSNEY. Two and a quarter, I believ e my statement was.
Senator SMOOT. I think you said 24.
a
f:
Mr. GoSNEY. That increase does not come from
the manufacturer
CREAK
[Paragraph 707.]
STAT ENT OFP CORNELIUS A. PARKER,:BOSTON, KASS., REPRESENTING THE CREAK DEALERS' ASSOCIATION OF -NEW
ENGLAND.

Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman and members of tlhe committee, I
appear here representing the Cream Dealers' Association of New
England, which is made up of a group of cream dealers, men who
specialize in the sale of commercial cream. Their main business, and
in some cases their only business, is the selling of cream produced in
New England or imported from Canada, according to the conditions
of the market and the necessities. Practically aloof them handle the
New England product as well as the Canadian product which they
are obliged to use.
I will also say that the position we have taken in this matter has
been indorsed. by the Boston & Suburban Milk Dealers' Association,
an association containing practically all the milk dealers in Boston,
and the New England Ice Cream Manufacturers' Association.
We have approached this problem, as far as cream is concerned, as
all independent problem from that of milk or butter, because commercial cream is something which is not entirely dependent, as far as
the selling price is concerned or as far as conditions are concerned on
the butter market, although somewhat allied to that, and scarcely at
a11 as far as the milk market is concerned.
New England is perhaps the only district which is particularly concerned with regard to the tax on cream as a commercial commodity.
The heaviest year's imports Of cream, I think, was 1915, and that year
seven-eighths of the total supply of cream, approximately, that Came
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in from-Canada came over the New England border: In other words,for some reason or other the importation of commercial cream is not
apparently necessary to supplement the market in the Middle States
asit is in the East; and that is practically the ratio I think, that we
find in each year, that perhaps seven-eighths, or at least a very large
proportion, comes over the New England border.
Senator McCUMBER. That is probably due to the fact that their
dairying interest is not developed at all in western Canada, and is
more highly developed in eastern Canada contiguous to New England.
Mr. PARKER. I presume that is true
Senator DILLINOHAM. Is it not a'fact that the Province of Quebec
produces 75- per cent of all the dairy products of Canada?
Mr. PARKER. Yes, sir. We find this situation, generally speaking,
in New England, which I will speak of before takig up the subject
according: to: the brief which I am reader to submit and have copies
of for each of-thaemebers of the committee.
Some 20 years ago the cream supply came from northern Vermont'
and some from Maine and from New York for the Boston market.
We were forced by the competition of the milk industry to go over
the line for abortion of our supply. That came about largely because
of the fact, 1 think, that prior to a decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1916 the railroads made the same freight charges

for any point beyond 160 miles. Beyond that it was the same as 160
miles; so that the milk producers could 'go out 300 miles for a milk
supply and could bring it in at the same freight cost as it would be
to bring it in for 160 miles. That was later can ed by ruling of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. But, meanwhile, the milk contractors had captured the producing section where the cream used to
be produced.
We have also this thing to remember, that the cream which is
imported as commercial cream and is to be sold as commercial cream
is practically none of it sold north of Springfield, Worces:te, an
Boston,-making a distance of perhaps some 250 miles on an average;
-that it has to be transported before it reaches the point of general
distribution. From a wholesaling standpoint, in other words, there
is no competition with cream in the Quebec section and the cream
'from New England.' It is purely a question of supplying the Boston,
Worcester, and Springfield markets, and at certain times of the year
it is an absolute impossibility to get the supply for the market that is
reqiried
In looking at the question we have tried to consider the needs of
the country measured from a revenue standpoint and& also from a
protection standpoint. My clients are all patriotic citizens and are,
I believe, protectionists.
Senator DILUNGHAM. Can' you tell us who they areI?
fMr. XPARKER. The Lyndonville Creamery Association, which handle
a verIy large business, and Mr. T.-P. Grant, of the T. P. Grant Co.,
who do a very large specialized creamrbusiness.
Senator DILLINGHAM. Where?
Mr. PARKER. At Boston, getting his supply from Vermont and
Canada.
Senator MCCUMBER. Both o'f those firms are importers?
Mr. PARKER. They are importers and they handle the domestic
product as well. They are not exclusively importers.
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- Sator WAIsH. There'7are no exclusive importers of cream, are

there?'
Mr. PARKER. I:do not think so.
Senator DILLINGHAM. Has the Lyndonville concern any creameries
in Canada?
Mr. PARKER. I do not think they have manufacturing creameries;
I will -ask Mr. Granlt.
Mr. GRANT. I only know of one. They did have one a few years
ago across the line.
Mr. PARKER, They have their receiving stations and prepare it and
take it across the line, but it is not strictly a manufacturing creamery.
Also, Tait Bros., of Springfield, handle a big part of the 'business il
the Connexticut Valley. There area number of other members in
the association, but these are the men who are most interested in. the
questions of iniportati6iiw7 also the E. T. Luce Co., of Boston, who
also handle a large business.
Senator WALSH. Of the cream that these companies handle, do you
know what per cent of it comes from Canada and what part fiom
New England?
Mr. PARKER. I have here some tables which will show pretty
plainly, I think, what the situation is. I was going to take that up
in order, but I will give it to you now. -Senator WALSH. Thank you. Just follow your own line.
Mr. PARKER. The cream dealers have taken the stand that they
owe a certain amount to the Government for the privilege of conducting business, and from the standpoint of a revenue tariff they
were all agreed to bear the-rates as imposed in the Fordney bill; that
is, the 6-cent rate on butter and 5-cent rate on cream. They are
not particularly interested in the butter rate, excepting as it affects
the general industry. They believe that the 6-cent rate is high
enough on butter and that an 8-cent rate is not necessary. They
are not interested in the butter business excepting as it may affect,
in the decision- of this committee, the cream -question.
They also approve the 5-cent tax on cream up to 40 per cent.
The Holuse committee, I believe, has reported this, and it is before
your committee at the present time, providing for a rate of 5 cents
up to 30 per cent cream and 10 cents above 30. The great bulk of
tthe cream that is imported, as the figures will show, is between 25
and 40 per cent. It is called 40 per cent cream imported practically
at 38 per cent, perhaps to 40 per cent.
We believe that the 5-cent rate is higher. than that. We0 do:0; not
say we could not do business on the other basis. We saytht if a
tax such as is proposed by the National Milk Producers' Associationm
and the New England Milk Producers' Association were levied on
creamrthei result would be to absolutely shut out the importations
of Canadian cream, and then there would be no revenue produced
from it.
On the other hand, we do not0believe that the reaction of such a
measure would be for the interest of the farmer, and we certainly
know it0 wouldnot be for the interest o f the consumer, because the
milk bu iness is quite highly organized at the present time in Massachusetts; and at the very apex of the season, when the ddemandl is
e'England to
highest and we can not secure the supply of cream in New
meet the demands of the market, we would be faced with the necessity
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of paying practically any price that the producers demanded, and the
the freight.e
Senator DILLINOHAM. Do you know the proportion that CaInIadian
cream bears to that produced in New Englan ?
Mr. PARn. I have those figures here.:
:-Senator DILUNOHAM. I mean, the cream imported.
Mr. PARKER, I will give you those figures. Senator Walsh just
asked for a part of that, and I will give it to you right now. The
comparison here is not for the full year, but it will give you an idea.
During the month of February, which was the first iune that our
:Department of Agriculture tabulated it in this form, keeping milk
and cream separately our importations--V
Senator WAL . le State agricultural department are6 you referfr. UPAW . Yes, sir. We shipped over the Boston & Albany
Railroad into Boston-Senator WALSH. Does that mean from other States?
Mr. PAED., All the States of New England, and New York-'
30,177 quarts; over the Boston & Maine, 924,419 quarts; over the
New York, New Haven-& Hartford, 25,107 quarts. The Boston &
Maine figure of 924,419 quarts included 30,000 quarts received from
Canada, which was all that was received from Canada out of a total of
954,979. Of almost a million quarts received, only 30,000 came from
Canada.
In March-of course we have to remember that these are the
months of low demand-there were 34,700 sent over one railroadSenator MCCUMBER. Can you not give us just the totals?
Senator DILLINHAM. Just the comparative figures.
Mr.. PARKER. I had not just compiled it in that form, but if you will
give me just a moment I will give you the figures approximately
0Out of 1,300,000 brought into Boston dung the month of March,
52,720 came from Canada-52,000 as compared with 1,300,000.
In April, out of 1,600,000, 126,000 quarts came from Canada.
In ZMy, out of 2,200,000 quarts, about 264,000 came from Canada.
In June, out of 2,425,000 quarts, 394,520 came from Canada. That
was rather a high month.
Senator WALSH. The highest mnhiabout 10pr cent
Mr. PARKER. Yes. The high months come :in :June, July, and
AusL
We have telegrams and letters which would show that my client,
Mr. Grant, who is. here and will tell you something of the intimate
working details, during those months Wasbeen trying to get a supply
from New England and has telegraphed and wrtten and telephoned
to practically every producing point ini the territory and has endeavored through the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture and
the Vermont Department of Agriculture to locate some supply without
consumer would have to stand

success whatever.
an&:Senator
McCUMBER.

Do you not think that if the protection; was
it profitable the year round the supply would
to
make
sufficiently-high
be greatly increased in the United States through the New England
section ?
::
Mr. PARKER. I do not think so.
Senator MCCUMBER. Of course you can not change tthat situation
readily. It takes £hree years to produce a heifer that Will raise a calf
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to supply milk. You can not change your condition in a few months;
but i there is that strong encouragement that can make it profitable's
to raise milch cows, do you not think that "'!ew England and that
section could really supply the entir market.'.'
Mr. PARKER. I do not think sot Mr. Choirinan, for the reason that
the demand:for cream is a seasonal demand. In the warm weather:
during the summer months, in extreme warm weather, it is an impossibility to get a supply unless you have your creameries organized to
take care of the cream supply for the full year. For nine months of
the year the demand is so much less than it is during the summer
months, when the ice cream season and the berry season are on.
During those months you have got to hav that extra supply.
The farmer wants to contract his cream for the full year. The same
with his milk supply, or whatever he raises-he wants to contract for
the full year. He does not want to do business' for two or three

months and then be thrown back on something else. Therefore it

comes to a question of either treating it as just a surplus proposition
and taking what you can get and not considering it as a definite
business, which it is to-day, or it comes to a question of using the
present methods.
Senator SMOOT. As I understand YOU, you thinkthat 0the 30 per
cent of butter fat which has a duty of 5 cents ought to be raised from
: 30 to 40 per cent?
Mr. PARKER. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. You think that :6 cents on' butter is sufficient?
What do you think about cheese?..
Mr. PARKER. I have not gone into the subject of cheese.0::
Senator SMOOT. You are down here as speaking for it. That is the

reasonI-asked.
Mr. PARKER. I have not gone into the subject. I think it is an
error in putting in that paragraph.
I wish to speak about some of the.general conditions. Let me say
one thing further with regard to the question which the chairman
asked, and that is the fact that at the present time it is possible tomanufacture sweet butter and manufacture that into cream, keeping
it in storage and that displaces to some extent the use of cream.
The minute you raise your cream market to a very high point, as will
be done for three or four months of the summer, by a prohibitive tax,
you will encourage on the part of the ice-cream dealers the use of
storage and homemade butter into cream by a mixture of skimmed
milk, with the result that your ice cream will take that product instead of taking cream; and to that extent you will discourage the
cream industry of New England, which is one of the things that we
have been trying to build up.
Senator DILIINGHAM. I would like to ask the witness one question.
Senator MCCUMBER. Certainly. o my Sa
Senator DomLNOIAM. The people of my State are a Pod deal
interested in this question. I have a letter from the commissioner of
agriculture of Vermont in relation to differentials, which I would like
to have you explain. I think you told me you thought you could find
the way out of-the
difficulty. He says:

The trouble with the schedule, it seems to me, is that some of the itemiscovering the
materials from which butter is made are not in conformity with the duty levied upon
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butter. For instance, the duty on fresh milk isl cent per gallon, There are about
12 gallons of uilk in a hundredweight; therefore 100 pounds of milk can come into
the United States to our creameries -alon the border with a duty of 12 centsO, Foim
this hundredweight there will probably be made at least 4 pounds of butter on the
average, which if manufactured in Canadla would take a duty of 32 cents.
Coming in, in other words, in the form of milk would pay a, duty
of 12 cents; coming in in the form of butter Iit would pay a duty of
32 cents.
Mr. PARKER. I should -consider particularly the question of harmonizing the cream and butter. I want to say that I do not think
you will find that the milk and butter markets follow closely together
at all. The milk market is fi-ed on a collective bargaining basisthe milk market in the United States and New Engand-between
certain big contractors and the producers acting as a unit. The butter
market is dependent on more factors than the mere cost of production
or the cost of getting into the country. It is dependent on the
supply, -and at times, as, for instance, which happened this last year
when the -Boston butter market was broken absolutely for 6 or 7
cents a pound by the shipping into New England by Nelson Morris &
Co., I thnk it was-one of the large packer concerns-of a very large
supply of butter1 and which was thrown overboard at a low rate.
Therefore, the milk and the butter market are not governed by the

considerations.
As far as the harmonizing of cream and butter----Senator MCCUMBER (interposing). What was that importationDanish butter?
'A
Mr. PARKER. No; this was, I think, homemado butter. There had
been some Danish butter come in during the last year, but: this was
cold-storage butter.
Senator MCCuMBER. You used the words "shipped in.
'Mr. PARKER. Shipped in from the West; yes. Now, with regard
to the harmonizing of cream and butter, I want to say that the seeing
price of cream does not follow exactly thebuttermarket. It is bought
on a butferifat basis, but if the market o6n butter goes up there is a
range of 2 or 3 cents on the amount of butter fat in a pound of butter
that the dealers do not immediately reflect the range-there is a range.
of 2 or 3 cents that they do not necessarily change on the change of
the butter market; in other words, it is more stabilized for acertam
period of time.
However, the attempt has been made by the National Milk Producers' Association committee from New England to insist on a basis
of harmonizing butter and cream on the basis that here [illustrating]
is a line in Canada and here is a line in the United States, and you
take those half i mile apart, and you take cream and import it at a
certain rate and manufacture this over the line, and you will find that
there ought to be a larger tax provided there in their rates.
That is all right in theory, but it does not work out, and it does not
work out for this reason, because there are cartage charges; there is
a premium on the grade of cream for commercial cream. There is
the freight as compared with butter from the point where that would
be entered into the country to Boston,: Sprngfield, or Worcester,
whereas the butter freight would be very low.
I will not take the time, because I am informed mIy time is passedbut I have the figures right here in the brief to show you what consame
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stitutes the actual harmonizing on the Vpresent rates, which would
leave it practically where it is.
Senator DILLINOGAM. To help you understand& Nvhat I have in
mind, I will read you another eittract from Commissioner Brigham's
letter. -He says:
than0 :io percentat1, whichin the F'orney
Take the case of freah cream testing
tks

inii Quebecmayc ship
tariff takes a dity of 5 cents per, lion. A farmeron a 0eamerzy
a gu lon of Ircsb cream ttingtlt; per cont to a cremery in Vermoint at adtyt of 5v
cents. This gallon will makeo approximatoly 24- pounds of butter, If thisIM creaim 0
were manufactured in Quebec into butter, the (111ty Would be 20 cents, while thle
--

cream

gins adwmiaflon for 5 cents.

Does your plan meet that proposition?
Mr. PARKER., I will give you a plan to meet that question, if ou
have any fear of it; but, as a matter of fact, some people startel-I
think that was the same in the Payne-Aldrich rate as in the emergency
bill-and tried that right along the line, and it did not work out for
practical reasons, and they have practically abandoned it.
Mr. GRANT. That was 1910.
Mr. PARKER. I do not know of any concern that is importing cream
from across the border and manufacturingl-it into butter, and there
Was9t tax of 24 cents under the. Underwood A ct:and cream was 3,
and they might have: imported it that time or in the past four or
five months, wh}en the Fordney; Emergency Act has been in effect,
and those things have not happened. They have not happened all
these years, andl we do not believe it is necessary to look for possible
trouble. But we will mnake this suggestion, that if this committee
is worried on the question of harmonizing, that if they give us a
5-cent rate up to 40 per cent cream, that we are willing they should
tax us-as they see fit in excess of 40 per cent on cream introduced into
this country for purposes of manufacture. There arc onlly a few
concerns handling this, and it would be a comparatively simple
matter to differentiate in your tax between cream imported and
manufactured into butter and cream imported as commercial cream
and to be sold as commercial cream.
arc creameries
Senator DmLLINwa4kM. Just a word furthel. There00
in New England that get cream from Canada?
Mr. PARKER. They get some cream fromll Canada along the border.
iti
Senator DILLINGHAM. From information that has comen to me
would appear that in one instance they claim they--paid 90 cents
freight on a 40-quart can of 40 per cent cream, that the duty on that
would be $1, making $1.90. But now, on the figure of the commissioner,-you make 37 pounds of butter. The duty if it came in in
the butter would be $2.96, while in the other case the duty is $1
and the freight 90 cents, making $1.90. Have you any explanation
of that or Jo you care to discuss that, problem?
Mr. P"ARKERti. I think that that is pretty largely absorbed in the
question of the ex tra cartae on your cream in jugs and in the ftt
that there is 'a premium paid up to 3 cents per pound of butter fatit runs from 1 * to 3 cent's usually for cream produced for commercial
cream. My ~client, Mr. Grant, here, who is the president of the association, can give you all the little points about that which I call not
give.
Senator:DILLINGHAM. I am only seeking light because I want to
know what the situation is.

Table: [No Caption]
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Mr.iskP n I willfile a brief, and I will impl say, in aisloig
that this question of the relation of exports of dairy products and
import I also want to call your -attention to. I want to invite your
attntion to a table here inD(p. 73 ) in a brief which I will file very
shortly after the argument. That shows at the presenttime as for
years past, that we have been shippin from 6 to 15 times the amount
of dairy products that we have been importing, and that in this last
year, when there was a great cry about the importation of Danish
butter, we wore shipping butter across in larger quantities than we
were importing, with the result that it must be that the American
farmer was getting the highest market price.
Senator VAsH. You are now speaking of the country at lare?
Mr. PARKER. I am speaking of the country at large.,:i
Senator DILLINORAM. These briefs will a be carefully read and
digested. You need not think anything will be overlooked.
PARtER BO6STON MAS, XEPRXSENTING THE CRAB
11333 01 CONELI
UStA.
DEALERS' AMI*506TION 6w NEw E >LANlD.On behalf of thd Cream D)ealers' Asciiation of New: E -ngland, I bogleave to presehti
some facts which should be givn consieration in the framing of the tatiff relative to
milk, cretn, and butter. The same arguments apply in a greater or less degree to all
these products )ut I an more particularly Interested in the (team schedule.
We maintain that in no (case shiouldi a tariff be levied on these articles whirh exceeds
the difference between :the United States anl Canadian markets.
no .tariff should be levied which will
The geneisuggetions
which: obtain
qwhy
-unnecesarily raise the price of thse articles to the consumer are:
(I) The fact tha the question of (laity imorts is principallv a Canadian question.
Do we deire to foster trade with Canada, -whichlast year took froni the United States
$800,000,000 of goods, leaving a balance of trade in (itr favor of $300,000,000? If so,
we must not place a prohibitive tax on agricultural prod huts, which make lip thie bilk
of Canada's expors. We believe it will b)e admitted that regardless of the posibilities of a retaliatory tariff it is impossible to sell Canada in the future to the same
extent if any tariff -bill prevents the 1mn-'rtifrom Canada of its agricultural products.
(2) Perhapsp the most important factor in the'(cst of living is that of dairy products.
Inl 1919 the production of milk in this country was 90,000,000,000 pounds (approximately 45,00000,000 quarts). Of this amount the use was--*
Percent.
For manufactinre:
butter .....................................2.....................0
ery
Dairy b)uttter ..................... 16
Cheese .............I...........4
:Condensed
milk .........Ice cream .4..4
3manulfactulres.5*w*0

Cream

..

.

..

.

.

.

.

..........

As flui'd mik:
43
Household purposes .............
:...
4
:.:
medin1 Icalves ...........4;
:b
3
Wakte,ION
Total

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

..0................

Any tariff which increase the cost materially strikes at every family, every tchild,
every invalid.
(3) Milk is the food of children and contiIn all tile element nsary for huma
suisteniance holding ini proper balance protein, carhsolfydratas, fats, and salts, and nii.
tains the vfttuniuecs e.ssential for proper growth anid dlevelopment. It furishles about:
20 per cent of the food of the average Amnerican family, and has no substitute for the
)ri)l)er nourishment of infants. (Tariff Informatioll Surveys, D)airy Products, p. 11;
uiles sporified are to this document.)
reference hereafter to p lages
(4) Cream is the most easily digaftihle form of fat, and as such is greatly ill demand
for invali(ls. Tlhore has l)een in the pant two year nalarge increase in the c(!onsunmpti(on
of cream for table use, and particularly for ice cream. This has been accentuated
I
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since the e of the Volstead Act. The fact that over 2,000,00,000 quarts of milk
were used in th country in the mahufacture of ice cream shows the importance ofthe
article to the- table.
I amh submitting herewith some figures as to the shipmenitsof cream; to Boston on
table marked "A".
(6) If an attempt Is made to keep the price of milk at as low a figure asjpossible for
the conesuer, it must be reinmbereld that at least in the New England territorv milk
is bought by weight and test, a premium being paid fr butter fat in exceom of 3.7 per
cent-with the-reutilt that airy unnecesiary burden placed on cream or butter will tend
to ralse the price of milk to the consumer.
(6) While there has been some international trade in butter, and (conderable has
been imported from Deninark in the ast year, that import hi practically ceased at
.the present tiTme, it being apparent that Denmark can find a better Market abioad.
Without question, Completed statistics will show large shipments of butter abroad to
balance these imports. (See inclosed clpping from Current Affair.s, publication of
the Boston Chambier of Commere Uinder date of Apr. 26.)
(7) A study of the situatiolin relative to the Canadian and United Statei markets
indicates clearly that there has been no injury to the United States farmer because of
the imports from Canada..
.Table B gives a cornparison of the Boston andl Montreal markets from May1 1913, to.
April 15,1921. It will be noted that then figuree Cover a period during which there
has been a tariff of 24 cers on butter and cirealmi has been free;- also that freq4lently
Montreal quotations are higher than those of Booton, as particlularly for theiears
1915, 1916,j and 191.7, and thlat since January, 1921, the M oritreal market has often
been in substantial advance of the Boston market. Wednesday quotation, August
2 1921, Boston
cents,Montreal 40 to 414 cents. It will be remembered that
there wase
ndifferoncoin exchanepror to 1920, and had it not been for a favorable
exchange rate no butter could have been imported during the last year.
Table C is the result of taking the tables on page. 43 and adding to the Canada
price 2& cents, the amount of the tariff act of 1913 in force while the prices prevailed.
It will be seen that with the addition of these figures Canada's average was higher by.
about 4 cents in 1914, practically the same in 1916, 3 cents higher in 1916, 2 cents
hher in 1917,
The general considerations stated in pararph:1 apply particularly to dairy products. Comprison of imports of buitEtr and butter substitutes from Canada and exports
of butter alone to Canada for years from 1913 to 1919, inclusive, practically all under
the 1913 tariff act, show total in poufids: From Canada, 7,399,211; to Canada, 6,196,971.
(See Dairy Pructs United StatsTariff Survey.)
In May of 1921 (see NOW York Produce Review) Canadian export. to United State.
of butter were 22,309; impot from United States were 156,030.
These facts show the interdependence of this country and Canada for butter supply
(8) Intational trade in fresh milk and cream has been limited :to border trade
with Cailada because of the highly pehable character of these products (see p. 10),
the limit on fast refriratig ttais about 0 miles (see p. 12); also because of the
fact that they are suflciently btlky when handled in containers so that they can not
be moved any-considerable distance from the entry point without considerable freight
differential' nsit the Canadian product.
The total of imports and exports Fn 1919 were on y a small fraction of 1 per cent of the
value of domestic production (p. 10), and as to the cost of production in the sections
from which fresh milk and cream come, namely, Ontaric and Quebec, the advantages
in dairyihg do not eatly differ from those of competing sections of* the United
States (pp. 10 and 36). A comparison of wholesale milk prices (p. 21) shows for
the years 1913-1916, inclusive, that the Montreal prices were at all times nearly
equal to the Boston prices, being somewhat higher frequently, while Montreal and
1Toronto prices ruled considerably higher than Chic and New York prices. The
freight differential between Montreal and Boston meets any normal difference between
these markets.
(9) See Table- I) (taken from tables, pp.38, 39, and 41, Tariff Information Sureys,
Dairy Products) to the effect that our butter exports have ex eeded im)orts of butter and
substiltes in every year excepting 1915 Since 1910, anl that our exports have increased from approximately three-quarters of a million do(0am to $15,0M0,000.
Adding butter substitutes exported shows a large balance in our favor, and for 10
years 1910 to 1919, inclusive, exPports are six times greater than the imports.
(105 Itis clear that the New England imports will make uIp a great part of the tota J
cream imports from (Jaada, and if New England producers are not adversely affected
-other parts of the country will not be injured.

Table: [No Caption]

In 1915 there was a total Import into th country of 2,077,000 gallons, of which
1,735,000'gallon came in overate Vermaittder (se p.15).

Als note that Boston pri-cs are consistently higher tin in any other arge cites
in the country (p. 16), and that since cream and milk were placed on the free list,
while the milk imports have increased, trade in cream has not been sogreatly affected.
Further,:a study of tibles (p. 9) shows that in 1918 the value of imports of dairy
roducts was-only 10 per cent of the value of exports . In 1917, 7 per cent, and in
F920, with the exchange in favor of the importer, only 16 per cent.
(11) That the dairy industry has not suffered during a period in which the tariff
was at all tiMee low and under which for some years milk and cream have been free
and butter only 24 cents per pound is shown by report onlpages 11 and 12 and table
on page 17 showing the number of diry cattle in the country increased from 16,292,000
in 11)20 to 23,747,000-awpproximately 50 per cent increase-and the value of the same
waA practically multiplied by four in that time.
This indicates two facts, first, that farmers have increased the production per cow
by breeding and elimination of "boarders" or unproductive cows; and, second, that
dairying has come to be recognized as a profitable branch of husbandry. (See p. 12,'
pars. 2, 3 and 4.)
(12) The United States should be careful to levy no prohibitive tariff on dairy
products, not only for the effect on the price to the consumer, but because we wish
to encourage our export trade. At the present time that trade is making a rapid
advance (see table, p. 10), showing that while imports for consumption grew from
1917 to 1920 about one million dollars, exports increased one and one-half million
dollar.
(13) The Unitd States and Canada are to a certain extent interdependent on each
other in the matter of a cream and milk supply. Varying crop condition in different
areas affect'production differently. Then, ev'in, this trade has a seasonal aspect,
highest produltion being April to June, heaviest consumption June to September.
While the total trade is small, it does come largely at seasons when the market is
short and the absence of the small amount imported would give an unfair chance for
profiteering.
This season investigation showed not enough cream to supply the legitimate demands of the business for the summer months in the United States available for
Boston market-.,
(14) Thers seems no good reason for considering it necessary to harmonize the
cream tariff so as to bring it up to the tax on butter if that remains at 8 cents per
pound. If to be strictly harmonized, however, the iollowing is the proper method
of-arriving at an equivalence- and not the figures of the New England Milk Producers'
Association, which are based on theory snidnot on actual working conditions:
As indicated in.paragraph 7 of this memorandai.the.imports of cream outside of
New England are negligible. There is no cream shipped into Vermont, New Hampsahire, or Msame for consumption. The nearest points to the Canada line are Springfield, Worcester, and Boston, all upward of 225 miles from the border and points south,
A fair comparison of freight and cartage plus tariff reduce to absurdity the claims of
the National Milk Producers Association for. 20 per cent ad' valorem on cream. Most
cream shipped i .about 3 per cent butter tat-a 10-olon jug of cream contains 82
pounds of 37 per cent cream and contains 29.62 pounds of butter fat, which, with the
churgin, will make 35.42 pounds of butter.
Ne igie relative to freight and cartage are probably a fair average on both butter
Th0
and cream. It is necessary for purchasers of cream to pay a small premium over the
butter market, ranging from 1 per cent to 3 per cent-in this comparison it isaveraged
at 1i per cent. The subtraction shows the amount of tariff tax on cream necessary
to balance (taking into consideration the freight charges and premium):
Freight, cartage, etc., on 35.42 pounds butter. ................I...........$0.. 35B
Dutyat 8 cents per pound ......................................2..88.
4

Total:018-0
.......
............................................... 3 23
Premium over butter market.............
.30

Freight, cartage, etc., on 82 pounds cream ....................$I.........:1.73
............................

10 gallons required to balance, approximately.................
I

.

.

...

2.03
1.20

Where the word "pounds" Is used the word "gallons" should be substituted, as this Is apparently

an error.

Table: A.- Milk and cream receipts by rail at Boston during 1921.
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Hqwever, if the imports from Canadaawore to be considered only, there is no need
for's tax of more than 21 cents per pound on butter from a standpoint of strict protection. As no cream is imported from any other- country than Canada, it is unfair to
submit that product to theo disadvantage of meeting a competition which does not
exist. The theory advanced by the proponents of strict harmonizing is that a man
might buy cream, bring it across the border, and there close to the border manufac:ture butter. It was not done to any considerable extent when butter was taxed and
cream free, nor when butter was taxed 6 cents and cream 5 cents. On the other hand,
it would be a perfectly simple matter to tax cream imported for manufacture of butter
on a different basis from that imported for commercial use. Heavier cream, sour
cream, and other cream imported for the churn could be placed at rate harmonizing
with the-haer tariff.
(15) It is apparent that the purose of the pronents of a high tariff on dairy products have in mind prohibiting the import of these products. Articles of the New
England Dairyman, official organ of the New England Milk Producers' Association
show clearly the purpose of tie moveinent. On the other hand with imports of
$21,842,868 In value and export. of $128,742,429 it is apparent tbat as a revenue6producing schedule t will be a small factor. Utder th a ne-Aldrich bill in 1913
milk produced arevenie of $918, cream $62,287, and any increase over the PayneZ
Aldrich rate will in our opinion place the imports on a plane where the law of diminishing returns will become effective anid the income will be negligible.
(16) In the opinion of the cream dealers, the whole tiouble with any: tendency of
weakness in the butter market lait-year was the rebult of oleo and vegetable oil siubstitutes both manufacttred anid imported. So long a this is classed with butter
will the large -packinghouses be able to store butter both saltedand sweet, for pu
,of homognizing, and when overloaded ship same into the market to break prices, as
was done in the spring of 1921. Ii closing, tihe cream dealers hold the increase of duty
1on cream, biutter,r and milk above the 1913 tariff act as unnecessary from a standpoint
of protection, but advocate the rats as provided in the Fordney emergency act as the
fair share the business should pay in customs revenue for support of the Government.
They oppe y increase over those rates excepting thit they do not object to an
increase on cream of 40 per cet or more butter-fat content, sour cream, or cream imported for maniifacturig into butter for the market.
I am authorized to say that the New England Ice Cream Manufacturers' Association
and the Boston and Suburban Milk Dealers' Association both have passed resolutions
opposing any increase beyond that provided in-the Fordney emergency tariff act.
A.-Milk and cream receipts by rail at Boston during 1921.
JANUIARY.:
:2
Boston& Albany.1
I 032"333
,03......8.......
--Boston-& Min....
.e.
b35
.............9, 870,
New York, New Haven & Hartford.0
.............................,
2,277,415
Total .
...
..
13,180,283
0
0
0
FEBRUARY.
..........

.............

...

& Albany
Boston &RMainre
Rotnailroad.
Railroad. Rato~&ilroad
Railroad.

Cream.

Milk.

Milk.

Cream.

~

New

York, New Ha01-

vn & Hartford Rail~~road.

Cream.

Milk.

Quarts
Quart
Quarts
Quarts.
Quarts
Quarts,
817
68 734
388,033
78,064
3,502
16, 100
07,903
92,648
Maine .....,...
3
1,
122
NewjHampshire .
324,.......
............
49,8854
Vermont .....9,,,....86, 870
29,360 3,229,229
476,000
670,5 3 , 920
Connecticut
..... 407, 160
300
Rbode Island
407
New Yorki
...
4.......I
.................
49 132
1, 13 918
,680
4, 60
Canada
I...........,
.5......
30,480 ...........
6 ,300
Total .
30,177 8,310,951 j 924419 1,965, 060
1,04, 934
25,107

Massachusetts ............,,..
.

............

....... ..................

.

81527-22-scH 7-12

............

......

...

.

.

....

.

............

..

.

...

....

...........
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A.-Milk and crea reipt.g by rail at Boflon r#tin l0tIConinued.
MARCH.

York, New Ha.
~New
Boston & Maine
Railveu & Hartford
Wroad.
RotnAilroad.
Railroad. Railotad.Mh
~~~road.

&
Albany
Boston

Cream.I-Milk.

Milk.

Quarita
.~~~~Qurts
Maasmehumetts
tt
660
Massahue
776,431
q~015
Man. .....2,284,062
Qurs

..........
...

.

cream.

Cream,

Milk.

Quat..W
Quar'4
5474a
I57,969
371,619

2%15t

Qurts34&

.............

200,
752912.
648,89
3404
3654,696
Vermont.............1,072,060
20
92
...
Connecticut ................
..............
44%
675
....
..........
Rhode Island
1,382,681
9
..
692,154
New York
......
84,220
720.............
Canada ........8,...............100
52,
306
47-00J 9499,19II1,251,628% 2,5262
Total ..........1,185, 085
...............

..........

......

.....

..

APRIL.
996
04965
N
97,631
Mamatch1408.s......
Maine.........................2,078,282

4,885

16, 919'

426,340

427,416 .............
117,9633.............
7,0
330,7
7472
548,196. 339'8
Vermont..
76,659
369
....
Conoecticut................................
475,380
Rha elsland.........
New Hampshire.....1, 407,143

New York ....................
1,446,218
Canada ............ ........6,200
28,590 9,063,155
58
Tqtal.872,3......
I.

871,766
108,060
128,000 ......
1,544,06
2,32,332

13,60Q

......

36,799

MAY.

102,264
Massachusetts...........
Maine .
............

538

702,742
1,712,525
3,400,92

..2,292,424

17,121'
440,325
5,969
476,424....
182,'314 ..............
18, 449'
158,310
1,065,965

New Hampshire ....................
Vermont.1,122,848. 36,28
....... .608,940
Connect;;icut
...::
... .204
Rhode island..........
.
New York...............
1,734,863
!.........

29,010
Canada........................
36,818 9,962,-084
Total..........1,22-5,112

989'

......

12,780
912,840
173,320
264,640............
49,321,
2, 100,002 1, 120, 679

JUNE.
12,302
720
.17,922
439,072
MA~sqachusetts .j...104,917
616,683.
Maine ...........................2,114,418
455,699 ...........
New Hampshire............1,874,308
211,874 .............
19, 400
384,984
1,000,904
Vermont.93..,880...63,120..3,921,217
. . . 448,424
2,070
Connecticut
...........4.......
440. .860
Rhode Island ...............................
189,080 1,022,380
17,680
New York
.....
1,91 1,751
......4800
Canada............
39,2..............
57,512
Total ...........1,040,797 j
53,840 10,284,377f 2,324,439 2,292,900 j
................

................

FIGURE 8COMPILED BY CITY OF BOSTON MILK INSPECTOR 8 OFFICE.

TotalI cream receipts at Jioston for year ending D~ecember 311, 1918: Forty per cent
cream, 1,489,565 gallons; 15 per cent cream, ]1807 1-15 gallons.
Total cream receipts at Boston for year ending De-cember 31, 1919: Forty per cent
cream, 1,781,200 gallons; 15 per cent cream, 2 157 880 gallons.
Total cream receipts at Boston for year ending becember 31, 1920:- Forty per cent
cream, 2,400,605 gallons; 15 per cent cream, 3,081,330 gallons.

Table: B.- Average market price for but er, 1913-1921.

Table: But er market, 1921.
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B.-AtIrcg market price/or butter, 1913-192.
vrg

Bso

Boston: Average
Montreal
Chamber
ofCorn
quotsations.
merce.'

~~~Chamber Molitrea
of corn.

maresV.

Itquotationg.

1~~~~~~~~917-Contninued.,
ternber

1913.
6
..0............
.I...
~
~ ~
Jun
44
.
ober .........
..........Oct.
.431
.
.27
July...........
........24 December 1918,........2.4
August.....
Ooe............ 31k
4
.31
May..
November........
.. .
.

~

8

4434

24

.251November........
..

December...........3...........J..ne
.............

~~~~~~~~~~~~July
~~August..............

- 1914.

1914.

42
.42A

44k
14

.4431

.40

4
- 634
.5etme..
2+
May.......
.......... -41
.49
Jn..............27
July.....
August~ ~
~ ~~..
....
DOcember...........4
. . 38A
.
.
September
.29~ ovmbr

.23441 October
-:6Nvebr..

......

......

99
October .............3
.27!
...54
November
..........3...2...Ma
27
4June..........
December............32
July...........3.......
.28k ~~~~~~~~~
1915.
May
August.................
5
...........
...........September.
.631
8
October ...........
June................
..i

July.....;.....2....November...............
December........... 68
August.
4............260

5
5
.58

.70

320
.
.82
January
....63
32....
.9
84
Febray............
December......1.......
,0
March..............
.81
Api.........I.... .671
I198
.6
.30
May............ ..60
Ma............
.56
*
.30
June ...............67
Juno ...........
.684
.........July...........7.
July....
3
Ii31
August i...............'
.......
August
.3
6September ..........58
September............
coe. ..581'....4.
October ............. .S
39.
.
. 43A November....5~'
..381
November.
.50
December..3.............Dec4mber ..-........3
October ............28
.29
November .......... ..

.

......

1917.

.444
Ma......4.......
June..........
July ............3
.424
August .......... .41
I Wednesday

1921.

.524
Janu~ry ...........
February ...........
.46f
March.......48
....49
April (two weeks')

.62
.52

.514

.54

of each week.

Butter market,191
Boston.

Underwoo tariff,
24 cents:
Jan.6......$0.56 $0.60 +$O.2 -10.5
.52 + .2.44
Jan. 12.......54
-5!
.53 +
Jan. 19 ..... .52
.2+ .02 -.6
Jan.20 .... .6.0
.55e
.02
.49
.5+1
Feb,2.,
.
44
.524 ,02
.65
Feb,-9
.514+ .-.54
Feb.18...45
.54
49
.51+ .02
Feb.23 ....
.54+ .02 -.564
Mar.2.,.i.54
Mr 950
.561+ .02- ,59
Mar.16 .
~45
.58 + .2.64
-.
.6.18
mar. 23..58+
+ -02
.0
58
Mar. 30 ...... 48
- .'57
.54+
Apr. 8......49 .5I4+
564
Apr. 13 ......49 .54 + .02544
Apr.20.48
.52:+ .
.
.02.564
.54
38
+
'Apr.27
.374
. 37
.345+ ,Y2
....

MWy4.:

Boston.j

Montreal.:

Montreal.

Underw~ood tarif,
24 cents-Contd.
May11t......$0.34 $Q.28i+$0.024-$0.31
May 18 ..... .29 .26j+ .024- . 28
May2.5....... 281 .284+ .024-. .3
Emergency tariff,
cent:

JunelI..... . . 20
AuneS...
32..

Juxie lS.... .3,3
34
June 22....:
36
J un29 ..
.374
JulyG.
40
Jily 13..
Jly 20 ...... 42

July 27......:24
Aug.

444

43
Aug.10
Aug.17 ....: .43
Aug. 24........ .40)
...

.31+ 06 .37
.30+ 0-,6
.2)+ .06 -.5
.29 + .0i ...d
.06 .74
.3 1
3
.06-4
.374++ W.06 i- .4.3i
,42
.4S
.39D+ .06 - .45
.39 + .- .45
.40+. - .4
.41 +- .06- .47
.404+ .00- .464

Table: C.- Market prices for but er, 1913-1918.

Table: D.- Imports and exports of but er and but er substitutes.

~~~~~TARTFT HEARINGS.

2'TSO

btter, prices, the other.AMontreal

Th e follo-w fing table-sho-ws in one colu'm~n Ne Yor
e cnt presentedt)

prices pluI

(L-Marke picsfrbter, 1tf98
[See p. 42, Tariff Information Surveys--Dairy Products.1
Canada.
*~~~~~~

Canada.

$0.34388
Janary. 19 ...3
..ebr
....ar.... * 356
March

.

.
.........

.38650

Jafh y$03S8
February......a.....3386.
Mere ..........3700'

103238
.3113
3t76

10 32
*3675
.360

.2947.0Ra
32
35
May
.3238
..........n...2968
.21 July,..2........327..
~~~~~~~~2801

June
..

.38
Augu~st...............3118
September...3.........3838=
October ..3.............4275
.4675
November............3981
December ............4003~ .4800
.3419
.3758
Average .........
1917.
.3125t 'Januriy..... ..403...4675
4319
.3075' FFbrur..
.4650
..
,46.1
.3
Mqrch
4153
.2875 April *...............4447,
.4475
May
.4388
~~~~~~~~.3100
..I..........i4080
.265
.3875
June............
....39103900
.2875 'July...........v...
.
.39
.28
.4376
August.-............4147
.31
.4.575
September ............4425.
.I
.3025 October ..... .4455.....
.4625
.47
.3025 November ............ 4572.
* 3075 December............4938
.4825
.2986
.4441
Average..........4280

August,..............2791 1.2775

September.3135 1~~~~~
.2838
.18
3013,
3375
.305
November.:...
.31.
December............ 3815
Average
3225
.2990
......

Ocoer

1914,

Januiary. . .......3325

2894
Febnuity ...........
27865
March ............
April..............2544
May.2613

276215

Junei.7.

Julyi.;.............2781
Aug~ust.
~............304
September ........... 313.5.
October...
.3175,
3491
November..::::......
December............3410
Average .
~~~~.2997
1915.
January.

1918.

~~~~~~3369, 3225, January....6200. ,. .
3e
.* 3376 February ...........
Februayry...............
.37
3015
March..
March.........44......
.38
..
A r'
.370
April ..............3086
448
.3250 May......
4.72
May.286
.....4-397
.4608
June.~~~~~~~.2815.3076. June..;
.338
4478
.4626
......
'July....
Julyi................2703
4800
.3003 August.......... .
.46
August ~..............2600
.4762
.3283 September.......546.0&
September ........... 2675
.3625 October ..... .5895...615
October..............2878
.8308.
November.
November ............3123
a35
December ............3547
3 75" December..... ..6.50..5625
pr ;
.335
Aveaej
.5142 ~.4822
Averatge.r........'~i .2998J
...

.....

...

D-mports ad export8 of butstt an''d Miller 8Ubstitute8.
Imports (it

Total

ftl ofd
~~~~~~stitutes.

s
butter and Exports of Exports of
butrsb
butter.
oleo.
substitutes.

Pon. Pou4nds. Po, .
Pound>.
8569,177
1910............................ 1360,246 3,140,646 3418,83
1
8 072,93
00782
,94,3
4,87,78
1911...................
1912............................ 1 026 688358,(0923 387469719,86
1182253- 35,80257582
1913 .....
.
8,:543,182
1914 .......7 842'022 3,893,57 26,821
8,226,418
15,102,887
828227
52,183
1916....
9,8&50,704
................3
1918
712,998 13,487,481 546221 18,913,702
..............
M5,651,267 32,488,269
1917...........
...6..............23,573 2836,092
8,09898 29,046,862
1918.........
...........1I,806,926 17,735),908 18,570,400
1919 ......................I...
4,131,489 33,739,960
52,310,380,
48,108,014
1920.................
....... 20,770,969 27, 155,834 20,962,180
-

.....

..

..
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8UPPLEMvIALBai
: POSITION

AND RSQUESTSSTATED.

Our as ation reaffirms its pistion stated --in brief tiled A~u'st 34), 1921, WVe
support the rates on:cretni and bitter ineffect:uinder the emergency tariff law. We
do: no't bo~lie~v. theincrease on cream over the present duty as provided in H. -i. 7456
from 5 cents to it) cents on 3tl iream-of 34per eent or over i8 required to. protect the
producer, or that it Will matrially increase tle revenues, It will hoWever1 probably
not prevent the import tion .4a fjufflcienit amount to supplement the New England
supply at the season of greatest demand, and will not, on the other hand, probably
raise the price stffcie-ntly to deter the consumption of freeh cream by the public.
In our opinion any increase over the rates proposed in the House bill will bring about
those results,
We-are confident that demand exists which is seasonal ih it. character and which
the New England producer will not meet., For nine montslin the year we c'ouilxd
probably supply the market fhom- New: England. -Howver, creameries and producers should'be equipped to handle sweet cream for-the whole year, as i care aid handling are entirely different from that required by milk or butter, New England producers, more or le, permanentlyy contract their Suppiy; This they -do with the milk
contracto-r-or the: cremeries. Unfortunately;- the demand. for cream isi a8easonal
demand, anid while there is a Seasonal strplus of milk in New England, thisssurplus
always preceded the heavy demand of the summer months. Further cireaimeries
have not cared to put their supply in the market for eream to a sufficient extent, even
though our dealers aee to contract for a year's time. It is a business requiring more
care and trouble than either milk or butter, and many do not care to bother with it.
We use whatever New England cream we can obtain, importing comparatively little,
excepting in the months of shortage.
BUTTER-:.

We are not d(irectly concerned with the schedileiiOb utter, exceptingfor its effect
on the cream schedule. We believe the rate on butter in If. R. 7456 is as high as it
should be and reasons are set forth in -our brief of August 30, 1821,-when the subject
was considered from the standpoint of comparison of Canadian and Unitedl States
market quotations and exports and imports.

HARMONIZINO ADUTIES

AND CREAM.
0N ABUTER

We maintain that it is not -aecessary that cream and butter shedules should. be
closely harmonized, for the reason that the sweet-cream business iB a day-to-day business. and that the cream market seldom follows sharp advancees or decline sof the butter.
market, also becausethe equipment of :lants for handling cream is a different proposition from that of those handling butter, and of the fact that it is not easy to shift
a butter factory onto a-cream-producing bas.: We have noted with interest the
arguments that cream might be imported across the border and manufactured on the
:;American side, thus avoiding payment of a higher duty placed on butter. The fact
that this (lid not happen to any marked degree during the life of the Payne-Aldrich
or Underwood Tariff Acts, and has not happened during the time when the emergency
tariff has been in effect, would appear to indicate that the fear was unfounded.
PROPOSED SOLUTION ON

HARMONIZING.

On the other hand, we meet this argument, y the proposal that if it is t-he-purpose
'of the proponents of the higher rate to prevent suchimports for manufacture the
cream duty Shall be strictly hatrmonzed as of the prices on each side of the border
without considering transportation costs on all sour cream, cream of over 40 per cent
butter-fat content, and on all cream imported for manufacture into butter. We
assume that this could be provided for in the administrative features of the bill.
The amount manufactured by any of the cream dealers will, we believe, be found to
be negligible, as he pays a premium for extra care of pasteurized sweet cream for
market and will not manufacture it into butter.

:278'2

TAIA
RINS.i

IF PRINCIPLE WERE ADMITrD, PROPOSED BASIS OP RARMONING WRONG.

We take issue with the statements aid proposals made on page 2209 of part 29,'
andExhibit U, page 2638, part 35 tariff hearings on H. R.746, sheduie 7, and the
:0
X
statements made by David -ButtRlck Co., page 2627, same document, regarding the
basis of harmonizing. The fgure are based on theor andare made
knowledge of conditions under which Canan cream is purchased, This matter is
discussed in the brief filed by the Cream Dealers' Association on August 30, 1921
page 2213, part 29, of said hearings and those flgures are based on the actual working
conditions under which cream has ;een imported, It would seem perfectly a parent
n
that with a milk market uniformly higher in theCanadlan market than
thtlew
York market and only slightly lower than the Boston market producers in Canada
will not permit the reaping of the profit which the said Exhibit D purports to show.

witreutatu

NO INCREASE NEEDED TO MEET CREAM COMPETITION.

As shown by figures of consumption,: there is no competition between Canadian
cream and Vermont cream which is detrimental to the iVemont supply w*h: a protection of 5 cents.per gallon. The principal agment of the.producers is directed to
harmdoizing cream- with butter.-- -If tat is the purose- the -bags of harmonizing
would be with allowances for extra cost of collection in Canada and extra cost of procqessing andcare, with'allowancesfor transportation cost on-cream from the Canadian
points to Boston, Worcester, -or Springfield (the only markets using any Canadian
products) and the transportation costs on- butter for the samedistances. 'iThe producers shift theft: basis when they reach the international boundary line from harmonizing with butter to comparing: transprttion costs to market
of cream
pn
shipm.nt.
-one side of the line and on the other. The result of the proposed method of harmonizing twill be to give a differential in favor of butter and encourage manufacture of cream
into sweet butter on the Canadian sidLe. :We wish to cal1 attention to statement of W. OH. -Bronson, P ages 2623-26251 part 35,
quoting a small portion of a paragraphfrom "The suggestedreclassificationmand revision, of section relating: to agricultural products and provisionsed United States
CQTariff Commissioin. "If it is desireid to levy a duty on- a butte6r- equivalent to: that on
the milk it represents, the duty on 1 pouned of butter should be 2.76 times the;duty
on 1 gallon of milk." He adds ngjust
iti
a matter of mathematics as to howmuch butter
fat
toere is in ilnk. It oHnot debatable at all. We have the United States Tariff
Commission's statement to back up the rate that we ask for. And, further, on page
2624, there is statedasfollows:
Ca "As
Instarted to state, theTariff Con uon, on page
V11, paragraph ;3, of the reference already cited, states that on the basis of physical
:equivalents the duty on light cream would naturally be 5 to 7 times that on milk,
:and on heavy whipping cream about S to 10 times.- At a rate'of 3j cents per gallon on
milk, the equival-ent rate on heavy cream would be from 29 cents to 36 cents per
gallon.": -We take issue with the quotation-of parts of p p which misrepresent
the position of the United States Taff Comon. In the document referred to an
-examination shows that- while thie commiaon has suggested, gas the title implies
changes: in many schedu
fles, in this particular matter the paragraphs referred to deaf
only with the butter-fat content equivalent. and not with comparative costs, nor
does the commission -make any recommendation with relation to the desirability
of basing the respective rates insduch equivalents.
In order to show how baseless a fear of Canadian competition is, we call attention
:particularly to the tables showing Canadian prices, exports and imports, and other
statistics contained in the brief referred to on page 2210 of said part 29.
FIRST

ARGUMENT OF T}{E NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS'^ FEDERATION.

Addressing ourselvesmore particularly
to-certain items of the various briefs filed
fora higher rate, we note on page 2592j in paragraph 3, in bief of thb National Milk
Producers': Federation, Sthie statement, Shouald
thal er e any attempt to trade the
farmer for foreign markets to place ipnp the free list, or near free list, his product to
gain trade for protective industries, thessame
will not be patienfty-,tolerated by agriculture." We object to arguments of this nature, which would seem in the nature of
an implied threat
Realizing that the Senate Finance Committee is anxious to care
for the interests of the whole country, we sugget in reply to the statement that there
are 1,000,000 milk producers an(I but, few manufacturers; that
while
w2e
as anMa1ocefereanes

in

this brief are to the preliminary prints.
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: ciation repreent a comparatively few organizations directly we (lo represent directly,
and through "the tdorsement of the associations, not only cream dealers of New
England but the Boston and Suburban-Milk Dealers' Association and the New England Ice Cream Dealers' AssociAtion, and-indirectly, we speak for a consuming public
of appximately seven and a half million inMNew Enoland. For these reasons we
:suggest that it is unfair thit the lare number of people in poorer circumstancees even
than theaverage fairer in New England should be cornel10 to payhanyhigher
prices than are necesryjfor milk anhditsproducts, whic-are the moat necessary
:articles of fo d are particularly the food of infants and invalids. Being, moreover,
in diret touch with the consumer, we know what the producer perhaps fails to realize,
that there is8a
,price limit at which consumption decreases, and that particularly
with regard to the sweet cream going lW the manifacturre of ice cream it has been
-:
:
and: ise a fight to ild the market for sweet cream as oppost to weet butter homogeni7zed, and that wifhen- cream rises above a fair price sweet butter is shipped from
cold-storage centers and dsplaes sweet cream, to the detriment not only of the
cream dealer b ut of the consumer and the producer as well. It may be noted here
that with the high butter market always comes the increased use of oleomargarine
:and vegetable oils margarines.
NEW ENGLAND PROSPERITY,
Replying to that portionof 'tWe brief of the Natioial Milk Poucers' Federation,
page 2593, and statements of Mr.' George N: Put"'am page 2596, Trelativeto deadence
of New England, as well as Tables 1, lA, 2, 3,-and:4, pages 2600 and 2601 the fgures
;shoWn are nisleadrig without taking in account oter facr repord in the same
bulletiis 'of the Buireau of the Cens to which no reference has been mide. The
figures from Vermont; the most distinctively agricultural State. in New
following
and fhd by H.; . Ellinger, professor
ii animal and dairy Ijdustry
gEnlan'd
University of Vermont: "Approximate increase during the past 2 years: The censu
:figures for 1900 place the number of dairy cows at 270,194, ttal value-at $7,740,98,
average value per cow at $28.65, In 1910 the total number of cows was placedat
.275,483, total value $9,527,660, average value per: cow $35.89, and in 1920 the total
number of cowswas p laced at:290,12,-:total value6$23,027j,209, and the average value
per cow at $79.37. The assessor's figures as reported in the annul report of -the commissioner of agiciitufre for 1915 gives 223,911 cows and for 1920 gives 244 126 cows.s)
::Table 1,:hereto annexed, is cornpiled from table-1 of the Agricultural bulletinfofthe Bureau of Cens'us for eaih of the NewEwngland States;s howingthe comparative
value of live stock, implements and machinery, buildings, land, and all farm property,
together w.with average value per farm for the same items taken as of 1910 and 1920.
hTey show increases in value of all farm property as follows: Mane, 35.8 per cent;
New Hampie 14.8 per cent; Vermont, 53.2 per cent; Massachusetts, 32.7 per cent;
:Connecticut, 42,4 per cent; while even Rhode Island shows a small increase. The
values of the, live stock oin the farms have increased as follows: Maine, 5841 per cent;
New Hampihire,60.9 per cent; Vermont, 87,2 per cent; Masachusetts, 61.6 per cent;
Rhode Island, 47.7 per cent; Connecticut, 65.7 per cent.
Table 2 fr compiled from taie :20 of the same set of bulletiiis, to point out the equities
in farms. These tables show that in Maine the total value of all farms in 1910 was
$39,774,005. Those fams at that dato were ubject to: mortgages of $11,738,529.
-'dy
the equity above:all mortges is $39,834,863, showing an actual net asset in
Iarm lanid and buildingsgreater than the total of all valuations'in 1910, including
mortges This stateent is true of Vermont and;Connecticut, and values of equities fiave- materiay increased in all N Enigland States. Any business man who
can figure his net assets as having largely increased bases that as the measure of his
rather than the amount of his indebtedness.
-prosperity
The value of dairy prbducts sold has practically doubled in all the States as shown
'in Table 3
Table 4 shows the increase in production -of crops in the New England States, and
is compiled from Table 32 of the same bulletin.
Table 5 shows the number of depositors and deyosits in savings banks in each of
the New England States, there being a considerable increase in the number of depositors and deposit in each State in the year 1919-20. Out of a total population of
little less than 7,600,000 there are over 4,000,000 depositors and almost $2,COO,OO0,CC0
deposits.
Table 6 shows the ratio of motor vehicles to the population and to the road mileage.
In Vermont the number ofTcar;) increased from 1918 to 1921 as follows: Pasenger cars,
-20,782 to 33,778; commercial cars, 1,873 to 3,487. (From records of the secretary of
.atate of Vermont.)
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These Various table are suihitte as reliable facts to show the inconsistency of the
statements made by the various witnesses and deduced from the partial statistics
submitted.:
it is not our purpose to rnininimme the difflculties of the farer. We realite that he,
like the rest of the world, is suffering b ease of the.pAst seven years upheaval. We
do not, however, believe the--New England farmer h full rlized the relative
meaure-of prosperity:which hai come toNew 'nIgnd;agriculture.
Mr. Puitnam, page-2957,part-36, Heaings on Tari. sttes that the last three or
four years have beene theiost unprofitable years in his experience in farming. Reference to th~e market quotations in the years from 1906to 19 show ices ranging
the rate for 1918, 1919 anid 192
from $0.30:down to $0.22 per pouind for gutter, iwhle
ran between $46ad $0.58;that the value of mlk. placed at 12.9 cens pert gallon
in the earlier priod or 3 cents per qr, icreasd to 0.6f6 cents in 1920; -.nrI that
cream se from 78.9 cents per gallon to $1,22 per gallons
it is intereoting to: note that in the report of the special pcommissii of Congress,
first par, ."The Agricultural Crisis and Its Causs," :[t is found that the' urchasing
power of the farmer's dollat intro commdities, exepting fdand fari prod
uct, was 17 pr cent hiher in 1918 tan i 193, -and that frmJ 1913 tothe peent
year his gain nas been- considirably greater thn h 1, whi, eaccordig to the bst
t workingman' wahaseen 7
rc in
statistical inforiation,tthe ie
to 17 per cent lesthan -before -the upwad movement- of prices in 1916. We mut
further rem -embertht of Ihe6-seven-tnths m en and women en~ d in gainful
laboroutside of thoe in aricultue abooe fourthareitof employment and a
ha#nd to mouth on t time and uced Wwa.
considerable number-are livitgfrom
For these reao we ask consideration fr the men and womeWn who are the consumers
of milk and its poducts. We ask nothing that will, in our opinion, prevent the farmer
obtaining a-reasonable profit on his dairy pioducts, but we do seek to prevent a condition in which there will Gbe a possibility of forcing extortionate prices from the consurmer or compelling him to gowithout.
COMPARATIVE COSTS OP PRODUCTION

IN CANADA AND UNITED

STATES,

The bais of caste in Canada and the nitd States ha ben a eat gat lenth
r and their briefs. We desire tocall attention too
in the testimony of the- pro
the difference in statistics obtained by- the United Stats departments and thoe
obtained by the prucersor tions, which are naturilly bisd and in spite of
an intention to be fair will almost inevitably favor their- reconceived views. The
brief of the National Milk- Producers' Aociation, page 2593, tates, "The difference
between a-potective' tariff and a revenue tarif consists chiefly and almot wholly
in wges." -Mr. Camburn, director of the division ofday Massachusetts department of agritu, says that the difrence lies primarily in the labor cot. Accepting their statement as correct, we call attention to certain fctsiand figures.
The Wrarre^iforMula, page 2688,? usd it is difflt t understnd why this
basis is usedinsteadof thatwhich was most efully worked out by the United ates
Department of A 'cul~turefora two-year period on Veront farina. It will be noted
mla showsthetotal amount of feed and labor. When it comes
that theWar
to a percentage of various factors of the whole, it gives a larger rtio for labor than it is
entitled to,A becue th com o of gs costs of labor is with net coat. For ex
ample the: crdi for cows: and -manure, amountig to appr ly 20 peent
retur, is deductd frm the oad charges or costs, and the balance i dded to
the-labor and fee costs to make 100 per cent. Thus, the factor of pekcen!Ag or, labor
is hih'(approximaey 29 per cent. -This factor at the time of the United States
investigation in Vermont was given as 21 per cent. However, using each of these'
pae 26,-testified that the t of butter production in New
burn,
Mr.
mehos Ca]
England was 5 cents By United States formula, 55 times 21 per cent equals $0.11.5,
total lbor coper und; Warren formula, 65 times 29 per cent quals .1696, ttal
labor cost per pound.
The brief of the Now_ Englnd Dairy Committee, 2635, gives New England ,Sttes
wages as,$62 to $67 per month and quebec $40. Thu, it would appear that the difference on the highest price of labor in New nengland and Canada was $17, or 28.6 per
cent of the highest New 1.ngland wae. On this statement, using the United States
formula, .1155 times 28.6 equals .033, difference in costs; Warren formula, .1595 times
28.6 eqUals .045, difference in c'sts.
Using the labor coats in the preliminary report of the United States Milk Producers'
Dairy Tariff Committee, page 2587, part 36, wages without board in the United States
were $74; in Canada, $68. The wages were 8.1 per cent lower. Using these figures
United States formula, .1155 times 8.1 per cent equals .009 plus; Warren formula,
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Thus, alloling a range on the figure of
.1695'times 81-per cent e a cet.013to minus.
the Variona briefs from .9.of'uals
4.6 cents as the nearest approach to an accurate
statement of difference in labor costs per pouind of butter, it does: -iot reach one-half
the 10-cent differeiice which is claimed and is niore than covered by 6 cents duty.
Tables in the brief (p.-2634) show feed costs higher in Quebec. Further, we call
attention tothe statement of Mr. Leach, pages 2610 and 261, as to the character of
soil and niatufal advantages of the New England dairy section. This is bornie out by
the New Euigland D)airy Tariff (Conrnittee, part 29, page 2209, under the heading,
"Standards of Linng," and by the Tariff Information and Surveys on Dairy Produects,
United States Tariff ('ommission, page 10.
SUFFICIENCY OF

UNITED STATES SUPPLY.
We call attention to
show'ng that theUnited."State produced
page
::0
of the country. No one denies thefor needsH of 2588,
the market'
;:sufficient dairy pfodluctsfigures,
fact that the Unite States -roucts are sufficient to more than care for the-phome
:S
mArket, but they have consistently sought the' best market, atnd we have produced
many times the amount consumed at home: This is shown bY the fact that in the
as a;poor year for the -dairy
first 11 monthei of 1921, whiichi has been heralded
industry
ben seious disturbance of our-exr trade, weistill
.and duringwhich there hasa
exported in value morethani double the am.ountof imports.e (See table7.) We wish,
one.misleadingtfigure
however, tocall attention Ito
in--the tablereferred toi The
the
Sttes as
::total prodction of mlk is correctly-given for Uniteda
90,e00;000,000
that amount only about 45,000,000,000 was aailabie
poundsfor the year 1919, buotof
or fluid milk, the remhainde goingino mnufacturedl products which are listed
apparently as additional p-roduction. The percentage in The
belowv in the same. table,
last column on 'the first line in that item would: be 89 per: cent instead of '42.6. per cent.
Again, during ll: months of a919
the impose and exp of dairy products for the
country as given in November Summary of Foreign -Commerce, Department of ('om:merce, were: Imports, $11,084,769; eorts, $131 923,237. Thus, the world market
gave an opening for a surplus, and that the products sought the highest lev els is a
in erence. (See Table 7.)
One more question raised is that anincrease in price ievels justifies higher rate tIan
-wasgiven:under the PayneAldrich Act. efying, we do not understand that it
has been the theory of the protective tariff that all commodities should be taxed on
an ad valorem basis .or that: specific duty should be made on-a cost basis. Some
things are placed on the free list, others made dutiabule, and the difference in wage
levels ha been
really more important than the relative market price.A product like milk and-the vario- s products made from milk should not he taxed
so as .to levy a heavy.:burden'on-the consumerr. Furthermore, because of :the fact
that in butter-fat products we are.gin competition with s titutes which can be
: produci ata much lower 'cost, we must recognize there is a limit at which protection
Ceas to protect and encouragssutbstitut"es,and that as far as the production of
revenue is concerned becomes a point of diminishing retusof .
:gIt is,p a ntural that in statistics iven in -the course of testimony rather than
the-'briefs there are errors. W..Xe have not attempted Xto meet many of .those, as, for
example, that on page '2598 -relative to the amount of: butter imported from Canada
ia
amount given as
pounds instead of 351,242.:
in 1913, where
the35i,0(X)
Regarding the snitary production of milk on C'anadian and New Eng~land farms,
under .the strictest regulations and to
::we are :cmpelle toship cream into Bst3on
brig it inat afgiven temperature. :The Caadian producers are ohliged to meet
: those conditionsbefore cria istakenfrom their dairPe. a
Regarding the whole question of duties on dairv product , we submit herewith an
item from-the New York Produce and Americant, reamery under dateof Januartatit
1921. We -believe that this statement covers generally the-induatry and its needs.
We.-believe the rates fixed by:.H. R. 7456l are ample for butter and .cream. We do IiOt
believe 'that cream is in competition with boutt~er so that thie interests of the- producerrequire harmonizing of the tariff rates. If they were-to be harmonized,the
basis is
not that suggested by the producer but that suggested in brief of-ram tDealers Association of August 30. We suggest, if your committee deems wise, a different rate on
fresh pastourlzed cream impcened for eonsumption as cream or ice cream from that
on sour crem and cream imported for manufacture into butter. We do this in an
s eems most toaaisturb theproducers. We
honest effort to meet the problemswhich

Table: Table 1.- Comparative value of farm property, 1910 and 1920.
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further invite fullest Inquiry into the conditions under which :we import cream and
the facts stated in our briefs.
(From New

Produce and American Creamcry.j

York

THAT "EXPORiABLE ElURPi.UN.".

Accordiing to a press item issued from the office of the executive secretary of the
National Milk Producers' Federation, Mr. it W.. Balderson Mtated at a recent hearing
before the Seniate
toFin-ance C'ommittee, in a plea for a 10 cents a pound tariff on butter,
that "the United States can supply with iresent lroduction all the dairy products
uvc('M.sarv for home consumption and still h ve an exportable surplis." At the same
time h retferred to the quantities of foreign butter recently coming into United
:States markets as evdennce that "the emergency tariff rate of ( cents a j)otnd, * * *
effetive bar to imports."
it no loUgerean
It is interesting to spculate upon the peculiar conception of trade conditions and
price rehitions involved in' these statements.
Of cotrse, the relation of our dairy riAtlcts, in volume, to the needs for domestic
consumption iR affectedby domestic price levels.Bu-itit i'the "present production"
at prices affected by the added suppply du.e to importationson a I cents duty leaves us
withan "exportibl;esurplus," it would be iiterestlngto know-what becomes of-it.
And -it seems inevNitAble that -with an "effective bar to imports" and a.naturally
prices in domestic mares our "exportablesurplus" wouild be'a good
higher level of
deal like thelfellowl(or was Aita4iri7) who was"as l drss up with'no place t .o
g'
Of course, if the Dansh and Argentine and Antipodean butters now cowing to our
markets were barred out by a prohibition dutr we could hardly expect to fnd any
foreignoutlet, for what Mr. 'lalderson calls our ' ex portable surplus," Unle our biuitter
:rices hould fall to an export relation to the world's markets, in which case a tariff,
:g o
woulO be of no-acount-or effect. ft outr butter prciesare kept above a
partywithvthe world's markets by a high tariff, that result can only be realized by
limiting prodometic need at that i r rce
ilnle some means
could be foulndby) tih bUtter manhfadtureru coiud limit their .sale in domestic
trade and sell abroad-iany surptius that- might arie at a lower price than domestic consumers had to pay jutst as the dairymen's combination arbitrarily fixes a price for
market milk ahbovethe normal value of milk as a whole, and eell.s the surplus for
manufacture of dairy products at a lower price.
There is -no doubt that the. shutting out of foreign butter from our markets by a
tariff high e'nougihto be, as Mr. Blalderon saVs, :"an effctive bar to importations"
will monopolibe the domestic market for hie domestic production. But that will
also limit our domestic production to the domestic needs, and we ean have no "exportable surplus " unless our butter manufacturers can make a surplus profitably at prices
low enough to compete abroad With the goods barred out of ouir own markets.
TABLE Co.-mparative value offarm proper 4y, 1910 and 1920.
increase.
State and Item.

0u10

1910

Por cent.

Amotint.
Maine:G

anda
.114,411,87189,97,100
Building
8,3
Implements mnd machinery 2...........26,7,60
Live stock.
39,780,102

i5,481,396

73,138,231
14,490,533

27,930, 476
16,56B,889
12,

32.3

22.6
83.8

147,;127

25,161i,39

14,618,263

44,619,047
41,397,014
6,877,7

2,908,284

I51
Total ...
s388
270,2,733 i9,71_,998 71,25,735
Average per farm-I
Land......
64.6
1, 441
931
2,372
Buildin ........._.!
41
"1,219
A6
1, 0
241
311
IbS2
129.0
.............
Live ttck andmachinery
......................9.9
05
9
Total
68.9
5I0 M
3,32:D
2,289
..

.

lmplements

....................

New Hampshire:
Land ............................
Buildin ..........................
Implements and machinery ...........

47,425,331

42,670,539
9,499,322

Live stock ............................
19,0,3
Total ..1.8....
1
.

...........

11,910, 478
103,704,19

F
6.
2.8

1,173,
3,
621,886

81.6

14,961,919

14.4

M

57,20,445

.eV
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TABaLE: 1.-Comiparative table offar property, 19Waofnd 1920-Continuled.
Stat and itrn.

1923313)

Am~olunt.
New

Per ~0tit.

Hampshire:j

Aveag er (arm$64
6
d ....2...31............
44
....
1,,3&W
Buildings
2,074 I
2463
Imuplemnents and machinery....463.217
.........I...

494
440
Live stock......... .9..I....34
Total ..................
3, 83
1,949
5, 782
Vermont:
1 58,386,327 1 24,662,926
Land... .........
21,975,9-m
7 gm
64 0,9154S
W,'
Buildings ...............1...0....10,18863
,3.
1 R W II A,4:
Implement and machinery
Live stock .................42,8633
22,642,766. 19, 742,586
Total .................... 222,736,620 1145,399,728
77,336,892
.........

42.1
0.5
108.
avWI
87.21
53.2

76

Ave~rfarm~
Buildings

40,4
:..
13.
112.3
608
W

.

~~~........
2,
1,6857
~~

Imlmns and machinery........7.30
.
...
Livetook............
1,45S

903

311
692

419
766

4,445
7,661 I
Total..................
Mas~sachusetts:
Land
..............i127, 53,607. 105 6266
Buildings .........I...-.. j 119934,224
Implements and machinery.,.. ......
19,341i,7(65 11,563,84
Live stock................I 33,624,157
20,741,'386

3,216

88636)1B9

....

Total..!3(...........E), 471, 743
AverageLana
jpefryan1.
~~3980
Buildings.3,784
60
and
machinery.......
Implement
Live stock .1., 048
........

6. 1

134. 7
110.7
72.4

10 9-2.
31.0
07.4

228,10759
7,95,861

12782,791

61.6

73,997,718.

32.7.

2,9

1,134)

2,0
313

1,347
22

9.5
5,1
93.3

226,474,025J

__2__85

............

___
M0
Total .................
Rhode Island:4),
Land.
......1 14,509,073 1 15,0,04,020'8.
0
SI
12, ,89 1
Buidin'g's' ..1....................
3.
,7110
6714
Implements and machinery......... 2,0861
4
4.
Live stock............
484,279
31,276,472J 1,6387
84
027
fI
l
2
2.0
32,990,7.39
Tota................33,6.36,786

I:878,8.3

.......

3,664
718
2,836
~~~~~
4073
2,442
~~~~~2909
'6901
33Z53
56
619
Livestock~.1,...........I185

Land ..
Buildings.......:

impeensad machinery ... ......

Total.~~~~........

8,2381

Connecticut:

Land................... 10,187,

6,234

2,004 1

72206,058

28,98,671

263
19.1I
75. 1:
91,4
321
40.1

Rif,1316 2970,64W3.
91,5
13,248,097 f 6,916,048
6,331,449
23 472698
9
,16,OW
Live stock ....,...................9,309,701
W5.7

Buildings ...........I....
Implements and machinery ........i

Total_................

A ve~rag

farm-

89,093,712

228,991,817 1150,399,771 j67,501,846

...........4,466
j
.
........68
I~ve stock...............1,03
10,019
.....!..
~T'otl.............
..........

Buildings ......
Implements and

2,603
,46
25
528

,944

1,773
1,406
327j
508
4,075

42.4

65.8
5.

128.7

906.2

68.8:

%

Table: Table 2.- New England farm values, mortgages, and equities, 1910 and 1920.

Table: Table 3.- Total sales of dairy products, 1909 and 1919.

Table: Table 4.- Sum ary of al New England crops, 1909 and 1919.
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TABLE 2,-Ne

Engl49and faring values, mnortgagee, and equities#, 1910 ari
state anid Item,

90

Maine
Valu ofland and

Mortgage

buildings .................... C,4
debt..............................

1,5222

90

j11

nrae

Iper ccnW.

0,
74¶;j
78

39,8.4,8...28,9(135,470
Equity
Average equity per ..r.......3,2...7..2,018..

89.

New Hampshire:
Value of land and buildings.....................20,274,028 15,457,0640
.................0,820,8511 4,773,0610
Mortgage debt
Equity
-................S... ......13,453,474
1,88
Average equity per farm .......................
2,717

44. 1

.........

10,083,430.

....

and buildings.0 1, 070, ss. 36s, ss,
Vealuet of land
j 12,
debt

sot

Mortgage
438,091
...........................23,575,778
Equity ...........O..........a37, 4941,774 24,422,410
2,012
Average equity per farm,::..........
3, 209
..........

02.0

Massachus'etts:

Value of land and buildings ....................70,745,237 49,742,39W
..23, 412,188; 10, 371, 484'
Mortgage debt ........................
Equity .................... .........
47,333,049 j33,370,912
4,058
....
,m74
Avenage equity per farm............
......

Rhode Islan:
Value of land and buildings ..................

4,884,643
....... 1,494, 367
Mortgage debt....................
Equity ...............................3,370,278
Average eq u Ity per farm .......................
3,937

70.5

4,087,933

1,358,328
2,731,607
2,729

44.3

Connecticut:,
Value of land and buildings.....................85,781, 194 37,906,308

Mortgage debt............................17,8i60,949 1,85%,'408.
Equity...............................37,920,245 '26,048,840
2,874
Average equity per farm ......................
4,660

02. 1

TA BLE 3.- Total sales of dairy products, 1909 and 1919.

1919 1901) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~inrease.

State.

*
Per cent.
131.6
Maine.81'5,43,624 S4t)722,779
131.2
New Hampshire .......9.......27..............
.
,
5
,
'
130,057.
87.7
V~ermont ..f............................. 26, O34 760 il,501,h577.
96.4
Mansschu-setts.............................. 24, 279,643 14,840,9127
86.9
2,07444
Rhode Island.......................
3,770,528)
03. 0
Conne-ticuti............................
38.5,132 7,325,433
ToWtal.94,.....................1240,873 47,.38,217 .

::I14,

TABLE 4.-Smmryof all

New England

State.

crops,

1909 and 1919.

If)~ ~ ~ ~ 1W

1919

Maine.
3640800 ,1524
.~~~~...... .j.. Wet,
New Hamsie112,2,60
23,509,611k5
Vermont.
...
.f.....l, 697,700 47,999,00
6~..............
191,70-5. 53 700 925
Mlasachusetts.....-.-..........................
5:340: 378
.
2.986, 816
Rhode IWand............................
Connecticut ............................- 19,279,953
44, 492,385
........

......

Total.117,654,874.........................27F5,195,3*3

Increa~se.
Per cent.
0
94.1
102.5
105
78.8
130.8
134

Table: Table 5.- Savings banks of New England, number of depositors, and deposits, 1919 and 1920.

Table: Table 6.- Ratio of motor vehicles to population and to mileage of roads.

Table: Table 7.- Exports of dairy products for 1 months ending Nov. 30, 1921, compared with 1 months of 1919 and 1920.
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TABLE 5.-Saings banks of Ne

nlad

ntn5r of deposit rs, and deposits, ~1919 and

1920.
State.

-

_

T~poeitors.

_

_

_

82,253,000-

Maine.
~~~....235,377,
New He phie244,336'

Vermont.~~...
118,267
Massachusetts..........
2,391,060
Island
Rhode
..168...........85i'
Connecticut ...............
704,179
Total................ 3,801 I10

121,092,0C
59 784, 000

i......

_

)eposltor,

1)epoit,

O,089 5.56,0M0

101,419,000
381,646,000)

1,84.,760,0001

1eole

$10,473,000

255,277
168,518
122,126
2,600,0 40

131, 1$4;o0o
0,77 0
1, 188,1 128, 00
113,200,00
415, 585, 000

179,573
717,405
4,133,539

1,924,027,000

eil~ opplt~nadt ieg f
TABLE 6.Rtoo6oo
roadq.~
Lr

leiRaioto-ovvTvuaLooa to-

Stale.t

State.
jPopl-

a

Fopt~

Mils

Mana~c1husets .....1:16
Maine .
....li~~~~~:1is1:2.3
1:15
1:.2l0odo Island..........
New hamzpsh~ire.1:14'
1:14
1:1.9
connecticut.....:1:13
Ve~rnont............

6

ie of

1:13.2
1:20.0
1: 7.3

Ifda~_r__I__
-Y4~

0
o.00- 1921 cohp(Ired VwAt
TABLE 7.-Eports fdar )rd eti fr 11 months end.
11 montths of 1919 anid 1920.
EXPORTS.:

Founds.

12

~~~~1020

1919

Pounds. IValue.

Value.

jPounds.

Butter .............30,790,386 I$15,190,564 16,083,101 $9,855,358 7,675,529
chose.......i ..........12,%,42 4,835,600 15,288,547 4,730, 546 11,33,582
m
Milk
a
d
cre
35,6W
1,251760

Value.

$3,079,027`~~
2,595,620

407,948,
-M~ilk, condensed, etc ......778,082,017 110855,313 39;igi;ijb 6212,1380 276,643,305 35,184,381
.. 41,267,874
Total .........
13l1,33, 237 J.......77,023,950j
..........

........................

IMP RTS

Pud.
B~utter............

9,081,803

Value.
$I

608,925

Pounds.
23 420 418

value.

Pounds.

i$16,61i1,0AI6159,69

Value.
$5508

II2369 5038,428 .23,487,528 7,533,009
0,3
3414 732 1,738,741 3,917,143'12,500,574 ~ 3,9
Milk and cream .......
"
2,217,244
~~~~~~~~~~~,189,S50
' ,,
,,
22,793,538 3,185,731 {
7517
.
1259,797
Milk,
condensed,etc
.... 11,684,769
Total ...........
27,6W5, 799 J..j.... 18,337,234

Cheese.............9,848,73

:6:3

1,%868,68
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STATEENT OF THEODORrP. GRANT RUPEEBUNTidTEnODORE
P. GRANT CO., BOST6iN,MASS.

Senator WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. GRANT. Wholesale cream.
Senator WALSH. And you are located in Boston?
Mr. GRANT. 1 am located in Boston.
Senator WALsH. How extensive is your business?
Mr. GRANT. Last year we did about threefourths of a million
I do not Propose to take a gre4 deal of time, butI do want perhaps
to emphasize one or two points Mr. Parker's brief, I believe,
Afgentlemen, if you w study it wiigive you some light on the subject
that you have not had before. I have been engaged in the milk-and
cream business for about 20 years, and when we first started in the
creamery business all our creameries were located along the line of
the railroads. We took in milk from the farmers, separated it and
gave them the skimmed milk back, and shipped the cream or butter
to the market.
In Saturday or Sunday's Boston Herald is a little picturewgiving
the way the milk market had chined in the last 20 years.
II1900 they got all their milk fo the -Boston market from Massachusetts and a short distance up into the State of New Hampshire;
and nothing from Vermont; in 1910 they reached part way into
Vermont and a-little way into Maine, nd in 1920 they covered the
whole of Vermont, New Hampshire,- and. away down there into Maine,
and they had reached into New York State.
Your farmer is ambitious to sell milk on account of the more
advantageous price as against butter. I do not think anybody will
disagree with that.
Senator DILINGHIAM. There is a great difference of opinion in
Vernmont and a great contest among farmers as to which is the better
way for them, part sticking to butter and part selling their milk.
Mr. GRANT. My experience as a creamery man, Senator, is that
we have been absolutely forced away from all railroad shipping
points for our supply of cream as a business.
As Mr. Parker hias said, we are shipping the coinmercial cr-'mn that
is absolutely necessary to-day; it is'a. necessity; it is not at luxury.
A few years ago when I started in the business cream was a luxury.
To-day at a wayfarer's lodale even the tramp who goes there and
saws-wood wants cream inis coffee, when before he would have
been glad to get- coffe with skimmed milk; everywhere you go you
hear the cry for cream.
As this: thing developed we hlad to go into Canada for our supply.
I think that I- was one of the first ones who took cream across the
border into New England and at the same time was operating creameries there. To-day I do not operate any creameries, but we buy
our supply in New EnhAandLind in New York State and in Canada.
Senator WATSON. VIiat is it you really want?
Mr. GRANT. What we want is this: We want to forget that 35
cents a gallon that the New Englanrd Milk Producers and t&e National
I)airy Union Association are asking on cream, which would absolutely prohibit bringing in the cream and make us absolutely short.
Senator WATSON. Do you want crewn fr(e?
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;Mr biGRANT.No;-we do not. We supported the Fordney bill,
because6webelieveed that cream for commercial purposes should be

taxed for some revenue. But when we come to tax it to prohibit
imports,-we do not see that we are doing the Government any good
and it is certainly going to put some of us right out of business,
because there is not cream enough in New England to go around
under normal conditions, and when abnormal conditions come we
are in a very serious condition.
Senator WALSH. Is there not a marked increase in dairycattle. in
Massachusetts?
Mr. GRANT. I believe there is a marked increasebut I understand
Vermont has not increased.
IA FoLLum. That is probably due to the importation of
Ise
Senator
milk and cream from Canada.
Senator WALSH. It is not a very large increase;6it has` increased
::eryslightlv.i
Senator SMOOT. Do you want this 30 per cent-butterfat increased
to 40 per cent the same as Mr. Parker?
Mr. GRANT. Yes, sir.
Senator SmooT. And you want the 5 cents a gallon to remain as
it is?
Mr. GRAT. Yes, sir.
Senator SM'OT.And 1 cent a gallon on milk ?
Mr. GRANT.; We are not particularly interested in milk, but I
believe that that is sufficient.' We believe the amount which comes
in is infinitesimal, and in this brief Mr. Parker has filed you will find
dairy markets from 1913 on which included the cream.
Senator SMooT. The Payne-Aldrich tariff of IM0Wi* 5 cents a
gallon cream.Mr. GRANT. Then cream was put on the free listiunder the iUnderwood Act.
Senator SMooT. That is true.i,
Mr. GRANT. None of the dire calamities have happened that wore
feared in some of the arguments that have been made. We have
had a higher butter market in Canada right along than many thought
we would have. So that in eight yeats there have been only five or
six months when Lit has been possible to import butter at a profit.
As regards harmonizing these prices: Part of these prices are harmonized on the other side; that is, to get market cream it must
be pasteurized. We can not take raw cream across the line success-0
full , pasteurize it, and ship it to the market.
We must have it pasteurized there, and for that reason we are
obliged to pay Canadian' creameries a premium of from 1 to 3
cents a pound of butter-not butter fat in the content of a can of
cream. And Sto bring that across it costs us for hauling and icing
charges on every can that we get across the line about $1. In fact,
my books will show that it has done that for the last three years.
Senator WALSH. So you prefer to get the cream in New England
territory if you could to avoid that charge ?
Mr. GRANT. If we could, yes.
Senator WALSk. Is the situation this: The demand for cream in
the summer months is away beyond the supply that New England
furnishes to the market?
Mr. GRANT. Yes, sir.
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Senator WALSH. &Andin order to have that supply in the summer
you must keep up tome trade with the producers of cream in Canada?
Mr. GRANT. Absolutely.
Senator WATSON. What is the difference between the price of cream
in Canada and in the New England States?
Mr. GRANT. Canadian creams cost us more since the 1stIof January
on the average than New England creams, on account of the fact that:
the Canadian butter market on which we buySenator MOCUMBER (interposing). It costs more whore-in Cnada?
Mr. GRANT. Delivered in Boston, and that is where we have::to
figure it; we can not firire it at the border.
Senator McCuMBER. What about the cost of transportation from
- Canada to Boston as rgmpared with other New England points in:
the interior?
Mr. GRANT. That is all on mileage basis, Senator. On the railroad
it costs, at about: the cheapest rate we can get, on a can of reamr
to any point -50 to 55 cents and from that to 60 and'75 cents.
Senator MOCUMBER. That is in the United States ?
Mr. GRANT. Yes.
Senator McCUMBzR. What does it cost to bring it in from~Canada,
exclusive of the tariff?
Mr. GRANT. My Canadian cream costs about $1.50 fr hauling,
freight, and icing. We are dealing not with a cream to0 go into
butter.
Senator MCCUMBER. Does that include the tariff?
Mr. GRANT. That does, not -include anything except hauling and-0
;:icing charges. My books will show that, an they will be open to
the inspection of anybody representing this committee.
Senator DILUNGHIAM. Do you know what amount of dairi;y product
is produced in the Province of Quebec as compared with the whole
amount produced in the Dominion of Canada?
.Mr. GRANT. I do not. Mr. Parker's figures in his brief, fIthink, will
show that..
Senator DILLINGHAM. MY recollection is that Quebec produces
about 75 per cent of the entire Canadian dairy products?
Mr. GRANT. I think so. But you can not go back more 'than 10
or 15 miles from the border to get this market cream. Youhave got
to take what is made in there.;
Senator DLINGHAM. Coming back to this question of differential:
Take the question of butter do you remember what the rate was
under the existing law on butter coming into this country from:
Quebec?V
Mr. GRANT. At the present time?..
Senator DILLINOHAM. Yes.
Mr. GRANT. Six scents a pound.
Senator DILLINGHAM. Under the Underwood bill it was 2j.
Do you know what the Canadian charges to the northern Vermont
farmer were if we wanted to send our butter into Montreal;?
Mr. GRANT. I do not know that.
Senator DILUNGHAM. I do not remember exactly; but my recol-_
lection is that it was 4 cents. I know there is a difference and that
Canada charges more than! we charge. What is the population off
New England?
Mr. GRANT. Something over 7,000,000.
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Senator DiLLINOHAM4. What is the whole population of Canada?'
Ten million, is it not? And we have that great market in New
England, which Quebec wants, of course, and Quebec is not so far
distant but what under proper conditions freight rates call be paid.
I want to call your attention to those things and have you explain
them in connection witl the other statements you are making. Our
Vermont farmers pay taxes to support American institutions and
4hey-thhik they have a better right to the New England market. than
Quebec has.
Mr. GRANT. And we are very glad to give it-to them.
Senator DILLINOHAM. All along the New England border we have
good men who have creameries in 1the United States. They are near
the border, and I have no doubt they would like to get the cream from
Canada,; and I am willing that they should have it, but I want it to
be on fair rates, and I hope that you gentlemen in making your plea,
here to-day will be able to suggest some line upon which the two
interests could agree as being.fair and right; if your brief does that
I shall he very gIad tto study it.
Mr. GRANT. i think it does. I think I will bring that out also
that' we absolutely need market cream. The brief will show that I
sent telegrams and letters to a dozen or fifteen creaneries in the States
of Vermont, New Hampshire, and New York-the points of large
supply-and I was unable to got 50 gallons a day; I was not able to
gret anyLiug I have the copies of the letters there, but I also have
the, originals, and I will be glad to leave the originals if the copies
will not do.
Senator DILUNGRAM. It is your idea, is it, Mr. Grant, that the
New England dairymen have specialized more either in butter or in
Xmilk and--ave not shipped so much cream; that is your claim, is it?
Mr. GRANT. Absolutely.
Senator L)ILLINOHAM.. I do not know how far that is true.
Mr.: GRANT. I have in the past operated creamieries, anl now I have
not one on the line of a' railroad. I do not operate any. But we do
buy in Franklin County in the wintertime, and from the Richmond
Creaniery,and I can mention some others the Senator may know.
Senator DI'LUNGHAM. I know all of them.
Mr. GRANT. Those names are contained in the brief. And then I
have taken the matter up with the department of agriculture in
Massachusetts, who had been making a survey of the cream supply
with the hopes of enlarging it, and they sent me a list of all the
creameries they had gotten answers from as a possible source of
supply.-- I wrote to every one of them, and I succeeded in getting one
man who would sell me 50hgallons a.day. I was looking for 250-to
500 gallons, and I would have guaranteed to have bought for three
months, and that probably meant continuing right through the year.
0Our solution of this problem is'this: It has-ome-t methin the
last 48-hours-and I think Mr. Parker has figured part of it in his
brief-that this commercial cream up to 40 per cent butter fat,
pasteurized cream for market use, should be taxed 5 cents per gallon.
N
*ToW, that 5 cents per gallon represents what? It represents It to
14 cents per pound on the butter content. We have to pay from
14 to 2+ cents per pound premium above the Canadian butter market,
waich makes about 4 cents per potinii, to which add 3 to 4 conts per
81527-22-sAm 7-18:
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pound of butter for hauling, icing, adfreight oha, ad theAdut
on butter.
is already more thn haoniz ith the prese td
in Cada at
if we can get arate on commercial creampasteu
tf or 6 cents a gallon up to 40 per cent, and then tax the cream coming
in sour or sweet for manufacturing into butter at :I0 cents or any rate
that is right, we are right with it. I believe it will solve the problem
and take care of all this bugaboo that iswoontinually coming up about
the possibility of flooding the land with cream along the lbie and
making it into butter. That has never been practiced successful;
it was practiced in 1910 along the border as: soon as the PayneAldrich law went into effect 9 or 10of these Caadians came across
and -established factories along the border in New York State; -they
built creameries and started inx to the manufacture of butter, and they
all went broke when the butter panic came in the spring of 1911, and
there am none of them there that I know of. There is some butter
made, but it is an infinitosimally small amount.
Senator WasH. If cream came in free from Canada, you would
prder to buy it from Vermont and New Hampshire?
Mr. GRANT. We prefer it at all tines.
Senator WAsai. Would it be cheaper for you?
een the cot
Mr. GRANT. There is not a great deal of difference
of a gallon of cream in Canada and the cost of cream in New. England
at any time, as an analysis of our butter markets will show from 1913 to
1921. We have them right up to date in this brief, and they will
show. To some of them wv have added on the PayneAldrich tariff
and the present emergency tariff, and they will show the Canadian
butter market, the basis on which cream is bought, is frequently
higher than our own; and in that case you can not bring the cream
in and manufacture butter to compete With our owgoods.'
We have been at the business 12 or 13 years and Ikow it is an
impracticable proposition, and I know there is absolutely no danger
to the farmers of the country. I believe that if we can have it
arranged so that we can have 5 cents duty on market cream-and
bear: in mind, again, we pay a premium on the Canadian side of the
line in order to have them manufacture itwei would be taking a step
in the right direction.
Senator DILLINGHAM. May I inquire whether the other side of this
:.
question has- made application for hearing?
Mr. Stewart will know, I think..
:
Senator. SMOOT. There is a long list of them.
Senator MOCUMBER. What was the question, Senator?
Senator DnLLINGoAM. I asked whether the farmers or those representing the farmers of New England had asked to be heard on this,
question. They are coining later, I understand. But bearing--;djhi:
this, I will ask to have put into the record a brief sent to me by the
Now England Tariff Committee on certain dairy products, which
appears to have been prepared by W. H. Bronson, statisticiah, New
England Milk Producers' Association; 0. M. Camburn, director of
dairying, Massachusetts Department of Agriculture; and G. C. White,
professor of dairy husbandry, Connecticut Agricultural College.
Senator McaCcu.MBEIR. That may be done.
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(Paragraphs 707-710 and 1598.]
STATEMENT OF CMEALZS W. HOISMAN WASHINGTON, D. C.,
RIPER SENTING NATIONAL MILK PEODbfS FEBDERATION.
Mr. HOLMAN. My name is Charles W. Holman, and I am actingS

the National Milk Producers' Federation.
secretary.of
I am filing, Mr. Chairman, a list of our member associations, which..

is a collection of cooperative corporations exclusive of farmer membership, representing, in the aggregate, 21 associations and something:
over 200,000 farmer members.
MEMBERS OF NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION.

DairyIen's League (Inc.) and Dairymen's League Cooperative Association (Inc.),
Utica N. Y,
New E~nglandMilk Producers'- Association, Bostb Mass.
Inter-StateMilk ProducersAssociation, Philadelphia,Pa.
Maryland Staite Dairymen'sAssociation, Baltimore, Md.'
Producers' nation, Washington, D. C.
Marvland'and VirdiniaMilk;
00East Tennesseie M ilkPrdcers' 'Apc on, oxville, Tenn.
Oregon Doairyuiens Cooperative league, Portland, rg.:
Kentucky & Indian Diries Co., Lisigville, Ky:
Queen City Milk Prdu Associaton; Cicinnati, Ohio.
Ohio .Farmers' Cdoperative M1ilk Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Dairymen's Cooperative Sales Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Northwestern Cooperative Sales Co., Wauseon, Ohio.
Mlichigan Milk Producers' Association, Detroit, lMich.
Southern Illinoii Milk Pioducers' Asociation, St. Louis, Mfo.
Twin''Clity.MilkP uees' Aociation St. Paul, Minn.
The Milk Produceres Association and the ProducerB' Cooperative. Marketing' Co. of
the Chicago District, Chicago, Il.
Milwaukee Milk Producers' Association, Milwaukee, Wis.
Tkuisiana and Mitsissippi Dairymen's Cooperative Aociation, New Orlean.s, LJa.
Associated Dairymen of California, San Francisco, Calif.
United Dairy Association of Washington, Spokane, Wash.
I am also filing a list of 6our Officers and directors, Mr. Chairman
-

OFFlCARI4S

ANT) TURECTORS

OF Tilt

x.ATION'A1. MIII.K PIrOJ)1UCEIS' FEE1:ItATIO()N.

Milo D. Cifiinbell, president.
R. D. Cooper, first vice president.
H. W. Ipgersoll, second vice 1)resi(Ielit.
F. P. Willits, tr -easurer.
George Brown, secretary
Chas. W. Holmanacting .seretarv -:
('oldwater,
Mich.; I).
c.
('d
Bo0ard0of directors: Milo 1)D .ampbell,
oer, Little
Falls, N. Y.; H W. 'Inaersoll, Elria, (Thirn GC;orgeBrown Sycamore, Ill.; G. B.
Rice,'milw auke, Wis.; W. l.' Schilling, Nortbfiold, Minn.; 1. W. Tinkhamr, Warren,
IR. I.; W. 3. [Kit~e, Crystal Lake, Ill,; J.l D. lMiller, Susquehanna, Pa.; F. P. Willits,
Ward, Pa.; R. C. Rood, fowell, Alieh.; IfartS llartke, Covi'ngton, Ky.; J. 1.
Henderwn,' Sacra-mento, Calif.; P. S. Brenneman) Jofferson, Ohio; Rlicharl Pattee,
Newton Highlands, Ifs J3 A Scollard, (ihehalis, Wash.; Alma, D. Katz, Portland,
Oreg.; 'F. tf. Holt, Kensa Wis.; H. J. Schultz, Shipman, Ill.; D. G. Harry, Pylesille, Md.; J. Wdod Yager, La Grange, Ky.
Executive committee: Milo D. Campbell, R. D. Cooper, H1. W. Ingersoll, W. J.

Kittle, 3. D. Miller; alternates,

liarry Rartke and R. C. Reed.,

In order to expedite the dairy discussion beOre this Committee, the
producers' organizations and some of the creamery men have agreed
to divide up the time among themselves and to present sectional
arguments.
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It is my purpose here this morning only to make a short intro(luc tory statement and to file some data which we feel is necessary
as a preliminary: understanding of the problem from our viewpoint.
For something more than a year our member associations and
allied -bodlies have been making a very careful study of costs of prduction and costs :of distribution of butter products in their relation
to the tpriff problem. We have even gone to the !extent of making
some foreign surveys and also requesting various departments of
the Government to gather together certain data from foreign countries which we felt was essential to lay before you..
A preliminary report was -made in the oarly summer by a committee known as the United States Milk Producers'- Dairy Tariff
Committee, performed tit the initiation of the federation that I
represent. I wish to file the preliminary report of the committee.
PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES MILK PRODUCERS' DAIRY TARIFF

COMMITr EE.
In. Februi-ary- and early March of this year it became aarent that reliable data
W
hearing upon the cost of.0
milkand milk p :thduct.nined
prodlucing
-Pn.
u -i the Unit States:
would be esential for the use of Cong in fforthcoming tiff schedules. To that
end, and at the suggestion of the Nation! Milk Producers' Federation,; regional committees were at once organized in various Setions of the United State. for the making
of investigations upon the question of a dai rytariff and the assembling of ma 'a
which would be of help in adding what tariff rates would be -neceesary to protect
American producers from foreign competition
New Englnd committee: Tfie New Englazid committee was madebup
of one innier
from each of the- several New England8tteea, h member being appointed
a
result of a conference between the following farmers' or nations Grange, Farm
Bureau, Dairymen's A
tion, Coilee of Arlltureand StateD artment of
Agriculture. Au a reedit; of theslections, the following men were members of the
committee from New England: W. N. Cady, Vermont, mater of the State Grange,
chairman; 0. M. Camurn, Massachusetts-State De
nt of Agnculture, secretary; J. W. Alson, oecticut Diarymen's Asitiorri H,-N. Sawyer, New Hamtpshire Fa Buteau; 1:M D. Jones e Aicultil olleg; 0. R. littl6, Eastern
New York Milk Producers' Assciation; 3.1 Duin Rhodeiland State Departsent
of Agriculture;: W. H. Bronson, New England Milk Aoducers'-Aiation;
Eatern group: -Thel following are the members of the committee for the Eastern
Stat:it
R. W.Dalderston, Inter-StAteMilk: Producer.' A0ssoiation, Philadelphia,
chairman~; :GeorgeW..Slocum, Durmen 's Leage, Utica, N. Y.; D. 0. ifarry
Maryland State bairymen's Asiatin, Baltimore; T. E. McLaughlin, Marvland
and Virii Dairyi'sA
on, Wa
n, D. C. This grpup had the coopeation ofthe ranges farm bueaiis, agicultural colleges, and State 4epartments of
agriculture i the various State represented
Central group: Thefollowig are the merbenof the committee fordthe Central
States: H . W1.Ingersoll Ohio Farmers' Cooperative Milk Co., Eli'ia, Ohio, chairman
P. S. Brenneman,; Dairymens Cooperative Sales Co., Jeffersn, Ohio; HarY Hartke,
QueenaCity- Mil k Producer' Asociation, Cincinnati, Ohio; N. P. Hull, Michigan
Milk Pioducers Asciaton, Las'Ing, Mich.; A. C. Mackin, Indiana & Kentucky
Dairies Co., Louiis~lfleK. Cooperating with this group were the dairy and extension departments of the hioSta -UniVersity.
Missippi Valle group: The following are. the member. of the Mississippi Valley
committee: E. C. Rocll, ChicagO Milk Producers' Association, Chairman: l) I,.
Putnam, Chico Producer. Cooperative Co., W. F. Schilling, Twin City Milk Producers' Association, Northield, Minn.; G. R. Rice, Milwaukee Milk Producers'
Association, Milwaukee, Wis.; N. F:. Baum, Southern Illinois Milk Producers' Amu,ciation, East St. Louis, Ill..
Pacific and mountain group: The Pacific and mountain States committee consisted
of S. N. Ayres, AssociatV-d Dairymen of California, San Francisco, chairman: J. II.
Mackin, Oregon Dairymen's League, Portland; J. A. Scollard, United Dairy Asciation. Chehalis, Wash.
The investigations made by these various committees have been exhaustive and
thorough, and the results here presented are largely results obtained from college and

Table: [No Caption]

Table: Cost of producing 10 pounds of milk? 3.5 per cent test.
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governmental Inveations for costs of production of dairy products. It has been
impomible to preent the material obtained before- the present time, for the reason
that making such investigations ha required a large amount of field and office work in
order that results presented would b absolutely fir and correct4:
made and forthe schedules asked are too
All the basing data for the-statements
voluminous to be reviewed by the committee at this late date, but the same are on file
at the office-of the National Milk Producers' Federation, Washington, 1). C., where
they may be had at any time.
DAIRY SCHEDULE ASKED FOR.

Th$ results of these investigations b)y the United States Milk Producers' Dairy
Tariff Committee show that the following tariff rates on (lairy products are necessary
to protect the United States producers of dairy products from foreign competition:
Milk.n
cents per gallon..3§
......p;
'ream
.o.,..
10
Butter .ents per pound.. 3:5
..:
.do. i:.
Cheese.d
d
Condensed milk ...............do....:.:
2..:-...
Casein (lactarene) ............do......
These rates are bedl on the difference of the cost of proxluction In foreign (ou0ntries and competing sections of the United States.
.

.d.
..

..........

.:v

DA IRY~CONDITIONS5.

The conditions on farbin in the dairy Stites call for adiequite protection on dairy
product to bring the production of a products back to its former prosperous
condition. In Ni W England, for example, thenumber of a
s reported by the
United Stats cenu has shown a matted decline in each StateJfor the past 20 years,
ranging from 11 per cent in Vermont. to 2 per cent in New Hampshire since 1910.
Up tq the beinming of the high vric for dairy products in- 1915-16, the number of
cows in New England had teadily declined. -Census reports or 1920 show thit 24
out of the 48 States had a decline in the number of farms as compared with 1910,
of from 1 per cent in Misisippi to 24 per cent in New Hampshire. In 19 of the
States the decrese in number of farms in over 5 per cent. This general condition
as pictured in New England prevails in other parts of the older dairy sections of the
United States.
COST OF PRODUCTION.

The United States costof producing 100 pounds of mik testing 3.6 per cent
$2.80 and $2.89. The cost of .IrbdUCin April, 1921, as obAined by two methods,
from $3 12 in Bultimore district to $2.53 in the Chicago distriet.
tion varied by .ections
The first result war obtained as an average of cost reported by various sections of
the United States, the inethods of determination varying in each section. The following is the cost by sections:

ing i00 pounds of milk, 3.5 per cent test.
385
New England ...........2......
............... :2:
2.56
:
Noew York .......
10......
Philadelphia .
....... 3.12
Baltimore ..........3..
2.80:
Ohio.2.......0
C.hicgo.............
2 53 . .
.........:
2 60:
CiCvfotna2.6
onia
2.8
Average, United States. ...........,0
'rho second method of determination of costs was to apply the average feed and labor
costs for these various sections to the "Warreln forpuula' for thecost of producingl 100
ploundls of milk. The costs obtained were as follows:
.

:.....

..

0......

...

.

I

.

...........................

.

.......

............. I

.....

..... ........

.

.

.

.

..

....

.......... ..........

.

..

.

Table: Cost of producing 10 pounds of milk, "War en formula."
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DARIA OF COSTS OF MILK PRODU(MION IN THE VARIOUS SECTIONS.

New NewEnEgland
England: The
costs of milk-pro;duction' are baed upon the
'Warren formula," which was develoed )y -Dr. F1.F. Warren,: of CXornell University,
who was- a meniber'of Hoover's milk commission, and which was used by regional
Feea milk boards in determining the cost of milk production during the war period.
The "Waren formula" gives the qantities of feed and labor required to mike 100
pounds o'f milk. To these quantities have been applied new feed and labor prices
as of April to bring such costs up to'date.
New York: 3New York cost is baseduponpthe "Warren formula, "from figures furnished by- Dr. (, F. Warren, of Cornell
University as of May, 1921.
Phiadelphlia: Philadelphi cost are from the New Jersey'State Experiment Station4 comprising a study made of the cost of production of milk on. 65 -farm: in two
flarge milk-producing sections of New Jerey for Maay, 1921, and checkediwithlactual
rTecords of over 4,000 co in cow-testing mocations in Penn lvana an recent
survey of the cost of milk production made by the United States Department of
Baltimore: Baltimore cost. were obtained fro a survey of 94 farm in Marylad,
which was conduc'ted by the United States partment of Agriculture in 1920, with
such cost. brought up to date a of Ma'y by introdction of new labor and feed costs.
Ohio: zOhi~o coss ,we~re obtained from 42 cow-testing aocitions, which have records
extending over, aperiod of seven years with aitoa of over21,000 cow, also includes
the milk-cost assocmtions which have been operatig for the past few yeas under the
supervisionof the Ohio State University. These costs in each cas have been brought
up to date by the 'ubstitution of new feed nd labor costs.
Chicago: Chicago costs are based on the modified "Pearon formula,"which was
used Wby the Chicago Federal milk board appointed by Hoover ding the r period
rought up to ate by applying
to determine cos6tof 'milk production, with he figu
recent feed andla'borcosts.
California: California costs are based on figures Srm the records of the dairynen in
alifria for May, 1921s".furnished
Wby the Assoiiate Dairymen of California (Inc.).
costsesin Quebec, Canada in April were $2.37 per
Comprd with the
hundred for 35 per cent milk, a difference as competed with New England of 48 cents
per hundrdin favor of Quebec, or: 1 cents per gallon, and with the United Sates of
43 cent per hundred or 8.7 cen-s pergallon. The,c in Quebec, Canada, were
obtained by an actual survey
in tetorg
shipping: milk iand crem to Boston.
Based on threiecosts of mllk production, the ct of -producing 1 gallon of 36 per
cent ream is 40 cents per gallon less in quebec thaifin .NEw
England, and 41 cents
per gallon less in Quebe as comared with the Unid' Srta .
Canada and, DenairkA: Baiid on 'thi cost of '100pouns f milk the cost of'proucint 1 pound of utter is 10 cents le in Caada than in New England and the
~nited RAWtee. The oost 'of producing 1 pound of butter in Denmark, as stated by
Mr. Harold Faber, agricultuil coissioner for Denmar, for 1920 was 40 cents per
pound, and as state by Mr. 0. H. rn, professor of agicultural economics of the
Royal Agricultural College, Denmark, was 45 cent per pound. As compared withl
the cost of producing 1pound of butter in the United 5tates.of59 cents and of the
New England States of o5 cents, this gives the advantage to the Danish producer of
from 15 to 19 cents, with the cost of transportation only 2j cents per pound to New
York.:
Other foreign countries: It his been impible to obtan production costs of dairy
products in 4othIer foreign coluntries than Denmark, b)ut the following tabulation of

Table: Farm wages in United States compared with foreign countries in 1920.

Table: UNITED STATES, 1919.
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labor rtes in the United State and foreign countries, as reported fomm Government
souromindicates that production coast in other foreign countries than Denmark are
coniderably lower than United Stats production costs.
Pan agea in United States compared ath foreign countries in 1920.
n:
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TRANSPORTATION CHARGOS.

ton cost from Denmirk to New York a comad ith tran
study of trans
and Wicin to New York0sho*w that butter can be
portatloncooss
from Minnesta
landed in tht met as cheaply rom Denmark an fhom the: Middle Wet Stte, the
cost oftra oraion h casebein apuprozimtely 2j cent per pound, and
transportation cos~tsfrom the extreme West glve a decided advantage to the foreign
producer. .(Trmniportation charges in resct to milk and' cream cosdered primadly from a New England and NewrYork State standpoint: The transportation
chaes for milk rom the centr of production in New Englnd comparedwith the
center of prductioi in Qebec favor the New England producer by 6 mills per gallon.
Similar costsoftransportation on cream show that the transportation costs favor the
Newr E3ngland producer by the me amount. The cost of transportaton of a pound of

butterfrom the New England center of production to Boston as compared with the
cosbtfrom Quebec center of production is three tenths of a mil le.)
sPECIFIC tD; DESIRABLE.
Froman adminmisitrive standpoint itjI believed that a specific duty on dairy
product. is more desirable than an ad valorem duty.
CHANG

IN PRICE LZEYL MAKUSHIGHER DUTY NECESSARY,

In 1897, when butr sold for20 cents p pound, a duty of 6 cents per pound was
adopted.- At the present pfice level of buttOr, which will average from 30 to 40 cents
for the year, a duty of at least 0centsperp
d: neceeary to give the same protection.
A study of the United States production anda coumpUtion: of dairy products shows
that enouh are produced here to meet all deniads withoutt any imports.
UNiTED STATES, 1919.
[From the Market Repoter, June, 1920.1
1

Production.

Item.

Consurnptloui? |

I~~~Rtalicof
to
total

produced.

Pounds

Pound.

Per cent.

Milk..
.MO310
6
90, 00, 00000
......Butter ........
ooo..oo..
4......26.
917
1, NO,
WO |0 1, 000000
Ches.4,00,
0..
2404,000,000
2962
......4.......
........
*3. 2
Condense4 milk ......................................
1,925,000,000; 1,217,000,000
. ..

.

..............

g
of cre~en were Snipped from Cadia points to Boston.
0 Ii 1919, 416,0x00
The butter produced by New England crnmeries would have provided four and a half
million gallon of 38 per cent cream, or eleven times the amount noeary to replace .the
Canadian shipment.. The butter production in New England would have supplied
nine times the amount needed to replace Canadian cream shipments to Boston for the
month of heaviest shipment (June).
BALANCE OF TRADE ON BU4ER.

The Market Reporter, published by the. United States Deparent of culture,
for Febr 28, 1921,- show that we have -chgd frm a net exporting country
in 1919, when we expoiled an equivalent of u500,000,000
poundsof millk to i net
n to over
importing country in 1920, when we imported what would; b eqivat
400,000,000pounds. The.butter imports fom Canada have increased from 350,O0
pounds in 1913 to over 9,000,000 pouns in 190. This has resulted in an oversupply
of dairy productwhich- has resulted in a demoralized mrket and a selling price
lower tn the cot of production.
In order to maintIn the standard of living on American farms and meet the
difference in costs of production of dairy products in this country and foreign- countries, adequate protective taniff is necessary.
IMPORTATION OF VEZGTABLE OILS A MENACE TO THE DAIRY INDUSTRY.

The dairy indutry demand tariff on vegetable oil equal to the iff on b tter
for which it is- usd "a a substitute. The wholisle price of vgtble ois ic uslly
about 26 per cent of the lwholesle price of butter, yet butter s-ubstitutes iall
sell for 76p0 r cent of Ithe price of butter. The imortation of vegetable oil
lIaY in ethe'
utiohnof siubsttutes for butterand other milk product.insd
from 82,000,000 pounds in 1912 to over 43,000,000 in 1920.: This impotttion in 192
replaced the butter-tat production of over a million cQn, or 7 per cent of the total
number of cows in the United States. This has been an important factor in .causing
losses to dairymen, and it may have damagd materially the health of the Nation.
TO E NATION.
:19PORTANCE OP DAIRY PRODUCTSTV
Eminent scientists and helth authorities now recognize milk and it product as
absolutely essential to the life of the Nation, because they promote growth; health,
reproduction, and longevity, and-atthe me time are the most nourishing and
cheapest form of animal foods. Therefore, the Nation must give the dairy farmer
protection which is as effective as that applied to other industries.

Mr. HOLMAN. Following that report, the farm organizations represented here in Washington have held a number of meetingsat
which they have discussed the dairy tariff schedules and othr
schedules, and they have come to some agreemet among themselves
in order to get unified support of the c ges which Iam offering
for the record this morning. I will not read the changes, as the
witnesses who will follow me 'ill discuss it very carefully by paragraph and it will save your time.
I also wish to file a special brief by the Associated DairyMen
(Inc.), California; one of our member associations, in regard to casein
and milk sugar, and to file an introductory statement of President Milo D. Campbell, president of the National Milk Producers'
Federation.
Senator WATON. Any brief tha you desire to file and any witness
desires -to file will be'received for the record
Mr. HOLMAN. Detailed bniefs will be ified by the various mOmbers
;Xiwhoil follo me.
te
In closing, I wish to emphasize this pomt, gentlemen of the comnmittee, that it is the producer who is most vitally interested in this
protective tariff on daiy products at the present time, because'he'iLs
the one whose price is made the first base on which the later operations are made.

Table: Ap roximate rates on the dif erent products from 10 pounds of 4 per cent milk.
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Subsequently, the arguments which we will present before vyou
are based primarily upon the nee6d of :our ~farmers.
wIish to thank you, and state our other members will follow in
order.
BRIEF OF TEr ASSOCIATED DAIRYMxt (INW.), OF SA

FrxANCSCO,
0 .u
CALIF00

Casein and milk sugar should be placed on the dutiable list at the rate of 4j cents
per pound. A dut on both in and milk suar is niecenary for the protection of the (lairy
industry. Wile they may be rqarded as seondary produce ts, they, of course. have

a% direct beidg on the vale of milk.
H0
f
lf thie Uni~d a8tee requirements for Caleil and -milk suga are stvplied from other
eountries, the value of milk in this country will inevitably be reduice proportionately, Fuithermore,t casin and milksiigr poIduction hAs not been fully developed
in the Tited ,States because of foeign completion. As importa-nt w:ar materials,
the production ha been greatly stimulated durng recent yearn. These industries,
thr former tatue without protction: being given.
however, ill be reduced ito
It should .be remembered that thewater rates n casein from .So9uth Atmerica anld
Europe to New York are lea than rates by Water on caein aid milk sur frotm Xan
Francieco to New York. It should be remembered that 'California is an inmprtant
producer both of casein and sugar of milk.
To place casein and milk sugar on the tree list, with a protective tariff on oth er d(iry
products, places these products in a worse position than they are in at the present
:ttime, because it offers a special opportunity for dairy products to come in in this
form.
0 4Considering these facts, it would seem only fairtat casein and milk sugar b(pt
on the dutiable list rates in keeping with the ratei proposed for other milk' products.
Stch rates of dutyX ould pro den much protection. for 10 pounds of skin milk
when Imade into caein and milk sugar as when made into skim-milk powder.
Approximately6 pounds of casei and milk sugar (about' 3 pounds of ewh) is obtained front 100 pounds of skim milk; while approximately 9 pounds of Akim-milk
powder is obtainable from the sme quantitv of skim milk. It would seem onl fair,
therekfre, that the per pound duty on casein and milk sugar should each be onie and
one-half times the rate on skim-milk powder.
CREAM* AND SKIM-MILK POWDER RATES

TOO LOW.

T'ie dairy products schedule contained in H.. R. 7456 when applied to the(litmfrent
products resuilting from 100 pounds of 4 per cent milk shows a wide airiation in the
protection afforded, as shown in the following table:
d rent products from 100pounds Of 4 per cent mlk.
Appoimate rates 0on Othe
Proposed by H. R. 7456. -Eqoivalellt in terms of milk.

Product.

Fresh nalkl......... I cent per gallon ........... 12 cents per 100 pounds.
Sour milk, buttetmilk...........
j osat - WaIob ..........
100
tcents per
pnds,.-.
;
Cram, 29 per cent fat...........S
cents per gallon...........6 cents per l00 puds milk
Unsweetened evaporated milk .. . I cent per pound ............ l.0centsperlO&poundskilk.
Sweetened condensed milk....
i cents per pound, .........
> ,281cents per 100 pounds Milk.
pounds
Whole-ntlc powder .B..nts per pound .....
39 lts
mier.
S -milk powder ............
ceents per pound .
c
......... 13.5entsper10poundsmilk.
Butter .
cents per pound ........... 40 cents per l00 pounds milk.
Cheese at less than ;i cevnis per pound .......Scents per pound ........... Isf cents per 1 pounds milk.
..

.

No.. rotectlon.
Free..
..............o............
...................

sein ..J.

Milk sugar

....

Fromn the above it will be noted that there is a seriOu- lack ot uniformity in tihe
rat proed: but-on thebbetter-known products; sueh am bttiet, cheee, and evaporated (linaweetened) milk, the dilty is equivalent to from 40 to 0 cents per hundred
pounds on milk ued in' 'their mniufacttire.:
No doubt it was(-onsidered that fluid whole milk and buttermilk would reqiuire0
little protection, since they could not come iII lare quantities in any event. Suclh,
however, does not apply to other produets that are seriously out of line.
it will he seen front the above table that the protection oin the butter from 100
pounds of milk is 10 cents, while on bitter fat, in the form of cream fn)rn the same

Table: Imports of casein (lactarene), by years.

Table: Imports of casein (lactarene) by countries, 1920.
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quantity of milk, it isoitly 8.6 ~ents. With the present methods of p eurization
and efrigeration cream can readily come in from anada, and with psrtkularlv
attractive aurkets mlijht icy well be exportod to come from New Zealand, South
and Do
AmerIf 'and
tbenmarlAmeA's"
Denmark''a
:well. wtill be noticed that the combinedd protection
forded Lm-Wlh' *der and butter fat (in the form of eam) that my secured
from 100Opoundof milkis only 2.1 cnts, while the same quantity of mil converted
into theme would give protection of 50 cents; into butter, 40 cents; into whole-milk
powder, 39 cnts;1into unsweetened evaporated milk, 43.6 cents; into sweetened
condensed milLk 28 cents.
Skim-millk powder is crtainlya importbleas any other product. Moreover, its
production is one -of the newest o ur dair :industries. Te development of the
the Unitd States mscrtainly be recognised as a
skim-milk poder jindiustyin
matter of imp ta not ly thtle dal indust butt the Nation as a whole.
i at least as much protection
that kimilk powder
It is oly fir, ee
as the older td wll-blished da-r dustrie ae aorded.
Int orderithat this done the irt oll skim-milk powder in H. R. 7466 should be
raied fromn 4ein to;8 cespe pund..
It s obvsiou that he t shiltould be raisd in order tht all protieon afforded
by the dairy edule may apply ith unifority upon 11 products; and it i equally
obvious that cain and milk sugar ohould for the sme reason be placed on the
dutiable list, each at 4$ centsperpornd.
It is a matter of plain justice tht the rate on skim-milk powder and cr (butter
fat) combined should at Ieastbe equal to the rates on evaporated whole milk, wholemilkc powder, or even cheese or butter,
It must be recognized thit it is equally jusftltht the combined tariffs on casein and
milk sugar shoul be equal to the rate on- kim-miilk powder
It mustI be remmbered that in a modm milk plant mil is to all intentis and purxxi. a :rawrmaterial which can betconvertd
into onejrot r another to meet
market demands. To protect butter, therefore, and to lo
to comoeinprac
ticily freewril defeat thev purpose of the-ti. Mororeover to p laher
protection on biUtter, cheese, evaporated milku; d condensend a ow degree
of protectio onn kim-milk powder, or on casein and milk sugar will attract the
greatest powible imports of the latter products and thereby reduce tbe real protection
for the owners of the modernmilk manufacturing plant. The absolute oison of
casein and milk sugar from the dutiable list wi still further contract the field of
operations for the milk plants.
We trust that these considerations will have ciiieful consideration and approval.

aft:

IMPORTS, PRICES, AND DOMETiC PRODUCTION OF CASEIN, (LACTAJENE).
:Importaionofcaaein.-The importations of casein (iateneintothe Unid St
has increased from 9,000,000 pounds in 1913 to over 21,0,000 In 1920, as follows:

::Importof eaein (ilcticcne), by year8.
:Report Fori and Domestic ComAmos.)
.Pound,
Po nd.1913.....8,806,000 197 ............12,
0
1914 ....
10,798, 000 1918...................... 7,08,
1916t.-V
............
17,239,00
7,92, 000 1919.
1916.
21,239,000
10,376,00 1920 -.
Over 17,000,000 of the 21,0o0,0o0 pounds of caein which was importid in 1920
came from Argentina, as shown by the following:
- 0~imports
_
of in (yountrie, 1920.
[Report Foreign and Domentic Commos.)
7
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Table: Casein prices, per pound.

Table: Average prices.

Table: [No Caption]
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Casn p Aioc.A a result of these very Is, importations of casein the price to
the manuatrer of casein has gone so low that itoPIpays no more than the coot of
manu re and returns no vlue for the skim iilk used in its production. This
has cut olf an important market for skimmed milk. It is an economic waste not to
use this skimmed milk to replace foreign casein. The following shows the prices
received for casein by one New England producer of the product:
Casein prices, per pound.,
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DDomestic 'prdurli'of ca~sein.-The United States Departmenit of Agriculture,

IBureai of Markets, reports the domestic production of casen. or lactarene as follows:
Pounds-

.'........ 10,93.5,000
191.
.:.:.
.:.:...
.:..
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1 65 001919
.
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TEE NATIONAL

SENTING
ON.,
FEDERATION.~
PODUCIXS'1 MX
Permit me In behalf of over 200,000 members of the National Miilk Producerst Federation to file With you thIe following general statement:
1. We ask thiat'yu irst consider that we come to you as milk producers, farmers,
and not as manfactures..
_Thereare 4,000,000 ml.k.producers in the country and but comparatively few
manda~cturers of dap product-.
m ay differ, if 'tey shall, we want you to bear
Wh~erein oir. 'dand for. tariff rates
inmiD'nd that mnuficthrers who live and prosper upon margins, the value of whose
products is more than 85 per .cent th whole milk or cream bought of the farmers, have
no right to disregard the needs of the real producers of dairy products.
2. We come to the committee asking no special favors in the way of protections not
granted to6other deservin dustries..
3. We have no apprehenion that there will be any discrimination between schedules
afectwng th farmer and those affecting manufacturers, -nor have we any present reason
to doubt the purpose of the committee; but, should there be any attempt to trade the

BRaizF OF MILO D3.AMPBALL COLDWATZ
MIL

E

farmer for foreign markets, to place upon the free list or near free lists his products,
to Siin trade for protected industries, the same will not be patiently tolerated by

agriculture4. The specific rates asked by the mnilk producers of the country upon their various
product. will be' presented to your committee .by experts and we ask that they be
adopted. I am here but mentioning a few basic reason why they should be enacted
into laSW along with other protective tariffs upon farm products.
The difference between a protective tariff and a revenue tariff consists chiefly and
almost wholly in wages. I want to invite the attention of the committee to this most
important question, as it affects the farmer and particularly the dairy farmer at this
time.
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The total rodtuttion of the farms of this country for the year 1921 will not excee d
produce of everv kind and description including live stock,
whether sold or consumed on the farms by the farmers themselves,
This etimate Isprobably about $2,000,000,000 too high, owing to the rapid drop in
prices during the lat few months
Before te frmer can count a labor wae for himself, he must make from the above
amount some deductions.
:;1. The 1st census fixedl-:the: value of his land, coverng 6,4-9,000 farms at
$6b4 903,OQ00000 his implements and machinery at $3,5,0 0, his live stock at
sz4Cooodoe and: his bilding at $11,430,000000 Ve exclude farmhouses from
the last tm,
use used as a reidence should be offset against him. We therefore
divide the buings amount by 2, calling it $,70,000,000. We thus have a total
investment other than for residences, of $72,250,000,000
Let us first allow the farmer a meer 6 per cent upon his total investment, or
$4,336,000, 000.
Allow him depre iation and rep* upon his buildin, fenes, farm machinery and
equipment, loaes through sickness and accident to his live stock, depletion oi boil,
:;et4.
A very Moderate estimate must place this at 6 per cent upon his valuation, or
another $4,335,000,000.
His insurance and taxes, State and local, will exceed $,100,000,000..
Thes allowances to the farmer will total $10,170 000,000 or $170,000,000 more thant
the total value of every crop raised from field and orchard, including all live stock
sold.
This does ot leave a dollar of wage for the 12,000,000 men employed upon the
of the country, not a dollar for the support of the 40,000,000 people living out
farsf
in the rural distrieit.
Of course, this statement will be at once challend a to accuracy by the unthinkand la
li i
ingbecause the fainner must and does exist somehow.
He live, however, beus he getsnothing upon investment d bee ue hc J.
allowing his farm, his buildings,ann farm equipment to go without repairs or renewal.
There are no-new fences, no frehly painted fasrm.buiiildings, no new farmhouses,
and but absolutely: indisensable farm machinery is purehiasd.
lie can not escape taxes, insurance, mortge indebtedness, etc. But to make
concrete the conditions existing let us divide by 12,000,000 (the number of male
farm workers) an estimated possible $5,000,000,000 remaining after taxes, insurance,
and necemary property expenses are met.
$410, upon which himself andl
We would have for each man per year for w
family must subsist, and upon which three and a third persons must live.
Thi does not account for any earnings for the millions of women and older ehil(dren
who work in the fields, vare for stock, milk cows, and do other farm work.
With no allowance for investment, the farmers of this country are not re(ie4ini:g
this year a dollar a day for their labor.$ 10,09020.10,600.
This sum includes all

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRiES.
Upon the other hand, let us :take look at manufacturing industries. it is well
known that pro are at a low ebb and thait enterprise islaggipg everywhere.
But statistics prove the contention we make3 that agriculture must not be discriminated against ortradeid in this tariff bill, if justice is to mark its course.
There aie 289,768 ctorie reported, with 9 103,000 wage earners eml)loyed therein.
Their. capitalization is $44,500,000,000, and their products last year amounted to

$63,000,000,00

If we should make the same allowances that we did for the farmer, credit the owners
6 per cent for their investmentand all other items a like consideration, we would have
an earning for labor amounting to more than $5,000 for each man per year. It st be
admitted that in the grand total of $63,000,000,000 manufactured products'must be
some pvramiding of figures, but not excessive.
Chicago alone claims to have manufactured products valued last year at $6,500,000 000
:5We need not carry this analogy further, for we have no desire to arouse clas antagonism, nor are we opposing a fair wage to American labor.
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plate the ilmportanceupon foreign trad to our industries thatis being
We (14)by not
urged
the inanufactiing
industries UpOii Congres:s.
During normal timesmore than490 per cent of our fatim and nmanufactuied products
are old at home $n the home market.
The cause of our business paralysis at this time is not because of lessened foreign
trade, it is because of the utter impossibility of the farmers of the country to buy,
to consiime their part of the 90 per cent from the factories of the country usually
absorbed at home.
The 35,000,0 people on the farms of this country are consumers of mianufactured
stuff equal to the consuniption of any other 60,000,b000 of outr population.
They buty not-alone for their personal needs, but for the equipment ard manageellant of 6,459,000 farms.
This home market has been paralyzed during the past few months because of the
low:p11ce of farm produce, and it is that paralysis that has closed the factories of the::
country.
Had farmers received for their labor and products of the farm the seven or eight
billions of dollars shrinkage suffered in a single year all the business would have been
normal,
The economic circl would not have been broken. Seven billion dollars of money
gives otr banks $150,000,000,00 resources and unnumbered billions of clearance.
If, through a low tariff upon farm products, this home market shall be (lestroyed
or .9erioualy weakened, no foreign market cart ever take its place.
t

EUROPEAN TIIADE.

The low wages jaid in ihe former manufacturing countries of Eifurope will for manty
(years prove aInmost Prohibitive competition toAineriean manufacturers ill their re8sptive countries. If weshall be successful in protecting-our own peop)l6e against
their competition in the UnItid States we will have donc muichi for the laboring men
of A merica, whether such labor be in the factory or upn the farm.
OUTH A MP.ERICA.
M:

Ats farmers we aiive heard the plea for the,South American trade and that of other
Southern Hemsephere countries. But i*ith that Plea we hear the corollary, that if we
sell to them we mnust buy of them. That the ship that tariesour manufactured goods
to them must be loaded with their goods for sale to us upon its return.
As farmers :we are asking, "with what commodities are such ships to be load ed?"
What have tihey to sell but just such food and farm stuff as that produced by our
Anmerican farmers?
We are not -numerously in 'Washington, the. Nation's market place, at this time,
because we can not afford the expense; but we are intensely interested in our fate.
'We have confidenco that the Congress and its committees will accord to us fair treatment, but we have no confidence in those who would sell us to the Egyptians. We
ran not be fooled by the voice of Jacob and the hand of Beau, nor do we believe that.
(?ongrexs can thus be deceived.
THE bAIRY BUSINESS IN JEOPARDY.

I shall not enter the special fields to be covered by experts in various branches of
the dairy industry. Weare just coming to know the value to the human family that
milk as a food has proven toCbe. The people I represent furnish one-fifth of the food
supply of the Natioi and the most essential food that is known. We are to-day producing more than 45,000,000,000 quarts of milk per year and receiving for it an average
of lens thin 3 cents per quart.
for labor anywhere, but we do want
We do not -ryourselves aist d
to have our: condloix a dairymen kown. If the farmers were to drive their cows
in
to the doors of our laboring mep o1ter
callings offering them all the milk the cows
produce for the mere act of milking the ane, they would not perform that labor at
the pries recoived by the farmer. The milking of the cows is but one-fifth the cost
to the farmer of the milk the cows produce.
:Time dos not permit a discussion of all the bear' the tariff ers to a relief of
dairy farmers at tne present time. But we do ask
upon milk and milk products; and a duty upon vegetable and other cheap oils and fats now being made into

aluty
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g-called substitutes for milk products high enough to protect ourhone0st :dairymin

in their most essential field of toil, such S will be presented by our member ornization. who follow.
LETTER AND RESOLUTION OF THE 0008 COUNTY FARM I3UREAU'.

LNATR :0:f:
:0N.
IU. XNo:vember 16, 191.
NIEW ENGLAND IDAInY TAUNIT COMMIrrEE,

Bosto;n, M"a.

Guwnzk*MN: In preenting the brief opp
the Present tariff provisions on butitor,
rm Bu, annuaial
sembled i
cream, and milkg to the memb ers of ihe Coos
session Novembir 14, 1921, at th
,the propostion
aroused the intert ofseveral dairm enformerrident of Caaa. Coo County
is located along'the Canadin' border and, onequently, the influence of importation
ia felt fromrsna1 k'nowledge'and obse
of milk, cream aid butter'fromC'anadai
vation, Combined with this fact, sverl farmers t eth prst time in the- coutv
are recent iumigrants from Canada, These men have -a defini owolede of theAmerican4an- dinadian conditions relative toipronducig and` marketing milk and
mifk products. After introducing te hnef to the meei a recent Candisan rodent
Sf cents a
took dbi floor and made the stattementhattlion
on milk with proo nate
tariff regulations on other dairy products was not sffliient to check the importation
t place the New England, and
of this product, nor was it sufficent
the
oprticu
Coos Countt dairyman, on an eqial basis with his nighbor in the dairy busine in
Canada:. Hte further stated thit from his knowledge of both counties 5 cents would
be a- meer sum in bringing about this equality, and it was through modesty that
he asked for 5 cents, All felt it should be even more. His sentiment in the matter
was more or less the prevailing one among (Coos County ptoducers 'that had recently
come from Canada and this fact influ6nced in a large measure the attitude which the
committee on resoiutionthave taken in presenting the resolution which w-as finally
adopted.
Am submitting this in connection with the resolution as a guide, and the reason
wby the resolution committee acted as they dAid in this matter.
Very truly, yours,
GEORGE
u:H.1 NEVERSJ
Farm
nBureau President.

RESOLUTION.

The following is the-resolution drawn up by the committee on resolutions at the
Coos County Famn-Bureau annual meetig, held November 14, 1921:
"Be it. resolved, That it is the opinion of the Coos Countyy Farm Bureau that the
proposed. tariff on dairy prducts, based on 3j cents per gallon on whole milk, is
entirely inadequate to properly protect the dai industry of Coos County.
"We recommenda tariff rate o at least 5 cents per gallon on whole milk, with other
dairy products in proportion.
:"e it resolved, That a notice of this action be forwarded to our Congresmen and
United States Senators at Washington, with the request that they not only support
it by their vote, but that they-use their influence in all ways to bnng about its enactment as a part of the tariff legislation now pending."
0F
S4TAEMEt'S
SI
STATE
r:
B}X

GEORGE N. PUTNAM PRE DENT NEW :HAPFARM BUREAU nDiRATION, CONCORD, N. H.'

Mr. PrTNA. I represent the New Hampshire State Farm Bureau
Federation, and also I desire to appear as a represetative dairyman
from New Hampshire, having been eng d in the dairy business all
my life and am enaedi itnat the present time.
1 want tp call briefly to the attention of your comitte the conditions of tlie farm people and farming conditions of New tlad.
I think the New Enland farmers are more largely engaged in dar
ing than in anY other mingle line of agricultural pursuits, and te
prosperity of New Eng)
England agriculture depends very largely on tho
:rset

of

w

n
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prosperity of the dairy farmer, Dairy products are the one class of
agricultural products which is produced in New England in large
quantity to practically feed our people, and I want to call .your
attention to a few things in connection with our farmers. I want to
quote from the Fourteenth Census> which shows the figures conaciey. I will try to be as brief as possible and give you summaries
rather than the situation- from eaiM State. I want to speak particularly for New Englad as a whole, ad also for my own State.
The 'census shows this: That from 1910 to 1920 the number of farms
decreased materially in each Newr England State-in all New England from 188,802 to 166,564, or: a decrease of 17 per cent as a whole.
It mightibe said by some that this decrease meant the combining of
the smaller farms, but it is not true, as the figures show, because
alo with the 17 per cent decrease of the number of farms in New
comes a grease of 15.7 per cent in the cultivated wres.,
Engjand
n comparison with 1890 to 1 4, which were normal time, the
decreasewa~sponly 16 per cent for that entire period; while from 1910
to I1920 it was 17 Per cent. For instance, Maine's farms decreased
1.6 per cent; New ampshire, 13.2 per cent; Vermont, 11.2 per cent;
Massachusetts, 11.5 percent.
Senator WATSON. 'Mat means cultivated farms?
Mr. PUTNAM. Answering that, it means in actual farms as reported
in the census. For Rhode Island it was 12.9, and Connecticut
A11.8
per cent.
Senator JONEs. Have the farmers all gotten rich and gone into the
Cit to enjoy their incomes?
Mr. PUrNAM. No, sr. -You will -find this in regard to the conditionls onl the farms, and to my mind it is one of the reasons for the
decrease in the farms; in fact FknVow it- t be true, because I have lived
on the farm on which now live all my life. I was born there. When
the boys grew up, other opportunities along other lines showed
greater advantages to them, and they have simply left the farm and
one to the town, and as a result there are many instances in Now
*EBngland along the roads for miles where the average age of the
farmeis away above 50 years. I could cite an instance along a road
in New Hampshire on which I drove a few months ago, in a county
someIdistnce from my own, a distance of 2 miles there were just
two farnmers under 50 years of age.
Not only that, but farm after farm was unoccupied.
Senator WATSoN.: Has farming decreased but dirying increased?
Mr. PUTAa. I thin you will find this: That from 1909 to 1919,
while the production of milk in the country as a whole increased 18
per cent, in New England it decreased 2 per cent.
I want to call attention to statements showing the mortgaged
condition of.the farms in the last 10 years. From 1910 to 1920 thet
farm mortgages in the State of Maine Increased 58.4 per cent; in New
Hampshire they increased 42.9 per cent; in Vermont 89.6 per cent; in
Massachusetts 42.S per cent,; in Rhode Island 10.2 per cent; in
Connecticut 50.6 per cent.
I want to call your attention to the farms that were mortgaged in
1890 to 1900, 1910 and 1920; In New Hampshire in 1890, 21.8 per
cent of farms were moitgaged' as reported; in 1900, 2.5 per cent; in
1910,025.6 per cent, and in 1920, 31 per cent; in Maine 22.1 per cent in
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1890, 26I.7 per cent in 1900,; 26.8 per cent in 1910,
9 a 29.8 per cent
in 1920.I20X;:luam going to file Xthis statement, as it applies to every New England
State., in i1al New England States the number of farms that tave,
been mortgaged have increased continually since 1890. While there
was no large increase from 1890 to 1900 up to 1910, yet there hasbeen a decided increase in the number of farms mortgaged in $910.'.
Senator WATSON. Mr. Putrnam, we are more or less familiar with
those statitics. (\ould you come along to the dairy interests?
Senator SMOOT. Your generalId
idea is that for years in this country.
the fainers have had the worst of the situation ?
Mr. PUTNAM. For years; anti for theI lsSt period of years in New
England we have never faced such as we have faced in'thd past two
years.;
Senator WATgoN. We tare perfectly familiar with those conditions
throughout the countrv.' rf you can tell its why the rates on dairy
products in the Fordney hill are not satisfactory, if they tre not, that
is what we aire interested in.Mr. PUTNAM. If you would allow mie I would jist like *)d inention
0:one point in connection with the decline in thenumber of farms and
also the numberI of faimilies. because some people may raise the :question that the farms abandoned in New England atr the faruiis that are
situated back from the mialrkets and which are-not desirable pla'cedl
properties on which to live. I want to mention one instance which
is in my own town. The neighborhoo d'of which I'speak is witlin
6: miles of the statehoutle at Concord, within 2 milesso a State road,
and all these farms can reach stores and post officesIand churches
inside of 20 to .3 miles, and soome of them witaii nil; and yeiws ago,
perhaps 25 or 30 years ago, thee were on those 13 farms which I speak
of, right in one neighborhood, on oie New Hapshire hill, whoe
there is as grood soil as there is in the State of Ne-w- Hampshire, 200
head of line stock kept, there are now 50 head. There wore 65 people
I iving on those farms, and there are now 12. Of the 13 farms there
are 2 upon which live stock is kept, and there are now 6 children
iii that neighborhood, while, as I remember, years ao there were
over 20 children, and a school was run there which is now
abandoned.
I mention t -hat just to bring out that one point that the abandonment of farms is not confined to those that are far back, but to those
as well Which are located, -you might st near to the market-;--.
The reason, the farms are being abandoned a because farming as a
business is not as profitable as other lines -of business have been, and
when the boys grew up they left these faims and went to town or
into some other line of work for better wages.
Senator JONiES. So that now the farmer in your section of the
country under 50 years of age is a curiosity?
Mr. PUTNAM. I would not quite state that, but I will say that the
percentage of farmers who are under 50 years of age has decreased
very, ry materially in the past 10 years. There is no question
about it, and it is getting more and more that wtry
Senator WAT80N. Is it your theory, those conq itions being equal,
0:;
that farming in New England is not as'profitable as it was 25 years
ago?
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Mr. PUTNAM. Dairy farming is not under present conditions, A
few men engaged in the fruit industry for the past few years-halive
been successful, because they have got good markets. Butl the dairy
farmer, who is the man who stays there 365 days in the year;--and I
speak personally from my own experience, because I was0horn on
:the farm I am now on, and I say frankly to you gentlemen that the
last three or four years have been the most unprofitable years, and
it was unprofitable because dairy cows have been unprofitable.
Senator JONzS. State your age.
Mr. PUTNAM. I was born in 1864.
Senator WATSON. It would seem with the constantly (lecreastigr
number of farms and farmers and with the constantly ilnereasing
demand because of the increase of population in cities that prices
would be enhanced.
Mr. PUTNAM. Yes; it is true, But competition coming frIomn the
outside has to an extent flooded the markets.
Senator WATSON. That is the very feature we want to get at.
Mr. PUTNAM. I will cover that right here.
Senator SUTHERLAND. Have not teyounger people gone to Canada
to farm, where land is cheap?V
Mr. PUTNAM. No, sir. Very few of our people have gone out of
New England.- They have gone into certain lines of industry in New
England'owhich have afforded them a better wage. For instance I
had a herdsman who had been with me 10 years, and a machine shop
in my own town offered him better wages. He was not a machinist
in any sense of the word; he never had done any work at all excepting
on the farm. Hle worked on the farm all his life, a man 50 years old.
He is now working in the machine shop because he gets more money
than I can pny him.
Senator SUTHERLAND. Is it not a union shop?
XMi. PUTNAm. No, sir. They are paying prob ably the unlion
6:wages.
I should Judge so.
-It is true that the dairy business ill Canlada has increased very
materially and the imports into this country from Canada havea
increased very materially. In 1913 there were 35,000 pounds of
butter brought in from Canada into the United States, while in 1920
there were 9,000,000 pounds brought in.
Of cream in 1913 there were 800,000.gallons brought ill, while illn
1920 there were 1,300,000 gallons brought in.
Of milk there were 8,000 gallons brought in in 1913, and 1,500,000
gallons brought in in 1920. So we living near the dairy sections of
C*anada to-day have had to meet that competition.
Senator MCLEAN. What do you get for milk now?
Mr. PUTNAM. Depending on where it goes, into the market-J Can
giveyo some figures a little later that will give you some enlightenmento that.
Our business has, not0 b een unprofitable: because we have sold off
our cows down to the point where the overhead does not: compare
to thexvolume of business we do. 'Thefstatisticsshow that the number of dairycows in all New England has varied very little between
1910 and 1920. There were 841,698 cows in New E1ngland kept for
milk in 1910, and 842,928 dairy cows over 2 years otf Sage in 1920.
81527-22-snCH 7--14
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Seiiator SuTHERLAND. While ourDpopulation0Chas inereasedC
Mr. PUTNAM. Our population has increased quite materially.
Senator: SubahRanu So EtAhe number of cows per thousand population would besmewhati les?I
Mr. PUNM. Yes; certainly. I have 4 chart here that shows some
of these i. In my own State of New Hampshire the total
population in 1910 was 430,572, of which 260,439 were urban and

174,133 were country population-the country population; includes
ail people living outside incorporated places-while in 1920 of 443,083
people, an increase of something like 11,000 over 1910, 284,000
were urban, as compared with 256600010 years ago, and 159,000 were
country people, compared with 174,000.
I want to bring to your attention just one sheet, which;to my mind
illustrates very clear y the reason why New Hampshire fams are
being deserted or abandoned at the present time and have been,
while the number of people engaged in farming has decreased materially. This sheet is the result that we found by a survey taken
on 12 herds distributed over different sections of New Hampshire,
taken under the direction of the farm management representative
of the State college who was a State and Federal employee, going to
these farms and taking the survey withthe farmer, and the farmer if
keeping accurate accounts for::years, these accounts being checked
fthe collge -and it shows-I will
up monthly by the
give you thewsummaries. -It hows in cost $3.87 a hundred to produce
milk on those farms and deliver it to the station where th party sold
the milk. -The standard market pDrice in the tenth sone, which is
comparable to these figures for milk shipped to the Boston market
during this same peni -which was from the beginning of April, 1920,
to the end of March, 1921, was $3.25 a hundred. Tat is what the
farmers actually received who shipped their milk to the large contractors in Bostonidelivefed at their station.
Senator MoLZw. Per quart?
Mr. PUmN. Per hundred pounds-$3.25 as compared Wvith production cost of $3.87.
Senator W4TsoN. That is to say, he lost money I
Mr. PUTNAM. He lost 62 cents on every hundred pounds.
Senator SuRLANnD. How man y gallon are there in a hundred
pounds ?
Mr. PuAN. A quart of milk weighs practically 2.16 pounds.
to a hundred pounds?
Senator WATson. There ate 46f qu
Mr. PUTNAM. The cows produced 8,387 dundsof milk. They
were exceptionally good herds.- Thywe herd where a man had
been keepig records for years and improving and uing those records
upon which t improve the herds. Therefore, the ilk, 6,387 pounds,
is at least 1,387 pounds above the averagefOr the State and probably
even more than that. So they were as profitable herds, taking them
from a production standpoint, as We coUld expect to find, and very
much better than the average. The loss upon each cow figured 62
cents a hundred, for the milk produced was $39.60 per cow; the labor
cost, 254 hours, at, 40 cents per hour, or $1.02 to produce 100 pounds
of milk, and figuring the hours that the man put in, and taking out
the loss here, the man 'who owned the cows got 16 cents hour
for this labor by paying the hired men 40.
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There is the reason wily people are leaving the farms in New.England.; It is because the1priqe received for their product does notgive
- them the same wage they can get elsewhere; it does not even give
the wage paid the
hands whom they are hiring on-the farm. I
have hiref rive men regularly, three married men and two single men,
an(I I have not at man working for me--and I speak from actufll
experience--but what has drawn nearly double the wage I have in
the past three years. I may say in years back, from- 1900 to 1910, 1
have
never seen a time but what I could get a living in the dairy
business, But I tell you, gentlemen, it has been impossible to (do it
for the past few years, in doing -a volume of business that requires
the emproymen t of men. If the small farmer with 8 or 10 cows in a
small place is willing to work as those men did per small wage,
raising some of the needs of life on his farm, hle can, as we express it,
"get by." But as a business proposition, d(iry farming in New
England has 'not proved for the past few yefrs
pritable and is not
profitable at the present time, and unless something :cmn be done to
puf that business on a basis to give reasonable life and compensation
to the men who have got their money invested in it, we can not expect
to hold the number ofmen on the farms that we have now, and instead
that decrease will continue. It must be so, because people have got
to live1 and with the increased tax burdens and burdens all along the
line it is impossible. Man after man is closing out all the cows he has,
and this year he is closing them out at 50 per cent, and even less
than 50bper cent, of the price they are valued at in the census report
taken a year ago.
We have got over $1,000,000,000 invested in agriculture in New
England. You will hear people say, as it was put up to our representative who caxne out to meet one of the departments of the Govyernmnent for the purpose of getting some money to take back into
New England to help finance their business there, "We do not look
upon New England as an agricultural section."
Senator WATSON. Mr. Putnam, what does it cost the Canadian
farmer, on the average, to -produce 100 pounds ?
Mr. PUTPNAM. Those figures will be submitted by a witness who
follows me.
Senator WATSON. Can you tell me whether it costs more or less ?
Mr.' PUTNAM. It costs less materially, and we are here asking, and
alf we ask, a duty on dairy products that will put us on an e(ulality
in our markets with the Canadian producers.
Senator WVATISON. How much is that?
Mr. PUiT.'X1A. Speaking from a fairly stat(lJ)oitit, I coHil(I figu1re it
10 cents a pound, and a (duty that is comp)arable to that oin milk,
cream, ain(d other prodlucts.
Senator WATSON. If your figures are corre(Xet---ai(I I have 110 doubt
they are-2 cents a gallon Would not 1)0 protectiv to Troll att l11.
Mr. PUTNAM. We are not asking for that. We are asking for
something that will put us on an equal footing so we can hold for the
New England dairy farmer the dairy market.
I want you gentlemen to get this point in closing: riThat there is
some agricultural business in New England; that we have
$1,000,000,000 invested; that dairying is the largest industry we
have; and that the prosperity of New England agriculture d'epnds
on the prosperity very largely of the dairy farmer.

farm

Table: Decrease in number of farms, 1910 to 1920.

Table: Number of farms, 1890 and 190 .

Table: Decrease in improved land in farms, 1910 to 1920.

Table: Increase in mortgage debt in New England, 1910 to 1920.
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Senator SUTHRRLAND.' You are asking fr 10cenits a, pound?
Mr. PUTNAMM on butterle
and a cornparabl basisi on milk, Cream,
and 'other products, figuring it out onthe Ibutter-at:cnet
(rfhe tables referred to -are as follows:1)
-'

Decrease innmber of farmd.910 to 1920.
(Fourteenth UnitedStates (nauils]
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Connecticut ...........................28,815
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Decrease in improved land infiarms, i9l0 o 192.
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Vermont........1 3 6
Maine ........

Massachusetts .......
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Rhode Island .........187,344
Connecticut ......... 98,252
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13, 'L55
701,096

Total...........7,25,4,904 0,114,601

Total decrease, 15.7 per cent.

Incres in mfortgage debt in New England, 1910 to 1920.
(Fourteenth United States Census
1910
Maine .................................11,738,529
New H1ampuhire.........................
4,77,610
Vermont ............................
12,436,091
Mausachusetts .............................18,371,484
Rhode Island .1........................... j356,326
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Table: Percentage of farm mortgages, 1890 to 190 and 1910 to 1920.

Table: Decrease in country population and increase in urban population of New Hampshire, 1910-1920.

Table: Number of dairy cows, 1910-1920.

Table: Cost of production per 10 pounds of milk (Apr. 1, 1920, to Apr. 1, 1921).
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Percentage of farm- mortgage, 1890 to 1900 and 1910 to 1921.
[Fourteenth United States Census.]
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Vermiont

Iej 192
1010

1
1920w1900

4i90 low 1910
25,

50.2I Connecticut

46.0- 46.9

.....

......

32.5

31:.1 40.7 43.2

48.2

Decmeae in country population and increased ~in urban Population of New ;Hampsh ire,
(Fourteenth United States Census.)

Totaw
ula- UVrbani.

Country.

op

Year.

1910.43...
..............0,572 12568,39 I174133*

1920 ......................

...........443,083

280,3l

1590.52

"Countrj population" Includes all People liing outside incorporated places. Estimated fromt cenSu

reports.

Number of dairy cowvs,~1910-19*0.
1910)
marine

New

...

.....

Ifaunpsbar~:..j..

16819,

103, 287

Vermont...........2Xi, 483
Mas'tachusetts..........11U,fON

Cost of production

N ui'm'ber of

per

I9P20

1910

1920

175,4295 Rhode Island ............4...
312,622
oneticut

95,99
290, 122
147,331

.............

Y

842, 928

Total...$43.
....W698

100 pudofmilk (p.1, 1.920, to: A pr.1,11)

herdsn,.12.........

Fedcosts Grain, 27.6 pouinds;-allage,

...i.....

~67.3

pons

a,7

ons

.

Labor 'costs: 2.54 hours, at 40 cents per hour.I.................
Overhead.~~~~~~~....... .....I........$1. 07
Less
credts (valueof maur an-:d calves)..41

1
1. 02

2.

3. 87
Total costs .....
... . 3. 25
Price received per hundredweight, shipping station, same year
Loss per 100 pounds.. ...................... .62
Loss per:cow, 6,387 pounds per cow, at 62 centsa 100 poutnds.. .....39.60
...........
.16
Price paid per hour of labor to producer.
STATEMENT OP~J f .NSPESDN.MIEDAIRYMEN'S
...

..

Mr. NESMynmeiqohy . es
reincAuburn, Me.
WATSON. What is your
Senator
Mr. Nzss. FarmingW. Mr himnadghtlemen, I hae te
rests of th Sat of M
Maine here
honor to representt thie daifry intee
on this Committee. ,in our: appeal in support of the New England
Da''iry Tariff Comnmittee, atsking a higher tariff on our dairy prod-

businesses

av

t~
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utst,4 so that we can get a better living out of our industry, I will
present to you actual figures, as taken from 17 different herds giving
the prodLuction and recel pt for the product as received by these 17
dlifferent dairy farms. They are taken from various sections; from
9 of the different counties out of 16, so that we would get, the average
coalition and not isolated condition. Of course, the reason why we
are not giving figures from some other counties, for instance, Aris¶
took, is because It is a potato section. But we have a relative comparison with the different counties that are more or less dairy counties.:
A general statement of the whole matter to show you 'how those
figures were gotten might interest you. A-survey was made to
determine the cost of pasturage, an inventory of the herd, buildings
andl equipment was ta en at the beginning of each account. Credit.
has been given for whole milk used on the farm at the same rate fov.
milk sold; skimn milk used on the farm credited; and credit given for
manure and other things at uniform rates per cow per year on the
basis of the number of cows in the -herd. The use of buildings was
secured by. figuring 10 per cent of the value to cover interest, taxes
and depreciatien; the use of equipment: was also secured. Hay was
charged at the' actual market value, the farmer's own time at replacement cost of the hired help; not' at what the farmer ought to get as
owner and on: investment as well-as his time put in. The depreciation
of cows was, secured b dding the v-alue of cows on June 1, 1920,
the value of all cows and heifers whidh freshened during the year and
from that-total deducting the value of the cows on hand May 31,1921.
In the matter of feed, hay ilage,P ginj and other things entering
-into the production of milk it was 51171)8.: Thee human labor was
set at $5.87. Other costs, such as inte taxes insurance, depreciation on cows, use of fields, use of equipment, hauling milk, and horse
labor, were $71.04, making a total cost per cow of $238.9O. The
total dredita per cow. other than milk amounts to $29.50,- the cost of
milk per cow $209.49, makng a net 1os8 per cow of $38.21.
Senator JosNa. YOU sAy that that includes the depreciation. Do
you mean that you took-into consideration the difference in the
market price or value of those cws?
Mr. NzaS. Yes, sir; the exact conditions from June 1, 1920, when
an mventory was taken at the exact price at that date.
Senator JoNES. How much was that depreciation owing to the
reduced value of the cattlef'4
Mr. Nzs. Up to May 31-I could not say exactly, though not so
much as it would be tdat But detailed fs are at hand and
wtill begiven bys
of te spakis sow exat figures.
If
Senator JoNas. some
el".
;s
n to gieit, very well, but
I think that isav Very important tor; thin some COWs have-0
depreiated that much in price, just for a singl cow, anymore.
Mr. NKss. The cow era have deprected in pric.
Senator JoNas. T isno question about it, and I think the
probably betwen thoe two dates in the value of the
depreciation
cows is as much as the total loss per annum that you figure there.
Mr. Nues. The depreciation as- given by those figures, $19.37 pr
cow, would mean that that is just about half the depreciation, and
not the total.
The co;stper hundredweight of milk is $3.76 received per hundred
w;eight fort this -milk,: $3C.08. The average retrn per hour' labor for

Table: Cost of production.

Xx~.:dC
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the farme gives simply 8 cents, or a little better, showing. that, of
course,, there is considerable o1ss and has been in past years, in 8Up
port of the contention(:of the New England Tariff Committee in the
bill as presented bY them.
The point I would like you specially to note is the cost of milk per
hundredweight, and this cost is a little better, or a little less than the
average would be for the whole State, because of the production of
milk.- The production per cow as given here for these 17 different
herds is 5,566 pounds of milk. Thie average' for New England is
5,000 pounds o es
The" point I wiish to bring otis the fact that there was a loss helro
of $38.21 per cow, and the farmer only received for his Iabor 8.8
cents per hour spent in tking"lcare of his cows.
SUMMARY OP TEAK COAT OP MILK PRODUCrTON ON 17 MAINE FARMS POR THE YEAR
ENDINU MAY 31, 1921.
(Compiled by .M. D. Jones, farm manaement demoilstrmtor.j
GENERL5fME'.
STA rEXE&NT. ;
;
;:
:
. 0:
2GzNRAj,
:\: :f : ::
The data given in the foliowing tables were computed from zontbly reports fur-\:
A survey was made to determine cost of pasture and bull
::nished by 17 fa
pervice on each farm, An inventory of the herd, buildings and quipment Was taken
at the beginning of each account. Credit has been given for whole milk 'usedon the
farm at the same rate'asithat received for milk 'sold, Skim milk used on the farm was
credited at 30' cent per hundred. The'cedit for manure was made at a uniform rate
of $20 pet-'cowper year on the bsnis of the number of cows in the herd each month.
Use of buildin'gs'wa secured by tigiu'ing 10 per cent of the value to cover interest,
taxes, and depreciation. Use of equipmentwas secured by figuring 15 per cent on the
value to coverinterest and 'depreciation.
hay has'been'
charged at market value at the farm; labor at cost, or-in cae of the
i
farmer's own timest replacement st; gr~in and other item of cash expense have
4 charged at coslt. ~Depreciation on Cow. was secured by adding'to the value of
cows on hand Jine 1, 1920, the value of all cows piurchased and heifers which freshened
'during the year, and from this total deducting the value of cows on hand May 31,
1921, pius the value of cows sold and slaughtered.
According to these records, the average cow lacked $38.21 of 'paing expenses.
In other words,' the average farmer received 8.8 cents per hour for hip timee while
working on (airy cows.
Goat of production.
(17 herds4; Io cows.J
Prcow b~asis:,
Feed..Di
.........
Graia, 1,893 pounds ....................$63..
33.
Hay, 3ii0SOrtunds.3
:..:......... 15.;990;0:0 :::X
4,02'pounds'..................,:..
:Silage,
3.:81
Green
.................
1,071
.....................

feed,
pounds
Corn'stover, 357 pounds ....,.. 1. 14
Other feeds, 200 pounds .........82
4

.

.

......

.

..........

Pasture ... ................... 8.54
Total cost of feed per cow .......
Labor-Human labor per cow, 144 hours...........................
Other costsand insurance on COWS.7.0
iouactocns..
Int~e
Ineestxes,
t,te,
n
.
19.37
.
Depreciation on cows .......................
17.29
tUee of buildings .............
, 3. 34
Use of equipaent ...........
Bull service ..3.-..
& 86
......

:

$117.08
50.87

......................0:'.4-0 :0::
.........

.

.

.

I

....

..

,: 3.22
22. 1.4
Hauling milk.a
11.40
...
.I.L.
_
horse labor, bedding, and miscellaneous ............... 5.48
71.04
Total other costspr cw
Total COt ......238. 99
..

.

..

.

.

..

..

.........,.:.,.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Per cow. baI-Utinued
Creits(oterthan milk)e........ ...B.870~
d
i
and calf
Calves
h
.87
Feed bags and misclaelul......eou... ...
.$96
Totl redtsper cow

Ptpercow.pe209.4O
171.28
Milk production, 5,566 pounds, value ................
et low per cow .....38.21.
3.76,
dredweig...........h....
Cost of milk per hun
Received for milk per hundredweight........ .3.08&
I.080..
Cost of milk per quart .............
Received for milk per quart .......... .0661
Averag return per hour for labor used.............088
Total for 17 herds:
Netcostofrnt

............

Feedj- 3073pud.6894
..6,999.66.
...46p~ns.
'Hay,
Sflage, .723,715 pounids...........................2,869.7 2
686.31
Green feed, 192,790 pouinds.. ...........
...... 206.22
Corn stover, 64,198 pounds
146.73
Other feds, 36,912 pounds.........
.....

-1,638. .

~
~~~~~~~~..

Pasture.~

14

7 6

2
Total cost of feed for 17 herds.21,075.82
Labor-Human labor for 17 herds, 26,9911hours..~9,158.43
Other cbist..
1,273.78:
Inte~t tzes, and insurance on cos
Depreiatin on cows ................I3,487.0
of build.in
Use
..gs ....3.112.70
Use of equipment ................ . 6802.07
3u11 service.............. .695. 18
...
~~~~~~~~~~579.89
Ice
........ .. 2,061.61
iEtulin milk ............
967.02
Honse labor, bedding, and miscellaxneous....
..

..

..

12,789. 231
TOta cot...'............43,021. 28
Credit (other than milk)1,665.761
Calves and calf hides..........
157. 08
Feed bags and miiscellaneous-......
Total other coste for 17 herds....

.

......

...

Net.cost of milk for 17hbetdi.37,..710.44

Milk-Production, .1,001,899 pou~vaue.,......30,831.24
Net loss for 17 herds ......... .....6,879. 20
Cost of, mil per huaewigt.376
.0
Received for milk prhundredweight..
080

Cost of milk pe quart............ . .
.................
Received for milk per quart .
...

0661

Ihve a letter heri from one of the largs diy systems inNw
England, the Turner Centre System, and they are also in favor of this
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tariff as supported by the New England Tariff Committee. If it is
your pleasure I will read that Jetter. (:[Reading:]
CHARLISTOWN, MASS,, NoIember 12, 192.

The Nuw ENGLAND DAIRY TARIFF Connmmr,

GENmEMEN: As a strictly cooperative dairying concern representing 4, 000 pro
ducers of milk and cream in Maine and New Hampshire, we dedire to qo on record,
recommending a new tarif that eualies the rates on milk and
with the rates
on butter. Our association Is chiefly concerned in the marketing of New England
products,which under the present tariff.is hard-to do profitably. There is ample
supply of milk and cream in New England to sure the public of a sufficient supply
ipments.
of these produce without the Cad
When you realise that 1 gallon of 40 per cent cream carries a tariff rate of only 10
cents:while a pound of butter carries 8 cents, you cn readily see the injustice our
Producers are u-ffering. One gallon of this cream will make 4 pounds of butter,
the rate for cream on a comparative basis should be four times much, or
Fence
32 cents per gallon.
Our entre in'teAt iin this matter is to secure more money for the New England
producers of dairy products. By placing a duty -a recommended on the foreign
supply our, producers would be able to market a greter amount of product. This
-would mean better returns to New England p ucers without added cost to the
consuming public. Hoping you may be able to aesit us in thismatter, we are,
. HASKELL.
Very truly, yours,

Mr. NEss. In support of our plea for a higher tariff I would like to
substantiate what Mr. Putnam said in refirene to, the age of the
farmer on our New England farms, and that is this: The dissatisfied
young farmer who was ready to leaye his farm has left his farm because
right around us we have manufaturing industries that are paying
wages which wecan not pay on the farms.
Senator WATSON. Does the desire of the young man to live in the
city and enjoy the society in general of city life and see the bright
lights have something to do with it
Mr. Ntss. The yong fello* who has not got to the age of serious-.
ness of life, yes. But it is the income consideration, thathe could not
live as he would like to live on the farm and have the enjoyments
that a man ough tto have to lead-an honorable life.
Senator JONEs. One of those advantages, so called, of the:cities is
added to the wage and considered a part of his wage; it is a part of
the inducemt for him to go into the cities?
Mr. NESS. Yes; but primarily it is the wage.
Senator WATSON. You think primarily it is the wage V\
Mr. NESS. Absolutely, I think so.
Senator SUTHERLAND. That the schooling ficilities have something
to do with it?
Mr. NESS. The schooling facilities are taken care of in my own
neighborhood. The children of the rural schools are taken into the
cities and larger towns in conveyances. The school advantages are
very fair. I will not make any comment here on that score.
Once the young man gets away from the fam, with the high wages,
and those inducements you speak of, with society life where it costs
a little more money to live, and after he is once taken away it is
harder to get him back.
;STATEMENT OF JAMES A. LEACH, PAWLET, VT.
Senator WATSON. Give your name and'residence.
Mr. LEACH. James A. Leeach, Pawlet, Vt. I am the owner of a
dairy having 43 cows and am president of the Bennington County

Table: Receipts and expenditures in con ection with dairy herd, July, 1920, to July, 1921.
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Farm ::Bureau :Association0.: I; -am gtlad1 to Xkhow that the whole comwe
I am
mittcee are, g-oing to lie possessed of the facts that
brina.
citizen of Veront ard a farmer who is largely
also glad that nasa
interested in :the
ice d the markets of dair products, I can come
and
personally
add: i fit of testimony and experience.
I thought it might be hcl4ful to fyou gentlemen if ou had any personal statement Of my own experience on the farm from July, f190,0
to July, 1921. 1 will not go into detail at all, but I just want to
explain to you that I have 43 cows valued at $100 apiece. I laI
the valuation where I thought the valuation of a good-rade- cow'
should be placed. That does not represent the value of those: cowWs,
because a good many of them are pure breds and are worth considerable more money.
Senator WATsoN. Are they Jersey?
Mr. LEACH. Holsteins. Also, in the matter of depreciation on the
dairy machinery and equipment and the cattle I have placed a figure
of 10 per cent. That is a very small depreciation. I tried to be
perfectly fair with my herd in this matter. I do not want to overdraw any of these statements. I am sure Senator Dillingham, -who
is familiar with this matter, will tell you that these are conservative
figures.
Senator WATSON. How many co0s
have you?
Mr. LeACa. Forty-three.
Senator WATso80. How long hate you -been in: business?
Mr. LuAon. lFifteen years. The earlie part of my life I spent in
merchandising in Nebraska and losing my health and coming back
on the farm, which accounts for my gray irs when I have only
fluiW would
been 15 rears engaged
l
There is one other item whih
like to speak of :wahi
puzzles some people. It probably does not0puisle you. That is
how we dairymen manage tO kee on liVng d doing business an
losing mOney all the time. if you will look this throu 0h
you will
see tliat'I rs 110 tons of hay worth $20 a toh in the bar.
IM
placed the valuation' on it inithe barni, weichif just wbat myroduce would hiav sold for at the bawi. Tht is What I cha
mY
dairy. I also had 220 tons of ensiage &t. $6.50 per ton. Then I also
raised quito a good lot of dairy feed, which r valued at tlhe same
figure that Ihad to pay for what I purchased.- I will submit that
statement. If there are any qztions that -you would like to ask I
shall be very. gld to answer them.
Senator WATSON. Let the statement go into the record.
Receipts nd exp tur n cnetn wig dry e July,1920, toJto 19 1.

Se of m.
..i..-.$...
........398.76'
Ml SW to 10 Calvet.
250. 00!
......
lk useddeo.109.50
........
..........
hoo
............. f........::
10 pure-bred calves, at $15 each.150.00
at $3
.
3001load cifertillsr,each...;
9008.00
- 7., *
Tota receipts....
7, 898.26
: :.. C; .. .
........

.......

90c"XX~~~~~ench..

......

....... .[.

00

..............

.

Tfli ohbr~ ~. : .-; ., .JV:0t. :.
ul.rfs;t.ur~. e. . .
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EXPENDITURE'S.
:, 000
200acres of pasturoa
...............ld.
43 cows
. 4, :300i 00
1
_)fA.00Dairy machinery and equipment .
7.......................0.
..................................

................

I........................ ....

11,300.00

In terest on $11, 300 at 6 per cent .................................. $78.00
Loes and depreciation:
Pasture land, 5 ercnt
r lcent
00.,00
d
..f..-;
10 per cent...30 00
Stock and machinery (...300).
Insurance and taxes
172.43:
.............
1, 2920.00
0
7983
Suporvon,:10pr cent ($7,898.26, receipts) ..................
Feed;
shay,at $26 per ton ...................00..................0
220 tons ensilage,s at $5.60 per ton. 1 210.00
I airyfeed ................................................
2,804.59
. ..... .:.. .. .... 0.....

...

...

.......
:..

...........................

Total expenditures ...................9
.,9904. 85
.

r.
In a :{general wayt I Would liketo ,tlI yolu What Ihas
: tIJEtaACPH.
eome to me through my experience in the milk busines.l
3Senator WATSON. Suppose you had, io Canadian conmpetition?0X
Mr. LEACH. We would iave much more room for our surplus milk.
That is what is troubling us.
Senator WATSO:N, You think that vour trouble arises from (lanadiaji competition in your industry?
Mr. LnAcu. Very largely. Rhe Danish butter that 0ca'me into
Boston quite seriously affected the price several times last spring,
andi of course, replaced some of our product. Canada and Denmark seem to be: the source of our troubles.
During the period of- time that I have been a milk producer and
been familiar with the Boston market I have seen the supply of the
Boston market furnished from more and more distant points. That
is, the supply has receded. Very soon after I began to produce milk
the Boston dealers were coming into my territory, 200 miles from
Boston, and buying milk. They went farther and farther away,
until finally the t b i the 12th zone as we call it up there,
at St. Albans and up at Newport, Vt.; and in more recent years
they have crossed the border and gotten into Canada.
What is the reason that the farmers object to their buying milk in
V Senator WATSONk. Let me ask you, before you start on't t: Do
you know how far north of the border they go in buying: milk for the
Boston marketI
Mi. LEAcV. The Hood Co., withwo business I am more r less
familiar, being a member of their surplus committee, the Vermont
member,; bus milk only from such a distance across the border as
they can transport by teams over to their stations, but theyo back
quite far for cream. I am not positive, but I have been informed
thatmilk comes mnfor some of the other Boston dealers from across
the line-the Plymouth Creamery Co., for instance. They get it
from quite a distance over the line. I know that cream comes in for
the Wood .Co. from quite a distance.
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Senator:WATsoN. Do they go over there to buy it because they
canwbuy it more cheaply than they can buy it from the New England
producers;? ::::
Mr.; LEACH. -0Yes :0sir.000:::
Senator WATSON. How, much More cheaply can they buy it, on
the average, than they can buy it from you?
Mr. LEACH. If you will pardon me, we have those facts all in
black and whiti andthey will be given to you exactly as they are.
We hear a good deal about abandoned farms in New England,
and especially in Vermont, and we are likely to think that those
farms ought not to have been settled in the first place, unless we
know something about* it Alrst hand. I can tell you from positive
knowledge that many of those farms ought to be producing at the
present time and would be if the markets werA riht.
at has
happened? They are growing up to brush and growing less and less
in value. Take, for instance, the town of Andover, which is a
mountain town with Chester as its station. The taxes in that town
are 44 per cent. A gentleman who was telling me about it said that
there are very few occupied farms. I was riding with him, and the
roads are miserable. I said, "It seems to me that with 44 Per cent
taxation you ought to have better roads." He said, "There are
so few of us to raise the money. The revenue is so small."
That is what is happening to those towns because of taking the
market away from them and givng it to Canada and Denmark
Then, of course, along with that, comes the decrease in population.
Our boys leave the farms and go to the cities, as Mr. Putnam has
told you. The do not all go to the New England cities or the Vermont cities. Vermont is peculiar in this particular. I only want
to call your attention to that. Vermont has not any large cities
that offer the attractions that New Hamphire and-Maine cities
offer, so that our boys are likely to go to Hoston or New York and
out of our State. That is a seriou- problem with us in Vermont.
I have raised f1our boys and I gave them good farmer's advice.
raised themnthef, and one of them is staying with me on
the farm, and, of the other three, two of them are already in cities
and one of them plans to go. That is just ar illustration of my own.
Myt neighbors are having the same experience..
Therels-another reason why we should keep our market within
our own borders. That is that it is impossible.for us to have proper
Supervision. We can not have any supervision in fact can not
enforce any supervision in C di m aEd to tie surroundings in
which the milk sProduced; and we finIby a survey that we have
made this past season, that in Canada as compared with New England,
their facilities are eiry crudeinid;. They have not ice houses or
th milk houses, wit plenty of cool water
cooling plants. We; cahell
to coot the milk imm edately aftr it 'is. drawn from the cows. They
have not-those facilities there. There is no way of initing on them
Or putting over any prope supervision up i Canada such as there
is in our own country. Therefore the cream and the milk that
come from Canada can not be as well prepared for the market.
u
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andmilk
to do:
not
They havecooled
condition.
in a satisfactory
andfacilities
and merchantsble
properly
What are:the conditions in Canada for market production? That
the

that. Our cream

F0

is, what do we fhave to compete with in New England because of -the
lesser price in Canada? Canada can produce milk more cheaply, for
one reasono, because
Sof its less careful production - less expenses in
providing ce hoUses and in cooling the product and taking care of it.
at is quite a materialhitem in the expense of producing milk. The:
mothers̀ and the daughters and the children of the farm home in
Canada are experts in the care of cattle and in milking. They assist
very materially in the care of the dairy and in the milking of the
cows, which is not true, of course, in New England; and 1do not
believe any of us want it ever to be true that our wives and daughters
should do labor of that sort.- We arc facing it, of course, either that
or oing out-of the business.
Senator WATSON. How is dairying in the State of New York as
compared with what it used to be?
but
Mr. LEACH. I can not speak for the whole of the; Sate,mye
are
line
the
over
conditions
on
York.
Their
New
town borders
similar to those on our side of the Jine. It is a good milk-producing
country. My county, Bennington, is one of the finest places on
earth in which to pro4uce milk. We have splendid mountain streams
and cold springs and the grass is fine. We do not stiffer much with
drought there. We did not this season, although in some sections
it was quite severe.
Senator WATSON. What is your land worth, on the average?
I0put
Mr. LEACH. I Was offered for the farm, 341 acres, $16,000.
of
statement,
my
in
notice
will
you
land,
on
pasture
the
a valuation
to
seem
It
good
Mr.:
acre.
have
a
I
$30 an
might
pasture.
very
Dillingham a little high, but I have an exceptionally good pasture,
eolebu
and of course, good pasturage means less grain.
WVashington County is a good milk county. Borden's people bu
great quantities of milk in Washington County for the ew or

market.
It seems strange to say that-our investigators in Canada-foitnd that
the home comforts and conveniences on tYle farms there were greater
than they Wore in New Enoland. That proves this, of coUrse3, that
those Canadians have maXe more money out of farming than we
Now Englanders have. It seems strange that they cotul(l (o it, hut
that is the roof of it.
Senator WATSON. Do they not have more fertile land :,than yoUX
Mr. LIEACI. It is riklit in the dairy districts.
Senator WATSON. Ps the character of the soil quite similar?
Mr. LEACH. I Can not say. I Was not one of the comTnittee that
investigated the matter, but I have 'always understood that the soil
north of Vermont,
just north- of our NOw Englaynid border, especially
is very rich. I suppose it is very similar to tle soil in my State.
Franklin County and those northern counties of Vermont are splendid
counties-at least Franklin County is.
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'SpeIaking about the~conveniences of thehm in Ca4da, we md
some notatious and we: have an exhibit, 'marked "ExhibitE," that
will illustrate what was found' there in conneetipn with the farm
homeasWAto convenienees and how it was that they could produce
milk mo6re cheaply than we can.
: Senator MCLJEANh. Are the-0people Ain Canfiada to whom:- you refer
Frenchi
Mr. LEACH4 Yes. I: know they are mostly or very largely French.
Some of them came. over the border, and I know the conditions along
the northern border of Vermont where I have visited the production
plants, and a great many of those families are French, and the same
conditions prevail there along the border as prevail over the border.
Senator MCLEAN. They have lre farms and do their own work,
Isuppose?
Mr. LEACH. That is the idea. They rae large families and hire
no holp scarcely. They a work from the little tot, just as soon as
it can begin to trot around the farm. They all have something to
do, which is all right if they do not work too hard and if they do the
right kind of work. We do not want our mothers and wives and
daughters doing outdoor work in New England.
I was going to speek about the supply ol milk. That is, of course,::
something that we must watch in order to see that our cities are
going to have an abudant supply. I want to call your attention
to the fact that $94,000,000 worth of dairy products were sold in
New England in 1919 from New England farms. A little more about
that later.
Our supply of milk and cream should come from New Er l d.
Milk and cream are very perishable. To have the milk shi!)rp fro m
great distances and to bave the cities rely on far-distarit points for
their milk and cream, you can readily understand, would be almost
sure to result in disappointment to the consumer very frequently.
Milk can not be gotten in from long distances and compared with the
New England product.
In regard to the supply, suppose the milk that entered into the
manufacture of butter in: 1919 ihad been kept as sweet cream for the
market? We could have replaced the Canadian cream eleven times.
That butter was made from eleven times as much cream as was
brought in from Canada, and that amount was 416,000 gallons.
That is, we could have supplied eleven times 416,000 gallons if we had
not made it into butter. refer you to Exhibit G, which substantiates
that statement.
If we depend upon Canada for our sweet cream in incteasing quantities and let Vermont continue to make butter and sell it asutter,
and something should develop that made it impossible for us to get
what cream we needed in Canada, the natural inference would be that
we could turn to New England for some of this cream. That is not
quite true, because the creameries and private manufactureis. of
butter usually contract their butter, and they would be tied up in
some sort of business arrangement possibly that would make it very
awkward. People would' be deprived of their cream perhaps at the
time that they needed it most. You can Knot chnmfre from a butter-
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m&Qkingarrangement to milk and cream production 0for the market
without some ttle time, some little notice.
Senator MCLEAN. Take the ice cream that is used in the large cities,
such as Boston, It goes to other large cities. I think one of the
witnesses who appeared here several months ago testified that that
was a special use and one which could not be accommodated by the
New England dairies;: that there was not enough milk produced to
satisfy this demand for ice-cream purposes. That is as I remember it.
Senator WATSON. Yes; that is what the testimony was.
Mr. LEAcH. Yes; I think I have heard that same story.
Senator MCLEAN. It was stated that the cream that was used for
domestic purposes and for butter had a separate commercial field by
itself, and that unless they got the necessary cream from Canada
ice cream would be very expensive.
Mr. IACHf. I do not think such a Rstatement is justified by the
facts. These facts that I have just cited would be sufficient to settle
that question, I should suppose. But you know that the cream that
is manufactured intd ice cream can be held such a long time by,
freezing and by cold storage that I should not suppose there would be
any chance of any difficulty. In fact, I know there would not. be any
chance-of any difficulty. They turn butter back into ice cream and
*also powdered milk.
Senator MCLEaN. Can you produce in w.England sufficient to
satisfy the demands for both ice cream and butter?
Mr. LEACH. Oh, yes; abundantly. That is what we want to do.
That is thq contention of the farmers in New England.
Senator MCLAN. The idea is that if the dairymen in New England
are forced Ito go into some other business, then the consumers in the
cities will:be at the mercy of the Canadian price, and, in the long run,
people will have to pay a great deal more than they would if you had
reasonable protection?
Mr. LEACH. Exactly. The dairy business not likea business that
we could get out of to-day and go into something else tomow.
We have our cattle. It takes three years to bring a calf up to
production. It takes about four years, if you :plan to have a dairy
before you have got any milk.
Senator MCLEAN. Of course you buy a great deal of grain: from
outside'?
Mr. LEnACH. Yes,;sir;we use a good deal of grain.
Senator Mc N~. Do you buy hay
Mr. LEACH. No, sir; I raised all my hay and al of my corn for
ensilage.
Senator'MCLEAN. Is that generally true of the farmers there?
VMr.LEACH. Yes. That is generally so. It is generally so in New
Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, and the States below us. Some: of
them buy their hay where milk is produced near the large cities; but
as a rule the New England farmer raises all his rough feed.
Senator MCLEAN. Do you have any serious (ifficulty with the
handlers of the milk? Do you -deal through middlemen?
Mr. LEACH. Yes, sir. The New England Milk Producers' Association have a price committee who sell the milk of the members of
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the New England Milk Producers' Assobiation, which number about
70 per cent of the dairymen of New E land.
Itareally amounts to
hndling all of it, because the other fellows do just as they do.
They. are in the minoritySenator MCLzAN. Are you at the mercy of the middlemen?
Mr. LEACH. Oh, no, sir.
Senator MoLnw. You' get fair treatment from them?
Mr. LEACH. Yes. Through the New England Milk Producers'
Association, :who are our agents, we have been able to sell milk fairly
satisfactorily.- It is not the manier that the milk is sold that troubles
us ; it is the losing or the taking away of the market for so much of
our surplus milk that troubles u. The surplus market brings down
the price of the whole thing.
Senator WATSON. Statistics show, Mr. Leach, that the, average
price in 1920 in the New England States was $4.29 per hundred
pounds.
Mr. LEACH. That is delivered in Boston.
Senator WATSON. $3.30 in 1921.
Mr. LEACH. Yes.
Senator WATSON. How much do you get for cream?
Mr. LEACH. I sell milk. I can tell you what Igot for lat month's:
milk Senator WATSON. I am talking about cream.
Mr. LEACH. I am not familiar with cream.
Senator WATSON. You do not sell cream?
Mr. LEACH. NO, sir.
Senator WATSON. When you sell milk you sell the whole thing?
'Mr. LEACH. Yes.
Senator WATSON. The cream and the milk?
Mr. LEACH. es,sir;themilkasitcomesfrom theco0w.
Senator WATSON. How old is it before you sell it?
Mr. LEACH. It goes every morning. The night's mik is held over
in cold water. It is cooled immediately to the proper temperature
and held.
Senator WATSON. Do you sell the night milk and the morning milk
both the next morning?
Mr.' LEACH. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. What do you get for it?
Mr. LEACH. The figures are just out for the Hood Co., a Bosto0nh
concern, for October-milk, 2.855 for 3.7 milk in the tenth zone. That
applies tommv dairy.^
Senator WATSON. I do not know what you mean.
Mr. LEACH. Milk testing 3.7 per cent butter fat to each 100 pounds
brought the patrons of :the 11. P. Hood Co. delivered in the 19th
zone (200 miles from Boston) 2.855:per 100 pounds, or 0.06 3+
per quart. This is the price received for my October milk.
Senator MCLEAN. You know whatit is, do you not?
Mr. LEACH. I shall have to figure it.
Senator WATSON. It is6cents and a little over.
Mr. bLEACH. Let: me further say that there are deductions to be
made from that. It-costs me 25 cents a lundred pounds to transport
my milk to the railroad station.
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Senator WATsoN. You mean by that that you get that right at
your Iarm
Mr . LEAH. No; I mean the price that I quoted is the Hood price
at their railroad stations.'
8enator WATSoN. At their stations on the railroad?
:Mr. LACMH. Yes, Sir; where they receive the milk from th farm,
and; the, station that I supply happens to be far enough away so that
it costs me 25 -oents a! hundred to get my milk to the station. I
presume that is about the average cost to the New England farmer
the year toundi:
There is a further deduction. I just want to give yu all the faets.
:I told you I was a Holstein man. My milk pa the butter-tet
standard for the Massachusetts market, which is 3.35 butter fat to
100 pounds of milk. Mine will pass that; but in order to get this
price that I speak of it should pass 3.7, which is 3j points higher.
Senator WATSON. What do you mean by that ?
Mr*. LEACH. I mean thiatthe selling stuindard that aplies in our
territorr is 3.7 pounds of butter fat to 100 pounds of milk.
Senator WATSON4 That is the standard?
Mr. LEACH. That is the standard ¶hat we sell by. The: WMaschusetts law calls for 3.35, but, as a matter of fact, the milk averages
quite a good deal more than 3.35, and our agent decided on a .7
basis. The price per hundred has to be shrunken to three and a half
times, either 4 or 5 or 6 cents, as the value of butter happens to be.
I hrnk mj price, on account of being under the 3.7 trading point,
anywhere rom 15 to 25 cents a hundred more.
So that the price ofbetween 5 and 6 cents is not quite as fancy as it
looks. I wanted you to get the facts.:
:We Vermont farmers would be nicely fixed if we could get 8 cents
a quart at our doors. We could live as well as we should care to live.
STATEMENT OP W. H. BRONSON BOSTON, ASS.t,REPESENTING
NEW ENGLAND MILK PiODUCEBS' ASSOCIATION.
Senator MCLEAN. What is your occupation?

: Mr. BRONSON. Newq England Milk Producers' Asociation, Boston,
.in charge of their research department there.
Senator WAL5J. How large is this association?
Mr. BRtONSON. It has-about 20,000 members.
Senator WAL. From all over New England?
Mr. BRONsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator WALsH. And they are engaged in the production of milk
in -small and large quantities ?
Mr. BRONSON. Yes, sir.
..
'.Mr. Camburn has established a 410-ent rate on butter, we feel. I
wish to present the case from the standpoint of wh4t the equalized
rates would be on milk and cream with a 10-cent rate on butter.
Equalizing milk on the butterfat basis, -1 gallon of 4 per cent milk:
with I churivgatixof 20 per cent would make four-tenths of a pound
of butter. Wilth a 1O-cent rate on butter, that would call for cents
a gallon on the milk.
8R152'7-22---s7--1bt
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The Fordney bill has give us a cent a-gallon on milk, Which shows
that the milk is certainly ot equalized with the butter rate. Even
:at 8 cents a ound ont butter the equivalent rate on mil would, be
something over 3 cents a gallon.
Transportstioni co~ta fromthe center of production t&tBoston, for
example, areoone offset factor making a4 differe of about onehalf'cent a gallon -T1he rate, threforewe l, to equalize that with
sould be Sct a
cent1 on buytt,grlln
on milk.
The United States Taiff C m ion, in their sugestedSenator Wasn. What is the House provision on butter?
Mr.' Bnoxemo. Eight, cents, .ir.
Senator MCLANx. How does the rate on cream compare with the
rate: on butter?
Mr. Bnonsow. I will take that up when I have finished with butter,
Senator.,
Senator MCLAN. lIn Sta
Commission1 in their
Mr. Baoxson The TJne St Tariff Comiion in th
suggested relassification and revision of sections of the tariff relating
to agricultural products and provisions, page 13, paragraph1,, makes
the statementduty on butter equivaent to that on the milk it rep nt,
If it ii desired tWIlev a'
:the duty on 1 pound of buttershold be 2.7 times the duty ac gallon of milk.
For example, suppose that thebutter rate was 10 cents &a
ound,
as we propose; then the equiivalent rate on milk shbuld be 1 0entsif
0divided by 2.76, which would give 3.6cents. We are asking for 3jf00
cents.
We thereforefeel tht the 31ekt'nteon milk is correct from the
:equalisatiog.standpoint of a 1O-c~nt rate on butt It is just a
t$matter of mathematics as to how muchbuttft
iM-6th6e is' i milk.
It is not debatable, as I see it. We hare the United States Tariff
Commission's statement to back up the rate that we ask for.
EFqualization aas apliedlto creani:Oe gaon of 4o per cent. cream
with a churn grain of 20 per cent would make practically 4 pouids of
butter. At 10 cents per pound on butter, the equivalent rate on
1 gallon of! 40 per cent cream, coni&derin tranisportation osts;, would
be 35 ceints per gallon. The- Fordneybill- on -40 per cont cream,-:
gives a rate of 10 cents per llon.--,;
The transportation t omnnthe center of.- production in Quebec
and the center of production -in Newr Enlandgives an offset of only
about one-half cent a gallon, and we .Eavo allowed an offset of 5
tents a galon;over its equivalent on the butte-fat basiS.
The same authority from which T quoted before,- thr Tiited States:
Tariff Commmision, on pa 1, pragraph 3 stt -,Senator MCLE 'The rate in the' emegency itaz~f isF. cents' a
gallon en crean, is unott
Mr. BuoNsow. Yes' sira
Senator MLUAn. is that satisfeator I
Mr. BRONsON. No, sir. We: are asking for 35 cents on heavy
Senator MCLEAN. You want 35 cent?I
Mr. FBRoNsox. Yes, sir. We have here a compison of the rate
in the Fordney bill and the rates for which we are asking.

Table: [No Caption]
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hat t Porabill al
WWM

What dairy organtation. tant.
Par. 707. Whole milk, sweet or sour,
Sj cents per gallon; cremj sweet or sour,
having not more than 20 per cent of
butter fat, 15 cents per gallon, for each
additional 5 percent or frtion thereof of
butter: fat, 5 cents per gllon additional;
cnt per llon; ice cream
n
-scinxi milk,
unfrozen, having not more than
mixtureei
15 per Ct of btter fat, 15 cents per
ljon; for each additional per cent or
fraction the~of of butter fat, S centper
gallon idditional; frozen havin not
more than 15 per cent of butteW fat, 9
cents per gallon, foreac additional 5 per
cent or-fraction thereof of butter fat, 3
cents per gallon addition.
Par: 108. Milk, condexMd or evapoPar. 708. Milk, condensed: or evaporated: In hermeticallyseaedcontaines, rated: hi enetically led continers,
uweetened, I cent 1per pound; sweet- unsweetened, 1 cent per pound; sweetened, 1$ cents per pounds all other, if ened, 1ifcents per pound' al other, i
cents per pound; whole-milk -powder, S cents per pound; wholmilk powder, 3S
cedb pir pound; kreab powder, 8 cents cents per pound; crm powder, 8 cents
per poun; and skimmedmllk :powder per poun; and immed-milk pwder
en per pud; mt
and
If: cets per pound; malted cmik
ilk and
compounds of 0or *bstitutes for milk or compounds of or substitutes for milk or
cream, 20 per centumr a valom
cream, 20 per centum ad valorem.
Par. 7. Bfitt6i, 8 ce"nts
M erpound;
Par. 709. Butter, 10 cents' per pound;
oleom
in 8 et. pe poud.
butter ubtutes, 10 cents per pound.,
Par. 710. Cheese valued at lee, than: Par. 710. Cheese valued at lea than 30
30 cents per pound, 5.cents per pound; cents per pound, 5 cents per pound
valued at 30 cents or more per pound, 25 valued at 80 cent or more per pound, 25
per centnm ad valorem; cheese substi- per contum ad valorem; chese substitutes; 5 cet per' pound; lactarene or
tutes, 6 cents per pound.
casein, 44 cents per poand (this article
now appears on the free list); all other
dairy products not otherwise provided
for, 20 per centum ad valorem.
.
Par. 707. Milk, feh, 1 cent per gaoil;
sour milk and butternilk, ohe-half of 1
cent per gallon; cream, having lea than
,30 per cent of btiter Iat, S cents per galIon; having 30 per centum or more of
butter fat, 10 cents per gallon.

S0 nator
MCStLEAN. Thirty-five centsa~.on on cream would be
the' equivalent of 10 centse a pound on butter?
NYes, sir; -heavy cream, 40 per cent. We are putting
Mr, BRONSON.
that on a basis which makes possible the brmiming in of cream- testing
the loe pientages, if they wish to. We have allowed for that.
As I started tosta, the ariff Commission, on pae 1i, paragraph
3, of the reference already cited, states that on the basis of physical
equivalents the duty on lght cream would naturally be five to seven
times that on milk, and on heavy whipping cream about eight to
ten times.. At a rate of 3* ce4ats per gkalon on milk the equivalent
rate on heavy cream would be from 29 cents to 36 cents per gallon.
Senator JONEB. 'You have all these equivalents figured out, here on
the basis of 10 cents per pound on butter?
Mr. BRONSON; Yes, sir.:
Senator:JoNs.- And this is what you think would equalize the
other commodity on that basis?
Mr. BON8ON: Yes,^ sir. We mae a study to see :what thediffe
ence might reprsent between a S manufacturer or a creamery, for
example, in U1nads manufacturing cream into butter 0in Canada
and'slling it in- the' United States compared with sending the cream
over to the United States and manufacturing it here. ht study
showed that a Canadian creamery within 60 miles of the United
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States borde culd, in September, 19921-ne took the Ilats month
we had-have made 21 cents per gallon more on shippmig cream to
the United States to be man featured into butter here than it could
be manufactured into butter in Canada and shipped to the United
States for sale..
Senator WAsH. That isunder existing rate?
Mr. BuONso. Under the rates as proposed in the Fordney bill.
Under existing rates I think at would be evenihiher.
This is of importance, for the reason that 70 per cent of tlte butter
produced in Cadais produced in the two Provinces of Quebec and
9Ontario, and some S0 to 80 per-cnt of the butter is produced within
80 miles of the Unit States border. This proposition came up at
the time of the old PayneAldrich Act, and te Ter Center System
in Maine wrot6- to Senator F , of Maine about the inequalities and
the Senator said it wasutoo late, that the h i were &U closed and
nothing could be -done. Mr. Bradford, of that creamery, told me the
other aw, We were situated " well as anybody was, and decided to
;f
6 Q,1
oteves.'
go into. IS bi
I3I;have thefr cor wchshows that from 1910 to 1916 they
ship in over 4,00o0000 pounds of butter fat from Canada to be
manufctur int butter at their pl in Auburn and other points
in ilL
Maine, thus envdig the buttr rat6, -and by paying only the 5 cents
gallon oncsream when thebutter
was 8 cents at that time
0We feel that -uless the crem and butter rates are euslied you
ito operationthe operation of wat they call
will have that co
line creameries, wher cream is bought in Canada, carried across to the
American side and manifacturd into butter, paying the cream duty
and enlxdingg the butter duty.
To show. that' the --producers are not the only people who recognize
this inequality; I want to call attention to one of the public trade-papers which sho that they also recognize the inequality of the
cream and butter rates.
The New York Prduce Review and American Creamery, published in New York, in ib ise of Jily 8, 1921,
562; has an
f: editpjriel on "The new taiff bill," which, among ot er things, say:
One of the most apparent ine inii istis the relation of dutieson
;
0

rat8

1

e
i about sM toiids abd conbuttr ad cream. Aglon of 29j per cen
tainaLout .Sp-unds butter ft. Ths te bute t Iticrem:would nter
a pd dty, a poud of butterft
:the United Staes a bas of o
q at th. rte wile
country Uabutter
wouldduty
i bout 0ocent pe poun9"d.
enteing-the
By sklunzninj avry he crea ( I55' Ifr tthedutWy,Pe dutrfa
sp&.
W ]f ojyslightlyhlgh
A
iteofW their toceenta
cea testing sO pe ct oier. This'dlcrqsncy should ennorthern border and would
somelyi teroeexperimen s thepracticabllityof
shippinghigh.
test frozen or refri
creu! to this country from
sweet bCrI.

pobyi4¶gtoL

of gathered~eam creameries Slog our

That is the opinion of a r ized trade paper which ought to
know someng about equality between buttir and cream rates
and te possibily of gathered-creamn creameries and tlhe shipment
of cream to the nited States from Denmark and other points.
Senator WALsH. That pape is nOt a farmers' journal is itt
Mr. BRoxson. No; it is a trade paper.
I have a statement here from one of the important cream -dealers
in Boston, metropolitan Boston, the David Buttrick Co., Arlington,
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Mas. They brine in anywhere from 100 to 500 or 600 cans of cream
a day. Mr. Buttnck writes:
:-t~kS00
Mr.
W.
H.
BxonsowV
ARLINGTON, MASS., October 29, 1921.
Mr, W. H. BaO- oN8ON
N Eland br Tarif Committee, Boston, Ma..
Du 8Br: Wit reference to your request for information regarding the tariff on
cream and the equaliation of the tariff rate on cream with :the tariff rate on butter,
we wish to make the following statement, augmented by a few figures, showing great
range between cost of Canadian cream and American 1. 0. b. Boston.
1. Cream dealers in Boston buying in Canada have been able to obtain their cream
for about $3 per lO-gallok ju d 40 per cent cream cheaper from Canada than from
the United States, not considering the exchange rate. They pay duty at resent of
: centsper gallon, which make an offset of 50 cents per lO;- Ion jug. This difference
is three times made up by the difference in exchange rate.

The practice, of course,. is to pay in Canada in Canadian money,
'and the exchane operates to the advantage of the cream dealer buying in Canada in that way (reading furtherI:

:
X
2. We feel tuat if the bsine is propely. handled there is no reason W.hythere
of cream; provided the Canaian cream s hutoff from the
should be A,- sho*e
supply to
Boston maket, in thit ere in plenty of American take
care of the demand
hro
for table dreams an4 th
W ue of cold-torage falties it is possible to
take cre af the ice-cram trade with cold-storage r'ods.
During the a two year
. A ra
lly affect table goods1only, and is
there hs been no acut sho
genitelly due to increased comptionof cream i ice cream,. Thiscondition is
only a matter of a few hours ad d not require CanadiWi receipts to relieve it.
S. We be0eve that'since we sell our cream in the Unitid States we should do our
pa0rt to help monve American godsy bu
our cream in the United Stts rather
than in Caada. If some dealers require Caaian goods, such goods should arrivCein the market at an equal price and not at a price that jeopardizes the movemetit of
the American product.
4. We hertily prove of the tariff rate proposed bv the New England Dairy Tariff
Committee, which would give about 35 cents per gallon on 40 per cent cream. We
oelieve that the tariff rate on milk and cream should be equalized with the tariff
rtate on butter.

Yours,-very truly,

Attached t this ettz i8 a state n f h cost f 40 p cnt:
cream per 0gallonjug, f :o. b. Bostn,buing in New Englad~ and
buying in Canada for the last fou months.
Senator McLEAN. What do you mean by 40 per cent ream?
Mr. Bowqsow. Cream cOntaining 40 per cent utter fat.
(The statement is as follows:):
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Mr. BR0N80XJ. This point, it seems to me, is ofsome ienportace to
.

i Boton.
the business men in Masachuett#, and especially
Widor
the money is paid, of cours,
the preent system of buIg in Cmad
in auadin firnd4 a the money gsto Monteal or Queec. It
do not'.cme bak to Boston, 4; Fits frght idconcerned. i.The
from
goes
money ithat yqu pay the New -Euiaud p lucute
Boston. It gos the produces -ey take: it to. grain men or
and it comes basktio
storekeepers or ;omo one else in the nlage
t of tia doie in 'Boto6n. That
Boston and incr e tihe
llion dollars a year.
ytohiy
aount to aw
fmwenty,16.
keep that
We feel tha rom a b ines adpoint it is a d thing leo
f
We
have PUt
r.
with
it
gland
ew
kandkeep
N
thle
in:
money,
a proviskrn into our ratesdst~erin ic1ceam mixtures-. We feel that
possibly cream ~&nd butter ft might come into the country in the
shape of ice-ream mi "ture and pay the rate on butter and the rate
on creaiu. We therefore put m a provision to cover, that.
Senator WALsi. Don't you think thislitorial might weU go in- the
record-1
Mr. BRNsoxN. Yes.
Senator WALSH. It points out admirably the inconsistencies of the
different dairy punducts and how the prent rates are going to work
put-it l1 the record.
Senator SuTzEDLAN. We uwil
(The- editorial referred to is as follows :
THE NEW TARM BILL.

introdcd no e. las , repr-sen the
The new lor taff kbil
of th e Ho Ways ad Me Ommitte6, pbly
labors of the Republican KemberC
an4 inequalities in the impoition of dutieon im-'
coatxinano more nss
normally expected under the nwthoids of creatui m Suroof thiporti tha mayIhe
character inherent in our: negative system. As a geeal propoition our legisl
ae yed in their judgment of a air m of tariff protection by the pree
exerted by and the urgency of the appeal of their conttuen. Jusatat thi time
the voics of the American producer and American manufacturer prvail. Protection
from Cheaper foreign products is the m frequently heard demand, and higher
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duties are th'oder of he day: Our tariffs move up and don with the swings of
nopulartiment.
And, assl, a nin to
rates is followed sooner or later
t thet osud oflier"ultimate
bysdow
conmer."
dreadjusiment
The V
61 the
e
dle 61 duties on the lO dairy products
farmer with 100
be Indicd by the followlgrog 'cmpurison:
If
cCa
inet Unied States, he would pay a
5oudad of tS. percent 'milk sought a matket
autysof* 1u1 cents, to 12 cehti!ifht sent us the milk sweet; a duty of about 59
centsorrcenni hesnt us the milk sotua;-dut& of about V1centsif he separate
the milk ad sent us the cream testing 299 per cent, and a duty of about 14 cens if
the cam, continng thesine amount of butter fat, tested 30 per cent. If he churned
the cream ad sent us the butter, the duty would be about S3 cents. If he condensed'
-th milkl th dut wud t f jm4etc to 6 cents, ad more accordi to the
dsp'. i1 conenteato and tIe form in whi tpped. If 'he dried the- ik and
ssnt us the powdert-ir,-e duty would be about 88 cents or 40 cents. If he made it up
into:cliee or lecithin 80 cent poudhe rate would be in the neighborhood
of 5 oentsi hilelf thechee wereworth'cents to 6 cents a pound, the duties
would r- frm 7 cents up dtoove
Oneof temiost ap
ncosincisin thIs lst is the relationfdutleson
butter and e; A gallon of 291 pet cent-cream-weighs about 8.35 pous and
containsbout 2 pounds butterfat. Thus the buter fat ini thi cream-ould enter
i nler
enb
a
butterfat
ten
unan
-2wo
en~rUniteid-State
the country
a4 6butter
would pay duty at t~he rate of .aboutpoiidof
10 cents erpound
By;sk6immna v 'esyhev crea (say 5& cent) the duty per pound butterfat
would b onl sightly hig;e than'with the1perthinner cream, 'piteo£ the 10 ce
per gallon rate on cr teting30 per cent or higher. This dicrepancy should
encourage the growth of gathered-cream creamenes along our northern border and
would iblrad to someinteesting experiment in the practicability of shipping
high-test froien or refrigerated we-et cream to this country from abroad.
'Te higher dutiesipod on- foign egg, in the shell, dried, and frozen, will no
doubt be appeied by the Pacifc coast poultry interests. They did not cure all
they asked, butte battier to cbhap import is perhaps sufficient to curtail the trade
that wie deveo with the Oriint.The feature of the bill that- wefind most confuing is that section providing for an'
$Srl4an va~~lution :of hnipos on0 wbhihduties'are determied on an ad:: valorem
bae.- Cheese is the oily dair product that would be subjected to this bWewrildeig
ptostlo
F Preed
to value-i:p ortlaement
Itfi
owithoutrep
alue at poin of orn, bu
sis of valuein the lUnited:Stason d of shi
:ment: 'It s alid by hirm Pdy tht t-he new pl i morn practiable and
th pr iling
le
apre reset, under wch he
invoices
as evidene of p hs price are frequetly fraudulently altered. But a reading of
th new"r proposal g;ive no auvuance that appraisersendeavoring to dct~rmine values
here, often without evidence of value because of abuse of comparable offerings,
will be able to hiske as clos apptoximations of values as tho-eat pOit of origin of
the pt. Under the plWaaimporo could'not& know inadce of shipment
tt ffm of sipment what duty he would be fobcd to pay
and hardly
In the case ofcheese great dojifuslon would aris benu of thedifferent method of
figun dutie
gto the value of the product. Sinc e appraer alone -can
th importer of -chee that is rth in the neighborh-ood of-30
deterbine thelias;
l
oents cdniotbed: ertainwhtherthe duty impowd wouldbe at the rate of 5 cents
a pound or 25,per ct a valorem. Of course, all this confusion will help the manufcturer of foreign types o doic cheese, which since the middle war years have
enjoyed the patronage of the American markets with little foreign competition, except
from Aretit-a on certain of the Italian stylei.
The bill, if ea in its present form, would probably effectively shut out impont utiti of foreign butter, me typ of cheese, condensed milk, and
alo. Ispage woulddoubtless have a stimulating influence
per shell
on food prices in this country.
Mr*. Buoo. I will file iwiththe committee our brief. I do not

pounddity,wthle

f

know whether the committee ill want that.:
Senator SxrnmANta. I think it abshould; be printd.e This is an
impoftant matter to you people. It may be that it will throw se
valuable light on the subject.

i4/~

1213 01 TX NEW RNW41 DAMT TAMMCONTTN
Pargraph 709of t h FordWny tariff bill pvides duties on butter and o
beon
a follow. "Butter Icents 'pnd-'oleum;prine, $ cents per poune,8
P nph 707 of the kordney tariff bi prolde du on, milk and cream folMilk fresh cent pr allon; ou
and butter milk, one half of 1 cent
Om
cream.vg than 30 per cent of butter fat, S cents per gallon; having
pergallon;
IN per cent or more o butter fat, 40 cent per gallon."

:ine

L:f'1. :Bui
i:iW Departmnt
.- nted Ii Xtates
B-#.-Urdted
::-:
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Tdf:

E

s

X
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. T

b
an.
AV:t,:e

'V

le #
"the dean,
Agdefiesbutter
d
- nonacid product mvde by petering in any manner tho ftf freoh or ripened milk
or Ceam~into a mm , which albo cotain *a all portio o the other milk
lcostitents, with or without salt, andcontaining not les tha 82.5 er cent of milk fat"
"tha tption of mik, r l
2. itmn-:The Same authorityd
cream
Ated b centri l
milk fit which rises to the surface of milk on standing or If
it i fresh and clean. it contains not let
-force
trm Of
more than two-tenths per cent f acid, reacting sculated
h Ut .. te
- -- o
lactic aid," dDlture Woth
3. MM..-Mll is dAedgctheUnited
whole fresh, de-an, lacteal secrstfoz obtained by the complete milking Of one or
more healthy cows, properly fed ud kept, exl n tht obtained within 15 days
y to render
before and 6days after
W, or sch loam period as may be n
milk prctilly celatrum-fres.
OflTMMON AM4I ""ON10 otR *UCK OPPOMJON TO XATUS ON DUTTrR.
-rWearop o t pent t obutter a ( relate costo of productown
betwein te UniVted States and comptitive foreign vo0uatrs show that a higher duty
is necemry to protect the United 8tates producers; (2) the incrsd price lel o
buttr qires a higher rate to give the nme ad vakmne protection as obtained under
former
tariffs.,,
~ ~ ~ l~~t ots10,cntio
cost of milk production, consie0 trapota o a, It iO cat per pound
ui Quebec. In April 1921
cb ra
more
o rdcn
the cotpudfue,~wEgadws6
centaninQ be
rnspr
45:cent a ae favr ef10 etprpound.
tidonc sttoiBcstno
oxr:-df
butt;era
eoshun~drth of a cent chae
tha f Quebc -l poduto s ar cheaper in ueec
afrom?eewEnglnd
thenCen:in 3ewa
d p
dly beae the c of frm labor is lower in the fome
Province (eEiSbit A for ditalos) :
uS
*:coas,; Uni8etatk and D0ntk.-Relv*ecoof production of butter
i
btwee t U iStatsd tak
hat the cost of proucing, butter
due prim y
in the United States ws 36pr cet hier than in lDenark in 1920,
to chaper labor costs in Denmark. (8ee attached detailed comparison of cos
)'
Exhibit B.)Jipr on: buger *require A40r 0s.-.-Jn 1897, when. butter sold for
20 cet perpound, a duty -of cents per pound wasimposed. At the preentprce
level of from 40 cents to 50 cets per poundaduty.iat leOa cents per pound
ad valorem protection. (See price chart,
would berequire to ive the s
ExhibitO0.
b dnthelewEgland
In 1897 ea wagoffmlabor
paid
from $ to $3,
States Wa front $17 to $18,' while in.l1 te ash wg-e
more than double-the wags in 18W7. Other costsi of farm tiou have changed in
, d at the new level of price and costs an increaed specific duty on
like m
butter is required to give the same protection as as given in 1897.

:rcootsB

OPOSITMON AN" 'RASONS FOR OPPOITZsON TO T ON MILt AN CREAM.
We are posed to the pre t te oncamadmi becaus such rmtew as now
ra on o
b uttqr,
Our contention is that
witht*he
carried in the bill are not eqi
-the rawr matrale-m ik and cream-frim which butter is manufacture should
not enter the country at rates which are not equalized ith the rate on butter.
qualizotion a applied
.-One on of 4 per cent milk (8.6 pound.) with
t to
a churn ain of 20 per cent would make 0.41
pound' of butter. At 10 cents per pound
*

Unted States Department of Agrilture, Bureau of Statlstc, Blletn 90, p. M
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on butter, the equivalent rate of 4 per cent milk, considering transportation charges,
should be 84 cents per gallon.
Transportation costs on 1 gallon of milk to Boton from tbe center of production in
Noew, E'ngldls0.0W, rhile romthe enterof Cnadian upplylin Quebec it is0.0485
gallons dierenein favor of N Enlnid of $0.0065 per gallon.
The Unted 8t^5TariffCmison' ta that "if it is desired to levy a duty
on buttr equiv- .t to tht on the milk it represents, the duty on 1 pound of butter
should be 2.76 tim the duty on 1 Wion of milk." With the duty on butter of 10
cets per pound asre ropos, the duty on 1 gallon of milk to equalize with butter
should be $0.10 divided by 2.76, or 3.6 cents per gallon.
on o 40 per cent cream (8.3 pounds)
Eualitation, sealop WI cream.-rOne
with a chur gan of 20 per cent ould make practically 4 pounds of butter. At
10 cent. per. pound on butter, the equivalent rate on 1 gallon of 40 per cent cream,
conidering tiansportation costs, would be 35 cents per gallon, -Cream testing higher
ndi
and lower percent of butter fat should carry c
te.
Trnsportation toBoston from New England and Quebec centers of production is,
on 0.0546 and *0.0605, a difference in favor of New England of
respeciv oyn
p
tiO ..
.
.$0.0086
The infited State Tariff C ion state rding equalization of cream and
milk "On the b of physical equivalent, the diity on light crem would naturally
be five to seven times thtonunik, andon heavy whipping cream about eight to
ten times". At a rate of Sj cents ergalion on milkU, the equivalent rate on heavy
cream would be from 2 cents to cents per allon.:
AfterDpaying theduties now criedinthebill(pars. 707 and 709) atCindi
creamery wthin 60 baileof the Unid St border could in September, 1921, have
made 21 clth per allo more on- hipping cream to the United Stat tOsbemanufactued into bttetherethan it could to manufacture the cream into butte in Calnada
and .hlp the same to the United Stas for
sale. The two Provinces of Quebec and
Ontario produce 70 percent of thebutter manufactuied in creameries in Canada and
from W0 to 60 per cent of the butter manulacturqd in these two Provinces is produced
within 64 miles of the United States boder. (See Exhibit D for details.)
The bu dew
and b
rate.-The New York
Produce Review and American Cmery published by Urn Barry Co1W New York,
2, -has
ui editol on ''Te new: taivff bill " which,
in its is .e of July6,1921,p
amngs¢other thing othehe
y "ne
most apntinconsistenc iesin ths list is
the relationhip of dutie on butter and cream. AAiion of 291 per centcam weighs
about 8.36 poufdi aiid: contin aut 2 pounds o butter fat. Thus the butter fit
i tis crewa yquld enter the Unitedi Staites on a bob of only 2 cent a pound:
duty,
while a pound of butter ft entaing the country as butter would pay duty at the rate
Th discrepacy hould encour
o *n
of 10 cento perpod,
e growth of
pathered1-cram creamries along our northern border and would posbly lead to some
interesting experiments in the practicability of shipping high-test frozen or refrigerated
sweet creamto thsu
country from
i eqalied with butte.-With
Butter dtti be evaded unl eram ar a duty
the cream yof 5 cent per gallon ain the Payne-Aldrich Act or free as in the
Underwood bill, it was profitable to hip cream from Canada to the United States
and then manufacture the cream into butter. One New England creamery (the
Turner Centre System) of Auburn, Me., brought in over 4,000,000 pounds of butter
fat for thipurpe from 1910 to 1916.
mrnturea.-C
Ice-cn
might enter the country by the addition of sugar as
an ice-cram mixture and thus evade the rates on cream. We contend, therefore,
that this combination now becoming of commercial importance should carry rates
equalized, with the rats on cream on a butter-fat basis.
ISTORY OF DAIRY INDUSTRY IN NEW0 ENGLAND AND CANADA,
For the past 20 years te source of Boton's supply of milk and cream has been
rther away with the dead receipts from near-by Massamoving fwarthe
chusetts, Connecticut, and southern New Hampshire. (See Exhibit E.) The reason
for this chnge.w the cheaper production costs in the area farther from the market.
The next chang which ise ow taldng pla i tapping of Quebec. Canada, for milk
and cream. Thisis undesirable for -the reason th(1) it results in large areas of
farm land in New England, whih Should support dairy herdp, growing up to brush

dut

abroad."-

I8hted re
tntlan NdWrevia of sectiona Of the tariff relating
poviuen,p. 13, pr. , propared by Unitd Statos Tariff Commlo.
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emp mebt (2 it result in the
and timber, with their ow s mog to citie
obtaining of absolutely esential food0 product. from a tiem country, where it
r
difficult to properl
the soanitaO ditionsof p ioduct-in.
A recent sure of condito of -dairyi In Ne-w Englnd ad Qtebec shw that
owes,
and
saitary faciliti for 1du milk, Wsl as ice h ouses
Irs much
aso hoed that the
:le numbers in -Que thann New Eng d - This Wry
standard of living in Queec; i lower thanIn New Eglnd when measured by the
question as to whethOr or not the wife and daught hel milk and higher than In
New England when meaiiued by theqution as to wheter or not the howe has convenioncs uch as runing wte fira and bathrooms, The prence of these
:ltter.-&n/ennce idicsmreprofitable dairy production in Quebec than in
New. Eungland. '(8..e'R Mit o eal.
n
En dince
from 6, 00 000 to
Fim 190 to 1920 the po
d the number i dairy
07,400,000, an in ae of o-thid, hile d ng Same
tows decreased from- 0,000 to 84 000, a decree f 50, in 20 years. In 1910 there
- were 180,000 farms i New EnglanA, wile in 1920 oily 160 aepotd dceasS
deea in t
rof improvedland.
----6f 17 per cent in 10 yars. T e isile
: During the period from 1900 to 1919, the production of b-tter in uaniadincreased
0 from 36,000,000 pounds to 104,000,0 pnds, -ad from 1917 to 1919 the number of
cows su plyin crmeries increased from 1,102,000 to 1 ,648,000-Quebec increasing
from 54 ,00 to 566,000, and Obtado from 446,000 to 747,000.
NEw ENGLAND VIL, CREAM, AND DUYa SUPPLY.
Dairy rodcts sold frmNew Eglandfarmsin 191* mnih to *oer
000,k
cream
need ffibe
near the point of consumption
polu0ed
bnape of
0 000,-: 2dand
l nd w pr
sufficien of thee dairy
their p ble n , nd-- N
products to upply her ned withoutrciptc 6m Canada. In 1919, when 416,000
: dlou of rieimwre shipped fromGCnadi pits to Boston, the butter produced
New
Eniw ad rmenri ould have prodded 4,500,000 gallons of 36 per cent
to replc the Caadian shipments.
cream oor lrven times the amount nesy
(See
Exhibit
G- .
Th:1etrigof te cra o used -for butert splo:n th~e set;cea trade
whsu acrem- leruinywin Canada finds
can not be accomnisod in afe yday.
ofc
ea t demands for sweet
hielf shott. itha -suiint iow
rd:
d
or
m or
butter would care fir
cream, a New E
cr now maki
his product be so s o su ply sweet cream. Tnh btterpioduce in New England
would havg supplied ninhe amount of cm neded to replace Canadian
cream hipmnt. to Boton for the month o shipment (June).I This buterw ould have
mount of additional milk if more milk had been needed.
provided la
IMPO"ATIONS O0 3WMK,- CREAM, AND DUrEXR PROM CANADA TO UNITXD STATES.
; The
forins of butter f Canada (Unitedoreign and e Wtic
X Commerce Report) Xreasd from -361,0 OIn
to over 9,000,000 pound
in 192O, attthme time the Repor th o_1913
e of
(
ending arch 31)
the tgx of iilk' frotm GUa to United Sts. of friim 8,000
report increases ini
gallons in -1913*to150t0, galons in 1021. During the zme period the imports of
nada nc d from 800,000 gsllon in 1913 to 1,300,000 gallons in 1921.
cream frn
of l anld cream 94 per cent f it am from the Province of
Of th Imo ta mt
0 Quebecan ad On through the-V t d St. lw e cus districts. Due
t theo h p pcoduction cost-in Cda, the excellent markets in New Egland
is halted in a decrease in number
En d produr.
are being lost tothe Nei
offams and cows and generl i of p perity in the dairy sections of New England.
(flee Exhibit H.),TARM? SCNDUL11 D3USD.
a
i
For the reasons already outlined in this brief we desire the f
to read:
"PAR. 707. Whole milkl, sweet or our, 3} cents per pllon; cream, sweet or sour
ving not m ta 20 per cent of!butter ft, 6ioests pr gllon, for each additiona:
6 per cent or fction threof of butter fat 5 cents per gon additional skimmed
milk, 1 cent per-gallon; ice-cream Mixtures unfroe ha g not more tn 15 per
cent of butter fat, 15 cents per gallon, for each additionl 5 per cent or fiction thereof
od butter fat 6 cents per gallon additional; ice-cream mixtuies, frozen, having not
more than 16 per cent of butter fat, 9 cents per pglon, for each additionalS6 per cent
of butter fat 3 cents per galon additional."
"PAR. 709. Butter, 10 cents per pound; oeo rrin, 10 cents per pound."

Table: [No Caption]

Table: [No Caption]

Table: [No Caption]
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TAR"l SCURDULES ON OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS.
Iun conjunction Ywith other dairy organizations in the United States who have
oril present facts to supp rate de red, we ask that paragraphs 708 and 710 be
changed to read'
;
"PAR. 708. Milk, condensed or evaporated: In hermetically sealed containers,
unsweetened I cent per pound; sweetened, 1 cents per pound; all other, lt cents
per pound; whole-milk Rowder, 34 cent. per pound; cream powder, 8 cents per pound;
and skimmed-milk powder, 14 cents per pound; malted milk and compound of or
-%
percent ad valorem."
substitute ormilkor cre
"PAR. 710, Cheese, valued at les than .30 -cents per pound, cents per pound;
valued at .30 cents or more per pound, 25 per cent ad valorem; cheese substitutes, 5
zenta per pound: lactarine or casein, 44 cent. per pound (this article now appears on
theefree lst]; all other :dairy products not otherwise provided for, 20 per cent ad
valorem."
COMPOSITION OF THE MiEW ENGLAND DAIRY TARMF COMMfrlIEE.
The New Englad Dairy Tariff Committee represents the following farm organ'
isationaIn New England: The Grange, th State farm bureaus, t-Stated en'
lociations, the' State depertm*nts of agriculture, the State agricultural colleges,
and the New-England Milk Producers' Asociation. The personnel of the committee
isas follows: W, N. Cady, Vermont State Grangechairman; V0. M. Camburn, director
of dairyin, M hut Department of Agriculture secretary; J. W. Alsop, Connecticut Dairymen's Asoclation; H. N. Sawyer, New Hampshire State Farm Bureau;
M. D. Jones, faine Agricultural College: G. R. Little, Eastern New York Milk Producers; J. J. Dunn, Rhode Island State Department of Agriculture; and W. H. Bronson, New England Milk Producerse Asociation.
-

ort

Exxmrr A.
RELATIVE CO0STS NEW ENGLAND AND CANADA.
: Milk.-TIhe duties on dary products ar based upon cosb of producing milk
in the New England States and the Province of Quebec, as determined for the month
of April, 1921. Accordingly, the cost of producing milk in the New England States
and the Province of Quebec was as follows:
gallon.

pounds.

New England States ..................$2.93
513.........252:
.211
Provinceoof Quebec .2.45
.48
.041
Dmern in favor otQuebe ....................
:

~~~~,C

.

.

t-

Crm.-B
on theseosts of: (100 pounds of imilk, the cost of producing 1
gallon of 36 per cent cream is as follows:
New England States.;..
$2.:04
Province of Quebec..
.1.84
0.......
. 40:
.
Difference in favor of Quebec............4..
; f:Butter.-Based onthese cof 100 pounds of milk, the cst of producIg 1pound
of butter in these two areas is follows:
New 0England States..

$0.55

Province of Quebec........................45
: - :.45
.10
Difference in favor of Quebec ............0............;
Tansportation ccitt-The transportation &osts on dairy products from New England
centers of production and Province of Quebec to Boston are as follows:
.

.

Table: Freight charges on dairy products from centers of production to Boston, Mas .

Table: New England States cost per 10 pounds of milk (Apr. 15, 1921).

Table: Province of Quebec costs per 10 pounds of milk (Apr. 15, 1921).

Table: Grain and hay prices.
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produ from
endte ofp
:Freight charge. onr

to Bosto, Maw.

Milk.

Cream.

p:_
PW pound.
e
. 2MM
040 200
. 005?
ProVne olbQeb
,.. .......
0.0
....
'066
31-24
.060i
New England State ...............,.,.,.,
201-22:0 .O4
.
o
0060
.0065
.O0OS
........
Difleren einta o(New Enlindd...
..........

which favor New E3ngland should besuThese differences in trasportation ctss
tracted from the-differencea in costs aM given above to obtain the tariff protection
needed to offset differences i cost of production.
Method of obtaining cou.-The milk costs are based on the "Warren formula"
for the quantities of feed and labor requiired to- make 100 pounds of milk, to which
have been applied feed and labor costa in the two areas. The Wamen formula i'
used as a measure of cost of milk production, with the same quantity figures applied
in each case, with the exception of "overhead" costs.

NewE nW BState ap 00po ndof mik (A. 15 19M1).
Grain, 33.79 poundl, at $41.20 per ton
0.:69
..............$
......6
Hay, 43.3 pounds' at $2140 per ton ..................................
.......

.057:1
Other dry forage, 10.8 pounds, at $10.60 per ton.......................
92.2 pounds, at $8 per ton ........................................ .36W5
:Other succulent, 8.3 pounds, at $8 per ton ..... I............. .017-:

:Silage,

per hour
710
..............................
Labor, 3.02 hour, at $0.235
Total (representing 79 per cent of t) ............................... 2. 312
Final cost, including overhead.. 930
:Province of Quebec mote per, 100 p of ik Apr.15 1921).

-Expressed in Canadian money.J:
.S
33.79
at
per
,Grain,
pounds, $43 ton........................................ 728.
433
Mt
Hay, 43.3 pounds, at $20 per ton.
.:
Other dry forage, 10.8 pounds, at $10 per ton ..:.054
95
Silage, 92.2 pounds, at $6.40 per ton.......................................
.3 pounds, at $6.40 per ton .............................
01&3:
Other succu en D,
...66
Labor, 3.02 hours, at $0.187 per hour
Total (representing 85 per cent ofcosta)
0:6
.....cot2.086..
Final cost, including overhead ............................................ 2.46
wSoure. of costs.-The prices for grain, hays and labor inAthe two areas were obtained by surveys made during -April inCanadian teritory from which-creamn is
shipped to the Bosto-n market and'from represeitive territory in The various New
England States, supplemented by a more detailed cost of labor and prices charged
for grain from a study made by the New England Milk Producers' Association.
Grain ail hay.-Grain and hay prices in the Province of Quebec we-e somewhat
of prices
higher than prices in the New England States, as dhe following compa
.

wall show:

Grain and h, Vprice-R.
Feed .

New
Quebec. England
states.

0
me.l.
.pound..
per io
.0O
Oround oatsd
d 2.20
.......
. .

Liasedmeal .do....
Wbeat bran .do....
Clover hay .......
per ton..

2.75
1.10
20.00

$1.80
2.12
2.64

1.87
21.38

Table: Milk production in New England.

Table: Cash wages paid per month for farm labor.1

weiglenuaon vie earns 01 1Wiipoiiance rwue u&ry zuuury, VA *UUWU vy LPAuu
tion: of milk reportedas by the United States census for 1920, for each State. These
wigts pplied are follows:
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Pe cen t.
r

2 f'i
21

........1.......1-3534
.3.8I
.:
New, :ha.psir,...
..122,006,7S4
...........
Vermont.......
20
76,316,309
....,..i
:ssachuset...
.............
14
4,287
Connecticut ..
...
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.

.

. . .

.

. .

T~otai .37.............,.......9.......4.......6......
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in the New England States by the various
Sil1gc.-From cost
keptdeteriined
that the cost of producing ilage is $8
NewEngland cole1es it has been
per ton. As labor is the principal item in the cost of producing silage, and the labor
costs in the Province of Qebec were found to be 20 per cent lower than the New
England Stats, the cost of Bilage in Quebec waY figured at $6A.40iO r ton
Labor.-The result. of the survey in the Province of Quebec showed that the
average cash wage paid farm labr in April, 121, was 6 per month and the ave
cost of board was'estimated by farmers as $22. This makes the total. cost of hired
th
uebec estimated
Quebec $58 r
labor in- the Province of Q
that their labor worked from 11 to 13 hours per day, which would give a-total number.
of houraworked per month of about 310,. Thisgives a cost per hour of hired labor as
18.7 -cent. Labor costs in the New England States are based on returns from some
300 farmers -scattered throughout the New England States, and the returns from the
individual States weihted upon the importance of the dairY inmdutry. The weighted
cash wage vaid per month for "month labor boarded" in the New E land States
was $4. -The estim ied- cot of board was $29, making a total of $73. The number
of hours worked was foumd to be 310 per month, which gives a cost per hour of labor
of 23.5 center in New Englnd.
Wag paid farm labor have been consitently lower in Quebec than in the New
England States, as shown by the following table:
Cah paidpr monthforfarm labor.'

accounts

Quebec,

t'
NewC
Vormont. chusetts. Icut.

M

'Canwada

137223
534
.
...36
1914.0
...........1
27
25
26
2
12
1915.
I..,.,
30
0
30
1918.1
35
38
35
36
33
27
1917-......
4
43
43
46
42
1918.~~~~~~
~~~~~28
~~~
46
45
457 5
49
35
1919 ...........
4';.................
58
..........

..

.........

...............

...

IV20

.40
.
.

. . . . . . . .

. . .

. .

.

.

57

56

2

5

1920 and 1921 pubished by
lisbruary,
ebe, from the Monthly Bulletin of Agricut tat fbor
theth Dominion Bureau o Statistias. New England States, fom the Monthly Crop repoter, United States
the annual waes and board, rted
pSrtm~fr w In Quebed were rived at by dividing price
of board Us reported as: 1910, $12;
for moes, by 12 and subtracting therefrom the value of board. The
1914, $13; 1915, $13; 1916, $16; 1917, $17; 1918, #2D; 1919, s28; 1920, $24.

Table: Results of investigation made by the New England Dairy Tarif Com it e , 1921.

Table: Barn scores- Vermont and Quebec.

:
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4
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*
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C

w
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68

26
817
2

;

'"'
29

"

2
2.A

33

68

75

36
7
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Other wols.-Th pec e of total
costW represted in feed and labor is estimated at a li s amount in Quebec than in N ew
Eg d -for te reon that a study
of housing, dairy equipment,
and
cow
interest
and
depreciation charges show lower
ca for t i1temis mCnida than in New England. hi tudy, made from the
Boston(Mam.) dairy division shows the following barn scores for representative areas
in Quebec and the New EW iand States,, both of which have been shipping milk to
Boston for the same period of time:

Barn scorr*- Iermiont and Quebe.
Number P eat of fnn
Locefl
mo undr36
:
:
14bisty.
ofX
faribr

moored,

Mlton, Vt..

Ban.
f

mor.

per Gent.

70 21A b1fimi
5

;

l*7
* 10
49.69

bn
I,,,,,,,,,..........,,,,,,,,,,.,
70 am5
Ha~rde, Quebec
36.2GB
Vrt.2
70 42.8
tanns.... 31.74
8helbume,
Sutton,
..70
82.
Quebec's
70
.....nu.... 2.09-40
'Old terry, shipping toBodbn for moi,met .
............

Ar

m:oor, of
70 brMs.;

47.64

Neow tto, lppfto Boston only raatly.

d uipment for hanThese barn scores indicate that th0e cot of housing cow
dling of dairypiiducta is: lowr in Quebtc than in the New England State.. The
survey of Canadian'farm'indicatda likecndiion.
Interst and d nc
ialion orw.-Another item .ofImportac in the "other
coste" is interest and depreciation on cows. According tomt
D~minionbMonthly
Bulletin of icultural Statitics for -Feb ruay 1921 (p.52), the ae
value pr
head of mich co for 190 in Qebec a$75. The weihea
value of-mich
cows for the New' England Stat according to thes: United Stit Btieau of Crop
Estimates, ; pblisdin the Crop Repoter, thiog t 'thE y 1920; was $10;
in other words, the interest and deprecitioin th Povinceof Quebe
wa approximately 75 pr cent of what they were in the New Englad States.
Cream OOet..-Cem costs were 'determined' by ubteactin. the value of skim
milk fr the costs given for milk. The value of the skim imilkis based on the value
of one-half bushel of corn, which in corn meal for April 15, 1921 was 56 centa per hundredweght. This gives the value of skim milk (85 pounds in 100 pounds of milk)
as 48 ents, which when subtracted from the cost of 100 pounds of milkrives the coat
of 1.2 gallons of 36 per cent cream as $2.45 in New Engl and $1.97 in Quebec. The
cost per gallon is $2i
04in New England and $1.64 in Quebec a difference of 40 cents
per gallon in favor of-Quebec.
Butter coete.-In determining the butter costs, the value of sk milk is timated
per 100 pounds as being equal to the value of ope-half bushel of corn, which Eli
58 cento per hundredweight. This gves the value
corn meal for April 15, 1921,
of skim milk (85 pounds in.100 pounds of milk) as 48 cents, which when subtr'.-ted
from the cost of 100 pounds of mIlk gives the cost of butter fat sufficient to make 4.4
pounds of butter, allo for a 3.7 per cent milk and a 24 per cent- churn gain,
$2.45 in New Sngland and $1.97 in Quebec. The cost per pound in New England is
55 cents and In Quebec 45 cents, a difference of 10 cents per pound in favor of

Quebec.

Table: Wholesale prices of 43 per cent cot onse d meal, per ton f. o. b.

Table: An ual wages paid farm laborers, including cost of board, in Denmark and the United States.

Table: Average wages by the hour for farm laborers in Denmark and the United States for 1920.
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Examr B.
RELATVD COSTS, UNITED STATES AND DENMARK.

ItimeofcotA Th pridpsl"ieiantering into the cost of keepinacoarfed
labor, and overhead codte, including interest and depreciation on cow's housing, etc.
Of these items; feed makes about 50 per cent, labor 30 per cent, and other costs

about 20 pe et of the total costs.
Feed.- e unly costs of feed used- in Denmark whicarobinlereqtations for cottonseed-oil cake, which quotations show prcst about 7 per cent
lower in the United States than Denmark last summer and thin spring.
Whokesale price. of 4J per renMt cottonseed meat, per tonf o. 6.
Copenhagten?

Date.

Bositon.'

Auguut,192.8.......................72
February, 1921......
....
43

Chicao.

167
42

.........

167
38

I'From port of American consul In charge, Copenhagen; Denmark.
' From the Market Reporter, published. by U. S. Department of Agriculture.

LIabo~r,-A comparison of labor costs between UnitdSaean Denmrhw
farm ;aeinth Jited States to be from l60 per cent-to 200 per cent aboveIthat of
Denmark.
.Annual wgspaid farm laborers including cost of boad, in Denmark and the United
States.

~~~United

Denmark.
New

land, men.
Men.
W~~flfl.

1910.~~~~~~~~~.....$168
1916 ..I........... .....213

1918.
...............

..........

347

States

dar

men.

$1.3
568
877

$120
164
240

$620
587
846

Theaveraewagepero~u~rforfarmlaborinl920wastwoanmda~haIftimesashigh

in~gte United States as in~Denmark.
Atwage U"p b: the hour for farm, laborer
(Rat. of exchAng
Class.

in Denmark and the United S'tates for
1

are.40,,O18l
Denmark.'

New England.' UniedStates
dairy sectlon.9

Cowman..~~~~~~...... 17'

cattle trader........................17
'From report of American consul In

charges,

19*0.

$0.42

$0.47

................

CoehgeDnak

'From tjx Crop Reporter, publise by th U. S. Departmet of Agriculture.

OJerhed cost,-The only items obtainable of overhead costs ~are the average
prcsofmilch cows4, but these 'Con given are not directly comparable for the reason
that
he price forcows. quote by the American consul in Denmark are larel for
pure-bre cosfrexport a muc better elam of Mtock than those quoted in the Cerop
Repoterforthe Un itedtao. A on n of these prices indicates that cows in
Denmar are valued about 30 prcnayetheir value in the United States.

,

194~ .

Table: Average price of milch cows per head.

Table: Weighted cost of ke ping a cow in United States as compared with Denmark.

00
,.cows pr he-d.
pye-f miA

Av

NeW

DeMMA

Year.

a'Un*ed S"u

U
0lyZo[S,

US

1
9:

-2T
;i;0.......

l.':
::'
.'.' '"0'

1918
.
..7
D.........
..,
........83
97
167
110
.........
.............................
..

'1From Oepf Amein consl In chre onage Denmark.
of Agitur.
PFrom the Crop poter, pubd by i . Dp

were We gh Dona
Teightd coat of keeping a cow.-If these three item. ofrcost
basis of their normal rlatiohips and importance, it would appear that the cost of
keeping a cow was about 35 per cent higher in the United States 4han in Denmark.
a cow in Vnited Statn ar cmpared Oith Denmark.
ost ojofeing
ig~
Ws
ka.

:Weighted

,

United 80tes.

.50...........93

Feed............

250
labor...................30
70
2
Orverh;d .....................
.71).
2...0
>............
13:
We:ihted ;o3100
X :~~~~~.

..

.

.

..

.

-

.

.

.....1

...

INURBASED PRICE LEVEL ON BU7TTR REQUIRES HIGHER RATZ8.

Change sn- pice tei4 mke high . d4,- csrye to proide same Protetion.a
5cents pr pound
Previous t6 1890 the duty on' b'trhad been inr'4to
In that yea a duty of 6 cnt perp d wa placed on butter. Thi swas reduced-to
4 cents in 1894 and again raised to 6: cen in 1897, at which poit it remained until
the Underwood tarif act in 1913 reduced the rate to 2j cent pe pound. In 1897
chart' shows the trend
the narket price of buttr w bout 20 cent per pound.
4;;ofprices of butter: from 1897: to 1921. Judgingbfrom this ted, the price; of butter
4n ) cents Auning tat 6 cents a pound
should settle for the year between 30ad
coet i 1897 (which can be -asmed since it was not changed
duty on butter
in 1909), when butter sold for 20 cents per pound, 10 cents per pound duty would be
required at present to give the me protection to butter producers as was given in
1897.

KxHIBiT D.
COMPARISON OF TARIFF RATES O?1 CREAM AND BDTulR AND THS PROITS WICH- CAN
DR MADE IN SHIPNG CREAM TO UNITED STATES TO BE MANUFACTURED OVER MAN? FACTURINO BU'rR IN CANADA FOR SALE I UNITD STATES.

l"xresedin Cenadia

eurrenyj,)

A
After' paying the duties now cai by the pernaneit tariff bill(pr. 707, 708
709 and 710) a Canadian creamery within 60 miles of the United Stateborder could,
in dptember, 1921, haveimade$0.21 (United'Stateemoney) perailon more on shipping
cream to the United States to We manufactured into butter than it could to menu'
factutb the cream into butter in Canada and ship the sme to the United States forge
sale.
The Provnce of Quebec
uces 51 per cent of her butter within 60 miles of
the United States border, while 80 p cent of Ontario buttet is within this limit.
These two Provinces produce 70 percent of the butter manufactured in creameries in
'Omitted in printing.

Table: Sum ary.

Table: Method No. 1- Ship ing cream and manufacturing it into but er in United States.

Table: Method No. 2- Manufacturing but er in Canada and ship ing to United States.
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:j~
AI
OadiiTis
~comparison of Costs demnsraesthat
teduty on lia cream should
b nreased, to at least 31cntMe glo
o eualize with an 8cn uyo utr
t,
The
following
at the United
on slim the cost of operation
70
nd~delivery
itd St9te
peaton~ and
elvet.atth
th

8t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

border of 10 gallons of 50 per cent cream made into butter under the ~two following

SbippIng the creamandto slighe
a creamery in the United States ad then
ng the
butter manufacture
ame in the United States, paying duties of
10 cents per gallon on the cream.
Manufacturing the cram into butter at a creamery in Canada and then shipping
the butter to the United States for ale, paying a duty of 8 cents per pound on the
butter.
Sumwrj.:
Method iNo. 1:
lGain on shopping heay cream to United States pc per gallon
uch cream into butter here (per 10 gallons of
duty and maufatur
:..
.$4.61
..cram).......
Meho No .2:4 d ff$:X : f .f\ ;;
S
;
:\
;
Gain on mauc ctingcream into buttinte Cana aid shipping butte
to the United State for l, paying duty of 8 cents per pou on the
butter (per 10 gllons of
2.29 m)..........................
Difference in favor of shipping cream to United States for manufacturing
into butter here paying cream duty, over manufauring cream into
butter in Canada shipping butter here, paying butter duty (per 10
2. 32
pglons of cream).
Per gallon difference i favor of-ipp cmram 0.........
..
.23
Uni ted
Difference oxp
do divde by 109.5 per cent
.
per gallono cream)
...................
21
-Mehd -No. -Shpping cream and manufct it into btter in United State..
Creamery buys on fiat Montreal quotation, 10 gallons of 50 per cent cream containing 41 pounds butterfat, at c.$14.76
Station expense for h
cream per cn............. .0
Cost of cans in which toship.cre.m.. 03W
25
Freight on cream to United States .................................. I......
1.00
...........
Duty on 10 gllonscream, at 10 centsper gallon
Total cost of cream delivered at a butter plant in United States
16.54
Cost of manufacturing butter 49.2 pounds, allowing 20 per cent overrun, at 5
cents per pound ............
2.46
Costin United States
19.00
............0..............0.....
Selling price of butter in United States,49.2: pounds, at Baston Chamber,
0.43 plus 91 per cent premium on Candian cucy, $0.4799 per pound. 23.061
Gain per 10 gallons on cream ..................
4.61
butter in Cana and shppng to United Stale..
MfethodNo. -kn
10 gallons 50 per cent cream, 41 pounds butter fat, at 36 cents per pound. 14.76
Cost of making butter, 49.2 pounds (allowing 20 per cent overrun), at 5 cents
per pound ...................2. 46
.16
pound ......................
Freight to border, 49.2 pounds, a$0
3.94
Duty, 49.2 poun4s, at 8 cents per pound .................
21.32
Total cost of butte at United States border.-.
Selling price of butter in United States, at Boston Chamber, for September,
$0.4383 per pound, plus 9.5 per cent premium on Canadian currency, $0.4799
.

.

.

....

.......

..............

.

.....

..

.

.

.

.

:

.

:

.

...........

per pound ..........
Gain on shipping butter to United States .

...

23.61

2. 29

Items of c0oet.
0hiiedla
SA
0\.-fr
7N:XS\
;the Canadian producers
& nm.-Cream for butter purpoes is purched
from
on the flat quotation for finest creamery butter at' Montreal. The average qotation
for this butter for September, 1921, was $0.36 per pound. (Trade Bulletin, Montreal.)
81527-22-sex 7- 16
*

0

at

f

0 X d; ferps

Table: Receipts from sale of dairy products, New England States, 1919.

Table: Number of farms in New England.
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Stion ezp.-A ce ofp 60t pwer t per canot
sBtation expenseisad.
.
This expense to cover tfe cost of recdeiing the cm rom pro, pat the
ual item of skim milk which has
sm, and loading onto can. There would be a
not been conidered here.
Can hare.-A charge of $0.03 per CM in made to cover interest and deprieation
on c . This is- the cost as "fled by Boston milk demlem to the New England
Federal Milk Commission. A 10-glon jug costnew bout $6.25 *nd will lst bout
;
five year.
Fiiht.-Freight charge are taken from railroad traffic rates on cream Icr a
60.mile haul,
Pln
for em nd bter in the perDutia.-Duties are figured at rates now cried
manent tariff bill;.cream, over 30 per cent, 10 cents per gallon;f butter,' 8 cents per
pound.
Coat of mafacturing butter.-A cost of W' cent. pa pound in manufacturing
butter is recognized by the trade generally, as also is the OD per ent overrun on butter
Selling price of butter in United Slt -Theaverge eer qu iof
the Boeton Chamber of Commerce for creamery extras was 0.48 per pound. ,Canadian currency avenges 9j per cent premium or the month of September.,
:briqht on buster.-Obtained from Boston Maine Railroad- schedules of freight

fat.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pWbe,,,utt~

rates.

6
pas 2;0
ya thr has
or
:th
Bot. mlk :up - u
Chag
been a rapid mo6ving back of the source of dEkiton' mil aih
uppl
na
e
comingfrom nw-byMassachusetts and aqten aVrslin
creased supl fro~mVermon~t and recently the starting of simnsfoCadaand
northern New York.
Importance of dainfin to the New England faruer.-Dairying provides the main
the total income from the sale
source of income for the New England farmer.
of dairy products was over $94,000,000.
Receipts: f e ;sof, da pds, Ne England States, 1919.
coi

[Fourteenth United states Censns4

.....
.::
......
Mai:.........................n.........e.
::::
$16,:43,524
New Hampshire............................ 9,627,.286
Vermont ..................... ......28,634,760
.from.................................
24,279,643
Massachusetts
Connecticut.i.
14f385, 132
t
Rhode Isand .-D
......
he3,770,628
..............
94,240,873
Total, New England.
New England farm.-Proper protection to the New, Enland farmer would do
considerable to offset the decline in the number of farms whichhas taken place during
the pat 10 year., which ranges from 11 per cent in Vermont to 24 per cent in New
:HNearhmpshire....
.S
New England.
-Number
offarmin:2
:
.
.,27,64
:........
Mo
.

... ...................

Nf
M Rode Island:

Cotct:0.

.............. :f.C

[Fourteenth United States Cenmas.j
I;X3WM0

..........................

NewHampshire

........

2%8

. .. ......

.............

1900

1910

1:20

29,34

27,063

0,

32709
209,0
Vocal.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~32,104
5917
32,001
Masnehusetta.~~~~~~~~~~~~37,716

Connectiut ...........2S$0351

3,2665

Fer cent
decline
0

24.1
ILI
1&33
I 13.

1..-.0...
i..
Total, New England .................. 1....
J. 4J,24017.09

Table: Number of dairy cows and heifers over 2 years old.

Table: Number of cows as reported by State as es ors in New England.

19".t,:~ ~ .
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-The number of con in New England have shown a
New
Cewa iEhngkmd
steady decline up to the period of high war prices of 1915-1S, at which time the patri:oti appeal for greater production of agricultural products resulted in an increased
number of dairy cow. Below are given the number of cows and heifers over 2 years
old by census periods:
Number Of dai cows and herifer oer 2'years old.
(United Stats Censu:.j
*

1PM)lo

19101

1920

42
17352
...........1.......
0 13 2 175,
3.......2
Ma.0-S*'fine0
..............1..........
95,997
11
4.:271
90...............I...
Nowf pw rs.110
290, 122
270,194 2X58
V~uiuevt..............,....a.
1 84: W2 155,.09
M chut.184,562
155,2 1 147, 331
14..........7...
112,622
12.,434 109,913
Connectut..
21, 431
.....
21:
2s3'GW
.... .......... .........
....
214....
Rhodeeu d...........0..
............

...... .

. . .

.I. ........

.

84%92
S93,4789 75%3356
Enoglnd.
1910 census reported number of daI cows and heler over months old. These have been corrected
o " to b comparable with 1900 and 1 census, which reported cows and hetters over 24 months old.

* TotalNew

15i

The statemnt of thi number 0f cows as given by the various State asewors
shows the decline in number of cows up to the war period.
Number of cows as reported by Stat asesors in New England.

New

Maine. _lap-

Year.

Vert-

sett ,u_.
h4t.
-

C

Connec-

92,082-..
1.8,48
132,339
1910 ...........................................
1
9
191............................................
0414671,
ON ,
9
5
99...................
9.,50.
1912 ................13.06
11
227,039 Si5276
1913 .................. .........................13m.88 .s.z
4720
438 223,911
1914 ......................................... 13,61
87,94
N
234,783 146018
1915..133,890I
87464 2495 16049
1916...........................137,58
25119
19077
8316
141, 135
1917 ..........................................
149, 9m3013
789
1,152
1918 ............................................
830
953 148 511
.. 1t617
1919 .........................................
s SZ
4,26
. .1..2
19130
.....

.

..........

I

........................ ................

..........

.... ......

........
130

154,271
14279
151j46 Ii,
151276
144,451
143,907

4,"483
148,352
150,737
153,264
153,811

..........

Figur previous to 1913not available.

EXHIBIT F.

DIFFERENCE IN STANDARD OF LIVING IN TERRITOTY IN QUEBEC SUPPLYING BOSTON
WITIH DAIRY PRODUCTS AND COMPETING TERRITORY IN NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Women and ehiWren milking.-At the same time that the relative cost of feed and
labor was obtained for Quebec and for the New England: States information -was also
obtained as to the relative standard of Iivin in the two sections. In general, one
ould sy that judged by the percentage of fr reporting modern conveniences in
the house, such asrunninig water, furnaces, musical instrument, bathrooms, etc.,
that the Quebec farmers were considerably: ahead of the New EnglInd farmers.
This, however, was offset by the fact that 60 per cent of the farms in Quebec territory
reported that their wives did milking, while in New England only two State reported
the wrife milkcing- sechueette, where 9 per cent of the farms reported this condition,
with 11 per cent in New Hampshire. Again, in Quebec 20 per cent of the farms
reported the dauthtewmilked, while the only New Englind State reporting this condition ewa
Xampehire, where only one daughter helped with the milking; 42
per cent of the sons under 18 were rerted as doIng milking in Quebec, and from 20
per cent to 30 per cent of the une clam of labor in the New Enlad Stt. In general, the size of the family ranged somewhat larger in Quebec than in New Engand
States, being 5.3 persons per farm in Quebec and from 3.4 in Maine to 4.8 in Vermont,

Table: Standard of living- Quebec and New England States.
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TARIFF:HAINS

&uviivl,
snd~ow.-.TI suvey b~ghtout tefcite tat mlryCondition.
of milk prvd ~laWem beftterinth.NwA
imt
fth ubo uu.
c
that 0 Per cen zv..we
cont
0per
houysd.MMuai
milk houwes, wiein:New IladStetes, on theo fa. Surveyed, MMom 714 per cent
in Mmhst.to 100 peacnt in Minei NWd Vermont reported ice houses while
from 66 per cent in Iachset.ad 92 ercent in Vemont reporte milk houses,
indicates better can of the dairy pWoucts InNew. ln than-'i
Quebec. In order
produce a good grade production have it in whlsmtonditionk when itreh.
the market ice houns san-d milk house are essential.

Soddof nii

-~Quee and New~Enln tata.

~~~~~~~cut.
Mime.
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N3W: XNGLAND S MUL, CRXAIK, AND 1BUTFR SUPPlLY.

The'main sour~ce f Bsosmiksply at Presit is, Vermnt, whic furnises4
pecent WMain iisCOnd, with 16 per cent; New haphie 1 per cent; ew York,
12 pe cnt Meesmctiustte, 9 per ~ce-nt; Connecticut, 3 per cent; and Candabout

Table: Railroad milk shipments to Boston, 1919.

Table: Milk shipments from Canada to Boston, by months, 1919.

Table: Cream shipments to Boston, 1919.

Table: Cream shipments to Boston from Quebec points in 1919, by months.
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Raiload mil shipment to Boston, 1919.
(le1111Mo.

St4t..

Gallons. Per Cent.

State.

Per Oeut.

Per4
C.15:210,0
4p
..
.
12
...e.....l
3,480,000
York.. ;4,8,
9
M: nolnuett.. 8,870,00

NOW2 ::

...

1
I00

The laigest shipment. of milk from Canada to Boston occur during the summer
months.
Milk shipments from Canada to Boston, by MohAs, 1919.
Gallos.

Month.

Gallon.

Month.

January.
9,400 A.82
..
.............,.,.... 32 700
bet.44,S00
Fe;S
.bruary*.7f
--*\V f3800
17, 4W
00bf jo
42,00
Novembe
Mwt
o e b .................................
O
t...............................
17
2 0900
5WX0Toeel e
.
........
.......

r --.- ,..

.............. :,............ I...

Ttl210,200

July.28,000~~~~~~~~~~O

The total shipmentsof0 cram from New England and Canada to Boston in 1919
.were approximately 3,000,000 gallons.
4eam, shipments to Boston, 1919.

State.

GaLlons.

Per cent.

2.7
, 972000: fLg: 5
.....,.f
,
36
II
Maine.872,000
O
-.,
I1
Vermont.
0
44
..........
New York
.240,000 s 6
......
Mam
a.750..0D22
....

.'.

..........

..............

........

....

I

.

......

....

..,.-...

.

.

...........

..........................................

4Z0;:0.+,,R
onectIct V.f
.,
88
Total, NeowEng.and0 00'

Qwuebec

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

416,300
3,606,700

..

Grand tota............

12
100

The time the heiet sipment of cream totn f
Canada occur during
the summer months, with 71,000 gallons in June,.:compared with 12 000 gallonsin
December.
Cream shipmentsto Boston fromQuebec points in 199, by wmth8.

Iof
Month.

Gallons.

Month.

Gallons.

.................................
@<
--r
- -7 304.....
LYd.
Be
4,, .W
Fe
ru r
...-.....
u.s......4
JFaebary
Aug
1 94
5g15,800
Ato m !
Jaury.7544)\;\7Si
e
2,700 Otober
March
36,250
November ............................... 2,620
:. ...:
:: X27,100
Aprll.
.420
4, 040 December,
71,
Ju..
.

I....i
-....28,90........

..........

..

July

......

,

..

..

,6,300

Total ......

416,280

Boston does not need COaain0 milk and cream.-That Boston does not need the
in 1919, according to the Unid State Department of Agriculture, 16,799,023 pounds

Canadian production to give an adequate supply of cream ii shown by the fact that

Table: But er production (in pounds) in New England, 1919-20.

Table: But er made and sold from farms in New England States.
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nln
w icIf needed to gv
of butter was mnabufactured, ini th Ita
additional cream to replace the Cnhadian sIply wol aeirIh 4,500,000
i'
Boston
gallons of cream of 38 per cent butter faU teaomtIreuird
obtained its largst amount of creAM from (ebcin Junewe7200gloser
shipped. The butter production in New England wouldhv unse 8 0
gallons of cream, or over nine times the amount required torelcthCaaiz

production.

e ~gm,11-0
Butter production (in pnd.)l
JU. S. Department otApteu~tur% Bia otkatkets.J
Montf.

Ma~e.

amp- Vermont.

e IISIt
et~tRoe
Nw
iont galdbusets. nctIau
lan=.1 England
cream.

28o8 88563
58,98
2449
754,16
32,313M
March.....:,::124,347.
1031 33,419
01,23
$7,15 1,301961
ay; ... ...188,868
53,70
.
June-:...
1,'71m
18IS,948.
July
18071
36,751,
~~~~I1681

January ....... 6415,3(3
4,253
February..

August
.

Septemaber...
October....
November
.

JDeeember..:::

S

56243
26~,26)
58256258

Mi,2
3409

7759.
26,79M
405,33

40,14.

57;367
A8,
5

780

117,518

19,804

4,033 63,062'
70,481'
S34,42228,8M4
73j3,6) 2(,69 0882

,122

4,5

5420
4,750
10,7688
3,59
5,2W
5,6
5,8

09,6MO
1,85

1;2198l2
14i1,279
2,071,892

-2,233,782
1,78,00

1,21,W3

1,03,6

5 7
76453,'4350
~ME
5859 11212002
19,369 .,4
49,761
4,874
8(3478

30,777

24,179

64,459 21, 194 660,70 14,I
Total......,1,16,61)7 i_74, 59 104,35 2,844,224

January .
~~~91,030 :24,381February.5.7,448 20,425

60,9

80,19

1,70
10,3

260,#467
24184

80712
47,4
594,Om
.os22
,7
48,81

'313,04
M
230,06

088

9, 287

4,54K7 9ON5 274,09
05, 302 15,709,00 4,39, 322

5,
4,8

318

5660

4,96

96,09
82,2

37,518

2(,2

85,87
March...........19 ,S%
214 224: 000
4284' 1,18(,359 30132
W
3
April.........74,767
21,69
1,113,238
94
5
34
545
1,2(359
8
May .
70,~~~)120 24,700 1,481,918M'
June.
82,03
32,430 ~1,842,168 44617, 8342
4,82,543
7(07
3464 ,937 3 57,254
so54 76,1
July....... 061,591
36,8(3 1,449,091.
A
589 ,5,P
425,85
47,~~~487; 21,9 1,382 25,91 6,72
74,03
October
16'420
7,6 1,040,34
2
48,2
November.:::::34,Z'J 23,96.m 790,681 21,69 09, 118 5,878 1,1)014 328,3262
.......
37,842 22,0O0 768,140 20086 06,278
Toa.....723,82 '287,744 j1.0687 3 9063f85,8

December.

6,365 1,120471 321, 22
(10,041 17,642,911 5,05816

In addition to the butter manufactured mi creameries, overT 14,0xW00,00)pnd
of butter was manufactred and sold fromf N-w- England farm. in 1919, whichsp
ply could also largely be used to relc th Can an cream sup.ply Ths oud
have given over-4,000,000 gallons of 36 per cent cream.
Buttkr made ad so from am nNwEnln tte
[FourteenthCensus, year 1919.1

Maine.6,945,411 Connecticut.1,133,998..
New ifampeire .......2,272,762 Rhode Island .....81,1W0
Vermont
.....2,964,634
Total New England ....14,670, 880
Mameusetts .1,...... 282,887
I

Table: Imports of milk and cream (in gal ons) from Canada into the United States.

Table: Imports of fresh milk and cream (in gal ons) into United States from Canada by months, 1919-1921.

Table: Imports of fresh milk and cream, calendar year 1920, by customs districts.
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Exmisrr H,
IMrORTATIiONS Or MILK, C3REAM, AND DtlTMs FRO1M CANADA TO UNITED STATES.
The imports of freish' milk' from Canada were low previous to 1913, when only 8,000
gallons were imoted; -but have -increase mpIdl since that time, with fresh mik
onthefree listuntil in 192 about 20,00pone were imported Duigthis
period cream ha declined, due to the decrease mn the dutyinon butter, which madetheit
leas profitable to buy cream for manufacture into butter United State., and
trend of the industry changing from cream shipping to milk shipping.
Imprtso milk and cream~(in galon.) frmCanada into t UNite States.
[Report of trade of Canada, Domininon Bureau of sta~ktityer ending liar. 31.j
Year.'

Milk.
588,102

1911

Year.

Cream.
1~823z,

17,

Milk.

Cream.

197.6080...,9

55,
1918
1912 .77.....71
..... 1,I118,34f
88,
1914.7,939
820,
00
8......
485,013
307,151,33,RD 192) 1,...,113.795,780
477,2
1,896,878..19.1..1,88,18 1f9 9
191....
8
1918
394,1
1Sal
....

199

.....3'

...

Imports offekml and: ceam (in gallon)snt Unite State from Canada by months,~
[Monthly reports of trade of Canhda.)

Freak milk.
1919

..anuary.............68,201.............59,615
..._
.:: : :
71,7r27
...1E),906
.
164,354
June....
July.~~~~~~~~~~~~~A134713
210,447
August.
February

March
~~~~~~~~.....74, 1St

r~w

..
.
.. ..

.............

1920

Fresh
1921

1919

creamy.

1920

1921

1),0
08,502
27,498
13,415 19,833 21,04
128,396 45,120 21,288 18,748
1,0
144339 W,206 14,409 41,168
58,842
48,149
22,029 43,039.
80~,821
88,604 130,433 67,707 81,;520 12,249
1825119,382 184031 ....
284,993 ......127,212. 221,031......
133, 717 ......101,753 169,004....

Setebe
....................23 1,54
241,293 .9..... 448 194,166 .
Novemnber.::::............196,130
142,105...... 554271 110,050......
Decembet
51,773....
67,977

.......176,304

.

......'34,004

The United States reports of the domestic and foreign 'co-mmerce for the calendar
pas
year of 1920 show that 94 per cent of the imnports of milk and cream from Canadas
42
throusrh
St.'
and
Vermont
customs
cent
te
Lawrence
districts,
per
passing
thrugh
theSt Lawene district and 52 per cent through the Vermont district.
Imporsoffreakmilkand eral aena erI920 by cusOms ditrict..
Galln
dallOns.
Mano; ew Hampshire..... 3,099 Duluth............650
Massachusetts.... ..... 2,300 Michigan.6,162
.......
145 Montana...........'.9, 248
New, Yorkk ....
ElPaso
..........
.......9756, 260
1,3W0 St. Lawrnce .1,
48,057 Vermont ...........2, 148, 83.3
Washington
Buffalo..
256
~~~~~70,
Dakota ........
TOtal..........4, 117,:817
10, 057
......

Table: Imports of but er by years into the United States from Canada.
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of butter which
The following t ble sow the tr do ice in i
occurred after theinpoition of the 24-cent rte on butte in 1913.

Import./utsb

mit h

nl ttsfo

wn

[United tates Fdgn and Does*stlCcmumaj
Year.

ButterUiti

1884

1W

..

.......

Year.

Duty.

26
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15.........,
1O55.7,9
.........196i*NJ
6S0.;..
M6,366,0

BDuter.
.

13
1'
..............0
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6
6

1?.1.7.It

4
6
0;
4 16 ..0
:
6
4 007 .............3........
6 190.o06
374,854
1*..........
i.............
7a6064- 19120.............I
...........9 , ¢,
...................
21K112
4 1914.
72320,82
IS....6854
4~ 1912.177,87
186.............
e t4
*ISO-4 196.........
372,Ol
3.........
No,sa
40 00
::
;0:6::
10 M tf ;0f00da
........
IM
6 1917 ............
311,287
INS..:
.17,006
.........
62,279
1919 ........
9,487,960
......10,.....6 . 1920........
9,2286 80

0182

.........

....

.......

..............

..........

...

..

.

.

.

..

.

.

......

iNS.14,.......6.1915
1900.23,...........6

SUPPLZXXNTAL Biuzj.
e b leave toprnt some fact. which
Da TariffC
The New En
should be taken into conideraon in the framig of a triff on milk, cream, and
butter. We- believe that thel United Stiatsprducr of dairy products should be
between the United
In the st of p
yen protecon equali the dif
States and.compei4ng frecounis. Te e Importance of the dairy industry in
New England is sown by the fact that dairy product valued at over $94,000,000
were soldfrmNew- Engad farms I 1919.
The cot of -production secur for the New Englnd State. and the Province of
Quebec for the month of April show a dif ne at this timein favor of Quebec of
for cream, and 10 cent. per pound for
31 centasper gllon for iiilk, 40 centspgllon
butter.. It ittee that the c ecured for this
confidently believed- by the- c
es,
p eriodare nearer
l
ether
inn
decline in the cost of labor
than
t pace near the indistrial centersncethe
and feed is taking
more rpidly than in the outlying
district.. It wasaloevident from thehousehold conveniencesfound in the Canadian
Province, that dairy fa us been more profitable there, due pomibly to the more
general engagement of the ivs and daughters in the milking and other dairy operatiOns in Quebec.
There has been a continuous decrease in the; number of farm in operation and the
for 30 ye.This is due to only one thing-un
number of cows in New England
attractive returnsoften actual lowes; That live-stock husbaidry is necesry to the
maintenance of fertility and to providing a market for rou e produced in New
England is andisputed. On a gerl sle dairying offers the only solution to this
problem.
The us of dairy product. by theurbanpopaioisreatly below what it should be.
Thisis due to. two things viz lac&k of appreciation of their importance, and the
difficulty of securing a frea,uiform7wholesome product from remote region. Busnew men evryhe agree that without a prosperous and thriving agriculture a
contented indu ald isimpomible.
BD
OROAWIZAWOWX: OF TCMMiXXI
: :.

a: result of unfavorable conditions existing in the dairy industry, which have
been developing for the past 20 years, there waS brout tether a representtive
body at Boston on Febnrary 24, 1921, to consider a tariff on dairy products with a
view to-bringing these matters to the attention of the United States Congrem. Representatives from practically all of the State Dairymen'sa Aociation, State departments
coilg of -the New England
of agriculture, State granges, and State agicultural
a
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State w r nt. In ddition, the E e New York Milk Producers and the
Now B d JWllc Produces' Association were reprented.
A. a result of the action taken at this m eti ach State group selected a repre.
schedule. Thi
sentative to cary out the necmy work of formulating a
group co of W. N. Cady, Vermont State Grange, chairman* 0. M. Camburn,
Mamchusetts State Depaitment of Agriculture, secretary J W. Absop, Connecticut
Dairyman's Associationr H. N. Sawler, New Hampshire tarm Bureau; M. D. Jones,
Maine Agricultural Colqie; 0 R. Little, Eastern New York Milk Producers; J. J.
Dunn, Rhode Island State Dep t of Agriculture, and W. H. Bronson, New
England Milk Producer' ition.
THE SCERDULE Or

TARIM XNXDXD.

of the dairy industry
England the committee has frmuFor, the prtection mini-um
duties; For milk, 3j cents :per gllon; for cram, 35
lated thef
cents Per gaon; fr butter, 10 cents per pound.'
DAIRY

NDIONmos:

In Ne w England the number of -farm as reported by the United States census
have shown a marked decline in each State for 20 year, ralpng from 11 per cent
in Vermont to 2 per cent in New Hampshire since 1910. Up to the beinnlngf
high pc for dry products in 1901-16 the number of cows in New England
steadily declined. Dairying i the main source of income to the New England
farmer. Adequate protection on dairy products would do considerable to bring
agriculture in New E d back to a more prosperous condition.
COST OF PRODUCMION.
The cost of production of dairy products in the Province of Quebec is lower than
it iis the New Englatd States.
MiLTe cost of. producin 1 nlou of 3.7- per cent milk is $0.041 cheaper in
the Province of Quebec, Canada, than in the New. England Stats. Tmnsportation
chabg. to Boston favor the New England producer/to the amount of $0.0065 per
pallo hich when subtracted from the $0.04f leav the difference in favor of Quebec
of $0.0345 per gallon...
O n.--Besed on thr
ese co o cost of producing
gallon of 36 per cent cream
is $0.40 per allon l in Quletec than in New England. Trasportation charge
to Bostoni
.006 per gallon lee from 'the New England center of production than
from the Quebec center of production, which when subtracted from the $0.40 leave
the difference in favor of Quebec of $0.394 per gallon.
Bufler,-Based on the costs of milk the cost of producing 1 pound of butter is 10
cents les in Quebec than in New tngland. Transportation to Boston of butter
from the center of production in New England is $0.0003 per pound less than from
the Quebec shippi point, which when subtracted from the 10 cents leaves the
difference in favor of Quebec of $0.0997 per pound.
SPECIFICr DUTY DESI1ABLE ON MILK, CREAM, AND SUrFER.
From dnitrative standpoint, and due to trade pces, a specific duty
on milk cream, and butter is desirable.
In 187, when butter sold for 20 cents per pound,sduty of 6 cent per pound was
adod. At the present price level of butter, a duty of at least 10 cents per pound
would be necoary to give the same protection.
CANADIAN MILK AND CREAM NOT NECESSARY TO SUPPLY NEW ENGLAND NEEDS.
The NeOW EB land armer can supply New England's needs for milk and cream. gallons of cream were shipped from Canadian points to Boston
In 1919,
the butter produced by New England creameries would have provided 4 5W0,od
nons of 3Bper cent cream, or eleven times the amount necessary to replace the

whe416,000

Dadn hipments.

The butter production in New England would have supplied iine times theanmount
needed to replace Canadian cream shipments to Boston for the month of heaviest
shipment (June). The butter would ao ve provided alarge amount of additional
milk if more milk had been needed.
Butter imports from Canada have increased from 350,000 pounds in 1913 to over
9,000,000 pounds in 1920.

TAJIFF HEARINGS.'
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STANDARD OF LVIN:G.

The standard of living in Quebec is lower than in New England when measured
by the question as to whether or not the wife and daughters help milk and higher than
in New England when measured by the question as to whether or not the house has
conveniences such as running water, furnaces, and bathrooms. The presence of
these latter-con'veniences indicates more profitable dairy production in Quebec than
in N6w England.
Sanitary facilities for producing milk such as ice houses and milk houses are much
less numerous in Quebec than in ew England.

SCHEDULIN ON OTHER PRODUCTS.
The dairy fanner deserves a protection which is as effective as that applied to other
industries, in order to encourage and maintain an intelligent class in the production
of this most essential product, and in the preservation of farms in a high, state of
fertility.
TARIFF

IMPORTED OILS A MENACE TO THEDAIRY INDUSTRY.

In recent years the consumption of oleomargarine-h increase tremendously, until
at present 1 pound is consumed to each 2 to 3. pound of bitter eaten. The importa-

tion of vegetable oils, used larg'elyfor thiispurpose, has increase from eighty-two and
one-half millions of pounds in 1912 to seven hundred: and eighty-one millions in 1918
and four hundred and thirty-five millions in 1920. This has teen an important factor
in promoting losses to dairymen throughout the country, and it may have damaged
materially the health of the Nation. The New England farmer desires to see adequate protection against these products.
THE 1 4PORTANCE OF MILK IN THE DIET.
Eminent scientists and health authorities now recognize milk and its products as
the inost nourishing of all foods in daily use. The vitamiines, present in abundance,
are essential to growth, health, reproduction, and longevity. These are supplied
most albun(dantly in fresh milk produced near the consuming centers and from cows
whose ration consists of green foods for a considerable portion of the year. In these
respects New England products are superior to those of Canada as a source of vitamines.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W.HOMIAN, AREPRESENTING TH1I
NATIONAL PRODUCERS': FEDEtRATION AND VEGETABLE OILS
TARIFF COMMITTEE OF THE :NATLONAL BOARD OF FARM
'ORGANIZATIONS.

Mr. HOLMAN. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Associated Dairymen
of California, who can not have their office representative present,
through our federation they wish to file a supplementary brief to the
one which is of the hearings of November 14.
I ann referring now to the former brief filed by the Associated
Dairymen of California in respect primarily to casein and' sugar of
milk, in which they are asking for a duty of 44 cents apound on
both those products, and their arguments to sustain them.
SUPPLEKEtTAL BRIEF OF AsiO01ATZD DAIRYxNx (INC.)

OF CALIWORNA.

The original brief and the argument and figures herewith submitted were prepared
jointly by the Associatpd Dairymen-of California (Inc..), a State-wide organization of
dairymen and rep resenting 10,000 dairymen of the State of California, ayd by the
California Centia Creameries, one of the very large manufacturing compailies in the
United Sitates which produces one-sixith of the butter rnade in California, and has
produced and is prepared to produce any of the known by-products of milk.
The Associated Dairymen of California undertakes to speak for 10,000 dairymen
who own and control 17 manufacturing plants in the Staste.
The Aiociated Dairymen of California requested the a'sistance of the California
Central Creameries in the preparation. of the first brief and of this argument for the
reason that the California Central Creameries owns and operates plants-located from:
the extreme northwestern county of California, Del Norte, to the southeastern county
of California, Imperial. Its manufacturing experiences and those of the units of the

Table: [No Caption]
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Associated Dairymen of California jointly give an accurate representation of the
dairy products manufacturing situation of the State.
Consideration of proper tariff rates is an economic problem and the facts and figures
presented herewith are the combined results obtained from plants of various Mizes,
and small.
large
Tariff rates on milk products of whatever kind should have a (lefinite6relationship one to the other.
In the brief previously filed it is set forth that the duties proposed in If. it. 74506
on the better known of the milk products resolve themselves into rates equivalent
to from 40 to 50 cents per hundred pouxns of raw milk,
on butter is equivalent to 40 cents
Thus' the duty of 8 cents per poun p d
per hundred pounds of milk from which it is produced, assuming 4 per cent milk
and a productioni of 5 pounds% of butter per hundredweight of nilk. The dairy
organizations of the United States are asking fora duty of 10 cents a pound on butter,
wic is he eqcuivalent'of 60 cents per hundredweight of milk.
The proposed duty of 5 cents per pound oil cheese valued at less than 30 cents per
pound. is equivalent to a duty of 50 cents per hundred pounds on the milk used in
its manufacture, assuming a production of 10 pounds of cheese to each hundredweight of milk used in its production.
8Sim1ilarly the proposed duty on sweetened condensed milk, by II. R. 7456, is the
equivalent of 2S, cents per hundredweight of milk; anld the proposed duty on tinsweetened evaporated milk is the equivalent of 43.6 per hun(dredweight on the
milk used in its manufacture.
But the rates of duty provided by II. R. 7456 for raw (whole) inilk or for any other
of the dairy products, have no relationship to the duties provided for butter, cheese,
and evaporated ximilk.E
For instance a duty of I cent a gallon is provided for whole raw milk, which is the
equivalent of 12 cents a hundredweight.
A duty of 5 cents a gallon is provided in H11. ..7456 for cream up to 30 per cent
of butter fat, an equ ivlent of only 6 cents por hundredweight on raw milk.
A duty of 1 cents per pound is provided in H. It. 7456 for skim-milk powder, the
equivalent of 134 cents per 100 pounds of milk.
Caseii (lactarene) is placed on the free list by II. R. 74156. So, too, is sugar of milk.
It is to direct attention to these inequalities, and to ask for their adjustment that this
statement is offered.
DISPOSITION OF SKIM MILK.

After cream has been separated from milk by the usual mechanical process, there
The disposal of this sweet skin milk is to-dav one of the Drobleums of ithe dairy
industry. It is too bulky and too low in value to be transported to the cities for
geneal sales. In fact, it is disposed of by one of the four folleow.!.g methods:.
First. It can be fed to hogs and other stock. A wasteful pr.wss of converting one
good food into another and far less quantity of food.
Second. It-can be converted into skim-milk powder. iAus industry is of recent
.:origin in the United States, but it is a growing one. The ski.-h"iilk powder, carrying
practically nlO fat, can be kept almost iniefinitely. Baking companies everywhere
are using it. To introduce it into general household use is the present problem of
those mailufacturing it. It is being producedon .a large scale in New Zealand and
Australia, and can be shipped to the United States more easily than butter, as it requires no refrigeration.
Theoretically, from 84 to 9 pounds of powdered skim milk should be produced from
100 pounds of milk, but in actual practice the recovery is from 7 to 8 pounds.
Many States in the Union have produced skim-milk powder.
The United States production of skim milk powder in the (Alendar year 1920 was
41,893,000 pounds, of which ('lifornia )roditeed 7,348,000 poulids, or 1)etween 17 and
I.1S per cent..
In th rs six months of 1921 the produe tion in the nite flStates w a follow:
Pounds.
Pounds.
4,430,0
Ma....y...........
1'
January .................
iiihe
.4,370,000
Fehrbtary ....................t1 I.............
_
March.1
.,8X2(9,00
0.
Trotal .................. J6. 891, 000
3, 32 (000
AIril.l............
In the lirst six months of 1920 the prodiction was 24,95,0, ()-01onds.
Production haq been decreased bIy the low price and, in ('alifornia, inability to
secure. lower omerlanid freight rates thian are now ('harged.
remains sweet skim milk.

......

.........

...

.
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Powdered skim milk is selling in the San Francipco market at from 8 to 9 cents a
pound.
(:Y:OST Op PRODUCON.

0Ve herewrithsubmit the report of the Nrher Clifornia Milk Producers' Associationftort the six months endingT)Deember 31, 1920:
$15, 277, %'20
5,092,400 pounds of skim milk,: at 30 cents per 100 .................
...............25,1.I
.69..91
Manufacturing cost.
Total .......... .................. ...... ..................... 40,1447.11
Thepro~jduction was 363,091 pounds powdered fmilk andV the coat was00 11.14 cents
per pounfd.
For the period beginning January 1 and ending September 30, 1921, the cost wa
as follows:
... $9, 128. 70
3,042,900 pounde of 4dim millkat30 cent? per 100
.

.

Manufacturing coest

;81(1,47.51

.......
............
1.8..
..,...:....
t.....
.

..7.... 7 76. 21
Total............2...
...-.
The total yield was 218,959 pounds and the cost of production was 12.81 cents a
pound.:
The California Ce'ntral Creameres reportlthe followingct: For 1920, dry skim
:fmilk made, 5,119,907 pounds; average cost per pound, 11.57 cents. For 1921, dry
skim milk made, 5,239,4174 pounds;average-cost perpound, 8.59 cents.
The reason for the apparent cheapness of production in 1921 is that the California
Central Creameries estimated its skim milk value this year at 30 cents per hundred
pounds.Third. Skim milk can be u in the production of casein and sugar of milk, one
process bqing the complement of the other. The process consists of coagulating the
casein in skim, milk by means of an acid. The casein is separated from the remaining
whey, washed, dried, and ground, generally finding its market in New York and
.....:..

eastern centers.
There remains in the whey sugar of milk to the extent of perhaps 3j per cent of
sugar and some albumen. The albumen is utilized as chicken feed and need not be
further considered in this relation. The whey is boiled down in vacuum pans in the
manner used in sugar refineries and for some uses must be subsequently refined.
CALIFORNIA8 INTBREST PARAMOUNT.

California's interest in the sugar of milk and the casein industry is paramount to
that of any State in the Union.
In the last three years California has produced 40 'per cent of the casein made in the
United States. In 1920 California produced nearly 50per cent-of all of the sugar of
milk. The Milk: Producers' Association and certain private creamery concerns, the
largest of which is the California Central Creameries, have installed the necessary
plant and equipment. At present the plants are practically idle.
The chief competitor in the casein markets is the Argentine Republic, as will be
seen by the following table of imports of casein into the United States in the years
1919 and 1920:
-.
1920
j
0
:
?
f
:
__
From-

Pounds.

Value.

1919
--

Pounds.

Value.

644,8
106
.... 3..0
Frwanve.3881...........
....89
5162,423
201
551
Norway...
United
28,949
22240411 ; 2,9|
.......... ............ ...............
,257372Bj52::z2^
Kingdom.~~~~~~~~...2,257,387
TUnlied
204,5425
klngdom
25
45
38
Canida
..................................
1,788424
,300,983
915,X528,;190
970,163
0
Argentina .....................................7
I1,
............

20
,8400"
Brauzl
I...1,066
2..
.20....
21,851
250,872
British India ..........
..

.

.

.

33,040
20 ,957

567o
17,232

Japan ..........................................................
64
845
179,52:2,5:
21,255
58,000
Australia.179,5~~~~~~~~~~~~~02
......la....
.
New Zeland.
: 677,040
79,215 .... 6, 6O0
Total.,
31,066 17,076,936 f 2,009,791
2,43..............................
......

..

..

..

.........................

............

Table: Casein production, in pounds.

Table: Freight rates, San Francisco to New York.

1920.,
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The import. of casein for the first nine months of 1921 were 7,978,393 pounds
valued at $742,225. The chief country of orgin,'as in previous yeas, Was the
Argentine Republic. Attention, however, Is directed to the fact that imports from
Autrlia and -New Zealand are developing.
Compare these heavy receipts from abroad with the American production, which,
according to the Bureau of Markets, was as follows:--

(-asein production,4in pounds.
:;
f

Total
Unite

Year.

1918.
....... 10,935,548
...
..........,,.,,,,13,885,243
:1919,,,
(1)

,. .,,
. ......................
,
.. ,,,,,.
..... .,

I

California.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~States,

:

4,551,64

5, 56,192
4,765,000

Not complete.

We can not compete with'the Argentine casein, which usally is o~f the poorest
quality and which has been sold in N ew York as low 6j cents per potid. We can
not compete for two reasons, the cost of production and much higher transportation
charges. :; :
TRANsPORTATION CHARGES.

On November 10, 1921, in response to an inquiry, asto transportation costs of casein
from Buenos Aires to New York, the Associated Dairymen of California received the
following telegram from W. R. Grace & Co., of New Vork:
ASSOCIATED DAIRYMEN OF CALIFORNIA,^
San Franeisco, Calif.:
Casein, Buenos Aires to New York, we have no steamers. Lamport & ilIolt quote
$6 and Munson Line $10 per long ton weight.
Co.
W . GGrRACE&& Co.
:d ;; d;f;j j ;X fj?; V
-;X;
D
X;DV:V~f;f; Xf
VXVCS;
00
Six dollars per long ton is equal to about 26.8 cents per hundred pounds.;$10 per
long ton is equal to about 44.6 cents per hundred pounds.
On November22, 1921, the Southern Pacific Co. quoted the foliowingmrates on casein,
sugar of milk, and powdered skim milk from San Francisco to New York:

Rv.;n0
.

Freight rates, San Frandciso to New York.
Per carload.

I-oss than carload.

(!aseln .
........... .42 per 100 pounds, 30,O0 pounds 1
;L$4.42 ground or powdered; $3.75j other
mintmtum.
nd or po dered.
Milksugar .
.......08
pe.os_\J-r 10p00pou
Powdered milk . $1.05 per 100 pounds, 60,000 pounds 1
Do .............. 42.4? per 100 pounds, 40,0n1 pounds::
Mili Inum.

We have here a differential favoring Argentine producers between 26.8 cents per
100 pounds and $1.42 per t00 pounds or slightly over $1.15 per 100 pounds.
If the provisions of -H. R. 7456 are permitted to stand and casein is permitted to
come in free of duty, the casein industry of California, whch amounts to 40 per cent of
the American industry, is thus $1.15 per hundredweight worse off than under free
trade. Our market is in New York and New York draws from the world.
Casein production istomparatively a new American industry. Its development in
California has been due to the desire of the milk producers' associations and to certain
manufacturing concerns to provide a fairly profitable remedy for the waste of skim
milk. Casein finds its outlet in the manufacture of glues and varnishes. It has been
supplanting celluloid in the arts and manufactures. All of the so-called "F1rench
Ivory.. is made from it. It is used in the manufacture of buttons arid, generally
speaking, whenever bone and celluloid have been used.
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Sugar of milk aqjtated, Is a compsanion product. It isue in various medical
preparations, anA during the World War it was extensively bougt by foreign overnments, we are informed, for producing certain smoke screens.
: Unless we have adeq uate protection there appears to be little hope for these two
industries in the immediate future.
SUGAR OF VILK COSTS.:

The California Central Creameries has made no sugar of milk in 1921.
In 1920 the California Central Creameries made 810,891 pounds at a cost of 25.03
cents per pound,
The Milk Produ(ers of Central California, of Modesto, Calif., tinder date of November 19, 1921, writes:.
"When we were satisfied that there was no chance of making money out of sugar 6f
milk at this time, we shut the-department down at the end of September. We are
nowr washing out some crude left on hand and this will be finished in a day or two,
at which time all work in that department will cease.
::"The cost-of the by-products plants which are idle on account of low commodity
prices is at least $75,000."
From March 1, 1920, to February 28,1921, the Milk Producers' Association of Central
.California plant at Modesto produced 940,680 pounds of sugar of milk.
The financial statement for that period is as follows:
Total cost, average of 20.25 cents per pound ........................$ 190, 488. 23
Total sales for the period .........
196, 254. 31
Lem-Commission and brokerage .................
31
; $3,940.
::
Delivery.1,881. 12
Deliver
-:-: 5, 821 .43
Total net sales
.
190,432. 88
This plant was, therefore, r unfor the p d of one year at a net loss of $56.35.
..

:

......... .,
181....

..

..

.

.

..

.

.... \....;.

...........................-......

~CASEIN: COSTS.
Dur
Ing thie yearr 1920 the California CentrIl Creameries, operating eight casein
f
f:
f

i~~~or
ia

S.

f

plants, produced as follows:
Production .......................pounds.. 1,677,582
Yield.
per
Paid for milk, per 100 pounds ...
cents..
36. 78:
Cost of manufacturing, per pound .........
do....
4.46
Total cost per pound ..............
15. 47:
:. do....
For the first eight months of 1921 the California Centrl Cmeries operated seven
plants at various times, but to-day has only two plants in operattion. It reports as
follows for 1921:
Casein produced ..........................pounds. .
477 688
Yield
.per cent..
3:
30.00
Valuing milk at 30 cents per hundred pounds; no sugar made. .. . cents. .
Cost of manufacturing, per pound ........................
do. ...
A6. 20
Total cost per pound ..................:....
16. 20
do....
The Milk Producers of Central California makes the' following report on manufacture
of 1,221,204 pounds of casein from March 1, 1920, to February 28, 1921, a year's run:
Cain production ......................
pounds.. 1, 221 :204
Yield casein .........
...
..... per cent..
2. 6
Apportion half of 47,016,354 pounds of skim milk, at 30 cents per hundred, to asein eq uals 15 cents per hundred; 'other half apportioned to
sugar of milk manufacture .................$..
S70, 524.53
Cost of manufacture.............
:
68,201.09
Tota.
.138,725.62
Cost per pound.
cents..
11.30
...

..

..........

............

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

........

.

......

.

.

.

..........

...
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This run is the l st mlde by any single factory in California. Itwas only possible because the Milk Producers' Association of Modesto had large sugar contracts on

which was hoped to realize hut which hopes were not fulfilled.
To make a r4sumd of the above operations of the California Central Creameries and
the Milk Producers' Association, we have the following:
Year.

('aseln.

cost.

1,677, .581 525,521.78:
California Central Creries .
.1920
191
Do...........1..........2.............
477,688 77,38.5.462
Milk Producers of Central California .
1920-21 1, 221,204
.
138, 72.
Total.,376473
475.....6.........
3,376,473 475.6TG :
Average cost, 14.06 cents per pound.
Because California casein is of better quality than that of the Argentine, California
producers are receiving offers of 9 cent. a pound for their casein in San Francisco.
A duty of 4* cents per pound would raise the return to 134 cents per pound, which
would enable at least the larger plants to operate.
Fourth, Skim milk may be emulsified with coconut oil, a pernicious practice which
has developed to extensive proportions in the Uliited States in recent years. So
emulsified it is "filled." milk-in other w~rds imitation milk-which despite all denials is being sold in the cities as "milk " and is being used in ice cream manufacture.
It is also evaporated and canned and is sold by retail grocers as "milk " despite the
evasions of manufacturers to the contrary.. It is an invitation that bids fair to spread
everywhere if the wholly inadequate duty of 2 cents I ("r pound on cocLTnut oil which
appears in XI. R. 7456 is allowed to stand.
ROME OTHER CONSIDERATI(ONS'.
H. R. 7456 provides for a duty on butter fat as "cream" of .5 cents p)er gallon, the
equivalent of 8.6 cents per hundred pounds of milk. It provides for a duty of 14
cents. a pound on powdered skim milk, or the equivalent of 13.5 cents per hundred
weight of milk. This is a combined duty of 22.1 cents per hundred pounds on the
whole milk.
It is immaterial to the producers of Australia and New Zealand whether they market
their product as cream or powdered skim milk or as butter. It is feasible to ship
sweet cream under refrigeration from New Zealand to California. Skim milk powder
can be shipped as any other imperishable goods. Freight rates and the rates of duty
are the controlling factors.
The duty on cream plus the dufy on powdered skim milk should be equiivalent to
n raw milk.
ia
the duty on butter or:cheese calculated back to thirequivalenits
The dairy organizations of the United States are asking for a duty of 10 cents a pound
on butter. Thli is the equivalent of 50 cents a hundred on milk.
The dairy o zations are asking for a duty of 15 cents a gallon on cream containing
20 per cent of fat and 5 cents per gallon additional for each 5 per cent of fat above 20
per cent of fat. Except for considerations of freight rates, this provision would lead
to the importation of-cream with a low percentage of fat. As II. tR. 7456 draws a line
of demarcation in tariff rates between cream lower and higher than 30 per cent fat,
let the following calculation apply to cream containing 30 per cent of fat:
The dairy otganiz.ations thus propose a duty of 25 cents a gallon on 30 per cent cream.
This is the equivalent of about 40 cents per 100 pounds for the milk from which this
cream wms separated.
The dairy organizations ask for a duty of I cent a gallon on skim milk, which is the
equivalent of 12 cents per 100 pounds.
Thus the dairy organizations are asking for a duty on cream anda skim milk equivalent
to 52 cents a 100 pounds of whole milk.
It is proposed by the dairy organizations and in 11. R. 7456 that the duty on powdered
milk shall be 14 cents per pound. Assuming that the production of skim milk powder
averages 8 pounds to the hundred weight this proposal is that ordinary kim milk
and skim milk powder shall pay exactly the same rate of duty.
This allows nothing in the way of protection for the manufacturer. The proposition,
in short, is that duty shall be the same on raw material as on a manufactured product.
..........

.............

..........
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In 1ll calcuiations in theforeo we have
- baed the price of skim Milk at 30
cents per100 pounds, which w&ie ve to be fair under average conditions in the
United States.
For the reasons set forth we ask the following schedule of duties per pound:
;:
all
Do
.
BE;:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Cents.
On skim milk powder .
3..........................................3
asin
On c......i......................................................
.
. .......
On sugar of milk ...................................4
4E
Also that the schedules on whole milk powder and cream powder prodded in H. II.
746 be changed to conform to the general proposition that they shall be equivalent
to 50 cents per 100 pounds on the raw milk from which they are made.

Mr. HOI'MAN. I will state further that the officers of the National
Milk Producers' Federation have decided to ask that paragraph 710
of the bill be extended, in- line with our former request of November 14, to include sugar of milk at 41 cents a pound.
On behalf of Mr. W. W. Hovey, general manager, Dairymen's
League (Inc.), and Dairymen's League Cooperative Association
(Inc.), Utica, N. Y., who is unable to be here to-day, I am filing
brief which has been sent me, dealing primarily with the manufac
turing costs of the 10 milk commodities which occur in the paragraphs.
n1ut or w. w. ZOvxY lPlRSNTWGe DAIYflru LEAGUR (INC.) AND
ASSOCIATION
Y.
sOri LIASG

COOfltTIT

(INC.), UTICA, N.

DAIRY-

These two association tprnt 80,000 actual milk producers, with a total of approximately 000,000- dairy cows, throughout the State of New York and part of
the States ofte.nnwylvania, New Jersey1 Miachueetts Connecticut, and Vermont.
It is lrespectfullurged that the following duties be provided:
Whole milk, weet or sour, 34 cents per illon.
Cream, sweet or sour, having not more than 20 per cent of butter fat, 15 cents per
gallon; for each additional 5 per cent or fraction thereof of butter fat, 5 cents Eper
gallon additional.
Skim milk,i1 cent-per gallon.
Ice-creamn mixtures unfrozen, having not more than 15 per cent of butter fat, 1b
cents per gallon; for: each additional 5 per cent or fraction thereof of butter fat, 5
cents per gallon additional; frozen, having not more than 15 per cent of butter fat,
9 cents per: gallon; for each additional 5 per cent or fraction thereof of butter fat,
3 cent perigallon additional.
Milk, condensed or evaporated, in hermetically sealed containers, unsweetened,
1 cent per-pound; sweetened, 14 cents per pound; all other, if cents per pound.
Whole milk powder, 34 cents per pound.
Cream powder, 8 cents per pound.
Skimmed milk powder, 14 cents per pound.
Malted milk and compounds of, or substitutes for milk or cream, 20 per cent ad
valorem.'
Butter, 10 cents'per- pound.
Butter substitutes10 cents per pound.
Cheese, valued at less than 30 cents per pound, 5 cents per pound; valued at 30
cents or more-per pound; 25 per cent ad valorem.
- Cheese substitutes, 5 cents perpound.
Lactarene-or casein, 44 cents per pound.
Sugar of milk, 4j cents per pound
All dairy products not otherwise provided for, 20 per cent ad valorem.
In comparison with the Fordney bill (}-. tR. 7456),there are requested increases in
rates on whole milk, cream, whole-milk powder, butter and oleomargarine; and additions of rates on ice-cream mixtures, lactarene or casein, sugar of milk, and all dairy
products not otherwise provided for.
This country is more than able to sustain itself, so far as dairy products are concerned, makng unnecessary the importation of such products from foreign countries.
Furthermore, in order to assist the producer to secure fair prices for milk and its
products, it is necessary to provide sufficient tariff protection to at least offset the differences in the eost of production between this and foreign countries. An ample
supply of domestic milk and milk products should always be available and the returns
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to the ptducera should not be so lowered by foreign competition as seriously to affect
the industry and to make the production of milk unprofitable.
Shipment. of butter arriving into this country from Denmark, Holland, Argentina,
Canada, ad New Zealand have had the effect of depressing the prices on the New
York maret all out of proportion to the amount of butter received, and such depresdons have been reflected back to the producer to a much greater extent and for much
longer pepiods than similar receipts of domestic products would bring about. This
condition should be prevented and no such opportunity should be allowed where
the price of butter could be manipulated to the disadvantage of the entire dairy
industry.
There are a number of manufacturing plan just on this side of the American border
to which cream or milk produced in Canada can be economically transported and
madeJinto product.. This condition makes very necear'y the increases in duties
sought on milk cream and otherproduct. on a basis equal to that provided for butter.
res timony aifredyAhas been presented by witnesses showing that much lower costs
of productonn foreign countries and the increase in the price level make necessary
an advance in the import duties on butter to 10 cent. prpound and that milk, cream,
and other products be placed on a basis equivalent to 10 cents per potund on butter, in
order that the interests of the dairy farmer of this country may be protected adequately. This basis has been extended to milk and cream, and you have been shown
that 34 cents per gallon on whole milk, sweet or sour, and 15 cents per gallon on cream,
sw6et or sour, hang not more than 20 per cent of butter fat, with an additional 5 cents
: r gallon for each additional 5 per cent of butter fat, are necessary. Testimony also
hebeen or w'I be prsnted, showing the necessity of 44 cents per pound on casein
or lactarene, and 44 cents per pound on sugar of milk.
Continuing this method of computing physical equivalents, to the other products,
the following data are presented:
One hundred pounds of milk, containing 3.5 percent butter fat, will produce approximately the following:
Xoinds.
Unsweetened evaporated or condensed milk................................. 40
Sweetened condensed.......'39.....................
3
Whole-milk powder ...........
'124
Cream powder, 4.8 pounds, and skimmed-milk powder .
7.6
Cheese..9
':
9:4
To equal the rate of 34 cent per gallon on milk with a butter-fat content of 3.5 per
cent, which would equal 41 cents per 100 pounds, the above commodities would require
the following rates based on abutier-fat basis only. These rates should be increased,
howeer, for reasons provided in the next paragraph: Unsweetened evaporated and
condensed milk, 1 cent per pound; sweetened condensed, 1 cent per pound; whole
milk powder, 3.3 cents per pound; cream powder, 8 cents per pound; cheese, 4.4
cents per pound
To manufacture the 39 pounds of sweetened condensed milk it would also require
1f pounds of sugar and as the import rate in the Fordney bill on sugar is .], cents
per pound, the rate on 16 pounds would be 17 or 0.44 cent per pound of sweetened condensed milk, which added to the above 1 cent would raise the rate on sweetened
condensed to 1.44 cents. Additional processes of manufacturing and packing this
article involve such additional costs as should put duties on a basis of 14 cents per
pound.
One hundred pounds of skimmed nilk will yield aboutI3 pounds of dried-casein or
about22 8.2 pounds-of skimmed-milk powder. As much skim milk is run away because
of no market or profitable utilization, duties of 44 cents per pound on casein and 14
cents per pound on skimmed-milk powder are requested so as to prevent these articles
from foreign countries coming into this country and competing with-our skimmed milk
in such a way as to cause this domestic product to be thrown away.
One hundred gallons of an average unfrozen ice-cream mixture with 12 per cent
butter fat contains approximately 516 pounds of milk, 207 pounds of 40 per cent cream,
135 pounds of condensed milk, and 120 pounds of sugar, which at the proposed-dties
would be, respectively, $2.12, $8.75, $1.87, and $1.28, or a total of $14 per 100 gallons, or
14 cent. per gallon. Additional allowances for higher costs of manufacturing in this
country as against foreign countries will be sufficient to justify a duty of 15 cents
.
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per gallon on ice-cream mixtures containing up to 15 per cent butter fat. For each
additional 5 per cent of butter fat or fraction thereof an additional 5 cents per gallon
should be provided, the smne as for cream when containing in exces of the basic
amount of butter fat. Because of the swell of frozen ice-cream mixtures, they should
take only 60 per cent of the duties provided on unfrozen mixtures, which would be
9 cents per gallon on such mixtures containing up to 15 per cent of butter fat with an
additionAl 3 cents per gallon for each 6 per cent of butter fat or fraction thereof.
:

f:

::::

0DelnfmoNs. --

The United States Department of Agriculture has promulgated the following definitions:
Condensedimilk, evaporated milk, concentrated milu, is the product resulting
from the evaporation of a considerable portion ofthe watr from the whole, fresh,
clean lacteal scrtion obtained by theti9omplete milking of one or more healthy cows,
properlylfed and kept, excluding that obtaind within 15 day before and 10 days
after calving, and contain all tolerance being allowed ;for, not le than 26.5 per
o ilk fat.
cent of total solids and not ie than;7.8 per fcent
Sweetened cond sed milk sweetened evaporated milk, sweetened concentrated
milk, is the product reultinim the evaportion of a coniderable portion of the
:wate from the whole, freh, clean 1t secretion obtained by the complete milking
of one -or more healthy cows properly fed and kept, excluding that obtained within
15 days before and 10 days ater calving, to which sugar (sucrose) has been added. It
contains, all tolerances being allowed for, not less than 28 per cent of total milk solids
:f
anld Rnot lea than 8 per cent of mnilk fat.
Condesed skimmed milk, evaporated skinmnmed milk, concentrated skimmed milk,
is the Producti resulting from the evaporation of a considerable portion of the water
from skimmed milk, and contains, all tolerances being allowed for, not less than 20
per cent of miilk solids.;
Seetened condensed skimmed milk, sweetened evaporated skimmed milk,
sweetened 'concentrated skimmed milk, i-the product resulting from the evaporation of a coniderable portion of the water from asimmed milk to which sugar (sucrose)
has' been added. It contains, all tolerances being allowed for) not less than 28 per
cent of milk solids.
Dried milk is the product resulting from the removal of water from milk, and contains, all tWlerances being allowed for, not lem than 26 per cent of milk fat and not
more than 5iper cent of moisture.
Dried .skimmed milk is the product resulting from the removal of water from
skimmed milk, and contains, all tolerances being allowed for, not more than 5 per cent
-of moisture.
Malted milk is the product made by combining whole milk with the liquid separated
from ariash of ground barley malt and wheat flour, with or without the addition of
sodium chlorid, sodiulim bicarbonate and potassium bicarbonate, in such a manner
aa to secure the full enzymic action oi the malt extract, and by removing water. The
result,ing product contains not lee than 7.5 per cent of butter fat and not more than
3.5 per cent of moisture.
STATEMENT OF1 . W'. BALDERSTON, SECRTARY OP INTZRSTATE
MLK PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. BALDFERSTON. I am also appearing to-day in behalf of the

Philadelphia Interstate Dairy Council and the Pennsylvania State

Dairy Council, which represent the allied dairy interestfsof Pennsylvania, New Jersey, )elaware, and Maryland.
Senator SMOOT. Briefly, what are you asking for?
Mr. BALDERSTON. I am also appearing here as chairman of the
Middle Atlantic Dairy Tariff Committee, cooperating withi: -the
National Milk Producers' Federation, comprising the States-of New
York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland; and I am speaking directly for the first group, representing 110,000 individual milk:pro:
ducers who are members of these organizations, too.
I want, Mr. Chairman, to file a brief, but I also have some information which 1has come to me to-day and which is apropos of the re:

:~~~
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quest which we are making, namely, that the tariff on butter be
10b
I
cents
and'd 'other airy roducts in (lirect relationship with
this tar. athe 10zcents aXpouind on butter.
I have here a letter just received from Mr. H. C. Taylor, who is
Chief of the Bureau on--Markets and Crop Estimates tothe United
States Department of Ariculture. I will file it, but ;I want to
A p.ic
I whihitoue
du
b'S
t
h
read oner.
the subject
I want to
whICh
arraph
treat of ver alr [reading]:
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On September 19 a cablegram wa sent bY one of the representatives of this bureau
in London,
stating that the British Government then held stocks of butter amounting
to 90,000,000 pounds, and that l)enmuark was at that time lxookinS orders for butter in
the United Stato some weeks in advance. Since that time "Gtovernment butter'
i

has moved very slowly on the market.
It is on account of this that we

are filing at the resent time, as well
as on account of the fact that the present tarifl is not sufficient 0to
cover the case, so that we are having these large importations of foreign

butter.:

WARMSINOIoN, December 24, 192.1
Mr. C(HARLES W. IIOJAAN,
Executive Secretary, National Milk Producers Federation.
DEAR MA. IIoLMAN: Your request for information regarding' the European dairy
situation as i inay effect our market has been received. In addition to the information suggested in our recent conversation, some statistics of comparative prices have
been compiled and charted in a form that may be of value to you.
On September 19 a cablegram was sent by one of the representatives of this bureau
in London, stating that the Hritith (Governmenxt then held stocks of butter amounting
to 90,000,000 pounds, and that J)efiimark was at that time booking' orders for butter
in the United States some weeks in ad vance. Since that. time " Government butter"
has moved very slowly on the market.
It should be. explained that the` Government stocks referred to are not a recent
acquisition, but represent part of the quantity purchase( froin the Doininions under
contract prior to;decontroloof'the trade in imported butter on March 31, 1921, and
remaining undiaposed of at that date, -It was known geneall that the British
Government held a large surplus of butter at the time of decontrol, but the qiuantity
was not definitely made known and was variously estimated by the trade at anywhere
from 100,600,000 pounds to 200,000,000 pounds. This uncertainty as to the quantity
held ani the .disposition to he made of it, hung over the British butter market asa
(lOpremsingi influence, contributing to the decline in price in April until the ahruipt
rise in July, when European production fell off, due to season and drought. lUntil
that time the 1921 imports of buttter into the united Kingdom had been on a prewar
basis. During the first sfiX months there wvere imported 240,000,000 pounds, as compared with 118.000,000 pounds during the corresponding period in 1920, and 233,000,000
pounds in the, first, sixmonths of 1913. (Consumption did not keep pace with this
increased supply and the: British market was grlutted.
The inclosed graph indicates the average of weekly (juotations of butter in (d6penhagen, Iondon, and New York, calculated on the bamls of prevailing rate of exchange
att(openhagen on London and New York during the nonths since exports from Denmark to the United State began. It is of value simply as showing the trend of price
levels in the three markets in relation to the trend of the-imports of Danish butter:
by the United States. The imports as officially reported follow naturally at some
interval of time the price situation and .without regularity. from month to month.
In trend, however, the import' ;.rc seen to have come (luring 1919 an(l 1921, when the.
New York price level was relatively higher than the London price level, based in
both cale on what the:Dane could realize on his butter in terms of his own currency.
When in 1921 the 6 cents tariff became operative and at the same time rnore could
be realized in the London market, the United States received for a time practically
no. Danish butter. During the last half of the-year an-abrupt rise in prices, due to
widespread drought, emphasized the weakness of the English market and the greater
buying power of the United States, with the result that Danish exports to the United
States were renewed.
During November, 681,029 pounds were received from Denmark, making a total
for the 11 months of 1921 of 11,565,442 pounds as compared with 16,769,077 pounds
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during the corresponding peiod last year and the 19,934,547 pounds for the entire
year 1920. ButterAimports from Canada during November were 823,612 pounds,
from Australia 421,246 pounds and from Ne~w Zealand 11,200 pounds.
The situation sua es that banish exporters are simply keeping open channels of
trade that will ma t pible to take advantage of the mOs prfible market at
any time. The same is true in a general*
way of exporters in the other countries.
A similar study of pieces indicates that New York prices for comparable grades of
butter have in recent months been higher than the quotations in the London market
for New Zealand and Australian butter.
In Australia and New Zealand at present, as in the United States, dairying is
relatively profitable, owing in those countries to low prices of meat relative to dairy
products.
It is true also that New Zealand and Canadian 'dairyinterest are consciau of a
virtual monopoly of the English cheese market the two countries together furnishing
90 per cent of the total cheese imorts of the Ufnitd Kingdom. The New Zealand
Da ryman has seriously su
the possibility recently of limiting cheese production in:: Ne-w :ZeaInland in, orer to force cheese prices higher. in the English market.
The policy suggted is that the factories haingfacilities for proucing either butter
or cheee turh early i Athe saon (oiur arly fall) to the production of butter solely
until the report of lessened prodution of cheese had affected the prices offered.
In oer to stimulate the Britsh:cheese market, New Zealand dairy interests, if
sufficiently ogized, might conceivably export butter to the United States or
increase their' butter exports to England in order to limit the supply of cheese on the

Bnrtish market.

The degree to which the' compartively small shipment of foreign dairy products
coming' onto our markets may unduly affect prices is a matter that has not as yet
been given adequate study. It is planned, as you know, that through our organization the: effects of biaed and inaccurate foreign market news may be as far as possible
eliminated. I am sure that you will aIl yourself of any such service as we may be
able to offer.
Very truly, yours,
H. 0. TAYWR, ChifoB u

Mr. BALDERSTON. A trainload of Australian butter, comprising

300,000 pounds, is en rout from San Francisco to New York, having let San rancisco on the 29th. This steamer load, comprising
$1,100,000 worth of butter, reached a western port December 25.

::The Danish ship Fredericka VIII is en route to this country with
a large shipment of butter. The amount of butter which has come
into this country in the last two months has been about 2,000,000
pounds per month, of which over one-fourth has come from Denmark. This is in direct support of what Mr. Loomis has just told
you about the inefficient way in which the tariff is dealing with
this situation.
SenatorSMOOT. What is the export per monthrforbutte?
Mr. BALDERSTON. I do not have it just here, for these last two
months.
I was going on to say there is a sufficient amount of butter produced in this country to supply the domestic needs and leave a
small exportable surpus.
Senator JoNEs. You mean by that that there is sufficient:supply
to meet the demand at the prices which the consumer must pay
now, do you not?
Mr. BALDERSTON. There will be during the next few month a
sufficient amount, as I understand, of butter produced fin this ~country to-meet all domestic demands.
Senator JONES. What was butter selling for before the war?
Mr. BALDERSTON. In May of the present; 'year the price gotfdown'
to 28 cents, which was the prewar bais.
I see what you are driving at, Senator; you are intimating that
if the price is lowered, that we can then, Lofcourse, lower the price
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to the American consumer. You all know that the American
dairy farmers
Senator SmooT (interposing). I: was wondering why you were
asking more than 8 cents here now when your exports are over 50
per cent of what your imports are?
Mr. BALDERSTON. For the simplelreason that we object-Senator SMOoT (interposing). To any' other coming in?
Mr. BALDERSTON. To being a (umping ground or butter from
other countries which want to flood this country at times when it
suits them with surpluses which they can not sell in :their regular
markets.
Senator SMOOT. They do not sell to countries that you export to.
Mr. BALDERSTON. I was in Denmark in June, 1920, and through
the courtesy of the American- consul I interviewed the leading
Danish dairy specialists and marketing specialists.
f:They regard England as their legitimate market for their bacon and
their butter, which is the combination on which their agriculture
is based. But when the English market is iil such shape thev do
not want to (demoralize it as it is now, then they senad to this country their surplus.
I have here a chart which was obtained from the Department of
'Commerce, and which I will file, which shows that at the present
time the price of butter in Copenhagen is the same as in New York,
but they are willing to send it over here so as to support their own
markets, which they had before the war and which they want to
keep to themselves.
Senator MOCUMBER. Where do we export our butter to?
Mr. BALDERSTON. I do not know just at the present tine.
Senator MCCUMBER. What character of butter :is it- that is dcomlpared with the butter that is consumed in the United States;: is it of
the-same high standard, the export Jbutter ?
Mr. BALDERSTON. I am not qualified as an; exporter of butter, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator MCCUMBER. Do you knfowd whethrit is sold for a consid1for locally?
erably less price than what it is sold
Mr. BALDERSTON. I do not. I want to refer next to the colparison
of the Danish cost of production as compared :with the American cost
of production.
Wehave here, and 1 will file with you a comparison of the cost of
production in Denmark as compared with the cost of producing milk
andl butter in Minnesota, which is in tile center of the big butter-producing area, which shows there is a difference of 14 cents, or was last
summer, operating at the same time in favor of the Danish farm.
Senator DILLiNGIIAM. Oni a pound of butter.
Mr. BALDERSTON. On a pound of butter. The Danish farnier, as
I saw him in his dairy practice, imports quantities of cheap labor from
Poland and neighboring countries, in which whole families come over
to work in groups and to help harvest roots, hay, and grain.
They also have the most wonderful dairy climate in the world.
Senator MXCCMBER. There is something about this dairy business
that I do fnot understand. You export the mnost to Great Britain.
Denmarklis only across the channel from the United Kingdom, and
I can not understand how we can be exporting to Great Britain and
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at the salie time Djenklfisislso importing to Great Britain and
exporting
to the United, States a el
Senator JONES. I will say that is not the fact for the year 1921.
For 10 months of 19210 weexported 700,000 pounds and only 65,000
pounds ofthat went to the United Kingdom. There went to Canada
1 ,904,00() pounds and to Panama 602,000 pounds, to Mexico 989,00
pounds, to Cuba 594,000 pounds, to Haiti 370,000 pounds, other West
Indies 1,327,000 pounds, to South America 403,000 pounds, to the
PhlippineIslandsldS 212,000 pounds, and to other countries 629,000
pounds.
The exports decreased considerably during 10 months this year
compared with two previous years.
-- - In 1920, for tie first l10 months we exported 16,676,000 pounds; for
1919 we exported 29;687,000 pounds.
Senator MCCUMBER. I, had assumed we had got back something
near to normal conditions; for instance, going ack into 1919, we
exported to the- United Kingdom, 19,483,348 pounds. That was
during the first 10 months of 1919. It fell off to 65,000, as the
Senator says, for the first 10 months of 1921.
Mr. BALDERSTON. The Danes have come back into their market
again, and also the Australians,: and to some extent I think the shipments from Argentina. The Danes in 1919 had reduced their production of dairy products very materially because they had not
been able during the war to get: American concentrates.
SenatortJONES. Is there a tariff on butter in Canada?
Mr. BALDERSTON. I do not know.
Senator JONEs. I see that we exported to Canada in the first
10 months of this year 1,904,000 pounds.
Senator DXLLINGUIAM. Senator, I have a recollection that statistics
in the past have shown that about 5 per cent of all the dairy products
in Canada were produced in the Province of Quebec. IN e get that
product in New England under the present tariff. The rest olCanada
is
given to dairying as is the oId Province of Quebec.
Mr. BALDERSTON. There is an interchange back and forth across
the border which takes up a good deal of the import and export
xfi gures. a;0 XX:0 A; ;ae: > :a s: ;: 0X;; a 0;: X:;aVtA
I want next to simply refer briefly to the fact that in the State of
Pennsylvania, in the year 1920, the census shows a total of 1,247,000
dairy cows, but the_ census of 1910 showed t1421,000, or a total loss
in dairy cattle during those 10 years of 174,000 dairy cows;.and that
is in spite of the fact that at the same time the population of the
State has increased from 7,665,000 to 8,720,000.
Senator JoNES. What is the wholesale price of butter here in the
city of Washington ?
Mr. BALDERSTON. I come from Philadelphia. The a verag price
this week inPhiladelphia for print butter of the kind which I suppose
Senator Smoot would buy, was 56 cents wholesale, or the price of
the retailer. That was tile highest price I have heard of local
creamery butter.
Senator Smoor. fJhd wholesale price0of 56 cents?
Mfr. BALDERSTON. The wholesale price of56 ceiltsto tile retailer
of a local creamery. That was our extreme high price received by a
local creamery.:
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Senator JoNxs. What was that p rice before the war?
.Mr. BALDERSTON. That price 4beforethe war was about 45 or 50
cents. That is-the reason why I hesitatelto give you exact figures,
without having the figures to go -by., I (0 not hlave them here by
me. The price of butter is peri~aps, if mymemory serves me right,
132 per cent of the average of ithe five:prewar years. If I am not.
correct, somebody please correct me. That is my recolle(ction as
taken from the United States Department of Agriculture statistics,
Ilsirfmply wSant to refer to a brief which I have here showing the
great increase in the dairy production in Argentina, and this schedule
wl e fille - It showstthat thee was something like seven- times
the amount of butter produced for export and exported in 1920 than
there was in 1910. In 1910 the total was 6,342,000; in 1920, 11 months
only, 37,700,000.
cnator JONES. Do you think that the wholesale price of butter in
Philadelphia ought to be maintained at 56 cents a pound or above?
Mr. BALDERSTON. I hold this, that the present production cost,
which I have here and which will be filed with you, as given by tile
State College of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland, would
make the price of butter at the present time 65 to 70 cents a pound.
Trle cost of production in Minnesota, which I have from the State
college there, would show about-56 cents as the cost of producing it.
You are all aware that: the freight rates on butter from Denmark
are 1 cent a pound, unrefrigerated, or 1 cents in refrigerator vessels.
One and three-fourths cents is the total freight rate in -Minnesota in
carload lots. Small creameries ship to New York and Philadelphia
in less than carload at 2j cents per pound. So that the argument is
in favor of the Danish farmer.
In Denmark they have innumerable little harbors, so that the
collection of butter for export is very cheap. Little vessels go in
almost t-every farm, or within a very few miles, so that the collecting cost is not as great as it is in t lis country. They have smallfarms closely located, with large dairies on them. So that a stlall
creamery will not have to collect its cream or milk more than 2 or 3
miles in any one direction in Denmark. This is not so in this country,
where many miles must be covered by wagon route in collecting 'mrlk
or cream.

Senator JoNES.;JIs there exported from the United States to those
countries a6:conside~rable quantity of feed for the dairy herds?
Mr. BALDERSTON. Before the war Denmark received large quantities of American concentrates, by-product feeds. They received bran
to some extent, buit they were very fond of American cottonseed oil
meal and linseed oil cakes.
During the war they could not receive this, anld they learned to
grow large quantities of peas; and they told me last year when I was
there that they did not expect for the future to be as dependent oil
American feeds as they had been. However, they can receive,
through low ocean freights, from ports like New Orleans-and Phila'Xdelphia-New Orleans for cottonseed meal and Philadelphia for lin00s(d oil cakes--their feeds very cheaply, due to the Iow freight rates.
A big firm in Philadelphia before the war exported linseed cake to
Deninark and Holland. At the present time it is hunting an 'American market among Pennsylvania:farmers for its product, because
there is not the same demand abroad.

Table: [No Caption]
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The 1)anish -laders also tell me that they expeted,
e when trade
wasV reestablished, to be 'able to obtain from wRussia,which-is very
near at hand, quantities of theseIfeeds, so as not itphave to buy from
American producers.
Senator WATSON. Can you -not file anything -else you have I
Mr. BALDERSTON. So far as I 'am concerned, Senator, I am through;

and I will file 'my brief and thank you for the attention this day.
nBaorX a. w. DBALDRSOTON, REPRESZNTIG IXTREUTAT
ABSOOIATI.N.

MILK PRODUCERBS

The members of theInterstate MilkProducers' Association, who number 15,000,
and who live in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland, have a deep
interest tha there shall be adecj iute protection for dairy products guaranteed to them
through pediing tariff legislation. Labor and other miscellaneous costs which makea
up abou't one-half of the total costs of producing milk are as high within our section of
the country as perhaps anywhere in the United4$tates, because of close proximity to
the great industnal areas centering around Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, while feed
costs are much higher than formerly because of high transportation costs from the graingrowing sections in the West.
The number of dairy cattle on Pennsylvania farms has been gradually decreasing
as is shown by a comparison of the United States census of 1920, as compared with
:that of 1910, as follows:
192
Ca Ve

tj

:;2:4

Calves Up to 1 year.209......3.....3
..

...............

1910
24
i:,3

Heifers 1 year to 2 years .....168
172,068
Cows 2 years old and upward .874,.
| 74,6 4
9.,,
1,005,51.................
Total.....
1, 421,9155
1,247, 437
...................
I

.

...

Total loss inten years174,518.

During the same period, the.-population of Pennsylvania has been increased from
7,665,11] to 8,720,017 according to the same authority. The decrease in the proportion of cows to population is in general, approximately the same for the adjacent
States of New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland. This would indicate that while
our Middle Atlantic Stat have a soil and climate unsurpassed for dairving there
has been a movement toward restriction in the amount of dai business done on
our farms, because our labor could be more profitably employed in those industries
near at hand which have had a ftller measure of protection for their markets. (See
Exhibits A, B, 0, D, and E, attached.)
Our eastern markets can receive dairy products with cheaper transportation from
Canada than from the western part of the United States. All through the past summer and autumn a carload of Canadian cream came into Philadelphia each week.
The cost of producing this cream in Canada has been given you read in statistics compiled for the New England Dairy Tariff Committee. Canadian costs are
approximately 40 cents per gallon less than the cost of producing cream in Pennsylvania. This cream can be sold in Philadelphia so cheaply tfat it practically
makes the market price for cream in Philadelphia.
TARIFF ON VEGETABLE OILS.

We4

would further ask that whatever figure is decided upon by Congre, as the
tariff tax on butter, be applied to vegetable oils to be usd for human food.
The ulse of coeonut oil as a substitute for butter fat has increased to an alarming degree, as has, been shown-your committee by others who have appeared before you
and need not be en tered into here. A compound of skim milk and coconut oil Is
being manufactured in 1arge quantities and sold-in direct competition with dairy
products, in the form of imitation or bogus evaporated milk and as imitation cream
and ice cream. We hold that it will undo the whole scheme of protective tariff if
this principle is not strictly adhered to.
p roper
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A by-product of the dairy industry obtained from the skim milk remaining when
butter is made is casein. When this by-product can be sold profitably, it helps to
increase the total receipts for the milk products, so that the returns t; the farmers
are more nearly commensurate with their costs. Large quantities of this casein are
now being imported chiefly from Argentina, and we protest that it should not be
placed on a free list but should have, instead, the same protection as other dairy
products. (See Exhibit F.)
THE MENAC

OF; DANISH BUrTER

WITHifA

COMPARISON OF MINNE8OTA ANDI DANISH

BUTTER COSTS.

At the present time foreign butter is coming into the United S5ates at the rate of
nearly 2,000,000 pounds per morith. (See Exhibit G.) Over one-fourth of this originates in Denmark. It is laid down at our eastern seaboard in the very heart of the
consuming centet of our couitry with a verylow ocean freight rate-i cent per pound
without refri ration, or if cents with refrigeration. Butter makers in Minnesota, the
heart of the United States butter-producighsection must pay li cents f. o. b. to Philadelphia in carload lots, or 2i cents in less than carload lots. The comparison is distinctly in favor of the Danish farmer. (See- Exhibits J and K.)
A year agb I visited-Denmark for the purpose of studying Danish dairy methods. I
disclussedtheir-production and marketing methods with a large number of marketing
specialists and officials. They have a climate unsurpassed for dairying. They have
access to the labor vr..rvoirs of Poland and Russia for cheap contract labor to cheaply
row the roots, hay, 4adgrain crops upon which thev depend f-rthe most of the feed
for their COws. Ocean freightabon cottonseed meal anid linseed cake, etc., from points
of exlportation to Denmark do not make those concentrated protein feeds much higher
in price than the average in. United States. Innumerable safe harbors give the Danes
unsurpassed shipping facilities for their butter.
England is a natural market for Danish butter and bacon, upon the combination of
which Danish agriculture is established. England does not now consume unlimited
quantities of good butter, and United States exchange situation somewhat favoring thes
move, the LDanes are now, therefore ex orting to the United States a part of their
butter. This enables them to keep the English market free anl in favor of the seller.
Many Danes told me frankly that they considered England their natural market, but
they would have to take care of that market now- and "nurse "it, as it were, and not
to force too much butter upon-it.
The United States,, therefore, furnishes an ideal dumping ground for the Danish
surplus any time that the English market needs relief But more important than that,
we must not overlook the fact that with a freight advantage, with cheap labor at their
door, cheap eastern concentrates for the future, the- banish farmer can continue to
undersell our Minnesota and Witsconsin butter makers in our eastern markets unless
the import tax is sufficient to cover the difference in production costs.
Attached is a complete study of production costs in finnesota and Denmark, showing
that it cost 14 cents last summer more to produce and manufacture a pound of butter
in Minnesota than in Denmark. (See Exhibit 11.)
Denmark has not been alone as a growing exporter of butter und other dairy
products to the United States. The Argentine Republic during the past 10 years has
been increasing its exports by leaps and bounds, as is shown by the attached exhibit.
(See Exhibit 1.)
TARIFF SCHEDULE DESIRED.

rFor the reasons already outlined in this brief, we desire the following paragraphs to
reaid:
"PAa. 707. hole milk, sweet Or sOur, 34J cents per gallon;- 6creainm sweet or s,
having not more than 20 per centum of butter fat, 16 cents per gallon, for each additional 5 per centum or fraction thereof of butter fat, 5 cents per gallon additional:
skim-milk, I cent per gallon; ice cream mixtures, unfrozen, having not more than 1.5
per centum of butter fat, lb cents per gallon, for each additional 5 per centuni or fraction thereof of butter fat, 5 cents per gallon additional; frozen, having not more than I3
per centum of butter fat, 9 cents per gallon, for each additional 5 per centum or fraction thereof of butter fat, 3 cents per gallon additional.
"PAR. 708. Milk, condensed or evaporatcl. In hermeticallysealed contailniers,
unsweetened, 1 cent-per pound; sweetenedA, 14 cents perpotiud; all other, li cents
per pound; whole milk powder, 34 cents per pound; cream powder 8 cents per pound;
and skimmed milk powder 14 cents per pound; malted milk and compounds of or substitlutes for milk or cream, 20 per centum ad valorem.

Table: Record of cow-testing as ociation, Blair County, Pa.
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" PAR. 709. Butter, 10 cents per pound; butter substItutes, 10 cents per pound.
"PAR. 710. Cheese, valued at lese than 30 cents per pound, 6 cents per pound;
valued at 30 centA or more per pound, 25 per centum ad valorem; cheese substitutes,
S. cents per pound; lactarene or caWin, 4j cents per pound (this article now appears on
the free lint); sugar of milk 4j cents per pound; all other dairy products not otherwise
provided for, 20 per centum ad valorem."

Ex;HnBrr A.
-Reord~oftow-testin associat, Blir Conty,0 Pa.
Number farms....
..........................:.19..........
1.....1
.current penses ...................
Grain
................ $13,712.39
.......74
Roughage and pasture. .............................
.........$............$12,643. 28
Labor ....
Hiauling milk .......
S°,612.17
$4, 162. 36
Interest depreciation, etc .......................
Decrease in inventory.
:.
: .0.50
.::.................$:5:.,65.:
.....
Total co...t
$61, 229. 04
....................
Returns,~other tha~n: i prod UctA................. .................$6, 625. 06
Net cost.$54.................
$54, 603. 98
Net cost plus 10 per cent for managing, lottime, etc.......... $00,064. 36
$3.89
100 pounds.
Cotper
1 m~ilk
7,32t~,04.3
pierecow....
9
084
(-liostrCnd~frmagl~
(-uart.
......................................
per
7
per .c.7,324
Pounds
milk(POtnti1
..:.g 0 7 : 3Q8Wl:
GC~ ins
: 00;
:Feed COnsUmed Per cow:
.

.

..... .....

.

.

.

.

.

..

................................

.......I..........

.......................

...........

.

.............

,038 -gf .
Grains (pounds).2.....R, 717 ::
Silage (poudds).5.......

1,17'3
hray (pounds).1,173
..........................

..-

Stover (pounds)
........................1..l, 834
Labor per cow except hauling:
245
.
Man hour
66
:
Horse hours...........
1..
C(ows per farm .................1:1.
Current expenses include insurance, taxes, repairs, medicine, beiddng, breeding
fees, salt, etc.; man labOr charged at current prices fOr yearnand communitY; horse
labor charged at current prices for year and community; breeding fees charged at
actual coot; paature at $2, $4 per acre per cow; feed at market price at tihe farm; manure
Credited at $15 per cow for what was produced at the barn; calves credited at current
value at 3 days of age: interest charged at 5 per cent: increase or decrease in inventory
gotten by taking inventOries at beginning and end of year.
.

.....

.

......

..............

.............

I

.

.

THiik 1UNTINODON COOPERATIVE COW TESTING ASSOCIA.
TION, YEAR OF MARCHI, 1920-APRIL, 1921.
Stale College Schoo of Aglculture and Experiment Station.)
'Thle information in this report has been calculited from figures that were kept by
the tester in the Hfuintingdon (Cooperative (6wO Testing Assoclation in addition to the
regular asseiation records. Specal blaks we prepared for keeping a record of the
labor, current expenses. and inventories. These records together with the regular
affi)Ciation records on feed and milk prw(ltletionf give the complete cost figures.
The following are the averages of 23 herds having a total of 271.2 cows, or an average
COST OP PRODUCING MItIK IN

siyenlvanla

of 11.8 cows per herd:
$.......2. 68
Average (oit per 100 poutndI...............
$0. 058
..
Average cost per quart..
.58
verage cost per poundt btter a2 .......................................
,202
Average pounds of milk per cow.
251. 7
Average poun(ls of butter fat per cow ..
-

.............................

'Includes hauling.
'Credit for skim milk at 40 cents perthndredwelgbt.
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Pounds of feed required to produce 100 pounds of milk:

25. )020
................61. 7
:
13.11
........:.
.,... 2.1
G'reenri feed.2.1
Number of hobur of labor required to produce 100 pounds of milk: Man, 2.2h1ours;
horse, -0.04 hour.
Pounds of feed required to keep a eov for a year:
.

.

..

.

.

.......

..

..

..

.

..

..

.

..

a
HSIlage...................
.

:......I

.....................................

.

..

..

..

....... ...

.

..

.

.

.

..

.

.

..........

I

.......

.

.

4

(train.1,562
1,:6;0XfV
.

.

.

.

..............

.

3 83V
Slage ...3..0.....
:Hlax'F.1...
],12.6
Stov}r
::..:844
..84
stov recx~
..............................................
0
....... :.
...............................133
..............................................
Number of hours ofilabor required to-carefor'acow fora year(notincluding marketing of-nilk): Man, 140.4 hous; horse, 2.7 hours,
The average herd required daily 44 pounds of straw as bedding. MNfost herds were
pastured six or seven months while one herd was not pastured.
In calculating the records the following factors and values were us'ed:
IHeifers entering the herds during the year were charged at $95 eac . Most of the
herds are kept u p, by the addition of home-raised heifers. Practically no cowR were
purchased, while 45 heifers entered the herds during the year.
Pastire wa chased at $2 per month per cow.
Man labor was charged at 30 cents per hour and horse labor at 20 cents per hour.
This allows $7 per day for a man and team.
Straw was charged at $12 per ton Which was the farm value for this community last
..

......

.......

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

year,

No percentage rate of depreciation was figured on cows, since the inventory was
taken at both beginning and end of the year. This allows for any increase or decrease
in value. Deopreciation on build ngs and equipment was determined the same way.
This amounted to about 10 per cent on equipment and 2 per cent on buildings.
A credit of $15 per cow was allowed for manure that was produced while the cows
were in the barn. This is at the rate of about $2 per ton.
A credit of $5 per cow was allowed forall calves living at 3 days of age. There were no
cows or bulls that died during the year, while there were 16 calves that died before
they were 3 days old. There were 254 calves, both living and dead, produced during
tbe year. This leaves 17.2 cows that produced no calf during the year, either because
their breeding was neglected or they failed to breed. Every cow ought to have a
calf during the year, and if she does not she should be disposed of.
Breeding fees were determined by figuring the cost of keeping the buljl except
where no bull was owned, when they were charged at actual cost to the farmer.
Five per cent interest was figured on theaverage value of the bull, and charges
were made for insurance at 25 cents per year; 125 hours of man labor, at 30 cents per
1 ton of straw for bedding, at $12; feed, at $86.71, and allowing a credit of $20
hour;
.
for, manre.
The feed was charged in the following manner: Hay, 7 pounds per (Jay for 12 months,
at $21 per ton; silage, 15 pounds perday for 7 months, at $8 per ton; and grain, 5
pounds per day for 12 months, at an average price of $2.38 per hundredweight.
The grain was made up of the following mixture:
Pounds. Amount.
300
Oran, at $2.70 per huntdredwelght ......
$6. 10
I.........................................
6 . 76
l
~3()
i
Oats, at $2.25 pr hunrede~ht.ded
.
6,00
at $2 per hundredwelght .3.............I
('orn,
3.00
Oil meal, at $3 per hundredweight .l.O..
'
3......
...........
23. t
J, XX1
Total, at $2.34 per hundredweight .............................................
...........

.

Before figurin the cost per hundred pounds, 10 per cent of the net cost was added
the dairy's share of lost time and managerial ability, according to the unifoirm schedule adopted by the United States Department of Agriculture.

to allow for
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Table: Cost of producing milk in Maryland, April, 1921.

Table: Cost of milk production per cow for south Jersey, 1921.
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TARIFF: HERNGs.:

Thecant of producing milk in this section was found to be dvided in the following
manner: Feed 45.4 per cent, labor 26.6 per cent, other expense 28 per cent.
The following is a detailed statement of the coat of keeping a cow for one year:
Feed:
,oticentrates ..........................$36. 37
Roughage ............................ 7 908
.
Pasture .10.........................
$814.~40
Labor (does not include marketing)......................41. 88
.......22. 19
Interest and depreciation...........
Current expense, taxes, insurance, repairs of buildings and equipment, veteri'nary, reing fees, cow-testing fees, fly protection, ice, saIlt, bedding,
.....................30. 75
gasoline, etc .........

~Total .............................I...179. 22

Credits:
Increase ininventory ................I......$14. 66
5. 00
Value~of CAlf..........................
Value of Manure ................. ......15. 00

.34. 66
5

cost......144.

Net
Ten: per cent of net cos for lost time and maaHra abiiy1.4
Total ................................159.02
EXHIBIT la
(1o8t of producing milk in Maryland Ap'ril, 1921.
ICoinpiled by J.; H.

Gamble,

professor of dairy husbandry,

Amount.

item.

:Cost at
present

Ttlesl gallons

53. 14
1.70
4.00
1.03
2. 72
.5. 53
74

ak.

Cost at
Amount. preen
prices.

Item.

prices,

Hay.'......pounds.. 251.5
..do.... 42.5. 8
Silage..... ....do .... 1, 150.0
72. 1
Home-grown grains. . . do ....
Purchased-grains.....do.... 253. 0
Investment and other costs,
$5.53~
less returns other than milk.i
Human labor......hours.. I29.7~
4.4
Horse labor .......do. ...
Corn stoyer ....

university orMrlnColg

.
Costr per Callon- ..........
Cokpr0Io nds.... .......
Differefilal or4percentmil.......
Freight per gallon ............

Total cost at Baltimore per

0. 128
.025
.04

3

gallon...33.3

6

2.0

FREiD AND LABOR COSTS.

Prewar. War. Present.

Prewar. jWar. Present.

.0
A0 5.2.00
ffay, per
ton....... 5.00 10.00
Silage, pertonil..$20..
.56 1.75
Corn, per bushel......
Braum, per toll.......30.00 6.5.00

$25. 00
8.00
.80

36.00

Cottonseed incal, per ton. $27.00 $S0. 00
Linseed ineal, per ton... 30.00 90.00
. 15
.40
labor, pe)r hour ......
. 25
15
Horse laor, per hour ....

$46.00
.50. 00,
. 25
. 15

EXHIBIT D,

Cost of milk production per cowvfor south Jersey, 1921.
C oncentrates: 2,597 pounds purchased, 392 pounds home-grown, corni.$53.711
83
Roughage: 2,62, pounds hay, 1,032 pounds stover, 6,392 pounds silage.....43. 78
....................16.
P:istufre. 6 monthss.:
'-i....
33
Bedding, 1,338 tons (stalks,~ straw, meadow hay) ...............11.
54. 54
Man labor, 202 hours at 27 cents......................
3. 27
......I.........
Horse labor, 16.34 hours at 20 cents.
......

Table: Cost of materials used in producing milk.

Table: Cost of milk production for Sus ex County, N. J.

Table: Lactarene or casein- Imports, 1921, January to November, inclusive.
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90'
6.6
Truck
hour6..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$9.

..
3. 30W
Dairy 'equpet $22 investment per.cow
Building cost, $162 investment per cow ....................16. 60,

.......2..........22....
Taxe
Interest,,O6percnt.8............2...
Deprcato,8 per cent.~
...................... ...11. 36~
Management.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.................25.,00
Total cost per co..........................275. 66

.......................26. 40
value'of manur,1 tonse.......v.....
..............I.1...... 39
Value ~of cale sold
Net cost per co..........................237. 87
Cost of milk per quart.........................±. 07
Cost of materiall' used in producing mil'k.
3
.........
Hay, ~per ton ................$18.....
per ton...........I..................... 6.64
Stover;
Ensilae per ton ................5........87....
Concentrates, per ton ............................37. 00
Pasture, per month ..........4..... ...............2. 79
per cow
Labor,
................................ .27
$810)

per cow
Value
I................142.00
...............
interest, 6 per cent; production per cow, 3,510quarts per year.
ExRIBtT E.'

Cost of milk production for Sussex County, N. J.
cost per-eew.

Concolitrates, 2 577 pounds....
3,167
otherago:
Im

cost per COW.

-items.1921
1911918
1918

Items.

pouand.;sigA7

$89. 50
50.23

Pasture, 4 months....... 8q.(100
Man latxr, 1892.6 hours.. .. 5l,C,'k
6. 00
Horse libor, 20.1lhoturs.....
1)
equ. pment..... 10.175
Dail
.............

Taxes per cow..........
Interest pet cow......

90
7. 62
4.08

Depreciation.
......10. 16

Buillservice ...........

$5. 9S
$51.51 1Mlsceilancou~s......... $6. 53
20.94
Management ..........22.57
203
Toa cost per cow ... 218.27
45.~51~
12. M
8.0
Value of manure ........ 1.5.0
W7.3t Value of calver sold.12.69...14 59
4.00
75
20.59
27. 69
10.1
203. 79
2.41 Net cost per POW........220. 5S
.06!
8.28 Cost of miIlk per quart .....
.07i
3 11
3. 30
11.04 Cost oV milk per 100 pcuwds
4. 13
.

COST OF MATERIALS USED IN PRODUCINO MILK.

Hay, per ton .......-$23.33

$ltmor .............12.00
9. 00
E~nsfiag ............
................

55. 0.

$31. 46
12.00
7.27
40.00

Pasture. per month ........ $2.00
Laboir, man..............

Value per cow ...... ....
Interest .......per cn.j

$V.00
.31
138.1.00
6

127.00
6

Cows gave 3,019 quarts per year.

EXHIBtT F.

Lacktaene

or

-

casei n-Im ports, 1.921, January to November, inclusive.

*

Pounds.

January, February, March........................2 995,9
IApril, May, JuIne ...........................3 225, 216
585
July, August, September ........................1 757, 694
October.................................825,

November...............................176, 302
Total.............................. 8, 980, 389

Table: Imports of but er, 1921, January to November, inclusive.

Table: [No Caption]

Table: Cost of but er fat production per cow year, Apr. 1, 1920- Mar. 31, 1921, Cokato, Min .
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TARIFF HEARINGS.

7Imot.~i of butter, 1921, January to Notvember 'inclusive.
January4February; March......................... 9, 974, 4241
April,M ay un..............
..............1, 458, 743
July. August, September ...739,......... 563
October.1,~~~~~~.....................t858, 650,
November ............
.......,.........1, 925, 500

Total.............................. 15, 9,58, 940)
ExHiISIT 11.
COMPARISON OF COSTS OF ItUTrER FAT PRODUCTION IN DENMARK-AND UNITED STATES.

This comparison-of cost-4 shows that for the year April 1, 1920, to Mrch 31, 91
the cost of producing I pound o'f' butter fat in Minnesota and Denmark was as folloS.,
$0.156
Minnesota..........................

Denmark._4......................... 2~'
....

Diffeence in favor of Denmairk.~14
The costsi of production of Ibutter fat in Denmark are compared with the costs if)
Minnesota, for the reason that the costs of transportation of butter is the same from
both Sections to. the eastern markets and Mfinnesota is one of the important butter-producing,8tates.
Minnesota costs are bared on costs ati published in the University of Minnesota
Agricultural E primnift. Station Bulletin 173 "for a group of farms" about Cokato,
1I n n. a~bu tter- fart producing section. These costs; as given in the bulletin have been
brought uip tci dat by applying new p rices to the quantity fgrsgiven therein. The
new prices for feed and labor were obtained from the Crop Reporter as; publifihed by
the United States Department of Agriculture. Other items of cost were obtained
from the bulletin as published and through correspondence with the university.
Cost of butter fat

~production per cow, year, Apr.

1, 1920- Mar. 31, 1921, Cokato, Minn.
Quanltity,~ Price.

Feed per year.

Onts~~.......................... pounds..
....1

Corn

328
'1.8
0.15
51.8
9.2.5
1.5
82
2.13.1
144;
36
2.5.77
1
3..
.58

..do
ary............................do
do . I
..........................
_

-..

..

1.521

..

horts.......do...
Olei......
...................do;...4
(10
162,
Alfalf........................
Miea.do.........3,....083
C'or (6odd er
..d
091
o...I
Corn' s8tovor ............I............do
424
631
_alag................I...........do ... .
177
P~tr.............................days..!
Labor:.d
....

'15.00
13,25
8.00
4.00
7.00
'2.00

1.22
204

.36
s42.21
11.80
.5
4.4
132
.&
462
34
'.13
4.42
141

...

..

Ma..........................hours.'

H orse............................

cost.

..

overhead:
. ...
.7..8
Hqulirneait..........................

Interest on $80, at 8per cent ...................64
Total costs.
131.48....
Credits:
$;manutre, S10; skirni ilk, $21 .::..............3............
Net cost of butter fat produced per cow
9,. 48F

('allV,

.

..

........

IPer hundredweight.

s Ton.

....

......

.............

s Per month.

* Per hour.

Table: Costs of production of 1 kilogram of but er fat in Denmark in the year Apr. 1, 1920, to Mar. 31, 1921.

Table: Exports of but er and che se from Argentina, 1910-1919.
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'J2The average butter-fat production for the' tAte of Minnesota is 150 pounnd per cow;
average cost per pound of butter fat in Minnesota based on above figures, 54 cents
per pound.
COSTS FOR DENMARK.

: Th6e detail costs given below were obtained from the bureau of agricultural coatings,
IDenmark, by the United States consul geineral at Copenhagen. The rates of exchan"e for conversion of D)anish values to United States values is the average of the
monthly foreign exchange rated in New York on Copenhagen as reported in the
Federal Reserve Bulletins for the year April 1, 1920, to March 31, 1921.

Costs of production of 1 kilogram of butterfat in Denork in the year Apr. 1, 1920, to

AMar. S, 1921.

(From bureau agricultural ostings, Denmark.l

Fodder:i!,J,-

Kronen.

4/6 kilogram oil cakes, at 48 ore ....................... ....2. 21
1 kilogram other concentrates, at 36 ore .. 36
1.6 food units of straw, at 25 ore ............................... I,.. 40
10
0.6 food units of hay, at 17 ore ..............................
1. 61
7.0 food units of roots, at 23 ore
.........
...........
5.2 food units of grass and green crops, at 17 ore.
.88
..........

..

- ~~~~~~~~~~~5.
M
\
;
fS
S
,
l
5.56
Other expenses on the farm:
32:%
Labor ................92..
Remuneration to owner or manager.
........................ 35
,37
Interest ................
28
Rent of dwelling .........
Articles of inventory .
,., .08
Horse labor..........,I08
.11
..........
Sdndry expenses............ .....1....
-- 2. 19
.77
Carriage of milk to the dairy .
.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

Gross expenses ..........8. 52
.59
2.13
Value of 24 kilograms of skim milk, At 8.86 ore ..........
-- 2. 72

Credits:-,
VIalue of manures

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.......

:5. 800
Net cost 1 kiloam butter fat.....5........
...
..
.
Reduced to United .States Quantities and valueH: 1 kilogram butter fat equals 2.2
pounds; 2 2 pounds of butter fat Costs 5.80 kronen; average exchange rate on C(openhagen for the year April, 1920, to March, 1921, 1 kronen equals 15.99 ents; 2.2 pollndks
butter fat costs $0927; 1 pound butter fat costs $0.418.
...

EXHIBIT I

Expor't8of butter anid chec8e from Argentina, 1910-1919.
ICompiled from the official publication "Anuarlo del (oxmerceo Exterlcr de la Republmca Argeitlia."J
Years.

Butter,

Cheese.

Pound..

Pounds.,

Years.

Butter.

Chee.>e.

Pounds-

Pounds.

0
1910 ...
12,,72
._2,0_.12
=_..__...
.............1)1...................
191 ......3,076,81:
21,071,58 'I'6,01.5,015
1,142 1917.................
4
262
281
06,314
1918
.41,
19g2...106.......
14,177,253:
8,
1f
a 7, 8:....2f71 rf:{,t
**ev.*+@
......... ,42!:1W7.....
1913 ...................,
16,186 199441,,247
19, 561, 969
,,2,
1914 .7,0,..
8,216 1920 1 ..........I..
X,576,604 ............
,,75, 661
I
I
1921
1915 .......,.
(11 months) ........ 37,720, (W...
10,191,152
:1:,44
...............

.

I From

Argentine Rllver Platte (a commercial publication), November 25.
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TARIFF$ 1EARIN(lS.

BRIMF OP 4RAY SILVR REBPRESENTING TER A3ERICAN FA

-FEDERATION:
BF3 U

It is shown that a tariff is need to protect the Amicandaiyfarmer fr the
iimportation of quantities of dairy products, which, though smail in volume,greatly
deprea the market price received by American dairymen.
It it shown that this tariff will not seriously increase the cost of dairy productto
consumers, nor deprive them of the benefits of importation in case of a shortage of0
prduetion within the United Stat"e.
I PORTO

ANI EXPORT..:

VI present the flguires as to exports. Table VI balances imports and
Tables-onI aito milk
basis. They show that from 1910 to 1914 imports an exports
export
about balanced, but thit exports have greatly exceeded import. since 1915 at a
diminishlng rate since 1918, however, the excess being only 828,000,000 ih the first
half of tht. calendar year. The European cheeses have- been included in Table VI
as imports, Iit would have been better to have omitted them. They are largely
made from skim milk or other than cow's milk. Also they do not compete with
our dairy products really
As to better, we have usually h.d an excess of export, but since 1919 the excess
has decreased- until for the fiscal 1ear1921 the decfit was 25 000,000 pounds. For
June and July of this year, however, export have been in the lead.
:As to cheee,. an exce-s of import seems to be norml, but durng the war the
revrae was truie. For the fiscal year 1921 wie were back on- an excess import basis.
Our exports of cheese are of the cheddar type, and our imports are over half of the
various Europeai types not made in the United States at all, or in some cases not
made in sufficient quantities.
It was in condensed and evaporated milk that our big export. were made. "The
Europeans have usually taken condensed rather than evaporated milk." The war
created a tremendous demand for condensed milk. Our production more than:
doubled from 1914 to 1919. Export. grew to over 700,000,000 pounds in 1919. Since
then, however, our exports have slumped badly, being only 262,000,000 in fiscal year
1921.
Our imports of milk and cream from Canada hive always exceeded our exports to
Canada. This is largely a matter of geography, the dairy sections of Canada being
nearer-to our largecities in the East than any dairy sections of our own adequate to
supply the.needed milk and cream without being subidized.
The Tariff Information Survey on dairy product. sho that our imports of buttr
have mostly come from Canada and Denmark, Canada being in the lead increasingly
ever since 1916. Formerly considerable imports came from Australia and New
Zealand, Re-*cently our imports seem to have returned to former channels, Denmark
leading by a margin of 10,000,000 pounds in 1920 (calendar year). Netherlands sent
us over 3,000a,00 pounds in 1920. Australia did not ship much here in 1920, but
New Zealand sent usp 645,000 pounds. Argentina has become a new entrant into
the field, shipping us over 4000,000 pounds in 1920.
Obviously the cointies south of thie Equator have a seasonal advantage over us in
our winter dairy production.
Our exports are mostly to the West Indies, Mexico, Central America, the northern
0
States in South America,:Philippines, and Canida.
The reason for our recent reversal in butter commerce is partly explained by Table
VII. Ever since Auguist, 1920, butter prices have been high in the United State
relative to prices of other farm products. Along with this must be taken the fact
that in Euqrope. prices have been relatively low, butter being a luxury over there.
Great Iri'tain by trade agreements with Canada, has alfo shut off the Danieh imports.
Our cheese imports have come from Italy, Switzerland, France, and the Netherfands,
but recently cont'iderahle has come from Argentina. 7he imports from Argentina are
partly of the Italian varieties, taking the place of what formerly came from Italy.
Great l1ritain has always received the major portion of our exports, Cluba ranking
second. Mexico, Central America, the West Indies, and Canada have received moet
of the remainder.
What little condensed milk has been imported came from the Netherlands and
Switzerland up to 1916 and 1917, but since then bas come mostly from Canada. The
Netherlands was back again in the game in 1920, hut has shipped very little to the
United States since last August. Neiw Zealand shipped 111,000 pounds one month in
1920, blt has ship)l)ed none since. (I(10 not understand why the Netherlanlds should Ehip
to the UTnited States when the United States is at the same time exporting imiuene
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q;uantitiesto the United Kin dom and an: there mutbe some special reason
for It,'): Our exports to the United Kingdom, Belgium, and France have been large
since 1916 and were still large in 1920. (1uba and the Philippines are the largest other:
consumers of our goods. Panama and China also import our condensed milk.
PRODUCTION.

The billion pounds of milk imported into the United States in the form of butter,
cheese, cream, etc., in the fiscal year of 1921, is only 1 pecent of our total l)rodiiltion.-Our excess of exports over imports was 7 per cent in 1917, but has been less than I
per cent in 1921. Our excess imports of butter in the fiscal year 1921 were only 2
per cent of ouir total factory and farm butter production, Our total combined imports
of milk antcbream were a bout 1 per cent of the household use of milk and cream in
the United States. Foreign trade is therefore a minor factor in this field,
Table VI [I shows the growth' of dairying in the United States in terms of dairy cows.
To get comparable figures, heifers a year old and over on January 1 were included.
We had over 3,000,000:more dairy cows in the United States in 1919 than in 1909.
The increase was from 3.2 per farm to 3.7 dairy cows per; faHin The increase was
only slight, howeer, in the New England aid North Atlantic States.
Not the absolute production of milk is important in this connection, but the increase
in relation to the demand. The question of the effect of a tariff on dairy products in
the long run depends tpon whether our milk production will keep i wit our population and- ou1r per capita consumption. (The tariff for particular emergencies or

temporary deficits like the present is a separate matter and will be discussed later.)
The answer to this question involves a consideration of the various systems of farming
competing with dairying.
(Iorn-and-h6g farming always has had first choice of our farming land over-dairy
products and it will continue to doso until our agriculturelis very greatly intensified.
I mean by this that land that is well suited to growing corn for grain and feeding hogs
will be used for that purpose in place of for producing milk, and will, as at present,
be worth more per acre for that purpose than for dairying. Land not so well suited: for
corn will be used for dairying and will be worth less per acre. Milk, however, being
in part a product which requires production near where it is consumed, will always
he produced in considerable quantity everywhere. Furthermore, a considerable production come as a sort of by-product to beef-cattle farming, or as a supplement to other
farm enterprises.
Now, there is in this country a very large acreage of land available for dairy production that corn production will not need. It is located mostly on the northern
edge of the (orn Belt. At present dairying is competing seriously with grain- for this
territory. Within the last 10 years, it has gained ground over grain farming in much
of this territory. The tendency will be for this to continuee' for the simple reason that
dairying is a more intensiye system of farming than grain farming, and growing population will gradually compel us toproduce a larger ffroduct per acre. (At a still later
stage, cereal crops for direct human consumption tend to replace dairying.) At any one
time, the limit between grain farming and dairying will depend upon the relative
prices of grain and dairy products. The question is as to whether world prices for
dairy products, tat is, prices that will prevail under a system of free trade with other
countries, will give us an adeqtuate home production.
Europe in general is at a deficit stage in mlnk production. The limit in milk consuimption in a populous country, however, is likely to be reached before the limit of
that is, the economy of farm production may make possible the production
production;
for export of dairy roducts which the producers themselves can not afford to eat.
This is true of some of the territory exporting dairy products in Europe to-day. Thus
far, however, other countries of Europe, more prosperous, have been able to absorb
the surplus. (Just now, due to the war cost, this probably is not true, bitt the coildi.
tior is probably temporary. We need not fear milk competition from Europe.)
Ti.enewer countries, like Argentina and Canada, are passing into dairy production.
Canada, being largely north of profitable growing- of corn for grain, is essentially a
grain and dairy region. We can expect a surplus production in that area. the
competition of dairying in most of Canada is with grain, as in the United States. It
is likely that there is ample territory in the United States which can produce on even
terms with Canada so that we need not worry over production from that source. That
does not mean that there will not be imports from that source. If Canada were a
I

Explanation seems to be that they are Nestle & Co. branded goods.
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part of the United States there would be much moving of dairy product. especially
milk and-cream, over the present bounairy. This is merely a matter of geography
and location with respect to big centersof conumption in the United States. Tinder
free trade. the same thing will'happen. The bulk of the movement.will be:tward
the United States, because we have the population. So longs we are sending dairy
products to Europe; putting a barrier against Canadian products will have no important effect, except form 1k and cream, which must have a local market. If we
develop a domestic deficit, then a tariff against Canadian butter, cheese, and condensedmilk will be effective, prices will rise enough to attract more land into dairy::
ing away from small grain and corn,.
Argentina has -a large area, lik the. United Stats, that is better suited for dairying
than for corn and where dairying competes with small grain. As in the United States,
dairying will expand as fast as small grain will let it,h
The solution virtually is about this: The United Stats, Argentina, and a few other
new countries have territory within them situated favorably, in an economicnsense,
for producing dairy 'piduts Sm'all'grain and dairying and' corn-and-hog farming,
to some extent1 are competing forlthis territory.. Grain is well suited to export, so
is corn.. Dairying is likely in anyof these regions.to maintain itself at a point where
it supp)I e'the home demand. and some in addition for export. Grain will be. exported in preference to dairy products. If, however,' deficits develop in Europe or
elsewhere,.then prices will.be high enough to Ifavor ex orting a littlemore dairy
products and a little less grain, As grain prices are largely"on an export basis in' 11
these countries, so also must dairy products be, even though'little or no dairy Products
are exported. .Comptition with grain for land keeps themnon this basis. in whatever export trade develops, the various countries named, United Stte8s, Ar entina,
will be on an even basis, except for differences in ocean haul and interior hauls to
exportin points. Our data on importsand exports show that. the Tropics always
aro defllc&tareas, and'this means 'that the United 'States, Argentina, and similar regions
must hav'e -a surplus 'to export to them. All will compete for this trade. Prices at
home will be set by this market, and the market in Europe in case there is a deficit
there, less transportation 'costs' in each case. The same is true for grain prices, and
grain prices at home keep in line with butter prices.
The purpose of this analysis isAto show that price levels are likely to be adequate
in the United States to call forth a domestic production gtfficient to meet home consun ption, and something of a surplus besides.
Wen the countries producing a sulrplus are, examined more closely, however,
some differences may develop, relating principally to methods of production in these
countries and suppls of the factors of production, Dairying requires a larger ratio
of labor and capital to land than does grain farming. (Labor for milking, feeding,
etc., and' capital for buildings, investment in herd, etc.) The particular- regon
which is best supplied with both of these will be. favored in dairy production'. -..The
level of wages in Argentina relative to the United States does not tell us anything.
What we need to know is whether wages are higher or lower relative to land values
and interest rates in Argentina than they are in the United States. In general,
Ctinterest rates are relatively high in Argentina and land and wages low. Let us suppose the following:
Wages. Iterest
:IWages.
:I::rates.

Per cen.
: S
8
Argentina.5............................................................25

UnitediStates .............

..

Iand
rates.
$150
90

these conditions, a farm enterprise would be favored in Argentina which,
first, used a considerable amount of labor; second, a great deal of land per unit of
pro(luct; aindl thir(l, very little capital. (No accuTate data covering these points have
been discovered in the time at nm disposal, but it would seem that Argettink in
general does not lend itself strongly to (lairying. In the special dairy regions coidi-:
tions iay be quite (lifferent, of course. Land( values will be hiIlier than the average,
but probably not equal to the value of the good corn lands. Wages will be a little
lower, and probably interest rates. If there is a large supply of family labor, that will
nean more than lower wages.)
As for Canada, there are large areas where all conditions favor dairying, and this
area is great in proportion to population.

Unjdr

Table: Table IX.- Milk cows in United States, 1910 to 1921 (Bureau of Crop Estimates).
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Table VII giving prices of dairy prod icts cereals, etc., from 1909 to 1921, the
average of years 1909-1914 being taken as 100, shows that fron 1916 (starting in July)
until August, 1920, prices of butter were below the prices of other farmi pirod ucts. For
a period of a year frohi May, 1917 to May, 1918, butter prices wore filly 20 per eent
below the average. Since September, 1920, the opposite has been true, butter prices
averaging nearly 30r'ier cent above other farm jirices. Durilig the war, the strong
demand was for cereals and textiles. Silence these prices rose fastest. The effect of
this waa that less thazi the proper number of hiefers were raise(l. 'e are llOW feeling
the results two years later in a threatened deficit of dairy products. During the years
caIe
that
from 1917 to 1920, we were getting the nmilk from the expansion in dairying
in 191:3 to 1916.
TAB.IE IX.-Afilk cowls in United States, 1910 to 1921 (Burlea of 'Crop Estitates).0 j7
1910 ..
20, 6265,432 1916 .............
22, 108, 000
111
.20,823.,000
27....0..................
191
22, 894 .000
1912 .20, 699, 000 11918.............23,
2310, 000
1913 ....................... 20, 497, 000 11919.....
23, 47T), 000
1914.20,737,000 11920 ....................... 2:3, 6119,000
191r.
2:3, 321, 000
21,262,000 1921 .............
(Table IX contains the6 evidence for this statementt) Our prices were low in this
period, and we had a large exportable sarplus. We are now facing the possibility of
a deficit for a period. It may not actually develop, but the fact that Pjrices have
4I n of late indicates that it is likely to happen.
started upward vigorously
Part of the impending deficit is due to maladjustments that came (luring the war.
There was a tremendous shift to condensed milk and cheese, and we are not back to a
4

normal basis yet.
If the deficit develops, then the tariff will maintain prices at a higher level until
such time as production catches up again. The tariff in the meantime acts Hi a subsidy to the dairy industry, stimulating the industry to make up the (leficit as (juickly
as possible. Consumers are interested in this press as mile h as the pro(llldcrs-in
fact, more so. There Bi alwayrs one-danger (onniected with it, namely, that the subsidy
will overstimulate production, with a consequent period of a large exportable surplus.
A very moderate stimulant is all that can safely be ad Nised.
LOCAL TARIFF ISSUES.

There is always a deficit of milk and creamin the New Engtlanid States. Even
'though- much milk and cream comiesfrom Canada, rices aire always considerably
higher there than in New York and Philadelbia. lThe: ffecet of a tariff will be to
raise prices on milk and cream to a still higher level in Boston. If the tariff is very
high prices will riae part way andconstumption will fall off.. (Condenised -milk and
mnlk powder will be suibstituted increasingly for fresh milk if fresh milk prices rise
much higher i- Now England- relative to the dairy sections in the United States.)
The additional supply of milk will come in part from farms in New England more
largely from farms to the West, and from creameries itl Now England. This will
encroach on New York and lPhiladeilphia territory and raise prices a little there.
If the tariff is moderate, some milk will still comeofrom Canada, prices will rise the
ftill amount of the tariff, consumption fall off less, and the rest of the supply will come
from New England and W~est. The lx. the tariff, the more will be Imported.
It is a mistake to assume that prod-liC-ti will benefit by the full amount of the rise
in price. Only those who are no'w producing at present prices will benefit the full!
amount of the rise. The new production will take tbe place of other products:(no(w
produced). Only the extra profit of the new enterprise over the old will be a benefit.
Some of the new producers uill just break even and make no more profit than from
-their former enterprises. On all the milk that is transported from longer distances,
extra hauling costs will bet taken out.
T1iE RATE---BU'lF.R.

It will be apparent from the foregoing analysis that no large )ermanent protection
is needed, even if it is highly important that we produce all our own dairy products
which seems to me open to some question. We do not produce all our own wool, flax,
ai-.gr, etc., why should it be a serious matter if we do not prodluce quite all our own
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butter? We probably can, however, even without a tariff; the question is purely an
academic one. What is really needed is some way of stabilizing the industry. The
tariff method of doing this on the whole is a poor method. Nevertheless it seems to
be the easiest and most popular one. I would recommend that the remedy be applied
cautiously, that a tariff be applied with the idea of giving the industry a stimulu, to
catch up, and not to over-cateh-up.
It is difficult to predict what tariff will shut out all importations of butter until:
home production catches up; any tariff can be passed entirely-on to the consumer
up to the point where the added price cuts consumption down. In other words, a
tariff can be used textort a full monopoly price from the consfumer'until production
catches 4p. The importer will sell for the samne price '(net) in this market regardless
of the tariff, until home production catches up. The only difference will Be that
American consumers will not take as much if the tariff passed on to him is a stiff one.
The right way to figure is not the foregoing, but instead, what addition to price
will give a food, healthy stimulus to the industry. I am of the opinion that 6 cents
per pound sl about all that is wise. I don't believe it well to shut out all foreign
butter.,uti think it will give our industry a chance to get back on its feet in plenty

of time:
ite.f

WHOLE MILK.

On the basis of physical equivalents, 6 cents per pound on butter equals about 1.8
cents per-gallon on milk. Butter has to be manufactured, on the one hand, but the
skim milk is left with the''producer. These may be assumed to offset each other.
Milk, however, is moreiexpensive to transport than butter, But since the'only
purpose of lsing' this method of equivalents is to keepmilk from being shipped
over the line to be made" into butter, -the transportation difference is not very important, unless one goes back a ways from the line. (It costs over cents more to ship a
gallon of creatnftom Sherbrooke to Boston than it would-itsibutter content.) Transportation, however, may be considered as protection in this case.
The sVsteni of computing rates on physical equivalent is not valid. Only when
the tariff is actually raising the price of our' butter over Canadian butter is there an
incentive to caritng whole milk over the lin'e'to be made into, butter. As we have
seen, only temporarily or occasionally will there be this price difference. Since it
is so transitory, no regular business will be built up on the basis'of it. The so-called
"line creameries " started iin 1909 on the basis bf the Payne-Aldrich differential soon
learned 'this to their sorrow. Besides, it would be cream that would be gathered in
Canada afin not milk anyway.
The real purpose of the tariff is to keep Canadian milk out of Boston and other
New Elngland markets. Very little milk is so imported anyway, but since the New
England milk prod ucers are interested in academic as well as practical questions,
we must address ourselves to it. Whole-milk prices in Boston are considerably
above butter-conteht values. The system of arriving at'prices to-producers clearly
recognizes this. Nor is the excess of milk' prices over butter-content values a fixed
thing. It varies from season to season, from contract to contract, from city to city.
The tariff protection eeded must therefore vary' with". these differentials. The
higher the differential, the more likely milk is to be brought in from Canada, because
more milk will be worth more as whole milk in Boston than as butter in Canada
Transportation rates of'course affect this problem. They have doubled 'snce 1914.
This lowers the value of Canadian butter on the Canadian side (farther from its market)
but raises prices of whole milk in Boston. Since milk is 24 times as heavy as butter
made from 'its butter fat, the' rise in rates' has'given added protection to the New
England'whole-milk market. Another factor in the problem tfiat must be considered
is competition with cream. lMost of the' cream comes from a distance entailing 5 or 6
cents per gallon of transportation expense. As cream, this same butter fat can be
shipped for a tenth of this amount. The cream rate should be about 11 times the
butter rate, less about 5 cents per gallon. The new milk supply shipped will largely
come from stations in' the United States now shipping cream. The whole-milk rate
can safely be a little high relative to cream, because it is more bother to produce
market milk than market cream.
The Payne-Aldrich rate was 2 cents er gallon. Just a little milk dribble-din;
tinder this tariff. A 2-cent rate for milk and about 10 or 12 cents oln cream would be
reasonable equivalents (2 and 17 cents-or equivalent technically). The emergency
bill levies 2 cents per gallon. Some milk seems to have been imported. This, however, may be temporary. The Fordnoy bill proposes 1 cent per gallon. It may be
entirely adequate in the end. One cent on milk and 5 cents on cream would be near
:enough to equivalent.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISIONS.
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Physical equivalence, assuming 40 per cent cream, would make 24.4 cents pe0o
gallon an equal to 6 cents per pound of butter. A gallon of 40 per cent cream weighs
8.28 pounds. It contains 3.39 pounds of butter fat, which at 20 per cent overrun
makes
1.07 pounds of butter. (4.07X6=24.4 cents.)
There i" more purpo to the method of physical equivalents in the cas of cream
than of whole milk, because a- lage part of the cream comes out of butter territory in
Canada: also the buyers have to buy on a butter basis. However, only in case butter
prices are higher in he United States than- in Canada, as during the present temporary
shortage, will there be a tendency for cream to be shipped over the line to be made
into butter. During a period of this kind,. cream wagons might- haul from Canadian
territory to advantge, but the volume of businm represented would- be small.
So far as Canada is concerned, shutting Canadian butter out of our eastern markets
will undoubtedly lower the p rices in some areas on the Canadian side by a small
amount, relative to prices in the United States, even though both countries are on an
export basis. New York is the most economical market for thee producers. They
are nearer to it than is Minnesota. Hence they enjoy the advaitage of location with
respect -to it, which reflect itself in higher prices. When they are shut out of this
market, then butter must go into export over a more expensive haul. English prices
less cost of hauling will set the level of prices. New York prices in a period of export
are set largely by export to the West ndies, Central America, and South America,
although most of the time enough is exported to Europ to keep the two export prices
in line. The New York 'price thus established is about the same as the Canadian
export price. Now, to the extent that-any Canadians can reach New York cheaper
than they can Canadian 'export prices, they will be inj by a tariff shutting their
butter out of the United States. Of-colrse, it can not b very much.
iLower prices for butter in Canada will probably mean a little lees production and'
more grain and other competing crops.
Part of this same analysis applies to the advantage of location of the dairy regions
of the United States with respect to consuming sections in our own Southern States
and to Central and South America. The Caniadians have profited from this indirectly,
in that the moving of our butter south has left the New York market a little more open
to them.The foregoing is merelyan example of a local effect of a tariff which may result
even though both countries are on an export basis.
To shut out Canadian butter permianently, therefore, a little tariff is needed to
overcome this local advantage. I would say that 2 cents is more than adequate in
ordinary times, and 4 cents in emergencies
It wil later be developed that at)out 6 cents isall that is wise for a-general emergency
tariff. If desired; the 2 cents for local proite'ction can be added to the 6 cents for
emergency protection, although it is my judgment that that is unnecessary, the 6
cents will be in f(rce all of the time even though needed only in emergencies.
A further statement needs to be made as to tariff and grades of butter. Although
the general level of butter prices may he no higher in New York than in Europe, it
may happen at any time that either the lower or the higher grades are selli'nig at a
premium there over other markets. This may encourage imports of thoea grades for
a while.
AIso, as to local effect, localFreameries make all kinds of butter. For a time, a
Canadian creamery just over the line iSy find it profitable to pay 2 cents tariff and sell
in the United States, because of a market for his very poor or yew good butter.
But the total effect of the Canadian Itutter that comes to the United States is practically nothing so far as price is concerned. The effect is not as much as one-tenth of
a cent; for the simple reason that the amount is relatively infinitesimal. It is a case
of taking a cent or two of local advantage away from a few Canadian dairymen for the
sake of an imagined advantage to us.
But of course tariffs are not made on the basis of the effects they produce, but rather
solely for the sake of keeping out foreign goods.
Hence the tariff must hee )ased mainly on keeping cream out at other times. The
question is one of balancing the value of Canadian cream for-butter purposes in Canada
against what it will cost to get an adequate supply of cream from this Bide of the line,
and this is not a question of physical equivalents, but of higher costs balanced against
lower consumption. The nearest calculation that can be made is on the basis of the
extra cost of hauling the additional United States cream from Western Now York and
similar areas over the average cost of hauling the present supply obtained in the
United States. Some of the additional cream will be produced on New England
farms at increased costs, but these costs will be balanced against added transportation
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Costs, the two being about e(luivalefit. Hence one will HFrve aa a measure of the
other; The (listance will have to be counted from. XNew England to the new source
: f supply. Surely 10 or 12 cents per gallon in amply adequate for thin. The emergency rate of ccetit haq not for the time being stopped imhportations*. -But butter in
at a premium over Canada in the United states at present. Also it takes time to e'eek
: 'tit new smources of (,ream supply. A year or two may be nee(led for the main buyers
to make the shift, hut. it will surely come. I am not sure that 6 cents might not Prove
a or two.
adeqUate after year
'rhere iH little or no (anger involved of milk being shipd into the.Uni dStates to
he made (hAee".
ilti
It is merely a question of foreigners making theirex port produet
as cheese instead of'butter if there iaa deficit of dairy products in the nited States
and if import rates favor cheee.: It usually takes about 10 poundls of milk to mtake a
pound of cheddar cheese. A buttr rate of6 cents per potindi ofbutter (26.2 cents per
:10) p)oUnlds (if nilk) equals 24 cents per pound -onl cheese. Trahmportation oests are
poueid. The 1909 rate was 6 cents per
higher, The ll'ordney bill prop 5ses5 eiits per
I913 tariff of 2() )er cenit was a redIitction until cheese
rose
imports
in
po:ind. The
value to :3 cents per pound ain over in'1917-1920,
I airn in favor of a reasonably i igh tariff on cheese. It will not permanently raise the
price of cheddar cheese, since cheese pric can not permanently rise above butter
price; equ ivalontsthe two are il close comnetitioii over wide: areas, and normally
butter will not he affected at all bV a tariff. :Five ents means no nore protection than
24 cents. Most of our imports will be of foreign varieties, which are either more or less
luxuries, or are conaumedi by our foreign population. They make a good source for
revenue. The incidental protection afforded our Swiss-cheese industry will be worth
while. The 5-cent rate is therefore satisfactory.
Coi'rflNSED AND EVAPORATED MILK.
Under normal condlitions from now on, there wili need to be RitNe protection for
condened and ievaporated milk. Our exports are sure to be greatly in excess of imports. Juist'at present, however, the *world is oversupplied with the product and
there is a (ddeal of dumping going on, from; which we are sufferng a little. The
cpndeneed industry is highly organized in Euriope the Nestle Co. being very aggeive
after foreign markets, Only when prices of dairy prod jcts are relatively highi in the
United states, however, is there likely to be any condensed milk imported. The
tariff is therefore largely for temporary conditionsi
On the basfind osf physical equivalents the duty on evaporated milk should be twice
that on whole milk (6 cents per poind -0one-fourth cent per pound on whole milk),
or one-half cent per pound on sweetened condensed milk, two and one-half times
that of whole milk, or fivo-eighths cents-per pound. To this rate should be added
a little protetion onnthe conversion costp of manufacturers. The Fordney rates are
I and 14 cents per pound. They areisatisfactory.
The Foidney rates on milk powders are based on equivalents and in proportion to
those on condensed and evaporated milk.
.A further statement is necessary here., Ithas been pointed-out with respect to
buitter that effects of location will cause a tariff to lower the price of butter in territory
close to the-UUnited States botindary by 1 cent per pound, perhaps 2 cents, at times.
This will require a duty of 4 cents pi gallon, or perhaps f (cents, minus a small extra
charge for cream over butter.
transportation
It is also true that when butter prices are relatively high in the Unid States,
because of temporary hortages 'here, that cream' an be profitably shipped fromnt
Canada to the United States in place of butter unileso the duty on cream is equal to a
butterfat equivalent. For this reason cream seems ,o be commn into the UJnited
States now in spit (if an emergency tariff of 5 cents prllon. If it were feasible to
ask for a tariff at this time On cream at a rate of 24.4 cent per gallon, it woild check
thlis irriprtation. [Buat it does nol~t seem feiasible to ask for 25 cents when the most that
has ever been levied is 6 cents per gll(on.. If the entrance of Canadian cream mealnt
a meirioul lomsso thle dairymen of-tho United States there would be kqe purpose in
it. If Canadian cream starts to lower the priceoif cream in Philadelphia, then more
Cream will be made into butter, and will receive the benefit of the high butter price
prevailing. (Cream prices are always closely in line with butter prices. The dairymen's organizations are mostly able to shift from cream to butter and back very
quickly. Ilere the daanage to thte dairymen i9 not very great after all--At iH for the
most part an apparent, not a real, darnage. On the otlihr hand, 25 cents a gallon on1
cream will calise a lot of opl;xmition from all sources and-will seriously prejudice the
whole dairy program. The(dairy interests of the rest of the United States can not
afford to take this chance for the sake of te dairymeni of the North Atlanti(c States.

Table: Table I.- But er, production, imports, and exports, 1910 to 1921, in pounds.

Table: Table I .- Che se, production, imports, and exports, 1910 to 1921, in pounds.
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1919 .........53,213 2 442,300
5.111,3'%) 072
19
I16
366
1920.~~~...
...17,913,'P82 3,064,3
14,849;
78,1581 4 ,528,792J
1081

........

44,303;070

j:

......

..

A ....age,..91

.......

,817,221

658,247 20,158,974 4l,380

00X3

I21,221,029......

First halfi192) (cal.
efid~ar year)'
8,028,~438 12, 7.52, 55 5,97.5,888 1,4,92 744W
1,4992 74464
Fir-it halt 1921 5 ',..,
8,61,39 I
i,(003 8,533,388 7, 28.3 996.......1,249,392
et dar year)'...
Flwa1 year 1921'2......... 10,5:84,1178 215,428 1(1,3;9,2.50 10, 825, WI3........5, J.13,647
3501,1ii$0J, 604
824, 191
850.,313 .....I
Jutie, I19212 .............1, 09!, 'WA)
II:5,491
....
',2, 786
July, 1921'..............1!53,rA.10
1,:248,014 2,2W SAW),0
....

......

I

TrarifT Informatioll Allrveys, Ppt.4-ii
IDepartmnent of Comnmerce.

' Monithly Summary,

.....

Table: Table I I.- Condensed and evaporated milk production, imports, and exports, in pounds.1

Table: Table IV.- Milk imports and exports, 1910 to 1921.
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~TABLE

L-odne and evaporated milk prduton imorsan exors in

pound.
imports
for con.
sumption,

Domestic

Year.

~production.'

Reex-

ports.

fiscal year.'

Net.
Neexots.
Ntxpr imports.

Eprs
fisalyreair'.5

()
110 ...................
1~3,311,318
.59,43
12,713,184 ......
1911. ~~...630,30.8..(..).12 ,180,445
1 1,55,137......
'
1912 ................
.89878
19,44502......
20,842,'738
852,98
14,747,875
.
1913 .1.. 78, 043
____
128109.......
1914.............
874,410,504 14,95,
16,209,0.82
(I)1577390.1204,77.J
Average 1910-1914 .........3,731,1217
.............

11...................37,235,027
'
18,173,426
150,5677,620
992,364,000.
000 18,356,410
259,141, 231.
1,333,788
1918.
8
29, 928,;931
528,759,233
~~~~~~~1,875,934,000
1919.2,000,~~~~'
72,740,59
Wj957, 000 20,007, )0

3,622,238
141,404,194....
815......
240,i784,
498,832,302......
708 732, 05 ....

1916.:
1917....

..........

1920

18,30,26

.........

...........

(3)

........

......

701,533,270 683,230,00
j402, 497,951 4I

)

Average 1915-1920
23,0 63,22 1
First: half, 192 (calendar
year)i W
5,461,907
First al191(calendar
year)'...7,061,877
Fisca yeaSr 192-1'.
...16,584,49I
384,881
June, 1921 4.........
July, 1921 4.6.......23,398

(8)
(3)
(8)

........

279,782,350
131,372,574
262,668,206
21,700,229

8
(8

......

...

.....

267,932,222......
124, 005,098 ....
242,395,678 ....

21,345,548......
16,714,250......

17,337,848

IImports, preserved. or condensed or sterilized. Exports, condensed or evaporated.
I*Taruff surveys,
PP. 77-94.
*1 Expressed in value only prior to 1919.
4 Monthly summary.

TABLELW-Mik imorts and exports, 1910 to 921.
Fresh milk Value7 of milk

and cream
Value
~~~~~~~~~importsfor exports,
fiscal per wilt.
~~~~~~consumption,
fiscal year.'
year.'.'

Year.
year.

Galo.
1911...
213,595
1912...1.............................
48,823
-1913 ................................45,935
.

..

.

..

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

1914.........................:
607,848
Average 19101-49l4.210............939.......

.

.

.....

1,263,849
195..............................
891, 931
198....1............................
1917
:........1, 7§1,M6
1918.,
933,380
..........................1,1,793,840
191.
1920.
2,832,31.8.
Average 1915-1920.......................
1,751,111IJ
....................

....

...........................

..

First half 1920 (calendar year)
First half 1921 (calendar year)...............a.....
Fiscal year 1921 .................................
June, 1921................................. .1

Jufly,

1921

.............

1Tariff surveys, P. 19.

..............1

'Including cream.
'Not gi~ven separately; see cream Imports.

1,007,705
778,6441
2,291,596

.

.

5244,913
474,055
333,217

50.134

.151
.134

J.

..

343 ,58

524,428
253,629
227,042

813,623
1,766,238
021,423

215,543

274, 533.
440,616

184
130
.158
.206
.
.

.240
.266
.....

.266
.200

.200)
()39,254
....
8
18.585......

.

Table: Table V.- Cream imports and exports, 1910 to 1921.

Table: Table VI.- Balance of imports and exports of dairy products, 1910-1921, expres ed in pounds of milk with 3.5 per cent but er fat.
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T BEV,. Crea i~mport ad exprts, 1910 to 19fU.
a
ue
0
Import?
rls

rn'ots
milk
MraniYa.
tmtoi
~
sujantion, exportsl
ftica
year' fi~~a1 ear.
fical yer'

YWar.

ral/tins.
Gallons.
731,375 ..191..........
797,525
191L.2,3.,4..90.,5882
.
1912
52.4.4.,9I3
.I1120,'240
1913 .1,.......... 247,35 1
474, az
Average, 1915-1920. 1, 113,495
1914.1,773,113 ___________
half 1920 (calendar
Fiearf9iOdr
~
Average, 1910-1914.. 1,441, 503
1910 ....

.

....

~~~~First

W

............
, ,77 39
1916
193,911
191................1,
197.......
743, R19

524,426
7~~~~~~~11,50227,042

1918 .

253,629

~~~~~~~~Value
milk andN4
cream

fiscl

iw

5613,62.3

1,706236
621,423
'1,4

....
3, MM
274,533
year)
"mscl year, 1921 ...i. 1 412,472
440,610
7211,(Y6.
Jue 101.
July, 191'1, 6
......

......

ITariff Surveys, p.1.

2 Monthly Suit mny
'These ar ikadcemfgurs cobnd

TABLE, VI.-Balance of importsl and aJport8 of da~iry

poud

fml

prosduds,

1910-19211, a.rpressed it,

ih35prcn utrJl

IMPORTS.

donsed I(3.5Creamper

Cutehi' (1I

cent
butter

p?1Ii.10
(10014.).~pj
J)Ids).

ik(1 and
86 evapor8.
ted

pounds).

milk

fat).

Total.

(100/40).
Fiscal year:1

,,

,214,7

405481

40,8,0

14631 869 .476'114.0
-1910.,~~~~~~~~~208,231
1911..............1I836,917A,575,770 60,254 3400 2Z,778;,36746626,190
1912.............. 402,678 1,'74.5,44028 902102' 2.3, 404, 690 464,370270
860300
1913............... 395,041 '4,445, 1068'32' 18l66WI 27,690,976 49W2
1914.5,227,4937,377, 43345 7401, ais 185,478,202 V6,6320, 690
1915.10, 867,8MI,327,818 53 66 714 87,607,881 498,435,44

542,071,53

518,836,270
567, 47.30,01
910, 150, 19.3
65, 745,)~234
437, 184,797'
25606.2
249,96, :I5
208,422,787
740, 1581, 059

47330,O802,90
.1918:...............7,670,60j 45 033,
1917...............15i 407i296 4335&'19 190 63
1918 ...............16,627, 00j4 879218:356:752
...IS, 4:27T,O240S,9,'02002 676'145
1919,
19,20...............24,357,93 54,768,170.29: 84600
1921 ...............19, 707, 726 41, 461, 238,36, 441, 778
Calendar year:

164983298,.207,980
243881 13,638
42,993,024 97171,180
98,286,6548 24114,10
492, 125,28 148,'3660
7912,979,666 163,692,500 1,064,282,90,8
52,768,880 433,244,558
First 6 months 1920.......8,666,263 13,664,768,13 894, 409 34202
666,31,3463I08'.1 24,8,9 85,33,80 366,150,052
Frt6months 1921
.........

E X PORTS.

Hxce48; of

Exces of
iprt
Total.
Milk
milk.r
Choeeze.
miltk.r.over
cream.,

t)r.
over

mpr.

exot.

Fiscal 'year:

.
1910;...........
3:3,278,295! 74,774,900 '284 6'00:OM 2,74,095 67, 7N0,717
. 141,718,078
.30,0001,0 36,660,5001, 183,2,49,612.
1911 ..........1........
4,1422;...
637590
1912 .......15,718,297 51606,8451
327,248,972
1913;.......26,999,1I6m 41,:314,796 5,3171,400 259,905,800 4 13,691,161&4 s, 1si, 5R920.
668 40,622,70AZ 87,942,700 242,767,700 392, 608, fi7.'-J i17, 5411,
1914.......21,3&5,
191 5.......16,058,771 93, 089008 24W,540 5O W,30291, 700 5, 879,980, 03.........i, 2-20,Z34,805j
398,944,060321,130,500 4, 39430,4. 100 .3, 194,197,446....... 1,7.57,012,639
1916i.......34,692,796 647,85:3,078
.1 43, .1, im0
M~8, 930,7006,60.5001,300 7,095,590 20-,
1917.......13,805,124
1 d-m, 928, 687
191 .......9,478,45
3~8,-3 &I 422,284,900 4,430,307,600
.
,37 6,4
1919 ......121,451,8571,821,81272803,332,300 1,871)95,0462,9,2
.....
57,103,871 t, 7.53,
1, 6.q,739, 287
190).....
587, 50 1,937, 815, 800 4,395, 320, 346
10.890,305...195
o
19W21 .....: 18,946,488 6.50,070, 515 186,410,800 1,082,560),301 1,

4,5200

....

1,:321:

833:1756-10,

Calenidar year:

3',181,:894'a,0..........
m:,588,

First 6 months
1920-.....6, 93, 6831 699,455,87536, 009, 000 1, 274,992,20012, 337, 426, 7;k....... 1,904,181, 700
First 6 months
191

11,804,919 :M2,4311,4:35126,045,200 728,399,6001,4169461,154

........

$29,531,102

Table: Table VI .- Comparison of but er prices with be f, hog, corn and wheat prices, also with weighted average price of 31 farm products.1

Table: Table VI I.- Number of dairy cat le in the United States, by geographic divisions.1
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TAnhSi V 11.-Comparisonn of butter prices with beef, hog, corn and wheat price,~also
with weighted average price of 81 farm products
31

prlod-1

Butter,

oo

Hogs,

corn.

Wheat.,

ucts,
217
199.......n............
220
JiziyI....:
.227
A"gat
211
Sep emnber ..............

209
188
2.5 2
249
253
255
208
187
285
254A
207
193
284
271
M3
f
205
211
200
235
October.>
..
~~~~
18
27
29
110
~~~~
~~2.14
201~ ~~~~
November
...
~~~~
21
21
173
192
~~~~~210
~~~~
21
7
83~ 238
250
December...-223~
285
1920-January....229...2....178..190...241
204
2247
February...2.1..212.176..191
13
25
255
230
218~ 172
March................j
237'
181
284
2211
256'
187~
April.................
18
20
244
262
2331
:183
my.2<...............
171
18
274
284
Juine.-.....2...........228,
24
July
6
12
225
223
189
August.I
215
183
219
207
Setmber..............
1S7
249,
18
17
24
October ................
191
211
163
..
21
141
Novem
tber
188....203..
143.....187
128
19
143
195
129
December
.
...
168
1921
-January
12
14
1
171
..........133
173.
118
11
105~ 107
February ....... .1.....85
185~
122
March .................
107
1833
120~ 12
113
101
10.5
1.59
111I
1....50
April...f
12
158
92
107
109 ~ 10
125
140
104
101~ 9092
Ma....................108
.....
...
2
.......4...

June.......

.....127..

I The Indices are percentages of the average

prices of the same months for the years 1909-1914.
TABLE
VIII-.-Number f dairy ca-ttle in' the United States, by gographic divisions.1
(1 year (1-5& months
and over), and over),
June 1, ~Apr. 15.
United States ....23,729,421
I

New Engdand.
~. 1, 015,6O9.
Middle Atlan tic...
2918408
East North Central....J6,086,588
West North Cenitral ....15 490,608J
I The only

(1 year (15jmonthe
and over), and over),
June 1.
Apr. 15.

20827
.
2U,825,432 South Atlantic
South Cent~ra'l". 2,031,077
~~~~~~~~~~East
841,898 West South Central .....2,318,343
2, 597,8&52 Mountain.......... 704,447
1, 120,088
4,8'29,5927 Pacific...........

5,327,608

1,810,754
1,828,081
2,249,553&
51,0
828,115

comparable figures obtainable are on the; basis Indloated.

BUTTER.
(Paragraph 709.]
STATEMENT OF. 0. 3K.- CAXEURN, DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF
DAIRYING AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Senator WATSON. Give your name, p lease.
Mr. CAMBURN. Mr. Chairman, I am 0. M. .Camburn, director of the
division: of dairynad animal husband of the Massachusetts
Department of Agriculture, appearing as. secretary of thle New
England IDairy Tariff Committee with relation to the Fordney tariff
It. 7456, paragraph 709, on butter.
bill;)ThisH. committee
is opposed to the rate given on butter of 8 cents,
in the, first place, because the relative costs of -production between the
United States and competitive foreign countries show that a higher
dutry is necessary to protect the United States producers.

AORICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND

'PROVISIONS.
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pi rice level on butter requires
0:In the:second place, the increased
a higher rate to give the same ad va orem protection as obtained
under former tariffs.
r aring Canadian costs of production and New Englan(l costs
Comp
of ro uctionSenator WATSON. YOU are speaking now of butter wholly?
Mr. CAMBURN. Costs of production as applied to milk, stated in
terms of butter. We find a difference of 10 cents per pound in favor
:fof Quebec. That is, it costs 55 cents per pound to produce butter
;0:in New-England, and it costs 45 cents per pound to produce butter
in the Province of Quebec.
Senator WATSON. Wherein lies the difference?
Mr. CAMBURN. The difference lies primarily in labor costs. We
have used what is known as the Warren formula. The Warren
formula is a formula developed by Dr. G. E. Waripn) of Cornell
University, which was used by the New York Federal Milk Commission when they were serving during-the var period.
When we take the Canada--figures together with the Warren formula
and apply the prices as relating to the Province of quebec and thp
:rices for New England generally, we find that the difference in the
cost of production is $2.93 per hundred pounds of milk in the New
England States and $2.45 per hundred pounds of milk in the Province
of Quebec. That 100 pounds of milk is 3.7 per cent milk, which
would be, stated in terms of butter, 4.4. That is, 4.4 pounds of
butter would equal 55 cents per pound, and -the Quebec costs of. $2.45
would be the equivalent of 45 cents a pound on butter.
Some would probably say, and justly, that we should consider
transportation rates on that and deduct those. So we find that in
the zone 281 to 800 miles, which would be the Province of Quebec,
the transportation cost on account of the butter is 0.0067 cent,
and for the New Eingland States, in the 201 to 220 mile zone, it is
00.0.0064, or a difference of 0.03 of 1 cent per pound. So when you
subtract 45 cents, the cost of producing butter in Quebec, from the
505 cents, the cost of producing it in New England, we have 10 cents
per pound reduced by 0.03 cent; that would be 9.97, which is practically 10 cents a pound.
'FTherefore we feel that, due to these comparative costs, the butterinterests of New England are entitled to protection;- to the amount
of 10 cents per pound on butter.
Senator MCLEAN. About how would that affect the retail price of
butter?
Mr. CAMBURN. I am not inclined to feel~thatibtwould affecttte
retail price of butter.
Senator WATSON. You produce the butter itself, (10 you?
Mr. CAMBURN. I was speaking in terms of Jbuttor, as that is thie6
basis on which we are conducting our argument from a butter stand-:
oint, Later another party will present the equalization which we
feel is desirable for milk and cream. We are taking butter as the
basis on which to establish and make an equalization.
Senator WATSO4N. YOu are speaking of butter?
Mr. (CIAnUnNl. Yes, sir+. Vfie' relative costs between the United
States andI Denmark will 1)0 pointed out by another party, l)ut the
American consul in charge at Copenhagen, )enaIrk, in a Statement
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cost of dtprorucg
concerning
various iteswhich
into-thecompared
withNew
butter-feed,thelabor, and overhead costs-whe
England costs, showed that it cost 3.5 per cent more to produce butter
in New England than it does in Denmark. I am speaking of that
because a-considerable amount of Danish butter has been coming into
this country.
Another reason why we feel justified in asking for 10 cents on
butter is on' account of the increasedprice leveL; In 1897, when
the market price of butter war about 20 cents per pound, a 6-cent
0-;f
the prices ranging beduty was put upon it. At the present time,h
ldutv is not excessive
10-celnt
feel
that
a
tween 40 an(l 50 cents, we
in order to maintain the relative ad vldorem duty.
Senator McLEAN. How does the cost of preducing butter now
cnmp.jtre with the cost of producing it in 1913, the year before the

center:

Mr. OAXsmtNx. I have no data coticerning that matter at the
present tiie, Senator. You maean the comparative costs in Canada,
etc.:
I)enmark,
Senator MCLEAN. Yes.
Mr. CAMBURN. No: I have nothinghon that.
Senator MCLEAN. How does the price of butter now -comnpare
with the price of butter befort the war, in 1913 and 1914?
Mr. (cAMBURN. ThAt would be shown in this Exhibit 3,j which
will be given in the form of an exhibit to be presented as a part of
this brief presented by the committee.
Seinator WATSON. What is the distance, froni Boston to the center
of the, Canadian area: from which this product cones? I should
like to get the differrence in the freight paid by the people in Boston
anti the Canadian people.
Mr. CAtIBURN. rrhe zone would be the 281 to 300 miles zone,
between 281 and .300 mile& for the Province of Quebec, while the
center of the source for the New England Stattes woUld be around
the 200-m(nile zone. That is, for the year 1920. A SMr. Leach has
stated, the source has been menovin northward. In 1910 it; was near
to the city of Boston. In 1 900, course, it was still niore close.
Senator MCLEAN. I Should ju(lge from this chart that the price of
butter went clown to about 33 cents a pound early this season and
that since then it has risen to something like 47 or 48 cents a pound.
Is that correct?
Mr. CAIMBURN. Yes, Sir.
Senator WALSu. This yehr?
Senator MCLEAN. Yes. So that the price is higher now than it
several months ago. Perhaps that is (lue to the seasonal cost of: Wa8Cs

producing it?,
Mr. CAMB(U'RN. I was speaking of a range from 40 to 50 cents it
oun(l in reference to the desirability of having a 10-cent rate on
Cutter
in order to maintain the relationship between the pr-ice of
butter:and thae duty, in or(ler to have an ad valorem protection
similar to thiat given in 1897.
SCenator JONES. The wholesale price of butter in Boton for thelast
week in October was 47 cents.
Senator WALSH. Whatt is the section of Massachusetts thIat produces butter?

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISIONS.
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Mr. CAMBURN. I am speaking for New England as a whole.
Senator WALS*H. Is there very much produced inwMass§chusetts?
Mr. CAMBURN. Not -a great ZIeal.
Senator WALSH. It is very much scattere(l?
Mr. CAMBURN. It would be something like three million pounds per
year-for-Massachusetts as a whole.
Senator WAL811. In the western part-of th.e State?
Mr. CAMBO4N. In a general way, in thle western half of the State.
Senator WALSH. Is there much prodluced in Now HIampshire?
Mr. CAmBUTJRN. Not as, much, Senator, as there was 20 years agro.
Senator W. LSH.
uWhat -about Alaine ?
Mr. (CAMIIURN. Especially is that tiriie of Now IIamp)shire and
Vermont, since those territories were, originally choose-factory territories. Then, in time, they swung over to creamories. r~iose
creameries became shippers of cream'. Then, in time, after shipping
cream, they swung to the shipping of fluid milk. So that iN ew
Hampshire , where they-formerly were making certain quantities of
butter, we find little dairy farming hut large quantities of milk being
produced. You might say it is moving northward. In our exhibits
is shown-the range in 1.910.
Senator WALsiI. Is the range of butter moving northwAard, too?
Mr. CAMBUJRN'. Yes, sir.
'Senator WALST. Is there much butter produce(l in Maine?0
Mr. CAMBURN. That is shown in our IExhibit G0 page 4, for 1920
and 1919 per month by-States.
Senator WALSit. How much is produced altogether in NewEngland,;
and what proportion is it to the consumption?
Mr. CAMBUR-. Fifteen and three-quarters millions lnt 1919 and
seventeen and two-thirds millions in 1920.
Senator WALSH. What is the consumption?
Mr. CAMBURN. We have no direct showing on iconsumtion.
tlo I
would not want to hazard a guess on it, Senator. Our :prodluction
is relatively small as compared with c(nsum)tion.
- Senator WALSIIH Less than 10 per cent?
Mr. CAMj3URN. Around that figure., I think.
Senator JONES. I have the statistics here for a few years.
Senntor WALSH!. I would like to have them at this poili1t, Senator.
Senator JONES. III 1919 the (domesO1;tic production of butter was
1,556,785,222 pounds.
Senator SUTIERLAN). For the entire country?
Sena11ttor JONE.S Yes, sir.
Senator SUTHERLAND. That is pro(luctin?
for coi-Senator JONES. D(mestitc )rO(1uction. The' were 33,739,9660
sumptioIi were 3,020,399 pounds. The eXportsimports

pounds.
For 1 920 the (dolomestic production wats 1,600,06600,000 1poilds;l
imports, 19,857,507 pounds. Exports were 27,15)5,834 poubndls.
For 1921 to October 1 -o.have
nOt the (domestic producltioll---thlle,
ds.
to
amountedi-l
12,172,730
poun
imports
Senator WAI-.sH1. That is a substantial reduction.
Senator JONES. TIhat is a substantial reduction; Mnd the exports,
for thee same period were 6,636,749 poun(ls.

Table: But er production, showing imports and exports.

Table: Substitutes, oleomargarine- production and exports.

Table: Wholesale price of but er for we k ending October 29, 1921.
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Senator WAI~si. That is at red uction also?

Senate JOE.That is also A reduction. The motvleo
t-he butter was 42i ents J irptnd. Tile export value WaS 40 cenftS
perpo~~~~fl(lo 1,921 to October I.
ave here also it this tMAlOl figure show' the sbstiutolo
margarine, the qjuanifty produce( and exported and the vaI of the
cxp~irVaimd its~value per pound.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
Butter producing swng jpotand,ePorts.
ro- IJIrn ot~i
Don~~~~-auitesOc
fo
ptni.
duc coon
C

~~uir.

I'Otsnda,

...........
..

.......

.......

1

r
1Ark

785, 222

Pounds.

3,9M20,399

)ome'~it
xpr.
JPounds

33,739,941)

WA) ...
......................27, lJ)yXll
1921
.....

(to_ 0cN

17'p

Intport 1021, value 55,v1~i0 .4'24 vents per powind.
Exorts 1921 value S52,679,X)7- 10 cents per pound.

Substitutes, oc'mrarn
notci
ProdMd

~Yvar.'

Ploundsy

n eV)rs
Value (if
Exported.exrt.

POUnds.

V9lue
oudp~er
U ia.
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Senator WALSH.l JDOes anhyboidy kn ow how much of the b)u tter came
fromI Canada and how, Much from Denmark anil other countries?_
senalto~r JONE.S. UJnquestionably the statistics of 'th(, Trpr(suryDe
apartment will show it.
Senattor'SUTHE R.1LA.N 1. We Ought to have-in the record
countries frotnwhich we import our butter and the quantitiess..
Senator WALMsh. M~es the marketi-Bso e butte ceper
froni (C1nhidat thlan from northern New York and from Wisconsin-a'n'd
other (butry States in the, Middle West?
Senator WVAT.SON. This gives it for 1917.

theiprincipal
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Senator JONES. It gives it up until 1919. In 1919 there were
imported from Canada 4,095,403 pounds, valued at $1,843,511; from
Denmark, 21,136 pounds, valued at $18,087; from the Uinited Kingdom, 1,323 pounds, 'valued at $1,261.
Senator SUTHERLAND. That is about $1 a pound.
JoN.s. Yes. From Australia, 3,265 poinds, valued at
Senator
75fi6
\S
;iA
$1,
Senator SUTHERLAND. There must be something wrong in connection with the valuation of the butter from the United Kingdom.
Senator JONES. From all other countries there were imported 9,342
pounds, :at a value of $4 517, giving a grand total of importations of
4,131,469 pounds, valued at $1,869,132.
In 1920 the total importations were 20,770,959 pounds, valuedalt:
$10,916,770.:
Senator WALSH. About 50 cents it pound.
Senator JONES. Yes; a little over that. So out of a tot`al`domestic':
Production of 1,600,000,000 pounds the imPOrtationS amount to only
20,000,000 pounds..
Mr. CAmBUJRN. My recollection. is, althougll I woul(I not like to go
on that recollectioni, that the Danish production represents about
50 per cent of the importation; but the foreign and dornestic comnmerce reports would show.
Senator WALSH.. Is that of a higl quality?
Mr. CAMBURN. The very: highest quality. Thle keenest competition that we have comes from Denmark. But that, I understand,
will be taken care of by another party, coming either txo-morrow- or
next week, a party who is cuite wel acquainted with the Danish
market and( is han'dlitig the Danish butter import.ation. question.,
Senator WAlsIH. Are you familinr with the Boston butter market;?
Mr. ASMBURN. Some.
Selnator WALSH. Where does the butter sold in the Boston market
come from--chiefly from Canada or the Middle West?
: Mr. CAMBURN. t have nothing here in regar(I to the quantities that
are coming into the Boston market. I have no statistics on that.
Senator WALsil. I was wondering whether they got Canadian
butter cheaper than Middle Western butter or New York butter.
Mr. CAMBURN. Some 9,000,000 pounds came from Canada, but
what comes from the other States 1 do not know.
Senator WALS1I. Into Boston?
Mr. CAMBURN. No; I mean intothe country.
Senator JONES. I think it might be advisable to pult into thle
record at this point our butter importations, beginning in 1910. In
the year 1910 there were 1,360,245 pounds; in 1911, 1,782,600
poun(ls; 1912, 1,925,668 pounds; 1913, 1,162,253 pounds; 1914,
7,842,022 pounds.
That wtas the first year of thie European War.
Nincteen hundred and fifteen, 3,828,227 pounds; 1916, 712,998
pounds: 1917, 523,573 pounds; 1918, 1,805,925.
MMi. (CANtBURN. In part 29 of the hearings which were heldl before
this committee one of the cream (lealers Wais pointing otit the fact
that he was unable to secure some 50 jugs of 40 per cent cream.
Fifty jugs of 40 per cent cream weighing 82 pounlidls to the jug (loes
not sound like very: much. However, hel was ralther disappointed,
it appears from his testimony, in not being able to locate tlhat in'
I

8
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three or four days' time, writing out to several of the creameries over
New England and not being able to locate it.
When you introduce 50 cans of 82 pounds each, it would be 4,100
ounds of cream. Forty per cent would be 1,640 pounds of butter
fat. To secure that amount of butter fat would- require some 41,000
pounds of 4 per cent milk. To produce that 41,000 pounds would
require some 2,050 cows, if they were to produce on an average of
20 pounds a day. Of course, that is not a high production. So that
the 1,640 pounds of butter fat, when made into tutter, would represent almost a ton of butter-1,968 pounds of butter.
It is not surprising that a milk dealer can not go into the country
and: expect to find in two days' time the production of 2 000 cows,
or enough butterfuit to be the equivalent of 1 ton of butter. A
creamery which would have that amount of cream available would
be in rather a serious condition. However, if they had anticipated
the need for that cream it could have been secured as was shown by
the replies of various creameries. The Robinson creamery, at Exeter,
N. H., stated on May 28 that nearly all might be taken as sweet
cream, thatey could use-it as sweet cream. They were receiving
6,000 pounds of cream monthly.
The Clover Ridge creamery of Millville, N. H., stated on May 26
that if there were. a (Ieman(l for it " We would put in a pasteurizer
and sell sweet cream entirely. At present our cream is all made
into butterr" desiring to sell swee tcream if there were a market there.
The United Farmers' Cooperative Association at Morrisville, Vt.,
stated that they were shipping. 60 per cent of their cream- as sweet
cream in 1920, and in 1921 it -would be about the same.
Senator WALST. Thissis. in answer to the claim made by some
persons who appeared from the wholesale market in Boston to the
effect that they:could get sufficient cream from the near-by markets
during a p art of the year,% but that there were parts of the year,
partilarly in the summer season, when they were forced and obliged
to go to Canada because the supply was not sufficient.
Mr. CAMBUUN. They were surprised at the fact that they could not
write out to these creameries and secure from them an answer favorable to the shipping of 50 jugs of cream the next day. Had they
anticipated that they wanted that cream in Iuly or August and had
: arranged with those creameries previously, that supply is there, but
the patrons need to be notified or at least be acquainted along in the
previous winter with the fact that the cream can be sold as sweet
cram, so that they can put up ice in -order to take care of it and
handle it satisfactorily so that it can be sold as sweet cream.
Senator WALSH. You contend that there is sufficient sweet cream
produced to take care of the demand of the Boston market if proper
notice is given to the producers so that they can store the proper
amount?
Mr. CAMBURN. There is k sufficient supply of cream produced which
could be taken care of as sweet cream, provided they knew in advance
and put up a supply of ice; yes.
Senator WATSON. I notice that you are set down here as the
director of the division of dairying of the Massachusetts Department'
of Agriculture. Is--that correct?
Mr. (J'AMBURN. Yes.
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Senator WATSON. In the last 10 years has dairying increased or
decreased in Massachusetts?
Mr. CAMBURN. It has decreased. The cow population in MassAchusetts back a good many years ago was about 200,000. Last year
it was about 153,000.
Senator WATSON. Do you think it has decreased because of Canadian competition?
.Mr. CAMBURN. That might, be true, more especially recently. As
we look at the conditions in 1900 and the sources from which milk
came, we find that Massachusetts was supplying a goodly share of
that consumed in the city of Boston and that as time goes on the
source continues northward, so that Massachusetts does feel the
competition of Canada in the milk coming to the Boston market.
Senator-WATSoN. Is any other reason operating to produce that
same result?
Mr.. CAMBURN. I do not recall any at the present time.
Senator WALsH. Do you not think that the abandonment of
country life for the industrial city life is largely or in part responsible,
for the depreciation in the number of cows and dairy farms
Mr. CAMBURN. That might possibly be true in some localities.
Some of the men this morning were pointing out the great draw
which the city had for the farm boy.
Senator WALSH. Do you not think also that the health laws and
the rigid quarantine laws and laws requiring strict inspection have
had a tendency to cause a lessening of farm products?
Mr. CAMBURN. It is desirable to have good inspection in order to
take care of the consumer.
Senator WALSH. I am not complaining about it; I am speaking of
the results.
Mr. CAMsBURN. When the milk supply comes from a foreign country-I trust it will never come to that, but there might possibly arise
a time when we would not be able to carry on that inspection.
Senator WALSH. I am not complaining a out it. I rather approve
of it. But when I was governor of the State I recall that very frequently the farmers complained that the inspection was too rigid
and that the visits of the inspectors were annoying and they were
going out of the business because of the rigid laws for inspection
and the attempt to improve the output.
Mr. CAMBURN. Of course there has been an evolution in the
inspection the same as in many other things, so that those farms
supplying milk to the city of Boston: are- now inspected by the dairy
division of the city of Boston, and the farmer whom you have just
spoken of is not bothered by the other inspectors uiless his milkn
is coming from a near-by source. So that the evolution there has
been to a point where he has one or two inspections according to
where his milk goes. If it all goes to Boston,he has one inspection.
Senator WALsn. Inspection laws were a very important factor
in one or two of the elections 5 or 1O years ago.
Mr. CAMBURN. That was before my time, Senator.--Senator WALSH. At that time there were a great many statistics
given claiming that the inspection laws were discouraging farmers
with one or two or three cows and(driving them out of the business.
81527-22-scH 7-19
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SenatorJONES.J Will you tell us about the Mspection of the
Canadian milk? ArC the herdS inspected up in Canada'? Have
you any information about that?
M.r. CAMBnURN. We have only some limited information on that.
Senator WAL.SIH. I think, Senator Jones, there are some provisions
which require inspection of the sources of supply and that they can
or do go into Canada an(l inspect the conditions under which milk is

produced.
Is not that true ?
f Mr.-CAMBURN. Yes, sir. In Exhibit A you will find a comparison
of barn scores in Hereford, Quebec, as compared with milk m Vermont, showing that 21 per cent of the farms at Milton, Vt., fall below',
t;the score of 50 Vper cent, while at Hereford, Provine6 of Quebec, 53
per cent of the farms fell below that score. At -Shelburne, Vt., 42
per cent fell below, while at Sutton, Province of Quebec, 63 per cent
fell below, showing that their dairy equIpment is not up to the standard prevailingin New England territory.
Senator JONES. All of that milk is inspected in0 Boston, is iti nott?
Mr. CAMBURN. Oh, yes; on its receipt there.
STATEMZENT OF, 3. R[.ORLEY, OWATONNA, MIN.N:
::itor MCLEAN. i0State your name and: residence to the stenogSena0
;t:
0X0:: 0;;_0
rapher.Mr. MORLEYM My name is John R. Morley. My residence is:
Owatonna, Minn....
Senator WALSH. Whom doyou represent?
Mr. MORLEY. I am on the executives board of-the National Dairy
Union. I am supposed to represent on that board the cooperative
creamery industry. I am also president and manager of the Minnesota Dairy Association. I am also a dairy farmer.
Senator WALsH. Where is the center for these cooperative creamer ies
Mr. MORLEY. Largely in Minnesota. Our sellin proposition :is in-the city of New York. We have a house in New York, and we7 are
also members of the Mercantile Exchange there.
We find that the importation of Danish or foreign butter is a
detriment to the western farmer, as well as a demoralizer of ;the
trade.
I have some figures for the year 1921 and the summary for the
year 1920. I can give the figures for the year 1921 up to the 10th:
day of November, by months.
In January we received from Denmark 23,779 casks. They con:taml :12 pounds each. We received 2,670 boxes. From Holland we
received 254 casks and 275 tubs. From Argentina we received
1,895 boxes. The total weight is 2,952,792 pounds. That was for
the month of January which was the time of the 2.5-cent tariff.
In February you willinote there is quite a reduction. They received
13,849 casks of butter; 100 boxes and 50 tubs; 2 casks of Holland
butter and 218 tubsi while from Argentina they received 2,988 boxes,
makinciga total weight of 1,739,248 pounds. Then we had 2,160
boxes from New Zealand, which came by way of San Francisco by
rail into New York during February. Those are only the receipts
for the port of New York.
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In March there were 34,400 caks of Danish butter and 1,288 boxes.
There were 3,500 boxes from Argentina, making:ua total weight of
4,120,928 pounds.
In April we had 7,140 casks of Danish utteraind none from the
other points. The total weight was 799,680 pounds.
In May the emergency tariff was passed and there were 300 casks
:of Danish butter, a total weight of 33,600 pounds.
In June there was none.
In July there were 700 casks, making a total weight of 78,400
pounds.
Senator WALSH. When did the change in rate comeo?:
Mr. MoRLEY. In May, I think.:
Senator WALSH. Two and one half to five?
Mr. MORILEY. Two and one half to six.
Senator WALSH. What was that?
Mr. MORLEY. Six cents.
Senator WALSH. That came in- May?
Mr. MORLEY. That came in May.
Senator WALSH, In June there were no importations?
Mr. MORLEY. No importations in June.
Senator WALSH. How about July?
Mr. MORLEY. Seven hundred casks..
In August there were 403 casks, a total weight of 45,136 pounds.
In September there were 1,327 casks, a total weight of 148,624
pounds.
In October there were 7,560 casks, a total weight of 846,120 pounds.
Up to November 10 there were 2,900 casks of Dniish butter, 324
boxes and 10 casks of Irish butter, a total weight of 344,0644 pounds.
XSenator WALSH. Comparing the months since the emergency tariff
became effective, is there shown a great decrease in importations?
Mr. MORLEY. There-is a little explanation in:connectionrwith that.
You see, the heavy importations of last winter demoralized the market. The market went down in the month of June to 28 cents. That
was caused by demoralization. New York dealers had put large
: quantities of butter in storage. Of course, they lost a lot of money on
it. That was brought about by heavy importations of Danish butter
during the winter months.
Senator McLEA'N. What were those importations?
Mr. MORLEY. The importations foi 1921 were 12,109,192Tpoundsts
valued at-well, I figured those at 40 cents a pound.
Senator SUTHERLAND. Yousayfortheyear1921?
Mr.nMoRLEY. Up to the 10th of November. The value was :
____
$4,840,676.80.
Then, going back to the summer of 1920
Senator WALSH. For the same period of time?
Mr. MORLEY. For the whole year. The. total weight of imported
butter received at the port of New York was 27,801,815 pounds, at a
valuation, figuring 61 cents per Pound, which was the average price
of New York quotations for' extras"-the 92-point butter-of
S16,959,107.76, making the total value of the butter imported into
New York from foreign countries; that is, across the water-I have
not the figures on Canadian butter, although there is considerable of
it-$21,872,854.56.
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Senator IfeLr.&x. It seems that this butter was imported at a valuation of from 40 to 61 cents a pound?.
Mr. MORLEY. SiXtneonti was the average price of New York
extras. What weclled extras is the 92-pointbutter.
Senator McLEAN. Is that duty-paid?
Mr. MORLEY. I am ving you the price of the butter.
at was the price of the imported butterf
Senator MCLzAN,
Mr. MORLEY. That 'would be practically the same, duty paid.
Senator McLEAN. Then the importations-coming together with the
large domestic supply affected the market?
4,
comes it
Mr. MORLEY. Yes; it worked out in this way. When it
comes in pretty large cargoes. To a certain extent, it has a sentimental efect, but it does affect the market.
Senator MCLzAN. Then the importers lose money equally with the
domestic producers ?
Mr. MORLEY. The importers did not lose money, because the bitter
is sold before it leaves. Oh, yes; they would be importers that is
right; they would lose money,'too. They lost money on this Canadian butter.; : XX~0?X:; ;;; ;;X:::X:X 0;X:
Sennator WAs.Do you claii that the emergency tariff which icreased the rate has had a tendency to keep out the imported butter,
or not?
Mr. MORLEY. Well, we are looking for large consignments this
winter.
Senator SUTHERLAND. If the price goes up, that rate does not
affect it?
Mr Moaxn. No, I have been over:to New York trying to get
the situation over there.
Senator SUTHrRLAND. There is considerable fluctuation between
the summer and the winter prices?
Mr. MORLEY. Yes. The price this summer, as I said before,' in
June went down to 28 cents.
Senator SUTHERLAND. There is always some fluctuation?
Mr. MORLEY. Yes -always some fluctuation.
Senator WALSH. Aut not as much as that?
Mr. MORLEY. No not as much as that.:
Senator WALS'H. notwithstanding the increase inMrate through the
emergency tariff, the price of butter has dropped during the summer?
Mr. MORLEY. Yes; with the 6-cent tariff.
There were 2,900 casks of Danish butter unloaded Iast week in New
York. Those casks contain 112 pounds each. That would be equal
to twice that number of tubs. We ship it in tubs.
Senator SuTHERLANiD. That is shipped in cold storage?
Mr. MORLEY. No; that is freh butter.
Senator SUTHERLAND. I mean that it is in a refrigerator on its way?
Mr. MORLEY. Oh, yes;:there is refrigeration on the vessels. There
is mechanical refrigeration on the vessel.
Senator WAL8H. Have you figures of our exports during these
months?
Mr. MORLEY. No, sir. I was rather surprised to hear of it.
Senator MCLEAN. I assume those exports go to Cub a or Mexico?
Senator WALSH. Mr. Loomis, where do we export to ?
Mr.I-Loms. To southern countries, tropical countries, chiefly.
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Mr. MORiuY. There is another element in it that works against the
farmers of the West-the transportation rates. The different shipping points in Denmark cmn put butter in New York at a freight rate
of $1 per hundred. On the other hand, from our country, taking
St. Paul as the zone, for instance, the rate is $2.15. Therefore, they
have an advantage of- $1.15 on freight.
Senator MCLEAN. That is, a cent and fifteen one-hundredths per
pound?
Mr;. MORLEY. Yes; that is 1.15 per pound. That is quite an
advanatge in the matter of freight.,:
The conditions in the West among the farmers are a great deal
as has been told here about New England. There might be a little
difference, because the farming there is more diversified, but everything else-is worse than dairying. Now, if these $21,000,000 that
went to Denmark had gone into the West, they would probably have
done considerable good
We can not see any reason why our markets should be given over
to a foreign market when we are able to produce all that our people
want. We would like to se, as the others have said, the rate on
butter made 10 cents a pound, and on other products corresponding.
We have the same condition in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Northth
Dakota, Montana, and all along the line. We are right on the border.'$'
There is the same possibility of shipping cream into our country for
churning purposes. I think the same discrepancy existed in the
Payne-Aldiich bill, if I remember correctly. You see, there are some
large churning plants in that part of the country that could easily
get cream- from over the line and make it profitable to buy thepduction in Canada. There is more or less milk produced in these
western Provinces in Canada. There is quite considerable producedC;
in Saskatchewan; probably it is not to the same extent as in Montreal;
that country is now shipping to New York. I do know that Canadian
butter is coming in in carload lots. It does not match up with the
Danish butter in quality. The Argentine butter is a lower grade
butter, and so is the Canadian butter.
Senator MoLEAN. In 1920 we iMported 19,000,000 pounds of butter
from Deinmark at a value of more tant $10,000,000; that is more than
50 cents a pound.:
Mr. MORLEY. In 1920 we imported more than that.
Seator MbLEAN. From Denmark?
Mr. MORLEY. Oh, no; not Denmark.
Senator MCLEAN. I was speaking of Denmark.
Mr. MORLEY. From Denmark, in 1920, we imported 92,358 casks
of 112 pounds each. I do not have it figured out in pounds.
Senator WALsa. How much was the total importation in 1920

from all countries?
Senator MCLEAN. It was 37,454,000 pounds.
Mr. MORLEY. For 1920?
Senator MCLEAN. That is the total importation.
Senator WALSH. We exported 16,000,000 pounds.
Mri.' MORLEY. The: importations into
% the port of New York were
27,801,816 pounds, which, at a valuation of 61 cents per pound,
would be $16,959,107.76. That is at ll cents per pound.
The largest proportion of the butter that goes mito the city of
New York-and the same is largely true of Philadelphia-comes
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from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, and those westeMr States.'
You take the posted receipts on-the Mercantile Exchange in the
morning, and I think you will see that 75' per cent of the butter that
comes into New York comes from the West. There is a very small
proportion from near-by point.
As stated by the gentlemen from New England, their butter goes
mostly to Boston. Very little of our butter goes to Boston.
Senator MoLEAN. Do you feel the competition of the vegetableoil products, like coconut butter and cottonseed-oil butter?
Mr. MORLEY. We feel the competition after it is manufactured
into oleomargarine.
Senator MCLEAN. They call it butter, coconut butter.
Mr. MORLEY. Yes; they call it coconut butter or something of
that nature.
Senator MCLEAN. Do you-feel that competition?
Mr. MORLEY.. Oh, yes but not so much when the price of butter
is low as when the price of butter is high. When the price of butter
is high they turn to oleomargarine and coconut butter. During the
last year the consumption of that has been small. In fact, some
factories have pretty nearly stopped its manufacture.
Senator McLEAN. What do you say as to the rates suggested by
the witness who preceded you-Mr. Bronson?
Mr. MORLEY. That is what we would like to have. He h figrd'
those rates out to correspond with 10 per cent on butter. We think
that is perfectly reasonable. That is what we would like 'to :have it.s
So far as the people I represent are concerned, 10 cents a pound on
butter, with the corresponding rates on other products, would be
satisfactory.
Senator.MLEAN. Is that all?
Mr. MORLEY. That is all, unless you have some questions toaskl.:
Senator MCLEAN. If you should think of anythig later tht you
have not stated, ,you may present it to the committee, and the committee will have it printed in the record.
(Mr. J. R. Morley supplemented his statement to the committee by
the following statement relative to the claims which had been made
that supplies of cream- were not available in this country, for the
ee1
manufacture of ice cream:)
November14. The uestion
I wish to add to my statements before
was brought up that there might be a possibility that sufficient cream could not be.
obtained for ice-cream purposes without going acro'ssthe border. The cities of New
York and Philadelphia have long since discontinued the attempt to obtain fluid cream
for ice-cream purposes and haye been using sweet butter; that is, butter manufactured
without the addition of salt or artificial coloning ''matter. The sweet butter is homogenized or reduced to cream. By adopting this practice, they have an inexhaustible
supply and at a less cost than underta ing to get the fluid cream. Whether they are
using this method or not in Boston, I am unable to say. At all events, the fluid
cream for ice-cream purposes is not an argunent for admitting cream from Canada.
The Minnesota Cooperative' Dairies Association sold sweet butter to the Castle Ice
Cream Co., at Newark and Perth Amboy, by the carload to be used for ice-cream
purposes. No attempt is made by this concern to use any other supply.
After the passage of the Underwood tariff bill in 1913 importations of foreign butter
began to come in, from eight foreign sources. * The breaking out of the war in 1914
stopped this, and during the war we exported large quantities of butter to Europe.
After the war and with a 2*-cent tariff and the rates of exchange being so much against
all European countries, our market became very attractive. As a result, the importations mentioned.
In conclusion, we contend that the American farmer is entitled to the'home market.
The possibilities of our country to produce foodstuffs is unlimited and the necessity
of importing foodstuffs will never come.
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"
iK. LOOMIS WASINGTON, D. 0.SECRETARY
OF THE NATIO6FAL DAIRY UNION.

STATEMN1T OF 0A.

My name s A. M. Loomis and I redeinWahintn. am secretary of the National
Dairy Union. I am also assistant to Prof. 0. Atkeson, Washington repntative
of the Natiotnil Grange, and: am authorized by him tosa- to this committee that he
on butter from 8 to 10
approves the requested amendment changing the rate 8ofauty
:cents a pound. The National Dairy Uion isan organization of dairymen and butter
manufacturers, incorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois December 18, 1903.
The purpose of the organization is to promote the best interests of the dairy industry
in the Rnited States.
THE BUTTR INDUSTRY.
The- dairy industry is.one of the great industr. The butter industry itself is
distinct UpS' aI leaving a common interest in adequate tariff
divided intoth
protection . One of thee groups is. the damen who make butter on their on farms.
in 20 amountd to 675000000 unds, representing ove 14,000,000,000 od
of milk_, The other two groups are those interested in factory production of butter,
divided between the cooperative or farmer-owned factories and the centralizer or
commercially owned factories. These two. produced in 1920, 863,5,000 pounds of
butter5 utiliing: 18,000,000,000 pounds of milk. These three groups provided the
market for 36 per cent of all milkl produced in the United States, provided nearly 15
pounds of butter for every individual in the United States, and esta lished the market
price at which the other 64 per cent of milk is sold.
The entire dairy schedule which will be or has been presented to your committee
has been worked out on a scientific basis of equivalents based upon the 10-cent tariff
which we are asing on butter. There are many reasons for this, but the primary
reason is that the price of butter in the New York City market is the largest single
factor in establishing the price of all dairy products in the United States, as will te
shown later on.
There are 24,720,000 dairy cows in the United States. There were 7,857 establishments, according to the Bureau of Markets, engaged in the manufacture of dairy
products, with products valued at over $1,000,000,000. Half of this is the butter
business of the country. Dairy cattle are reported on four and a half million of the
six and a half million farms reported in the 1920 census, and the estimate of capital
invested in the farms where dairyjng is an important farm enterprise is estimated at
over

$55,000,000,000.

NEW YORK PRICE CONTROLS ENTIRE INDUSTRY.

It was stated that the rate of duty on butter is the basis of the entire dairy tariff
schedule which is asked for and that the reason for this is that the price of butter is
the controlling factor in. fixing the price of all other dairy products, including fluid
milk. This is a fact which will .be testified to by every person who appears before
you, no matterfwhat branch of the dairy industry he may represent. Miilk is sold in
the Washington market on the basis of its butter-fat. test, the price being fixed in
accordance with the amount"of 'butter fat in such milk. The'great fluid'organizations,
without exception, in making up' their estimates asto the asking price for their product, use the price of butter' fat as the basis from which they start. I am not going into
the reasons for this, although there are many good reasons, but will state this as a
matter of fact which the dairy industry will generally substantiate
For the purposes of this tariff discussion, we can narrow this price basis still further.
The price of butter and butter fat in the United States is largely fixed by the operations on one market, and that market is the New York Mercantile Exchange. There
are many good reasons for this, which I will not discuss, but can state this as a fact,
which the entire dairy industry will substantiate, "and that is that the largest single
factor in fixing to-day's price of butter anywhere in the United States is the price
quoted to-day for 92-score butter on the NewN? York dairy market. In a large way,

the entire argument for a dairy tariff rests upon this single fact.
BUTTER TARIFF HISTORY.

In 1909 CongreasL inits ,wisdom established a butter tariff at 6 cents a pound. The
price of butter in thewholesale markets of the United States at that time ranged
between 20 cents and 40 cents per pound. Thistariff continued in effect until 1913,
when a new law went into effect, fixinigthe rate of duty on butter at 21 cents a pound,
which law had been in effect until the enactment of the emergency tariff bill last May.
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Ex-shibit At is a table showing the ilport of bte into the -United Statoe by flisal
yearsA under these two tafaw.. The impo were nliible from 1909 to 1913.
In 1914, the first yearof the 2* cents a pound duty, they jumped to nearly 8,000,000
pounds,"or more than the entire period of the prevous tariff law; 1916, 1916, 1917, and
1918 were war: ye during which tine countries' which normally might have sent
butter to the united States had other mrket and eatly reduced production, In
1919-the reult of the 24 cents a pound -it was again apparent with an importation
of 4,000 000 pounds w ich wa multiplied by five in 1920 and still more greatly
than 84000,000 pounds of butter came into
enageied in 1921 when a totalhofamore
the United State, and- the imots of 1920 anA 1921 were far-more than the total
previous imports in the entire history of the country.
The emergency tariff law of l921 went into effect within 33 days of the end of the
fiscal year. After May. 28, 1921, the imports of butter into the United States were
negligible until the last few weeks. Imports in June amounted to 33,86 pounds;
for July, 191i748 pounds; for A st, 149,8w8 pods; and for timber, 397,929
pounds. During October 7,560 casks (about 826,000 Bounds) of Danish butter arrived in New York City, while 10,000 boxes reached San Francisco from Australia,
about 600,000 pounds.
This situation is very significant, as it demonstrates that while the 6 cents tariff
was effective for all neceary purposes before the war, when the normal price level
of butter was approximately 26 to 30 cents a pound, this rate of duty is not sufficient
or satisfactory on the present price level of butter.
WHY TARIFF 18 NEEDED.:

It is apparent from the figures here quoted that the total imports of butter are
small as compared with the domestic production of butter. In the largest importing year the ratio of imports to- domestic production was about 1 to 43, the imports
amounting to not quite 35,000,000 pounds and the domestic production to a little
and a pounds
over a bdillon
The question then-naturally arises, If the imports are so small, why is a comparatively large duty Asked for or needed?
it anwer itself, for if there is so
The answer to this question i twofold. rit,
little butter imported, it demostrates that we do not need any to be imported and
can produce all we need oirselves, and that a duty of any kind or size will work 'no
hardship~ on any of our own people; second, that te-duty on even a small amount
d:which does come in is needed because of the: peculiar market conditions in this
country which have been referred to-the dependence of the entire industry
upon the New York price and the even balance between production and price in
this country because of the purely competitive situation, so that a price protection
in the New York market is absolutely required to protect this American industry,
just as a general price protection is needed to protect any other manufacturing in-

dustry.

SMALL SHIPMENTS HAVE LARGE RESULTS.

The comparativel small shipments of butter reaching New York have large results
in the prices paid for American butter everywhere. The New York price is controlling in all markets. Even price fluctuation in New York is felt directly and
definitely back to' the check the farmer gets for his milks or cream from which the
butter is made which reaches the market in the period affected by this special shipment into New York. Butter is made every day, It is an expensive commodity.
The industry, by and large, is organized in small units, strictly competitive. The
butter must be sold from week to week by these small units "on the market." They
are dependentupon the market price.
- A single cargo of Danish butter reaching New York last year in July depressed the
market from 59 to 66 cents. A cargo in January depressed the market from 67 to 49j
cents. In only one instance did the market fail to react downward when special
shipments reached New York and that was in April during the railroad strike, when
4,000,000 pounds came in and saved New York from a butter famine, but during the
following month the market reacted from 75 to 66 cents a pound.
CONSTANT INFLUENCE ON MARKET.

I have prepared a eareful abstract'of the report of the Bureau of Markets of the
United: States Department of Agriculture covering the butt6r market for the entire
calendar year of 1920 and the present year up to the date when the emergency tariff
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'fluctation:in prices,: the amount of imports
went into effect, showing the weely
reaching New York and thecomment-of the officialrel rter of the United States
Government in the sew York market, which I Will file M Ehibit B. This show that
in January, when under the normal conditions butter prices should be advancing&to
cover the neatly lncefi6ed tos of production and handling at that season, b50()O0
pounds of Dans'h butter and Iargelshipments of butter from Argentina -and Holland
reahed New York and the price broke from 71 cents Januaty 3 to f4 cents January 31.
Shipments continued to arrive, the argest one coming in April, when the railroad
strike was in progress. This combinationdiirupted all ordinary market rules. New
York had such an acute shortage that even the 4,000,000 pounds-of Danish butter had no
effect and prices aredito 77 cents a pound 'in New York,:while Chicago wasselling
from 10 to-12 cents under the New York price. : In July there was a break from 59
to 55 cents at a time when butter iormally does not decrease in price, due to tho arrival
of over 7,000,000 pounds of Canadian, Danish, and Argentine butter, culminating in
a Million pounds of Danish butter reaching New York during the week of November
11 and nearly million pounds more dunn4 the week of the 25th. This price.decline
continued during January,- Februiryand March of thisyeare-declinesalmost unheard
of in tiw history of the dairy industry. I can not betterillustrate the whole'damage
Market Reporter, 6fficial publication of the United
done than by quoting from ehe
States Departmentof Agriculture for the week ending February 5, when a decline
of from 50 to 46 cents was reitered. The Market.Reporter says:
"Severe decline attriuted to arivl of foreign stocks The greater weaness was
caused by the surplus of foreign butter arriving at New York. Danish which arrived
the previous week proved of excellent quality and many buyers took it in preference
to domestics sO long as it could be purchased at or below domestic price. This caused
such a backing up of regular arrivals that receivers simply had to drop prices to a point
where Danish competition would be cut. The declining market, of course, kept buying down to a minimum. Further arrivals of Danish are expected."
CONSUMER DOES NOT GET BENEFIT.

The buying public does not get the benefit of these price fluctuations.
The results of imports hi the New York market as shown is to make tho market
uneven, subject to shrp ups and downs. These.declined and advances reported .in
every day's wholesale quotations are reflected back to the producer in every instance,
but they are not reflected forward to the retailer except in part, and by the retailer
to the consumer in still smaller part. A continued decline is, of course, finally
transmitted to the consumer, but the whole trend of modern retailing is to retard
declines in retail prices, to sell on buying price and not on replacement cost on a
declining market and on replaeemennt cost
instead d of buying price on an advancing
market. Every member of this committee knows that this is trie.
Our demand for a tariff is a demand that Congress take action on the one factor in
establishing prices of butter and dairy products over which it has any influence, so
that the price finally established by al the factors will :be as favorable to the producers of butter as psble. The price of butter Is fixed by a composite of many
forces, among them being the price of farm land, the cost of feed, the season of the
year, the pnfee of farm labor, the price of beef, the weather, conditions, the credit
situation, the movement into and out: of storage. All of this amounts to what is
called domestic supply and demand. The farmers must perforce take their chances
in this situation, and there is rho industry in the United States in which supply and
demand has a freer play, and less artificial interference than in the butter industry.
The price of butter every day in the year is a free conipetetive price, and this of
itself protects the American public agRanst any exploitation by or because of a tariff.
All the dairyman and the butter producer are asking is that this condition of free comPetition be left alone, and that his market be protected by Congress in the only single
factor over which Congress has any possible effective control, namely, to protect
this market against surprise shipments, sudden influxes of unexpected and not needed
foreign butter which unsettles markets, and causes violent fluctuations, hurting
producers, with no consequent help to consumers.
PRODUCER SUFFERS HEAVY LOSSES.

The daily Production of butter in the; United States is about 5,000,00) P ounds.
One single hlipnient of Danish butter reaching New York has depressed the market
7 cents a pound, and this depression has continued for three or four weeks before a
price recovery takes place. That is, the price the producers of 5.000,000 pounds of
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is 3 or 4: ents at pod the average lower
00butter get each day for perhaps a month
onP
than it would have been if one single million pounds of bitter did not reich New
York from Denmark or the Argentine or some other foreign country. In other words,
this single shipment, valued at pehaps three or four hundred thousand dollars, cost
the American dairymen between one hundred and fifty and two hundred thousand
dollars a day for the entire period of three or four weeks while the market was unsettled, or perhaps a million dollars a week for a minimum of thr~e weeks.
TARIFF WILL STABILIZE MAEsEt
We are making this demand for an adequate tariff on the single propoition that our
market mutet be stabilized. Consumers have the ne:interest as produceirsin the
stability of the market for any commodity. Immediately upon the fact becoming
patent that butter marketing is tocontinue subject to the fluctuationi noted above,
which continued until the 8-cent tariff became effective in Ma'y,, and have now been
resumed, every butter receiver and dealer Will take steps to protect himselfagairf t
these fluctuations, and this will take the form and has taken the form of increasing
his own margin, as insurance aanst the added risk. Tie consumer must pay this.
As soon as the producers learn that they, too, -are hit hard by these wild market u1ps
and downs, they, too, will take steps to protect themselves. This will be a slower
process and will take the form in the main of still more dairymen going out of business,
because they can not make it pay under this additional risk and burden.
COW POPULATION IS DBELINING.
The final aKent for any tariff is to prevent an industry fo goin out of busine.
Consumer, of butter have just as big a stake in preserving the Amera dai industry
tose engaged in the indury itself for the
Vat its present level, or a still gear one, aa
price of butter is purely competitive. To permit the industry to dece further,
means inevritablyhigh riced butter, until the reaction-downward is counteracted.
A table has been prepared show the decline in: dairy-ow production in the United
States in recent yeas, and is attached hereto as Exhibit 0.
This shows a decline from 287 conl
per 1,00 persons in 1840 to 237 in 1900, a decline
of 50 per 1,000 in 60 years, or nearly 8per Year. It shows a further decline of 237 per
1,000 in 1900 to 218 per 1,000 in 1921, a decline of 13 per 1,OOQin 21 years, or 6 per year
during even the high-price war period.
-a
it
DEALERB PROTETHMSELV
K
:
.:
2S
n
:
;
n
:Thie influencef-surprise shipments on prices is shown withs l emphasis in
Exhibit D, a table showing avgepce of butter ini the two months of November
and December for the past 10 years. Everyone knows that these are the months of
increasing shortage of production and increased cost of production, hence normal
Xf
price advances are expected and required. This normal reaction happened in every
year of the 10 except 2. Those two were the years 1914 and: 1920. Nineteen hundred and fourteen was the only year the 2-cent tariff was in effect before the war, and
1920 the only year it was in effect after the war when large shipments reached New
York during those months. In each case these shipments resulted in violent fluctuations, reaching a depression for the two months of 1 cent in 1913 and over 8 cents in
1920.
This is hat takes the heart out of butter proucers and the butter trae No
dealer:who withstood the slump of last November and Decem and there were
those -who did not withstandrit-will enter that kind of a market again unless he
protects himself by seeing to it that he gets a bigger margin all the time to protect
himself against such fluctuations.
The

to

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT.

In closing let me sum up this argument.
The whole dairy industry in the United States rests on the daily price of butter in
the New York market.
This industry is one of the largest: and most essential in the Nation.
Experience shows that lack of proper tariff protection leads to imports of butter
inconsiderable in amount as compared with the production and consumption in the
Nation, but viciously effective in disrupting and demoralizing the one market which
establishes national prices.

Table: Exhibit A.- Imports and exports.
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24

interest 'of the consmer of butter and the produce of butter will be beet served

by stabilisiin~g butte prices as far71 .as may be, and to do this. it is necessary to putina
i-the~surprise shipments and their influence
duty in effect whic Will: mnimizeii
hammering down Ne'w York market pric~es.:
Under a 24-cent tariff this influence was at its worst,
A 8-cent tariff corrected 'it up to a certain point, but surprise shipments are now
coming in, and greater protection is needed.
The 4airy and general agricultural interests agree that 10 cents is not too much to

ask at this time.

Ei'mIT

A.-Imports and exports.

BUTTER.
[Foreign and Domestic Commerce
resW

ryar June

Imots

Genral

Polund.

R'eports.j

ywU
Domstiar

Y

xports.

o3-

eerl

imports.:
Pounds.

ouds

479,180. 3, 994, 542' 13...........1,162,253.
1914 ' ............7,842,022
1850.............3,278,967. 7,640,914 1915
..........3,828,27
10............4, 069,0M8 2,010,288
19181
...........I712,99
487,120 39,286,658
10............
1890 ............
75,621 29,748,42 '19171.523,673
lo1 .............49,791 18,266,371 :19181 ..............1,805,935
.........
4,131,469
1910............1,*060245 3,140,544 1919'
M
.......... 2,770,95
1911 ............1,007?,826
4,877',797 1920
1851 ............

1912 ............1,025,668

8,09-2,235 1921, ..........341.3'.6M

exports.

Dmsi

Poundss..
3,588, 600.
3,873,597
.9 9,850,7M
-13,487,481
26, 825,092
17,735,966
33,739,960
27,153,834
7,829.255

CHEESE.

1851............603,398

10, 361,1i89 .1913 ............49,387,9

1860............ 1,401,161 15,515,799
2,289,257' 57,296,327
1870 ...........
1880 ...6........ 2,737,;186 127', 553,907
1881 ............2,655,370 147,995,614
1890 ........... 9,263573 95,-376, 053,
1900 ............ 13,455,990 48,419,353
1910 ............40,817,524
2,846,709
1911 ............45,568,797 10,366,605
1912 ...........46,542,007
6,337, 569

1914............63,784,313
1915~............50,138,520
1916 ............30,087,999
1917 ............14,481, 514
1918.9,839,305
1992,442,306
1920 ............17,9131,682
1921 ............16, 584,678

2,699,058
2,427,577
55,362,917
44,394,301
66,060,013
44,3340,975
1 8,794,853

19,378,158
10,825, 503

CONDENSED AND EVAPORATED MILK.

1,910 .
588,134
.........
1911.~~~~~~~~630,306
698,176
1912............
1913............1,778,043
1914 ......... ..14,599,339
1915 ............33,624,189

I'Low-tariff period.

19618,174,505
1917...18,375,698
20,642,738 1918.............29,926,931
16, 525,918 1919 ..........
20,183,723
19,080,642
16,2209,082 1920...........
37,235,627 1921 ....... .....19,272, 528
13,311,318
12, 180,445

159,577, 620
259,102,213
529,750,032
728,740, 509
708,463,187

262,668, 206

Table: Exhibit B.- Ef ect of imports of but er on the market.
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Exuzmrr B.-Elect of imtports of butter on the mwket.
(Market Reporter.)
Week
ended-

Market
price.

1920.

Cent.

Ipo f.

Remak.

-E:

3
71
D~iish, S3EXM pounds.
5 Danish, Argentina, and Eol- Foreign offerings, 94-1.
10
land,
85 -62 DIsLhb, 200,000 pounds.
17
24 63-B65-04.
31
3:
-2-..4..
. D"
Feb. 7 687 -8 Danisih
..................
vl o Daish butter releved the shorta
66
14
.....do.......................

Jan.

butter

but bodedill for shipper and dealers.
67 -071 Danish, 690,000 pounds...... Receipts still below previous week
Danish and Canadian.
654qr cities of so ag ock and arrival. reL
Large.......
qired to preflnt price dvance.
64 -04 Danish, 720,000 pounds ..... Broken are ailing new consignments; as a result
prices acttialy ranged lower than Chico.
6516-71 Danish and CAnadian ....... In spite of large stocks of Danish and Canadlan there
Was a ihortae.;
87-4 ... . New offering of Danish for future shipment around
86-57cents.;..:
Little Justificatlon tor the decline.
884 7 ..
Danish, 4,000,000 pounds.... Sunlies were short.
served to ausehortge.
67-73
. ..... St
.
75 -72 .
Chago selling 10 cents under New York.
.
73 .77
.
,l..
,.... 12eents over Chicago.
73-84
..:.:1~Storage drawn heavily.

21

2528
mar. 6
13
20
27
Apr. 3
10
17
24

I ...

May 1

:8y 16
2. _
-t;*:..
.................
..........
15
.....62
........2...............62_2
8441 Danish, HIolland, and Ar22

29
June 5

gentina.

610 Hoiland and Finland..
00 -5
Holland, Argentina, and
Canada.
5575 ....................
58..........-58..
58...
50 -58. Canadian and Danish (light)
57'-58..
67fjDanish, Canadian, and

Butter going Into storage.
F
butter short on most markets.
12
19
Reoipta about 25 per cent lighter than last year.
Some of the foregn butter being stored.
:
28:
Storage less than lat year.
uly 103
SIrls of undergrades.
17
:
Felt on New York market and reflected to other
:rgtentinian,
5J089,2W markets.
ptin stage.
24
57 -56 Dash, 1,574,000pounds Danish butter lirg
56 -55.
Prices declined, w= and unsteady.
-531
......
56 544 Danish ..........
Aug.:7
Oversupply.
14
54
...........................644..
Danisiiniftrgemovod at 52. Holdlngs of Danbh
act as cheok. 'As soon as prices advance the with-.

:

.......
.

:

.......................

:90

16

23

30
Nov. 6
13
20
27

drawalsbeocomenuimerous.

Surplus In undergrades.
Danish offered trom 55 to 56 cents. Holders of Damish teady to sell.
Shortage In fancy. Surplus of undergrade.
Danilshsellingat 3to 5cents bei';w.
Fresh Danish selling at 65 to 57 cents. Argentina at
60 to 61 cents.
624-1 ...
Undergradesserious problem, spread 13 to 16 cents.
61 -59 .
Holdings heavy newshipm.entsarriving.
. .
59-57 .
.
.
Centralized butter hard hit and drops S cents at Chicago..
58 -62 ..
Rase.due to jobbers, wholesale grocers, etc., renewing
depleted stocks.-:
82 -4 .. . Fancy butter scarce, firm demand well above 60
cents. Danish not more thanbto 58 cents. Free
offerings of Danish inder 484 f. o. b. New York
does not help instill confidence.
84 -05 Danish, New Zealand, and Offerings of Danish at 51 cents. but no weakness
Canadian.
shown.
65 V6
Danish, Argentina, and New Danish at 6 to S cents below looked attractive; 'New
Zealand.
offeringsreportedat 51 to524. Argentine offerings
at 40 to 45cents,pocr.
65 -57 Danish, New Zealand, Ca- *lump of 5 cents Frldagy- Foreign butter alds weaknadlan, and Argentina.
ness. Fresh Danlsh 65 to 68 cents. New Zealand
at 62 cents. Canada at 61 cents. New York los,
Ing at 8 cents below.

5
6
.21...........................
28 fi6"7 Danish
:
50
Sept. 3
-571.........................
11
574-5 ............. ..........
18
58 0 ............. ..........
00-0-2 Danish, 201,600 pounds ......
25
Oct. 2
62 -614 Danish and Argentina .

Table: Exhibit C.- Number of milk cows in the United States per 1,0 0 persons.
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1W0.

i

nish

.

.

.

.

rt-ontned.
RearI

Iports

A~~~
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.

.

. .

.

Increing

of Danish stock a factor in downward

trend. Fresh arrivals the only other factor. The
6: -614 Da:nish ;: :S f:
.:4
Dec:: t:::,.lcy-of
dealers was to sell at any price that would
- g-; --a E-; i-terest buyers. y;
;- a0
X;
:
52 -4 anis 1 00( pouni.,.8 A fluctuating market Is the best that can be expected
11
i053}
weak and unsettled conditios,
After
a montb
; taken
of an
has
butter
upward turn.
18

-4

..

a-S 564;6
;
-

;S

-

:

Danish, 880,000 pounds ..... A good demand for Danish butter at 61 to 524 cents,

192.
Jan. 1

58 -57 New Zailaid 792,O0Opounds Foreign butter still a factor.
on
15utchl .
hess on op grad largely result competition
57 -54 Danish, 145,00 pounds ......t
ee; -light reclpts of fncy
lias
5MS2 Danish 2 000 000 pounds; a$ utter ss
.s
New keand, severalcars. grades; market uneven and unsettled.
-::
52 -50 Danish- 2 100 000 pounds: Real wVealkness lay In expected arrival of Danish
22
at a los,
.- - .- tV 49F4New
bu~ter.-.:isi,~otrs-rehise to sell offerings
several cars. Danlsh
.
~~~~NowVeaiand, seveallcares.
New Zeaiand still offered at 47to 48..
49:49:
29 shp.e
Danish, small
decline attributed to arrival of foreigni stocks
FOU 5 50 -48 Danish, very heavy . Severe
The', great weakness was eaus by the surplus-of
foroegl butter arrivinMg at:New. Yodrki. of-Dapish
arrved the previousweek proved excelwhich
lent quality and many buyers took It in preference
to domestlc, so long as It could be purchased at or
below domestic price,:This caused such a backing
up of regular arrivals that receivers simply had to
drop prices to a point where Danish competition
would b cut. The declining market of course
kept buyhig down to a minimum. Further arrivals of Danlsh are expected.
Recovery followed as soon as butter was cleared up.
44 44 ..
12
Shortaige (leveloped. Danish stock cleaned up.
Do.
19:.454::8
f 49 -52Q
;
;
..
X
<
.o
Danish arvl
26
Mar.lw -3..Three.ve..elscarrying.buttr excpectcd to arrive.
53 -474 HaWI Danish and New Weaknelssontint"ed.
12
of Danish stocks held accountable for severe
47145 Danish and New Zemland... Arrival
19
break during recent weeks.
Kw2r
..
-a
Reoelpts
..................
light.
Danish stocks disofu,
Receiptsligt
2
:-eontinued and withild from markets; offerings
R
duder heavy receipts
:.............................. tddow
.............. Market remained either unchanged or advanced
49.
16
................
fractionally through the week until. Thursday,
when New York weakened unexpectedly- and dethe
.clned 1 cent., causing other markets to follow;
decline was caused partially because about 10,000
casks of Danish butter was still unsold on the
market.
New York prices on Danish held until Apr. 22, when
234-04-1 ...
they cut I cent under the market. Buying In all
markets was ptactically on a day-to-day basis.
30 40-3 ..
.5eent break at Chicago.

Danish and I~~~~utch
8 s..Danish

8

-

.

. . .. ......

gaes,

1V~eaisi

........... ,...... :.:.:.

Lbeala,

.......

EXmBIT 0.-Numbr of-mi-cows in ae united States per 1,000 persons.

Department of Agrculture.
264
1840 .
..........287 1890 ...................
237:
-00
1
..
.278
..
..9..
: 860.
$ 1910.220
1860.-276
223
234 1920.
1870.
.%251
1880,
, -1921 .218
rD*irr DIvson, U.

. . . . .

.

.

.

.

...-.

Table: Exhibit D.- Normal fluctuation in but er prices in the months of November and December for 10 years.

Table: Exhibit E.- Production and uses of milk in the United States, 1920.
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EXHIBIT D.-Normaliluetuation in butter prices in the month. of November and Decent
ber for 10 yeaT8.
(DiyDivison, U.S.8 Depatmnt of Arclue

N~~~~oveniDecemYa
Ybr.
her.

Year.
Close.
1911 ..............
1912 ..............
1913 .......I.......

1914'1..............

1916 ..............
I

34.8
34.4
33.8
34.7
31.1

37.8
37.2

NovernDecen.
er.
her.

39.4
1916.i.............
1917 .....45.05

39.8
49.04
68.68
72.48

36.1IIl
18.....63.28
33.9 1919 ........71.16
35.1 1920..............
63.22

54.75

Foreign butter came in freely during these two luonthu.
EXHIBITi E.-Productioanld uses of milk intheUidSte.190

[Dairy Division, U. S. Department of Agricultre])

oft
Quantity
product.

per unit

of,

product.'

Total wholee of tota
milk used.
ik

Pounds.:
Pounds
Pouindsi%,Pon
21.'000 18,136,117, 000: ~2n22
...........863,677,000
16.810
676 000,000, 21.000. 14,176,000,000
FarmhbutterbO ........i........i....
000
4.042
10.000 3,I624,-310,000
Cheese (all kinds) ...................362,431
Condensed milk (including evaporated) .......1,678,016 000
4.400
2.500 3,946, 038,000
Powdered milk...................
. 10,334,000
8A,672,000 '.092
8, 000
.007
Powdered cream....,......409,000....
19.000
O
5, 871,000U
Malted milk ....................
715,000
2.200
'.048
43,373,000
.19.'.006
Sterilized milk (canned)..................
5623,0001 1.000
6, 623,000D
.027
.066
24,268,000
. 370,16% 92
...
Oleomargarine (all kinds)...........
Creamerybutte

Milk chocolate

...................

.......

.......

60,000,000

GaU6ons

.067

ice cream .......................260, 000, 000 13.750 3,675,000,000
Total milk used in manufacturing..............~........43, 670,260,00

4 72

Household purposes...........105,400770

43.699

43.000 39,091,000,000

Calves
Puns
Fed to calves..............21,012,000 200.000 4,202 0000
Waste,loss, etc .
..................................2,68,00,OD,000
Grand total j8.%...........6....6......
.....00~00

398

4.6Off

3.000
10.0

Dairy cows (including town cows).......................
24,720, 000
Yield per cow......................................pounds.
3,827,
Population of United States, 1920 ........................ -.......I.105,708,770
84. 16
Milk production per capita................................pounds.
....

RESOLUTIONS.

A. Mf. LOOMItS,,

SecrearyNtiona Dair

Unionl W4as

D.ES MOINES, IOWA, November 8, 1921.
iigon D. C

Followigresolution adopted by Iowa Creamery Secretaries and Managers' Ainociation November 3representing cooperative creameries of the State:"Resolved, That we earnestly request the Congress of the United States to impose a
tariff requirement of 10 cents per pound on all butter imported into the United States.'
W. A. WEcNTWORTR, secretary.

AGRICULTURAL ROD CTS AD PROVISIONS.
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By Chairman Bulderston of the committee on tariff schedule:
"Whereasit ha bien distinctly and conclusively shown by data carefully compiled
by competent authorities that a tariff of 10 cents per pound on butter was absolutely neceary in order that the dairy industry may prosper in the United States:
Therore be it
:"Resolved b` this conference of th represeniativea of dairy associations assembled in
N. 1". :
Buffalo
"1. T4hat we rspecfully ueUOD 'Congress that.the above-mentioned rate of
$
:duty 'on butter be' agreed upon-in the final'passae of the pending tariff law.
"2. Thit we i t and urge all outr constituent and ailiedinteirests to insist that the
a.entire diry pruct schedu e must
.be'ona parity with the rate of duty on butter.
We app
eth ntire sch
he United Stat milk rodlcer'
ugg
dAirarf comhmitte,66 which was bae nte coprnative market valueo h
variou's''constituents of whole milk and is as follows: Milk, 3* cents per gallon; cream,
36 cents pe g:alon; butter, 10 cents per poun d; cheee,s cents per pound; condensed milk, 2 cents per pound; ,casein, 5 cents per pound.
"We would'call attention to the fact that casem has been overlooked by the Ways
and Means Committe. The American manufacturers of this by-product can not
exist without proper protection.
"3.: That any protection the dairy industry may receive by 'tariff on dairy products themslives will be very lly negative if there is not a duty on edible vegetable oils at least equal to the tarI on butter fat. We woild urge that there be placed
a tariff on copra not less than 50 per cent of the rate of duty placed on vegetable oils.
We also recojaize the importaice of these oils in the industries and arts and would
suggest that importers and refiners be allowed a suitable rebate on all such oils that
are denatured and used for any purposes other than human food."
Moved by Mr. Pattee, seconded by Mr. Holman, that the resolution be adopted as
read. Carried.
App :roved:
A. M. Loomis, Secretary.
Approved::
o
Mia D. CAMPBELL, ChairMan.

ADDITIONAL SAE NT OPA. K. LOOMIS, WASHINGTON, D. C.
REPRESENTING THEM NATIONAL DAIRY UNION.

Mr., Loom. The committee has been very courteous to the dairy
indust ingvg us thischance to finish our case. I am going to
take buta;few minutes there are two other witnesses wowant
to be herd. I suppose the committee will sit for a half hour or an
hour longer.
Senator SMOOT. You covered your subject very well before.
Mr. Looms. I also represent, for this particular matter, Prof.
T. C. Atkeson, Washington representative of the Washington Grange,
who has indorsed the position which we are taking here, and that
is in asking you to change the 8-cent item in the butter para
graph, 709, of the Fordney bill, to 10 cents, and this is the basis of
the entire dairy schedule which is being asked for by other branches
of the dairy industry.
SenatorDILLINGHAM. That was agreed upon by the national
associationV
Mr. Looms. Yes;' recommended by all branches of the da
= indusIi will
try. I have here a letter which has just come to me, i
not read2 signed by W. A.'Wentworth, secretary of the Iowa Creamery
Sectiris and Managers, in wchhe says just recently all the dairies
of the: State of Iowa have indorsed this 10-cent tariff request.
Senator Swoo. How is it they have changed their minds from the
last testimony?
Mr. Looms.: That is in accord with a telegram which is here, dated
November 21; but this is in complete detail, givg names of other
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organizations, and since November 21, when we h t previous
hearing, the creanry-organizations of the States of Mmneeota Wisconsin, and New York have also gone on record in favor of dieocent item.
We ask this tariff to event a disaster to the dairy interests of the
United States such as has already overtaken the l
part of the
other industries in agriculture.
:And in that connection I want to call your attention, without filing
for the record, to the report of total value of the crops for the United
States for the year 1921, which was issued' this week, and to call your
attention to the crop value totals in the United States to show what
t0;
has occurred-to agrculte in the last few years in the most concrete
form in which it has ever been announced.
*
The total value of the crops for the United States for the year 1919
was in round numbers $13,600,0,000; in 1920 the value of the
crops was $9 075,000,000. This year they are $5,600,000,000, or a
falling :off in lhe two years of $8,000,000,000 in value from a total of
:$13,600000,000. That is what has happened to -agriculture in the
United States.
Senator GooDNrw. What is the size of the crop?
Mr. Loomis. That is the total of the crops which are computed
from the crop reporting :service of the Department of Agriculture.
Senator SMooT. For those two years?
Mr. LooMIs. For those two ye
Senator JONEs. How does the quantity of the product compare?
Mr. Looms. There was a small decline this year, but only a small
decline in prices. $13,600,000,000 was the total for 1919, arid
$9,075,000,000 for 1920, a decline between those two years of A little
over $4,000,000,000 and they have declined over $9,000,000,000 to
$5,500,000,000 this last year.
Senator DILLINOHM ..That is dollars, but not in quantity.
Mr. LooMis. That is in dollars, but the quantity figures are here.
Senator JONES. The quantity was practically the same?
Mr. LoomIs. The quantity was practically the same-it will come
within 10 per cent.
The butter industry in this period is one of the chief
few industries
which has not suffered so serious a decline. The
reason, I
think, for that-a reason which to me seems the chief factor--is the
fact that in the early part of this year there was 6-cent tariff
enacted through the emergency tariff Law.
Senator SMooT. How is it they still charge 70 cents for ordinary
and 85 cents for first-class butter?
Mr. Looms. I can not answer that question, because I am buying
my butter cheaper than that.
Senator SMOor. Where do you buy it?
Mr. LooMs. At:the grocery around the corner from my house,
wherebI am getting butter at 60 cents, first-class creamey butter.
Senator Sioot. I get mine from George Oyster, and I assure you
I do not get it at 60, 70, or 80 cents.
Senator DILhINGHx. Perhaps, 'as some witness suggested yesterday ,the fault is with the purchaser.
Senator SMoom. Perhaps so.,

AGRIOVULTURLALPODCT AND PROVISIONS.
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Mr. ooMis8. I want to call yo attention to the chart prepared
by the Dairy Divsion of the Department of Agriculture, with the
exception of the red line. [Exhibiting chart to t-he committee.]
The black lines indicate the balance of trade, the exports and
imports. The black lines to the right of the center lines represent
outgoing exports, and the lines on the left-hand side represent
Pit had not been for the imposition of the butter tariff, it is evident-and that is whit the red line says-that the imports of butter
this year would have been the largest in the history of the United
States, because we have four months this year upon which to figure.
That 6-cent dairy tariff stopped in the period of low prices in this
counitry-that is, in Mav and June of this year-and that 6-cent
tariff cheeked thie flow of imports.
As soon as we get into he cold weather, mto the time of hhpriced butter, the 6-cent tarif proved to be entirely unprotective
and we are now-getting a disorganized butter market from the flow of
imports, which is the reason that we come here asking to have the
6 cents raised not only to 8 cents but to 10 cents.
If it were not so late in the afternoon, I would like to read a part
of theextracts -from the official report of the Bureau of Markets to
show that within the past four weeks in at least six daily reports of
the Bureau of Markets of declines of the New York butter market is
recorded, and in each case definitely either the imports which have
been received at New York or the cables of lower offers have been
responsible for them.
.1 want tocall yvour attention to the fact that this time of year we
are receiving ti butter from the Southern Hemisphere which is their
period of chief production, ad at the present time there are large
imports of butter received in San Francisco and the west coast from
Australia and New Zealand, and large imports are arriving at New
York City from Argentina, which are the disor g Mfluences.
In my brief which I filed on November 21, and wiich I wish I
could call to your attention again I discussed the influence of those
foreign shipments upon the New York market, and the point about
that is that the butter pnce of the United States are Iargely governed and the chief factor is the New York butter quotations of each
day, and the fact that those butter shipments center in New York
causes fluctuations in the New York market which are out of all proportion to the size of the shipments, and that is immediately translated back through the country until every butter man in the United
States feels the depressing effect of it.
As to the size of this industry, I want gou to realize that we are
out of the class of small industries whic have been taking much
time, it is 1,600 000,000 pounds per year, and on the basis of present
prices has a vaiue of something like $600,000,000. So that a fluctuation of a cent or two in theNew York market caused by the receipt of Danish, Holland or Argentine butter has translated back
through the entire United States on the basis of a production of not
less than 5,000,000 pounds of butter per day in this industry.
81-22-uc 7-20

*
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NATIOAL DAIY n0ot."
The National Dairy Union appeared in cooperation with other dairy interests
before the Senate Finance Committee last week, urging amendments to the Fordney
taiiff bill now before the Senate, increasing the duty on butter to 10 cents a pound,
of a protection on butter-fat
and providing a schedule for all dairy products on the
content relative to 10 cents a pound on butter.
presented the argument for the NationalD the
J: R. Morley, of Owatonna,Minn,
as a Minnesota farmer and as president and mar ofDiry
Union, speakig also
Minnesota Cooperative-Dairie Aociation
A. M Loomis, secretary of the National Dairyr Union, filed a brie( and a number`At
of exhibits covering a study of the influence of Danish, A gentine, and New Zealand
shipment , particularly on the New York dail pces upon which all dairyj*prics
in the United States are directly or indirectly ba, towing that these foreign
shipments are demoralizing, and the great need of the da industry is for stabilizing
conditions.
An abstriat of this brief floto:
After indicating the number ofper-ons engaged ade amount of money invested
in the dairy induar a d the butt r -indiuy which would be benefited by the
tariff as requested the brif took up the followingpoints:.
We ar asking tis-tariff pticully to protect the New York dairy market from
demoralization and fluctuationsto stabilize the day industry of the entire country.
hich might come-in under a low tariff W which
It is note amount of-Im
in cing severe fluctuations in the
of
theselimport
we object, but thinfluence
market out of all- protion their sie which fluctuations cause great losses to
producers and fe,- if any befits to the consumers.
The price of butter ariAdairy products throughout the United States is fixed by
thedaily NewYorkquotation.
:1. Butter is sold everywhre on New York basis This is general trade practice.
2. Cream buyers establi the price of cream on butter sales.
3. Cooperative facties ay member on the basis;of butte ales.iD
:4. Flid milk- prices areuied in every large citron butter-ft basis, with the pric
of butter fat as the major facto., and that fixed by: New York butter prices.
All.i1
dairy authorities
will agree on this thesis ingenerl.
1
The influence of the New York triniket price abslutel controlling and this
:0price is absolutely competitive. Butter is hiade and sold in national and international
competition and price agreements ar impossble. Manufacturers of cheese and of
other manufactured milk products are forced to pay for the milk at a price comparatively level with price paid by butter manufacturers because of the large size of
the butter industry.
Domestic butter is made and marketed in a comparatively even flow..
1. Butter is a purely agricultural product and like all othei agricultural products
(and unlike fabricated products), can not be controlled as to time and volume of pro.
duction.
will show comparatively level movement of butter to
2. Bureau of Markets fig
market, affected only by seasonal conditions.
3. Price movements, when not affected by heavy or unexpected imports, show
comparatively small seasonal fluctuations, moving up in winter and down in summer
in accordance with the amount and cost of production.
.Foreign shipments come in in large, often unannounced and unexpected quantities.
l. Bureau of Markets daily and weekly reports show this to be true, and that few
people know of arrivals, which therefore have effect of surprise offerings.
Influence of these foreign shipments is disastrous.
I. Bulk of foreign shipments come to New York City, affecting first and most
seriously New York prices, which control the prices all over the country.
2. Shipments from Denmarkl are always large and sold in such manner as to disorganize New York market. '(See Bureau of Markets report.)
3. Shipments from Southern Hemisphere, Argentina, and New Zealand are largest
and cheapest in winter when American tanners are producing the least butter at the
highest cost, and consequently are most disastrous to American markets.
If further proofs of these self-evident facts are needed, they will be found in the
fact that during the year 1920 when the imports were the heaviest in the history of
the butter industry, the New York market was in constant fluctuation, entirely out
of all proportion to any changes orvariations in the cost of or amount of domestic production. Receivers suffere heavy loes8 in addition to still greater losses passed
back to producers. An exhibit is attached containing an abstract of the Bureau
of Markets of the United States Department of Agriculture ontihe New York butter
ADDITIONAL
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market January 1,, 1920, to May, 1921, (when the emergency tariff went into effect)
The fluctliations amounted to as much as 7 cents a pound downward in a single month.
(See Market Reporter, April 19;)
Lower prices are pawsed back to producers
1, A. snle import hipmet of btdriyes market prices down as long as that
butter remains in them'ket,'duing'which time the whole American production
of 5,000,000 pounds a day. rings the producer only the lower price.;
2. Cheese factory butter factory, and condensorv prices are adjusted to this bais.
Butter and cheese actories sell' at regular intervals at these lower prices and settle
with patrons upon the market' price basis.
These price reductions are-'not pa-ed on to the consumers except in small part.
1. Retail price quotations in any city in the United States during the period of the
depressions of the winter of 1920 anid spring of 1921 will-show this to be true.
2:§. The general practice in retailing i tobase selling price upon actual cost price in
a falling market and upon replacement cost in a rising market.
Imports are not needed to supply the American market.
:1. Even ddring the inflated period of imports of 1920 and 1921, butter imported
amounted to only fromi per cent to 2 per cent of the American production-65,0 000
pounds in 1920 and 1921 as compared with domestic production of not less than 3,200
million pounds.
2. D~urinKg this same period-:35,000,000 pounds was exported, and heavy loses6were
caused by inability to dio of surplus stocks in storage at prices above cost.
Unsettled conditions result in-steady decline in the industiq.
1. While there was oinlydecline of 3 cow per 1, 000 peep e in the United States
during the war period when there was a large exportation of butter, there hras been a
decline since the war.of 5 cows per 1,000 people during the period of imports.
2. Statisticians of the: Dairy Division of the Department of Agriculture estimate'
that the falling off in exports and the increase in imports of dairy products since the
close of the war has been almost exactly balanced by the decline in the number of
dairy cows kept for milk in the United States.
Ten-cent tariff needed.
1. A 6-cent tariff was effective under prewar conditions, butter then being worth
but 25 cents to 30 cents a pound, with labor and equipment in proporion. Butter
is now worth 48 cents a pound. Last year's average 61 cents a pound.
2. Six cents in emergency tariff proved effective only during the low price period
of June, July, and August when butter averaged about 35 cefti a pound and is not
effective now, as shown by increasing imports.
Ten-cent tariff justified by difference in cost of production and is a fair ad valorem
rate.
1. Canadiap costs, as shown by experts, are 10 cents a pound, less than American
costs. iiV.n
2. Danish butter supplants Canadian butter in English market; therefore Danish:
costs must be as low or lower than Canadian costs.
3. When the 6 cent tariff was effective it wasbequal to a 20 per cent or higher ad
valorem tariff on a basis of the 25 or 30 cent: value of butter at that time. A 20 per
cent tariff now would amount to 10 cents a pound or more. No protective rate in the
entire Fordney bill is figured at less than 20 per cent ad valorem.
SUMMARY.

The whole dairy industry in the United States rests on the daily price of butter in
the New York market.
This industry is one of the largest and most essential in the nation.
Experience shows that lack or proper tariff protection
0:leads to imports-of butter,
inconsiderable in amount as compared with the production and consumption in the
Nation, but viciously effective in disrupting and demoralizing the one market which
establishes national prices.
The interest of the consumer of butter and:the producer of butter will be best served
by stabilizing butter prices as far as may be, and to-do this it. is necessary to put a
duty in effect which will minimize the surprise shipments, and their influence in
hammering down New York market prices.
Under a 2+-cent tariff this influence was at its worst.
The dairy and general agricultural interests agree that 10 cents is not too much to
ask at this time.
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EGGS.
0[Paragrphsi711-713.]:

STATEMNT OF ]lKOX BOVDE; PETALUA, CiALI., RKPZSNTING AMERICAN POULTRY ASSOCIATION AN']D EGG MAR TING
ABBOOIATIONS.:

The CHwtMAN. Where do you reside, Mr. Boude?
Mr. Bo3uDn. I reside at Petaluma, Calif.
The Cau A. What is your occupationI
Mr. BOunDI. My occupation is that of a farmer who specializes in
Msr farm is devoted to two products, poultry and apples.
: amn lry.
a: specialist
in poultry
The CarnAx. tou speak. for the American Poultry Association,
do you" I
Yes, sir.. I represent some nine associations-the
ddcu.f-coast,E cooperative
Pacific
associations of Washington Oregon, and
the
American
California;
Poultry Association, which is the general
association of the United States; and in repect to the taiff on eggs
and poultry I have been given permission to present the views of
the American Farm Bureau Federation and also of the Natibnal
Grang~e.
The1CHARMAN. Ve well; will- you proceed in your own way to
inform the committee of your views
Mr. BOUD.(Gentlemen, the American hen lay approxiamtely
ozen eggsperyer that find their way to the market
1,767,000,that000
from the farmers to the consimers. Another 500,000,000 dozen is
used upon the farms and in the various procSe of incubation, so
that we have had a surplus: duing the patfw years, and there has
been an exportation of 10,000,000, 20,000,00 and 40,000,000 dozen
eggs per year. The- amount pd for egt t e armers-the producers-in the United States was sTooooo
and for poultry
$441,750,000, making a total of $1,223,750,000. hese figures apply
to the last two ears.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. What was that figure for poultry that you
just gave us?
Mr. BounDE. $441 750 000. In the matter of railroad transportation, there was hauled 4;et year 251,360 carloads. In giving figures
I do not take the highest estimates as reported by the Department of
Agriculture. We have not included the 500,000,000 dozens that
were used on the farms for edible purposes or for purposes of incubation. I believe the Department of Agriculture places a value of
$250,000,000 on those eggs. So that the total figures for last year's
product are in excess of $1,500,000,000.
Senator WATSON. That does not include those sent by express,
does it?
Mr., BouDz. I could notsay. There are some phases, Senator, on
which ~it is hard tob gett statistics. But the figures of the department are larer th.an: my figures; so I think t at we are conservative.
It is a ver arge industry'because it concerns about 90 per cent of
the farms im the United States.t The Government has fostered0the
industry, through the agricultural experiment stations and found
ways and means to increase the average yield per hen. But the fact
remains that one important factor in the marketing of eggs is that
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the hen produces egs only about nine months in the year. The winter season is taen or a time of rest and growing a new set of feathers.
The only solution that we have so far foun to the process of distribution is cold storage. In the spg there is an enormous excess
production, and from the daily accumulations sufficient quantities
are sent to cold storage to be distributed in an orderly manner during
the cold months, when fresh eggs are scarce and exceedingly high.
The CHARAN. Is there any accumulation during the writer season at all?I
Mr. Bodin. -There is no accumulation during thwinter. That
occurs only-during the sprng..
The ClnvAN. Absolutely?
Mr. Bourr. Absolutely; we can get a few sport hens and pullets
from which, if we house them and give them heat and a great deal
::
of special care and attention, we can get a limited supply, which
constitutes our source of fresh eggs for winter.
Senator LA FosTrz. Have you any statistics that show exactly
the'production in the winter months?
Mtr.. Bouns. I do not think I have. But just taking my ordinary
flock it is about 20 to 30 per cent20 per cent usually. Occasionally
you will get an unusually favorable writer, where some of the spring
conditions are reproduced. Then if those conditions are extra good
you can get up to 30 per cent.
Sen ator LA FouaLLerr. About 30 per cent?
Mr. Bouni. Thirty per cent is the limit; usually 20 per cent.
Senator MCCUXnER. Thirty per cent of the spring production?Mr. BoOnE. Thirty per cent, proved you raise sufficient pullets,
which arb, very expensive to rase; that is, in the process of reproduction, their eggs being used for incubation.
Senator McCUmana. That is where you would have tmild weather
Mr. BouDF,. Yes, Sir.
SenatorMoCuwun. Thatwould not be true in the North Central
States at all, would it, where they have long winters and cold
winters?
Senator'LA FoLLETTE. It all depends on how they are kept,
Senator.:
8Senator MrICUMBEsR. I-assutie that.
Senator WATSON What is the extent of importation?
Mr. :BoonE. The importations roie in 1914, following the enactment of the Underwood-Simmons Act, to 6,000,000 dozens per
annum. Importers -on the P1Pacific coast announced that they
f. o b. cars San
would makekO:anannual price of 15 cents per dozen,c
contracts. However, the war broke
Franeisco, and offered
out,0 and the boats were' 'taken off the Pacific, so that importations
were prvented duringthe war period.
Senator WTATSON. Where from?
Mr. BonicDE. They were brought frm China at: the rate of about
2,000,000 dozen ifper annum, :but fell one year to 1,333,000 dozens.
Last yeartimports increased and: tthis year dur the first eight
months: there were:: 2,620,640 dozens imported. During the same
period eggs in frozanddried form, aggregating 9,018,665 dozen,
were also imported and came in competition with the:-American
product. The Government statistics do not state the dried product
AGEICULTUALPRDVUCTS aPINOVISIONS.
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separately from the frozen, but each pound of dried eggs imported
would represent approximately 3 pounds of fresh eggs.
Tie CirRmAN. Are these Chiiese eggs importe- over here in
shaPe:
pretty fair
Mr. BocoixC.: rley are geting them
here in0ibetter oshpeaill the
t
tim&
:Th (JARWAN.00 I; would expect thattheyar a littlep00oiled, some
of them.
Mr. BorrDE. They can remove the spoiled ones by candling and
sell only the best ones to the:public. The Chinese eggs are six
weeks old and in some caes two months old when they arrive.
Senator WATSON. At what cost are they laid d~wn I
WM. BorD. l am-ging to put in evidence in afew moments the
prewar prices of in Chinese eggs as reported by our consuls.
Here is a report of an investigation made by the Un iversity of Oron.
It shows that the costs before the war were from 2 to 6 cents per
dozen as paid by exporters over there, or importers here; whichever
way you wish to put it.
The folldwing daitashowing the x'v low p s at which eg may be obtained
:fro th Chinese prduersin the veos ditictar en from reports of the United
conl
offie at
thue
principl ej mret. of China
lankow (sport): Duing the st five
the
e of e has materially increaed; in's me districtsitbsmore than doubled. dhiosdepen&d to a large extent
upon the priity o the pbucr
to Iaow, there are located the manufacti
plants. Another important ftor in te inc e in the price of eggs, as well-as of
other ;articles .I the method ptd by a British cold
punt here, which
caries in;cold stor to
p g e,
lty eg,
d meat. This company
,
send out puch b agents to collect egs reully i cert districts, which creates
a riady lical Imket for all the
output and the at a
xafimtix
price.
The summer price of ua asce from! 20 lolities, es from 140 to 280
eggs for a Mexicn doll(40cents United Sncy), dendent upon the remoteem of thle distict fr~m the l irket and the ae ibility to transport.
Durn the seao (that is, in the spg) e ca e b#t for les than 8 Hankowi
teels (approximately $.29 Unted 8tites currency) per picul of 133j pounds. The
number of eggsper picul varies from 1,200
thu2
the price per dozen would
to:1,500;
rnge from 4.23 to 5.9;cent (United
Statnccurency). The average price is between
$5.29 and $5.62, but it rises to $5.96 in the winter months.
Nanking (seaport): Eggs are purchased by the local exporters here at prices ranging
from 40 to 42 cents per grow and are being consgned to the United States as follows:
Fresh, per dozen ..................
.. S.046
Frozen, in tins, per pound .. .03
The rate of exchange and supply may ultimately cause some variation in the cost.
Thus fr however, the ex rters have experienced no difficulty in securing all they
can hanile-about 25,000 Nozens per day.
Shanghai (seaport): A few years ago the price throuout the ear at the open porte
on the Yangtze averaged 4 to 5 ca each. Ths is the equivalent in United States
money of approximately 2 cents per dozen. The abolition of these old copper cash,
however, and the substitution of 10-cash pieces (or cent) resulted in raising prices in
general.
;
There are five grades of eggs on this market, the grades beig by size of eggs.. The
ntrpi fluctuate constantly, and
larger egg are intended for export. The u
it is not usible to give even a season average.. The egg-product factories buy by
e lowest price by weight (mixed grades) woris out at about $6.50 Mexican
weight.
for 1,000 eggs, or about $3.15 United States currency. E g-product factories do not
find it practicable to work when the price in the interior is more than about $9
Mexican (my $4.3 United States currency) per thousand.
Of the lar egg, the up-country prices in the winter months run from $11 to $18
Mexican per 1,000. In summer, they are as low as $9 Mexican.
The
fluctuate, of course, with the demand, and the heavy shipments to
the Uni gpnrices
States have had something to do with incr
rices. Price duin
the winter of 1913-14 ranged from 10 Shanghai teels approximatelyy $6.32 United
........
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currency) to 17 Shnhitsts (apoimately $10.76)per 1,0000. To these
State must
prices
be added freight and chr the lateiiludin ca and fills, pecking, export duty, wharae dues, insurance and incident aeraing in the neighborhood of 1 ts (ppromtly 634 cent. fruited States currency) per case.
The-eggs-are purchised by agents of the Shanghailretail produce merchant., who
visit the
ocalitles at
this seia p
eggs are
then tra redto Shang by rail, cal or river shipmelnt.
e farmer generally
sells
his eggsat about $4.60 (United States currency) per 1,000. Of course, this pric
is dependent upon
the spply and demand And fluctuate accordingly, The trans
portation charges are usually deferred by the Shanhait merchant who resells the
egg to locl exporters ivaios prices ranging from $6.25 to $8 (U'nited States currency) per 1,00. This p rice also luctuates, but these figures are approximate. The
exporter, in o,sellsthe -eggs to his clients abroad at prices mutually arranged for
either ycoatwct or arement. The cost of crating, packing, insurance, etc., are
usually borne by the export
Thnau (seaport): Thle. prics vary:constantly being lower in summer than in
has no
data on the prices paid for
by the collection
office accurate
wintr. Ths
middlemen. From infrtio obtained from local Chinese, however It seems endent hat eg thus purhaed proably cost from 2 cents to 5 cents (United State
currency) per dozenT.hey are s 1ggs.
T) The average prices paid by the exporters at the present rate
Tienin (
of exchanp. are from20 to 40 cents (United States currency) per hundred, the producers bei paid- slightly lower prices.
Hankow (seaport): Today (Sept. 2, 1915) fresh -egs sell in the market at about 900
cash (35 cent United States currency) per 100, and this is at let 25 per cent above
the market price of five years ago. It can not be considered exorbitant, though
these eggs are very small
Canton ("saport) The following prices, in gold, are asked (May 20, 1915) per. 1,000
for chicken eggs by the wholesale dealers at Canton: Large, $9.10; medium, $8.40;
small, $7.82. The prices are, of course, subject to fluctuation as exchange rie and
Vfalls
--Swatow (seaport): The price in the interior is about 54 cents and in Swatow 74
cent> per dozen. In summer, pwen exportation 1iscarcely feasible, the price is lower.
Chefoo (seaport):- With the introdiwtibn of railways into Shantung, the organization ocold-storage
of
facilities for the shipment of foodstuffs abroad, and the erection
of factories for drying and condensing eggs for foreign consumption, prices have risen
enormously. Fifteen years ago $1 in United States currency purchased about 900
eggs (about 1.3 cents per dozen). The lowest price, or rather the price at that season
of the year when eggs are most plentiful, is now 360 for $1, or about 3.3 cents per
dozen.
H~arbin (inland) In general, the price of eggs in the Harbin market is 50 cents,
gold, per hundred, in largest quantities.; They retail to the consumer at from 7 to 9
cents, gold, per dozen. It ishbelieved that the farmer receives an average of approximately 30 cents, gold, per hundred for his eggs.
Hongkong sea ort): Prices of ordinary lots early in March, 1913, ranged from
$6.24 to $6.72 (gold) per thousand, fluctuating between comparatively narrow margins
from day to day. During 1912 the highest price in the Hongkong market, wholesale, was $6.68 (gold) per thousand.

Thet report of the Dominion Department of Agriculture for the
week of 0 August 1-8, on page 4, contains the following in regard to
Chinese bulk eggs:
The Paris health authorities have been inquiring into the advisability of uising
Chinese eggs in the making of cakes and pastry and have come to the conclusion that
during the hot weather the use of these eg is dangerous. Chinese eggs are imported
into Europe without their shells, in rozen and packed in kegs, Analysis shows
that 24 hours after they have been thawed, a single teaspoonful of the mixture contains 36,000 harmful microbes.
M. Martel, the health inspector, who has been conducting thie investigtion, recommends that pastry cooks and restaurant keepers should be forbidden toWuse Chinese
eggs, except for biscuit making, where the very high temperature is sufficient to kill
the germs. Private consumers of course, have never been used to Chinese eggs,
whic are only sold in bulk.-feuter, London Observer, July 24, 1921.
Senator WATSON. And do you know what the cost of a dozen eggs

would be from China laid down in Chicago.

-to
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Mr. BoUDz. I had prepared to touch on that a little later, when I
brought up the matter oftransportation cost.
Senator WATsON. I was trying to find out what the real competition of the American eggs was with the&hinese.
Mr. BoUDu. I will make xst a few statements about the economic
condition. In the spring of the r eggs alws fall below the cost
condition has:always obtained.
of production upon the farms.
During that time, of course, the consumer is protected for other port~ions of the year by cold storage. The eggs go in storage at low
prices, so they can provide a later supply athgh prices during the
followig fall and ir.
We have asked for a protecting which will run uniformly at 8 cent
per doen upon shell es,wich I amspeaking of intisinstance
because we believe that that will come somewhere near the adiff
between thec:-ot in Ameica- and the cost abroad. We originally
asked for 10 cents a dozen,: but we- have reduced thse figures to 8
markets allover the world and
ce, because we hve dedli
e.
declining silve which is a factor in Ciese
Thea .prices, at h. ha, prewar, were aroud 6 cents, as I have
slready submitted in t. report-of te University of Oregon. With
rath , which is the ordin ocean
an 8 t duty ad 5;et freight
San
or
Firnisico, thatod enab them
rate to Seattle, Portidd
lay eggs down at 19 cents pe doe. T e priceof eggs or the cost
of eggs in America has not, b6e settled by the De tment of Agriculture or -the arious dearment.of the- uiversitis. Some of the
universities are now mn surys and I assume the Department
of Agricuture is. We ordinily took 25 cents a dozen as prewar
cost of -producing ldoz egge , when you reckon all the yearly
factors that hive to do with thet.
For 23 yrs getl, beginning with 1890, shell eggs were on
-the protected list.:: Te bore B cent a dozen duty Una that
time, ecept for three -years, -from 1894 to 1897, during the WilsonGorinan or Wilson. _hes Act, when they were 3 cents a dozen.
Australia puts a- tariff upon eg of 12 cent a dozen, which is protheir season, which is the reverse of ours,
hibitory to us. But d
the United States.
a p, e gV
sy--81
an embargo against Chinese eggs, for the benefit of
:the home producer and the encouragement of home production.
Senator LA FOLLU. i~Did you give the total importation of eggs
for eight months I I understood you to give the figures.
Ir. BouID. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FiOLLm. fI meann the impota-tinto this country
from All countries for eight monts, oriws that limited to China?
Dtd
bythieD
apartment of Commerce
Mr. Boumu. This is as
up to September 1.
S ator LA FouM. And takesiall of the importations?
Mr. Bomux. 2,620,643 dozens in shel alone, not including dried
and frozen.
I was not here duringS the ey part of your
Senator CS(DEo
testimony. an you give the committee the quantity of egg imported from Canada?
Mr. BoDZ. Yes:sir. The importations 'and deportations :back
and th across te border hat sear were practiclly equl, being
215,000 cases of 30 dozen each. They have -an import dut upon our

:ao
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eggs of 3 cents a dozen, and the minister of agricult at Ottawa
has the power to embargo the importations of Chinese eg whenever m his judgment it is against the interests of the Canadian producers for them to be received.
Senator CALDWR. And the duty at 3 cents a dozen in Canada
against our egs?
MrSk.Bouu. Against our eg; we hav noneeon their.
I sh to call attention to the fact that the Department of A ricculture, the universities, and the colleg have done all that they
ossibly could to encourage the production of eggs in the United
I wish to lay down 'ust a few fundamental argumentsSenator C~w=n (interposing). Just before you get to that, did&you
state the total amount of eggs exported from this countryI ave
you those figures?
Mr. BoUDs. I have not, but-there is a gentleman to follow me who
is prepared togive those gures in detail.
Senator Cans. I would like the record to show what quantity
of eggs were imported and what quantity of eggs were exported.
MIr. BoUDa. Prof. Rice, of Cornell, Is here and will follow me.
He has charts showing this. He has made an academic study of
the whole situation and, Senator, he will present it to you. 7am
only a farmer-producer and am presenting this statement on behalf
of the producers.
I want to submit the following arguments as to why we should have
an adequate tariff of 8 cents a dozen: The Chinese eggs in shell
frozen, and dried sell in competition with the American eggs, and
every egg that is imported from China displaces an American egq,
because we are producing a surplus, and ultimately, if you carrythis
out to its conclusion, it displaces the American hen and the American
producer.;
The Chinese standards. of living are entirely different from ours,0
and the American standard of living is high, and we are trying to
increase or at least retain the American standard of living upon the
farm. We are pointing out that it is a desirable thing because of our
standards of living that we retain the present hh production and put
a tariff upon the Chinese imports. Every Chinese egg sold is sold
at a price necessarily below the price of the American egg, and therefore the American farmer can not compete when prices are cut.
Senator SxoO. Are they as good as the American eggs ?
Mr. BourB. They are inferior. So they cut the prce and break
the market.where our assare sold.
SenatorMcOCUBEla. Foor cooking the answer the same urDposes
f a cheItae
answer the pur
yes;
X
:UDBxZ Othey
Wefre otgogon recor ~as, eding anrmug nte:a~s
tariffs Dgentlemeni. tI Iust follows as a natural sequence that if we
pert too: many of our farm products to be sold at a loss-this has
been brought out by those appearing .on behalf of wool and wheat
are oftentimes sold at a ois-that it is going
other things
and 0tat
tohave an injurious effect upon our agiculture, and we wish to do
all that we can to keep agriculture upo'n the best possible basis.
I want to call attention to another thing that is an economic 1088.
Our American market is already overloaded with eggs. An effort is
now being made to export 500,000 cases of the present surplus in
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0coldsora, because it is feared welhave too many. Then freg
markets, th rates of exchange-everything isagainst the exporta:
tion of these eggs.
Senator CALD. That may be so, but still the markets for coldstorage eggs keeps up in price pretty well, does it not?
Mr. BourD. That s because of a scarcity in fresh-e production;b
they bid for the fresh eg instead of using the eggs that have been
stored for the normal consumption.
Senator CALD-R. But in Niew York we are not getting our coldstorage eggs much cheaper than the fresh eggs, are we?
Mr. BOurn. They took them away from us farmers at around 25
cents.
Senator YLDzRw. We are paying something like 65 cents to-day.
Senator CuMTn. I am am
'cents for fresh eggs.
Senator SMOOT. I am paymb- 85 cents for fresh eggs.
Senator CALwRn. I want to ielp the farmer, but r-also represent a
cit which is a Mat consumer of eggs.
Senator IA FOLucrru. Wat is the fanner realizing for.or eggs
to-day?
Mr. BouDa. I recently looked up the quotations at the Kansas
City market. I could not find the Omaha markets. The Kansas
City market was around 50 cents for fresh and 40 cents for cold%Senato Fouarrz. That means after the eggs are delivered to
the commision merchant?
ar sking f. o.-b. cars Kansas Citi,
Mr. BoUIE. That is what t
which is in:the heart of the egg-producig district.
Senator IA FoLaun. Are you a faer?
Mr.. BDoon. I am a farmer, ye, Snitor, and I have no other
methodof making my living except on the fanrm.
Senator IA FoLLBTr. What ae you realizing on the eggs that
you are marketing to-day?
:f
Mr. BouDE. My wife wrote me that she was receiving 60 cents
per dozen.
Senator LA Foam-rn. Where did you ship from t
Mr. BoUDE. I sell at Petaluma, Calif.
Senator SHoor. I paid 85 cents for them delivered at the house
:to-days.
Senator Cuiin. I boght 30 dozn lat week at Topeka and ha
them shipped here, andthey cot melaid do in Wasigton, after
pavin express, 66 cents a dozn-freheggs.
Senator GooDINO. Your eggs go direto the consumer, do they
not?
Mr. BoUD. There is sarrgular channel of distribution. We have
never been able to break over that. We have to use the middleman.
Senator CAL)ER. The people in the centers of population are not
able to go to the middleman. Take New York City, with 6,000,000
people. The farmers do not sell direct to us; their eggs go throuh
two hands-two middlemen.
Mr. Boums. It is a study, gentlemen. I hope you can solve it
some day. We are willing to do anything% in the world to meet you
and to study ait out. I hive studied it in California. It is a very

difficult matter.
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Senator SMooT. Is it not a question of distribution rather than a
september you exported 21,195,249 dozens of eggs, and we imported
::during that same period only 2,707,933 dozen; and that is only
of the importations as compared
about one-seventh of 1
with the- exportations. po-.cent
Mr. BouDz. Precisely so far as eggs, i the shell are concerned.
Senator Smoar. And is it not a question of distribution in this
country rather than a question of importation under a protective
t
t-if?-f
atari
Mr. BoUDn. I can not agree with you, quite Senator, in this way:
China is the largest potential egg producer in e world. In the last
four or five years e has increased her export trade by leaps and
bounds and especially since -we put more boats on the Pacific. They
all have refrerator space available. We are wrestling with the
problems of deflation, and the fact that the farmer is not getting
what he used to-get. It is simply a question of what China can do to
us, not entirely what she has done just yet, but what she is going on
to do. They assure us that they are able to put the American producer out o business.
Senator SM&oT. What do you ask for? I
Mr. BOuDE. We ask foz 8 cents on shell eggs-.
Senator Cutans.- I want to add right there-andI think Mr. Mercer
over there will probably recall the instance-in 1914 an importer of
egg from China who lived in San Francisco came to Kansas City,
and offered to sell eggs there at 10 cents a dozen.
itr, UDE. On contract?
Senator Cuins. Yes, sir.
Senator CALDER. A moment ago you said: you Werereceiving0-60
cents a dozen for your eggs?
Mr. BOUDE. Yes.
Senator CALDER. You do not want protection on those eggs, do
you? :Is not that enough?
Mr. Bomb. But we are not getting t my p lace enoughtegs to
more than meet the cost of oureed, ecause the flock is not aying
very much right now.
Senator SmoOr. Under the existing law it is 2 cents a dozen;
under the Payne-Aldrich law it was 5 cents, and the House bill has
given you 6 cents, and you want 8 cents ?
Mr. Bounz. We want 8 cents. Under the Underwood-Simmons
Act shell eggs are free; frozen eggs are 2 cents.
Senator SMOOT. Eggs in the shell?
Mr. Boumz. Eggs in the shell are free at the present time.,
Senator SMOOT. I guess not.
Mr. BOUDE. Gentlemen, just a word about transportation. Iwh
to call your attention to certain matters about rates. We pay from
either Seattle, Portland, or San Francisco a rate of $3.33 per hundred
pounds to New York, which is the great consuming market in: the
United States. That amounts to about 6 cents a dozen. When the
blizzards come, we are obliged toshp Dby express, because the spring
comes quicker on the coast, and if there be ans shortage it is just then
that you nried the eggs. So if they are shipped by express it is
double that, and it costs $6.66 a hundred, or about 12 cents per dozen.

question of importation? For instance, in the nine months ending
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ship Chinese egs in train loads as they came in last winsend them across-there is a rate of $2.60.
Senator LA FOLLann. What is their rate delivered at Seale?
Mr. BoUDE. Their rate is between 4 and 5 cents, I understand, at'the present time. But theey are reducing the rate all the time. It
is only.about 6 cents through the Canal to New York, if theysend:
them that way.
There was a point I want to bring out as to this compensator duty
in the way of transportation upon the imported Chinese eggs of 73
cents per hundred,. which amounts to $146 on a carload of 20,000 0
:pounds. I conflried these flg-with Chairman Clark when he
was chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, so as to have
them accurate before we should attempt to live them to anyone.
I just want to bring out one thought aout it,that the imports
tion-of 8 dozeneggs or 8 pounds ofrozen eggs puts an
can hen out of business. At the present time these importations that
we have received-importationslparticularly of frozen ego the gentleman who succeeds me is going to speak especially on Cat subjectw ith the shipload that is coming through the canal now for New
York, there will be about 32,000,000 pounds of frozen eggs on board
in storage.
That represent: the product of 4,000,000 hens. That is only an
to come:
example of what China can do to us if we permt these
withoutadequate duty to protect the American pr cer.
senatort'GooIN0 Do you know anyt
UV-about the average price
of egg
in- the Middle West during the month of April, May, and June
ofd this yearthe price the farmer was getting I
Mr. Bouxrn. It ran from 10 to12: centsy understand, in Texlas,
Oklahoma, Kansas, and parts of Miuri. Of course, there was a
::high freight rate. The New York price fell almost to 20 cents. You
conder the hi h transportation cages that would cause prices to
decline: at the arm to a greater extent.:
Senator OoooIa. Ten or fifteen cents a dozen to the farmer.
Mr. BoUws. Yes, that would be about it.
I have presented the phase of the shell egg, gentlemen. The gentlemen who follow me will preent the facts of the frozen egg andof
the dried egg. We are divding the time and hoping not to repeat
our facts an arguments.
STATEXMNT OF HARRY LEWIS ->2DAVISIvXLLE, Ii. REPRESENT-

When theybring them to battle, Portland, and San Francisco and
ter-they

.

ING INTERNATIONAL BABY LHICK ASSOCIATION AND AMERI.
CAN POULTRY ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Lzwis. I reside at Davisrille, R. I.
The CHAIRMAN. You area farmer?
Mr. Lewis. Yes, sir; a poultry and dairy farmer.
Tha COHAiMAN. Will you state your views t6othe committee?
Mr. LUw-is. As Mr. loude, the previous seker, has" just mentioned; in order to save the time of you gentlemen and not repeat,
I am going to confine my remarks entirely to questions concerning
the dry egg and the frozen egg.
First, Just a word about quantity. it is'unfortunate that the
report of the Department, of Commerce does not distinguish in
detail as between importations of dry and frozen eggs, but from the
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statistics we have available it is a pretty good estimate to say that
between four and five million pounds of dried eggs are imported into
the United States out of 25,000,000 or 30,000,000 pounds which the
department reports in the form of frozen and dred eggs; inm other
words, probabsyoone-fifth come in in that form.
These importations came in last year. --They have steadily been
increasing since 1914, and the evidence is that they will be:much
larger this year.
Just a word as to quality. Dried eggs are prepared from whites,
yolks, and the whole egg, or mixtures of whites and yolks. I do not
ow but what you gentlemen have seen the products to which I am.
referring. In case you have not, I will give you a little of this so
you can see it [exhibiting sample of dried eggs to the committee]. I
would not advise you to follow the example of my stenogapher the
other day, when we opened one of these boxes Womanlike, she
moistened her finger and dipped it into the dried egg and she said
she has not wanted to eat an egg since. That is noting against the
quality, however, as in that form it is not. very tasty.
-The CHAIMAN. What is that [Referring to sample.]
Mr. LwnS. That is dried egg. That is the form in which it is put
out in commerce, primarily for the use of the housewife.
Senitor SMooTr. What is it worth to-day per pound ?
Mr. LEwis. I do not know what it is selling at retail, but int contract prices: anywhere from 90 cents to $1 a pound.
Senator SMOOT. And this bill provides 15 cents a pound?I
Mr. LEWIS. Yes, sir.
Senator Swoor. And the Underwood bill 10 cents?
Mr. Lkwis. And we are asking for 24 cents on the dried egg.
Senator SMOOT. What is a dried egg worth in China to-day?
Mr. Lwis. The product, you mean?
Senator SMOor. Yes.
Mr. LE8ws. Of course, that is made from shel eggs, which I re-ferred to, which are about 8 or 10 cents a dozen, and as it takestt
3:
dozen eg to a pound of dried egg, the process is approximately three
times at.
.200::
Senator SMOOT. The invoice prices on the last dried eggs that came
in from Chhira was 16 cents per pound?
Mr. LUWs. The desiccated eggs can not be as universally substituted for shell eggs as the frozen product, because "lifting power"
of the white is partially destroyed by the process of drying. This
product is used in large quantities in what is termed by the bakers
'flat baking." This product is used primarily in the preparation of
home foodstuffs, although it has other uses in this country in the
fixing of dyes for cotton cloth, and in making certain medical preparations for skin treatment, etc.
From the best information we have the following facts apply regarding the prices, and the commercial uses of dried albumen are
rapidly increasing in the United States. The product usually sells
in this country for 90 cents to $1 a pound..
The rate in the Fordney bill as reported by the House is 15 cents
per pound specific duty on all three products-the dried albumen,
the dried yolk, and the dried whole egg. The American Poultry Association is asking the Senate Finance Committee to raise the rate
to 24 cents per pound, specific. Ordinarily it has been found true
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b firms engagedqinthe'busi'ness of dryigegstht: 3dozen shelled
es make 1pobund of dried
. There is an overu,
eic
it is found, in t case of American eggs, ich run somewhat larger
and better in quility. The taiff ratof 8 cents per dozen on ellfed
eggs is in the proportion of 24 cents per pound on dried or desiccated
¶There are just two or three points I want to bring outiin connection
with the dried-egg situation in the way of argument for the tariff
which we request. It is very evident from a study of the situation
that in the last few years, due to the development of this indutr
in Crila, the industry n this count which prevously existed on
dtroyed, and I qu
afurly strong basis has almost en
you figures from the United States Aepartment of Agriculture to
show proof of that [reading]:

During 1918 the avengeperic of fresh in the United States wR.48.46cent per
dozen, as compared with 12 cents in China, labo costs are also considerably higher
ini thh country than In china. Several yea
therewere cnsiderble quantities
of desicte6td eg manufactured in this country. However, as a conseqlence of the
comparative ch`eap-nes of Chinese labor and raw material most of the machinery in
thee factonre has been shipped to China for use in plants operated by Amencan
capital and under American management. Most of the dried product shipped into
this country by these concerns is handled by their home aents.

The machinery for drying and desiccating these. eggs is, a great:
deal of it, owned and patented by the firms carying on the process.
In other words, as a result of the development oflthe Chinese egg
supply, the drying industry in this country ba practically been done
away with...
SenatorSwooT. That is on account of the use of the frozen egg
more than the drid egg
Mr.
Both:to quite an tent. Probably the frozen-egg
in this county has not een injured
to quite the same0
industryLmwis.
extent s the drid- industry has.
Senator BMruoot. That has been increasngriht along?
t;Mr. Luwxs¢-The -main point is Ithat the American egg is cheap
enough tomake thi business profitable in this country evenin spite
of the tendency t import extensively from China.
As mentioned a little while ago, the prices received in the Southern
State. and for some 10 or 12 weeks during the last spring of 1921
the prnce)of shelled eggs in the States of Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas,
Missouri, and Nebrasli ranged about 12 cents a dozen. This was
down to substantially prewar level.
:If they can freeze and dry eggs profitably in China at these prices,
mav wre not-do it also in this country?:
The object in asking a tariff upon dried eg is to induce the men
engaged m buying and shipping eggs in these western and southwestern States to establish drying and freezing plants, using wte
American product and employing American labor. A protective
duty of 25 cents per pound wodld be a material inducement to
American business men to reestablish this industry in this country,
and it does not seem to us a bit unfair to make the rate at that
point.
Senator LA Forisrrr.sDo you know about what time the market
dropped to 10 or 12 cents?I
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Mr. Lwms. Yes; in the spring. You see, the hen, as Mr. BoudeX
previously mentioned, lays eggs primarily to reproduce herself.
when we operate a poultry farm we are commercializinguthe reproductive functions of the hen, and the natural egg-laying season of the
hen is in the spring months. It is that season of the year that the
farms of this country provide the neat bulk of eggs which must
carry us through for 12 months, andit is the one season of the year
when eggs are very, very cheap; and if it was not fMr refrigeration
and methods of cold storage, of course, we would be paying abulous
sums for eggs this time of the year and we would get the eggs which
were laid m the spring at nothing; they would be worth nothing on
the farm. So it is -in the natural breeding season, in the spring
months, that the price reaches the lowest level, when the hen is
producing at the maximum.
The farm hen does not produce to any extekt outside of that time.
There are a considerable number of eggs produced in country poultry
centers on the east coast and west coast during the winter, but it is.
oily by very careful, painstaking methods, by immense investment
min equipment and- by a preat deal of training and experience that
that can be accomisheX"and it is only those very few eggs pro:X
duced in those sections that bring those fancy prices we have been
:0speaking about; those who must have fresh eggs and pay for them
en you stop to think
gh prices when only a few are available.
of all the eggss consumed in New York City in a year less than 5
per cent areknown as "near-by," you get some idea of how small a
problem the fresh egg is in this poultry problem throughout the
:XUnited -States..
Senator CMwDn. Nevertheless, the market on cold-storage eggs
holds up pretty well, does it not? I know that in New York we are.
not getting our cold-storage eggs much cheaper than the fresh eggs.
Mr. Lzvws. Possiblv so; and justly so, because it costs quite an
item to put eggs in cold storage and keep them there. There is also
a big element of loss connected with it; the possibility of overproduction and the prices not holding up as -they would otherwise; and if it
was not for t e cold-storage eggs, the probability is that you could
not buy eggs for any sum at the present time.
The point I make is that the industry is doing us a service by
providing eggs for us at this time when we could not get them unless
cold-storge products were available. In other words, it is equalizing
the supplies, which is, of course, the thing that we are most familiar
with to-ay.
The othr point that I want to makes that wet havein this country
enough eggs for this purpose, so that it is not necessary for us to go
to Chin a or to any other country to get our supply, and I quote
further from the Department of Agriculture report, 'that, at the rate
of annual consumption in the United States of dried and frozen eggs,;
if one-half or two-thirds the shell eggs annually produced in the
State -of - Texas were 0dso0prepared the ?roduct would more than
supply the demands:of the UnitStates.'
that seems rather abig statement to make until you studyjthe
production of a big State like. Texas, which is one o our heaviest
producers of eggs in the sprri months. The eggs produced annually
in the States of Texas, Oklathoma, and Kansas would, if dried or
frozen, more than supply this particular trade in the United States.
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The reason I mention that's that the argument is often made that
we have not in this countZr enough ers to meet the situation and to
supply our own needs. But if oneil to two-thirds of the Texas
supply were frozen, we would have enough for our own needs and,
adding the other States, we would probably have enough oi that
product to supply the needs at the present time. -Of course, we
appreciate and anticipate that the industry of freezing and drying is
going to increase and become more and more a factor in providing
food for the American people as well as people in other sections of the
world.
Another point which we want to consider is that the United States
Department of Agriclture has made a careful study of this problem
and the cost of manufacture, and the methods of manufacture are in
a way no secret; bulletins have been prepared and a great deal of
study has been devoted to the problem. S~o that our capital in this
country can be used for that purpose. It is not a secret, although all
of these practices, of course, are improved from time to time by
secret processes.
In conclusion,.I want to say that it is reported that a prominent
importer stated that the average duty. cost under the present tariff
of all of his importations of dried eggs in all forms was 5 cents per
pound. It is unofficially rpd that a single small egg-ryig
plant wa operated in America during the season of 1921, it being
that of Swift & Co., at Wichita, Kant, out of a large number which
operated previous to that time. The importations have greatly increased during the past six years, and there is a neligible home production of dried and frozen, although there is a considerable surplus of
shell eggs produced in this country. It is apparent, therefore, that
only an adequate duty will enable the business of drying eggs to be
reestablished in -the IUnited States and be brought back and restored
to the position which it formerly held.
It seems to me, gentlemen, that one of the things we want to do
in balancing our cultu is to try and make this country selfsupporting and, so far as possible, independent of outside sources of
:- Q0
.
0)
VSC:;
su ply. 0000 XT
of eggs
SMOOT. DO
with
some the
is: going to pass away and the freezmg of eggs become the future
method of handling them ::?
Mr. LEwis. NO; I do not thinkso.
Senator SMooT. Which is the best- product?
Mr. LEWIs. From the: standpoint of nutritive value there are extensi ve studies being made at: th present,: tiune on the dried product
the fefect of dring the vitamine content. So far as
to determine
il
nutritive proper'ties-protein, fats,: etc. -\are concerned, there probably is no difference. But eggs, together with milk fand other products which the farFmer produces, have recently been found to possess
a group of properties which we call vitanine, which are very essential
to growth: and&development of the human race. Milk in butter fat
and no doubt the fat in the egg yolk are very rich in these elements.
Senator SMOOT. They are not destroyed by drying?
Mr. LEwis. No.
Senator SMOOT. Nor by freezing?
Mr. Liaws:' No.

senator

you agreed

that drying
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Senator SMOOT. That quality remains the same?
Mr. LEwis. Practicdl.y the same, but there is a destruction of the
vitamine in one of these, which is fundamental. But scientists2are
working on it.
I was at a conference the other day with a docetorfrom Johns Hopkins, where they have come to believe that one of the soluble vitamines in eggs was destroyed by heating, but the food value so far as,
nutritive content is concerned is not injured.
So much for the dried-egg situation. Now just a few words
about the frozen eggs. rc l used in ri a( frezin are
f e
The grades of eggs
pally used in
"cracked, dirty, and what are known as seconds.t'" That is, an egg
a:which, .in'-is country, can not be sold as first class for consumption.
In the future it may be possible
::
Senator CURTIS (interposing). They soll them to bakeries, do
they not?
n
but th Can not all e0 used up in
Mr. Lewis. To some extent,
the period of production; they must hbe held- over in some way,
which is best (lone by freozingw.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Are those seconds seloctdIat the time
they are fresh?
Mr. LEwIs. Eggs are frozen at: the6time, they afresh' or- comparatively so. They are broken, sseparate(I into yolks: and whites,
and frozen.
The problem of any country that attempts to standardize eggs is
the disposition of seconds. Canada is facin that at the present
time. S he has a very careful, complete, and well-worked-out ergg
grading law. Putting that into effect has enabled her to largely
capture the select-cgg trade of England, but she has an immense
problem on her hands with those seconds, which shc' can not export,
and these must be frozen or put into shape as best to be use-d by
the trade.
possible and advisable during the spring
I: n the future it mayd
is
a
lare production and prices rule low, so that
season, when there
the eggs can not profitabiry be;shlippecd to other markets, to both:
dry and freeze some of theC etter as well as the inferior grades in tho
West and Southwest. With high. rates of transportation and labor:
plentiful, an economic' condition is0 created which will have to; bo
taken into consideration in the development of a helpful governmental policy. In other words, we do not for a minute wish' to
discourage home breaking and freezing of eos. But in view of the
fact that we have sufficient product to m00tloneeods it woull seem
as though we neoed not be. compelled to Cight against this oriental
competition, which is developing very rapidly.
With the prospect ahead of securing enormous profits through
Chinese frozen" an(l (Iriedsl eggs with a nominal (luty of 2 cents per
pound upon frozen and an average duty of 5 cents per poun1 upon
dried, about theo time of the -passage of the act of October, 1913, the
dominating firms preparing these, commodities abandoned the
American producing fields and deliberately transferred their activities to China. The industry of freezing eggs has declined hore since
that time. On account of the increasing production in the United
States of shell eggs there are necessarily large quantities of under81527-22--sci 7
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grades and checks particular -in the producing season and the
spring surplus of tIs commodity is ways iffict to sl, eaue
the presence of a great quantity of firnt-class, high-grade stock on
the market is naturally more attractive to the buyer.d
a word about the rate. A tariff of 8 cents per poundeis
__Just
requested by the producers upon frozen eggs to America, which is
the same rate which we request on shell eggs, for the simple reason
that it takes it pound for pound; in other words they are equal in
reference to bulk or volume. The same reasons and the same arguments that apply to the request for a 24-cent tariff upon dried egg
apply- almost invariably to the 8-cent rate requested on frozen eggs.
It is ordinarily claimed that 1 dozen shall eggs make 1 pound of
frozen eggs.:
Senator WATSON. What is the difference between the cost:of
freezing and drying?
Mr. Lsnwis. Freezing is a much less costly operation.
Senator WATSON. I supposed so.
Mr. LzwIs. It does not require the complicated machinery nor
the trained labor.
Senator WATSON'. What is the difference ?
Mr. LEWIS. I can not give you: the exact cost. I think that has
probably been worked out and will be presented by Prof. Rice.
We feel that such a tariff law will give us back normal production
and will at least approach the difference between the mere cost of
e
vingi China. We certainly -do not want
livin
to reduce our poultry producers and.farms to a condition of pauperism by compelling tem to compete with.Chinese labor. That may
be exaggerating,' but it certainly has a tendency in that direction.
I have just a fewfigures on the question of the cost of manufacture.
The investment required for the profitable breaking of eggs is not
large, although the Department of Agriculture will require the
observance of certain sanitary regulations, all of which will result in
the production of a high-grade product in this country. And there is
a point I think we ought to remember, that the product which we
get from this country, broken and frozen in our own breaking establishments, is manufactured under governmental supervision and
certain sanitary precautions required, while when that same product
is manufactured in China and shipped in here in a frozen state we
haie not the evidence or the assurance that the product has been produced under as sanitary conditions as it should be nor with the care
that it should be.
In this matter of labor charge in the freezing of eggs, one of the
large importers is reported, to have stated ':that: under favorable
circumstahncesithis had been only 1 cent a pound in their American
plant. However this may be, in :establishing a new industry by
business men it sets a -standard of efficiency and for econom. In
other words, the breaking of eggs and the freezing of eggs can:be
done in a very economicaL and efficient manner at:relatively low
cost. After being, broken the eggs fare poured into cans holding
about 50 pounds each and are then sent to the freezer. It is stated
that until recently the cost of the cean added 2 cents per pound to
the cost of the product. Even after the customary business overhead
is added to these figures, it will-be seen that the cost of manufactur-
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ing is small. The eggs bought for manufacturing purposes at Shanghai at 12 cents per dozen during the war were sold on yearly contracts in the Uniited States to the baling trade at approximately
25 cents per pound. Now that eggs are f ling in price at Shanghai
to 6 and 8 cents per dozen, the frozen product is being contracted
to American bakers by the importers upon yearly contracts at about
30 cents per pound. This certainly looks like very attractive and
very remunerative business.
Just one or two arguments now in definite support of 8-cent tariff:
First, our ownm production has been very definitely stifledb( this
oriental trade. The fact that the importers have seNing agencies in
all of the principal cities of the United States and are prepared to
extend long credit, offer yearly contracts at flat rates per pound, and
Vmaintain ample supplies of. frozen canned egs in cold-storage warehouses all over the country ready for immediate delivery, places the
baking trade of the country *in the position of being absolutely
de endent upon the importers for supp lies.
In other words, they are assured of an immense supply through
this source.
Speaking in plain words, we might say that the importers absolutely have control of the trade through their ability to bring in this
immense quantity by contract with the bakeries a year ahead.
We have evidence, which is certainly interesting, to show that there
does not seem to be a demand for the product produced hero, for a
number-of reasons: On account of the tremendous production cost of
eggs in this country in the spring of 1921 there was a large supply.of
undergrades suitable for freezing and considerable quantities of the
American product were incidentally manufactured. In consequence
of this there has been a good chance for the independent firms controlling this product to deal with the entire baking trade by offering
this supply to them.
It has been offered in one of the markets of this country as low as
10. cents pr pound: under the importer's contract price of the Chinese
frozen eggs, but without buyers, -as they are bound by contracts to
the importers, which, of course,_0 has to have a year to run, because
made on the yearly basis. This situation operates as a great restriction to the trade of the domestic product. A pparently the importers
are in full control of the American markets for all frozen and dried
eggs. With the price in the spring of 1921 at Shanghai at 8 cents per
dozen and the selling price in the United States of 30 cents per
pound the year, it would appear to be a very profitable deal for th
importers. Since the annual selling turnover in this country of drie-d
and frozenn eggs is supposed to amount to at least 516,000,000, it
looks like there was a big profit in these transactions for somebody.
The CHAIRMAN. Are most of the eggs used by these bakeries
imported Chinese eggs?
Mr. LEwis. The great majority of them; yes, sir. In other words,
the amount of home-produced frozen and dried eggs is very, very
small, especially of the dried product.
The CHAIRMAN. Are all these ready-made loaves of bread which
you see advertised made with Chinese eggs?
Mr. LEWIs. They are practically all made with frozen and dried
egg.
"The CHAIRMAN. From China ?
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Mr. Ltwxs. Yes, sir; because that is where the great bulk of our
eggs come from-.
: JThe COWMAN. If that were generally known, I do not think it
would promote the sale of the bread..
Mr. LEWIS. Of course, I am not here to question the quality of the
product which comes into this country, although I suppose we might
spend quite a time discussing the question of sanitary conditions surrounding its manufacture, the sanitary condition of the goods tbemselves tat o into the product, and the condition of th product
when it reaches this country. Obviously it can not be as good as
that produced in this country and is a point, of course, to be considered.
I do not know that there 'is any other point I especially wish to
-00
.
make at this.'time, but to.bring out'one important point, which I
think we all ought to-concede, and thatvis this: That for years our
Federal Government hs been fostering the.development of our agriculture, and especially the development of: poultry husbandry in ts
country. Hundreds of thousands 'of dollars have been spent by colleges :and by our extensiozi departments'4to build up a Imore eficiont
production, to build up a larger production, to make this' country selfsustaining so fat. as poultry and egg supply is concerned, and I can
assure you that thle evidence points to the fact that the continued
importation of Chinese frozen and dried gs, whether from China, or
from any-other foreign countryjis and will 'continue to break down
and curtail American production, because they can be brought inhere
and sold at a point much-below what we can produce at a profit, and
it would seem the height of good business to create a moderate difference, which would be the difference between the cost of production
there and here, and still'leave to us a living wage and a satisfactory
: margin of profit; and I believe'in that way that you will not be
increasing the cost of goods in this country to the consumer, because
we have, I think, submitted evidence to show that this country can
and is producing enough eggs to meet its needs, and that if the industry of breaking an drying was fostered and developed in this
country we would have a good substantial business here as we
formerly had.
STATEMENT: OFA:0GEORGE CUGLEY, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, REPRE-

SENTING BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., AND AMRICAN ASSOCIATION OF INCUBATOR-XANUFACTURZS.

The CHAIRMAN. What business are you in, Mr. Cugley?
Mr. CUGLEY. I am vice -pre3ident of the Buckeye Incubator Co.;
I foam falsoassociateda with the Continental Sales Co., of Springfield,
Ohio,-which deals very largely in poultry supplies, and also with the
Cugl'ey& Mellon Co., of Philadelphia, which is a retail distributor of
poultry supplies.
The CHAIRMAN. YOu reside in Springfield?
Mr. CUGLEY. I reside-in Springfield, Ohio.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you state your views to the committee on'the
question s before us?
Mr. CuOLEY. Gentlemen, in presenting my argument to: you I
would like to have you know that I am speaking in behalf of the
American manufacturers who are0 intensely interested in this poultry
and egg tariff, namely, the incubator manufacturers, the brooder

manufacturers, poultry-feed manufacturers, poultry-remedy manu-
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turer poult
lies and equipment manufacturers, and the
journal
publiers.
It was deemed wise to have me present
poultry
the a for al these different groups rather than to have them appear
for themselvs.:
I might say initially that this group of manufacturers and others
are very much concerned about this tariff on poultry and eggs. The
tremendous increase during the last two years in the imports of
eggs especially and also of poultry has already had its effect on
our home industry:- One of the first places that we see this is withS
the producer of the baby chicks. tou gentlemen may not be
aware of the vast industry thatlhas developed in the production of
baby chicks. So, I will say briefly this-that we now have in the
United States a large number of institutions that are (levoted entirely
td the hatching and distribution of baby chickens. Our largest'
hatchery is located at Cleveland, -Ohio, with a capacity of over
1,000,000 eggs. We have hatcheries all over the country with,
capacities from 100,000 up to a half million eggs.
Senator WATSON. Take an institution of that kind, with the
capacity of a million eggs, how many broods do they turn out in a

,year?
Mr. CUGLEY.

On an average, about three. So that the incubator
capacity of a million eggs-will-turn out normally 2,000,000 baby chicks
in a season, counting on about one-third loss on the three hatches.
Senator WATSON. Is the loss that great-is that the averse 2
.Mr. (ULTGLEY. It will run about a third;l yes, sir-that is, the infertile and the unhatchablo will reduce the number of chicks produced
about one-third of the total: number of eggs set.
I mention the baby-chick industry because that is the place where
we start in the poul try industry. There has been a great deal of
interest developed in this baby-chick industry in the last few years,
and it was growing at a very rapid pace.
This year when the representatives of the incubator manufacturers
went. out to call on the hatcheries to solicit their business for increased capacity, we came into frequent contact with hatchery
owners who refused to consider any increase in hatchery capacity
because of this present situation. They have been watching this
situation with regard to importation of eggs very closely and, as I
say, the importation has been increasing at such a tapid rate during
the last two years that they are very apprehensive with regard to
the future,. and repeatedly they have refused to increase their hatching capacity becausetof their fear of not having a sufficient market
to take-care-of that increase.:
I might say to you that the ramifications of the poultry industry
take in a great many things besides the mere producer. When we
sit down at the table to consume an egg,0 we simply think of it as fan
egg, and that is as far aswe go-, the same thing with the chicken.
Iut the amount of money that is invested and the volume of business
that follo ws; the Xpoultry industry runs into very large figures. And
in considering the protection of the producer I think we should also
consider the protection of the industries which are connected with
the producer, taking the industry all the way through; and, with a
view of bringing to your attention the volume -of business that is
involved an[ the: capital that is invested, I will go through briefly
the course that follows the egg to the table, and in presenting these
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figures to you gentlemen I want to say that most of them have been
estimated because of the brief time in which I had to compile them.
I think I can say to you, however, that they are reasonably accurate
and I think in eve~r cas under the actual figures as they exist.
Taking the -incubat r industry, which, of course, is where the
industry must start, with the hatching of the egg, there are approximately 56 incubator manufacturers i the countr, and those 56
incubator manufacturers are doing an annual business of approximately- $8,575,000.
Following that is the brooder industry. The brooders are necesX sary to raise the chickens after they are hatched. Our brooder
industry in the United States hi running to approximately $5,000,000
annually.
Thd biggest item we have in connection with the poultry industry
from a commercial standpoint is the matter of poultry feeds. The
figures that we have compiled show that there is approximately
fed consumed in the United States
worth of poutrdy
$500,000,000
that $500,000,000 worth of feed is sold by
annually; -a large part of
commercial poultry-feed manufacturers, and the balance of it is fed
on the farm .In that connection I think it might be well to call
attention to the fact thiat on practically every farm where poultry is
kept and farming included with it there is a certain amount of grain
which would be wasted if it were not for the farmers ability to feed
it tolthe poultry. So that there is an economic condition that enters
into that.
f The poul~try-remedy business of the United States amounts to
:tapproximately $10,000,000 a year. That includes poultry remedies
and disinfectants sold to the poultry farmers.
The value of the egg-crate industry that is, the crates wich are,
to transport the eggs-all over the country, amounts to. approxPused
imately $10,000,000 a year, and the chicken-crate industry amounts
to about $6,000,000 a year.
We next come to poult supplies, which include the galvanized
feeders and water fountains. anid various appliances which are used
in connection with the poultry farmer. tat industry amounts to
approximately $4 500,000 a year.
The fillers which are used in connection with-the egg cases and the,
cardboard shipping boxes which are used for the transportation of
baby chicks amount to approximately $5,000,000 a year.
The poultry-journal pushing industry-and I might say in that
connection to give you some idea of the-importance of the poultry
industry, that the poultry journals of this country have a circulation
of approximately 1,000,000 a month. The poultry-journal business
as a whole will amount to about $1,000,000 annually; and in connection with the poultry journals I might mention, in passing, that
the advertising which is carried on in the farming press o the country
on poultry alone in 1920 amounted to $321,000 and on poultry
supplies in 1920 amounted to $675,000, or approximately $1,000,000
in advertising, covering the two phases.
Those classifications ,that I have mentioned to you cover the
principal industries that are connected with the poultry industry,
and, as you can see, they run into very large figures
I have not said anything about the value of the transportation
which follows all of these industries, including the transportation of
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poultry and eggs themselves. But, taking the industry as a whole, it
does represent a tremendous investment, and these various industries
which I have mentioned here have been built up after very great
effort on the part of those engaed in the different branches, and we:
are very much, concerned, as [said, because of this present situation.
We are very certain that if those Chinese eggs, particularly, are,
allowed to come into this country, where each egg is going to displace
an American-produced egg, it naturally must reduce the volume of
business that is now being done by these various concerns, and I can.
assure you that these different branches of industry can not stand a
material reduction-in their present volume of business.
The poultry industry has not been as prosperous as it might be in
its various branches, and in that one connection I might say, taking
the incubator industry in itself, that dutt of the fifty-odd concerns
that are manufacturing incubators to-day there are approximately
only five or six which are on a commercial paying basis. Some of
those that have not yet reached that point have hopes of' developing
their business into prosperous institutions. But if the importation
is allowed to go on and these various eggs allowed to displace American eggs, I very much fear that their hopes will be shattered, and
1 in some of the other branches:of the industry.
that the same w follow
There ha been nothing said in connection with the duty on live
land dressed poultry, and I just wanted to mention, in passing, that
the industries which I represent- are just as much interested in the
duty on live and dressed poultry as they are in the tariff on eggs,
because one is quite as important as the other, and I trust in giving
this matter your consideration that you will see that an adequate
tariff is placed on the live and dressed poultry, because we are Also
dependent upon the continuation of the production of American
poultry for the American consumption.
Senator CALDER. What are the exports of live and dressed poultry
fMr. (UOLEY. I can, not give you that. Prof. Rice is prepared -to
give you that information.
STATEMENT *OF PROFF.0 JAE8 E. 0RICE, 0REPRESENTING THE
AmERICAN POULTRY ASSOCIATION, ITHACA, N. Y.

Prof. -RICE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
represent the American Poultry Association, having membership in
all'of the States and including many branches fand'ailia-ted national,
0 regional State, and. local: organizations and individual members.
I also represent myself, as a farmerr with 177 acres and 1,400 hens.
But more particularly I'desire to appear here in a capacity which
I think is, more important than:either one of those mentioned in
this particular event and that is my. position as a teacher and
investigator in Corneil University, in the college of agriculture, as
head of the poultry department.
When this question of tariff legislation came up the American
Poultry Asociation asked me to make a scientific study, in so far as
facilities were available, of the world poultry situation as it related
to a protective tariff.
When we appeared before the Ways and Means Committee lastspring we confessed to the committee, as you will see in the copies
of our testimony and the brief that we are leaving with you, that
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we were not prepared to take a final position in making recommendations. But we gave the best- that we had at the time. Since then
we have spent a large amount of time in an effort to arrive at the
truth as to the needs or a tariff on poultry and eggs and egg products,
and I want you men to accept my word for it that I am more concerned as to the accuracy of the figures and facts that I am going
to leave with you than am in the welfare of the Poultry industry
br for my personal interest in poultry husbandry, because, first of
all, we should be good.Americans.
If any of our findings can be used asan argument against-a protective tariff I am going to say them just the same, because what
we -want and what :you men want is to go before the Aerican
:0000;
people with a protective tariff that will stand a sound and for the
beet in terests
Wo the consumer, for the producer, and for all concerned.
I am goig:-to have available for you and leave with you therefore the results of our studies, -with some 350 pages of typewritten
material, 58 illustrations, and in addition some I0 or 12 illustrations that h naverot yet been included. Some-of these illustrations
I would like to present to you to-day in the form of charts1 because
I find it wil save your time, it will save my time, and it will be infinitely clearer. Somehow I can not make a thing clear to anyone
else unless.I understand it myself, and I can not understand it myself unless I graph it and get it into form that- the eye can understand as well as the ear. Therefore, with your permission, I would
like to have my colleagues -hold up just a few of these statistical
studies, to see if we can get an idea of the world poultry situation as
affecting the United State.
The first study figure 1,I and Table I represents the importations of eggs aL egg productsinto the United States during 1920
amounting to $13,878,795, of which only '$309,651 was shell eggs-.
It willbe clear, therefore, that -the- great mass of importations
into this country are egg products and not eggs in shell. There is
a distinct reason for that condition; the reason is that the exporters
in China find, first, that by breaking the e
they can utilize- a
00poorer grade of eggs than they could possib Axport in the shell.
That is true also in this- country. The cracked and poorer quality,
but not bad eggs, go into the prepared product. Second, that
freezing and drying of eggs reduces transportation costs;-- third, it
reduces storage costs; fourth, the manufacturers are able to standardize their product and therefore are able to sell it with a great
deal more efficiency and dispatch; and fifth, the are able to make
their contracts in the spring of the year when the great proportion
of the egg supply is purchased at low cost, and therefore to sell it
under contract for a year in advance, as has been stated, to be delivered throughout the entire year, as wanted through their large
distributing agencies in this country, because they know early in the
year the approximate quantity and cost of the yearly output...
Therefore, we see that the United States is materially affected
by the volume of product coming. from the Orient, amounting to
$6,528,598, and, :I think if the truth were known, much of this prepared product imported from Europe originally came from Cha,
because we find American capital and English capital dominating in
1

All figures referred to by Prof. Rice are on file with Senate Finance Cmnmmlttee.

Table: Table I.- Imports of eg s (shel ) and eg products, United States, 1920.
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the oriental egg trade, but now some other countries, and the Chinese,
are engaged in this Chinese egg industry.
Our problem, gentlemen, is not simply to meet coinpetition with the
cheap labor of China; our problem is to meet a combination between
large American capitalists syndicating the cheap labor and naturIal
resources in China. These large corporations, although sometimes
apparently under different names in the two countries, are doing
business in China and transporting their products into America to be
sold through their large distributing agencies on this side.
A few weeks ago I retirned from Europe after spending a couple of
months trying to find out in the time available the poultry situation
over there; and I am prepared to say that it is my judgment that we
are going to see greater importations of egg products from China in
the very near future than we have had in the past. In London, tie
greatest egg market in the world, I saw, in a single establishment
owned by a man who has been in business for 40 years as an importer
of eggs- and egg products, eggs from China, Lithuania, from Poland,
from Holland, fromin Denmark, Irelandf,
from Australia, rom
from
and
Scotland, from the Balkan States, from North Africa,
South
Africa, and from some others, and the dealer told me if I would stay
two or three days he would show me eggs from Argentina and from
Canada which were on the way. This was a fair example of my
experience with other importers. The general consensus opinion
among these men is that we may expect to see- greater importations
from China to, the United States than we have had in the past.
In other words, as soon as the.world production-begins to get lack
to normal in the European countries and eggs from cheap-lan, cheapfeed, and cheap-labor countries flow into the London markets, and
this trade is increasing, there is going to be a greater tendency for
the products that have been going into London from China to find an
outlet in America. All the world appears to have its eyes on American
gold and our better living conditions.
TABLE I.-Imports of eggs (shell) and egg products, United States, 1920.
Eggs (shel).

Egg products.

Countries.
Value.

Dozens.

C .............................
848,863 528371 26,064,791
Hoflgkong ......209,687
93 213
!
53, 253
:
Japan.'
; \ 34,
.84,
..............
131,475
9;57
84:755
........

Epgland.E

Value.

Pounds.

56,093, 55- ;
19,067

59,835It
.......................
94
2 2,378,752
627 650
94
3768

68

38,475
Netherlands
, 45,000
15,MU4
7, o0 0 139,
400
.
. ...340, 000
.....3.........
311,052
Caxiza"
....................................
276:392
159,301
228,121
.
21,000'
8,737
Argnt.....................
Austraia.209,718 g93,09
ii,8i6
48;414
240
New Zealand ..........,,,
131
...........
British West Indies....................................
23
Seotlabd..... ...................

NorwayW

.

.

.

.

........

......... ......................

.....

.

....

........ ....
..........

....

..

.:. ... .. ..

:

.

...

.

.

......

British India ..........30..................0

119

.....

.
..... .....

SUMMARY.

AS .1,203,185
Eurp..e........................................... I 68
No hAmerica
27, 392
..................................

21,00)
Oceania................................................210,056
Total .....................1.............I 708,701

South America...........

I

.................

358,541 25,831,519
94 2,831,352
159,301
311,052
8, 737 .
48,645
93,238
817,90 29,022,677

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

8,172,057

821,489
228,121
11,947

............

7,233,814

:

Table: Total value of imports of eg s (shel ) and eg products, United States, 1920.
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;Totaol value of import.of e. (duli) and eW prduct, Unitd S8a, 19*0.

$23
321, 526 British West Indies ......
China.....................
119
Hongkong........
112,280 British India...
792
........=
Japan ...7...
and
Summary:
iEngl
...............:627,744
otld ....................
Netherlands

38,475

15,964.
Norway....................
130,400.
Canada ..............3.......87,422
8, 737
Argentina
............

............

Australia ...................
New Zealand ...........

104,910
131

Aia

.................

Europe. :

6,B528,`9,8

821,5683t
North America......
387,422
South America ......
8,737
Oceania .105,:183
.

:

7,:1 523
Figure 2 and Table II show the total exports of eggs and 'egg
producs from the United States and the countries to which they were
exported4: The total amounts- of exports to each country is shown
graphically on the: same mathematical scale as in the case of the
imports shown, in' fire 1. It will be seen that our total exports
were $13,878,795 in 1920 as against total imports in the same year of
$7,851,523, a balance of trade of exIports over imports of $6,027 272.
Of this amount our export of shell eggs was $13,569,144, and oteggproducts $309,651 as against our imports of egg products of $7,223,614,
of shell eg- $617,909. It is clear, therefore, as shown by the graphs
and the figure that practically all or to be exact 92.11 per cent of
the importations are egg products rather than shell eggs, and that
practically all, namely, 97.69 per cent our exports are shell eggs
and not egg products. The graphs showing imports indicate in a
striking manner the fact that the Orient is ouri principal source of
pas and egg products of whichthatalmost
the entire amount $6,321,526
is received from China,-and
came
in addition-: to this $94,792
from Japan, and $112,280 from Hongkong, w ould be considered
as from China, making a total of $6,528,598 or 83.25 per cent of total
imports from the Orient. It will be seen that nearly one-half of the
importations from Canada namely, $159,301,-or 41.12 per cent of
the total were shell eggs as compared to $228,121 in egg products,
which, it is a safe guess, originally came from China. The total
Total..'

........

value of impoitations from Canada was $387,422.
It is more than likely that-the $627,7X4 worth of eggs and egg
products imported from England together with the imports of $38,475
from Scotland and those from other European countries also came
originally from the Orient. When we realize that the most reliable
estimates of the number of fowls in China is 400,000,000 or 100,000,000
more than the United States, namely, 25 per cent more, we understand the menace of oriental competition. The importations from
Australia on the other hand are largely shell eggs, these being imported during our periods of highest prices, which is the period of
largest production and low prices in Australia where the spring
season occurs at the same time as our fall and winter in the Unit
states.
The export figures show that Cuba is by far our largest customer
for eggs, almost exclusively shell eggs, taking 56,2368,757 worth, and
that Canada is next in importance, receiving $3,369 096 worth. The
Canadians are large buyers, notwithstanding the tact that Canada
imposes a tax of 3 cents a dozen on American shell eggs, whereas we
in our mistaken benevolence permit her to enter our markets free
of duty.

Table: Table I .- Exports of eg s (shel ) and eg products, United States, 1920.
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TABLE II.-Eports of eggs (shel) and eg products; UniteStts190

Egg pMd-

colintrifs.
Dozens. Value.

ctq

Total

vaue

98
RussIa In Asia ..ego...............60
$326
SW9
China .
1 9
....;................m.....o......
3, 090
Dutch East Indies...........................1.
125
125
.....
JawpansoeAnd Madeira
1 080
.1,770.......
1,....L080
Ai
4ii
ur..................e......467,770
230026
230,401`
100 650
58335
Geainany............
7,727
66,0082
................

..

......

...

.

Netherlands
O
45000.........
Norway...750

England............2,634,278

Scotland .....................1661 940

Ireland..........................15,00OO

26,600
40
1,513,036
906,281
5.,010

2310
43

193,274
100

.......

2,

91

1,706,1
906,321,

8,010~

It ........................................ 4,370
4370
Poland and Danzig................................
.16
16
Swdedn'iiU;,
750
750
.............
....:
67.....7
Turkey InWEurope...............
Alst i..128
128
h -.28
28
Berih~ltda..
570
48, .23
.30,335
30,906
British Honduras .................390
277
277
3,33365
35,438 339OO0~96
Canada.7,078,137
64
53
23
76
Guatemala.:
:
1083
229
Honduras.19.
i,530
10,807
Nlcazigua.~~~~~~~~~~ ..210
118
118.....
4,9
Pam.....
5668
345,132
60D
250 2.......
Slao........................:371,865
..................................

......

.....

.

..........1,749,839
Ne...o.ndl.nd
..and..abrador
81
............
Nerftundlamdandca
.rd
......................1,620

7655,374'40

2,.593

767,967

4,790
4,1830'
1,003
147
1, 160
Other British West Indies.............2,298
1,340
122
1,0
638757
.........
Cuba.~~~~~~~~.12,.
440,565 6,347,694
21,163
299
248
10
Virgin. Islands of the United States ............
256
200
102
Domidnica Republic....................
39
141
Costa Rica .
.
.
.
43
4
...................................
Trinidad and Tobago ..........................................
Dutch West Indies..........................
2
252
Brazi.6
......

so..

Pew
...
~~~~~
~~~~~~~..
891
Venezuela.I
1~~~~~~~~~~~~1~
..
87
Austria.................................I.....
Finland
.....................o
..

Icoelad and Fuame Islands
New Zealand
Other British Oceania
French Oceania
..

..........................

.....

.............

..............

.......

140
48
......
......25
.
.
.
10
.........

.............

87~

90o
140
48
25
10

stUMMARY.

Asia.60..3...4,09004,416
297649
Europe............
4,927,156 2742,668
214,89
Nort Armerica.....................21,713,921 10,826, 135
65,735 10,891,8970
South America .6....................5
25
23748
23,771
Oceania
1190
......
1,1W0
Total .......................26,641,7MJ13,569%144j
309, 651 13,878,795
........

..............................

Figure 3 n a bl III show grpically the quantity n au
of the imports of egg in shell, and products, entered ~for consump~tion in the, Umited States including bth entries for imnmediate consumption; withdraw'als,:from warehous'es for consumiption; and the duties' collecte forthe year 1920. It will be seen that~
.the qattof selgsin dozens is' about equal to tat 'of te
frozen or liquid egrg albumen, dried whole eggs, and dried eggr albumeand tat eaiA of these is greatly exceeded by eggs frozen or
ohrwise prepared or preserved in packages, and of frozen, liquid,

Table: Table I I.- Imports of eg s (shel ) and eg products entered for consumption in the United States, including both entries for im ediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouses for consumption, with quantities, values, rates, and amounts of duties col ected for the year 1920.
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egg yolk. In the case of the eggs frozen there were 9,187,355
pounds valued at $1S,503,932, paying a revenue of $183,747, arnd
there was approximately the same amount of frozen, liquid, or
namelyL 9,109,774 pounds, having about twice the
dried egg volFks,
::;
value of theofrozen whl e eggs, or $3,443,048, yielding a revenue
more than twice as great as the frozen eggs, of $344,304.
or dried

It is clear from these quantities and values that apparently importers find it to their advantage to break and freeze or dry practically all. of the egg and. to import them as frozen eggs or as egg
ol ks, the two principal imported commodities, or in lesser amounts
as frozen or liquid egg albumen or dried whole eggs8, or (tried egg
albumen.
Manifestly the tariff (duties, if they are to accomplish the purpose
intended of protecting the producers in America, arnd of bringing a
revenue to the Government, should be placed with special reference
to the quantities and values of the egg products as compared to eggs
in shell.
Table III shows the amount and source of revenue produced from
imported eggs and egg products for the year 1920 from which it will
be seen that the total amount of revenue derived was $912,697.
Just how the proposed tariff rates would affect the revenue receipts,
it is difficult if not impossible to accurately estimate in advance. It
would seem reasonable to assume that since it :is expected that the
proposed rates would not act as an embargo that the increase in the
rates might, increase the gross income as rapidly as the smaller importations might reduce it, leaving the actual amount of revenue
about the same. It would seem that the present low rates are not
serving to check imports to any material extent, which would mean
that the importer rather than the Government is getting the financial

benefits.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Have those charts been so- reduced, Professor, that they can be incorporated in the hearings?
Prof. RIot. 'hey have. In this thesis-on the imports and exports
of eggs and egg products for the United States you wrill see practically
everything I am going to show you, and there will be additional typewritten matter and charts placed at your disposal, so that any niembers of the committee who desire more detailed information may have
it available.
TABLE II I.-Imports of eggs (ai) an egg oduc enird for onumption in Ithe
United States, tncluding both entriesfori iate consumption and withdrawlsufromn
warehouses for consumption, with quantitiesvalues, rates, and amounts of dties
collectedfor the year 2920.
of

Unit
quantity.

Cnommoditiew.

Quantity.

Value,

Arnunfnt of
duty.

Eggs" in shell.70.........Dozens.... 1, 708,701
$617,909.00 ........
Eggs frozen or otherwLse prepared or preserved In
1, 03, 932 00 $83,747.10
................................. Pounds... 9, 187,356
paekSSnfl. p. f
9 109,774
do .
3, 43, 04K 00 344,304. 80
Ecgs, yoksks frozen, liquid or dried .................. do
3,3
o31, I30A oK
I , 008
Egg albimen, frozen or liquid
8, 426. 0
do.
2,71,276
1,251, M4.00 271 927.60
Eggs (whole) dried ........................
2, 719,
'l7.4
do..
Egg albumen, dried ........................
3,041, 908 00
10,
97. 04
Total ......10,4416.0
MOO
912,
WPM
...

.................

...

8a,1

...

...

............

.......
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Figure 4 and Table IV: The way in which importations of eggs
and egg products have increased in recent years is shown graphically in figure 4, which gives the total number of dozens of eggs
or their equivalents which have been imported into the U1nited States
each year from 1910-1920, inclusive. This shows that nearly
.55,000,000 dozens of eggs or their equivalent in. egg products were
imported in the calendar year 1920, anQ that 70,000,000 dozens of
eggs complete or incomplete or equivalents were imported. In
calculating egg products into their equivalents in dozens'of shell eggs
it appears that considerable more egg albumen was imported than
egg yolks, which accounts for the difference between 55,000,000
dozen complete eggs and the 70,000,000 dozens of incomplete eggs.
Figure 5 and Table V show the tariff duties on eggs and egg prods
ucts and the. amounts of exports -n7and imports from 1855 to 1920
from which 'it will be seen that until the McKinley-M(irrll[ tariff of
1890 no duties were levied on eggs or egg products. In the McKinleyMorrill tariff bill occurred a duty on shell eggs of 5 cents per dozen
and on egg yolks of 25 per cent ad valorem. -In the Wilson-Voorhees
:bill of 1894 shell eggs were reduced to 3 cents and egg yolks. were:
Xreduced to 20 per cent ad valorem. In the I)inglej -Morrill tariff bill
of 1897 shell eggs were increased to .5 cents, egg yoks were a(vnce(ld
to 25 per cent ad valorem, and frozen albumen was given a (ldIu-of
3 cents per pound. In the Payne-Aldrich tariff of 11909 the previous
duties were continued on shelf eggs, egg yolks, and frozen albumeni,
and in addition' dried eggs received 15 cents a pound, and dried
albumen 3 cents per pound. Under the -Underwood-Simmons tariff
of 1913 the duty was removed from shell eggs and was reduce( on eg
yolks to 10 per cent ad valorem and onfrozen albumen to 1 cent, ant
on dried whole eggs to 10 cents, the duty remaining the same as
before on dried albumen; and for the first time a duty of 2 cents was
placed on frozen whole eggs. In this chart it will )e seen that for
the fiscal year 1920 the total imports of eggs and egg products were
$9,250,021 as against exports of $18,933,978 or-a balance of trade of

$9,683,957.
The next sixoharts, figures 6 to 11 inclusive, show for each year
from 1910 to 1920, inclusive, thoeamounts of egs and egg pro(luc ts
imported, as expressed in'-dozetns, pounds, andl dollars, an(l also
show the tariff rates and the amounts of revenue derived from these

importations.
Figure .6 shows the imports of eggs in shell bearing a duty of 5
cents per dozen in 1910 to 1913, inclusive, but entered: free of duty
from 1914 to 1920, from which it will be seen that by far the largest
importations occurred in 1914 and 1915 of 6,500,907 dozens and
3,058,863 :;dozens, respectively, and that during the fiscal year 1920
the amount was 1,X08,701 dozens. The amount of tariff duty derived
in 1913, the last year when a 5-cent duty was levied, was $63,588.
Figure 7 shows the imports of eggs frozen or otherwise prepared
or preserved inpackages, bearing no duty from 1910 to 1913, inclusive, and 2 cents a pound from 1914 to 1920, inclusive. In the latter
year the revenue amounted to $183,747. It will be seen that no
importations occurred of frozen whole eggs until 1914 and that the
amount ordinarily was in the neighborhood of 2,500,000 pounds for

Table: Table IV.- The equivalents in dozens of the imports of eg s (shel ) and eg products entered for consumption in the United States, including both entries for im ediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouse for consumption during the fiscal years 1910-1920, transposed into their equivalent of eg s in dozens.
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and
the years 1914, 191, 1916,
but increased to theamount
91917,
of 9,187,355 pounds in 1920,
Figure 8 shows, graphically the imports of frozen or liquid egg
albumen which first occurred in 1914 bearing 1 cent er 0pound duty
and increased quite consistently until 1920 when0theamount was
3,113,008 pounds valued it-$582,426, paying a revenue of $31,130
for that year.
Figure 9 shows the imports of frozen, liquid, and dried egg yolks

bearing a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem from 1910 to 1913, inclusive,
and 10 per cent ad valorem from 1914 to 1920, inclusive. The importations were negligible until 1915, from which time they increased
rapidly and consistently almost without exception until 1920, when
'they reached 9,109,774 pounds valued at 5,443,048 and paying a
revenue of $344,304.
Figure 10 shows the imports of dried whole s which frolm 191
to 1913 carried a duty of 15 cents per pound and from 1914 to 1920
of 10 cents a pound. The importations were negligible until 1917,
when they were 1,590,563 pounds, amounting to $417,417 and increased steadily until 1920, when they were 2,719,276- pounds
amounting to $1,251,843 and paying a revenue of $271,927.
Figure 11 shows the imports of dried egg albumen bearing ai
duty of 3 cents per pound from 1910 to 1920, inclusive. The importations increased very consistently from 699,612 pounds in 1910
to 4,060,360 pounds in 1919 valued at $4,148,522. ThisA amount
decreased in 1920 to 2,719,582 pounds valued at $3,041,968, the
revenue in 1920 being $81,587.
The total amount of revenue derived each year and for 11 syears
from 1910 to 1920, inclusive, for eggs and egg products is;showzi in
rTable XII. (See p. 2888.)
It is certain that a more equable arrangement of tariff rates would
have produced a larger revenue.
;Tthe tariff duties which we recommend based on the quantity and
money value of the egg products with respect to shell eggs, to be
explained later, will, we believe, remedy the defect.
rABLE IV.-The equivalents in dozens of the imports of eggs (sell) and egg products
entered for consumption in the United States, including both entries for immediate
consumption and withdrawals from warehouse for consumption during the fical years
1910-1920, transposed into their equivalent of eggs in dozens.
[The total quantity of complete and incomplete eggs in Fhell is determined by taking the totalquantity
of imports of eggs (shell) and egg products entered Tor eonsumnption in the United states, including
both entries for immetdlate consumption and withdrawaLs from warehouse for consumption and trans.
podng them Into their equivalent of eggs (shell) In dozens by means of "The factors used in transposing
egg products into their equivalent of eggs (shell) In dozens.' I
Dozens',

.................................................
1910-Eggs inPshell ..
819,976
Egg yolks, frozen or dried...................................... 3, 110, 688
Eggstdried
.819
........
Egg albumen, dried ..............................
4,079, 836
1911-Eggs in s I1 ................................................... 1,652,622
.......

Egg;yolks, frozen or dried
.
Eggs dried..I..................................................
Egg albumen, dried.
......................................
1912-Eggs in shell...............................
.......
Egg yolks, frozen or dried.
Eggs dried.....................................................
Egg albulmen, dried
...........................

.......................

.................

40,684
19, 963
5,270, 138
1,098, 687
4, 976
18,0513
.6,070, 705

Table: Table V.- Value of exports and imports of eg products and shel eg s in United States.
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1913-Eggs in shell....................1, 271, 76
909, 728
Egg yolks, frozen or dried .....
Eggs dried............................
65, 923
7, 292, 251
Egg albume~n, dried ..........
1914-Eggs in shell...... ....I...I..........6(, 005,907
Eggs frozen or'- otherwise prepared or preserved in packages,
n.
s
f:...
p.
2, 277, 257
frozen
or
Egg
2,
494, 864.
Egg albumen, frozen or liquid ..........I......... 430, 914
Eggsdried............................ 121,043
Egg albumen, dried........................7, 668, 461
.3, 058,1863i
1915-Eggs in~shell..................
Eggs frozen or otherwise, prepared or preserved in packages n. s. p. f .2, 421, 339.
Egg yolksfrozen or dried .....................5, 729, 632
Eg albumen, fro3zen or liquid...........I........1, 157,19.4
E~
%dried ........................... 99, 368
Eggabmn dried ........6, 443, 637
733, 313
1916-Eggs in shell ...............
frozen or otherwise prepared or preserved in packages n. S. p. f 3, 230, 321I
EgTr.
Eg yolks, frozen or dried.....................11, 676,'076
Egalbumen, frozen or liquid....2, 409, 284
126, 727
Eggs dried ...........I............I....
Egg albumen, dried ........................9. 746, 916
1,103,187
1917-Eggs iWshell ............ .....
Eggs frozen or otherwise prepared or' preserved in packages n. a. P. 1.- 1, 867, 350
Eg olks, frozen or (dried.....................27, 696, 284
Egalbum
en, frozen or liquid....................4, 962, 877
Egdried....................5, 169.32!)
15. 569, 758
Egg albumen, dried...............
1918-Eggs in shell ............................1, 619, 259
p. 1,749
Eggs fro~zen or otherwise Prepared or preserved, in pakge7a
Egg'yo'lks, frozen or dried...........32, 3J0, 920
Egg albumen, frozen or liquid ...............3, 344, 284
...........5, 195, 547
Eggs dr`1ed.:
E'gg albumnen, dried .........21, 734,4
1919-Eggs in. shell .................... .........1,247,355
Eggs fro`en or otherwise prepared or preserved, in packages n. a. p. f. 2, 67.0, 0300
Egg, yol k, -frozen or d ried ................24, 951, 388
Egg, alb~i~n, frozen or liquid...................4,271,639
Eggs, dnred ...............I............8, 590, 731
Egg albumen, dried.................I.......23,686, 085
1,708, 701
1920-Eggs in shell ........................
Eggs frozen or otherwise prepared or preserved, in 'Packages n. s. p.f 7, 901,1I25
Egg yolks, frozen or dried... .................36, 439, 096
Egg albumen, frozen or liquid..;.................5,167, 593
Eggs, dried.....4......................8, 837, 647
Egg albumen, dried ............I............15,863, 321
TABLE V.--~Value- of exports and import, of egg products and shell eggs in United States.
...............

yolks,

dria

...
...
...
...
...

...

...

.

I...

...

...

...

...

......................

......

....

EGG PRODUCTS.
Fiscal year.

Exports.

imports.

18
..............
1900.
.....

.

....

1901..ii;i6'

14,67108,(00
1903.~~~~~~~48,

1902.

28,294
90..........
917
10...........
54,851
1906............
1907............11l,565
9,024
1908.........

1909..23,938
3,585

1910.

$11,322

.Fiscal year.

Exports.

$5,353,
67,854
1913............
1914.47,6
1-915..............98865
196210,255
197.
72,491
1918............ 525,880
1919 ............34 1,30~8
1920 ............282,198
1921 ............201,832
1911 ............

19,594 1912.29,41-

246
8,69,
26,795
22,8
37,03
10,992
10,616
10, 845

I",232
58,1121

-.........

Imports.
$-30,798
4,430
36,892
5081
'798,129

921,502

1, 732,948
4,057,417
3,143,190

8,7M85,258
6,176,622
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TBEV.- Value of exports ad imn'trs of egg products and shell eggs in United:
States-Continue~d.
EGGS (SHELL).
F1~~"al
year.
Exports,

F~~~~~scal year.

Imports.

1zxportf.

IPortS.

1855.818,55.5 1889~~~~~~~~~~~~~.........
$75,936 82,418,976
1.5...................58,512 1890o-.....8...... 8 75 2,074i 912.
M
187
88,338 1891.8..........4,259
If1,8,95
5224
1858
72,4.. 35. 1892.I
32,374
392,973
1859 .......
74,018 -1893.............. 33,207
19,0
1860
129,260 18............. . . 27,497
32,8
1881
..25,317
158,884~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1896..
.
A,.;
88,882
1862.
.....
........f90,183 iiFM...
5508 1897 ......... . .
47,760
180,954:
807
59,980 1896............. 448,37
184 ........... 8$38,428
641,385
121,2.52 189 ........ .....
'21,300
1813 ..5 .......... . 52,990
1870494 1900
964,081
22,58
8,741
188............
.f
76252
1901
1887 ...... .11,3..29
10, 515
1902 .528,679........37, 432
5,885
.
:1888
.
1869..~~~~~~~~~~
74,585 19335571
29,757
4,055
.36408
13,270 1904
61,458
1870............2
38541'
295,511 190-5.539338
1871.
1,428
21,208
I048
190N6
182 .....
.1,..
849,894
...........1,638649
........ .
20,276
18
4,169
683,850 1907 .1,......42,..
J.789.
.
.,
5,239
1874
25,859
747, 06 1W8 ............1,540014
3,3
18Th
..
~..........1,19952
600,472 1909.
8,~~~~~~~~~~~743
8:%,39 1910............1,260,486
8,300
110, 738
1876.......
225,744
1877.8,429
617,0221 1911............1,787,'019
72,03
147,173
923,395,952
1878............. . 14,880
846,735- 1913.439,63
1879.1D4,258
20.5, &30
901,932 1:1914 ..3,734......
-,087
1,089,164
1880.~~~~~~~~~~14,148.
1,0,07
784'
1915
1881
13,77
5,003,
438,780
.....
1882.28,282
6,134,441
110,0338
1,808, 585 1916 .........
F S
75,080
1883
268,286
2,677,004 1917 ..7,568,911
...
...
483,6
1884
62,759 2,677,360 1918 ........... 7,167, 134
233,003
51,832
1885..........I -l
2,476,672 1919............12,444,345
454
4'0105
406,763
1920............19,149,636
21,171,
1886.~~~....ID
i 192! ....l1,251 081
1887......8..1,9..0,396
1,06, 359
I888.6, 724
2,1248
......
......

........
......

...............

....

...

............

.......

....

........I.....

SIT MARY:,
1

.
................

$1,5

889.............$75,936

$2,416,070

15..............
58,4512 1890.............58,67.5 2,074,012
18,695
.
88,388 1891.64,2.5
1.....I........7....
522240
32,374
............8......
72,33.5 1892.............
392,93
1859 .
~~~~~~~~.......7-1,618, 1893.............33,207
1860 .
27,497
~~~~~~.....i......
199,536
129,260. 11891.............
32,3
. 158,844 11895.2531
1.........1.......
1832.~
~
90,16 1896if".48...3....88,682
47760
1..
181~3 ..............
55, 008 1897..........180M, 954
98018
42j
'1861 ....I........
8,078
.448,3701
186.5
32,622
121,252 1899...... .8......61,385
512,990
28, 33 5
186622,458
187,494 1900........... 91,081
1837.11,3,29 1....... 1901 ...........
677,842
10,761
1868 ...I........
1902.513,370
44,301
5,86.'5 .....
18')0.4(3~~~~~~~~~~055
55,552
74,58 1903.373,679
322
1870.
84,239
13,2;7*0 1904 ............ 4124,702
75,577
5.14,303,
181.M48
295,511 1905............
849,894 1906 ..... ............
17.............
32,198
1093,500
1,018
1873.4,19.8.,80.907..........155,35.3889
38, 695,239
1874 ..............
747,866 908 ...... ............ 1,549,038
43,1609
600,472 :1909 ......1..223,480
1875..... .:
.8,743
186,859
1878 ...:........
8,300
630,303 1910.........1,0204,071,
26,
,0;7
1911 .............i
8,429
1878.~~~.......
617,622
2,56,542
1912
1...........;4Z,792,037
188..................
1.1,880w
728,037 1913
242,722
4,4.',9,t,07
.
1879 ...........
1425,8
73.5
8j
1,693,8
14:148
1880 ....... ..........:
901,9032. 1914............. 3,782,05.5
1,236',88
13, 776 1,206,067 19115!............i5,09D2,629
1881...... ............
6344,696
1,032,140
1882
28,262 1,808,585 1916 .......,....
7,641,402
2,001,234
1883
J
75,080 2,677,604 1917
4,4,5
..
.1 7 ,89,1
1884
62,759 2,877,380 1918
3,370,193
188W.).............51;832 2,476,672 1919.............12,785,6
1920.........
19,431,734
9250,'021
1888............
46,1la) 2,173,454
11, 452,913
7232,881
1887.............60,686 1,960,396 1921.........
1888.8...........6,724 2,312,478
............

............

...........

..........

Table: Table VI.- Imports of eg s in shel entered for consumption in the United States, including both entries for im ediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouses for consumption, with quantity (dozens), value (actual market value or wholesale price), and amount of duty col ected based upon the Payne-Aldrich and Underwo d-Sim ons tarif .

Table: Table VI .- Imports of eg s, frozen or otherwise prepared or preserved, in packages, n. s. p. f., entered for consumption in the United States, including both entries for im ediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouse for consumption, with quantity (pounds), value (actual market value or wholesale price), and amount of duty col ected based upon the Payne-Aldrich tarif and Underwo d-Sim ons tarif .

Table: Table VI I.- Imports of eg yolks, frozen, liquid, or dried, entered for consumption in the United States, including both entries for im ediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouse for consumption, with quantity (pounds), value (actual market value or wholesale price), and amount of duty col ected based upon the Payne-Aldrich tarif and Underwo d-Sim ons tarif .

Table: Table IX.- Imports of frozen or liquid eg albumen entered for consumption in the United States, including both entries for im ediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouse for consumption, with quantity (pounds), value (actual market value or wholesale price), and amount of duty col ected based upon the Payne-Aldrich and Underwo d-Sim ons tarif .
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TABLE VI.-Import of eggs in shell enteredfor conumption in the Utted States, includinq both nties firor immediate consumptin" and withdrawal. from warehouses for contumptton, with quantity (dozens), value (actual market -value or wholesale price), and
amount of duty colkectd based upon the Payne-Aldrich and Underwood-Simmonsr
:tarif.
.
fsel
ale
itcl
Vle
Fiscal
Quantity
ns).' _4
Value. Duty
(doze;ci-'
Ice~yl
[;~Value.
(on)
le
year.
s.01
;tedo.

0 Fiscl
0
1 Qutty
Z f 7;

year.

(dze

lo 0..

819,978.00

1911 . I1,I652,622
- 57
1912.
1,09,8687.83
1913 ... 1,271 765. 17
.1.14. , 06,907. 66
191f.
i ....3,
05,863.00
1916
733,313.00

,0
$2678122 ...0.0..
103,157
$1t10, &15.0(0 $4 ,9984 19179 ...
1,
259 00
2,*097.25 X2,31
! ; 91 -819,
483066-.00
150,181.4:3 54,934 42 11919 .
. 3(14,629,00
4
.......00
191,713.52 63,8.% 2! 1920...1.. 70, 701.00 617,909.001 ;.:
1,089,1.*-601
Total. 20,290,637.23 8,002,494.80 :$242,152C9
440,067.001',
.........

L....

.

....

TABLE VI .-Tmports of eggs, frozen or otherwise prepared or preserved, in packages
fn. 5 p.f., enteredfor consumption in the United States, including both entries for
immediate consumption and withdrawal from warehouse for consumption, with quantity (pound.), value (actual market value or wholeale prie), and amount of duty
co lted baed upon the Payne-Aldrich tarifi and Underwood-SIMmons tariff.

(4piwds

Fiscal year. Qtiantitf

914...

1.91.
.
1917........
1918 ......

li96

...

Value.
a

o | FL
DIut

ed".

r.

QIlantltr
(pounds)

V alue.

coM.

Duty
leated.'

2 0._74
2, 47A40 $305 232.00 $52, 959.4 ;I 9 ........
3, 104, GS7 $19, 794.0
2 :; -10)
......... 9,1873551 1,503 ,932. 00: 18X,747. 10
2,815, 511: 198,654.00 50, 3I2.522
i@3,7M:6
|
,188
75,12.76
248,907.00
17
431420.76
Total..l 24,933,593 i 109096. 00 4980671.54
2,171,338
1,250,574 15f 870:. f 25, 01 1. 4

___

TABLE VIII.-Imports Of egg yolks, frozen, liquid, or dried, enteredfor consumption in
the United States, including both entriets, for immediate consumption andl withdrawals
from warehousefor consumption, uith quantity (pounds), value (actual market value
or wholesale price), and amount of duty collected based uponAthe Payne-Aldrich tIari/
and Underwood-Simmons tariff.
F:scal -year.
year.
QuantitX1
Value.
| value.
Fisa

Iecwd.0 ol. fiscal year
IDuty

ua
pa)

Value.

D uir d.

_:

0

1910*..777,672
vE* f =10 $l66,38XX91
.00..
1932,095.00
$14,097.25
5,145.00
3,786.25
1,077,73
0
202,942. 000
1911.135,17 1
'1918
.!
2P),29,420.0 '33209
89,7(1
6,833.00f)
1912
1, 4.5 25 .1 1919
6,737,84 2,649,259.00 264,925.90
1913
227,457
9, 26. 75 19 .0
9,109,774 3,44.3, 04&800 344,304. 80
700 15,327.40
11914 .8:623,'716f
5.3:274.00
I37,005,609
25,760.70
Total
1915
1, 382,408 257,007.00
10,361,649.00 Ii, 040, 94. 00
6,715.20
1916 ......
2,919,019 373, 16. 00

:3
:

TABLE IX.-Import of frozen or, liquid egg, albimen entered for consumptionint::he
United State,. including both entries for immediate consumption, ad ithdrawals
from warehoiueffr consumption, with quantity poundsds, value (actual market alue
or wholesale price), and amount of duty collected based upon the Payne-Aldrich and
Undeood-Simmons tariff.
Quantity

FLSral year. (poundsant1
3011 ........2.59,687
691,'01
191 5.......
1,451,376
1916 .......
2,99,
1917 ......
62
1918 ..... . 2,014,629

~Vsiue.

Dutv

col-

IFlscal year.

(pond

Quantit

|

alue.

Dit
actd.

iityot-

$4,067.00
.
........8
7.3,271 11399,r3.00) $25,732. 71
02,307.00 j 8 M.
S0 1920 ........ 3,113,008 1582,420.00 31,130.08
201, 509.00 14:513.:76
Total . 13,0f0,637 1,&84,81.00 130,926.35
316, 762.00 29, R685
2510
,-13

81.527-22---HcH 7-22

20,110.29

Table: Table X.- Imports of dried whole eg s entered for consumption in the United States, including both entries for im ediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouse for consumption with quantity (dozens), value (actual market value or wholesale price), and amount of duty col ected based upon the Payne-Aldrich and Underwo d-Sim ons tarif .

Table: Table XI.- Imports of dried eg albumen entered the United States for consumption, including both entries for im ediate consumption and withdrawals from warehouse for consumption, with quantity (pounds), value (actual market value or wholesale price), and amount of duty col ected based upon Payne-Aldrich tarif and Underwo d-Sim ons tarif .

Table: Table XI .- Total amount of duty col ected on eg s and eg products, United States, fiscal years 1910-1920.
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TABLE X.-Imaports of dried whole egg. entered/or consumption in the United States,~
includng bath entries for immediate consumption and withdratwalsfrom warehousefor
consumtiton itqunty (dozens), value (actual market value or wholesale p Ic)
and amount of duty collected based upon the Payne-Aldrich and lNderw~ood-Simmo~ns
FiscalQuantity
year.
(pounds).

Value.

1910 252.*10..00
.
2;37.0
1911
8,081
1912 .
Z'ifte0o
~~~~5,5554
7,537. 00
1913....
20,284'
12,336.00
1914......
37,244
1915 .
10,385.00
~~~~30,575
1918 .....
38,993
9,875.00

loede

ii

Fiscal
year.

Quntt
Duty celValue.
(pouds).lctd

537.80. 1917 ..... 1, 59,M $417,417.0051,03
1918......1,598,030 49167.00 159,863.00
1919......2,643,30 1,525700 214,330.20
3,042.00 1920......2,719,276 1,21843.00 271,977. 00
3,724.40
Total.. 6, 688,753 3,705,799.00 870,686.55
3,057.00
915.15
833.25

3,89.30,

TABLE XL -Imports of dried egg albumen entered the United States for consumption,
including both e entries for immedtiate consumption and withdrawals from wiarehouse for
consumption, twih quantity (pounds#), value (actual market value or wholesale price),
tantamount ofduty collected based upon Payne-Aldrich tariffand Underwcood-Simhmo-ns

tariff.

erIQthO
oud

Fiscal yer ']

1910......
699, 612
1911.... ..,. 903 1504
1912......f I,040;750
1913...... 1,246,7144
11914.......1,314,684
1915.......1 262,398
1916 .....1;670;096

value.

coleted.
Duletyd.

Fiscal

year.

Quantity

(pound$).

Vralue.

526, 732.00 512,2.54.76 11917......2,669, 254. 51,443,936. 00
349, 960.00 27 15 1 1983,727,938 2, 450,143.0
.
329732. 00 3POI199
,06031 4,148,522.00
406,594.00 37 02322_71968_304
WK _
443,83800 29:M90.00 19027,6234,8.0
Total ....' 21,315,821 18,028,297.00
40289600 37,871.94
71978.00

50,129.88

TABLE XIIT tail amrountt of duty collecte on eggs and egg
fiscal yrs1910-1920.

Duty,

collected.

$80,77.862
1 11894
121,810.83

81:87.4

8,5.4

593,584.33

products, United States,

jta Commerce and Navigation, United States, fiscal vears 1910-1920, by poultg department, New
YokState College of Agriculture, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. .

Commodities.

1910

1911 --

1912

1913

1914

1915

Eggs in shell:....$40,...
$64,934.42 583,586..28 $2 ....o
%996.84 582,31.15
54. 0312.22
Frozen or liquid whole eggs,
..
......
Frozen or liquid or dri ed-eon
yolks..............14,097.25 3,788.25 145"2
9, 258.75 is, 327.4
25,780.70
6,910.81
Frozen or liquid egg albumen
2, 59887'
912.15?
3,067. 00
833.25
Dried whole eggs ....37.80
I,4.03,74.4
Dried egg albumen...:::"12,2.54.78 27,105.121 4,994.48 37402.32 29,'980.08
37,871.94
Total
j.. 67,388.85 114,434.67 62,2203 113,289.95 104,687.23 129,912.67
...

.......

.

............

..............I..............

.........

Commodities.

1918

1917

1918

1919

192

Total.

. . . 5$242,152.89
Eggslin shell.......................................
Frozen or liquid whole eggs $75,123.78 $4, 426.76 525,01L48 562,093.74 5183;747.10 498,674.54
Frowen or liquid or driedegg
ylks.............35, 715.20 133,200.50 202,942.00 264,925.90 344,304.t80 1,060,784.'00
Frosnor liquid egg albunmen.. 14,513.76 29,896.85 20,146.29 25,732.71 :31,130.08 7130, 92& 37
Dried whole eggs .....I... 3,899.30 169,066.30 159,863.00 264,330.20 771,927.80 870,6n 80
Dried egg albumen
.50,....o129.88 80,077.62 111,839.9 121,810.83 81,587.48 505,064.41
Total............179,381. 90 445,8657.063 519,SYJ.71 J 3,89338 J 912,897.04t j3388,275.81

Perhaps the Most iMportant fact that we might set before you
which might be of, assistance ih helping us to arrive at a sound
conclusion as th the amount,-of' duty which should be levied, is

Table: [No Caption]
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.egd
to produce a "dozen eggs in the United States.
an estimate of the cost
We have been diligent in trying to arrive at those facts. The best
that I can give you at the present time is shown here in the chart,
figure 12 [exhibiting chart to the committee].
Every one of the records from New York State are based on a
State college supervised record. These are not individual reports of
what a farmer gives as an opinion or as a guess, but they are based
upon personally conducted cost-account--records, where college extension specialists have visited the farms regularly to supervise the
records.
In undertaking to establish tariff rates based on the difference in
the cost of production between countriesfrom which imports are
received and in Lhe United States, it is necessary to establish a sound
basis for determining the cost of production of a dozen eggs on an
averge throughout the year, and for a period of years in the United
States, and what that cost is under normal average conditions.
Figure 12 and Table XIII show the actual cost to produce a
dozen eggs in the United States during the years of 1914 to 1920,
inclusive, on 149 farms, representing 105,481 hens. The figures are
from actual cost-account records and surveys on farms, principally
in the States of New York and New Jersey, and including also a farm;
in Kentucky and one in Indiana. Estimates on the cost of egg production in California and Washinkton confirm the figures here quoted
from the Eastern States, which ceads us to believe that the cost of
egg production on the west and east coasts of the United States,
the cost of marketing, are essentially similar, some of the
including
cost account factors being greater in the East and others heater in
the West. Ths cost in the Iiddle West and the South probably are
a little cheaper than either the far West or extreme East, on account
of proximity to cheaper grain and general farm range conditions.
Prom figure 12 it will be seen that in 1914 it cost $0.317 per dozen
in New York, and itcat $0.29 for 1915 in New York, and in subsequent years the costs were.:
I:
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00a

New Jersey, 1915............
New York:
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.476
.482
.411

..
.373
Indiana, 1920
It is iinterestinfg to observe that the 100 cost-account records arid
.......

surveys representing 79,847 hens in New Jersey gave a cost of $0.293
per dozen an
the same year three farms havin
Ne'w York gav acst of $0.29' pe~rdozen, showing that data taken
by impartial observers, and neither aware of the methods employed
by the other, arved at essentially the same cost to produce a dozen
eggs in. New York as in New Jersey.
FProm-estimates:of the Acosts of egg production in years preceding
the war which is 25 to 30 cents per dozen, it is reasonable to assume
that within a few years the cost to produce a dozen eggs will approach
but probably will not fall quite as low as the prewar cost: If, therefore, weshould assume an average cost of 27 to 28 cents per dozen
in the United States as a whole, we probably would not be far from
,be truth. If we should accept this as out cost basis on which to

Table: Table XI I.- Cost to produce a dozen eg s (149 farms and 105,481 hens) in United States, 1914-1920.
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place a tari dutyY on sh1 egg whi woul srve to equaliz-th
difference between the 6cost of production; here, and in competing
o~ oto
countrieshavng
poution, such as the O~rient,As
: Olin
t-ries
tor
tridit aind Argentina,`auityo8 or e ven 10 cents per -dozen probably
would permit eggs costing 15 to 18 cen per dozen, laid down in
America to b. imported. Since it is known that shell eggs are sold0
in AAmeric a at 15 to 18 cents per dozen with apparent profit to the
packers and im-porters the adding of 8 cents per dozen duty to tle: cost
of the1 imported products would make the total cost 23 to 26 cents
per'dozen for shell eggs and probably would not result as an embargo
and stopthe importation.
TABLe, X 111.--ost to produce a dozen egg. (149farms and 1O5,41Ahenw) in United Stkes,

1914-1920.

0:
114

1915

Aver aget per year
toroduce a do en
eggs.1J0.317
.......
$6,290:
§
Nunbrh 'fwl.
--.IS... 1,5491 3,2
3
NumnberoF arms .....
u.v .0.U.LD. J.D.
Authority .
M.
F.
.
F.

1915

1918

1917

1918

;1919

19.. 19__

19.0

50.293 50.31$0.497
9876 3,368 4, 074'

.4 10. 476 $0.482 10.411 $0.373
82
6,86. 2,211 3,409.6
192
10
8
1
.
10
15~
tJA(.U.1.UD. (.U.D. UD C.U. 1.C.U.D. Kv.A.P i rCol.
P. Mi. F. M. FM, F. It. F.M. ( oi. d u o
C'. U. D.
C. U.D.
Uni.
P. 1L.
P. H.
Y Y-.N. Y..N.Y.. N. Y.. Ky... Inmd.
State ................ fN.Y.. N.Y.. N.J... N.
.

:00;Figuire 13$ andl Table
0XIVashow thc distribution of cost factors
;in egg-producltion oxpresse(1 in the terms of the per cent of each
factor to the total cost. These figures are taken from carefully
kept cost-account records on a large poultry farm in New York
State where 2,O0() or more birds are kept. ''heyy arc for the years
1 914-15 in comparison with the years 1917-18 _and 1920-21. From
these three recor(Is it-will Ie seen that the percentage of the costs for
feed and the total oAst of egg production was 58.2, 64.2, and 56.3
percent, respectively, averaging 59.5 per cent; and thatJljbor0 cost
waiS 17.2, 1:3.!, 1n18.1 per cent, respectively, averaging 16)4 per
cent. T-e dIprecItiion of stock over and -above the cost of rearing
for reXplacement was 13.3, 13.2, and 14.5 per cent, respectively averaging 13.7 per cent; anrd the cbsts due to taxes, insurance, repairs,
and interest were 7.2, 6.2, atnd 7.8perScent, respectively, avelaging:
7 per cent for each of the three years, respectively. The small halwas for marketing, litter, and for misance of ; tile cost wreiining
cellanelou)s1 exYp("15enSes. T'le, two principal factors in the cost of production, namely, feed an( Jaiobr, fire the two items in particular which
are cheapest in our principal competing countries. lt is to equalize
these two particular cost-account factors between the United States
and (competing countries that the tariff rates which we recommend
have 1)een determined.
Senator WATSON. 'I'hat is nll very in teresting as showing thle cost
of production here. Can you .show the(costtof l)ro(uction abroadl?
Prof. R1cE. 1 have been unable to'do so. I am in personal corre,spondence with two or three frien s in China, who are teachers an(
missionaries there, and Government service men, and none of them
can give me anything like actual cost-account records. Chickens in
China are almost all in small flocks, of only 10 to 15 or 25 birds.
They are smallerflocks by agood (leal than the average in this country,

Table: Table XIV.- Cost factors in eg production.
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and most-of the eggs produced are 6oldit because they area cashproducin g 9comtmodity, and, they use their money to pay taxes and
to purchase rice and other cheaper food to eat.
The question of importance of dressed poultry importation is
quite as serious in its Way as the egg and egg-product importation..
have positive information that some of thie I)ig] Capitalists in this:"
country are building modern establishments for crate fattening
chickens in China, as wO have in the United States. Plcy have
hired as good an expert as can be found in the United States. lie
has been there for several years to dgvtoop that business.
We also have information that Aimericani capitalists are e(qually
concerned in and are hunting for people to go t(o Argentin, for the
rea-son that thoy find it more profitable to use their American capitalf%0to buy, and fatten, cheap Chinese an(l Argentine chickens with
cheap oriental and South American feed, and to buy and freeze
and ary eggs andi ship them into this country, than they (lo to employ
American labor to produce those things in the United States.
TAnLE XIV.-Costfactors in egg production.

-

[I . cpres.eMd tin terms of per cenit of each factor to total cost.I
1!111-1,;

1917-18

192(0-21

Average.
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Feed3'
;............
0).,,,,t,,,
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, 0.,
.0., Pler cent.
59. 5
1. 2
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...........
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,
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2
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.............7tr..7.
:.1
..
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1:.7

7.0
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+ I.3
.1
1.,1,
,1.1
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1.......I...............
2 2
+- 2
.
3
MjSmIlanehtjus ...............-

.

KI).
M
....)..
Total ......il.:
..

M( . (M)

1I(Y). (K)....

We Want to come. close to home. and see what the poultry situation
is in the United States. Instead of using, as I could have (done, the
map showing the total amount of eggs produced and consume(l in
the United States, by States, I thougfit it, vouild: be morei instructive;
to show the States that have an excess production, aind the States
that have an excess consumption, andi the amounts.
Senator WATSON. When y(u subtract one from the other what (1)
youa get?
SProf.LIOE. iWe showonly tile excess.. This map, -fiure 14, shows
only00 theo quantity: after thl total production of ellh State, has een
subtracted from the total consum)tion to get, thie, Xc ess conlsumeid,
or after the total consumption is sul)tracte from tlOe total production
to got the excess production as the case mayIbe
We have seen ti at the United States pro uces more eggs than-are
consumed. It is important to know which0:States arc producing
more eggs or less eggs than they eat, andl why. For this purpose
figure 14 and Table XV have been prepared, ShOwilng glapllically
the excess production overC consumption or excess consurnption over
production in various States.: it will b)eS seen from this study that
the States of Wisconsin, Iona, Illinoois, Indiana, Missouri, lkainsais,
Nebraska, South Dakbta,; Northl D:akota, Minnesota, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Kentucky, Ohio, Montana, Idaho, Delaware,
Virginia, Wyorming, and the three Pacific Coast States, Washington,
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The
Oregon, and California, produce more eggs-than-they
consume.
Middle West graingreat proportion of excess production is in the
growing section. Whereas, all of the New England States, and the
Middle and South Atlantic States with the exception of Virginia and
Delaware, of the East South Central States Alabama and Mississippi,
and of the.West South Central States Louisiana and Texas, of the
mountain States Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah and Nevada
and Michigan among the North Central States consume more eggs
than they produce. The excess consumption of the New England
and the Middle Atlantic States is.due primarilyto the large population in the great industrial centers in proportion to the amount of
productive farm. land, whereas: the excess consumption in the
Southern States is due to the lack of diversified farming on account
of specialization in cotton or some other farm crops.
Whatever the causes may be for failure to produce enough eggs to
meet the needs of the State, it is clear to persons familiar with farming
conditions that they are sufficiently well adapted to the efficient
production of poultry and eggs to fully or more nearly meet the needs
-of these sections, provided the equitable tariff rates representing the
difference in the cost of production in the United States and the
Orient were t9 be placed on the importation of eggs and egg products.
If any State because of climatic or farm conditions can not produce
eggs and poultry economically, other States more fortunately situated
in this particular respect can be counted upon to supply the demand
without importing poultry products from any country at any time.
We can produce these products and deliver them as economically as
any other country except for the factor of labor as applied directly to
poultry or indirectly to the growing of the feed or manufacture of
accessories or. transporting and marketing of the products, all of
which involve the employment of labor in our own country, which is
entitled to receive the same protection as poultry men. The tariff
rates which we urge are intended to represent the differences in labor
costs of 'all the factors that enter into the production of poultry and
of eggs and egg products, and placing them on the markets in America
as compared to a similar or inferior, quality imported from competing
countries.
The figures showing estimates of consumption-and production are
based on our own calculations from figures of population and dozens
of eggs produced as shown by the last census in 1919, and assume the
same average consumption per capita of eggs in each State according
to the average of 115.41 dozens of eggs per capita consumption for the
United States, or 181 eggsper capita, which is approximately onehalf egg per person per day.
Some- of the more striking results in excess production over*:consumption are: Iowa, 83,434,993 dozens; Missouri, 64,440,716; Kansas, 48,713,133; Indiana, 37,680,248; whereas New York has an excess consumption of 98,795,857 dozens; New Jersey,-- 35,636,346;
Massachusetts, 50,107,244; and Pennsylvania, 59,162,092.
Senator CALDER. Do I understand from this map that Kansas produces 48,000,000 Adozens more
eggs than she 'consumes?
Prof.' RICE. Yes; Kansas produces 48,713,133 dozens more eggs
than she consumes according to our own calculation, using United
States Government figures of population and dozens of eggs produced.
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SenatorCAWER. And New York consumes 98,000,000 more than
she prtoducesl

Prof.RcE. 0Yese; ftobe exict, 98,795,857 dozens.
The CHAIRMAN. What are the figures for Pennsylvania?
Prof. RICE. Pennsylvania consumes 59,162,092 dozens eggs more
than Pennsylvania produces, and yet Pennsylvania is the sixth in
rank as an egg-producing State, exceeded only by Iowa, 120,697,319
dozens; Missouri, 117,203,569 dozens; Illinois, 105,757,907 'dozens;
Ohio, 102,377,143 dozens; and Kansas, 76,136,616 dozens of eggs in
Senator SMOOT. Professor, did I understan d you to say that we did
not produce enough eggs in the United States to feed the people of
the United States?
Prof. RICE. We are producing an excess; that is to say, the importations into this country are not so great as th~eexportations, and:
exports mean surplus.
Senator SMOOT. The importations are about one-seventh of 1 per
cent. Our exports are nine times as great as our importations.
Prof. RICE. My figures. would not-show it as great as that.
Senator SMOOT. I have got the figures here. I will take it first, if
you want to, for the first nine months of this year. We exported
21,195,247 dozen:eggs, valued at $6,735,772; we imported during the
same period but 2,707,923 dozen eggs, at a valuation of $794,352.
Senator MCCUMBER. It is admitted we produce more than we consume in the United States.
Prof. RICE. I think possibly the place where we differ is this: That
thoseyou are quoting perhaps allude strictly to shell eggs; the figures :0
I have in mind are the entire quantity and value of the egg produ(;ts
and shell eggs combined.
Senator SMOOT. That does not make a particle of difference. If
you want me to, I will quote those to you. So it makes no differences
either way you go.
Senator WATSON. I understand, then, your contention to be that
even though we have an excess production over consumption, and&
even though we export more than we import, throwing a sm all
amount at a- lower price on a glutted market would have a tendencyto decrease the price of the whole.
Prof. RICE. There is no doubt about it, and certainly we can not
get away from the fact that when those millions of dolfars' worth of
these cheap Chinese products are dropped into this country under
those circumstances they tend to reduce the price and displace the
same amount of the Ameriean product. If our markets are already
full they have to overflow somewhere and are exported.
We believe that the way to settle this question is to put an -effective
tariff duty-our people have said 8 cents; I think that it ought to be
higher. We believe that 8 cents or even 10 cents will still allow ecras
to come in and will safeguard our consumers against monopoly. ¶Nhe
only monopoly is where somebody buys or makes and holds products
in sufficient quantity to manipulate the markets. The farmers can
not do that with eggs and poultry, as they are; the ones who do the
producing. There are too many of them and their products fare too
universally produced to be controlled by the growers. We believe
that there will be a tendency for a little higher price for a season or 6s
with an equitable tariff on poultry and poultry products and will
"

Table: Table XV.- Exces production or consumption of eg s by States, 1919.
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produce enough more profit for. a little while to stimulate other people
In America to produce more eggs and poultry, because the chicken
business is sensitive to economic changes, as I shall shqw later. It
will stimulate poultrymen in Massachusett or Minissippi, fore xample,
to fill up their empty henhouses, or to put up another henhouse, or will
induce others to go into the chicken-raising business who will produce
::ggs in this country at a price that will be just as fair in the end to
the consumer ait would be if we had allowed our henhouses to lie
idle while &~a certain proportion of our eggs and egg products were
eng produced in Arentina and Clnna.
T'rABLEX XV.-Erceea Ptru
or consumption of egg by States, 1 19.
[Per capita consumption of eggs In the United States In 1919 was 15.41 dozens, or 186 eggs, approximately
:onhalf eper soner day. Estimated State consumption Is average per capita consumption
State population. Difference between estimated consumption and actual, or consumption
multipIledJbX
data, from 1990 census of Population and Agriculture.J
Production.

State.

New England States:
Maine.
9,977,349
5,005,302
New lhampshire .
9
VerMont .
...,..................5......
6166,8
Massaiwhusetts.. .
9, , 27

Consuption.
11,904,217
,867, 787
, 46,634
59,711, 518
9,368,1.4
21,399, 781

Jruaptin

duction.

Ecsson-

E

,92, 868.
1,862,485 ....
29mmWS ..
50,107,244 ..
7,831,296 .........

. .1,536,858
Rhode island.
Connecticut .6,341,424
15, 05, 357 ............
Middle Atlantic States:
2,175, 162 160,971,019 .........
Ne.w York...
280, 10 4 ,916,450 98,795,857
35,63l, 346 .....
New Jersey
Nenesylvania
7.,
9., 172 135, 160,264 59,162,092
East Norti Central States:
Ohio
...
1.,,377 143 8,270,607 .............. .1310536
452,045 ..... 37 60, 248
..
8 101 293
Indi na
....
..
- 106,-757
907.100, 621, 840
6,236,067
5:j8^0,38 873,387
Michigan .......5...5, 96,999
40,77,0 ........... 12,425,075
Wisconsin....... ... 53,222,114
West North Central States:
Minnesota .
0, 249, 543 37,000,435.... 23, 24,106
........................
Iowa.0.,
120,697, 319 37,262,6 . ...83,434,9M3
............................
569
...
04,440,71B
Msouri
..............................
52,762,853 .
117,20,
20,80,407
North Dakota
10,026,516
..... 10,7, 81
9, M, 479
20 ,553,478
. .30,419,967
South Dakota
13 2,37
20,0,766
Nebrsa .... .
,038,771
Kansas.76f, 136,616
423,484.4.,713,132
....................

.

....

.......1.3

.............

.............

South Atlantle States:
D~elaware; .................................
3,9,6 4!-

*aryla.l.
of Columbia..
Dlstitct
.

.

15, 0Po681.
42,932

36 551,289
VirgliiL .................................
W ost.Virginia ..............................I 21,70S,'279
North CArolina .........
q.. l (P01
24
.

.. ........ 12, 812, 113
South Carolina
(le4ria
..............
Z3,181,939
5583
F.lorida;f
f .....
Ekast Potl(h'Central States:
42,i224,7201
KentuCky ..............................
707,140
nnessee.48,
Te
.

..............

Alabama.
Mi
.............
i.....
West S(outth Central States:

ssil~sslr'ip

23,434,979
23,783,266

3,4,4.47 ..............
451,018
22,7
738,05 ..........
8, 72,3.52
0, 7,39, 119
4
3 ,7,30
M
.d
.........;.....
75,870
22,67,37
...979. 7. ..
3966O,407 11,825,3f8n............
1:3 23, 579 .............
2,1 0P7 722
44,885,;328
2173 457.
15,011,285
8, 4*, 722.
37,4i57, 765 ..............
4,766,955
12, 169, M2
3,237,219 ..............
.
718
12,
959,
36,396,67
..

...........

27, 754, 79
3,97J, 314 .
27,159,162 ..............
1,009,123
14,710, 44.
27 876,800
31,433,387 ..............
14,001,630
1, 55, 026 .
72,290,034

,168, 285
O
Louisiana..13 136,01
Oklahoma .
-45,440,017
Texas ..................................
70, 625 008
Mountain .States:
I
Montana ..
..11,8.5,042
8,507,780 .............
3,350, Z2
Idaho ...........
M
10
3,698,039
'
6,
9
3,923
.............
153 720
..
..
Wyoming
3.013,231
3, 71,951
60
Colorado .......14.2,37
17'2i;754,IW)
14,42...............
391,.c7G
3, 082,70
1
New Mexico .......,.
2, .',22, 6
5, 85, 45
2, 54,679....
Ariona ...252,83...........................2
I,179,611
Uth -.....,709, 076
1, Z,5.52.
6,965,638
3, 322
1,199,809
, 487
Neda.
..............
X
:
Pacific States:
a'hington.
21, 027,26 ..............
.21, 358,576
325,M0
, 2,483,
Oroon,.
190
12,142,53%0 14,625,720 .
53, 116,340 ..........
11,,,,,,
O7, M
CaO~.rnia..4....
,,123,
835
Arkansas ................................

..............

..............

..............

87
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Our argument is that we believe with proper dutt thoselthings can
be produced here as economically as our standards of living will
justify.
One of the features that I hope I can make clear is that the poultry
industry, more than any other branch of agriculture, is sensitive to
economic conditions. The poultry industry can go in or go out in
two years' time to such an extent that it will materially change production and values in this country.
Senator WATSON. You say the economic conditions are responsible
for those fluctuations. To what extent did imports influence those?
Prof. RicE. I am very glad you asked the question, because as we
find.that the psychology of the situation has a very important effectthat is to say, when we learn of shiploads or large cargoes of tile shell
eggs or frozen eggs or dried eggs coming into the tnarket-it will immediately affect the sale of those commodities in the large markets, and
we would expect to see a drop in the market prices. I have frequently
gone into the large markets and have seen those Chinese eggs and
by-products sold, and have heard the merchants arguing for a lower
price on eggs because of the competition with the lower priced foreign
products. Contracts are made and shipments arriving on falling
markets tend to further depress them.ff:
:
The word "dumping," as you understand it, might not apply,but
it comes pretty close to it. They are dumping onto the American
markets large quantities of Chinese eggs and egg products, as we can
show, in the spring of the year on a falling market, ftpd that has a.
tendency to lower the price of eggs throughout the entire United
States because local prices are'governied by market quotations in large
cities.:a-~ ;XV 9: Of ::
0
:-X.: o 0 :: ::f0
This works to the advantage of the Amen engaged in cold storage,
having taken advantage of their ability to influence the market- if
they wanted to.
I think, my friends, one of the best things that we can do is to make
it impossible for that thing to take place, to manipulate the market.
Senator LA FOLLETTr. Have they -not the power to manipulate
DDX
that market regardless of the importation?
Prof. RICE. Yes, sir; I think so, and: more than that, perhaps you
are already familiar with the fact-if you are not you can, verify
my statement-eggs are gamble(l in the New York, and Chicago
like wheat, sold on futures and -sold over and over again, na(ln somebody has to pay the bill.
Senator LA FOJLLETTE. With what result on thiepirice?V
Prof. RiciE. Of course2 the tendency 4will be 'to widen the spread(:
between Xthei0price received by' the producer 'and the consumer.
Thiss will lessen consumption and eventually the shock will fall upon
the one at the bottom, the man oni the land When you lower the
price received by the producer, you decrease the number of eggs -in
incubators and thus decrease the next years' production of eggs and
the consumer suffers.
What I want to make clear, gentlemen, is this: That if it is true,
aswwe maintain, first, that America has the soil and the climate,
the educatedlfarmers and the conditions to produce eggs and chickens
economically, to sell to our own people. Whenever you allow eggs.
to come in to this country at those lower prices it displaces just tfait
amount of the American-product and the American producer will go
vA-
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:busiesac~cordin¶to the law of supply
out or ggo in, to the poultry
and demand. It is t cnspicuouIsl true:that t re are many, empt
to capacity because the poutry
henhouses and house not fil
industry has not yet come;back sincethe6 decline" during the war
In many States they are:0not producing as many eggs as they did 10
years ago.
Figures 15 to 24 and Table XVI: Until one carefully considers
itom by item the value of the products produced in the United
lStates, hedoes not fully, realize the neat importance of the poultry
the value of tho eogs produced and chickens
industry. By
in the various States with the value of some of the
reared annuallycomparing
other principal agricultural products he is surprised to find that
what appoars to be small as a single farm unit becomes of great
size in the aggregate for each State and for the United States. This
is because poultry is so universally kept on farms. Farms reporting
)ultry kept far exceed those of any other kind of live stock, except
orses and mules, the last census snowing that 89 per cent of: farms'
reported chickens.
rhe. statistics which we have prepared deal exclusively. with the
production of es and chickens of the domestic fowl on farms and
does not include the production of any other kind of poultry, such as
turkeys, ducks, geese, pigeons, and the like, which, if included,
would have increased the figures about 6.4 per cent, and does not
include the vast number of chickens reared and eggs produced in
villages an(l in cities. Since the Goverunent statistics include only
kept on farms of 3 acres or more,' this alone would,greatly:
:poultry
increase the value of the products to be creditid to the poult ry
industry. Notwithstanding these omissions the figures will, I am
sure, surprise neatly every one who has not given the subject careful
thought. They show that not only are more persons directly engaged
in the keeping of poultry than in any other kind of live-stock production or other single agricultural crop, but that the production in
annual value greatly exceeds that of many of the agricultural products which we have been accustomed to give major consideration in
the matter of legislation or research and education. In order that
the figures may be more understaidable, graphs have been made
(f two or more States in each of the geographical sections as defined
:1by the Bureaul of the Census of the United States to show the value
of eggs produced and chickens reared, dairy products, wool, all
fruits, wheat, oats, corn, potatoes (white and sweet). It is to be
regretted that statistical data is not yet available for all of the
States, some of the more important of which we would like to have
included in the presentation.
New England States: In the geographical regions in the regular
order, published by the Government, we find that the three New
EnglanI States, for example, Massachusetts shows a value for eggs.
produced anid chickens reared of $9,004,007; Connecticut, $5,876,684;
and New 'Hampshire, $4,341,810. These figures exceeded in value
the wool, the wheat, the oats, the corn, and the potatoes, respectively,
and in the case of Connecticut and: New Hampshire exceeded the
a "f any
thawS sres, unles tbore wore prot of ell
"
a
'Theon such tract produdtnot report
to the value
of$280 or more, or unle It requioedtbe continuous servl or
duced
at leat one pon. (Inxtructions to census takers 1919.)
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value of all of the fruits ad, froucts compared, was exceeded
only by the value of the dairy pructs.
Middle Atlantic States: In the case of New York the value of the
eggs produced and the chickens reared was $42,841,499, which exceeded by far the wheat, which was $20,556,621, or the oats, which
was $21 595 461 or the corn, $24,691 113, and the wool, $1,976,986.
The value of the chickens reared and the eggs produced nearly
equaled all of the fruits, which were valued at $51,519,503. In New
Jersey the value of the total of eggs produced and the chickens reared
was $12,200,716 and exceeded the wheat, which was $3,087,324, oats

$1,403,453, wool $32,020, and all fruits S11,809,078.
ElastNorth Central States: In the great diversified agricultural States3
of Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Illinois we find a large development of the poultry industry. In the case of Ohio, thle value
of the chickens reared and eggs produced, which was $64,109,133, farC
exceeded the value of wool, which was $10,074,579; of all fruits
$15,172,769, oats $39,795,590, and potatoes--$18,186,036, but was
less than the dairy products, which included milk; cream, and :butter:
fat sold and butter and cheese made, $81,148,586, whereas ini
Indiana the value of eggs produced and chickens reared was $52,765,970, which exceeded the value of the dairy products, which was
$44,072,646, all of the fruits, $4,842,535, and wool, $21,319,545. The
value of the eggs produced and chickens reared in Wisconsin was
$30,288,326, which exceeded in value the wool, which was $1,691,728;
of fruits, which was $5,043,189, aind wheat $16,489,016. In illino(is
chickens reared and eggs produced was $67,690,085, and excee(led in
value the wool, which was $2,217,103; all fruits, which was $14,572,750,
and was nearly equal to the dairy products, which had a value of
S71,998,333..
West North Central States: The study of the value of the eggs produced and chickens reared in 1919 in the great grain-growing and
stock-producing section of the Middle West, shows the great iznportance of the domestic fowl in the production of human food. For example in: Iowa eggs produced: and chickens reared were valued at
$70),212,544, which exceeded the value of the dairy products, which
was $55,408,744, and vastly exceeded the value of the wool, which was:
$3,762,486; of all fruits, which was $7,056,389; and the wheat,
$44,479,372. In Minnesota the value of the eggs produced and
chickens reared was $33,438,496, which exceeded the wool, which was
$1,557,736; of all fruits, $3,145,.513. North Dakota showed a valueI11
of eggs produced and chickens reared, which was $16',486,386; nearly
equal to the value of the dairy products, which was $19,576 343; and
exceeded the wool, which was $913,176; of all fruits, wiicwwas
$94,880; and corn, $5,427,636; and white potatoes, which was
S10,142,747. Kansas had a value of eggs produced and chickensV
reared annually $of$44,199,844, whereas the dairy products were
valued at $34,-920,61;0 wool, $1,(17,405; all fruits, $6,349,662; potatoes, $8,005,316; anidoats, $29,005,;885,
Missouri, next toIwa in value of eggs produced and chickens
reared, was $66,271,029, which exceeded in value the dairy products,
which `was $34,752,845; wool, $4, 161 ,236; and al fruits $18,454,698.
South Atlantic States: Take for example North 6arolina: The
value of eggs produced and chickens reared was $20,406,603; Georgia,
-
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S26,218,622; Virginia, 525,137,968, which exceeded the value in each
State of the dairy products, which was, for North Carolina, S14 912 137; for Georgia, $16,757,195; for Virginia, $19,167,935. And for all
fruits for North Carolina, $6,554,397; for Georgia, $10,935,703; for
Virginia, $17,770,660.~ast South Central States: It will be seen bFcomparing the value
of the eggs produced and chickens reared in Kentucky, $26,210,757;
Tennessee, $29,06.5,336: and Mississippi, $15,132,499; that in each
instance they exceeded in value the dairy products which were:
Kentucky, $22,487,710; Tennessee, $20,640,849; Mississippi
:$11,772,201; and also exceeded in these States the value of the wooi
and all fruits theo wheat, and the oats, respectively.
West South Central States: The value of eggs produced and chickens reared in Oklahoma was $28,634,007; Arkansas, $16,245,102;
Louisiana, $8,835,402; and also these products exceeded in each
instance the value of the wool; and in Louisiana and Oklahoma
exceeded till fruits; in Arkansas and Louisiana exceeded wheat and
the oats.
Mountain States: The value of the chickens reared and eggs produced in Colorado, $8,773,648,- exceeded in value wool, which was
$4,877,656; and all fruits $8,757,678; and oats, $4,308,752. In Idaho"
chickens reared and eggs produced were valued at $5,673,217 and
exceeded the value of the oats and corn combined. In'Utah chickens
reared anld eggs produced had a value of $2,887,510 and exceeded in
value the oats and the corn combined.
Pacific States: In the case of the three Pacific Coast States,, the
value of eggs produced and chickens reared in 1919 was for
Watshington, $13,779,958; fozb Oregon, $9,018,444; for California,
$40,341,744. In the State of Washington the value of eggs produced
and chickens reared exceeded the value of the wool, which was
$2,254,025; the potatoes, $12,320,093, and the corn and oats combined. In Oregon the value of the chickens reared and eggs produced
exceeded the value of the wool, which was:$8,019,524; the potatoes,
$7,433,878, and the corn and oats combined. In California the eggs
produced and chickens reared was higher than the value of the wool,
which was $6,695,4610; the wheat, $36,938,477; the corn,$5,862,388;
the potatoes, $20,896,048; and more than four-fifths the value of
the dairy products, which were $55,642,629.
From this brief consideration of the value of thchickens reared
and eggs produced in comparison with some of the principal pructs
which they closely approached or exceeded in value, one can hot
escape the conclusion that the poultry industry, becauseof its0 size,t
as well as the importance of the products which it contributes to the
nourishment and health of the Nation, is entitled to the same consideration3 in the framing of a tariff law that is given to other agricultural or industrial products.

Table: Table XVI.- Value of some agricultural products produced in 1919.
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aue t/ome agricultural products produced in;1919.

XV.

(Data: Foureenth Census of the Utiftedl States,' Iu-Aredre Prep'ared by oultry dprtnft
New York State Colliege of Agric'ulture, Cornell Unive~rsity, Ithaca, N.]~eatnil
MIDDLE ATbANTIC -STATES.
NewvYo'rk.

Products.

Ch

okenToareored.dIIk
753.d().................841.499918
eggs prodcdadcicerae)42,

New Jersey.

,86 5

12,200),716.

Da
p
odu
ts
179,695. 8101
19, I198,718
W
.
976-986
32,02(21
1~~~~~~~~~~~~,
All fruits.
11,809078
519,'q50
Wheat...................................20,556,62
3,087,3241
453
Oats.2
'
....I.........9.......
4.....1....1,40-3,
Corn.~~...........
24,' "91,13 2.5,
14, 480, 577
Potatoes (Irish' or white. and swee t) ................ ......69, S1 5,841
04,847
........
....................

.......

.......

...

....

...

......

....I........

NEW ENGLAND STATES.
--

Products.cuets
Eggs.

$6, 050,69:3
Ccens reared1.......'....... 953_31
Total (eggs produced and chickens reared)
, 0MI, 007
Dairy products .........................224, 765), 552
l
W oo....................,.........666
All fruits ............................
, SI I, 544)
Wheat..............................
76, 484
Oats..02,.276
Corni....2, 8,2741
Potatoes (Irish or white)....................
4,61 19, Si.55
...

.....

.......

EAST

Products.

:Indiana.

Eggs.81.........2,998,
reared ..........21,110, 733
xhIceiis

W.

Total (egg prxluced and
chickens reared) .......

4(X

All fruits ...
15,1(72, 769
Wheat ..............177, 873, s74
.........

Oats.39,.79.,..90
Cor......
........217,274,709J
Potatoes
...........

2,071, 830

$2, 853, 022
1, 480,788;

.5,876, GMi
11,92:3,971

41,241, 810
10,224,888

;31, 153
117, 7411
309, 80)3

3,8&35, -171

3, 81,3,615
,:6,

2, F05, 103
9.5,392
.50, 526
8, 6
8144,
2, 952, 351I

M~ichigan,.

Wismconsin.

18,186, 036

Illinois.0

-1, 109J, MM)4 $4, I1KS, M5
27, 502,080

$2:3,514, ;-A)

52(1, 224, 403
1),10(1,u,92:1

67,6(90, U;,5

,9110, 77 1

20, 356, 466

64, 1(X, 1331

148, 586
Dairy,
W piroducts...I......81,
_l.
10,074,579
(Irish or white and
sweet)..

$3 81,5

NORTM CENTRAL1 STAT'ES.

Ohio.
....

~~~~~~~~New

Connecticut. Laisie

52, 765, 970
44,072, 6.46
J21,319,515
4, 812, 53
9S', IO 1, 0-11
42, 02:3, 7,80
2-29, 973, 7 13
6,547,749

7 1, 993, :333
2,217, 10:3
I11. 572, 750
I15,
(I,014
Z
103, 28, 734

41:1, 751, 74*1
12,6115,616

II, 4.1,3
zI

30, 288,326
9
62, 783,1 IiI3 80
1,972
1, 6122, 979
'26, 129, 7931
5, 013,189J
4 5, 722, 481&I6, - 189, 0 161
3 1, 412, 962
.5 , )5 1, 788
67, 633,38.561,5903, 729
49, 057, 426
60, 664,81
'.

WEST NORTH CENTRAL STATES.

Products.

Minnesota.

~North Dakota

....$21, 689,
Eggs.
Chice'nste
ra~re~d ...........1, 748,1161I

83.5)

Total (eggs produced and
chickens reared)......33, 438, 496

$7, 078,9038
3,407, 44S

IloWa.

Missouri.

$42,244,062
27, 9,42

542,193,2~85 3 26,647,816
4,077, 744~ 17, 552,028

702244

6,7129I

0 1,4
O 7
10o,486, 238364
34, 762,M545
..........
Diyproducts
77,870, :is8 19, 576,34:3
55,408,44
Wool.
4,101,236
3,762,4186 18,454,698
913,176
.~~~~~~~..... 1, 557,7-36
All fruit's
145, 513
94, 88
7, 0MI,389
Wheat.88,398,608 i147,696,970
44,479,372 140,202,601
260 140, 284,289
32, 394, 961
Oats....I......I....66,831, 124 24,235,
-5, 427, 636 601,339,232 12,239,389
Corti................110,'221,'931
Potatoes (Irish or white andI
11,437,463 219, 513, 084
sweet) ..............57,384,117
10, 142,747i

..3........

Kansas.

419,4
4
41

34, 920,619
1,017,405

6,3149,662

32),0,7007,58()
2.9,005, 885
86, 593,760
8, 003, 31 6
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TABLE XVI.-~Value Of some aqrieultural products ~produced in 7919-Continued.
SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES,

~~North Caro-' IGeorgia.
~
~ ~ ~ ~Virginia.
~ ~~iac
Eggs.$15~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,351,53
$190,433,229 $9,730,414
Chickens
reared.9,~~~~~~~~~~786,43659,73,37.4 99,482,208
Products.
Prod

Total (eggs produced and chickens reared).25,137,968.
0

,2products.........................19,167,935
W
........................................912, 066
All fruits ............................17,77086
Wheat .............................26,78270
475
Oats.2,164,............
.............
Corn .78,260,..........
::...........514
Potatoes.........................36,59,57

:20,406,

109,218,622
1,213-I16,757, 195
03

'184,'843

6,54397

11,86,364

.93,363
10,935703

2,823,527
3,172,680
1,838447
90,1 11,074
18,218058
79,940722 f14,836,886

EAST SOUTH CENTRAL STATES.

Kentucky.

Tennessee.

............................515,200.89
Eggs

518,021,644
11, 043,692

Products.

Chicensreaed
11I,00,800.
Total (eggs produced and chickens reared) ........26,210,757.
Dairy products.........................22,487,710.
Wool.1,770,745
All fruits............................
4,989,367,
Wheat.22,929042
.................................

2,931,018
Oats..............................
Potatoes ............................1101,422,855

Corn..............................126,157,359

29,065,336

20,640, 849.
731,123
7,888,912
14,500,174
2,534,082
187,150,649

11,7871,079

MlssimippL

59037,'641
8,094,858
115,132,499
11, 772, 201
253,616
2,91 1,066
121,402
K3M,4066
70,476,177
10,836,210

WEST SOUTH CENTR AL STATES.
Products.

Arkansas.

Egr
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 10,140,683
Chicen
reare.................. $~ ~ 6,104,519:
.
Total (eggs Produdan ciken reare)
16,245,~102
Dalry products.........................13,445, 124:

Louisiana.

$4,991,1697
3,843,705

8,835,402

Oklahoma.

$16,358, 406
12,276,601
28,634,007

20,8978,920

4,509,985
205,239
3,054, 854
3,113,603
53, 318
36,848,526
10,923,041

340,j73304,350
36,376,150

Colorado.

Idaho.

Utah.

$5,668,950
3,104,698

$4,052,865

$2, 112,358
775,212

8,773,648.

1,620,352
5,073,217

Daly( product .........................12,674,036

8,0db 646

4,809,087
248
5,728
3,8222,739

..~~~~~~~~~~~176,060

Wool..
All fruits........................................19,375,227'
Wheat.............................
4,266,922
Oats..............................
2,703,753
Corn..............................61,608,482
Potatoes (Irish or white and sweet)...............11,346,032

254,026

9,8450

72,698,979

7,543,300

MOUNTAIN STATES$.
Products.

Eggs............................

Chickens reared ......................
Total (eggs produced and chickens reared) ........

Nvo
4,8,757,678
877,656
All fruits............................
Wheat .............................37,6016, 960
Oats ..............................
Corn....14,
Potatoes (fris~h orw'h'it'e a&n'd Fw~e'e't)...............
19,537,064
..........................................

4,3872
147,7875

8,751,6C58
8,673,530
06, 648,087
3,222,592
1,088,972
13,640,798

2,887,510
9,022,154
2, 009, 209

517,456
3,494,637

Chkensraod. . . . . .

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISIONS.
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TABLEZY- aluet of soe aicultural products produced in 1919--Continued.
PACIFIC STATES
Products.

NWashington.

Oregon.

California.

5317
EEggs..............
31,420,704
.................................................
$10,037,591.
n reared.3,742,361
3,31 27
8,921,040
Total (ego produced and chickens reared)...

.... 3,72312,6,17X,9,04

2,508

13,779,952

9,018,444

....n 0 122437
WEWheat..1.,206,642
q

17,651,40
80 5
20,373,41
41,201, 480
7,939,537
1,396,959

...

27,620,231
Dart
.....
......
r.
oduts
....................................2,254,025
.............

All fruits ....I...
.......51,662,'307

Oats............

Co
....
.
Potatoes (Irish or white)
......................

073,481
12,320,93

1,623,433

40,341,744

55,642,649
203424 7tls
6,695,461
770,910,698

7,433,878

36,98, 477
2,966,776
5,862,388
20,896,048

Figure 25 and Table XVII: It is a significant fact, which we sholildtake seriously into consideration, that the population of the United
States is increasing more rapidly than is egg production. The statistics of human population, as shown by the last census in 1919, was
105,710,6?0, and in 1909 it was 91,972,226, an increase of 13,738,354,
which is 14.9 per cent -increase. In 1919 the eggs produced was
1,656,267,200 dozen, as compared to 1,574,979,416 dozen eggs for
:1909, or an increase of 81,287,784 dozen eggs, or 5.14 per cent increase during the 10-year period
Not only has our population increased more rapidly than has egg
production, but other statistical studies which we have made show
that consumption of eggs per capita has-materially decreased during
the 10 years between the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Census periods.
Our estimates from the Thirteenth Census figures, 1909, was an
average consumption of 17.31 dozen eggs per capita. In the Fourteenth Census it was 15.41 dozen eggs per capita, a decrease of 1.9
dozen, or 21 eggs per capita. For the United States this would mean
a reduction of 200,850,178 dozen eggs consumed, or 10.9 per cent.
This reduction in the number of eggs consumed would-be -l; Jly
equal to the combined egg production in 1919 of the States of t a o
and Illinois.
The inevitable conclusion from these two facts is that the United:
States, with all of its natural advantages for efficient production of
poultry and eggs, is finding it more profitable to produce otherproducts or to engage in other occupations. Otherwise our production would increase with our population, because there is an
abundance of land, building materials, equipment, labor, and other
factors for the successful and economical production of eggs.
The comparatively small increase in eggs produced and lower egg
consumption per capita is undoubtedly due to the unfavorable coin
ditions for the development of the poultry industry, largely as a
result of th6 World' War.': Taking into consideration the United
States as a whole, particularly in those sections very far remote from
the large grain growing areas, the poultry industry suffered a serious
decline during the war. Figure 30 shows in two parallel columns
graphically thenutmber of dozen eggs produced in 1909 as compared
to 1919 for each State. Those on the left are the States showing
increases in dozen eggs produced during the 10-year period, while
those on the right show a decrease in dozen eggs produced.
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These show conspicuously that all of the New England States,
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut, and the Middle Atlantic States, New York and New
XJersey, with the exception of Pennsylvania, were producing less eggs
when the census was taken in 1919 than they were 10 years before.
The other States showing a decrease were: Michigan, iansas, Dela-ware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Kentucky, Louisiana, and
Texas. In Kansas, for example, there was a decrease from 81,987,689
to 76,136616, or- 4,951,073 dozens, or 6.49 per cent, ,while there was
an increase in population from 1,690,949 to 1,769,257, or 78,308, or
4.63 percent. In Texas there was a decrease in -egg production from
tt00:;
77,377,977 dozen to 70,625,008 :dozen or 6,752,869 dozen, or 9.54
per cent.: Durin-g the same length of time there was an increase in
:X:
Population from 3,896,542 to 4,663,228, or 766,686, or 19.21 per
It will readily be seen- that the conspicuous increases in production
occurred in the larIe grain-growing sections in the Middle West and
and"also the Pacific Coast States.
including theN orth Obntral States
Iowa shows an increase in egg production of from 108,662,882'to
120,697,319, or 12,034,437-dozen, or 11.08 per cent, while the populaftion increased from 2,224,771 to 2,404,021, or 179,250, or 8.10 per
cent. California showed the largest increase in the production from
0040,735,238 dozen to 64,123,885 dozen, or 24,388,647 dozen, or 59.86
per cent,Vwhile the human population increased from 2,377,549 to
3,426,861, or 1,059,312, or 44.13 per cent.
VPennsylvania is a. conspicuous example of a State that made a
national increase in human population and only a very slight increase
in the dozens of eggs produced, namely, an increase in population
from 7,665,111 to 8,720,017, or 1,054,906, or 13.76 per cent, and an
increase in production from 73,683,489 dozen to 75,998,172 dozen,
or 2,314,683 dozen, or 3.14 per cent. As examples of States that
showed a large increase in population and a mateBrial decrease in egg
production are New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Now Jersey,
MichiganZ and Texas. For example, in New: York there was an
increase in human population of rom 9,113,614 to 10,385,227, or
1,271,613, or -1.39 per cent, and the reduction in the dozens of eggs
produced, 71 191,449 to 62,175,162, or 9,016,287 dozen, or 14.50
per cent. Estimates that we are able to make of the decrease in
poultry population on account of war conditions show an estimated
decrease of one-third to one-half of the total poultry population for
sodne of the New England and Middle Atlantic States. Thus it will
be seen that in these States the poultry population before the war
1has not been fully restored.
Are we not under national obligation to enact such tariffs legislation as may be necessary to make it easier for our own people in0all
of the States to return to normal conditions, and to make such
rofits as will enable them to produce eggs and poultry to sell direct
Prom the American
farms to American consumers?

Table: Table XVI .- Population and eg production of United States, 1919-1909- States showing increase and decrease.
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TABLE
XVII.-.-Popdatio ad egg prod o (Uied State., 191.9-f19M -Slaite
.koswtnng Nt1~tMa and &cece.
(eograpblo di40Won.

Dow=nso

owp.

New England StatesI
M
a~~~~~~~n
4 ~~~~~

19,977,349
s,1ies ,
9,004,274
I l38, 858
18,341,424

15,008302

NeW Ham pshir...........
........t.....
M aa u aeh............tt...

........................

O O~~~~.....b
Middle Aftlatie States:
'03,175262
N ow,,ork.
Ne*
S~~~~~s.....1 13,280,1l04
Pe
75,998,172
Ha'it North Catitra! states:
O
102,377, 143
.............

......

.

.............

................

83,101,293
lInd
105,757,07
lillnoisL~.~.............
,999
15,05
................
Wlsoond
53~........., 222,114
Wett NorthCetaSaes
M
innsta............. t.....
00, 249, 543
.....o .............a
120,007,319
1t7, M, 56
Misaonr1...~~~~~~
North Dakoa.....t.......
29,830,407
................

:10,419,967
49, 132,537

South Dakota....

eb
as
a
...................
Ko tansa.
N

36,616

3.900,466
..e..a w are..
M a
ryland....I..........
15,085,091
D~~atr~ct
on
o...Co...mb....42,
V
irginla
36......,551,269We~~~t
Virginia.~~~~21,70-,279.
North~~~~arellna~~~
24,841,021
Souhrao
lla......a.....12,812, 143
Oeur~~~~~~~~Ja....
23,181, 939
F'lorhla.,.~~~~~~~~6,530,563East Sodth Central States:
.............

70

stato

population,
768,014,

443,053
:is2 428
3,852,356

404,30
1, 380,031
10,385,227

3,155,900

8:F,7017

Doxensof
egpr.

1,7,1
4,7
7,469472
430,572
77 001, MT
.3970

114,240
2,882,240
8,407,812
71,191449.

1 4,50 30
7,349

5,759 304.

100,2 ,28
2'9)39039,08,SD
99,118,224'
6'0,45290
59,558,356
3,688,412

2,62,'007'

2,387, 125
2, 64,0ON
3,404,065
6,64,872

06, 547
1,26733

1, 70257
221,003
1,449,061
437,571

2,309,197
14 ,701

Z9,122
1',683724
2,895,832
2

968,470

2,416,630

State
populat-it,

50,20, 446
53,323,702.
100, 662,882

110,922150
17,0069,49

3,365,416

542,~610

1,114,756
9,113,01
2,52WI16

70611
4 ,78,2
2,70,87
5,08,01

2,810173

2.,3I ,8601"N

`2,075,708
2,224,771
3,29,33

577,'056
583,88
24,641,342,
88,-460,624 1,192,214,

81,987,689
1,600,949
4,3510
202,2
15,238,591

561,062,
34,5'8,02
2o

IS:94_

23,179,226
101,983,171
20,606, 219

6349,051

43

,781 616

i; 295,346
331,009:
2061,612

1,.221,119-

2,206,287
1,515,400
2,609,121
752,019

42

0'

21,945,62

Wvest Sot 8etrllates:
Arkansas.28,........
-^168,285
1 13,136,0M46
Louliana............
Oklahoma .............45,440, 017

2,348,174
1,790,0618

20,337,0662

213,9
1,79,11

.1,7532204
i71k.,50

2028,283

26,486,526
14,423023f
4.% 56,92

,574,449
1,65388

MIoun~tai ites:

:I

46328

7,7

Idaho~~~~~~~~j ~10, 391,962.

.A~~~~abazna.~~~~~~23,436,979

Misaias......23,783,.265

'

Wyoming
Cokr~~~~~do-

33,171,951

Arizoa
Utah,

2,524,832

~~14,"17237
New Mexico................
3,062,790'
........

........

Nevada.~............
Pacific
states:
Washingtn ...............

507076

805,487

6,433,8402070 799

99,2

431,866W
194,402
-306c35
334,162

1JR57;8M
2961,i352

449,396

77407

4,644,829

862,65.5

,73872

18,37,4
21,356,576
1 1,835,462
783,389!
Oreon................146570%
........64,23,885.,.26861 ~ 40,736,238

Total.................1,656,267,200

1,65715o5
325,591
145.965
799,024

32,1
2035
37,5

8,

1, .35,621

1,4,9
67,5

105, 710,620

91 ,972226

1,574979,41

2,377549

IStAtes showIng decrease ~zi (doreus of em~produced in 1919.

Figures 26, 7 and 28 and: Table XVIII. Tariff ra1soldb
based on the, quanitity and value thteach egg prodcuctDbearS to
The MethdWhich we have used, In aeptn to
*shell. eggs.
rates on egg products, is shown in figures,,26,27
at
equitable
ar&i~
and 28,i whluch show- the estimated amounts of various eg products
tobe deri~~~ved frm shell eggs and te comnparativevausothvri
ous egg products, assuming shell eggs to be worth 20 cents per dozen
aind the Iproducts to be, worth the prices, indicated ill the spring of
815$2T-22-tivu 7--23
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thie ye.ar the prices heing the actual quotations furnished by large
importing firms, as shown in the tahiMs. For example, it is shown
in figures 261, 27, and 28, assuming that a dozen eggs in the shell
weigh on anl average 1 pounds, then the frozen or liq uid whole egg
removed from the shell would weigh 1.16 pounds, and the frozen or
lij aidl egg yolk would weigh 0.56 pound, while the frozen or liquid egg
albuHmen would weigh '0.6 pound, or the two taken together would be
thl same as the frozen or liquid whole egg. The whole dried agg would
weigh 0.32- pound, which Would be the amount of the contents of the
the moisture which had been removed in the drying process.
0eggiless
1 dheIried egg yolk would weigh 0.25 pound anof the dried egg albumen 0.17'pound, the laer proportion of moisture being retained in
the dried egg yolk which is found necessary irrthe-preparation as
compared to the greater evaporation of the dried egg albumen. In
this chart is shown also the number of ihell eg, expressedin :fractions of a dozen, required to produce 1 poun&( of the egg product.
For %example, takin the same averse weight for shell egg as indicated aboye, as 14 pounds, it *oul{ require, in order to produce 1
pound of shell eggs, 0.666 of a dozen;-for 1 pound of frozen or liquid
whole egg it would require 0.86 of a dozen; for frozen or liquid egg
yolk it would require 1.8 dozens; for frozen or liquid egg albumen it
would take 1.66 dozens; for I pound of dried whole egg it would require 3.16 dozens: for dried egg0 yolk it would take dozens; and for
1 pound of dried egg albumen there-would be required 5.83 dozens.
Tham figures And graphs show that if equitable tariff rates are to be
arrived at the rates to be decided -upon should be in proportion to
the quantity andl value of each of the commodities based on the value
of shell eggs during the months when the largest number are purchased for freezing and drying. Otherwise the importer would be
able to ship his products into this country in the particular form,
either as: whole eggs or egg yolks or egg albumen in the frozen or
dried forms, depending upon which comnmodity required the payment
of the lowest dtuty in proportion to the value of the product. Juggling
Lhe preparation of egg products in order to avoid paying tariff duties
has been resorted to successfully in the past and should-be prevented
in the future. This can best be accomplished by making the tariff
rates fit the quantities andl values which the products bear to the
quantity and cost of shell eggs and other actual costs which went
into the manufactured products.
Figure 27 gives the wholesale market price per pound and p'er
dozen of shell eg(gLs and equivalent in egg products, using the actual
wholesale market prices quoted for March, April, and May by importers, this being the season when the great bulk of egg is purchased in the Orient, to be frozen or drimed for export at which time
the products are sold under contract for a year in advance to be
delivered as wanted. Obviously the prices at this season of the year
wouldlie more nearly correct, although: not exact, as a means of estimating values for a year than it wotild be to takete average for
each month in theoyear or for at market price at ainy particular season .
Not being able,- to (estimate, accurately the average cost to break and
freeze. or (dry the numerous egg products, we have, used the selling
price as representing the comparative values of eg products.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISION.S.
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It will 'be seen from the table 'that Assuming eggs in shell to)b
a pound of shel ggwill be worth,
worth 20 conts pr dozen, then
whole
frozen
eggs;
80.245
per pound'; -frozen -or liquid eggV
50.166;
yolIks $0. 26 per- pund; frozen or liquid egg allbumen, $0.245 per
pound; dried wholeggs 0.75 per pound;(riedegd g yolks, $0.60 per:
pound; dried egg albumen, $1.50 per pound;, not including the cost
of manufacturing. When expressed in the wholesale price per (lozen -for eggs in .shell andl for egg pro(lucts in the United' States in April,
1921, as follows: The value of each product derive(d from a dozen
eggs weighing 1.5 pounds would be, for-eggs in shell, 20 cents per
dozen; frozen or liquid whole eggs,- $0.2842 per pound; frozen or
liquid -egg yolks, 50.1456 per pound; frozen or liquid e0g albumen,
$0.1470 bor pound; dried whole eggs, 50.2400 per pound; dried ogg
yolks,- $0.l1500 pOr pound; dried egg Albumen, $0.2550 per pound.
These figures are based on the proportionate values as per wholesale
prices quoted above for each of the eg--prtducts that would be
ing 1.0 pounds.:
produced from a doien of shell s
In figure 28 is shown a -comparison of the propoSed tarff rat on
eggs and egg products, which are based on the weight of United States
eggs weighing 1.5 pounds to thied(ozqn, and the wholeale price in the
United States of imported eggs in comparison with the rates in the
Fordney bill and the recommended increase in rates for the Senate
bill. -From these estimates it will be seen that in the case of frozen
or liquid whole eggs the rates baseid on the actual quantity and value
of this egg product, assuming shell. eggs at 6 cents per dozen, the
tariff duty should be $0.073 per pound instead of 4 cents, as in the
Fordney bill; and if the rate on the frozen or liquid whole eggs were
to be based -on the actual quantity and value of this egg product,
assuming shell eggs at 8 cents,-then the frozen product rate s houl
be $0.097 instead of 8 cents per pound, as recommended in the Senate
bill, so that an 8-cent rate per pound for frozen or lifquid whole eggs
is lower in proportion according to comparative Ilti(es tihan she(l
e(ggs at 8 cents por dozen.
: In the case of frozen or liquid egg yolks the r ate based on the actual 00
quantity and value of this egg product, assuming the rate on shell
eggs at 6 cents per dozen as in the Fordney bill, should be $0.077
per pound instead of 4 cents per pound, as in the Fordney bill; and
the rate based on the actual quantity and value of this egg product,--assuming the rate on shell eggs to be 8 cents per dozen would mtean
that the frozen or liquid ngg yolks should carry a rate of $0.103
per pound instead of 8 cents as recommended for the Senate bill. In
this case also the 8-cent rate recommended is lower than the estimated
amount based on shell eggs at 8 cents per dozen.
As to the frozen or liquid egg albumen the rate based on actual
quantity and value of this egg product, assuming shell eggs ait 6
cents per;dozen, as in the Fordey bill, would be exactly 6 cents per
pound for tihe frozen or liluil egg albumen instead of 4 cents per
pound, as provided in the Fi'ordney bill, and the rate based onl actual
quantity and value of this egg product, assuming shell eggs 8 cents
i
quidegg
per dozen, would1)0 8 cents per pounds forthe frozen(or
albumen,fwhich is precisely the sailmle as the rtite recommended for
the Senate bill.
The (Irieci whole egg rates based upon Actual quantity -and value of
this egg product, assuming shlell eggs at,6 cents per dozen, as in the

Table: Number of pounds of eg products produced from 1 dozen of shel eg s.

Table: Number of shel eg s required to produce 1 pound of eg product.

0-;tipdJlfure,
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tt
0
~ ~ ~a 2 duty
of
meani tarif

.25 cents0Hos;..per- pound
Fordney bill, would
instead of 15 cents per pound, as in the Fordney bill; a for rates
based on actual quantity and value of this e products,lw
shell egs at 8 cents per dozen as recommended for the Senate b,
wouldbe 30 cents per pound for the drie whole e istead of 24:
cents as ggested for the Senate bill. Here ain te recommended
Senate rate would be considerably less than the estimated rate for
the dried whole eg.g.
For the dried e yolk the rate based on the actual quantity and
shell e at 6 cents per dozen, as
:value- of thisegg Eroduet mn
in the Fordney bill, wouid mea an 18-cent per pound tariff rate on
the dried eg yolks itead of 15 cents per pound, a in the Fordn'
bill,- assumng the rate to be based on actual quantity, and the value
at 8 cnts per doxen, the
of this
product, and assu shell
rate should be 24 centspr poundfor the drid egg yolks which is the
same aS recommended for the Senate bill.
Taking the&adred-ebuzew dauming the rate based on
actual quantitynd Vue of t egprodct, assuming shell eggs at
6 cents per-dozen, as in the-Fordzey bll, ths rate should-be4S cents
per pound imsted -of 15 cents per pound, as prodded in the Fordney
bill. Taking the rates sd on actual quantity and value of this
at 8 cents per dozen, then driedegl
duct, assuming shell
Carry a tCri
rate
fof 6f cents per pound instead o
Num~e'n~tshould
24 cents as rebd eddfor the Sate bill.
From- thesestudies it will be seen ht the rates recommended by
the poultry producers to be included in the Senate bill of 8 cents per
pound for frozen e and eg products and-24 cents per pound for
the dried eggs andegg-products are the same or 1lwer than the
estimated rates based on quantity and value of products to be derived
from shell eggs bearing a tariff rate of 8 cents per dozen.
TABnLE X VIII.L
frmI dozen of ell e.
of
egg produc0t.produed
umberp~topund.of
0
0 2

5

tw

; Avai of BOMhasquce by the fowg thite Uited
, April, 1921: R.J. Kedth, Basto
Co., Chicugo, ml.; Titmn-Hrding Co., Kanas City, Mo.: H. A. McAleer, United
M:ss.; MlorreOvaon

St8a Detment

W gton, D, C. repmdby the potltry department, New York
byAfriultue.

.
Corneil
N. Y
University,
Itacf1
.......
Eggsin-ahell ..............
001.5
;$
FProven or liquid.........................1..16
whole egg
Frosen or liquid egok .............5......
......6.
.......
.60..
.......
Frosen or liqwd abuM.n.
32
Dried whqje egg ..................
5
Dried egg yolk .
26
Dried egg albume*.1
7.
.17
........

.

.

.

.

I

...

.

.................................

.

idof eggp
.
ig a4thoritlis in the United tFatek, April, 1921: H. . Keith,
l Averae Lof fgures asquo by the folwn
C.,
Mo.,; R. A. MicA=er,
Boston, Mas.; Morri-Ovson Co., Cia, [. Tittan-Riadi CKansIlsty,
Number of sell eggs required to prou 1

United States Department of Agriulmtire, Washington1, D. C.1

Dozen&'

Eggs in shell ..0..... 0166
Frozen or liqud 'whole e.86....................
.8
Frozen or Uqliuid egg yolk ................... 1.80
.. 61fit)
F'rozenorHliquid egg albumen
Dried whole ...........3.
1...........
......6...
3.If
Dried egg yolk..4.0
Dried eii .tbifmren .............
........ ................. 5.83
.

..

.................
...

.................

.

..

.....

Table: Wholesale market price per pound and per dozen of shel eg s and equivalent in eg products.

Table: Wholesale price per dozen eg s in shel and its equivalent in eg products, United States, in April, 1921.

Table: Comparison of proposed tarif rates on eg s and eg products, based on weight of United States eg s and price of imported eg s with Fordney bil and proposed increase.
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doeof shell eggs aneqvalent in

Woleeie narket ric

producet.

e
per'pound and per
United
qioted
egg
product
by
olowiing
authorities,
of
a
States, iii
per
pound
gte.
wholele
(Asuming
MlorrioOuaon Co., Chcago, IU., Lewisn (S., New York
BostonWaitn;
prie oflmported egg in shell, In
whoi
(lty.2.-0 per down or $0.1) per pound is the average by
United States for March, Apri and May, 1921. Prbpsred the poultry deportment, Nbw York State

Ap6l2lINHJ.Ke0itb,

College of Agriulture, Cornoll university, Ithaca, N. YFp
Per pound,
so.
Eggs in shell!~
1666...................
.......................... ................. . 24r;
li~tui1l
Fro02566or
h6lef9
Frozen or
or liquid.eg yolks .....................2:.......,..
Froden
245
Frozen & liquid egg albumen:....................
........ .75
Dried whole eggs ..
Dried g e?ls6
ggolks ....................:.:.:.1..50
. 1.500
Dried egg albumen
Woleale price per den eggs in shell and itscqivalentin egg products, United Sates,
in April, 1921.
.
..................... ...........
...
gg
...
.
inshell.
E
....................... ..........2
Froen or liquid wholeegg
Frozen orliq'uid egg yolks ......1...................4 01
.141
..................... ...0..
Frozen or liquid egg albumen.;
Dried whole egp ...........................................2400
...1.0..
.15
Dried egg Yrol
............yolks....
25V
Dried egg albumen ...........
...

liquaidwhegg.4
.

.............

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I.

.

..

.....

.

.

.

........

I

..

:

..

.

.....................

.

.

b
eg
posed if4f
on weight of United
omparisonof
Stas eggs and price of importd eggs ith oray bill and proposed increase.
d

:
Eggs in shell:
Frney tIarf rates. ............$10. 660'
....................
s, 1921.
rate
SuggestedWSenate
Frozen or liquid whole eggs:
.04)
Fordney tariff rates, 1921 .......
Rates bad on actual quantity anld value of egg
Wproducts. assuming shell
.........
eg*5, $0.06,192...
Senate mates. 1921.::080..9 x
.Suggested
Rates basd on actul quantity and valued ofegg products. ameuning shell
.9
.........197......
eggs, $0.08, 091
Frozen or liquid egg yolks:
*04(
.
Fordoey tariff rates, 1921 ..04...
Rates based on actual quantity and value of egg products, assuming shell
eggs, $0.06, 1921 ..................(.77
..:
08)0
Suggested Senate rates, 1921 ....................-.
Ratesbs on actual quantity and value'of egg prodUnets, assumingishell
.............

..

.

..

.................3..1.....
:eggs, $0.08, 1921.10
Frozen orliquid egg albumen:
F~ordney tariff rates, 1921. .................... . ............... 044)
Rates based on actual quantity and value of egg products, asfluming shell
)
es, $0.0, 1921 ...
.0
I...............
Suggested Senate rates. 1921 ...080.................
products, assuming shell
ftes based dn actial quantity and value ofegg.08%)
eggs, $0.0, 1921
lDried whole eggs:
...I;-.
Fordney tariff rates, 1921 ...0....
Rates based on actual (llantity and value of egg products, assuming'shell
.225
eggs, $0A.0W 1921 .................. .240
I................:..
Suggested Sehate rates, 1912
Rates l)ased on actual quantity and value of egg products, assuminK hell
.:
eggs, $0.08, 1921 ..........
[ried egg yolks:
. 150
Fbrdnoy tariff ratea, 1921.................................. .........
Rates hased on actual quantity and value of egg products. asunnling shell
18
eggs, $0.06, 1921 ..........
240
1921
Senate
rates,
Suggested
..........................................
Rates based on actual quantity and value of egg products. assuming shell
240
eggs, $0.08, 1921 ....................................................
..............

I

I

.................

..

..

:~ ~ ~
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albumen:
Dried
tariff rates, 1921 ...
................:.:. ........
ordney
Rates based on actual quantity and value of egg product, Assuming shell

D.0
160
.
*00h, thAw
........450
ens#,
ugetdSenate. rate., 1921 .......... .... .24
: Rates baed on actual quantity and value of egg product, auming shell
.........
enggs, $0.08, 1921
..............
...
Figure 28: One of the facts of great importance for us to bear in
mind in consideering the effect of foreign competition upon the poultry
industry of America is the quick effect that it would have in causing
poultry n to go out of the poultry business. The poultry in:dusty, more, perhaps, than any other branch of agriculture, certainly mnore thanany other branch of live-stock husbandry, is sexist::tive to enomic changes of favorable or unfavorable conditions.
It is essentially true to say that the number of birds kept in the
United States man b)e itally changed in a single year, depending
upon whether or not the busin has been profitable or unprofitable
Thi is particularly tre f all those poultry kepe who -ar depending to a -large extent upon purchased grain and hirel labor and to
soame extent also the small general farm flocks.
.........

i.

.O.*.::2.i:,....

..............

Fis quick responses is A- guaranty to the coAsumers of the United
Th;
States that egs and poultry will not be higher in price than is nes::sary to:--yield sufficient proit :to indue pooltrymon to remain in th
b:;:
husines. Co(upleL with this is thle further fact that far more persons
including men, women, and children are engaged as personal owners
in raising poultry than in any other branch of aic.ulture. The
Government statistics and- our owin surveys show that 89 per cent of
the farms and at least 50 ner
ent of the pople in villages koep poultry.
Profiteering is not possible in the production, of poultry and eggs.
The millions of small poultry plucers and laborers who would then
be employed in the.eg raisng of our country are the ones who will
receive the beneits of a wise protective tariff. A few large importing
companies are the ones who now profit by having o tariff duty on
shelf eggs and ridiculously low rate on eg products.
As-an illustration of the way in whichadverse or favorable collditions have affected the poultry industry :from July, 1916, to the
present time, primarily due to the World war, I refer to ,figure 28,
which shows the variations in the average wholesale price of the
highest grade of eggs and of live poultry on the New York market
and of feed consisting of the complete Cornell ration for egg production, month by month, for the time indicated showing the per
cent of increase or decrease of the commodities mentioned over the
prewar averages for the same months for the years 1914 and 1915
as a base.
For the months of July August, and
tSeptember, 191,; the price
shown
the
solid
line
curve
and the price of live poetry,
as
by
o0f eog
as shown by the dash line curve were higher,; than feed as shown by.
the&(lot andl dash line curve as compared to the prewar averages
for the same imoths. Poultrymen, presumably were then making
at least small profits. During the next two months, October anI
November teed wts materially higher and eggs and poultry lower,
after which feed continued to rise sensationally montfi by months: As
shown by the (dash and (lot line ,curve until D.ecember of 1917 whent
it showed an increase of 119 per cent, whereas poultrylf# had increased
to about 66 per cent and eggs to onily 33 per cert. Podltryliell were
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or going out of brininess. This was particularly trup of the commercial poultrynen, the
back lotters, anl the suburban poultry keep who were obliged to
purchae all or nearly all of their feed. The large number of fowls
:bein sld and increase of the high price of feed and(1 labor ha1( a
tendency to 1101(1own the price of chlickens below what it normally
would have been. This was particularly true (luring the spring and
summer when large quantities were sol( antd when buyerrs filled
their storage plants with reltively cheap poultry. -'11e decrease in
the number of fowls had a tendency to increase the price of eggs
produced. During this time less chickens were hatched and reared
because poultrymen were diseour ed and panicky.
In tht spring of 1918 the famous Tood Administration rlling against
killing of hens during the laying season, FeAruar*11(1 Mlarc ii, haal a
further tendency to cause poultrymen to decrease the number of
Chickens reared and hence had exactly the opposite effect, as might
desire tohave been expected; from what the Food Administrttion
accomplish. Poultrymen, like all persons engaed ill other occupat ( leman ," also
tions, do business according to the law ojf "susppiand
means
that thle, relwhich
as
or
"profit
specifically
lss,"
expressed
atively low price of eg and the high-price of feed causedt poultrymen
to reduce the size of their poultry enterprises or to go out of business
:entirely to such an extent that in many sections more titan half of the
poultry was sold and less than half the normal nlumI)er were reared
Many of the poultry keepers have not to the present (day returned to
their normal capasity afld thousandTHs of persoIns thirougholiut the
country; have postponed their plans temporatrily or permanently t(
engage in poultry farming.
At the c/los6of 1918 poultry was 98 per cent, feed 8SI per cent, nn(l
eggs only 69 per cent higher than the prewar price. Poultry wia.S'
higer 1)eeamise it was scarcer. It had been to at large extent killed
o ([and few reare(l to replace it, and ails aresult the price of eggs was
higher than at the same time (lifting the prezelding years, havingcy
:arlvafce(l from 15 per cent to 33 per cent and then to 69 per cent,
respectivelyj, ill the three years, for the. month of i)eceber. But the:
increase in pncc of eggs was materially less tharn increase of price of
feed. The price of feed has a dominating influence, since it is about
60 per cent of the total cost of egg pro(lIdctioln, aned the labor, not
hereconsidered, but under normal (conditions is a large factor; about
20 per cent. of the cost of productioR.
In the beginning of 1919 weee an exceedingly faVorable (onlditionl
for poultrymen who had stayed in the business and wito ha(1 taken
their loss, namely; chickens in February selling for 11:3 per cent,
eggs for 66; per cent, wheretas feed ht(l (lroppedl to 64 per cenut higherl1
titan thc prewar average for0 thlat month. l)uring the first, seVnll
months of 1919 eggs rose froni prewar average to 12'2 perI cetf live
poultry to, 114 per cent, atndl: feed to 103 per cent, tn( lj ) iltrtylilt
were making money. These favorable conditions and bright prospects for profits in tile future cause(l vey large ilurease in thiep
number of chickens; hatched an(l reare(l ain the spring of 1.91 0 which4
is having a marked effect even, now on the increase,(I number of eggs
pro(Iuced. T'Ite 4nost sellsationial increats(es il Cries *recivefl for
poultry and eggs, however, occurred in the spring of 1920, AnMlv11Y.
tid
129 per cent for eggs 1a;dW
per cecit. fol live poultry.

flooks
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fe p
smashd inJune, when tlw
All records o
snwe
complete Cornll0ration was sellnfor 137 percit, whereas
ghP
were 11O per cent and live poultry, 101 per cent above prewar average
for the same month. Thi rise in price of feed as compared to egg' s
and poultry was a temporary setbacic butdid not occur until after the
hatching season, s that it: did not seriously affect the number` obf
chickens hated and reared and that went into winter quars, and
moreover the-price of feed made a sensational drpt, beginning in July
and continuing consistently eah month until 191 an d which nearly
bankrupted the grain producer In December, 1920, feed was only
60 per cent and eggs were only 471 per cent and live poultry had
dropped to 105 per cent, as compared to prewar average and as compared to the same month the preceding year, when feed had been 101
per cent, eggs 70 per cent, an live poultry 116 per cent. The drop in
the price ofied was eonsible for increases in the number of fowls
kept everywhere in the nited- StatIs.,
Beginning with February, 1921, ther was a marked general
decline month by month almost without exception until June in the
price of live poulty and the price of eggs in keeping with the general
downward trend of prices of most co6mmdities. Feed remained
about the same for May, Ju-ne, and July until August, when it reached
its lowestpoint of only ,5.9 per cent increase over-the prewar average
at which time etgs ere72 per cent and live poultry 68 per cent. it
is apparent, therefore, that during that time poultrymen should have
been making fair profits.
The rapi decline in the price of feed and the slower fall in price of
livepoultryduring the hatching season, Mach, Apil, and
:egs
192, as Might be expected caused oultrymen to hatch and
rear the normal or increased-number of chickens so that we will go
into winter quarters in the United States with an increased poultry
population Wsith prospets of very much larger egg receipts and
correspondingly lower pries for eggs and poultry.
For the good f American farmers it is hoped that the price of
grain will Increase rather than decrease s that it will be above
rather than below the prewar level, and that the Price of poultry and
eggs will decline no faster than other commodities. However, we,
:can expect within the next few years that the curve of percentage
increase or decrease in prices of egs, poultry, and feed will bring
them (loser together, presumably about where they were before the
war and when poultrymen will then feel acutely the effects of large
importations of eggs and egg products particularly during the spring
of the year when egg prices are lowest and when poultry keepers are
making their plans for hatching the next year's crop of chickens for
replacement. This is the time of year when the poultry producing
and distributing industries are most sensitive to economic changes.
It is the poultryman's seed time when he makes his plans for future,
production. This also is the time when contracts are made by the
importers for the entire year in advance for frozen eggs or dried eggs
based on the lowest oriental price of eggs during the season of heaviet
production.
.Early in the spring eggsare shipped in the shell from China to be
sold l on a falling market in January,February and March, whether this
ldone intentionally or by accident it has the effect. of throwing to

Table: Table XIX.- Cost of Cornel ration per 10 pounds.
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("are~int the sensitive egm market adrsults in hligt ute
reduce 'the price of Ame'ric'an egg's going into col(I storage in vast
quantities, at this ~season .Of thie Iyear, particularly throughout the
great egg-producingi secion and aesemblig and (listributing
cIlitie's.,,I't should be clearly understood that eggs are used for gambling
pupssand sold, and' resold on the maret much as other commodities
are sold. In fact eggs frequently are sold ~before they ar laid
which makes delivery~very precarious~ under normal conditions
consideri'ng the fickleness of hens.
TABLE, XIX.,-(.ot Cornwll rat ifrn per 100 poUndr1.
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Table: Table X .- Price of eg s per dozen.
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Figure 29 and Trablc XXII: Perhap)s the _nost4 important. iisconceptio'n which has existed in tihe minds of thle people is thait eggs
okn~av-enIle
aind 6hceshaebe
igh in price. Te consumer of ,ggs aind
the
I(1
egg products~should know thant,, relatively sJpeaking~, Considering
'highy
not
have,
been1
prices of other cOInflmdflliies, eggs andl poultry
in price. In Justice tothQ. producer afnd! thec (listributor thils faet
should bel clearly understood. Thie proof of the assertion1 that eggs
an Mciken have not been~high in price is shown in feigure2,whr
market prices of thre comm1011iodities, namely, eg,
the .wholesale m
chickens, 1111(1 corn, thle grain1 which As miost extensively uised )y
poultrymen in America, aire compared with the0 indlex n~,umber of
wvholesale prices of principal oninmodi Vies' for tile years fromir August,L
1914, to October, 1921, inlsve. Here weaeable to rompreth
two principal products which ,poultrymien have ;to sell, eggs and
ch i c kPens , with the Principal grain product., corni, which lie buys and
tlie~numerous generAl comdiiswhich het- purchases and wh ich
give us a ~fairly, accurate menso gauging the poutrynns ucasing capacity ha~se(1 on, his business returns. The solidf black curve
shows the Aver'age wholesale. index number of Prices ~of (commodities
month by month,0 from whlich it will lie: seen that, the prices were
nearly stationary, for-1914 an(I 191.5 at about 100. Beginning with1
f)olr Januar81y,
1916 the increase, in the coul~iisrose Maildly to 150
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19)17, anldUse mlore or less consistently to about 190 early iII 1918,
ian(l to 210 in September of the same year; dropped slightly during
the forepa" t of 191.9, but reached 230 In August, 1919, and was 250'
plus in February, 1920; and reached its highest apex of about 275 in
Mayl D920, from which time there was a marke decline until July,
1921, when it was 150, essentially the same as in January, 1917.
During:1914-15 the price of eggs and chickens, as indicated by the
dotted curve, fluctuated above and below the price which farmers,
paid for goneral commodities, higher rather than lowor during 1914 and
early in 1915, and slightly lower toward the close of 1916. For 1916,
1917, 1918, and the esrly part of 1919 the price of eggs and chickens
was slightly above that of commoditis; but from then on until Oto-0
:ber, 1920, the prices paid for chickens and eggp on the New York
market was materially lower than the price pai for commodities.
During the summer of 1919 and the latter part of 1920 the price
of eggs and chickens was slightly higher for a short period than the
general commodities; but since that time the price of chickens has
beoen decidedly higher and the price of oggs materially lower until
September and October, 1921, when the price for eggs was essentially
the same as for commodities.
The price of corn not only remained higher than the price of eggs;
and chickens almost continuously until toward the close of 1919,
with the exception of a short time in 1916, but was also higher than
the
} price of the general commodities. This WM particuLarly true
during the lnst two-thirds of 1917 till toward the close of 1919, as
shown by the dash-line curve.
Beginning with the latter part of 1919 the price of corn declined,
l)ut was Iot lower than the price of eggs and chickens until September,
1920. From that time on the sensational fall in the price of corn
was conspicuously and materially lower than the price of eggs or'
the wholesal p rice of commodities and of chickens.
A general glance at the trend of the curves shows (clearly that the
:prices paid for eggs and chickens have, with very slight exceptions
until the latter part of 1920, been lower not only than the price of
corn but than the prce of general commodities. It is very evident,
therefore, that if there has been profiteering in chickens and eggs
it hats not been the producer who was responsible. Notwithstanding
the fact it might appear fromn the preceding char47-igure 29, dealing
with the cost of feed an(l the price received for eggs and from chickens
from 1914 to 1921, that the poultryman was makug a profit for the
most part during 1919 and 1920. A study of figure 29, will reveal
1whlere 1the poultryman's, actual or imaginary profits have gone as
shown by teftact that the prices of his personal and home expenses
havebeen iateirially higher than the prices which he received for the
things 'lie produced.: In other words, his business as such showed
justifiabl 0profits for 1919-20, but his living expenses outside of his
business were materially higher in proportion than his profits. In
other words, the people who were manufacturing or producing the
things'thi:t poultrymen buy were receiving more as a reward for
their labor 0and investment than was the poultryman. That is whyr
J)oultrymenn 'quit producing eggs and went to producing commodities
paying larger profits. A ll of ::which 0 leads - to the final conclusion
that the;X best way to increase agricultural production 'is by
inakingy it possible'for a person to secure, sufficient reward in the
way1f living conditions, -based on the profits of his business, to induct'

Table: Table X I .- Average farm price of eg s, poultry, and corn, and wholesale price of al com odities, 1914-1921.
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hi1m to, continue. to produce eggs and chickens, for-exam~ple, rather
than to engage ax, some other occupation. We believe that proper
proteton by means of an equable tariff on poultry, eggs, and egg
products 'is an important way in which persons mqxy beinduced to
engage. in the production of poultry products in America so that the
consumers of America may eat home-grown products no't only of a
better quality. but at a reasonable price, trusting to the enterprise,
energy, and the education of Americans to increase production so
that competition will be between ourselves rather than with the'
pepe in other countries who, because of necessity, are obliged to
wokfor lower wages and under -living conditions which We. would
not tolerate in America.
TABLE XXIL-Average farm prkce ofgrsp~poultry, anid corn, and wholesale price of all
comwthU8,1914-1921.
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I want to thank you for your attention for so long a tin e.iAs
my last thought I want to mnake:this one appeal: Fr6m the standpoint of a person who is more interested in the good of all than iii
any one particular industry I believe it is appbpriate at this time
when we are talking so much about this peaee conference and' about
disarmament and about our -future militay protection to eonsjidt:r
seriously our greatest means of national de ense-a prosperous n(ld
contented agricuIture. The history of the World Var and other
wars has shown that success has- been largely a: qutionixiv-olving
food supply and that our chief ho e for recovery lies in feeding the
hungry world. The situation -in Nurope during the war and at the
present time shows tliepenalty of failing to appreciate that fact.
America is generations ahead of the rest of the wporldI griculturallv
and inlustrlally; agriculturally hecause of out scientific and educaitional methods; industrially because of our protective policies.
I believe that we should now erect a proper defensive rotective
tariff that shall give to the, American producer of agriculture products
the same opportunities for protection that are given to the men engaged
in the manufacture of in(lustrial products, so that the things that
farmers produce and sell shall have no less and no more protection
than the things that they buy. Such a policy will he of* greater
justice to all and bring greater rosperity for all of our people.
In the production antI manufacture of these particular products,:
of any 4ther
poultry and eggs, we have what we can hardly say
industry to the same extent, we have the welfare of the American
farm woman to consider. It has been estimate(l that there are more
than 5,000,000 of farmers' wives in this country who are responsible:
for the most part for the production of poultry and eggs,- an(l who, tre0
dependent to a considerable extent upon the income from 0oult,
for their spending money and the maintenance of their' 0>:homes.
it is evident, therefore, that anything'" which affects unfavorably the
income of the farmer's wife and children will have a vital influence
Upon the fairm home, and thus upon the welfare end the safety of the
A large amount of poultry an( poultry pduct is produced by
our peole in the villages and cities, who will appreciate aniythinge
that wil enable them to maintain their poultry enterprise as a souree
of food supply and income. Poultry surveys which have been made
in (cities and villages of the East show that the poultry and eggs produce(l within the corporate limits of smaller towns an(l villages up
to several thouisanld population are frequently sufficient to more than'
meet the consumption of poultry and eggs of the people living in them. For example, in the city of Ithaca, N. Y., having a :population of approximately 15,000 persons, there are over 9,000 hens, or
a little more than 1 hien to each 2 persons.
Let me assure you at this point that we asrpoultrymenare willing:
to "take our own medicine." I am willing, and:my colleagues are
willing, to pay the extra price on a suit of clothes as-8.35 per cent duty
on the value and 40 per cent on the weight of wool,'if necessary; we
are willing to 'pay the extra,-price of the tariff on wheat from Canada
or fArgVntina or"c(orfrom China or any other country, $cause we
believethat in the end we will receive an equivalent in value for the
things which we produce that will enable us to pay a higher pricey i
necessary, for the' things which we buy, and that by suc(h, a policy
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all of us in America cail live happier and more prosj)ei'los n(1 coiltented lives, can better educate our childIl en, n I be better American
citizens, and therefore will be better prepared to defenl our Government in peace or war than we can with underpaid ILietilture or
malufacture, its we find it in the Orient, in 14,urole, anX other countries, where people are! working to such a large extent y)v hand labor
and frequently side by sidle with cattle or mules, ILU(l not enjoying
the wonderftil advantages and privileges which are otrs ili Amnerica.
I was never so good an Ameriaen as when I returned to this country
and saw that magnificent Statue of Liberty in New York Bay.
When I walked into the customhouse and paid the required amount:
of duty, I did so willingly and was proud of the fact, because I realized that much of America's piosperity in the past. andl ability to
recover now is largely bound up in that wise, constructive, defensive
policy which up to now has fostered manufacture by protection and
agriculture by education," and which now, we believe, should accord
the same protection to agriculture that has been for so many years
extended to industrial manufacture. The time has come wheni, not
only as a matter of justice but as a matter of national self-defense,
we must protect our agriculture by a protective tariff as well as by
education against the low price of labor and the unequal living conditions of the people of many parts of the world.
We want New England to buy her grain from the Mi(rdle West andl
repopulate her farms with chickens more nearly to feed her own population and the South to produce the products which she is capable of
producing by a diversified agriculture instead of bringing them from
other countries, because we realize thait the prospdrit of each State
has to do with the prosperity of the whole Nation.
We believe that America is capable of producing economically all of
the poultry and eggs which we consume and to export, more than we
are exporting now. We believe that the large importer and distributor
of foreign products is the one who principally profits by the products
which are brought into this country, and he does this largely at the
expense of the people who produce from the soil or factory, as well as
the people who consume these products. The main question for us
to settle is whether we prefer to hav-e American and foreign capital
make profits on products which they can assemble and manufacture
more cheaply in foreign countries than they can in Anlerica or whether
we prefer to support the wheels of industry at home or abroad, to
have empty hlihouses in America or China, Argentina, or Australiai.
We must ask oursAves which policy will result in rgeater prosperity
in Amerina.
I thank you for your attention.
STATEMENT OF B. F. KAUPP, NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE, RALEIGH, N. C.

Mr. KAuPP,.Associatior.
Mir. Clhlkirman0,0
SI)Cpak uts secretary of theINoth Caroas chlairniil of tile soulthierh section of ftfte

lina Ploultry

American Association of Instruictors and Investigatolrs in Po::l'try
IiHlsb)andiry, asia southern member of-the
(oi nlittee oll the piroiteetio
of the poultry in(lustrv of thre Anmerican Ioultry
r A ssio(ia6t
ionild
for the poultry section of the Soulitherlzi Tariff AssOC1ia1tion.t
-we of
4the Smi.th are a part of thle, estimated l)illion (dollar polltry
in(tistrv. ainda us sch w(lwak to speak.
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Millions of dollars have been spent in the South, as in other seetions of thle United States, in the education and in the development
of the poultry indust. In 1919, 12 Southern States spent $1,416,472
ill investigational work along agricultural lines, a due amount of
which was devoted to poultry investigation-page 89, lVork and Expenditures of thle Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1919, -United
States I)epartment of Agriculture-and a similar amount was spent
to take these facts through the extension service-Ato the men and
women on the land. I might add that a similar amount was spent
:Iy the agricultural colleges of these States in teaching our young
men and women and another similar amount was spent in the farmlife schools of these same States in education along agricultural production lines.
This work has borne fruit and has made our southern families'
happy, forAhe bulk of the returns in money in the sale of poultry
and eggs has gone to the home, to the housewife, who now has a vote;
to her to aid her to provide her table and to help clothe and send her
children, the men and women of to-morrow, to school.
While poultry Jproductioni work is carried on in the South in three
ways namely, commercial poultry plants, the back-town lot, and as
a department of the farm, yet thie bulk of our southern eggs come
from the farm, which may be compared to your small wigonload of
wheat,- or yolir small drove of fam -hogs, or the small dairy farm.
Like these the eggs and the fowls make up a mighty industry.
While this happy situation has been going on, other things have
hleen happening. In far-laly celestial China the hens, homeless.
we aire told, bv the millions, seavenger their feed, which includes allff
that they cntil find in the- wt-y-of scattered grain and table scraps, andU
rleliable information tells Us that human excretet-forms part of
tie foraLged food. So foul andl l)olluted are these eg that while T
Was ii, lFairs this last summer my eye caught a short article in a
Paris papei, in which my friend, Dr. Martel, at the headf the;
health work in Paris. found the bacterial studly sucthathhetfor badle6
the entry of Chinese eggs into France. We are toldthiat the Chinese
hen is not fed wholesome f(eed as the American hen anlld henlel the
egty are not of as good quality.
floodd of Chinese eggs is ever increasing on thle American market. So much so that the southern poultry man, the baack-lot poulltry
keeper, andl the commercial egg farm man can not produce eggs
profitably unless there is some protection.
Iln 1913 there was exJ-)ote(l fro<m China '20,796,4() l)oIl1ds of:
alibiumen andvyolksand In :19$) this had increased to 80,094,;267
J)olinuds. The value ofthfftis 1i11(1 shell eggs in 1913 was $4,350,90.
an(l in 1919 it had increased to $3883,2-59-extract from the Supple-:
Tnent to Commelre Reports,. December 7, 1920?, page 19, Department
of Com
>)mel:(^rce. Far
ul~i;00~Eastern Dinvision-and front thle salme report
un(Ier date of October 7, we find thlat:10o:less tihan :9.5,438,95)5 fresh
eggs:\ were' expolrlt front Shanghai (luring the first half of thle vear.

atgaist.'20.200,M(X) fox'the sameJ)eriod in 1918.
Th'llen,, value of poultry ii thle farlms of 12 Southn StaItes inl l11
was, $2$,64,7.5)(00-alge,; 309, Chaptert I. Thirteenth Censulsl.i of the
I 'nite(l Statev s Abstr-act 0 for North'd- 1Carolina-and ait lte l) esent
the 19 census Wi
values t
ould he at 4lest:SS;942,50():Itl
'0l
swell1 tltis amin t. 'I'ls is flo' farmalloillone.

Table: Marketing costs.
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It is our public policy to-protect the Amer'ican uianufactrllel from
cheap labor and manu factureisboft her lands that (10 not have high
living stan(lards. It is equally just and fair to protect our farmers,
who' own and operate the factories where the food is Ilo(luced for
feeding the'-Nation, from ruinous competition of other lands. We
therfore, ini all fairness, ask at fair and proper tariff on foreign eggs.
believing fhat it is right and just that there should be on eggs and
poultry of foreign lands-a protective tariff at a rate sufficlent to
afford the American farmer and his wife a living wage.
Mr. Frank L. Platt in a letter to our Snretary of Agriculture, Ar.
WVallace, as quoted by the American Poultry Journal, of Chicago,

sys

The lpoultry industry'in this country represwits slilI uniits; the produeer4 tre
not nequ&ately organized, and yet the Importance of the egg money to the
1'arflbr's wife is known to every one who, like yourself, knows agricultural conilitions. No source of income does more to better conditions in the fArnm home. We
mulst not allow conpetition from the Orient to continue unrestritled and develop.

We, therefore to equalize or bridge the differencees inl cost of prlo-

(Iiction and delivery betwen Chiun atnd th( Southl, ask the following tariff bn Chines eggs: Eight cents pet' dozen upon shell
e.gg, itinendmtient to )aragraph 713; 8 cents 1)el 1)01111(1 1lxm)il frozenl
egA, allndlinent to paragraph 713; '24 ('tiltS; pl) J)O0I1(1 t1J)OI1
(lired
l eggs, amendment to paragraph 713, 4 cents per j)Otin(l 1)0oll
poultry, live, amnendmnent to paran.graph .711: 5 cents per pl011 d
upon poultry, dressed', llflendllent to paragrIph 71:2.
The average price of eggs at Shanghai in the spring of 19 21 ias
been around 13 cents per dozen for shell eggs, according to informattion on ile in Far Eastern Division of Department of Commerce, and,
adding this 8-cent tariff upon shell eggs, makes 21 cents per dozi7enf;.'
and 23 cents at the larger markets is about the price of spring eggs in
America. This advantage, while slightly in China's favor, will come
near breaking even.
In the South much of the feeds must be imported from thle Wt.
The price of poultry feeds on-the Raleigh market for December, 192:1
a fair example lof southern prices, was: Prepared laying mashes, I$4:
per 100 pounds; and for grain mixtures, $2.24) to $3.50 per 100
pounds. F or cor`n, 83' cents per bushel; for oats, '68 cents per bUshel;
tor wheat middlingI, $37 per ton; cornmeal, $43 per ton; and for
groundoats,$42 per ton.
An average henth will eat about' 80-pounds;of feed -per year, and at
the December prices-would be for feed alone'$2.60. If the average
commercial hen lays:120 eggs, or 10 dozen, this would: cost for feed
alone 26 cents-pei dozen eggs. The average unculled farm lenl lays
but about 72 eggs, or 6 dozen a year.
rhe marketing 'costs are as follows:
.1lfkrtA'ctig costs.
Coost of egg
crate-.
$0.3t
Express, Rlaleigh to New York City -..-,,-,-----------1.438
Five per cent for selling (estimate)...------------------------.50
2.28
Total .-...... --_-*----.
..
._ .
.....
075,
Cost per dozen for marketing-81527-22-scH 7-24
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Wl e are simply asking you to bridge in the difference there between
:costs, but we ao not want southern farmers and families living on the
Chink standards of living.
I have just one graph, which I would like to ferto briey to
show what the Chinese importations of eggs did last year.
{$ At this pint Mr. Kaupp exhibited to ths committee the graph
referred to.)
The black line [indicating] represents the price of eggs in 1920.
It cost uls $3 to feed a hen a year in 1920, and by the latter part of
1921 the cost of feed had shrunken 134 per cent, and on that basis of
feed the eggs should sell at 1,34 per cent less than they (lid in 1920.
That would be the yellow line [indicatin ].
About the fore part of the year the Chinese eggs that are imported(
had reached the eastern seaboard, and the latter part' of January or
thereabouts there was at least one boat load of 400,000 pounds of
eggs brought in from Chinia, which was at a time when we were begmning to get the spring flush, especially from southern hens, andi
at a time when our American storage people are unloading their
storage egs., On top of this came this heavy importation of ehinse
eggs, and instead of going down 13 cents, as you see, the 1st of February, the eggs started on a toboggan here indicatingg] the latter
part of February and, made a diagonal slide for: two lid months,
striking far below the line they should have struck according to the
('ost of production. They ranged 25 cents for four straight months,
the months when our American farms are producing the most of their

egfgs.

Ren1ator SnmoxS. Did. Io Say they. sold at 24 cents?
Mr. KAuPP. This is a map, Senatot, of New York City. This
data here that I gave is data which has been gotten out by Prof. Rice,
of Cornell University, and took the average priCe for -several normal years on the New York market, for the months of February
March', APr1i. and May, the four flush months-I did not mean that
for the entire year, because the price of eggS v acriesacordingf to the
Season of the year. The bulk of the eggs-:
SenatOr SIMONI S (interposing). I was inteteste in Where during
the past year YOu ma5y have bought eggs 'at 24 cents a dozen.
Mr. KAUPP. In North Carolina the eggs on many farms onlyanX
brought 15 cents a don, an(l I have made inquiries recently and find
that isoe localities:Senator SIM.oNS (interposig). Whsat part of North Crolina ? I live in one-part of thifat kState, an(l I did not heat-of that.
Mr. -K~rwvx. You(10nlollt hiavie to: 0go vff^Tery far from :Raleigh,because
the Raleigh markets-aire usuallyhigher than some of the other
markets. Statesville is a low", market.
What are the3~selling now Ifor at Raleigh?
Senator WSnziros.
Mr. aKAsUPV. fThey; arlle retailing there at So cents, but the producer
doest not get the retail price. I'hey get about tj10 cents less.::
Senator SIoN13IS. 'ma werei talking about tthe wholesale price?
mr.I,.AK rPP.: I Was talking about the wholesale i)riee, aind ti wtholekf0
I tl
a
sal e j1rice particularly at the tae O i
of theyear when the batik of the
eggs are produced.

U()VJtlI0 s.
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k-i}ibiMONS.:

But the
Senator S
buys egs atof this
and I
retil,country
to have the consumers
wante-d to know if-you desired consuiner
toj have to pay more for eggs than they are now., I think they: a re
somewhere around 50 or 60:cents now.
:Mr. KAUPP. This is, a winter month6 They went uII) to 150 or 00
cemnt.
Senator SMlM Ns.tThey were 70 cents retail, though they nmay b
down to 60 or 60 cents now.
Mr. KAU}P. They will not be that low in February, March, April,
And May, when the bulk of the eggs are produced.
Senator SIMniMONs. The wholesaler must make an enormous piofit,
because I (10 not think eggs have been below 40 cents$ in t1his country

anywhere alongthis coast at retail for some time4
Mr., KAuPP. In some sections and in the smaller towns in North
Carolina the farmers are getting 30 or 40 cents a dozen on thbe fari
just now, and they will not get nearly that much when you get the
flush season, in the latter part of February, and in March, April,
an(l May. Those are the fonir months when the bulk of the eggs are
produced.
Senator iSIMMONs. That does not sigLnify anything to me.0 I am:
thinking about what the man who actually buys the eggs has to pay,
and -you are the first man whom I have heard say that eggs aretoo
cheap in this country and that you want:to (t0 something to make
them higher.
Mr. .KAUPI. 'T'hey are too (cheal) when they sell:fr less than(!ost
of production, we believe.
Senator SIMMiONs. They tiiay' be to one person, hut thy are (llel;
enough to the man who has to -buy thieni.
Senator MCCUMBER. Do, you consider the, farmer is receiving
enough when he receives 15 cents a (ozen?
Mr. KAUJPP. We can not produce them for thlt.
Senator MCCuMBE.R. Or 20 or 25 cents a dozen, itf hle tgot that astill
average the year roun(l; it would still be too' cheap, would it not?
Mr. KAUPI'. If you allow. thle Chinese egg tO coIme in and brIak:
the price.Senator S^=rooT. Could I send down to Raleigh and get a case of
eggsat 40 cents?.
Mr. KAiui. You can in those months when more thaI 6iel'
p cellt
of our eggs areXplroduced.
Senator S£xoor.TI. mean to-ay?0
Mr. KAup?. To-day, of cou rse is thle time whien theil farnmiers: are
getting eryfew Segg; thlat is the reason why they are high in price.
Senator JIMMONS.s.see here in- theMonthly Summary of Foreign
Commerce for the 11 months ending in November, 1921, there 'welre
exported from this countryV30,505,463 dozens of eggs, of -a value of
Cthat the importation :of
$9,441,962.: In the same docuiment I ra id
eggs into this country for :the 11 months -endingi NNovember, 1921,
were 2,991562 dozen of the value of $900,03,6eggs dried and frozen
16,920,270 dozen of the value of $306,484. That does Iiot indicate an+ty
very enormous importation as compared with the exportation?
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:Mr. KAUrP. Senator, have you the importations there by months?
Senator SIMMONs. I have it here for the 11 months.
Mr. KAUP?. The average forthe 11imonths?
Senator SIMMONS. No; :not the average. I have it for the 11
months ending November, 1921.
Mr. KAUTPP. But have you it by the months? The bulk of the
;ator '4IMMONNS (interposing). That is the total including All of
those 11 months.
Mr. KAUPP. But what isgoing to- happen if they send bt load
after boat load over here in Februa~r and March?
Senator SIMMOiNS. It is included in this.
Mr. KAUPP. That average has a tendency to dilute this. Y17oul can:
(lo a great deal of injury toit in a short tine-for instance, suppose it'
were 60 days-whereasiff you spread it-out it does not seem so serious.
understand that you hold some official posi:Senator ATSON.
I)oVI
Mlr., KAxNPi-. I anm at the head of the poultry work in NorthlCarolina, and I am secretary of the State Poultry association atnd a mem-:
ber from the South on the committee on the defense of the frndtry
industry of the American Poultry Association.
Senator McLFAN. What does it cost to produce a dlozenr eggs, in
North Carolina?
Mr. KAUPP. In 1920 it cost. $ to feed a hen-a year. The average
commercinl heni will lay 10 dozen eggs. The-avera farm hen does
nst lay up to that mark. That would be 30 cents; but in 1921 the:
to r figures, and
Cost is less than that; it is $2.60 a hen, accordingo'
that would make :it 26 cents a dozen. That is for feed alone.
If we market them in New York City it will cost us 7.4 cents fa
dozen. That allows 35 cents for the eggs, $1.43 for the exprvssage,
and 5 cents for selling.-It costs $2.28 to market a- case of eggs.
Seniator STMiNMONS. But do not those fgilres I have justiread show
you that the eggs that are coming here from abroad are practically
all frozen or (dred eggs
Mr. KAUPP. I thihk approximately 80 per cent come in in the
frozen state. T have not the exnatfigures, blt it is in that neighbolrhood.
Those Leggs Iare used by bkers', and the baker men do not buy shell
and they autolnatcally pull down the whole structure.
egg4
Senator F NOHn8EN. 'You spoke of $33,000,000 being the
amount df imports. Does that include the 95400,000 f resh eggs you
spoke of?
Mr. -KAUPI'. lhe total valueioof impors of albumen, ylks. ani
Shell eggs as $4,000,000 in 1913 and $33,000,000 in 1919.
Senator FiEEL!NGHUYSEN. Would that include fresh eggs?
Mr. KAUPP. That includes shell eggs.
Senator' FREUNGOUYSEN. Desiccated and fresh?
Mr. KAUPP. And frozen.
Senator STMMONS. Ymm say, 1919?
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theosle)JIlefneJIt
Mr. KAvuPP. 1919; yes, sir. This was taken froni
to the Commerce Reports.
Senator SIvMONS. HOW many dozen were importer in 1919?
Mr. KAUPP. I have not got the dozens. I havIe the 'albumen and
yolks; they have not been separated out.
Senator SIMMONS. During the 11 months of 192t the fresh eggs
that came in only amounted to $00,000?
Mr. KAUFP. that report was 95,000,(00 fresh eggs or shell eggs
brought into this country. This is 1919, Senator.
CANARY BIRDS.
[Paragap711.1
STAT ME7NT OFP0. .: RICHARDSONt WASHINGTON, D. ¢.
as probabl
is oa
mater sal
Mr.0RliwasoNR sTis
escaped the attention of the Ways and Means Cmmittee.0I speak
now for the little yellow canary, the cheerful companion and entertainer'r-of children and invalids. This little songster has, through 'no
fault of anybody in particular, been classed with poultry, parrots,:
partridges, and other fowl.
The Fordney bill, at paragraph 711, provides:
Birds, live:qPoultry,,2 cents perpound; all other, valued6at $5 or less, each 60 cents.
There is nothing in this clause that is applicable to canaries; if
.rated as poultry they would not yield enough to compensate for
weighing them, and as other-birds the rate would be extortionate.
We take the liberty,- Mr. Chairman, of suggesting that paragraph 711
be amended by inserting, after "all other, the words except canaries,
and that the free list include "canary birds."
Canary birds are imported for their bright, lively music. I was
about to say " as pets," but only the males are singers, and only they
are in demand. Producers, however, will sell song birds only if the;i
purchaser buys an equal number of females. This increases the
expense very materially, because the females cost about one-fourth
as much as a male and just as much-for freight, care, and feeding.
A male canary costs, during the summer months (and a little less in
the winter) nominally $3.50, But in reality more than twice that sum,
when you consider t4e price'0 of the female mate, and add the freight,
25 -cents and feed :and care,:50 for each of them, and allow the
of 50 er cent as mortality loss. The :females are sold for
hi h
wifatthey will ring, and the losses have to be made up by the sale
of the singer. The importers, in most cases, are satisfied with a
25-cent profit.
It is said that there are 40 000 people in the United States` who
derive their living from bird stores, and that many such establishments would beforced to close if a duty of 50 cents per bird were
levied upon canaries.
Mr. Ch'Airman, I am not a free-trader. ILhave never appeared
before your committee, nor before the Committee on Ways ancdMcans,
except to advocate what I thought was an adequate protective tariff;
but I never before had a canary bird for a client; and when I think
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of how the little fellow brightens the nursery and cheers the bedridden sufferer, forgetful of the fact that he himself had been kidnapped, carried to a foreign country and sentenced to solitary confinement for life; when I think of tlhe corners that he has brightened
while laboring under the heaviest kind of odds, Mr, Chairman, I feel
too much respect for him to insist that he bring 50 cents in his bill
to pay for the privilege of making our children happier with his
cheerfil song. For one, Mr. Chairman, I am willing, not to be a
free trader, Mr. Chairman, but to extend to Mr. Canary the courtesiespof thSeport.
The imported canary is not a competitor with any American
institution, industry, or trade. None of the finch family and very
few of the canaries will breed in this country. Some tailors and
shoemakers, and perhaps a few dressmakers, have raised a brood here
and there, which can not exceed in the aggregate 10,000 birds a year,
but these, if salable, would not supply one week's demand in this
country for canaries.
If any duty is to be assessed against canaries, it should be a very,
modest one, and it should, by all means, be restricted to the male, for
the female, unlike the human family, is absolutely valueless. But no
country in the whole world, so far as I have any information, Mr.
Chairman, has ever put an import tax on a canary or even contemplated so doing; and I feel quite certain that you gentlemen will:
want to see that the bill is corrected so that the people who deal in
the little songbirds will not have to give up their trade; not only for
their sake, but that the sources of good cheer may not be entirely
banished from our land.
FRESH, FROZEN, AND DESICCATED EGGS.
[Paagrph 713.j

-

NEW YORK CITY REPSTATEMENT OF ADOLPH J.: GUDERMAN,
RESENTING THE NEW YORK STATE A8OCIATION OF MiATER
BAKERS.

Mr. 0G ERMN. I represent about all the bakers of' te astern
States east of Chicago from Maine to Florida, and the New York
State Association. aIso, represent the master bakers of Manhattan,
whose representative is unable to be here.
We-desire to protest a ainst the tariff on eges, coconuts, ilmonds,
walnuts, and ifiberts. 'We feel that the tanifr ought to be left the
wa it s on
s a those articles.
Senator WALSH. You mean the UUnderwood tariff, not the emergency tariff?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. The old Underwood tariff; yes, sir.
am
The great trouble that we have now-and I speaking
for the
bakers only-is that they want a cheaper price 'for their goods.
During the war we got pretty good prices, but it cost us so much
more in addition to produce the goods, aInd we feel that if you inthe tariff on eggs it will increase the cost of eggs to us as akers,
creasfe
and, naturally, we will have to charge that cost to the consumer.
We as retail bakers come closer to the people than anybody, more so
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thiiian t holeslerfor the egg handler, does. We have to stand the
brunt of the kickd, and we have stood enough of th-e for the last
two years.
Senator MCCUMBER. Have you any method of determining and
giving to the committee figures showing the profits of the producer
of
as compared with the profit of the bakers in their business?
MI. GUNUERMAN. No, sir.
Senator CurTis. Wha-kind of eggs do you use-seconds?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. We mostly use firsts in the shell eggs.
Sonator CURTIS. You use a first-class , but they cal an egg
that is cracked a second, do they not? You use cracked eggs ?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. We use some cracked eggs.
Senator CURTI. And dried eggs?V
Mr. GUNDERMAN. Dried eggs and frozen eggs.
Senator CuRTIS. Where do you get your frozen eggs from, mostly?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. We buy them through a jobber.
Senator CURTIS. They are imported from China, 'are they not?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRns. You get your (Iried eggs from China, also, do you
not?
Mr UNDERMANL. Yes, ir
And 'you also et fresh eggs from China?
Senator Cnsg.
Mr. GUNDERMAN, Some.;
Senator CURTIS. If you import them do you know what your eggs
cost laid down to you?
-::
Mr. GUNDERMAN. No, sir.
Senator Cuuns. What do yobupay for eggs?
fMr. GINDERMAN. Frozen eggs to-day will cost you about 30 cents
a p~ound.
SenatorC:URTIs. How"muc'hfor the dried eggs?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. The drie eggs will cost yu :about 75 cents.
Senator Cuxns. What do eggs, cost :you by the dozen?.
Mr. GUNDERMAN. The shell eggs costiabout 50 cents.
Senator CURITs. A dozen?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator SUTHERLAND. Do you refer to imported eggs?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. No, sir; the State egg, domestic eggs.
Senator CuRTIs. How much do your imported eggs cost you?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. I do not know what the imported shell eggs cost.
Senator WALSH. Do youwget eggs from Canada?
Mr. GUNDERMAN. Yes, sir; some.t They run about, the same price
as the domestic eggs, as a rule. They are a little smaller eggs.
BRIEF OF ADOLPH 3. GUNDERMAN, REPRESENTING THE NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF MASTER BAXRS.

On behalf of the retail bakers of the Eastern States, the New York State Aesociatioii
of Master Baker., ard vrll affiliated bodies, we hereby desire to enter a ptest ainst
any change in the tariff schedule, particularly paragraphs 713-756, relating to eggs,
coconuts, almonds, walnuts, and filberts, on the ground that any increase in the tariff
on these goods would reflect from the wholesaler to the retail baker and naturally to
the consumer, and we feel that the day of high prices is at an end, and for economic
reasons which voll well know we feel that you ought to leave the matter stand as
it is.
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STATEXENT OF JOflN
BAKERS'

HARTLEY, REPRESENTING RETAIL
or AM
ICA, CHIAGO, ILL.;

ASSOCIATION

Mr. HARTLEY. The retail bakers collect from the6 ultimate consumer. Welare in'a position be estimate howany increase in the
p rice of raw material will be receied by the consumer. It is ib the
last.:transaction-over the counter-where all cusstomi or duties ate
received, and passed back from: there to reimbursesthose who have
already paid. That is why I believe you. who have the burden of
finding approximate justice from the apparently c icting claims
of these many witnesses should hear the view- of the small baker.
Eggs are part of our daily material Besides being used in cookies,
pie fillings, coffee cakes, and other sweet yeast dough; they are used
most heavily in cakes, carrying from 25 per cent of the material
value of the cheaper cakes to 75 per cent of the: value of sponge cake,
angel food, and sunshine cake. Eggs have always: been our most
variable cost factor. Not until the evelopment of frozen eggs, and
later of powdered eggs, has it been possible for the smaller baes -to
carry a fixed egg cost through a season. Even now when we use shelled
:eggs a considerable variance occurs in the price. But the tendency
is for a better spring pre and a lower midwinter price. I submit
that these modern methods of caring for our egg wants has taken
considerable speculation out of the egg business. No one would
venture to suggest to return to the old method of cheap eggs in
spring and a prohibitive price in winter.
Following cold storage, freezing and dehydrating have added to
the ability of civilization to spread the egg harvest -over the lean
productive months. A duty too high will restrict these modern
methods. An restriction at all will reflect mostly to the speculative
market. Neither production nor consumption will profit, as the gain
in the last selling price will accrue to the handling agencies and be
absorbed before it reaches back to the egg producer* That is commercial history. Although the housewife uses neither the frozen
eggs nor the powdered eggs, her interest in the household supplies
can easily be affected if our manufacturing classes are seriously
shortened.:
powdered,
I believe we are about the only ones who use dehd ed,
and frozen eggs.
Directly, as almond nuts, and indirectly, as almond paste, we small
bakers are large users of--these nuts. Irrespective of the claims of
the domestic growers, we do not, and in many instances can not, use
the California almonds. In fact, the limited supply of the California
nuts hinders them from being a regular trade commodity with us, as
are the known varieties of imported nuts that we use. Domestic production is always welcome1with our trade when it comes with merit
and a'A reasonable assurance: of standarized quality and a permanence
of supply. We fail to find any reasonable assurance of supply to fit
commercial needs in the future of California production of almonds.
-If what Isuspeet is truekthe chief gainer in the prohibitive duty asked
by the growers will be the land promoter. In very few sections are
they a sure-fire crop, a point not always emphasized by the land
sellers. The high duty that you gentlemen will be urged to extend
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'will act merely as a subsidy to some very- entotthis~~~~~~~~~~~~~
this enunodity
thusiastic but vey questionable promotion schemes. I will submit
a series df, display advertising that run last winter in a Chicago
Sunday pape 1ff-ohey n offered wonderful returns on investment
rhapsin answer to anticipation. I will do'
::without high ta~riff-o
this if I can possiblysecure. copies. I remembered that they had
&pspeared,; and I looked thrPugh the files of the Tribune in the
;:Washingtou officelasteiilght, and I found a series of display advertisements from Pasoilobles, ;Calif., but we will not talk about that now.
000
Walnuts are also of daily use with us 'and have been a profitable
crop-with the walut growers along the coast, Without a, prohibitive
tariff they are an invitingg investment where th6j will thrive. Withl ait
prohibitive tariff against import competition, they won't thrive any
o lands or in districts not suited to their culture.
better
Filberts are not grown to any extent in this country, so it is likely
that you will be Ialowed to use your judgment peacefuly in finding
a fair revenue duty.
Coconuts in various forms are a big thing with us and have brought
much revenue to the Government through quantity. I think quantity usage will serve a useful revenue purpose, and having always carried some duty, and not interfering with domestic production, it is
possible that you will be able to find a rate that will hold quantity
usage and return good revenue to the Government.
As a small merchant and omMing in contact with the public, I take
care of 'the store every Saturday night, and I know the public. We
find out quite a few things. You gentlemen here will hear more of
the details, but this is one of the things we have found out:
The capacity of people to do without has never fully been measured.
We who are doing business over-the 2-foot counter know how they''
can discipline any trade, any line, or any one article that they feel is
being sold beyond its value. Value is largely a matter of traditions
what they paid yesterday or paid last year. In 1916 the housewives
broke the egg market in Chicago by refusing to buf. Last crop year
it is estimated that about 10,000,000 barrelsless of lour was consumed
in this country.-.
Flour was higher traditionally than potatoes; potatoes were cheap.
Ability to do without and the capability of finding a replacement
article will upset all schemes and theories however good. This human
element is what will make your decisins either successful or unsuccessful both in the eyes of the people and in your Treasury Department. All down the line from producer and importer; through manufacturer or handler to baker, we are all of small moment. The-real
boss is on the other side of my counter, and it does not pay to forget
that she is there.
Gentlemen, I can not offer you-I am not capable-any suggestions.
I lust merely wish innthinking of this' not to allow sectionalism to put
a tremendous weight on the rest of the country.
Senator MCCUMBER, I wish it were possible for youito give us a
concrete case. A cake, say, will weigh 3: pounds; give us the pounds
of the material that is used in that, and what you sell it for to the
retail trade,' or give us some idea of the relation between the material
in the product on the cost to the consumer.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
susiy
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I know there are so many different kinds of cakes in which you use
eggs in these days' and I could not not being a baker, give you the
contents of one cake and ask you what it cost you and what you sellI
it for, and so I would be glad if you could give us some idea along that
line.
Mr. HRTLEY. I can. I could to a small extent from memory fow
but if you gentlemen would like I will submit to you our costs on the
regular retail lme.Senator MCCUMBER. I often have to go down here t a baker and
buy a cake maybe imnorder to have one for Sunday. I do not now
how much it would weigh, but it costa matter of $1.50 to $2. Know0 ing something: about flour, I would say it contained 5 cents' worth of
flour, maybe 10 cents' worth of eggs, and.3 cents'. worth of sugar;
aind I can not give you the rest, but there is p cod dea of difference
between $2 selling price and 25 cents' worth o material.
Mr. HARTLEY. Well, Senator, let me say,I do not do that class of
trade. I am in--an apartmenthouse district. Our two-layer cakes
sell-for 50 cents, and we always figure in our line that the material
cost is roughly on the full line 50 per cent of the selling price.
Another 60 per cent is the labor cost, the overhead, rent, and these
other things,; and I w1 be very glad to submit you a real, outright
statement of how that works out. Then you can submit it to the
;;;
;:gentlemen in the Bureau- of Standards to check up
Take, for instance, angel food. Angel food is nearly all white of
egg. There is a heavy labor cost involved in making such cakes. I
am not a cake maker myself, and I can not give you the exact figures,
but there are-the items of labor, sugar, and a little flavoring. That is
absolutely all there is in that angel cake. In so:mekinds of cakes the
whole egg is used. For layer cakes there is a different recipe entirely.
Fat also enters- into that, but the cheapest cake you can make, if it
sells for $1 in an-ordinary district-I am not talking about & very
high-class place-but in the ordinary district where the big bulk of
the 30,000 or more bakers of this country do business-the general
cost is 50 per cent of the raw material. If you pay 50 cents for a
(cake if it IS larger and of a cheaper quality, you may be sure that
o---vne-iourth of the material cost will be in eggs. If it is sunshine cake,
you may be sure that 75 per cent of the material cost will be in the
: eggs, because eggs always are our highest and most variable cost
factor. This spring they have been cheaper than they have been for
a long while.
rThe small baker has io means of contracting for storage eggs.
Since frozen eggs have come in-I do not say that I use them, for I
am too small a baker to use them-n ut
-since frozen eggs and powdered
eggs have come in, we find the storage people are more ready to
con tract with us, for, say, 25 cases of eggs at $2 down for the winter
months, and then permit me to pay the balance at 5 cents a dozen
carrying charge as they are withdrawn from cold storage. Of coue,
we can not raise our price very, well. We figure onj: a leve)l price.
There is nothing that disturbs business more than fluctuation in
prices. In winter, if we get caught, we have to stand for it. W
Vre
paid as high as 70 cents last year, during the winter, we little fellows
that did not have much stock, whereas the men who could use 30
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::tons of the frozen eggs would have had those contracted in the spring
-for 33 ents. Of course, they can buy cheaper in the spring in the
shelled eggs.
Gentlemen, this is a point I want to emphasize: I believe that the
revenue will come to you more through usage thanit will through
restriction of usage on anything that you wish to take up.
STATEMEN

0F.C. GORDON WILSON, SECRETARY EGG PRODVUCTS
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

Senator MCCUMBlI. Mr, Wilsonvyou are going to discuss the same
are you?
tie,
subject
Mr. WILSON. I am, Mr. Chairman, with your Permission. I repre.seInt the Egg Products Association of America, which is an association
of importers of egg products. I am myself connected with Henry W..
Peabody & Co., who are international merchants, exporters- and
imnporters.
As importers, we are not going to fall into the natural path of
asking free tariff on egg products. On the contrary, we would like to
bring about the highest possible duty that these eggs can stand, so
that the Government can get the most revenue. We do not say that
from any philanthropic motives whatever. The duty is simply a part
of our cost, like freight. or finance. It is simply added:to the other
costs and the publichas it to pay. There is a danger of getting that
dut so high that the public will balk and refuse to buy our commolity. In tliat case asthes Government will not receive any revenue
from the importations, we will stop importing. So I think I might:
say that our viewpoint is analagous to that of the Government, as we
are perfectly willing to stand all the traffic will bear, but the minute
you have too high a tariff we will lose our commission..
The quality of these eggs has been spoken of before the House
Ways and Means Conmuittee, and I wish to say something in regard
to that. These dried eggs are fiothing more or less than eggs with
the moisture driven out through a dehydrating and heating proc ess.
They are pure, clean eggs.
Senator CURTIS. Many of those dried eggs are made from the
cracked eggs that -are not fit for the market but yet are perfect
eggs. Is not that true? For instance, the wholesale egg dealer
gets in a case of eggs. He finds among them a dozen cracked eggs.
Those cracked eggs are good but he can not sell them to the market, and he dries or freezes those eggs.
Mr. WILSON. I. should be very reluctant to contradict any statemenit:you m-ake, Senator.
Senator CURTIS. I do: not ask you to contradict meI. asked
you whether or not that is a fact.
Mr. WILSON.00No; it is not a fact. rlhee people who dry these
eggs have their agents go out into the interior of the country :fand
buy them. It is probable that some of them may become cracked,
and they still use them. ::But I mean to say that they ;buy all the
eggs they can get their hands on, good, bad, and indiferent.
Senator CURTIS. I know that; but what I am saying also is that
the egg dealer sells to the trade these cracked eggs at a lower price.
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-Mr. WILsoN. I ieam:not equipped to give information -on tht
Senator Cuans. And if he does not sell cracked em at a lower
price, and finds that he- can not get rid of them, he dsi or. freezes
them, if he has the apparatus with which to .do that; and if be can
not do that, he tunMs them over to some one who can.
Mr. WILSON. To the -bet of my knowledge, there are ri plants.
in this country for dehydrating egg.
Senator Cuans. They all come irom China?V,
Mr. WmsONw. To the test of my knowled the do. There were

some small plants here but they have been discontinued, they
were found to be unproftable Tese dried eggs are taken to the
Department of Agriculture immediately on their arrivalhere; and
us from runXwe, as importers, have to put up a bond which secures
ning away WIth these eggs before the Government is through with
them. The department takes them and analyzes them in order to
make sure that there is no injurious matter contained in them and
that they are fit for human consumption. After they are through
with them,- they release them to us, and we can dispose of them In
:00

any way we see fit. If they do not find them proper eggs, we can
not bring them in.
Those eggs are not even cold-storage eggs. The. cold-storage
facilities in China amount to practically nothing. They have not
any arranements: for carrying cold-storage eggs. They could not
use spoiled eggs. The minute you put one in a run of eggs, it would
not mak anydifference after the eggs were dehydrate; you could
still detect it very distinctly from the odor, if from nothing else.
The percentage of bacteria would be increased to such an extent that
any chemist could recognize it immediately.
The principal users in this country are the bakers and the manufacturing confectioners. The uses for other purposes are so small
-: that the amount -used would be negligible. The small baker uses
these eggs primarily. The sall hakeihas no facility for preserving
eggs and- therefore, if he buys shell egg he must lose a big percentage because of the fact that they go a before he can use them,
particularly this time of the year. know that they will keep at
least twtoyears without having changed one particle.
Then the confectioner uses the whites of e almostentirely. If
he buys shell eggs,: he has to throw away the yolks. He can buy
albumen dried separately. So he has no loss whatever; he has them
in the same convenient form so he can keep them indefinitely.
We believe that the home industry should be Protected. They
can not compete with the cheap Chinese labor. Now, who would
be protected if you put on a high tariff? The egg producer of this
country gets most of his eggs in the spring and summer months; in
by far
fact, the supply of eggs during the spring and summer )monhs
exceeds the demand, to such an extent that the public can not possibly
take over all the suppy.
Senator CuRTIs. April and May, you mean?
Mr. WIsow. It runs into June sometimes. It varies acccording to

the season.
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Senator Cuns. I come from an egg country.
Mr. WiLuoN. Well, you are better equipped to speak of that than
1. But there is a peri of the yearvlwhen the majorityfol the eggs
are produced. At that time the public can not consume all of them.
The small baker has not the capital with which to buy his eggs at one
time. He could not preserve them if he did that.: He can only buy
his immediate demands from day to day. The same thing is true with
respect to the householder. Of course, some of them do, to a small
extent, and put down eggs in water glass, etc. The only people in
this country who are able to take up this exce6sssupply of eggs when
they are very cheap are the packers. The packers buy these eggs
as cheaply as they can get them. They are buying them this year
at-20 cents. They hold them in -cold storage until the market goes
up, when the fowls are not laying eggs any more. Then they sell
them at a fair margin of profit; I believe not profiteering, probably,
but at a healthy profit.
Senator SMooT. What rate do you want? This bill provides 1-)
cents; the uinderwood bill provided 10 cents per pound. What do
you want?
Mr. WInsoN. .Thelre- are three forms of eggsD1:ried albumenidried
yolk, and dried whole eggs. The present law; provides 30 cents, 10
cent, and l10cents.
.
Senator SMOOT. You want 15 cents per pound and 10 cents?
Mr. WILS.ON. No sir; I was speaking of die existing tariff. What
I was. about to sugest was that the yolks he fixed at 7 cents per
pound, that the whole, dried egrg be fixed at IO cents per pound, and
the albumenri be fixed at 12 cents p r poud. That is figuring it out
at an advance of 25 per cent on the present tatriff.
.Senator SMOOT. lhined eggs how much?
Mr. WJI.SON. Ten cents.
Senator.Cuirrs. Doyou imp)rt shill eggs
Mr. WILlSoN. No,-sir. Wen anyone has imported shell eggrs he
has met with-a:filancial catastrophic. rhere haiave b)e treme'ndous0ti
losses experienced in that.
Senator CuRTIS. I do not see how ylou alcoulnt for that. Inl 1914
they imported eggL's8 from China andl sold them in Kansas City at 1S:
cents at dozen alnd made money.
Mr. WILSO.N. How much did theo ('ost ?
Senator Cun.r, DI do not know.
I speaking
Mr. WILSON,Ille man sol8 them in Kansas City, hut aS
purely of the importer. My margin of profit. is froml14 to 2 per cent.
That is what the importer grets.
The only (hanger is in getting it too high, so that the public:will not
uy. Wte believe if yoh go much above this mark, you Will have
reached that dangerous point.
It has b)een state(l that it, takes three aind a half dozen eggtsN to tmake
a pound of dried eggs; an(l that is tret- Btut when youtIlave coilvterted them back, you have destroyed certain properties. C(rertan
6eon 1)rokell d(wnl, so you have lost a grent
physical
20 to 50 per1 cent.
(legree of effiilency, estimatedAJfrom
With vonr porelf think that is all I haiveto say, Mr. Chairman.
1ission,:I would like to tile va1rief.
'Senrator M ('CI;w. You may do o(.

p)Fofptrdilmhe
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are prmarily and almost solely
which I have the honor'to
Thle interests
Ume that I am going to ask that dedicated
From this sttement you will iepreoent
importerI,

egg products' be put on the free ist, or, falling that, That they be taxed animal! a duty
an possible- -that I believe is the generalrequest from importers. But tothecontrary,
believing thjt it is nepesary for the government torais revenues through import
duties, :and also belieng that there re 6e6rtain -industrie in this country that can
not succefully compete with foreign industrie of the same general.nature, I am
going to ask that the duty beplacd 'at such a' rate that the Government nay' realize
test possible returnn, n the way-of revenue through dutieson desiccatedegg
the
thin country and at the mame time give ample protection to
producta imported ith
the' domestic rlducers in thisicountry. .i make' thi statement from a sens of patriotic
dluty. From a standpoint of 'the buiness it does not' make 'a particle of difference to the
interests I riepresent'how high the duty:on desiccatedhe' is put, so loniwit
iasnot
put so high an to exclude-its import, and in thi I thin that thea oveent is i
raised so
to exclude its imortathe Government
accord, as should the dutybe ..a
,i..s.
.g.
in
.~
as
e could be no reenue derived fron.
np oe ther
be defeatingi hchas
would
then
ifPthiere were no imports. We all piitc oe t r desiccated-egg prodicts hin
such atariff
China, to which cost we have to ad the freight to this country,'the marine insurance
premium, and thle cost of financing and thle duty then existng.- In this way wre arrve
thepublic shall
at our costs andl add, our comminions,- and so arrive att the
pricehwhich
price amounts to more thanl
have to pay. .Now, if the duty is soogreat that the selling
if there isno sle we will noit
sale, an1
thenhthereIisno'
is willing to pay,
the public
import, and if we do not import then-the Government will not collect any revenue s
far as-the duty on this commodity is concerned. 411 have made my point cleat, you
will then realize thatitheitovernmenthinterests and the intents l represent are
c-Irtailing the import.
e., we both want the highest uty'possile without
analogous, i.
and therefore i am anxious to throw all Ithelght possible on this questiona'Wnd'lendl
every possihlc instance tvthe end that a fair' an equitable (duty maybelevied.
ID the- first place, the desiccated' eggs, which we import solely from China, are simply
strictly fresh hen egg with the: moisturedriven off. It is not possible to manufacture
from anything else but strictly fresh eggs, there being no cold-storage facilities available
China, and'if a single bad eg should be usedit would spoil ,an
for preserving eggs inr
entire ruin, as''it would' be' easily- detected even ai~t- their egg 'wan desiccated. The
Department of Agriculture holds for ispetion everyshipment tht iv in the United
States and.will'not release any shipment until a riid examination is made and the
eggs determined ;fit for human consumption. This in itself is guarantee that the
desiccated egg offered by' the impotr for mle: in this country are desirable as a foosd.
contrary.
to
commodity, notwithstanding all that s been 8aid
theI
to-a small extent by the
anod
The desiccated egg is .used :primarily by''the'bakners
confectioners. -Oth'er than :these twvo uses the use are so small as to be negligible.'
whous the desiccated egg are for the most part the small bakers w¶o have
The backers
no facilities for the keeping 'of shelled such' as cold itoe, and if they areveorcoe
by aprohibitive price, wiwch can only :come about through too high a duty
levied, to use shell eggs it will mean that they will hasve a serious los to face through
the facttha tey- wi chave to lose a good:portion of the ve ich they buy through
the eggs spoiling before they can use them, which los is of course simply firre in
the cost of production and is passed along to the public, resulting in thle disappearance
of the cheap cake from the market, or the use of an egg substitlte which has no
nutriment.
egg. If thoy
of theateta
or whitesig
albumen, nisl
the confectioners, they Use only the
As to:eei~&Pt
h
egg
yolk, while if they
have Ti
mean that theyin
tv throw away the
tO use shell eggs ito.willua.
haVe
can get 'the desiccated product they can -buy the
albugmen separated. Rigt here is
a big saying caused :not by the cheapness of desiccated albumen, but simply by the
form it isi'n. Albumen, by the way, is not cheap and doe6not find a market through
the fact that it is chep, but by virtue of its form.
From this youl will see that there is a danger of putting on suceh a highly dulty that thec
bakers and confectioners can not use the desiccated-egg prodcslet, which-ill resullt
in the importation of desiccated eggs being disontinued, and the governmentt
being depnved of the revenue.
who it is that a high tariff
let us ronider
As for the protective phase of the suhjecht
will protect. Tihe poultryfarmer gets the 6ulk of the egs in the spring and summler
months, at which time the egg malets are down, duo to the fact that the suppl at
' e d thLe demand. The small bakers throughout the cntr
this t
arc ote able tol buy tp egse at. thiis time for anything more tli'ao their immedie
.
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demands. So the benefit very little by the low price. The poutry dealer can not
keep them himself he notqip
carry eggP over until the marketi go up,
and conisequetly is comeled to sell at the then prevailing low prices. The packers
then come into the market ad buy the eg at the cheap pricesand tore them in
thei cold-to e warehouse and ho d them unti the wter mo'thPlwh
the supply
of fresh ggs s f l t the d and, ith the nsuet high prces of which the
pack a the solo bentcai esi not the poultry producers -Who, then, would a
high duity on eggproductsprotct? Government- statiscs show that the number
of eqs exportedexceed the number imported. On the whole, 1 think tt I am jutia fied in Matins that the protection to home industie phase of the question is neglirible and might well ho ignored without daiage to the -pouiltry producers, there
: asolutely no manufacturers of desiccated egg, id'thi country. The qustion,
therefore, resolves itself down to -how much duty the dried eggs can stand withouit

stopping the importation Iltogether, and thereby depriving te Government of an
appreciable imoUnt of revenue derived from the moneys collected as duty on denic:(,ate% g produ ts.
In orer todetermine the imaxiinimuof duty that desiccated-eglproductswill ttiixd
:it miut e consideredentirely on the basis of a separate commodity absolutely isolated
00from the shell egg, asits form is so different, the proce which it has to be putthrough
before it can be used by the consumers, the bakers, and its efficiency compared
with shell egg, that it rally can not bo considered onthe bis ofa competing commodity
with shell . If the desiccated eg ioput ouit of the ;market through too high a
tariff, the bakers will use cheap e substitute
made from starch rather than shell
I
eggs. While it takes about three tothree and one-half dozen shell eggs to manufacture
a9 pound of desiccated egg it does not follow that on~e pound of desiccated egg will make
three dozen. The desiccatin of the egg decoys certain properties of the egg
:which makes it less efficient than it was in its original form. Again the efficie-ncy of
the desiccated ea varied so widely that it is not possible to make a parallel with shell.
eggs. :The only basis for determining the amount of duty that can be levied without
making the importation proiibitive is a practical bas. It is the consensus of opinion
:that the present price without the duty on whole deiccated eg of 35 centspotln(l
per
and on desiccated yolk 25 cents per pound and on desiccated albumen .50 cents per
pound isabolit normal. The ocean freight is about as low as can be expected alnd
exchalige is about normAal, which makes to-dayv' r'ices about normal. .Add toto-day 's
the duty of 7 cents per pound on dried yolks, 10 cents per pouid oii dried whole
prices
egp, and 12 cents per pound on dried albumen and you have about the maximum
products that the consimer will pay or can afford to pay
prices on desiccat'This is a tremendous advance over the present, duty, roughly 250 percent, but we
are willing that this advance be-put in effect, as the business will stand itaid the Govn
and curtail the imports,
ernment needs it. If it iiput higher it will injuire the
if not-cut the im-ports off altog-ether, and in turi deprive the Government of revenue
that it would otherwise receive, and in addition the public would be deprived of
wholesome food at a reasonable price.
In conclusion, I beg -t state that should the ditty be raised above-the figures above
mentioned the result would be that the price woIld then be prohibitive to the public,
the interesitsWhich i represent will simply sell our stocks, -which are already in the
country and duity paid at B handsome profit and discontinue the business as we all
of uIs have plenty of other business, this desiccated-eg business being onfy a small
part of our business, but, of course, we would have to forego the commissions we now
obtain from this Particular commodity and the Government would alW lose the dutties
which it enjoys from the importation of desiccated eggs.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE H. HTICKOK, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
I TH A ERICAN ASSOCIATION OF THE BAKING INDUSTRY.

ICOKK. Mr. C(.1hairant tand gentlemen, I a Etugene If.
theAAmerican Associatlonn of thelinking Industry. .Senator Curtis raised a very important point in the eggp 1i
preservation question.:: Thel, baking industry has: beieni built a-t:
theA last 10 -years to $60,000,000 or over invested in large cake-haking
plants, to say nothing of the .smaller cake-baking plants. That has
(dveloped on the use1: of eggs that havo been damage( in the packing.
When the egg comes into the egg-packing plant it is sold by thle
farmer staPerfet eg, and in the( han(Iling it is checked( 01 (racked--a
Ni
5rt'. 111

Hickok, representing
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percentage of about 34 to 6Sper cent. The farmer is not interested
ge; he has sold them; that is the
in those checked or or
packer's: business. Thne bakes buy those eggs beabe they ate just
as good for baking as the freh western eggs, and the* get them at
about 3 cents per pound, or 3 oqa ts a dozen, which is the same thing,
cheaper thani they can get the fresh western egg.
Frozen eggs are contracted for the whole -year, because the baker
has to know where he is; driving to and he has to know where he is
going to be; able to
Several years ago when breaking stock began to get scarce, on
account of the growth of the baking business Anerica went abroad
and established factories there for the manufacture of frozen eggs
from Chinese eggs to supply the bakers. In: other word, ittWas
the- baker- who aid not want to compete with the housewife for the

gettthete
eg.a-eo

fresh western eggs who started egg freezing ihi China. It was started
as a conservation measure and has resulted in exansion into China
under American standards for the benefit of the baker and the consuming public.
Senator MCCiMBint. The baker did not Want to compete with the
housewife?
Mr. HICIOK,. He did not want to pay the price.
Senator MCCUMBER. But he was perfectly willing to compete with
the housewife of the farmer?
Mr. HICKOK. No; I think not. He was perfectly willing tocom-npete with the packers, because the farmer, who had sold his eggs to
the packers, had lost all interest in them.
To show you that the packer is the one that will be benefited, to
the detriment of the baker, I will quote from the Federal Trade Coiminission's report, Part IV, on the meat-packing industry, page 139,
published on June 30, 1919:
The five big packers are the dominant factor in the wholesale landling of dressed
poultry and egns. Estimate by individual 'membrs. of the trade on the extent to
which their firms or localities have suffered in recent years at the hmnds of the6packers
run from 60 to 93 per cent, and frequently include the expression that for the firm's
locality they have substantial control. For the country as a whole, trade estimates
place the quantities of dressed. poultry and eggs shipped by the packers in 1917 at
over 65 per cent of the total shipped from producing areas to consuming centers.

Senator SMoGT. Will you tell me just what you are requesting in
this ? Is it the saime as that requested by the previous speaker?
Mr. HICKOK. Yes. We are requesting that the frozen-egg tariff be
not increase(l---Senator SM.xOT. You mean the Underwood tariff rates?
Mr. HICKOK. No; that they be not increased more than 100 per
cent on Mixed frozen eggs and on frozen yolks, and that they be not
increased more than 400 per cent on frozen albumen over the Underwood bill rates.
Senator CALDER. How much does this bill increase frozen albumen ?
Mr. HCKOhoK. That is just what it does. The present bill paw5(ed by
the House does just exactly that :thing.
Senator S'WOOrT. Then, you are satisfied with that increase?
Mr. HICKOK. I am satisfied with that as the last thing that we (call

stand.

Senator S.NIooTl. In other words, you (do not want these rate:;

nereased ?
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Mr. GhCKOK. I do not want them increased.
; Senator SHOOT. You are satisfied with them as they are?
Mr. HIcKoK. I am satisfied with them as they are on frozen eggs;
yes, sir.
Continuing in regard to the packers' control of this industry, and
to further show that the,housewife is not interested, and that if a
large tariff is placed on frozen eggs it will merely mean that many
the
be taken out of the baking industry
millions of dollars will
ando'
0:0
collsllming public and( paid over to the packers if a high tariff is
on`these eggs- :
placed
Senlator LA FOLLErIE. Well, do0 yhou notcall
USA:
40'() per cent a high tariff?
I
call
Mr. HICKOK.
that high but equitable. In other words, that
- makes the frozei-egg rate 4 cents per pound. That is what the Fordtey bill has it.
Senator CALDER. What is the rate under the present law,?
Mr. HICKOK. Under the present law it is 1 cent oln albumen, frozen
albumen; 10 per cenit ald valorem on yolks; and 2 cents on mixed.
Continuing with the Federal Trade Commission's report, page 140:
Throtughouit the country, however, .hut especially in the great consuming markets
,of New Elglandl anid elsewhere in the East, there are many concerns conducted under
names other than those of the )ig packer companies which are not directly sul).idiary
to those companies, but which are owned or (controlled. by members of familie conltroling those conpaiies. These concerns (cl iiot se(ure all their Suppliei through the big :I
packer companies or their subsidiarics, but purchase also from independent p)ackerd
andl candlers of dressed poultry and cggi.

The farmer is out of it; he has sold his eggs; and the packer `is
protected by a high tariff. And if -a high tariff is placed on the f$
importation of ChInese eggs, it will merely mean that the level of
the checked and cracked eggs will be brought up to the same point
as the fresh western eggs--during the packing season. Therefore
the packers will get about 3 cents a pound more for their cracked
,eggs, because after they are broken for freezing they are just exactly
as good as Perfect eggs.
Senator MCCUMBER. You say the farmer is not interested; that'
the only benefit that will accrue at all will be to the packers?
Mr. 1LICKOK. Yes, sir.
thad t any
Senator MCCUMBER. You assume, then, that knowledge
quantity of eggs may come in at a low rate of tariff will have no
effect whatever upon the price that the farmer receives for his pro,duct at the time that he sells it?
Mr. HicKOK. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. It will have no effect on him?
Mr. HiCKOK. You probably have heard that the egg market w:,as:
broken by the Chinese eggs this spring. I wish to say that during
the year 1920, of the total production in the United States, only
one shell egg was imported for every thousand that were Iproduced;
Sand that for every thousand that were produced, 15 eggs were exported.X
: VSenator MCCumBER.nfJYou say shell eggs. What was the entire
importation of all of the eggs, 'both the frozen and:thle'dried eggsbecause they all affect imarket-what were the importations?
State their equivalent in dozens or any unit you see fit to use.
81527--22-sH 7-25
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Mr. HICKOK. I should say probably 3 per cent. These shelled'
and dried egs do not co petc with the farmers' eg s because not
one of them is used as a table egg. It is merely a baker's material,
and the only interests involved here, as I see it, are the bakers, who
reflect through the consumers, and the packers' interests.
The importation of shell eggs amounts' to almost nothing. What
:broke theG:market was that the hen out in 'the country began to lay
and we had an early spring There were twicas many eggs came
into the New York market, and they: did not come from China,
either; they came from the farms during the spring months, twice
as many as came in the year before, and that is why the market
was broken,
Senator GERRY. Do you contend that the only people competing in the importation of eggs from China are the packers?
Mir. HICKOK. Yes sir.
Senator GERRY. Ad that, therefore, this raise in duty will only
help the packers?
Mr. HicxdKx. Yes, sir.
Senator GERRY. And, therefore, it is to his advantage and to the
advantage of nobody else?
Mr. HICKoK. Yes, sir.;
BRIZF OF ExEN
Hi
cAEERICA%
. HICKOK,R.EPRESENTINGTE
ASSOIATION;
OF THE BAKING INDUSTRY AND RETAIL BAKERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN CAKE INDUSTRY.

Commercial cake manufactured in.the bake shops of America is consumed by all?
classes; in fact, the art of cake making in the bakeries has developed in the past few
years to such an extent that home cake baking has beei materially reduced., Vake
is a staple' neceseary-food. It has become an important item in the dail' diet of morethan 20,000,000 people. Workersin the offices, professional people, andshop workers
make it an important part of their lunch and dinner meals. This is not a condition
of long standing, but has developed in the'past decade for the reason that egg products
have Fbecome standardized, so that the baker can use them on a large scale in the production of cake and get the required richness into the cake to make it both palatable
and nutritious,
Cake is not a luxury. It is a necessity. If we are to consider that sugar, milk, e(gs,
and butter are necessities, then we shall hatve to consider also that cake is a necessity.
Bearing upon this point, there is submitted below for consideration the affidavit of;
Dr. Harry E. Barnard, director of the American Institute of Baking at Minneapolis,
Minn.
"I, Harry' . Barnard, being director oftheiAmerican Institute of Baking at Minneapolis, AMinn., Federal food administrator for tbe Stiate of Indiana, late State food and'
drug commissioner of the State Board of 11ealthi of Indiana, director of the American
Chemical Society, member of the American Public lHealth Association, member of the
American Association of Chemical Industry and numerous learned and scientific
societies-lateassociate editor of the food department of the New York Evening Mail,.
author of many special papers, dealing with the subject of food and nutrition, do make
atfidavit as follows:
"I am bv experience, b)oth in the manufacture and chemical analysis of eake,
farnilikr wlih its composition and nutritive value.
"Cake is a well-known article of diet, prepared from simple basic foixLmterials
and generally served as a dessert, or'to complete te, meal. ('ake consists of a mixture
of varying amounts of flour, sugar, butter, and eggsj with or without additional flavors,
colors, and secondary ingredients, such as fruits,'uts, etc.
"The food value of cake is determined bv the amount. of flour, sugar, butter, and egg
incorporaterdin ithe loaf. There is no difference in the food value of flour as uased in
c.ake from that of a similar amount of flotur tined in the mnuufactuire of bread. The
food vallie of the sugar is likewise the saute, whether it the used in cake or other food-
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stuffs. Thi is also true-of the butter and eggg. Each of the several ingredients used
In the manufacturer of cake is a staple food. 7The flour, sugar, butter, and egg, which,
when compounded, produce cake, are most important food materials, an(d furnish
the necessary food essentials, such as carbohydrates, fat, and protein, in proper form
for easy and complete assimilation at minimlum cost.
"The difference between: bread and cake lies first in the greater'qlanfitv of sugar
used in cake. Second1 in the uise of butter as a shortening material instead of lard or
vegetable olls, and third, in the iuse of egg instead of yeast, as a lcavening agent.
Trhe use of addti oial-quantities of sugar, as a frosting or icing, still further increases
'furnihes the sweetso' coninxonly desired at the cllose of a meal.
the food value eid
The increasing uise of cake is due in part to the fact that it appeals to the palate of the
consumer--but still more to the faet that it supplies in such palatable form the food
essentials the body requires.
"Ctake is composed of ingredients of high food value and is a concentrated food,
furnishin nbre calories or energy-producing units than bread or more simple cornpounds o cereals,
"It is not a luxury, for its ingredients are staple foods, constantly used in other
forms on every table. The mixture of thesestapn in the manufacture of cake does
not remove the product from the- list:of staples, nor does theuse of these staples in the
form: of-cake warrant the conclusion that cake is an unessential food or a food which
should be denied the masses of consumers4 On the contrary, the use of cake is con(litcive to the well-being of the consumer, since it fiurnishes essential and, necessary
food materials inl a desirable, attractive, and pleasing form.
"Any increase in the cost of the raw material entering into the manufactulre of
cake, or of labor, or of the cost of transportation and distribution is an added burden
on the family purse and an increase in the cost of living.
"'HARRY E. BARNARD.

"Subscribed and sworn to before me this th dayof 0June 1920.

:"JonhN M.

BARBER, Notary Pylic."

The ingredients that enter into cake constitute a' more balanced ration than almost

anxy other food placed upon the table. The ingredionts are all recognizedas wholesome food. Up until the time that eggs were prepared in dried and frozen forms
bakers were greatly handicapped byI reason of work required in breaking out the eggs
from the shefl and the fact that they were not at all standard in quality, Must.y eggs
would get in and spoil the whole batch"of cake doigh. The egg stock hic h is used
in preparingg domestic frozen'eggs is not in general the same as appears upon our breakfast tables. In the handling of eggs it is impossible to prevent breakage, and about
3 to 5 per cent of all the eggs brought into the market become c hecked or cn(cked in
handling. Thev would not keep in stiorage nor eo)ld thev b)e o* nsuimedito a(l antage
upon the table 'as first-clafs eggs. It i inostly from these eggs, having checkedd. or
cracked shells,' that frozen eggs are prepared in the United States. They are not (1i8covered to )e damaged until they reach the egg-.acking plants, fn(l when they are
sorte(l over those-that are cracked or checked are separated and uised to manufactulre
frozen eggs fr the bakers,
e
so as to conslnile these
Up} tO a few years ago the cake business phad
checked and crack6d e6gs, and large quantities of thCmn werc waste(l. -('ake sales
depenld upon 'quality. The Iakers hav foulld that Wuhe they puit suliciont egg
people
buy it and that has been responsil e
into their cake to make it attractiv"will
to a gmat extent for the growth of Xthe ',ake itndustry . As the bakery (cake lias he(Aome
more n ore in demand, the suiply of cra ke( and broken eggs from the egg-packing
plants of the tJnited States has become inslfficient, to produce all the frozenii eggs re(Juired in the baking of bakery ('ake and pastry and it has in recent years b ee found(l
Tlc essaryv to prepare frozen eggs in China to stiplplement this bakery manterial.
The rodullict is ontirely uwholesome whether l)repare(l in the Ulnited4 States or China.
The United
States Agricuiltural l)epartment has said in Bulletin No. 729, plublishedl
in 1918, that frozen eggs are l)erfectly wholesoome tj) to two ycars fromn the timle of
freezing.
Some of- thevplants extalblished in ('iina for manuifacure of- frozen eggs u(e lun(ldr
the supervision at Americans who have been Fent over there to prepare frozenII oggs
for the American bakers. Several of the samnicirnn whoinanutfactunre frozell egg
in the United States ol)erate in ('hina almo. 'Tlhe same high slanitary condilti ons are
rnaintaine(l whether manufacture is carried on in the I Inited States or in China. i(4e
Includes lso eggpi having soiled shells, iinnlersz7.ed eggs, etc.

Table: Imports of eg s into the United States, by months and countries, for the year 1920 and January and February, 1921, expres ed in quantity.
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extract from Report of Commissioner of Agriculture Benson, of Washington State,
Appendix 1 of this brief.)
The bakeries of the United States consume from forty to fifty million pounds of
:dried and frozen eggs per year. Of this the cracked and checked egs from the egg-packing plants of the United States have in recent years funishod about one-half.
Frozen and dried eoggs from a commercial standpointareIpurely a bakery-shop
flour, butter, and milk: Egg
s
material. They are in the ame category withsugar,
stluitance constitutes probably the mot importat iient; threfor, the -maintenanee and the exiansion of the cake-baking industry depends dpon secuiing an
: adequate supply of frozen and -dried egp at a rea onable pieIf the price of mrn
dients becomes too high, the resultant ncreae n e ing price of the cake makes
it too Oxpensivpe for general consumption; in other words, people will not buy the cake
if it costs ioo much. Of course, there have been numerous socalled egg substitutes
upon the market, which some-of the bakers have used to a considerable extent, but
nothing has been found :to take the place of egfs-in :balin cake.
If the bakers are forced to abandon the use of imported rozen andidried eggs in the
nanifactuire of cake and pastry byreason of increased tariff, it will mean higher (cost
for wholesome food to the consumer, decreased production for the bakers, an no revenue-for the United States Treasury. Unless we can make wholesome and palatable
cake at a low cost, we can not expect to keep up the production which we have built
up by great effort and the expenditure of upward of $50,009,000 in bakeries and
equipment,
:CORRECTION OF FALSE STATISTICAL INORMATION.

There is so mulch false information being put before Congress by the Pacific coast
poultrv associations and others that we deem it worth while to review some of the
f;allacies.The United States Department of Agric ulture" hasi estimated that 1,957,000,000(
dozen eggs were produced in the United States in 1919, according:to. Agricultural
Depirtment Yearbook for 1919. The importation to the United States during the
whole of 1920 was only 1,708,701 dozed- This, you will observe, was less than onetenth of 1 per cent of the total egg production. It can hardly be said that one-tenth

of I per cent of any commodity would be sBuficient to materially affect the market.
In other words, it is a long stretch of imagination to arrive at the conclusion that 1
egg imported for each 1,000 produced would affect the market, especially in view
of the fact that fifteen times as many shell eggs were exported as were imported.
The following table shows the importation of shell dggs by months for the year 1920
and the first two months of 1921:
Imports of eggs into the United States, by months and countries,for the year 1920 and
January and February, 1921, expressed in quantity.
[Statement prepared by United States Foreign Market Service, Bureau of Markets.]
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Imports:qfegg into the United States, by tonth. and countries, for the year 1920 and
U
Januiand
Februarw, 1921, expressed in quantity-Continued.
1920-:Continued.
Countries from which lmpo~rted
etemin OctoberN.
Decem_Nembr.
ber.
ber.

EnglnnEnglanO'

.Dozen.
.

.............

,

..........

Dozen.
..........

Canado. ...........).....
25093 .49,300
Arntina
.....
........
Ch.na
.
300
.........
British Indies ..................
Hongkong ......7..,4.....
7,483..........
;
'
Japan..
.
Australia
...

.

750
Tl'otal
t:;..33,306
1
.....

70,422

147,048

1921

Totai. January.

Febru.;

ary._

Dozen. Dozen.;. Dozen. Dozen.
........
.
88
51,394
276,392 221I
id2
41,84,
21,000.,902 21,000 -219,50
llOO000
3,000 217,B50 84663 532,195 203,770
338.
160 095.2f704
28,0 269,567
24,458
84,75.5 132877
250 62,160
98,260
51,038
20,718
30
100
49,710
149,842 455,816 1,708,701 1,285,713
629,677

Dozen.
30

.

........

.

0It wvill be observed that more shell e were Imeported in January, 121, than during
any previous month: covered bY the
This is quite logical, as it isthe tendency
of all commodities to :follow the best-markets, and with the higher grades of eg
selling at more than a dollar per dozen in-January, at New York, and lower grae
Xselling in proportion, it is not at all strange that eggs from Canada and from China
:should
seek market in the United States.
IXt can not be said that this quantity of eggs imported in January had any appreciable effect upon the breaking of the mariet. When the weather came on warm in
; January the hens began to lay, and this produced eggs upon our farms in such quantity
that it more than supplied the demand for high-priced eggs and they continued to
flow in from the farms until the market was entirely broken. In New York the
--market was effectively broken in February, when the rec-eipts were 487,209 cases or
14,616,270.dozen for the month. This was the greatest egg receipts for February in
many years.
N\twithitanding the fact that prime shell eggs'were selling throughout the United
States in January at something over $1 per dozen, frozen eggs wereoselling at a lower
price than at any time during the previous year; namely, about 30 cents per pound.
Shell eggs can be substituted -and used by bakers for frozen eggs, but involves a considerable expense but frozen eggs can not be substituted or fill the demand for shell
egs. In other words, frozen eggs are not generally used upon the table and are used
almost exclusively as a baker's material. If frozen eggs could have been used to
take the place of shell egs, they would have been used this past year to replace
shell eggs, which were selling at about $1 'per dozen while frozen eggs were solling at
30 cents per pound, representing the substance of approximately a dozen shell eggs.
Much stress has beeni laid by advocates of high egg tariff UPOn the importation of
shell eggs from: China; but it will be seerlthat during the month of F'bruary, in which
month the- market was broken, more siel Peggs were imported from Canada to the
United States than- from China to the united States.
The careful student'-of'the situation would also note that during thleiear 1920 tihe
United States exported 26,841,772 dozens of eggs and imported 1,708,701 dozen.
In other words our xports wer about 'fiftee'n times the amounti&of our-impIorts the
,iluports being fess than one-tenth of 1 per cent of eggs gathere. All the eggsproduced in the United StAtes upon farms, hennexie , etc., embracingr the total eggs
gathered.in. the United States are increased only to the extent of one-tenth of I per
cent by the total shell eggs imported, and after using all shell eggs needed in the
United States we still have for export fifteen times our total imports.
'Flhe one factor which influences prices of shell eggs in the United States is thle
weather. If the weather is warm early in the springs, the hens will lay enough eggs
to break the m arket, which is exactly what theyAdi this spring.
Thd receipts in Now York market duinin March, 1921, ainointe(l to 979,513 cases,
which is nearly double the New York receipts for March of last vear.
Iin thjis connection it appears that we shoul(l examine rather closely the a )parent
effect, or rather lack of it, which a tariff has had upon egg prices (luring the )ast
25 years. At the very best, Chlintese shell
can compete with storage eggs only,
for by the time they get over here from eqs
(hina they are themselves storagfe eggv,
havin bieen in storage for several months.

taMie.

Table: [No Caption]
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Below is slbmitted a tabulation of monthly average egg prices in New York dit "for
the better grades for the past 25 years, showing alo the tariff rate. which were ineffect.:
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Front statement prepared by Department of Agritclture, Bureau of Markets, Apr. 11, 1921.
'AI d free.
Free.
;

It will be noted that during most of the years in which the high prices prevailed on
shell eggs there wa.no duty on them. It is a mistaken idea to believe under these
statistical facts that importation or tariff on shell eggs could have any probable influenco upon tho price,
The interest of the baking industry require that Congress be not misled by impossible statements of factsoeven though they be honest errors
The foremost statistician in the egg industry is Mr. Frank G. Urner, of the UrnerBarry Co 173 Chambers Street, New York City, editor and publisher of the New
York Produce Review and American Creamery.
Realizing-that the statements presented to Conress by those who are requesting
)rohibitive tariff are not founded u pn knowledge of the situation, but are mere guesses
leading to fallacious conclusions, Mr. Umer has in his publication of April 6, 1921,
pointe o6ut some of the fallacies in a rather exhaustive article, from which we have
quoted in appendix 3 of this brief,
Conclusions have been reached by those advocating high tariff without weighing
economic causes. Influenced by erroneous statistics, the poultry associations have
sent two men traveling over the country presenting their contentions, as to the tariff
matter, to agricultural conventions throughout the Middle West and have secuired
by false representations, probably without knowing that they were false, resolutions
calling for prohibitive tariff on Chinese eggs. They are including frozen ad dried
eggs in their campaign for no reason at all, and seem to lose sight of the fact that frozen
and dried eggs do not compete with shell eggs and can notbe used as substitute for
shell eggs, being purel a bakers' material.
In traule tjapers Mr. L. W. Kerrign, secretary to the Petaluma (Calif.) Chamber of
Commerce, is reported as saying at Peoria, Ill., on March 3, at the convention of the
Illinois Poultry Association, as follows:
"In 1914 eggs imported principally from China amounted to $1,000,000. 'During
the war Chinese eggs went principally to Europe. In 1920 the imports of the United
States increased $16,255,000 over 1914. Since January, 1921, up to the present week
they figure ul) to $10,000,000, and it looks like they will reach $50,000,000 for 1921."
In or(ter that the interests of the bakers and the consumers of bakery prod ucts may
not stiffer by impression created by erroneous statements, we feel it our duty to point
out the real status of these imports.

Table: Value of eg s, shel , dried, and frozen, imported from China in January and February, 1921.
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d.lozen,

-The total
1920 of shell eggs fronh China was 846,863
which
were appraise by the United States customhouse
officias at $22*,371, listed f
$17,255,000 a state byd Kerrigan CGOntinuing, then, Mr. Kerrigns statement that
since January. 1, 1921 to March 1, the imports had amounted to. $'10,000,000 and
would probably reach i0;00b,000 before the end of 1921, it appears fIom Government
statistics (see table below) that thebshellbegg importation fromn China amounted to
$1l38,,825 in JanriarV and $48,242 in February, and that not a pound of frozen or dried
eggs were imported from China t9 the United States in January, and that 295,618
pounds, valued at $52,544, were iiported in February. In other words, the total
importations of eggs and eg products for January and F'ebriuary, 1921, from China to
::the United States, including sh-ll eggs, frozen eggs, and dried eggs, amounted to the
s8um11 of $239,611, instead of $10,000,000 as stated by NMr. Kerrigan, an exaggeration
of something more than 4,000 per cent.
The following table compiled from Government statistics is hereby submitted:

Value of egs, shell, dried

(Staistics furnllshed

andfroz,

iporledfromChi n January and February,

1921.

by Bureau otf Mrkets, U. S. Department of Agriculttre. Prepared March, 1921.1
Shell.

Dried and frozen";

_____
_____
-_
_
_
_
_

Dozen.

Value.

_____

Pounds.

_____

shell,,
value .drIed,

g
2
January ......................................... 532,195
....
February...................................... 203,770 $14, 242 295, 616 $52 544
Total .....................................
735,965 f76,067 295,616 52,544
..........

0 WHERE 15 THE 0REAL INTEREST IN HIGH TARIFF ON

Tota
value

frozen.

$138, 25
100, 786

239,611

PROZEN AND DRIED EGO8?
A farmer does not produce dried or frozen eg, and a' high tariff on eggs in these
forms would not benefit him, When he sells Is eggs to the market, he sells them
all as'shell eggs; in fact, he-does not sell checked or cracked eggs to the market, but
these imperfections develop i handling. A large part of the-cracked egg from which
frozen eggs are manufactured are the property- of thebig Chicago packing interests.
Damaged shells develop-at the -epacking plants, and possibly the Chicago packers
are interested in having high tarif on frozen and dried eggs. It would increase the
price that they could secure for breaking and freezing stock; in fact, it would entirely
exhaust this class of eggs and make a small added demand for first Western eggs at low
prices during the spring when eggs are at their cheapest, but not enough to affect the
market. The Chicago packing houses would on account of high tariff secure nearly
as much for their checked an cracked eggs as the market price for undamaged 'eggs.
This would work'off from the market also the checked and cracked eggs which now
finally reach the households in the- poorer residential sections of the Cities at a low
price during the spring months, and would take from the poorer classes of city con-sumers the opportunity to get underpriced eggs.
As conditions now exist, about one-half of the supply of frozen eggs used by the
bakers are imported from China. The rest are manufactured in the United States
mostly'from eggs with damaged shells.
Notwithstanding the many arguments which have been advanced by those in
favor of a prohibitive tariff upon eggs and egg products, the bakers of the country
feel that we should have certain fixed definite rights, which should not be taken
away from us by mistaken sentimental considerations. The total importation of frozen
and dried em in the United States for the year 1920 was 29,022,572 pounds. The
total eggs gathered in the United States is estimated for 1919, by the Agricultural
Department, to be 1,957,000,000 dozen and in 1920 more than 2,000,000,000 dozen.
Approximately a'dozen eg$s make kS pound of eggs frozen. Therefore, the total frozen
and dried eggs imported in the 'United States in 1920, which was somewhat more
-than previous years on account of growth of the cake-baking industry, amounted to
less than 14 per cent of the total egg production of the United States. Yet this is what
the cake-baking industry relies upon for its life. These frozen and dried eggs, amounting to only 14 per cent of our eg production, are imported to supplement the supply
to bakers at the same price that they pay for domestic frozen eggs which are manu-
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factred largely fromcracked or cheeda egs from the large p*cking warehouse of
I a
the country. prohibitive
tariff is plaed ponfe ggslt will mean that fresh
be brokn to help out the supply to the bakers, and Just
western egg would haveeto
as soon as any great proNrtion of fresh western e are broke for freezingpuroses
it will mean that aTlof he domeatlc cracked and checked egp willflume practically
the same price level as fresh western eggs. Upon consultation with the best authonof e situation, It is contended by
ties in the baking indust upon the economic:
some that egg substitiutes made of cornstarchigum arabic, etc., would-be used quite
extensively as a ubstitute for e in cake bakg in case the higher price leve of
frozen and dried eggs should be forced by a prohibitive tariff.
:People will pay only about sO much for a cake, and when you got above that price
level they will not eat it. The cakebaking industry: has been developed up to a
magnitude of total cake production in the Unite States in 1920 estimate :at
300,00000100 pouin(ld, -valued approximately at-$100,000,000. This industry in itself
iIsegregat from all other mnufatuire would furnishemployment to more than
20,000porsons, which is probably 100 er cent more than were employed in the baking of cake 10 y'ers ago. This growth as the result of progress which the bakers have
made during: the :past few years by reason of better quality. Tis has been Indlced
by the ability of the bakers to get a free flow of frozen and dri eggs the year round
at a level price, and it would have been absolutely imposible to have developed this
industry without the importation of Chinese frzen and dried eggs. The economic
point of -unrAestrictive production is quite itoe,-andan iddition of even a small
percentags in the cost of production of cake, rofl ted in selling price, i :Immediately
followed by decreased consumption. Therefore,instbad of continuing our line of
progre, by which we have in the pastfer years doubled the consumption of bakery
cakes, if the tariff on frozen and dried eggs is unduly increaed, we shall find that
the industry on account of economic conditions is retarding instead of progressing.
This in turn will decrease the number of employees necessary and will also decrease
the consumption of flour, butter, and milk, in all of which our American farmers are
much interested.
It will also detract from the nutritive quality of the food which oIroffice and factory
workers will conaume for their noonday lunches and dinners. One feature which is
purposes
outstanding is the fact that:in Chi the esused for breaking and drying
to ouir American
are not egg of damagd shells., The natives eat then, and, con
custom, the eggsof dama shells are the first to be consumed in China. This is
plants in Chi and the eggs are brought in
;because there are no public cold
perfect condition direct to the egg-freezing plants. Therefore, in reality, the compeay eggs of China and the eggs of damaged
tition is between the fresh "n o
shells which develop in the egg-packing lants of the United States.
Since the cracked or checked eggs used for freezing in the United States develop in
the egg-packing warehouses it becomes of interest to ascertain who would be benefited
by the creation of an artificial demand for them bv a high tariff. I quote from report
of the Federal Trade (commission on the Meat-P'acking Industry, 1'art IV, publishedl
June.30, 1919,.page 133.
"POULTRY PRODUCTS.

selling opertitons the jile greater packers. -'l'he five greater
"Section 1. Buying atsd
owf
:meat j)ackers, with their affiliated and allied companites, Ongage in every phase of the
poultry products trale. Trheir operations cover practically every section of the
States an(I reach oven into foreign countries.
United
:"flaylling operattions.-T.rhey secure a large part of their poultry proedcits through
the poultry and egg buying stations and packing plants which they control. The
commission located 102 poultry and eTgg packing plants which are controlled b)y them
and 247 buying stations through which the plants s-cure their suptf)lies.
These buyirlng stations and packing plants are loCated largely in thoe Middle W'est,
principally in the States of Ioua, Misollri, anrd Katsas. Somen of them are operated
Iby the meat-packing companies direct, and soine of thorn are operated by subsidiary,
affiliated, or allied companies. For example, a grealt number of the Swift bluving stations and plants ate operated by subsidiary arid affiliated companies of WV. Ft Priebe
('o., a Swift subsidiary, whereas miany of the Armour stations an(l plants are operated
by the Kentucky (Jreanieries, jAaron P'oultry & Egg Co., A. S. Kininuionth P'roduce Co.,
and Nicholson Iee & Produco (Jo., Armouir concerns.
"'Irho locations of the 102 controlled poultry and eg packing plants and the 247
buying stations through which sutoplies are purchased, with the names lender which
they are operated and their exact relations to the packers, are given in ]Exhibit VILI
f'i'heofollowing table is a summary of that exhibit:
I

Exhibit VII is contained In Appendix 2 of this brief.

Table: "Table 36.- Number big packer poultry and eg packing plants and buying stations, grouped by States, 1918.
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2
1
2
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1
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1
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'It Will be seeCn. froln thle exhibit thatii nmany cases plioltry and eggv pak-inig 1)lant
given ashain an huin Raio. Ilii someo csestoI his may be (1110 toth
theplats wore riot returned the comIssnigon..f.i
fa thattebyn statoi f lor
i
but buy regullarly
telluc,
thiat, the-plants haive nto bulying sta
often d111 to the fatoiols.atti
i.tnc gtee country dealers fiellalohi
from ertailli Country dea'lers. inmn
l~r~xlt~cts t tiepacker's plants, anid !in soite1 Cases these dealers are financed by th
plant, and -in ohraes they buy frbiii producers anid sell to t~hec packer 1danlts
packer
oit a COD`1l11flio.1n basis. So the lpacker,4' planjts inl reality Ila've a larger naiuni w(r of
buying stations t han is indicated byv this exhibit.
psr.~ acker bu)iying stations buyv ITI(xt ot their p)oultr products ietyfnm h
produicers. Man y of theni also buy fromin country collectors aild local groc-ers who have
boughtle fromin the pro(iicers, and1 sotimm of themi als( buiy from, local p)oultry and~~ .g~g
nl(g
to buiyinig 1)imiltry' prodticts through thi otoldpolr
ad(
packinig plants andl buIying stationss. the--y al1so buty 1A. well asm sell through their re, .hiir
branch houses andl slaiijhte-ring lplants. This is4 particularlN, trulr ini the Sout 1 ern
States And onl the Pacific coast, where they1 have few sj )eciajlizedl l)ollltrV agencies.
Tile l)raflch houises, like tha poultry-packinig i~lant.4 awi I buying stations, l)1iv from
producers, country collectors, local grocers, ann I local dealers.
are not

n

o

fi~e
wlq-rdsl rade.-r,0-'PhVi
1''8e'ioit 2. P'osiont6fl t[he jine (prCaler packed tit tie
an'd
dressed
of
the
handling
in
pouiltryv
wholesale
factor
(doniiiiall't
the
big packers are
eggs. E'5t-itnahtes by. inldividulal meil er~s of the tradlO on the extent to which their
own lirins or localditie haveI Slifferedl in recent, years at thIle hands of the packers run
fromt 6O to 90 per cent an(l frequently, Includlo the( expression that for the firm's locality
theOy haves su bsitatial control. ll'or the( country as a wholo trade estimates place Ithe
(quantitip-s of dressed poultry andl eggs shipped)by thei j~achers inl 19)17 at over (5 per
cent of the total shipped frmpolcn ri4t osmn cetrs.
in the great consumning, markets of
Throughout the country, however, lbut e-specially
NeW 9nglandl anid elsewhere ini thleE, t there are many concerns conducteed lndler
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-names other than those of the big packer companies which are not directly subsidiary
to those conipiles,1but which are owned or controlled )y members of families controlling those companies. The se concerns do not secure all their supplies through the,
)ig packer c mpanies or their sub:idlaries, 'but purchase also from independent
packers
arid-handlrs of dresse poultry and eggs..
If these recent reports of the Feleral Trade Commission are to be taken as authentic,
weo must concede tat the chief beneficiaries in- a high tariff on frozen and (In ed eggs
would be the flive big packers mentioned in the above quoted report.
The rincipal losers would e tho bakers of the country and -the consumers, and if
importation were practically cut off the United SWtatt Treasury would also he a loser.
It is quite likely that our foreign trade woulI( be a loser, for if we are to prov i(e a
market for oUr goods in China we must provide also a market for their goods in the
United States.
WHAT TIlE BAKERS OF TiE lNITED STATEIS WANT.

The -bakfihg industry -has been developed to the extent that it is now among the
leading industries of the United States in the value of products manufacture. Up
to a few yteNrs a(go the cake-lbiaking ind(iustry was not suchgn important partas it hans:
now grown to be, blit we helieve that Congress Ahold think very carefully before it
tears (lown the dovelopin~nt which the cake bakers of the ^country have mane during
the past few years and which has tcn contrilbiuted to largely hy their ability to secure
frozen eggs from China. One light say, "Why not freeze all thic egs necessary in
the United .States?" The answer is that the traffic will not hear tho use of domestic
perfect shelled egg. at the prices which they command upon the market. In order
that the bakers may kecp; cake upon the market at a price at which the- people Will
buy it, they must be able to get their eggs at the price commanded by the checked
and cracked eggs used in the manufacture of frozen egg in the United States, and
they muint be able to supplement this supply by importation of frozen and dried eggs
from China,
We are willing, an(l wo believe that, the country at largo is willing, to meet this
tariff problem upon the economicb-asis of the euralized differencbebetween the Coat
of production in the United States of frozen eggs tinder present conditions and the
cost of importing frozen eggs from China. As heretofore stated, there is not half
enoigh eggsawith (1amamed shells available from the egg-packing plAnts of the United
States to manufacture the frozen e-ggs used hy bakers. It youi ciut off the opportunity
of the. bakers to have this supply supplemented by importation at an equal cost,
including tariff, yoi are retarding the eake-bakinig business to a very lardedegree
an(l Yol are also taking away from the-poorer people the opportunity to get wholesome
nutrition in the form-of wholesome bakers' cake. The farmers wil not le benefited,
for the real intetestel parties are the eg4packing companies and not the farmers.
It is outrunderstand ing that the 1)0licy of the administration is to impose such a
tariff that the co9t of production and importation of foreign products shall he equal
to the cost of prodituction in the UnitedIStates.
The bakeirs of the counttrv do not feel that C('ongress would be helping the farmer
if it should take niillions of dollars out of thie development of the cake-baking business
and also from the tables of the consumti-er to increase the price at which the big packers
might sell their cracked and brokei eggs, and hence their profits.
Let us meet this question squarely regardless of prejudicc. Many exaggerations
have: been put :it by the representatives of the puotltry associations. These are
recognized as exaggerations by those who follow the egg biess, and when they are
pointed out. to Congress they should. cease to be a factor in determining the real basis
of an ec itafablctariff. In the first place, it is our understafiding that Congres does
not wishi to exclude or place an embargo upon the importation of articles which are
manufacture,
nece.naryjto suIpply the raw materials used extensively toin fixAmerican
the tariff at such a -ate
and, in the second place, we believe that Congress desires
that some revenue mayo be de;-ived.
In arriving at the relative cost of producing Chinese and American frozen eggs the
following figures have been gathered by reconciling figures submitted by several
large importers of ('hinese frozen eggs:

Table: Ad itional cost of production in China.
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0:bAtialcost qfJimoductiofl in (§9dna.
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Additional cost of packing2
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0hinese export ditty .
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.......
Additional freight charges in United States from Pacific coat to Atlantic.C
coastL. 1lj
Longer storage carry 3 to 4 months.
..............
Specinl hazards3
bu ers for dom'tic ftbek
...:
so.I
: Friendly preference of.........
....

..........

......

...............................
....

.

Present tariff on imixed eggs

Total4.....

I

...........

..................................

........

2

.....l0&...
Thus it willbe spen( thhat-. with the presenit tariff of 2 cents per pounlid there is a.
natural adv antage w hidhtdonlletic-frero f eggs enjoy, anioUitiig to lO cents per
in the differencee in p .ric. between Hmerian breakpound and this has to he absorbedpresejif
ing st:ckl and ('hine~o. Atilhe
tilne (April the raw broaliiig- Stock is selling
throughout.itho Mi td1 WeSt, where the chief eggreez ing lnts are lo itedl;at aho61 t
1.5 cents per pound. Therefore, applyX~tijig fhe abo6e daiferential of 10 cc$it5 pertpound
to this-price would hring the nece.Asary equalizilib cost in ("hina, un(lor the present
tariff, to 5 cents-per pound representi;g I dozen eggi. M1ty information is that in
('hina eggs are now selling-at. 7 cents. Thereo&re under prevent conditions American
; prxluctiers have an! advantages of,2 cents per poltnd, and yet eggs must. be frozen in
('hina to get sufficient isupllyp for AJ merican bakers.:
The market in C'hilia is influenced by the world market, for Japan, Erngland, an(il
other countries also biy egg in ('hina. Prices in thc inland of C'hi na are very low,
but the expense of gettinr eggs to sea coast is considerable. Therefore wheih prices
are given in ('onsular Reports, etc., at:3 or4 cents per (lozen, it means at inland stations.
Commissioner Benson's report (see Apen(lix 1) gives the price when h( was thero in
1920 at 20 cents per dozen, but at the .same tinio breaking stock in the United States
was selling at :30 cents per l)ollid representing- I (dozen eggi. This shows that: the
natural differential in fatvor of American freezers of eggis with the preieft tariff of 2
cents pcr pound was juist equalized by the difference I)btween the A merican cost and
the cost in ('hina,
The e g-freezing id(lustry in America is nothing in comnparisoi With the A11merican
caswke-bakinlg industry. Very little labor employed in breaking out and freezing
eggs, p)rol)al)ly not more than one-fiftieth the number employ(ed in cake l)akillf, and
anyway it is impossible to expand the egg-freezing industry in A merica, because
practically. the entire supply of breaking stock is now consumed by the bakers and
by the supply of underprice(l egg-s shipped to the poorer residential centers of the
large citie.
There are no (Iried or powdered egg(os jvrodueed in tlie United States, and thlerefore
the protecttisn`of home industry does not enter in the question of tariff. Three and
one-I ia If pouindl of raw eggs make I poundild of drielor powd(lered eggs. 'Phe (ledrating process takes away.I mIch of the effiicieriv of the egg, and a pound of (lrie(l wh:le
eggs will perform the duity of only abouti,2& pounds of raw eggs. Much. more ot the
moisture is evaiporaidl from thle aIbilbmen, or wlite of the cegg, than from the yolk.
'The (drio] albumnen insl
(nried yolk tire to a great extent imported separtelyv and
mixed in the United- States. T'hie (coFst of. performing the process of. mixing in the
United( States is about 2N celnts per p1lind(. The present. dtity on (dried albumen
iS a)oIut i ('et iL per polttni, the same as un(ler the Pavne-Aldrich lill. Tlic present
dtitv on (dried egg volk is 10. p)Cr ent ad valorcrn, which amounts to about 4I or 5
cent.s per p)ound. The tariff bill that recently )aqse(l the house makes the rate 1l
cents on all (dried eggsf, whether a mll)bmn yolk, or mixed. This is an ilnrease of
.500 per centt on albumen anid about :310 per ccnt o*n yolks. Of course under the
present tariff law shell eggs come in free, h)ut hased lipon the relative eflicriency of
dried eggs to raw eggs, ass.uiming the tariff on shell eggs the same as under the P'viytteI This includes oxtra salary: requilred.l to send American supervisory help to ('hinsa and keel) t
I hn there
and
larger prnioortionial niber o)tsupeorvisors requiireI to superilitend Chinese labor.
2 hleavier tin canis or packi
for ocean transportation.
.... .......

.

iigroqiiiredt

...

..

.

Hazards due to silver market, eontracts refrigerated space ocean shipirents, military operalions In
China, lack of public 6old-storage facilities fin Chtiia, danger of damage fin transporlation; selling part of
year's pack (in next vear's niarket, etc.
eatch
4 Trho above does not ihiclude a differential in operating costs 1in favor of Clhinese productIon onl act ouilit
of cheaper labor amounting to about one-half ceint per pound , alld shouldbo t dedIucted from the above
making a total of 10 cents differential.
I
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Aldrich b~ill, namely,: 5 cents per dozens, the really equitable tariff oih dried eggu,
00;:
f:tting into consideration the eoat of mixing in the:United States, would be 42 cents
per polnl nn (drie albumen, 7 cent per pound on dried egg yolks, and 10 ceets
per pound on dried mixed eggs. Just at the present time powdered eg are selling
in the UniOed, State at prices mlch less than the coat of production like many other
food iprodiits.` As there is no domestic dried-egg industry, no one s injured except
the iimporter, and the ainers are the makers and the public consuming bakers'
produits. ThisT however, i8 an untisuial condition and will adjust itWelf when the
supply ar&d demand be ome adjusted.
In the first place, let it be understod that the cake bakers of Ainerica care nothing
about shell eggs, and if Congress should see fit to ip)ose a prohibitive tariff on shell
eggs we do not think tllat it wotild be detrimental to theinterests of the bakers.
While iahriV Amall bakers utse shell eggs we do rit tte
thiiik that
exclusion of ('anadian, Aitim-alian, and Chinese shell eggs would influelnce the market. But we do
respectfully ask C(ngress to prreserv^e te bakers'.opportunity to suipplement our
a
of
and (ried egs from China Factor
\(lonmestic sup1)ply :by importation
froizren
have been established in Clhina by Ameriann to: take:-care of American bakers'
requinrements, and tii impoe more than an e'qualiing tariff between the cost of domestic:breaking stock (heckead and cracke:deggs) plus the cotof manufacture an-d
transpirtationito the cake and pastry bakeries anrd the cost of manufacture of frozen
and dried egsn
in (hina phis thecoet of transportation to the American cake and
pastry bakeries wo1ld -vork an irriparable damage to our industry. It would tend
to detract frm the nutrition of bAkers' cake and pastry, to the detriment of the
consumers, decrease output, and hence the number of persons employed,'and decreame revenue for the United States Treasury.
The farmers or egg producerts wouldk not be benefited by a- prohibitive tariff, for
they doo not sell breaking stiw!,, and the chief beneficiaries would be the big Chicago
packing interests, which could command nearly the same price for breaking stock as
the market price of perfeet shelled eggs.

APPENDIX41X 1.
fl~xtrat of report of E. F. lBenason, commissioner of afrletulture, State of 'As'hinhgton, covering trip to
China in 1920 to iunvesligate ('hinese egg niiportallon.l

Through the efforts of the American consul at Shanghai and the courtesy of the
manager, of one of the factories I was given permnuision to inspect their plant, upon
the assurance that I wasanot making-an "official inspection ",:but only a personal yisit.
Much regret was oxpzessed that this invitation cou ld not: include the other members
of our party. Probably the reason for such rigid secrecy is a desire to keep their
processes of manufacture secret and prevent competitors from acquiring their methods.
This was unquestionably the reason in the factory I visited, for the manager said
:to me, ' If it were not against the strict rules of this company I should like very
much to invite some.Shanghai people.to inspect our operations and see the cleanly
and sanitary conditions here. As it is now. I presume they think we are a factory
putting out bad eggs in some camouflaged form so as to deceive the public, and I
wish it were possiblefor me to show them just what we are doing."
\ Some of the care shown in this place to put out a clean and sanitary product suggdats the dangers that may lie in the output of a less careful concern, and especially
the small native factories.
1. The eggs are first-candled and all bad ones are returned to the shipper at his
0 expense, A new idea to bme;but why not penalize the seller of bad eggs or any
other dad product of farm or factory?
2. Of the :300 to 400 employees of this place, about one-half were girls. 'T'en or
12 at each table broke the eggw-only two into one cup; so if one was bad only two
eggs were lost; Each girl looked. at add smelled the egs and passed the cup to No.
it into a big can holding about
1 girl at head of table, who judged the c tp and dlum
6 or 0 gallons. Then a higher inspectawcarefully examined and inspected the can
before it was finally accepted.
3. The health and cle.4nlmielss of each of these girls is assure(ldby a constant supl)ervision of factory, employees anfl weekly examination by physieian. T'o illustrate:
One table was called utp for isipl)ection. 'The girls lined u1p) quickly and as I passedl by
showed both sides of both hands and armas aJ)ove elbows, ol)ene'd their mouths and
showedl their tongues anld teeth, indicating that. they were frequently called upon to
go through this l)erformilance.
In an ul)stairs room. where somec girls were eCewixg sacks, one girl was pointed out
as being one of the expert egg insl)pectors, but owing to a sWcrateh on her hand she could
not work in the egt. room. No one could work handling theg who had anry abrasion
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or a pimple or any indication of iln(lean ines or unhealthifflness.
ofsanitary
the skinprovisions,
iln
such as lavatories af(l toilet, were all that coulld be desiredThel

aiy factory at home, I wonder if any native fatories are that. carefill as to hel) and
equipment. As to the other foreign factories, I have no information. 'rhese girls
work long days-b or 12 houlr-and receive "big wages," more than (0o11bl the
wages they could get elsewhere. in order that the factory shonlir get the best help and
keep them. These wages wore'$12 to $1B-a month.
Egg prices -now are 20-cents peir dozen in ~Shanghai for fresh eggs. Tr.his unusually
high figure is -because of ;the Japanese (dnanlid th i. year. At, several retail stores I
pnrca then an'd follnd the plle: generally , 15 centsiler (dozen. .At interior points,
where shipping facilities dlo not bring them into c-ml)etition with factory prices, eggs
now sell at 5 cents per dozen-Shanghai- dollar (silver). In our moneiY that Wouti(l
now be a little less than 4 eents per (izweth. So the factories are graduAflv raising the
price of -Mg in ('hina. At Ifankow, the most/ important egg market in C(hina, the
average price for eggs in 1919 was 7 to 10 cents per dozen (M1exican), laid (lown at the
iactory wholesale.

Table: Big packers' poultry and eg packing plants, names of companies operated under, relation of companies to packers, locations of plants by State groupings, and buying stations, 1918.
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Wabash. (J. W;. Helmet)
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P., E.
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:....:...
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B.0
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-
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Swift
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&
Vernon
P. EHollowell).~
W. H. Schreiffling.........Trade name of W. F. Priebe Co.A
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Morris- 'Sh
.........i.e..do.,----------------IBushnel
.
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(E-.Julneman)..p..,B
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B.,
W. A. Schwartz Produce Co ------do .................Lanark
.
A.
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(0.3J.

---C, IB.0;

M1urphi-)--------P.,l
Ififedgeville (W.Corbett5.---------ShazProduce
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Poo(W.A.clwrzPo

1Swift & co. reported this company as operating a general produce plant.
2Namke of operating agency not reported.
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I
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~Moind-Continue&d.
.
~~wift.~T. 1. Winders
Co ....Vd.--------Keith'.btrg (T. D. Winders,) .....P.. E., B.
Traderiname of W. 1F'. Priebe....!-.
.
Princeton
.'Matiliu (Fred Rake).....P.. E. B'
Frank OrWMIDp &, Co~.do
' Mear) ....----- P.. E.,B.
.lt(.L.
.P....,B.
a
(IM.Ble~zsing)
L. G. Grampp Produce Co.......do.................sterling........4..rboy I.............P....
B.....
I D x. n
F~ranklsin Grove 1.........
P.. EB.
B
Hlooppole I.......... ...P,
P.
WalnutL.P.,..........B..
I
P.. E.,.
lt~~~~~~ocihelle ..........
Centrally Butter Co
~
Bilk ~of. buttrsodtouhW F. Cee itaiWye t (.C3rerC. P
Blulord (Ifarrv St uod'mtb).C.,--- P.
Priebe Co"
P
Sprt (hw ehh7.------L
Oakdae R.P.Kirkpatrick).
C., P.
I
.
(Otto Heck)
C., P.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ENansville
I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lr A .Bradsher) .....1-.C, P.
.
C., P.
BrdeorJW. C. Green)
..CP
Priebe
~~~~~~ AdmMuir)
F. M
.....
sold-Co
contract to
Morrbson Produce Co..:.....Output
Patterson &-Plunkett.do.Ne".' WidOr.......
.
P
Viol.r
pin(B.. Dwaiid)
S.Ptr(t ee
rdc o)
Chc)
.
P.EB
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..........
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Swift
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~~~~~~~WaLsh

..................
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(StP.3 aey)

.C...jP., E.,

.
Owasso (F. A.: Patch) C....P.,.......B.
St. Louis (Geo. Gray) .C..---- P., E., B.
-Edinore (Geo. Wager)*C., P., E., BElsie .H. R. Hayes).:
----C., P4 FE., B.
E C
Cadillac...........East Jordona(.H Bennett)-.
Lake City (Swift &C.). P., E. C
McBail C-Toe Mtarts).t----- E.C.
(A.
P.E C

StanwoodI Cooley).--------Co.Owasso~~~~~~~~~~~~

Armour
.
Armour
&

B

Suift...... Pauly Pauluy Cheese co.... KAcjut Soper cent of its cheese sold to Manitowoe
refa:CiS
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--------IGenBgi...............
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~
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E.
~~~~~~~~~~Ch.,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~New Riac m;o-nd '.-"
-Ch E
Blodgett Chews, Butter& 51 per cent owned by Armour
Egg~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o
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h
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Armour
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.

.
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,Swif.. t... Swift&Co

.......................

........

IowaFas

....

C E.,
.Ackley (E. W. Meyer)
Barnum (Jno. Morrison)........ C.,E
C
Bode (Swlft.&
o..~.
.........

~BbLrsbur

-(BE1Ashpole

Bidora (Swift*

clinton..

).C::
C*,.,P

......

.......-.C.,E.P.

OWASSa (A. H. Gattoni) B,',......
.,
Radcliffe (O.,Rorom).........CE P.,
C.,
IM
Willam
09'E.......
,
.
P.E.C
Chelsea (J.T.-.Puh)
1CenterPoint (LA Featheckill) ......BP. C."
C.
M.k)
-P~,.B.
E
Erie,

E.,.
C.. B.,BP.,C.

----------

Whsln(AJ.;Xmul---r---- P.,E ,G
P.
Creston-18..pauldin ~rs.M. ..Ltvi~ngston)... C.,.
.......

Fontanelle (Albert Cbew)'-,'-

C::EP.

CuBrwerla (E..oeI.

CEP.

Macimburg (Ron* Ll~wad)-.....C.,
Zion(O-C.,B.P
-

.P.

ICiimberland.(Wm. ,7aters) ......C.,BP

Osceola (John Cook
-C.--------Bedor
C:: EP..
I
Pckri M)(WVwMeContI)-)C., B, P.

ArkoeMo.(I~~~---------- C.,E.IP
Fillmore,
Mo (T. F. 141..)
RosenaleMo.(. S.Alldrdge)
...

C., B9.,'P
C., BE., P.
-P

ronway(J..E.Watkin'.i)-C.,

Prescott (Prescott Produce Co.) ---- C., EP.
Corning (Swift & Co.).......... C., , P.
Nodaway (C. E. Bantrae).;
C., P.P
......

EP
~hure) ---------CC.,p
K..P.

Red Oak

Elliott (Fank Tuttle)
Villise
(Lewis.Bros.)
Nevinville (F.- C. Bartlett)

IC.,

.......

P.

C., E., P.
C., B., P..

(Bassett & Roberts)
W. F. Priebe Co .10.......
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gon IL......B.
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Produce
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.
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.

-
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o.I
Produce
Casey
(Atlantic
P.. S.,
Produce ...)
Earlbam
(Earlhamn
Co.)-P.,
5,B
Harlan (Hadlan Produce Ct)P.,EI.,B.
Stuart (Atlantic Produce Co.)-..
P., E., B.
Co)P,

Manning Produce Co----------do-................Manning-.........B..Par.o.
W.F. Priebe6 Co -.........100 per cent owned by Swift &Co.- . Muscatine
Sac City
sl
tW.F.P..e.o-a.Cty..
Western ,ProducetqCo-Oupu
Packing C--------Branichof W.F Prdieb.7
CoSpirit lake

oduceCoj.

E, B.

PIE, B-,
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(W.------------o-.------------ P.: K B.
- Milod d(T.M. ere..~2.
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..
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Armour.....Aaron Poultry & Egg CO .....
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..,..
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Buck
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0
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-
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E..
(P. Grandstaff) .......C., P..
~Cambridg
Cetn(.Haz"ing).......C ,.E.
CrabOrchrd (. F.Madden).------C:, P., z.
ichtesw
Farme Sn
PK
yCo.) ....C.,

.
IElmwood-. (I. IL Litton,
C., P.
Faimn I .Frame)CP..

P., K
'C:,
Farwell'G. A.-Dilla).....
C.,P.,.
.
FVl '(I- IWhite) C.,-P.....
,C
Faluir (T. Thompson).
......

.ft

Genoa (J. C. Johnon)---------- C., P.-B
Humboldt (C. Mann) ---------- C.,
P..
Johnson (Johnson Produce Co.) ;....C., P., E.
Murphy (--e-----i----C",P, E.
OseeelaFarmersq' nio ......
n)~
P, T.
C.,, P.,
UnoI .Richard son)._.' C.,
E
Western (J.. E.. Nickel).; ....... C., P., B
-----
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Swift &Co .............................
Sbeh.
Aaron Poultry

&Egg Co.-----i50 per cent ownedt by~Armu

Okla. (E R.Brockelman)P.C
Woodwalrd,Sif
K
&C-.--ch-o.. -. -n
-o-...P,.,.C
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A. S.

......

...........:.

............

Kiowa;'
Wellingto....----I.....................
.

Kirujulmoxab Prodluce Co..---do.................Winfield

Argonla (Jim Copeland).
Burden

(J.

E.

'H

.E

P

Galyon)........C..
CE.,P

ConaySrins-3.. Barnum)-. C. E, .
A.Carima........C.,
E., P.P.
......
C.,-E.,
Isabel (N. J. Bentley)
C.,E. P.
Douglas(C.

.....

Rock (R.

......

E2Xunkel);C.E., P.,

Winfleld (Cairns & Baugh).------C., E., P.

Do.-----Kentucky Creamreries.......Trade name of Armour & Co.------Louisville..........Pleasurevife (Kentucky Creameries).. P., E., B., C.
Shelbyville (Kentucky Creameries).. P., B., B., C.
La Grange (Kentucky Creameries)...P.
._BC
Ellzabethtown (Kentu Creameries)
PBBC
,
(KentuckyCreameries)..P.E.
Tavlorsville
New Albany, Ind. (Kentucky Cra-P. . BCC.
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a........................................................
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d
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........ do.Sea.t
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........t.
Do.:
.

....

.....
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:
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....

,,..

Oregon.
swift .--- U.nion Meet co

.................

100 per cent owned by Swift C&O..... Portland ..........

., P., C
Junction City (W. F. Nielson) .
.......
Auroa (P. S. WIII)
....... B.,E.P., C.
., P., C.
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.........,
M
(D. C. Robbins).
.., ., P., C.
;n
iMeVfle
Silverton (F. C. Dunlap)-.I- B.,
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l.,
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.......

(R..
Ami;(L.ty
- X
0 0t 0 jE : : 0 0 :; Halszey (L. JL. Byory)

.,,

B

I

.,P., C

B., C.
P., c
B., EK., P., C.

ct

Gothen(M. D.C4

Cudshy.

---uer
...--B.,E., P.,C.

Go:dedWaslh(Tibb&LawoIr).:.B.1 E.p.

------

.

The Cudaby
..........C..do
Pacing Co ...............................
...

-

-------

--- ............
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TAMIF HEAJINGS.,
APPENDIX 3.
from61anaticle published In the New Yok Produce Review and Ameicani Creameory, byFrunk 0. tinier, foremost egg statIsticIan of America, winder date of Apr. 8, 1921.)

TARIFF ON POULTRY AND EGGS-A CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN STATEMENTS MADEF'
IN THE PLEAS FOR HIGH IMPORT DUTIES.

A ataoun of laor ha beexpen~ded by. representatives of th 'oltyadeg
interests of the United State. in the collection of .datiabearing upon the
producing
of
and dissemzination of
m
industry fo

the. purpose.

preparation

argument for.te

poiinof high import duties o6n these products whe iimported fromiforign.- onres.,
Incoinsidering
some of thie sae nts madea a baifoths ag entNew Yor
Produce Reiipyew does so solely in theiinterelstof truth,&and without ~consideraion, at
tstime,-of te mrit or deeiso h lafor tariff taaton fo the benefit o h
ultidus or of the-effectiveness of the mneansA to th eend sogh. heReie
ieveethat te. consdeaion of teMater shoulId be bsdupon; facts 'and not
upon fallaclieand reg~rets.1to indin the pogandamatter, and even in1:the briefsfor congressional use, some erroneoustae nsaduwratddduio.
pepare
Beore takin upacosdrationA of these attention, may- be caled to` rather a curious
th Stte
assuimption of unity, of interest, in resect to high Iimporit
duties,;among,
and Canadian membesi fthe AmeK6ican Poultry Asoito
na"tatement- ofcnriu
the "situation" issue byta body In this, after enumrtn motnt
tin
b h association. to te welfareoftepuryndtrfeUiedtasad
Can adiissae tat te asscitinis Dow, confronted with an equall motn
opportunityfor promoting andprotetng taIdus1try in' bot courier byiflec
ing
leislaton,'npr oseueatrf on poultry and egenrigteUtd eSaten
from
abroad.
It wuld be interesting tonow how te Associaincngoptgte
fisCnda andState membersip Ain thswy ti rueta we do
the ineeh
not ordinarily linTpdr--t many
ei s from Canada,- as we did yaagbooretteywere
shtout, by.teM, ilytaif asanda's neshvgrwlatrthan her pp
s
u h dea ie, hp
dction and 'she bu1ys lar qunities of eAlfo
osu ti
ugse
us agoddal of live polry-n-itis deeme Wis u'y
tax Of 4 centia $uli[ th association might better unetkthpragdaakl
h specious claim thati
as regar~dleso it C anadinmembeshp, rather, thnlk'
is d'one o rmt h olr idustr of the Uited State adCanada.
inable prepad Aithure
MGeary, attorney: f6r Pacfi Coprtv Puty
Producers_, it ismmie by~_
toappear thateg makets in the eastet ato teUie
States werke demoralize6d by the ~quantity of.Chinese egg ett theAtantic Seaboard
Vancouver Mentioisad paticularlyotw
ltwinter after iportation1at
shipments, oneof 28 cars and -on6 of 31cr (a1toa of aout 30,00caes ..Isupport
of the declara'tio6nas to the de orlzng effect-ofv thshpment prs iems arequote fromn various part ofte county reotng eg piehangflen, earl ,in
Febrar Iohlowest point for several years. Sme of th stat ent quote are
bu it is a facts thtegprie haive.fle this year,'dlnthealprto
erroneousi,
thfus season,' to a p11t loe ha tay otim osnce 198 hnteanorma rise
incident
to the w ~arl
bea~Teflaycnit hel natiuigthis fact to im
portatin ofCinson othr: foreig egs samte ffcte(prxiae fCins gsrfre
mtl)30,0 to-(and
aew..thousnd more!) Were scBattend atI arous~eatr aktbt at New York th oa Iprainsohl egg s%
fromChi4 apan, and
dna last January and buayrece about 34000.
this peid Ye
Yrkreceiveancosmderl80,0 cases of
cae.During
egsi lditioni'to, about 135,0 case ofatrage~egg care vrfo 920, Eo that
the
total quatity of foreign, sell egrcived in th-it
uIng tha time wa only_
altte oer34per cent oftte totaland about the quantity needed for two daysi'ave'rage
ditiutin Morover, the foeg egg wee narly all of qulte htddnot
with any but uindergrade storage. stock, and to intimate, that the'radical
compete.
decline in prices -which was really due to'busalY heavy winter production of'
domestic -egg ad to a general -shrinkage. of 'all food values-was the result of these,
comparatively atriivial'importations is evidently fallacio'us.
The brief says: ".The shipme~nts of Chinese eggs demoralize the eastern markets
where the surplus of the eggs from the Pacific coast is marketed," and goes onl to statethat "the weekly sales of Pacific coast eggs in New York City amount, during this
season of the 'year (February), to 15 to 25 ,carloads' a eek."
It is worth while, pehap compare the addition toNew York's egg supply from
the Pacific coast wit that from foreign countries. Only four years ago New 'York's
receipts from the Pacific coast were trifling; in January and February this year they
amounted to 110,000 cases of high-grade eggs, competing for the best classes of trade..
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Yet Mr, (Seary attributes to some 30 000 cases of foreign eggs received at New York
during thi period.the "demoralizatioli' of values. ut rally itwas not eVen the
growuth of supply from the Pacific coast in the New York market that led to the ralically lower price levels; their total quantity in January and February was oxldabout
12 per cent of New York's supply. As a matter of fact, egg jarices fell in all parts of
the country proportionatrtelyr as nearly so as usual. New York, or any other seetional market, cani not be lreed by importations or any other catse, except, temp)rarily, below a panity.with values at its chief sources of supply, and the total importations of foreign- shell egs iAnto the Unite.StAtes in Januiary and February of this
year could not have .been more than a small fraction of 1 per -ceiit of our national egg
supply the effect upon price levels must have b)een insignificant....
The irief of Mr. Geary devotes nany figures to the coat of egg production on atypical
commercial poultry farm in Oregon, arriving at a calculated average co4 of 40 cent,4 a
of the
on the poultry
dozen. If that is the true cost or an approxinatlon of it, faros
coast which have grown to such importanceduring the a few yea of relaPacific
tively high pricew,-itwill take more than- an exclusion of foreign eggs to maintain a
profitable and substantial foundation for the development. In the period 1900 to 1916
the latter year be ng the last before-the United States entered the war the highest
aerage value of eggs at New York for any year was e3timated at 26t cents a dozen in
1916.. The average value of fancy qualities stich as the prbduct of specilized poultry
farms should be, was higher thanta y perhaps 2 or 8 cents.-. But if the'egg product
of diversified farming, which provide3 a very large majority of oiur gg sIpply -perhaps
as m has 90 per cent of it-. at a wost of prduction which, prior to the war, sustained
it to an extent equal to the need.s of the people without considerable importations at
average annual wholeale prices in terminal markets ranging '26 cents downward, the
speciaiz poultry'farms willas we approach final readjustment of values find hard
sledding unle= they can! get their co3ts far below the present calculations, even if
import should be totally excluded.
:The Review::points out fallacious. statements contained in "A Brief Favoring a
Tariff on Eggs, E Prducts, and Poultry," by members of a subcommittee of the
committee on defense of the poultry industry of American Poultry Association, of
which committee Ptof. James E. Rice, of the Oollege of Agriculture at Ithaca, N. Y.,
is chairmn
In rrd to paagrph 12 of the summ the statements do not agree with the evidence given by men exnerien~ed in the Chinese egg trade. Although it is true that
China occupies prtily the same degrees of latitude as the Unite States, wejiave
never received any importations of Chinese shell eggs except those that left China in
the late falland winter, reaching thi country between December and early March.
The statement that eggs are produced in China from "scavenger hens " is denied by
egg nmen who have been in China and observed the matter. HIens are more or less
"scavengers" anywhere if they are allowed to be.

:STATEXBNT OF RALPH: D. WARD, NEW YOXK, N. Y., REPRESENT-,
ING WARD BAKING aO.

Senator WAL8H. Please state your full name.
Mr. WARD. RalphD
Ward.D.
Senator WALSH. What is your position with the Ward Baking Co.?
Mr. WARD. I am second vice president of-the Ward Baking Co.,
New York City. Our product is bread and cake.
Senator WALSH. Your company has many factories and is engaged
in what line of business?Mr. WAiD. Our company has 16 different factories and we are
manufactures of bread and cake. It is in relation to our cake: business that:I desire to speak, with particular reference to the proposed
tariff on frozeneggs.;
Senator CALDER. Mr. Ward, please put into the record the different
cities where-you manufacture.
Mr. WARD.- I will do that. The DWard::Baking Co. manufacturing
plants : are located in' Boston, Providence, New York, Brooklyn,
Newark, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, (:Columbus, Baltimore, and Chicago.
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business

With particular reference to the' cake
Idesire to speak on
the proposed tariff on imported eggs.
Senator WALSH. Your product is well known all over the :East 'and
distributed in all directions into every city and nearly all towns in
the East daily?
Mr. WARD. I should say, Senator, to about 60 per cent of the
population of the United.States.
Senator WALSHE. What is your output?
Mr. WARD. We produce in exce3s of 1,000,000 loaves of bread a
day and at least a half million cakes a day on the average. That
business fluctuates, but we are by far the largest manufacturers Iof
cake in the world, of the particular kind of cake that we make, an'd
we use a large part of the imported eggs that come into this country
The CHAIRM-AN. Mostly dried eggs F
Mr. WARD. No, sir; we do not use dried eggs. They are frozen
The CHAIRMAN. Where do these frozen egg come from?
Mr. WARD. The frozen eggs come from China and United States
and the new tariff proposed an increase in the rate; which increase
has been suggested by the California association; upon the present
rate,:of 2 cents to 8 cents perApound. This is excessive ad really
entirely uncalled for, because the frozen eggs'imported from China
are not at all in competition with the shelleg or the amount of
frozen eggs handled in this country. The eggs that are frozen in
China are prepared -and refrigerated in establishments operated by
Americans there. It is an American enterprise in'ina, a greater
part of which, by the way2 has been prompted through our suggestion and our cooperation with'the American egg companies who ave
gone to China and set up thes very large factories.
Senator Moduxa. -at is the imported Pricr of those egs? J
\00
0
imported pric Of those eggs is practiedly the
Mr. WARD.
same as the American pice, about 25 cents a pound.
A Senator MCICUMEER. That makes about a dozen.
iMr.
. WARD, That bakes about a dozen, 25 cents per dozen. The
American price is about the priceofthe Chinese eg, and the addition
of:'this tariff to the cost of 4J'Fese eggs would practically wipe -out
China as a source of supply and would not be of benefit to the Amer:Vican market, because that will be absorbed by the packers of the
United States. That is proven by the fact that domestic and
foreign eggs are.kept at a price level. The eggs that come into this
And
country'. rom China are just as perfect-as American eggs, perhaps
a trifle better, because they are packed from whole fresh eggs, while
the American frozen eggs come largely from. eggsslightly cracked.
The packing houses lay aside those slightly-cracked, so that if anything the imported eggs are better, and you have a little more
assurance that they are in perfect condition for the' cake manufacturer. Cake has grown totbe a staple product and not considered
-a luxury. Through the tremendous volume that we are able to
handle we are able to tive the public a cost price which makes it
very attractive, and it fas subtracted from the American household
in a big way a lot of domestic work and has relieved the women of
a large burden, and so has created an industry which is well worth
recognition.
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Now, we.use frozen eggs exclusively in our manufacture. We
do not decry other forms of eggs, but it is a more accurate and a
more certain ingredient than any other type of egg which we can
use. If we were to endUavor to handle fresh eggs and cracked
em there would be, a great quantity of other ingredients spoiled
though musty and spoiled eggs, which can not be detected until
they actually get into the cake dough that is being mixed. As
you start the mixture going the musty egg is detected. In that way
this method we have of using frozen eggs places that responsibility
entirely on the manufacturers of frozen eggs and relieves us of
that.a
The total importation of eggs into the United States, which are
used exclusively by bakers, is less than 1 per cent of the egg production of the United States.
Senator BALDER. You are speaking now of frozen eggs?
Mr. WARD. Yes; of frozen eggs.
Senator MCCUMBER. You mean, the importation ofUfrozen 6egs
amounts to about 1 per cent of the frozen eggs produAed in the
United States?
Mr. WARD. No. One per cent of all eggs laid in the Unite6d States`.
Frozen eggs are not competitive with any other form of eggs in the
country. They are used entirely by bakers and do~not compete,
with any fresh shell eggs.
In the California association, or any other representative body of
producers of e, they have places where they can send cracked
eggs to be frozen-and packed in American freezing establishments,
just as they do in- China; but they are-not able to sugply the needs
and freezing offers a means of preservation for eggs w.i ch are broken
in the handin of them in the ordinary market in the United States
by an American industry. So that this incoming of Chinese or other
foreign imported eggs sImply supplements a gap which has not yet
been filled in the American industry, and it is not at all competitive
with ordinary eggs, because they are used entirely by baking establishments. in our own company we use about 9,000,000 pounds
annually, which naturally makes it 9; selfish interest; bout aside from
that there is no real ustifiablea reasoh for'the tariff proposed, so we
strongly urge that the rates be maintained by making a 2-cent
specific rate. To raise the cost of imported frozen, eggsby a tariff
of 8 cents would shut out frozen eggs, and if the tariff were placed at
2 cents per pound it would practically leave them where they are.
Frozen eggs which come into this country come from American
enterpie in China, and there seems to be no reason at all that has
ever been presented, as far as I can learn, why this duty should be
I notice from the tale furnished
:0Senator
the Tariff
that we export twenty times as many fresh egigs as we
CommissionWrnLa.
import,:xand do not export any frozen eggs, which would bear out
your statement that the domestic supply of frozen eggs is not
sufficient.
Mr. WARD. That is correct. That is only about one-half of what
weNeed.
Senator CALDEwn. What is the present price of frozen eggs;?
Mr. WARD. The present price of frozen eggs is about 25 cents per

by,

pound.
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Senator CALDER. How has that averaged up for the last two ears?
Mr. WARD. That has averaged up pretty closely. I should say
that was a pretty good average price. I have known the price to
run below 20 cents, and I have seen the price when it was up to 40
cents, but I should say that was a fairly average price.
Senator CALDER. Is that what you are paying for them?
Mr. WARD. Yes; 25 cents a pound.
Senator CALDER. What is the price to-day of domestic fozen eggs
Mr. WARD. The price of domestic frozen eggs is about the same.
Those prices are kept exactly at a level. If thire is an impost duty
on forbign eggs coming into this country the American industry wil
just absorb that difference, because it all goes into the Chicago packers. They have the industry in their control, and by adding this
amounts you will add just that much to. the selling price of American
frozen eggs. The American public will not benefit at all, nor will
the farmer.
Senator WALSH. Is the Chinese egg of superior food quality?
Mr. WARD. No. The Chinese egg is just the same as the American
egg in content of protein and albumen.
Senator CALDER. Is it small or larger?
Mr. WARP. Perhap. a little smaller.
Senator CALDz. But not much ?
Mr. WARD. Not much.
Senator SUtHERLAND. Do you prefer the Chinese egg on the ground
of superior quality?
Mr. WARD. NO, sir. Their qualities are just about the same as the
qualities of the American egg.
Senator SUranLANn. I thought you said they were preferred,
Mr. WARP, I said they were largely preferred by us because in the:
Chinese en-freezing: establishment they use whole eggs, and in:
America they use cracked eg. There is more certainty of a hundred
per cent in the egm coming from China.
Senator CAwONt. Do I understand they are shelled and then frozen;,
shelled firt or shelled afterwards?:
Mr. WARD. -The
is first cracked and dropped into a receptacleI
one part and the yolk passing into another
the white going intoegg
part.
The labor tatoes this gets very dextrous. The egg is inspected and
if found all right- is dropped into a receptacle where the eggs accumulate up to about 30 pounds, in some instances 35 or 40, but in
the average 30, and during the time these eggs are being cracked the
can into which they are put'gets filled up to the top, it begins to
freeze, and in a few hours that can is frozen completely and they are
put in large refrigerating establishments in China, an then they are
sent down on refrigerating barges to the harbors and put in ships and
brought over here. In other words, that egg is. frozen within an hour
from the time it is cracked until it reaches here, and has retained
every property of the original egg.
Senator CALEPER. And it is kept in refrigerators until used?
Mr. WARD. Absolutely; it is in a frozen state until used.
I would like to submit a brief, which goes a little more into detail
than I have had time to do here.
Senator MCCUMBER. All right.
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BUTF0 RALPH D. WARD, REPR.ZSNNTZNG WARD -BAKING 00., NEW YORK, N. Y.

s4lei

Cake isa
fodi'n't'hodaily diet of more-than 20,000,000'peoiple, and th mantifacture of commercial cake' ha19 been largely developed in America in the past ei ht
years, The Ward Bakin CO. is the largest manufacturer of cake in America and L
cake bakeri'es' in No
rk, Brooklyn, Chicago, Boston, Pittsburgh, Baltimore,
Clevelanid, anfd Newark.'
TeWard Baking o bea th manufature of cake upon an extensive scale about
eight yasago, and its' prdcion of 'cake has. grown: eveory yasicthtime.
Our company has several mlindolla-rs invested in cake-baking plants and maciner
and we are vitally interested 'in this tariff on acont ofits effctupon ourinvestweents.
In former years the banks had torely upon s~he'll eggs ad this was a great hanidicap,
first, by reasonn of the facet that th akers could not rely Uipon the quality, as musty
eggswou~ld-get into the doughIbefore they wer dic Wee and spoil the whol1btc
thus making a.'considerable waste. Then,' too, when the baehaorl on shef
eg,-he nee kow. wha his~cake is going tocost. to manufcue'nacuto h
fat that egscntitute the most 'costly inqredWent in cake, ad prices deped uothe
rise and faI of the marikeit. For instance, 'if the baker ha rl to nsoaeeg tti
timeIn themanfacur of cke the Price of cae would be mch higher thnit now
Ward's caes fryu table at about cents per pound; and we
is.. We sel fine25ek
of bread, it
maintain that consideriing It nutrtve vale with the possible xeto
is the. very. best. food. that so small an amount fmnywl u.I is frfo
luxury its food value% Is'detennine~d by; the amount: ef eggs, butter, sugar, and flour
used
inmaking t, andyou wol o osie n fthe6e as luxuries, nor could you
consider cke a lux~u'ry;it as an eve~rylay. household food..Weuse frzen, eggsexcluivl i manufacture of our cake, Someof this -is
UnI
frozen in the Unie tts n oein, Cina.Ta wihich isJroze6n'-in'th
State ispreparedfrom chec6ked and cracked eggs, whichu.imperetions ~develop at the
egg-packfing plant., Those frozen -in Chin:a are made fo the r"-la-r prfect-ehe'll
ar-e brought'in to, theegg-freezing plant' in. Shanghai ana froze n
-under thims careful sanitary cnditions wtAmerican supervisin
preprerjseseMwhich
esem plant hve weekly phYsica inspectioni of all 1emploesby physcins
to grow, bu 1915 and 11H3.Keith.&
When"ou cake business a
wh hdsplealrgprt of our requireet rmdmsi
C . of
us: that tere was gettn to be a sactofthes hce
bre~aking sok, informetoed
etee
ancaked
inteUied States- fo the manufacture o rznep
fore. realied tait would be to our advantae to lend o'ur cooperation by:4buying
part of u reurement frmtefrign paked froe eg o upement thie
splaval abl iAmrc. codingly the Keith Co. went to hanhiad
esalihdan egg-freezting plant to cva re for. a part of our requirements, Then, to
wehad to know from year to yaabout what our.'eggs weegigto cs s o h
reason thatwe wake our business p~la'nsi coniderably inadvance,andthe busns
will not: stani.d. sudd'en4 changes' in pries et. Our eggcotict are'made in 'the
string adcoe the- egg reureet o ucmay for the comm year, therefore' in this way. we are able to calculateour costs for sometime indvatnce.
Itisin'undbsadn ha uigte past season it Was much more econmcl
even under the prsn -trfof 2 cents per pound, to manuatuefrznegsi
the UnitedStates than -to manufiacture6 and fimport hem fro Chin We must -have
supplyY.of breaking'.tock available inh the United States supplemenited by ipration at airaoable; price., if thle baker is to.keep cake -upon the market'at a. pnice
atwihpeople; will buyV it, he% must be able to- get his. frozen eggs at. the price commandedby cickedandcrackedeg ue in the manufacture. of frozen egsin the
United States. He- can not 'sell low pied
6 cke 'and payV high prices for egs Ther
are not half eog'gswihdamhaged shells available fromthe
ig Plants
in the United States to manufacture the frozen eggs used by bakers. A raise in the
duty. of frowen eggs means a raise in the price of cake, decreased production, and a
decrease' in the' emplo".ymient of men.
The toa emotion of frozen eggs into the United States whch is used exclutsively
byvthe bakers is less thanl1per cenitof the total egg production in the United States.
The frozen egg ipueya baker's maeian n cnno used in competition with
shell eggs., Te importation of frozen, egg does not affect the price of shell eg~gs for
not compete. For"intance,. right at this
the reason that froze egsad shell
time when shell eggs are selling on the market as high as $1 a dozen, frozen eggs'are
selling as low as25 cents. IttAkes adoi'enof shell eggsto make a pound of frozen eg.
If the baker had to rely upon shell eggs to-day, he would be out of business and unless
you let the bakers supplement his supply of frozen eggs by importation, you are going
to make him pay such a price for his frozen eggs in America that it will kill the business.

eggooedo
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People will pay only about so much for commercial cake and when you get above that
price level they will not buy.
While it may be true that eggs have been selling ery cheap in China early the past
spring, during the. breaking season, they were also selling at a low price i'n America
at that time. In 1920 they were selling at 20 cents per dozen in Chink, but I uinderstand that there is about 10 cents additional in the cost of packing and importing which
has to be added to the China product on account of added costs of production and
importation from China before you can compare the Chinese cost to the cost of production in America. Therefore, any addition to the present tariff of 2 cents wil, I
shut out frozen eg and in that Wa make the price of frozen
higher
in Amenia and decrease the manuafeture of cake. To be exact the present tariff of
1 cent per pound on frozen albumen and 10 per cent ad valorem on frozen yolks and
2 cents per pound on frozen-mixed egs..
The total importation of frozen eggs is about 18,000,000 pounds. Wa Bakiding Co.
alone uses about 9,000,000 pounds per year, some of which are frozen in America andi
some abroad,Therefore, gentlemen, I wish to ask you in the interest of the cake baking industry
to allow the tariff on frozen eggs to be placed at 2 cents per pound, which is somewhat
higher on the whole than the present rate but very much lower than is being asked by
the California Poultry Asociation. We hope that this committee will not be influenced by extravagant statements of the poultry association which do not realize
that frozen eggs do not compete with shell eggs.

:understand,

STATEXENT, OF C. E. RICHARDSON WASINGTON, 'D. 0., RPRXESNTING DEALERS IN FROPiEN AND DRIED EGGS.

Senator McCUMBERa. Please state whom you re resent.
Mr. RIoARDnsoN. Mr. Chairman, I represent the dealers in frozen
and dried egg
K in the United States.
Senator MCLEAN. We went all over that this morning. Was not
that-gentleman. who spoke speaking for your industry ?
Senator McOuxBn. He spoke for the other side.
Mr. DRIcuArnpow. He spoke for the bakers.
Seator MoC ER.. He covered that all:very thoroughly, butI I ::
understand Mr. Richardson will be very brief.l
Mr.ARxoanDsow. Yes; I will be.very brief. It is assumed with
us you will in your nxt tariff
bill put auty upon shell egg and it is
upon that assumption that we are recommending certain rates which
are not asking for a
thie traffic will bear. We r.uction
of the present
rate, but weare aking-that a rate of 7 cents a pound be put upon
dried egs, and all the component pas, including yolks and albumn, each, and 2 cents a pound on-frozen eggs, ad all their component
parts, and that means a little increase over the present rates,
where the different parts are separated.
The rates, however, in the Forney -bill, are 50 per cent to 400 per
cent indrease over the Underwood bill rate. The. western bloc rates,
the rates :recommended by the witnesses of the so-called western
bloc recently', are from 140 to 700 per cent increases over the present
rates and that would make the importation of frozen and dried eggs
absolutely prohibitive.
Senator WATSON. You represent the importers?
Mr. RICxHARDSON. Yes, sir. The business of providing frozen and
dried eggs is not strictly competitive. Those products do not compete wi the shell egg of the domestic producer, because they are
sold only to manufacturers of cakes and pastry and such things.
The-frozen eggs go largely into cake, and the dried eggs are used in
pie and in some kinds of confectionery. They have not displaced
:the loctl product of shell eggs, the domestic eggs,obecause they have
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simply gone into fmanufac'0;a'tures as raw material and have permitted
the takers to increase their line of industry, and to that extent they
served to make cake and pastry cheaper and to provide the consumer
with what was formerly considered a luxury but has now becomc a necesity. This increase of production has of course been of
aid to American labor and has resulted in the empl()ymont of a groat
many more men and women and automobiles and h.orses. These
products are not sold even in the same market as shell eggs. They
have different channels of trade. They are sold directly to tile Conlsumer, the manufacturer, as a raw material, and they (lo not go
into themarket.
Senator WALSH. If they did not import frozen eggs would they
not have to use the shell eggs?
Mr. RICHARDSON. They could not.
Senator WALSH. Why
Mr. RIcHARDsON. I will reach that Senator, in just a minute. In
fact, the tremendous present bake-sop industry is due to the im-1
portation of frozen and dried eggs into this country, and it has
created an industry that did not exist before. These products are-t
essential for baker, first, because the quality is uniform. It is the
same the year round. The supply is uniform. The baker knows
that he can get his eggs whenever he requires them. He has a contract which is made annually, anduhe knows to an absolute certainty
that that supply is ready for him and at a uniform price that is made
the year-round. It is not affected by the ordinary fluctuations, and
in fact, it does not fluctuate much from year to year.
The bakers require these goods because of their convenience. As'
Mr.. Ward said this moring, they could not conveniently have a
department established for breaking out these eggs. I heard Mr.
Ward's father say before a congressional committee a year ago that
it would be impossible for them to establish such a department as
part of their business, because it-would mean so much detail that
thy simply could not give it attention.
The establishments where this is done are ventilated by fans, so'
that if they ever run across a poor-egg the entire establishment is:
quickly and thoroughly ventilated, And every implement that has
been used ii that respect, or in the establishment, which has come
in contact with even a musty egg,is immediately sterilized, and the
American baker can not have any such establishment as that. If
he could not get the frozen eggs and the dried eggs at a reasonable
rate, he would simply have to reduce his output and deprive consumers of the cakes and pies to which they have become accustomed.
He would simply have to draw in this line of his business and cut
out certain features which are now very important.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest that any tariff
that is put upon these commodities should be exclusive of the containers. Frozen eggs come in tin cans, American made, and before
the contents are removed the cans are destroyed for any other use.
The top is cut off, because those eggs are frozen solid.
The dried eggs come in wooden boxes that are tin lined, and the
tin lining is made in the United States, and that lining has to be
destroyed before the contents can be used.
Qae thing more is that it should be a specific duty, because in
importing these articles from the Orient it is difficult to establish the
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the-n country -of origin. That has led to a good deal of inisi one other pointA
the
e at t.he same rate of duty. -Otherwise it is possible for unprinc1pled importers to import goods called yol of s, and still have'
them accompanied by enough albumen so that they can be placed
in the market as entire eggs, which is an imposition upon people who
would- like to conduct an onorable business and could not compete
.with that sort of thing.;
Senator WAsu. Have you prepared an amendment showing what
you
:
want? Perhaps that would'be more likely to get resul.
;:Mr. RIHOARDSON. I shall do that in my brie.
Senator MCLEAN. I read in the newspaper the other day that all
these dried :eggs -were unwholesome; that dried e imported from
China were unwholesome, because in the drying process some metal
was used, and that the egg absorbed some metllie substance. That
was a very long article in the newspaper,- condemning dried eggs
im oted fromuhnma.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I doubt if that can be substantiated in any way,
because those eggs are inspected by United States inspectors on each
importation, and they are given absolute care in the process of evaporation. The Department of Agiculture has expressed itself friequently as being entirely satisfied with the quality.
thtalteprso

eggshul

STATEXENT OF THE ,NATIIONXAL BA.ES' EGG CO., NEW YORK
CITY.
fid:
*m A uti
owe X:.* ; consideration are as follows:
The 'present import dutiesupontheproduts under
gg hite,
or aalbum
, 3 per
pound;
rt .egg yolk,
cnt
eva
Evaporate pe:
.i
eOd
eill now under
10 per centadvalorem; evaported eggs, 0 per cet per pound.
consideta6ton proposes a saight tix oRfl54z4 cent per pound on any of these products.
Eggs in*.the sh'ell not at present"taxed; and unless taiff duty is levied upon
to ak producers of the evaporated
thtcommodity it would. be unjust a '`'inositet
oduc top
If, however,1 is thewill of, onre tO tx sports of eggs of alkinds,
we hav~e
honor recmmen the fjoll~n medet
t " centsper
d
"7 cents per
Par
substituted
pounds net." Thiswill increase the revue fm white and yolki, although slightly
it a vey fair compromise of the three and
decresing tht frm the tirew, bu't
Will incr the re
e, While i wll als prevent the evasions whereby the Government ha been tricd under the preset law
w ;<2
'd

itmo1-

It is difofult to uIndtad why such i wide distincibn :has been heretofore made
An;eg it de up of equal pas of white
between the e nd is po t p
not chagetheiratue nor their relation to comandylk, anhr 'ond
mere'. In prepag the yolk it isa physical imobiity to nrd it entirely of albumen,
and it is, -of course pssible to allow more sd more of the albumen to adhere to the
yolk, so that nearly.the entire egg can be imported as yolk, and the Government
are handicapped by
is thereb deau f revenue, while honet im
"yu cobmit byr.Harry Lew November10,1921, that
A
Un
the dried- indiryin thiscountr importation
has
ined by the
of Chinese
forthe caise
wnot stated .
in vousfotm. This, however, i m isWedin,
As a matter of fact, meat pckers of this country practically control the entire situation, even to the pric obtained by American farmen. -:There was one evaporating
stablihmient in this country, but the Packers' control became so abbolute that this
concrn discontinued its operations. .However, our company is able' to secure and
to furnish the evaporated Product to American consumers at prices low enough to
enable them to increase the volume of goods manufactured without perceptibly
affecting the local market for dometic shell eggs. O trade is, therefore, supplies
with wholesome materials for their industry without interference from the called
"meat trust." A high tasiff duty on evaporated eggs would not help the farmer,
but it would help the meat packer. A reasonable tariff will permit us to continue
in business; it will at least reduce the packer control to a point where competition
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is possible. The alternative would prohibit further importations, and leave the.manufacturing bakers and the consuming public more than ever at the mercy of the packers.
Testimony offered before your committee November 10 contained slurring references to the quality of evaporated fore'i eggs? As is well known to every member
of Congress and the entire readingmpublic, it is impossible to import foodstuffs into
this country without thorough inspection and a certificate from the Department of
Agriculture, giving abundant assurance that the imported commodity strictly conforms to the. high standards 'of excellence required in this country. This should
absolutely refute such scurrilous insinuations, without further argument; but we
could present facts in detail if it were necetmary.
The Fordney bill now pending seeks to increase the rate ondried whole em 60
per cent, on yolks nealy 400 per cent, and on whites 600 per cent. We believe
such increases are without the slightest justification. The need of revenue is recognized, and we believe that our proposed amendment will yield more income than
that proposed by ethe Ways and lfeans Committee. Ashereinbeforo stated, our
proposed advance in rates on whites And yolks justifies the-small reduction on whole
the uniifoiri specific rate will simplify the administering of the law.
egp, andcan
be no advantage gained by a reckl increase of import duties on raw
There
by the
It
materials ued in- American manufacture- of food products.is.shown
testimony of Mr. Ward and of Mr. Richardson, submitted to yout committee on December 13, that evaporated eggs and frozen eggs are not sold in the ordinary channels
of trade and that they are noncompetitive with American prod cts Excessive
duties on these commodities can only result in the advance of prices to be paid by the
consumer to the trust, without any corresponding advantage to the farmer; and the
Rates proposed by some of the interested parties before your committee November JO
would destroy the entire industry of wich we are a part and eliminate all revenue
from this source, bWide depriving the public of this defense against extortionate
prices now afforded (in a measure) by:imporwted eggs
As an aid to Aerican industry the evaporated egg has performed a valuable service, and can further serve in that capacity by furnishing work for American hands
and in the extension of American enterprise. Evaporated eggs are used by bakers
and confectioners in making pies and some types of candy. So dependent are thes
manufacturers upon this product that many of them woild be put out of business if
the supply were withdrawn. The supply i uniform, the quality always perfect,
and the: price subject to little or no fluctuation. Were our ctomer obliMed to
depend upon domestic shell eggsmany of their-lines would have to be abandoned,
their business would be seriously hampered, and the quality of their products would
be unhappily changed. Moutof us can still remember the time when, before evaporated eggs were ip the market, many of the bakers' products tasted pnincipally of
musty eggs and had to be overseasoned with sugar, vanilla, nutmeg, and other condiments to disguise the unavoidable consequences of using eggs drawn from the ordinary
sources.:
The evaWrated- pducts to which this discussion relates are produced exclusively in foreign coutes And form a part of that commerce which the United
States is striving to build up with China. It isespecially desirable that our commerce
shodld draw: from China as many: as possible of the noncompetitive commodities in
exchanged for-the big trde that we hope. to enjoy in the Chinese market.
As Xt clasfications we would recommend that "died egg albumen " be elimInatied
from Schedule 1 or given the same rate as in Schedule 7, for it is identical with what
is known as "whites of eggs." As to the administrative features, we believe that only
specific duties should be placed on egg products. The foreign value of these commodities can only be approximated, no fair basis for an ad valorem duty being available.
Fraud and deceit are very possible under an ad valorem duty, and they have undoubtedly been practiced in the past.
STATEMENT OP THE JOHLN LAYTON O. (CIN.), NBW YORK,tN. Y.
We are engaged in the business ofimporting frozen eggs, frozen egg yolk, and frozen

o i
t
inin
egggalbumen.
Eggs in thehell are admitted duty free, but the following duties are imposed upon

frozen-egg products: Frozen eggs, 2 cents per pound, plus weight of conitainer; frozen
eg yolk 10 per cent ad valorem; frozen egg albumen, 1 cent per pound.
The bill now pending before your committee proposes a, duty of 4 cents per pound
on ll three of these products including the contaiper. We have the honor to recommend that this bill be amended as follows: Strike out of paragraph 713 "4 cents per
pound,:" and substitute "2 cents per pound net."
81527-22-acH 7-27
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This recommendation is offered under the assumption that a duty will be laid upon
shell eggs; but, otherwise, frozen eggs should be admitted free, as the latter, being
raw material for use In manufacture, have a better claim to a place on the free list
than the shell e'gswhich actually compete with the domestic product. We ask
that any rate im posed be upon the net pound, because the containers are usuall y of
material export from the United States, and they have to be destroyed in order to
remove the contents.
The present duty of 10 per cent ad valorem upon egg yolks is incongruous as its
value, upon which to base an ad valorem duty, is problematical, and any such basis
might lead to innocent undervaluation or invite fraudulent misrepresentation. It is
:needles to remind your committee that the penalty is practically the same in either
cae. In addition to that, we submit that egg yolk is a part of an egg and should be
treated the same. The proportions of white and yolk in an entire egg are approximately 505.
Egg whites, or albumen, now taxed at 1 cent per pound, should also be rated the.
same as the entire egg, as its source, preparation, shipment, and sale are in no wise
different from the mixed ingredient. Further, it is pointed out, it is pesible to
include much of the albumen with the commodity imported as yolks, and to thereby
violate the spirit of the law. Hence a specific rate of duty upon net weight. of all
three of the egg products is recommended as a just requirement, as a preventive of
fraud, and a- a safeguard against innocent error; provided, of course, that shell eggs
are also taxed.:
The rate proposed by the Ways and Means Committee of 4 cents per pound on all
three cl - of-egg product would me a advance of 100 to 300 per cent; and if
:allowed to stand will seriousy curtil the importation and sale of these commodities
and result in reduced revenues to the Government, with unnecessarily increased cost
to the baking industry.
The witnesses produced by the se-called westernn bloc asked for a rate of 8 cents
per pound on each of the three classes. We hav no hesitation in saying that this
rate would be absolutelyVprohibitive and would stop all importations of these comrevenue the Government
modities into the United States, swell S eliminate ato
from this source. It would also curtail much of the present`baking industry in the
United Stales and seriously affect the quality of manproducts of that trade.: Reference is made to the testimony before your committa:of Mes, George Wad and
C. E. Richardson as to the necessity for frozen-egg -poduct. in the manufacture of
certain commodities which have become necessary articles of Ameican diet.
mAsocition,
There appeared before your committee a gentleman from the Petaluma
who quoted a report from Paris that Chinese egg are not suitable articles of food.
We take the liberty of quoting below an article which appeared in We October number
of Health Notes (London), published by the Institute of Hygene, which absolutely
refutes the sanders that have from time to time been industriously circulated by
interested parties, as follows:
6 8AND: THEIR CHARACTER.
4:FROZEN 0B0
0"A
0 statement, originating from ris, has been Circulated u ut France where
protective interests are very strong, that Chinese eggs, which are imported Into :urope
lo
number of
ac ked in kegs and in a frozen condition, are dangerous and c
bacteria. The statement has appeared iniEnglith Jourals under such alarmist
headlines as '36,000 microbes in a spoonfulrd is evidently calculated to deal a
mortal blow to European importers of frozen eggs ~and thereby benefit local farmers.
Frzen eggs are used to such a large extent in industry, in the making of cakes and
biscuits, that it would have been a very serious: matter, indeed from a public health
oint of view had it been proved correct that they are harmful. We have recently,
however, conducted a very careful and stringent bacteriological examination of
Chinese frozen eggs and, for the purpose of comparison, examined ordinary shop-sold
'new laid' eggs simultaneously and on the same lines. The new-laid eggs were sound,
of good size and are classed in the trade as first grade. The results of our examinations proved without the possibility of doubt that the frozen eggs were not only as
good as the new laid, but were actually very much freer from bacteria when opened,
and even up to 24 hours after opening. It is, perhaps, not usually appreciated that
eggshells are porous, permitting of the paYsage of bacteria. Figures in bacteriology,
also, do not mean much to the man in the street, but Just a few details of our comparative examination will indicate the nature ofte results. The frozen egs when
opened in a room temperature of 200 C. contained 5,200 bacteria per gram, while the
initial number in the new-laid eggs was 4,200,000. After 24 hours the frozen eggs contained 830,000, while the new aid contained 48,000,000 bacteria per gram. At a
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temperature of 370 0. the results were equally satisfactory and likewise in favor of the
frozen egg. A number of bacteria in eggs ate probably rendered ineffective during
the process of baking. In any caee, however, we have proved that the statement
issued from Frace is altogether unreliable and misleading, and that frozen eggs are
not only safer to use than commercial eggs, but safer, also, than guaranteed new-laid
eggs bought in the open market.
As a further guaranty of the purity of our products, we beg to call attention to the
fact that all egg and egg products imports i nto the United States are inspected and
passed by the Department of Agriculture before being allo*ed to go into interstate
commerce.:
Egg products imported by ius and our competitors are of the highest grade; they
\ are prepared~from selected gg, scientifically graded by operatives who have been
skillfully traned in the work. Them products have been in uise by the largest and
best bakers in the United States for the 12 years last past.
A ver large portion of the entire baking industry relies upon the imported egg
products, which are better adap ted to bakery uses than selIl eggs. They are safer,
mnore convenient for use, and of unvarying high quality; the supply is regular at all
times of the year, and the price is les susceptible of fluctuation than in the case of
shell eggs
This comimodity not only furnishes bakers a ready-to-se material for us in manufacturing, but it leads to the production of larger quantities and numerous varieties
of cakes, which are sold at popular prices to people of all classes, some of whom were
deprived of this luxury before the frozen-egg industry brought cake into its present
general circulation.Not only does the imported frozen egg: aid in furnishing employment in a commendable industry but it releases for table use the shell egg of domestic origin
without unduly depresingor enhancing the price of the latter.
The bakers in the large commercial centers -are the sole users of imported frozen
eggs, and the growth in the use of that commodity in this country has been marked
by an active extension of the bakery business, whereby more men, women, horses,
and trucks are employed, and we are justified in believing that we are constructively
aiding American industry wi thout any of the compensatory national losses that usually
accrue to the importation of a competitive product.
This brings us to the question of competition, upon which import duties often
depend. Our prices are more nearly level than are those of the domestic produce
dealer, and as they are at some penods of the year above those of shell eggs and
lower at other time, the question of competition is not considerable. At anr rate,
it will be observed that while the use of frozen eggs has been on the increase for the
past year or two, and tihe importation has necerily increased, the value and cost
of domestic shell eggs have not been visibly affected therebK.
or adninistraThe only suggestions that we can offer as to changes in the
tion of the law have already been made, i. e., that all three of the frozen-egg products
be given the same rating, and that a net rate of specific duty be substituted f(r all
ad valorem adjustments now required.

pWraseology

BLACK AND SILVER FOXES.
[Paragraphs 71 d 1507.]
STATEMENT OF F. EZ trMUZZY,REPRZSENTING LIVE SILVER AND
BLACK POX GROWING INDUSTRY, SPRINGFIELD, KASS.
Senator WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. Muzzy. Fur farming.
Senator WALSH. IYou were not heard before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House?
Mr. Muzzy. No, sir; I think I am the only one toreport on para-graph 715, althoughwe could have had seventy times seven, and I could
talk to you seven tours if you had thetime and the patience. But if

you will give me seven minutes to supplement a brief which I have
prepared, which is very clear and short, I would appreciate it.
Senator WALSH. Proceed.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. You will get the time.
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Mr. Muzzm. Inasmuch as high-quality breeding stock, such as
horses, cattle, sheep, swine etc., have been adImittedl into this
country free of duty for many years, the. fox raisers did not for a
moment think the silver black od the black foxes would be made
an exception of, hence (lid not appear before the House committee
as a body when this section of the tariff was under consideration.
A very few, through ignorance or misrepresentation, presented
data to the House committee which was so warped, and not denied
that the subcommittee proposed a duty of $350 per head on all
foxes imported into this country.
Senator McumnnR. Will you explain why they assessed such an
enormous figure on the poor little fox ?
Senator. L& FoLLrrrE. Possibly in the interest of another fox.
Mr. MuzzY. Yes, sir; because of a very few who wanted to fix the
price so high, and there is a scarcity of foxes in this country -theey
are raised in captivity, you know; it is the captive fox-that it would
stimulate the price of their own raising, $350 per fox or $700 a pair.
X enator WALSH. I think if you will allow him to proceed with his
statementMr. MUm.ZZ. I haves that all covered here.
Senator MOCuMBER. I had not noticed that big figure before, and
it was surprising to me...
Senator WALSH. Silver foxes are luxuries.
Mr. Muzzy. Among the statements made was that Canada imposed
a duty of 26 per cent on all foxes shipped from this country into
Canada, while it is a fact no duty is or ever has been required, but
foxes can be shipped from the United States into Canada free of duty.
They also stated that 90 per cent of the fox breeders in the United
- States-were in favor of this duty, and I honestly believe that 75 per
cent of the fox breeders of the United States do not want the present
tariff disturbed- it is to-day 10 per cent ad valorem.
i:0
.What the honest and up-to-date fox breeders want is to improve
the quality of the present stock and be permitted to procure hi h
0quality breeding stock for breedsng purposes and prohibit t e:
Importation of inferior stock for breeders.
D:::
Senator SMooT. What do you pay for silver foxes?
Mr. MUzzY. They raize all the way from $500 a pair-they sell in
to $3,000 a pair, according to quality, just as cattle. You
pairs-up
buy a cow according to quality. The average price is about a
thousand dollars a pair.
There are two fox breeders' associations in the United States, one at
Boston and one at Muskegon, Mich. I belong to them both and
never heard anything of the proposed tariff until too late to appear
before the House committee, hence my request to appear before you
to-day.
A very few fox men got together and to serve their own selfish
interests thought a $700 ger pair duty on foxes would enhance the value
ofV their stock, someof which is of a very inferior quality, and shut out
Canadian importation.
Senator WALSH. What do you mean by "foxes"?
Mr. Muzzy. Foxes for breeders. All honest leading fox breeders
know and admit that Canada has, as a whole, very much superior
animals to those in the United Statesl Take, for instance, Prince
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Edward i~lslaind, Cranada4 ,<;00They have ben raising silver,foxes in
captivity on this island for some 30''years, ha'vebeen culling out the
poorer animals until they have to-day the best average qu i y o
silver foxes of any group of ranchers of the world. erg qualit of
In the United States it-is an infant industry, and to bring 'up the
quality of the American foxes it is-necessary to improve quality
breeders and these 'are needed in the United State to-day.
Foxes are raised for their pelts, which sell all the way from $100 to
$1,000 per pelt. It costs practically as much to raise i'and feed the
8100 pelt fox as it does the $500 or the $1,000 pelt fox, and it is the
"quality" fox that the"American wants, and why give this growing
industry a knock-out- blow in its - infancy?
As to the revenue for the Government, the quality of foxes imported
or exported will never cut any figure. As statistics show, approximately 1 000 foxes were imported in 1920, on which a duty of 10 per
o4
cent was paid.:
Three hundred and fifty dollars duty per fox would cut the importation down to not over 200 animals, which would -mean not to
exceed $70,000 revenue.
on0Prnce Idward
They are not a-prolific animal, and the records
Island show for-the past five years an averago of a trifle less than two
pus growing to maturity -per pair foxes or the year.
0What the leading fox 'men of this country want to-day is to amal0gamete the two associations into one organization and unite with
on a-standard that will be accepted by both Governments,
6Canada
and admit high quality animals for breeding and show purposes free
of duty, and this can and will be done if you do not disturb the present
tariff and allow the:fox men to work out their own salvation, which
they will do if you let them alone, and not handicap the majority by
acting on the request of a very small minority.
There is not enough quality stock in the United States to supply the
demijand for breeding purposes. Canada had this needed stock of
high quiality breeders, and to put a high tariff-on the imrortation of
breeding stock will give a knoc -out blow to a-young andiastgrowing
industry that we should encourage and not discourage, for a raise of
duty would prevent the prospective rancher from going into business
and only temporarily help a few to the disadvantage of the many.
There is not a surplus of foxes in the United States and Canada at
the present time. If they were all pelted, the pelts would not glut
the markets of the world, hence I beg of you not to do this industryan
injustice and seriously injure it when it is just getting on a healthy-`
foundation in the United States, and it would not add to our: revenue.
The worst feature of the whole subject is paragraph 1507, whichadmits all breeding stock into the United States free oUf duty "except
black or -silver foxes."
The Bureau of Animal Industry has put into effect, a quarantine
order which prevents unhealthy or diseased foxes from coming into
ourcountry. They can also put restrictions on the importation of
inferior animals, as Canada; now: has a fox studbook, and the honest
fox breeders of both the United States and Canada are anxious to- havve
healthy quality foxes given free access to and from both countries.There are to-day -many prospective ranchers who want to enter this
new industry in the States of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin, Michi-
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gan, and Illinois, dwell as all the northern States, such as Minnesota,
North Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon.
In this proposed bill, paragraph 716 discourages them and paragraph 1507 would absolutely prohibit the importation of breeding
foxes and handicap the new rancher from starting in this new business.
--Paragraph 1507 makes a spe exception of silver-black foxes,
which means an embargo on the importing of even high-grade
quality foxes which we so badly need toay.
Senator Sxoot, You only i6port breeding stock?
Mr. Muzzt. Only import breeding stock.
Senator Slootr. What you want is m paragraph 1507, on page 174,
the exceptions taken out of that paragraph f
Mr. Muzzr. That is all.
Senator Smoo. So as to strike out ".except black or silver foxes?"
Mr. Muzz. Yes.
Senator Smoo In other words, to come in here free tinder this
law, but the exception is made in paragraph 1507 of "black or
silver foxes," and that is what you want stricken out?
Mr. Muzzy. Paragraph 715 discourages them and paragraph 1507
make a specific excption.
would' absolutely
p
Senator xoot. That is what I said.
Senator LI Fourrmr. These words were slip d in?
Senator Sxoo. That is what you want outr
Mr. Mznt. Yes. As paraph 7167-raises the duty on foxes
from 10 per cent id valorem to 15 per cent ad valorem or an advance
of 50 per cent, this advance should be sufficient to satisfy the most
radical. Hence I beg of you to cut out paragraph 715 entirely and
eliminate from pargraph 1507 the words"aexcept black and silver
foxes," as the B u o Anima Industr have already placed ample
protetion against the impori-of mnfenor foxes.
Senator- WALSH. And eliminate the paragraph?
0 Mr. MUZZY. Eliminate the words "silver and black foxes."
Senator MocJown. Then why should we have a tariff at all on
foxes that are imported for breeding purposes any more than we
should on cattle and-horse., and those animals have all been free for
the purpose of improving our stock?
Mr. Muzzy. That is just our position.
Senator MoCuMRa. I can not quite understand, then, why we
should follow a practice so different in the matter of improving the
character of our stock of foxes.
Senator Smoor. You do not mean to say that you want foxes to
come in here free?
Mr. Muzzy. Yes, sir.
Senator ShooT. You want breeding foxes, but you do not want
the general foxes
Mr. Muzzy. Oh, no; I want them for breeding purposes.
Senator SmooT. Then you do not want to strike out 715; 15 per
cent ad valorem would fall in that paragraph.
Mr. Muzzir. We want 715 cut out entirely and 1507 cut out
where it excepts from all other animals silver-and black foxes?
Senator WAL8H. How many foxes are brought in a year?
Mr. Muzzy. About 1,000 were brought in last year.
Senator WALsH. For pelts?
Mr. Muzzy. For breeding purposes.
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Senator WATSON4 PWhere is this industry located?
Mr, wMu tz- It ;extends all 'over the northern part"of the United
::States.-000 M;C~ican is - one having the most ranches Of any State3Of
the Union. All northern States have them. It is a yOUng, growing
industry, ad they are raising the foxes in captivity, lie emand for
them has increased ever since I remember and the supply is on the
decrease.
Senator MCLEAN. What is the tariff on the pelts?
Mr. Muzzy. There is no tariff on raw furs.Senator WATSON. Those foxes are kept in captivity?
Mr. MUZZY. In captivity entirely. I beg to submit a (ligest of
tariff of 1913 and 1921 applying to foxes with comparison. I would
like also to submit copy of letter from James S. Hanson, president
of the Hanson Silver Fox Co., of Penacook, N. H., submitted to the
subcommittee of the House on Ways and Means; also my letter to
Hon. W. C. Hawley chaiirman of the subcommittee of the Committee on Ways and Means, indorsing Mr. Hanson's letter.
Mr. C. T. Dryz, of Eagle River, Wis. a large fox breeder of Wisconsin
and a director of the National Fox Breeders4Association, of Muskegon,
Mich., was to appear before you to-day, but was unavoidably detained,
and has requested that I submit his brief, which especially refers to
paragraphs 715 and 1507.-(The matter above referred to follows:)
TARIFF ArcT 1913 (H. R. 3321i) AND TArn?? Act 1921 (H. R. 7456), APPLICABLE TO
FOXES IMPORTED FROM CANADA.
TARi

Act

F OCIODER
a 3, 1913.

Scidulk G.-Dutiable fit.-PAR. 187. All live animals not spvecially prodded for
in this section, 10 per centum ad valorem.
0-Free list.-PAR. 397. Any animal imported by a citizen of the United
Schedfile.
States, specially for breeding p , shal be admitted free, whether intended to be
used by the importer himsef or or sale for such Purposes: Provided, etc.
PAR. 398. Animals brought into the United States temporarily for a period not
exceeding six months, for the purpose of breeding. exhibition, or competition for
prizes offered by any agricultural, polo, or racing association, etc.
TARIFF ACt,01921 (H. R. 7456).
Schedule 7.-Dutiable UU.-PAR. 715. Black or silver foxes, $350 per head,
NEW

PAR. 716. Live animals, vertebrate and invertebrate, not specially pro vided for, 15
per contain ad valorem.
Schedule 7.-Free liti.-PAR. 1i507. Any Animal import by a citizen of the United
States, specially for breeding purposes, shall be admitted free, whether intended tb be
used by the importer himself or for sale for such purposes, except black or silver foxes:
Provided, etc.
PAR. 1508. Animals brought into: the United States temporarily for a periodl0not
exceeding six months, for the purpose of breeding, exhibition, for competition for
prizes, etc.
COMPARISON.

Paraph 716 of the new tariff act (H. R. 7456), placing a duty of $350) per head 'on
black or silver; foxes, is entirely new and is practicalry prohibitive as to foxes imported
from Canaida'.
Pararph 716 of the 'new tariff act (H, H. 7456) corresponds to paragraph 187 of
the tariff act of October 3, 1913, except that it makes the: rate of duty lbrper cent ad
valorem instead of 10 per cent ad valorem an increase of 50 per cent- in tie dut on
"live animals not specially provided: for."
Paragraph 1507 of the new tariff act (H. R. 7456) corresponds exactly to paragraph
397 of the tariff act of October::, 1913, except that after thae word "purposes" inthe
fourth line of Faid paragraph :397 the words "except black or silver foxes are inserted.
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P ragraphJ398 of the taff act of Ocobert3,:l3913 id copied exactly in prgraph
1508 of the new tariff act (H.: . 7456), and refers to animals imported for show purposes.

SUGGESTED CHANGES.
(1); :in pagam p 715 (H. R. 7456), Senate bill, July 27,: 1921, change the amount of
:the-duty f~rom g " to"$200.:.
(2) In paratraph 1507 (H. R. 7456), Senate bill, July 27, 1921, cut out the words'"except black or silver foxes' in lines 22 and 23, page 174, leaving the phr h
h 397 of the act of October 3, 1913, which provides for the
exactly the same as p
free importation of high-bred, registered animals for breeding purposes.
:FREE LIST, TARIFF ACT OF OCTODER 3, 1913.
PAR. 397. Any animal impotted by a citizen of the United States, specially for
breeding: purposes, gsha~ll: be admitted free, whether: intended to be uied, br the iraportier himself or for sale for such purposes: Provded, That no such anima shall be
I:admitted free unless pure-bred of a recognized bd and duly registered in a book
of record recognized by the Secretary of Agriculture for that breed: And provd
animal shall
profurtnhe, That the certificate of such recordMand pedigre of suchbhe
duced and submittedAto the Department of Agriculture, duly authenticated by the
proper cstodian of such book of record, together with an affidavitof the owner,
agent, or importer that the animal imp~oitis the identical animal described in
said certificate of record and pedigree. The Secretary of :Agricilture may prescr8idbe such regulations as may.:-be required or determining the purity of breeding
and the identity of such animal: And idWd frthe, That the collectors of CUstoms shall require a certificate from 'the De ent of Agriculture stating that auch
animal is -pure-bred: of a recognized' bi and duly egistered in a book of record
recognized by the Secretary of Agriculture fr thatbreed.:
'The
Secretarytof the Tresury may prescribe -such additional regulations as may
be required for the strict enforcementiof this provisionn.:
Horse, mules and aseis trying across t e bundary line into any foreign coun0try, or driven across such boundary line by the owner for temporary pasturage purposes only, together with:their offspring, shall be dutiable unless brought back to
0X
the United States within'six months, in-which case they shall be free of duty, under
regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of th Treasury: And providedfurther
That the provisions of this act shall apply to all such animals as have been imported(
and are in quarantine or otherwise in the custody of customs or other officers of the
United States at the date of the taking effect of this act.

Hon. W. C. HAWLEY,

PENACOOK,

N. Hu.,July 7,

1921.

ChairmanSubcommittee on Schedutle C,
Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.;
Sit There has just come to our notice awcopy of a brief submitted to you by Mr.
A. L. Williams,of Muskegon Mich. on behalf of the National Silver Fox Breeders'
Association of America, and Mr. J. S Sterling, of Plattsbui , N. Y., on behalf of the
American Fox Breeders' Association, of Boston, Mass., in which is advocated a specific
dutvyof $350 per head on black or silver foxes coming into this country from Canada
or other foreign countries..
We desire to take issue with a number of the statements set forth in said brief and
to call your attention to the fact that, in our opinion, a most unjust and discriminating
tariff is proposed and one that, instead of helping the fox industry in the United
States, will do said industry a great injury and have the effect of retarding its development very materially.

Or-FOX BREEDERS AGAINST DUTY.
First. We deny the statement that "95 per cent of allthe progressive silver fox
breeders of the United States" are in favor of the excessive duty proposed; and we
asseft that a very small proportion of said breeders are in favor of such a duty, that
very few of them knew that their associations were recommending to Congress such a
duty, and that said duty had not been fully discussed.
MAJORITY
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CANADA CHARGES NO DUTY ON FOXES.

Second. We deny absolutely the statement made thet a"Canadian duty on
American silver and black foxes of 25 per cent ad valorem " is in effect. ft is a matter
of fact that no such duty is being charged by the Canadian Government.- The commissioner of ciuetoms of Canada, under date of June 11, 1921, under the caption,
"Subject: Tariff status of live foxes,"I says:"You are advised that foxes and other wild animals for breeding purposes or show
purposes have been classified by the department as free of customs duty tinder tariff
item 701."1
This fact certainly nullifies the argument which as been stressed before your comimittee that a duty to offset the alleged Canadian duty should be written into the new
tariff bill.
PROPOSED HIGO TARIFF0 NOT BENEFICIAL.
Third., We do not agree with the argument of Dr. E. W. Nelson, Qhief of the
Bureau of Biological Survey, that "This high tariff will he beneficial in assisting
American breeders in building up the quality of the breeding stock in the country and
thus mateiiallv benefit thiss riew-iiidtstrv."
On the contrary, we feel sure that the said duty of $350 per head, which is excessive
and practically. prohibitive, will be of great detriment to the fox industry and will
shut out a great many of the bit breeding foxesefrom Canada, which fox raisers il this
country so much need in the development of tbhe bigness in the United States. We
assert, without fear of successful contradiction, that there are not at the present time
in this country 'enough high-grade breeding foxes among the ranches to supply the
legitimate demand for the next few years.

REGULATIONS SUFFICIENT.
Fourth. On June 1, 1921, there became effective a new quatrantine order of the
Department of Agriculture regulating the inspection and the shipment into this colintry of Canadian foxes that, in our judgment, fully meets the present needs as to the
question of inferior or diseased or infected foxes that inay be offered at United States
PRESENT QUARANTINE

ports of entry.

PROHIBITIVE AS TO CANADA.

Following close on the heels of this new quarantine order, the placing of a duty of
$350 per head on live foxes shipped in from Canada would seem like piling it on, and
practically says to Canada and Canadian fox breeders, "Keep out-we do not want your
foxes at all.''
AD VALOREM DUTY OF 10 PER CENT NOW IN FORCE.
Fifth. In the statement on sheet 3 of the Wiiam-Stering brief, under the head
of "Revision of present tariff necessary," is the misleading assertion'that, "The present
tariff schedules provide for the "free" importation of animals for breeding purposes.
An exception should be made in the case of silver or black- foxes."
It is the fact that the present tariff schedules do not provide for-the free importation
of foxes for breeding purposes, but an ad valorem tax of 10 per cent is now charged
by the United States on such foxes. Wet maintain that this present tax of 10 per cent
advalorem or an equivalent specific tax, is quite sufficient to protect the fox industry
in this country.
NO 25 PER CENT TARIF IMPOSED BY CANADA.
Again, we call your attention to tke misstatemet Sat the bottom of sheet 4 of the
Wiiams-Sterling brief, which says: Canada, practically a free trade country, where
fox farms started and with six to seven times as many silver foxes in captivity as in
the United States ranches, impose a 25 per cent ad valorem tariff on American silver

foxes."

STORM OF PROTEST AGAINST DUTY.

Since the Ways and Means Committee submitted the new tariff bill to the House
of Representatives on June 29, 1921, and the proposed $350 duty has become known
to the fox raisers of the United States, a storm of protest is going up against such an
excessive duty, which would be in effect practically prohibitive. It is asserted by manv
that the proposed tariff is in the direct interest of a few large fox ranchers in the Unitea
States who want to shut out Canadian competition and force their fellow countrymen
to purchase from said ranchers.
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TRAVELING INDUTRY-LXT IT ALONE.
We do not believe Lthat the slver and black fox industry has yet reached the stage
of development in this country when legislation should be pawied in the interests of
the few as against the interest, of the; many connected with it.
In many of the Northwestern States, like Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconin, Minnesota, the. Dakotas, Wah
iredon,
there are many people who ae just learnnd
uig about this wonderful industry adwho want to have an opportunity to do asi
fox raisers in the UniteRd Sates have done, buy selected, hgh-grade animals of
eZrlier
the first quality from CanadiAA ranches without having to pay such a high duty as is
proposed in the present tatiff bill. -.
We tt and believe that a cAfful review of the trie faCts in connection with this
matter, all of which we feel sure have not been prntd to your committee, wll
cause you to favor an elimination of the proposed Iuty,-or at least a reduction of same
to a Bpecific amount not more than the present 10 per cent ad valorem duty.
Respectfully submitted.
JAB. S. H1ANSON,
A

NEW: AND

N
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
l4# 14, 19ff.
Hon. W. U.. HAWLEY,
Chairman Subcomiittee on &Sic G.::
Comromiftt~on War. and Meani Fo of R iie, Whbitn, n. c.
Tarff on ve
SIR: I have eforemeco of "Trif Imton 1921, " "Sific
Silver or: Black Foxs"," abio tbe reply of Mr. Ja. A Hansn one of the lirge fox
a- t Penacook, N.iand I indosMr.
ranchers of the United States,: ithra-nche
Hanon's 'reply entire although he ha
pla it as strong as the twarnt.
The fox raisers ahole .didi not for a mohmet think thiatan exception would be
made tofoxes Impor for boding pupo, a from time immemoril high-grade
breeding stck such a h , tte,-sine, etc., hAve ben imported pctilyw
free:of duty, to prove the st innth United States.T -day every fox rancher
in- tho United States considers it a vluablesAuet to st this original stock came
from Irinceb Edwrd Islad, and the nfat indut in the United States needs hi'hthe
quality of foxes,4 hich avery much ifeior
grade tock to improvepnrset
to the average foxes in ('anad, for in Canada they have been raising foxes in captivitv for some thirty-odd years, while in the States the older ranches are not more
hao 'Years old and in some of the northern States the industry is les than five:
y earsoaThere are a few good foxes in the States, aind it is the few that will be benefited,
but not-the great majority, nor the prospective rancher who desires to enter this new
iindustry.
Furthe more the facts presented to you by the few breeders state that "95 per
cent of ll fox iIreeders ln the United
Stiites are in favor of this excessive proposed
the ox breeders are
duty, while I- bieve the res i true, that 95 per cent of
oppoed to thisdutyi
and a the statement that Canada imposes a 25 per cent duty
on the6 imprtivh of foxes into that country is-absolutely wrong, and so on, through
:the aticle that wso placed before you.
It would not mean any additional revenue to the Government, -a the statitics show
that approximately1,0 ilver and black foxes were imposed into the United States
during the past year, and with a $W dutykon each fox bt very few foxes would be
imported.. Hence it would: be ar- better, from a G eent standpoint, tob let the
-:duty remin a it is, 10 per cent on breeder, or-what would be still better-absolutely free, because if fox breeders need the highae- foxes to nnprove the quality
of the foxes they hive to-day, a low duty, or no duty at all, would be decidedly to
the advantage of a great majority of fox breeders, at least'90 per cent of them.:
The reason- Cgr
en have taki little interest in thii meare- is because very
little is known about the induistry by the averae citizen of the United States or by
:Congressmen in general. Hence this hill wa "slpped over on you" to the detriment
of the majority of the people because so little wa known about it.
It is one of the leading industries of Prince Edward Island, and can be made a very
important industry in the United States If not gien a " knock-out hlow" in its infancy.
ram in losirg you a letter which was published in the Black Fox Maine in June,
before I knew of the $360 proposed duty, which I believe is worthy of your serious
consideration,
As I believe you are absolutely fear minded, and intend' to do whatis best for the
majority, I trust you will see that the specific- duty of $350 per fox is killed, and the
matter rests largely in your hands.
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I can not be tooo emphatic in my positive statement, knowing the ox industry as
well s I do, that the proposed duty would work a decided injury on the indulstry and
be a benefit to but a very few of the ranchers who have high-grade quality foxes, and it
would retard the industry for years to-come.
At the last international fox show at Boston, where foxes were inspected and gided,
Prince Edward Island carried off the first prize for having the best quality of foxes
at this exhibit,: and there were but very few Prince Edward Island foxes exhibited,
the g t majority being from the United States.
It ia well-known fact that Prince Edward Islnd hasquality foxes that the United
States needs and it seems almost a crime to handicap an infant industry in the United
States by p i an almot prohibitive tax on breeders.
Trustig that you will pardon the length of this letter and give it the sernouts considation that it deserves, and that your good judgment will not allow you to be instrumental in killing so promising an infant industry, I beg to remain,
Most respectfully, yours,
F. E. MuzzY.
BRIE OF 0.s T. DTE, EAGoL

t

WEB.
aWis,

As oneof the largest breeders of and dealers in silver foxs in the Unit Sts I am
ed in the proposed change in our tariff laws, as far as they affect
the fox industry.
I am now building a 40pen ranch at Eagle River, Wis. When this is completed
it means practically a half million dollr.-investment. I am importing most of my
t shape it will
Cad, and if this newtariff e into effect in its p
:foxesfrom
uance of my operations here on the large scale that 1
practically mean a diso
havesGared. -Other ranches are being built in this vicinity which will be similarly
affected.- One of thee is a $100,000 corporation.
If this tariff was revised so as to admit highgrade registered foxes free of duty and
the heavy duty put specifically upnp foxe it would be a good thing, as there are
not nearly enough of the best grades of foxes in the United States to meet the present
demand.
At present there is a 10 per cent ad iralore duty on silver foxes entering this country.
This duty is really all the industrycan stand. I believe silver foxes are the only
breed animals imported to-day on which a duty is charged. Why not put silver
foxes on an equal footing with other animals? To pas the tariff as recommended by
0the Ways and Meas Committee of the House in fH. R. 7456 will, in my judgment,,:
seriously hinder the development of the industry in the United Statee.

especially Inte

COMPARISON OF TARIFF AT OF 1913 AND 1921.

I would first like to call attention to the several paragraphs of the tariff act of October
3, 1913, under which we are now operate, and point out how thee paragraphs and
the chinges made ii them in the new tanff act (H. R. 7456) affect foxes and the fox
industry of the United States.
Under Schedule 0, dutiable list, parapph 187 (act 1913) provides: "All live
animals not ecially provided for in th section, 10 per cent ad valorem" duty.
Under this paragraph foies have heretofore been imported from Canada, paying the
10 per cent ad valorem duty, because of the fact that a herd book of Canadian: pedigrees had not been accepted and recognized by the United -States Department of
Agriculture, so as to admit foxes under the free hist.
Under the new tariff act (II. R. 7456) the old paragraph 187 is practically repeated
as follows:
"PAR. 716. Live animals vertebrate and invertebrate, not specially provided for,
15 per centun ad valorem.'
This paragraph 716, it will be observed, changes the old duty from 10 per cent ad
valorem to 15 per cent ad valorem and would seem to cover any desirable advance in
the tariff as far as live animals (including foxes) are concerned.
Paragraph 397 of the tariff act of October 3, 1913, provides for the free importation
of animals for breeding purposes, subject to very strict regulations ands restrietionis an
to quality, pedigree, etc., which would seem to fillly protect anyoe importing animals
under this section.
Heretofore foxes have not come in under this section because of the absnce of aIsnys:
herd book showing pedigrees of foxes acceptable to the Department of Agriculture.
Such at herd book is now Being prepared, and the Canadian governmentt is recognizing
and backing pedigrees of the best grades of foxes. This registration will doubtless be
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by the lNepartment of Agriciltuire of the United States in the near future,
recognized
meeting the requirementa :ill doubtless be admitted free the
and
silver-black foxes
same as other animals, such as hoes, cattle, sheep etc.
Paragaph 1507 (p. 174, Hi. R. 745 Senate bill, july 27, 1921) copies exactly paragraph 37 of the act of Octobr 3, 191, except that after the word "purpose in the
fourth line of said paragrah 387 the words "except blick or silver foxes ae inserted.
This exception wilfle etuafly shut out high-gde, pedigreed silver aid black
foxes from Cada, no matter how closely they migt meet the very careful regulation
safeguardlng the quality of the animal, as et forth in the body of said prph 17.
It
unfair to
cut out silver black foxes when other classes of animals6for
a,thusadmitted under this paragraph free of duty, The proponents
breedinpr
of the'change of old paragraph 397 seem t4 have overlooked the real effect ofpargraph
1507 or to have desired to tablish an embargo, with a view to shutting out Canadian
competition.
I most-earnestly urge the Senate co-mmitteeto c paragraph 1507 by cutting
olt the words "except black or silver foxes"' now appearing in lines 22 and 23, Page
174 of the enate bill, leaVIng the pagph exactly the same as paragraph 37 of
the act of October: 3,1913, 'wIch provides for the free importation of high-bred,
reistered animals for breeding uses.1Phis is really the most impoant and vital change that should be considered in
connection^with the subject ofsilver;:black foxsI, and, indeed, with the important
sject of the eciprocal free importataon of animals for breeing puiposes between
the United States and Canada. :?To make aniexception of foxes would seem to invite
others to attemPt tohmake exceptions ofc-betain other breeds of cattlejho, sheep,
etc. It i establshing a very bad pre ent, beside doing amaiifest injustice to
fox breeders Stais
who are anxious to have inported free of duty
in-the United
d
hhe preent tmein building
the
up this new and thriving industry- I understand that protet have been made by
breeders of other claes of live stock nst any medd ing with old paragraph 397
s vt
the request of-a fW fox -men who sm to be looking. only after their own selfish
lhersta- eAr"dles of disturbing present smooth-working relations between this
codotry and Canada.
-aragraph 715 "Bl3ak or silver foxes $0 per e ? entirely new, and the havy
duty suggte" ainseemsto point to a desire on the part of the propoent of said
duty to shut out competition becaise the same people who proposed the $350 duty
in this parrh as prop
shutting out ilver black foxes by the exception of
these anmain
.
X-ragraph 1607.
Since-paragraph 716carries an ad vaorem duty of 15 per cent, and spposing that
paragraph 1507 should he changed so a to be the :ame as paragraph 397 o the prent
law, thus
would-seem that there is
dm ng u--nder the free list pedigred foxes, Ct
no -excuse for such i heavy duty or eveu for any specific duty at all to shut out common
grades offoxes. A specific duty of $200, at the very outside, would seem to meet all
the requiirement of the case.
In conclusion I again earnestly requeOt andi Ur that paria h 157 be changed
as I have previously u8ted, beause Ifirmly believe that, if lt stands as it is now
in the lpreeent bill, it will be very daing to the fox industry in this country.'
Attach hereto a copy of a communication I sent to the-lilackFox Magazine of New
York and which appeared in the issue of August, 1921, which wets forth my views in
regard to the industry at large and the effects upon said industry of the proposed new
tariff regulation.
1 do nlot understand that the Pureau of Animal Industry or the Bureau of Biol ical
Survr favor 'the drastic exception maide in paqra p 1507, where "black or lver
foxes' are entirely and specifically shut out, regardless of their quality, breeding, or
pedigree, nd regardless of how closely they meet the requiroments of the very full
and compete regulations and restrictions set out in the body of said paragraph 1507,
in regardto all animals imported, which would, of course, include foxes as it does
horses, cattle, shee(I, 'etc.
What we all want, boith officials and fox breeders, is to keep out poor foxes and admit
free of duty high-grade foxes under proper restrictions and quarantine regulations
such as are now in operation under the supirvision of the lBlreau of Aninial Industry
and the Bureau of Biological Survey.
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yC, TP. D~ryi, In The Black Fox Magazine, August, 1921.1
It has been a long time since I have written for any publication, but the conditions
of the fox industry just at present date impress me to give my views on the situation
which I consider very critical at this time.
You are probably aware of the fact that there is a great tendency on the part of some
fox ranchers in the United States to shut out our main source0of supply of foxes.
I am afraid these same parties do not:realize in any WAy just what this would meal.
True, soneoof them hve a number of good foxes on thi4rranches that would score
high and are good quality but in general there is no very, large number. Their idea
seems entirely to be the disposl of their foxes at a high fIgure. They know it to b)C
have a
obtained to-day in
a fact that the same qualitycanybe
foxes~tlit they:('anadya,
hv
which is the main source of supply, at a Very reaponablefigure.
As I look upon it, if these parties should be successful in having such an exorbitanit
duty passed as is prposed it would mean that new pple who would start now would
have to pay a very kigh price, indeed, for any first-class animals they acquired; far
more than the present fur value of the animals is worth.
Do not misunderstand me when I make the above quotations, because personally
I would like to seef foxes on ithe same basis as, sayt- for instance, Holstein cattle are
to-day. The good fox will sell at a high price and the poor fox at a low price, based
entirely on its heredity. This can only be accomplished by the mutual cooperation
of the associations and all ranchers and the Canadian must be seriously considered
in this.
Even- sholddthis move on the part of a few men-be successful, it will iot help themr
nearly as muc as they imagine. They will be forced to ak much lower prices-than
they contemplate for their foxes, because then they ill get real competition from
Canadisn ranchers who will cut to the lowest possible figure in order to unders-l the
United States ranchers.
Why be selfish? Throw the gates of competition open to the world and let the
best man wvin. That's real business principles.
To prove, further, that this proposed tariff would do considerable damage, it i8ornly
necemry to look -at my books. I have several hundred cuitomers who contemplate
starting ranches in the United States in the next few years; and 1[do not believe they
would pay an excessive tariff in order to start, but would most likely move into
Canada and start there. Furthermore, I have just returned from a three weeks' trip,
and while on this trip I had to come in" contact with quite a few ranchers. and in
speaking of the tariff to them they stated that they were in favor of a tariff, but not
one as presented. Their idea of a just tariff is thai all good foxes be admitted free of
charge and a heavy duty placed on poor foxes.
I am sure that if the associations will canvass their members they will find the
majority of them are in favor of the duty as I state above and are against the duty
as proposed,
ganada charges no duty on foxes and there is no duty on any other pedigreed live
stock going between Cand and the United States. 1 can not understand why
foxes should be-made an exception of. It would be much better for all concerned if
foxes were handled in free trade as other live animals are. This would give the
United Stte ranchers a chance to build up their stock at a normal cost and also give
the Canadians a chance to improve their stock, making it harmony and cooperation
throughout.
pople
The aociations to-day totAl a momberslip of practically 20 per cent of the
interested in the silver-iox industry in the Ui ited Statte, and I hope the time is fnot,:
very far away when they will control a full 100 per cent.
I believe in the motto "'ive and let live." I can not understaid why anybody
should try to squeeze out anyone els. As statd above, I believe in " letting the
best man win," and if more ranchers would put this in their mind I am sure the fox
industry would be far more successful than it is to-day. As it is, they all follow in
the footsteps of one leader and it is the man that keeps a step ahead of hiis (vonmq)titmrs
that will wore the biggest success.
Then, let's all shake hands an(l live and let live.
t
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FREH AND FROZENI FISH.
[Paragraph 718.]

STATEMENT OF HON. WESLEY L. JONES, SENATOR FROM WASHINGTON.

Senator Joints of Washington. With reference to fish, paragraph
718 our people want a tariff of 2 cents a pound on fresh fish, together
with a proviso providing for either a straight 2 cents a pound" on
freh fishIor at any rte, a provision that would read something like
All halibut, salmon, swordfishb, sld bh, fresh, frozen, or packed, in
ice, 2 cents a pound: Provided, That 'no hallbut, salmon or sablefish, fresh,
frozen, or packed in Ice, taken from the north Paciflc Ocean or Its tributary
waters, shall be admitted into the United States through a foreign country,
unlies same shall ie in bond from an American port. All other fish, fresh,
frozen, or packed in ice, not specially provided for, 1 cent a pound.

An iteml similar to that was put into the Simmons-Underwood
tariff bill when it passed the Senate. We had quite an extensive discussion of the reasons, especially for the proviso. (Pages. 13181 to
13, Vol. 53, 1st se,64th Congi:.)...:
13186,Ipart
Briefly, I may say this, however, that. the Canadian authorities
are using every possible method to divert the fish industry to Prince
liiupert. They have put all sorts of restrictions and discriminations
through their orders:-in council against American fishermen and
Amerlcan fish, with the avowed purpose of diverting the business to
Prince Rupert wnd :then sending the fish over the Grand Trunk? Railway to e rn markets /.
The purpose of this is to protect and keep under the American flag
the ships engaged in :the fishing industry in the North Pacific and
in Alaska, and also to:encourage the transportation of these fish to
eastern markets over American railroads.
As I say, I am going to refer to that discuspion and give the page.
You will not needto print it in the record, but it will make it available. I hope that the matter will be given the very careful consideration of the committee.
I will endeavor to find where nator Chamberlain made a speech
with reference to thewmatter and discussed it and pointed out these
discriminations. They are very clear and very plain. The purpose
is openly avowed in the orders in council that were passed. (The
reference to Senator Chamberlain's remarks, subsequently submitted
by the witness is as follows: Pages 14024 to 14028, Part 13, vol. 53,
- u:
tong.)
1st sess., 64th
I want to present for printing in the record the amendment that..
I spoke about the other day with reference to fish; and ,I also want
to present another amendment covering the same subject, which
amendment has been suggested by our people.
I ask, as well, that in connection with the same a telegram- and'
some letters I have here with me be printed, and that, I think, will
conclude the matter.
Insert a new paragraphl after pitaragrap 718
ialibut aind Salmon from the watersof tile NorthAlleitle Ocean, fresb,
frozen, or prepared, for shipment at or shipped from a foreign port, 3 cents

per pound."
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SEATTrL, WASH., January 5, 1922.
Hon. W rLEY L. JON",:
D , C.
United States Senate, Wl~ashifngto~nA
u
:Since 1915 Cajanadian ports have gradually absorbed Alaska's fresh-fislh busneEs, this through their railways and orders In council. It Is imperative that
through prohibiting shipment from foreign port or through tariff on fresh 6or
frozen fish p repared for shipment at foreign port this business should be centeredl fin Alaska. If Alaska Is to develop we must secure for lher her own
resources and commerce.
SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMIERCE, ALASiKA BUiEA..
JANUARY 3, 1922.
Hon. W. L. Jotits,
United States Senat4 Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENAToa: Pacific :oast interests- have Suggested thatt a duty placed'
upon fish prepared for shipmeiit at foreign ports would give the fishing inidustry at American ports the needed protection, and less likely to draw opposition
than the, measure we-have urged, which would entirely prohibit shipments so
prepared.: It is therefore requested that we work to secure the following ais apart of the general tariff bill:
"Halibut and salmon, freshi frozen, or prepared for shipment at a foreign:
port, 8 cents per pound. AU other fsh, fresh, frozen, or prepared for shipment
at a foreign port, 1 cent per pound."
A duty- on only foreign-caught fish will not correct the cohditionihnow existIng at the Canadian Pacific ports.: Such a dutyr would simply encourage Cana
dlan operators to use American bottoms out- of their. ports. The flag would
provide free entry of thelr product to our markets, though the industry would
remain -Canadian as completely as it is to-day, for the fishing fleet regurdless of
flag wouid be mxannedprovisioned, and operated from Canadian 4rts
The sole object of this tariff measure is to make the Alaska fisheries a' resource of American ports, instead of. permitting them to be exploited by Caunadian interests and a fleet sailing from Canadian ports, the product of which 18
entirely consumed in the United States. The duty suggested will not affect 'the
price of fsh to either producer or consumer; it simply moves the market. place
of the fishing fleet from Canadian to American soil, making It an American
asset which will be highly beneficial to the future growth and prosperity of
Alasa
I wish to call your attention to the attached copy of a resolution I)asced by
the Commercial Club of Ketchikan, Alaska, July U1, 1921.

Respectfully,

H. C. STRONG.

To the Congress of the United States:
Whereas the fresh-fish industry of the Territory of Alaska is one of the great
and important resources of the alid Tertitory; un(l
Whereas the said Industry should be encouraged as at nic11(.an1s of develop:ng and
building up the salh4, Territory of Alaska; sind
Whereas, if proper protection is given this industry to prevent the fresh fish
caught In the waters of and adjacent to said Territory of Alaska from being
packed and. prepared in foreign countries for shilmenit to the markets of the
United States, a permanent fishing lxwPulation Will settle in Alaska, improve
small homesteads, and aid in the settlement and (developnIent of the Territory: Therefore be it
Resolved by the Commercial Club of Ketchikan, Alaska, That the Congress
of the United States be-, and hereby is, resl)ectfully memorialized antd urgled
to place in any tariff law which umay be passed by the Congress ajprov.siou
reading as follows:
"All fresh or frozen halibut or salmon, or the products thereof, arrivaiilig t
an American port fromn or throughI any foreign country, which haive1 bieenet1
lacked or prepared for shipment in other than American territory, shall bbe
subject to a duty of 3 cents per p)oundl; and other deep-sem fish, or products
thereof, arriving at an American port front or through any foreign country,1
wh:ch have been packed oir prel)lrel fori shipment in other than Aimleriean
Territory, shall lie subject to a(ility of 1 cent per pIounId."
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That a copy hereof be'sent to the President of the
it;8
(urther resolved,
t

ha

United States Senate, the Speaker of the United States House of Representatives, the chairman of the Commiiittee on Ways and Meains of the United States
House of Representatives, the chairman of the Committee on Finance of the
United States Senate, and the Delegate to Congress from Alaska.
J. C. BARBER., President.
Adolited July 11, 1921.

Attested:
A. G. SHOUP, Secretary.

MEMORANDULM SUPPORTING TARIFF ON FRBlE tAND FROZEN FISH.
The offshore fisheries of Alaska-that: is, fish taken from the Pacific Ocean
or its tributary waters-is a national:.resource which, should, be the means of
supporting large, permanent, and prosperous communities in Alaska.
However, to make this a reality, constructive and protective legislation is
imperative. Somethilng must be dione whlch will create In.Alaska a market for
these products, a market which will bring the- producer ard the representatives
of eastern distributors in the-United States together-at ports-in Alaska.
To-day the economical market for the- Alaska fisheries is in a foreign port
at the terminus 'of a C()anadian railway, and here these fisheries, together with
the buyers for the consumers of the United States, are building -a big industry.
Thle deep-sea fisheries of Alaska'and American markets are jointly supporting
a larger population and a greater volume of business at Prince Rupert: and
Vancouver, British Columbia, than they are doing for all of the coast of Alaska.
Legislation alone will. move this market and its benefits: from Canadian to
American ports in Alaska. Transportation problems :in Alaska will solve themselves wOhen thils volume of business originates in Alaska instead of at Canadian
portS, therefore Congress is petitioned to enact the following tariff measure.
"All fresh or frozen halibut or salmon, or the products-thereof, arriving at
an Anierican Iport froml or through any- forel country, vhich have been packed
or prepatrel for shipment in other than American territory, shall be subject to
a (luty of 3 cents per pound; and all other deep-sea fish, or the products thereof,
arriving at an Amnerican port fromor through any foreign country, which have
been. packed or prepared for shipnient in other than American territory, shall
be Sul)ject to a (lilty of I cent per pound."
This tariff measure will bring' to Alaska the wholesaile market, which Is now
being maintainedl in Canada. It will be instrumental in improving our transportatilon facilities find he the means of bringing thousands of home builtnrs.
Alaska IIlI become the permanent homne of a large population which s :!ow
being suJpported in Canadian ports by our American fisheries and American

markets.

To-d(lay a vessel sails from iPrince Rupert., she may be either an American or
a Canadian, buit she will he outfitted
with supplies bought in Canada where all
her lu)siness is transacted; shie proceeds to -the fishing banks adjacent to
Alaskan shores, fills up with: fish 'and returns to the Canadian port where the
fish are sold for ship)newzt to American markets but pai( for in Canadian money,
the proceeds (ldi(le(d anfd distributed through various channels in Canada.
Canada hais therebv tainedna valuable asset at Alaska's e.xq)ense.
The ultimate homne of a fishing peoi)le will be int or near the. port where the
anl
1111(1 sh1oul(d Canada he p~elrnitted to contilline as the
fish are tunloade(ld and1(1,
main (listril)utinlig point of North Pacific fish to the Americifai market, the
fishermneill engaged in talking these fish: will gradually settle. inI Canada ai]nd
b)ecome. Canadian citizens, transferrilng t]eir vessels to (1anadian registry.
Tl'reefore ilo aet of Congress can (1o nore to give Alas;ka, a J)erniallent selfsul)j)orting population than the above tariff measure, and it will dio so without
rnlaliig any cost to the consiimer and without placing any burden uiipn thle
fislheriman. It merely moves a market and. makes Alaskan ports the trade
center for North Pacific fishing products which are going to the United States.
The fisb will be discharged at Alaskan ports where they will be paid for in.
American money alnd be subject to American inspection -afind American regula:tion. We are asking only for such legislation as will Insure a condition
whereby payments made by the markets of the United States for products taken
from the waters adjacent to or within convenient reach of American shores,
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Will be used for the maintenance of ainfiAmlerican Halhing fleet. the development:
of American enter)rises, tind the building of American homes on American soil.
Itespjtfully submitted.
:COMMERCIAL CLUB OF K=ETCIBKAN,

By

J}. C. BARuB., Prre8identl.

Amnidti

laragraph 718 to read as follows:
"All fish, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice, not scilly provid(led for, cents
per pound: Provided, That no salmon or halibutA from' N'`orth P'cifc:ic waters
shall be admitted into the United States through~ a forelgn country unless the
same are shipped in bond from an American port."
STATEMENT OF H. C. STRONG, REPRESENTING THE COMMERCIAL
CLUB, KETCHIKAN, ALASKA.

Mr. STRONG. I am here at the request of the Commercial Club o'f
Ketchikan, Alaska, and am a member of its executive board. I wish
to file with you a message from the governor of Alaska, also a letter
addressed you to-day by Mr. Hoover, our Secretary of Commerce,
which requests that you provide relief for the situation which confronts America's interest in the fisheries of the Pacific coast. We
have in Alaska a vital point, which has not been made clear to this
committee from a truly American -standpoint, but owing to the lateness of the houir I must be content with a short statement and the filing of two briefs, one prepared by the Coinnmereial Club of Ketchikan and the other by myself.
Senator McCuMHER. They will be printed in the record.
Mr. STRoNG. At the Department of Commerce there are numerous
communications-from business houses, commercial associations, and
letters from many operators of American fishing vessels which fully
explain the hold Canada now has on the fishing industry of the
Pacific.
The supply of fish which are found in the waters off Alaska's coast
is of the highest quality to be found-anywhere in the world, ind
they are consumed by Americans, the greater portion going to points
east of the Rocky Mountains, yet this wonderful resource and
market is centered at the Canadian port of Prince Rupert, Canada,
which is within 40 miles. of Alaska.
This is due-to a combination of geographical and commercial conditions, together with the intense interest and support of the` Can-ti;
adian Government in the development of this industry at her ports,
this, as compared with the utter lack on the part of our Government
up to the present time to pass a simple-protective measure which in
effect would transfer the market p lace, the buyers, the shippers, and
the headquarters of the fleet fishing for the Americani consumers
from Canada across the international border line into Alaska, making this important resource and industry a support to Alaska instead of Canada.
At Ketchikan, Alaska, which is but 90 miles from Prince Rupert,
reached through inside waters navigable every day of the year,0 and
90 miles closer to the fishing banks, you find better harbor conditions
than at the Canadian port. We have many miles of 'perfectly protected deep-water frontage, which is true of many harbors in south81527-22-scH 7-28
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em Alaska, and at Ketchikan we now have constructed wharves
and warehouse of sufficient capacity to handle the entire fish business
now handled at Prince Rupert. Every facility can and will be provided at Alaska ports to handle. the industry, but the business will
not be there to handle until our Government passes an act placing a
duty on all fish entering the United States .which have been iced,
boxed frozen, or otherwise prepared for shipment at other than
American ports. Shipments reaching the United States through
Canada should be obliged to be in bond from an American port if
they are to be admitted free of duty.
Fishing interests at Prince Rupert and Vancouver' and those who
have represented them in Wiashington d:o not object to our Government placing a duty on foreign fish, but they strongly object to the
wording of a tariff measure that will give Alaska and American.
interests the protection needed in this industry. This is the pount
you should clearly understand. The Canadian institutions are handling American fish which would not be affected by the wordng
of a usual tariff amendment. During the year of 1920 vessels of
American registry to the number of 258 were engaged in fishing operations out o the-port of Prince Ru pert and 24 from the port of
Vancouver. This number and the volume of business has -increas'ed
during the year 1921 though we have not the exact figures. These
vessels of American registry landed in excess of 65 per cent of all
the deep-sea fish discharged at Canadian ports. The catch of these
vessels, on account of the American registry of the hull, makes'
them American fish, but they are operatd from -the Canadian ports,
which derive the entire benefit of their production. The value of
their catch is there disbursed, enteringCanadiin channels of trade
and the vessels are of the same value to Canadian ports as those of
Canadian registry. The Canadian packers and shippers send every
pound of it through to he United States, and American consumers
through their fish dealers are actually paying Canada for a product
taken from the Alaska fishing banks, the Industry being of no assistance to American ports.
Canadian ports are now using less than 35 per cent Canadian hulls
in their fisheries, and a duty on foreign fish would merely cause them
to employ an increased number of American hulls, but Canada would
still hold the industry, the fishing population, and all the prosperity
that goes -with it. The United States would still be paying Canadian
ports for the fish taken from Alaskan waters, yet on account of the
fish being taken or caught by vessels of`American registry they are
classed as American fish, and the Canadian firmss are shipping them
in bond through Canada, entering them in the United States as
'American fish free of duty, though Canada has received the value of
the cargo and the benefits of the industry.
Considering the vast fisheries adjacent to the shores of Alaska,
which are not equaled by those of any nation in the world, together
with the thousands of miles of Alaska' coast line which I believe
will never 'be settled and developed by other than a fishing population, I sincerely believe you should adopt the amendment:
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Provided, That no fresh or frozen flsh taken from the North Pacific Oan or
tributary waters shall be admitted into the United States from or through any
foreign country except when the same shall be in bond from an American port.
This is the only sure way of giving Alaska and American ports the
full benefit of her fisheries, Citnadian laws prohibit fish discharged
by American vessels at her ports from going into consumption in
Canada, not even upon the payment of duty, and American fishing
vessels in the Pacific have no market for their fresh and frozen fish
except that afforded by the consumers of the United States. So why
should we permit Canada to continue to profit by this industry to
the great detriment of Alaska and American ports?
The general public has the impression that the only way of getting
relief through a tariff bill is by placing a duty on the article desired
to protect,;thus most of the requests have been that you place a duty
upon fish that have been prepared for shipment at a foreign port.
halibut and salmon are high-priced fish, the former often reaching
a price in excess of 20.cents per pound paid to the fishermen at the
port of discharge on the Pacific coast, and, due to the fact that
Canada controls the logical route of travel between our northern
fisheries and our markets of the Eastern States, a duty of even 3
cents per pound would still leave Canadian establishments at Prince
Rupert ini position to greatly embarrass shippers from Alaska who
might be using the Canadian route to eastern markets; hence to he
absolutely effective we should place an embargo at provided in the
above-suggested amendment.
I would suggest that the amendment you adopt to cover this situation be so worded as to take effect on and after 60 days after the
passage of the act. This would allow ample time to fully establish
the needed transportation connecting Alaska with rail terminals and
the adjustment of business-connections on the part of those now buying fish for Anierican markets at Prince Rupert fro-im the Canadian
portto American ports. American interests have anticipated the need
of additional facilities in Alaska to :handle the business they believe
this legislation is to bring to their Territory, and iany thousands of
dollars, running into the six figures, are now being expended by
Americans to handle this-business, which can:and will move direct
from Alaska upon the passage of this legislation, to greater advantage to America, her fishermen, and consumers alike, for one vessel
per day can transport all the fish brought in by the entire fleet at
less cost to all and with greater dispatch than is now required by the
entire fleet proceeding to the port of Prince Rupert, which is 90 miles
farther from the principal fishing banks than is the principal fishing
port in Alaska, which is Ketchikan.
(The briefs and other papers referred to are as follows:)
J:ITNEAU, A.LASKA, No0reM ber 10, 1920.
Hotel Raleigh, Wahington, D. a.:.
Have telegraphed'Senatort Sniloot -requestnlingtihe direct fishtariff mitter
with you. Suggest you make:an appointment With himi for Saturday. I Ills
ready to be of any possible service.
BONE, GOVernor.
H. C. STRoNG,
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COMMITx,
United State# Senate, Washi"nton, D. a.
Size00|:
81": Some legislation is being urged. wih

SENATE FINANCE

view to protecting Alerican
fishery interests O(H tile Pa1cifdc ossut in Wv iuisiuner titit will iuhike this industry a
resource of American ports. A large volume of this business is being handled
through foreign ports, and I feel that legislatit,
0 1prolialdy tlroulghl it rea-oa^llhble
duty, should be enacted which will tend to transfer this business, supported
entirely by Americans, to American ports.
Yours, faithfully,
HEaREXT HOOVER.

321i2 01
O . 0. STONG, RZPNEBZXNTING VT

OOXNZRCIAL CLUB, NXTONKAN,

It is respectfully requested that H. R. 7456 be s mended as to assist in
establishing at American ports the American fishing industry and fishing fleet,
which on the Pacifdei.coast is now centered at Canadian ports. To accomplish
this two measures have been suggested, either of which I believe would be helpful. They ae ais follows
"All fresh or-frozen halibutor salmon, ortihe products thereof, arriving-at
an American port, from or through any foreign country, which have been packed
or prepared for shipment in other thanAmerican territory shall be subject to
a duty of, 8 cents' per 'pound; and
all othr deepsa tfish,
or liroduct thereof,
'
arriving At an American port,ofrom or through any foreign country, which have
been packed or prepared for shipment In other than American territory shall
be subject to ia zduty of 2 cents per potlnd"; or, "Provided, That no fresh or
frozen fish taken frpm the North Pacific Ocean br tributary waters shall be
admitted into-the United State from or through any foreign country except
when the same shall be in bond from an Americanuport."
The obJect Isito
gain and keep the control of our Paclfic flshery resources at
American ports, making themia"Aiasset of our ownwcountry. tIs a subject most
important to Amierica: and vital to tlie future growth.and prosperity of -Alaskna.
: The Alaiska. fishing' banks'.':are not:-:exC6eded - In extent or resourcefulness by
any In thle' world, and tile United:States is the greatest atarket for high-grade
fishery products; but dueto thegeographical position of Canadla and the interest
shown by hjer Governinment In fostering the flshing Industry, w e now see the
Alaska fisheries centtered at the Canadian port of Prince Rupert.
The distributors of fish in the United States remit to Canada to pay for the
fish taken onthe Alaska banks. American markets and the Alaska fisling
banks are pouing wealth into the Canadian. port, where the industry is the miainstay of ai growing, prosperous community.
: This matter has been discussed o tle floor of the Senate by Senator Jones
of Washington ani Senator ChaIberlain of Oregon, and their remarks ay -be
found in the Record of the Sixty-fourth Congress, pages 1.5024 to 1.5027, inclisive, and 16598jto 164, inclusive. The pages contain statistics And reports
from our Federal departments, and go Into details explaining how Canadtn has
betfenatble to gain control ofthis indistry.
Since that time Canada has made an effort to negotiate a treaty with this
country- which would bar us -from enacting any legislation affecting these fisherles. From n map of the west coast of this: continent,'! think I shall be able
to showyou how- securely Canadan wllicontrol our supply of fresh fish from
the North Pacific banks until such time As we pass effectivelegislation. Both
from a commercial and geographical standpoint, Canada lies between the source
of supply off the coast of Alaska and the markets of oijr eastern ,Sttes.
Prince Rupert, British Columbia, At the Paciflc teimlnus of the Grand Trunk
P'acitfc Railway which is close to the border of Alaska, is provided with d irect
rail connection with all eastern American cities. Here ever, provision has
been made to foster thle industry; the Canadian Government has through subsidy anri the us! of " orders In council ". put the Canadian port in absolute colltrol of the fishing industry of the North Pacific.
Canada fully realizes that regardless of national registry of vessels engaged
that the port at which the fishing vessels discharge their catch, where the fIsh
are weighed and paid for, Iced, and boxed for shipment to the consumers,
where the fishermen and crew are paid off, and the vessel Is reprovisione4 for
k
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Its next trip has gained the value of the cargo so discharged. The vessel,
crew, and indiistry hasbecome an asset of their port. Their object is to hold
the Pacific fishing fleet at their ports, to make it an asset of Canada, though
the product is taken from the Alaska banks and American consumers are payIng Canada for the same.
The passing or enactment of one of the suggested amendments would correct
the condition; It 'would in no way. affect the price of fish to the consumer nor
that paid to the fishermen; it would merely transfer the buyer, the market
place-at which the fishing fleet would center, to American soil, which is closer
to the supply of fish. It would result In an economic advantage. The industry
supported solely by American consumers Would be established on the American
side of the international boundary; the fishing fleet would be aP asset-of Alaska
instead of Canada, as it is to-day. It would do more to repopulatethie coast
of Alaska and give it the needed prosperity than any act Congress could pass.
This is no dlsci'lmination against any foreign country; it is merely protecting our own through making It necessary that vessels, regardless of' nationality,
taking: fish from the North Paific Ocean or, tributary waters, when the are
to be consuhned by Americans, mist be discharged at an American port.
Canada has alwaysfostered her fisherles anld protected them in every known
way, and nowishe is, through " orders in council " and other means, reaching for
Pacific. Under existing
and controlling the American fisherles of thecon'di
tions, it would he absolute business suicide for an American institution doing
business solely at American portsi to attempt to handle fresh fish between
Alaska and eastern American markets in competition with the Industry established at Prince Rupert. We would simply be playing into their hand, for
they lie between our supply and market.
'0'o the Con grees of the United States:
Whereas the fresh-fish industry, of.the Territory of Alaska is one of the great
an(ld important resources of. the Said Territory; and
W%'hereas the'sai industry should be encouraged as a means of developing and
building up the said Territory of Alaska; and
Whereas If proper protection is given this industry to prevent the fresh fish
caught in the waters of and adjacent to said Territory of Alaska from being
packed and prepared it foreign couitries for shipment to the markets of
the United States, a permanent fishing population wvill settle In,Alaska, Imi
and aid in the settlement and development of the
prove sniall homesteads,
Territory: Therefore, be it
Reolvied by the CommerciDa lub of Ketchikats, Alaska, That the Congress
of the United Stattes be, and hereby is, respectfully memorialized and urged
to place in an.y tariff law, which may be passed by the Congress, a provision
readlng as follows:
"All fresh or frozen halibut 'or salmonmor the products thereof arriving at
an American port: fronij or through any forelgn 'country, which have been packed
or prepared for shipment in other country,-which have-been packed or prepared
for shipment in other than American territory, shall be subject to a duty of
3 cents per pound; and other deep-sea-fish or product. thereof arriving at
an Amier~can port from or through tiny foreign country, which have been packed
or prepared for shipment in other than- American territory, shall be subject
to a duty' of I cent per pound." Be it- further
Resolved, That a copy hereof be sent to the President of the United States
Senate, the Speaker of the United States House of Representatives, the chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means of the United States House of Representatives, the chairman of the Committee on Finance of the United States
Senate, and the Delegate to Congress from Alaska.

Adopted July 11, 1921.
Attest.

J. C. BAaBBL, President.
A. G. Saoup, Secretary.
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MEMORANDUM OF TSHE YOOMMESCU CLu OFKrroHiAn, ALASNA, Surrounno
THE TAXI" on Fuwsa AND Faoszw FIis.
fish taken from the Pacific Ocean
The offshore fisheries of Masks-that k,
or its tributary waters-Is a national resource, whIch should b te meansof
supporting large prmaent, and prosperous communities in Alaska.
However, to make- this a reality, constructive and protective legislation Is
imperative. Something mut be doone which will create In Alaska a market
for these produbts, a market which will bring the producer and the representatives of eastrn distributors In the United State together at ports In Alaska.
To-day the economical market for the Alaska fisheries is in a foreign port
at the terminus of a Canadian railway, and here these fisheries, together with
the buyers for the consumers of the United States, are building a big industry.
The deep-sea fisheries of Alaska and American markets are Jointly supporting
a larger population and a greater volume of business at Prince Rupert and
Vancouver, British Columbia, than they are doing for all of the coast of
Alaska.
legislation alone will move this market and Its beneflts from Canadian toil;
American ports In Alaska. Transportation problems In Alaska will s0olve
themselves when this volume of business originates in Alaska instead of at
- Canadian ports. Therefore Conkress Is petitioned to enact the following tariff
measure:
e halbut or salmon, or the products thereof, arriving at
"All fresh or
an American got from or through any forei country, which have been picked
or prepared for shipment: in other than American territory, shall be subject to
a duty of 3 cents per pound; and all other deep-sea fsb, or the products thereof,
arriving at- an American port from or through any foreign country, which have
been packed or prepared for shipment in other than American territory, shall
be subject to a duty of 1 cent per pound."
This tariff meure will bring to Alaska the wholesale market, which is now
being maintained in Canada. It will be instrumental in improving our transportation facilities and be the means of bringing thousands of home builders.
Alaska will become the permanent home of a large population which is now
being supported In Canadian ports by our American fisheries and American
markets.
To-day a vessel salls.:from Prince Rupert; she may be either an American
or a Canadian, but she will be outfitted with supplies bought in Canada,
where all hqr. business is transacted. She proceeds to the fishing banks adJaand returns to the Canadian port,
cent to Alaskan ihores,:flls up with
where the fsh are sold for shipnt to American markets, but paid for i n
Canadian money, the proceeds divided and distributed through various channels
in Canada. Canada haswthereby gained a valuable asset at Alaska's expense.
The ultimate home of a flshilng people wil, be in or near the port where the
fish are unloaded and sold, and should COnada be periitted to continue as the
main distributing point of north Pacific fish to the American market, the fisherm engaged n taking the fish-will gradually settle In Canada and become
Canadian citizens, transferring their vesls to Canadian registry.
:Therefore no act of Congress can do more to gve Alaska a permanent selfsupporting population than the above tariff: measure, and It will do so without
adding any cost to the consumer and without placing any burden upon the fisherman. It merely Moves a tmarket and makes:: Alnaskan ports the trade center
for north Pacific fishing products which are going to the- United States.
.The fish will be discharged at Alaskan ports, where they will be pdid for in
American mony ndbe subject to American Inspection lnd American regulation. We are asking only for such legislation as wtill insure a condition whereby payments made by the markets of the United States for products taken
fromt the waters adjacent to or within convenient reach of American shores
will be used for the maintenance of an American fishing fleet, the development
of American enterprises, and the building of American homes on American soil.
Respectfully submitted.
COMMERCIAL CLUB OF- K~rCHIRAN,
By J. C. BARBS, President.
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CUD A"D PIESEEVED FISH.'

[Paragraphe 719,1721 and 1845.]:
BSE

? 0F :7. L. PFAWSZT, IRIS
TADE COMMISSI8ION1E
LflEIOA.

TO

I appear before your committee representing tho interests of the Irish nit-fish
cure wand nporteers.
Taking t*e returns for the six years 1914-1919, approximately 29 000,000 pounds
of fresh mackerel and 27,000,000 pounds of fresh herring were landed annually on
the Irish coast.
The average export. over the same period of cured (sit) mackerel: amount to
8,000,000 pounds and of cured (salt) herring amount to 7 000 000 pounds annually.
: Irelands department of customs was abolised by the tngiish Government a hundred years back, and, as a conseque , the ubied returns of Ireland's external
trade do not show with what reign country Ireland catries on trade relations,
nor is there avalable information as to the character or qualities of her exports to or
imPorts from foreign lands. We have no mea of ascertainig, for example, from the
offlcal reords of our foreign trade, to what countries and in what quantities we ship
our cured fi.
TheUnited bSteats annual itrd trcods how, hover, that in the 6- period
quoted abve some 1,500,000 pouids of cure dmackerel and some 2,100,000 pounds
of cured herring rehdthi countr annusy from Iteland. Thoseconnected with
the fish tride in Irlind know at - figures do not fully reP nt the quantities
of cured fish that enter the Amierin mrkets every year from Ireland. We believe,
indeed, that the gret bulk-of our cured-fish exports come to this country indirectly
through Elish por and from English broken.
In ddition to the domestic supply of cured fish, the United States trade returns
show that on an averaqeome 18,000,900 pounds of cured mackerel and some 58,000,000
pounds of cured herring are imported for consumption in America every year from

foreign countries'.
In the year 1919 the largest supplies of salt mackerel came to this countryfrom
( and in the order named): England, Canada, Ireland, Norway, Netherlands, and
Scotland.
In the sme year the largest supplies of alt herring came to this country from (and
in the order named): Canada, "brador, and Neoundland, Scotlad, Netherlands,
Ireland, and E d. Only in the year 1918 did Canada and Labrador and Newfoundland bin shipping upplie of cured herring tb the United Stat. Both in'
1918 and 191 considerably more than half.of the total American imports of cured
herring were supplied by Canada and Labrador and Newfoundand.
Ireland, as your returnsehow, i the third principal supply country of imported
mackerel on your market.: she is the fifth principal upply county of imported herring.
In 1917, before Canada and Labrador entered the mar3.et, Ireland held the tbi;rd
position among foreign countrie supplying herng to your people.
It is generally umdeod that the slt-fsh supplies on the American markets are
mainly consumed by the working clas in the cities and towns and by agriculturists
in interior. districts, where this is the only form of sa food suited to the peculiar conditions of living in such districts. To place a tax on imported salt fish would result
in increasing the price of this important and nutritious article of diet to these clams
of -your -citizeni,:V0.:
ot does not
izensr ti any resultant gain would accrue to you,, national fisheries
from the impostion, of such ta:x.
In the-first insance, American supplies of native cured mackerel and herring are,
admittedly inadequate to meet the large domestic demand for this foodstuff. Your
fisheries appear to cater mainly for the fresh-fish market, which is certainly the most
profitable branch of the trade4
During the war, when impotS of cured mackerel and herring fell off, the native
industry did not respond to the op tunity thus afforded by the inadequate supplies
coming from Europe at the time to this country. The high prices then offering for
this grade of foodstuff did not tempt your fisheries to endeavor to supply the demand.
Apparently, the fresh market absorbed the main bulk of their produce and gave them
better and quicker returms on their investments. The demand continued unsupplied
your natlve producers, and CanadiAn and Newfoundland supplies came forward to
fil the wan.
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Again, in previous administration when.sitarlff was imnod on forign-cured fish
entering your markets, such tariffs neither kept out the foreign supplies to any
appreciable extent, nor did your native fish-curing inutry avairof the oprtunLy
provided by such handicap 'on foreign imports to secure the home market In salt
mackerel .nd herring for the home-produced article. The tax merely increased the
cost of the cured fish, both domestic anid foresn,,to the working classes in this country,
who, as already pointed out, are in the main the chief consumers of this foodstukt.
It quite
too, that the incresed price demanded, under the tax, for nt
fish e'nab!ed 'the frih-f&h vendors to secure increased prices for their daily supplies
of fresh fish. Most taxes, where imposed to help a home industry, usually work out
after this fashion.
From my knowledge of the -fish industry in this country, it appears to me that this
industry (when compared with the portion -of the imported salt-fish trade) now and
will always occupy a favored position here by rewm of certain facts, knowledge of
which is common to all persons interested in the fish buiness, namely:
(a) The American markets can consume all the supplie of frh fish made available
for consumption by American fish-producing compes.
(b) The American market is not only at the door of the American fsh industry, but
the market isat all times responsive to the American product as such.
(c) The long oversea haul with incidental heavy freights, insurance, protracted
delays resulting in deterioration of quality of fish, financial lo to shipper, etc., constitute a big handicap and a financial tariff against the imported commodity and in
favor of the home product.
(d). The obsolete amd almost hopeless financing of foreign fish supplies entering the
United States markets make the trade practically an unprofitable one for foreign
producers.,
In my judient, it would indeed be a very easy mtterfor America producers of'
salt mackere and herring to capture and retain for hemiselves the native market
in this commodity. They could secure the monopoly of the tride, and without
asking the United States Government to puit a tax en compe'ti mported fish, providethey were in a position to supply the American market sadily with the quantities demanded. This it appears they are not in a position to do, and no tax that your
Government can impose on the foreign product will enable the-American fish industry
to get a hold of this trade in salted mackerel and herring.
POSITION-OF TH IOSH INDUSTRY.

The fishing industry in Ireland is a declig one. This is borne out by the fact
that there are fewer persons and: boa6tsnow employed in the industry, and that the
annual catch is very much smaller than the catch a deade and more back.
The idustry is inadequtately fin'ancd and in an unrizWed condition. Very
little attention has been devoted to the industry:by the Englih authorities. It sle
not even' protected from the maraudin steamy trawler of neighboribg countries.
The facilities for marketing the catch are indifferent and constitute a severe han4lcap
to the trade.-:The fishing is mainly Inshore drift-net and hand-line fishin. There are very few
trawleof Iris h owneip employed in the trade. The catch in the main coits
of mackerel and herring,~.
fsingis at mansource ofincome for the 20,000 persons (with dependent numberinginiall about;80,000 souls) employed in the calling.
Owing in the main .to the absence of facilities for marketing the fresh catch the
curing of the fish is lazply followed.
Theo United States is and has for a long number of years, been the chief foreign
market for the cured supplies of Irish fsh.
:
:Wheever th'e market for, lt mackerel andhinu is depressed in America the
fisherfolk and: their-mawilies in Ireland are aeriou ected in their little incomes.
An ubnresonsive market for Irish cured fish in this country reaets detrimentally
upon the indu'st in Ireland.
The increased cost of living in this country depre the market for cured fish here.
a drop in prices to the hipper, but it also means that large
:This mean not onIy
unsold and unalab e supplies remain on hand at the end of the Peason.
To place a tax dn imported cured fish entering America would mean increasing the
cost of living to the poor in thi country, and this would tend in turptodepr the
market here or Irish alt mackerel and hemnrng.
Just Dow, when stepe being taken in Ireland to organize and finance the industry
ade uately by the Irish government, a depression of the market here for Irish supplies
would retard such belated development as is contemplated there. We are organizing
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the fishles districts along cooperative lines; we are helping them fancally, so as
to provide larger and more suitable motor-driven. boats, better ar, and afl-rotind
better facilities for the successful conduct of the industry. We have great hopes of,
in time, placing the industry on a-paying basis, -producing a better graded and superior
quality-article, and of enabling the fish'erfolk to derive a decent income from the
indutryi, ad so making it a benefit to them and to the nation - a whole. Here in
your country. we ar planning o marketing our cued fish on better condition, financial and otherwise, and this is a uptoi'that the importers here will appreciate. I
repeat, to impose a tax on these imports now would prove anything but helpful to us
in Island wrho are planning to build up an industry on aotnd lines and who hope as a
consequence to produce and place on yqur markets a foodstuff unexcelled in quality
and marketed on a strictly competitive basis.
There is one more consideration I wish to place before your committee, arising out
of this queetion, before I conclude. Mfy mission to this country is to promote closer
trade relations between Ireland and America. Our external trade i8- valed at
$1,700,000,000 in value yearly. That trade has been-in the past practically the sole
monopoly of England. Ireland is desirouts of huying American godst where ihe can:
she is also desirous to sell to America such produc-ts as The has and that A merit a may
need.. The direct trade of America and Ireland is less lhan $l10,0OOOAX) in value
annually. With gbod will and cooperation there should 1e little difficlulti in increasing-that tride tenfold. It would be to the mutual advantage of both the United
States and Ireland.
English shipping has had the (arrying almost excluively of Ireland's enoftnoiis
foreign trade.- Ireland is mostanxious to see American shippinjg in Irish waters.
We are trepared to sipport Amterican shippinsz to the hait of oulr ability. The United
States Shipping Board a year back placed some United States tonnage on the direct
America-Ireland trade. I am glad to say that the venture ba passed the experimental stage and is now on a permanent and paying basis. Full cargoes regularly go
forward from New York to Irish ports, So far none of the United States ships have
returned in ballast. Each ship brings;hack cargo for the American markets Part
of the return cargo consists of the cured :fish that we ale now dealing with. Formerly
this fish was Impoted here via Liverpool and on English ships.. We are anxious tosee this trade increase and ar planning bringing cares direct alIo to Boston. We
invite your cooperation in this work. By allowing this fish to continue to come into
America free of import duty you will help us to provide cargo in increasing quantities for the American shipping now on the Irish route. Also, hy not depressing our
exports to your country by taxation, you will enable us to buy our requirements in
other lines from your producers, and in lawer measure than heretofore, and so together we may cement the commercial relations that now happily have been begun
under promising circumstances by our respective peoples.
STATEMENT OF ASHTON W. THOMAS, REPRESENTING THPACIFIC
CURED FINS ASSOCIATION.V

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Chairman, I appear here as a representative of
the Pacific Cured Fish Association, operating principally in A-laska;I might say altogether in Alaska.
I appeared before the Ways and Means Committee of the House
and asked that a duty of 2 cents per jound be placed upon pickled
herring on the net weight of the fish. As the bi I has been reported,
it has been changed so that it reads one cent and a half a pound
upon the gross weight of the fisn in the container. However, that
does not change the amount.
Senator MOCUMBER. Would that be a greater or a less amount
upon the fish content?
f as the
MI#r THoMAS. That would be tie same as was asked, so far
barrel and contents that we use 'in Alaska is concerned. IIt might
not-be so with respect to some barrels. We use heavy wood out
there, and we ind- that the barrel and the contents weig about 100
pounds so that the dduty would be-about the same. I do not know
why: that change was made. I have no remarks to - make on' that
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by the Ways and
toask that
Alaska, may continue to develop.
I am speaking now as a producer as one who has every cent that
he has invested m the industry in Aiaska.
Our plant represents an investment of about a quarter of a million
dollars. I wish to say in that connection that the investment there
is largely the result of solicitations on the part of this Government
through the Bureau of Fisheries and the Food Administration.
During the war importations of these fish were largely, if not alto:gether, shut off, and so the Government sought a supply, and they
found the fish in Alaska. They found a fish that met the needs in
every way, as to quality, size, etc. The fish have met with, great
favor in the American market, and the industry has grown very
rapidly during the war.
Senator DxuaNoHAM. Of what kind of fish are you speaking now?
Mr. THOMAS. Herring.
Senator WATSON. Are you satisfied with this provision just as it is?
Mr. THoMAS. Yes, sir,
Senator WATSON. Is there anybody who objects to it?
Mr. THO MAS. I think there will be; yes, sir.
Senator MOCUMBER. Do Norway, Sweden, and Denmark export
any of these fish?
Mr. THOMAs. Yes. Our principal competitor, however, is Scotland.
Senator MCCUMBER. There has been some objection upon the part
of others.
Mr. TnomAs. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. What you want to do is to strike out the words
"immediate container and the brine, pickle, and salt."
I Senator MCCUMBIR. That would leave it too low for protection.
Mr. TIOMAS. I meant to say that a cent and a half upon the gross
weight of the fish is practically the same as 2 cents on the net weight
of the fish. I suppose the object of the change was to obviate the
necessity for weighing the contents.:
Senator McCBMER. The real question is the duty upon the fish.
Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
Senator McCUBER. And whether one cent and a half per: pound
on the fish themselves is sufficient.
Mr. THOMAS. It is not.
Senator MCCuMBER. In other words, you ask that "immediate
containler and thebrine, pickle, and salt" be stricken out, so that 14
cents will'apply only to the net weight of the fish?
Mr. THOMAS. I do not know what others may ask, but in`order
to exist in Alaska and to develop this industry we have to have
2 cents a pound.
Senator MCCUMBE1. You think that' you :can :not exist on 14
cents-per pound?
Mr. THOMAS. No. It costs us to lay down -a barrel of fish, considering the transportation from Seattle to Boston, $6.50, and the
freight-down the coast of Alaska from the packing lant is $1. 50.
Senator LA FomLTrz. What does the product sell for perpound?
Mr. THOMAS. The price ranges from $15 to $17 per barrel.
Senator LA FOLLDrrE. And there are about 100 pounds in a
barrel?

thedoed
merely( stand, in order
that the industry, as started in
Means Commimttee:
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M.r THOMAS. No;6250 pounds.
Sen:ator LAk Foxrr. Two hundred and fifty pounds in a barrel?
Mr. THOMkAS., Yes; 250 pounds.
LA
Senator
What did you say the prie, is per pound?
FT~oLLrF
Mr. THOMAS. $15 to17 per IbaeI for a tarrel of 250 pounds net
weight. That has been the price this year.
Senator WATSON. You say that the rate from Seattle to Boston is
$6.50 a barrel?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, si.:
SenatorWATSON. By rail?
W. THOMAS. Yes;,Jin a refrigerator car.
This is a mild-curedoproduct, and it a to be handled in a refrigerator car. It can not be shiped m an ordinry car.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. It is caught by seining?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes; seining almost entirely, in Alaska.
Senator LA. FoLLurrz. And it is caught in great quantities, is it?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes;in la quantities.
ere is your factor ?
Senator LA FourTF.
Mr..THOMAS. Port Ashton, Prince William iound.
Senator Cuarrs. Are other people engaged in this industry?
Mr. THOMAs. There are six plants.
Senator COmns. How.many people are employed?
Mr. THOMAS. About 50-this year I should sav.
Senator CusTIS. Is this tie industry that a former Secretary of
Commerce appeared before the Appropriations Committee in behalf
of and asked for an appropriation?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes; ths is the industry.
Senator MCCumBJ'R. How much capital is invested4in the industry T
Mr. THOMAS. About a million dollars.
Senator MCCUMBER. Are there any further questions? Is that all
you wish to say?
Mr. TrHOMAS. Yes; that is all. I thank you.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. WILLY, 3BOSTON,: MASS.
Senator MCCUMBER. State our name and address or, the record.
Mr. WILLEY. George E. Willey, 220 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Senator MCCUMBER. You wish to speak on:the same subject as
these other gentlemen?
Mri WiuiY. I wis- to speak on items in paragraphs 720 and 721.
Senator McCUMBER. PrOCeed in Your own way.
Mr. WILLBY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
did not know until list night just what the conditions were, and
:after talking it over after my arrival yesterday, we thought it best
not to take too much of your time, so that a number have asked
me to present their case and I shall try to do so ais brieflv as I
can, bringing out those points and facts which I can verify by

statistics.

Senator McCuMnut. So that we may understand your testimony
better, I will ask you if you represent producers of fish in this -country,
or importers, or both?
Mr. WILLEY. Both producers, importers, and ,dealers; in fact, I
:Was going on to say that I am representing myself, from Boston, the
Boston FGish Commission Dealers' Association, the Preserved and
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Salt Fish Dealers' Association -of New York, the Philadelphia Salt
Fish Dealers' Association of Philadelphia, the Mid-West Salt and
Canned Fish Association of Chicago, and a vast majority of saltfish dealers throughout the United States, and many producers on
the Atlantic coast of this country.
We hereby respectfully pro-test against the high duty proposed in
the Fordney bill as passed by the House of Representatives on
June 29 on mackerel and hemng which ranges from 424 tO 674 per
cent ad valordm, as per paragraphs numbers 720 and 721.
I may give you a little of the history of the tariff on herring and
mackerel. Salted and pickled herring and mackerel are on the free
list under the present law. They furnish an economic and nutritious
food for the people of the middle classes and more especially for the
:poor, and in certain sections of the country herring is one of the
principal articles of diet. There are many reasons why these products
should have been left on the free list if the economic necessities of the
Nation in any way permitted it. Under the previous tariff herring
were dutiable at the rate of one-half cent per pound net weight' that
is, the weight of the fish exclusive of the container and of the trine
pickle, and salt, equivalent to $1 to $1.25 per barrel, while mackerel
paid a duty of 1 cent pet pound of net weight equivalent to $2 a
barrel. The standard net weight of a barrel of mackerel is 200 pounds
of fish and of herring 200 to 250 pounds of fish.
It is now proposed in paragraph 720 to increase the duty on herring
at the enormous rate of more than four times the former duty by
imposing a duty of I1 cents a gross pound; that is, including the
weight of the immediate container and of the brine, pickle, an salt,
which means a duty of $5.25 per- usual or standard barrel of the gross
weight of 350 pounds.
Senator SMOOT. If the words "including the weight of the imme:diate container and the brine, pickle, and salt" are stricken out, will
that be satisfactory?
Mr. WVuLsy. No,.sir.
Senator Smoar. What rate do you want?
Mr. WILLEY. We want 1- cent a pound on mackerel.
Senator SmOOT. And one-half a cent a pound on herring?
Mr. WiJLLEY. Yes; one-half a cent per pound on herring. The duty
on mackerel is likewise fixed at 14 cents a gross pound, which means
a duty of $5.40 a barrel on the customary weight of 360 pounds gross.
- In this connection we may state the salt andebrine
have no commercial
value, but merely preerve and keep the- sh in edible condition. The
brine and salt areheavier than fish, and a barrel, say, with 150 pounds
of herring and filled with brine would weigh -more than the same
barrel packed with 200 pounds'of hearing and the balance brine.
A dutyof $5.25 on a barrel of herring is equivalent to about 65 per
cent ad valorem-7the average price of a barrel of herring being $8
per barrel-an unheard of rate when applied to articles of food for the
people and not of course in any sense a luxury, whereas caviar, the
highest-priced delicacy of the fish line, only bears in the proposed bill
a duty of 28 per cent. A duty of $5.40 on a barrel of mackerel is
equivalent to about 424 per cent ad valorem, the average prewar
price being $12.70 per barrel. Certainly also a very excessive rate on
an article of food. The above duty is limited to herring and mackerel
packed in containers weighing with-their contents more than 30
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pound. It may be oberved as an added circumstance not easily
explainable that by paragraph 721 a dduty of only 20 per cent ad
vorem is assessed on fish by whatsoever name placed in containers
weighing lsthanl 30punds.
SenRtorSMoOT. Are you objecting to the rate in paragraph 721?
Mr. WILLEY. No,~sir.
Senator SMoO'r. It is just paragraph 720 that you want dereased?
Mr. nWILLEY. I am coming to thata little later.
a r SMOOT. I wanted to mark it on my paper so that I would
Sen,
know.
Mr. WILLEY. Pickled herring andmackere lhaivoalway been
known' as apoor man's 100(1. The -proposed increase is an injustice
to this- large public consuming thesefood necessities to0a value of
approximately $9,000,000 a year, while- the proposed (luty on food
luxuries is much lower.D
We do not bolieve thlat it 'is the sense of this administration^ tha t
the luxury food; for the ricch should be assessed an average (luty. of
that the laborer should pay 424 to 65 per cent on the
25 per cent and
foods which ' must be imported because they can not 1)e produced''in
sufficient quantities in this country to ;satisfy the consumptive
demand.
There is little or no competition between the imported and the':
domestic product due to the inherent characteristics of the imported
fish and the limited quantities under any circumstances obtainable:
of the domestic. Herring coming from foreign countries vary from
the domestic product in quality, due to the difference in the feeding
grounds and the temperature of the water and other circumstances.
It has been said bf those who have asked for a higher duty on
herring that it should be placed thereon in order to protect the
industry of herring catching, packing, and curing in Alaska, and to
some extent on the coast of Massachusetts and Maine, but we respectfully beg to point out to you the fact that while the production
in 'Alaska of pickled herring for food has increased materially since
1917, owing to war conditions, it is a positive and uncontradictable
fact that only a very small proportion of the herring pickled and sold
in Alaska are suitable for te table or can be considered a fair competitor with the European fish, and that for this small proportionAlaska has, since the inception of this industry there and up to this
very date, been able to find ready and willing buyers at their own
prices, which are fully equivalent and in many instances higher than
the price for similar qualities of the foreign cure.
Senator McCUMBER. Did I understand you to say that the fish are
not fitted for the table?
Mr. WILLEY. The larger portion; yes.
Senator McCUMBER. Then, how is it ever fitted?
Mr. WILLEY. They have been put in oil and- fertilizer.
Senator MCCuMBER. It is not shipped:out :at $8 a barrel from
Alaska as a fertilizer, is it?
Mr. WILLEY.- They would not bring it here. They might ship it
down, :but: it would not prove-suitable.
Senator McCuMBER. If it is not suited for table use, what use is
made of it?
Mr. WILLEY. That which comes here now is fitted for the table.
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Senator LA FOLLETTE. You mean that a considerable portion of
each catch-is not suitable for food and that 'portion must be separated from the portion that is suitable food?:
Mr. WILLEY. It is only during two or three months of the year
that the catch of herring is suitable. They can not compete w0ith
the foreign product. They run smaller in size and not so fat. When
they do obtain herring that are fat enough they have a good market
for them and they bring high prices.
Senator LA FOLLETTE Ten.there is a portion of the; year when
the food is out of season, is that it?
Mr. WILLEY. Yes.Senator LA FOLLEIrE. Is that owing to its condition-I mean, as
to its poor food value?
Mr. WILLEY. With reference to most any kind of fish there --are
certain seasons of the year when they do not run well. It may be
spawning time.
To illustrate this fact that- at the present timhe new salt herring
imported from Holland packed in barrels is selling very slowly at
54 to 6 cents per pound, while new salted Alaskaherrig is being
sold rapidly at a rate of 10 cents per pound as fast as they are produced. The latter herring, therefore, it is clear, does not need anyprotection.
Senator McCumBER.- fAt some seasons of the ''year this Alaskn' i
product is more valuable than that imported from Holland or from
the North Sea ?
Mr. WILLEY. At the present time that is true; yes.:
Senator4McCUMBEiz. Is that due to the superior quality of-the
Alaskan fish?
Mr. WILLEY. Y~es, sir.
Senator MCcMBER. 'Ana do you mean to say that that superior
quality lastsonly two or three months in the year?
Mr. WILLiEY. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. And tthen you get an- entirely different
At\
\0D
o
:product;?;f:X
Mr. WILLEY. Yes. That has-been our experience.
Senator MCCUMBER. And the product is n1ot fit for table use at all?
Mr. WILLEY. That has been our experience of the past few years.
As far as domestic herring and mackerel are concerned-and I
refer now to the Atlantic coast fisheries-we beg to point out to you
that neither mackerel nor herring is ever salted and pickled except
in' such cases as when the supply of fresh fish excees the demand
for fresh fish or the facility for freezing fish, and in those instances
only are mackerel and herring offered and sold to curers for salting
and pickling purposes except in a few instances where they have no
freezing facilities, and the market prices for these fresh fish are usually
considerably higher than for such as are used for salting purposes.
We also beg to point out to you the fact that as you will see on the
statistics attached hereto the production of mackerel available for
salting and pickling purposes in the United States has decreased year:
by year in a very heavy measure. In 1878 the United States produced 196,468 barrels. In 1884, which was the largest year of productiondon record, 478,076 barrels; while in 1920 only 4,897 barrels,
- and in 1921 but 3,200 barrels were produced and packed.
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Senator MCCUMB. In other words, about one-tenth?
Mr. WILuty. Yes'- and this season, which will be practically over
in September, it will amount to about 3,200.
The total American consumption of salted mackerel average
about 100,000 barrels annually. The explanation of the aforesaid
great decline in production of mackerel in:the United States is due
to the absence of the fish in our waters. The captains of the vessels
engaged in this branch of the industry repeatedly state that they
have never traveled over so much territory and seen so few fish as in
thes past few years. We further attach statistics furnished to the
Ways aind Means Committee as published in Tariff Information of
1921, No. 16, dated January 24, 1921, pages 1761--1762, which figures
will:show that the importation of herring has at all times been considerably larger than the production in this country of pickled and
salted herring for food.
Senator SMOOT. Your 15 minutes have expired. If you will give
me e percentagesV0s.:
for
paragraph 721 I can mark them down 4on this
or~f
pargr
evre

e

i

mar

l,,0;;;;0Dj;f;XS;

Mr. WILLEY. I shall beglad to do tha t.
Senator SMOOT. I mean in connection with the House duty named
in paragaph 721. If you will tell me what changes you want, I
would lile to have them now.
Mri WILLEY. Those that I referred to were statistics as to quantities. :
:
L;:
: -az :
l
Senator SMOOT. I thought you could say1 whether:26 per cent on
fish, except shell fish, packed in oil or in oil and other substances, is;
what you are asking.
Mr. WILLEY. We are asking one-half a eent per net pound on
herring and 1 cent per net pound on mackerel.,
Senator MCCUMBER. Is it your contention that the :Alaskan fish
for the few months it is selling for 10 cents has:no competition?
Mr. WILnLY. No, sir. I consider that they have hardly any competition. They sell themselves as they are produced.
Senator MCCUMBER. And the portion that is produced in the other
nine months of the year is not edible?
Mr. WILLEY. That portion is not suitable for people who use this
class of herring.
Senator SMOOT. There is a class of people that uses it?
Mr. WILLEY. Not that-I know of;- at least, not for food purposes,
unless it is shipped, perhaps, to some foreign countries.
Under paragraph 721 we would respectfully petition that the
rate of duty on salt, pickled, or green fish be 1 cent per pound, our
reasons for the same being that we do not produce certain grades:
of fish under this class to anywhere near supply the demand and that
most of the larger producers of codfish in the States have to relyr
and purchase them from foreign sources to supply their demand,
and compared with the rate as is now proposed for boneless fish, it
is more in line, for otherwise it would have a tendency for the producers on foreign soils to manufacture their product themselves
as it would be a comparatively lower rate of duty in this manner,
and 'as can readily be seen this would be an injustice to our American labor here.
Senator SmoooT. Is that in bulk or in containers?
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Mr. WILLEY. That is in bulk; yes.
The imposition of the additional duty would tend to decrease the:
use of fish as an article of food. The consumption of fish in tih
United States is 194 pounds per capita per annum; in England 65
pounds-, and in Continental Europe 100 to 130 pounds. It would
seem that instead of curtailing the supply of fish ty heavy and prhibitive duties, it would be well for the health and economy of the
nation to promote the same as much as possible. If we could ob-:0
tain sufficient supplies of suitable fish in this country we would
much rather do so than handle the foreign products, thus eliminating the many risks and troubles that arise in dealing with the
countries on perishable commodities such as ocean transportation,
fluctuations m exchange, and slowness and uncertainty of mail
communication, and the frequent difficulities experienced in making.
Guproper adjustments with foreign shippers, when shipments do not
grade up to standard.
The proposed duty will tend to destroy if not entirely, all importation of herring and mackerel. If importation be stopped no revenue
would be produced on this particular article, while if assessed with a
reasonable amount of duty the consumption would be sure to continue,
and in that-way the:revenue would come into the Treasury instead
of being eliminated by stopping the importation. The proposed duty
would deprive a large part of the population of the country of a
necessary and customary article of food, or at least very materially
increase its cost; it (wil not benefit American labor, as the cost of
pickling: is no lower in exporting countries than in America, but. in
ftact appears to be higher. Ameirica can not produce sufficient fish
of this character to supply the demand, and importation, therefore, is
a positive necessity; itwil seriously disturb the commercial relations
of the United States with the exporting fish countries and injure
American exports to these countries. Itis' therefore respectfully
submitted that the Pavn-e-Aldrich tariff rates of one-half a cent per
net pound on herring, 1 cent per net pound on mackerel, and 1 cent
per net pound on codfish are just and reasonable, and that they be
::;::restored.v-d00 :0V00:;JE; ~d |:0; ;;a f; :0-; ;Xf0; ;f~f; : 0;;0 ;X;A ;Xf~f:0X: di;
some of
And now, Mr. Chairman, I want to correct, perhaps, some,
the statements which were made by an honorable emer fiom
Alaska which perhaps might be misconstrued. He laid great stress
on the fact that I was representing importers, which was partly
correct but not wholly.. As a matter of fact, the importers are a
small portion of the -associations for which I talked.
I am a producer myself in the East.
On the herring which he spoke about he asked for 2 cents a pound
duty. The type and the quality of the herring on which he is asking
for that duty is so small comparatively-only about 2 or 3 per cent
of the amount of herring used in the United States-and you are
to cut off your importations of thousands of barrels from Nova
zowg
Scotia, Newfoundland, Scotland, Norway, Holland, and all those
count iesof -hard-cured herring, which are the poor man's article
of food to-day.
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With that duty, as is proposed, of $4 per barrel on those fish, which
are only worth $5, $8, or $9 a barrel,
and with thousands of barrels
coming in here, you will readily see they can not possibly do it. He
referred to paragraph 1645, of frozen herring, as a poor man articlee
of food. I think tat paragraph, according to wEat I have heard,
is going to be changed. That was put in for the Maine sardine people,
and-frozen herring is not the poor man's article of food; they never
werpe, and only can be used in one or two of the coldest months of the
year- and they-have never come in competition with the salt herring
:at? all ;and,tfurthermore, I would simply like to state that in any
t ariff we have ever had there is always a distinction made between
herring and mackerel, because the relative value of herring is not
100 per cent of the value of mackerel.
81527-22-sc1 7--29

Table: Alaska her ing, 1905 to 1920, inclusive.
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Alaska herring, i90.5 to 100,*
inlwive.
QUANTITY PACKE11D OR CUTRED.

0

Total to
19-.
1906
1907
19:8
1909
1-10

1911

1912

Fresh.
................|.......................
pounds.
44
............

Frozm-.p----------445,

1,386
000
3,,U
60, 000
574,350
670,0W0
911,0W0*
Frozen
.do. . J .
523,5(N)
750,146
740,000~~~~~~~~~~.........
M1,196
75014
70,0
Food, pickled
4
.barrel<
38,770
1,447
t
3,11
2,936
1,00
2,6
BaitFpickledr....d
4,450
2,270
3,750
41906
Foodd
saltpond
...........
4,02.........0
4,2701
2....77.
poud.5
..20
0
1
4,281,420
80,877
87,666
.Iallo ns.;
U10, 200
21.435.
277,00
3431,760
000
1,9
25,00:
674
502
748
1,075
1, 308

..

17

...............

Fertd:zes..tons..
Fresh

13,28

..12,00.1.000
10,00.10.00.8,61.4,01...
D:
4,56
l.-----_ _ ';f:0;
Z
Food ~ ...............
:fOt!;|
i ----t
1....
1q,0.do...
.c...................... ......
..'
.-----.

Sardines

.

1913

Oil
Bait:

1914

16

1915

... ......................... ...... ...do.........

Vresb,

n

,3,()
21,35
.....barrels
3,4
-~~~do.
pounds..
5,259,520

.....o.-

Food
pickled
Food,
pickled
~ ~
Bait
picklecL

..........

,3,0
,36,80

165

2,757 020

2,46390
8, 95

1917
...

2,124,0W
841,800

18,079
197,00

118

1919

.
- 5 SW 6 00:27i7700. ..,
A7f
,5496...
244,5
3,996180
4,253,835
1,9
819
88,
41966,0
35,W
i4a0

..--.
:...

2

........s4o,o.0
1896
2 ,92
130,028
138,012
192,6
OR[U ........gall..............tonIS.
26,00
109, 374 .----875
120619
Food:.tn
1,007
645
a
Canned.856.-------------------626,000

.............

..........

r~

......

.

:....do..........13,371....
i
Freh;11

Smoked

.......do..

19,850

1371..........60-----

49,2963179

217,00.

0,80

-

VALUE.
Total to 1905.

190w

1906

1907

Bait:$20

Freb......................................h.0

$4,875

$5.(@20

1909.

$10.1379

1910

%,x

1911

1912

$u,2.v

-FoootFiked
...5.....I.26S"
4,5,7790
o~~~~~~d~~~~~p
7,75
9,093
27,466
i................. $20.
210
30,928
10,78C4
....

Bait
p ............I..........Ik.....e..........

9, 5
9,3715
16.175
21,91
Food:.~~~~~~~~
~~349,349
~~~~~~
16,850
1,J02
.
.............................

1, 055,368

Fresh ..............I.................................
Smoked.
2,219~
2,334

TotaL.........................

1,619, 268
1913:

61,354
1914

360

...

....

105012,376,
3,199
3,96k;
50 000
42,827
21,006O
715, 460A,
2,0*
3,1 160
00
900
300
300~ 300

4,0
am

St.,70D

38, 700
4074

78................---------------.......
~70394~1

68,650

19511

96,,58

115,4605

971918

201,329:
91

9,278
1920

Bait:
Fresh.$22,~~~
~ ~~~~~~~~
$234
$1,2
.
735
$31,100
11,210 .
$2,11
~~~~~~245
~~1,6
5,4
19,30
Frogen.2...
36,654
24,246 ....
6,241
78,238~~', 166,,
Food, pickled .......................... 21, $32;
20,5MM
24OIL00S
21,1~~~751 248,299
1,381,006
--------.
~6,640..-----9,830
.500`
-dry fatit..........................
29, ISO.......
50,183,
11,It349
0Foca,
011.~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
723w
8,9
38,3
110.60
971,000
........
~~~~~~~~~52,00
40 0OD,
Fortiize.
24,0751
1
1 7
47,254)
33,1000
2
5,6.
Food:
Kippered ................................132,330
231,735
325,52
Smoked
Total ..........................

r700....2..0I
155,579
iu1i 106
767, 729;
418,07r,6
123,217

1, 819,53
SU

............

CA

Table: Importation of her ing into the United States from foreign countries.
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Importation of herring into~the United State front freign countries.

QUANTITY IN POUNDS.
Fiscal years.
-

Country.
19141915

Clna
year 1919.

IS(8

months).

191~q7

1916

Europe:

Austria-Hungary.......................................
Azoresg and Madeira
40,000

Be....iu..
Zenmak
Finland

.

12,286

.

4 ..015 .....4
40
108,414,
100,320
25,000
150,218 ..........................

........
.......

oo
.
France..
...........0,

1t'~l~%d~ndFar.....land. . 680,000 1,020,000 1,767 486
357,780 . 3,4
141
17,588...........................
ltaW~.
Netlietlaiids ........ 20,775,513 13, 015,884
9, 071, 721
933,854 24,819,048
55
15,513
NorwaY ....8,927,964 7,738, 232 2,026,537
6,009,030
127,
Russia'ln Europe.
4,050............
83, 50
4,409....................
Spain. . .
52 548
Swedeti;-..6....... 7, 170
802,536
United Kingdom849,278
130,494
Enrglafd .....858...,85 4 8,000,702 5,843, 714
Scotland ........15,458,929 29,819, 913 25.,381,126 11,402,0
8,235,584 .21,032,863
13,825493
...e ......... 18600,50
4,018,365 1,300,92
2,87S,213
North' Amnerica:I
00
Bermuda .
2,878,216..
.47,4
Canada............17,
404,155 17,286,407 37,133,809 24,990,6,914 46,311,159 24,538,929
Newfoundland and Labrakdor,..........
2,846,375 7,609, 294 14,817,586 19,013,895 34, 58, 968 21,633,427
......

..............

..............

......

....................

..

..........

..........

West Indies...............
........................42,500.......
OrtiherBi- h
Asia:
........
China ............&
Hongkong .........
1,506 ............00.944
329 ..........
15,885
4,980
Japan...................
....

......

74,145,799

M 3,116,748 88,872,375 85, 703,409 96,240,058
Total...........77, 116,6

VALUE.,
-

iseal Years.

,almost

Conry.

1914
_______________
Free. Duibe

1915

1917

1916

11 1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Cale

months).

1.1,

Euroe

126 .8............1, 123
.:
uflr~ujaff.8..
Azri'n

Finlanid

ira Islands.89.....................51
32
4:35.

......

.5,244

Franc.e Faroe
Germany.....17,292

.... .

..........

4,50

9,705

........

ls20.....
1,450

.....

..........

.....

.5
,5

.................

1055

507....... 1229 8473
10,391
345
. 8, 21
fslads .............
53,874
680 .....................
Italy.6.......... 6504M
064 3 737921 775,696
92,931 1,613,174 .....804,225
253 606 2 375,865 20U,494
Norway.........
96,115 14,716 263,303
2,901
Iceland and

NetKerands...........884

Russia In

Europe...-:-::7,331.......

40

.....

ii
::::
Spain.19...........3....
13,877 24,982..................4,127
Sweden............:.20,011
United
............

KingdomEngland.........303,994
..

981,885

233,288

347,346

51,613

8,23

133,357

Scotland ......
574,880 14,182,441 1,013,457 1, 550 133 662 314 542,138 1,002,152
Irelanid .
135
983 1,&
5
."::
,4
54,817 8576
Z,5
,4
4,5
5,6
983 1g3
North meriea.
38 ...
Bermuda ........... .........
.
Cansdi~
1,485,706
...321, 429 1,011, 201 388,901 SW4,9T 863,436 2,566,714 1,
NewfondlandW ain'd Labrador 50,227
113,200 116,834 371,406 ;55258 1,693,918 395,051
West Indies .2,842....
2 4
British-....
Barbados....................6, 830 .............
Other British..............................10,488....
Asia:,
37 .....................
Chn............I..........
135.142
120
93
Hongkong .....
.........
....
....

.....

...........

.....

..
.....

.......

.....

.

27........
.....1,347

.....

.

.Tapan........

.....

...

6555
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISiONS.
WORLD S PRODUCTION OP SALT MACKEREL.

(Compiled by Boston Fish Dureou In anulreport of( January, 1921.1
The American (New England) ~catch of mackerel for the Past five years has been

(in barrels) as, follows:

Er sh...........

..........

Salt.~~~~~~~~~~~~~.........
Total .....................

1920

1919

1918

1917

79,799
4,897

53,992

7,P007

63,314
13,030

84,096

60,99
Ng

82,344

111,9.32
32,16
144 ,094

1916
102, 420
32,066

134,486

Te cond~ition of the American market for salt mackereoldid n'ot encourage the forig
producers, and consequently the catch of niackere i n~the foreign couintries- as a rule
has been light.In Norwaiy the catch 'improved and was the best Sincee 1914. The catch,~however,
was ~ahout. (1 per cemit No. 4 and No, 5.
The catch of salt mackerel of the lea-dinig countries 'of the world for 1919 anid 1920
has been (in barrels) as follows:
Canada ............

21,965

.:..........
Ireland..
..................................45,000,
22,571
Norway....................................
94,433
.........................
Total.;
....

is,0606

45,00
11,173

98,180

World s catch of sail, mackerel (barrels) 1878 to 1920, inclusive.
an ~
(.~Uitd
K~~~~~~
~~~tates.
SNrayd
weden.

Year.

Ttl

(heat

Year.

1878..........................196,488183,919..........380,387
1879.220,599...... 191,448 .... .....412,047
3.49,674 233,699.-583,343
1880.~~~..................
291,657 105,72
.397,379
1881........
7 83 124,09-352
1882..
.........
489,215
...... 5;-8 246
I1MA4.........................478,076 180',170
329,943 .148,429.............478372
18&.~~~~~~~~.............
.
.
2,6
1880.~~~~~....79,998 147,962
1887 .................1
........SS,3S2. 129,610 .......10,000 227,992
48,
10,000
2.05
62,766
15;ooO
1888...........
135;961
21,918
62,237., 22,993
1889 .............................
10,0(X)
117,148.
10,000
153,678
19,042 96,246 28,390
1890..............I..........
8,762
10 000
205,839
18914..................I.......47,816 139,261.
1400
1892..............61,3Io
18,400 20,000
178,812
51,26251
194,801
67,912
1893
~~~~~~~~~~55,637 95,044,
45,133
14'050 158, 691
53,08S7
46,321
IS94
3961
5:726
105,829
24,939 35,5
19......
10,2~-57
200,861
1896.1........i....77, 484
37, 765 75,375
90,51 0
13 1 4,784
1897.13,...4.1.,220....
102 245
18. ............
,795
14,286 24,913 5421
21,145
84,751
.23,468
10,310 145:074
19........
I
70,436 . 16, 421 . :1W,
....87,967
19:3,681
qo...
.....I..
1901 ......
.........67, 391 6'?, 649 25!) 240 200664 188,244
90ON
1902......I................ ..45,534 34, 742 35, 7 131I1212:80 19.3,459
1903.........I............. 44,392 . 64,7099 O74601 1,11
1904.28152;701~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~8,7
073
2i,320
07,781
2.%717
2,
2,20
.30 1
40,409: 81,367 34U,01-7
18.5, 094
1905.'-......................... 9, 1.8
28,999 .133,816
52,075 42,604
...........10,
190...........
1044
1907..31,396 .14,962. 38,643 25,4
68,00 1 42,999
194,442
21,267 06,314
1908.
127, 193
43, 427 53,19 39,651)
1o..................-......17,542
11,858 79,863 10,000 203, 11.6
J910...........................,3,%9
11,9.S0 :36,663 72,004) 127,276
............ 6S 6.33
~1911
17,000
267
156,813
6i, 000! 63, 402
192..
11 4,939
01 5
29,389 41, 726
1913.70......9.................03,
35
512
30
,83
106, 140
....... 1,521
1914
24,277
121
6,3
1915.1.......9,691
26,281
10,00
2832
1916.12
066
28,324
20,250
1480
1,06
82,120~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.........
0,5
104,056k
41,500......
1917 .........................32,162 i30,294
12$,392 50,604 ......
3,442
1918..........................13,0.30
11173tle
98, 184)
1919 ...............
7,007
42,897 45,000
1920
.......................... 4 897 21,965 45,000 22:571 904,433
......

.......

.

.

...

......

....

.................

.................

.........
....

........

,

....

..............

..........

....
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TARIFF HEARINGS.

STAT EMENT OF JENNIE 3D.nATEREPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL HOUSEWIVS ' LEAGUE.

Mrs. HEAT1. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am
very glad that I do not find it necessary to deal in figures, and I know
that you are glad, too. The gentlemen who have preceded me have
saved me that. Although ave quite a number of figures jotted
down, I shall not use them. I was wondering how I was going to
remember them, and now I find that it is not necessary.
I want to say to you that I represent here to-day the women who
have signed this resolution. It represents the housewives from every
State in the Union, I believe. I think that we have not missed one.
The signatures are those, as I have said, of housewives.
I am the president of the National Housewives' League, which was
organized in 191 I, and which has been trying to bring down the cost
of living. It has been trying, moreover, to make the women of this
country realize that they have a real business, a profession, an
industry, that needs the same protection here in Washington that
all other industries need and seek. In other words, I am here representing an economic force, the purchasing force of the world.
I do not know that it is necessary to tell you, because yoiu undoubtedly.
know it, but I will say to you now that the women of this country
spend 90.75 per cent of all the money that is spent. I assume that
you know that.
Senator WATSONT. I think you are a little shy on your figuress:

[Laulghter.]
Senator CALDER. )id you say 90.75 of 1 per cent?

Mrs. HEATH. No. I said they spent 90.75 per cent of all the
money.
SenatorSuooT That is the average;somespendmor. [Laughter.]
Mrs. HIEATHI Some spend more. That is true. I thought of that
this morning, particularly when I listened to the discussion oh fox furs.
I could see some of them spending 'a great deal more for fine furs.
SotI repeat, that we are an economic force, and that we have been
trying sine 1911, to bring that economic force into the body politic.
In securing signatures to this resolution-and l may say that there
is but one resolution, so that you need not be frightened--I endeavored to-get not only those women connected-with the HousewivesS
League but others as well; so tthat this resolution represents other
organizations as well. It is signed:::by such people as Mrs. Scott,
who is an ex-president general of the D. A. K. and others who are
working independently of the National IIousewives' League.
Away back in 1891-possibly I should not confess to those figlires-:
I was a worker on the East Side in New York City, at that time
engaged in settlement work. I dealt with aiid tried to help the poo r;
people, particularly in, the management of their incomes for tile saker
of the home. :At that time ny investigations showed that practically
all of the troubles in the home caime from a lack of knowledge on tile
part of the housewives as to just how to spond money for the best
interests of the home. I am still struaaling with that problem of
these poor people, andtam eVen egagedl in similar problems concerning those o larger income. But it is for these people that I appear
here to-day in iegard to the fish tariff.
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Herruin? and $salt mackerel are used, as you know, very largely by
the small wage earner.
Of course you gentlemen know that at this time we are constantly
According
being reminded that- the cost of living is-comingdown.
to statistics" it is coming down. However, I ,have been, sine the
war, making an intensive study of that matter, irrespective of figures,
and I find that prices fluctuate considerably, so that while prices
may be coming down with respect to some articles, as a whole the
downward trend is not very noticeable in the family budget. The
result is that the housewife is at her wits' end to know just how to
buy to make ends meet. If she finds: that sugar, for instance, is
down, 'she is sure to find that something else is up. Conditions, so
far as the relief of the family is concerned, seem just as bad as before.
the people who use this fish, my attention has been pareRegarding
ticularly
drawn to them because in many organizations of which I
am a member we are doing Americanization work among the foreign
born as well -as the Americans. The spirit of bolshevism is rather
rife these days. The spirt of unrest prevails. Anything that would
make prices rise should be fought.
I wish to lay before you some facts contained in a letter which I
:-sent out to these people who signed :this resolution.
In June clothing increased in price 0.9 of 1 per cent. Food decreased -only 0.3 of 1 per cent. All other items remained stationary.
The entire decrease, to the average wage earner's family, was 0.2
of 1 per cent, an amount hardly perceptible in its effect upon the
home budget. The so-called "decrease in living costs" for the year
ended July 1, was 21 per cent, but living costs still remained 61 per
cent over July, 1914.
:i:
I think all wages are going down. To-morrow or the day' after
::it maybe, the wages of the steel men are to beloerd. So, anything
4
to create chaos in the
that is going to raise the cost of living isgoing
These gentlemen appear hbhere asking for' a dutyotn-01 fish, while
here' t all. I
there are thousands concerned whodo' not appear
realize that the consumer should be heardL on eveiry single :one of
these points. Not that I am wise enough to siugest exactly what
you shall do in regard to the tariff, but I do think that the consumer
should be heard on every one of these points.
h O'
I would like to ask the gentleman who spoke beforei me:
what the00i
-increase in the price of herring would be if the tariff were made as
a ound
he asked. I was told that it would increase the price 2 cents p
on the schedule that you have. I do not want to see the price
increased at all. Everything is tacked onto the consumer.
This; morning a gentleman spoke about soap, fixing a price on it
of about 5j cents per pound. Then some one of you asked what' the;
,consumer would have to pay, and he said 6 cents, or that it might
go up to 7.
The' r0retailer does not follow the' market, as we all klow. Th
grocery man on the next corner says to you, "l)idn't vyou see that the
You may have toq pay cents. In
cost has goneupto
cetits?"
7:
retail
m
other words, the
Oanidesriot fol ow the market.That applies tot`he cakewhich you were so interestedIin this
morning. What the consumer pays is not based on cost of ingredients and labor; it is based on that plus all the consumer will pay.
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So I am here to make that protest. I have, become so interested
in this subject while'likening
1;oday that you will probably have to
listen to me againlater on.
II do represent, I believe, the only organization which represents
Just the housewives, have here a number of names that I would
k :subit to you. I would li to have the name put in the
record. The6 resolutions are all the same. I will leave these with
you. I would like to have them incorporated in the record and I
would like you to know that this is strongly indorsed.
SeYnatorSMOOT. Would it not be just as well to show the number
of signers?
Senator McCUMBR. I do not understand that Mrs. Heath wants
to print the names of the signers.--Senator LA FOLLErTE. That is just what she does want
Senator MCOUMBIR. You want the number, do you not?
Mrs. HEATH. I would like to have them printed. They represent
all parts of the country. I think that the housewife, the consumer,
has not been here as much as she should be. I would like to have
their names printed to show their protest.
Senator Ls:FoaETTE. The brief is a very short one. The names;
are very sigificant.
Senator MoUMBER. MThe list is not short.
Senator WATsON. How many are there?
Mrs. HEATH. I do not know.
Senator WATson. Would there be two or three thousand names:
Mrs. HxhTr. A thousand perhaps There will be more in a
couple of days. They are still coming in.
Senator SMOOT. YoU can get several thousand if you will send
them out.
Mrs. HEATH. The consumers have not yet been called upon to do
this thing.
Senator SMOOT. Oh, they would sign it and send it in just asithey
do withus. I:think you can start propaganda for anything in the
ffff
United States and get a thousand names signed in 30 days.
Senator LA FoLLnTTE. I think that we would have considerable
trouble to get a thousand names signed to a petition to increase the
cost of living..;
Senator MCCUaMJER. Every consumer is a- producer of something
e have to consider the
and that producer has to sell his product.
consumer as well as the producer and the roducas well as the
ill want to live.
consumer; their interests are concurrent.
Mrs. HEATH. I agree with you fully. I have made ;quite a study
of economics. I think we need protection, byt I think also that we
want to See competition.
You remember just a little while ago a gentleman spoke about the
butter market having been broken in 1911. I had the honor of
starting that boycott. The price fell to 26 cents. A telegram came
in saying that tYe price had broken because the consumers refused
to buy.
A somewhat similar situation existed with reerence to the egg
market.:
Last year the price of butter was held down because we kOew that
the Danish butter was coming in and we used Danish butter. It was
cheaper than the other and in no way inferior.
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We do need this competition. This whole country was built urn
competition. f:
I 0think thatt we should more than, ever take a word'sV
viewpoit. We now buy frm an intration larder;, that is, we
buy from all over the world. We want competition and we' need it.
The price of eggs went down on account of imported eggs; the price
of butter on account of Danish butter.
I have studied the tariff question rather carefully. I know that
we do need some protection, but the cost of living must nobtgo up.
Senator MCCUMBER. I think you can assume that the present
depion in business: all over the country is deIto the voiceless
protests of the people who have had to pay too high' prices for evervthing.
Mrs. HEPAT`H. Iwillleave this with yougentlemen. I thank ;youl
very much for listening to me. I wish that you would consider this
as the housewives' protest.
STATEMNT OF HON.0DAN A. SUTHERLAND, DELEGATE IN CONGR
188 FlOM THE TERRITORY OFPALASKA.

Senator McCuBrnn. I believe' you desire 'to speak on paragraph
720
Mr. SUTruRLAND. I desire to speak on paragraph 718 and I want
f
to say also a few words in regard to paragraph 720.
I want to correct the impression whichbeenhmade
may have
by the,
gentleman here representing the Boston importing interests. I want
;to tell you that herring are herring the world over, whether it is
herring for packing or seasonal fish. At certain seasons they are prepared for salting and packing. The Alaska herring is the same as the
herrmng of Norway and the herring of Scotland.
In speaking of the amount consumed by fertilizing plants. the
Alaska herring is seined, and consequently all sizes are caught in the
seine. The Scotch herring is gill netted. The small fish pass through
the net, and the large ones are caught and packed; consequently tfie
uniformity of size.
Senator MCGUMBER. It is the same herring eaught At a11l seasons of
the year, butt different in character.
Mr. SUTHERLANDI. They are rot caight ft ill saallso}ns. Therel are
only certain seasons of thc year wlhesn the3' tare' sitableforptakinIng.
Senator McCiLmrNnTi. It is also the sarme herrilng that is 11s9(1 for
other purposes?
Mr. SUTIERLAMN. Exactly. In certain sections of' thetw 04thie
herring are of better vTuifity than in other sectiofns.6You g( IW00Itdo@ki:
in tile south toward elit Sound and sotit b
lliskia anilti they
atre small and of inferior (jitalitvi, btit When youi get up to te Gitlf, in
the. same latitude as Scotland, you get. as fine a qua1ilityasAt§here i s
;anywhlezre in tle world. A littl flLrt.h(r niort int o theBerina'Sea
I
tixcy have the largest herring ill thle world, a magnific(nt'fish, iut it
is too large for the, market. It, (toes not seein toheISllitaIl.
Senator NMt!CvT5!wnER. Whalt ha1r1ve You to SairD as to the lherritng of
Alaska bringing a imuch higher prie.
M
A~fr.
0: SUhEiRLt.AND. I '{(do not know th- t they in tany higher price
than the finer qualities of Scotland. They are equially Aslgood. 1
(10 not claim they area ainy better, hut there are men here representing
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the importing interests who will tell you they are selling on the Ner
York market as readily as the best quality of the Scotch fish.
Senator MCCUMBER. The preceding witness stated they sold at a
much higher price.
Mr. SUEHERLANM. I think he was speaking of just. the present time,
I think he is speaking of local Atlantic fish, and possibly some fbo-:
land fish. It may be the Alaska herring coming in now area little
better than those forigrn fish.
Senator MCCUMBER. I understood him to say they were so much
superior in quality that the foreign fish were not really a competitor.
Mr. SUTHIERLAND. I did not quite understand it in that way, but
I may not have listened very closely. I think they are equally as
good and possibly a little better than any others.
This mild-cured fish is quite an expensive fish to-prepare. It has
to be placed in refrigerators and transported to market and kept In
refrigerators to be sold. I do not concede that it is a poor man's food'.
and
a
These mild-cured salmon and herring have become- luxury,
before the war the mild-cured salmon was exported to Germanyiand
was considered a very great table delicacy in that country.
Now, the gentlemen who have spoken to you in all cases seem to0
represent the importers, manufacturers, the middlemen. You will
notice- on the metal schedule not a man appeared who is representing
the ore interests. I want to represent the producers' side. The
fishermen of Alaska are endeavormg to build up the industry, and
they hope- to be protected under the theory of protecting an infant
home industry.
Now, under- this ill Capt. Thomas or any other herring producer
in Alaska has to pai a duty on each and every one of the materials
he:b uses: in his business-his salt, his anchors, his cordage, everything he uses, a duty is fixed in this bill. To the man who catches
the herring, in-the case -of his flax twine a duty of 56 cents a pound
is -provides, andin4addition a-10 per centad
t valorem duty, but when
he inxortS his prduet the importer stil Lseems to object to a reasonC able-duty that will enable him to produce and bring to the market.
On tile cotton product he uses I want to read into the record the
prices the Alaskgn producer of fish has to pay for ordinary cotton
twine-used in his business, and to show the increase during the past
two years, and that the price is greater than ever in this inonth of
August, M21.
Senator McCU'NfBER. Twine used for what purpose?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. For fishing.- It is one of the largest items- of
expense. It is used in making the seines and traps.
I have talked with the Alaska cannery men, and they do not understanel why they have to pay the prices they do fair this twine used in
their fishing gear.
In 1917 they paid 34.7 cents a pound, in 1918 they paid 48..5 cents:a pound, in 1919 they.paid 71.3 cents-a pound, in 1920 they paid
79.5 cents a pound, an&-in this month of August, 1921, the 15t11 of
August, they paid 83.5 cents a pound.
Now, that is the way it has increased, and it has not (leclined.
Their cotton, their raw material, is on the free list, an(l they can
not understand that. A duty does not affect it to that extent, and
a duty would not affect it to that extent. It means that there is
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a combination somewhere tiht exacts this exorbitant price from the
fishermen of Alaska and other sections.
Senator SroO'r. Have you looked it up to find out whether it is
the manufacturers, wholesalers, or:retaliers?
Mr. SfuhELAND.; No; I have; not asyet,. Senator. I intend, to
take 'it ,up with the Federal Trade Commission. It came to my
attent-ion quite recetlyf from: a large Alaska packer. Hie sent me
this statement of the prices he was paying for his cotton twine. He
is a large userJ.I do not know the amount he would use, hut he
wouild be one of the larest contractors on the cost an uIse
woul(l
la ''rg quantity. I think next to labor it is the largest expense
:they have.V;
;;
Senator DILJINOJ}IA. Do they mnake' theeir own nets'?
Mr. -SuT11ERL'AND. :-No; these arc knit. There is a manufacturing'
process it goes through, hut it is a very simple process. It, is not an
exptensiveo process. t:;:l un(lerstan(l with tChe machinery thoy have that
one operatie. can (10 about as mniuch as 25 or 30 did 'with the ol( hand
methods.
Senator McCUMBmEt. Are those nets and seines madle in Alask?:
Mr. SUTHERLAN'D. They are nafle up1) in webbing. 1The webbing
eomes in square yards, great ro1ls, perhaps a hutindred fathoms long.
Senator ILLINGU1AM. And they are paying 83 cents a pound for it?
Mr. SUTHERIAN). Yes., I ain calling y(ur attention to the increases
(luring these years, anti to the fact that when materials are suppose(l
Xto be declining this is higher than it:was at any other time.
Senator SMOOT. Are the prices named upon the same size of
threads?
Mr. SUTMERLAND. Yes. He is speaking of all th.e same s ze.
'Senator SMOOT. If it. is all the stame size
then there is an increiak
but that letter could be absolutely true: ianid, yet -not be out of proportion to the value of yarn, accordling to :thenumber and size.
Mr. SUTITEIILAND. Yes; but they uset a uniform siZe for salmon
trapping.
enator: SmooT. We havo many statements male that
i
:face :are tiruer,; bhut when you examine into them you fif(l there is
some feature like that that has a great bearing ulpon them.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Are those the wholestale'prices?
:Mr. 0SUTHIERLAND. It would be consilered wholesale; 'eCs. Tl'ose
are the prices they have to pay, andl they have large (leiverives, tinl
they probably hnla ve bis furnished by brokers or manufacturers.
Senator LA FOLLErr,. It is all large q(uianitities?
Mlr. SUTHERLAND. YeS, sir. TIle point is that Aaska4 has herriig
of the finest quality suflicient to supply the world, to suply thdis
market in the United States, that l understand is consuming about
half a million barrels a year. This mild-cured fish is not used generally through out the. cities of thle East. The fish of thle poor people,
is provided for in the bill, the frozen herrilig, which' comes ilnifree tof
Xduty. That is marketed ini the cities on thlo Atlanitic coast. This
mil(l-cliredl article is conlstimedl by the foreign element. Tlle Jewish
people o'f Rossia nre great consumers of mifPl-cured herring14.
Senator MC1,HN..What (lo they retail for?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. In

Citi :es?

Senator McLEAN. Ye.
Mr. SUHERLAN'D. I believc about 20 or 25 cents a pound.
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: Senator McLEAN. It costs them 8 cents or ls delivered in New
York and retails for 20 to 25 cents?3
d-_
Mr. SUTrHERLAND. I think that is a pretty low figure. I thiik t'Ahe'
fact is that whel this fish is delivered from Alaska to New York it'
stands them about $20 a barrel. The freight across the continent:is $6.66. The freight from Alaska down is $8 ai ton; about $1.50 a.
barrel. ; :S ; A :X 0 f; ;;: :
i-8cenlts a pound, would it not?
Senator MCLEAN. That would
Mr.; SUTIIERIAND. Yes ;that is true.
Senator MCCUMBER. TO what extent does Alaska produce fish for

fertilizing?
Mrl. SUTHERLAND. Perhaps I should have spoken of that. When
they catch a load of fish: inh the seine they select the uniform siize for
packing and mild curing; and the balance are used in fert;izing

Senator MCCUMBER. They Iuse good edible fish for fertilzing
:
:0:R S0 : 00S~l0;0~:
1rOses,, ~
~ nt
d1o they
I1ot:?
: P Pt~
1r. SUTHERLAND.. Small-sized fi;Si; Senator, but not for fertlizing:
i think veiry little is used for that purpose. They manufacture meail
for feeding chickens. It is called "chicken meal." It :is a dry
product that looks very much like meal.Senator MCCUMNIBER. That is considerable of a waste, is it not?
Mr. STrriHERLAND, If you could see the innumerable herring in
Alaska waters, you would not view it that way.;
Senator McCUMBER. We used to see that with the codfish in -the
East, but you do not see it any more.
Mr. SUTHERTAND. Yes; that is true.
Senator SUTHIERLAND. To what extent are: good edible'fish being
used for oil, and being destroyed?
Mr. SUTHERIAND. There is one oil-manufacturing plant on the
c ast. It consumes quite a few herring.
Senator MCGuMBER. What fish do thev lse?,
I
Mrl. SUTHIERLAND. Largelylherring, wlih a few salmon.
Senator MCCUMBER. I understood some years ago that the salmon
used for oil represented an enormous amount or number.
Mr. SuTHERLAND. There are relatively few. They catch a few
inl tile herring seines.
Senator MCCUMBER. I understood that. depleted tho salmon sulpply.
Mr. SuTHERLAND. That is 0 not the, great, CUaUlse of the depletion
of the salmon '1The cause of the depletion was overfishing for commercial purposes, for canning. That is the, callse of the dlepletion
in the suIpply f salmon.
SCnator S.IOOT. Whiy do& tChey lot catch their flherrinig ill Alaska
an0d let the little fish o ? They will
theta same; as they (10 in Scotlan,
ruin the industry; up there if the.) continue the way fley are doing,
catching all those little fish and using thenil for fertilizing.:
Mr. SUTHERLAND.1 Senator, (on the coast of Norway there are a
great nuimboer of oil and fertilizor plants. I would say there are dozens of them. I do not: know jIlst thle nlumber, but' many times the
number in Alaska. '1They have been there for years and years, inanurfacturing llerrinlg into fertilizer, and it does not seem to' deplete the
to an7 extent.
supply
ASenator WXATSoN. Did you sav there was some sort of herring that
does not come within the provisions of this act, coming in free?
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--Mr. SUTHERLAND.: Frozen herring are on the free list.
Senator WATSOi. Is that the kind that the lady who preceded:

you: alluded to, that is used largelv in New York City?
Mr. SUTERLAND. That is used in New York and Philadelphia
and Boston and Baltimore. It makes a fine cheap food for the people
of those cities.
I-want to speak a word on paragraph 718.1 want to ask that it
be amended to read as follows-Senator SMOOT. What do you want in 720?
Mr. SurlnRtALND. I want it to remain just as :it is. I think we. are
entitled to that duty. If you want to encourage the pickling of
herring in Alsska it will require that duty. That duty was conceded
by the reprosentatives from Massachusetts. They have- agreed that
that duty is acceptable to the people of Massachusetts, representing
the New England fishing industry.
Senator CURTIS. I would suggest, if-this Witness is to be, heard on
-other subjects, that as he is here in- the city it might be, 'well to let
him come later, and to hear some of these men from outside the city.
It will not inconvenience the Congressman any.
Mr. SUTRERLANb. I have just one other subject,0:but I will be
glad to accommodate the committe e in that respect. I am going
to be here in the city.
Senator CuRuns. Go ahead. I thought you had several other
matters to refer to.
--Mr. SUTHERLAND. I transacted my business with Mr. Lufkin, of
supposing he represented the fishing industry.
Gloucester,SMOOT.
Senator
He might have said that in respect to his section,
but there were others that did not agree.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I do not know about that., I assume the
Massachusetts delegation were agreed on it, from my conversation
with Mr. Lufkin.
I am going to ask that paragraph 718 be:amended to read as

follows:

Halibut, freih,

frozen, or pac ed in ice,

2 cents per pound; all other fish,

frozen, or packed in ice, not specially provided for, 1 cent perpound.
Senator SMOO'T. Would this be satisfactory to you?

fresh,

Halibut, salmon, or swordfish, 2 cents per pound.

Mr. SUTHERLAND. Yes; that is acceptable to me.
Senator SMOOT. What-you want is halibut at 2 cents a pound,
but you do not object to salmon or swordfish at the same rate?
Mr. SUTIHELAND. I do not know anything about swordfish, but I
have no objection to salmon. Halibut- is the highest priced fish on
the market. As compared with others, the price is away beyond
-them. Then, again, the price fluctuates all the time, and I am going
to ask to have an administrative section placed in the bill, in connection with the increased price of halibut, to read as follows:
That no fis orfish productt except iced fresh fish shall be shippe4.in bond through
foreign countries into.the United Sttes; except it bo treated and prepared for shipsha

not be transported in
ment in United Stat territory, and such icea fresh fish
bond through foreign countries into the United States, except it be the product of
United States fisi vemsels which are re d and outfitted at ports of tqe United
States, and the product of fishing veels that purchase gear, fuel, and supplies at
foreign ports in excess of the amount required to reach a port of the United States shall
be deemed foreign fish and liable to the duy provided or in this act.

0

1 do not know just what language you will want to incorporate in
the bill, but that is the suggetion.
American vessels ars landingtheir fare at Prince Rupert, which is
the Pacific coast terminal of the Grand Tink Pacific Railroadand ship
into the United States duty free. But when fish become dutiable the
question might arise as to just how far they can go in shiaping from
a Canadian port. I have no doubt they would be allowed the Privilegos they have been in the past. In fact, the Canadians would be
glad to have them, but I would not want American fishing vessels to
be simply American--so far as registry is concerned and purchasing
their supplies and transacting all their business at a Canadian port.
That is why I asked to have that paragraph placed in the bill, in order
that they may continue to purchase their supplies in American ports.
At present they can do as they please. The British Columbians
furnishl them with fishing supplies, food, and fuel, but if a duty is
placed on their product I think they ought to get their supplies in
American'ports.
Senator WATSON. Do you propoe to cover in a protective list
the frozen herring now on1 the free list, that are shipped in to the
people of New York?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. Paragraph 718 says "All fish,
I freh, frozen,
or packed in ice, not specially provided for, 1 cent per pouniid."
Mr. SUTHERLAND. " Not specially provided for." That will
specially provide for them.
Senator SMooT. Pararph 1045.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. This matter of the ending 6of American fish
landed by American vessels at Prince Ilupert I presume is goingie to
involve some legal questions.
Senator SMOOT.. do not think it can be done.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. And it is for the3 committee to decide how~it
can be done.
Se-nator SMooT. It could not be done.
Mr. SUTHERLAND. If I can give you any information regarding
conditions up there I will be glad to.
Senator SMOOT. You want a provision as to :American fish passing
in American ships through a foreign country?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. Something similar to the suggested paragraph
I read to the committee.
BRIEF OF MON. DAN A. SUTHERLAND, DELEGATE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
TERRITORY OF ALASKA.
it is respectfully urged that paragraph 718 of H.f R.7450 be amended to read as
"Halibut, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice, 2 cents per pound; all other fish, fresh,
frozen, or packed in ice, not specially provided for, I cent per pound. "
The following reasons are submitted for a higher duty on halibut than on other
fish:
First. The halibut is the- highest priced deep.)sea fish in the American market.
The average price paid for halibi t at the port ol Seattle, Was&-he largest halibut
market in the world, during 1920 was 174 cents per pound. This is about 200 per
cent more than the average price from the vessel of cod, haddock, hake, or other
market fish. This price (174 cents per pound) is much higher than the price paid
for salmon, except in the case of the small quantity of Atlantic salmon imported from

Canada,.

Table: Halibut landed at Pacific and Atlantic ports, 1920.
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Second The Amercan halibut fiserman of the Pacific coast compete in the
American market with -the Canadian halibut fisherman. There is virtually no competition in the halibut market of the Atlantic coast. The Pacific coast produced
in 1920 60,000,000 pounds of halibut and the Atlantic coast produced 4,000,000
pounds in the sme year.
P
Third. The American market for halibut should be presrved for the American
fisherman. .The prosed duty would encourage the development and increase of
tonnage of the Americanhalibt fleet. It is very doubtful if the future supply of
halibut will be any larger than the present supply.
:By reaon of the depletion of halibut banks adjacent to the Pacific coast of British
Columbia and southern Alaska, these fish must be sought for on remote banks of the
Pacific in the vicinity of the Aleutian Islands and in Bering Sea, and thus the greater
part of the hlibut of the futue will come from wates contious to American territory,
and a protective tiriff will tend to encourage Americans to engage in the halibut
fishery and thus.indusitry and~consequentpopulation will be added to western Alaska.
Every year the halibutfreezing industry is moving westward on the Alaskan coast.
A freezer will operate at Port Chatham, near the entrance to Cooks Inlet, this seon,
and a few more years will find them operating at Kodiak Island and even farther west.
it is respectfully urged that the following administrative provision be incorporated
in HI. R. 7456f for the regulation of American fishing vessels landing their fares at
Canadian ports:.
"That no fishor fish product except iced fresh fish shall be shipped in bond through
countries into the United-States.except it be treated and prepared forshipment
!oreign
in United Statesterritory,sand~such iced fresh fish shall not lie transported in bond
through foreign countries into the United States except it be the product of United
States fishing vessels which are registered and outfitted at ports of the United States,
and the product of fishing vessels Tat purchase gear, fuel, and supplies at foreign ports
in excess of the amount required to reach a port of the United States shall be deemed
foreign fish and liable to the duity provided Jor in this act."
Almost one-half of the Pacific catch of halibut is now landed at Prince Rupert,
British Columbia. Both American and Canadian vessels land their fares at that port,
and it is held by the Bureau of Fisheries that 80 per cent of the Canad ian catch comes
to the Amierican retail market.
:The Canadian Governinent, through its elastic system of formulating laws and
regulations by orders in council, has in the past. granted such concessions to American
fishermen as would tend to draw commerce to the port of Prince Rupert and thus add
tonnage to the traffic of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad, of which Prince Rupert is
the Pacific terminal point.
A continuation of the present policy of Congrem in admitting fresh fish to the United
States free of duity will serve to build ip the Canadian fishing fleet and increase the
fishing population of British Columbia, while the American fishing tonnage will be
proportionately lIned and the Alaska fishing population will decrease.
I respectfully submit that in vJew of the fact that Canada is striving to develop
her fisheries on the Pacific by selling in the American market, it is only fair and just
to American fisheries that the Congress take steps to protect and encourage them in
the prosecution of their industry.

Halibut landed at Pacific and Atlantic ports, 1920.
Pounds.
Pacific coastvports:
American vessels .............:........
:....
42,155,415
Canadian vessels....
...............7...:.....7,661,535
Total...........
49,816,940
....

....

..............................

American vesls3,822, 265
Atlantic lcoatpor:
fromAlka, ncluded in total .............
Shipped,
7,054,015
Laided at SattJe......
692,915
19,
Landed at Prince Rupe.r.
.......t....... 18,941,035
.............

....

.......

....

(PWaagph 71.1
STATEMZNT OF HON. RZDRSWK EALS UNITED BTATZO sMA-

Senator HALE. Mr. Chairman, at the request of some of 'the herring
packers of Maine, I would like to introduce an amendment to paragraph 719 of H. R. 7458. The amendment reads as follows:
On line 3, page.88, after the words "ad valorem" insert the words "1qmoked hng,
ke out th wod
skinned or boned, 24 cents per poud" In le 5 p 8
plcled,
sined," o that the p bA will read, s"salon
"including he
t va
;
ed, 2.
a3
salted kmoked, kippered, or other prepared or
or boned, 24 cents
finan haddie, 25 per cent ad valoremn; smoked hiring, i
or oned,
per pound; fish, drid, salted or unsalted, 1f cent. per pound: fish, k
inbulk or in immedate contal rewghing with their content. mor than thirty
pounds each, 24 cenbd per pound, including the weight of the immediate continer
with the content.."

e XClHAINMAN. How much increase do you ask over the House
rate
Senator ALEi. I do not think it is increased-at all. I think the
House intended to take care of the matter in their bill.
The CHAIRMAN. You put in-the salted fish that are not
Senator HALE. No it does not touch anything except herring,
skinned or boned. The House bill provided 2* cents per pound for
fish, skinned or boned, including herring, skinned, in bulk, or in immediate containers weighing with their contents more than 30 pounds
each. These -fish are never brought into this country in containers
of that .size; they are brought into this country in containers weigh-.
ing-lO pounds, so that the duty does not apply to them at all.
The CHamRMAN. Then, you desire to make a technical correction?
Senator ALt. Yes, sir.
Senator MOCUMBzR. But you want to include the weight of the
container and the salt and the brine and everything a a part of the
weight of the fish?
Senator HALE. That has nothing to do with these fish. If it is fixed
as I suggest, the weight of the container will have nothing to do with
it; It Will simply be a flat duty of 2* cents on smoked herring, skinned
or boned, and that, I think, was the intention of the House com-

mittee.
Senator MOCuiMBER. Is not that the provision that Minnesot aand
North Dakota, as well as Norway, Sweden, and other Scandinavian
countries, were protesting against?
Senator SMOOT. No.
Senator HALE. There is a provision now.for a tariff on smoked herring of 20 per cent ad valorem, when they me in containers of less
than 30 pounds, but this will be entirely left out, and this i a furtherprocess of manufacturing beyond the process of smoking, and yet
they would come in free.' I think it is simply a question of a mistake
on the part of thle committee.
Senator SMOOT. I age with you that the change will 'make the
paragraph very much better, and really it is lowering the duty from
what the House has.
The CuAjRMAN. Senator Fernald, have you anything toAidd?
iSenatr FERNAIiL. No; that is all, I think. I am interested in the
16

same

proposition.
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CRAB~flAT.
[Paragraph 722.1

STATEMENT O.tOHON. WESLEY L. JONES,, UNITED STATES SENATORf
f:ox WASHINGTON.
i Senator Joszis of Washiigton. hInreference to paragraph 722, proposilng a tariff on crab meat of 26 per cent, I have received some
letters from some of our people stating that they understand that
there is strong opposition to this tariff, and they urge its retenion
I have here a letter from the Stuart Co. (Inc.), of Seattle, setting
out their reasons for this tariff's being retained. I would like to
have that letter put into the record.
Also, I have a letter here from Mr. John N. Cobb, director of the
Universitv of Washington, College of Fisheries, urging the same
thing. I(would like tolhave that put into the record.
Senator MdCUMBER. Is the supply holding out on the West coast?
Senator JONE8 Of Washington. Hoe says that with proper enicoilragement the industry can bedeveloped very greatly-out there.
Senator McCuMlwli. What kind of encouragement?
Senator 0J6NS of Washington. HIe says that this 26 per cent
. That certainly wo0ukLnot encourage the proSenator
have the -opposite effect,
the vcrab at aul; rather, it would
tection' of McCurn3
would it not?
Senator JONES of Washington. No; I think not, Mlr. Chairman.
They would propagate the crab much more extensively if they knew
that the industry could be maintained and foreign competition, which
is largely Japanese, is restricted. If the tariff is taken off, the crab,
so far as our section of the country is concerned, will ver y likely disappear, because it will not be propagated,
Senator MoCuMER.-We know that the lobster is disappearing very
rapidly from the eastern waters, and I assumed that probably the
greater number brought in from a foreign country would naturally
preserve those that we have; but I do not know. There may be so
many of them out there that-they do not need any preserving.
Senator JONES of Washington. No. Protection preserveis through
propagating. They have to be propagated. They have to be cared
for in order to insure the supply. Of course, you might think that
if they propagated amply themselves, if they let others come in from
the outside, it would make our own supply last; but we find that our
fish and similar aquatic products must be cared for and propagated
in order to keep up the supply. If people who are likely to go into
that industry are prevented by foreign competition from doing so it
has an injurious effect upon the industry. People go into it, of
course, for money. They do not go into it for philanthropic purposes. So, if competition from the outside is so strong that they
can not make any money, they stop propagating and the domestic
supply goes down. That is the way of other thing. That is our
great rs for a pctive tariff.
f
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I would like to have these letters go into the record.
Senator McCUmBEI. They will be printed, Senator.

(The letters referred are as-follows:)

SSAfL, WASH, August 81, 19*1.

Hon. WzsxrL.k`L# Jow~is,
Senate, Waehlngton, D. a.
Dnu Srx:-As the tariff bill passed the House it carried a 265 per cent ad
valorem duty.on crab meat.

At the present time all canned crab meat is imported from Japan. Prof.
John N. Cobb, of the University of Washington, who is conceded authority on:
canning resourcesieand methods for Ishery products On the Pacific Coast, estimates that Alaska can produce 500,000 cases of canned crab meat annually;
this is cbnsiderably in -excess of present market requirements.
Competition o the 'Japainese product has so far prevented any development of'
this resour'ce,0 as an Alaskat product must be canned with Amerlcan labor and
under Alnerican sanitation and plant conditions.
As in the first 10 months of 1920 the Japanese imported Into this country over
$2,000,000. of canned crab, you can see that the industry Is worth building up
and holdlng for Americans. Practically all of this money goes 'for :labor,
eventually, in the crab-canning Industry.
We are interested In the packing of sea foods and to our knowledge there are
several Washington and Oregon crab packers who are struggling to build up
the industry with the handicap of packing costs, of which labor is the principal
Item.
Only the meat from the Dungeness type o6fcrab Is used--while the Ja1panese
use the large Spider crab for their pack, which Is larger and much coarser in
texture.
Without the protection of this tariff it is a hard fight. We would greatly
appreciate any help you may see fit to give the Puget Sound and:Aljaska cr'a'b
packers in retaining this schedule In the completed bill. It is a' good cause.
Whether~we are interested or not it Is a tariff which will build up this American
Industry.
Sincerely,
THE STUART Co. (INC.).
IL

SEATTLE, WAsH., November C, 1921.
Hon. Wzsur L. JowN,
United States Sewte, Washington, P 0.
Mty DZAR SENAToR: XYou willi doubtless recollect liy sending you a nemorandnm on the building up of the crab-mleat idustry in Alaska, Washington,
and Oregon in competitlon with the Ja'anese :crb-meat packers, the latter
of whom now control our domestic market. The tariff bill now pending Ini
Congress imposes a duty- of 26 per cent on importatlons, and some of the lifiporters are now endeav'oringto persuade Congres to either eliminate thli*
proposed duty or to materially reduce it. The New York importing firm of
Charles E. Farris Co.Ahnve Issued za circular trotestlng against the proposed
Xtariff, and I have taken their circular: and Manswered It in detal, as per memo
randuum attached hereto, and would nppreciate It if you could place this memoranduum where It wonld do the most good. I have also sent a copy to Iepresentative Hadley and Delegate Sutherland, of Alaska.
I feel 'that thils is a golden opportunity for establishing a very important
industry, in Alaska particularly, and as most of the packing is done In the
spring and fall, it would'tend to attract a more permanent population to that
Territory and furnish them with a greater opportunity for-remunerative work.
Sincerely, yours,
JoHn N. Cons, Director.
Memorandum re proposed duty on lmported crab meat: In a recent Issue of
the Western Canner and Packer, -published at: San Francisco, Calif., I noticea reprint of clrcular letter Issued by the New York importing firm of Charles E.
Farris Co., protesting against the proposed tariff on importations of crab meat.
As there are a number of statements contained In the letter which might mislead If not refuted, I have taken the liberty of answerig these. statements'
serlatim and hope you will present these to the proper committee.'
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"1.. Canned :crab nleat Is not packed In sufficient quantities n1 the United
States to warrant any protective measures.:
While0canned crab ment Is not at present packed in sufficient quantities to
upply the doinestic demand, I am. positive that if the industry were protected
t froth the overpowering Japanese competition the canneries now in -existence, or
projected, could easily be expanded to supply the entire demand. At present
there are three cafnerles in operation In Alaska while three others (one each at
Cordova, Juneau, and Sitka) are In process of erection, In addition there: are
two or three plants in Washington, and two in Oregon, which have canned
crabs in recent years.,and would do so again were tbey able to get i footiold
in the donmestic market,. There are also a number of canteries iln Alaska,
Washington, and Oregon devoted to the canning of clams and salmon which
could, att but little expense, be adapted also for crab canning in addition to
their other work. There are also several crab canneries on the Atlantic-coast
which Couldl participate in the work.
As to the raw supply available, would say that the Dungeness crab (Cdncet
master) is abundant In the waters of Oregon and Washinfgton, although
somewhat depleted in the waters of (Ialifornia. In southeastt and Central
Alaskani waters, however, thiscrustacean is found in wonderful abundance.
At the present time but little use is made of them, owing to the fact that the
fresh markets are supplied by the Washington atnd Oregon fishermen; the long
and expensive hautl from Alaska to Seattle, Wash., making competition difficult
for the Alaska crabbers. As to canned crabs, our packers have not been able to
coinpetewith the Japanese slickers, due to the low cost of packing this product
in Japani, where labor Is abundant and wages very low as compared with the
much higher w images paid the far from abundant labor in this country.
In Japan the spider crab is the one canned. This its-A ewliat (ifferent in
appearance from the Dungeness crab, and Is especially noted for the pinkiness
of the claw- meat, which makes it especially good for garnilshing dislshes, tc.
The same crab is also abundant in our waters, but as It is found in the open
ocean, while our. Dungeness crab is a denizen of the protected waters, such as
bays, strfilts, and sounds, where 1t could be easily and cheaply obtained, the
fishery for the former has been neglected here, although some of the new
packers are equipping themselves for Its capture.
I have had an .fitimate acquaintance with the fishery, resources of the P'aclfic
covering a period of 22 years, and feel I am fully justified in statillg that the
coast States and. Alaska could together produce annually half a million cases
of Dungeness crab meat, and posibl y more, without affecting the future .supply
adversely, and this pick could be very materially increased If the spider crab
of our waters was utilized. At present but one cannery Is depending upon this
species for ite raw material.
On our Atlantic coast, and notably In the Chesapeake Biay section, 1i fulilf
the blue crab (Catl6nectes saptdts). The capture of this, crustacean fornis one
of the most important :fisheries of Marylald and Virginla, some 50,343,268
pounds, valued fit $981;8O7j having been marketed from these Staites in 1915 .
Most of these are shipped alive, boiled, or in the meat, which latter has been
removed fron the shell after boiling, ande packed in large cans, Wvhich are not
hermetically sealed and hience must be packed, In Ice and will keep for only a
limited period. The first packers to sumceed In packing crnb meat in hermnetically sealed cans was McMenamin & Co., but, as noted elsewhere, they, too,
have been forced to suspend such packing, owing to foreign competition.
"2. Canned crab meat has become a popular item in the diet of the American
publlc, and at present is within the means of the average family,"
As they state, canned crab meat has become a pop lar item in the diet of
the Amerlcan public, and this I's due in part to the publicity work of the pioneer
American packers, Mc.'.>namln & Co., of Hampton, Va., who discovered the
method of hermetlcally canning crab meat and continued the work until. so I
have been informed, they were driven out of It by the Japanese competition.
Several Pacnific Coast packers, notably one at Blaine, Wash., were also factors
in the development of the demand during the early years of the present century, but were compelled to suspend for the same reason as the pioneers in
the Industry.
The declaredd value of the canned crab-meat importations during 1920 averaged 53.44 cents per pound. In Seattle retail markets a one-half pound flat
can of Japanese crab meat is at present (October 31) quoted retail at 60 cents.
Instead of being within the reach of the average American family it Is an
excessively expensive article of food and belongs in the luxury class, instead

Table: Imports of crab meat, 1913-1920.
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;of eini'g, asItoshoul b,-nd 4* I hope it will be If a'domextic Industry can be
built up, hin the neceIty cl1as.

"3. To pluee a

of,26 per cnt on; crab n 'a ould throw It out of reach

duty
the screra~efiamily nd practically kill' the eonmumption.'
:of
'v3
;;00
-The
Placinv~~g of a: Auty of 26tper cent on cmrab meat, as -propo

in the bil, I
do not belileve woul increase the cOnt of the prOdu. t one cent to the American
('Uonstiner; In factlI would look for n 'ery mateOial reduction in the -quoted
price a . sonns the-bteaee:. has been thoroughly estaished here. There are
two rsons11tl, why I lokfot)r thlit, (1) beau the present price oin the Iniported
crab misiit 1s high w!ilen Its cost of manufacture i4 considered, the fixing of a
high prlicheltig possible befaus the forelgn:, packers know #)ur packers- will
not extensivelY- engage In the business as logas t thereisdoubt about our
governhteust extensling protection to tbem In tbe shape of a 26 per cent tarlff;
ant) (2) the pack of Ameirican crlb Meat will be go large thst ther Wil
natirilly e::nmater al reduction in the price, duie mainly to onpetitlon'.
"4. Trho total yearliysportittfon of canned crab meiit in the United 4tittes
:st present IN lit)ut r,O
se. We
if this duty is impede It will rebl0ese
dt1w1e inpoirtatlots to about 5KXK) (caes, out of which the (Govern rit- will, derive
by tariff only, sibout $25,0(S. We are of~the opinion that if a snmlhl tariff was
Im xe~xtd of Oiwout 5 per tmit, it would not niateriily affect the fimportation andl
the (Governnnt woldtllereby teriye at revefnite of about $5,)O,(M, or double the
narnillit reoelve.d by, the inilrositfionl of the highhduty."
l)uring the eflendar yenr 1920 the totAl ihiportatiois of canned era4 meat
JantfOllntel to 4,078,9% ponind.4, valued at $2,106,068, The following table shows
the Inmortntions of "rob tvieait for it term of years, the imports fronw .JTlinn
being kepst seniar6te frfosI those from other countries:
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clearly thI(!e linense p)repondernance
iJ1tj N,5'l

of

shipment

from

crb ieat 'irtuallY
.Japsis, i fIIcet, Japans)e
Ilvilsoln11sp.es our tnjirket4 to the
alulost total. exclus!oni of donisestl calnned crab nieat and importations from
other ountriei .
Tishe onily rellyi 'ipokrtnit qiestion here Is as to whether we wlsh to protect
our tit i)resli1t Snl'lI indutrty of crab-ment caniilig itilf build It ui until it i.s
able to ptippli our (lincstic! Market And have 1 surl)lus for export, which I
feel Hlure
Xhoulld IHot require moire than a year or two-uindet the proposed protective talr1ff, or to turn this business wholly osvr to freigners antd let thein
realp tIll the profits o.f it 'xcept tile brokerage conntissions of such firmIs as
that of tlie' protestiits. It the foruiler .ia the dlesire of Congre61, tin'd I feel it
Is, tfie revenue to be derived froni it ort ationsel bnbe disregred,8 as many:
tinm(e useaIiuiotit wsoi1ltI acrille to Amiericaii workers and packers Ini tile wil
of st'gcs nid lpi'QoltH, 'While matlay related American concernsl, as noted below,
orders platcet for tile [nfny articles andi supplies nired
would blellit through
ot
to currys *1intisuslnes. _
45., A high dtuty' 6ji(n:iIitecrab
l
tisea4t w111 Iiean a great loss Is revenue to
mIan1Iy private (!literprIktas andl business conorexliin tie United States, anrong
whicis ItIly be ainludled
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"(a) MuhiufacturersTin plate, par's erut paper, box strapping, nails and
other conmlimoldities conificieted: wvith tile -tacking of canned goods.
"(b) Exrkireria-Dstributilig the abovibe lies.
"(c) Ilmnjrters---um1nuied crab-1n1'Ict packers in the United stuit('s.
exI)I)rts and WiuiOt;s.
'(d) l1intkF"inuncnig tb the
"(o) .Jobbers-X \\oileslers of groceries aud klidred hunes.
(I) McichuiutA-ltetalles of grn)eriesi and1 kindred HIue.S.

"(y) Iroker-Biluyllig and twiling.

"(h) Ctarrritrs-itii ad wt4rWO."
h above i11al extrdordinary., clali I') imnake. As thle tin plate, )arcll neit.
lalswr, box str;)pingi nailk, iind other coImImlodities coilntel withl the paeking
of Iiiporite( cautlll. crab inelt would be Illuuanfcturvd III the country ofr origin,
wh111h Ilr tills case would be .Jn1p iauit I (call not s!e wherein our juluiulficturers
WoUl(d benefit unlder present conditions ; ill flet, thle only wtay In which they
eould benefit wouldlJ 6e0though thle bulldhig up of it(ltldiestic lflpck, when these
edU414 by our own uni umufaetutrecrs 1(1ldthus hlpif) to
Imauny Supplies would be fuish't
redule the present uiirge iiumbher'of workers Illid off In tloeI id(husttleis owing
to tile shortage oif orders.
Ex;Igrters andsl iuuilmtert; could handle the' dhoin5st he pack aII iufinike. as Imuch,
if not inlore, than they 'do) at pireselit Ili halingfii the finported puck
'Thelbnilks would find It jimichi miiore, protitable to firiance thil' uit, Ifuietureir of
these g(Xs riltthier thrint the Inipiorter, us tih (leenalid for motiey woUld be greater

and the re4ulting profit corresp'onidinigly better.
Jobbers, inerclantn, nand brokers cmld(I luliike u411.11910, if nlot nliolea, rofIt:
1I.ialdluiig otf uImported go(dls.
buying 1i1( selling dowiwsthe erali Ill!eit 11.9 Ill the
itaill iud witer cirriers9 would prolit uatore froiii hliudhig (Iomi-estic crab meat
MODu W(,ull( be th1 cHSa With Inai)orted crab Muaecat, 1. they would not only trissaxJkrt ihe finished pro(luct, hut tiso Itlie uiniy suipJpll(es necl('(lOd ' rcarrylag o11
#such an1 Industry andpricking the fintised lwodiuct.
6. With the reduced couasuilliptilU Of emnlad crab'-meat, caused b)y the ImiijmoSitholl of tle high duty, the Giovernmnent will lose the excess profit tax, Income
tax, transportation tax or wules tax, as the case iniiy be."
As the foreign packetr of crab mueat ptly none of these charges ait present,
while doomestic packers would pay all of then, thle establishmnent of It (domestic
business would be quite' profitable to the (Governientf, Itth directly and Indirectly. As to excess profit ta andil income tax now paid by Importers on
the foreign goods bandiled either they, or other brokers, woul(l pay an equal
amount on the sale of domestic pack, so the Government revenues would not
be reduced.
:-;
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;BUCKWHEAT, BRAN, AND SHORTS.
[Paragraph8 724 and 731.]

STATEXENT OF7 0. I. COX, REPURSE TING ST. ALBANS GRAIN
CO., ST. ALBANS, VT.'

N. Pleaso state to the committee where you reide.
The H
Mr. Cox. I reside in Massachusetts. Melrose is my home address.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your occupation?
Mr. Cox. I am in the grain business. My principal place of
business-is in Vermont.
The CHAIRMAN. Will--you proceed to state to0 0th committee theo
facts that you wish to bring before us?
Senator WATSON. What articles are you referring to?
Mr. Cox. I am here with reference to paragraph 731, and also
paragraph 724,--which relates to the duty on buckw heat.
Paragraph 731 has to do with by-products of wheat.
Certain items in the proposed new tariff act of 1921 are of great
interest to grain dealers, farmers, and poultry men of0 New England,

so much so that at a meeting of the grain board of the Boston Chamber
of Commerce, hold on December 7, 1921, the following resolutions
were adopted (reading]:
That the grain bord of the Bostoh Chamber of Conuneree
withto
Raeolied,
relates
alarm
the-propobed new taiff act of 1921, known as H. R, 7466, so far as it iews
shorts.
and
tariff
brain,
marked
in
of
on
buckwheat,
rates importation
incree te
::the
Representing as we do, the wholesale and retail grain interests of New England we
take this method of informing our Senators that it is of material help to New Engiland
to receive importations from Canada of buckwheat and bran in certain years, especially when the supply is short in our own country.

wI ish to state that paragraph 724 would impose a duty on
buckwheat of 30 cents per hundred pounds, whereas for the last
eight years there has been no duty whatever on this article. We
respectfully request that this product should come in free or that a

maximum (uty be set, not exceeding 10 cents per 100 pounds.
Senator McCUMBER. There has been no tariff on buckwheat?
Mr. Cox. There has been no tariff as far as I could find.
Senator MCCUMIBER. On buckwheat flour?
Mr. Cox. No; on buckwheat. By the way, gentlemen, I am speaking wholly about coarse grain, which is used for cattle food and hen
food. I am not talking about anything to be used as human food.
Senator MCCUMBER. Is that a fair quality?
Mr. Cox. Do you know what buckwheat is?
Senator MCCUMBER. I know the wild buckwheat that grows in
our fields and that grows in with noxious weeds, from which we have
to eliminate our grain. That is not the kind that you refer to?
Mr. Cox. No sir. It has a little black outside hull, like your wild
buckwheat, only much larger. It is used for human food. The
flour from which we make buckwheat cakes comes out of that.
Senator MCCUMBER. Is the flour made from that?
Mr. Cox. The same grain, but so far as our interests are concerned,
the people I- represent, we care nothing about the human part of this
-product. We are interested wholly iin buckwheat for feeding hens.
Senator WATSON. IS not the buckwheat used for feeding hens fit
for human food?
Mr. Cox. It is a higher grade that is used forhuman food. I do
not represent any human-food concern.
Senator WATSON. There has not been a tariff on buckwheat?
Mr. Cox. Not for many years.
Senator WATSON. Of any grade?
Afr. Cox. On any grade. My people looked that up and told me,
and I have learned there has not been any tariff on; buckwheat for at

least eight years.
Senator WATsON. Are you speaking with-'referencee to buckwheat
flour grades?
Mr. Cox. No; wholly about rough grain, coarse grain. Ten cents
per:hundred pounds would be satisfactor to us.
Senator McCUMBnR. Is there any particular: amount of it imported?
Mr. Cox. Not in one sense. It depends u pon what you mean by
particular amount.
Senator MOeCUMnER. In what amounts?
Mr. Cox. No, sir. The' importation of bckwheat in 19200was
227,000 bushels, while the production in out own, country: was
13,789,000 bushels. It is a mere bagatelle, the importation, as corm-
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to our production. You might say that it is aneigible
par
quantity.
There is no item of domestic saving which comes closer to the
common people of New England than that of keeping a small flock
of hens. Their number is legion, and they are scattered through
every town And many cities. Buckwheat is fed entirely in New
England to hens, and is an important adjunct.
Paragraph 731 relates to bran and imposes a duty of 15 per:
cent ad valorem, which we understand it is planned shall be on a
basis of United States valuation. We respectfully protest against
an ad valorem basis. It involves serious question as to what price
shall be considered a fair value in a country as large as ours, and where
the prices in the Middle West are so much lower than in the East,
owing to the high rates of freight.
Senator WATSON. You are still talking about buckwheat?
Mr. Cox. No, Senator. I am talking about bran now, paragraph'
731. We respectfully submit that bran and'shorts be put 0'on: a
specified basis, and we also respectfully suggest a rate of 10 cents
per 100 pounds as faifrand reasonable.
A comparatively small amount of branh- is imported firomCanadanf0l:
when conditions are favorable. It usually comes at periods as at
the present time, when our mills-which arerunning: only-" part
time-can hardly supply the: demand. Bran' is considered by
farmers as an important feed for cattle and horses. We respect-:
fully urge that the rate of duty be set not to exceed 10 cents per
hundred pounds on a specific basis.
That is the' substance of the resolution of the grain board of the
BostonChamber-of Commerce.
Senator McCuMBEn. Where do you get your bran from; you
htrates from the
say you desire this on account of the high
West. How far West do vou go for what you use?
Mr. Cox. We use a lot from the State of North' Dakota.
Senator MCCumBER. You ship from North Dakota to New Hampshire"?,
Mr. Cox.-Yes, sir.
Why do y iu so,
SenatorMC
hen
and Duuh ,why should yo o lart Nothaoa
Mr. Coxt We get some fromguffalo'; almost none from Rochester.
Of course bran and wheat products are now used in all the Middle
Western States. I have reference to Senator Watson's State where
the farmers sell their whole grain and buy bran and middlings.
Many farmers, particularly -in Wisconsin and other Western States
are themselves very large consumers of wheat by-products, and
that is one reason why we do not get those products from all sections of the West. The demand may exceed the supply in some
Western States.
SenatorMCILAN. Youwant 10centsper 100 pounds?
Mr. Cox. Yes, specific.
Senator MCILEAN. And that is all?
Mr. Cox. And thatis all.
Senator MCLAN. How much bran is imported I
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Mr. Cox. I am talking of bran and middlings together. The: aximum
:X:; amount in rcent year was, in 1919, 59,000 tons, and in- 1920
it-was 30,000 tons.
Senator McCuwan. Is that bran exclusively, or other by-productsI
Mr. Cox. All the by-ptoducts.
Senator M:CCLMBER, Including middlings?
Mr. Cox. All the bypr uv41umped together. In 1918 there
were only -1,157 tons. It varies, you see, from 1,100 tons to 59 000
0tons. The production in our own country of those same articles
is 4,818,000 tons. So you see that the amount that I amasking::
would not affect the value of these products materially. It is
like a pinch of snuff, if that is a proper phrase to use.
Seepator WATSON. How do you arrive at 10 cents a hundred
p01ll(ds ?
Mr. (lox. That approximates about What we were paying.
Senator WATSON. Have you gone into the production costs in,
the United States and Canadai so as to arrive at the conclusion of
10 per cent for a fairly protective rate?
Mr. (lox. No. I did not plan to make that a prohibitive rate, but:
what you would call a reasonable rate. It is the rate we have been
paying under the emergency tariff. Under the emergency tariff the.
rate is 1O per cent, foreign valuation, and the foreign valuation running
:way up into Saskatchewan, and up into the western sections of
Canada, is very low. The 10 per cent valuation would not be very
Much different than 10 cents per hundred pounds.
Senator DILLINOIIAM. What is that worth per hundred pounds?Mr. Cox. It all depends upon where you live.,If
Iyou lied out
in Dakota your valuation would have been last October about $9 or
SlO a ton. If you lived in New England it would be $20 a ton; $20.50
was our selling price.
Senator Wi~moN. What is i~tin Canadal
Mr. Cox. I did not come informed on those figures. All those
products are based on what the foreign market wil pay.
Senator WATSON. How much of your imports of this particular
product comes from Canada?.
Mr. Cox. Absolutely all; none from any other market. One
\reason why we would like the specific rate of duty is because of the
great variety in the price in our own country, as between the West.
and the East. Who is to say what the valuation is in this country
when the price is twice as much in New England as it is in North
a-:
Dakot:a?
Senator WATSON. Because of freight rates?
Mr. Cox. Yes. What is a revenue officer going to use as a fair
basis? Is he going to take the valuation in Minnesota or in Vermont?
It is going to make much confusion and much litigation as between
'the importers and the Government. Besides, if you take the valuastioil at the port of entry, there again you have the same trouble,
because the valuation in the Dakotas and in Minnesota siix weeks
ago would have been only half the valuation in Vermont. In other
words, the people in the Dakotas and Minnesota would only have tA
pay half as much duty.,
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Senator MCLEAN. Take this bran shipped, we will say, ifrom0 a
cheap Place of production-one of the Dakotas.'
Mr. Jcox. Yes.
Senator MCLEAN. There it would be worth to youiabouthow
muc~hf. o. b
Mr. Cox. Now it would be about $18 a tonton 19 a otn.
Senator MCLEAN, And how' much would it cost to -get it to Ne'w
England?
Mr. (ox. About $10 a ton, roughly speaking. Another refasu(n
why we who are doing a little importing of this product into New
England, wish the specific rate, is the flueiia tions in the market. I
have my quotation card for October 19, showing we were selling in
Boston at $20.50. a ton, while our quotation card of ])ecermber 12
shows we were selling at, $29.50 it ton, $9 a ton mlotre. If weR should
buy Canadian bran in October it would not 1e shipped the (lay we
ordered it; it might be shipped 30 dlaysi afte1r6. It would probably
take some time in transit; It might be arriving abolit this timie, and
the valuation now would b)e $9 more than wlihen We boluglht it. It
is, a very complex situation.CX
Furthermore, in paragraph 731 of the proposed new tariff, bran,
shorts, and other wheat by-products are listed at 15 per cent ad
valorem, and this is the only ad valorem tariff proposed on any grain
or grain products not used for human food. All the others are on at;
specific basis. The same arguments which make for a specific duty on
wheat, corn, oats, rye, barley, screenings, dried beet pulp, etc., would
apply to bran, shorts, and other wheat by-products. We ask that a
specific rate be named on wheat by-products, and we very respectfully suggest a rate of 10 cents per 100 pounds.
Owing to the very high freight rates now prevailing,,the, price of
bran ingNew England States during the month of October, 1921, was
double the value of this product in North Dakota.
SentoWrMCLoAN. Does not your price change with;the seasons?d
Mr^b. ox. Yes8.00 :0Xt;
Senator MCLEAN. If you had an ad valorem duty you would have
to change it at least twice a year?
Mr. Cox. You would have to change it every week. Senator, I
may say to you that our own house had a case with the Government
involving the question of a dispute between the revenue officials and
ourselves on certain products, perhaps a year ago. Certain interpre-.
tations were made, different from what they had been, and we won
our case against the Government, and we were awarded a rebate
of duty to the amount of about $5,600. We received bills from
our attorneys for $2,500, and that is what we want to avoid. We
were right, and the Government sustained our contention, but the
attorneys got theirs, too.
The assessment of an ad valorem duty would doubtless be the
cause of many disputes and much litigation as between importers and
the Government, as I have said. If American valuation be taken at
the port of entry, and if bran be entered for ad valorem duty in Minnesota. at $12 a ton, and at the same time entered in Vermont at $22,
it is obvious that Vermonters are paying duty on the freight.
There is sent into New England from the western'and&central
Southern States (not including flour or cereals intendtdd `for human
s
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consumption) an average of 500 carloads per day of grain and its
products, so it is for the advantage of the western farmer to keep the
eastern farmer in business. The principal products of the eastern
farmer are fresh vegetables, fresh milk, eggs, and poultry. We can
not raise beef cattle; we do not raise sheep; we can not raise an
appreciable amount of the grain which we consume. We -an not
bring our milk or fresh eggs or vegetables from the West. We
handle 40 carloads of grain and grain products a day ourselves.
* Senator DILLINGHAM. You make approximately one-half of the
butter in New England, and the butter producers buy every pound
of grain from the West?
Senator McCUMBER. Yes; and you ask a reasonable protection for
your butter?
Mr. Cox. -I am not in the butter business.
Senator MCCUMBER. And upon other products. Now, should not
Now England accord the protection to the men who produce wheat
that makes bran? In other words ,you are perfectly willing to give
a fair protection, as I understand it
Mr. Cox. Yes. We suggest 10 cents per hundred pounds.
Senator McCumsBFR. Does that 10 cents a hundred pounds bear a
proper relation to the value of the grain of which bran is a constituent
part, as the value of bran compares to the value of the grain; are
you not asking for what would amount to considerably less from an
ad valorem basis, in asking for one mill a pound?...
fMr.:Cox.- I can't say we are. I have not fi ured it out very
thoughtfully and I can not give; you an immediate answer. We
have not tried to figure in that respect.
Senator WATSON. You are asking for a revenue tariff ?
Mr. Cox. For a revenue tariff based-on the emergency tariff.
Senator McCu.LMBER. Do you not think there should be a fair
relation, so that Wran would'bear a relation to an ad valorem tariff
even though reduced to a specific rate, such as the wheat itself bears i
Mr. Cox. You are putting a hard question to answer, Senator.
In the first place, you are bringing in now something which relates
to human food.
Senator McCUMBER. Of course, I know wheat is manufactured
into human food, but tran is not to any great extent, and what I
am defending, if yoU maay consider it as such, is that every part of
that grain, whether it be middlings, or whether it be bran, shall bear
a duty equivalent to the same ad valorem duty that would be on the
grain itself.
Mr. Cox. If you please, Senator, I do not think your position is
well taken.
Senator MCCUMBER. Very well. You can explain where it is riot. ;0
Mr. Clox. Bran is a product used wholly for feeding eattle and hens
and is a low-p riced product. It bears no relation in value to the
inner part of the kernel of the wheat, which is used for human foods.
Senator MOCUMBER. I know, but the duty would be just that much
less. I am not seeking to give as high a duty on bran as onflour,:
a specific duty, but a duty that would compare in value so that the
ad valorem equivalent would be practically the same. If bran
would not' be worth one-twentieth of what flour would be worth,
then it should not have more than one-twentieth the duty that would
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Iskthat'not'`a fair way to pre--

MrX. Clox. I do not know thatTI have sufficient understanding of
- that to give a proper answer.
Senator MCLEAN. You could guess on that. Ten cents a hundred';
would e-b 334j ad; valorem: duty if the bran was worth 30 cents a:
Senator MCCUMBER. And the bran is worth considerably more than
that.
Mr. Cox. The bran, Canadian value, roughly speaking would be
worth about $12:a ton. That is, taking the years by and large, and
not taking the value at the moment.
Senator MCCU6MBER. That would be how much per hundred0
Mr. Cox. -Sixty cents a hundred.
Senator MCLEAN. Then you would have to have 20 per cent specific
duty to get 334 per cent ad valorem?
Senator MOCUMBER. And that would be about 16 per cent instead
.of 10 per cent?
Mr. Cox. I am asking for 10 cents a hundred pounds.k0What;
amount would it make as a specific rate?
Senator MCLEAN. There is this factor, that the bran is itself converted into food product.
Mr. Cox. In very small quantities.
Senator MCLEAN. You feed it to cattle and got milk and beef from;
the cattle-?
Mr. Cox. Yes.
Senator MCLEAN. And it is a raw material out of which foods are;:
made, and I think you would be justified in asking for as low a tariff
as possible, under the situation, because that benefits the American
people. It goes into food.
Senator MCCiOMBER. But it is also our finished product. It might
be your raw material, but-it is our finished product.
Senator DILLINOHAM. His point is he wants it specific.
Mr. Cox. I have here one thing more I would fike to say. At a
meeting of the hay dealers of the city of Boston, held on December 5,
the fo owing vote was unanimously passed [reading]:
We note that in paragraph 778 it is proposed that the duty on hay shall be $4. per
ton and $1 per ton on straw. This is exactly double the duty we have been paying.
We wish to inform the Senate committee.that in certain years when the crop of hay
in Newr England and New York States happens to be light it becomes important for
us to be able to secure hay from Canada, and we respectfully request that the duty
on hay be continued as it has been in the past, namely, $2 per ton and 50 cents on
- straw.

New England is peculiarly situated, in that the price of hay and
grain is higher there than in any other section of the eastern half of
our country. We are at the end of the line.
Our farmers can not possibly raise all the hay which they need,
and it is clearly to the economic advantage of New England that she
be able to secure her supplies of all kinds of agricultural needs at as
low, cost as possible. The imposition of a higher duty on hay will
constituteWa real hardship.
Senator WATSON. You are, not appealing very vigorously to the
fellow who represents the western farmers.
Senator McLEAN. If you will give us what protection we ask on
milk and cream and butter; we will give you what you ask.
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Mr. Gox.?-I woul lik to iake an appeal on behalf of
men and
women of Now England, where farming started in this country, and:
where you can now buy farms for the cost of constructing the buildings, almost, anld we do not know anything about $200 an acre.
Their wildest dreans would not come up to any such figure as that.
Fifty dollars an acre, $ 5an acre, 810 an acre is nearer the price of0
our ltnd, an(l there are ],500. local grain dealers in New England,
andI there are thousands an( thousands of thrifty hard-working
farmers. We have a natural disaLvantage.
Senator WATSON. Would not any policy of free trade with Canada
now build upp your farming industry in aw Englanfd?
rAf. Cox. We gio towCanada for a few things, and we think we are
asking for a negligible amount. The -buckwheat which we get
comes fro(m Nov York, -Pennsylvania, and some from Michigan.
It is so small in your affairs that it is hardly worth taking as much
of your time a. 1 haviie taken.

1
Setnitt{or McCuMnBE.R. We arc very muc-h obligeF tttyou.
MACAROflI
[Pararap 726.]

STATEMENT OF BB.fR.JACOBS, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL

MACARONI MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.
Senator McCUMB"EthA Please- state your full name and residence.
Mr. JAcOBs. Benjamin IR. Jacobs. I reside here in Washington.
1 represent the National Macaroni Manufacturers' Association, the
Alimentary Paste Manufacturers' Association, the Philadelphia Macaroni Manufacturers' Association, the New England Macaroni Club,
0 ;fand the Connecticut Macaroni Club. These five organizations represent about 75 per cent of the production of macaroni in this counuvy.
.Senator MCCUMBER. I do not just understand what you mean by
"macaroni club.'
Mr. JACOBS. They are local organizations that have drawn individuals interested in that
locality. Just as we have flour
clubs in Minneapolis and in Kansas City, so we have macaroni clubs
in Connecticut representing the macaroni manufacturers of Hartford
and other cities around there, and we have the New England Macaroni Club, with headquarters in Boston, repcesentirg the State of
Massachusetts.
Senator MCCUMBER. It is a club whose constituent members 0are
manufacturers of macaroni?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. It is not necessary to eat the macaroni is it?
Mr. JACOBS. No, sir; it is not necessaryto :eat it. they just
make it.
The domestic production of macaroni in the year 1920 in this
country was about 450,000,000 pounds. It was valued at about
$45,000 000
The investment of the macaroni manufacturers in this country is
sixteen and one-quarter millions of dollars, and the number of wage
earners employed is approximately 12,000. The amount of macaroni
imported into this country in 1914, which was practically the last
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year it was: imported, was 126,000,000 pounds, and in that same year
300,000,000 pounds were produced in the United States.
Senator MfcCuMBIER. How much is imported?
Mr. JACOnS. One hundred and twenty-six million pounds, so tht
the increase to 450,000,000 pounds, tlie amount produced in 1 920,
has merely been absorbed by reason of the inability of Italy to export

macaroni into this country.
Senator WATSON. What is the aamou t imported this year up to
this.~ time?.
Mr. JACOUS. The amount is practically eligible. It was about a
million pounds.
Senator MOCUMBER. Why isthat?
Mr. JAOO.S. That is because Italy is: practically the only country
from which we receive macaroni.
Senator WATSON. Have we, in theimeantime, mde :more ourselves?
Mr. JAcoBs. Yes; we have practically taken care of that inability
of Italy to export. Ninety-five per cent of the macaroni imported
comes from Italy. Italy, until last D.)ec'ember, had an embargo on
all wheat products. This has been lifted, and Italy is now offering
it in the New York market cheaper than we can mannufactutre it
o.0ver here.
Senator SIMMONXS. We are now produciln(r more than we produced
and imported together in any year before the war?
Mr. JACOBS. fes; because Italy has not been exporting to this
country.
Senator SIMMONS. We are producing All that we need, are we not?
Mr. JACOBS. Exactly. We are producing nll the macaroni we
need, but the minute Italy -gets OIl its feet again she will begin to
import macaroni into this country just as'she did before the war.
Senator SIMMONS. Notwithstanding that we have all- we want?
Mr. JACOIT. Yes; because she can make it cheaper than we can.
Italy is now offering macaroni to the, manufacturers in this country.
I have a quotation from Naples for first-grade macaroni made from
61 per cent semolina. The quotation is 5i.1 cent per pound f. o. b.
Naples, with a rate of exchange of 4.20, which was the rate on
November 14.
Senator WATSON. What would that he laid down in New _York
Mr. JACOBS. Duty free in New York about one-half a cent above
that. The freight and insurance would be about half a cent a pound.
Senator WATSON. What is it made of?
Mr. JACOBS. It is made from durum wheat semolina. Durum
wheat is raised mostly in North Dakota, Montana, and Utah.
Senator WATSON. Do)0 they raise that particular kind;aof wheat in

It~?JACOBS. No, sir; inthey raise some

in

southlernItaly.

They

raise a great deal of it Algeria.
Senator WATSON. They take the3 North Dakota wheat clear across
country?
to Italy to manufacture macaroni, and ship it back :to this
Mr. JACOBs. -Yes; and they can do it cheaper than we can make it
here.
Senator WATSON. What is the difference between macaroni,
spaghetti, and vermicelli?
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Mr. JAOBS. They are made out of the'saine raw materials,; the
only difference being in the shape.
Senator WATSoN. It is th same material,is it?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes, but made up in different shapes. It is all mde
:
out of durum wheat.
Senator MCCUMBER. It used to~be calledImacaroni wheat, was it
Mr.JAOBS. es,
The United States Tariff Commission made a survey of macaroni
wheat in 1920. They found in the eastern territory, where the
imported macaroni competes with the domesticj that thi cost of
conversion was 3.98 cents per pound. The cost of the material
entering into this macaroni was .47 cents per pound. That information can be found on page 20 of the survey.
Senator MCCxUMBER. '6.47 cents per pound ?
Mr.JAcOfs. $6.47 per hundredweight.
Senator MCCtnBER. Is that correct ?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes; the semolina was costing them about'::$13 :a
-barrel.
Senator MCCUMBER. I wish you would repeat your statment.
Your first statement was based on 100 pounds at 3 cents for cost of ;
conversion.
Mr. JACOBS, The cost of conversion is 3.98 cents per pound.
That is the cost of making it.
Senator WATSON. Can you give us the exact difference between
the cost of production at home and abroad?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
Senator WATSON. Do you make this yourself?
Mr. JACOBS. I represent the manufacturers. I am a chemist
and I know about their method of manufacturing-the process and
the material which they use. It costs in Italy 1.65 cents per pound
to reduce it, while it costs u3.98 cents per pound to produce it.
Senator WATSON. How is that?
Mr. JACOBS. I say it costs in Italy 1.65 cents per pound to produce
it; it costs here 3.98 cents per pound to produce It, a difference of
2.33 cents per pound.
Senator WATSON. You are speaking now of macaroni?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
Senator WATSON. Is there the same difference in the cost of
vermicelli ?
Mr. JACOBS. They are practically alike.
Senator WATSON. And noodles?
Mr. JACOBS. Noodles are a different product. They contain gs.
ASenator WATSON. That is the first time I have ever heard of
shipping noodles all around -the world.
Mr. JACOBS. There is a difference there of 2.-33 cents per pound.#:
$9r. Scaramelli, who was here this morning representing the Italian
Chamber of Commerce, was before the Ways and Means Committee
of the House.:
Senator MCCUMBER. When -were these figures compiled which show
the cost of production in Italy to be 1.66. cents per pound?
Mr. JACOBS. They were taken from this pamphlet gotten out
recently for the benefit of the Ways and Means Committee. They
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were taken on the basis of the wages that were paid there to laborers
in other industries; for instance, the bakers
Senator McCumaer. What do they have to pay for the wheat?
Mr. .JACOBs. That is what I want to know. Now can they quote
5 cents a pound for macaroni f. o. b. Naples when we can not (quote
it for 5 cents on American wheat.
Senator MOCuMBER. They have to have American wheat?
Mr. JA0oBs. Yes.
Senator McCUMBER. They have to grind it?
Mr. JAoons. Yes; they do.
Senator MCCUMBER. Macaroni wheat is cheap now. It has been
above a dollar a bushel. It takes about 4.5 bushels to make a barrel
of flour.
Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
Senator McCUMBER. Then, there is the cost of grinding and theo:
cost of making it over into their pastry. I do not see how it is
possible.
Mr. JAOBSNi Well, that is the quotation.
Senator MJCUMBER. I do not see how it is possible to quote 1.65
cents per. pound.
Mr. JACOBS. That is only the cost of conversion. That does not
include the cost of materials..
Senator MCCUMBER. That is what I was asking for.
Mr. JAcoBs. No. The cost of conversion-that is to say, the converting of semolina into macaroni-is 1.65 cents. They pay almost
as much for semolina as we do, except that they do it on a cooperative plan.
I want to read a few lines. This appears on page 13 of the survey:In most caethe Italian manufacturer for export is alo a miller, which perits
him to operate on a smaller margin of profit. The Italian miller conducts two opratiol, iling wheat iz the preparation of semolina and its by.products and making
alimentary pastes. Moreover, he is also located at the seaboard, such as Naples artd
Genoa. Th1e raw material (wheat) is imported to and the finished product (macaroni)
is exported from the same plant, thus greatly promoting economy in operation.

Senator WATSON. Can't you do that in the United States?
Mr. JAoCOs. No, sir. The macaroni people and millers are entirely different concerns here. It would not pay one macaroni manufacturer to start a mill when he does not know anything about the
milling process.
Aside frbm raw materials the most important cost items are labor and drving. In
the drying operation the Italian operator, especially in the southern part, where more
than 60' pr cent of the exports originate, has favorable conditions in out-of-doors
natural drying. Then, again, the Italian industry is organized to buy and sell
collectively.
AX-

This is what our commerce reports have to say about it:'

Trust methods, in so far as they control trae by avoiding unprofitable compe tition,
do not seem to meet with disfavor in- Italy as regards milling buianes. Public sentiment seems to sanction such restraint of trade as will produce an adequate profit to a
manufacturer even of foodstuffs. Likewise, the purchase of -supplies is controlled.
Wheat imported varying from 30,000,000 to 50,00,000 bushels annually, is largely
supplied by one house, which more than any other one concern may be said to control
the exports of wheat from Rusia, with a similar dominating influence in Argentina.
Millers do not have to pay for wheat on arrival or in advance, but are given what time
and credit they require by the house supplying the imports. Competition in the
purchase of imported wheat does not exist. it is profitably regulated.
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carn quo 6 cents per pound f. o. b. Naples
Th:at is the:&
when it is. made from American wheat, and we can not begi to do it
for that price.
Senator WATSON. What is the difference in the labor cost itself?
Mr. JACOBS. It costs the Italian 1.65 cents per pound to make
macaroni. That is the actual cost of conversion into-macaroni.
Senator WATSON. Can you tell us how the average wagesaid in1
the Italian factories compare with those paid in the United States?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes. The average wage paid in Italy for the pressman, who isathe man -in the macaroni factory who gets the highest
wages, is from 18 to 20 lira. In this country, in 1920, the average
wage was from $6 to $7 per day.
Senator WATsoN. How much are 18 and 20 lira?
Mr. JACOB8.; At 4 cents, about 80 cents. We are paying $6 and
S7 per day while they are paying 70 or 80 cents per day.
nther~thing: We are asking for 3.5 cents on macaroni per pound
M:
and we are asking for 4 cents per pound on noodles,
Senator SIMMONS. What did you say you pay for labor?
Mr. JAOBns. $6 and-$7 per day.
Senator SIMMONS. That must be skilled labor, is it not?
Mr. JAcOB8. Yes; it is skilled labor. They run machinery
Senhtor SIMMNfONS. IS it skilled labor that they use over there?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes; they run the presses that we do.
Senator SIMMONS. Where did you get the figures showing the
labor costs here and the cost of labor in the production of macaroni
in Italy ?
Mr. JACOBS. From Italians that have come over here and fromlill:0
this book on wages gotten up for the Ways and 'Means Committee.
It has reference to bakers. That is practically the same kind of
labor, you see. The baker and the macaroni manufacturer are prac-m
tically the same. They get practically the same wages. There was
no statement in that bulletin regarding the wage paid the macaroni
manufacturer, but that is verified by the actual price that they are
quoting on that product.
Senator SIMMONS. I noticed the cost of macaroni-the Italian cost,
I suppose it is-has been constantly increasing for quite a number
of years. I mean the value has been increasing. The value per unit:
has increased to 12.6 cents.
Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
Senator SrMMONS. It was only4 cents in910.:A
Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
Senator SIMMONS. It remained at that rate until 1915, when it
went up to 7 cents. Since then it has gone up to 12 cents.
Mr. JACOB8, Yes.
Senator SIMMONS. We do sell macaroni in this country.
Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
Senator SIMMONS. At what price?
Mr. JACOPS. At about 8 cents. Of course, it has come'2 down
considerably.
Senator SIMMONS. If you take, the' statistics of 1921, they show
that there was imported into this country during the 10 -months
1,146,895 pounds.
Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
303)
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Sena:itor 0SxiMows. And that was valued Iat 129,336. That was
Ttabout f9.4 cents per pound. That was the warehouse price in this
placed b the Italin impOrtcr and'
Mr. JAcOBs. That is the
that is the value in Italy. value
Senator SiMMONS. That is what I we for here.
Mr. JA&COBS. Yes, Senator; -but, that is the valueSenator SIMMONS (interposing). That is more than you say 'you
charge for it.
Mr.: JACoBs. But we are selling our mxnacaroni for about S cents in

~
bulk.
Senator Srwuows. The macaroni that came in herin 1:920 th'at.
:6
you are complaining was made at so much less cost is i introduced
here at a higherprice than you sell this for.
Mr. JACOBS. YeS
Senator SWmmoNs. Well, don't you see any significance in that?:
Mr. JACOBS. They get 3 cents a pound more in New York than we:0
do for the same'kind of product. It costs them less to make it.
Senator SIMM&OrS Why ? Why does it sell at that price?
Mr. JACOBS.; Simply because it is an imported article.
Senator MCOrJMBER. Not because it is better, but.-simply because
it is made in Italy?
Mr. JACOBS. It is not better, but they -do get a better price.
Senator MCCUMBER. Because they think it is better:?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes, because they think it is better, just the same as
with this tomato sauce.
and,
V
According to Mr. Scar-amelli's statement before 6the 6 Ways0
Means CommitteeSenator SIMMONS (interposing). If the Italian macaroni sells- for
a cent a pound more in this country than you charge for it, how are
you hurt by the fact that it is made for less in Italy than here?
Mr. JACOBS. He can sell it for less.
Senator SIMMONS. If he does not sell for less than you, how :are
you hurt if he is able to make it for less than you?
Mr. JACOBS. The Italian manufacturer does not got the difference;;
the importer gets the difference.
Senator SIMMONS. I understand that the invoice- price at wichi
thq goods come in here is the price at which the foreign;-producer;
sells im his market.
Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
Senator, SIMMONS. II do not see that the importerhs anything ato
do with thprice.: He maycharge a. commission, but he does not
fix therice.
Mr. JACOBS. The price it is selling for is 6 cents a pound in Italy.
that the, 9-cent Itaian::
Senator Simro. Do you mean to
macaroni, no better than yours, can drive tout of the market the
American macaroni?
Mr. JACOBS. It can when it costs 9 cents.
Senator SIMMONS. When it is sent to this country and the! ;purchaser in this country is required to pay 9 cents, do you think,-if it
is not better than yours, that you are in dangor of having your
industry destroyed when you can sell it for 8 cents?
81527-22-son 7-81-U
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; 0Mr.X JACOBS. XYes. He can charge 8 cents and run us out of
business.
Senator SIMMONS. It does not look as if he is running you out
now, because since the close of the war we have been producing
about 450,000,000 pounds.
-Mr. JACOBS. Yes.
Senator SIMMONS. There came in during 1917 only 3,500,0000

pounds.
Mr.; JACOBS. Yes.
Senator SIMO:Ns. In 1918 there were only 661,00 pounds" in
1919, only 603,000 pounds; in 1920, only 827,000 pounds. That
does not seem to me to indicate that he is running you out of business,
because you are killing in this country 450,000,000 pounds.
Mr. JACOBS. But you must remember, Senator Simmons, that there,
;is only: one country in Europe that exports it to the United States,
and that country is Italy. Until last September there was an embaro on wheat products, and that is the reason Italy has not exported macaroni into this country.
SenAtor MCLEAN. Doesn't Italy practically control the market?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes; and they are going to do it again.
Senator SIMMONS. There was no embargo this year.
Mr. JACOBS. The embargo was taken of in September.
Senator SIMMONS. Yes.
-----Mr. JACOBS. But
they have not had a chance to get readjusted.
Senator WATSON. Do the Italians eat more of this macaroni than
anlybtd' else?
CMr. ACOBS. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Do they want it from Italy?
.Mr. JACODs. Yes; they prefer it. They use the American macaroni
only when they can not get the Italian macaroni...
The survey says that the preference of the. Italian population for
Italian-made macaroni is quite firmly established. The American
product is used by them as a substitute. Therefore a duty on the imnported product will likely have but little effect upon the amount fimported.
That is not a statement-that I make, but a statement that your: own
tariff commission has made.,
As I said before, the Italians get 3 cents a pound more for the same
grade of macaroni in New York City than we do. That added to the
2.33 cents per pound, which represents the difference in the cost of
production, gives them a total advantage of 5.33 cents apound. We
are asking for 3.5 cents in order to overcome some of the advantage
that they have.
Senator SIMMONS., I understood you to sayt"the act that tey
sell their product at a higher price than you6sell6your product for
does not-interfere with you.
Mr. JACOBS. I say it does not make any difference within 2 or 3
cents. They will sell it in preference to ours.
Senator SIMnONs. How are you to be helped?
Mr. JACOBS. The Government will get the profit. The6Govern ment
will get some of it at least.:
Senator SIMMONS. Oh, you are interested in tho Government?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes; somewhat.
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Sento~r SIaMOS. I thought you were speaking for your own
interest.will get part of it.
Mr. JACOBS.
Senator MCLEAN. During the time there was substantially, an embargo you had an opportunity to introduce your goods?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes; we have introduced our goods.
Senator MCLEAN. Are you holding that trade that you got?
Mr. JACOBS. We do not know. 71here was very fittle imported.
We have not exported. We can not go into South America and
compete with the Italians.
Senator MCLEAN. Since the Italian quotations hlie612been coming
into this country are they taking your market away from you ?
Mr. JACOBS. Yes; they are so far as they come in. There hasi
)only a small amount come in, but so far as it has come in, they are
taking it away.
Senator McLEAN. -Notwithstanding the several years in which"
your product has been used-and it has been used because they could
not get any other-you fear that immediately when their product
comes in they will cease to buy your products?
Mr. JACOBs. Yes.
Senator MCLEAN. Have you any data to demonstrate thatt
Mr. JACOBS. No; because it has not taken place yet.
Senator MCLEAN. You claim that your article is as good, do you
not?
Mr. JACOBS.9 It is as good.
it
Senator McLiAN. Andyou can sell for2
orZ3 cen-tsa: pound
cheaper?
Mr. JACOBS. No; we can tnot. They, ask: 2 0or 3 cents a pound
more.
Senator MCLEAN. Well) you can tsellitchle'aper,and it is just as
good, and you have a market-to-day. Is that correct:?:
Mr. JACOBS. On a purely competitive basis we could not sell it
as cheaply as they can.
Senator MCLEAN. You anticipte that' when they import frely
they r on to capture your Maret
: r.JACOBs. Yes; they are:going 0to do it. There is no Xdoubt
about it at all.
:;:WSenator-::SIMMONS. But as :yet you have no data to give tothe
committee?
or
Mr. JACOBS. No; because the embargo has been- off only ttwo
three months. They have had no chance to do it.
Senator McCUMBER. Is there anything further?
Mr. JACOBS. No; I think not.

Wie
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ASSOOIATIONS.

There are

approximately b50 known macareni-4atories

and innumerable small

ones whose capacity is unknown. These represent between twelve and fifteen
thousand wage earners. There is an estimated investment of sixteen and a quarter
million dollars in tbe-macamri industry. The domestic production for 1920 wa"
approximately 450,000,000 pounds, valued at $4.5,000,000. Since 1914 the production
has increased 60 per cent.
In 1914 there were approximately 126,000,000 pounds of macaroni imported into
thiscountry. This is the maximum importation ofany one year. In 1878 the amount
imported was 2,000,000 pounds. From these figures it can readily be seen that the
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importation has increased very rapidly. From 90 to 96 per cent of the total macaroni

-imported comes from Italy.
'The very large increase in our manufacture of macaroni during the past two
decades has been largely due to the successful culture of durm,,a hard spring wheat,
in the Northwent pilie rion. It was introduced from Rusia, its largest producer,
and is also grown in the Mediterranean regions, principally in southern Italy, France,

and Algeria.
"Because of it. drought and rust resistance charactistics durum wheat outfield
in parts of the Dakotas, Montana, and Minnesoti the leading varieties of common
spnng 'wheat'by'at least 2 bushels per-acre, Its production has rapidly increased
fro~m 60,000 bushels in 901
60,000,000 bushels in.1918. Early preductioln
increased so rapidly that the development of a milling market did not keep pace,
as mills were not equipped for grindig it profitably.: At firt, therefore, the price
was always below that of common wheat. Since 1912, however, the average price
for equal grades of durum and northern has been nearly the same. In mote recent
years. because of the increased demand for American durum, the best grades of durum
:wheat have occaionallybeeni at a small premium.
"Durum wheat contains a larger percentiae of nitroen, or: crude protein than
other class of American wheat. Thois is one reason why duum wheatis so desirable
for the manufacture -of alimentary piate.iTo preduce{the beat quality of macaroni
it-is essential-to have a semolina, or meal, produced from ahard glutinous wheat."'
I"Although a are part of the dumum- wheat is exported,' the domestic macaroni
industry has been-instrumentI1 inh~stabilzing its price. This ha had a very pro
nounced effect upon agriculture in certain sections of the'dry Nortwest. In more
;recent years approximately 3,000,000 acres have been devoted to durum wheat.
Part of this area represents new land which can not produce other grais and the
balance has replaced other iring wheat. which do not yield so well as durum. '2
In Italy the importer of w eat, the miller of semolina, the manufacturer of macaroni,; and the exporter of macaroni are all one and the same individual, and to keep
these four industries going permits him to operate on a smaller margin of profit. The
Tariff Cdmmmiion sayssuch as Naples and Genoa. The raw
"Moreover, he is a located at the seaboard,A
material, wheat, is imported to-and the finished product, macaroni) is exported from
the same plant, thus neatly promoting economy of operation. Aside from the raw
materials the- most important cost items are labor and drying. In the d'ng operation the Italian operator, especially in the southein part; wheremore than 60 per
:cent of-the exportsoriginate, has favorable conditions in out-of-doors natural drying.
Then, again, the Italian industry is orpnized to buy and sell collectively.
"The Italian import duty on wheat is0.66 of 1 cent per pound. If the product is
used in manufacturing macaroni according to Government standards, this duty is
refunded. In addition, the miller secures the by-product. from manufacturing semolina duty free. Thus the macaroni manufactureris encouraged to use foreign wheat
for export
"Trust methods; in so far as'they control trade by avoiding unprofitable competition, do not seem to meet with daor in Itly as regards niiling buiiness. Public
sentiment seems to sanction such restraint of trade as will produce an adequate profit
to a manufacturer even of foodstuffs. Likewise thepurchase of supplies is controlled.
Wheat imported, varying from 30,000,000 to 50,000,000 bushels annually, is largely
supplied by one house,?- which more than any; other one concr may be said to control
the exports of wheat from Russia, with a similar dominating influence in Arentina.
Millers do not have to pay for wheat on arrival or. in.advance, but are given what time
theqHs imports.:
w
Competition
and creditithey require by the house supplying
ini;,,,oniin the purpp":
i..is. prf
.
wheat does not ex
chase of imported
regulated
radly
On the other handeAt must be remembered that every. pound of flour that is converted into macaroni by an American manufacturers must bring a profit to an American
e-atirely divorced in this country.
miller, as the mill and macaroiii industries are
Ninety-five per cent of the imported macaroni enters either New York, Boston, or
Philadelphia and is consumed east of Pittsburgh and Buffalo. .Sixty per cent of
the manufacturers and 76 per cent of domestic production is also in this territory.
Therefore, it would seem reasonable to compare the cbot of Italian macaroni with the
cost of domestic macaroni with which it competes. The Tariff Commission Survey $
shows that in the East the cost of conversion is $3.98, divided as follows: $1.26, or 32

:any

o

U(J. . Tariff Commisslon Information Survey, 0-3, 1921, p. 9.
2 ibidz.,
;.13.*s
11. S. Tariff Commission Information Survey, 1921, 0-3, p. 13.
4CoMnnerce Reports, Apr. 7,1909.
'U. S. Tariff Conunisslon information Survey, 0-3, 1921, p. 20, table 4a.

Table: [No Caption]
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per cent for labor; $1.07, or 27 per cent, 1for sundries; and $1.6, or 41 per cent, for
noverhead.R X;> .:VnX::; 0<: \<>\; t ;-: ;a0;0:C0;?0kVSfX\ fOn the basis of average prewar value of imported macaroni the conversion cost is
approximately $1.60 per 100 pounds,. while on the basis of the -relative wages the
cost of conversion is about $1.6 per 100 pounds. In Italy the pressmenn earn m
18 to 22 lbsi per day, which on the present basis of exehang isle.w than $1; while In the
T is at least six
United States the bame workmen earn from $30 to $36 per week . This
times as much as the same workmen receive in Italy. : Since 1914 the cost has increased
considersbly in terms of lire buthas'increased butslightly in terms of-American money.
Mr. Scaramelli, representing ihe Italian (Chamber of Commerce, in his brief before
on Ways and
the Committfe
MoeanWs
(Tariff Information, 1921, pt. 3, p. 1711) made
the following -'statement: "Due to:the-stimulus of necessity the American manufactt~rers vastly Improved -the quality of their piductut.: Excellent macaroni is made
in this tountry today ana while the imported macaroni would still enjoy a preference
with many, there is really no geat difference in their comrparative intrinsic quality."
He also states that the imported macaroni of the same quality as the domestic sold for
63 cents per box of 22 pounds -above the p rice of the doinestic.
"In New York the price of finpoited [talian macaroni generally ranges from I to 3
cents higher than; that of domestic macaroni. In lino with this fact, the point should
be stressed that the Italian product apparently has no difficulty in finding alnAmerican
market at a higher figure Gran the domestic product." Tabulatinig the above figures we have the following difference in cost of manufacture
and price differential of imported and domestic macaroni:
$3. 98
Conversion cost of domestic macaroni in the East, 100 pounds .
Conversion cost of imported macaroni, 100 pounds .......................... 1. 60
2.33
Difference....
Price differential in favor of imported product
......... 3.00
Total advantage of imported product ............................
5.33
This is the great advantage in favor of Italian macaroni. The label sells the product.
The Italian consumer prefers an Italian-wade product, even of inferior (quality to the
domestic.
"The preference of the Italian population for Italian-made macaroni is quite firmly
established. The American product is used by them as a substitute. Therefore, a
duty on the imported product will likely have but little effect upon the amount
im 0ited,
in other words, the Italian product, due to the foreign label, is practically and to
all intent and purposes a trade-mark article,
:The macaroni industry may he compared to the baking industry, in that an increase
in duty can not be usel by the domestic manufacturer to increase the price to the
consumer. The process is very simple, and especially so for the small manufacturer
who sells his product before drying. A resonble rate of duty can not, therefore,
be used to the detriment of the consumer.. We are asking for a rate of duty of only
34 cents per pound for macaroni and all similar preparations without eggt and 4 cents
per pound for noodles and all sinmiar preparations containing eggs.
Thise rate will not stop the importation of Italian hiacaroni, but it will yield a very
material increase in revenues to the Government. It will not increase the price of
macaroni to the consumer, because of the large nlrer of small manufacturers who
count no cost, cdmpetitioh being very keen in this country. I wish also to emphasize the necessity for
a different rate for noodles, as I note in
713 that a 0
paragraph
duty of 15 cents has been placed on desiccated eggs. We are large importers of desiccated est- and the price of this product of course is largely controlled by the price
of the Imported product. The macaroni manufacturers must pay this additional
price for the desiccated eggs which they use, and/it hardly seems air for desiccated
eggs to enter tree when introduced in alimentary pastes while the domestic manufacturer buys his product with the duty added.
We therefore respectfully recommend that paragraph 726 in H. R. 7456 be amended
as follows:
"Macaroni, verniicelli. and similar alimentary pastes without eggs, 34 cents per
pound, and noodles and similar alimentary pastes with eggs, 4 cents per pound."
.

..........

.

.

-

ibid., .22 Utable6.
{J. S8 Rr1R commi.81on Informationl Sur ey-, (,-3, 1921, p. 18.
Ibid.) p. 14.

.
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;:WH T AND WHEAT FLOUR.
[Pa1ragrabph 730.]
STATsEXENT ;OF 05A. L0.

20GOETZMX&NN

IHNA:POLIS, XN., REP-

RESENTING MILLERS' NATIONAL FEDERATION.
Mr. GOETZMANN. Mr. Husband's time will be divided between
myself and Mr. L. B. Moses, of Kansas City.
My name is A. L. Goetzmann. I am president of the Millers'
National Federation. Mr. Moses is president of the Kansas Flour
Mills Co., of Kansas City, and likewise president of the Southwest
Millers' League. I want, if you please, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, to speak to paragraph 730.
Senator L. FoLLETTE. What is your address?
Mr. GOETZMANN. Minneapolis, Minn.
Senator MCLBAN. Are you speaking for Mr. Husband?
Mr. GOETZMANN. Yes, sir; and for the Millers' Nitional Federation. Gentlemen, we are here to ask' a compensatory duty on flour
to the duty on wheat. Paragraph 730 provides 25 cents a bushel
for wheat and 50 cents. p er 100 pounds on flour1 On the face of it,
$0that: would look, since there are 44 bushels of wheat used to make a
barrel of 100 per cent flour, as if there were a discrimination against
0the flour of 124 cents per barrel. As a matter of actual fact, that
discrimination is approximately 51 cents per barel. That is, under
-whch we
this: schedule you are admitting the finished product
manufacture at 51 cents per 196 pounds less than we will have to
pay on wheat which we will use in manufacturing that 196 pounds
of flour.
It is arrived at in this way. It is somewhat
technical, but I
think
I can explain it ve-ry briefly. There is 724 per cent of the total extraction in the wheat berry producing- 100 per cent flour, such as you gentlemen will recall we ate during the war time, but which no American
eats voluntarily. From that 724 per cent the.normal extraction
that is used in a family patent flour is approximately 75 per cent.
Senator McCumBER. Seventy-five per cent of 724 per cent?
Mr. GOETZMANN. Seventy-five per cent of 724 per cent. In other
words, when you figure that down it takes about 1.85 pounds of wheat
to make 1 pound of family patent flour. And I want to- say that flour
is approximately the type that is imported from Canada, 75 per cent
or even higher extraction, down to 50 sometimes. The result is that
it takes approximately 6 bushels 2 and a fraction pounds of wheat to
make 1 barrel of family patent flour, and the cost of the wheat is 25
- cents per bushel, or rather the cost of the duty is 25 cents per bushel,
and on that amount-6 bushels 2 plus pounds-of wheat, it is $1.51,
and you assess against the flour, of that amount, $1.
Senator WATSON. Is that the kind of flour you make?
Mr. GOETZMANN. That is the: kind that practically everybody uses
in the United States. Nobody uses 100 per cent flour and never
:have except for a short time during the war time.
What we would like to ask is that you place an ad valorem duty
of 25 per cent in the. bill against protection of 25 cents per bushel on
wheat. That means, of course, wheat flour, semolina, crushed or
cracked wheat, bran, shorts, and middlings.
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SentorSMOT, weny-fveper cent Ad valorem,
Mr. O*ETZMANK Twenty-five per cent ad valorem if you please.
tSenator WATSON. Fifty cents per hundred pound is
us the ad
valor em?
0Mr. QOETZMANNA No; just the ad valorem. That does not cover
the question of bran, shorts, etc. When we, as manufacturers,
import the wheat from which we make flour we pay for the bran,
andM middlings on the basis of the wheat price, which amounts,
shorts,
with this duty of 25 cents per bushel of 60 pounds, to 0.42 cent per
pound on that feedstuff, which is $8.40 a ton; $8.40 a ton would
look ahWfully high to a farmer and I do not think there is any particular necessity of it. Therefore, if we may be given the 25 per cent
ad valorem duty on the Canadian value of bran, that would amount
approximately to $2 or $2.25 per ton, and we would be satisfied and
think it would take care of itself.
Let me impress upon you that we do not ask for tiny favors. All
we want on earth is to be placed on in even break with the other
fellow, and if the Amnerican- flour miller can not work out his Own
salvation on that basis lie is willing to go down and out with- his
Xflat flying..
Senator SMOOT. hIt is a 50 per cent increase over the House bill?
Mr. GOETZMANN. That woul(1 be approximately a 50 per cent
increase over the House bill; yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. It is just as near as you can figure it?
Mr. GOETZMANN. Yes; as near as we-can figure it. May, I, leave
with the reporter the computation I mande and ask that it be included
in the record? It is somewhat technical and complicated, and it
might be better if the formal statement appears in the record.
XSenatorr MCCMBER. Thiat may be done.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
TTmake one barrel0of 100 per cent flour of 724 per cent extractloln,A4 bushels of
wheat (270 !pounds) are required. On this, duty at 25 cents per bushel would be
$1.124; 75 percent' separation of 724 per cenit extraction would yield 54 pounds highgrade patent floutorn pound of flour to each 1.85 pounds of wheat. 196X1.85=362.6
pounds of wheat,'or 6 bushels 2.6 pounds. The duty on this wheat at 25 cents per
bushel would be $1.,1. The duty on 196 pounds of high-grade foreign patent flour
at 50 cents per 100 pounds would be 98 cents, making a discrimination equivalent
to 51 cents per bushel in favor of the foreign (Canadian) miller.

Mr. GOETZMANN. It should be oIbserved that this covers only
patent flour. It should be further noted -that that is the only grade'
imported from Canada into th6 United States. The lower-grade
flour-or clears are practically all exported in competition witf, the
Canadian clears and therefore we can be placed on a parity in no
other manner than as indicated.
Senator WATSON. 1)o you run a mill yourself?
Mr. GOETZMANN. Yes, Sir.
Senator WATSON. In Minneaprolis?
Mr. GOETZMANN. NO, sir. My mill is in La Crosse, Wis.
Senator WATSON. What proportion of- the wheat you grind into
flour do you buy in the Unite(d States, and what proportion do you
buv in Canada?
Sir. GOETZMANN. Practically all in the United States, until the
last year or two. During the last year or two there was7nimuch
0 of itt
brought in, when there was free importation. If I may bet permitted:

to go a little further, I am inclined to think there will be some imported this year in spite of the duty, due to the fact of a shortage inl
spring wheat.
Senator WATSON. Do you use spring wheat altogether?
Mr. GOETZMANN. As far as we can.
WATSON. You use some winter wheat?.
AMr. (JoETzMANN. Yes, sir.
Senator IA FOLLirrTE. How many bushels of wheat does it
require to make a barrel of flour?Mr. GO~iETZMANN. One hundred per. cent flour is 4 bushels and 30
pounds, which includes the patent flour, which we use at home, and
clears which are sold almost. entirely abroad in competition with
Canadian flour. To make a barrel of family patent flour it requires
o bushels 2 and a faction pounds.
Senator SmOOT. Six bushels and 2.02 pounds?

:Senator

Mr. GOETtANN. Yes, sir.

Senator-LA FOLLETTE. Just follow a barrel of flour and the wheat
necessary to make a barrel of flour through the process. Will you

make a statement to the committee of the cost of the 6 bushels of
wheat that enters into a barrel of flour, what you &et out of it, if
anything, besides the flour, in the way of shorts ant bran and that
.sort of thing.
Mr. GOETZMANN. I will give you the exact figures. Six bushels
2.6 pounds is the amount of wheat required to make a75 per cent or
so-called family patnt flour. In addition to that, however, we have
the balance of the weight of that, made up of approximately 18 perf.
cent of what-we call "first clear flour," sometimes higher than that,
sometimes 20 or 22, dependent on the quality of the wheat, and
approximately 5 per cent of what we call "second clear flour." That
covers the gross amount of flour of 72 percent of extraction that is
gotten out of the wheat. In addition to that, there is the bran and
middlings or shorts.
Mr. L. E. MOSES. Seventy per cent of bran and 30 per cent of
shorts.
Mr. GOETZMANN. In addition to that there is "red-dog flour," soD
called in the Northwest. It means the bees wings and lowest quality
of flour. Does that answer your question?
Senator LA FOLLETTE. It does not convey much of any meaning
to, me. I am going to formulate some questions on the subject and
send them to you, and would be glad if you would answer theni.
Mr. GOETZMANN. I will be very glad to do so.
Senator SMOOT. It takes 6.2 bushels of wheat to make, s barrel of
flour?
Mr. 'GoETZMANN. Al barrel of family patent flour.
Senator SMOOT. In that barrel of family patentflour tha t takes
f wheat to make, how many pounds
6.2 bushelsshof
sFrts and bran
do you, et?
Mr. GOETZMANN. I would hsitate to give you that. I can not do it
right now. : Will you givme the privilege of getting those figures?
Senator LAD FOLLETE. Certainly.
Mr.: GOETZMANN.- Possibly Mr. oses is more mentally alert than I
am with respect tolthose particular things, but I will be very happy
to furnish you that information later.
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Mr. MOSES-.- I will try to clear up this subject in your mind before
adding anything further to Mr. (oetzmann s statement.
The average amount of wheat, as near as we can ascertain, to make
a barrel 'of flour, from the average wheat grown in the United States,
is a little over 4 bushels and 30 pounds. As it gets lighter you have
to use a few more pounds to make 196 pounds of flour. I think the
average is about 4 bushels and 45 pounds.
Senator MCCUMBER. They usually figure it at 41, do they not?
Mr. MOSES. They use that figure, but not the soft-wheat mills. I
have ground soft winter wheat, and we never have produced at barrel
of flour from much less than 4 bushels and 40 pounds of the best
wheat..
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Does that barrel weigh 196 pounds?
Mr. MOsEs. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. How about spring wheat or hard wheat?-I LMr. MOSES. YOU can produce a balTel from 4 bushels ani 30
pounds of the best wheat. When the wheat is light, and the test
goes--down to 52, 54, and 57 pounds, wo must use more wheat to
produce the flour and correspondingly produce more feed. Figuring
4 bushels and 30 pounds as a basis, that is 270 pounds of wheat.
Take from that 196 pounds of flour and you get 74 pounds of feed.
There are different qualities of feed.
Senator WATSON. Seventy-fourpounds of what?
Mr. MosES. Feed.
Senator WATSON. That is not all one kind of feed, is it?
;Mr. MOSES. No, sir; that is divided into different percentages of
bran and shorts, but ordinarily about 50 pounds of bran and 24
pounds of shorts. Out of that 196 pounds of flour a good many
epople take out another 2 per cent that is sold for a feed, but at a
higher price. Then they take off, as Mr. Goetzmann explained, 5
per Icent low grade of second clear, and then they take anywhere
rom 18 per cent to as high as 30 per cent of a first clear, leaving the
patent flour as consume& by the people of the United States.
Now, to follow through the necessities of al the industries having
theVsame protection we should have the same protection for the
manufacturer of flour as you give the wheat grower, not alone on our
account, but if you want to protect the wheat grower you must protect the miller. If you don't protect the miller who mills flour, you
:tear: down your protection to the wheat grower. That: is all there
tistoit, no difference how you figure it. if we can not sell the people
of the United States floor fort We purpose of making American bread
that is ground out of American wheat, and ground by American
millers, you tear downlthe protection on wheat.
Senator WATSON. In other words, you injure the market.
Mr.MosEp. YouIdestrov it. You must protect the flour an(l the
wheat. There are probably 10,000 mills in the United States. Half
are what we call local mills that are in restricted territory land only
market to their own people and grind their own wheat. The other'
half are larger mills that go out to all the markets of the' United
States and go abroad to find a market for our product. I am more
familiar with the Southwest and its production of wheat anti methods
of handling the milling business than I am with the balance of the
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United States, although I am somewhat familiar with conditions
throughout the country.
Senator WATSON. Where is your mill located?
Mr. MosES. Our headquarters are in Kansas City. We have also
headquarters at Wichita, Kans., and operate mi ITs in Kansas an
Oklahoma. We buy wheat from the producer and we have 150
elevators.: I aum president of the Southwestern Millers' League,lthe
membership of which takes in the States of Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Missouri, Texas, and Colorado. In-that district is produced
40 or 45. per cent of the wheat raised in the United States, and we
grin(l 334 per cent of the flour if we are permitted to grind it. Last
year we didn't.
Senator MCCUMBER. Put in tho record what you think you ought
to have, assuming that it takes 44 bushels of wheat to make a barrel
of flour. At 25 cents a bushel that would be 31.124 per barrel of
-'Mr. MosE. -Yes, sir. Understand, however, it req5ures 6 bushels
2 pounds to roduce'a barrel of patent flour.
Senator MCUuMBER. That is on the flour and also upon your
middlings and upon your bran. How would you divide that-so as
to give:: the right proportion to ybur flour content and:the: proper
proportion to your bran and mi'ddlings?
Mr. MOSES. It is rather difficult to divide it at all times sO it will
work ovut exactly. ; I don't think of any scheme other than 1thead
sjust as a fixed schedule onibran
fvaloremwhich would certainlybea
Senator MCCUMBER. If there is a specificaduy on t w4heiatswhy
should there not be a specific duty upon the contents of that wheat
when ground into flour, bran, or aorts?
Mr. MOSES. It would be all right and satisfactory to us. Figuring
at 41 bushels it would be $1.121 for flour, or:6 bushels anld 2 pounds,
$1.51.
Senator MCCUMBFBR. on the *whole thing?
Mr. MOSE.S. On the flour.
Senator MCCUM BER. On the flour alone?
Mr. MosEs. On the flour.
Senator SMOOT. You mean per hundrsred\?
Mr. MosES. No; 44 bushels, about 31.124; on 6 bushels 2 pounds,
$1.51. '
Senator MCCUMBER. Would you have anything in fadition on
your bran and shorts?
Mr. MosEs. Yes. It works out about eight dollars' and some
cents a ton..
Senator MCCUMBER. That would be equivalent to how much on
the short contents?
Mr. MosEs. It would be the same as 44 bushels.
Then you
considerably more than
Senator MCCUMBEB.wouldRget
the mere differential between the importing value of your wheat and
the importing value of your -flourf?
Mr. MOSES. Yes, sir. The idea is this;- f In figuring the coat of0 :a
barrel of flour, if I may explain this briefly, we first multiply the
number of pounds or bushels of wheat we use in` making a barrel of
flour. We usually use 4 bushels and 40 pounds. : I use that as a
figure. if you use 4 bushels and 30 pounds we take that as thebbasis.
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wwe et out of our feed, whatFrom that total we deduct whatever
|
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Of the wheat. That leaves
cost
from
that
we
deduct
out
we
Xever get
the cost of a barrel of flour. We never expect to make any money on
feed., There is not a miller in the United States that figures any
profit on feed. We deduct from our cost of wheat. the entire amount
a::we get out of our feed. The competition is so keen that we must do
it, with the number of mills that are in the United States.
That results in the cost of 100-per cent flourr, 196 pounds to the
barrel. To that cost we add our manufacturing and tie cost of
doing business. The large per cent of the offgrade flours, first clears,
second clears, and low elears, is shipped abroad. WXePxort that.
The people in Europe do not eat as good flour as we do. the British
Isles will take some of our 100 per cent flour, but the Scandinavian
countries take that-second clear, first clear. All rye-eating countries
like to have it to mix with their rye bread. They don t care for
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colorcan -for that flour abroad to meet the competition of
woei
We get all
is where we must sell it. Our people :in Aile
-mills.
That
foreign
United Statc.s will not eat it, and we can not grind it if we can not
Vhav e an export market. We have commenced to buildup our exports of this offgrade flour, so that the market is practically relieved
of that. We usually figure if we can get what we term cost out of it
we are, satisfied. It keeps us running. We give credit to the patent
flour cost that we sell in the United States all we get out of the exported flour. When we get through we divide that by the percentage of the patent flour, 75 or 65 of 70, some go as high as 80, but I
think the average is 75.
Therefore, to the people. of the United States our cost, based on
the actual cost of doing business, on the actual cost of wheat, means
all we get out of brans and shorts, all we got from exporting flour and
the offgrades, is credited against the cost of patent flour, and figuring
that cost of patent flour delivered to New York or any other destination you include also the cost of the sacks. I guess that is about
all. Insurance is a small item.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. What do you get for a barrel of flour now?
Mr. AMOSES. It depends on the dehvery.
Senator LA FOLLEWrE. What is it in NMinneapolis? fWhat is it in
Mr. MOSEs.Kansas City patentflour is worth about $7 a barrel
sack.R
by the
kin
t~' '=LA
FOLLEWTE. By the sack?
Senator
Mr. MOSES. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. 7Whatis the next higllest grade worth?
Mr. MosEs. That is the highest.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. $7for 196 pounds?
Mr. MOSES. Yes. Of course, youi have to add freight and all that
sort of thing to it.
Senator SMooT. What does' the wheat costou? :
Mr. MosEs. Our wheat is Iworthi to-day in ansas City, the milling
rates are about $1.20 a bushel.
Senator SMooT. That is what I thought. It takes 4j: bushels to
makea barrel of flour?
Mr. MosEs. Yes, sir.
* =;X
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Senator SMOOT. That is $5.40?
Mr. MosEs. Yes, sir.
Senator SxooT. Your bran and' shorts,-- 74 pounds, Are worth 74
cents I
Mr. Maoss. No, sir,
Senator SMOOT. What is it worth?
Mr. MosEs. Bran is $10 a ton.
Senator Smxor. That is a half a cent. What are shorts?
Mr. Moszs. Selling about 14, average about 12.
Senator SMOOT. 25 cents, and 24 pounds of shorts:. Whatis1::the:
price?
Mr. MOSES. That would be 70 cents. Take off 6 cents for sacks.
It figures abouthalf a cent.
SenatorSooT. 36 Cents?
.Mr. MOSES. A barrel?
Senator SMOOT. Yes.
Mr. Mo8se. AMl right.
Senator SwooT. $5.40 and 36 cents, $5.76?
Mr. Moss. To that must be added the cost of- doing business.
We are figuring itas $1 a barrel now.
Senator WATSON. The cost of doing business at t$ ta barrell?
Mr. MOSES. Yes, sir. Last year at this time it was running $1.40
and $1.50.
Senator SMOOT. That would be 24 cents you would make on a
barrel ?
Mr. Mosts. On how much?
Senator SMoOT. $5.76.:
Mr. MosES. That is 100iper cent flour.
Senator SMOOT. Yes.
Mr. MosEs. We sell that to-day, at $6, maybe less. That is not
the patent flour, such as you u se.
Senator SMOoT. That -is not the patent flour?
Mr. MOSES. No; that is the 100 per cent flour. Now, froin that
price we deduct the percentage of the three different grades that'we
export, and the amount we-got fluctuates considerably. Say we- are
making a 70 per cent patent, and we sell the 30 per cent of clear flour
abroad. And that we send abroad, the different grades and ercentages, is, deducted from the $5.76, and afterwards the result is
divided-by 70 per cent, to give you the cost of the patent flour.
Senator WAT80N. What are you selling patentsour for to-day?
Mr. MOSES. About $7 in Kh;sas City.
Senator WATSO.N. About $7 ih Kansas City?
Mr. MosEs. Yes, sir.
Senator McCUMBER. And that takes: 6 :bushels of wheat?
Mr. MOSES. No; 4j. We use 6 bushqls pof; wheat, and you must
:
figure{in off grades of flour.
I think, gentlemen, that the ad valorem duty" is' the proper duty on
flour and feed. If you give us $8 a ton on feed, which it figures out
here, and bran is worth $10 a ton, that woild not be sensib e to yve
a duty of $8 on $10 bran. The consumer of feed is going to buy ed
as lowo as h cian.
Senator MOCUMBER. If we give you aadut uponf a barrl fof actual
flour equivalent to the increased duty upon the wheat that goes into
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that barrel of flour, why would you need any protection upon the
bran and shorts to gAt the proper differential?
- Mr. MOsEs. I will tell you the reason why. We don't need it,
so far as that is concerned, but Canada has a large niilling capacity.
: Their population is very much less than ours, qnd they slave great
fq difficulty in disposing of their feed. We are in direct competition
in Canada in the foreign market with our flour, and here you can
dispose of your feed, and the cheaper you can sell your flour the
cheaper Canadian mills can make a barrel of flour, and the cheaper
they can undermine our markets in Europe.. If we open the bars
to Canadian mills to bring their feed in here, we are building up their
milling industry, grinding Canadian wheat, which they will ship
across the ocean, and we can not compote with them. It is hard
enough right now.
I dislike to take up so much time, but last rear at this time our
cost of producing a barrel of flour, owing to the light ruin of about
50 per cent of our milling capacity, largely, due to Canadian flour
coming into our market, averaged in the United States about $150
a barrel. We hav-e to figure: that or we will lose our mills. To-day
the mills of the United States, owing to the dome(sticmarket being
ours instead of Canada's, are runningvpractically 100 per cent of our
daily capacity, and grinding a barrel of floui for a dollar. The
consumers of the United States are saving that 50 cents. We are
not making it. Don't get that in your heads, with the competition
of 10,000 mills. We can't get together. We might, if we could.
The more you can foster the milling industry and give us that home
market, the less the cost of flour to the people of the United States
compared with the Cost of wheat.
Senator: CURTIS. What effect will the permission to mills of this
country along the border to import Canadian wheat and reexport
it have upon you ?
Mr. MOSES. We have no objection to that, if section 316recall
means as I read it, as it is written here. We don't object to any mill
in the United States buying CanadiarF*heat and grinding it and exporting it, provided that identical wheat products are exported.
Senator McCUMBER. Including the bran and shorts?
Mr. MosEs. Including the bran and shorts.
Senator MoCuwMER. You are in Kansas City ?
Mr. MOSES. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. There is a market that is not so greatly affected as the northern market. The hard variety of spring wheat,
as a rule, is not raised in any greater quantity than supplies the
milling demand in that country. There is very little of our hard
spring wheat exported at all, only the very poor grades. It is all
used by the mills in the United States. Now, if they can get it right:
over the line, what effect would that have upon the American mills ?
Mr. MOsEs. As far as that is concerned, I don't wish to get into
we
any sectional controversy1 but welraise a hard winter wheat thatyou
enter into competition with hard spring wheat, and we assure
it is just as good flour.
Senator MCCUMBER. Minneapolis will not come down to Kansas
City and buy wheat.
Mr. MOSES. They are getting it right now, carload after carload
going to Minneapolis.
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Senator MCCUMBER. Because they can get it from Canada without:
The farmersin
paving 25 per cent duty.
in
Yes; thatis, using Aiin wheat.
our section are getting the benefit of that.
Senator MCCUMBER. I admit that; but what I am contendingh is
that they are not inj'ured if you can supply the milling deman at
any time by reachin `right over across the line and keeping your mills
:Crunning with Canadian wheat.
If you are thinking a great deal more of their using
-Mr. MosES.
Canadian
wheant rather than American wheat I am thinking about
using American wheat for American consumption.
Senator MCCUMIER. If the wheat is free, of course they will use:

Canadian wheat.
Senator CURTIS. I (do not think you understand Senator McCumber's question. He wants to protect American wheat, and is trying
to find out the effect.
Mr. MOSES,. The effect would be, if they could reach over the line
and bring this- wheat in, they would not buiy our wheat, and our
Kansas and Oklahoma and Nebraska farmers that raise hard winter
wheat would be compelled to come in actual competition with
Canadian wheat growers.
Senator MCCUMBER. By the mere grinding alone?
Mr. MOSES. Yes, sir.
Senator McCUMBERt. Because they are not going down to your
country to get your hard wheat?
Mr. MOSES. 0N, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. They would go into Canada, which would be
nearer, if it was free, and it would naturally drive our wheat -down.m
Mr. MoSEs. It would. Of course, all former tariff laws in the:
United States always protected wheat to the extent of 25 cents a
:bushel and $1.25 on flour. There is a very short clause on the grinding
of wheat in bond, or any other raw material, and the identity of the
:product must be maintained.
Senator MCCUMBER. Which is not followed out in fact.
Mr. Moszs. Not always; but they police it pretty well.
Senator WATSON. Under the system of American valuation, you
could get out the American value of that product?
Mr. MosEs. Yes. It appears tolme that the ad valorem 'du'ty
would protect our wheat, with the fluctuations'u and down in the
wheat market, better than the specific duty, if the feed is protected by
specific duty. Take this s it written now, at practically a dollar
a bagel, and it is sufficient to protect us, if the feed is high enough to
keep out the Canadian wheat, with the exception that we would be
subjected to occasional raids of Canadian flour coming over, particularly in New York and New England.
It might be interesting to you to know that we have figured out
from our different capacity mIfs that to shut down a mill one day on
account of lack of orders, and we did it several days last year, costs
us for a 500-barrel mill $385, and we discharged every man we could'
get rid of except the force of skilled labor ,that we must maintain.That runs on up in a 2,000-barrel mill. I think a 2,000-barrel mill
costs$l1,200adtdacyto shut down. We lave to keep our salesmen on
the road to 'sell -more flour. We have to keep our millers and our
engineers and all our help that we can not replace by going to the
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ordinary labor market, and to avoid shutdown for a day the mills all
fight. A miller will sacrifice his goods rather than do it. If Canada
tget a shortage of orders and they can ship over into this country,
21they may pay you a dollar a barrel rather than shut down. They
would not make any money, but they would supply that much of.
our market with Canadian flour ground out of Canadian wleat, and
I don't want to see it. We can raise enough wheat in this country
to more than supply -our people. Our milling facilities are supenor
to those of any nation in the world. I
our operators are as
economical as any- and by statistics furnished by the Federal Trade
Commission it is the fourth and fifth largest industry operated with
a less per cent profit, preceding the war, than any industry. It is
a highly competitive industry. There is never such a thin a rice
agreement made that I know of. I have lots of personal friends in
the milling business, but when we get in competition with a brand of
their flour it is all forgotten. We have less excess millingproduction,,
compared with the requirements of the consumer of flour on the
domestic market. We should export 30 per cent of our run.
They are rapidly getting hold of a foreign market again, and I
believe we can in that way not only increase the average price to
the farmer, because it better for the farmer to have a-buying
power of seven or eight thousand mills rather than a few exporters,
but you will give employment to American labor in grinding the
wheat and supply the dairy interests with a large volume of mil [feed
at a lower price, and that should make milk and butter cheaper.
We believe this is an essential industry, a semipublic utility and
that'you should- consider not only our needs as millers, but the efect it
has upon not only the producer, but the consumer, to keep us running.
If you keep-us running we will furnish the people of the United States
with the cheapest flour of any people on the globe. If we are shut
down half the time and you let foreign flour be dumped in here, the
consumer must pay the price and we will go broke.,. We are trying
not to go broke. It is pretty hard work to figure it out. Last
year the backbone of the United States market was broken by Canadian wheat and flour. In one day it went off 25 cents a bushel on
account of flour going to New York City and the New England
States.
P.
STATEMENT OFUA.
SBAD, REPRSENTING TE M ERBS
NATIONAL FEDERATION, CAO, ILL.
Mr. HUSBAND. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, we submit for your
consideration 'the following resolution, adopted by a committee
of the Millers'. National Federation, appointed to represent' the
millers of the United States in tariff matters [reading]:
Resolved, That we favor a specific duty on both wheat and flour, and that the specific
"

duty on a barrel of 196 pounds of flour shall be four and one-half times the specific
duty on 1 bushel of 60 pounds of wheat plus 50 cents.

w:hom. do you speak?
TheCHAIRMAN.i 'For
Mr. 0X HUSBAND. For 0 the Millers' National Federation. There are
present to-day Mr. L., E. Moses, president of the Southwestern
Millers' League, Kansas City, Mo.; Mi. W. V. Hamilton, president of
the::New rork Statel Millers' Association, Caledonia, N. Y.; Mr.
George P. Urban,: of Buffalo, N. Y.; and Mr. C. M. Cochran, who are
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members of the; New York State Millers' Association, all being mem-:
bers of the Millers' National Federation.
Mr. Chairman, I have prepared a short brief which,with: your
permission, I will present.
Senator SIMMONS. 'Can not the witness state to us what he wishes
to

present?

Mr. HUSBAND. I can do that; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You can file abrief and state in a few minutes the
points you wish to bring out. That will make a better impression.
Mr. UISBAND. All right. Some representatives of the millers
appeared before`your committee in August and at that time made a
statement that an ad: valorem duty on wheat flour would be satisfactory. At that time they were dealihg. with a theory; to-day we
are dealing with conditions. The importations of Canadian flour into
the United States for December, 1920, reache&-the point of 226,772
barrels of wheat flour. That went dowin to 11800 in April, 1921,
When consideration was being given to the emergency tariff bill,
and went down to 6,000 barrels in June when the emergency law
was in effect. Within a few months the Canadian millers discovered
that it was possible6Jue in each
Senator SIMMONS. You are comparing the month`of
of these cases or comparing some other months with the month'
of June?
Mr. HUSBAND. No, Sir. I was going to state to the committee the
figures given by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of
the United States Department of Commerce, covering the crop year
192O.-

The Canadian millers apparently discovered that0under:ithead
valorem system of asing the tariff they, could base the tariff on
flour at the princip markets in the country in which it was produced, which in the case of Alberta was very much lower than the
duty that we would have to pay upon the amount of wheat necessary to make a barrel of flour. The lowest possible amount that it
is possible to use for the production of a barrel of 196 pounds of flour
would be 4f -bushiels. We were down to-that during the war; that
is the minmium; to import that much wheat-SenatorIA FOLLETrE. What is the average?
Mr. HUSBAND. The average would be nearly 5. Taking the smaller
mills throughout the country, I think it would be quite 5, if not over,
because their machinery is not as efficient as in the commercial maills.
That meant the miller importing that much wheat would have to
PaWesl:k a transaction in Canadian flour in Boston in the latter
part of November of a sale at $7.50 Boston, duty paid. That, was
Canadian flour, and that was as near as we could average it up, from
80 cents to $1 below what United States flour was being offered for
in Boston at that time.
Senator WALSH. Including freight from the West?
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. How much was thatfreight?
Mr. HUSBAND. The freight item frm this West, from Minneapolis
to Boston, say, was about $1 a barrel.
Senator WALSH. What was the freight from Canada?
M. HUSBAND. More than a dollar.
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Senator WALS. It was more than a dollar?
Mr. HUSBAw . Yes, sir; considerably more than a dollar. We
as-near as we could that that mining cornanyraid 90 cents
.!,w
a be
tariff duty -upon that ~flour. It is seen tat when theyiscovered that fat the importations of Canadian flour to the United
States rose from 3,500 in September of this year to 45,738 in
October. I tried to get the figures from the department for Novem-

ber, from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, but could
not do so.
Senator MCCUMBER. What was the number imported the previous:

October?*
Mr. HUSBAND. The. previous October, when we had free trade, it
was 163,312, but it had gone down in July in the meantime to 2,270
barrels under-the application of the:emergncy tariff. It is currently
by men i the business that there was made a sale last
reported
Frilday in New York City -of 100,000 barrels in one lot of Canadian
flour. If the tariff on that is paid at the source of production it
:will probably work out not much better to the- advantage of our
taxes, of our import duies or to the American miller, than
previous sales in the form of Aour, and if it works out on the same
basis it would come in on the basis of from 18 cents to 19 cents a
bushel on the wheat involved, instead of the 35 cents that it should
have paid.;
Senator SIMMONS,. What is it you want?
Mr. HUSBAND. We want a specific duty on both wheatand-flour'
and that the specific duty on a barrel of 196 pounds of flour shall
be four and one-half times the specific duty on 1 bushel of 60 pounds
of wheat, plus 50 cents.
Senator SMOOT. Plus 50 cents a bushel?
Mr. HUSBAND. No; 50 cents a barrel.
Senator SDmMoNs. What will that amount to ?
Mr. HUSBAND. That will amount to $1.62.
senator WALSH. :How much is that over the present emergency
tariff rate?
Mr. HUSBAND. The emergency tariff act provides for a specific
duty of 35 cents a bushel on wheat imported into the United States
and an ad valorem duty of 20 per cent on wheat products. That is
. not protebting us sufficiently, and that is th cause of our distress.
Senator WALSH. How does this work out?
M. HUSBAND. It would work out that, even with the )ifference
of exchange, we would be amply protected under our proposed change.,
Senator WALsH. How much more will the Government collect per
barrel for duty over and above what it collects now, if your recommendations are adopted?
Mr. HUSBAND. Ylou will understand that; flour, ismade All over
Ca.nada. It is not confined particularly, but niaturaly the western
Canadiantflour mills who are selling flour in the United States will
ship the' flour'from a point farthest west so that:it will pay the
lowest tariff, which on the present basis would be about 90 cents.
Senator WALSH. You figure that the Canadian millers without any
tarif can undersell you a dollar now?
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes.
81527-22-son 7-82
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Senator WALMS. Why is not a dollar enough tariff? Yobu" know,
-I am from Boston.
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes, sir; and Boston has been the sdre spot in
that it has been the dumping place, if you will pardon the use of
that word; they are dumping flour in there at low prices which we
can not meet. The facts of the matter are that our industry is not
in good shape. I am sorrf to say that there have been several
rather serious failures within the last few weeks, and the Canadian
miller very much dislikes to give up the United States market which
he enjoyed under free trade.
Senator SIMMONS. Would you not very much dislike to give up
the foreign markets you enjoy?
Mr. HUSBAND. I certainly would, :Senator, and I expect ouir Gov-ernment to help us keep those foreign markets.
Senator SIMMONS. HOw are you going to keep them if you do
not let the foreigner Sell in this country?
Mr. HUSBAND. Well, you gentlemen appreciate, of course, that
every time you hit us you are hitting the farmer through us.
Senator SIMMONS. Is not that true of you, if we hit the farmer?
:Mr. HUSBAND. That is on7 excoptional.
Senator SIMMONS. If the armer comes here and demands a prohibitive duty upon everything he produces, do you not expect that
everybody will follow suit and demand a prohibitive duty upon
everything he produces, and then we will have a wall against any
influx of foreign goods of any kind; and do you not think that would
have a very disastrous effect upon your keeping those markets
outside, which you say you so much want?
Mr. HUSBAND. Senator, that is purely a question for the: econo-;
mists, I think.
Senator SIMMONS. It is a very serious question for this committee.
I want to ask you this question. I do not know whether I have
understood you, but, as I understood, you wanted a specific 'duty on
flour which would amount to $1.62 a barrel?
Mr. HUSBAND. At the present basis of wheat that is what it would
amount to..
Senator SIMMONS. And then you want in addition to that 50 cents
ad valorem?
.Mr. HUSBAND. No. We are through with ad valorem; we- do not
want to consider that now; $1.62 is the- full duty asked.
Senator SIMMONS. Then 50 cents a barrel.
is that 50 cents
a barrel reduced to ad valorem?
Mr. HUSBAND. I could not tell you that.
Senator SIMMONS. What is the ad valorem specific?
Mr. HUSBAND. On a barrel of flour?
Senator SIMMONS. Yes.
Mr. HUSBAND. As near as we can get at it, the Canadian manufacturer of flour in Calgary to-day pays 90 cents a barrel duty.
Senator SIMMONS. You add 50 cents to that and you have $1.40.
Do you think that would keep out all Canadian flour?
Mr. HUSBAND. Three months ao we felt it would; now we do not.
Senator SIMMONS. What I am getting at is that you want to keep
all Canadian flour out?
Mr. HUSBAND. Personally I should like to keep it out.
Senator SIMMONS. You think that will:keep it out?
3048
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Mr. HUSBAND, We thifik, after due consideration that the: tarilt
asked for here would certainly keep much of it out.
Senator SIMMONs. All of it?
Mr. HUSBAND, It might.
Senator SIMMONS:. Then, what you are asking; is not a duty:; what
you want is an embargo?
Mr. HUSBAND. What we are asking for is a protective duty.
Senator SIMMONS. What you said would make it amount tb an
embargo. Does protection in your mind mean an embargo; is that
your definition of protection?
Mr. HUSBAND. I consider, sir
Senator SIMMIONS. I want to know whether you want a protective
duty, or whether you want an embargo; whether you want a duty
so high that the Canadian can not get over the wall?
: H11USBAND. So far as wheat flour is concerned, we feel that th e
over capacity in the niillingg business in the United States is so great
that we are entitled to furnish to the people of the United States
every barrel of flour they need.
Senator SIMMONS. Are you any more entitled to- that thn
itheproducerof any other article that has any competition?
Senator WALSH. Is not what you are asking for an embargo?
Senator StMMONS. If you are entitled to that, every other man who
manufactures any product in this country which comes in competition with a foreign product sold in this country would be entitled to the
same thing.
Mr. HUSBAND. Senator Simmons, answering your question, I was
born and raised in Pennsylvania.
The CHAIRMAN. I never knew any Pennsylvanians who asked f or
that kindof protection. [Laughter.]
Mr. HUSBAND. Gentlemen, we come to you frantwokly
you for
what we consider is a protective tariff for our:midustry against our
Canadian competitors.
The CIAlRMAN. A protective tariff is usually considered to be; one
equalizing conditions; but you are asking for a prohibitive tariff ,an
entirely different proposition.
Mr. tIUSBAND. The equalizing condition should take into consideration the difference in the value of the American and the Canadian
dollar, among other things.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a matter we hope to get adjusted.
Mr. HUSBAND. That is a factor that we are meeting to-day.:'t :
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What is flour selling for
::per barrel in thiscountrynow?
Mr. HUSBAND. I will have to ask some of -the millers. I do not
know. I will ask Mr. Moses to tell- you that.
:Mr. L. E. MOSES. The ordinary grade of strght America flour
that is being offered in the New York market, which is the largest
market, to-ay is about $6.25 sacked.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. A barrel?
Mr. MOSES. Per barrel, sacked and delivered to New York.
Senator MCCUMBER. That is a competitor with spring-wheat?
Mr. Mosis. That. is a competitor with spring-wheat flour manufactured in North Dakota.
Senator MOCUMBER. What is the price of spring-wheat flour?
Mr. Mosas. About $1 over that; .25.

asking,
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Mr. HUSBAND. Mr. Moses ha just reminded me of one thing to
make clear to you, as-to approaching the matter of equali the
duty on the basis of 41 bushels. That does make a bishel -of lour
such as
^we used during the war, but the character of flour the
about
dians are shipping in here represents the patent-flour content of Caa-n
6 bushels. That is a little technical and had better be handled by
some of 'the -practical millers, rather thaneb myself.
Senator MCCUMBER. Do you export flour
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes, sir; we have beenfortuinate in exporting flour,
owing to the active cooperation of the United States ShippingBoard,
in that they have given us a rate on the finished product as against
wheat that has permitted us to resume rather largely the exportation
of flour.
Senator SiMMONB. Where do you send itt
tMr. HUSBAND. Pretty well all over the world.
Senator MOCUMIIER. DO YOU export spng-wheat flour?
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes; all characters of flour.
Senator MCCUMBER. What proportion of the exports of springwheat flQur is made from Canadian wheat that is manufactured in
bondI
Mr. HUSBAND. I could not tell you that offhand.
Senaor Mc BuER. That, of course, pays no tariff. t-,
Mr. HUSBAND. That does not pay any tax under present conditions.
Senator McCuBnR. Except 1 per cent?
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes.
Senator MCCUMBERt. There is considerable6of that done, is there
not?
.Mr. HUSBAND. I do not know that it is a very important fator.
:I know o o nly one mill of any size that is at present ending bond;
that is the Washburn-Crosby Co. I do notlmow whether they have
more than one of their plants in bond.
Senator MCCUMBER So that they can under the present law, under
the provision as to grinding in bond, practically supply all the export
flour from Canadian grain?
Mr. HUSBAND. Well, no. You will understand that a great deal of
our export business comes from the great Southwest.
Senator MCC6MBER. But I am speaking now of the spring-wht
product; the sprng wheat itself, as I understand it, is not. exported
to any great extent. A very small percentage is exported in the
form of wheat as macaroni and some of the lower grades, but the
good spring wheat raised in the United States is -mostly made into
flour in the United States, and -the springwheat flour that is exported
is mostly made from Canadian wheat ground in bond.
Mr. HUSBAND. I do not believe that is correct.
Senator MCCltmnER. Why should it not be correct if you can purSchase in the United States that product &t a- price less than the
American product? If they are both on the same basis, of course
there can be :no object in doing that, but if the American wheat
should rise a little above the Canadian price so it would be profitable
to import and grind in bond, then, of course, all ground in bond which
was exported would be Canadian grain, because it would be profitable,
to do t at.
Mr. HUSBAND. All- the grinding in bon4?I You are: incorrect in
stating that practically all te spring wheat went to be ground. There
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are millions Of bushels, of it brought through Duluth and other port.
that' go out as heatt.
Senator McCuMBn. Yes; but that is not what we call e cleared
variety; that is macaroni and some other lower varieties; but the
good milling wheat that makes the higher grade flour is practically
all ground and used for home consumption, is it not ?
Mr. HUSBAND. Millers have to pay a premium for that, because
they have to bid against the exporter for it.
Senator SIMMooS. What did I understand you to say twere the
importations of flour last year ?
Mr. HUSBAND. I did not total it. We figured the importations of
flour from Canada for the crop year. That would be from Septemer to theend of August, and I think it figure-d something like
1 200,000 barrels, or something like that. The statement was made
Stat it represented 7 per cent of the flour production of Canada that
was exported mIto the United States for the crop year beginning September, 1920, and ending August, 1921, and in three months of that
time it was down very low.
Senator SIMMoNS. During the 10 months of 1921 the imports are
given as follows: Free, 767,805 barrels; dutiable, 57,705 barrels. That
would make a little over 800,000 barrels that were imported during
the first l1 months of 1921. Now, the exports of flour for the first
10 months of 1921 are given at 14,540,000.
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes, sir; we have been 40 years developing that
market abroad.
Senator SIMMONS: NOW, I see that of these exports; 66,000 barrels
were sent to Canada.
Mr. HUSBAND. That is a situation arising from the fact-:
Senator SIMMONs. It is very peculiar.
Mr. HUSBABND. Not atiall, Senator; you can make certain crackers
or biscuit only from our soft wheat flour.
Senator SiMMONS. The countries to which these 14,540,000 barrels
of flour were exported during the first 10 months of this year are
practically all the countries of the world, as you said a little while
a. Now, when you export your wheat to all these countriesAustria, Belgium, Dnark, NWorway, the Netherlands, the United
Kingdom, Canada, and Europe, and so on-you have to sell that in
competition with Canadian Hour and with flbur produced at almost
any other place in the world, do you not?
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes, air.
Senator SUMON.a Are you able to send it out and distribute it all
over the world and compete with all these flours produced in all
these places, and are you able to make any profit on that?
Mr. HUSBAND. The average miller does not figure on making any:
- profit on -the export business. The average miller figures that by
means of his export business he gets a larger percentage of rn for
his plant, reducing the overhead not only on his: export business
but on his domestic business.
Senator SimMONS. If the exportation of this 14,000,000 barrels
was stopped, would it hurt you at all?
Mr. HUSBAND. YOU Will understand that the American people
demand and do get the highest character of flour that we can make
for them, and in making that high-grade flour we make what is
called clears, lower grades of flour, such as Europe is hungry for
AGRICULTURAL PRODIUCTS AND PROVISIONS.
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:to-da, and our export business is made up largely of flour of tat
character.
The CHAIRMAN. How does that:differ from the superior article
furnished to the American consumer?
ia
Mr. HUSBAND. If the war flou'r,i such as 'we -had, would standas
type, that is what we use largely to export, and we., extract the
better particles of the wheat and ynanufacture the patent flour for
domestic trade.
Senator SMOOT. You get more pounds of flour out of a bushel of
wheat that way than if you ran it straight through?
Mr. HUSBAND. I do not quite catch your meaning, Senator;.:
Senator SmOOT. With a lower grade of flour you can make more
pounds of flour out of a bushel:of wheat?
Mr. HUSBAND. Yes, we ran that very closely duringlthewar.
Senator WALSH. The flour you export is more bran and shorts?
Mr. HUSBAND. No; the bran and shorts are taken out, but they
are inferior flours from the American standpoint. They are dark,
in the first place.
Senator LA FOLLErTE. Has it more gluten in it?
Mr. HUSBAND. My friend Mr. Moses can relieve me on the technical
Senator WALSH. Do you export any flour that is sold in the
American market?
Mr. HUSBAND. Oh, ves.
Senator WALSH. DO you export that same flour at a lower price
than it is sold for in the American -market?
Mr. HUSBAND. I have done so in my experience as an exporter for
the reason that it costs so little to sell it. I have sold as higikas
20,000 barrels and it cost me only 72 cents- to sell it by cable, whereas"A
it would have cost $2,000 in this country-fr brokeage.
Senator SIMMoNs. I notice you exported during the first 10 monthi
of this year to the United Kinigdom 3,767,244 barrels and to Europe
1,450,348 barrels. You do not mean to tell the committee that the
United Kingdom uses a very inferior kind of flour, do you?
Mr. HUSBAND. The United Kingdom imports considerable quantities of clear, Senator, very large quantities of clear.
Senator Sat]oNs. Do not thbey buy in -that country proportionately as good a grade of flour as our own folks do?1
Mr. HUSBAND. NO, sir; none of those countri-es do.
Senator SIMMONS. There are a great many folks over there that
want a good grade of flour and would be willing to pay for it?
Mr. HUSBAND. I think so, and unfortuna ely ?or us the British
:
0:
miller is finding it for them out of our American wheat taken over at
lower freight rates than we can get on flou.:
Senator MOCUMBER. How is it that thCanadians can import the
flour for a less price than you are able to manufactureit; does he pay
less for his grain?
Mr. HUSBAND. Well, sir, I saw statement some tuine ago that
during November mills in the western part of Canada were paying 74
cents for No. 1 northern to the farer. Youare from a wheat country,
Senator ?
Senator -McCUMBER. That, of course,; i very much less, than the
American: product, and less than we would like to 'see the Americans
r

a
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have to take. Also their No. 1 northern is of a little higher standard
ade than the American No. 1 northern of the same wheat, Xbcuse
a higher grade in Canada than in the United Stas?
Iereqwre
Mr. -uBANiD. Yes, 'ir.
Senator MCCUMRER. Can he manufacture any cheaper :I
M~r. HUSBANT. I think he can, sir.
Sen tr McuM3ER. Ishis'labor less?
:Mr. HUSBAND. it is commonly said to be somewhat less than ours.,
Seiator MOCUMBR. He has to ship it considerably fartheri it is
raised in Alberta or western Manitoba. What are the freight rates?
Mr. HUSBAND. He pars his fre' ht rates in Canada to the point on
the border in Canadian funds; an that is somewhat to his advantage.
Senator MCCUMBER. Caan you say what elements make up the
account which enables the Canadian miller to sell his product in
Boston for $6 and how much?
Mr. HUSBAND. $6 this last sale. It has only been within two or
three weeks that this situation has been brought to our attention.
We have not been able to definitely determine the cause for that.s
Senator McCuMBER. He pays a tariff at the present rate of how
much per barrel?
Mr. Yi USBAND. Ninety cents, back in Alberta. Senator Simmons,
)can I say to you, on the export business, that beginning with 1880
the American flour-milling industry has exported flour every year, and
inonly 9 years of those 1 has that export fallen below 10,000,000

bSenator SIMMONS. But we allowed some imports during those

years

Mr HUSBAND. I thiiink the imports during those years were very
:
small.
Senator SiMMoNs. They are very small now.'
ted to give me
Mr. HUSBAND. But they are getti g larger.
Senator SimmoNS. You said a Whe ag you a
some additional information. What di you say you were selling
your flour for?
s: willanswer tha't.
Mr. HUSBAND. Mr. Mose
:=7OF01
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We submit for 0ou co'niaeration the following resolution, adopted to-day by a
cowittee of the Millers' Na~tional Federation, appointed to represent the millers of
the United States in tiiiff matters:
"Resolved, That we favor a specific duty on both wheat and flour, and that the
specific duty -on a barrel of196 pounds of flour shll be four and one-half times the
specific duty: on 1 bushel of 60 pounds of wheat -plus 50 cext§."
The duties as provided for in the "emergency 'tariff act have been in operatlion for
a sufficient time to deteine, in-a measure, their workability and iadaptability to the
needs of the wheit producer and wheat flour miller, As to protection intended by
Congress in paying that act. The adm tration of an act of Congress has such farreaching effect tha fill determination of results can only be ascertained after such
an act has been operative for a sufficient length of time to carry through a season or
period of commercial activity.
It is a recognized fact that the determining factor in marketing wheat is the flood&
supply that flows to market directly after harvest. Therefore at the time the information and testimony, either verbal or written, heretofore submitted by the millers of the
United States to the committees of Congress when considering a duty on wheat and
wheat flour, such testimony was based upon their best judgment at that time, without
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ineffective, because Canadian flour is being imported at a lower rate of duty than that
applied to wheat.
Tlhe peopleof the United Stites demand ad consume the best grade of flour that
can-be manufacturedfrom wht. To manufacture a barrel of 196 pounds of such a
grade of flour requir oximately 6 bushels of wheat; therefore the requested
tari ff duty on a barrel of wheat flour is no more than cornnstory.;.
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Table: Wheat and wheat flour imports into the United States from Canada.
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Hon. W M. OawIeR
,
Unte S&tkt Senate.
DsD Szaxroxai LDxRi: I; have been informed by some of th presentwhen I
testid before the Senate Committee on Finance to-day that I consented to a statement Made by eator laimmons that we (the millers) were asking for a prohibitive
duty or a dut qual t
embr on four.:.
I Xdid not so intend, as I believe such a duty wwe have asked on flour would notbe "prohibitive" or contitute an Iembargo,' but would only afford the milleof
the country the proteliion they should have.
I desire that the officl record of the Finance Committee of the Senate be corrected
to indicate that we asked only for a "protective" duty.
A P. HUSBAND.
Very truly, yours,
A. P. MUaSAND. :;;:
00:0;; :0XX; 0;
00 XfV 0:; ;
;:?
:
0f;;;
;
V
0;
t;t;
ADDITo ,AL STATIX T 07 L. U. MOSES EPBTIDENT SOT
MO. :
7|:
:Oft MILLERS' LEAGUE,A ASITY,

Mr. Mo6ss (nwerig uestions for M H iband Thesou
western millers make their high-grade flour out of "the southwest hard'',
wheat, which flour now sells for $8.25, packed iand delivered in the
New York- market.
Senator SimMoNs. The average export price, according to the figures
I read a little while ago, for 14,640578 bushels was S104,567;661.
I am told that the average price received, according to these figures,
for this flour that you exported was $7.30.
Mr. Mosus. I did not want to interrupt Mr. Husband's testimOnYy,
but as an export4'g miller I thought l could advise you on that
better than he could.
Senator Snxoms. That is exactly what I want, some reliable
information about that.
Mr. Mosse. We do export what we call a high grade flour to those
markets which demand a high-grade flour coinpared wIth other markets. About 50 r cent of the flour that the United Kingdom buy
from us is what they term a "patent" and what we term a straight,"
the other 50 per cent is made by the American mills as an offal rom
the grade of flour that our American people consume. Is that clear
enaitor SIMmoNg. Ye
: Mr. oss. The averae :patent flour consumed in the United
entire
flour
States is about 76 per cent of th better part of thrunhof
made in the Americ mill It is separated by machinery out of
the same wheat. It does not take any short or bran; it is simply a
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mechanical- manipulation offth flour, of the entire 100 per cent
production. We cut off 75 per cent, on the average, of the best part
of that flour and sell it to our Amierican people. That is what they
doinanid. There is very little demand for 25 per cent offal flour. That
is where these spring-wheat millers export the part of the spring-wheat
flour raised in your State,- Senator McCumber, in this clear grade
flour produced in making the highgrade flour which they sell to the
American people. Without the high-grade market -we can nqt
produce the 25 per cent offal grades. If we do not produce that
grade and meet the demands of the foreign trade, our exportation of
flour will decrease very rapidly. Therefore, we are asking yoU what
we need to allow us to supply the American market with American
flour ground in American mills and produced from American wheat.
SenatorSIMMoNS Could you tel us the average price of flour,
making all grades. The average price of the exports I have given
::
you; could you give the average price of flour here?I
Mr MOSES. It would be an average, but would not be reliable
information. The flour that is consumed in the Scandinavian countries is of still lower grade than the 25 per cent. We divide the 26
per cent into two grades, first and second clear.- Certain countries
will take the second clear.
Senator SIMMONS. I am not talking about the average sold abroad,
because these figures give that. I am trying to get the average price
in this country.
Mr. Moses. Our price in New York to-day would be somewhere
around $6.25 for Southwest -flour and $7.26jfor Northwest flour of
like extraction. So that is the average price. What we supply to
the family trade, the better grades, would run about 75 to 80 cents:
increased price over -the priceo1 stated. In other words, to make this
higher grade it costs about 75 to 80 cents more than to make the
straight grades. That is due to the fact that we get all we can out
of the export trade, where the lower grade must go, and give the
benefit-of that to our American consumer.
Senator SumoNs. That is what puzzles me. According to your
statements and figure as to the average pre, YOU are getting a little
more for flour that you export then you get for the flour you sell
here.
Mr. Mo8E That is sometimes the case. This year our firm has
succeeded in selling abroad certain siles at a little higher price
than we were asking our domestic market. -We do not hold up our
domestic market. If I may digress a little further, the higher perceidage of capacity that a mill can run the lower the. cost element.
Senator Sumons. If you, get $7.30 iin the markets of the world
where there is universal competition, and that is a satisfactory price
to you, it does not seem to me that you would need so much protection in the home market. It surely does not seem to me that it
presents-a-situation where you have the -right to come here and ask
for a prohibitive rate.
Mr. Mosss. We are not asking for a prohibitive duty.
SIMMONs. Mr. Husband admitted that was what he
wanted.
Mr. MosEs. He is pretty well poted, but he is- not a-miller. The
idea is this:: In our price of flour 9 peri cent of the cost is raw material
not; taking into consideration the sack or transportation charges.

senator
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prce depends upn the price of the wheat
,;theto avag6
the American farmer. That is the cbnirolling fator.n
that we pay
Wheat has gone down in the last two-or three mOnths from, what we
first paid the farmer at the beginning of the crop. Therefo, the"
prices to-day would not reflect the average price we have gotten thist,
year. We are compelled to ask for our flour based upon the price, we
pay the American farmer for his wheat. If wheat would go up, our
price would increase, and if wheat would go down, our price would
go down. Therefore, there is no such thing as an average price,
without taking into consideration the average price of wheat. It is
not like manufactures where their principal Cost of manufacture is
labor, Our principal cost is the raw material.
The greatest item of expense we have is the overhead; that is a,
fixed charge that we must have to keep our organization together.
If we do not run we have got to keep that help, and the greater
capacity we can run the cheaper we can make a barrel of flour, and
the cheaper we can- make a barrel of flour the cheaper we can sell
it to the people of the United States. Without this American
market our run is going to be reduced, and the cost of our product
to the people of th0 United States is going to be increased absolutely.
In asking this extra duty of 50 cents, wish to say that it is protective and not prohibitive. It is a protection against Canadian
millers cowing in at certain seasons and dumping their :stuff on our
market regardless of cost.- We do not believe it is fair that they
should be permitted to do it. The 50 cents extra, with this four and
a half -times the duty on wheat swill no more than prevent that
dumping at seasonal periods. I think I am correct in stating that
their cost of doing business is less than ours, that their scale of wages
is less than ours. I know it is, even on the same basis, so long as
their labor in Canadian currency compared with our Amernthey
X an do ar.
:
Senator SiMMoNs. Do you export any yourself?
Mr. Mosus. Yes, sir; we are one of the heaviest exporters in the
United. States.
Senator SMnoNs. Would you be seriously hurt if you lost that
business?
Mr. MosEs. Very much. The people of the United States would
be seriously hurt. It would increase the cost of our manufacture
30 per cent over and above what it costs now, on account of a limited
run. Qur overhead will go on just the same.
Senator SMOOT. And taxes and such items as that.
DSenator SIMMONS. You do not want to lose the export business ?
Mr. MosEs. We certainly -do not. The American industry has
been bilt up on the export business.
Senator MCCUMBa. If you did not export any of your flour there
would be so much more wheat that would be ground for flour in
this country that it would depress the price of Wheat?
Mr. Moszs. It would; naturally.
Senator MCCLTBWER. There have been times in the last 15 or 20
years in which millers, in order to hold the European markets, have
been compelled to sell at a loss?
Mr. Mosus. To keep running. That is an involved statement.
It would reduce our total expense per barrel. aAt times it is advisable
for us to take a large order iTfwe can get it which might be near cost,
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Senator MCCuMBR. I was informed some years ago by the Minneapolis millers that at one particular semon when the price of flour
was very low in Europe they had lost about 10 cents a barrel on their
entire exports for that vear.
Mr. MosEs. It woullbe economically sound for them to do bo.0
It would reflect to the prosperityand benefit of the general public:
of the United States for them to lose- that, It woufd make their
average cost 15 cents a barrel cheaper to keep that volume of business,
which would necessarity otherwnse be taken up by the consuming
American public in the price of the flour.
Senator' McBCuu. They bad to consider i, tht if they once
lost that foreign market it would be very difficult to regain it,
3Mr. MOSEs. it would be. We have had very hard work this year
to reestablish our brands, but I believe as a whole-we have done,
very well. We have only felt the competition of Canadian flour in.
this market in the last 60 da K This reported sale of 100,000 barrels of flour means neawly500,000 biuhels of American wheat that.
should be consumed by the people of the United States ground in
American mills with Amerman labor instead of 'Canadian wheat.
-in Canadian mills with Candian labor. That i all there
ground
Isto it, gentlemen. Whichdoyouwisht6sustain?
Senator Wasa. In other words, up to October 1 your industry
considered that the rate in the emergency tariff was sufficient, and
it did succeed in keeping out Canadian flour. Since October 1 there.
have been such ipments of Canadian flour that you are~frightened
and want an incread rate t
Mr. Moass. Based upon our past best judgment prior to the war
we thought a 20 or 25 per cent ad valorem dut y would protect our
flour market, but owing to the exchange situation ndthe application ofthe emerene tariff by- te TreMsury Dpartment in assessing
duty f.o. b. tem instad por
entry or upon mil
tat
vluation instead of American valuation at ports eo ntry, as Mri.
Husband has stited, he dut paid on wheat shipped into this country
in the shape of flour has only be -half of your wheat tariff. In
other words, when: shipped mhere near as we can figure, it pays.
a^ duty of about 18 ts a buel insted of 35.
Seliator WAti.. And that is :due to what you think is a wrong
interpretation of he Trea oficl
Mr. Moas. I would-not wish to diti ehm.. They claim that
is the law and they have no otherrecourse but to go according to the
law. If that is the 'law- theymut follo it- tbiy an not change it.
with . Otman, the presiAppeared fore you last Au
dent of the Millers' Kational Federation, and made a sitatement wrhich
I wish to withdraw, that if you could not mike .a spcific tariff we
would accept 25 per cent ad valorem as a substitute. During the
past three months, under the methbd of valuation of the TreasuryDepartment, 25 per cent ad valorem would not protect the American
miller, compared with a taiff that you should put on wheat. We are
asking 50 cents extra, over and above the usually accepted factor of
4j bushels to make a barrel of flour, simply as protection against
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dumping in seasonal periods, which has occurred in the United States
Sartor Wi rS That i wha appened in' the last 60 days?
sir; and will happen.every year. We want this
Mr. sz.
market. Until the Canadian flour came in here our mills were running on an average of 90 per cent capacity, which allowed us to reduce
our cost of operations, and that was reflected to the American market.
To-day we have declined to about 62 per cent.
Senator WALSH. How much has this dumping reduced the price of
flour; what was the price on September 1, and what is it now?
SMr. MOSES. I would not say it reduces it, but it takes away our
market;,S X6
-Senator WAsLH. What was flour selling for on September 1 or
15-58.25 flour?'
Mr. MOrsS. I could not say. It changes every day.
Senator WALSH. Do you not know what it was last September?
Mr. MoSEs* I have not any idea. Flour will go up and down with
the price of wheat. It is not like any other commodity-in the world.
I think flour in September was probably selling at 60 to 75 cents a
barrel more than now.
Senator WALSH. So it forced down the price below 'the cost of
manufacture?
Mr. Moses. It affected the farmer as much as us.
Senator MCLEAN. Are the millers, generally speaking,paying large
dividends?.
Mr. Mosws. No sir. Prior to the war the FederalTrade; (Commis-:f
sion stated that the milling industrywas run on less profit than any
other industry.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me remind you that your name was not on the
list to-day.
Mr. MNWos. I took Mr. Husband's place because ther were: some
questions I could answer which he could riot.
The CHAIRAN'. WE have been yery much interested i hearing you.
:Senator DILLINGHAM. Relating to paragraph 731, which places an
ad valorem duty on bran shorts, and Other by-prduct feeds, it 'has
been suggested by fMr. Cox,-who appeared before the committee, that
it would b better to make that a specific duty.
Mr. MoSes. I agree with Mr. Cox. WE do not want any ad valoren
duty. As to the amount of the tariff, I think the millers will leave
that to the-gtlemen of the committee, who have other industries
coming here, in the way of consumers of feed, and we do not wish to
make any wiggestion as to that. We are asking full protection on our
flour compared with the price of wheat and our merchandising conditions. I am sorry to have taken Mr. Husband's place, but I know he
could not answer the questions you asked, as he, is Dot a miller.
Senator MOCuXEER. Your statement has been very enlightening.
Mr. MosEs. Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF W. V. HAMILTON, CALEDONIA, N. Y., PRESIDENT
NEW YORK STATE MILLERS' ASSOCIATION.

The O MAN. Will you make your statement brief, because the
committee is long past the time of adjourini.
Mr. HAMILTON.Mr. Chairman, my remarks will be extremely
brief. In appearing before you it is with no design or desire or
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expectation that we can enlighten your committee very much on the
technical part of drawing up a tariff schedule which would apply
to our industry. My only thought is simply this, knowing as. I
do the conditions that surround the mills in the State of New York,
to give you some facts relating to them. We have-a milling capacity
in our State of about 60,000 barrels per dav and under the application of the present schedule on wheat and w eat products as reflected
in the emergency tariff bill, all our mills are substantially out of
business, with tie exception of one unit, which is running on bonded
wheat. Mills are either running on short time, or not running at.
all. That is a situation, to my mind, which ought to be corrected,
and I believe you will all agree with me that it should be corrected.
The resolution which was drawn up and is presented in the brief
which was filed by Mr. Husband originated with the executive committee of the State Millers' Association of the State of New York,
and represents, in my judgment, a very' clear and very concise,
straightforward way to remedy this situation.
We oppose theoadvalorem duty. If you are going to have a specific 0
duty on wheat, the raw material, we want that duty to be reflected in a
specific dut of four and one-half times that, representing a duty that
will preval on a barrel of flour. Then we are on a parity in the
manufactured article, corresponding exactly with the cost of the.
raw material. Theremwill not be any deviation from that, as will
most assuredly occur if you have an ad valorem duty.
On to of: t atwe ask for 50 cents a barrel protection, which has
already been spoken of as: covering the difference in cost of operating
the mills in the United States andin Canada.
We believe you are here as part of this administration, because of
the mandate that was isued to you in our last general election that
the factories and mills-of the United-States are entitled to some
fnd when we ask for that additional protection of 50 cents
protection,
a barrel it is substantially a protective duty and we believe we are
entitled to it; and without such protection this great industry
which we represent here will neve be able to pull out of the hole they
are in at the present time. We can assure you, gentlemen, that we
have been so near Hades that the soles of our feet are already
scorched, and unless we have relief from this most intolerable situation
we can conceive of our industry being thrown on the dump heap
very soon.
Senator MoCuxDa. To what extent are you grinding in bond in
New Yotk I
Mr. HAkMUYoN., Only one unit, the Washburn-Crosby Co., of
Buffaloj is doiiig that.
Senator Mounnj. Do you know to what extent they are manufacturing bonded *heat?
Mr. H"MILTON. I think their' output is about 9,0 barrels a day.
Senator MOCETMBER. The entire output of the mill is how much?
Mr. HAMILTON. Their capacity is, I believe, 20,000 barrels per
0
-: a;
:dav~~~~~~M
y:--0X
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two-

they Sare~rulnninxg about twofifths
-;Th~en0;
MoWunnR.
a'?
hap little mor tha that.
;Ysbonded;
iMr. HMIL`TON~.: Ye; perhaps a: littlelore~th th~at.
Sen
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Senator LADD. I now desire to. tak up for a few moments the
matter of cereals. In paragraph 730 it is Provided that flour shall
be subject to aCtax of 50 cents to 100 pounds. I shall have to agreeX
there with Mr.' Bell, because I heard his testimony to the effect that
that is not as high as it should be for protection.
Senator SMOOT. You want an ad valorem duty of 25 cents instead
of 50 cents a hundred?
Senator LADD. I had not figured on the ad valorem, but itsouldq
be raised, in'my judgment, to 65 cents. The actual figures, as I calculate, would be W5.59, to say nothing about the cost of labor. I think
it is wiser to bring in wheat, if we are to import, rather than the
flour. Mr. Bell, ifi remember, thought it shoud be not less than 75.
Senator MCCuMBER. My recollection was it would be 44 timres'0
on a barrel of flour what it would be on the bushel of wheat, plus 50
cents. That would make it considerably higher than that.
Senator LADD. But it certainly ought to be higher than 50 cents, in
my judgment.
Senator SMocr. You want an ad valorem instead of a specific:?
Senator LADD. I can not agree that the wheat which comes in from
Canada has no influence. The wheat.from Canada is not in competition, as many of them claim, with the entire wheats of this country.
The wheats of Canada are in competition only with-the wheats of
the same typethat are grown in-the Northwest- art of Minnesota,
S the two Dakotas, the northern part of South Dakota, and eastern
Montana. That wheat is rich-in gluten, and produces a white flour.
The wheat of Kansas is very rich in gluten, but it is yellower in color
in the flour; and the wheat of Kansas is on the market a month or
six weeks before the wheat of the Northwest and Canada comes on,
\ and has been largey taken-care of. The millers need, as was stated,
all of that hard spring wheat, and when it can be brought in from
Canada, and especialr-in bond and stored in warehouses and kept to
be taken out when esir from time to time, it comes directly in
competition with the hard glutinous spring wheat of the Northwest
and tends to depresstheprice.
I have not ben able to bring myself to\ see where it would be to the
advantage of the people in this country t6 permit them to add a certain portion of American wheat and then sell the by-products in this

country without-any tariff.t
Senator MCCUMBER. As long as we are exporting considerable
of the flour made of the hard.spnng wheat raised in the Northwest, is
not the provision for grinding in bond for export trade equivalent to
giving.the miller the right to nullify any tariff that we may place upon
the grain whenever our price is above the general level of the Canadian price ?
Senator LADD. It has that effect. It makes it possible for them
to stop the purchase of the American product and again on the bonded
product; and when that is done the price is de ressed proportionately
and at the present rate of production, in five years more we wili
not be producing more wheat in this country than will be necessary
for the, people of this country to consume, and in 1o years at the
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present ratOwe will be importing wheat, unless there is something
industry of the country.
done to encourage the wheat
Senator MCduMBER. And by encouraging the production $oflax
so there will be less acreage of the Northwest sown to; wheat, we
can bring back a better equilibrium between the production and
consumption?
Senator LADD. There is no question there, because in the North-:
:west there wilU be not less than 5,000,000 acres there withdrawn of
wheat lands to be sown in flax, which is needed in this country and.
to that extent we will reduce the amount of acreage devoted to wheat.
Senator CALDER. Senator Ladd, have you the figures there india
cating the amount of flour imported into this countryI
Senator LAUD. I tried to get that data for this year but the figures
I was able to get was 40,000,000 bushels imported from Canada,
but newspaper reports for the last yea have stated 60,000,000
bushels; whether that be correct or not, I can not say.
Senator CALDER. Of wheat?
Senator LADD. Of wheat imported from Canada.
'Senator CALDER. Did any Canadian flour come in?
Senator LADD. I do not believe I have the figureson that. There
has some Canadian flour come in, but I think I have no figures.
Senator MCCUMBER. We had a witness from northern New York,
a miller, who stated that there were great quantities now coming
in from Canada.
Senator LADD. That is what I am told. But I have not the data
for. it.
: Senator Mc ZnR. I do not remembehow much he stated.
Senator CAnn. What volume of flour do we export?
Senator LADD. Beginning with July, 1920, I wi read by months
the totals of all countries: July 34,865;,900busehe calculated back
to the form of wheat, in AugMut, 1920, 32,674,0 bushels; in September, 34,99,0 bushels; in October, 43,033,000buwhelsinsNoveber, 30,899,000 buhels; December, 30,179,000 bushels; in January,
1921, 27,105,000; in February, 23,075,000; in March, 20,763 000
in April, 24,801,000; in mJu, 32,912,600. khat
wcompletes one full year but it has inched ver materially.
Senator Sin ofs. tou are referring to the exports?
Senator LDw. I am refeing to the exports calculated in the form:
of wheat, The total exports for that ear, lrom June 30, 1920, to
June 30, 1921, were 362,000,000 bushel,the largest export we ever
had.
Senator MOCUMBER. And, of course, we could not have that with
our crop raied in the United States without importing a great many
bushel from Canada?
Senator LzD. There has been an exceedingly rapid increase.
:SenatorSIMMoNS. I thought I understood the witness to say
about 40,000,000 imported from Canada.
Senator MoIuxnR. Ie said about 60,000000.
official information I was
Senator LADD. I stated that the last
i
go,
two
months
able to get was nearly
40,000,000 bushels, While:
the newspapers have reported within t'e last week that there hve
already been imported 60,000,000. I will not differentiate between
the official information and that which was stated in the newspapers.
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Senator CALDR. Senator Ladd, is the duty fixed in the Fordney
bill as4high as :any other which has been levied?
Senator LnADD. I think it is.
Senator Cs.wn. When you consider these immense imporitaions
on :this:high 0duty,-do, you not think it is quite sufficient to protect
Senator Ltn.I hav not asked for anything more-in fthe
:Fordney bill it is 25 cents per bushel, and that is what I am asking for.
Senator (akw . You suggested 60 cents for the flour?
Senator IADD. In. order to make it compensatory with the whe-at
itself. As it is now you are going to induce the importation of flour,
;just as you did of oil, because your figures are toolowoon the flour
as compared with the wheat itself.
Senator SMOO'r. Mr. Husband asks for a duty four and a half times
the duty on wheat or four and a half bushels to the barrel.:
Senator IADD. I think that is higher than is necessary.
Senator SMor. The basis of that was that it takes four and a
half bushels of the best wheat to make a barrel of flour.
Senator LADD. That is the usual calculation.
Senator CALDER.I ought to know, but may I ask how many
pounds of flour there are to a barrel ?
Senator IADD. There are 196 pounds.
Senator SmOT. But at the rate of four and a half bushels you
get 50 pounds of bran and 20 pounds of shorts.
Senator McCUnE. I call complete your testimony on. the exports of flour and wheat. That is, the first 11 months of 1921 we
exported 269,497,218 bushels of wheat as wheat. Then, in addition
to that, we exported 15,786,443 barrels of flour, which would be
equivalent to about 72,000,000 bushels of wheat, which would make
the entire amount of exports in the 11 months about 341,000,000.
Can you tell me, Senator, about what the 1921 crop of wheat in the
Unite states isI
Senator LADD. The report I was able to secure for 1921 was
794,893,000 buihehi as compared with 833,027,000 bushels in 1920,
and 968,279,000 bushels in 1919.
Senator MoCunsR. Assuming that all of these exports of flour
and wheat were from the 1920 crop, you -will see that we must
have imported 50,000,000 or 60,000,000 bushels of Canadian wheat
-in order to have been able to supply the home demand and also to
export this amount of wheat in the shape of wheat and flour to
Europe.
Senator IAD. There is no question there.
Senator SMoor. I do not think there is any doubt but -what t;h
most of the wheat that comes from Canada is held in- bond; and
D. Yes, sir.
0exported.
tlhos
ae
Mr. McCoy. These statistics of imports are here as well
Senator SMOOT. It makes no specialdifference, because we know
the amount imported is milled in mnd, and the amount of that flour
goes to foreign countries.
I, Senator MoCunl. I think that only that portion is mentioned
in which notation has to be madle, and that is the proportion which
is milled in bond and on which there are rebates.

81527-22--va 7-488
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Mr. .McCo, That is not mentioned at all.'
iSenator -MCUMBER. All alongthe line-in the state of:North Dakota- and Minnesota any farmer can bring in over the line as.tmuch
wheat as he wants; there is'no tariff and no report is made of it, and
it issold in American elevators and sold for American consumption;
and,: therefore, it,;is impossible for the departments to know anything
about what is shipped in, except that which is brought in-and sipped
out'.
Senator WALSH. Under the emergency tariff an increased rate was
made upon wheat?
Senator [LAD). Yes.
Senator WALSH. But no compensatory duty was placed upon flour I
Senator LADn. Oh, yes; I think there was.
Senator McCUMRER. There was a compensatory duty, which was
20 per cent ad valorem.
Senator WALSH. It was not sufficient, was it?
Senator McCUMiaR. It was not sufficient.
Senatpr WALSH. That is what I thought. Did it result in the
increase in importation of flour in the last six months?
Senator LADi). Yes; I think there is another reason for the increase
in the importation: of flour, and that is the difference betweenthe
monetary values of the Canadian money and our own money. When
wheat was selling at $1.48, it was equivalent to 14 cents a bushel, an
advantage there of 14 cents on every bushel, which practically was
more than one-half of the. duty in: that one item alone. For the
coming year, 1922 there is a reduction of 500 000 acres reported in
the wheat zone in the winter-wheat belts,-and 100,000o acres reduction in Kansas alone;:,and the report from the department on December ,1 according to the figures I received, show that it is 13 points
below what it :as been in 10 years, and considerably below the
prospects of last year, 'indicating that the farmers have not been
able t6, or felt that they could not continue producing wheat at the
price they were receiving for it at the present time.
I do not know that there is anything more that I care to iiy, unless
there is some question required to be asked.
Senator MOLEAN. Was the high peak of production reached :in
1918 or 191'9?
Senator LADD. 1919.
*Sentor McLEN. Is there a surplus now?
Senator LADD. No-it is impossible to say. The amounts of consumption this yearr is estimatd at. considerably below what it was
last year per-,capita, but I- think- the is an er7cr in the figures, due
to the fact that we 'did not have correct info;ra'.tion with regard to
the! amount 'in storage ad with regard to the 'amount in bond in
this country, and the amount in storage in warehouses in this county,
so that I think our figuresare leaiing i that respect.
Senator McCumBzm. Do you wish to cover other subjects?
Senator LADD. I thought that the Committee on Agriculture on
other sections would cover the other points.
Senator McCUMBR. I Was going to say that we would he glad to
hear you.
Senator LADD. I think others can do 'better, unlessi there is some
special question.
Senator McCUMBER. liave you considered the question of barley
and rye duties?
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Senator LADD. No, I have not; I have not studied barley and ryeand I think there are others on our committeetthat have studied
those and who :Scan stateVthose two subjects to better advantage. I
studied oil, flax, wheat, and flour.
onlySenator
other (lay. You eard
MOCuMBER. Mr. Bell was here the:h:ar
his testimony I V:
Senator MCUMBER. ijf'On behalf of the millers he offered certain''
amendmenti In hisjotestiimony fiestated that he thought he cold
convince me and also convince yourself that it would be to the
interest of the Akmerican farmer Ito continue the drawback and to0
liberalize it; and I stated at the time that I should be exceedingly
glad to be so convinced. I have not had an opportunity to talk
with him since. I was not convinced by the argument he presented
here, and I would like to-have your definite opinion, as I know you
went over the subject pretty thoroughly.
Senator LADD. Mr. Bell spent nearly two hours with me, but he
was not able to present any data that led me to change my mind
with regard to the effect it would have on the development of agriculture in the Northwest, and that what he was asking for was not to
the advantage of the farmer but to the advantage of the miller. I
do agree with him that the compensatory duty on the flour is not
what is required, but on the other features I can not agree with him,
although I would like to.
Senator SmOOT. I understood Mr. Bell to request that the bonding
privilege be extended so as to allow wheat to come in from Canada
and not be held in bond by itself and ground for exportation, but
that the same quantity of flour be exported that would be made
from a quantity of wheat imported, but not kept separate at all; that
was his proposition, the liberalization that he asked.
Senator LAVD. And I do not think that that is in the interest of
agriculturists in this country and I can not agree with him that there
is a demand for the additional amount of bran and of mill feed to
come in free of charge; because while it may be of some help to the
eastern dairymen. it is simply a direct detriment to the agriculturists
of the Central West, where the most of the corn andl other feed
products are grown.
Senator SMO()T. It would, if there is an overproduction at any
time, but as long as there is not enough to meet the requirements I
(lo not know whether that would have any effect upon the price or
not. I thought that the danger of it would be in allowing thef
wheat to come in here and be ground in quantity rather than the
identical wheat.
Senator SiMmAONs. Senator Smoot if wheat was selling cheaper in
Canada than it was in the United States, would it not lead to the
purchase on the part of the millers of the entire amount of wheat
that they needed for the manufacture of flour that is exported?
Senator SmOOT. There would not be any American wheat, in my
opinion, ground for exportation.
Senator I-ADD., No, sir.
Senator SIMMONs. There is onesothe thing in m mid a t
is the reason I asked Mr. Bell to explain to nme why he thought there
: would not be a'disadvantage. The same thing occurs with relation
to the exportation of sugar to Cuba, and I do know if that privilege
Y
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was extended it wouldbe very detrimental to the Dproducers ofsugar
in this country, and I think it would do the same thing to the producer
of wheat.
Senator LADD. I think it will.
Senator SMoOr. It means that with wheat cheaper in Canada the
situation will be as you contend. The Senator from North Dakota
has contended-I think he is wrong in some instances-that sometimes the differences are very small and at other times greater.
But assuming it is cheaper in Canada than it is here, that provision
would practically take away our export trade in flour to Canada.
Senator LADD. That is what it would do.
Senator MCCUMBnR. Mr. Bell admitted that there was practically no wheat outside of durum wheat raised in the Northwest of
a good milling grade that was ever exported as wheat. The milling
demand under ordinary conditions will cover all of the wheat that
we raise of the hard spring wheat in the Northwest?
Senator LADD. Yes, sir.Senator McCuMBER. The mills desire:-to keep up their export
trade. They wish to hold their old European and other customers.
Canada is a strong- competitor in those -markets. The time protection will do us good is when we are a little short-of the amount necessaryv.to supply those mills; and under the provision that is asked for
by Mr. Bell it would seem to me that whenever, 'by reason of a little
less than the American demand, the crop in 'the Northwest, when we
would get a little higher price and begin to get the whole benefit of
the protective tanif, that they can' reach right-over and tap the
Canadian granary for all the grain that they need for the export trade
and, of course, that would decrease the demand for the American
wheat. That is the way it looks to me; if I am wrong, I wish someone would correct me.
Senator LADD. I think you are correct in that, and I think when
they Can report 30,000,000 or 40,000,000 or 50,000,000 bushes to be
exported as excess quantity of wheat to be ground it has a tendency
to depress the price of wheat in -this country, ust that factor alone.
Senator SIMMONS. I agree with you about that. But is not your
whole protective theory based in part upon the idea that it is not to
apply to raw materials that are imported into this country for purposes of manufacture and sale; does not that run all through your
tariff system?
SWnatorlAD.' I would put it this way
:Senator SIMMONS (interposing). I think you have presented a case
here where that would work a hardship upon the American farmer.
Senator MCCUMBER. That raises the question of what is raw
material.
0
;: :i;
-:; ::;
a. :. .
Senator SIMMONS. Is not wheat the raw material of the fmillian ?
Senator MCCUMBER. It is not raw material to the farmer.
Senatork: LADD:. It is the finished product to the farmer,;and if:the
-ultimat'e-mantufactiurer is to have protection on his finished productand he is entitled to that-that is all 1I think that is necessary is to
give the farmer the sameVdegree of protection as is afforded the
manufacturer. It may be the other man's raw material, but it is
the farmer's finished product.
Senator SIMMONS. Of course, wheat is the product of the farmer,
but when it is converted into flour it is the raw material of the milling
man%?
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Senator LADD. Yes.
Senator SrMmoNs. The theory that your protective tariff laws are
written upon certainly is just as I have said a little while ago, that
if the imported article is converted into form for 6thepurpose of
export, that the duty he has paid upon the raw material that is
imported shall be remitted and rebated.to him, and .that is in the
interest of expanding our export trade.
Senator LADD. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMoNs. Here, it seems to me, you havedeveloped a
case where there is a conflict between the interests of our export
trade and the interests of our domestic trade.
Senator LADD. Yes; and I think in those cases we miut consider
whether the product that you are going to import duty free is one
that is coming in direct competition with aNlike product inthis
country.
Senator SMOOT. I think that the greatest danger to the farmer
in this country, to grant that request, would be this, that the miller
could go -to work and grind American wheat here and get a big
supply on hand, or he could let it run down, if he desired, and then
import Canadian wheat here and get off of the American market as
Xa purchaser of wheat and run his mills upon wheat for exportation.
Senator lnD. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. And bear the market price of the American
farmers' wheat down.
Senator LADD. There is not any question but what it has been
done for years continuously.
Senator SyMMONS. Is it not true that the sugar refinery importing
raw sugar from Cuba or from foreign countries and converting it
into granulated sugar or refined sugar for exportation is remitted
the duty?
0
Senator SMooT. Oh yes. 99 er cent of it:
Senator SIMMONS. fhe jointI am making isthatifwe refued to
do what Mr. Bell says, would you not be in conflict in this :particular
case with your provision?
Senator SMOOT. Absolutely; there is no doubt of it. All of the
drawback provisions of our law now require that the identical wheat
that is placed in bond for exportation shall be made into flour,. and
that flour exported; and the same with Cuban sugar. Th-e Cuban
sugar that comes into this country for exportation goes into bond,
and it is not mixed with any other sugar that goes into local consumption; it is refined in a bonded warehouse, shipped from a bonded
warehouse to a foreign country.
Senator SIMMONS. Is Mr. Bell asking for more than that?
Senator SMOOT. Yes; Mr. Bell is asking that when that wheat comes
in the amount of bushels be kept track of for exportation, but that
the identical wheat could be ground and sold into the American
market, and at some other time they could make just the amount of
flour that the importations from Canada would produce-and it may
be from American wheat-and exported.
Senator LADD. At any time within one year.
Senator SIMMONS. Then I think it would be a dangerous provision
to put in any law, but, did I understand you, Senator Ladd, as
opposing Mr. Bell's suggestion, if it is confined to wheat in bond
which is manufactured?
t
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DDSenator Lwn. If Sit is wheat in bond and the identical flour shipped
out, I am not opposing that. But even that is used to the detriment
of the American farmer.
Senator M6OuMBER. You say you are not opposing it, but 'as a
matter of factitdoes work against the interests of theAmerican farmer?
Senator LADD. That is 'ust what I stated.
Senator McCUMBER. fiat is so, without any possible question.
Senator LAwn. There is no question there for a moment.
Senator MOCPUMnfR; Because it allows the miller at any time:
- Wtht we -area little short of wheat and our prices would be increased,
and the Canadian prices lower, to reach over and to get all of "his
grain in- Canada instead of making a demand here and compelling
the American grain to move?
Senator LADD. That is it.
Senator Svoot. There is one other question Mr. Bell laid great
stress upon for the committee to act'upon favorably not onilyto
assist the millers themselves but the farmer general?, and that is
this: He wanted what other wheat there was imported from Canada
into the United States in bond for exportation, that all of the flour
in the bran come in free and not be counted 'as wheat, but to come in
free as shortsand bran. I suppose voutwould not agree with that.
Senator LADD. I would not agree with that for a moment at all.
Senator SwOOT. In other word, you take 44 bushels of wheat and
whatever the duty may be upon the 44 bushels that 41 bushels
7 would be reduced in wheat by the amount of the pounds of branI
and shorts that would come from those 44 bushels?
Senator LADD. Yes, in other words, 30 pounds out of the 100.
i
(Senator Ladd thereupon introduced the following statement:)

WHEAT CON5UMTION IN THE UNITED. STATES.
Did the sbf wheat forf in the United States de e nearly 1 bushel per ca ita
during the crop year J920-21 -c mred With the av
prewar consumption?
That is what the statistics would lead us to believe, yet reason is against it.. No ecoxiiterial
nomic'--condition~s; arose during, tlieC:'y',ear
which c~oul~d'h~ave
causedysuchaa,
reduction in ,the' consumption mthe prewaraverage, yet an analysis of statistics
for the: 192021 crop season makes it appear that the Nation -g tly reduced its wheat
diet.: ::fbutfwhen a propositionn -ru contrary to reasn one naturally turns to look for
awy out.' In thisce the way out seems to be the conclusion that there were somewheie large unaccounted-for supplies of wheat and flour at the beginning of the crop
season, July 1, 1920.
Theecrop harvested in the summer of 1'920.was officially estated at 78t 000,0
eat in famers' hands oiJuly 1, 1920,was officially estimated at 48,000,000
bushels.
bushels and stocks of-wheat and fou6tr in second handsthat i, wheat in terminal
and country elevators, and flour: in terms' ofwheat, at cin centerwere unoffion hand at the
cially estimated at 103,000,000 bzshs;i a total of c and suppliess
beginnng f the% crop ya'rof 938,000000 bushe~ls in diinteewrmot
of b70000 bushels & wheat and flour cmutedas wt fromCanada dupn .the
year for domesticconsuiiption. The total supplies were therefore 995,000,000 bushels.
Exports during thec rop'year July 1, 1920, to June 30, 1921, were 362,000,000
bushels. This, deducted from the supplies, left 633,000,000 bushels for domestic
use and carryover on July 1, 1921. The quantity of wheat in farmers' hands on'that
date was officially estimated at 54,000,000 bushels, and the stocks in second hands
were unofficially estimated at 25,000,000, a total on hand of 79,000,000 bushels.
Deducted from' the net supplies of 633,000,000 bushels this left 554,000,000 as the
ntity used for sfood and seed from July ],-1920, to June 30, 1921, according to
Thestatistics
The foregoing is summarized in the following table:

Table: Sup lies, exports, and consumption in the 1920-21 crop year.

Table: [No Caption]
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Supplies, exports, and cnsumption in te 1920-fl crop year
.. 787, 000, 000
Crop harvted in 1 9.......................... bU
do .... 48,000,000
On ratJuly 1, 1920
do .... 103,000,000
In second hands .................
:.... 57, 000,000
Imported during year....do........
995,000,000
Total supplies ..................do.
..L......... do.... 362,000,000
Export .XD...
On farmaJune 30, 1921........................;do .... 64, 000,000
Insecondhand^.d .... 25,000,000
.

..

I .........

........................441,000,000
"L00 00:
Accounted
A cc;u0n
afor.
'0fa;f0fD0
fat
ed0foXr+-:;:i~:-0
.,...........

.................

.............

.

Food and seed.do.554,000,0
On a basis of the official estimate-of population of 106,000,000 on January 1, 1921,
the per capit supplies, taking 664,000,000 bushels as the total for food and seed,

were but 5.22 bushels, compared with 6.36 in- the 11913 prewar period. The
Per cpita supplies food only, allowing 80,000,000 bushels for ed, were but 4.47
busheS. Yet according to a statement by theBureau of Crop Estimates of the
United States Department of Agriculture, ued during the early days of the war,
the normal prewar food requirements of the United' States, not including seed, were
5.3 bushels of wheat. That statement by the Bureau also included an estimate of
food and ied 'requ iements for 1916-17 of 615,000,000 bushels. Food requirements
were put at 540,o 000 and seed at 75,000,000. On a basis of the 1916 population.
this was 6.14: bushels per capita.
This compares closely with the requirements for earlier years, as shown in the
following table, which gives thd average production of wheat, the exports supplies
reserved for food and seed, and the per capita supplies for 20 years before the war:
Averag
er
5-yeaA
*1
periods.
5-year
~exports.,
otes,
09-1.913.... . 69, 000, 000
-......
1904-18 ........
I.......... 870,000,000
30,(000,(000
,
..
. , ., '
1899-1903 i6.8;
,590 000, 000
189s4188 ..................... ........

105 000, 000
115,000,000
190,0000
170,000,000

supplies

cap
reserved.SNe
585,000,000
65,000,000
490,OO0,000

420, 0O,000

6 46
6 30
6 00

Imports of wheat and floiurd'uring the years included in the table were unimportant.
No account is taken of the carry-over of wheat from' one crop year to another, for in a
eriee of years the carry-over is equalized, or approximately so. That is, a large or a
small cover"in any one year is lost in the average.
All the evidence i against the correctness of the 1920-21 statistic, which show but
5.22 bushels per cata u for food and seed. The estate by the Bureau o Cp
Estimate. of .3 bushels for food only, as a normal requirement before the war, and
6.14 bushels for food and seed in the 1916-17 crop year; an annual average of 6.35
bushels used for food and %seed in the 1909-1913 period, 6.45 bushels in 1904-1908,
6.30 bushels in 1899-1903, and 6 bushels in 1894-1898, based upon official production
and export figueall this constitutes an overwhelming mass of evidence against the
1920-21 statistics of suppliesl.
Let us revie thos statistics on abasis of the 1916-17: requirements of 6.14 bushels
per capita for food and seed. This is a fair basis and below the average of the 15 years
preceding the war. Taking 6.14 bushels as the per capita requirements, and 106,000,000 as the population, the total requirements of the country were 650,600,000
bushels, or 96,000,000 more than the 554,000,000 shown by the statistics to have been
used for food and seed.
Now, how can this invisible 1)6,000,000 bushels of wheat be accounted for-invisible.
except when a large part of it was exported and so was necessarily recorded at the
seaboard.
Because the demand for flour was dull throughout the country during the early
months of the 1920-21 crop year, it was asserted by some members of the grain trade
that consumption had decreased. The statement was made that consumption of
wheat for the year would show a decrease of 50,000,000 bushels.
Yet a decline in the demand for flour did not necessarilv indicate'decreased consumption. It probably meant that hoarded supplies were being used.: In fact, it is
quite certain that the decreased demand for flour was the result of that very con-

Table: Exports of wheat and wheat flour from the United States, by months and countries, July, 1920, to June, 1921.

hig
ditlon. During the prolonged
t Augut 112 hh
k&price.ptoao
was wid SOP
reatha istwf,4.elaLu
imprinsion
tOrmch
abuchl2O
&pric The
_~~ve$
result Wam that- mnho-usswesie throngiu-t the co~ had hoarded £ few sack

of flour. Thasoad made u)p' an invia-ble supply a
oeo bushels in terms 9f
Pobab
Whea,.
000000 but hardly.A
one
500,0;frthe latter would
If thin invisible supply amounted to 40 000,000 buselthis accounts for that much
of the emn ders of 960000 00 Lbus ~iencnumtouuig h 902 crop
Lgcly consump
year' Yet tIs stlll ave w4,0,000 bushels ncontdf
tion did not dece taMuch, orthrayeonoblivtattdedteased
at all. 4oti
uacune-o 56000,0 buhl of wheat must be looked for elsewhere, but where? Weewas it whnI h saitcs were gathered showing th.
amount of wheat and flour on hand on July 1, 192? The exports included it, but
there is nothing to show from what invisible source of supply it appeared.
.&cporte ofWheat an wheat Ul
ro h united State,~by month. amd countries, July,
190Youne, 1911.

mesan

Exported
toflour.
When.

Greece.

Exported to-

~~flour.

Total.

...

......_
~~~~~~~3,00

.'in:

Wha"t.

Buake. Buhiu..A
~~~~~~~Burt.
472,000
:Poand......106,000
UIItI dhOI
631,060 06i660n0m
Ai300
36,O
7,476,000
Si27 0m Others...... !,004,000

Bends.
Asahi..Asahi
3,12 00

~~~100,0
31000
. ,,00
s~~~~~usinoan
nan.
oi..ooo1
Oma,

Belgium .
Frame
.

Total.

2,187:000~~3,112,ml

Total....

2,404,00

835,8,000 34,688,000

AUGUST, 1920.
Belgium .
F
Germeny.
Ores .
Italy

.WOOJ
Poland . 15,000
8,0
~~~77,000 2,8M,0
,0,00susmo0o
Ussundm
n m,
iiiii0
00601
nooo0
M066
thm.m
o,u1s,m
9,317,0

.&
..nce
66,000
~~~~~7,000
.........

..
6..

3, 000;

7sin:ITotal....1,107,000 27,804,ODD

31,674,000

13*1= .. ,000
,446,0 1,53000
Poad.
.
8,0
00
NFbrlandse.
;M ,e,:ooo
2,vios
ntduna
aoo
'.tw~o
0

549,~~~I 00 is,43,0,a s 000
26?9000Wila
1,006,1,0
6,3...
Toal
5,.au00
0,000 13,771,000 34,994, 000

Germany
107,000
008,000
Ores. .3,000.
. 1,35,000
15,~'00

Gre.......

Others

.

OCTOBER, 1920.
Belgini

.

.......

Us.....

2 311,000.
~~~~73,W 1,2, OK000
OD 2,
000
60,0100 .1,740,000 2,019,000

.........

0

215,00o

........

3,87'5,000W

U ited

.....

700.......

3

0

Kingdcom ....... 212,000 14,401,000 (5, 3'?, 000
000 Otbers ....... 1,001,000 46,64000 .II1, 000
4&,642,000
Total .... 1,607,00 35, am, 00 43,014, 000
NOVEMBER, 1990.

Begium ....

3, 322, (f
117,000
,0 2,4400
53,000O
1,117,000
Gee. 2,000 709,00
3,623000
'Mi nafd~s:..... I 162,7,00090D 3,0,000
.
1ra1
Germany......

33,47 00

Poland...... 7,00.33,000
O,4W00 Units! Kingdom ...... 18,0
,789,000 ,613,000
1,366000
716,0
Others....,000.7,161,0 9,7 23,00
363000
Total. 1,101,000m 28,005,000o098,0
MO0,00
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Axipor Of whaet and wheat fiow'from te Ui ted Statin, by month. and countries, July,
19*0, to June, 19*1-Continiuid,
DECEMBER, 1920.
Exported to- -Flour.

Wheat.

Belgium.
..
Flam

Barret. Bwakk.e
9,000 ~4, &7, 000
3, M1, 000

Italy..
Notberlends:

8,~~~~~
1l9; ow l,6043,XN

Germany.....
..r......

1",000
143,0(XK)
84o000

-Exporte to.-

Total.

Buhafte:.
4,599,000
3,34400

Poland......
XIng2,752000 dom .....
38,000 Others.....

U8,IOS00

......

Ml9, N

United

5,900,000

2,l7,

Total...

0

Wheat.<Total,

Flour.

Bwrrt.; Bushek.
.
1,000
61,000 2,083, 000
6.4.,00 8,68000
.

I

...

952,000D 26,89600

Bu.a&..

2,000
2,358, 000
8,7"00,00
3Q, 179,000

JANUARY, 1921.
Belgium
France
Germany

.
.

Ital
Nethrlands...
..........

9~~,00
~~~2,000

~~167,000
4,000

2,816,000 Poland-Danzig.
2,004,000 United Kingdom

2,74,0
1,9700

S,04I-VOOO

4, 291,000

,5,1 3000
41,000 1,048000

5,122,000

13,00

518,000

193,000D 3,382,00
Others 0.....62,000 2,752,000
oa

..

Toa

,4,0
6,738, 00
,9,0 1 ,OD2,16 O
128,002134,00 2716,0

FEBRUARY, 1921.
Belgium
Germany
Greece .

Fra-Ital....

.....

Nothrlads....

~~13,000
1,000
104,000O
~~~76,000
3,000
58,000

2,070,000
53,000
:Poland-Danzig.
240, 000
United Kingdom 256,000 4,81t5; 000 5,674,00
1,616,000 Others
4,865,000
462,0010
1,M60,000
3,733,000
9, 000
2,796,000
Total....1,024,000 18,460,000 23,076,000

2,010,000'
1,610,000:
4,098,000
.........
2,780,000
1,691,000

....

......

1,964,000

MAC,1921.
Belgium .
~~8,000
1,681,000
Francs .
1,000
OM
796,0O00
Germany
. ~~262,000 3,129,000
976,000
Groeme...
136,'000
Iay
..........3,961,000
Not1 dsr.a.d j
83,000 1,069,000

I 1,016,000

Poland.Danzig.
799,000' United Kingdom

4,202000
1,682,000
3, 901,000D

1,431,000

234, 0001. .....1,066,000
270,000 1,343,000
2,569,000
Others
387 , 000 1,7656,000 3,498,000
Total....1,370,000 144,599,000 20,763,000
......

8,00 Poland-Dantig
163,0
8000
Belgium20,000 717,000
741,000
4 M.900 7,157,'000 9,134,000
84,00
United Kingdm
Fae.3.._,00 .70,000.
242,000
Germkany...
S62,000
1,941,000 Other's...... 578,000 2,209,000 4,810,000
Greece
.... 36,000 69,000
857,000
Italy.
3,000 4,246,000 4,250,000
Total....1, 501,0001)641 D 2 0,0
.

Netherlan~d-q.....

107,000 1,687,000

2,170,000

~MAY,
Bf~~ouin
18,000
Fralsee
3,000 ~~~213,000
.
182,000D
1,923,000
1,000 1,533,000

Germany.....
Ocece
.
Itay
.........

Nehdns..

3000D 8,119,000
000

14600OD 1, 182,

1921.

4 ~~~oland-Danzig
United Kingdlom!
.
Others.
......

225,0
742,:000
OD

2,
1,537,00
8,131,000

..l~u..... 2,002.3,0
.

Net~erlands

4,000 7,949,000
189,000D 2,802,000

46,0

0,,
1)835,oo

2,166,00

4,180,000D

7,967,000

3,6,51,000

70,0
1,1.500

5,265,000

3164,0

-

Poland-Danzg..

..United KIngdom
......
200,000 3,290,000
Ge .....y
Oreeco............
912,000
913,000D Others...
........

12,00
300
184,
3, 000

Total.... 126500
CKi25,932, 0003164OD

JUNE, 1921.

France

145 000

307:000
8,A
6 0

15,0......
413,000
564,00

Total...l1,540, 000

704, lWO

5,547,00'0' 406,000O
2, 69, 000: 5,190,000
7,

M25M

2,192000

Table: [No Caption]

Table: Schedule A.- Comparison betwe n quotations of Huntley & Palmers' English biscuits, National Biscuit Co., and Lo se- Wiles Biscuit Co.
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TARIFF H-ARING8.

: BICUIT8.
0
:
f:
00: .
0[Pagrph 734.J BRIEF OF W. A:. MLVILLE RRPBRSNTING RMIDGWAYS (INC.)
T;20
flW
onK CITY.
We would pecfuliy request your due coideration and revision of the rate
proposed
by the House bill, which reads"Biscuits,
wale,., cake, cakes, and similar baked articles, and puddings, all the
foregoing by whatever ne nown;, ether or not containing chocolate, nut.,
fruit, or confebtionery, of any kind, 28 pe centum' ad valorem."
proposed to take the place of paragraph 14 of the preent tariff bill, which reads"Biscuits bread, waters, cakes, and other baked article., and puddings, by whatever name known contaiining chocolate, nuts, fruit, or confectionery of any kind,
and without regard to the component material of chief value, 2&per centum ad valorem,"
The new proposed parraph makes all bicuit, etc., dutiable at 28 per cent ad
valorenl, as against the present duty of 25 per cent ad valorem, only on those containing chocolate, fruit, nuts, or confectionery of any kind.
We respectfully submit that the new duty of 28 per cent ad valorem on plain biscuits is:.
(0) From a protective standpoint unnecemary, as these imported biscuits are higher
in pricp wholesale than the domestic products are retail. See Schedule A, attached
showin comparisons between imported biscuits, ex duty, and domestic official
quotations.
(6) Prom a revenue standpoint very little revenue, if any, will be received, as the
f newr proposed duty would aiike prices too high to permit imports to compete in any
way irith domestic products..:.
Messrs. Huntley & PalmerL
(Ltd.) are lrge buyers of Ameican flour, being the
largest Europeanlbuscuit manufacturers, the sgner-of this having seen in their warehouses at Reading, England, in June, 1921, a floor piled high with flour from MinneWe submit that any excessive rates of duty would tend to check their buying
apolis.
of Amerip supplies when such rates restrict their business with this country.
The following value of imports (figured at $4 to .1 sterling) show that no tariff is
nuecewary for protection:
.191..1220
14907...................
1908 .............. 189,948 1912.103, 932
I 93125,320
1909.~~~~~~~~~~196,900
134,900 1 1920:.
0
1:03,0S44
19t10.134,0104
:.103,044
...:
We respectfully submit, therefore, that the plain kinds should he allowed to enter
free of duty as at present.
ScHEDULE A.-Ca reoon between quoatio of Huntley & Palmer' English biscuit.,
national Biscuit Co., and Loon- Wies Biscuit Co.
[Cents per pound.j
Bits.
;000

Huntley

Loose. National

wholes

retail

price,

..
.8
(H. & P. Kindergarten)
Alphabets
Animals (B. & P. Zoological))..

37
Arrowroot.I
27
:l42
Albert..40
32
. .....
43
20
ButtertThin (H. & P. Butter Finger)
Dinner.<
-M
Five O'ClockokTa
(OVal Rich Tea) .....................................J
42:.......:..10
37
Ginger 8nA (H &P. Ginger Nuts) ..
..........t
.
43
Oatmeal (H. & P. Oaten).
.....
16
.....

:

..

.

.....:,,:,....,,,,,.,,...................

...... 23

..........

........

.

.

Petit Beure.r
Sod acrackers ...............................i
30
Sugar
Fingers (H. & P. Sugar Waters) ..84
Vanilla wafers
84
..

retil

prices,
prcsS,
June
192D .luve
1921.t

P

32

,

.....

.

..........

25

28
2S
32
32

20

40
32
10
18
32

14
35
32

I aiWd down New York, ex duty.
SSubject to discount of 10 and 15 per cent.
Norm.-Huntley & Palmers' prions figured at $4 to pound sterling. Comparison covers biscuits of the
sme names put out by all three compmniqe.
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APPLES.

[Paragaph 735.]
STATEMENT OF HON. WESLEY L.- JOlN, UNITED STATES SEN-

ATOR FROM WASHINGTON.
Senator JowzEs of Washington. The House has putthe tariff atC 25
cents a bushel on a pplea, paragraph 735. As I understand it, the

tariff placed on apples bt Canada is 30 cents a bushel. I think tiat
there ought to be an equal tariff.. If Canada is going to put 30 cents
a bushel on- apples I think we should have 30 cents a bushel also.
Ours is the market of course, that they are very desirous of getting
into. It is the big market. The apple growers in our section of the
country have felt this cornetition very greatly.
Senator SM0,or. Where (foes Canada raise apples that come in competition with yours?
Senator JONES of Washington. To the north of our State they have
a big irrigation development, north of what is known as the Okanogan 'alley, and they produce a great many apples uip there.
In the emergency tariff the figure was 30 cents. 1 suppose you will
have a general provision in the bill under which, if the tariff is raised
in any other country and it is deemed wise to have it raised in this

country it 'can probably .be done?

Senator SMoor. It will if I have my way about it.
Senator JONES of Washington. I hope it will be done. We had a
provision in the emergency tariff bill with reference to apples, providing that where the tariff on apples of any other country is raised
above 30 cents, then our tariff would be raised; in other words, so
as to maintain an equality. That is all our people ask-an equal
tariff.
I do not know why the House made it 25- cents instead of 30 cents.
I talked with Mr. Hadley, our Member on the committee, and lie
did not remember what thie reason was, if there was any special reason given. Our people want 30 cents, and that is what the Canadian
tariff now provides.
BLUEBERRIES.
[:Pargraph 737.]
STATEMENT OF EDWIN X. FRnY, HARRINGTON, ME.

Senator HALE. Mr. Chairman, during the last few years the blueberry industry has been taken up extensively in my State, and weaire
trying-to build it up. I have asked Mr. Frye, who is a blueberry can.ner from Washington County, Me., to come here and tell you about it.
They are asking for some raises in the tariff as provided by the
House, and I will ask Mr. Frye to state the case.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to hear him.
State, for the information of the committee, your full name.
Mr. FRYE.. Edwin M. Fre.
The CIIAIRIfAN. Where do you reside?
Mr. FRYE. Harrington, Me.
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TheCina.- What is :your businss
Mr. Fai-. Blueb cwner.
The:kC:MaaNa Willyou state to: the committee your views on
h of the bill are you addressing yourself
ith subject? What pa
toV~Mr. Fan. To para& ph 737.
The n N.
is it you want there I
Mr. Fn. We thought that the rates were not quite enough for
protection.
Senator SMoOT. You mean the evaporated?
Mr. Fan I am talking about blueberries-either in the raw
bery or the caned berry.
Senator SMooT. Berries edible are 1 cent a pound?
Mr. Fan. Yes. A bu~sel of blueberries weighs 42 pounds.
Senator SMOOT. That is.42 cents-a bushel?
Mr. aEn. Yes.
The (aas.What is ityouwvant
Mr. Fan. We think w'eought to have If ceAts per pound instead
Senator SMOOT. Are they worth $2.40 a bushel?
Mr. Fan. Yes; they are worth more than that.
Senator SvoOT. How much more?
Mr. FRn. The berries at the factory are worth about $3.50 a
bushel.
there many importations of these berries ?
Tle (An .
Mr. Fanl. Well, there are-some.
w How may?
The C
Mr.- nFa. Well the importations ought not be great, because
two-thid of all t bees that are packed are razed m Maine.
But- there have been some importations.
Senator TC 8. Fm Canada?
Mr. Fars. FRom Canada.
The CHn . Well, how many?
Mr*. Farm. Well, I think perhaps there have been 2 to 10 per
cent importation.
Senator' HMtZ. Please explain to the committee about openingup
the Crown lands.
Mr-*. Fan. I was going to -ay that blueberries in Washington
County, Me., and in fact all overJMaine, are sold for the best beres
that grow. But, there ae 29,000 to 30,000 square miles in the whole
State of Maine, bounded by Canada, and the idea in Canada is that
they are talking of opening up the Grown lands there for blueberries.
In Maine, while the blueberry business is inl its infancy here, we have
started to lay out a lot of money for raising them. In fact, they
have increased the capacity for raising blueberes 100 per cent in
the last five years, and they would be a great deal more than that in
the five years to come, because they have just got to work in good
shape. But they can raise blueberries in -the Crown lands in Canada,
which are near us. Washington County, Me., is bounded by Canada,
where most of the blueberries grow-the 'whole north and east of Us.
Senator SMOOT. Are you a raiser of berries?
Mr. FRYE. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. You are not a manufacturer ?
Mr. FRYE. Yes; :I::both raise and manufacture.
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Senator SOOT.00Then I suppose you would wwant different rates
provided for the canned and-preservedJberries, wouldyou?
Mr. Fn.v Thi t rate of 20 per cent does not compute favorably
wi:ththerate igl 1909, when we had 35 per cent, because the price of
blueberries has advanced. In 1909 No. 10 blueberries sold at $4.50
a dozen; in 1920 they sold at $9.50, or more than twice as much;
that is, the -canned berry.
Senator SMooT. Of course, then, the duty is more?
Mr. Fny. Yes; but they are not more per cent.
Senator SMOOT. No; but more in dollars and cents.
Mr.. Fan. So we would like to have 25 per cent for the canned
and 14 per cent for the raw.
-The blueberry growers of Maine have asked me to come before
you and to say that because of the outlay of labor and capital there
in Maine put out to grow blueberries they feel they would have
to have quite a protection until we get the industry further developed than it is at present.
The CHumaNw. Have 1ou filkd any statement in writing?
Mr. FRYE. I have no brief, but here is a short statement from
Jasper Wyman & Son, Milbridge, Me.
Thieraining and can of blueber in the State of Mane isalmost wholly done

in Washington County. The~appr
e sales of canned blueberie for this county
for the business season of 1920 was $1,200,000, the product of 11 factories operati
there. There'were blueberries also that were shipped fresh to the market in small
boxes packed in crates in addition to the above.
There are- two factomesin Hancock CountY and two in Knox County. The output
of thee two couiities would be about $240,000. There are blueberries shipped from
these county s crates for the market as m Washbington County.
The farmers are juit learning, inl the above counties, how to cultivate blueberries
on a large scale profitably, for this reason the production in the State of Maine is
inoresstn each year.s
The land usF for this purpoe is valued accorditg to the quality of the land for
for the extent to whichithf been cultivated for this
blueberry production and
particular purpose. It vaies, therefore in value from $4 to $100 per acre
Wahiton Couty border on Canaa, where there are ite a ood many blueberrie r d lge part ofowhich come to theUnitd States. The- blueberes
there are raied on what is:known ag "the queA land :on:which no stumpage is
charged. To allow these blueberries to be shipped into the United States on a taiff
onea thathe McKinley tai wouldbe a severe blow to the indutr here, an industry
just in its infancy on secanntof the fat that, as above stated, the farmers throughout
the sections where the blueberries grow are just learning to cultivate them succen
fully. The crop in Washbington County is gathered it after e haying season at
a time when there is not much else going on. The picker with their whole famiiies
move right onto the bluebery fields and earn enough money there in from four to
six weeks to stock them up with their winter supplies.

Senator. HALE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to state that while the
duty was a cent a quart in 1909 and is a cent a pound now, which
amounts to 14. cents a quart, yet the protection afforded is not as
eat because the berries have gone up very much since that- time.
n1909 the price of berries was somewhere around 6 cents a quart,
and now, as I understand it, you have to pay 8 or 10 cents a quart
and sometimes more. Is not that true?
Mr. FaYE. The average price. or the last three years has been 16
cents per quart, as compared to 6 a 7cents in 1909.0
0 that is allowedI now is: not nearly
Senator HALE. So the percentage
as higas s witwas on the -1909 price, when berries were much lower.
The CHtAIMAN. The committee will give your statement very careful consideration.

0~X=
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[Paragraph 238.J

STATEMENT OF NON. WESLEY L. JONElS

UIbTED

ATOR FROM WABNI~dTON

STATES8 SEN-

In the House bill the tariff on cherries is 14 cnsa pound, paragphS738. I know that our cr o es ink that i
least 2 cents a pound.
beat0
f Senator
$MOCUoMsBtEE. That is the way that it is in the emergency
bill.
Senator JoxNs of Washington. Yes.
Senator SUrHEiRAXD. Is that the marashino
cherry
St000V;0
Henator JONES of Washington. Them are fresh cherries, or cherries in brine. Under the existing tariff law, or, rather, under' acon-f:
struction of the-preent lawr by tbe (lej)lrtinent, cherries sent hele in
brine were I think admitted free.
Senator §MoOr. Yes.
Senator. JoNEs of Washington. And that worked a very great
hardship upon our people.
Senator SxooT. We have it here 14 tents in brine or fresh.
Senator JONES of Washington. Yes; that is
y the Housebill
is, fresh or in brine. Our people think the tariff ought; to be 2 cents
a pound.
; I am just calling it to your attention. It was that way, as you say,
in the emergency bill.
Senatr MCCUMJxR. I think it was raised to 3 cents in the ernergency bill.:
Senator Jow.s of Washington. They think that 2 cents would.
fairly well meet the situation.
Senator McCuxnsxi. Of courad, you know that there has ben a
great deal of testimony here and -there have been very'earniest objections to the increase of the tariff on cherries. You seem to labor
under one disadvantage that YOU rais too good a cherry out there;
it is tdo big. You do not sg near as many to a qUart; and therefore
when YOU want to put a cherry on the top Of a Dpiee of ice cream Or
of that kind, if they buy. a quart of foreign cherries they
something
can cover so many more pieces with them that they are desirous o0
not allowing You with your bigger cherries, to force them over
their smaller ones.
Senator JoNES of Washington. I hope that you will help us 't
keep up the size of our cherries.
JAMES A.EhNSTI0
P
DNT OF TH3
RS
KUNtRoM
TOHIO.
WX so:BAOx.
:: 0.-M
co t : ATI;0O

STATEMENTIOF

:

Mr. RHsiNSTROM. The proposed tariff, on page 101, paragraph

738, line 12, reads:

(herries in their natural state or in brine, 1$ cent. per pound; marmachino cherries
and cherries prepared or preserved in any manner, 20 per cent adl valorem.

We produce in large quantities maraschino cherries, glac6 cherries',
and assorted glac fruits, and already find ourselves in a position
where we can not compete with the foreigners who are packing
similar goods, which are entering the United States under the
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Underwood, tariff of 20prcent'] ad valore-m. This cond ition exists
h
by us slast
with us eve'nowith uig raw ifit that was purca`ed

year before the present emergency

tariff was int effect, andthat, as

you know, provides a duty of 3 cents per pound foncherries in brine,
which dutywe continually opposed,hut without avail.
As it Is the intention of the revised tariff to protect: American'n
industry and labor, we feel It our privilege as well as duty to ask
that it be so drawn as to fill its purpose.
While the western grower thinks he will be benefited with a tariff
on raw cherries, he is laboring under a delusion, for the majority of
the fruit imported is of a size that is not. grown on the coast, the

foreign cherry being smaller, and therefore domn (ded by certain
;trade because it can be used to better advantage and more economically, and if they can not secure from us they will import the finished
article from abroad. We (lo, however, sell some larger cherries,
similar to the Royal Anne variety.
During the past summer I have seen some hfesh Royal A:nne
cherries offered on the Cincinnati market early in the season at $1f
per pound retail, and,-later, down to 50 cents per pound. With
this condition existing I can see no reason why we, as Amierici:fan
manufacturers, should be penalized, when the western grower receives such remuneration- from this source, together with the (lemand
for cherries for canning, which is of enormous' proportions.
If we must pay duty on raw material it will mean that we will be
p laced in a- position where we can not hope to compete with the
foreigner in our own market. He will process the fruit abroad and
send the finished article to the United States; we will be eliminated,
and American labor will suffer through the loss. Thousands now
employment.
01engaged in the industry will be without
To emphasize the point that the small-size fruit only grown abroad
is demanded by our trade, I am offering a price list, marked "14EXhibi t
A1A," dated February 1, 1921, which was published by one of the
Western cherry preservers, in which the following appears:
We can also furnish ten, to twelve hundred count Italian imported cherrie, at:
$3.25 per gallon in 60-gallon barrels.
Upon glancing over this price list you will see that the price
:quoted for the Italian imported cherries is -higher than any quotaion listed for any size of the large domestic cherries. The fact that
they are quoted at a higher price certainly is proof positive that
the competition of the imported raw cherries is not interfering in
any way with the profitable growing of fruit on the coast. These
Italian cherries quoted by the western cherry packer were originally
imported in brine, and cured on the coast. Why, then, should any
duty be levied on raw material which will simply mean that the
packers will be driven out of business, and their products supplanted
by the finished cherries which will come from abroad?
The saying "One man's loss is another man's gain," will not work
out to the advantage of the westerner, because by having us eliminated he will be competing with the foreign packer of the finished
product, as I said before, and if any gain is to be derived it will be to
the manufacturer abroad instead of the grower in this country.
It has always been our contention that, aside from the size of the
fruit, insufficient cherries have been raised on the coast to satisfy the
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requirements of this county, :In evidence of this I am offering a
telegram dated July 6, 1921, which was sent to us by the largest
fruit-pacidng concern on the coast in response to our inquiry for
raw chemes, and which reads as allows;
Sorry advise does not look like will be position pack cherries account crop conditions,
which means shortage all over country. If succeaful secung necemy stock, etc.,
will advise but can not jive anything definite. We regret these conditions and our
inability take care your kind inquiry ts instance. Accept our appreciation.

We feel that the tariff should be drawn eliminag the duty of
a cent and a: half per pound on raw cherries, and should provide for
a duty on the finished article of 1 cent a pound and 35 per cent ad
valorem, which was in effect under the Payne-Aldrich Act.
We positively need this protection on raw and finished fruit if
we are to continue in the business, and not to have our years of
work cast aside.
We know that our business is still in its infancy, and-if t tariff
is revised as we outline, it will be commensurate with our cot,6and
place American goods iin competition with the foreign packd. We
have superior articles that are worthy of such protection, that will
guard their continued production.
GLCS CNDIED AD
PRESERVEDflT.
FRWUITS.$
0 0 ; 0 0;;GLA>~lCSBIE,
AM~
SSBli
(Paragraphs 738, 741, 746, 746, 747, 748, and 749.]
STATZIINf OPMARIO NAZIZZANO EBPZRSENTING THE CAUSSE

MANUVPAOThRRFG & Io., BOUNDBROOK, N. Z.
Mr. NAmzAwio. My name is Mario Narizzano, and I am vice president and general manager of the rausse Manufacturing & Importing
J.

Co., of Boundbrook,:N.
The (Causse Manuactg & Importing Co. is the oldest American
packer and manufacturer of gla6, -candied, and preserved fruits.
:00000
;:::heplant of the cornanyis located at Boundbrook, N. J. Itpays.
mericanscale o wages and employs between 75 and 100 peope
00
the
throughout the year. In addition to its direct operations the various
allied trades are materially benefited., such as sugar refiners, corn products box and paper manufacturers, American colors, etc.
Thetariff act:of1913serious menaced all manufacturers ofglac6
fruits thriugh the duction of duties from theact of 1909 inasmuch
as the larr proportion of glac6 fruits were imported from Prance and
Italy. The World War alone permitted Amercan manufacturers to,:
continue operations under the conditions of the act of 1913, because
it made impossible the shipment of similar goods from France and
Italy.
&iSenator SmooT. Do you want the Payne-Aldrich rate, the same as
Mr. Rheinstrom?
Mr. NAUZNO. Yes, 1909.
Senator ShooT. That is what you w ant?:
Mr. NAiZZANo. Yes.
Senator Smoot. You may proceed:
Mr. NnzzANo. During the period of the war American manufacturers were; called upon to supply American consumption in its en-tirety, thus necessitating a very large increase in their production,
enlarging of plants, and consequent heavy investment.
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The proposed tariff)A. R:. 7456, in the various para aphs covering
glae6 and poresented fruits not only provides no relief, ut apparently
is identical with the UnderwoodAct of 1913. In effect it practically
means rui to the erican manufacturers, because of the fact that
;Francea and Italy have now resumed their exportations; to the United
States, extensive in volume and at prices far below Ameican cost of
production. For example: French glac6 cherries are being imported
to-day and sold in the American market at a price of about 25 cents
per pound, duty paid. This price is at least 7 cents per pound lower
than the American cost of production.
In our own case last year, on account of these renewed importations
from France and Italy, we were unable to show any profit whatever
on our business. This year it is even worse, and we can not foresee
anything but a substantial loss. It is thus apparent that American
manufacturers can not continue to operate if the present or proposed
duties are continued effective.
The act of 1913, as well as the preceding acts-1909, etc,-allowd
the importation of fruits in brine, which is the larger part of our raw
material (and not edible as imported), on the free list. The proposed
H. R. 7456 not only follows the act of 1913 on the finished product,
but imposes a further hardship on American manufacturers by placing
a duty upon fruits imported in brine.;
It is thus easy to see that should the proposals of the bill H. R.
7456 be enacted into law, including this duty on fruits in brine, the
effect upon American manufacturers can not but be totally ruinous.
We protest that there should be any duty on fruits imported in
brine. It is very essential to the American manufacturers that they
be permitted to import their raw material when necessarv without
the burden of a duty, which immediately creates a material hardship
as to'\cost of production.
It is our recommendation, in which we believe we have the hearty
support of every American manufacturer of glac6 fruits, that the
minimum duty on all glac6 and preserved fruits be placed at 1 cent
per pound and 35 per cent ad valorem. In making this request of
your committee we are merely asking- that you reestablish the duty
as provided in the act of 1909, paragraph 274. We trust that the
judgment of your committee may give us even a greater measure of
protection, because of the marked difference in costs and conditions
as between 1909 and the present time.
:0H. R. 7456, as at present written, seemingly presents marked
opportunities for misinterpretation. Its division of paragraphs is
apparently full of ambiguities. Conflict is bound to:follow. Under-H. R. 7456 -our industry is apparently spread out throughout numerous paragraphs, 738, 741, 745, 746, 747, 748, and-749 all applying.
The act of 1913 covered the subject fully and clearly under one paragraph (217), while the act of 1909 did lkewise (paragraph 274). We
earnestly petition your.committee that all glac6 fruits, preserved or
packed in sugar' or having sugar added thereto, or preserved or
packed in glucose, molasses, spirits, or their own juices, be covered
under one paragraph.
If it should be the decision of the committ0eethat it-meisesential for
fiscal or revenue purposes that a duty be imposed on the importation
of fruits 'in brine, then we earnestly petition that a further differ81527-22-scH 7-34
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ential be established which will give the American: manufacturer a
protection equivalent to the amount of such duty on fruits imported
In Conclusion, gentlemen I wish to add my emphatic indorsement
to the mrema of Mr. J. K Rheinstrom, of Cinciinnati, made at the
hearing yesterday afternoon. On account of the lateness of the hour
when Mr. Rheinstrom was heard, I fear that some of the effectiveness
of his testimony may have been impaired. All of us who import
cherries in brine for the manufacture of glac6 cherries and cherries
in sirup (so-called maraschino cherries) believe our situation is one
calling for the earnest support and consideration of your honorable
body. American production is totally inadequate, and it is in fact
impossible to purchase for this purpose more- than -a very small
percentage-less than 10 per cent-of the needs of the country.
Pacific coast cherries are largely sold as fresh fruit. I wish to call to
your attention that the normal consumption ,of the United States of
this commodity-imported in brine-not edible as imported-is
:75,000 barrels. The proposed H. R. 7456 rate of 14 cents on cherries
in brine is in effect a duty of 3 cents per pound to American manufacturers of glac6 or sirup cherries, as the pits, stems, shrinkage,
and sundry losses practically double the rate of duty. We again
request that your committee place fruits in brine on the free list, as it
is a raw material necessary.
CURRANTS.

:[Parph 742.]
STATEMENT OF T. E. BRAD, REPRESENTIfG THE W. H. MARVIN

Co., URBANAA,om1o.
Mr. BRAND. I am here in place of Mr. Charles Brand.
Senator LA FoLnnE. What paragraph do you speak on?
Mr. BRAND. I am speaking on paragraph 742, and the subject is
currants. At least 99 per cent of thecurrants are imported, and
for that reason I would judge that the duty is one for revenue solely.
There are about 15,000 tons of currants imported into the United
States a year, taking an average of over 10 years; and it does not
seem we will be able to import that many ifthe duty-is made 2::
ents. About the only thing we are directl in competition with,
we might say, is raisins, and they.have only p ace a duty of 2 cents
a pound on raisins; and it seems- unreasonable when raisins are the
chief competitor of. currants that a competitor should be charged
24 cents and damaged in the business that would be done, and at
the same time it seems to me there has 'been overlooked an opportunity to protect an industry in the United States, that of cleaning
currants, which is one that amounts to $4,500,000 a year, in not
making the duty higher on cleaned currants coming into the United
States than it does on tho uncleaned or original. These currants
come in here in a dirty condition, and we pay duty not alone on the
currants, but on the dirt imported with the currants. Many times
we Have tried to have relief from that and ask that we-:would be
allowed a percentage that would mean 34 per cent, which is what we
clean out of the currants. So that we not alone are paying 20 or 30
per cent ad valorem duty in 24 cents, but we would be paying 3 per
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cent besides on the dirt imported, which, of course, we can not sell,
or at least we ought-not to.
The increase in duty would produce increased revenue of $300,000 to
the United States, provided we were able to import the same quality of
currants we have heretofore. But I doubt that we will be able to.
At the present time the ad valorem duty amounts to 20 or 30 per cent,
but if we go back to prewar conditions on both raisins and currants, we
will have a price of 4 to 6 cents a pound on them, and then the ad
valorem duty would be so great as to make it prohibitive, for you can
readily see-that at a price of 4 cents, deducting 2J cents would not leave
anything for the freight or for the currants hardly. We have never
hal a higher duty than 2 cents a pound on currants, and it does not
seem there is any reason to-day for making any detrimental increase in
duty to prohibit the use of currants in this country. There are a
great many people here who want currants, and inasmuch as they are
not grown in this country-at least not in any degree that would be
sufficient at all-I understand they have sold some 30,000 pounds
a year in California, but no one has been able to get hold of anj
samples, and we do not know whether it has been clone. Burban
tried to grow currants in California; he produced them in Florida
and wanner climates and acknowledged them a failure.
We would like to see a higher duty on cleaned currants than there
is on the uncleaned, as a protection to an industry that has been
built up here, because over there we have these same labor conditions
that you have all heard of in great quantity here on every subject of
an import nature; and we have these same troubles to compete with,
and where people want currants-we have a geat many people come
here from
and who come here from Greece who are used to
having currants, and they want them, and I can not see that we have
any reason for making it hard for them to obtain them, and we have
the industry here and ready to take care of this business.
Gentlemen, I have come as a substitute for -Mr. Charles Brand, and
I was called by phone from Pittsburgh last night, and I am here without any data and information, and Iwould like to submit a brief.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be Satisfactory to the committee.

England

AND ONIONS.
E
:ONS
(kParagphs 743 and 768.:
STATEXENT OF FREDERICK W. GEIGER, NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. GEIGER. I reside in New York City, and my name is Frederick
W. Geiger. I a pear in the place of Mr. Lippmann, who was suddenly taken sic and could not be here. I would like to file
these two memoranda on the subject of lemons, covered in paragraph 743, and onions, covered in paragraph 768.
Senator MCCUMBER. The briefs will be printed.
BRIEF OF THE NEW YORK FRUIT EXCHANGE.

The New York Fruit Exchange does not oppose the tariff duty of 2 cents a
pound on lemons as provided in the emergency tariff bill and the proposed permanent bill as pawned by the House of Representatives, because of hostility to the
growers of lemons in the State of California.
The membership of the New York Fruit Exchange represents all branches and
elements of the wholesale fruit trade.
A matority of the members of the exchange derive their principal revenue from
trading In California frit.. Thus self-interest alone, if no patriotic or other higher
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motive, would restrain them from tak g or recommending any action which would
be detrimental to the interests of the Calforia producers.
The New York Fruit Exchange is oppoed to Lb. incre in the taiff duty from36
cents a box (apprihXIaly one-hlf of acent a pond to 2 cants a pouiadt 6 approximately $1.50 a box) because of a conviction thalt such an ine
iA unarranted
that as long as such a law remained in force it would give to the California growers
a monopoly2 of the traffic in lemons in the United States that the effect of auch a
monopoly would be to give to the California producers an operators a'n opportunity
to manipulate the mret at will, thus compelling consumers to pay inordinately
high prices for lemons, or go without them; and that lemons being a necessity and
not a luxury,- no action should be taken by the Government to artificially raise the
price of them.
The New York Fruit Exchange opposes a duty of 2 cents a pound, too, because: of
a belief that in the long run it will prove to be diSastrous to the California producers
themselves. It will create false hopes founded upon a mistaken sense of securityand
lead to speculation in' land at advancing prices, thus addin to the already too high
cost of production and provoking resentment upon the part of the mases of the people,
which in time will find expression in reprisals.
This is not merely a theory. One. need but read the tariff history of our country
a rate of duty is a dangerous foundation
to perceive that sich an unstable thin
for a great induser. The folly of erecting a tall and heavy structure on a foundation
.of sand is proverbial.
What is the hist of the tariff on lemons?
Roughly spewing, the California lemon induy@ is'hirdly 30 years of age. In this
brief period of time the rate of duty ha been changed ive times.
heperiod the beginning of the industry as:a commercial factor as the
Setting toof
second administAtion of 'President Cleveland, say 1892, we find the duty as prescribed in the Wilson 'ill: the equivalent-of about 30 cents a box. The industry
grew:'slo'wly at first, bti st'ad'ily. In 1897,iafte the inauguration of President McKinleyv C.5o,,ngtilndertbk a general revisionof the tariff.
Representatives of the California indutry: petitioned for a dutv of 1 cent a pound.
When the 'tariff: bill' known as the IMigley bill 'pasd both Houses of Congress, it
Th imcarried a duty on lemons of three-quarters of I cent a pound.
The industr/ flourhd
is shown by the yearly incre output.
porters of lemons andderiers in fruite throughout the United States ad`uted their
busines to the new :condiions'and acceptedthe
There
matter as settled.
was no
thought of asking for a repeal of the provision of the bill or of a restoration of the
former 16w rate. But it soon appeared that' the California growers were not satisfied.
In the year 1909, after the inaugurationof President'Taft, there was another revision
of the tariff, The Califoriians apparently emboldened by their former success,
asked that the duty on lemons increased to 2 cent a pound. They did not Bet
all they asked for but the duty wa'ssubstantially increased. It was doubled. The
Payne-Aldrich bill was paed, which fixed the rate of duty at 1i cents a pound, or
the equivalent of about $1.15 a box.
The Californians were warned that reprisals would follow, but they disregarded the
warnings and went ahead-as if the matter were settled for all time. Some three years
later there occurrd a gret disaster. A cold wave of unprecedented intenity and
duration' swept over the; citrus-fruit producing sections of Califtornia and the:'emon
crop was practically destroyed. Then-it was that the fruit trade of the country and
of high tariff dutis. -Lemons were imported,
observing consumers learned the'effet
but in no such1 quantities as they:would have been had the operations of the m porters
not been restraied and limited uby the excessive duty'. LemonM sold onsiderably
above the normal prices. Consumers whose incomes permitted them to do so bbu'ht
lemons.: They grunted, but they paid the price. Those who could not pay the rice
went without lemons. Congress met. The Democratic Party was in control. There
was another revision of the tariff;: this time it was downwird. In the Underwood
bill -the- ditty -on lemons was fixed at 36 cents a box. The protests of the California
interests were unavailing. Die predictions; *were made as to- the destruction of the
industry. Butt let us see what actually reaslted. In the seson of 1913-14 2,954
carloads: were shipped. The next season the shipments were 6,851 carloads. In
1915-16 the shipments rose -to 7,200 carloads. The- maximum was reached in the
season of 1918-19, when 10,923 carloads were shipped. These figures represent only
the shipment to points within the United Stats. In the same period there was a
steady growth in the export business. In the saon of 1913-14, 70,075 boxes were
exported. In the season of 19189l the export shipments reached a total of 304,35J
boxes.
Here we have evidence of a healthy growth, yet the spokesman of the California
growers would have us believe that unless protected by a:tariff of at least 2 cents a
pound the industry will be ruined.
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In .A brief,.of the California Citrus League, which was submitted to the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Representatives (p. 1937 of the hearings on general
tariff revision), it is stated that"The bearing lemon acreage in California was largely Planted as a result Of the
stimulus that followed the taiff duty of14 ent per pound in 1909 when theCitrus
ProtectiveLegue pronled * * b that if given the prot&ction asked for, California would suppl&.the entire lemon demind of the .country. The 33,000 acres of
bearn tree, whichnow moretn supply thl requirements of the United States,
were therefore planted bforethe duty was reduced to one-half cent per pornm in
1913, and sa diet result the coug
t' given by the higher Ate.
ty
to two Important particulars.
This statement mit ex
Twelvye ar go a duty of 14 cents per pound wa found to be sufficient stimulus
to encourae awn enormous Increase in the acrea plante to lemons. This being a
bet, why s 'it now necr to- raie the rate to 2.cents a pound?
Tie Mother -patitiita in which% ePrt of their statement in chsllenged by recent
experlee is the Am'pt t hpremis de in 1909 that itigven protection
to the exteat of 11 dents per pound "iforni would suply the entire lemon demand
of the country" al been fulfilled. To refute this assumption one:need but recall
the trend b the pices for lemonsdurin the period extending from the latter part of
the month of Mayi the pretOr to the latter'part of the mouth of July. A warm
wave in the interior.of the country whi moved easit and spread over a vast area,
linkt It came at time when
crested th u hot-weather demand for coo
the wholesale trade had few lemons in ck and only insignificant quantities of foreign
lemons were in transit, because the fear of the passage of the emergency tariff bill
had restrained the importers from making their customary spring contracts. What
was the result? The prices leaped upward in jumps of $1.50 to 52.50 a box at each
successive auction sale. At the crest of the wave, some California lemons sold at
auction in New York City above $15 a box. Prices ranging from $10 to $12.50 a box
were common.
Such imported lemons as were received also sold at the highest prices within the
memory of present-day operators. The prices ranged anywhere from about $7 to
$12.50.a box according to quality and condition. And the retail prices soared in
company with the wholes prices. Consumers were compelled to pay from 75 cents
to $1 25 a dozen,
Californiavwas clearly unable toi supplythe demand. The prices did not recede
to normal levels until lemons were received from the Mediterranean, which the high
prices had encouiraged the trade to import.
At present (Aug. 29,-1921) California lemons of fancy rae are bringing $5 a bo.x,
and those of olce te ar selling up to $4.-50 bi n the- New York auction rooms.
At the last sale of imported lemon, which Ows held- on August 25, the prices ranged
from about $2.50 to $3.50 a box, according to quality aid size.
In the entire peid exuding fr6m Juae 1, 1921, to July 18, 1921, when the do Hand
for lemonswas.gratesthere were sold in the city of New York-only 40 cafloads
(about 16,000 bxes) of California lemons, all rail slipments, and .30,800 boxes which
whic
o
were shipped by wter' by way of the Panama Canal. One of these cargoes,
bos, sold at auction at an averse price of more than $10 a box.
conuste~4of 10W,0
Additiong'facts and S iu almost without iimit mi-ght be citedin tefuitationh'o 'the
claim that a prohibitive duty is needed tto savethe lemon industry of California from
extinction, but enough has been submitted to prove conclusively that' theindustry
has 1Drown enormously in; comparatie few years and that no further protection is
the lemon industry of California is strong
nee6ed:l. up
enough~
stop d aone'iwithout an protectionist all' in the way of a duty on imported
lemons, the New-lYork Fuiit Ex change does not ask for a removal of the (luty. nor
even for; a restoration of the rate of S cents a box as providedA by the Underwood
tariff bill. As' whole,_ the -members' of the' Ne'w: York Fruit Exchange believe in the
of: protection tohhome industries and they regard the impoaiti6n of tariff
duntiple
upon imports from foreign countries as a proper source from which to procure
dutie
the tevrenue needed to defray the neeseary expen of government. Hence they
believe that the duty on lemons may properly be raised, but that it should not be
raised so high as to exclude imports and compel our own people to pay extravagant
price. They believe that the principle of protection should be extended to the
mases of consumers and that it should not be limited to a selected few in favored
indwutries. In their opinion the duty on lemons should not be raised above the equiv-alent of about 75 cents a box. This rate of duty would afford ample protection and
encouragement to the growers of California while malking it possible to import lemons
from the,6Mediterrmnean Without great hazard at times when the production of California should be found to be inadequate to supply the demand.
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w:
Paragph 220 of the act of 1913 i a foloi:
grapefrit, shaddocks, adp
"Lemons,:limes, orAnge,
pomkages of a
capacity of lcubc fit or
13 cents per package; in pa ge of capaity exceeding lj cubic feet and not exceeding 2 cubic feet, 36 cent. per package; in packages
exceeding 24 and not exceedig 5 cubic feet, 70 cents per pkage: in pkages eceeding 5 cubic feet or in bulk, one-half of 1 cet per pound.'
Lemons can not be classed as luxi nor as merely a plesat article o a civilized
dietary.: Tey ae t u esity.In the treatment of febrile diorde and other form
of sickness they xre indispensable. Nothingshould be done to deprive the consumers
of such ia wholesome and necessary artile diet, of medicine, and toilet, or inordinately to raise the price.
The traffic in imported lemon. furnishes employment to thoI
o itien.
and is a source of no inconsiderable revenue to the Gov'ernment ofadof
the Unitd States.
Then is current a great deal of misillfomatio n asto the costof impo
lemons.
So much hia been said in the past as to pauper labor, that the lIbor cost of production
in foreign countries is erroneously re arded asn inlitesimal Item. Yet the fact ir
that in Sicily where virtually all t lemons imported into the United States are
grown, wages iave risen fully 300 pe cent above the rate paid before the late war.
- --th~e proximity expense of deliverng a box of lemon from Sicily, to the port of New
York i a follows:
Liltra'g in Sicily'.....-$0.05
Freight (3 shillings 8 pence). ............................... 70
Insurance .....................
.02
..........
Duty, f, etc., 35 cents a box lua-sata ad valorem duty of 15 per cent on the
shook., when of foreign manufacture) ...................................
4Z
..:.:
Wharfage, about ........................:.2
625
:Cooperage, average:..04
..: ... :
.....................::.f.

coo
::

....:.......:

...

.

0$.-6

..

.............

..

.

.:.

....:;.:...0....,..0.... .0.X...0.....V.:.:...0.:...X..0.i.. ..+.0.:..0.......Q..0X. 4 04

The present depreciated foreign currency is not an advantage to the foreign shippers,
for they buy what they need at home with depreciated currency, and are compelled
to pay in
for the shooks, paper, nails, and fertilizer, which they import from other
countnes.
The expense of delivering a box of leImons from Sicily to the por of New York is
shown to be 1.48 exclusive of the cotofthe fruit.: But high as it is tis amount does
not repreent the cost of delivery to the avnge dealer ho supplies' the consumer.
To ascertain thisi cost, there miut be ddedthe shipi ch at the por of New
York anid the freight-from New York to the intior destination. The center of populationmaiy bestated rouigy to be at Inadlaapolis ad. The rte of freht on lemon.
from New York to Indianapols is 874 cent peri 100 pounds, which is the equivalent
:of 72 cent a box. The shipping chare at the port of New York varies from a Iniumum
of 7 cents a boixfor lighternng,:toa maimum of 26 cent a box for ctage from certain
docks. Placing the avenge chatp t the 19w figr of 10 cents a box, it will be se
that the ex pene incurred in delivering a box o lemons from Siil to tf
center
population the United States is $2.30, exclusive of the cost of the cRetr.
S icily, as stated in the foreoi is virtually the sole. source of import. of lemons.
Following is a table showing thie voume of importations for a period of eight years:

July 1, 1912-13 ....................
2,075,000
2,332, 000
July 1, 1913-14 ...............
July 1, 194-15..
2,20, 000
1,440
July 1, 191616 .....................
L, 000
July 1,1916-17 ...............
1,260, 000
July 1, 1917-18 ..................
......;...........1, 245, 000
312 000
July 1, 1918-January, 1919.
Calendar year 1919.
f
1,007,000
Calendar year 1920..
1, 419, 000
The price of imported lemons Varies according tot
eason. It, is ei by
the law of supply and demand. The lowest price is equialent of about $1.650 and the
highest price the equivalent of $5 a box f. o. b. Sicily. Reckoning over a period of
years, the seasonal average cost is about $2.50 f. o. b. Sicily.
:
Other elements besides price enter into the equation. The imporr mus' ts. .nto
consideration the hazards of an ocean voyage and the probable market fluc .:tions
.
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between the date of purchase and the date of arrival at the port of entry into the
The domestic production of lemons has not laxnuiahed for want of a high protective
tariff. As a matter of fact and of record, the industryhis shown a steady and healthy
The following table shows the annual shipment. from California during the periods
stated:
9.
1912-13....................... 2, 192 191617 ...7,
79914
a , 94 1917-18 .
191 4-1.4.2...........
6,331
1914-15......6........... 6,861 1918-19 ..............
10,923
1916-16
.............. 7,200
1919-20........... 9, 029
In the period from 1912 to about 1917 a carload consisted of 312 to 336 bIoxes. In
the later periods the average car contained 404 boxes.
Until they ear 1912, practically, all the lemons grown in the United Stites4were
consumed in this country.. In the year 1912 the exports became of sufficient volume
to warrant the compilation of statistics. The grow of the export business is shown
by the following table:
Boxes.
Boxno.
191213 .......................81, 949 1916-17 ................... 174, 938
1917-18 ..................
138,35610
191-.14
..................... 70,075
1914-16.122,
914 191-19 .
................304,361
1916-16.
175,070 1199-20..............
276, 519
a
Appended hereuto is statement showing the high and low prices realized for
imported and Californiia lemons intthe city of New York during the period extending
from Jauary 1- 1920, to December 31, 1920
The fruit trae of Newr York City i. in no sense hostile to the protection and encouragement of domestc indiutries through the imposition of tanff duties on articles of
foreign manfacntre. Theybelieve in the piciple. -But they feel that tariff duties
should not be raised so high "-to exclude foi commodities alK ether, thus depriving the Government of revenue anid imposin unwarranted burdens of taxation upon
the consuming public. They believe thi the present rateof duty on lemons were
incrsed, say, 50 per cent, it would afford ample protection to the domestic producer
and make it possible to import sufficient lemons to supply.the wants of our people in
periods of scarcity caused by the partial, or complete, failure of the domestic crop.
Should an excessive rate of duty be imposed, there would be no importations at all in
normal domestic crop years, and the importations in the years of domestic crop failure
would be so limited i quantity a to deprive the consumers at large of lemons, for the
prices under such conditions would rise so high as to place the fruit beyond their
reach.
The imposition of a prohibitive duty on lemons would also be unjust to a friendly
nation, and the principle of excluding the products of other countries through the
medium of excesiv-e tariff duties might invite reprisals which would seriously menace
our growing foreign trade.
A tariff of 2 cents per-potund as a minimum rate would be absolutely prohibitive
and would be increase of approximately 400 per cent on the present duty. At this
point the action of the committee is called to the fact that west of the Miippi
;P
River, where there are no auction sales of lemons, buyers have to pay the price asked
for California lemons, and the freight-rate from New York makes it impractical in that
section of the country to purchase Sicily lemons.
Attention is also called to the fact ;that recently about 2,500 boxes of California
oranges and lemons were sent vaia
the Pan Canal to Philadelphia, and the lemons
wevere reported to have arrived in a very satisfactory condition, and, in fact, better
than the oranges. If this method of transportation proves successful, there will be
quite a saving in the freight as compared with all rail.
Reference has been made to the fact that thl year 1920 was a prosperous one for
growers of Sicily lemons, but it was anything but prosperous for importers, whose
s were heavy and continuous, for the tabulation annexed hereto shows clearly the
small price. obtained for Sicily lemons and part below the cost price. Among the
many charges not heretofore referred to may also be mentioned shipping charges,
varying from 7 to 25 cents per box, and brokerage of 10 cents per box if bought at
auction.
So far as the tariffis concerned1 it is understood that the only desire is to produce
revenue, but at the same time it is not believed that that desire to produce revenue
extends to the point of prohibiting importations entirely, because if importation is
prohibited, clearly there is no revenue from the tariff.

United States.
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Table: We kly prices of California and Sicily lemons, calendar year 1920.
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Our attentdion has been directed to an a~lled t tment tha th cs o roducing
('alifornia lemons is $4.567 delivered in New or *w,h~ile'the average sellIl.ngpriiqe for a
period of116 years has been $3.92. It needs no agment to Eho-wthat this can- not be
correct, because no one can .befle'Ve thtin 6 on years busineffi would be done so
completely at a 10m, and if it were truewa st esi of hetat ensote
representatives for California ta hpoucinolemons has increased, with Ia
'promise of production equato7mlinoes
Following is a statement of the prices obtaiied n190,whc shws clarly that
the prices for California lemons were greater thanthos obandfrSicily lemons:,
lWeeklypice of Califrnia d Ic ismon, calendar year'19200.
Siciy lemons.

OaU~urolalmcms.
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ONIONS.

Onions: Paragraph 208 of the act of 1913, 20 cents per bushel of 57 pounds, No
change in rate is desired. An endeavor will be made in a brief way, to outline reasons
why an increase in the present tariff on Spanish onions would completely eliminate
this commodity from being imported into this country. The quantities imported
during the past few seasons are as follows:.
XS. .
oA.y
1914-18 72,218.... .......464......51.....).
19154-5 492018cases) .62
...7, 28
1916-17 176,931 caeos ...............
1,310,939
1917-18 49,799 CUM .......1,09.....................
229
.
1918-lB' 275,370 cases .1........................ 03,f 7
1919-20 0,285cases .;...:;....
1,102,:024
1920-21 10,378 cases, 22,211 half cases)..
73, 981
It would be well to note how small the importations of Spanish onions tcom
with the domestic cro. Nevertheles, it amounts to a very large percentage of the
1
total quantity which Spi exorts.
and 191-18Spain exported the following quantities:.
During the seasons of 1919-17
Go
i
Aimx:>
As
If
A.
e
\
u~~~~~~~~~rates,:
1916-17 (2,409,685 cases).1,135..219.............
l, 0X2
1917-18 (1,526,090 cases)..... 1,112, 029
This courypu7rchased all the crates and a large portion of the cues.
The averge' crop of domestic onions in the United State. for the year 1918 was
35,000 cars and for 1920 it wBas 28,000 cars at an average of 600 bushels per car, and
would thus equal 16,800,000 bushels for 1920 and 21,000,000 for 1918. This comparison is illinting.
A word nght~be said' on theinreased ctof Spanih onions during the period
covering thelast fou~r or five years. Experienced labor could be scored at one time
in Sain for 2 pesas, or 40 cents a day. This has increased to 4 pesetat and in some
districts to 5 pesetas perday. The cost of packing has increased 100 per cent, as well
as the: freight from Spain to New York. We -are paying 41 pesetas per case at the
present time, while previous to the war we frequently secured rates of lj pesetas per
cam (petas figured at 20centseach). Labor, packing, etc., has increased in the same
Prop~ortions.
PrS~pa~nishonions are eaily recognized by the American trade inasmuch as they are
always packed in crates and cases and never in begs. The only foreign onions packed
in bags are the Egyptians but these onions do not cut any figure as they only come
here when the&xmarkept is very strong and when there is a scarcity of both Spanish and
domestic onions in this market. From statistics we find that the largest importations
of Eytian onions were made during the seasn 1920, the total amount being75,000
bags of 100 pounds each.
f it were oily a estion of looking out for the interests of the United States we
would without a doubt agree to an increase of the tariff-that is, if only the American
farmer 'were.to be cosidered-but we must not forget the effect that the increased
tariff would have`on the American public,:a well as upon our foreign friends.
It is well to bezrin mind that Spain, which, it is true, was a neutral country during
the war,-upplied great quantities to our troops, and in some districts of Valencia
where thee9 onions are grown such heavy demands were made that the Spanish public
were the sufferers.,
Now, if we are in turn ggng to show our appreciation for what they did for us by
deprMng_ them of an outlet for large quantity of their goods, it will produce a
tendency to shun us in some way or otheri:
It may be here noted what Mr. Arthur N. Young, trade commissioner writes in the
book entitled "Spanish Finance and Trade," Special Agents Series No. 202. In
this iue he calls our attention to the necessity of creating a demand for American
out thie *rfnl strides American goods have made in
Broods in Spain; and Wints
since 1914. If we are to hold this trade, which is an essential one, certainly we
must do somethin ithe reciprocityline.
ially eking, it would-be suicide for the onion growers to attempt to pay an
increase duty over whait they are at present paying.i
There is another good reason why the tariff should be reciprocal, and that is that
while Spanish onions do not conflict in any way wth the domestic owing to the
different qualities of the onions, it protects the consumer from paying iabulous prices
such as occurred in 1916. In that year it is distinctly remembered that a committe of women stormed the city hall in New York City protesting against the high
-iz.
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prices of domestic onions. This was due to the fact that domestic jobbers were able
to corner the market. Nothing was accomplished in the way of reducing pricee for
the public until the Spanish onions arrived in the market, and when this occurred
the domestic jobbers were forced to do the proper thing and supply the trade with
onions at fgir prices.
It might be weU to add something regarding the quality of Spanish onions. Thefe
onions are very large and contain a considerable amount or water, and for this reason
it is the only onion that migt be called "sweet "and are seldom if ever used-for
cooking purposes. Since Spani onions are of suc a superior quality to the domestic
they are l ly ued for a different purpose. Spanis onions are so le that the
packers are able to classify them by azes and pack them in crates cont 60 and
72 onions, size of the crates being the same. The onions are also packed i cases
according to size; the larger sizes being packed in cases containing fou onions tos
tier and the smaller ones five to a tier. The weights of the different size packing
are sfollows:
Gross

Nst

pounds. pounds.
s.741
Hal fu
..
7:
camt~e
......................,,.....................................76
160
.........
: C, ~~.

.

.

. .........

.

.

.

.

.

.........

..

0V........
.... X0,:....

........

..

0

f

.6.
38
128

The duty is paid at the rate of 20 cents per bsiel of 67 pounds, which figures out
approximately: Crates,l6 cent hif cs 22 cnt; c , 45 cnt.
Onoe.mre fact might be pointed ot,and that is that "necesty isthe mother of
M. A. Boee, of
inventil." ThiJ statement is made because one of our membeMrs,
Bros., the lai impor of Sp h onioswho imported during thle seaso
Boer*
stat that while in Spain during the war it was
of 191920 some 347 000wpacae,
impossible for the unite States todspply Sp with cotton Spain. bein the tid
t buyer of cotton from the United States. Due to this condition Spai was
thinking very serious of plating cottoi in the most suitable section of Spain; ths:
happ towbe in the Valencia distict where the onions are-now grown. There is no
question but that cotton can be grown in Span, but it would be rather a hard propelton to- chanp the mode of a countryfrom one industry to another. If we are to place
a higher tariff on onions Mr. Boon fears it will cause the S i Government to
again reconsider the possibilities of taking up cotton growing. Should this be the case,
our country would be deprived of the import duty on onions and also of an outlet for
our cotton.
England during the war, very foolithly refused Spain quantities of coal, said the
result :has been that Spain wa- forced to drill for -col in her own country. Spi,
therefore, during the war increased its coal production fr6i 1,000,000 to 7,000,000
metric tons, an fr recent reports it will be only a question of time when Spain
will be able to upply -it on needs.
, Sanish
wre forced to take very |la
As in the cae of domestic
losses in America due to the fct that e elements p lay such an important part in
this commodity. For instance, in all seson fromi117 to the present one not one
shipper made any money in clipping onions to the United States. To substantiate
thlihcet, the bool of any one of the Spanish onion imprters ae open to inspection,
and under these circumstances what will be the relt if an incroased duty takes
effect?.
The i paiA onions do not in any waynflicwith -the Tern onions, as it has been
stated that Texas onions arrive in theD Ne York market between Apl nd June,
and then the .Northern Stats eiipply the onions." Statistics how that it is very
sezldomthat Spanish onions are imp ddurgJuly, so that prices of Spanish onions
do not in any way conflict, at lest with Teas onions.
From information obtained we understand that domestic onions can be delivered
to railroad station for $140 per 100 pounds. Figuring that if the freight rate on
imported onions was half of the railroad charges on 100 pounds, the Spanish grower. would be losing money at $1.40 per 10 pounds delivered on steamer. Entries

at customhouse will substantiate thee f::act.
EBEXUDA PRODUCT.

Potatoes: Paragraph 681, 4ct of 1913, duty free.
Onions: Paagraph 208 act of 1913, 20 cents per bushel of,57 pounds.
It is respectfully urged on behalf of the mer
doing biu with Bermuda
that no change be made in the tariff on potatopronatgfl, and other vegetables coming
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from Bermuda. A very lage percentage of the Bermuda crop is shipped to the New
York market at a time when there are practically no new potatoes or onions grown in
the United States and ready for shipment, and, consequently, the shipment. from
Bermuda do not in any way interfere with crops of new potatoes and onions grown in
the United States.
Attention is called to the fact that-these Dewpotatos and onions, as well as early
vegetables have been grown especially for the New York and other large markets in
the United States for the past 20 years or more; and coming forward at a time when
such goods can not be grown in the open fields of this country it is therefore necemary
for the receivers here in the United States to look to Bermuda for their supplies of new
::
potatoes and onions.
The total shipments of new potatoes, onions, and vegetables from Bermuda to the"
United States each season are very meager and limited as cornered with the production of suh goods grown in this country, and the bulk of the Bermuda shipments
arrives oh' the New York market between December 1 and A'nl 1.
The approximate output of potatoes for the last eight year. s been 163,000 bushels:
per annum, although at times the output has been between 100,000 and 125,000 bushels
per annu'n.
Attention is also directed to the fact that the bulk of 'the seed, fertilizer, container.,
and other materials required in the groin and shipping of these crops from Bermuda
originates in the United States and is shipped to Bermuda for the sole purpose of
growing and shipping these crops to the United State. markets.
In this connection it is' interesting to note that, according to the Department of
Commerce statistics, during the 10 months ended October, 1920, the exports from the
United States into Bermuda amounted to $3,320,338 and imports from Bermuda into
the United States amounted to only $1,532,428, making a trade balance in favor of
the United States of $1,789,910.

GRAPEFIUIT.
[Paragraph 743.1
STATEXMET ,OF JAMES D. POTTS, GLEN RIDGE, N. 3., RELPRE-

SENTING ISLE OF PNS CITRUS FRUIT ROWERS.
Mr. Porrs. Mr. Chairmnem and gentlemen of the committee, I represent the citrus-fruit growers on the Isle of Pines. I am also engaged
in the industry there as a grower. I desire to present, if I may, for
consideration by your committee, a brief statement giving reasons
why an increased duty on grapefruit is not required or rotective
purposes, and should the amount in the new tadif bill stand it would
nonproductive as a revenue measure, for it would act as an embargo. This conclusion is based upon-our experience in marketing
our grapefruit last season.
The present duty on grapefruit is 35 cents per box, less 20 per cent,
provided in the reciprocity enactment, which reduces the amount to
28 cents per box. The duty of 1 cent per, pound whch the new
Fordney sill would impose on grapefruit amounts to bout 70 cents
per box.
'Senator Smoor. Where do you live?
Mr. PoTrs6 Glen Ridge, N. J.
Senator SMoOT'. You sell grapefruit? Do' you import grapefruit
from the Isle of Pines?
Mr. Porrs. No; I am a grower there.
Senator SooT. You are a resident of the United States?
Mr. Po'is. Yes, sir.
Senator CALDER. You are a citizen of the United States?
Mr. Porrs.- Oh, yes.
Deducting the 20 per cent reciprocity2 the proposed rate is reduced
to a duty of 56 cents per box, thus making an increase of 28 cents per
box above the present duty cost.
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Last season it cost me, in freight, duty, boxes piclkng, packing,
packing materials, hauling to the. dlocksandsling charges, $4.21
per box, laid down to the buyer n New Yorkk Oity
The highest average price obtained inh the New York mar etfor
I
an entire orchard crop was $4.865 per box, leaving a
4of04
cents per box, against which must charged the cost of fertilizer an
labor-applied n the orchid, and these charges in the best bearing
groves will run above 65 cents per box, and in the young bearing
orchards it will cost above $1 per box to grow the fruit.
I In view of the high cost of transportation, fertilizer, and labor and
othie materials we will not be able to take on this additional duty
charge. If the increase remains in the bill we feel we will have to
quit growing grapefruit, and sacrifice our investments. The investments, in some instances, reach large figures. Mr. F. C. Stephens,
manager for the Federal Printing Co., of New York, has an investment
of over $100,000 in a grapefruit orchard. Last season Mr. Stephens
did not break even, as will be observed in his statement herewith
submitted.
We have gone through the-hard struggles of the pioneer, and we ido
not want to be forced to give up..
We hold that a duty on grapefruit is not needed forprotective purposes for the following obvious reasons: Last season Florida shipped
4,549,950 boxes of apefruit. 'The Isle of Pines shipped 164,249
boxes of grapefruit, Cuba shipped about 45,000 boxes, and Jamaica
shipped about 20,000 boxes; making a total of about 229,249 boxes
of grapefruit coming in from outside pints.
Senator CwDn ,A grapefruit raised in other places in this
country beides 'flonda?
Mr. Pors. California raises some, but not to a large extent
Porto Rico, which is an American posesson, rses grapefruit.
The bulk of this 229,249 boxe of outside ruitisslupped in Augst,
early October, before Florida begin to ship in quanSeptember, and
tities. Thus it will be seen that ourasmall quantity of fruit, most of
which is shipped before the Florida fruit is ripe, can have no influence
whatever upon the grapefruit market. In fact, the Isle of Pines
shipped but 11 412 boxes of grapefruit in the months of November
and December last, which are the months of heavy Shipments from:
AFlorida.
Last season the freight chares from the Isle of Pines via Key West
to New York were 51.821 pertox. B water route via: Habana the
rate was $1.23$ per box. From the Isle of Pines to Chicago the rate
was $1.71 per box.
Fully two-thirds of our crop last season wa sWhped at the $1.71
51.82 per box rate.
Florida paid- from Tamp a to Chicago; S1.07j per box as against
the Isle of Pines rate to Chicago of 1.71 per box, giving Florida a
:market advantage of 634 cents per box. Ad C present duty
of 28 cents per box increases this advantage in favor of Florida i
the Chicago market Xto914 cen per box. Addin the proposed iicrease in duty of 28 cents per box would advance the Flornda shipper's
advantage in the Chicago market to $5.191 pr box.
About half our shipments to New York last-season were sent by
the way of Key West at the 51.821 per boi rate, therefore the average

:and
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rate~paid for delivery in New York from the Isle of Pines was $1.53
The maxiumumrate paid y Florida shipperIe to New York last
point, whichwa
Wa1s 264 per box.
seaso was from theMiami shipping
From Palmetto on the west coast the rate to New York was 51.084
per box last season. From interior points the price was considerably
Desii to be conservative and fair in our statement, we have
selected for comparison the maximum rate paid by the Florida
shippers. By striking an average the rate last season from Florida
to New York was about $1.174 per box as against the average rate
to New York from the Isle of Pines of $1.53 per box, which gives the
Florida shipper a market advantage in New York of 354 cents per
box in freight rate alone. To this add the present duty of 28 cents
per box and the amount totals 634- cents per box market advantage
in favor of the Florida shipper. If the duty be increased an additional
28 cents per box, it would raise the rate to 914 cents per box, which
amount th csle of Pines grower must pay to lay his fruit down in
New York in excess of what the Florida shipper would pay.
We hope in the future to obtain freight concessions. So does
Florida. So does the country generally. That, however, would
change only the rate amounts and the isle of Pines growerfwould'1
still have to pay proportionately the same higher rate. The big
factor, the duty., would still remain.
We ship our fruit to the West, Middle West, and East in about
equal quantity, therefore we will always have to pay in excess of the
Florida shipper the amount of the charges from the Isle of Pines to
Ke West.:
Besides, we pay 5IS pet ton more for fertilizer than Florida growers
pay. We buy our boxes in Florida and, of course, pay the delivery
charges on them. These items together with other supplies, lmplements, etc., which are all purchased in the States and upon-which
a duty::must be paid, will bring our cost up' to at leat $1 per box in
excess of what Florida pays to lay the fruit down in the New York
:f:t
markets.: H.0 :V f: X : ;; ;:a;00:;;: ff -:,
::Further, the wholesale fruit merchants do not care to handle the
Isle of Pines-grapefruit when the Florida grapefruit is ready for marketing. Their business interests naturally lie with the Florida
growers, who give them between four and five million boxes of grapefruit annually, as against the outside growers, who can give them
but two to three hundred thousand boxes all told, but a small quanwhich is available after the Florida crop begins moving.
titywof
Wve wish'-to state that we are not foreigner. we are American
citizens. Over 90 per cent of the entire Isle of Pines is owned by
Americans. I do not know of a single native on the island who: is
enga-ed mnfruit growing.
Our investments up to the present will reach at-least $2,000,000.
We have established American churches and schools and employ
American teachers and support them entirely with our own money.
We have established an American bank, and American money
circulates there just as it does in the States, also an American newspaper. An American-owned steamship line operates between the
Isle of Pines and the island of Cuba. Also a small line operates
direct between Tampa and the island. At our own expense we have
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built bridges over the small rivers and streams, and have constructed
good roads leading into every section of the island. We have taken
in the automobile, auto truck, and tractor.. In short, we found the
Isle of Pines a wildernessi, so to speaks and the Americans have made
it a progressive, up-to-date American community.
The strategic importance of this American-settled island in relation to the Panama Canal is fully understood.
In area the Isle of Pines is about two-thirds the size of the State
of Rhode Island, On the west sides; of the -island there is a bay
about 16 miles long and 10 miles wide, into which ocean-going
steamers can enter.
The members of your committee, of coursei, know the history of
the Isle of Pines, how Americans became interested and made investments there.
Trhe constitution of Cuba was made under the provisions of the
Platt amendment. And the sixth article of the amendment reads:
"The Isle of Pines shall be omitted from the constitutional boundaries of Cuba, the title thereto being left to future adjustment. by
treaty." No treaty as yet has been voted upon.i-,
:
The Paris treaty reads "Spain cedes to the United States, Porto
Rica and the other islands in the. West Indies, exce ting Cuba."
Genr. Pershing, in a. communication addressed to Mr. Geor¶e
Bridges, Carlisle,s P',. dated War Department, Washington, D.I
August 14, 1899, stated:
SIRn:: Referring to our communication of the 10th instant soliciting information

respectin& the I le of Pines, I am directed by- the Assistant Secretary of War to advise you that this island waq ceded by Spain to the United States and is therefore a
pt of our territory, although it is attache at present to the Division of Cuba for
Governmental purposes.
Joa:N

3.

PERSHING,

AsistaAdjutant-General.
Secretary of War Root, in a message to Gen. Wood, dated Washington, May 16, 1902, used these words:
It is understood by the United States that the presentGbovernment of the Isle of
Pines will continue as a de facto Government, pending the settlement of the title of
said island by treaty pursuant to the Cuban constitution and the act of Congress of
the United States, approved March 2, 1901.

In view of these facts, which explain the actual status of this
island territory, we feel that we are justified in asking your coi
mittee to recommend the elimination from the present bill of the
proposed increased duty on grapefruit.
(The witness submitted the following letters:)
Naw YORK, August 25, 1921.
Mr. 3. D. Porn, New York City.
DEARISM: Your letter of the:22d instant duly received.
0In replywould setMM thM we-can see no reason why there should be a duty placed
on-gapefruit. 'The`: bulk of the grapefruit grown in the Isle of Pines and Cuba comes
into the market before the Florida fruit is ripe, the remainder being held on the trees
until sringhen the Florida fruit is out of the fay; therefore there is no competition
with the Florida productt.
Further, the quntity of grapefruit grown outside is infinitesimal as compared with
the millions of boxes grown in Florida.
We -handle our share of the Isle of Pines grapefruit every season, also we handle
the Florida grapefruit, therefore in our opinion there is no interest served in: placing
a duty on grapefruit.
Yours, very truly,
FRBDERICK OwOLINSRY.

Table: Upland Citrus Fruit Co. profit and los statement, Jan. 1, 1920, to Dec. 1, 1920.
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NEW YoRK,
Auut 27, 1921.
R
Mr. J, D. Porrs, New York C(ity.
DEAR S: Rep"lying tO your letter of the 22d instant, beg to advise you that we
handle eyer season a considerable quantity of grapefruit grown both in the Isle of
Pinesand I ,ria
Inasmuch ;as the Il6e of Pines frult begs arriing n the market about six weeks to
two months ahead of the Florida product, their intrests as a consequence do not conflict,. Besides, the Isle "of Pines practically stops shipping after the Florida fruit
bef to Come to the markets.
Therefore a tariff levy is not needed for the protection of grapefruit grown In the
States.
Yours, very truly,
THE, CURRAN, ROBERTSON Co. (INC.).
NEW YORK, August 8, 192).
Mr~. 3.Db. Porrs, IWasington D. C.
:MY DEAR Mr. Porr8: As requested, I:am
inclosing the statement giving the tatis
tices on the number of cases sold and the net operating lows for the year 1920.
I trust this will help you in your quest.
Yours, very truly.,
THE UPLAND CrrRUS FRUrr CO.
B. BERNARD, Secretary.
Upland Citrus Fruit Co. profit and loss statemnent, Jan. i, 1920, to Dec. 1, 1920.
Grapefruit ............sales.$10.02 060. 46
383.00
Orange sales ..................
Total sales ...........:
$102,443. 45
LessCommissions on ales ........
7, 836.:15
45,623.05 X
Freight, duty, etc., on sales ..
:
.

.

.

.

.

.

...........

9.::

t f D; l ; 7 _ ~~~~~~5, 459. 20

8ales
sales.48,..984.
receipt
*-49,984.

Net

....

..

......

0.:...........:.;......

:t
48,94 5 25
1,000.00

Estimated
Picking and packing expenses:
)0
9
Crates ........9,437
;..............
Crate making ...........7.........f.I.
2,011.42
Labor in ,king house ..........
fruit
2,137. 16
Packing
Picking fruit .3,913. 46
..783.
Trucking from field.
..3:
Trucking to dock ..............,... 2,201. 32
.... :
: 2,871.000
Wraps
204.93
ILabels ...
Manager's alary ..............
:. :577.00 ::
from SnowA& o ......

.

.

.......

............................

.

...............
.

Growing cost::
9 4
................
Ditching:
General expense ...........75.95...........
767 0
Fertilizer .................................
3,158, 87
:
Fertilizer, labor .........237..55...:
Ground labor......
.....::.
3,134.856

24,906.083

......

.....

:F:ire.
Fibility

f0:87.50
X00S00:f}

.1.36.04
Mule expense .......2 7f
...............

Truck.

....................0

Manager's salary ........ 1,711..00:.:
Prumng.1,09..0
7.................
li:
Spying .1,712.34..
..

1,
Tractor expense ..........
812..02....:.::
RehpairsI.5
569.34
Wagon expense ..............:...34.:40...
;
<
.
:: -...............

455. 35
~~~~~~~~~~27,
5

25
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General expense:
0
Organization expense ..............$....$42.5
.........49..19
Note interest

Depreciation

.................

3,289.18

$3,381.32
55 743. 0

Other income:

Interest bank balance .
.............3......44
41. 97
Discount on putrcha ....................
0 X :~~~~~_

__

__

_

115.41 0A

Net expetrust ...................................................

$55,1628.09

5.643.84
Net loss................5.........6..............6.......

OLI VES.:
ffrariph; 744.]
00 OF:H. C.-NEWOXEB, REPRESENTING THE SPANISH
STATEXENT
GREBENOLIVE IMPORTERS' ASSOCIATION.
Mr. NEWCOMB. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, in submitting- a

brief statement for the Spanish Green Oive 'Importers' Associaton,
with reference to paragraph 744, olives attention is called to the
fact that most of the members are. packers :ad:importers of such
olives, to whom those olive are raw material imported in bulk, to
be bottled and pu-t into small packagfor consumers. The industry
has been long established in the United States.
For further data as to the importance of the industry in conjunction with allied industries supplying materials which go to make up
the finished product, we refer to the briefs filed with the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, published on
616 to 1618 of the hearings on tariff revision, and also to the
pages
bnef which we file with your committee.
In equity, in the amount of revenue received, and in the question
of protection, this association claims that the rates of duty on Spanish
green olives should not exceed on' green olives in brine 15 cents per
gallon.
We submit that a greater amount of revenue would accrue to the
Government if the rate of duty were kept at 15 cents per gallon.
There is no American industry able to furnish either of the varieties
of green olives we import--hence none to protect. No ripe olives are
imported from Spain.
We claim that the proposed protection to the California ripe-olive
industry is unfair to our American industry and to consumers.
Under the proposed duty of 20 cents per gallon on plain olives the
ad valorem equivalent is 421 per cent of the value of the grad:eex
Spanish olives, as an average, for the last-10 years. To this should
be added an advantage which the California packers of ripe-olives
have on the finished product in the difference between eastbound an&dwestbound freight rates in carloads of 40,000 pounds, between the
Pacific coast and New York, and vice versa, making a total advantage
of about 68 per cent in duty and freight rate advantages.
This comes from the fact that if the California people send to New
York a carload of 40,000 pounds of finished product it costs $1.16:
more to send them from California to New York than it does to send
the same car back. That is, per hundred pounds.
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Senator Curs. Let us: say,, for instance that there is no duty.
If you imported your olives, where could you meet them on reigt
ratesI
Mr. NXwcoxMB. The difference amounts
Ito 6.5 cents per gallonsThe present duty has existed for about 26 years. It has been 15
tents per gallon We iareperfectly Satisfiedwith that, We have
:been Dale to meet competition'. We do not claim that it: shoud be
p laced on the free list.X W6e are perfectly willing to pay what has
been Paid, but when they at tempt to raise its, to make this increase,
we think it is unfair. We dod not want ;to evade the payment of a
duty.

Senator CAIDr.n. The present duty is 16 cents-a gallon?
Mr. NEwComB. Under the emergency tariff bill it is 25 cents. For
many years it was 15 cents.
rhe California ripe-olive packers do not need such high protection.
They neither need nor deserve it. The Spanish, tnd theWCalifornia
olives are distinct. California does not produce green olives; Spain
does not produce ripe olives for import into the United States.
LiThe Spanish green-oliv industry, as conducted by the American,
packers, both needs and merits protection against the excessive claims
of California producers and packers.
Taking thb importations in seven months, from February to Augustsi:
inclusive, in 1920, as an illustration, when the importations amounted
to 3,094,704 gallons, according to trade statistics and comparing
them with the corresponding seven months ill 1921, when the importations amounted to about 1,841,000 gallons, according to the same
trade statistics, the falling off in imporations amounted to about 61
per cent.
There must be a greater reason for sucta decline than the general
depression in all lines of business at this time. It is to be foun in the
tragedies from ripe California olives during the last two years, the
latest being a case in Greensburg, Pa., in June last, when three persons
lost their lives. The wide publicity given to the various cases
throughout the comitry is said to have destroyed cofidene in California ripe olives as a safe food product, 'and according to the trade
journal of that industry has cost a loss of 90 per cent of their trade.
As the publicity given did not make plain that Spanish green olives
can not--by reason of the different method used in preserving themcause poisoning of any kind, there has grown up a fear among consumers of olives as to the safety of all olives, and we are led to the
belief that of the 61 Per cent reduction in the importation of Spanish
green olives during the last seven months at least 30 per cent of that
decline is to be attributed to the general fear of olives as a food.
Senator (CuRl . How do you know that there was a falling off of
90 per cent I
Mr. NEWCOMB. I was told so by the secretary of the California
Olive Association.
Senator Cu(Tis. Do you claim that was because of the increased
duty on the merchandise?
Mr. NEWCOMB. We claim that 30 per cent of that falling off was
due to these poison cases.
Senator CuRTIs. Then how do you account for the small importa-

tion in 1919?

81527-22-scn 7-35
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M Niuwcomo . Because there was no demand for them; we could
notsl the0m.
Senator Cuans. 'Why couldn't the same argument be made at this
timeI
Mr. Nnvwoon. I donotget the6 questio:n.Senator Cuars. Would not the same argument apply at thisntime;
that is, that this reduction in importation might be brought about by
the fact that there was no demand at this time?
Mr. NNWOOMB. We can make a demand once we can make the consumer understand that this is a safe olive. That is the problem. To
do thatew"halihavoA advertise nationally.
Senator M aI. Did I understand you to say there is no market
for the: olive?I
Mr. NIEWCOMB. The business has fallen oi 90 per cent.
Senator MCLEAN. On the green olive?
Mr. NiMwoonMB. No, sir; the ripe olive.
Senator MCOLEAN. Of course, tey are green some time.
Mr. Ntwoon.L They do not pick them at that time.
Senator MoLEAN. Wh is not the California olive marketable in
the green stage?
mr. NEWCOMB. It has not the size of the Spanish olive. Experience has: taught that it is Impossible tO ce and keep them. Because of this falling off, fom no fault of the green olives, and
the double advantage to the California packers and produce in the
mnpxtabl freight rates ad the proposed duty of 20 cents per
gallon, we claim that protection is merited by the American packers
of Spanish green olives rather than a protection to the Caifornia
interests.
In considering the amount of revenue probable from future importations of pani8h green olives, the filing off of 61 per c:ent in
importations during seven months of this year seems to be signifi:
- cant.
That diffc, tking the i rts for the seven months of 1920
at the dut rate of 15 cents per gallon then existg and for the seven
the pr
rate of 20 cents per gallon,
months of this yearrat
amounts toinearly $100,000; as hon by the frsubmit
A tabulation is also presented herewith, as referring to the freight
advantage, compiled from recent rates obtained from the Interstate
CommereCommiion.
By fixing the rate of duty where it has been for many years under
the approval of your committee at 15 cents per gallon, we believe the
cutom officials may conservatively estimate an income of close to
$1,000,000 per year from Spanish olive importations, once normal
times are restored, as against the average income for the last 10 years
f $5o00,000.:
OLIvE
RPX1hhNTNG TEE
IPAXIBE
31131OF . C. NEXWOMdB,
GRTEEN
INPOETZRS' ASSOCIATION.
In submitting th brief, attontionis cailed to the fact that most of the members
are packer. andumporte Of such olives, to whom thobe olives are raw material imported in bulk tO be bottled and puttint'oi small packages for consumers. The indus-

:

try 4am.been lonrgestablished in the United States..
ip conjunction withalied
For further data tas
to
toace of the indUs
industries supplyig mrnias which go tO make'e up the finished Product we rfer to
the briefs filed with the Committee onWTin and Means of the Wouse of!terprese iatives, published on pags 1616 to 1618 of "Hearings on Tariff Revision," and lo to
the brief filed with your committee.

Table: Importations of Spanish gre n olives, February to August, inclusive, 1920 and 1921.
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In equity, in the amouint of revenue received, and in the question of protection,
this aociation claims that the rates of duty on Spanish green olives sbould not exceed
15 cents per gallon. We submit that grater amount of revenue would accrue to
the. Government if the. rate -of duty were, lept at 16 cents per gallon. There is no
American industry able to furnish either of the varieties of green olives, hence none
to protect. No ripe olivesare impore rm Spain.
We claim that the proposed protection to the California ripe-olive industry is unfair
s
to our American industry and to consumers
Under the proposed duty of 20 cents Per gallon on' plain olives, the ad valoremn
:quivalent is 42t per cent of the value of the n Spanish olives as an average for
the last 10 years. To this should be added a advantage which the California packers
of ripe olives have on the finished product in the differencebetween eastbound and
weetbound freight rates in carloads of 40,000 pounds between the Pacific coast and
New York, an&rvice versa, making a total advantage of about 68 per cent in duty
and freight advantages.
Importations of Spanish green olies. FebzuianY to August, inclusive, 1920 and 1921.
[compiled from trale statistles.:
(muons.
Importations in 1920:
13,263 casks of 160 gallons .........2............
..:...... 2, 122, 6080
0972, 324
20,263 barrels of 48 gallons ........
3, 094,704
.

..

....

1,360,000
About 8,500 casks of 160 gallons ...........
About 8,500 bagels of 48 gallons ......4..............8.......
480,000
...................

Hence, a flying off in importations during the seven months indicated of (1 per
cent from 1920.
The California ripe-olive packers do not need such a high protection. Thev neither
need inor deserve it. The Spanish and the California olives are distinet. California
does not-prbduce green olives; Spain does not produce ripe olives for irnpon into
the Unitel states.
The Spanish green-olive industry as conducted bv the Ac;riean packort b)0tht
needs and merits protection against the excessive claims of California prxlucers and
packers.
f:Taking, th~le impottatl'oula inl seven months fromFebruary to. Ai'st, -inclusive. in
1920 as an illustration, when the importations amounted to 3,094,704 gallons according
to trade statistics,- and comparing them with the corresonding sevea montlih in 1921,
when the importations amo nted to about 1,841,000 gallons according to the same
trade statistics, the falling off in iniportat'lols amounilted to abont 61 per 'ent.
There must be a greater reason for such a decline than the general depreswion in- allI
lines of business at this time. It is to be found in the tragedies from ripe California
olives during 1the last two years, the latest being a case in Greensb.u g, Pa., in June
last, when tiree persons lost their lives. The wide publicity given to thle valoa
cases throughout the countrv is said-to have destroyed confidence in California ripe
olives as asafe food product. and,dacicording to the trade.journal of hliat in(l ,ry, hais:
coat a loss of 90 per cent of their trade. As the publicity given did not make plait)
that Spanish green olives can not (by reason of the different inethoimd used in Oirserviig them) cause poisonig of any kind, there:has grown up a fear amon consumers
of olives as to the safety of all olives, and we are le'd to the beliefthat of thc 61 per
per cent reduction in the importation of Spanish green olives during tie last Aeven
months, at least 30 per cent of that decline is to be attribbuted to the general: fear of olives
as a food. Because of this falling off from no fault of the pen olives. and the double
advantage to the California packers and producers in the inequitable freight rates
and the proposed duty of 20 cents per gallon, we claim that protection is merited by
the American packers of Spanish green olives rather than a protection to the ('alifornia interests,
In considering the amount of revenue probable from future importations of Spanish
green olives, the falling off of 61 per cent during su ven months of this year seems to
be significant.
That diiference, taking the imports for the seven months of 1920 at: the ditt rante
of 15 cents per gallon then existing, and for the seven mouths of this year at thbe prothe
posed rate of 20 cents per gallon., amounts to nearly $100,000, as slown byacIoin-

pranying tabulation.

Table: California olive packers' advantages over American packers of Spanish gre n olives, in present freight rates, as confirmed by the Interstate Com erce Com is ion in August, 1921, on finished products; and in the proposed rate of duty on Spanish gre n olives of 20 cents per gal on.

Table: Ad valorem equivalents.
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is also presettd herewith as refingt thefg *trdg onpiled from recent rate obtained from the Interstate (Comiiwrce ( tomlismion.
IBy filing the rate of duty where it has been for maty yetfs under the approval of
vour coimittee, at 15 cents per gallon, we believe the cIntoms officials maV con).
iervatively estimate an income of close to $1000,000 per year fron .Spanieli olive
importatio)nM, onICe normal times are restored, an ainat the averWe ineome for the
last 10 Yearof $600000.
The Spanisl (Green Olive Astoiation mott respectfully ptesonts this statement
uid figures for your wise consideration,
aOf rOnia ttlive pacers' atdrentOjos oter American packers of Stnih gree oie, in
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d in the proposed rate of duty o Spanish gree olives
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PINEAPPLES.
[Paragraph 740.]
RmI , REPRESENTING THE WEST
STATEMENT GOPVIOR
INDIESFRUIT IMPORTING 00 CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. EvLrNG. I shall make a brief statementwith eared
to the proposed duty on fresh pineapple, as' provided in paragraph 746.
We have no concern in the latter part of that provision, whch has
to do with canned pineapples and no concern in the first part, so far
as:it refers to the tax upon pineapples in bulk.
A
I am counsel for the West Indies Fruit Importing Co., which is a
Chicago corporation representing an investment sof omething over
$1,0o0,00)0 and the stock of which is held entirely in Michigan,; Wisconsm, and Illinois.
It distributes and sells the majority of fresh pineapples that: are
consumed by 'the public in the United States.
I have also been asked by a dozen or more of manufacturers of:
crates-pineapple crates-to appear and file teir names with the
committee as indo r the suggestions which I should like to make.
What we want is a change in e method of imposing this tariff anda reduction in the amount of the tariff to not more than the present
:duty under the Underwood bill.
Fistas' to the methodSender MOCUMBnm.,
What is the provision of the Underwood bill?
Mr. ELTING.
It is on a different basis, and provides for 6 cents per
cubic foot of the capacity of the barrrels or crates; and in bulk for
$5 perthousand.
.TheB proposed provision, which I assume you have before you, is
so muc per individual piece of fruit.
Now, as to the method, the three-uarters of a cent on each'"ieee
of fruit. That is a novelty in the history of the imposition of duties
upon pineapples. No suci method was provided in any previous
tariff bill. .it seems to me that it is obviously -an error, and is based
upon misunderstanding or failure to understand the pineapple trade..
In the sale and distribution to jbbbers and dealers of pineapples in
the East, the crate is the unit, both in the importation from Caba and
the sale of Porto Rican and Florida pineapples. The crate is of aistandard, uniform size, used universally in the entire trade. The
contained in the crate are themselves uniform in size, so
pineapples
tar as-eaci crate is concerned, that is; the larger sizes-what are known
as 18s-come in- crates of standard size, containing 18 pineapples.
Then in 24s there are 24 pineapples; and so it goes up to 36s and 48s.
They are known in the trade as i8s, 24s, 36s, and 48s. As I say, in
a given crate each one is of the same size.
The tariff of so much. per pineapple increases the tariff inversely to
the value of the contents, and a crate of 48s would paty twice as much
duty as a crate of 24s. In the market, however, a crate of 24s is
worth 30, 40, and even 50 per cent more than a crate of 48s, in spite
of the fact that it contains only half as many pieces of fruit.
Senator DiLLINOHAM. Why is that?
Mr. ELniuoG. Because the public likes the larger sizes. You understand that this fruit about which I am speaking is distributed
throughout the entire United States.
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Senator CURTIs. And the crates are of the same size but the pineapples are smaller-that is the point?
:Mr. ELuxIN. Yes; that is the point. They are not only of substantiajjy the same size, but they are absolutely of the same size.
The 18s are separated and put in crates, and the 24s are treated in
the same manner.
This fruit of which I am speaking is distributed and sold throughout the United States as a highly perishable fresh table fruit. It is
consumed by the householders an&, of course, to a certain extent by
restaurants, and to a very large extent canned by housewives for use
in the family as desert out of season.
Senator Cunrs. There is a pretty steady trade. I notice the
importations have run about the same for the last two years.
Mr. ELTINO. The-crop matures in April, May, and -June of each
year. While the public absorbs the entire offering of pmieapples, yet
the
er bul
the great
or the 1
of the crop, in fact almost,
bulk, ogter
et
percentage,
the entire
consumed and distributed during the months' :of
Matcrop1
and June.
April,
There are about 1,200,000 crates of fresh 'pineapples distributed
and sold in the :United States in a year, and of those over 1,000,000
'come from tCuba
The Florida output for the past year was about 40,500 crates, and
the Porto Rican output about 160,000 crates; so that of the 1,200,000
over 1,000000 come from- the island of Cuba. These three districts
that are sold in the United States.
produce the only fresh pineapples
Senator SCuRs. We de not get any from the West Indies Islands
and Central and &iuth Ameridat
Mr. ELTING. No. The Hawaiian crop, on account of distance, has
to be canned and is sold as-canned fruit. That comes under a special
provision with which we are not concerned.
I shoud say: also; in :passing, that this proposed tariff law does not
distinguish between pineapples Mi barrelsband pineapples in bulk.
Senator MLEAN. Just what do youwant?
tr. ELTINO. Wee want the;method changed to the old method, and
we want the rate reduced to not more than the old rate.
Senator DILLINGHAhM. Have you written your proposal ?
Mr. EITING. I have, 'but if I may I should like to present some,
facts which affect this country. One other suggestion and I shall
be through.
The Cuban crop of pineapples paid the steamship companies which
transport the pineapples from Cuba-you understand they are all
American-owned steamship companies, including. the car ferry which
comes to Key West, and which is owned by:the Florida East Coast
Co.-$323,200 in transportation charge- during the season of 1921.
The American railroads that hauled the crop 'were paid $868,600.
You will understand that each individual-piece of pineapple is wrapped
in paper and packed in the crates. Paper, crates, and nails are purchased from American factories The amount paid for crates was
$467,900; paper, $115,000; and for nails, $30,000.
This crop, being distributed all over the United States, is, to a
greater or less extent, a part of the business of 'jobbers and dealers
throughout the entire country-; and, of course, the public is concerned,
because, as I say, the consumption is household Consumption.
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Reverting for a moment to this method f so much per pineapple,
I should. have saidd that this: would involve. an excessive -cost in administration, as pineapples come in during the busy season in large
bulk, sometimes running as high as 25,000 to 30,000 crates pet day,
at KeyWest. Thiswoudinvolve tabulation of theindividual pieces of
pineapples brought in. I do not mean counting each crate. Under
the present system, all that is necessary is to count the number of
crates. Taking the time to count these 25,000 or 30,000 crates under
the new method would make a great deal of difference. This is a
highly perishable fruit, which must be rushed. It is but a question
of a few days and it decays in transit. This tabulation at the point
of entry would involve a delay at least of another day, which is a
highly important factor to consider.
Very briefly, the history of the tariff is that pineapples were free ni f
1890. There was a 20 per cent ad valorem rate in 1894. In 1897
the present method which is now in force was adopted, the rate being
7 cents per cubic foot. In 1909 that was raised to 8 cents per cubic
amounted to about 20 cents per crate on the size of the
foot,.which
then crate, which was larger. The Underwood bill provides for 6
cents per cubic foot, whice applied* to the present size crate, somewhat smaller, makes the tariff at present 11.76 cents per crate.
The proposed tariff of three-quarters of a cent on each pineapple
spread over the 1921 season and averaged on all sizes, would make an
average duty of 25.6 cents per crate, as opposed to 11.76 cents, which
now obtains.
I wish to impress upon the committee that there is no real American
industry to rotect m this matter. In 1909, when- this tariff was
raised, forlda was.makin a very strenuous effort to engage in the
pineapple industry, and or the next few years produced a large
:amount of pineapples. It was done through intensive cultivation
of the soil, which was not naturally adapted to the production of
pineapples. Production then began to fall off. In 1910 it was less
than one-half, and then, with- certain temora rise it has since
steadily gone down until it dwindled last year to only 70,500 crates.
This year, as I have said, it dropped to 40,500 crates.
Senator Otrana. Could you give us the average number per crate?
Mr. ELnNo. Per crate?
Senator Ctrrrxs. Yes; the average number.
Mr. ELMNG. Thirty pineapples.
Porto Rico hat had much the same history. At one time thbey
produced as much as half a million of crates of pineapples. Thatashas
dwindledAto about 160,000 in the present year. That is due, in
the case of Florida, to the fact that the soil is not adapted to their
production. They are likely to have killing frosts. On the east
coast of Florida frosts have in times past killeJ in certain sections the
entire crop.
In Porto Rico, so far as I am advised----I can not speak with
authority on that-the soil is, not aadapAted`togit, Labor conditions,
ocean freight, and everything else in Porto Rico is practically the same
e outstanding fact is that the growth of fresh pineas In b
applesi ha's' dwindleds.,
ThEe business on the: )resent basis this year has bent u nprofitable
to the Cuban growers.,:t I say this bearing on -the question as to
whether this inmltistry will stand an increase in tariff. The cost of the
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pineapples laid down on the dock in banal; underthe omost 'fatorable circumstances, is little lee than the pd which we" hie beon
able to get for them. That is due tb the tactthat they hat`e to pay
more for crates, paper, etc., in the United States, owing to the condfitions here, and to the fact that railroA freights have gonetup stery
largely-I think about 40 per cent-in the last four years, and labor
over there has gone up.
This year was a very disastrous year to certain grown. Others
came out even, and a few madeA profit.
This proposed tariff would involve a very substantiatlinreasand)S 0I
would be discouragihg rather than encouragin to an industrywihic-h
affects the UnitedState in abusine Way, as I have indicated, and
also affects the household consumption.- I will say that there is
business enough for all, for Itoridi, Porto Rico, and Cuba. The
public absorbs what is offered.; The prices have gone down about 15
per cent this year over last year; that is, what the public has to pay.
May I have the piivilege of filing a b-rief
Senator MOCUMBER. You may fle a brief. and it will be' printed as
a part of your remarks.
BRIEF OF VICTOR Z3LTIXG, Xf

SZIG Tfl WZST NSDIs FRUIT IPORTIG

00., OvWAO, itt.
The West Indies Fruit Importi Co. of Chicar, III., imports of Cubn pi 0of rs
apples, on belf of its stocboldits,Its customers, and the cMonse
of upplies
pineapples throughout the United Stt, sad American anuf
connected with such industry, p nt the followg sttement with regad 16 the
proposed tariff:
PRa'OSRD DUTY.

Paragraph 748 of H. R. 7456 ias follow: Pine es, thrie-fourtbs of 1 cent each
pinespples, prepaed or preserved in any maner, X per centum ad valorem."
R3BCOKNJOIDATION.

W-e recommend that this provision as to frs pineapl be eliminated, #nd either
free'list
or tht a duty of not more than that
that fresh pi pplbeplaced
uSCthe
otaiff btil be imposed, to be acmed according to the
the
imposed byb
method provided for in thit bill.
The provision of the Underwood bill e- lloto: "222. Pinspples, in barrels or
other packages, 6 cents per cubic foot of the capacity of the barrels or packages; in
bulk, $5 per thousand."
GEIBRAL STATIEMENT.

id adoldip the Unit"d States duinkg;the eeasonQof 1921
There were ditribute6
approximately 1,200,000cratsfrfs pin pples-, of which- ore than 1,000,00
crates were grown and ippd from the Isnd of Cuba. The annial pineapple crop
lth
,d i hip nd sold immediately
matures i April, May a June aof
after picking as, alughly pwishaible,,frinrt. On~ly
smallquwitities'nmture, in other
seasons of the year, ind at-i for this reswon that the figure for the year 1921 are now
available. The fruit is distributd and sold by common merchants to jobbers and
dealers throughout the entire country and,'is absorbed by the kneral public during
the seaon when no other fresh home-grown fruits are available mn quantity, with the
exception of strawberries. A considerable portion of the product is taken by hotels
and restaurants, but the bulk of the product is used in small quantities -by American
families either as a table fruit for deserts and salads or by canning by housewives for
later consumption.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION O CHANGE IN PROPOBSD TARIFF RATE.

in su ppIort of our recommendation we submit the following ficts:
1. The proposed method of computing the tax is obviously erroneous and ill-advised.
-te
ttaX is illopGcal-The method provided Iby the
(a) The method of impoing
the amount of the tax,
a tax of
bill for

Fordney

fixing

namely, by imposing

three-

Table: [No Caption]
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fourths of l ceut upon each pineapple, is obviously wrong, and must have ~eetn drafted
under a misapprehension AS to the conditions surrounding the pineap le trade. If
thin method we adopted, the tax upon ech create of pineapples woud increa as
the value of the contents of the crate diminished T. Wills 1) plain from the following illutrtion: Pineapples artepacked ind shipped in crates of a single sandard
size, containing pineapples of uniform uize;i but the sizes of the pineapples in different
crates differ widelv, so that a standard crate may contain from 12 to 48 separate pieces
of fruits These are referred to in the trade as i2s, 18s, 36s, and so on, The fruit is
marketed and sold by the crate; that is, the crate is the unit in marketing; hut as
the larger sizes are very much more in demand than the smaller sizes, the crates containing 18 and 24 pieces are worth very much more on the market than those containing 30 or 48 pines. In fact, a crate cotainig 24 brings usually 40 or 50 per cent
more than a crate of the same size containing 48 pieces. If the Fordney provision
should be maintained, the tax upon a crate of I8s
would be exactly twice the tax upon
a crate of 24s..
Theonadmnistration- of the prpro' tax would involve cesie cot.-.The placing
a tax
of (b)
the individual pineapple, rather than upon the crate, is obviouslv iladvised, for the remon that the a
itive cost would be out of all proportion
to the revenue ecured. It would necitate the counting, or at least the tabulating,
of the number of pInes
each crate instead of the mere counting of the number
of crates. ,Du
t heght of the sown as many as 30,000 crates are received in
one 4dy, and it is plain that e inspection and tablation of such a quantity would
involve a great time and expends
(c) The proposed nthodwouldie
involve a logs to the importers and consumlers.Pineapple are a highly perishable fruit, and must be consumed within a few days
after pickig. As it is, te loss frm decay in transit is very substantial. The proposed method, which would require the counting or tabulation of the individual
pieces,' wuld necesfrily-involve delay during the height of the season, when such
delay would be more or less dimstrous to the product.
We therefore submit that in any event the method of imposing the tax should be

II. The amou ntof thepropedta excessive.
(a) tistory fof du ontahpi plee.-Tariff Act of 1890, pineapples free. Tariff
act of 1894, a tax of 90
t ad m. Tariff act of 1897, pineaples in barrels
e3 aenti'per eubicfootcapacity of the baels or ack e; in bulk,
or other a
$7 per thousd. Tariffact of 1909, section 279, pineapple in anrele
and other
package ;cent prcubic foot of the capacity of the baiels or: package; in bulk.
$8 per thousad. (The add cr at the time of the foregoing contained about
2j cubic feet, so that, .8 centsper cubic foot, the ta amounted to 20 cents per cate.)
Tariff act of 1913, ston 222,
in
barrels or other Akage, 6 cents per
cubic foot of the caacity of the is or packs; in bulk * per thousand. (At
the present time the "tandrd
is mialleri zand contains 1.96 cubic feet, oo
that the tix of 6 cents per cubic foot amount to *0.1176 per crate.)
The proposed duty o the, Fordney bill of three-fourths of I cent upon each pineapple
would mean- upon the average bais of the season of 192!, in view of the sizes shipped
during that season, an average of $).256 per crate.
(b) Detcription of pineapplc industry.--The fresh pineapples. sold at the present
time in the United States are grown for the most part in the island of Cuba, comparatively small quantities being grown in Porto Rico and Florida. The following
isa statement of the quantities grown in the three J)lace, as derived from railroad
and steamship records:
;

1920

1921

....................I918,944
, 010, (
.............1.
........

.....

X,

Cuba. jra

I70,50
40 ,6W0

:SPort
0o.
145,000
100,000

Some vears ago the State-of Florida undertook the raising of pineapiples upon a large
scale and attempted to overcome the natural diEsadvantages of s)il )y :fertilizing.
Proceedings before the Committee on WVays and Means, Six tv-seeond Congress, third
session, 1913 (Vol. II1, p. 3149), shows that in the year 1X'fli Florida produced more
than 1,0)00,000 tandard crates. Immediately thereafter the proluction fell to 45020()
crates, and from that time on, after a temporary slight increase, production has raPidly
decreased, until during the seasOn of 1920 the total 1r(xllIetiolI was 70,51() crates, and
theshipments in 1921 were 40,500 cratem, all ilnsignificant amiunlit. T'hlis record i8 ill

Table: [No Caption]
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the face of the fact that as a part of the United State the products of Florida were
exempt from the duty imposed upon the Cuban pineapple. It can be fairly aid,
therefore, that Florida is not a real factor in the pineiappleindustrey. According to
In the first plac, the soil is not
our Information, this result is due to natural caus
adapted to the growing of pineapples and can only be made so for the time being
through intensive fe rntion, the benefits of which quickly disppear. An equally
serious disqualification is that of the climate' The east coast of Florida, where the
growing was attempted, is sulbject to sudden killing frosts which on occasion have
destroyed entire crops of pinieappls in. certain localities. ('Ve are advised that these
are the, principal causes for the practical abandonment of the industry, other causes
being matters of labor, transpottation, etc.
The island of Porto Rico also produces a comparatively Amall quantity of pineapples,
and this quantity has increased but little dtuing the many years in which pineapples
in that isd. We are informed that lar,
have been attempted to bengrown
ocean freight, and other conditions are the same as those surrounding the Cuban
pineapple trade, but that the soil of Porto Rico i not adip to theiwing of the
fruit. We are alSo informed that the quantity. of land available for this purpose in
Porter' Rico is more limited than in Cuba. -Whteve 4the foregoing fats may be, the
outst nding fact is that during all of the past yeairthe quantity of pineapples produced
in PortoRico has not substantially increased andji now a negligible factor, notwithstanding the fact that as a po on of the United States its products have been free
frm duty, under thei protection of the Underwood taiff.
In Cuba the-growing of pineapples is an important industry in which large numbers
of persons are employed. It hia steadily increased during the past years, and its
product is readily absorbed by the people of the United States.- It can not be said to
th total supply of pineapples from
be in competitions ith Porto-Rico anfd F6loridaas
all ources does niot meet the normal demand in the United States.
The Cubanbgrowr purhase all of their crates, paperand ils required in the packing of the frWit from American
manhfatiireri, and sfipii all of the product ol stea 71sh1ips
or upon the tcaferry of anAican rilrod.
owneidby the United
S3tM.tt
(c) r foedtatiI .xri- andinjurious to -Unitd State. icintere-Duiring the
all
ther
eklseeof hav
The
no profit; can:
sen
ofcostssad
fromcratspaead
their pinaples,
l921 the growers
pinaplesiniCulba-wade
icareaed
gpeal
einsace
~ ~ suffeed
~ ~ hev;Ieae.
~ t ~ S11y?
~~ induethe~to Unte
4 fact
~ dien
~ praticaly
adnallsarea
in mnsusatilyhghr
Tinswa
the
that
wigt
oniin
-Sats
rairoa
~~~~~~~~~
freiht
tates V. largelyp'nospd~teaMoimtl
inrae en
PAOpet cent
durnpg the last four yar; anlao and other items in Cuba are likes subtntialy
higher. In iuch as the uit i hipped by the Cubn growers to the United States
for sale by commission house, as ther agnts, they reeve wily what- the fruit brings
upon; the market in the Uniited States, and the actual proceeds of sale in 1921 were
insifficient to meettheircsts. Ths condition is likely to continue until these cost
are reducdd
th
eoic cse.2
The-incresein;duty prpsd by ~the Fordney bill, if applied to the sesn of
1921, *ould sown
avrag of *0.268 per-crate, as agis $0.117ff of the old lawt,
O
bingihaeae iores ! $. 138, or 1179 pe cnat Thi wl be sow by thie

following statement:
Under thepresent Underwood tariff law the duty is S0.117fi per crate, and upon the
cop of -1921 conisting of 1100000 crate, the duty as $118,776. Under the proposed rate of the Fordney biil a duty upon the crop of 1921 would have required the

payment of the following tax:
Size 12, 83 crates, at threefourfths cent per pineapple, or $0.09 per crate. S7. 47
Size 14, 42 crats, at tghree-fourths cent per pinepple, or $0.105 per crate.
4.41
Size 1S 2 crtesp, at threfourths cent per pinespple, or $o.12 per create 113. 04
Size 18,t 13,981 crates, at three-fourths cent per pineappe or .0135 per
crate.1,987.43
Size 24,i 139,139 crates, at threefourths cent per pineapple, or $0.18 per
crate..
w:2S,04%. 02
Slize 30, 271,462 crates, at three-fourths cent per pineapple, or $0.225 per
crate.61, Q78. 96
Size 38B, 350,271 crates, at three-fourths cent per pineawpple, or $0.27 per
crate...........................
94,5B73.17
Size 42, 188,563 crates, at three-fourths cent per pineapple, $0.315 per
crate.6^.
9,397.35
Size 48, 45,617 crates, at tefour cent pertpineapple, or $0.36 fper ol law,
crate
.the
duty:w.: $118,776. ::n.e16,386.12

0

268, 592.96i
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The increac shown by the above figures added to the los sustained by the growers
during the -ion of 1921 would have been diastrous to some of these growers and
.X
.f
injurious and discouraging to all
i
Any action by Congress in the proposed tariff bill resulting in injury and discouageStates
interests
of
the
United
the
affect
likewise
would
to
the
ment
industry
seriously
in the follovlntgways:
All of the Cubian pineapples were tirnsported to this Collntr by car ferry or by
American-owned steamships. Freight charges paid to Amencan steamship companies
and fries during the season of 1921 Were approximately $323,000.
The amouhtjf freight paid the railroads of the United States for handling the Cuban:
crop during the seasn of 1921 was $868,600.
All of the crates, paper, and nails used in 1921 were purchased oftmanufacturers of
the United States. The payments were. as follows: For crates, $467,000; for paper,
$115,000, for nalls, $30,000.
Inasmuch as the pineapples are distributed throughout the United States they are
iinportaiino thetiusiness of a large number of business houses`throughout the entire
country, and certain concerns suchae the est Indies Frllit Importing Co. are enaed
exclui vely in the pineapple business. A large amoolit of capital is involved in its
operations, inasmuch as advances are made to the Ciuban growers to finance them for
the raising of their crops. The West Indies Fruit Importing Co. has a preferred
capital stock of $750,000 which has been sold to the public, principally in the States
of the Middle West; and the company now has approximately 3,000 stockholders.
-

THE CONSUMING PUBLIC.

The present sukppuly of fresh )ineapples is insufficient to:meet the demand, and an-y
action sibstantiallv re(lucing th9e quantity of the product would deprive the American
people to the extent of such reduction of this popular frlit.
In conclision, we submit that the proposed provision bo chaned atothe method
of fixingthe tax, so that the amount of the tax will not increase inversely to the vraluee
of the product.
That the tax be fixed at an amount which will encourage and n6t discouirage the
industry, so that American business and the Aerican public will rtap the benefit.
There is no occasion for a protective tariff on pineapples, inasmuch as there is no real
'American industry to protect.
0YANITFACTURE1S OF
M00

ItECOSIMENDATION

CRATES JOINING I THE
WEST INDIES FRUITT IMPORTING CO.

PINEAP'LE

OF

THE

L. King
0. A:. Korndorffer,-New Orleans, La.(Teniporary, 3Biloxi, Miss.);
Evergreen,
& Veneer Co.,- D.
Iumber Co., Evrygreen, Ala.: Beaven Jackson Lumber
0:A a.; Medlin &::Bailentiie,: Gainesville, Fla.. Buirtn Veneer Co., Mobile, Ala.;
Wright & B1eu, 13unkie, La.; Troy Veneer & Crate Co., Troy, Ala.; N. A. Slover
& Co., Dialville, Tex.; Fred A. Carlisle, Jackeon. Ala.; Rtary Out Box Lumber
Manufacturers' Association, Pascagoula, Miss.; Orange Box Manufacturing Co., Oranige,
Tex.; Roseland Veneer 4. Package Co. (Ltd.), Roseland, La.; Cummer Manufacturing Co., Paris, Tex.; Independence Veneer & Box M1anufacturing Co. (Ltd.), Independence, La.; Bronson Manufacturing Co., Bronson, Fla.; James P. He ffernan Paper
Co., manufacturers of wrapping paper, of' New York City.

The.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE Met. McCLELLAN, REPRESENTING THE
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE PACKERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. MCCLELIAN. Mr. Chairman, I represent the Hawaiian Pine-.;
apple Packers' Association. I:"desire to speak in connection with
the question which has been raised this morning of the adjustment
of the rate on fresh pineapples.
I am-sure that the representative of the West Indies Fruit Imbut, as0:8
portiAngCo. would not intentionally mislead the committee;
a matter -of fact, I understood him to state that there had never
before beeii arate per thousand assessed in the tariff laws. I call
the0attention0 of the committee to paragraph 279 Senator McCUMBER. The rate per thousand?

: *310(
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Mr.: MCbCLiLLAN.q I unders6td6 his statement to be that the ratte
had alwaysbeen onf~fa ;'vper cubic-fot basis and that thsre had been
no rat -perIpie or per thousand.
MCCUMBER. Yes; I think hmentionedt per p iee.
Senator
rference to the tariff act
Mr. MCCLkLLAN. As a maftterof fact,o
of 1909, paragraph 279, shows the following schedule
Piii;neapples in'barrels or otier packages, 8 cen'a pe cubic foot of te capacity of
barrels or pwkg(e", anl ill bulk,8 per thousands.
d ighcentper pin le. So that very
In oth
What the Hawaiian growers are interested in is solely to equalize
the tariff rate. We indorse the statement made here that there
should be a 'rat per, cubic foot. That is a mere matter of convenience in importing the'goods'and handling them; but there has
been in the pine apple tariff from the time that it was written a joker
in the matter.of fresh fruit in crates.
The statement'made here, I think, is approximately correct-ma&de
by the representative of thei importing company-that the average
crate contains 30 pines. Thereore your figures are on that basis.
Those figures show that the present import duty is approximately
12 cents per, crateor four-tenths cent per pine. But, at the same
time, the bulk rate is fiv&-tenths Ct.
I takelit that I domnotineed to argue to the committee that when'
you are importing fresh fruit you do not want to have a lower rate
on fresh fruit in crates than you have on it in bulk. If anything, it
shoulder a hi r rate.
asking of you, ina,
All that the Hawaiian pineapple growers a sr
word, is that you should make a rate per cubic foot whidl shall
equ-al the r per tho usand-in other words, the rate in bulk, 'as::
it ossd the oue
ani -n'o-t- vey lconceiveof any proposition that would be
sounder' thn -that from a' tariffstandpoint, anidwe can not see any
legitimate rason tiat could be brought to this committee, 4nd
do not understand that any was presented,'why there should be a
lower rate on fruit in cratsthan- ther; shold be on the same fruitin bulk. :That isthe entire substance of th-ematter.
To show you
r the exctont :of the joker, in 1the 1909 law, I had to
wade through that -whole contetion and knew that that was put
:$over on ithe -committee. The facts w Misreresented as to the
aver number'QLneapples per cubic foot.- The committee were
told thi'at the rate which was aswesed in 'the 1909 tariff was equivat of 8 per thousdj which is eight-tenths cent.
lent to the bulk rate
As a 'matter of fact, it was practically five-tenths cent. In other
words, there 'was a differential of '60 per cent. The fruit that came
in in bulk came in at 60 per cent higher tariff than that which caime
in M crates.
:00
I assume that I do not have to argue to this committee that you
want to equalize this- schedule.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,'the repr'esentative of the importingcompany h spoken about the burden that would fall on the importers by the rate which has been assessed. The bill as it comes
before you at the present time' carries a rate of thrg&iartbrs of a
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that should be
cqtit per fruitOur contAtion is that not less than
rate of 1909.

cause thatis slighy below thetariff
What we ask of you gentle is that you should make a rate per
cubic foot which would equalize the rate which is already written
into the bill for bul k shipOments, and that rate would; be approximately -11 cents per cubic ftot, because a crate contains substantially
2 cubic feet'rhe testimony given shying -tat theft average is 30 pines would
mke t.he equivalent duty of the bulk rate 221 cents per crat; that
are 2 cubic feet, the
is,_ ihe euivalent duty on a crate, and as:11there
cents; to be exact, 11i
Would be approximately
e
e
cubic
per
cents
to call to the attention of you gentlemen is this that
What I want footf.ougetleenisths
:that increase or the putting of the rate of 11 cents per cubi foot
would be an increase of on y 10 cents per crate on the tariff; of this,
since almost all of the importation comes from Cuba, only four-fifths
would be paid; in other words, the actual addition of the tariff to the
Cuban import would be 8:pents per crate. Those crates sell on an
average at wholesale of $4.50 per crate, and I do not believe that
this committee can be persuaded that an additional cost of 8 cents
in tariff is going to be a burden on a crate of fruit which sells for
$4.550 wholesale.
I call the attention of the committee to the:fact that this being a
fruit which is in the nature of a semiluxury, not a standard staple of
life, it can very reasonably stand a rate of tariff which shall be at
least a reasonable revenue-produc ig rate There is no reason why
this fresh fruit should come 'in here at a rate which is negligible and
on a tariff from which they get a reduction of 20 per cent m addition.
There is reason for this tariff correction being made because at the
p resent time- the are definite -steps being taken to establish large
fresh-fruit plantations both in Haiti and Jamaica, and there is reason
to think that a substantially lae amount wil come in. 'We are not
attempting, so far as the Hawaiian growers are concerned, to shut
them out. We are only suggesting that this rate, which is a very
reasonable rate considering the product and considering its value,
should be equalized. so that your rate per cubic foot should be established at 11 cit fg which would -practically be the equivalent of

assessed, b

ha

in,

$7.-50perthousand.

We ask that the pineapple schedule sall stand in the form in
w:thich0it passed the Houti, with the addition:oftfa rate :of 11 cents
per coubic foot on fresh pineapples in crates or other containers.
RPAREBNTASTATEMENT OF RON. WILIAM A. RODENBEE, A&
T:VE IN CONGRESS POX TE STATE OF: ILLOIS ANI) MON.
IN CONGIESBB FROX:A O=W NuTSON, A REPREENATIVE:
TEE STATE OF MEINNESOTA.
of act with reference to 'para h4
W:e; 'subitthe followingstatement
follos:
This paragraph
and
piuvisions,
Schedulep7-Agriculturalpodu
"Pineapples three-fourthsof 1 cent each; pineapples, prepared or preerveid in
any manner 3I cents per pound."
ThPresenti duty on canned pineapples is 20 4 cent ad valorem. This siae
duty of 20 per cent ad valoremiws contained in the bill as reportd -to the House
from the Ways and Means Committee. Upon motion of Mr. Hawley, of Oreon,'an
amendment was adopted by the House changing the duty of 20 per cent ad valorann
to 3X cents per pound. This increase over the present tariff would amount to
increase of more than 300 per cent in the duty. There is absolutely no justification
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for this increase.. Approximlately 90 per cent of all the canned )ineapples conumed
in the United States are produced and caned in Fawaii.Fully 95 per cent of all
labor employed in producing and canning these Hawaiian pines is coolie or Asiatic
labor, so that the argument can not be advanced that the increased duty would prove
in any way beneficial to American labor...
We further desire. to call to your attention the fait that the liawaijon Pineapple
Co., which is one
of the largest canners of pineaplesi in Hawaliiand which was cluefly
responuible .fr this increase in the duty; has een making- alxormnal
profits' ev
tinder the present duty of 20 per cent. During the year 1920 the Hawaiian Pineapple
Co. paid to its stockholders a stock k dividend of 2.5 per ent,
teir capital
from $1,600,000 to $2,000,000; and in addition to this stockincraing
dividend they paid a
cash dividend in 1920 on the increased capital of $2,000,000 ofp23eper cent. In addition to these stock and cash dividends, the company also placed in its reserve from
the net earnings of the' year over $900,000. (See page 71 Manual of Hawaiian Securities, 1920, which has been handed ::to Senator Watson.5 During the year 121 the
Hawaiian Pineapple 0o. paid a 20 per cent cash diWidend 'its stockholders.
These figures conclusively prove0at this industry is not entitled t thi additional
duty, asitwould operate to give the Hawaiiani pineapple anners'omplete
a
monopoly
of the business. Instead of increasing the dity, it would be more advisable and
equitable to reduce the original House provision of 20 per cent ad valorem.
We wish to state further that this unjustifiable Amenidment does not meet with
the approval of all of the pineapple producers and canners in Hawaii, some of whom
are engaged in producing and canning other fruits and vegetables, and who fear
that the proposed increase will result in retaliatory legislation on the part of other
:eirting nations.
Pineapplea are so generally used in American homes that legislation which would"
have a tendency to increase the cost and create a monopoly in the industry would
prove most unpopular with the great mass of consumers, who are certainly entitles
to consideration at the hands of your committee.
,
c

HORTICULTURE.
[Paragraphs 751 and 752.]
STATEMENT OF JAME MHUT SBON, NEW YORK, N.: Y.

SenatorcMCbMBEBPR. Try to bI as8 brief as possible, Mr. McHutchiMr. McHuTcOHisoN. Senator, we will try not to take more than; 10
minutes of your time. We. have put what we have to say in0 a: very
concise form. There are just the two of us present.
We represent the Society of American Florisls and Ornamental
Horticulturists, which embraces in its membership practically all of
the florists and horticulturists throughout the United States. We are
!nterested only in the horticultural schedule, which is covered in
paragraphs 761 and 752.
First of all, we realize that the new tariff must produce much more
revenue than the present one, but the House bill proposes duty rates
lower than necessary on some items, while on others they are so high
as to prohibit importations; besides, the phraseology is loose and
indefinite and woud result in loss of revenue. We want to cooperat
with you in proportioning the duty-rates properlyon the different
items. We do not ask for reduction's .except wien the 'increase
exceeds 100 per cent of the present tariff. Our recommendations
will increase rather -han decrease the revenue but will not father
unnecessarily depress business.; We wantonly to regulate the rates.
Getting down to the paraphs,: in paragraphelI the House bill
proposes a duty ePl "Itulip bulbs, $4 per 1,000.") They are now
dutiable at 50 cents per 1,000.=
The proposed raise-of 800 per cent would prevent the importation
of all but high-priced varieties of tulips and would result in decreased
son.;i
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thousand bulbs
revenue. We recommend a duty of $1 to i$2per
which will be four times as much as the present duty but which Will
not materiallW decrease revenue. I am only mentioning items in
that paragraph whe we recommend changes -which we think wll
be of advantage to the Government as well as to ourselves.
On narcissus, bulbs the House bill provides for a duty of $4 per
thousand. They are fow dutiable at $1 per thousand. As with-f
tulip bulbs, a 400 per cent raise would prevent the importation of
the cheaper varieties, thus reducing the total revenue on narcissus.
We recommend a duty of $2 per 1,000 bulbs.
On lily -of the valley pips the rate in the proposed House bill is $4
per thousand. These are now dutiable at $1 per thousand, and a
raise of 400 per cent would prevent the recovery of this line dislocated
by the war, thus reducing revenue. We recommend a duty of $2
per thousand pips, which is double the present rate.
: Senator MLEAN. They are called clumps here.
Mr. MOHuTOHSON. No; the clumps are $10 per thousand. That
IS acceptable as it now stands. There is a very great difference between clumps and pDIs.
On lily bulbs thee Hous6 bill provides for a duty of $4 per thousand,
thou h they are dutiable now at $5 per thousand. While the propose duty is agreeable, a raise to $5 or even $8 per thousand would
not reduce revenue or seriously reduce imports. We can stand rates
so as to increase the revenue, but.under no circumstances should this
item be made dutiable on an ad -valorem basis, as it would be quite
unworkable. We recommend a duty of $6 per thousand bulbs on
lilies.
The other items in paragraph 75I, though showing a large increse
in duty rates, are accepta ble as they now stand.
hat takes in the
liW of thle valley clumps and ever'th else in that paragraph.
Halvg in mid the necessity fr increased revenue, yet wishing to
prevent a reduction in revenue as well as a further curtailment of im-portations and further disturbance of the business of American producers, we recommend that the wording of paragraph 751 be changed'
to read as follows: There is a slight correction in verbiage and in the
commas, which are very iiportant in this technical business.
Through the use of a comma and the taking out of an "s "in the last
tariff there were thousands of dollars of revenue lost to the Government. I have got the' proposed paragraph punctuated very carethe way I thnk itsb oild be written to prevent leakage. Shall
fully
I read it over?
Senator MCOCUNVBER. Yes; if it is short.
Mr. MollrrcmsoN (reading):
Paragraph 751;
and narcissus bulbs, and lily of the
$2 per 1,00.
pipse1,000.
$10 Per
Crocus
Hyacinth bulbs, Tulip,
$4 per_1,000. Lily of the valley clumps,valley
bulbs $1 per 1,000. Lily bulbs, $6 per 1,000. Gladioli bulbs, $ per 1,000. All
other bulbs, roots, root stocks, ;orms, tubers, and herbaceous pereni als, which are
imported for horticultural purposes, 20 per cent ad valorem; cut flowers, fresh or prese rved, 25 per cent ad valorem.
That increas-esthe range so as to make the paragraph definite.
With regard to Oparagratph 752, while the principal item in this
paragraph, rose stocks represents a raise of 100 per cent over the
present tariff, it is acceptable; but the whole wording of this para-

graph should be changed to prevent a serious loss of revenue; rose
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stocks being: differentiated from rose plants. The present duuty on rose
stocks is $1 per thousand and on rose plants $40 per thousand, so that
:under this pararaph as it now reads, "seedlings and cuttings of
Pnanetti, multi~ora, briar, rugosa, and other roses, $2 poer 1,000
plants," rose plants would be dutiable at $2 instead of $40 per
thousand.
Our organization recommends that paragraph 76 be changed to
read as follows, which will make it more concise and maike it'groduce
more revenue and be- understandable to the Government ofcrs as
well as to the importers:

of:nanetti, multiflora, briar, rug, and other rose stocks,

Seedlingsor tee.cutting.
3y>re~al
So as to define- themi$2 per 1,000 stocks. Ioes p1gnts, buddedl grafted,
and

or on own roots, $49 per 1,000
plants; cuttings, seedlings, or grafted or buddd plants of other deciddus or ormental
or evergreen trees, .hrubs, or vines, including greenhouse plantii, 20 per cent ad

valorem,

That makes that aragraph very much more comprehensive and
more definite. We ave been having to hire l'wye f for ears to0
interpret the tariff, and we want a tariff so that we can understand
to irteret it.
it without having to hire a lot of lawMyers
Above all, we reommend that the items mentioned above which
on4d.
are now dutiable on a speciic or per thousand basis be retained
a specific basis. There is -no market value on such items and as
several hundred varieties each of tulip and narcissus and hyacinth
bulbs ate, impofted, an ad valorem duty causes loss' of revenue by
the' changing of varieties on consular invoice. We want a specific
duty on evnrything that can come in undet' that'heading.
Wbile the American-vallue plan of the House bill is perhaps ptae1
ticable on manufactured articles, it is wholly
nworkable on thehorticultural items we are intere6ted in. Suichtems are imported
only beciuse they can not be commereiialy produced in tbii cointry.
Hence there is no American yalue except cost price after the duty and
importation expenses are added; and, being raw materials, they do
not compete with other items of Ameritan production 'but 'are required by American producers. Ad vilorem duties oh' bulbs would
result in Jose of revenue: to the United Stats through the sub~titution of varieties by: dishoest foreign exporters, aking it difficult
for honest AAmerican importers; to compete with them.
These items are imported wholly from Japan, Holland? Sngland,
and France, where the value of currency is not Materiallrdue.11
Since all items in paragraphs 751 and 752 are imported on y because
they can not be commercially produced here, thb trade requires no
protection; hence, the sole purpose of the duty is to provide revenue,
par' a hap are correc -inI the S&nate :bil the
but unless these
revenue will be largely lost by the injury done to horticultural
After a careful study of the' duty rates and verbiage of the House
bill as compared with the present tariff, you will aee with us that
the above recommendations will increase the revenue without frther
dislocating business. Hence we earnestly seek your cooperation in
having the horticultural schedule changed in the Senate bill te

,suggested.
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ALXONDB.~
STATMENT 01 T.~C.
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TECAIORI

FRANCISCO CALIF.

SxOOr. Will you give your name and address and whom
youSenator.
represent?
Mr. Tuonal&. T. C. Tucker; I am manager of the California Almond
GroweW EExchange and my address is a9n Francisco. I represent
the California Almond Growers' Exchange.
Senator Swoor. You may hare 15 minutes, Mr. Tucker, and you
may file any brief that you desire.
Mr, Tuonait.. I firt want to express my appreciation of your cou4tesry.- I would not have asked for this opportunity to appear before.
you had it not been very, very nessary tat I return home, for the
reason that our crop is coming in at the present time and my duties
as manager call upon me to finance and handle and sell the crop.
Therefore I had the choice of -asking to be heard at this time or of
going home without being heard.
Briefly, the California Almond Growers' Exchange is a nonprofit
association of growers, reprting about 85 per cent of the almond
crop. It. meombership is very nearly 4,000. We have more than a
mostly nonbearing.
hundred thousand acres of almonds plated,
Oura
investment is something over $60,OOOAOO.
.California has been producing almonds for many years commercially, but only in a limited way until the last few years. Prior to
1919 the average annual production of almonds in California was
about 2,0 tOns. ..In 1919. the production was 7,500 tons and in 1920
approximately 6,000 tons. Practically all of our crop prior to 1919
was marketed as almonds in the shell.
Senator WATSON. Where is your competition?
Mr. ThonR. Our competition is from Spain and Italy, principally
the Mediterranean countries.
.from
Senator WATSON. Do you know about the differencein production
,gener y tppeiiknig?
I es, sir.
oTuOKR.
Senator SMOOT. Is that in your brief?
Mr. Tuona. It will be; yes, sir.
Senator JOHNSON. State it generally, because you will occupy time
turning in gour brief to the figures.
Senator WATSON. I thought he could just state generiallythe
1920, not inldg interest the cost ofprodution
M.nTuo0,:otinclun
in California was 14.3 cents per poun, and in turope it was 3.6 cents
per pod,.und.
::
SenatorSFMoQr Shelled orunshlled?
Mr. TuCiKE'R.'That is based on the unshelledralmonds. The difference is 10.7 cents a pound. That- doesnot include interest on either
land or capital invested in orchards or equipment. That represents
the actual out-ofpocket cost for the production of almonds.
:Senatr WATSoN.; Can you answer another question quickly?
What is the American consumption and what -p-roportion do you
supply?

81527-22so 7-^-38

Mr. TUOKER. At the present time we supply from 20 to 25pe~r cent
of the American consumption. Our acreage when bearing is sufficient to supply the normal demand of the United States.
0I want to bring out this point righehir, that the peat demand for
almonds in th1 country is for shelled albionds. Eighty per cent of
the money spent for almonds is for shelled almonds, and this American
market for shelled almonds is absolutely monopolized at the present
time by the importers.
Senator SMOOT. Have you as good machinery for the shelling of
them as they have in Europe?
Mr. TUCKER, In Europe almonds are shelled under the most Ptriimitive conditions, without machines, by hand, by old women'an
children, at night. In California we have invented and made homemade machinery which answers ourpurpose fairly well on which we
will make other additions and experimentations and improvements
In California the shelling of almonds must be handled by machinery,
because of the labor situation.
Senator WATSON. What were your imports last year?
Mr. TuCKER. The imports last year of almonds were about
265O00,000 pounds.
Senator WATSON. Shelled or unshelled?Mr. TUCKER. Shelled and unshelled, both. In 1919, under, the':
most prosperous marketing conditions in America, the importation
of almonds was 356490,000 pounds.
Senator WATSON. Do they raise almonds anywhere in the United
States except in California?
Mr. TUCKER. Only in California commercially.
: Senator WATSON. Could you, if properly protected, supply the
entire American demand?
Mr. TUCKER. When our present acreage is beaning.
SenatorSMOOT. What percentage of-your present acreage is
-beanino
Mr.;UCKER. I would judge that les than one-fourth of the present.
acreage is bearing at the present time.
Senator WATSON. Now, let me ask you this, Mr. Tucker. Paragraph 754 of the bills says:
Almonds, not shelled,4cents per pud;helled, 12 cents per pound.
Is that the proper proportion?
Mr. TUCKER. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Are you satisfied with those ratesI?
Mr. TuCKEtI. No, sir:,
Senator WATSON.. What do you want?
Mr. TUCKER. Five and fifteen.
Senator JoHNsoN. Are those rates absolutely essential for the protection of that industry, Mr. Tucker?
Mr. TUCKER. Absolutely, Senator. And I want to say this, that :;
in basing a request for a rate of 5 and 15 originally we selected the
minimum under which we felt we could g;go a head and develop this
business along the lines that would warant. Statistles show that
the actual difference in the cost of production-and that is allowing
everything in favor of the European-is 8 cents a pound on almonds
not shelled and relatively 24- cents a pound on shelled almonds.
That is taking: the highest rates of wages, etc., in Europe.
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We have taken the cost of labor in Spain, the cost of labor in, Italy,
azd;yet there are countries in Europe that are producing almonds
where the labor problem is easily solved.
I just want to point out that we had&&agentleman in our office
about a year ago from Palestine. Palestine has been producing
almonds for cepturies. I asked this ma,::"How much do you pay
your help, how much money " He said, '"'We don't pay them any
them permission to eat of the fruits of the plantamoney. We
g:nve
otnou give them any money -to buy shoes or anything
16tion.' vDo
else oftat kind?" "No; they wouldJnot know what to do with a
pair of shoes."
In Spain labor at the present time is fomn 25 to 35 cents a day.
Freight, as will be brought out in our brief, varies. It is onefourth
or one-third of our freight.
Senator JOHiNSON. The almond people feel that they may have
blundered in stating thie original rates in the House at 5 and 15,
because they fixed the Very st possible rate on which they could
live. They asked 5 and 15, but if they hadl done like most industries
have done asked more than the vey least possible rates upon which
they could live, they might have been reduced and they might have
received the 5 and 15.
Is that the way the almond people feel, Mr. Tucker ?
- -Mr. Tuexi hat is correct.
Senator JOHNSON. What is happening to your groves?
Mt. Tuozne. I want, to say, at this time, Senator-naturally, I
will think of a lot of things after I am out-that we have at the
presot time a large percentage of our 1919 crop unsold; 1919, as
you Iknow, was the most prosperous business year in this country.
The 1919 importations were the heaviest we have had, being an increase of nearly 700 per cent over a period of some 15 years. Recntly we shipped back from New York to San Francisco 5,000 bags
of almonds we could not sell. The almonds had remained in the
warehouse, most of them for a year, and we could not get any kind.
of a decent offer for them, and, finally their condition, by reason of
remaining in the warehouse, was such that we had to ship these
:almonds tack to California where they could- be shelled and salvaged as well as possible. The bags had been stained and damaged.
Rats had gotten into them.
We have been anxious and willing to sell our crop at any reasonable price we could get, but we found that every time we got into the
market the other feflow seemed to be able to cut our price. That is
particularly "true of shelled almonds. There is a certain amount of
demand for almonds in the shell.
Senator WATSON. What can you sell them for profitably per polIl(ln
in New York?
Mr. TUCKER. Under the present cost of production?
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. TUcKcER. The costs of 1920 were nineteen aind a fractiondcents
a:ppynd forfalmonds not shelled'. Freight is 24 cents a pound additibnal. Anthing above that would bring a profit.
Senator WATSON. What does Italy or Spam lay them down for in
New York?
Mr. TUCKER. At varying prices.
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Senator W'ATSON. But they can always undersell you at that price?1
Mr. TUCKER. Always. I think they always have been-ale to
undersell us.
I want to say that of the 1920 crop, Senator, at the present time
we have pproximatel 30 per cent unsold.
Senator Soor. What kind of almonds are you speaking of now?
Mr. Tucin Nuts intheshell.
Senator SMOOT. They are of different grades, are the 'not?
Mr. TtroKZRnYet. We have a proPORtion of ll gdes, but the
great bulk of our crop is what we call the seedling areties. We
produce about 35 per centpaper shell and about 65 per cent seedlings.
Senator SMOOT. What do you gt for papr-ellnow?
Mr. TUCKER.' We have not 'been able to sell any for such a long
period of time that I do not know what we could get now.
Senator WATSON. Why have you not been ,able to sell any?
Mr. TUCKBR. Because at the present time there is ho sale for nuts'
in the shell after January l. The great' yeararound demand is -for
shelled almonds. The consumption .of nuts in the shell, by habit,
has been confined principally to the holidays.'
Senator WATSON. You think that if there had not been any imports you could have sold your product?
Mr. TUCKER. 'We could have shelled our product and have be'en
able to enter the shelled-almond market. We hiv'quite a' quantity
:of shelled almonds 'ow, and we found that'shelled alonds were
brought from the Mediterranean countries into the dty of Saf Franciseo and sold for legs money to the peoe out6 ther than the prce
previously prevailing ohn'ionds in the shell.: To-diy- the people of
California are eating the' peasait-grown alm6nds of Europe.-.-;,
Our business is right at the point where it either is goifkgto gd
ahead very fast or disintegrate. We are pretty good sports. We are
not going to pull up our trees, but are going to make ;the best fight we
can for a market; but if the grower for two or three years'idoes not
'get enough to pay'for the cost of production, he can not keep it up
Very long. We have a little bak UP in the Esprto district. One
of the prinCiPal products of the 'Esparto district is almonds. They
grow almOndS and grin. I think those represent thei entire pro(duction. That bank is existing only by 'courtesy of the bank examiner. They Can not lend a penny to the growers in the district.' The
situation is Very, very senous, especialy when' almonds are the-Predominant crop. At the same time we Bee in the Ea'st a 'demand for
shelled almonds and the consumer paying a PrettY high' riCe.
Seiator WATSON. That is: a pretty 'fair statement. I think yvou
have given us all the salient facts, as many as you would have given
us if you had talked for an hour. You have given the fundamentals.:
Senator SMoot. If you desire to file a brief vou may do so.
Senator JOnNSON. Mr. Tucker may file a &rief on behalf of the
almond people?
Senator SMOOT. Certainly.
Senator SIIOORTRIDGE. I thougllht it might be helpful to the committee to submit these telegrams [ilndicatillg].
Senator SoOr. I think we have juist the same telegrams, Senator.
I have a larger hunich thani that.
Senator SOuRTlmuDE. I am nlOt asking that they be inserted in the
record-far from it---but I want to say, if you will permit me, that

Table: Previous rates (cents per pound).
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here are a hundred and odd telegrams that have come to me not
only from the growers but from banks and bankers and shippers; of
course, all to the same effect. -absolutel yeconomically true,
They claim, and I believe it to ybe
that .they must have at least 5 and 15 cents, respectively, oni the
shelled and the unshelled.
Senator WATSON. They have been very liberal in "their tolegrams,
with all of us.
Senator SVOT. I think I Ahave more thanyou Ahavethere.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Of course, I hhave a great many letters.
DAIY OF T. 0. TUObf,' MANAGXE CALIFORNIA ALMOND GROWERS' ZXORANGE.
The California Almond Groowers' Exchange, a nonprofit cooperative association of
approximately 4,000 growers, operating under the cooperative organization lawn of
the State of California, and representing about 75 per cebt of the almond crop produced in America, respectfully asks the Congres of--the United States to grant the
following tariff schedule on almonds.:
Rate tequeeted.-Unshelled almonds, 5 cents per pound; shelled almonds, 15 cents
per pound,

Rate, ranted in Forducybill.-Unshelled almonds, 4 cents per
almonds, 12 cents per pound.
::
P
rates (cents per pound).
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The preent. Ulnderwood tariff is the lowest sinco the Civil. War. it has hadl no
*test of its protective powers, as it did not become commercially effective as regards
almonds until after the Worldd War began. Furthermore, the Payne-Aldrich rates
were, at the time they were in effect, the lowest since the Civil War with the exception
of three years from 1894 to 187, when the Wilson bill was in effect. Previous tariff
schedules on almonds do not, however, constitute sound precedents upon which to
erect just dutie on almonds.

PRODUCtION0 AND VALUE.
The dAiomentic production of almonds is limited almost altogether to California
although there are small areas in a number of other States where almonds arc produce(
successfully. The normal production in California at the present time is ah)out 12 to lb
million pounds annuaily. In California, as in Europe, almond crops are more or lerss
uncertain because of liability to frost injury. Large crops some years are offset by
poor crops other yearn
While 3,000 tons of the 1919 and 1920 crops grown by members of the California
Almond Growers' Exchange remain unsold, thie estimated value expressed in returns
to the growers iS $2,500,000 forthe 1919 and $1,500,000 for the 11)20 crop. (Production
since 1900 is shown in Exhibit D.)
The Californi growers have received to date on their 1920 crops 10 cents per pound
for some varieties and 7 cents for others. Due to deterioration, ijpoilage, storage
chare, and :lo in. value through age, total, returns to the growers on this crop can
be but very little more than they have already received.
Foreign competition comes chiefly from Spain (over 50 per cent) an(l Italy (over
25 per cent), with some production in France and otherMediterranean countries. Total
production in the Old World is estimated at approximately 700,000,000 pounds.
(Production By cotlntnes may he found in Exhibit ).)
American importations of almonds amounte(l to approximately :35,000,000 )ounds
in 1919 and 25,000,000 pounds in 1920. Figures sur)plied )y thoiUnited States t lureau
DOMESTIC
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of Foreign d Domestic Commerce show the total value of the 1920 importaion to
be $7,786,910. The total value of the 1019 importation according to the anwe autlhority was $11,887,346. Seating values for shelled and unshelled almonds
imported shows that the value o unhelled imported during the calendar year 1920
was $1,017,984, while the value of shelled almonds for that year was P3,768,926, or
almost 7 to- 1. --I n weight the inshelled shi pment. to this country in'that year amounted to 6,703,181
pounds, while the helled nuts wihod 18,1§0,588 pounds. (Detailed information on
o o
imports may be found in Exhibit fise n
Icreful estimate of eon reportsom over 1,200
::A
out California indicate that there are at the present time conideraly over 100,0
in the a ate approximately
acres of soil planted to almond rchards, nube
7,000,000 trees. The capital investment of the growers in Calhfornia is reckoned
conservativel y at over $60,000,000,. About 20,000 white laborers are employed In the
culture andl harvesting of almonds seasonally.
The basic ra~te on unshelled. almonds.panted in the Fordney tariff bill is still too
low. It is mjxsible for u to compete with the cheap European products on the samue
rates whichit prevailed before the war.
With an 8-centrarte on ulnshelled almonds justifiabie ol'ly on the b)asis of differente
ill (co)t on a prewar baism, experts are agreed that 5 (vfnts is a rea.oixalileo Ibais uneer
postwar *conditions. ln asking a -cent andl15b-cent scheduloeof deities the American
almond grower rents hin cae upon the wide divergieice of productionl costs of the
:leasant-growii Mediterranean almonds and the ('alifornia product employing Amen'-at labor and inodern oAmernican niethodi and macihilery,
The estimates of foreign costs used in the caleulation6s * ontained herein are flgiiih d
at '25 per ('ent of Amencan costs, though official and unofficial figures of labor costs,
as gpven innExhibit A, all show them to be only 10 per cent to 20 per cent of American
co:st. For safetv, calculations reducing foreign money values to American value
are figured at higher ex('hange rate than actuilly prevailed at the time covered in'
the data prnted This gives any advantage that may exist to the foreigner rather
than the Americaxi producer, In fact such a method has been pursued throughout,
follyv recognizing that the merits of the cue being presented are sufficiently convinc(ing, even if estimated to favor the foreign producer.
In Tariff Information, 1921 seneS, In a publication of the(Committee on Waivs
and Means, entitled "Wages in the United States and Foreign Ctountriei" is a general
r4um6 'of wages on page 6, which shows that Italian labor costs in agriculture me
only 20.75 pier cent of American costs. (in page :3 of the same publication SpanifIh
labor costs are shown, to ble but 13.30 per cent of American costs. Furthermore, onl
the same psage it is shown that costs in the far West are well above the average for the
United#state. In spite' of this official evidence we hive, for Pafety, figured foreign
(ost5 at 245 per (cetl. of American costs.
Estimates on Clalifornia costs are baed on the results of the invastiostions publishedl in Bulletin 297 of the C'alifornia Agriculttral Experiment Station, entitled
"The Almond1 n (!alifornia," by R. H1. Taylor. These investigations covered a
colntilnfousiperio'd of six yearn.
F'iguires on Eturopean eosts are shown in detail in' Exhibit A. The official ntatisif( H
quoted fullly bear out the conservatism of or estimates of foreign costs as compared
with those of alifornia. We would call particsulir attentioifo the report, No. 33097,
of the American onuln at Malaga, Spain, dated July 11 1921', given in Exhibit AA.
Thi8 report throws much light-on EEuropean methods andi costs in general.
This report show that men who may be used as foremen in almond orchards in
Spain received from $0.63 to $0.76 per day with quarters but no meals. Ordinary
male labor receives from $0.44 to $0.50 per day without meals, or $0.25 per day and
oiard. On the other hand, ordinary rltifornia labor at the same time costs $3.60
a dlay. In Spain "the average earnings of a farmer laborer aided by his wife and
children," the consul reports, "are from 1,000 to 1,600 pesetas annually, " or from $126
to $189.30 in American money.
The American consul further reckons the Spanish cost of production, including
taxes, interest on investment, exhaustion of soil, and all other charges, at from $0.0748
to $0.0997 per pound of shelled almonds, or, on the bisis of American shelling percentages, which are more favorable than the foreign, $0.0249 to $0.0332 per pound unshelled.
On the basis of foreign shelling percentages gven by the American consul, the cot per
.09 per pound.
pound on unshelle almonds i from .0187
1Reent consuilar reports from other Spanish points are in accord with the onie quoted.
C'(onsular reports from southern Italy show ts in the almond-produt~ig sections to
he much lenm than those used in tour etimate. latxr costs in both Europe and ('aliforsia, as Phown in E'xhibit A, are tuoted from official sources as indicated.
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Claims. ade by opponents of the American almond farmers that ('alfoinia almond
lands are overvaued are disproved by a report made by R. L. Adams, profesfor of
farm management of the University of California, in 1916, on comparative [and values
in California.. (gi estimate. are gven in detail in Exhibit J.) Prof. Adams shows
that the high prce for land ada kale toa mond culture in C'alifoanla in 1916 was *3GO
peracre, the low price $100, and the usual-price $160. These figures are-at the bottom
of the list of fruit-land values in the State. According to the same author the high
value of developedlwpnd Oorchas in1915
lwa t$800 per acre nd the usual $400 per
acre, No other developed fruit land in aliforniai sold ais low. After a later and more
exhaustive study, reported in Bulletin 297 of the Califor Agricultural Experiment
Station, the avyenge value ofb-are-land ready for almond planting in California was
,placed at-$20 per acre, while the ave
lueof land ineainng was placd at EGO
per acre, There is an apparent disrepAncy In these valuationsdue to the fact that
Adams's figures cover land in-raw condition while those in Bulletinz297, in a general
way, cover cost of rough clearing aecaesary ixfore the land is ready for laying out for
orchard purposes. These reports dispose of the argument that the California almond
grower is overburdened with a. toheavy capital investment. :He has the least land
rent of any clam of Californ fruit grower. This is unquestionably due to the poor
returns almond growers have had In the past and are now receiving.
The charge has been made that the efforts of the California almond growers to
secure a readjustment of the Isaiff rates is nothing mora than a gigantic land-promotio
schemd. As a matter of fact, the company referred to had nothing whatever to do
with any effort to secure an adequate almond tariff. They have made no efforts
theniselve, :nor have they communicated with us or we with them in any way.
Surely the Senate Com ttee on Finance can niot for a moment consider as competent evideence or argument newspaper nahWate advertisements designed to dispose of lands by promotional companies.
Furthermore, we maintain theat no: matter how many land-piromotion scheimes
may have been lauinched in California and most of them have been perpetrated by
nonresident. of 1(Clifornia with nonresident capital, the fact remains that the orchards
arc sold to private owners, who are entitled to fair returns fromn their almond orchards
on a reasonable valuation basis. This, of course, asumes that the orchards have
been planted on adaptable land, which has, generally speaking, been the case. Outr
figures are not in any way based on promotional land values but-upon conservative
estimates of land valued for other purposes.
It should be further borne in mind that our claims for tariff revision are more thlan
justified by valuing the land at $1, or in effect not considering land value at all.
DOM:STC; MARKST CONDITIONS.
(Conditions in Aimierican almond growing have been revolutionized since I 19;18.
Up to and including that year the California almond growers, by sound usinessI
methods and judicious sales and advertising methods, were able to create market.s
for-their entire crops annually ii the shell. In 1919, however, production, steadily
increasing year by year reached a point where the American unshelled-almondl
market was satiated. This condition was aggravated with the harvest of the 1920
crop, and the American grower, despite the fact that he has takon Ioaes of from 9
cents to 12 cents per pound on portions of the 1919 and 1920 crops sold, has still on
hand 3,000 tons of almonds from those years, with the 1921 crop of heavy proportions being harvested at the present time.
The unshellod-almond market is seasonal and limited. The American growers
have only one hope with l)roduction increawin heavily as thousands of trees come
into bearing annuallyj and that is the American shelled-almond market, which
always has been and i now completely in control of the handlers of the Mediterranean crop. It is a physical fact, not a theory, that if the American grower can not
sell his almonds he will not pay upkeep costs on his orchards, and American almond
growing will languish into eventual extinction.
In a ferinstances growers have recently begun pulling up their trees or grafting
them over to other fmits. The latter procedure can not be done on many types of
land adapted to almonds, however, and in such instances the land must eventually
revert to pasture. This is unfortunate, as it requires from 5 to 7 years of unproductive labor and investment to bring an almond orchard into commercial bearing.
Nothing les than a 5-cent and 16-cent schedule will permit the American grower to
gain a foothold in the American shelled-almond market. This; market absorbs 80 per
cent of the money spent for almotnds in this country. The American farmer an ntot
hope to enter it tinder the 4-cent and 12-cent schedule provided in the Fordney bill.
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This tremendous i e in production, with frher inre to come, makes'
obvious the earlier tati ent th previous trbicostitutd no sound prcedents
upon which to erect q Itble lmond dutis i the taif bill now before Cong. .
The doestic' rductinis r than sufficient to supply the entire doetic
will' be able to supply the dotic conconsumption of unshelled almon and
i
shellidailoW a ell. T is evident f the fat that 10,000are
sumption
p
ti o the-ace wllkprolde when
h all the trees Attain
of och
700 p
b.-,-p proximaely 7,000,000 pouns. ow areageredy plnted above
introduction
beyond the
tbe
lJOiN~O re0of *ty8IIc the
i od the unshe~lle b
4
::1920 to~l Ankm p t1
of ",80,
(This
estimateiJs arrived at by multiplinAg t-thelsh ivnjf by 3 to put them on an
unshelled basI, and thon tddhtgtbe ushoelledimports and the total American pro-.
ductonls the poi
th cr stil on hand unsold.)
eas of the
Mountain are from 2.4
Freight rates from California to all point,,ooky
to 3 times higher on rular established lins than they are from the Mediterranean
ports to New York. Thi is clearly shown in Exhibit C0 In many aes tramp
steamers bring caves of almonds for little more than the cost of handling, making the
cost of transportation as low as one-sixth of the freight rates from California in carload
lots.
QUALM OFV0?DOMNfl AND FORBION ALMONDS.

:The claim, often made, by theimporters and other, that the Califrnia almond are
inferior to the foreign almond, bigwoody and dyr in texture, lackig in oil, andi
Is entirely unfounded in
united to the needs of the manufactu
'ta In the
Annual Report of theIDirector of the Californi Aicultural Experiment Station for
the year ending June 30, 1919, on page 37, ii give a table of analyses of foreign and
domestic almondsi. on page 38 he comments a follows:
"The nutrition division, cooperatiOngwith that of pomology, made complete chemical examination of 14 different variees of domestic almonds grown at Davis and, for
the sake of comparison, 5 varieti of imported nuts.
"The following table contains the analytical data for these nuts. The imported
varieties Werreceived in the shelled form, and, therefore, to figures are given for
reuse orshl.
"The t presented are int ti in showing that the domestic onds are qua
in nutritive value to the imported rtileo. The protein content of the former is her
on the averse than that iidicated by the latter, while the average for the nitrogenfree extract is correspondingly lower."
The table as printed is given in Exhibit . together with further comments furnished by Prof. Jaffa, of the nutrition division.
The unshelled-almond business is a seasonal one, limited almost altogether to the
umption in this
holiday season and coverin a period of not over ee mont.
clam of businew can not be increased indefinitely. With the keen charicter of
competition from the foreign unshelled product we must have some of the shelledalmond business iii order to dispose of our surplus, which now amounts to more than
we can sell in the shell and more than Californfi has previously produced in any one
year..
t
From 6 to 12 million dollars annually pee to southern Europe from this coun7
to pay the pauper labor of those- countries, while American producer, ca nots
their product even at a lose. There are no exports of almonds from this countrz and
never have been. We can not even get businem in Canada on account of the ability
of the foreign producer to undersell Us.
Spain -;Italy, and France have all enatcWt highe tariff chdule ithan have ever
existedbefore in those countries. Tey have taken cognizance of increased v ues
cuarly have plaed
and have raised their rates accordingly. Sp and Italy
much higher dutiqe on most commodities exported from the United Stats. They
frankly admit that they are aiming to keep their own domestic manufacturers buiy.
Under such condition should not Americs protect her own industries, when such
protection is sadly needed, as in the case of the almonds? At the same time that the
foreigners are protesting high tariff duties in America they themselves are doing the
very thing they object-to on our part. The United States Department of Commerce
has in its-poeseemion the tariff schedules of these countries, which corroborate the
statements just made.
The 4-cent rate on unhelled almonds was barely suffi(cient under the most favorable
conditions existing before the war. A I-cent increasee to 5 cents certainly will not
for many' years if ever, give us a greater chance in the market than before the war,
and 1nder condlitions probable for tlhe next few years will not give 11s that muceh.
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The. United States is nowr a creditor: nation. The gold reserve in this Country is
enormous. It Is entirly.improbable that living or other coqts will return to prewar
standards compared with other countries for a good any yers, if ever. This
condition alone would warrant an increase in the rate of 1 cent per pound above the
Payne-Aldrich rate, which tariff Wa in effect, as far as almonds were concerned,
practicall to the big of the World War.
P
ththt an increase to 5 cents on unshelled almonds will still
It is evient therefor
leave us at a disdvatage and force us to fight hard for any share of the market for

unshelled goods
Anieuican producers never have had any share in the shelled-almond market on
account of the Illogical rStss obtaing in the put onwshelled almonds as compared
with tinshelled, with the result that It h been impossible for us to compete successfully with the foign product, which was always able to just underbid any quotations, we might make.
After mvertionaby members of the ricultural subcommittee of the Committee
on Ways and Mearoa, the proper ratio of rates on shelled and unshelled was found to
be 3 to 1, That ratio was accepted as correct by the full committee, as shown by the
rates Of 4 cents on -unshelled and 12 cents on shelled almonds provided in the Fordney
tariff bill as paied by the. House.
A recent test of shelling percentags conducted by the United States Department
of Agriculture shows that the average meat content secured from shelling, by the
best and most -upto-dte shelng machinery in ,Caiforni, of 12 leading varieties of
California almonds to be less than 33 percent. The varieties tested represent the
great bulk of. the ehtie Caliia production. (Quotations from the official report
of thiswtt axegiven ini-Exhibit F4.)
With a reduction I eighti by selling from 3: pounds of unshelled almonds to 1
pound of shelled almonds or almond meats for the domestic product, and from 4 pounds
of unshelled almonds to 1 pound of shelled almonds for the foreign roduct it is evishould be three times
dent that to enable usto: compete the rate on shelled almonds
the rate on unshelledin order to give the sme returns s if unshelled, and this doe
all. As a matter of fact, cost of shelling in southern
not figure the cost of shellMn MIt
Europe is practically nothig,ias it is done b the pants' families at home at
spare times and in the evening in their huts, while the American workers must be pad
substantial nges% and machinery, equipment, and power necessary for operation
must be provided at additional expense.
The California almond-grow have a well-equipped automatic almond-shelling
plant at Sairamento, the only one of its kind in the world, representing an investment
of over P00,000, which has never yet turned a wheel commercially. This plant was
built in anticiption of the imperative neceitr of getting into the shelled-alinond
business and with the belief that Congress woul afford the necessary relief when the
time came.
A rate: of 15 cents on shelleda lmonds is-in keeping with the comparative value of
the product and will do no more than enable the American producer fight for a
share of the market for shelled 4imonds and will in no way shut out the foreign product. As a matter of fact, what it will mainly do will be to insure to the American
producer new markets, which he may, by his own initiative, develop. Under present conditions, as won as a market is developed by our producers the foreigner is able
to com e in and take. it completely any from u. We need, therefore, protection
against such a procedure in 0te future. Even at the rate requested every effort must
be put forth to maintain markets which we may-develop for oumelves through widespread advertising and sound business procedure.
Upon the zAmerican almond growers' ability to gain a foothold in the American
shelled-almond market lies the savation of almond culture in the United States.
Our American grower can not persist in their life's work, to which they have devoted
years of toil and millionsof dollars, unless theyareigiven a fighting chance to compete
with the Miditertnean growers by adequate adjustment of cost of production differentials thlrugh theimpostion of a-cent and 15-cent tariff schedule. In asking these
minimum protection which will
abild'te
the
duties our American growers areseekin
enable them tot compete with the peon labor of southern Europe and the cheap methods and equipment employed in the foreign almond-producing countries.
A comparative study of prices received by the foreign grower and those received
by the California grower shows that the foreign producer receives a most variable
price, while the domestic producer, before the present complete demoralization of
the market, received considerably more. in this connection, it must be remembered
that foreign quotations are always higher than the prices actually received. Cor-
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respondents inl Europe invariaibly state that such is the case and that it is done with
the very evident intent of boosting the "market,
Here agin it must be thoroughly understood that prices-quotediL forignwarkets
must be reduced considerably to represent the prices at which actual sales take place.
The declared value o0 imports into the United States is based upon quotations at the
time shipments are made, rather than upon the actual sales price.
0:X000 0 j0 0
00
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of the schedule of retail pries in Philadelphia and New York
An examination
tari indicates that reail piesk are no higher with a
a comparison
with the varying
high tariff than with a low tariff. -In other iords, the revenue that ehould have gone
to the Goveirnment has been going int the pocket of speculators in foreign almonds.
Murton observe. that fortunes are constantly being made and lost in the almond
business in Sain due to speculation. It Is safe to sy, also, that fortupes are being
made in foreign almonds here due to the large margin of profit which are possible
under condition as they exist in this country.
An examination of a list of retail prices mentioned above shows that almonds were
selling at Philadelphia as far back as 1899 for 3 cents a pound. In no year since that:
time have they exceded that amount until the year 1918, when they went to 40 cents.
i n view of the unusual conditions throughout the country and abnormal increase in
costs of all -kinds, this increase is not to be compared with those which have taken
place in other commodities.
It is well to call attention to the business philoeophi4 of the California Almond
Growers' Exchange. It has been the policy of the ex ange from- its inception ini
1910 to sell at the lowest figure -posible consistent with a; fair return to. the grower.
The reputed statement of the manager of the exchange has been that "if we try to
take advantage of the consumer one year because we find ourselves in a position to do
so, we shall pay for it in the follow' year," This policy of selling at the lowest
possible prices consistent with returning a reasonable Pro ft to the producer should
encourage the wideread distribution of the product through the maximum developnent -of old and new markets.: Upi t the time the American market became
satiuted at the close of the-World War the effectiveness of this policy was amply
secured from the Bureau.of Foreigll and Dom~stic Commerce
demonstrated. Fon retail prices hin olew York for the Nonpareil almond show that this variety sold for
uniformly lower prices from 1913 -to 1917, incluaive, than from the ped betweenV
1907 and 1912. Prices for the earlier period were from 4 cents to8 cents higher
Remembering that the association was organized in 1910, but took two or three years
to gain sufficient strength to materially affect the market, these figures are striking.
We believe the figures on retail prices show that the operation of the growers' organization to date has resulted in lower prices to the consumer than would otherwise
have obtained due to a sane selling policy as outlined above and to more economical
methods of distribution. Here we might call attention to the fact that while most
commodities rose in value from 100 to 200 per cent and even more from 1915 to 1920
the retail price of almonds generally only rose abobt 30 per cent during the same
Under such conditions it is reasonable to expect the California producer, if encouraged to produce-in quantity by adequate tariff protection, to develop new markets
for shelled almonds and stabilize old- ones until eventually the consuming public
will pay les for the American product than they have for the foreign. All we ask
is an opportunity to -demonstrate these possibilities.
If the increases to 5 cents and 15 cents are not granted, the Californla almond
stateidleh
is no
"This
neglect.
industry must languish and eventually die through
ment. Without returns sufficient to pay production costs, orchards must of necessitybe nlected; cultivation, spraying, spring, and other o tons will be
11n be a gradual deterioration of the orchards, until
omitted. he obvious
finally they must die or be dug lup, with consequent loss of years of toil and heavy
a letter written
financial investment. A forecast of this condition may be drawnIfrom
by the president of one of our California country bankskat Esparto. (See Exhibit K.)
Returns to California producers have never been high and are now far below cost
of production. If the entire amount of all previous crops were fully sold, the average
returns on the entire crops of members of the California Almond Growers' Exchange
would have been as follows: 1910 to 1916 inclusive, $0.1309 per pound; 1914 to 1916,
inclusive, $0.1265 per pound; 1920, $0.1408 per pound.
The first two prices above indicate actual conditions. The figure for 1920 is based
ipon what the growers would receive if entire crop were sold at prices prevailing when
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sales were possible. As a matter of fact, 3,000 tons of the crops of the vat two years
still remlainwon hand, and deterlotation and storage and other costs make it probable
that little furth6r returns on these crops will be iiiade to the growers. -It. is evident,
therefore& that this figure is too high. The actual facts pointed oubt above show that
the growers have not received over 8 cents per pound the 10 cenits being paid on
Nonpareil grnd similar varieties representing but a small proportion of the crop.
A false iinpression has been given by the importers in their testimony before he
Senate omniiitteeonlFinance (seeCommittee Print, Part2, Aug. 30, on the tariff, II. it.
7456, p. 2329), in which they quote the retail prices of almonds and then draw the
coliclusioxn that the difference between the grower's cost of production an4d the retail
price is all prfit to the producer. It is perfectly evident to anyone desiring a fair
statement of the matterAthat from this difference in price must be deducted the profits
of all the handlers along the linejincluding broker, wholesaler, and retailer,Ias well
as transportation and other similar costs attendant upon the marketing of any crop..
The f
quiote Mr. Tucker having stated that the cost of producing almonds
i 192
a approtely $0.16 a popnd
.That is alpable error, as all of our claims
and all the figures show that the cost was over $0,19 a pound. All of the evidence
submitted by- the California Almond Grower.' Exchange is aimed to bring out the conservative nature of the estimated cost of $0.1945 per pound.
The demand for unishelled almonds is limite& being confined principally to the
holiday trade, the demand for these after January 1 being very light. NumeroulB
efforts on the part of California producers to develop a year-around trade in this class
of goods has proven that such development is necessarily limited.
The demand for shelled almonds is continuous the year round, the nuts being used
bv confectioners, bakers, paste manufacturers and many others. This market, on
the other hand, is susceptible of a reasonable amount of development if rightly handled.
The speculator can not and will-not attempt to develop new markets. the proddcers,
when organized as the California growers are, can and will foster developments of these
markets in suchka wmay as to be beneficial to all concerned, provided, of course, that
the properstirmulus for normal competition is provided by an equitable import duty.
Up to the present time California almonds have been marketed almost altogether in
the shell: the small percentage (less than 3 per cent) sold shelled being marketed
west of the Rockies,.
Those California almonds which have bein shelled in the past have been largely off
grades that could not be handled otherwise Hsuch as "sticktights" and "rain-stained"
nuts. The balance were shelled ln the huiling machines, which are used to separate
the whole nuts from the hulls which surround them at the time of harvesting. A
certain amount of such shelling can not be avoided.:
The estimated total out ut of shelled almonds in California amounts to only a small
fraction of 1 per cent of t e total-amount of almonds consumed in the United States,
and of the shelled almonds only that were so consumed.:
In 1919, under the most prosperous marketing conditions this country has experienced, the almond power offering his product at a price that did not yield to him more
than the cost of production plus a fair interest on his investment could not sell his
crop, and there is to-day in the warehouses approximately 9 per cent of that crop
that could not be sold because of the overproduction of almonds for sale in the shell
and the low:priceat *hich almonds from the Mediterranean were imported. Over
30 per cent of the 1920 crop- is also still unmarketed. The prices at which the balance
of this crop must be sold will-not even return the cost of production.
The limit of marketing almonds in- the shell having very eivident]y been reached,
the growers must plan to develop a domestic trIde for California shelled almonds,
----and this must be done quickly in order to care for the rapidly increasing size of each
new year's crop. With each coming year additional acreage will come into beang
in the same way as that indicated by the doubling of vAuction from 1915 to 1919.
: (An examination of Exhibit D wil Mow the detailed character of the increase.)
With the present low tariff it is impossible to get into the shelled-almond business
with our rapidly incing tonage for two reasons: First, at present prices the cost
of shelling and handling completely prevents competition except at a heavy loss
to the California producer; second, because the competition from abroad and the possibility of underselling prevents the American producer from investing the necessary
capital to put the shed-almond business on its feet.
In other words, with the present duties, foreign competitors are underselling the
American producers to such an extent as to keep them out of the shelled-almond
business completely. Some relief must be provided soon.
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To the claim of the importers and manufacturers that the proposed rates will increase
the cost to the consumer so much that-it willgrntly curtail consumption, we reply
by stating it as our- belief that thev can absorb the increased duties without increasing
the cost, and, in support of this statement quote the following article from the front
page of the New York Times for Monday, August 1, 1921:
"Candy company cuts pces 50 per cent, Concern's head says it is undeniable
300 per cent profits have been general. Ice cream arid soda, 10 cen. Facy
chocolates go from $1 to 59 cents; bonbons drop to 39 cents; hard candy, 29 cents;
brittles, 15 cents4
"Reductions amotuiting to apprximatelyl O per cent onandies ice cueam, and
soda-fountain drinks go into effect to-ay in the Miller Candy Co. in the confectionhery
stores said an announcement last niglhtby Benjamin Miller had of the corporation
controlling ihis chain of store.. This is the firt general reduction to be made since
the war by the Miller Candy Stores, of which there are seven in Manhattan and one
in Brooklyn.
"In a memorandum sent to Herman Heide,eiad of-the Confdtioners' Association
Mir. Miller says that the confctionery stores generally have been making a poit of
:300-per cent on their goods which are chasd luxuries.- He says he ha found
that he tan cut his prices in iwo andistill make a profit. Despite any action that may
be taken by btaasociation, Mr. Miller feels that heoii
doing the rightthing bytiducing
the prices-in his stores to pre levels and so doing his bit X help along the 'tetun
to normalcy, ' advocated by Prdent Harding. the price reductions, he explains
affect everythinginkthe Miller Candy Stores, including expei
andy, both boxe
and loose, andice cream and ice-cream odas., His statement addtued to Mr.Helde
is-as follows: 'The order goes into effect .Monday morning Auut 1. I know-that
it may not seem regular, but 1 am faced with two facts of biusnes. One is that for
several years we have been getting nearly 300 per cent on what are called luxuries.
That has been the profit. It is undeniable. The other is that in a brief experiment
it has been shown to me that 1 can make a regular profit by getting down to natural
bue tendency, and the tendency is to restore what President Harding calls
normalcy.'"
Under a cent and 15-cent tariff schbdule the California almond growers are convinced from years of experience that they will have to constantly develop flew and
broader American, markets to give outlet to their annually incresing production.
This will work in favor of the American consumer eventually by cutting' the cost
of almond on the table. The Amercan almond grower realizes that he maut popularize the almond, epeally the shelled nut, the same the peanut has been in the
minds of -the consuming public. He can do this-only by national advertising and
low prices. The California Almond Growers Exchange is planning to put up almonds
in consumer packages to educate the American public to eat ialmonds, and at the same
time protect that public against excessive distributors' profits by stamping the price
on the package. The American grower knows that in doing this e is also developing
markets for the foreign grower in the United States. Conuently, he-does not
look forward to any appreciable decrease in importations. On the contrary, importations are likely to increase under future conditions, even with a 5-cent and 15-cent
tariff schedule.
The consumer gets no benefit from a foreign
he impcon ero te
have and never will carry our-advertiing campi to idorm thei orders n-e
uses or value of almonds in any form nor will they make any efforts to develop new
markets. This is the natural function of an American orgnizaton and should be
encouraged. To do this involves an outlay of money for adverting, equipment
for handling, packing, etc., and to do so the towers must be aured of an opportunity
of continuing to sell in the markets in which they have spent money to develop,
without the danger of the importers taking the entire nrket away from them after
having been developed. Under present conditions this is not only possible but has
been done many times.
REVENUE

TO

THE UNITED STATES.

An almond tariff schedule of 5 cents and 15 cents would mean an average revenue
to the United States of $2,964,024.65. This figure is based upon the average imports
for the years 1914 to 1920, inclusive, these average importations amounting to 5,312,671
pounds of unshelled almonds aid 17,989,274 pounds of shelled almonds. The average
is below present annual importations and Is therefore a fair basis, of compultationl.
(Deftails of these figures are given in ExhibitIl,.)

Table: Consumption of almonds in United States per capita.
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Claims of the alnmond importers: that the 5 and 115 ceht schedule of dutties asked
will shuit out importations are obviously without substantiations. If foreign exporting and. American importing marins of profit are so large and have proven so elastic
in the past when the American almond grower tried at various times to enter the
Americlan seiehe -almond market, It is reasonable to believe that the duties asked
:will be absorIped by the forelgn
the exporter and the Americani imiporter,
and that the American grower pprod-ucer,
and distributor will find keen competition In the
almond markets of the UJnited States.
If the American producer is throttled b) being forced to produ(ce at a loss, the redtltion of said prodicition to a minillltinw once mire will give the foreigner ftll control
: of the American market at his own prices.
Even if the entire cost should be passed oln to the consumer, it would not amount
to inore than a total of 4 cents per capita per year, as shown by the following table:
(Jonsutmption of at"onds in Unit4 Slate8 per ca pita,
(Figures given are tor the fisl year ending June :30.1
1920

1921

ff;
0 '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ound.
1'ound.
Utisholled almonds .......................
0u0.
0.
O.
Shelled almonds ......
247
.130
She:led as it unshelled (x's3)..741 :.390:
461
Totallon unshellod basis ........................................................ 806
0

.

-

Surelv the committee and Congress will bear in mind that. the almond i q hot a basic
food necessity. Less than half a pound of almonds were consumed per cpita in the
limited tates duin the year ending June .30, 921. This might well gve rise to the
eharactoxiiation of thc almond as a luxtiry, .and the strongest argiment against a protective tariff for American almond growing could not brand the schedule ked as a
tax upon the mass of the American consutilnig public, even if the import'duties were
not to be absorbed )hy the foreign grower and exporter and the Anmerican importer.
CALIFORNIA THE LOGICAL, PLACE TO PRODUCE ALMONDS.

National economy- of natural resources demands the utilization of adaptable lands
at points distant from the marketing centers of the country for the production of
concentrated crops of high uniitary value, thus tending to equalize transportatiozi and
:8istributifoin costs as compared with gross products of low value. Only in this way can
the highest. efficiecyl be secured in the use of the land and of the labor of the producer and his employees. The Nation should, therefore, encourage the production
of relatively high-value crops, such as almonds, at distant'points, as in lalifornia,
and especially where stich distant points are so well suited to their economical
prod liction.
Arguments that:the American almond growers should be denied adequate tariff
duties-becaulse :uiropean countries must sell their goods here to pay their dehts has
as its corollary that. 5,(000 American citizeis, who have invested ttieir toil and their
moneyrin the soil, should bo put in awn in Elurope's elfbit to exchange her depreciated
currency for sound American dollars. The American almijond growers are loath to
believe that a Republican administration will consider an argument so speciu19s.

'rlie almond growers of Californlia, therefore, respectfully and earnestly requiest. that
the rate on uinshelled almonds be raised to 1S cents anid oil shelled alflinds to "5 cents.
XVe have from the very start asked for barely sufftcient to enale us to colitinue in
business. F'rom the many expressions of principle and belief erunciatedIby the--leaders of the Republican Party in Congress we feel fully justified irW asking most
be
for the most conservative protection of an inearnestly that these rates gIranted
lustry owned and operated by Aimericans. They feel certain that if the Senate
Committee Oil F'inanceC reconnend(ls their jtst. plea the flouse of Representatives will
concur.:
::

Table: Comparative cost of producing almonds in California and Europe.

Table: Average cost of production per acre of al bearing orchards in California.

Table: Wages of male farm labor in California.
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EXHIBIT A,
oat
"OinparalI'ic of producing alinMda ins'Clforn i

IndEuroOe.

Not Ic'lins

Including interested.

upon
the1~[A&J;!

191511920J19156
.03

.146

1020
.107

Thre ~above figures arte hue6d
d&axta immediately following.
A average, coat of production per acre of all bearing orchard.. in Californian

Pruning...............

.................

P~~~~~owi~~~~~~~~~j...~~'
:2.75
6. 00
ng.... ...75.....1.68..
,
8.5
3O
.
Culdivation and weed cutting............
7.00
A.0
Sprayin-~g....................1.................
4.40
irgation...Oo
liarvest~~~~ap,
h~~llin...,.etc
.... .20.01.....

Warnu g(nldn lcigat one-fourth cent per pound 1.75....3.80
orma~nenanceand handling 1...............200
4.40
Overhead charje (nteulginteret):
4.00w
800
Depreciation on working equipment only..i..................
Cost per ame....................................
48,25
100. 25
068j
Cost per pound............................
.
.143
Interest at 6 per cent on valuation of SW0 a"VW60 per acre, respectively.....
306.(00
.101
Totalcost perpo6nd...1......
.193
..........

...

Depreciation on bui ldg anda trees and other unfigured coote are too6 variable to
emtnae utte utcome frbm the, profite..
Valuatio
of laudis basedupon the conseervatv vau of bare land plu threat
c-stof bringing same to bearing age. The interest charge coverse the entire cost of
b
the orcharid to production, as well as the value. of the land itsef, which
latter c a eosItute olon-half of the full interest charg. Even, if itrs
on the land should not, be allowed in the caculations, certanly inrs sould" be
allowed on the cost of the developmental work necessary to make a producing orchardd.
H age. of mal farm Io in- Catrnia
[FromMonthy Cro Repoter, United States Burea o Cro

Estlsnates.J

IPer cieit of lIncrese
Per
moittli:.iI?1f~~~~~~~~~~~~

With boArd....P53.00
i
vest:
i40

Per da

Withoutitboard..................

24

..2.j
24
Per dI other than 1arvest:
15
With bord..
Without board ........ 2.

A verage ............................

1919
~~~over~191-5.

*63159.0 0
12

0.0

.6

5.40
.0

.9

avo9

4.4W)

......

88.7
7.

123.7

00
92.9
93.0

0

IIS
1.
12.
127.7

89.7

123. 7

0.

:(osit~)pesta.

Table: Itemized cost of production, 1918.

Table: Wages of farm labor in the United States and other countries, 1920.

Table: Rates per day (8 hours) for farm labor, March, 1921.

Table: Rates per day (8 hours) in the lemon industry, March, 1921.
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SPANISH CO"*1tF PROUCTI10N.

Itemized coat of productkn, 19/1.

jConversioz into dollars made at par value of j*seta, 1.3 cents.]

:
:
Location).; 00;

rItem.

Per-

Amount,;

C;*o.stint,
idollars,

Amnount.:

Per-

600 Hectn
39.06
Tarragona
........... Land (ae)
Nuray tree (2-year-cd grafts).O0.75-.26 Ec . 0.145- 2412
Harvest labor:
Men
.3.......3. 4.0
.
67.;7S
Day.
W
.4825
........2.0 5 ... do.;. .3
Not harvest labor.
3.0 ...do
.579
Menao
do
Wome-Ag
.38
in
................. 2... 0
n-Miliud
Allpain..........
labor.
..............

.

AU:pa

in

fllb

.

.1.50

Iniarpecitiu.s..00

Eaeh.
Do.

Do.

DO.

I ,,
Do.
do.Si
:679
...do
Do.
...

Almeria.
o
.35 ,M
........................
do.
Baearlcs
.
Man .............2..0 -3.0 ...do ..3.. - .579
Women ...1.0 -1.5 ..do
.1,3- .2f5
....

Acir.

-

...

Do.
Do.
DO,

Spanish labor cost is from 16 per cent to 20 per cent of Caiornia coots in 1915.
0Spaish labor cost is from 10 per cent to 15 per cent of Caifornia costs in 1920.
Rats per day in V S,Spain, at end of the year 1919 for farm laborer: Minimum,
$0.39; maximum, $0.
Wage. ;0000
farm
0 labor in ^cfthe Unit tatse. d other ountriee, 0290.
;;04aof
United States. per month.. $64.95 France .per
.r.day.... $1.19Vt
.58
... 6.25 Spain......do....
Germany .do.
.do.... 9.73 United States (at harvest) .do.... 4.36
Italy.. .........
Wages in Spain, 13.30percentofwasinthe United States.
. . .

.

.

PRODUa:TION.
'Wages for farm labor in' Italy equals 20.75 percent of cost in United States.
Rates perday (8 hounrs)forfann labor, March, 1921.ITALIAN COST OF

(coupation.

Ilre.

Unlbitel
nStates

Occupation.

Lire.

currency.:

United
States
currency.

..........

1058.78 GGthings
Uatbeflu(Tnefl
........
:231
Zw.Mc)
therlng
52
ig.,
......5 -,20 :3 Bilndingand presslhig .......
i 17
Reph
it
25-30.7-.
A
Th e . .
.123~
R ;8 .947
,,,12 .S- 6: : 12- zi>
By meehmiery,..............
.
....jing8....31......

Clewing of seed and sowhig..i

:~~~~3

$lwn
....-100+0<0
0.17;
Mowinig,;.......2--'t0
:R0s.7S
...

Oxen furnished by laborer, hay bylandowner.

£ Per ql1tni.

Working time and overtime fluctuate according.to masons.
Rates per day (8 hours) in the lemon industry, Mard, 1921..

upInlemondgraven:t71
$0 . .17

In

houses:
packing
Superintendent

.
....... . 0. 74
Men .70
Women and boys ....... .31-- .35
Women and boys .......
2
.
Data secured from the Bfureau of Lab'or -Statistics, of theStateeDepart-:
United0
:ment of Labor, further illustrates thie differences in labor costs between Europe 'and

Supenntendent
MAen

the United Statesll.,

......

97"$
. 42- . 54

Table: Wage rates of casual day laborers in the Province of Vicenza, agricultural year 1920-21.
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Wage rates of csual day labores in the Protinee of Vicensa, agricultural year 1920-21.
[1 lire at par- 19.3 cents. Convrrsion to dolrs on the basi ol llre-4.2 cents.I
s bouts
overoWage.
tage.
to l (rs
Men
18 to Boys
16 tol Bo
;over
s oage.
0 year
18 years
Of
years ISo to 18 Women
years oover
years4 ofalge.
age.
labor.

Month,
Uonth

; 1

Perper

Per

hoaur. day.

hour.

Lirt1'

I,
trLit.

ao0; $0.327
January ....
February .... 1. o .82
March..
..,,
,
1.bOt50.50
April ....t. 1. 50 . od
MXlay
X..! -1.701 .571
J une. ..I,170! .571
1.70! .571
July .....
Augt...
1.70. .571
Septetber.... 1,50 .504
October ....:
1. 60 . 54
.382
N emr. .... 1.ao
December .... 1.301 .327
___

Per

day.

0.97 J0.246
.97 . O
1.12 .376

1,12
1.?

L 27
1.27
1.12
1.12
.97
.97

127.

.376
.427
.427
.427
.427
.376
.376
.-55
.2451

Per Pet Per Per
hour. day. hour. day.

hour. daiy,

lt*e.

Lire,

:

0 65 $0.1841
. 65
.191
.252
.75
.75
2.52
.8
.286
.286
85
85
.286
.26
85
.75
.252
.252
.75
.191
.65
.05 .184
-

le, *
0.65 01i
.65
.75
.78
85.
. 86
85
.86
.75
.75
.8
65

.0
.25

.2f2
."
.2
.I8
.26
.272

.252
.191
.164

Per

Per

0. 78 30.197
.23
.78
.90
.802
.90 . 02
1. .02 s
.3
1.02
1.02 .343
1.02
.343
.90 .302
.90
.302
.78
.229
197
.78

6
7
8
8
8
8
8
8

8
8
7

8

__S
_.
___
___.

Costs in southern Italy, where almonds are produced, ate even lea than in northern
Italv, in which latter portion the province of Vicenra is located. Labor is better
organized in the north and consequently better cared for and better paid. lhe
figures given are without board or furnishings of any kind.
--Exinuurr AA.
THE AtLMOND INDUSTRY IN' TH, MALACA CONSULAR D[STRICT0
(
Coulalt* Kalsga, Spaen, July -,I 1921.1
;00;0:0;fAmerian
in
the Malag conular district must be considered under
almonds
The production of
separa 'heads:
two
teosnrte
1.The production and cost of .the shelledialmonds to the grower.
2. The handling and added cost of these almonds after being cleaned, polished,
assorted, and packed by the almond exporter ready for shipment.
1. The arroba is the usual standard unit 0f Measure in the almond trade of the
pouIds.
interior. One arroba equals 1I los, or approximately
The entire crop of almond in this' district, both "Lordan" and "Valencia, are
all shelled by hand right on the farm where they are grown. They are cracked bly
hand; the only Implement used for this task is a it stone held hetween the knees of
the sheller, who is seated, and a small bar of iron or smaller stone used as a hammer.
There are practically no paper shelled almonds produced in this reion. The
both along the coat and in the interior, The tree blossoms in
almond trees are found
January and February and the nuts are ripe by July. They are then knocked off
of the tree with sticks or poles and left on the ground in order to dry the husk and kernel
preparatory to shelling.
Only shelled almonds are known and trsded on the local market.
There are no agricultural statistics obtainable here with reference to this crop,
which,- a rsuile, i-n not a staple one. Formerly every faniierhiad a few almond trees,
from 25-to 300, which were grown on hillsides where the soil could produce little else.
the past seven or eight years the farmers- have begin to pay more attention
Jtouing
to
this crop, and- having observed that they obtained considerable higher pric for
the larger size almonds, are now usually-v more careful to prune their trees, whitewash
the trunks. tarn itp the earth arotind the roots, and in some instances even irrigate
the soil:where pible;
The almonds from these trees are usually gatheed bythe -farmer or hisfamily in
the off hours of the ly -during the months of July and August and shelled by the
women and children of the family. Where. labor is employed to gathet the almonds,
it is usual for a squad composed of one man and three women working together to gather
about: 20 arrobas, or 2'30 0ilo
(5066 pounds), of almonds in the shell per day. The
wonlen who usually do the shelling shell from 40 to 50 kilos of almonds, which produce
about 10 to 15 kilos of kernels.
-
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One huidred kas of ln
thishell ptodude aitiprozlatey 25 kilo of kernels.
The wep itdto duilt maelabo i thXi district Areas follows: 3xpe pons,
men whba.e
,pr cl
oesofrilture andc be used as foremen,
6 to $;75) pe* day
o 5o:et
iquartOft but io meals; rdin labor,
3.60 to 4 ps i ($0.44 toi J0O ) pr day itho meal, or 2 pesetas (*0.25) per day
and foudI; women, 2.50 pet :($0.32) period without meals; children (supposed to
be over 14 yearn of g6), tol 50 peta. (JO.18 to $0.19) per day, The women are
sometizn paid by piee r for shelling. The rate is 4 peets ($0150) per 100 kilos
(220 pod) ofniondstheshell.
a day's work is eight, but the laborers here
m
The g nmb r of houi contsiting
are Very delibte and, excluding the time for meals, cigarette, and frequent rests,
they Usually work bout five hours a day6
e sold at from 4 to 5 peeta ($0.50 to $0.63) per 100 klo (220
a
The aondshell
village bakers to be used - fue. The ages paid apicultural labor is
pound)Yopraily the same ding the harvest as at other seasons. During the harvest the
rutural laborer otains more money, because the women and children of his
m
family are .eimployead.
tofialous producers oneuamnidd tryields on an avYeage of fm: S to 8
According
Idils (11 to 17.8 pounds) of alnionds in the shell1 ending upon the age of the tree
and its size. Th1 tre are usually: planted from 140 to 220 per: h-ectare (a hectare is
:2.471 acres), 4, 56.7 toA 89.1 tiesper abre -These trees must be pruned and whitewashedeah year nd the eat'iatound them spaded.- It is -estimisttd that one exeret
peon with helper cu prie and clen from 20 to 30 trees perday. The value ofthe
andhas been vroulystimated by private individuals om 300 to pesetas per
hectare (s$2 to $25.S peracere) for the bare land, and from 1,fi00 to5(03,000 pesetas
Whca ev ($18.64 to 0$163.40 pe acre), with from 150 to 200 almo~nd frees (60.7 to
a81
bm petacre).
The Spanish laud hitau makes a lower estirnat250 pesetsis per hectare ($12.77
per cr) fo barer land"and 1,000 pesetas ($51.08 perwvith
acre for land
140 bearing
e
a
per adre),
treese(567 treT
Of the estimated 250,000 arrobas of shelled almoffdsbroughit esch yea from the
interior to Malaga, about 85,000: are "Jordans"l and the remainder "Valencias.5'
This represents a total crop of 1:1- 6 metrc tons of almonds in the shell.
: Due to the methods-of ceulttatu and harvesting of this crop, it is amost impossible
to fix the cst of
-Howevr, it :has been variously timated o in in
consideration production.
all overhead' chatges taxes, interest on invetment, ethaution
of soil
labor, etc., that eachrPA ( kdlos)
of shelled almonds costs the producer from 1g
20 pesetas (n0.0748frtoo
20.0997)pper
:tto
pound.
.fthe
The kernlos are isd by-'the pduer i bulk uorted as to size.
The
l prices obtained for shelld monds by the producs were as follows:
Jordhaa: 1919 crop1- from 0pto aepestas peroamba ($0.25 to $0.3 per pound);
1920 crop, from 65 to 70 pesetas per oba (*0.32 to $0.S per pound).:
e
Valencias. 1919 crop from 30 to 40 pesetas per arroba ($0.15
fto $0.20 per pound);
to $0.225 per pound).
1920 crop; frbm'5 teAdpesetas
per snobs (b0.176
It io impossble to give at coret esimte of the cost of living in 0Spain. This is especially true in regard to the small 'cultural proprietor and farm laborer. The former
has malde a get dealof money during the lastS years of th~e Wo~rld War and the 18month period suedi the armistice, due to he uent demand for all his products
at top prices. But the firm laborer's eanngs in Spain di~noti1ncrease; in proportion
g
f rticle of prme necsity. Bothclases alwas have
to the eveunrecrets ctTos
been accustomed to a very low standard of living,: scant and simple food, few clothes
aDe
pootr
and iasanitaryyingq
. Thesmall proprqtorhas arule, improved
his fnna somewhat with hi.own:earnings and has poibly laid side a few pesetas
to weather- the succeeding reaction, but the farm laborer Iinds histelf poorcr and more
discontented than ever anidodeavois to emigrate to America.
The averae earning 4o a frer laborer aided dby his wife and children are from
1,000 to 1,500 pes$120 to)
$189.30) nnually.
:-2. The exotr of Mulagav who- b l -the amond crop conusit of- one principal
firm, rhich andles ft to:70 per cent of the crop,rand an association of merchants
formed to control prices,hadles from 15 to 25 per cent, and the remainder in exported,
on a smaller scale, by the various exporters of Spanish products.:
The price at whch the amonds are prcha from thegirowers is practically fixed
by9the exrter but asin the latter years the crop has only been about equal to the
.
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Table: [No Caption]

Table: Exports of shel ed almonds from Malaga, Spain, during the past five years.
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the advantage of the remium exchangOI tle money of the two countries taking
* their'erilngs.
the I~eat~r portion of the crop,.he'al o .eeyvery satisjlelAwit,
of the'almond-eJporting rmn in Malaga employ from 400 to O( women
1 to Novenzber. 15. TliM number
during the almond season, which lasts rom Au
is exclusive of the number of employees pacldng rais d practically the same
o women work by the day, of eight hours, and are paida follows: Skilled as
sorters, 3 pesotas'($0.38); novices, 1.60 to 2 pesetas ($0.19 to $0.25).
An experienced asorter can usually asort 30 kilos of almond kernels per day
The "Jordant' almonds are assorted exclusively by hand as their elongated form
renders it impossible to make even the primary operation of segregation according to
size by mechanical means.
The "YalenciasV' are first passed through several perforated hoppers, each with'0:0
different sized perforations, which allow the various sizes of almonds to fall into its
proper receptae.
The almonds are then poured and spread on:a wide movable belt or table slowly
moving between two rows oF expert women assorters, who quIckly and accurately
make a second and more. perfect a'sortmemt of the kernels, picking out the various
z es
:
f
d ppn inem
frecep es pl btte de
:hjr~rThealsi7.
an~~
lcd
tersde
r
to
size
are
now
assorted
as
qUal
thenh
poure
Mone
properly
thn
Wrpigte.nrcpale
force.
into revolvig hollow
drums to be cleaned an d polished by rotary centrifualpoured
Once cleaned, and polshed they are packed in wooden boxes lined with oiled paper
each boxc-contning 28 pounds of shvled almonds, and once the box is strapped and
:00
stenciled it is ready for shipment,
The exporters est.iate the actual labor, the cartage' and the cost of packing maial at from 3,05 to 5 pesetas per box: of 28 pounds of sheiled almonds ($0.0137 to $0.0225
per pouind). The overhead expenses are variously estimated by several exporters
at 0150 to 0.60 pe
r box ($0.00225 to $0.00270 per pound) and by others at 2j
per cent on sales price of almond.
From one of the exporters the following tabulation of assortment of almonds according to size and grades was obtained:

Tfeelargest

Per oent. Valencis
Per cent.
Jordans:
6 crowns (l st siz). ......5
7 crowns (largest sie).3
6 crowns (next largest).........
8
5 crowns next laget) ..
10
5 crowns (medium large).
4 crowns mediumm large). .. 15
16
3 crowns (medium)
4 crowns medium) .............. 25
. . 26
3 crowns mediumsmall) ...... 12
2crowns (sal) ...........26
Gemellos doubles) ............ 9
Gemellos (doubles) ............. 10
Broken .3
Broken ...;........ 6:
..56
5
Refuse
Refuse...
20
2 crowns (medium small).
.

The almonds sold by the producers are, of course, unpeorted and sold by weight
only, and it is the exporter who asorts, cleans, and packs them.
Exports of shelled almo*ndfro Malaga, Spain, during the past five year..
To .1 countries.

Mfttl@
;.

tons.

Pouinds,

To the United States.

Pa nds.

Value.

2,063
54,8b2 2,873,356
1917 ..1............
1 120 2,468,480 2,183,88
730,28
. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .
1918....2,116
0BI 288,97
4,66366
1,031,350
2
,ll
",
2, 71,al 0
1919...........................................
1, 681,674
3,027 6, 671, 50 3,821, 341
12.
,
2,281 6,027,324 2,521,078 1,080,670
1916

4,

, 031

.......

82

aThe outlook for the 1921.crp is: good
at1pstat-0.1282, the rate prevailing on the dite
Conversion to dollar madet
this r
l Resrve
as recordedby theV ede Boad.e;B
:frof

Table: Gros returns to growers in California.
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ALMOND INDUSTRY IN VALENCIA CONSULAR DISTRICT.

(From Consul John R. Putnam, ValenclSa, paln, JulyO0 1921,1

Mr.
W. Carey,
agent at Alicante, has submitted tbhe-fol-'
consilar
conditions in the almond industry,
lowingHfenty
report concerningAmerican
production
coverng
such information as he has been able to obtain. Mr. Carey is an important shipper
of almonds.
An almond tree costs from the day it is planted until the day it produces-about
five years-a
p-proximately 20 pesetas.
Wa gespaid per day of eight hours are: Male, 5 pesetas; female, 2.50 "pesetas;
children, 26 pese'tas.
Wages paid or i fferent kinds of agricultural- labor vary considerably, but what is
generallypaid, in the Alicante district is: Male, 9 pesetas; female, 4.50 pesetas;
children 4.50 pesetas.
Cost o/living can-be given at about 3pesetas per day per person.
The value of bare la'nd can be calculated atfabout 800'to 1,000 pesetas per hectaria
(2.471 acres), and when planted to almonds at about 2,000 pesetas.
The prevailing method of shelling almonds is by hand, costing about 14 centimos
0per kilogram, 100 kilograms in shell give about 23 kilo ams of kernels.
Thf
Xi-e principal varieties of almonds grown in the district are Planets, Cuna,
;;Pestana, and Marcona, the two first being grown in larger quantities.
EXHIBIT B

Gross returns to6rowers in Cali

ia.
Returns to grower
members.

pounds
unshelled.

Year.

1914 ..........................................
2, 261, 20
1915lfi
...4,2,117
S190..4,236,034
1917.
,272,
1918
..5............................. 738,703
1919 estimated)
10,,744,129
...........

Totalamount.

Per

pound.

34 50.1376

310,44i
455,6.83 .1075
4,239......................................
591,846.04 .1307

..

estimated)

............................................

Average ......................I..........
...............

750,860.84

1,137,059.86
1,919, am. 00
8,708,020 1,220,600.00
.........

.1424
.12

.1786

.1408
.1551

These figtires were secured directly from the books of the California Almond Grrowers
Exchange and can be verified to the last figure, with the exception of the crops for
the years 1919 and 1920.
Unfortunately,, the books have not been completely closed for the two last
ong to the inability of the exchange to sell their entire crop in competition withrearse
the
cheap almonds coming in from abroad, These figures, however,-,are bed upon
returns actually secured up to the present time on those which- have been sold, adding
to those amounts'the estimated returns on the balanoeeof the crop on the basis of such
sales as have been recently made. 'Actuallyi growers have-to date'received only
7 cents on Drakes and similar varieties, constituting over 65 per cbnt of the crop, and
-10 cents on Nonpareils and similar varieties '(this for the 1920 crop).
Some varieties of almonds sold for higher prices than those indicated, and some sold
for lower prices. These represent, however, the actual returns on the almonds
delivered by the growers to the exchange and do not represent any costs such as

transportation, marketing, etc.

Table: Comparative freight rates, American and trans-Atlantic.

Table: Old World production.

Table: California production by years, 190 -1920.
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Comparativeofright rates, Americwn and tran-Atl4ntic.

ew Yor
TTOo NewYork
;;

;Before the wara.

.rn
.-t" Ju
. war.
ratesJuly,
t wthe.

75 shillings
Genoa
ton.. No rate obtainable.. 180 Illing per ton...
Barcelona.... $ to $S per per
on...
..........$2 to$perton
prton
o
Bllboa ......d..... do
..... o
Havre ... No rate obtainable.. NorateobtaCiable.i. . 120 trans pr 2,2
c
foot
Bordeaux.. $18 per ton ... $540 pr 100 pounds. f
-or $1265per
per
..Nort e obtainable..
Marsello. No r obt
trnce per 1,000
kilos.
......

.......

-uo byPierce Bros. & CO.
ManuelDlaz & Co.
Do.
French Line.
Cosmopofltan St

sipVporation.
b Li.

-

A

Many ships carry almonds as ballast on the western trip for almost nothing, barely
sufficient to pay th loding and unIbad lg charges.
Freight rates from Califoia to all poit east ofDenver, in carload lots, per 100
ttpoun-ds: Unshelled, $2.40j; shelled (in bo , $3.00; shelled (in bags), $4.514.
These figures- repreent a very actual part of the cost of marketing almonds from
Califonmia. They are not tgured,- however, in the difference in the cost of production
between Caifornia and Europe; nor are they used as a basis for requesting a readjustment of the tariff rate as indicated.
It is evident that the proposed tariff rate is justified even without the consideration
of this important factor.
Ejxmurr ~D.
Old World producin
[The best available statisties conoering European production are tosof Don Mabuel Vinede Casa,
professor "La Esouela Superior de Comerclo de Baleares."),
Mtric
Mletri tons.
tons.
e

110,000 France. :000
70,000 Adeia-.2,5200
2 NO
75,000 Asia Minor ..
Spai- ;SX f
a20,000
Perslia.
Total
2,500
20,000
Morocco
:2,00.....
~ ~~~~~~WM
o32000
t
;0f
o~l.......
P1tugal.15,000
Metric ton amounts to 2,204'pounds.

:
.

.0. .
....... :.0. 0:S.

.:.:.:......:-.S,00:0

lfnp

Y0 ear.

r

Tons.

1900 . .
2,740
1901,...600...000,000........
. 10
i.1904
...
...3,270
1903
3
, .
,,:10
0
...

1904..
So0
1906.. .2,1W
lo6..
..72 750
1907.
750
....................
1906 . .
2900
109. .1,00
..
1910
3,300
.

.

.

u

n

yea r, 1900.lflO0.

Pound
5$S0 901.

Year.

Ton

unds.

.
................. .1;eo
;452g
000,
....8.
12........30......
00
1,
.......... 1006 2200,000
19.
0,400,000 1914.2,250
4, 00M
7,0
1,6 000,0W) 1915::;:............ 35
4,200,00 1916
...............
~o
3 00000
1,500,00 1917: ....0
4o
5 100 10, 2000
1,800,O0 1918 .....
.
.
,800, 000- 1919
7250 I 800100
3O,
0.
00000 192
,500 11, 00,000
6,600,000

3

Table: Cracking tests by machine method of 12 leading com ercial almond varieties.
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:Exmrrt E.

X5T1M"TED ACENAGI IN OALIIORNIA.
Acreage in California almonds at the present time is estimated at well over 100,000,
of which over 50,000
have never borne any nuts,
That acrege which has reached commerccdr bearing is in all probability at the
present time not more than 35,000, and probably lent is evident, therefore, that
production within the next few years will reach at least 30,000,000 pounds, and probably much more.
increase in acreage is due to the stabilization of mareting competition, owing
to thel formation of the California Almond Growers Exchange, coupled with the
extraordinary demand due to the unprecedented prosrity ccompaying the war
period.
Pratically all of the increasedplantings have been made since 1910, and no noticein
ecured until fter 1915. With highly stiiulated market
i
able toa1w
thegradual increase in production was not difficult to market in the shell before the
close of the holiday season. With a reasonably good market thousads of people
throughout the United States have invested in alond ordcards in the West, as have
many Californi .grower
nfortitely, perhp, the rge man who invest In
an almond orchard or who plant. an' orchd does not understand all the. factors that
may nhi the industry p tble or unprofitable In the future. He looks at the past
and compares it with the pre t,a far shis dat ay permit him to do so and it
it looks good he figuresItitll continue to jet bettr, so he-proceds to plant. terhaPe
:it is fortunate that he does so, for if he did not there would be no new industries in

this country to protect, except such as were fortunate enough to have no competition
from outside.
F.
,o0 f
D

T

rr

^ .

te

dl

of se
:
0The following record of Government
percentages of alio
d less
almonds explains itself and shows that a tgstv weightig o whole nuts will
than 33 per cent kernels:
method of I, leadng commecal alond varetie..
Cacking tat.
by
mckint

Variety.

o
ofofWgh
Wedght
tWeight
Kernels Weighttof keels of

Nt

u put
c{
mw e.

kholernt
obtanct

T

keniels,
in
nuts not- kernels in including
broken)
whie
sample cracked, nuts which nuts
did not
which
did computed
did
not crack
actually
_btained. not crack.
crack.
in
_a

machine.

colmn 3.

Pounds.
Pounds. P enr . Pomun&. Pouodu.
100
35. 25
35 25
1.32
Drake ...........
3.75
Texas.:
i
4.00
35.00
100...........
35.0
1,40
100
3.41
11.00
31,00
31.00
GloldenstateI U,
100
4.60
1.84
41.0041.00
Ne Plus Ultra...
Nonurreil
100
3&50 38 60
3.80
9.87
4.00
1.23
100
30.75
30.75
1.38
3.00
IXL .......
48.00
100
48.00
;
HS0Idg'*hdII
1Z00
19.0$:X;000st
00it
00000019.ui87
:00;
.81
4.21000
1. 171
Lewelling
t -so
2&0
2&00
100~~to
100
27.50
4.
Eureka......
4.
16.75
27.650
1.40
100
21.50
806f
t; 21.50
Boutier.9;
an-0; ;; 0
3.74
17.00
22.00
0 :X17.
-; 100
...

Added fo

Par cnt.

1.32
L40
3.41
1.84
3.80
1.23

1.38
81
1.17.
4. 0
1.40

3.74

Per cent.
36.57
0 36.40

34.41;:
42.84
42.3031.98
47.38
19.81
27,17
32.10

22.90
20.7

cent of kernels of the 12 commercial varieties, exclusive of the nuts
Averanesper

not cracked by themachine, 30.71.
Average per cent of kernels of the 12 commercial
cracked by-the machine, 32.88.

varieties, including the nuts not

Table: Analyses of foreign1 and domestic almonds.
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ExRmBiT G.
Analvw offorcgn 1 and domestic almwnd..
(By M. E. Jaffa, prdsfor of nutrition, University of tCalfrnia.i
: _
_
_
_
_

_

:Name.
_

_

_

Water.

Ash.

:_
1_
_

_

Protein.

:_

54.47
62.23
53.05
54.53
59.42
23. 5:
54. 14
62430
3.4
24.07
CalIisniaPaper 8bell ... ...88.55
22.84
3.38
64. 9
6.52
Priici... .
01
22
.81
3.
37
Kinh SoftSell.9.79
.
.
92
.
22.7575
& 03
4.17
Ne PlUs Ulr .
21.88
53. 64
& 00
.... 4.65
IXL.
20 22
522.82.
3.
Reams..::
.......0
51 78
3.38 i 4'5
37
Dmk .
......
.
49.34
41
3.17
..
28.78
Jordan.
3 37
25.47. 5232
6.3
.....
Peeries
548
3. 73
22.23
& 33
HJArIo .....
51.92
3.35
24.33
70O
..............................
LIewellyn
4 90
25. 75
3.74
4.68
Langudoc .........
3.14
24.24
54.25
.....
4.51
Texas Prolific
23
72
53.49
3.31
.74
.....
Average domestic
.
.. 57
......
Sleily-.
.3.72
3 CrownlBullfValen.las ..
.
.
.
.
58
Medlu Jordan.
Largs Alloante.a
3. R2
.
.
.
3.42
Medium Arch.
.....4,20
Nonareil

.

3 34
3.08
3.18
3.)
2.933.36

21. i
20. 92
22 40
21.88
3057

Fat.

freoe

Fiber.

extract .

2.77
2 71
2.71
2.:33
L1
.2, 2
2.57
2. 22
2. 51
2.40
2. 392 63
3.

2.57.
z2.12

2.10
2.28
2 34
2.20
2. 6

12 07;
17.34
15.08
14.44A
11.71:'
12.74
11.(O
10.45
6. 51
11. 73
14.38
11.51
.&83
14.73
9.91
13.51

10.62
14.59
11.68
11.38

Only shelled nuts received.

The data presented:is intresting in showing-that there is no material difference
nutritionally. between:thie-dometic almond and the impored -article.
The water percentage of the impoited artIle is lowrthan that yielded by the
home product, butit imaiy be that the former was somewhat dried out before we
received: the sample, inasmuch as said amples consisted only of the kernel, while
the domtic product was furnihed inthehUell, -and therefore any lose by evaporation of moisture in the keriel was prevented.
There is practically no difference between the average percentage of ash in the
foreign and domestic. The difference between the two average is 0.2 of 1 per cent.
The-maximum registered for the -foreign is 3.34, while the maximum registered for
the California is 3.74; the minimum percentage for the foreign 1.3 and for the domestic
3.01 per cnteh
The protein content differs more than any other, and -the difference is decidedly
in favor of the California article, in that the average protein for the foreign is 21.39
per cent, with a, maximum of 22.40 per cent and a minimum 0.57 per cent. The
corresponding figures-for the home product are: Avrage,- 23.7 per cent; maximum,
26.78 per cent; -minimti.um, 20.22 per cent. It will be noticed that the average for the
California rates more than 2 percent higher than for the foreign.
The nitrogen free extract is represented by a higher'-fercentage in the case of the
foreign nut than in the domestic. As the amount of starch in the almond is small
and the availability of othor nitrogen free extract compounds is not as great as is the
starch, the lower percentage notd for the domestic article is really an advantage.
The caloric, value is almost identical, being 2,860 for the foreign almonds as against
2,800 for the domestic.
It must also be remembered that we are avera ing the analyses of 5 varieties of
almmonds while we are averaging 14 varieties of California almonds.
foreiV
It is 'true that there is a slight difference in the average fat content in favor of the
foreign nut, but an examination of the' individual varietiwor-indshows that the
general min of both domestic and foreign are about the same. In fact, the two domestic varieties that are below the general run are the two varieties that were origip
nally brought here from Spain and France, viz, Jordan and Languedoc. If those
out of line with. the general average are thrown out, the average fat content is in favor
of the domestic almonds.

Table: Actual and pos ible revenue to Government from almond imports.

Table: Imports of almonds, shel ed and unshel ed, into the United States, 190 -1920, inclusive.
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FInhnIrr H.
Actual and possible revenue to Government from almo-nd im ~Ports.
For 1914-1920, inclusive, as a whole:,
37, 195,697 pounds, at 3 cents....
....l$, 115,870.9
125,924,918. pounds, at 4 cents .5,......o......
...6036,:990. 72
Total actual revenue......................6,12, 807 63
37,195,697 pounds, at S cents
...........1, 859, 784. 85
125,924,918 pounds, at 16 cet..........I....I..18,888,737.70
Total possible revenue..............20,748, 52.5
......

For an ayerage year (1914-1920):
5,312,671 pounds, at, 3 cents...

159,380. 13
719, 570. 96
Total actual revenue .
...878, 961.09
5,312,671 pounds, at 5 cents.
265, 633. 56

17,989,274 pounds,

at 4

..............

centsr......

.........

.....

..

..

179924pounds, at 15 cents...........
..........2,698, 391.10
'Total, possible revenue ................2, 964,024. 65
Revenue actually lost., 1914-1900, inclusive.
14, 595, 054.92
Revenue actually lost for average year ............... 2, 085,073. 56
...

I~mpot

of almonds shelled and unshelled, into the UnitedStatlem, 1900-1920, ~inclusive.
[Note the Incresd Importations from the yeair 1900-1901.1
FISCAL YEAR.

Yea.

ond.r.

P

.

ond.Year.

Pounds,

1900.901..... 5JJ9,232 19044.11,745,081

.
1908-9
11,029,421
190tr.........15,009,326
........
18,5,3.58
19090-Q
.
1906-7
14,233,613 1910-11-::.15,522,712
17,144,968 1911-12....
1900-4.........9,838,852 1907-8.......
17,2311,458
1901-2 ..
.....9,86,982
1902-3 ........
8,142,164

CALENDAR YEAR.

Unshelled.

Pounds&
1913 .........5,767,765
1914 .....
...................4, 753,525
1915.....2............. 770,073
1910 .......................... 4, 875,473
1917 .4....45553
1918 ......................,140,374
1919
482,538
1920......................... 6,703 181

......7,

Vale.

Shelled.
Pud.

Value.

$839,707:
739,067
13,680,.097. 83,2,970,229
494,141 10,1491
,2,7
281,066 .13,078,96

53099 10,700,794, 4, 232,358
58,1
830914 4,808,822
97761 21,5M44,757
5,731,630
1,38167 28,007,908 10,582,179
1,017984 18, 150,588 6,788,92

Table: California crop production.
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Exmanx J.
California ro'p producio.
Developed Land.

Raw land.

Low.~ UuAl.

High.

MohU.

al

Almond .........$10...
$......P...
W ;400T
1.0....
.........
..........
400
(with water)......
1910
......
Uperr
n)
go1o
a
Grapetabib).
.
MM)80
28
100
805
300
1
win)
0
80' 15lo.O0D00D1'0
1.4.....o...
2876,
1,200
,000
800
44.1 0
00
...0....
.~~~~~~
10
w
M
~~100
Pear.... .a002 25%OM
goo
Pluim~i ...........t*a
1SO
-280
goo
Goo
Pnme
.
ISO
300
C00
1,000
~~~~...8......N

Apple

..........

tg1t

.....

0

Olive.M....M4)

N

-..

........

....
mlans~~...........
Aspungus

.............

Barley........
..............a)...
Hay.....
Boan

1so0

vs0

i00

as

1w

M

280

1,800

100
~~~72..l~~~~~~~~~cr,~~~M
40

a00

400

a

2no

125 ....
aso
80 ...........
ag

40
no
40
D

250

1

.....

Exmnw~rr K.

EsAliTO,7 o
Clf,
6 9
TUCKE:R t'
Manager caiVona'Almond Grotvetu Exhag.
DEAR SIR: LI have' before me yor f June 29, ad in rpl beg to say that the
attitude. ofteBn f Esparto is Just asit has been frmtesatperecl lya
a
lod oe.i a eto and the so08oth
and reay to do anythznwi
ciation or-ex'change that is in our" power. But owingtth sortg of. crops and the
price of products of eVer knd and the filr on th pert of the varioulsexhns
and Sassociations operate in this secton, we find a difference in depositsbew n
te highest and lowest level during the year of more than $216,000 in the little Bank
Of Esparto.,
Is there any wonder that whaercedtelmWehave bee tryingt e
help from -the asspociationasand exchages aiill tisime, an just agn nb h
"skin of ourtet, hoping, they wolIae
amns to the fanner.shtwudgv
bsrlifbit instead ofavances in moe oeof themi paidthminoead
expectd the bank, that was carryinig-all the-load that it could possibly carry, to conoku
tinue topt up whenh the' limit of1hman endurane hdbe ece.
treweeks to gt rid of tese notes, And only-theni by ou beo grsonsible as
to the having them charged back to uswhnhy Were due. Ou borroin lmt
has long since ,been reached,and
'~weare now onldy existng through teleniency of the
of baiks, with-a limit onthat prlvllege When we borwmoney we
superintendent
hvtohve almi o It,. and it has to be met when tue. When the farmer comes to,
us for money', and we ask him. when he can meet ihe is up against it and can only
may,
"Ihope tobe ale to. mneetnit some timiq in te'Sweet by and by."' Then we
giy~jpf~memoney if twe have it and wait and wait as we are still waiting for the tail
endo the 919-20 crops,-.WIt the expens of harvesigaohrstaring us in the faewith no rms as to when relief will come.
Then we are asked wha out attitude i. regarding advance 'toiarmers. Our mi
they fail we are simplyu
crops in this seton are almonds and- baly ad when
against it. Noone cannsythat the almond crop, both a to yield and puce as raie
to the present time, was not a failure. No one can relzemr than the writer
upwhteveryone
interested in the marketing of farm product. has been up aganst
and I have' not entered a complaint but, M a matter of fact, have talked and kept
Turn
BANK

Mr. T. C.

01'

AORIOULTUML WPDUORS sAp PI&ovSION.
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-gy: a ma in line that would have otherwise drawn out in disgust, We would
gldy adce the farmer more money if we could, but it simplyis not here to advance. They are be ingt come to us now and ask where they are going to get
money to harvest. WhatCan we tell hem? We have no money to advance. If
your tion could deposit inw
or bank the amount to meet the needs of the growers,
we would be only too -m to distbute it around where it was most needed.
We haivea fair barley crop, and if the farmer would ell it would jive us temporary
relief, but it is worth only about a cent a poutd, and when it cost him about that one
can hly expect him to el1 just now.
Trusting YOU may see our position and not leave-the impression that the local bank
couldandshould take care of his wants. We have many notes in our pouchkthat
should have keen met ad was promised out of 1919 and 1920 crops, with nothing
dedinite as to theirpayments.-If you have any solution of the problem and can assist u well the farnme, 'we
would like to hear hum you.
Very truly, yours

0.

WYATr, :-Pesdet

ExmnB~rr L
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 24 O THE LEGISLATURE OF CALIFORNIA.

Whereas,:The production of almonds constitute one o6f the basic Indie of the
that she is capable of producing
State of Californt, wi`ch State haq demonstrated
aImonds Insuffcient quantities to thestall the demand of the United States;
Wh ,: In order to pperlyprotect this industry a tariff on almonds, which-ar
o the ch eap labor sections of Europe, Asia, and Africa, is
pn
ly.fromted
necory if this industry shl not ish;
Whereas, The present tariff on almonds is wholly inadequate for such protection :
Now, therefore, be It
Rondbps senat and mnebly, jinly, Tht the Legislture of the State of
Califrnia leby. memorialies Cox to provide ch a tariff on imported almonds
e cost of produc on d marketing between the home grown and
as will eql
Im~flMdyroduct and be it further
Colialifornis Senators and Representative in Congr be, and they
ae herby, urged to use all honorable means to secure the adoption of uch a tarff;
and be it further
Resolved,T the secret of tie- senote be, and she i hereby, instruicted :to
forward copies of thse resolutions to the ecretary of the Senate of the United Stat,
to each member of the Committee on Ways and Mean of the House of Reprentatives,
to each member of the United States Tariff Commission, and to each of California's
Senators and Representative in Congress.
0. 0. YOUNG PreCnt oftOf t Senae
HENRY:00W. Warrr,
To
Speaker of the.Assembly.
::CAt~test:0
FRANK C. JORDAN SCetary of State.
By FRANK H. CORY, beputy.

ALXONDS, FILBERTS, AND WALNUTS.
[Paragraphs764,. 755, and758.]
STATEMENT OF G. ;W. U. WALL ACE,CHCAGO, ILL.,REPRESENTINO
THE ASSOCIATED SHLD NUT INTERESTS.
Mr. WAisoz. I represent the associated shelled nut Mterests,
with headquarters at Chicao, and will ask permission to file 'a: briedf
with some memoranda within the next few days. I shall only now
occupy two or three minutes to bring out some points.

Senator MoCunn. Very well.
Mr. WaAoz. We are asking that the rates of duty on almonds
both unsheled and shelled, shall be for the unshelled 3 cents a pound
pad for the shelled 6 cents a pound.

The reason for that repyest is this: We are not oppoid-to the
protective theory peay where, as with panits, c imported
nut and the domestic nut are alike in character; but whe there is
a difference in character and where the character of the article is
suitable for particular purposes, then we believe that a y duty that
should originate with your committee should be me e or revenue.
Shelled almonds are used almost entirely by manufacturing confectioners and baker. There is, of course, a small ale in the retail
confectionery stores but-the great majorityof them are used in the
manufacture of confectionery of different sorts and by bers.
The California almond is not and will not be used by the manufacturin g confectioner for one very good reason, and that mason is that
the California almond does not have the almond flavor and its fiber,
its construction, is too woody to permit it to be used in the manufacture of confectionery.
These attributes of flavor and structure in the imported almond
are suitable in an unusual degree fox' the purpose of manufacturing
confectiovnery and for bakers.
The rate of duty on the' shelled almond should not bf so highas to
exclude the shelled almond, and it may, be so high that i would
exclude it, because the confectioner realizes, as well as. the baker,
that there is a limit to the price that he can get for his product and
as one of my prsdecessors here said, any little bit added iways
makes a little bit more, and it would be impossible for him to sell
his product if the rate of duty was so high that the imported iut
could not come in; and he could not and would not use the American
nut for the same purpose.
The rate of duty asked on the unshelled nut we are not particularly
interested in, because the American nut unshelled brings more in
the American market than the imported nvt; and the imported nut
unshelled, especially almonds and walnuts forms a very small proportion of the tota amount imported. fhey are mostly imported
shelled.
This is true of the walnuts, also, and more especially is it true because
the California walnut is the best walnut that is grown anywhere in
the world. There is no walnut that can compete with it. They can
get such.a price for it in the shell that it woud not pay them to take
the shell off and sell it as a shelled walnut.
The imported nut is not as good. It has not as soft a shell. It
would not be as easy for you and me to sit at a table, as we can with
the :California nut, and crack them in our hands.
Senator DILLI.GHAM. YOu say that the Califoxia walnut is superior
to ill others, and the almond is not?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, sir; it is just the reverse of the almond. The
reason for the shelled walnut being imported is because they are
inferior nuts and can be shelled at a price which the confectioners can
pay and use the shelled walnut.
In regard to the proportion in the rates between the unshelled and
the shelled, I rememberireading when the bill was introduced-in the
House, that the Tariff Commission had found that; scientifically,
there were approximately 3 pounds of unshelled nuts used to get
1 pound of nut meats; and then in some of their calculations in the
hearings before the Ways and Means Committee they used the 3
pounds, and in some others they used 4 pounds and in one other, in
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tabulating their output, they tabulated the shelled at 50 per cent.
So I do not really kiow exactly whether three to one or two to one
be absolutely accurate. But if you will look at the prices at
would t-hese
which
nuts, unshelled, are sold And the prices at which the
shelled nuts are sold, you will find that the ratio should be nearer
two to one than three to one.
After all, they wre really separated, so that while I do not pretend
to be a scientist myself in that regard, I have had some experience
with five different tariff laws, and1 think it has been shown in the
pastthat the specific rate:ascertained and put in: the law has been
founded not on some scientific thing, but on the value: that the
unshelled nut represents and the value that the shelled nut represents.
You have figured-on the percentage of duty that you wanted and
you have made a specific rate.
The Payne-Aldrlch tariff bill had on almonds 4 cents a pound,
unshelled, and 6 cents a pound on the shelled. So far as the un-shelled are concerned, we do not care really whether you put it at
3 or 4 cents. It will make very little difference. There is only a
very small proportion of almonds or walnuts that are imported in the
-shell, anyhow, and the domestic producers of unshelled almonds get
as good a price, with the exception of one brand of imporkd, as is
received on the imported goods. That one brand, the Jordan
almond, is not sold to any very appreciable extent -n the shell.
It is :sold practically exclusively sheled. It comes in boxes 28
.pounds to the box and is used in the higher class of trade.
The smaller Sicily almond has the flavor and the texture, but-has
not the appearance-and after all, we Americans look at the appearance when we are buying something. It can be and is used in making
almond paste, to which it gives the almond flavor and the softness
and the desirability in taste and in feeling in your mouth that the
almond paste must have.
With your permission I will file a brief later, and I thank you for

your courtesy.
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iTEXEST.T:

SHELLED ALMONDS.

is well established that'the domestic almond is not suitable for use in the manufactrIt
tureof confectionery and in the production of bakery goods for natural reasons, and the

consumption of shelled almonds by these industries forms practically the entire
market therefor', The imported almond, on the other hand, has both the almond

flavor and the structure requirie.d.
The sale of unshelled almonds for general consumption is largely controlled by the
domestic ?producers, and takes.o
lsorg a part of that production that the limited
demnandI for domestic shelledabonidsis supplied by the shelling of culls and nuts
othewrise undesirable for sale in the shell.
We read on page 1969 of the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee,;.Part
XII, Schedule F,
'Schedule' H,a statement by Mr. G. W. Pierce to the
effect that the almond industry' has' developed four or five hundredfold in the last 10
yeas. That is three years under the Payne-Aldrich tariff law, act of 1909,with duty
.of 4 cepntsper pound and 6 centsper poundion'the unshelled and shelled almonds, and
sevenyeas under the existing law, with its 3'cents and 4 cents per pound duty, ipcluding-a year or two war period of some diminished foreign competition, and yet, in
spite of the vast increase in the domestic almond industry, only about one-half of 1
per cent of the domestic crop has been sold shelled. (Statement of Mr. T. 0. Tucker,
pag 1971, hearings before the Ways and Means Committee.) It can only be true that
the natural characteristics of the domestic almond, rendering it unfit for manufacturing
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the mrkt. They bel that ay rate of dut, higher than has heof eted
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therefoe restrict the market.

SHELLED WALNUTS.
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redfl ~with the domestc walnut if In thoshell kud is therefore worth lem than the
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pralleled
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of over 28000 tons in lOanica f over teudredlold
other hbas, while the Imparted alnut sohor 'an liease s actual unity imported,
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ple, I 1910i the diec oducto wa lanthan the
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howve, the demad gives evidence f
reduced rather than advanced a l fuer
g of demand ill occur. Th
domestic production would: not be. benefited by ay materially .incrd rate of
dutyj as a lessening domad naturally ult Ia retricted market; and as the domestic producer, under pst conon, is ble to dispoe of all he produce t
attractive price, we ae thfore convinced that the rates of duty at peent prevailing, i, 2 cent p pound for unshelled walnuts and 4 cents per pound on shelled
walnuts-or not to exced the rte in the act of 109, vi, 24 cents on ushelled and
6 cents on shelled walnuts-should be incorporated in the frthcoming tariff law.
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STATUMUNT 1O U..

KUT MWOW MONTOLAfl, N. J., flli33e
SUNITWG DUfD FRUIT ASSOG TZON01 flW YORK.

Mr*. Hsrorwc ir. I live in Montelsir,? N. J. I am manager of
the shelled nuts and confectioners' supply department of Birdsong
Broe., New York City, and I am representing the Dried Fruit -Association of New York with reference to paragraphs 754, 765, and 758,
shelled and unreferring to monds, filberts, and protest both
shelled, and I am hero particularly towalnuts,
against the enormous:
rats of Rduty advocated before you gentlemen by the California
:::
nat Smoot. Are you invested in dried fruit?
S6
Mr. HuTomsow. No, sir. That was an error in the schedule.
I first want to point out, with reference to these demands of California, that: undir their own showing they have sold 60 per cent of
the total quantity of almonds in the shell that were marketed in
this country and have also sold and marketed 70 per cent of the
walnuts in tle shell that were marketed in this country. In connection with their request for further increases of duty I want to
-refer to the testimony give by Mr. Tucker before the Ways and
Means Committee, as shown on page 1908 of the record. In answer
to question he said:
In nomalltimes paper-hell alnds brought 35 cents a pound in the shell, 25
cents per pound for the sedling variety, which represents e major portion of our
crop. The average last year, during the war and war conditions, was about 47 cents

;a pound for pape shell ad 35 cents a pound for seddlings.

Later on Mr. Tucker testified with reference to the cost of producing almonds, as shown on page 1909 of the record, as follows:
The University of Calif igave their estimate of the cost of producing the 1920
crop at approximately 16 cents per pound in the shell.

Between 16 cents per pound and his statements of 35 and 47
cents ther. is an enormous profit somewhere, and I submit that
their argument for enormously increased duties is unwarranted.
This a, long subject, and I have a brief which I will ask permision to submit. Wat I want to do is to call a few salient points
to your attention.
To showr the greediness of Californ-ia in contending for this largely
increased duty on a product which 'p to the present they are not
able to produce-I refer to shelled almonds and shelled walnutsthe growers ask for a duty of 12 cents per rund on shelled walnuts
and 15 cents per pound on shelled almon . These goods are ently different in character from the nuts in the shel and are sold
to an entirely differant trade.
Senator Mcuxmz. You say they do not raise the shelled walnuts commercially?
Mr. HuToffNiso. For the purposes I have mentioned they are
not known commerciall. The shelled almonds they produced
last year under Mr. Tucker's own statement, was one-hal of 1 per
cent of- the arop.
Senator croPUBURL Maybe I misunderstood you. You mean the
Shaleds' r~odulct I
sMh Vd 0 LN. Yes I amspking of the shelled product.
Senator MOOuJOER. oft the entire production?

Mr. HuvrofNwoN. No, not the entire production. The point:
1 want to bring out is that these shelled gods are-practfrially the
raw material of bakers, manufacturing co ectioners, almond paste
manufacturers, bread and cake bakers, biscuit and cracker manuffacturers, blanchers, salters, and similar. industries, just as much
raw material to them as flour or sugar, because it enters into their
product in combination with those articles4
In regard to almonds theImanufacturering confectioners and
their allied industries that I have mentioned havo in the past en-~
deavored to use California almonds, but they found they could not
ta ood product, one suitable to the trade, and the reason was
tey found the Californi1almonds were fibrous aid lackinin
fhat:
flavor. I have the -authority, of Mr. Henry Heide, of New York, who
is a lae manu-acturer of almond pate, as well as confectoner,
to state that his corpaany some time ago bought a- quantity of Calfornia almonds for the purpose of mailing a thorough test, and he
had to sell on the market the majority of what he bought, and what
he did use he could only do so in conjunction with 90 per cent of
the foreign imported almonds.
Now, gentlemen, tbo point that I want to bring upto you is that.
to produce 1 pound of shelled :amonds it is necessaryto have a
pounds of almonds in the ihell. California sold practically all its
:almonds in the shell last year. There were between ten and
eleven million pounds. The importation of shelled almonds was_
27,543,521 pounds. In order to arive at a detminlation of the
comparative volume with the California product it is necessary to,
multiply that by three. Therefore we get a result of imgortations
of shelled almonds, but in terms of almonds in the shell, of.2,636,568.
pounds. In other words, there we eight times the quantity of
shelled almonds imported as California produced last year; they are
now asking: you to put a duty of 15 cents a pound on those shelled:
almonds w-hen they can not produce them. They might be able to
produce themn in 7 to 10 earsi if they would plant trees now, but I:
would think it doubtful whether they could produce any such quanto-ay
d to plant the.
tity. Wher- are they;going to get the capdi
trees for that- quantity, Onthe surf ts plain that their demandsare absurd. Itlooks like the fable of the "lox and the grapes.'
There is a big trde here, and they can't get it. hey haven't the.
quality or the quantity. Yet the want it, and 80 they want to make
the consumer, the people of the United States, pay a big increased<
dut simply to satisfy thfir spleen.
I am not going to talk further on almods. Yes; there is one,
other point I want to mention. lh the shelled almonds it is necesnary for importers to go toethe various countries of the- world. Of
cours e get them from Euope, but we do not get almonds of the
same type, quality
ad description from every place. We have to gcr
to Adalusia, Spai or a certain almond, the sweetest almond known,.
used for table purposes. They are known as the Jordan almond..
There is no such thing as he ordan amod grown in California.
We have to go to the Alicante district of Spain for a certain almond
used very largely in confectionery. We have to go toethe district of
Valencia for the Valencia almond; and to Majorca fortthe Majorca
almonds. The almonds used in the manufacture of chocolate-alhondt
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buws come from the Island of Majorc4. The Beraude almonds are
largely used for table use and for- blanching and salting, and are produced in the Province of Provence, France. Then the Avola almonds
used by manufacturing confectioners are produced in the Island of
Sicily. They are used for salting and small sizes for chocolate Coating. The Aetna; almonds also come from Sicily, and are used by
manufacturing confectioners. The Palma and Girghenti almonds
also come from Sicily, and are used by bakeries, confectioners, and
chocolate-almond bar manufacturers. The. Bani almonds come from
the Puglia district of Italy and are similar to the Palma and Girghenti almonds. The Cretan almonds are pro'duced'on 'the Island of
Crete, a Grecian island. The Canary almonds come from the Portuguese Canary Islands. Each grade has its own particular use. E4tch
one of them is distinct. You can not obtain one grade except in that
particular place. You (san not go to Italy and 'get the Jordan almonds, and you can not go -to Spain and get the Palia and Girghenti or the Aetna or theBari or the Avola almonds..
This, for 20.years, has been a highly technical business. We
importers have had to know just what our customers' requirements
were. They often did not know where to go themselves-for these
almonds, and we have had to seek them in these countries I have
mentioned. We did not find themnin California. If they are there,
we have no prejudice against California. It is an American State,
and we are Americans, and we do not want to go abroad if we can get
them in this country.
Senator MoLjN. When was that statement made as to fthe cost of
in California?
raisingalmonds
Mr. HuToNsow. That is on page 1909 of the record before the
Ways and Means Committee. It says:
GWULTURL PEOD-UOS fIDaW PROVISIONS.

The Univeofty of Caliofa their estimate of the cwt of producing their 190
crop at approximately h3 cents per pound in the shell.

Senator MoLN. 1920?
Mr. HuTCEumSON. 1920. That is Mr. Tucker's testimony. I do
not know wr hat date the statement was issued.
Senator MCCUBER. Your time is up. I would suggest you make
your statement as brief as you can.
Mr. HuTONsON. I would like to say a few words in regrd to.
walnuts, and' then, if you will permit me, I will file this brief which
gives it in detail.:
Senato~rMc unBzn. Ver well.
Mr. HIJTOEiNON. In shelled walnuts the importations were about
20,000,000 pounds. That was in the year 1920. It is necessary to
use, 4 pounds in the shell to, produce 1 pound of shelled walnuts.
That makes a total of 80,000,000 pounds of walnuts in the shell.
The latest statistics indicate that California produced in 1919, the.
only year I could gather statistics for, 56,496,000 pounds. That
conclusively shows tbat for these manufacturing purposes California
could not commence to supply the need. Now, California asks a
duty of 12 cents a pound on these shelled walnuts, and they can not,
supply: the quantity, even if they could supply the quality, which
they can not do. They claim they can, but the manufacturers, who
know better than I do, tell me they an- not obtain the same results
from the California goods. I am going to leave now the subject of
walnut.
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way image demaud by the Hebrews With
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..
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the growth of almond trees, and they clim that uch trees would commence to bear
fruit in 6ibdmitwob to three yea. This has n positively ontadicted by experience,
which hai shownthat llmbnd trim do not bear friWt before they are at least of five
to sss .-Weyears-' guW thrfore, that it would be a burden to a very
lIargnumbf cons i theUnitied States, which is practically the entire general
public, if Aditionsj import dutie be imposed.
Thie (ulornians also mention the amount Of cpitalinves in their almond
orcha and approimae the Nne an,
n0,0d the number of persons employd as0,0W dta 'the harv tsasn whch is
nabir not more than two
months, and 6,000 for the remainder of the e. T is ta on page 2004 of the
ittee.
testmony given by'Mr. Place bwe ore th Wysand Me
wuld poit ut that the manufacturing confecAsaainst, tt,
tionersand ocolate manufacturers han a estimated caitpl invested in their
busa to the-amount of
000,000 and epoy '120
people all the yer
round.; These fgures do not; &iiunle about 75,0 sml retailers, very many of
cr
n
whomi nu
way ad employ from two to five people in each
store. The bai industry h saabout O00,000,000 and employs about
2M0,00'poploe A the year round. e bi t and cracker manufacturers have an
invested catal of about $100,000,000 and employ about 50,000 people all the year
:
round.
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6yallfuin
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confgetione

t
a
We nok to refer to the testmy
given
bef:
,1921 "TMarif fB et
onJan
7,"byMr.T. (. Tucker,
representing thie C;aifo Almond Growers change
on pg !9o7
T
Tucker stated that rbeprasne about 85 per cent of the ao.
We rUmhe maent of the OWlfrnia pwes. He
sd that the MP
in i In 1920 was bout 6,00 to; that is, equal to abut1,000,000ou
in the hell.';:
We subit t t ottee that the I
of a duig the year 1919
were 901 19,1106onda show byteUitedBae tt~ a Dea tmet This,
t east eight
indices to t there wIpoed tthis-country in the year l
w
uedn Clifn
times the-quantity flmoindsthat
teL sam e
We therefore cal to, the` cmmitte'
podues$
8t
iueb"
te o tu
atW.
in thi
ty, it uld not be
nd
ly he-ninth.of tamunt of onds Ion
be
d h o ds bsoud
penaliMed
by the
right tht th genmberof cOimMN
w r
in a
nimwhition of a vy hevddif atimport duty.
furthermore subm
m
-,
duties it
thbiai 'if the W
i I
lt in a'
very l d ce inthe quantity ot almonds which will beaprtd,
and a a consequence, the Unid 8tat Tresuy wl ot receive t'q t in duties that i
ex eted if Cowp.ticipat
tat Impot *l ontnue as beo.
n connection, with thissubject, we would astioWi
m
that hour opion the
would have a tendency to pl out of employin t
resulitnt de
ment asver lag numb.rof people who now are employed in the confectionery and
bakingand allied tradesFtirthermore, the wites for the CaliforiiaAliond Growers' Asodaton have
tried to coney te impren to Cngress that the imposition of an additional tariff
would not affecthe os of almond to the consumer.
This sabsurd, in view of the tesimony given by-Mr. Tucker and shown on pae
1908 as follotII
"Innormati.m paper-shell5alods bro
6centa a pound in the ll, 25
cents per pound for the d ,
lt, which
nt the mar portion of -our
crop, The aveg lst yer, dungathe ar ad wr conditions, about 47 cents a
pound for paper hell and 35 centeipoud for seedl-ing"At the io, whih they state i 3 pond of almon in the se to produc 1 pound
of shelled almonds, the price of ihellid mi
1toCalfora6
the
growers would be
three timethe- oe n other dfm 75 cen to $1.05 per pound in normal
times, and, on the barns of the prices that obta d last year, it would be from $1.05
per pound to $1.41 perpond or shelled alonds.
Thie averageprice of ipoited shelled 1al - to the m
uring in dustries
30cnt e pud
which us`hmwsls
er,-not mo~r-e thiino
The question
whether itwisetimpoethis ditlo l ot upon the n-;.
sumption of food product., of which alonds cotitu. aim tnt part, and also
as to whether this Increa would not lead to ric subsitution, d cne
tly
the elimination of almonds from a p
ofbacky an confoney products.
With further reference-to the prcs obtned for the- Cifonamonds n the ell,
as above ment
, e b to refer to- pae 1909, in which Mr. Tucker stated:
"The University of California e their et a ofthe cost of producing the 1920
crop at approximately 16 cents pr pound in the shell.."
It Ws
very evdent tht If the goode were sold to consumers at from 36 cents per pound
to 47cent1 per pound, thee
enormous profit to the growers, and they surely do
not need any further protection.
fid
Onpa 1908 Mr. c
"We have sold a few shelled almonds on the Pacifc coat, our sales being robably
onehlf of 1 per cent of our total cost." (A typographical error, as it proba ly meant
crop. -)
On page 2006 r. Pierc stated in hi simony?-,,
"The prefint ei ig law a put u ,ut of the 1helled.nalmond bue"
It is evident from Mr. Tuckr's testimony tt to all intents and pu
the Calihl lmond sesa theacknowledod
fori wp iever
that their
output hasbeen iinteml. Why, therefore Zould tae very large numbers of
co me of
dalmondsbe pe
d forwiat, after all, is only ap ble (and
we would say, very. impoble) futue benefit to C ifi, and certainly not a
benefit t they would derive t the p nt time, as they cknowledge that they
have not got the yield.
In passing, we would point out that the very lg quantity of shelled almonds
imported shows that these are neessities of the manufacturing confectioners and the
other industrie which we have previously mentioned, and can practically be considered as part of their raw material.

:

:
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W, bne $he authority of Mr. Henry.HeldeNYew.York.City, who Isa laxe mnufacturerof almond paste, as well - frctlon istate that his company and one
other la company inufaturing hocoliteprodue combined would -consume as
Many alondsas Aa nowroduc in Califoria, Provided that the quality of the
W "as suitable for thir p es, but expedience hau shown tit t Is not the cas.
W:.aqds t.a that at one time he uchi ed some California almonds, but that the
articles he manufactuied with them wee unsatisfactory, owing to the fibrous nature
of the nuts tathe was compelled to llin the marka e tt I
part of the quantity
of Califoni almonds which he had bought. And he further states that California
almonds for manu uring confectionery purposes could only be used by mixing
them with the imported, and then not in excess of a ratio of 10 per cent.
As corroborative to this matter we quote the following letter:
J ULY 12, 1921.
¢AW~rOR9XAAFxON'D..GtW'OWBM EXCAN02,
811 CalJorntia Stret, San r
No,
Caltf
of
8th does not strike a very
To
be
perfectly
frank,
your
Gitnmxw:x
letterI thetrade
chord. The experience of the confectionery
with California shelled
responsive
almnds is. iwebelieve, not favorable enough to induce them to make any strenuous
efforts in their behalf, and we are quit sure that other manufacturers are of the
sme opinion.
If aifornia shelled almond were able totake their placein-resl competitionywith
the foreign almonds,'this question of protection would not be as erioslyE pushed and
your ales efforts would have been productive'of a larger di;sibution:of shelled almonds
in the confectionery trade. Whether the factors of flavor and texture can be brought
up in California alinonds to the standard of foreign almonds so that they can be generally used by the manufacturing trades is a question that is undoubtedly interesting
our ownstandpoint the California almond is a negligible quantity until
you.
it can really compete in these two essentials with the foreign almond.
On this basis, as you may see, are not particularly interested in furthering your
-ideas for duty. In fact, we are quite on the other side of the question.
Very truly, yours,
THE WATRu M. LoWNur Co.
WALTER H. Bwmna, Vice President and General Manager.
also authorized to inform you thit recently Mr. Heide endeavored to pur:We
chase a smallquintity of California sh lled almond for experimental purposes and
ap pplipdfor them to thei California Almond Growers' Exchange and was informed that
they could not supply him, not having the oods on hand.
We wish to ask what would become of the necessities of the chocolate manufacturers,
the confectioners,iandthe other allied trades should an increased rate of duties- be
imposed?: Should they be compelled to depend upon California to supply their
she l caryoen
their busine all the year round, when California can
almonds to
not Supply any shelled aliionds now?? t
It is an vew of-the' importance of these products to the manufacturers that we
respectfully contend that the duty on shelled nuts should not be based on a ratio of
three times the duty on nuts in the shell.'
On account of the natural growth in the use of-these nuts in the bakery and confectionery tradesitis"probable that the total consumption for.last year was upward
of 26,0000000 pounds o shelled almonds, which increases the ratio above mentioned
to about 10 times. It is hardly consistent, therefore,lto penalize the consumers
and the baking and confectioery business for-the benefit which might accrue to
the California yield of one-eighth in volume of the whole consumption in the United
States,all of which benefit, if any, would inure to onie State only, namely, California,
and would be paid for by" conumers of the other 47 States.
With reference to t-e length of time necessary to produce fruit-bearing almond,
trees, we quote from` page t196,
under the head of "Yield:
"Almnonds first commence being at from 2 to 4 years of ae, the first crop ranging
from one to two nutsup to a hatful or possibly more. The trees would first commence
to bear a crop which will pay to harvest at from 3 to 5 years of age. Ordinarily it
will be nearer the latter, depending ipon the type of soil in which the trees are growing
and the moisture conditions sRunding
From this statement it appear that it least five years would be consumed before
any of- the trees in the almond grovs which might be established at the present timewould be-in such condition s to give any coiderable yield. Thi issnot the way
American industries are built. The bakers and confectioners have to be assured at
all times that they can get their raw material. California admits that it is not Yet in
position to furnish this, and yet is unreasonable enough to request the adoption of

Table: California almond crop.

Table: United States imports of almonds (fiscal years).
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thi vr unbu inske pln of protection of an industry which, by their own satement, does notneed pvtectloo and from which they could derive no benefit for at
least five yeY to ome, if then.
that ven though alifori were to art
We furthermore pobit out and rete
oseof
:yoeld in the tie metioned,it I
planting almond treesfor th oba
Wa
exceedingly doubtful indeed rhether they would be able t uce lmondoof the
qualities and ges- Whichare needed by the confectioner and bakem' inidusres.
The following are the statistics of the Caiornia almond ctop fr thie y 1900 to
fron the
I12 and of the importation of aImonds for the years 1912 to 1919 (a
California Fruit News, annual review numbe, 92O) and the vrmy lIe quantity of
shelled almonds imported shows conclusively that California hs been unable to
supply the requirements of the manufacturing enterprises above enumerated.-

Cal(ifornia almond crop.
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13,078,771 15,670,068 1916 517.5010,83
13,307,031 10,038,406 1917-18. 4,278,90
12,26 51 17,111,64 191819 ..... 6,733,542
3,57,70 16,86,921 19.-...... 7,355,80
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18,413,225
156
19,61,
23,80,915
28,36,2

TOta.l
Panda...
0,4,068

23,80,146
30,828,47

3,682,13

We
tat the rates of du on
now before Congress, para754, should be chaned to read as folow:.in
graph suggest
'Almond. in the shell cent per-pound; helled almonds, 6 cent per pound."
This would give an increased revenue to the United Stat Treasury and, we believe,
would not be a serious burden to the manufacturing industries.

th-biill

The list.staistics. indicate that California produced in the year 1919 56,496,300
pounds of wlnut i the shell (p. 743i Tariff Information, Bulletin No. 16).
The quantity of walnuts imporiedtito the -United Statesinm the year 1920 was
unpdds of shelled walnut. and f20235,078 pous in the shell. As it takes
10,041i342
4 pounds of- lnuti the hell to produce i pound of shlled ralnuts, it is ne r
to multip -the UAW=tY of 10 041 342 by 4 in order to uni at a beus of coinpan
with the outputVof Ca'ornia Thi. ma a fi eof 40166,368 pounds, to which
muist b added the 20,25,078 poundsimported the sheih ma g a grand totul of
"
T ^ O
60
400

:

this
Into thi
4~he'sixedl walnuts Imported in.
.

.;.

,

country in the year 1920 as above were of

severl varieties ad from varioucountr, forinstace:
He-r- There are about 500,000 pouds of thi gd. Iported nnually into the
United States. Theses. knw be'the finest fvored walnutsgrown an are sold
maly to household trade through the fcy gew.
They aueso used by mAnuc ectioners ad bae.r tpg coc a nd fancy ces. They are
fac
produced in the Grenoble district inFa .
d impord annually into the
Cabt.-There an about 2,500,000 pounds of
conetomfer and bakers
United States. They am used likewise by m-n
for topping qrposss. Theya, ma rule, small insie, sdforthisreasonameconomnut are also used extensively
ical In use ?or the purposes mentioned. The
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by uacturers of itdrup for retail sda fountain use, and the consumption
e Is very -la:. Thes r a produced in the Grenoble district of
for. tis p
Frce, andalso in the DIuphn6ditict of Frce
Bordauz-There ar about 10,000,000 pounds of these walnuts imported annually
into the United States and they an used mainly for household purpose., being sold
to the consumers through the grocery trade. They are also used by manufacturing
confectionern d by bakes nd ice-ream manufacturers. They are a product of
of France.
the .bthwesern Prov intces
pani.-tere a bopounds of thisgnde imported annually
into
the United States.Theean siiaretute Bordeausheldwaluts,and used
for similarpurpose..product
ofThey
Catloni,
are a in Spain
T-rkehA.-Owing to the distress caused by the war, there have been comparatively
small quantities imported in recent years, but prior to the war they were imported
in lug. quantities and were sold here for similar p
the Spanish and French
walnuts .
Mr. -Teague, of: the Walnut Protective, League, stat that Californi lnut are
superior to imported. fWhy then put a higher duty on an lzierlor walnut?
In 10 years production increase two or three times, dlring which time the cot of
C'aliforia walnutit also increised about .30 per cent. With a hiher duty California
Want Groers' Aociation would be able to ask the public- hgher prices wth no
competition of foreign-ii-uts, and with increased acreage and higher ditty and no
competition would have a monopoly of the walnut busine in this couhtry.
.PtsncK-Cost of importations on Fech walnuts to-day for 1921 crop is 1,650 to
1,600 fiacii c. i. f. New Yorkl; fIgurng exchange at 8 cents, would cost about 5, cents
in bond; proposed duty, 15 cents; expenses (cost of importation), 2 cents; duty paid,
cost to import, 75 cents per pound.
The consumer and-public would be paying $1 a pound for shelled walnuts, a food
article.
a
We ask why suld the public be taxed the difference in-price for a food article
tsed by confectioners and bakiers to Patisfy an association whici can not supply the
demand for shelled wilnits, and with an increase in duty cut the importation to such
an extentt that less revenue will be received by the Governmont?
In summr'y of the brief of the American walnut industry they state increased taiff
on shelled walnuts will not add to price of the consumer. Our answer isj if not, who:;
will pay the increased duty?:Our contention is increased duv has to be added to the cost price, and naturally
this inereses the cot to the public.
California shelled walnuts to-day are Selling at a higher price than imported find
can not upply the demnd for walnuts in this coun:
We ask, then, why should shelled walnuts pay a hier duty to allow an association
to demand from the public even bigher price and cut off revenue from the Government?
Our contention is that tihe importation of walnuts will not increase, as during the
war a great many walnut trees were cut down, especially in France, for the manufacture ofgtm stocks, and theconsumption of walnuts for home use in France has increased,
thereby increasing the price considerably.
REPLIES TO STATEMENTS MADE BY C. THORPE, REPRESENTXNG THE WALNUT PROTECTIVE
LEAGUL.

Mir. Thorpe stated that the Ameicaxn producers are supplying 70 per cent of the total
consumption of alnuts used in Amerca.- This statement is not correct, as statistics
indicateCalifornia PrOdUCed in 1919 56,496,300 pounds walnuts in shell, ginst the
. ThorPe stated he abSofEngli
total.importation f 60,,446 pounds.o
walnuts. Such a anUt is not grown, but walnuts are grown on the Continent of
Europe._Mr. TharPe states the impors-for 1920 were over 38,700,000 pounds. Where does
from whe the
he get his i
for importation of 1920 is not yet over and will
notbe over until October 1 1921? This statement, therefore, is incorrect, as 1920 crop
figures can not yet b obtained.
Mr. Thorpe stated a tree has to be 10 years old efore it reaches profitable production-15 to 20 years before it reaces full boating. Does heexpect -the American
public and the manufacturer to wait, say, 16 years until California can produce sufficient walnuts (shelled principally) and in the meantime ask that the public be made
pay higher prices through advance in duty until such time arrives that Califorma can
actually supply the demand of the American public at a reaonable price?
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Furthermore, Mr. Top asksh for higher rate of duty because of increased
duco, for prtei to a monpoly In
d - ton should be Dr lower
-public adn thlgiherba n
rate of duty for wbich
pricestothe con

the cnsming public has to pay fr pro
to ans
lt n or o- d trust.
Under date otember 9, 1k, Bar. Wood & Sv s
representing the:
California Walut wesAolanftated Inthicrulra
"We clIt rememb a Yearw
the early
demand fr al ia walnuts
did not giQy'exceed the supply. It is our piton that this yea will be no
the wlor Ill be at las 10 days
exception, f tport
later than normalIn matuing. hMus,rigt up to
, Cainia walnuts
prmium over the opening."
in .this market should command a
W
Shy thei a highe rate of duty on helld walnuts when the demad can not be
supplied by 6igrnia*?
TWe submit herewith proof of letter from the J. Hungeiford Smith Co., of Rochester,
N. Y., who are large manufaturers of soda fountain requisites, and one of the argest
usersof walnuts in the United States.
AvousT 12, 1921.
BIRDSONo BROS.,
Hubert and Washington Stre, Ne' TtOk.
OzNwtXuBNw: We are very much interested in your lete of A t'et11 Rnu
shelled iwlnubt. If,ae we sme is te fact, the trde enerall
b amu
affected by thee advance in price as we havre been it I perectly clear to us that the
will be very few sold at the present prices. In fct, our sales have been so light that
the writer is almost inclined to consider the wisdom of selling pa of our nuts at this
time and it may be that you will hear from us further on this subject.
With best wither for your succes in avoiding an increase in: the tariff, we remain,
H
.,
Very truly, yours,
40
J~~~~~~~~~~.
HUNOBRRORD SKMri Co., -0: $0:0- :
R. HI. RoozsR, Purchaing Ag.
Mr. Th1orpe statd that
Ior their best grade of walnuts they receive 22& cent.. This
is not correct,: as for their beat gride of walnut. in shell, which is their fancy budded
grade, the opening price of the California Walnut' ( rs'7Aoibtion for their 1920
crop was 25 cents, d price i e on Octo 1-, 1920.
I e ao wish to call your atteion to the factihat i is rumord that the Cilifornia
Walnut Asociation in naming their pnce for the 1921 crop will be even higher in price:
than the price made by them in 1920 on account of no carry over of the 1920 crop4
They take atuge of this situation by asking the public a higher price, having
everything -their own way, or, in other wos a monopoly on walnuta grown in this
then, should there be this higher proceed duty?
country,
The attached circular No. 1,1921 n of ihe California Wa nut Growers' Asociation, dated July 15, 1921, is ver illuminative.:
They quote from a letter received by them from their foreign representative boutlining the condition of the walnut crop in the Bordeaux district of France, in which
he states:.
"I was unprepared for the reaity which is almost in the nature of a calamity for
walnut trees in all thisbection of the country are, with rare exceptions, in a most
pitifuil state. The majority carries little or no fruit, and on an avenge every fullbearing tree is- counterbalanced by nine at least in bad shape."
And then later he further states:
"I do not think that this yar the American producer will have much to fear from
the competition of Frhne, for a farm I can judgeat preent, the crops all over- the
country *ill not much exceed hilf the normal output. I am led to thisi onclision,
; first, because two~thirds of the:tre are practically unproductive secod because
the remainithiri, :thoug well prorided withfruitis losing pat of it by premature
rom the effectsof lte frost and early morg mists, particularly in cerdTrppin
i beuse the ocks of nuts left over from last
tain h leaind lowl&an.ds; sd third,
year, according to all reports, are about exhat; that is to ny, of a quality suitable
tion- ra occurred and remkble feature of the late campaign.
mcx
We point out-to the committee that thee ar statement. isued as above stated in a
circular of the Califo Walnut Growers' Asociation.
The folldwing we the statistics of the Californi walnut crop for the years 1900 to
1920 and of the importation of walnut. for the years 1912 to 1920, as taken from the
California Fruit New, annual review number, 1920:

for

$fd:X1-; . .Shole 4.X.

Table: California walnut crop.

Table: United States imports of walnuts (fiscal years).
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This showithit Califo increued their production 600 per cent between the years
:1900 and 1199,and the largest increases have been since the operation of the present
aiff (1914 to date).
Is there any real basis for their sartion that they need additional protection?
We suggest thatthe rates of duty on walnuts in the bill now before Congre., para:E .:::
grsah 768, should b~e changed toreadb as follows:. ; . :- 0 -:: -:: :
aIlnuts, 6 cents per pound."
pound;tshellei
;per
Walnuts in the shell, S cents
Aff5WXRINI ARGUMENTS 01, -THUB GAIIORIA WALNUT PBROTRFM

ABSOCIATION.

"Quotion of Wc & Steven does not state what grade of walnuts offered or how
good or poor sam ale was."
Letter to a. -Thorpe: "We contend a gret deal of merchandise held by bankisV
during the- mhieh of December and January last had to be sold at best obtainable
price, and this Is particularly. true of far eastern products, and really did not show
the marke vu0es.'
Letter to0.Th1orpefrom Wood -S"tevens: "Our contention is walnut sold-at auction by Brw & Slecomb re usually sold for underiter' account or walnuts cartied overfrm oneseason t other which jobbers ddnot wish to handle, and really
prics for goods old at 'uction do not show market values on walnuts any more than
an other ticle ld at auction"
-oat f labor.-Oige 1 , inder tihe heading of "aWgesof male farm labor," they
state that C ll paid in 1918 an average wage of $78 per month without board, and
cost of labor at the same period was $47.07permonthr
rtates
that the ave
tJ;lte
without board This hows adifference in favor of California labor of about 60 per
cent, It is certainly nent to ask, therefore, why the labor in other States of the
Union, nd which constutes a la prt of the consumers of bakery product., etc.,
dprices for their foods to -the ultimate benefit
should be copelled t
labor?
of the much 'ifornia
higher paid
The increased rateofduty will not add t revenues of the United states T ury,as importatloii1~wil be decrased to one-thid. Therefore, w hy should a higher rate
of dutybeplc on shelled uts to proct a new development at the consuming
publi' ep by plag duty of 12 cents per pound on lled walnuts?
r. Thorpestated the imporr will tell you that we have been getting outrageous
prices forour walnut Our contention is that the California association ta beenn
outiageou pric. Furthermore, because 40 per cent of their crop never makes
getting
a fancy grade, we ask, is this a'reason for advancing duty on walnut and making the
public pay for it?
Mr.Thorpestated they used 4,900 bagain near-byproduce plntat cent.,which is,
in our opi , agood prce for an article used for by-products, the walnuts referred
to being evidently unuitable for eating purposes.

.
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Mr. Thorpe stated they received $6 a tbn for charcoal made out of this walnut shell.
This, i o ur
n opinions clear profit, as the actual cost of the walnut. in the shell used
to produce helled walnuts is always gured- so many pounds in the shell to make
kw ml
pound of shelled goods. Conequent ,whate-sr h leftfor
Inofit, i
having already been figured in the6
s
itruedfor
We would call attention tohe fta
inia has, in the past, endea vuored to
:produce walnuts ofsimilar quality to the best French walnuts, and to this end has
grafted from the Mayette walnut trees to their indigenous growth of walnuts. The
result obtainedws a hard-shelled walnut with meat of dark appmmee and poor
fVor.
(CIFOUIM 1; 1SSg,
1int

Los ANGELEs, C
July 15 191.
To our trWade:.
Spot walnuts both from the 1919 and 1920- crops have long since been entirely
exhausted, and in harony wit ou prediction made shortly after the turn of the
year the imarket continued to materially advance until all spot stocks bo in the
of obbers and -retailers were completely diod of. Consequently, the new
Kans
eiened.
crop will come onto the b st market everlrsc
of Califoria walnuts everp
(ur early propec. were for by far the
b'utle
duced.: In fact,-outr early predictionW ',wre for aO0,W40 0pou$d pioduction,
in Aprl frosts played havoc ini me of the heaviest producing section, entirly wipig
out hle crop on some groves, and cutting many ot down bet 20 and 60 p cent
the wutproducingsction. of Califonia are
of their original setting. However,
scatteed over a erey lae area, some districts e
with little or no frost dame.
A complete check-ip of ithe sdtion lea u believe that the total frost damage ill
not exceed 3b to 40 per cent which-will develop a total production of between 90 and
100 per cent of lat yar's sortc. In other wods-, the State will probably produce thiftxtk to fity million ds.
year the s a d bl carry o6ver of- old
It will be remembered thatUlat
crop
tOoods, both ;*inthe hands of the suociao and i the hands of the trade, which"
came into competition with the new crop. This year the situation is entirely different and there will be n-o suchcompI
a considerable stocks of
imported goods available for ditibution lst fa which will not be available this
season.
a
rer
to10 da
The maturity of the CQaliforn crop-'will
probably ae a
this year than last.- Thea
size of the uweu till pUbble a sde .Mer
tha lsit y although dz
au large than
Ldm 1919. Soa,
aver the.
u
isfato
the
since April, chatic
eonditioe
ii,
ian
bernog
sit
bility of an extreme heat *ave during the balance of July or Aut, the acking
quality of the nuts should be exeptionly good, The meats suld a e plump
and light colored.
proe are aloE for a
very s
c
W quote
Fo
e
from a letter Just
under dt6Jn 1-}7:-rt ecived from our ford
"I have just retredfro the region of
daUx Wheel maea exeded rvey
of the principl lut growing ent
oy that I
sprd t what I saw
of teitory, doestno
everywhere on my rounds,'whic embc ovf;15 kil
expree in strong enough term the s to I esnd. -I w dumbfouded.
I had expected to find ihat some'aI hadbe dne y theinlemencies of the
A il ,ar the lo d se1
weather which,: ince the middle of .l
beeniu-?
settled and stormy more or les all o' Nce ith hrusikchanes i tempttUte
tlsc ed byhif
the intermittences of heat and coldom ai
and sunshine having been generilly of shtdutii, but ;I: anp red for the
realitywhichi:almost in thenatueof a clamith,:for alnuittreeso allthis BOctionof
the country are with rare exceptions in a most pitful te. The injtty carrieb
vry full-b ir i countbncod by
little or no fruit ad on an avera
ninle at le~t in bad shape. I encounted heread theiU is true, a few pro u
looking tr in full foliage and bearing wel, but, s
to sy, standing all around
these were sickly loolkg ones ihowin i of d yand sloIly pershn"The characteris of the diseasia buttd to a cryptoc orin for wt
of better knowledge, that is prIoreelydestr
vst quanti of walnut tr
all over France, and they may be counted not by hundr but by thousands, is a
withering of the top and outer brapches, the tior ones still carrying a certain
amount of verdure. The aspect of a tree in this condition may be likened to a tall
with pins stuck all over it. yEoen
young tree, only 8 or 10 years old, and even 1,
are attacked by the mady, so that the disaster is Complete. I wisyou couldhavebeen
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tmed as
with me on my rounds; you wd have hardly believed your ee
luriant i verdure and fruit. The situation hus
you!probablyaretosee o 't
at last oe to acon the competent authorities for I am given to underitand that
a Govenment xim ion hasbeen appointed to tire into eisting conditions and
to try to proviide me to:sop the progreof the dseae which is slowly but surely
degopulaig the coun of e walnut.
hve much to fear from
not thik tht this year the ercan producer
the competition o Fce for mfar m can judge-at preent, the crops all over the
country will ntmuch exceed half the nornal outPUt. I am led to this conclusion:
First, because t th of the trees are practically unproductive, second,1because
f:the remalnj third, thqh well provided with frit, i los part of it by premature
droppings from the effects of latefrosts 'and early- moning mists, purticularly in certain valleys and low lands; and,third, because the stock of nuts left over from last
, acoding to all reports, are about e~hausted-that Is to say, of a quality suitable
aor
rwe occurrence a aremaiableleiture of theater campanim .
expo;titionYAM
W 'inmtter of tfac, t whe lem
wthaf tree
thre months
mothi 'one
dt
rne
I smininformed,
'hd tribot' in the shell were offeringg at 140 fraics per 100 kilose($5.22 per 100
pounds) spot, without freely finding takers, 15 days later they commanded the double
with numerous buyers consequent on a brisk demand for the United States which
sudde`ily pnn up afer a prolongoendd. duringthe :two months
that foIlowed shipment of nuts andmea to America were quite important. I must
say that inall my experence I have never known of a turn in the market similar to
that which has occurred this year, and which has resulted in profit where certain lon
asant.ipated by miny =eer on this side.
"IHere i the Isere the outlook for the coming crops is not much more favorable,
all thingsiconsidered than in the region of Bo6rdeaux, for the young nuts, according
to all accounts, are dropping a little evyhere in appreciable quatities from the
after. effect of unpropitiou weatheri Apri and May. The rit is now about the
no
ic
she of sall olives. in several that I $&ed up and cut open I could discover
material
Ii~er
ofect exce
which I attn ute to want of nourishmateil
ddofect
xcpt a tendency to wither,
-of the California Wlnut Growers' Amociation1has alwys been torecogTe'
s its ttde in moldniitssales policy. In ine wih this it was one
of
nize te
of the first packerato aandon the'efir at opening" contract and the S. A. P.,"
not being considered. In fct, at a ecent
and even te
v pce and cotrac
National Wholesale Orocers>
committee
meeting-in Chicago with the contract oftche
A ation, a new form- of contract as devised which now cames the officec
idprov to heof National Wholeiale Grocers' Aoc on, one of the fiist- cost conaocia: tracts tocr such officiA indorsment.- By the terms of this contract this4
tion is to accept orders only ifter opeing :pnces are named about ie let of OCtober,;
the contention beng that byrthat tmie the buiyer wil b
poi o btjudge
I:h:exact requirements andthe seller theextent of its pack and the amount whic
will beiable o each de iand ariety. Also under thi lan it will b ne ar
for te hipper t opnin prices such a figas will develop a ong demand
and consequently an advancing market in order tht the entire crop May.be promptly
tW h should be no excuse for any buyer
movednto c ns of conption. Also
purn ov
y
upon delivery, would cause him to become panicky
and offer uhi goodsbelow post orat pice that would demoralize any loc market.
situation. .In fact, we believe -we now have a contract which is idea, at least from
the buyerks standpoint, and whici should enable every jobber to make a fair profit
on his Diamond brand tlaut business.
Our representative: if he hasnot already done so, will shortly call upon you for
yourestimatedseason's requirements of Diamond brand walnuts. This information
will be forwarded to us and be used to guide us in maing territorial allotments
orotr esmated crop. Our brokers till be made allotments based on past sales in
their markets, which will insure that each of our customers is offered his proportion
of our output.
of our output.
:ALIFORNIA WALNUT GaowEns' A8SOCIATION.

atrZIcol

[Circular No.5. 1920 season.J
IMPORTANT NOTICE-PUCEZ ADVANCE.

TO our .rade:

Los ANGEo8, FebmUarY 15, 1921.

-:Itisagrat pleasure to be able to advise our trade thatcoast stocks of all grades of
both 19l9and 1920 crop amociation walnuts are entirely exhausted, with the exception
of ithree car 1920 crop No. 2a, which will not be offered until next fall.

Table: 10 -calorie portion- Distribution of calories.
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Our consigned stocks in tovt makets are also exhaustd and where they are not
are so small that one day' fiy ative buine will c
em ot
Price advances of 1 cent per pound hie been In effect In New York and a number
of other large market. for some time and effective Febriuary 2 thi idsdnce of 1 cent
per pound on No. Is and fany budded will be made general eryhere.
It is our snc readvice to our trde in thoe market. where i
resll ailable
and obtainable that rplOenishment stocks be taken on immediately.
Now is the time
that each jobber should see that he hAs a ufficient supply of Diamond Brand walnuts
to last for at least the next6 da',for when stocksare as clsly exhausted As they
are now, with several monthss of heavy consuming priod before us it is certain that
the trade can make Sabetter profit calif
wanut now than ias been pomible
for many, many months, and with te aw tion's prices advance within the next
few. days, additional market strength d
" is
Wr .
Th6e very heiviest period of our season's adverng campai aL:t hnd. We are
strongly featuringw inut as a meat stitute d g Lent. Atn, the Jewishtrade
will use a at mny walus diinz their Pasover season, commencing. te let of
Marchndwlt h sugar so -cheap that the houi i making mo cakes,,candles, and
confections than usal (in all of which walnut. are freely ued) the demand during
the next few months is bound to be much greater than the available pply and there
^-ii bound to be a repetition of the situation which existed in the winter and early
of 1919, when Diamond Brand No. is went from 28 to 38 cent. per pound. It
rsping
is absolutely certain that the association's consigned stocks everywhere will be completely exhausted within the next few days and the maket then will be what the trade
themelvesmake it.
All foreign .walnuts in eastern markets are also1well cleaned up' and the price on
J
|
foreign walnutswhas been- steadily `dvancin
within the past fw weeka. It is a certaity that there will not bea pound-of Ialfornia walnuts. camed over into fall, and
the new crop s sure to come into the cleanest market ever kown.
*0 It is for this reasonthat we stronglydvise our friend to check over theirstocksand
order the balance of their winter and spring requirements immediately, while offered
at the present lowest prices still prevailing.
inceely, yours.

There are no filbert. of any appreciable
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the beefit of tnr
Cia;sd secally doesths become apparent
tre izd t Cliora Is unableto p
e
ds, walnut, or filberts
of quality equal to thoseImportedfrom the coun
abovenumerated.
Why
should the people of 47 State.of theUnlonpaylargelyIncrased prces on such
valuable food products simply for the benefit of one State (Ca rnay
7
STATEMENT 07 WALTIR
C.
H:UGHSi
a EUPRSI.NG THE

NATIONAL CONFCTIONBRS ASSoCATION.

Mr. Huons. Mr. Chairman, the association which I represent ineludes 725 manufacturers of candy. It represents about 80 per cent
of the entire output of the industry-in the United State.
We have with us at this hearing our officers and members of the
executive committee; also Mr. Herman W. Hoops and Mr. William
F. Heide, of -New York City, who are large manufacturers and who
would be glad to answer any questions which the committee may care
to ask and which I maV not be able to answer.
The proposed amendment to the pending tariff bill that was introduced- by Senator Johnson relative to the tariff on almonds provides
that almonds, not shelled, shall be at the rate of 5 cents per pound,
and almonds, shelled, at the rate of 15 cents per pound. We consider
that these rates are unjustifiably and unreasonably high, and the rates
we propose on almonds are: Almonds, not shelled, 4 cents, and
almonds, shelled, 6 center
pounds
Senator SMOOT. Those are the rates you want?
Mr. HuoXs. Those are the rates we want; yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Let us have those figures again.
Mr Huon. The rates we want are: Almonds, not shelled, 4 cents;
almonds, sh~lied, 6 cents per pound. The proposed rates, as I said
a moment ago, are: Almonds not shelled, 5 cents, and almonds, shelled,
15 cents. The present rate is; Almonds, not shelled, 3 cents, and for
almonds, shelled, 4 cents per pound. That is the duty at the present time.
The United States Tariff Commission is authorityfor the'statement
that the World's output of almonds is approximately 725,000,000
pounds and that the exportable surplus is about 200,000,000 pounds,
of which the United States takes about 40 per cent, or about 80,000,000
pounds.
on the unshelled basis-in considering the tariff we must take into!
consideration the unshelled basis, due to the fact that California
does not produce shelled aonds-in 1919, the fiscal year, in round
the domestic production was about 10,000,000 pounds,
filpres,
hereas the imports were 76000,000jounds.
Senator SMOOT. Of course, the C dornia growers deny that they
do not produce the shelled almonds. I do not know whether the,
other members of the committee have received them, but I have been
sent samples to show that the statement is not true.
Mr. HUG=xzs I intended, Senator Soot, to prefer to that :matter
later on, but inasmuch as you have asked that question, I shall refer
to it at lthe present time.
Senator WALSH. You will have to send samples to prove that it is
true..Go
Mr. Huos. I shall be very glad todo that.:
Senator MCCUMBnR. The amonds raised in California have to be
shelled somewhere before they are used.

maw SL
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Mr. HUGHaeS.oiOne of O'ure
aorni
members tied -to pur
water sapant inSrshelledlmbnd a short time, S.Tat
mento hid b.`een erected for the express purpose of m shelledk
almonds, and he sent an order there for thie purpose of getting a few
ba in order to try them out experimentally. They wrote back and
told him they did not have any shelled almonds for sale.
Senator SxOO. 'They have closed up theirplant have't they?
Mr. HunsHN. I could not say, Senator, whether it wa closed or
not, but my understanding is that it is not now being operated.
Under date of Anuist 19, 1921, the Californisa Almond rowerp
Exchange, at San Francisco, Calif wrote a letter to Bvnn&0C6
Malaga, Spain, in regard to almons in reply to a letter roceiveJ
from that firm to the effet-and I-shall reear only to that. rtion
which has reference to Snator Smoot's qustion-that they did not
deal to any extent in shelled almonds; that their sales are principally
for nuts in the shell, verylargely consumed during thie holiday period.
In all the experiments that have been made by our manufacturers
relative to the use of Califoria shelled almonds they have never
found them to be satisfactory. As to the crop of 1920-21, the California almonds amounted to 11,000,000 pointed, whereas thenimports
amountd to 55,000,000 pounds, in round numbers. Therefore the
United States produces between. and 2: per ent and consumes
about 12 per cent of the world's Almond cop.
This California Almond Growers' Exche that I referred to a
cent o the almond crop; in other
; moment-ago market about 75
words, it reulates Prices and controls distribution.
The total California cr-p during the fiscal yea 1919-20 was less
than ono-fifth of the. total amount of almonds that were imported
during that fiscyalyar.
They talk about increg the almond output. If their. produc-:
: tion luring the next 10 yea is. incred in the same proportion
that: it has incrased during the past 10 ears, in 1929 and 1930 the;
corop would only amont t about 20, 0000 pounds, whii is far
short of our requirments.
imately
In this connection I ALSO want to saythat -it tk
s"Ven yeas for the almond fe to et tohe pointwherei is oommer-:
four or five years you might
daily bearing. It is true t prsi ina
ajtthat fuU of a dsoff thetS ebut sofar as whattheyal
prfitable production is concerned, it would take 'in the neighborhood
of seven years for a :troe to get to that point where it does produce a.
y
crop almonds.
Mgood
* Sector SvoOT. HOw doI
lon
s a tree produce a crop
Mr. HUn. I cold not say.s toth I know this, that almod!t
trees oar for a great an year but just how-many I could not say.
With irece to the question of usge, t almonds are used
very largely by confctioner-by the bak, by Ialmond-paste
manufactwurers, by the biscuit and crater e A11 these various
food industries use the imported shelled almond, as well as the salters.
of shelled nuts. On account of this varied us to which almonds areput, they require many different types of almonds. There are about
a dozen different kinds of almonds that are imported in order t meet.
the requirements of these various manufactireri of food produts.
California does not produce these varieties. They can be produced
or procured only from the Mediterranean countries that grow thesevarieties required by the manufacturers.
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aI ireferred a moment
question -of the possibility of the
ct usi Caif tothalmonds.,
manufa
f Assuming, for instance,
Can
and
shell
them
put
thattIhey
themition the market, our manufacturers have found that. when the California almond is shelled it is
not satisfactory for ianufacturing purposes for the reason that it
loses its flavor; it becomes hard and fibrous, and it is not at all Istifactory as comparedwlth the imported almond, which retains its
flavor and is byr far the most satisfactory.
Take into consideration for instance, the gunent that W&5 advanced by the California Almond Growers' Exchange, that this protection is necesary in order to. protect the industty-the almondgrowing industry-and that they had an investment of approximately $50,000,000. The industres that use imported almonds have
a capital investment of about $1,000000,000. The confectionery
industry alone -has a capital -investment of about $315,00,000, as
as shown by the last census. Therefore, we feel that, so far as this
question of a very high-tiriff is concerned; it is not necessary for the
protection of the home industry and that it is unfair to burden these
industries that use almonds to the extent of imposing a tariff of 275
per cent increase; and it must be remembered that they cannot pass
that increase on to their customers in the increased cost of the product
-for the very''reason that the consumers are insisting that prices shall
be lowered rather than raised at this time. Therefore, it Will not be
possible for::them to increase their prics. We believe, therefore,
that, as indicated a moment ao wi a ari of 4 cents on almonds
in the shell and 8 cents on shelledalmonds, the rate would be reasonably increased and would serve all purposes so far as the requirements
of revenue arid protection are concerned.
Let me: refek to the subject of walnuts for just a moment. Thea:
::propose duties on wauts are: Walnuts, not shelled, 4 cents; walnuts,
shelled, 15 cents pe-r.pound.
For the reasons that I shall refer to hereafter, we recommend that
the tariff should -be: Walnuts, not shelled, 3 cents per pound; walnuts,
shelled, 6 cents per pound.
The present import duties on walnuts are: Walnuts, not shelled, 2
cents per pound; walnuts, shelled, 4 cents per pound.
The same-situation prevails with reference to walnuts as with
reference to: almonds. We have considered them on theunshelled
basis in considering production in this country as compared with
imports Therefore, m 1918-19 the domestic production was larger
than the imports; it was 40,000,000 pounds as compared with
28 000,000 pounds.
senator MoCuxnx. Isn't there a losw of about one-third by reason
of shelling?
Mr. Hudos. They shell 3 to 1, I think. There is some doubt
as to whether that isSenator SmooT.: Mr. Hudson testified that it is 4 to 1.
Mr. HuGiHcs. When I said that I had almonds in mind.
Senator McCuoBnZ. Let me see if I understand just what you mean
by 4 to 1. . Do you mean 4 pounds of unshelled almonds produce 1
pound of the shelled moat I
Mr. HUGHES. With almonds it would be 3 pounds in the shell to 1
pound of meat.

Table: [No Caption]
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The domestic production of walnuts in, 920421 is6Oatl ed at
43,000000 pound and the impor at approximately 80,000,000
pounds.
The shelled walnuts are used by practially the same clsas of tcade
that I- referred to relative to the use of shelled almondo-bakers,
biscuit and cracker makers, etc.
Imported walnuts are very much more satisactory than the domestic walnuts for the same reason that the importd almonds are
more satisfactory. When the California walnuts are shelled they
lose their flavor, the skin gets tough, and other changes occur. They
have a bitter flavor and are not at all satisfactory either as to si55.
or flavor..
Senate r MCUnXBnB. They are laIser walnuts are they not?
Mr. Huons. Yes; they are larger than the imported walnuts.
The Walnut Protective Iague. of California says that it takes 10
years-for a walnut tree to reach a profitable bearing stage, and that
when it is from 15 to 20 years of age it is in full bearing and bears for
a great number of years.
Our reasons, therefore, for asking for these duties on wauts4 are
for manufacturers to use for manuthat they are
not
satisfanctry
facturin purposes and that, therefore, the manufacturers use fthe
imported walnuts which are satisfactory for their requirements.
Walnuts, not shelled, should be 3 cents per pound and walnuts,
shelled, 6 cents per pound.
3EMY 07 WALTER 0. nexus, aznzZnuweM Tfl NATIONAL 0ON7l0TIONtR5
ASSOCIATION.

WALXnITS.
! 6represent
total
726 manufacturg confectioner, whose output is about 80 per ceV of the cormpning
output, of the confectionery industry d including manufactirer in e1ery State in
the -Union.:-with me in attendance at this hearing ae our officers and the members of our executiv committee and Several of our largest manufacturers who remembers of our
They are al laugeimuawfacturers andI rn sure wil be glad to answer anyquestionswhich you getlemn-nay seefit:to ias hem.
The diport-duti p id on luta - follows Wauts, not helled, 4 cents
per pound;0walnut, shedl5centsperoWund.ln-ts, n ad
eserates a uirasnli anduniutifbly high, ad for the reasons t forthrates: Walnuts, not shelled, 3 cents
e we rm
6
PR pound.
perud cwlnutsselle
Tfi preznt Import duties Maea follo: Wtinuts, not yelled, 2 cents per pound;walnuts; shlled 4cents per pound.
OnI a unshelled basis-the domestic production and the imports of walnuts for the

the

National Confectionrs' Aociation

last three fiscal ye a published in

of the United

States,

tariff infotion surveys are as follows:
Domestic
produo.
ton.

Imports.

1919-2........1,90

las=I......................................
.......................

...

B,,
4i0o,0 64,052S

Shelled walnuts are used extensively by M-inaaUfmdng confectioner, bread and
cake baker, and by biscuit and crackermanfictrers
Theincremeedimportduty willbeadded totheo0tpriceandgreatlyincresethe
cost to them ue and to the consumers.
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are sellXng at higher prices tha importd walnuts, Ca ori
Catordla walnut.
can not supply the demand for domeslcwn walnut. Why then' should the manufactuter. and the cousumers be compelled to py a largely inceased price on walnut.
ass food puct?
If the p ed duty is granted it will increase the cost of imported walnuts to such
an e t tht the manufacturers can not afford to pure them The revenue to
the Government from this source will be tremendously decreased if not absolutely
eliminated. f i !
i tre doesnt reac
The Walnut Proctive League of California states that a lnut
profitable production until it is 10 years old, and that it is from 15 to 20 years old before
it reaches full bearing
(aifonuia, can not nowi anywhere near supply the demand and can not develop
the production even in the next 15 or 20 years to such an extent as to take care of the
iceasing deand for walnuts,
The mufactwu will not use the California shelled walnuts, as they are not
atisfatory for mant uring purposes. When shelled they become fibrous and lack
the pl iarly attractive flavor of the imported walnuts.
There is absolutely no justification for the proposed duties on imported walnut,
anzd we, therefore, ask that the duties shall e: anuts, not shelled, 3 cents per
pound; walnut., shelled, 6 cents per pound.
Which we trust will receive your favorable consideration.
f7f?
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ALMONDS.
The amendmiet to H6 R. 7456 proposed by Senator Johnson, of California, changes
puaragrph No. 75, to read as follows:
"Al.monds, not shelled, 5 cent. por pound; shelled, 15 cents per poind."!
The rtes pr d by Senator Johnson are-unjlustifiably and unreasonably high,
and for 'the reasons set forth herein we respectfully recommend the following rates:
Almhnds,: not helled, 4 cents per pound; almonds, shelled, 6 cents per pound.

The present import duties on almonds as provided in paragraph 223 of the tariff act
of 1918 Are as follows:
" Almon not sh
, 3 cent ez poud; alimonds, shelle, cent per pound."
The United Stats Tariff ICoision is the authority the the statement that the
world production of almonds is estimated at 725,000,000 pounds1 and the export
surplus at about 200,900,000O ponds of which the United Stat receive nearly 40 per
cent, or about 80,000,000 pounds, more than twice as much as any other nation.0
On an unihelled basis the domestic production and the import. of almonds for the
last three fiscal years as published in the Tariff Information Surveys ar as follows:
i i-0
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The Califor Almond Growers' Exchange markets about 75 per cent of the dometic
croy, and anualUly esblishes minimum prices.
Thne total California crop produced during the fisl year 1919-20 was lea than
one-fifth6b1 the totliamount of almonds imported during that period.
If the sine raio of increase in the d tic crop during the past 10 yearsiis mainte during the next 10 years, the Cilif
crbp in 1929-30 will be only about
20,000,000 pounds, which would b on.ly about 25,per ceat of the total amount of
almondsthat were imrte dun the
year 1919-20.
It require approximately seven :years for an amond orchard to attain commercial
being,- and it is therefore *ery evident that California can not produce anywhere
near the quantity required for'domestic consumption
The Clfnia almonds do not come iDto competition with imported shelled almonds.
They hve always been sold in the shell for household consumption and have always
commanded higher prices than the imported almonds.
California does not produce shelled almonds., In corroboration of this statement I
want to call the committee's attention to a letter dated August 19, 1921, written by the

T:;
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Almond Growers' Exchange, Sn Fran o, Call, to Beva &0 wlp,
Calif
ip of shelled almonds,which las U:
Spain, who are probably the l
CALrroawU ALMOND GuownRa BxowewOs,
San treniwo, aSAupue 19, 191
k1L,
et July 29.
GxnmuMNN: I havefor acknowledgm t yoof
We are not 'MI a position at the present tfine to give much informatIono h
the 1921 almond crop for the reason that there i very. little activity inmaretuni
the middle of Sptmber. Crop promises to be excellent ,and we believe 4uatlity.
will be aboit the same as lat seon. As you know, a i do not delto All
extent in shelled ilmonds. Oursles are piipally for nuts iL'the shell, which are
consun.tdurnig the holiday period, and we would not even hawd a
v0erylar edly
guess as to, the probable price. We will, however, take pleasure in- cabling you the
opening prices as soon -s named, which will be sometime te artY part of eptember,
and probably before you rceive this lettor.
:
We will be very glad to exchagecorspondence with you a hert of.Ourl
show that we addressed a number of letters to your - firm which were notanswred
and appeptntly which went astray in the mail..
With kind regards,
i.-

Yours, verytruly,

'F.,CTuoxn,

a.:

One of our'member aihoirt time ago trid to purchase a few bag. of shelled almonds
from the California Almond Growers' Exchange .for experimental purpo, and .was
infrdby' the ex ethatthey had ione for sale. Thiss aftr the establishment of the sihefing ant La Sacramento, which was erected by the exchange
for the peof producing helled almonds.
e of the imported shelled almonds are used by mantafacA very'la p
turing confectioner, bakers, almond paste manufacturers, bread and cake baker,
chocolae- m -ce, blanchem and salters of shelled nuts, and vriousother
manufatilnghidustle.
On accouit of the many different kizids of manu d produsIn which shelled
almonds arew usd, the manufacturers of these products require a very lle variety
of shelled almondi.
lb me¶the requireent of these manufacturers about 12 varieties of shelled
almonds are imported.
ur
Cadiforuila doe not; poduce the vareiesqi fo aucr

The exeiments;ht mnnuatuerhemade with aordiAseled X6nd
have demonsad that tya not sitablefor nutn pu , becausof
their fibrous natue d lack of flar. When. the California aImon are shelled
the loe their Aor and-become hard sad fibrous.
It Is therefore very unfair to the manufacturer and- to the consumers of their
on them industries at a time when they are
paoduebs to plac additoa; l burdenthe
X-lit-e to bex it by increasing import duties on shelled almonds 275 per
ed byi the California Alm d Growers' Exchang
The agumnt hs ben' a
d
itdwti* reprey to 4rotect thie a
that the Lteeasked for is
itof ,000,000 We resec y call e comsenting an papvo linte
mzttee'sattention to the fat that thevrousin ietatwould beserouyffted
reseta cpital inset of at leat $1,000,000,000.
bO6theoseincrae
of about $315,00,0.
The coectxoiiwry ;indstryon
merepresentsaLacsitlm inseit
actu of candy, which does
gd the
The total n er of 'employee
tplyeeo es, ot
s i
ficies, o
notInclude
of employees
jobbersand retler, isapprxmately76,000. The total numberemployees
of thoe
t as to cover the
* jmanufacturercan not teae their prices t suchan e
d d
tt
re
for
the
int
cet
incr
tai
er
to pay
uer wold
th
fthe public 'for. lowe price drefue0
on the p
higherpicet Taii" le of product La" whichshelled almondse ied would thfore
be reduced to a very great extent, to the serious detriment of the manufacturers.
We are niot oppoe to a reasonable incorease in the etaiff, but are absolutely oppted
to a 275 per cent inicre
cieve that a tariff of 4 cents per pound on almonds La the shell and 6 cets per
pound on shelled alniondswrould be a resoble increase and adequately serve all
reqmiremnts as to protection and tevenue.
We trust that our protest will receive your favorable consideration.
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COCONUTS AND DESICCATED COCONUT.
(Paragraph 756.]
STATEMET OF E. W. BROO, NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. BROOM.: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, on behalf of the
interests I represent I would like to give you a few facts regarding
desiccated coconut.
The present rate of duty on this article is 2-cents per pound, which
was the rate under the Pa ne-Aldrich Act and has not since been
altered.
According to the schedule of the Fordney Act it is proposed to
increase the duty on desiccated coconut to 44 cents per pound,
which means an increase of 125 per cent.
To-day's market valve of Ceylon desiccated coconut is about 9
cents per pound in bond ex dock New York, so that the present duty
of 2 cents per pound represents about 224 cents of the value of the
product, whereas the proposed duty of 44 cents per pound would
represent about 50 per-cent if the present value.
A duty as h as as 44 cents per pound would, in all probability,
mean greatly decreased imports and consequently less revenue.
From the point of view of protecting home industries, it is conceded that the cost of labor in Ceylon,. from whence the majority of
imported desiccated coconut comes, is much lower than the cost of
American labor, but this is compensated for by the fact that Ceylon
0native labor is very incident compared with American labor; also
labor-saving machinery and devices are used to a far greater extent
in the United States than in Ceylon, which further reduces the
differences in labor costs.
Moreover, according to the "Survey of the American Coconit
Products Industry," prepared by the Uited States Tariff Commission, recent figures from one of the large domestic manufacturers
show a labor cost of $3.65 to $3.34 per 100 pounds, including office
expenses, or an average of about 34 cents per pound. It is therefore unreasonable for the-domestic manufacturer to ask to be protected to the extent of 6 cents per pound, which rate they requested
when they appeared before the Ways and Means Committee of the
House.
Year afteryear the domestic manufacturers appear to have competed successfully with the Ceylon product, even under the present
rate of 2 cents per pound and -presumably their trade has been
remunerative or they would hardly have continued to tianufacture.
About a thousand people. are employed in the domestic factories,
so that a high -dutywod benefit less than one-tbousandth of 1 per
cent of the population of the United States to the detriment of the
remainder. In fact the desiccation of coconut does not economically
belong in the United States any more than the canning of oysters
belongs in an inland town.
On account of its fine flavor, long-keeping properties, and high
nutritive value Ceylon desiccated coconut is being used more and
more every year by the large and small bakers, confectioners, and
candy manufacturers of the Tnited States. The majority of these
S1527-22-SCH 7-39
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trades demand Ceylon desiccated coconut became of its :desiccation from the nuts almost as soon as the come from the tree, thus
insuring freshness. Furthermore, s it: has to be dehydrated to la
much greater extent than the domestic is dehydrated in order to
preserve its quality on the long voyage from Ceylon, it is more
adaptable to use by the baker, confectioner, and-candy maker.
This is one of the main factors in the constantly increasing demand
for Ceylon desiccated coconut.
The domestic manufacturers luse whole coconuts which have,
been shipped a few thousand miles, so that usually from two to four
months elapse from the time of their coming from the trees to their
being desiccated, which does not tend to improve the quality of the
coconut.
A duty as high as 41 cents per pound would not only w ork hird..
ships on the consuming trades mentioned- but would necessitate
having to either advance prices to the public on their manufactured
article or give the public a smaller piece of pie, cake, candy, etc.
Recogmzing that increased revenues must be raised, the interests
I represent, and in turn- the conisuiming interests the# represent,
:feel that they will be besarig their.share of the increased taxation
if the duty be increased .from 'its present rate of 2 cents per pound
(which was also the Payne-Aldrich rate) to 3 cents per pound, which
would represent an increase of 50 per cent and also represent a rate
of about 33* per cent based on the present import value of Ceylon
desiccated coconut."

;X00V0:
W~e therefore suggest that paragraph 756 of the Fordneytariff
act, desiccated coconut, be altered to 3 cents per pound.
tFRBAKRU,
FR
OANKXiJN BAKER CO.,

STATEMEN

R., REPRESENTING TE
ELPA, PA.

Senator MoCunni. You' may state your name.
Mr. BAns. My name is rain er, jr.
Senator MoCunimn. You desire to discuss the same subject that
wasSdiscussed 7bM Brm?
r. BAnK. I dire to disouss the same subject but from a differo camlipioning the Smgalese from Ceylon,
ent point of view. Inst ad
I amch~ampioning the manufacturers of the United StatW.
I want to ay that i: im t
s that come from the American
Tropics. I factur from coconut what is kinw as prepared
or desccatd nut. To give you a little idea of the value of the
businethe Unitd States mpor last year 9,000,000 nuts and
about33000,000Z pounds of the desiccated nuts. The tariff under
paragap 756 of the House bill givSa duty of half a cent each on
coconuts and 44 cents per-pound on desiccated.
First, I want to point out the elativty of coonut to dccated
coconuts to ake one pound of desiccated
oconut. It ta t
coconut. That mean that the half cent duty on coconub really
means 1* cents as a compensatory duty on desccatedacoconuts
Therefore the net result is 3 cents, which is our protective dutr, and
that is the chief thing we are interested in. The question of duty on
coconuts and desicated coconuts, no matter howbig or little it may
be, only concerns us as far as the protection of our own industry is
concerned.
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I:0-want
outto yo tht in the yeark190, when the PayneAldrich billtopoint
assed
there were -only about 2,000,000 pounds of
was,
Ceylon desiccated coconut iportd. The amount was negligible.
It made but little difference whether the duty was 2 cents or what
it was. In 1913, when the Underwood bill was passed, it was still
2 cents, and that year there were imported 6,000,000 pounds. Since
then the industry has been growing in the island of Ceylon, carried
on by the Singalese manufacturers and the English who are represented there, and the business in this country has been gradually
going backward. Last year-instead of importing 2,000,000 pounds,
this country imported 33,000,000 pounds. Within the range of these
tariffs there have not been any new concerns starting up in our business; two have failed, and I am told another isgoing out of business
because it is unprofitable. I have spent a good deal of money in
buildinguvp this business, and I feel it is worth protecting. The
annual volume of trade represented in the United States is only
about $10,000,00, .but there are several million dollars of capital
invested in the industry.
Senator SMOOT. gWhat does it cost you in labor to produce the
desiccated coconut from the coconut?
Mr. BAsR. The actual labor charge is 34 cents a pound, with ho
overhead, steam, rent, adminitrative expense, or anything. That
is the actual cost, the labor charge.
Senator SMOOT. And you want 3 cents?
Mr. BAKER. I want 6 cents.
Senator SMOOT. Six cents to coverV:
Mr. BAKER (interposing). Overhead, packing, field and shipping
labor.
Senator SmooT. The foreigner has overhead and packing th same
as you have. You do not want the full amount of the laborr cost,
No.
dosgu?
Senator SMOOT. You are asking for it, within half a cent.
-Mr. BRAKR. I can give details to show we are not.
Sehator SMooT. If it takes three coconuts to make a desiccated
coconut -that is- 1 cents. That leaves 3 cents protection to labor.
You say the labor cost is 31. You are asking for the whole labor
Mr.?BAxiL.;It means more than three and a half, because you
must consider the factory charge You asked for the labor charge.
You should have asked for the manufacturing chare, which is about
5 cents: of which 34 cents represents the actual labor charge. The
labor Age is higher than in Ceylon. In Ceylon they have a labor
charge of 1 rupee a day, 28 cents, against our $3 or $4.
Senator SMOOT. Your: labor could not amount to more than 34
cents outside of the overhead charge.
Mr. BAKER. Three and a half cents actual manufacturiniglabor oy
Senator DmwLINGoM. What do you mean by "ac
abor
Mr. BAKER. The chief labor is shelling and paing of the nuts,
and such as that, all labor.
Senator SMOOT. Without any overhead expense I
Mr. BAKER. No; no superintendence charges or other charges.
Senator SmooT. And those other charges cost you 2 cents?:
Mr. BAKER. The other charges cost about 24 cents with 'the
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sunpeiintendence it would be about
superintendence. El'liminatinggthe
cents. The 'packing would be the:tsame inf-both coutries.
Senator Sxoo't. We want to give vou amplep protection, but do
not want-to give you allyour labor. I f we did, your labor would not
cost you anything compared with a foreigp country
Mr. BAKER. ITe brief which I will ptesent will show (you th
(difference between the cost of these goods made in CIon-:and
America is about 6 cents a pound. These figures have been taken
ove r a nimber of years, showing the imported cost of the ~goods on
the other side, as compared with- our own.
Senator SMOOT. We can get it from the brief.
Mr. BAKER. One point I wish to bring out, and one of the '7prin-0
cipal points I wish to call attention to, is that we have not; shated0o
in the excess profits of the last few years in this country. I POint
that :out to show that we arc doing this whole business on:0 a basis
of lees than 5 per cent. I average less than that. LastCyear we
had a loss. It is impossible to compete with the manufacturers on
the other side.
Furthermore, even though this duty should be made higher, no
matter how high.it might be, the actual cost of the goods to the consumer, the baker, or confectioner, whoever may use it, is negligible,
because there is only about two-thirds of a powud of coconut consumed per capita. The amount of goods going into the average confection or cake is only 7 per cent and only means about a quarter of a cent per pound. Wen you figure it down, it amounts to a
negligible quantity.
Furtherntore, inasmuch as the supply of coconuts in the West
Indies is not large enough to take care of all the demand in this country, there is bound to be continued importation of desiccated coconut from Ceylon, which will come in irrespective of. what the duty
may be, because a few cents a pound more or less on the product of
desiccated coconut is not going to have any material effect on the
sales.
oo., PW
FWKL
uzur
'Tf
PAk.
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1. Our interest is in paraugph 766 of the tariff bill as pawed by the House, which
reads as follows t:
;of l cent each; coconut meat, shredded and desiccated, or
similarly prepare], 4fr cents perpound.":
This dos not .give.us the production requi in order to maintain our business
againt forincmeiin
The Average yield of deiccated cocontitufrom 1,000 nuts is 330 punds; that is,
IIl.
h cmeaoydt lwdo
3doont make 01 poun ofdscae.Hne
desiccaedcocout fo0hedt:o n-hal einteach onwhole coconuts islij cnt per
pound. Therefore, the actial protection re receivig against importededecated
coconut under the prnt bill is (4j cntsleas1lj cents) 3 cents per pound. We wish
to invite your particular attention to this fact.
III. Here are figures that tell their own story and have an important bearing UpOnI

"oonuts, one-half
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The present c. i. f. value of the imported article is about 9 cents pr pound and the
present domestic cost about 15 cents per pound.
IV. These figures show that the difference between the laid-down cost in New York
of the imported article. and the manufacturing cost of the domestic article averages,
6 cents per pound. Therefore, a duty of 6 cents per pound should be placed on
desiccated eoconut in addition to any compensatory duty that may be granted due
to the placing of a duty on whole coconuts. This ditty of 0I cents a pound we ask in
order that outr industry may be put upon an equal footing with our foreign competitors
in the American market.
V. When the PayneAldrich tariff was pissed the duty van made 2 cents per pound
and coconuts came in free. At that time the imports wore negligible and no request
was made for an increase in tariff. Since 1913 the domestic manufacturer has not
been able to increase because of the competition of the Singalese manufacturers.
The Payne-Aldrich bill of 1909, therefore, does not serve as a proper standard for
duty rate, passed at a time when the imports of desiccated coconut were less than
2,000,000 pounds per year. and framed without representation of the domestic manufacturers at the hearings.
VI. Since that time the foreign competition has constantly increased. Even in
1913, at the time of the framing 'f:the Underwood bill, imports Aiore only 6.50(,000
pounds per year, and-they were not a serious menace to-the (lesicclednloanutacllirer.
The import fires for 1920 of 33,000 000 pounds speak for Ihemslve i.
VII. The industry inl the United States represents an investment of several million
dollars and an employment of nearly 2,000 men and women.
There is a considerable labor problem in the preparation of desiccated coconut, as
skilled labor in required to take off the sholls and the brown skin that is over the kernel
of the nut.
The manufacturing process consists chiefly in the shredding and drying of the
coconut. The chief essential in all this work, in dealing with a product that is apt
to spolt readil, is an absolutely clean, sanitary plant. Furthermore, working under
our health and pure food laws makes the cost of goods in this country materially higher
than in-the Island of Ceylon.
Tjle number of pounds of desiccated coconut produced:in this country has increased
very little in the past few years. The demand for the article has increased enormouslv
and this increased demand has been supplied by the imported article, -which could
be sold at much lower price due-to cheap labor conditions in the Island of Ceylon,
where all the imported goods are manufactured.
VIII. Labor in Ceylon is paid I rupee per day against our present wage of $3 to $4
per (lay. At rupee on the basis -of to-day's exchange is about. 28 cets; in normal
times it is worth;A40) cents;' Granting thait it'atkes two Singalese to do thbework of one
:American, the frate for the sameunit of work is only 66 cents as against $4 in. America.
IX. The ales price of the imported article to the bakery and confectionery trade
cents Our ales pnce is 16 cents, and it is only because- of
to-day (duty pid) is 11I
our better quality that we are able toget any bulsine whaitsever. It is impossible
for Ius to compete under present tariff conditions. The donetic ianiifacturer ha
whereas there ar more mills going up in Ceylon each year.
not increased his busi
X. An increasein the duty to6centsper pound will not materially affect the prce
to 'the consumer of articles containing desiccated coconut. An analysis made bjEa
disintetested laboratory of 11 bakery products containing coconut hows an average
of 7 per cent. 'An increase of 4 cents per pound in dutyh would only
coconut cn.tent
jVustif raising the 6eihug prce per pound onthese products by an averaegeof slightly
more than one-fourth cent per pound. The per capita consumption of desiccated-coconut in this countr is le than two-thirds of a pound per vear, andit is our belief
the sales price of desiccated coconut to the confecadvanc
the
that the vry slight
is not ateial, as almost all other nuts sell for considerably more.
tioner or baker
There is, therefore, noreonable groInd for opposition to our request front the makers
of bakery and. confectionery products
Xi. An increase in the ditty on desiccated coconut, woulId not curtail imports for
the reason that there'are not enough coconuts in the West Indies to supply the demand,
and desiccated coconut will be-imported in as large quantities as heretofore. Hence
the increase in duty: will bring: an increase in revenue.
XII. The tariff bill, a it passed the House, gave tooWr industry a protection of
only S cents per pound, whereas the actual difference ini the 0ost of Cyvlon goods at
9 cents, as against our cost of 15 cents, is 6 cents per pound. To have full protection
on desiccated coconut, we should be given 6 cents a pound, and without being compelled to pay a duty on coconuts.
XIII. This difference of 6 cents is made up not only in the manifacture of the desiccated coconut but also by the difference in cdst of production of cocoiuts. Our manut-
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facturing cost of over 5 cents r pound is at least 4 cents hi' her than the product made
in Ceylon. Because of the cheap field labor, which is paione-half rupee per day, or 14 cents, against our West India labor of 60 cents to $1 per day, the raw material is
one-third cheaper, which in itself gives a-variation of several cents per pound, figured
in terms of desiccated coconut. Unfortunately we can-not avail ourselves of these
cheap coconuts because they would sail in the long transit.
Ithe duty on coconut od be omitted, the full revenue required can be
obtained from the increase in dutyon desiccated coconut, and it would be easier to
collect on the uniform weights of import cases of desiccated than on the count of:
coconuts, which come in bulk and in bags of various sizes and counts. Neither would
you be justified in placing a duty on coconuts by weight, for the weight gives no
measure of ths meat content, and would be subject to even greater difficulties than
taking them by count.
Outside of the protection to our own industry, there may be considered the bearing
it has on our neighbors in the American tropics, whose only market for coconuts is the
United States.

PEANFUTS.

[Paragraph 757.]
STATEMENT OF W. H. KELLY REPRESENTING THE KELLY
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

O.,:

Mr. KELLY. I would like to say, gentlemen, that I am the first one
to appear before these committees representing a jobber and manufacturer of peanut products. Those who have appeared before the
committee seems to represent associations and are the secretaries of
those several associations. These associations claim to represent the
farmers to a certain extent.- They represent themselves and the
shellers and cleaners.
00I was at a meeting here in Washington some several months ago.
I was called down here by Danumber of people who operate shellers
and cleaning factories in theSoumth. They wanted to know what mys
position was in regard to a higher duty. I told them I was in favor
of a protective tariff; that I was a Republican and was for protection,
and was glad' to welcome them into our camp of Protection. I asked
them what their ideas were in. regard to a duty. They said they would
like to get 3 cents. I told them that was much to o high, an4 if they
could get 14 or 2 cents it would be extreme.
They-told me at that time that 2 cents would be entirely satisfactory, but that they were going to ask for 3 cents in the hope of
getting 2.
I did not appear before the Ways and Means Committee before
o
te
emergency tariff bill was passed, and had no opportunity to appear
before that committee at its last meeting. This is the first opportunity that I ever had to appear before any committee in Washington,
We are glad to have them get the protective-tariff fever down in
Georgia and Alabama and Virginia. It seems to bh the first time they
ever had the fever, and they ave sure got it strong and have gone
delirious this time. They are now asking for 3 or 4 cents, which is
practically no protective tariff, but a stone wall.
What we buy in the way of imported peanuts is the large kernel
which comes from China, counting 28 to 30 to the ounce and 30 to 32
to the ounce. These peanuts .are, not produced in Virginia in any
great quantity. it is impossible for us to buy the quantity required.
it is necessary to buy these selected peanuts
Senator S FoLurrE. Just a moment. If they can be produced
at all, why can they not be produced in quantity?
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Mr. KELLY. The best that they have produced in Virginia is about
32 to the ounce ad a limited quantity :The crop this year is estiacres the South. Of that quantity 1000,000
mate~d000at 1,250,000
Min0
acres are devote to he; Spaish peanuts, and these are the small
variety kernel? and 200,000 acres consist of the Virginia white peanut,
and this variety is marketed in the shell and not shelled in quantity.
These are sold largely in the shell. There is a: very limited quantity
of large kernels. It would not pay them to shell these Virginia
peanuts in large quantities to get enough of those large kernels,
because thy would be unable to dispose of the small kernels in
great quantity.
Senator SUTHERLAND. Do you buy them shelled? ::
::Mr.KELLY.' YeS, sr We buy the kernels. We buy nothing in
the shell that is imported.
If I may file a brief I will ctit my remarks down just as short as
possible.
Senator MCCUMBER.: Thatmay be done.B
Senator DILLINGHAM. What is your business-preparing them for
market?
Mr. KELLY. We prepare them for market. We make salted0peanuts and peanut butter and other peanut products.
::The prices this year are ruling low for peanuts. -The farmers got
big money for their peanuts the last several years and made big
money the same as the rest of us we all made big profits the past two
years. So far as I am concerned, Uncle Sam took part of it and I lost
the rest of it by buying peanuts.
:The farmer is lucky thi sKear in the South who grew peanuts. He is
not compelled to dump is peanuts like the gentleman who just
testified did with his onions. You will find the peanut market report
showed that 140,000 and some odd bags heW over from last year.
The peanut crop has been consumed so-that there was but 10 per cent
of that crop on hand some time in August. The gentlemen are right
here in the room who made these statements. I received from Pretlow Peanut Co., Franklin, Va., this letter in August:
The demand for both of these rades is certainly improving, and we believe before the
end of September the price wilf be much higher on account of the limited supply; we
therefore advise keeping your requirements covered. Just as soon as you are interested let us have a wire. We will surely try to make the price attractive.

The Donaldsonville Oil Mill, of Donaldsonville, Ga., said:
The farmers stock of Spanish is very rapidly diminishing and only a few car lots are
still being held in this section.

i 0In fa statement before the Ways and Means Committee it was;
claimed thivat the had been no market for the peanuts and that they
could not sell them. It is true business was quiet; we all had stock
onWhand we could not sell and move to advantage, and there is no
question but what the farmers sold a lot of their peanuts at a loss.
We did last year and we did this year. I bought a lot of peanuts int
Georgia this year and lost a dollar a bag on them. The farmer is
ahead that dollar a bag.
Again the Donaldsonville Oil Mill, under date of August 24, this
year, had thi to say.
We shelled'more peanuts last season than any single plant in the southeast, and are
well equipdt take careof your orders at all times and assure you that they will
receive our very best attention.
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will just give you the substance of these. The balance of them
: u
0?:
imleaborate.:0Sa;-::
I believe:Loin P.: Jordan is in the room. :He s aid under date of
August 6:
There is less thain 10 per cent of the crop unmilled as of this date.
That shows that' the present crop has been used this year, including
the 140,000 boage held over from last year.
The Suffolk Peanut Co., under date of August 25, said:
:Incloed you will find confirmation of our mage of this date. We regret that we
are unable to offer Virginia shelled, as ouir stocks are entirely exhausted at this time
and we can make no further offerings until we can secure additional stock.

Mr. Pininer, of the Suffolk Peanut Co., is in the room.
Mr. Bain, of the American Peanut Corporation, is present. He.
said under date of August .26:
The market is very much stronger and stocks on shelled goods are getting limited,
and the demand is also better on all grades for the past few days.

That in substAnce covers the peanut situation. I have simply
given a few of the high points.
I claim-that if they get 14 cents duty on peanuts it will be sufficient to keep out all low-grade peanuts. We want an opportunity
to import theselairge kernels running 28s to630s to 32 per ounce.
Senator LA FOLLOrrE. What do you mean by 28s to 30s ?
Mr. KELLY. That is the number of kerls to the ounce.
They talk about peanuts growing in Gambia, British India, Burmah, the Straits Settlemen-ts, and tbrough that section of the world.
Those peanuts can not be used in this country by the manufacturers
and jobbers to advatag; in fact, they cn not use them in peanut
products and turn out a decent product. You can not bring a
peanut through the Tropics, because it will soon get rancid.
You submit the peanut to a high temperature and the oil pores
are opened up and the nut will turn rancid. Senegal and India
:fX
and Gambia peanuts are All of very low grade. You can not make
peanut butter out of them and they can not he used for candy.
The :only peanuts you could import here are the Spanish shelled
from Spain direct. But they are ruling high, and it has been a great
many years-at least 15-since we have een able to bring any in
from Spain. Referring to the statement that Senegal peanuts and
Gambia peanuts and African. peanuts, British India peanuts come
in, they come in in very small quantities and will always be brought
in by some one who would be classed as a "tenderfoot" in the business, who would bring the peanuts in aritdfind out they were different grades after they got here and would lose money. The statement was made that no peanuts were brought in through England
from India. We bought peanuts-in London 15 years ago and found
them unsatisfactory.
Senitor' LA FOLLFrrE. What is the production of peanuts?
Mr. KELLY. One million two hundred and fifty thousand acres
are being grown this year.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. In pounds, what does that mean?
Mr. KELLY. That I do not .know. You have the Government
figures -here., Mr. Bain can tell you. Do you know how many
were produced?
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Mr. B~sAIN. We have the Government's report oni that, and we have
Mr. ELLY. You (lo0 notkow. what the totilcFrr is?
Mr. BAIN. We think from 35,000,000 to 62,000,000 bushels.
Mr. KELLY. I- am in favorof a duty, that will protect the, farmer,
:andI have got just as much sympathyifor the farmer as anyone.
But it is folly to try and put' a 3 or 4 celltS duty on peanuts.
lt Will silmplyM preven t us from iportingg a few that they do not
produce in Virginia. They are not going to shell uip thiepenuts
from that 200,000 acres of the white peinuts, and that is all they
produce there; and what they do shell is the broken or discolored'
shells or otherwise damaged, as these nuts are worth more in the
shell. That I know. I will be pleased to submit a brief.
BRIEF OF W. H. KELLY, REPRESENTINO THE KELLY Co., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

We wish to*0rotest against the proposed duty of 3 cents on unshelled:peanuts and
4 cents on he ed peanuts.

Practically all of the peanuts that are mliported inder normal conditions are the
:larf~ekernei that can be selected from the Ohinese crop'..
The Americani crop amounts to about 1,250,000 acres at the present time. All
except about 200,000 acres are the small Spanish or runner variety and all are shelled
for the market. The 200,000 acres of larger variety is what is called the Virginia
white. These have a much larger shell and kernel than the Spanish variety and
none of the Spanish variety is ever imported.
The only Virginia white peanuts that are shelled are the damaged nuts and in shell-ing these a few lare kernels are secured, but not enough to materiallv interest buyers
The extra price that the shellers get for these few large kernels compared to the total
is very small} the balance of them shelled are called "No. 1 Virginia Shelled," and
the trade ias-limited,
That the present crop (1920) made a loss is without question, but this crop was made
at a high cost. :The:1921 crop now growing will be made at a much less cost. Mr.
Groner stated before the Ways and Means C'ommittee that peanuts cost 6 to 7 cents
per pound to produce-.
The Alab Market'Journal of Montgomery, April, 1921, states that the cost is
$1.17 per bushel (a bushel of Spanish peanuts weighs 30 pounds) or 3.9 cents per:
:pound: and these costs were figured on high cost of labor and fertilizer.
WelBavor prbtecting the A"erican farmer but do not want to see a near probibitive:
dutyin the proposed tariff bill.
We will import a few of these large kernels for the high-price trade, bitt sale will'
be eliminated from syndicate and chain stores, where goods arc sold at a small profit.
The peanut is the only poor man's nut.
That a-crop will occasionally make a loss to the grower is qu ite tnie, butwe all

have bad seasons.
The 1920 crop would have sold at a profit had the pay roll of t lie country been ast
large as in past seasons. You know of the present unemployment and lack of buy-:
ing, poweronthc'part of the people.
out 50,000,000 pounds of Chinese peanuts have been brought in this year, and
nearly all received before the emergency tariff bill enforced. Can also advise that it
is necessary to bring the lae kernels in during the winter and spring months, and
the nuts are then pult in cold storage. Otherwise the stock would get rancid and
wory.
Peanuts never carried a duty of over 1 cent in past years, and no amount of small
nuts were imported until the last few years, when we had war conditions, and at
that time the grower was paid from two to three times the price Ipaid during normal
conditions.
Our claim is that a duty of 14 cents per pound is estrenie and very high for shelled
peanuts, and under this diuty only large kernels can be imported, but this proposed
high duty would mean practically no importations, and the busiless built up in past
years would be destroyed, with a big loss of revenue to the Government and no appreciable gain to the American peanut growers, as the importation of these large nuts
does not conflict with his interests.
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Mr. GoRnoN. My name is John B. Gordon; I live in Alexandria,
Va. I speak for the peanut crushers and the vegetable-oil refiners.
I am glad that the gentlemen who want high duties on all kinds
of peanuts are in the room, because I would like to acdd a remark
to that of the gentleman who has preceded me, which is that the entlemen who have been speaking before this committee'and the Ws
and Means Committee and who claim to represent the growers,
fXand who also state--that they represent the peanuttcrushers, do not
represent the crushers, but represent-only themselves. The crushers of
peanuts have interests which are diametrically opposed to those of
the peanut shellers, and it woud be like having a German plead the
cause of the Frenchmen to have the shellers who are represented
by these'gentlemen plead the cause of the crushers of peanuts; and
if these gentlemen do represent any crushers of peanuts, they rexresent those such-as the 3Donalson Oil Mill, whose letter the preceding'
speaker read from, who have abandoned crushing for the more
profitable shelling and gding of nuts for the edible-nut trade,
crushing perhaps a few culls and unsalable refuse.
The game of the sheller is to keep the price of the peanuts just a
her can reach, and if they can do
little bit above the height a
that they are happy And if they ca put the crushers out of business, it would be a blesing to- them but to nobody else. It would
not assist the southern farmer -the grower of peanuts and it certainly
would not do the egetable-oi industry of this country any good.
- I appear to request the free ent of peanuts for crushig purposes, with -poper and suitable duties upon those peanuts which are
to be used for edible purposes; that is, those peanuts which are to be
supplied to thie nut trade or the roasters and salters, the confectioner
anX baker, and the peanut-butter makers. These peanuts compete
with our domestic peanut, while the crushing peanuts do not.
The proposed duty of 3 cents per und on the unshelled peanuts
and 4 cents per pound on the shell is prohibitive when we consider
it in itts relation to the oil content of the peanuts and the prospect
of using imported peanuts for crushing purposes, because there will
be a tax of about 10 cents per pound on the resultant oil, whereas
the normal value of peanut oil is only about 54 cents to ;7 cents per
pound.
Senator LA. FoLLET. What is the oil used for?
Mr. GORDN. The oil is used in the manufacture of laid substitutes in the making of salad oils in the packing of sardines, in mingi:n
certain cooking fats, in the making of soaps, and about 3 to 74 per
cent of the total vegetable and animal oils used in the manufacture of
oleomargarine is peanut oil.
The uses are quite diversified and the market of the, refined oil
is of such specialized nature that it requires a considerable and
competent sales force to seek out all of the different outlets, there
bei quite a few different uses.
Te domestic peanut industry is a nut industry, and not an ;oil
industry. The fig s which I will give you to support this statement
are those procured from the Government and appear in all the
records, and therefore are not subject to argument and can be
readily verified.
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In 1920 less than 4.1 per cent of the domestic peanuts available
were used for oil-producing purposes. In 1921 to date less than 2.1
per-cent of the peanuts available have been used for oil-producing
purposes.
Senator 1A FOLLErr. Are th6se figures obtained froni the Agricultural Depattment.X
Mr. GoRDoN. The figures which the percentages are based upon are:
the amounts of peanut oil produced in the Umted States which are
given by the Department of Agriculture and other Government dopartments and applied against the total domestic production of
peanuts and also the tota importatoins of peanuts. That will be
covered in more complete detail in a brief which I will file.
VThe 1919 crop of peanuts was 33,925,000 bushels; apparently less
than 4 per cent of those peanuts were used for crushing purposes. I
say "less than 4 per cent," because there came into the country
despite the duty a certain amount of foreign crushing peanuts, and
:from those foreign peanuts some oil was made. There are no figures
:which show how many foreign peanuts were used in producing peanut
oil. The domestic peanut oil produced is made from both domestic
and imported peanuts.
The 1920 crop consisted of 35,960,000 bushels, of which less than
2 recent has been used up to July 1 in the production of oil
nthat the American peanut industry is a nut industry
and not an oil industry is that the peanuts will bring a much higher
'price when sold to the edible trade, which is represented by the
gentleman who spoke before me, than if turned into oil. That is a
chief reason why the domestic production of peanut oil is dwindling
and not the competition of foreign vegetable oils and the competition of foreign peanuts. The peanut crusher can not afford to crush
Xthe domestic nuts and the duty won't permit him to buy foreign
crushing stock.
On to-day's market the sheller of peanuts can get 51 cents pert
;:f;Xpound for No. 1 Spanish peanuts. That would be' around. $75 a ton-:
that he would realize on 1 ton of farmers' stock of Spanish peanuts.
Now, if you turn those peanuts into oil they would not produce more
than $56 worth of product, which includes the oil, the cake and hulls,
and any other by-products. So you can readily see it is much more
profitable for the nut trade to use the domestic peanuts than it is
for the crushing mills.
I desire to call attention to an incorrect statement which one of the
gentlemen who testified at a previous hearing on peanut oil made.
1 do not know whether it was intentional or not, but he stated that
the emergency tariff had raised the price of the farmer&- crushing
peanuts. He stated that the farmer was able to get somewhere in
the neighborhood of $40 a ton for his crushing peanuts when the
emergency tariff went into effect and that he could now get from $50:
to $58 a ton. That gentleman did not state that while those peanuts
might be called " crushing peanuts," they were not bought for crushing
purposes, but are being sold to the edible trade; the crushers can not
afford to use them. So he should have explained his statement in
more complete detail; also he should have stated that the peanuts
would have normally increased in price about this time of the year
no matter what purpose they were being used. for.
The people who will suffer most if the crushers of peanuts in thiu
coluntry are cut off from all sources of crushing peanuts are not the
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corushers -so -;much; as it: w0irll be ;t10edomestic grower or the peanut
at primarily cottonThe' peanut rushers of this country
farmer',:
of peanuts with these coOttonsedoil
Crushers hee crushing
seed
mills is perforce more or leUs of a side line, because the'y have not
been able-to get enough domestic peanuts to make a steady business
of it, and they have not been able to import foreign peanuts because
of the existing duty.
The farmer, if the crusher is allowed-Senator LA FOLLETrE (interposing). What do peanuts run in
weight to the bushel?
Mr. GOoN. About 30 pounds would be taken for the kindiof
peanuts that are crushed for oil; they run from 22 to 30 pounds, but
the lighter ones are not used for oil.
Senator LA FOL'LrFE. We brought in 42,000,000 pounds of :peanuts this year, ending June 1.
Mr. GORDON. My fgures are for calendar years, but 42,000,000
pounds would be something-over 1,400,000 bushels on the unshelled
basis, which were largely used for:edible purposes..
Senator LA FOLLErTE. I do not know what they were used for.
Mr. GORMoD. The use to which they are put is very apparent.
You need onily take the domestic production of oil and apply it
against the domestic produietion and importations of peanuts-Senator LA: Fourn (interposing). What wa the production of
peanut oil thisyear, and last year?
Mr. GoRiNw,:: The domestic production of peanut oil last year wIas
only about 13,000,000 pods. For the first six months of thisyer
it was abou t6,000,000 podst:.,:
You can apply that production of oil against the total domestic
peanuts available, and you can see that last year from all the available
peanutsthey did hnot crush 4.1 per cet, and when you apply the oil
production of the first six months of this year against the peanuts
available it does not amount to 2.1 per cent.
Senator UL FOLETTE. How much in weight does a bushel of
peanuts: yield in oil?
I
Mr.: GowR6'. It wil yield about 1 gallons.
Senator LA ForLLriE. And that we' about how much?
Mr. GUowN. A gallon weighs about i 4 pounds. The farmer has
at the present time three outlets for his peanuts. The first and most
profitable is the sheller and cleaner, who sells them to the nut trade;
the second is the peanut crusher; the third, he can feed them to his'
hop.s
Naturally it will not take much of a price to beat feeding themhto
hogs, but if the crusher is put out of the running through not being::
ab e to secure a supply of raw material when there is a short crop in
this county or when there is a speci-ally heav demand from the nut
trade the farmer has only two outlets left- as he edible trade
and: he- has got his hogs-and the domestic crusher will have to quit
trying to crush peanuts if we don t allow him to import his crusing
peanuts.
So you can see it is to the mnacria- advantage of the- sheller who
supplies the edible nut trade to put the crusher out of business and
not, as he professes, to prolong his existence.
The present duty of three-eighths and three-fourths cent per pound
on the unshelled and shelled peanuts, respectively, means a tax
of 1.3 to 1.7 cents a pound on the oil, whichfigures 20 to 26 per
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cent ad valorem, on a basis of peanut oil worth 64 cents a pound,
which is a prohibitive tax, because by observation of the movements
of peanut oil into this country under the existing permanent duty on
peanut oil of 6 cents a gallon, which on 64-eent oil is about 12 per cent
ad valorem, it will be seen that not until peanut oil reached a price o'f
about 16 cents per pound, double the normal value, under the
influence of war conditions, did peanut oil begin to come into this
county in any volume. In other words, the present duty on peanut
oil, under normal conditions, while not a total embargo constitutes a
very strong barrier against the importation of peanut-oil.
rt was not until peanit c.! got up to 194 cents per pound that the
heavier importations of peanut oi! were made into this coUntry.
The basic difficulty in the manufacture of peanut oil from domestic peanuts is that peanut oil is completely interchangeable with cottonseed oil. You can rarely get more than one-eightih to one-fourth
cents per pound more for peanut o- I than you can for cottonseed oil.
Therefore, no duty will increase the price of domestic peanut oil,
because our 4,000,000 barrels of domestic cottonseed oil production
is the regulator of price.
The reason wre request the free importation of crushing peanuts is
based upon that very fact, because peanut oil, whether made from
domestic or imported peanuts, must compete with cottonseed oil,
which is the product of a by-product of the growing of cotton. We
:must make peanut oil sufficiently cheap that it can compete with
cottonseed oil, and that is a difficult task because peanuts are a main
crop while cotton seed is a by-product. If peanut oil can not compete with cottonseed oilin price it can not be sold and it can not compete when the crushing peanuts imported bear a duty.
I will submit a brief and cut my remarks short; and, Mr. Chairman,
I was also requested to submit a brief upon the ratio between a duty
on flaxseed and a duty on linseed, not in protest of the duty upon
flaxseed but to show tho proper difference between the two.
Senator MCCUMBER. That may be done.
PEANUT CRUSHRREFINE
PRESENTI1NG
231i01*0JO2 . GORDON, A L DA V A.,
RS.
ERS AND VEGETAZLE-OKL

A duty -of 4 cents per pound on shelled peanuts and 3 cents per pound on unshelled
peanut is proposed in the Fordney tariff measure. This means that peanuts will be
aImprted only for edible purposes and that none can be imported for crushing purposes
posed duties are adopted.
We shall petition it this brief, therefore, the free entry of peanuts for crushing
purposes upon submittal of proper affidavit by tie importer that the peanuts so imported are to be used for crushing purposes in the production of peanut oil and for this
purpose solely.
It is not to be in anyway consted that we advocate the free importation of edible
pnutsnl as used by the nut de,asthis brief relates solely to the advisability of the
roe entr of peanuts for crushing purposes.
We futly indorse the policy of levying such duties as are compatible with normal
values, conditions of reciprocal trade with the countries from which the imports come,
and related matters upon imported peanuts sold in competition with our domestic
peanut to the confectioner, the roaster, and the Peanut-butter manufacturer, which
group constitute the "nut trade" in peanuts. We shall in this brief prove that the
free entry of crushing peanuts will in no wise be injurious to the domestic peanut
industry but will, on the other hand, be beneficial to it.
-PROPOED DUTIES PREZVNT IMPORTATION OF PEANUTS FOR -CRUSHINO PURPOSES.

The propd duty of 3 cents per pound on unshellied peanut equals 90 cents per
bushel or $0 per ton. A ton of unshelled crushing peanuts will yield 600 pounds
of peanut oil. The tax on the oil in these would amount to 10 cents per pound, or

Table: Table 1.- Domestic production and import of peanuts, with potential oil yield and estimated per cent used in production of peanut oil.
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Inasmuch as the normal value of peanut oil ranges from 5 to 7 cents per pound, it
can be seen that it would be impracticable to produce peanut oil. from imported
peanuts in a commercial way should the proposed duty be enacted into law.
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DOMESTIC FAXUT :ADU5TRY IS -A NUT INDUSTRY AND NOT AN OIL INDUTRY.
It is the knowledge of the fact stated in the above subhead which prompts us to

THX

requet the free etry of peanut. for crusiing purposes.
While there have b produced each year for the - five years domesc cp
of peanut.r i from thirty-three to fifty-two million bushels of peanut., at no
time has more than (ne-fifth of the crop been used for oil producing poe, while
the
last year (1920) less than 4 per centwa so used and during the firstsix months of oil_present year oily about e per cet of the domestic nut. had been used for
produciln'g purposes.
b iein which- ar shown the domestic production of peanut
Wegive bow
the pottial oil yield of thse peanut., the import. of peAnut., their potential oii
yield, the actual amoux of Peanut bil produced, and thenpercent which -same
and impowre peanut., as sed forop uci purposes.
represent. of the domestic
In thii table we ha:ve considered tat the domestic peanut to' ofieach year would be
harvested in thelate fall and crushed in the followg year ndtherfore havepplied:
ut
the Government igures as to oil producti of a given year anst the doAmtic
the ble p duon of ail from imprtd
year. In
coinsdeg
crop-of the previous
peanut., however, we have taken it for grted tat pn imoted during a given
calendar year would be cruhed in that year. Tese method of figurig may crente
minor aurcies in ay one year's fi wich wi be equalied When the-aveage
of several years is consider. I amuch a the QoYerm t figures do not dicrimi
ia
nate between peanuts imported for olndthose Ior for edible purposes, it is
even approximately howmuch ofUthe oAl shown as produced
impossible to sMta
made: from the"domesc peu ad hbw much from the imported peanuts. In
figuring the oil yield of putswe have considered the yield of bushel of unshelled
nuts as 1I gallons, which is siently accuiirte for 11 general .p and for estipounds
mates. The weight of a bushel of peanuts is taken at 30 pounds n trap
to bushels, and the amount of meats is figured at 70 per cent.
TABEtf 1.-Downeatic prolustion and irnpofr of peanuts with potential oil yield and
estimated per cent used in production oj peanut oil.
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From the above table it will be noted that the crushing of peanuts in America has
rapidly been subordinated to the more profitable task of supplying the confectioner
the peanut roaster, and the peanut-butter manufacturer with nuts for their several
edible products.
We have previously pointed out that it is not posible to state how much of 'the
domestic oil produced is derived fromimrd peanuts. However, it is known that
during the past two. or threeyears entire snips cargoes of crushing peanuts have been
purchased by the cottonseed-peanut crushing mills in Texas and the Southeast and
turned into oil. While the volume of foreign peanuts o used is relatively small
when compared to the total quasntity of peanuts available it can be safely said that
the domestic peanut oil produced during 1919, 1920, and the early part of 1921
The latter observation
was to a large degree, expressed from imported peanut
applies particularly to the peanut oil -produced during 1920, when about tho only
domestic nuts used for crushing purposes were a few low-grae nuts along with trah
and other re'fu-se from the shelling and cleaning lants, It is likely, therefore that in
place of a probable -4,1 per cent of the crop o £919 being used for the production of
oil tiat not half tiat quantity went to the crushing mills.
peanuit
It will further be noted -that when the domestic production and the importations of
peanuts are considered jointly that even then the average maximum percentage used
or the production of oil remains quite small being only 12.6 per cent for the several
,
years,
The lessening voltime of domestic peanut-oil production in Amenca must not be
in any -way confused with the Imzportations of foreign peanut oil or the conclusion
reached that a-high tariff on im' rted peanut oil will in any way assist the domestic
product. There is no tariff problem involved other than that which is set forth in
this brief which is that-the confectioner, the roaster, and :-theu peanut-butter manufacturer use up all-the domestic nuts and the crusher is unable to utilize the imported
:nuts to the large -degree he otherwise could ecaut of theyduty imposed.
The foregoing iosstforth in obur brief on peanut oil Prtinted in the report of the
hearing on Schedule 1, paragraph 60, before the Senate Fance Committee
It is in it competition with our domestic cottoneed oil that domestic peanut oil
faces an almost impregnable barrier against the really extensive development of a
domestic peanut-oil industry and will so Iong-ax the poeudopeanut-oil industry of this
country is forced to depend upon the intangible prospect of securing domestic peanuts
to crush, a condition enforced by the existing duty upon peanuts which do not
discriminate between thee use for crushing purposes and those used by the nut
trade.

;gA

DOMIZCnI PEANUT OIL FORCED TO COMPETE WITH DOMESTIC COTrONSEED OIL.
Peanut oil and cottonseed oil are completely interchangeable. Peanut oil, therefore, is continually in competition with cottonseed oil and the price obtainable for
me r
ted by the pnce of cottonseed oil. The Tarff Commission in its report
on peanut-oil pa 167 of -Tarif bInformation Surveys on the artiles in paragraphs
44nd 5 -of the act of 1913 comments on this fact as follow: " On the other hand,
the price of peanut oil is inuenced very m rilly by the prices of competing oils.
Usually the price of the crude oil is found to be Just a little above the price of crude,
and i"htly below that of refined cottonseed oil."
:--We Siave explained in our brief on peanut oil thatthie slight variation in price
between peanut and cottonseed oil, which is comm-ony one-eighth to one-fourth
cent per pound, is::due prmanly to the lower refining lossof peanut oil and the fact
that the more limited supply of peanut oil sometime makes the market a little tighter.
Also therefore one oritwo speial trades such as the marine trade which will pay
a slight premium for peanut over cottonseed oil. By and lge, however, the peanut
oil market rise and falls- with the crude cotton oil maket.:
We prnt the foreong inrmion to emphasize the fact that the scope of the
domestic peanut oil industry must constantly be bounded by the extent to which
peanut eiJcan be produced at a price which will allow successful competition with
our great domestic cottoneed oil industry which produces one and one-half billion
pounds of cottonseed oil annually. Neither domestic peanuts nor imported peanuts
can be used for the production of peanut oil if the resultant oil can not be sold at a
price which ix competitive with the price of cottonseed oil.
It was the impracticability of producing peanu
t a price at which it could
be sold which brought about the condition which the Tariff Commission remarks upon
on page 267 of srey of the American peanut oil industry, as follows: " In 1919 many
oil cruhers announced that they were out of the market for the year because of prevailing high prices of peanuts largely due to a short crop and the great demand for
peanuts for butter, candy, and other confectionery purposes."

Table: Table 2.- Yield and value of products of 1 ton of farmers' stock Spanish peanuts when crushed.

Table: Table 3.- Yield and value of products of 1 ton of farmers' stock Spanish peanuts when shel ed and sold to nut trade.
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COTTONSEKD

OIL.

(Cottonseed oil is expresd fromi the by-product of the farmer who grows cotton,
this by-product is the cottoieoeed. No cotton is grown solely for the cotton seed.
The grower expects to reaj) his imain profit from the lint or cotton. Hi's seed conqtitutes an important secondary source of profit.
Iu the growing of peanut the peanuts produced constitute a main crop. The
only by-priouct is a-small amount of peanut hav, the value of the yield of an acre
being worth only three or four dollars. Out of the peanuts gowln, therefore, the
peanut farmer nitist reap his profit. If the price seured for them do not yield a
profit on the acreTe plante6d there is no important by-product to fall back upon.
In the Alabama Markets JoIrnal and Crop Report, published by the Alabama State
Department of Agriculture in conjunctio writh the United States Deparment of
Agriculture, issue of April 1921, are coat figuresobtained from 46 Alabama growers
of peanuts showing: that the cost of oduction of puts in 1920 ranged from 73
cents to $1.17 per bushel, which, calculating the weight per bushel t 30 pounds, would
mean a production coa of $48 to $77 per ton. The total cost of cultivation ot an
acrerofpeanutsthe Alabama Depirtment of Agriculture figr at $33.11, from which
is subtrted the value of the peanut hay obtained, worth $3.82, leaving $29.29 as
the net cost of growing an acre of peanuts.
The price of Spanish peanuts to-day in the Georgia-Alabama district is $60 to $68
per ton. The price of cotton seed, a by-product from the cultivation of cotton, is
$26 to $28.
:From
a4 ton of farmer'stock Spanish peanuts the shelling plant or the crude oil
mill which buys same to-day cin get 1,400 pounds of meats and 600 pounds of shells
and trash, possibly more of one and les of the other, bitt the vriation is not sufficiently

large to obscure the point we desire to illustrate. Should this ton of.farmer's stock
peanuts be shelled and used for crushing purposes, the following products valued at
the following amounts will result:
JTAnBLz 2.- Yield and value of products o( I ton of famera' stock Spanish peanut. v/en
crushed,

ProdPuct.ounds. value, vapounds.at
Peanut
41
~~~~~~.........................................
6300
:PeanutS!.,*

16
$44.,*10

0$0.0700

Peanutcake..
7560
10.650: .014
Sbhels nd trsh .............................................
600
0
1.36
Invisible .......................................................2..._......:
2 0
Tobl
6 ..........
................................................... 8800w"..........

The foreoin table shows whit would be the value of the total products resulting
from the crutshi of a ton ofamers' stock Spaih panuts. We now give the value
of the products resulting from the shelling of this same ton of peanuts and their sale
to the nut tade, i. e., the confectioner, the baker, the peanut roasttn, and the peanutbutter manufactarr.
t off ' s
o
TAULK 3.- Yild an -value of prI
panish peanuts when
shelled and sold to nut trade.
Product.

Fonds.

;Nuts.1, 40

Bhellsndatrasb .e.........
1;.-. 140 0 00,i0t m

Total..
.

.

.

.

.

............

2,000

Value.

Vlarket
pound.

,0 ,17.0
7

f

74.85

.

35

ML

y t is that last y less t 4 per
Tble and
We e from the copa
cent of our domestic peauts wusd in the prodiction of peanut oil and why to
date less than 2.2 per cent of the most rcent crop has been used in the production of

Table: Table 4.- Yield and value of products of 1 ton of cot onse d when crushed for oil.1
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peanut -oil. Wewill ztow show hy it ie extremoly conjectural that peanut costing
trom $4Sto $77 per ton to grow can ever be used to produce peanut oil.
Cottonseed is of no value as human food. This fact places it far below the plane of
penubin the price level. Any product which is edible is automatically assured of a
mitket at higher prices than a baser product unfit for alimentary usage. The usages of

cottonseed are for the production of oil, feed, fertilizer, and the production of more
cotton.
A to of cottonseed when crushed by the crude cottonseed mill yields the following
prodicts at the following values.
TABLE 4.-YVied and mitue of product offIton of ctitonseed when ushed for oil.'
Pounds.

Products.

Value.

Value on
basis of
pounds.

so. 0875
302
330.3~8
oil.......
Z 00
.003
.014
, 5
1..
I..................-.....0
.003B5
0,A,0a;,:570
:2.00C
Hulls.,
.03
2.280
76
....:
Lint
1 .:
Invisible loss .......14
0 37.34 j..
Total.
.
2,
................

.......

..................
.......................

...........

........

......

....................

......

..

...........

.

'Production records o 1919 season.

It will be:note'd from the above table that a ton of cottonsed will yield prodiuta to
the :value of $37.34. on to-day's market. This ton of cottonseed on to-day's market
will cost the crude mill from $25 to $28. From Table 2 we note that the valio of the
products of a ton of fainer's stock Spanish peantis, costing the crude mill $54 to $68
pe~r ton when crushed, on to-day's market would be about $56; while the purchase
price of the peanuts is double the price of the cottonseed,the value of the products
is not double the value of the cottonsed products as it should be, in order for it to be
profitable for the crude nulls to crush peanuts in placeof cottonseed. For the price
which the crude mill woild pay for 1 ton of peanuts-it coild purchase 2 tons of
cottonseed, producig products wofth practically $76. The cost o crushing a ton of
cottonseed last season was $6 to $12, according to the size of the hdll and the crlsh.
-The cost of shelling and crushing a ton of peanuts is about the same. Thus we see
that the investment of the sa'me amount of th crutde mill's money in cottonseed yields
the mill from $6.75 to $12.7.5 more gross profit, according to the mill's crushing cost,
than when invested in a ton of crushig: peanuts.
itfis now"obvious; whi we say that the domestic peanut industry is logically a nut
indlstiry, wiillIn all p6ro baility remain a nut industry, and never'beban oil industry
unless-naturally adverse conditions do not sometimes result in the destruction or
great diminishment of thie cotton crop, the source of cottonseed, without similtaneously adversely affecting t.hoe eanut crop..
We can not but believe that the almost self-evident trith which we have set forth
under exceptional circumstances can peanuts be
herein above, namely; that
grown in :this coiiintry for oil-producing purposes in competition with our domestic
cottonseed-oil industry,is as apparen t~tothose who buy the Souithern farmers' pepinuts
as it is to' others. W
Me :do not desire to be unkind gin our attitude toward those elements
in the dom~tic peanut industry -who are arguing most loudly in favor of: high dutties
upon oriental peanut oil and other imported vegetable oi. Bult it is significant that
theosegentlemen are not crushers of peafluts, and seem to be only indirectly connetctd
winth: the crude -oil: mills which crush pseanults.: Since the farmers in those sections
where peanut oil is produced do not know whether the pirchaser of the peanuts
intends to usethem':for crsing purposes 'or for sale to the confectioners, bakers,
roaters and other nut trade, it: wonfld al most appeal tht certain- neet tep t
muddy the water about themselves by advising the farmer that they can not pay him
higher prnce for his peanuts because of the "ruinous competition" of oriental peanut
oirand oth-er imported
veWtable oils, which prevent them from niakingand' selling
peanut oil of domestic origin at a profit, which is a specious and unfair statement, as in
all probabilt the nuts are not being purchafied for crushIing purposes, but for sale
at considerably more profitable prices to the confectioners, bakers, roasters, and
peanut. "butter" manufacturers, with possibly only the trash andl lowet-grade nuts
their way to the oil mill. It is lical to assume that if the farmer who sells
finding
his
peanuts to those who otnsibly crush them knew that these peanuts were not to
81527-22-scH 7-40
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be crushed, but were tobe shelled an graded and sold at ~+ cents perpuoun on to-days

market to the nut trade, or a price nettin oer$3prton on the, baisfteuseie
nuts, -that theft fanner woulId expect to rece0ive 'more than~$5 to $58 per ton, the price
paid him to-day in the secti on of the country which issposed to produce peanut oil.
if the interests who have claimed to speak.for the peanut crushers of the country
were really representAtives of these crushi~ersthey would frankly admit that peanuts
can not be grown as a main crop in the United.States and .used as an oil producing
medium in competition with cottonseed which is a by-product and that the most
and constructive move which could betaken towards the uphuilding of a
effective
domestic peanut oila industry would be the removal of the barriersagisthduy
free importation of peanuts for. crushing purposes with proper duties leidaait
peanutswhich compete with domestic peanuts in their legitimate spher whCh is
suppling he dmandof the nut trade.
No"taiff barier"can ever .be isrmnain upbuilding a domestic -peanut oil
inductry. TTe element of interchangeabiity of peanut oil' and cottonseed oil can not
be disposd of by a"tariff barrier." Thlws of agricultural economics by which a
main cropmisforcedto sell at ahigher price than a by-productcanobevrcmey
the "~tariff barrier". which is requested by'the United Peanut Association with headquarters at Suffolk, Va., a section far removed from the important peanut oil producigcenters of the United States, but which, however, is a very important assembly
shipping point of peanuts destined for sale to the confectioner, baker, and roaster.
NECESSITY OF EXISTENCE OF DEFINITE PEANUT CRUSHING INDUSTRY TO FARMERS WHO
GROW PEANUTS.

We nowdAesi~re- to pitou that if the interest who hve appeared before the tai~ff
making bodies 6. the prsn'ogesad arud srnet, infvro rhibitiv
dteupon orienta peanut oi and upon all clsesof imotedpeanuits whether used
for crushinPpros.)f or. not, prvil he il ucedinefetally iln the, busdiness
of crushing dometiPoanut adtiwhnheclmtatheir pleasn are in
behalf oft&ddomsti penut, crshn idsr.Whether this work is being done
wit premeoditatedjitprhog igo anc of th
Acfcts ie are unable to state.
Weonl howwha wil be~th otom f their mW-tbde'd policy i adoptedd:
It ispatent tht there are, certi avantae wihwoud accrue to those who buy
teamr'anta
selemthh nnrae iltheycan succeeikligte
already ildefined peanut:crua0hiig industry in the United Stats. The fres
peanuts re cotsMed commercially ipeaing by' two6C'lassies of users, frtadms
imotant is tent trae o theurso peaus o edbepurposes,second the
crudeoil mil whic crse'hm.IAilb noted that'we do not state that the
farmers' psa~ixut ar Iod to toA` clase 61 trade. We say "consumed by" npaeo
"sold: to'because the farm.. geneiuiy-doesntko
htueion to bemae 6of
"a.anuIs unlss yae obviously sornior otherwise deteriorated that they
only for crii* purposed.
i
wheby the crushers of pents becmedis
Obviously ifacnit lonscrae
cour aged aid quit the-fleld'the only people left to. buy ,the farmers' peanuts will be
those which aseble, shell, and clea them' fo ale to the u tirade Aslnghee
fore,
s
the
armer as twocl~ine of bdders for his peanuts and two outlt hisasmie fa much highe marke than IfR he ha ony on6eclas of bidders and o'ne outlet.
If he:is forcedb yarntrifp licyIntothe -hands of the shelling and cleng
plant;adeart of competitowilrst whichwill make it unprofitable for hmt
~ wpeanuts~acnditionwhichexisted so-me-`years back before crusher. of oil seeds
the rsigo peanuts in heUniited States0.
eineet -of the famer,wh grw pautanbstb conserved ~by the. followin of a oiH
wihwllbidu a entei.gIdsf
iAmeria Byassur'Pgthexseceo
flydeie doesi penu-cusin indsrpoions
peanuts migt crate ove an beodithe nedsoktenurae Bymaktn
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toark
hssrlsp
Antprsue
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te relieved
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thevastly geatew volume of domestic cottonseed oil rissm along with it, an occurrence
which is beet encouraged by heavy export demand and not influenced except adversely by the placing of artificial restraints upon the natural movements of the
markets.
The actual and very concrete injury which would be inflicted upon the rushers of
peanuts in America -by the partial or entire exclusion of foreign peanut oil from the
country would be the narrowing of the market for peanut oil with the consequent
inhibitive effects upon domestic production which would result therefrom.
The amount: of domestic peanut oil produced under. present conditions is small.
During 1920 only 13;086,000 pounds were manufactured and for the flrst six months of
about the same ratio, This small
1921 only- 6,826,000 pounds which i pr
domestic production as we have clearly established in our brief on peanut oil is not
the result of competition from foreign peanut oil but is due to the fact that the nut
trade is willing to pay much6 higher prices for the nuts than can be realized on
cond&in and the inability of crushers
them when put through a crushing mill. ;This
to import peanuts for crusinwpurposen to any important extent owing to the existence
of p
duties is cauig the dwindling volume of domestic production.
Tb return to our statement in regard to the narrowing of the market for peanut oil
with co._sequent ill effect-the refiners of vegetable oils who purchase -pean.t o61
and manufacture products therefrom, such as cooking and salad oils and cooking fats,
must have a large volume-of raw material to draw upon. The vege table oil refining
industry and the manufacture of edible products therefom is conducted upon a basis
of a large volume of business and a sinlI net profit, and before a given vegetable oil
becomes an attraictive field of operations unhindered-accecs to adequate supplies of
the chide vegetable oil must be assured. This is one factor responsible for the enormous growth oour domestic cottonseed oil industry. The domestic refiners:have
had to run comparatively no risk of creating a demand by extensive advertising and
skilled merchandising for their products manufactured therefrom, and then finding
that they could not secure the raw material with which to' fill the created demand.
There being such an abundance of cottonseed oil obtainable many great factones
have been built in the course of the years of development of the industry since 1880
when the crushing of cotton seed -first became a distinct industry, which specialize
in the manufacture of edible roducts therefrom. There exists then in the cotton
oil industry a "wide market" For the crude cottonseed oil with consequent assurance
of a constant demand.
The domestic production of peanut oil is of such insignificant volume and its growth
so ham pored under existing conditions that it *would be considered Poor business
refiningjof
policy by the refiners of vegetable oils to devote time and effort to the
same, and it has only: been because of their ability to supplement their needs with
:foreignpeanut oil that they have been able to place upon the market various edible
products composed entirely or mainly of peanut oil. If shut off; fromtheir access
to these supplementr supplies they are then automatically forced to abandoh the
handling of peanut oil of domestic origin.: This is what we allude to when we speak
of the "narrowing of e market for peanut oil,'" a condition under which only a few
special users would finish anlimited demand for a Small volume of peanut oil.
While for resons set forth peut oil can never be a serious rival of cottonseed oil
f:yet so aPparent are the advantages of the upbuilding of a substantial domestic peanut
oil industry to the- outhe farmer who grows peanuts, the crude mills who crush
t;them and the refiners of vegetable oils who-refine peanut oil and make it into finished
.:edible proucts enough benefit evenly distributed among these interested factors
and to American labor will result therefroDmto fully justify- any constructie work
done in that direction. Peanuts are a most desirable crop in the boll weevil infested
areas 6fthe South or in a crop rotation scheme where cotton has made tco heavy
inrioad upon the soil. The crushing of peanuts is simple and being of high oil yield
the low labor cost in products
proportion toW the value of thie finished
renders the
crushing of me attractive, eroded the crushing peanuts can be boughtatsufficiently
l ow prices to enable the crude peanut oil to compete With cottonseed oil, The refined
oil is possesed of an excellent flavor and taste, there being no objectionable odor of
taste to the crude oil which the usual refining processes will not remove such as are
present in certain other vegetable oils such as soya bean. In the growing of peanuts
and the crushing of same, and in the refining of peanut oil, American labor cal find
extensive employment at tasks where skill and intelligence will assure enhanced
compensation.
So closely interwoven, however, are thedestinies of the-domestic peanu t oil industry
with the importation of foreign peanut oil and crushing peanuts that1nobe of the
benefits above given are procurable unless the imported oil is allowed to enter the
United States and the domestic crushers allowed to import peanuts for crushing
purposes duty free.
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PRESENT PERMANENT DUTY UPON PEANUTS Re'NDERS EXTENSIVE USE FOR CRUSHING
PURPOSES IMPObSIBLE.
In the act of 1913 a duty of thre&eighths cent per pound was placd u pon unshelled
peanuts and three-quarters cent perpound upon shelled peanut, whic equals $7.60
r ton and $15 per ton- respectively. The oil yield of a ton of unshelled nuts may
stated as approxima.ely 600 pounds and of the shelled 860 pounds. The tax on
the oil from the unshelled nuts would be about I-d cents per pound and from the
shelled nuts about 1& cents per pound. The normal price of peanut oil ranges from
fi to 7 cents per pound. Takingfi6 cents as a fair price. to be used for purposes of
illustration, the tax amounts to 20 per cent ad valorem on the oil made from unshelled
nuts and over 26 per, cent ad valorem on that made from shelled nuts.
Wile have shown in our brief on peanut oil that it was not until prices under the
influence of war conditions had more than 4oubled normal prices that peanut oil; in
even a moderate quantity, could-enter the country under the present permanent duty.
In 1917, with a prevailing price of 15 cents per pound, 27,405,000 pounds, a relatively
small quantity, when considered. in relation to the enormous volumes of veketable
oils produced and consumed in this country entered.- Inasmuch as the present
permanent duty on peanut oil is slightly over 12 percent ad valorem when figured
on a 61-cent price, it can be seen that if this duty is so high as to keep the foreign peanut
oil out of the': country under normal price conditions, it is self-evident that foreign
-peanuts can not be brought in and used for crushing purposes with an ad valorem
duty two times or one and one-half times as large, igurd on the basis of their oil
yield in the shelled or unshelled state, respectivel. True, a small reentage of
the peanuts imported during the last two or three years have been ud for crushing
purposes, but when these importations were made war values still prevailed and
d e ation had only begun to act.

TYPE O PRANUTS COMMONLY USED POR CRUSmNG PURPOSES KNOWN AS FIELD RUN.
Peanuts for crushing purposes are im orted in either the shelled or unshelled state.
They may be those which atre rancid anditherefore unfit for sale to the edible nut trado.
They mayI e the ordinary field ruzn of peanuts and therefore ungraded. They may
be very small peanuts, smaller than those utilized for edible purposes They may
be peanuts containing a very large percentage of broken nuti It can thus be seen
that there is a more or less automatic separation between the two classes of peanuts,
i. e., the crushing and the edible, the better clan, sweeter nuts being utilized for
edible purposes. (See addendal.) The. price paid for imported crushing peanuts
also generally provides a means of separation, as the crusher, being usually unable to
pay as high a price as the buyer ; r the nut trade, secure a more inferior class of peanuts.
Peanuts for edilele' purposes are usually carefully graded according to size and the
number of peanuts to the ounce, the most common commercial grade being 30-32's,
which signifies that there are 30 to 32 peanuts to the ounce.
CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATIVE FEATURES.

The administration of a taiff under iwhich panuswould enter duty freefo crushing purposes and would he dltiable for ediblepurpie would present no difficulties.
In the administration of sucha tariff the customs authorities could refuse to clear any
:peanuts through the custombousesat American: ports of entry' without a suitable f
affidavit from the oil-seed crulshing-:mill in whose plent each lot of peanuts is to be :0~
crushed. Bfly refusing to clear such peanuts free of duty at the ports of entry before
being actually sold to an oil-seed crushing mill,athe administrative features would be
thus simplified and the posibilty of any circumstance whereby such peanuts couldX
be cleared as dutiable, the duty paid and then sold for crushing purposes and the
amount of the duty previously paid being claed for by the exporter, would be:
' eliminated. In other words, by such a provision anyv peanut. intended for crushing
purp s would have to be so declared at the originl port of entry with supporting
*
affidavit from the oil-seed crushing mill purchasing them.
provision i thenowp
tariff measure
We respectfully petition -the committee to mbakue
under consideration for the duty-free imortation of peanuts for crsin pure
oth peanut oiflin paragraph 50, Schedule 1, be reduced
and that the proposed duty
afrom 2 cents per pound to 40 cents per 100 pounds, as more particularly set forth in
our brief on peanut oil.:
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ADDENDA.

:F. LAUCKS (INC.),
:
j:u;:fi 0 t~tui0:i; 00Seattk Wash.,j Agt 26, '192I.
3:t:
A
;0:
W . August£6, 1ff.
BUREAIU OF RAW MATERIALS, WafUngto, D. h. S
:GENTLEMEN:: You are-undoubtedly familiar with the fact that the variety of Chinese
peanuts used for crushing puro is the resdue which is left after the large sizes
have been taken out, and the larger sizes which are referred to are the count peanuts
which gread from 28-30 to 38-40 nuts per ounce.
For your.-additionial information we submit the-following data regarding Chinese
shelled pean uts, which was obtained by our Kobe office during an inspection trip to
Tsingtiu, China.
Moot Of the peanuts used for crushing come from the Provinces Tsinan and Tsintong,
which lie northeast from igAu. Te nut are brought into Tsingtau as field run,
with the shells removed (field tun contain nuts of all sizes). Few of the nuts coming
from the above Provinces are used for edible p Ises, these being -mostly consumed
by local trade and by crushing plantsI The peanut coming -fromthe Provinces of
Wuntai, Haishu, and Toshu, located southwest from, Tsiu, are used mostly for
export as hand-picked counted nuts for the edible tre. These nuts are, as a rule,
larger and of beter quality than the nuts coming from the Province supplying the
crushing nuts. The nuts from these Provinces are brought into Tsingtau as field run,
with the shells removed, the shelling having been done mostly by hand. The fieldrun product is hand picked to get the nuts of the various counts for edible purposes,
while pegs, shrivels, splits, etc., are used for oil-maling purposes, and are usually
mixed in with the nuts from the crushing quality Provinces at the time of making oil.
The sample which we are sending you is representative of the usual stock of crushing peanuts as used in the orient for oil-making purposes.
If we can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to call upon Us.
T P BANKS.
Yours, very truly,
IT. P. TBANKS.
0 :
:f
f
:
:

STATbMENT OPNZEYLE

COLQUITT, WASHINGTON, D. C.,, REPRESENTING THE UNITED PEANUT ASSOCIATIONS OF AMERICA.

Mr. CoLqu1T. I am also speaking for P. D. Bain, a farme r, who-is
chairman of the tariff committee of this association; Mr. John P.
Pinner, cleaner, who is 'president of the association, at Sudolk, Va.;
and T. H. Birdsong, warehouseman and farmer. The gentlemen who
preceded me said there were--no farmers in our association. I am
also speaking for M. M. Osborn, secretary of the association; J. C.
Beale, sheller and cleaner, Franklin, Va.; R. A. Pretlow, farmer and
millman, all-of whom are present in the room.
I am speaking on the subject of peaniuats, paragraph 757, of the
Fordney Ju.
Judge D. Lawrence Groner, of Norfolk has represented this association and appeared before the House committee,
but since that time President Harding has appointed him to the
Federal bench, and for that reason he could not be present.
These gentlemen-Mr. Kelly and Mr. Gordon, who preceded me,
particularly Mr. ,Kelly-attempted to quote, or to miisqpote, members
of our association anonymously as to what duty they would be
satisfied: with. They have no authority to speak for us. But I
shall not dwell on what they said, for anonymous misquotations will
not impress this committee. We stand on our own words before
the House committee. We appeared before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House and at that time we stated what the costs
were, here and abroad. Those statements are open to these gentlemen, and they have not denied or refuted them. We contend that
peanuts cost about 94 cents in this country to produce; and how can
we compete with th&Japanese who produce peanuts for 14Icents a
pound and pay a freight rate across the ocean of never more than
1 cent, unless we have a duty of 4 cents on peanuts? I do niot know
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how they figure. As a matter of fact, this, duty would bring in a
very large revenue to the Government, as the rate would be competitive.
At the present time the importations of peanuts, in pounds (tklagki
the equivalent of peanut oil. in pounds of the hulled nut for 1920) were
in excess of the local production. Those figures can bbehad from' the
Department of Agriculture. In round numbers they reached the
enormous total of 832,000,000 pounds in 1920.
We do not ask a prohibitive tariff in order to compete with these
foreigners-and I speak particularly of Japan and China, which are:;
not mentioned by these gentlemen. We are not speaking of the
poorer grade of nuts, but the nuts in competition with our American
farmer. In order to compete with them at all ;:we have got0 to
lower our costs of production in some way, and depend upon the
superior quality of our nut, even with a 4-cent tarift.
The House placed a duty of 3 cents per pound 'on shelled and 4
centr-pcr pound on unshelled peanuts. The cost of cleaning and
preparing peanuts for market is equal to the cost of shelling, and
therefore the rate on both should be the same.
There should be a duty on peanut butter, peanut confections,1
salted peanuts, and other products made from peanuts not otherwiiseenumerated. We suggest on that a rate of 5 cents per pound. The
average cost 'of production in the United States is 74 to 8 cents per
pound; the average cost of cleaning is seven-tenths of 1 cent; the
averse price of selling is six-tenths of 1 cent, making 94 cents per
pound. -Thero are $88,000,000 of farm lands devoted to peanuts, ad0'
approximately $20,000,000 invested in farm implements and machinery, aggregating over $100,000,000 invested, in this country, and
approximately 131,500 people are employed in the industry in the
United States.
Mr. Bain is here, and I would like 'to'havethimtake the rest of m
time, so that he can file a:0brief and reply t6 some statements made
by other gentlemen.
Senator MCCUMBER. We will be glad to hear Mr. 'Bain.
OP P. )D. BA0XNORYOLKi VA RUPEEBETG
VNITED PEANUT A&SOCIAIO OF'A RICA.N
;;S;0Mr. .BvK. I am representing tAhe United Peanut Associations of
America as chairman of its tarif committee, and I have a brief here
which I would like to file, Mr. Chairman, and I would be very glad
:to answer any questions. There are many thin s that might be
said, but I can not make a speech. I am not used to that.
Senator MCCUMBER. We have had so many speeches on this subject
and the. briefs you have filed are so complete that I think if the
committee has any capacity at all they ought to be able to understand it.
Senator LA FOLLErE. Youth heard the statements of the gentlemen
who precededyout
Mr.}BAIN. Yes, sir; I heard Mr. Kelly, and my brief will not agree
with his.
VSenatorD L. FOLLETTE. Will it cover the proposition which they
presented?
Mr. BAIN. Yes, sir; I think so.
STATEM
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Senator A FOLLuTn. He stated your side of the case fully?
Mr. Binw.I think so, sir; but there`are some points of Mr. Kellyr
a dent toithe effect that he could not get extra large peanuts.
rmatirL FOIZrFE (interposing). I think if you would like to
extend your:ibriefto `met any statements that have been made, it
would be agreable t the committee to do that.
;:0:Mr+. BArIN. I wvould- like to answer some things already brought up.:0
For instance, about the oil business. Oil has been very low for the
last several !months-fl to 44 cents per pound. After shelled itt
would ftake-pracially 3 pDounds, of peanuts to make 1 pound of oil.
So:you can see what price the farmer would get for his peanuts put
into oil. They absolutely could not do it; they could not produce
oil at those prices.
As Georgia and Alabama got from $25 to $28 a ton for a good
many of their peanuts this year,. because . oil was so low,: andthe
Georgia runners are a class of nuts that are not what we call an "edible
nut"; they are not first-cjass edible nuts. Some of them are: 1used,0
but we do not.consider them a first-class edible nut, such asthe;
Spanish or the Virginia. Consequently, we want protection on peanut
oi for the farmers who raise this class of-peanuts. If-you do not
give the protection, they can not raise them.
The whole South can raise peanuts, and some of the lands can not
raise anything else.
I am just from the South directly here, and it is appalling the con-.
dition that the southern country is in on account of cotton and the,
low price of peanuts. The boll weevil have- taken charge of a whole
lot of that country I have one of the boll weevils in a matchbox
which I caught Tay before yesterday. It is pitiful to see cotton
field after cotton field that they wid not get any cotton from, and
consequently they will not get any seed with which to make oil; and
we need peanuts to make oil in lace of the cottonseed oil. In others
words, cottonseed oil generallytrings one-fourth to a cent a pound
less than peanut oil. That is my experience from actual sales. I
am interested in some peanut-oil business.
Last year we brought into this country approximately.as many
peanuts as we raised here. That is, you put the peanuts back into
oil-it
takes, as I say, just now 3 pounds of shelled peanuts to make
1 pound of oil. So you can multiply this quantity of shelled peanuts
by three. And then the large quantity of peanuts that actually came
into this country was 132,000,000 pounds-that is, peanuts:: alone,
according. to the Government statements; the peanut oil was
165,000,000 pounds..
So you can see that large quantity of peanuts and peanut oil that
has come to this country.
Senator L& FOLLErrE. The peanut oil represented between 'three
and four times as much in peanuts?
Mr. BAw. About three times Was much in peanuts as in peanut
oil; and if that oll had not been brought here the farmer would have
got something for his stuff; it was an impossibility for us to compete
with the Chinaman.
It is a fact that the Chinaman does not get over 5 to 8 cents a day
for his labor. And another fact,: therehave been peanuts brought
from Japan to the Pacific coast at $280 a toll, and tfiose peanuts can
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be brought to New York from the Pacific coast all rail at $2, and the
same railroad would chargeeus $2.765cents a Aundred pounds to go
back to the Pacific coast. Those are facts that you can get frm the
RRailroad Administration. Why we are discriminate against that
way Ildobnot know. We have been fihting,butwe havenot got
any relief.
Jus~tto show yo how: th\.e orienls are favored in most everything
of that kind, the railroad says: "We want freight to haul that way.
Thai is about all the excusewe can get outof theim.
Another thing-I do not know thy thbis; slte case-but China
:produces about twice as many-xand possibly three times as much to
the acre as we produce. That speaks badly for our country, but
they are intensive farmers. A farmer over there, as I understand,
has an, acre or 2 acres, and he produces everything to the limit, I
imagine.
Seniator LA FOLLETrE. What is the average yield per acre in the

South?

Mr.: BA.nh Wethink the ,avera on the iole, is about 35 bushels
tdfto thet
acre. Theyhave the advantage oof freight; they have the
advantage as to labor.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. What i thh fair market price a bushel?
You sa you raise 25 bushels toltheacre.
Mr. BuN. We do raise about '25"bushiels' to the acre.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What is youraverage price per bushel in
marketing them? I am trying to see what yiela in value you get
out of your land.
Mr. BMN. That varies so much it is hard to tell, but I will tell you
what it has been for the last two months. You take Georgia runners,
and we have bought them at $27 a DXton, delivered at our plant at
Albany, Ga.
Senator SUTHERLAND. How many bushels are there to the ton ?
Mr. BMN. The Georgia runners average about 25 pounds to the
bushel; the Spanish are carried at 30 pounds to the bushel; the
Virginias are red at 22 pounds to the ushel. They vary im size.
Consequently, they var in number of pounds to the bushel.
You take a ton of Georgia runners-to make it a little more
explicit than that: The Georgia runners will average 40 bushels to
the acre and the Spanish will not average over 30 bushels to the acre.
Senator McCunn. There are other witnesses, so you must be as
brief as you can.
bMr. BMW. I will do that as much as possible. Thatat a I am
trying -to do. I am representing the farmer as well as myself I am
afarmer; I raise some nuts.
SO YOU Can see $28- a bushel is extremely low.
Senator SumniAwN. You mean $28 a ton?
Mr. BiN. Yes. You can see how much it would bringa Iifamerr to
an- acre. He does not get the cost of thrashing. They cost, him
60 cents to thrash and get them off of the vines. So that is about
all of it.
It is appalling when a man goes to the South and observes conditions there. lTey are much worse off than the Virginia people. The
Virginia people have a better class of nuts. The Georgia nuts go to
the vendors entirely, and they have been getting the better price,
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but they have' ben losing lots of money and our farmers there are in
avery bdcndition.
Mr.
Keullysaid he could not 'get the 'large nuts except from Chin.
I beg ~to differf'with hint if e can get a pri&cehere we can urnish
from Virginia-, North Carolina, and Tennessee the large nuts that he
requires4 They may not be 28s, but they will be 30 to the ounce,
an d we know there are large quantities of those peanuts goingAto be
im~poJrtedanywayasthere is a demand for those large-size nuts, and
they are going to come even if the tariff was 8 cents a pound.
Senator SUTRHERLAND. Do you raise any nuts yourself?
Mr. BAN. I have raised some nuts.
:Senator SUTHERLAND. fAre you now engaged in the production of
nuts?
:Mr.BMN. I do not raise them with my own hands, but I have
farms on which they are raised; yesir.
Senator SuTHEiRLAND. But your business is principally shelling
and cleaning, is it not?
Mr. BIN. Yes, sir. Shelling and cleaning.
NORFOLK, VA., REPRESENTIN THE UNITED PEANUT
BRIEF OF P. D. BAIM,
:ASOCIATIONS OF AMERICA.
This brief iesfiled' on behalf of the United Peanut Associations of America, an
organization composed of peanut growers, miimen (peanut cleaners, shellers and
crushers);,.' and':otherrinterests identified'with the mantufactutre of peanut prcaucts.
Its membership embrace the:largest interests identified with the cultivation and
manufactre of -peauits and peanut products in the United States.
A protectivejtariff for the peanut industry is a matter in which the farmer and the
nillmen are equally- concerned,- because the existence of the industry on all of its
branches depends upon such tariff.
Peanuts are raised, in nearly every patof the world. In Africa the yield is very
large, but the quality inferior as comped -to the American peanut. In France and
Spain lare quntities of peanuts are imported from India and South Africa, and when
reexported to' the United States an a decided influence in fixing the price of the
American product. Since the World War, however, the importations from France
and Spain or either of them has ben negligible..
In China and Japan a coderable art of thie natite population is en in
raising peanuts and the area of land under cultivation there is increasing rather thn
decreasing, and'the roduction per acre nearly double that in the United States.
The imporation of Chinesea anee nuts into the United States ha been on a con
stantly increasing bais, and the qantity. which may be'imported is almost-unlimited.
It is no therefore a qustion' of supplying' the uplu'sI demand in this country-it is
really a question of the complete absorption of the Amercanmarket. Within the last
15 years the importation of peanuts and peanut oils from Japan has grown from a few
million Spoundsseteadily' and uninterru ptedly (except for a brief period during the
the :enormous total of over 132,000,000 pounds of
World War) until it reached in 1920h
shelled and uhshelled peanuts and approximately 165,000,000 pounds of peanut oil
(equivalent to approximately 700,000 000 pounds of peanuts) or a total of peanuts
transported to its equivalent of fairierA'gTade peanuts in'thle sei of over 872,000,000
pounds of peanuts-equal to nearly 90 per cent of the American crop.
This association doesdnot sk for a prohibitive tariff; but it does ask for a protective
tariff equal at least to the difference in the Co9st of production here and in the Orient,
less the cost of transportAtion and Iplus a small profit tolthe'local producer.
The growth of the industry of recent yearn, the additional usae of peanuts and
peanut products, impels the conclusion'that the industry is yet in its infancy and
that thousands of acres of land in the United States now abandoned'or unproftably
used may be converted into peanut-raising-farmsadding larely to the individual
wealth of the community and furnishing employment to aditional thousands of
farmers. The demand for the peanut in confections and other industries will furnish
at all times a market for-the foreign-grown peanut, which, on the basis of the tariff
proposed and requested by this asmociation, will, it is believed, increase considerably
-the present revenue of the Government from this source.
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Under the act of 1913 (1ar. 226) the tariff on peanuts was fixed at three-eighth of
1 cent .per pound on unshelled,
and three-fourths of 1 cent per pound on shelled
peanuts.
Ninety per cent of the importations into this country are of the shelled variety.
This, of course, makes the imported nuts a direct competitor of the A merican-grown
nuts, both am affecting the farmer and the millmen.
H. R. 7466, paragraph 757, as passed by the House of Representatives, provides
for a tariff of 3 cents per pound on unshelled peanuts and 4 cents per pound on shelled
peanuts.
We wish to suggest to this committee, or rather ask them to consider, that the cost of
cleaning ahd preparng peanuts for market is equal to the cost of shelling; therefore
that the rate on both should be the same. In (JhLna they wrah and polish the peanuts
which are imported here as peanuts in the shell, and same is ready to go on the market
a finished product.
We repecotflly recommend to this committee that the dutie be cha d folIows-that is to say, that a duty of 4 cents per pound be established for both shelled
and unshelled auts and that a duity on peanut butter, penut confections, salted
peanuts, and other produts made from eanut not otherwise enumerated, be charged
:with a duty of 5 cents per pound. A d:uty isreouested on peanut oil as covered bjr
the association's separate brief and filed with this committee August 18, 1921. We
especially ask that the rate of 5
for Peanut butter, peanut confections,
and salted peanuts be added to the proposed bill i. R. 7456, in order to protect the
domestic manufacturer of these products against the imported manufctured products.

centjerlpound

COST OFPRODUOT

N

CHINA AND

N.

No positive statistics are available for computing the actual cost of production in
C =hina and Japan.: Application has beem made to the Bureau of Information on this
subject, anddirt
erican representatives in these countries. But the difficulty
of fixing sch costs has been hownto be due tot he fact that the average Chinoes
peanutfamer cultivates a very sa area of land, frequently les than an acre. He
requires and obtains no hired labor to do the work of planting and harvesting his craP.
The work is done in nearly every ice of the small farmer by the children of tlie
family, beginnings. youg as years of age.
ts in the United States under present condiThe average cost of pioduction of
tions is at lent 8cent. per pound. This average, of course varies in the several States
in which penuts -are grown. But by the most careful reew of fires, in no peanutof
coutry is it posible to figure an average in any State of les
growingsection
this=
than 7 cenb per pound.
The average cost of cleaning anid recessin peanut in order to prepare them for
:sle m approximately "ven-tenithsf 1 centper pound, and the ayeqe cost of shelling is.about ix-tenths o 1 cent per pound (plus).; From which it will be seen that
ut in thecondiioni hich the Japanies peanut
the cost of the A merican
aurivein thiscountryforale x our marketifrom9to 9j cents per pound. If,
therefore the cost of oductin in a is 1l centsrr ipoud, and if the duty be
at cent. per pound, and the ct o tran rtn at 1 cent per pound (which
fised
i almost twice - much as the average hipping rate from Japan to the Ainrican
seaoits on the Pacific) it will be sen at a glane that the American farmer must
dut-on a bao equlity o product a lo
sell, even atthi
ere
increased
is hower, some
small dieree in the quality
of the American and the Japanese
which g certi grades of the Ame no nut a slight advantage
0Ahpeanut,
inthemarket Ovrer the foreign grown. The difference in quality, plui
such saving
' in the: cost of production as may come in the blient of noal conditions,
it is1believed- ythe members of this a tion, will probably take care of the
diference in the cost of producing it in Japan and Clhina, plus the proved duty,
freight, etc. But less than the amount of duty asked would utterly fail to provide
the protection and preserve the American
for
farmer.
@
We are prepared with affidavit. and other evidence, cost sheet., and such information a is pertinent, to prove to the satifa6tion of this committee the correctness
of the fijures contained in the preceedi:pararphs, and if it be conceded that
these fipure are correct, no argument, it is submitted, is required to arrive at the
conclusion which we init upon, :namely, that without the nreased duty asked,
this industy in which appronimately 750,000 Americans are, directly and indirectly,
engaged for a living, shall cease altogether to exist.
The United States Tariff Commison makes a statement that most of the peanuts
for crushing purposes are imported peanuts. We will admit our inability to find how
this commission arrived at that conclusion and feel secure in making it as a statement
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of act. We feel that we are in position to dispute same, and state that a very, very
small per cent of the importationrof peanuts are used for crushing purposes. Durng
the pest seson some three or four sluploads came over to the Umted States, sold to
oil cushere, other consigment. were sold to oil mills, because when they arrived
the peanuts were damaged to such an extent that they w:ere not suitable nor fit for
any other purpose. We also call this committee's attention to the fact that there
are in the extreme South some fifty and odd crushing mills, and they buy nearly all
of their rushingstock from American farmers, The fact is, that there is a competition
between the shelling trade and the crushing trade or oil interest, which govern
whether or not the peanuts grown in the far South go into61 or otherwise, and this
provides a. market'tor the illions of bushels of bhe little Spanish peanut Were
the, the entire crop, compelled to go on the market as shelled stock it would oversupply the-domestic market and demoralize same, so that the oil market for domestic
peanut is necary to net the American farmer a living price on his peanuts
Again referring to the cost of American production, we beg to call your attention
to the fact that the- 11res submitted above ae all based upon the cost of the peanut
to the famer on the farm and do not embrace in any instance transportation into the
markets of the country.
The cost of production of the Japanese-Chinese nut is-figured as of the time of its
arrival at Seattle or San Francisco, the lgports of entry on the west coast. It is
not, however, an uninterestig fact that the cost of transportation from the Pacific
coast points to eastern points on peanuts, overland, is $2 per 100 pounds, whereas
the cost of transportation from the East coast points to Pacific coast points, or the
reverse of the original proposition is 275 per: 100 runds. This is a clear discrimina
tion against the domestic peanui industry, and should be taken into consideration.
The immense territory fromtheMissppi River to the Pacific Ocean has, in-a large
by peanuts imported from the
measure, for-yearn, more eore,beenApreempted
amor
Orient. This detil to the American farmer of his own market-to the extent of 75 per
cent of American territory is un-American and ujiiust. It inures only to the benefit
of the Cie fiaer, exporter, and the few American importers engaged in business
on the Pacific coast. No benefit or advantage accrues to the consumer.
There n be no fearhat Amercan farmers can not supply the demand for peanut.
By reference to Appeni A it ll be noticed that there are approximately 9,340,000
acres in the South that are adaptable to the culture of peanuts. The Government
sports state that there are 1,240,000 a devoted to peanuts in 1921. This was
about the samie - reported for 1920. Much of thin land is unsuitable for any other
crop, much of it is invested with boll weevil, which has made the raising of cotton an
utter impossibility. Hence we claim that our Government can reclaim idle lands for
the culture of peanuts if a suitable and a reasonable market is provided f6r the
American farmer.
Attached hereto is an appendix containing certain general information which is
submitted for the information of this committee and- this brief is filed for the purpose
of affording the committee a general outline of the questios embraced in the imposition of a tariff duty on peanuts. It is expected to supplement the same at the oral
hearmng by the evidence of men whose lives have been devoted to the cultivation
and to the manufacture of peanut products, and it is requested that permission be
granted to file with the committee from time to time such affidavits bearing upon the
statistical questions involved as may be in point and helpful.
f

an:

THE USES OF THE PEANUT.
~~A
Xh

eed

Practically no portion of the :ut or peanut plant need go to waste. Pom the
peanut kernel is manufactured many different confections peanut butter, salted
peanuts, etc. The peanut is now recognized as one of the most nutritious food products
raised in the United State.: The largest and best of nuts are sold for roasting and are
sold largely by street vendors.
Then frommthe vieties grownin all States of the Smuth with the exception of
Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennessee, is extracted one of the very, best edible
oils that is on our markets to-day. By crushing the peanuts in the. hull (afterward
slightly cooked) is obtained a crude oil that must be refined before being placed on
the retail market. By shelling the nuts, removing the red skins and hearts, a virgin
peanut oil is obtained that comes into uses for which olive oil has long been the sole
possessor. Up until the time of the passage of the pure food laws requiring correct
:labeling,it is said that much of the virgin peanut oil was sold as olive oil. The vines
have ehigh feeding value, but are in most Southern States left on the ground as a
means of ertilization.

Table: Capital invested.
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APPrNwnrx A.
The importan~ce;of the preservation of the peanut industry to the United Staites
might be stated in value of money invested and the nuiimber of people affected, what

it has done for the farmer, and what the possibilities are for the future.

Capitatnvetd.
Value of m lands devoted to the culture of eaits, taking the United
States Government crop estimate reports oPavere for l920, valining
the land at an average of $70 per acre......
vling $88, 362, 000
...n
Valute of special farm implesments required for culture and harvesting
peanuts, approximately..............77...................
7,00, 000
Value Of eqUiPmont of peanut milsh,
shelling and crushing machinery,;
real estate, buildings, storage warehouses, etc
.
.......... 11, 500, 000
Capital invested in manufactuing establishments for manufacture Of
.
peanut pickOrs and other special farm implements.
750,000
...

~-

f:
;E

- --- : 4

108, 312, 000
Total..
Number of peOple emplo)ed 'in the mills, shelling, cleaning, and crushing establishments
10,6
Number of farmers (hlad9 Ofifamili) estimated to be engaged in the05
121,000
production of peanuts in the United States .
..

.....................

Total .
....
131.500
Number of acres estimated in the South that is adaPtable to the culture
of peanuts and can th1LS be utilized if a market is available for the
product ......
.
. ..... .. ¢
.
.
.
.
..
9, 340, 000
In the. South, it is estimated that there ar approximately 9,340,000 acres of land
that will produce peanuts. Some of this land is suitable for other crops, but there
are many sections of land that are not being used that can be devoted to production
of peanuts
The Spaish peanut is not so choke about the land, more than it shoild be liht,
soil; an4 will grow and make d pouction where other crops will fail. It is a
cash crop:for siections infested WIth the boll weevil, making the raising of cotton almost
an impossibility. We have a report from the southern part otGeorgia this year stating that in certain sections the boll weevil has so taken the cotton crop that it is not
worth picking. One farmer who has 200 acr planted to cotton says that if he could
get pickes to harvest the crop that he would not have over three bales of cotton.
This
proves that in these sections another crop is necesary in order to save thouands
of frmers.
No American would be satisfied to live as do the Asiatics, and unless we want our
standardsbrought down to their level we must place barriers up so that their products
can not drive our people out of bwuiLnes
The committee' attention is invited to the sudden growth of p for the yea
1919 and 1920 as shown in Appendix B. From a gentleman who addressed the United PeanutAssociations of America-convention held at Norfoli, .V.,'July 13, 1920, we
learn the reason for this growth. That is that unlimited acree can be brought
under cultivation in China, especially in sections where peanuts and- soya beans are
produced. This land can be purchased for whatis in United Stes currency about
$12.50-per acre. All that is needed -is fo the Chiinaman to- know there is a market
for hispeanuts and panut oil, soyaabeans,
and e
oil. If
the opportunity, China could in time pduce"all the vegetable oil needed by given
the entire world.
The whole question in a -nutshell, from our point of view is that the enormous
volume of oriietal importations of peanut oil hould pay a tarif tax of at least 5 cents
per-pound, first, to protect the peanut industry of the United States and, second,
to produce revenue for our Government.
It is true that the importations of peanuts and peanut oil for the portion of the year
1921 are much smaller than in 1920, but let us not fool ourselves in believing that there
is no danger from this source. China can in a vstyihort time resume exporting the
volume she did in 1920 if given the American market.
Azmn x B.
50112035 0 IMPORTs.

Several elars ago the imports of peanuts and peanut oil came principally from
France and Spain. But of recent years the tide has turned and is now dominated

Table: [No Caption]

Table: EXPORTS.
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almost entirely by China and Japan. Japnes buyers predominate in Northern
Chine, ad export from Japan,: Ma ny me are accredited as orinating in
Japan^+ when they are, for most part, Chinese produced goods. This makes practically
no diderence, as the wage scale Is aboutathe
same in the two countries,
The following figureswere supplied this association by the Bureau of Forignand
Domestic Commerce, Department of Agriculture:
i

Year
ending June
Yrending June

:.=Peanut
D

. Peanuts

YrendlngJune30Yearendi

Peanuts

stoned

0 Peanuts

1012 ..............
191.
7,06012
12,980,503
27,180,7487
2,627,475
113..
1,8,W
12
28 ,S
B,
8D , 415 1918.
..3,180,747
6,
8814191918.
1,444,221 73,362,215
19, *2,080
1914...
17,472, 6318 27,077,15819198(embargoe).
1915.14,540,982
0
1 982
1916.9, ()
, 6,
U0
1.'
...........0..
12,067,998 190,344,425
.... ** .1,

.........

.....

................
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This table tasno acountofthe importations of peanutoil, which in the yearl92O

exceeded 15a,000,000 pounds.

EXPORTS.
Pounds.

Pounds,

1912.
5,920,711 1917.22,413,297
1913 .
7,301,381 1918.12,88,209
194.
...19)!
5961, 660
8),054,817 . 9912,
5, 875, 076 1920 ...14, 1:37,
]1...
1916l;
........
8,413,297
aThi p rves conclusively that the exporofrpeanuts is a very small per cent of
the combined total of domestic (see Appendix 0) andimports. Taking for example
the year 1920: Domestic production 37,499,000 bushels, or 937,475,000 pounds; imports, shelled and unshelled, 132,412,423 pounds.
One billion sixty-nine million eight hundred and eighty-seven thousand four hundred and twenty-three pounds on the Amerncan market and exports of 14,137,956
pounds'shows a verysma percent of the crop exported.
The above comparisn std in pounds (domestic production) when linked withb
the import., makes it appear that the imports are only 10 per cent of the domestic
production..
In orderto get a correct view of the propostion it is necessary to consider thetftlowing facts: Eleven million bushels of the domestic crop estimate (37,000,0)0
bushels) comprise the Jumbo, or larg variety,`grown only in Virginia, North Carollia,
and Tennessee. The remainder of the 37,000,000 bushels are mostly Sanish variety,usually-grown for their oil content more than to be shelled and sold to the manufacturers of confections, peanut butter, salted peanuts, Otc.
The variety imported is the same as that produced in Virginia, North Carolina,
and Tenneme. Of this there was importe& 132,412,423 pounds shelled peanut.
It is estimated that more than one-third of the weight is lost in shelling, -i e,. this
much is takin up with hulls, trash, etc. So, in order to make up: the amount 'imrted of shelled peanut. it required 200,000,000 pounds of .farmers' stock- peanuts
this is a very conservative estimate). Then add to this the amount imported in
the shell and we have a total of 212,000,000 pounds imported peanut, reduced to
equivalent of American-grown farmers' stock peanut.. Twenty-two pounds of this
variety is recognized as a. bushel, this makes the imports almost equal to the Government- estimate of the domestic production of the same variety grown in Viginia,
North Carolina, and Tennessee. In fact it can be said that they are equal, because
of the fact that a los of at least 10 per cent is met with in cleaning peanuts to be sold
in the shell. -Now we will comysre the remainder of the Government's estimate of domestic
production with the imports of peanut oil1 because peanuts were required abroad to
manufacture this oil, and same after being in this country came into competition with
domestic oil.
It is generally estimated
bushel
of Spanish peanuts (30 pounds
that on an average a
to the bushel) will produce I gallon of oil. The imports of peanut oil for 1920 were
22 06,363 gallons; so granting that it requires a bushel of peanuts to produce one
gallon of oil, we have here repreented 22,064,363 bushels of foreign peanutpeanut
oil reduced to its equivalent in peanut.. Subtracting the
estimate for
Virginia-Carolina setion from the total United Statesproduction, we have an estimate
of the entire domestic production of peanuts outside of these two States of near
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26,000,000 buhels. Th. makes the ratioof imported and domeic peanuts on our
markets about 5564, almost as much imported a produced in the United States,
making an equation 55 domestic grown and 46 imported.
APPENDIX C.
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION.

industry ditL'ing
strikingrapid
developments that have taken placu ini Vth agriculture of the United States.
Peanuts were introduced commercially into the United States about 1870, and
from that time until about 1900 the production increased gradually. In 1889 the
production amounted to 3,588,143 bushels. In 1909 this increased to 11,964,109
bushels from an acreage of 869,887.
The following is the report from the Yearbook of Department of Agriculture:0
The

growth of the peanut

recent years is one.of the most

Bushels.

1916(1,043,350 acres).
.............. 34,433,000
1917 (1,842,400 acres) .. 52, 505, 000
1918 1,865,400 acres) ...............................
....... 46,010,000
1919 (1,251,400 acres) ........
33,263, 000
.
1920 (1,26D000 acres) ..............337,$499,000
..

APPENDIX D.,
PEANUT8A4 SUITABLE CROP FOR BOLL-WEVL INFESTED SECTIONS.
Several years ago the boll weevil began its destructive work on cotton in the South.

It appeared for a few years thatthe andy land districts were ruined, as the sandysoil farmers could not successfully grow the substitute crops, such as wheat, oats, and
corn. On account of the condition andy-land farmers, merchants, and bakers
faced bankruptcy and were saved only by the incxed acreage in peanuts, some
sections planting - much as 60 per cent of the entire cultivated aeage. After:
producinlg one-or two crops the sandy-land farmers realized that the advent of the
boll weevil was a blengin disguise. "Peanuts and hogs" soon became the sandyland farmers' motto.
Now if to-day we permit the Chinese farmers to usurp American markets with
their cheaply produced peanuts and soya bea, we at the same time remove this
from the southern farmer, who has found it a lile-saving factor. We can not believe
that this committee will so rule.
BRIEF OF GEORGE R. SIEVfl, REPRESENTING THE FOREIGN
COMMERCE ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST.
Thin brief ispstedon behalf of the import peanut industry oi the Pacific coat,
comprising thois ew d in transporting, handling, weighhi, anlyzing, inspecting,
storing, manufactu g, and marketing imported peanuts and peanut products.
Wesrpectfully recommend that paragraph 757 of the Fordney tariff bill, which
proposes a duty-of 3 cents a pound on peanuts not shelled and a duty of 4 cents a
pound on shelled peanuts, be made to read as follows:
"757. Peanuts not shelled three-eighths cent per pound; shelled peanuts, threefourths cent per pound."
We make this recommendation becausd of the following facts, which will be fully
established herein:
1.7The production of peanutsiin the United Stt i not now, and never has
been, sufficient to meet the requirements of our consuming market.
2. The rapidly growing demand for peanut, increased by the use of this commodity
in new industries, wl bring about a steady expansion of the domestic market that
wrill provide field for both domestic and imported nuts for years to come.
3. Foregn. peanut producers have no advantage over American growers in competing for the home market, as laid-down costs in the principal consuming centers
are practically the same.
4. The losses of domestic producers can not be ascribed to the competition of
imported peanuts, as all agricultural commodities suffered similarly during the recent
slump in prices.
5. Already favored by a superior product, bringing higher prices, domestic growers
will obtain additional protection against any poeile future advantage of foreign
producers by a return to normal conditions, the standardization of processes, and the
improvement of marketing methods.
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6. The proposed duty is so prohibitive as to amount to a virtual embargo.
7. By giving manufactured peanut products a lower duty than raw peanuts, the
proposed rate will seriously discriminate against American industries.
8. Restrictive duties on peanuts will injure our trade relations with promising
foreign buyers of American manufactured products.
9. Our merchant marine and the domestic side of importing represent hundreds of
millions of dollars in invested capital and thousands of American citizens-an industry that deserves the same consideration given to other lines of domestic business.
10. The principal nations of Europe have placed reasonable rates of duty on peanuts
and peanut products, an example that should influence similar action by the United
states.
The, tariff history and the general'features of the peanut industry, domestic and
foreign', have been given such exhaustive attention by the southern producers that
it will not be necessary to give these phases of the subject more than occasional
reference herein.
For a consideration of the oil side of the peanut industry we respectfully recall to
the minds of members of the committee the comprehensive statement covering all
vegetable oil submitted at an earlier -hearing by the bureau of raw materials for
American vegetable oils and fats industries.
First poit: "The production of peanuts in the United' States is not now, and
never has been, sufficient to meet the requirements of our consuming market."
Introduced into the United States in 1870, the peanut industry has grown by leaps
and bounds, but never speedily enough to equal the demands of the public for this
popular, nutritious, and moderate priced food. Within the last five years the industry has assumed most imprtant proportions,. as the statistics of the Departments of
Agriculture and Commerce show.
From ~these,,:fgr (presented at herings of the Ways and Means Committee by
domietic wers) we find.that in -1916,: with' %a domestic: production of more thaithe bushel) the American market absorbed almost
a
io00,0ooo0000 'pound ( pounds
40,000,000 pounds of imposed peinuts in addition 'In 1917 with a domestic crop
of 1,5 00000,000 pounds, 6;0,i000 000: pounds of imported peanuts were required ,to
satisfy die market In' 1918, the Aouth produced 1,400,000,000'pounds,' and 103,000,000
:pounds were imported to meet domestic demands. In 1919, with a domtic production of approiniat~ly. 1,OO00,O0 pounds, the American market: absorbed
:almost 36,000,000, pounds in: ddition. sIt -year we produced about 1,200,000,000
pounds and imported 175,000, 000pounds; a total of one and a third billions of pounds
of p ut, practically all consumed i the United States
ahe ye figus show that we have not yet reached-a stage where' we'can'depend
upon our own growers to produce the enormous quantity of Pnuts that our consuminw market require It is evident, therefore, that any duty whatever placed
upon imported peanuts will react upon the consumer as an addition to the price
he would: otherwise pay. Recognizing the demands of the Government for additional revenue, however, we recommend the readoption of the rates provided in the
tariff act of 1913, that proved such a profitable source of income without victimizing
the consumer.
In computing the above for comparison with domestic nuts not shelled, we have
added on ith to the volume of Sheled nuts imported, as this is about the weight
lost in shelling.
Second point: "The rapidly growing demand for peanuts, increased by the' use
of this commodity in new industries, will bring about a steady expansion of the
domestic market that will provide a field for both domestic and imported nuts for
years to come."..
According to. those closest in touch with the "peanut industry, the demand for
peanuts will undoubtedly grow rapidly for: a number of years, even allowing for a
steady increase in the are under cultivation, in this way continuing the inadequacy of production as compared with consumption.
We direct your' attention to the facts brought out bK Mr. George Carver, an expert
witness who represented the domestic growers before the Ways and Means Committee.
In a most interesting brief (House hearing, p. 2070) Mr. Carver stated that the
possibilities' of the peanut industry were unlimited. Referring to the staggering
figures of production, importation, and consumption presented, Mr. Carver told the
committee that the field for the peanut's use had barely been touched,.
The witness cited 150 commercially possible adaptations of the peanut, requiring
all the nut's component parts-meat, oil, skin, and hull. Some of the many and:
varied products Mr. Carver mentioned that have already been successfully made':
from the peanut are confections, breakfast foods, flour, milk, coffee substitutes, stock:
food, quinine, face cream, dyes and stains, polishing substances, etc.
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The enormous business built up in peanut oil during the war indicates the possibilities of the hut from the oil side alone.
The fact that the domestic market last Year consumed all the peanuts grown here'
and importations in addition declared by the producers to be "infinitely greater"
than in any previous year, although only a few of the nut's many uses were exploited,
shows the enormous capacity of the home market and indicates what may be expected
in the way of future expairion.
The Southern growers themselves realize that they can not hope to supply our
entire demand for years to come, as is evidenced by the statement in their brief
([louse hearings p. 2054) "The demand for the peanut in confections and in other
industries will furnish -at all times a market for the foreign-grown peanut."
Third point: "Foreign producers have no advantage over American growers in
competing for the home market because laid-down costs in the principal consuming
centers are practically the same. "
In.preuing their claims for a high protective tariff domestic producers have stressed
the contention that the home industry is menaced by low-pricedforeign competition,
In an effort to bolster up these cla'imsthe southern peanut shellers have charged that
peanuts can be bought in the Onent for l or 2 cents a pound, transported to this country
as ballast, practically without cost, and disposed of at a price les than the cost of
hauling domestic nuts to home markets.
The evidence on which this remarkable statement is based is admittedly composed
almost entirely of hearsay and guesswork. In the brief of :the United Peanut Associations presented to the Ways and Means: Committee(House hearings, p. 2054),
exhaustive estimates of oriental production costs, carefully prepared by the growers
to substantiate their claims, were prefaced by the remark that' no positive tatistics
are available for computing the actual cost of pruction' in China and Japan." The
reliability of evidence established on such a basis may properly be qquestioned.
For a short comparison of costs of peanuts, domestic and imported, laid down in the
principal markets of this country, awe find that domestic 'lut hast year cost from 74
to 84 cents a pound (House hearings, p, 2051). On the other hand, statistics presented by the growers themselves (Ho1 hearing. p 2068) show that the "export
c. i. f. Pacific coast pot prce of the 30-32-ounce drade in June, 1920 was $7.76 per
100 pounds MThe export price for the small-ized quality was slightly ess; but as the
total yield is verysmall the exportof these qualities amounts tolittle."'
:To be pfetly fair we wMil fire domestic 'nuts as worth8fcents in the Southind
oriental peanuts as worth 7icents c. i. f. Pacific coast port. Using the duty of threefourths eent- per pound provided in the tariff act of 1913-the duty recommended
forrcadoptiowmakes the imported
landed at Seattle or San Francisco, duty
peanut
paid. cost-equally as much as the domestic nut'in the South. The cost of transportation to: MiddleWestern markets is a little higher from Pacific coast terminals than
from Norfolk; and appreciably higher from Pacific coast terminals to New York than
from Norfolk to that point. -From-this comparison basd on growers' testimony and
the reasonable rate provided in the tariff act of 1913, it is evident that laid-down costs
in the primary American markets in 1920 were actually less than those of foreign
nuts coming into direct competition.
Another fadtor. that must be. considered is the distinct preference of the American
buyer for domestic nuits.- From growers' statements (House hearings, pp. 2048-2049)
Japanies and Chinese peanuts "are not as good or as merchantable or as susceptible
to conversion infsales in the6raw state or the roasted state as the American-grown
peanut."_1 And (House hearings, p. 2056) "there is some small difference in the
quality 'of the American and Japanese peanut, which gives certain grades of the
American product-a- slight advantage in the market cover the foreign-grown. It is
thus een that the;two varieties are not only on a fair competitive basis as regards
laid-dodwncosts but the domestic nut has a noticeable advantage on account of the
preference of Aican: uyers for the home-grown product.
In demanding tariff relief to prAtectedometic growers from alleged unfair freight
rates to markets west of the isippi the southern producers are attempting to pit
Congress against the Interstate
Commiion.:. Even admitting the justice
they desire, we submit that the proper place for this
of their claim to.the rate basso-ommerce
matter to be taken ups bfore: the Interstate Commeree Commission which has been
delegated by Congres to supre transportation rate.
If it is claimed-that comparisons of relative costrdunrn Worml
tinies wotld not.
justify the conclusion reached from the above compiutations, we direct your attention
to a further consideration--of this point. According to the testimony of the United
Peanut Associations (House hearings, p. 2051), peanuts were produced in the South
und6r normal conditions at a cost as low as 34 cents a pound. Factors influencing
this price and favoring the domestic nuts are extensive and large-cale production,
machine cultivation and harvesting, and the proximity of consuming markets to
producing sections.
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On the other hand, foreign.peanuts are grown and marketed under the most un.
favorable and primitive conditions, thousands of miles from United States imarket..
Produced on-small farms according to antiquated farming methods, they are handplanted, hand-cultivated, hand-harvted, and hand-sheled by labor k'no'wn for its
owr productivity.
But production costs are probably the least important of the many items of expense
in getting the nut. to American markets. The committee is no doubt familiar with
the charge now being made by western cattlemen that the railroads get as much for
carrying steer. to the .ihicao market
the ranchers get for raising the stock. Such
m
a
conditions have long prevailed in the Orient, and together with the expensive stem
of trading through numerous middlemen, marketing cost. equal production costs
several-times over.
Fluctuations of exchange constitute another difficulty that must be overcome.
While pining through theihands of the various middlemen, native currency must be
figured into taels and then to gold; or from silyer yen to gold Yen and then to gold
dollar. Risk of loss from this source requires that a considerable allowance be made
in every. transaion to cover possible fluctuations, an item that adds to the fina
cost of the nut. appreciably.
At harvest tme the peanut. are brought to-the local market to be turned over to
the native buyer who has probably contracted for tblw crop months in-advance. They
are then hauled to the larger native market or to the export center--in the case of
Chinese peanut. destined to the great Kobe market, they are handled across the dock
and loaded aboard ocean carrier at port of departure, unloaded, and likewise handled
at Kobe,; then hauled to a warehouse for storage. In the wholesale center they are
sold to the next middleman, rehauled, and reloaded aboard vowel, this time for transportation to Europe or the United States.
The transpacfic haul, far from being practically nominal, is a considerable item, in
normal times
amountingto about 40 cents per
10mounds.
During June, 1920, when
the 7* cents per pound c. i. f.- Pacific coast ports figure obtained, the rate was about
$30 per ton on unshelled and $15 per ton on shetted peanuts. (These figures secured
from conference to which United States Shipping Board is a member.)
Arriving in the United State the nuts are handled across terminal of entry and
duty is paid. -They are then rehauled and rewarehoused for a time or loaded on railway carsnd trnsported to their final destination at once.
Without
further into the matter it can easily be seen that such an intricate
and costly process of marketing under the unstable and speculative conditions of
international trade can not be accomplished at a cost that will permit a promiscuous
inflow of low-priced foreign peanuts. And certainly peanuts so handled can not be
sold in American markets at a price unfairly competitive with peanuts grown in the
South at a cost of 34 or 4 cents a pound.
In the foregig compao we have used the moderate tariff rate provided in the
tariff act of 1913. It is therefore evident that the imposition of any additional duty
whatever will undoubtedly restrict pnut importations proportionately or raise the
price the consumer must pay, or both.
Fourth point: "The losses of domestic producers can not be ascribed to the competition of imported peanuts, as all agricultural commodities suffered similarly during
the recent slump in pnces.
Onego the point most emphasized by domestic shellere in their efforts on behalf
of a high tarif rate ha been the argument that the low caused the peanut grower by
the recent price drop was due to the absorption of the market by foreign peanuts.
To substatiate this argument they have referred to ales of imported nuts on this
coast for 2 cents a pound, the inference being that such competition demoralized the
market and caused domestic producers an enormous los.s
It is hardly logical to consider importers, controlling but 10 per cent of the marketable peanuts, to be responsible for the losses of holders of the bulk of the commodity.
As a matter of fact, all agricultural commodities suffered a price decline, in many
cae far more serious than the slump in the peanut market. Cotton and grain are
examples.
Then, too, the lowest recorded sale wa for 2.8 cents a pound. This figure was
received for a thousand tons of offjrade nuts that cost the importer 9 cents
c. £ I.
Seattle. It will be noted in connection with this and.other low-priced sales that these
trtions aol resulted in a loss to the importer and not a profit. When the domestic
market slumped, importer. were caught with stocks that they could not unload at
the price of the more readily lable domestic nuts and were, forced to liquidate at
price far below costs of production or importation. The committee may rest assured
that there was no element of profit to the importers in such sales. The failure 0r
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forced retirement of four-fifths of the war-born Pacific coast importers was necessitated
by the tremendous loe sustained during this period.
It is evident that in blaming the Importers for their loses domestic producers have
ain
-lost sight of the economic basis of all business and their attempt to secure legi..
latsve regulation of economic laws will prove equally in error.
Fifth point: "Already favored by a superior produc, brilging higher prices,
domestic growers will obtain additional protection against any possible future advantage of foreign producers by a return to normal conditions, the standardization of
processes, and the improvement of marketing methods."
We have already shown from the admissions of the domestic producers themselves
that peanuts raised In the United States are preferred by buyers to the foreign grown,
to the extent of bringing a slightly higher price, grad for grade
It is our further contention that besides this avanatge over foreign competitors,
domestic producers will gain an additional degree of protection with the retuirn of
normal conditions and the development of the industry in this country that is sure to
come from the efforts of the growers to-produce and market their crops more efficiently.
The research work spoken of by Mr. George Carver, technical expert of the growers
(House hearings, p. 2070), is an indication of the attitude of the indry, andd If planS
are not already under way to bring about a standardization of methods, a more efficient
system of grading, more intensive annual marketing campaigns, and other cooperative
activities such as have been conducted with such success by California associations
of producers of almondOs, walnuts, and fruits, such steps must shortly be taken.
The vigorous efforts of the domestic peanut producers to obtain tariff concessions
that Will stifle outside competition and give domestic growers a corner on the home
market is an evidence of the strength of tis halfentury-old industry and of its ability,
to hold the market it already controls.
The continuation of the American importers'-prvilege of filling the unsuppli ed
demand that alwys has remained after the abo n of the America crop will:
inure to the benefit of the consumer without any but a fair competitive effect on the
domestic grower, who is well favored in such competition by his geographic and.
economic advantages
Sixth point: "The proposed duty ix so prohibitive as to amount to a virtual em...
bargo ."'i
It has been so frequently
d b domstic producers at foreign peanuts can stand
a duty of 2 3, or 4 cents a pound tiat it is neessry to briefly analyze this contention.
We have already shown that, due to the ptscliar marketing process through which
m1il :ctpd peanuts must pea, the cost of landing the nuts in the primary markets of
Pis3 T htited States under normal and abnormal ndition i practicailly the same as
A l-down costs of domestic nuts in the same centers.
We have also shown that the only reason imported nut have ever been brought
in has been to meet an unsupplied demand that domestic Auts could not fill, and the
only pice that has ever been received for their ale that hba netted a profit to the
importer hs been a price but slightly under the price enjoyed by the domestic nut
that controls the market.
Yet durin the hearings on the emergency act the char were again made that
ad transported at- negligible
imported nuts were produced for 1 or 2 cents a po
cost, therefore well able to stand a 3-cent per pound rate.
The effect of the emergency act on peauts been all that the importers prophesiqd.
Although the 1920 crop was of much better quality thn that of 1919 (House heanngs,
p. 2084) and therefore bettr able to std tariff resictions than is usually the case
with imported peanuts, imports since the-cent duty became effective have been far
below the volume received during the same period lst year..
As an example, during the month of July, 1921, 15 tons of peanuts entered the port
of Seattle. Diring the previous month, 1920, 2,200 tons came in. Comment on thes
figures is unnecessary.
Statistics for the entire United States are not yet available for July, 1921, but
advance information in the hands of your committee probably shows that the emergency act hasrcut importations of peanuts to about one-tenth of the volume that
entered the country during July, 1920.
If there were no further facts to confirm our statements as to the cost of landing
foreign pu here, the enormous los in tonnage received since the enactment of the
emergency measure would show conclusively that these costs are not the elastic and
arbitrary charges domestic growers have always claimed, but represent the actual cost
of getting the goods to market. These costs can not be controlled by the importer or his
supplier, and the only result of an increase of the duty above * cent per pound, a.
reasonable rate will be to keep out foreign nuts and give the southern grower a
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It is hardly neceary to further point out that with an excessive price for peanuts,
their use would be confined entirely to confections and the higher-priced foodstuffs,
thus Siutting off outlet for the nuts in the many and v aried industries that a reasonable
plce on peanuts would make commercially possible. (See testimony of Mr. George
Carver, House heari,: p; 2070.)
Seventh point: "By giving mnufaure peanut products a lower duty than raw
peanuts the proposed rate will seriously discriminate against American industries."
Realizing the necessity for foreign peanut 'oil to augment our own production and
furniha badly needed raw material to our industries, the House has attempted to
on the oil that'exisit in"the emergency act, and, although it is true
remove the emb
the reduction that has b~in made is wholly inadequate for the purpose, it is an indi*
cation of the justice of the importers' claims.
As the bill now stands, a most unjust and indefensible ratio exists between peanut
oil, dutiable at 24 cents a pound; peanut cake and meal, free; and the raw peanuts
from which these products are made dutiable at'3 and 4 cents a pound.
In the'past it has always been the purpose of Congress to encourage manufacture or
other refinement of foreign raw production this country, in view of the beneficial
effect it would have on our industries. That this administration's tariff policy should
be founded on an opposite aim is unthinkable.
We therefore urge that the tariff on peanuts, shelled and not shelled, be reduced to
a proper proportion of the rate on peanut oil, for which a very nominal tariff has already
been requested
Eighth point: "Res6trictive duties on peanuts will injure our trade relations with
"
manufactured
promising- foreign buy of American
.producs.
That success in foreign commerce is vtal to Amenca's future expansion is an accepted fact.' The Departments of State and Commerce devote a major share of their
efforts to its promotion. Congress in enacting the Webb-Pomerene, the Edge, 'and
Jones bills, in establishing the Shipping Board, and in countless other ways has
indicated its desire to'aid in building up this .trade. Chambers of Commerce, trade
associations, magazines,. even universities,: throblhout 'the count are cooperating
Ain every way posble to timute public thouglt and interest along foreign trade
lines and the result is that for the past five years one of the few things upon which
the meican people have been united has been the importance of foreign trade and
the necessity lor its enicourpement. Yet it is a fundamental economic law that
between' nations that engage in foreign trade there must be a reciprocal exchange of
commodities.
American importations of oriental peanuts to fill the unsupplied'demand of our
market, place Amenrcan dollar credits at the disposal of the Chinese and Japanesei.
These credits can-be used, and are used, to purchase American machinery, textiles,
leather goods, lumber, grain, and all the articles required by the enormous population of Asia, where the trend of modern civilization has just begun and where opportunities for American industries are perhaps more pronusing than in any other section of the world..
The statement that legislation penalizing foreign commerce will prove a boomerang
to American- industries is not merely- a warning but an accomplice fact. Partly
due to the severity of the' emergency act on important oriental imports, a large part
of the valuable export'commerce that peaed through the port of Seattle has been
lost. Statistics of the Seattle port warden, who keeps a record of all import and export
tonna ,passin through this city, show a decrease in the volume of goods exported
from 'this port of 3,000,000 pounds a day, representing adaily loss ofi e valued at
$300,000.; .This companison is made with figures for July, 1921, and July, 1920.
During June, 1921, according to statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce- (July figures not yet available), total exports were but one-half of what
they we're during the month of June, 1920, a low of trade valued at $300,000,000. Such.
an enormous restriction of commerce, caused in part by a bill covering only a scattering list of commodities, emphasizes the truth of the waning that the industries
of the: United States will pay dearly for any tariff subsidies granted for the benefit
of preferred groups.
Ninth point: 'Our merchant marine and the domestic side of importing represent
hundreds of millions of dollars in invested capital and thousands of American citizensan industry that deserves the sme consideration given to other lines of domestic
business."
In considering isoneating the importer it is not.always remembered that
the import and export and shipping industnes and their many allied interests comprise a huge domestic business, in which millions of dollar of capital is invested
and on which hundreds of thousads of our citizens are dependent.
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It will be remembered that our Government has a peat deal tied up in a merchant'
marine that depends upon the import and export industry for it very existence.
that many municipalities as well as private concerns have spent enormous sums
the consttuction of terminal to handle- overseas commerce; thUt the number of mamufacturing plants operating exclusively on foreign orders is large; that marine insurance
companies, customhouse brokers, etc.,- most usefullj e d, depend upon forign
trade as much as do importersand exporters themlvevs.
To return to the subject of peanut.; imported peanutS and peanut products must be
inpected, stored mufactured, ad rketed
transported, handled, ;weiged,
through domestic channels, b
n revenue to all tfe domestic interest o e .
We submit that the domeic site of this impnt industryasbo meit protection.
Tenth point: "The prncipal nations of Europe have placed reasonable rates Of
duty on pean-uts and peanut products, an example that should influence similar
action by the United States."
One of the ongest facts that can6possibly be advanced to support our request for
a maitenance of the rate provided in the-tariff act of 1913 is that our principal foreign
competitors in world traao, although producers of peanuts themselves, have neverthelin placed reasonable- duties on anuti and
ut product.
ize trh value of the Asiatic marEngland, France, and Germany, who fully
kets, are puti merely nominal restrictions on the entry of the principal orientai
raw products, peanuts, and penut products among thee.
England, with-a vast arguder put- cultivation in Brtis West Africa,
imposes no duty whiitevr:on pauts or penut o1.i
Fnc, controlling one of the at uctie aut-o ng sections of the world,
Senegal, WestA , which ships through the great Mseillle market, admits the
nuts produceW the Orintfree and as the oil only 23 franc per 100 ilom.
The rate of duty onra peanuts in Germany is 4 marks per 100 kilog, and on
100
oil. 12: mrc^XertO
.
h~i.actionointhe part of the ati ref
to
l y given then an vanta over Amrica cptors for the market of the Oriet, as they have been
enabled toextend theadvtaentraderelatiosgiven
threm by their purchass of
p
0rodutto
benefit thersele of fabicatd goods. Fr
Chinese and a aw
quent sailing.fro theOrnt to rope by ess crryinpeut and other raw
to o rt Geran, French,
mateials pvide chp d
eieit tamer s
t th Orient on there trp.
and Englih manubfturd
Prom this precedent, etblised by our foreign compo alone your committee
would be jutfied in triking out the unre ble S and 4 cent peanut rates, and,
in the foreng brief are considered,
when the ny other f tht have been
a return to the rmable rate of the tariff act of 1913 is seen tobe imperative.
(Indoed by the ollowin: Poit of
eC
ini W. T. Christensen, preident; Importers and ExporteS Association of attle, H. A. Kimball, preeident;
Custohouse Brokers Association of Sattle, W. 0. Houseman, president.)
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B. PINNUE,

SiBPSSUNTWGT
t , VA.,

PRABUT

:NDUSTRY,
Mr. PINNER. Unaccustomed to address .a body like this, I shall
liiie to crave your kind indulgence, and I can say that tlje remarks I
make will have one merit and that will be the merit of brevity.
We have filed with the committees of the House and the Senate
our briefs. We do not know that we can add very much to those
briefs except to call your attention again to them and to request that
they be perused once more.
f am rep resenting to-day the growers of peanuts in their raw
state and the millmen, the shelled peanuts and the peanuts 'in the
shell.
We think that if you contemplate for one moment the necessity
of some protection to the American grower you will find that we are
representing perhaps an investment in the business of about $108,000,000. We are representing about 110 000 heads of farmers' families in the Soui; who grow- peanuts, about 10,000 people who are
engaged in th, xfliling of peinuts, for peanuts can not be sold immediatel from the farm but have to go through a process of milling
in order to be placed upon the market; that is, peanuts for the purS
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pose of rasting6 and for the shelled 'peanuts which go into the confections and: by-produ:cts0.
which
Therefore, we think that it is an industry shuld4
beicarew find
fully consider in a9ll of its relations, and -thwatwe
are opposed byf the importations of rpeanuts tfrom China
C through Japan,
:and our contention is that it is impossible for our American farmers
in the Southland where peanuts are grown to corn te with the
Asiatic labor and with the cheap ocean freights and sell our product
at anything like cost of production.
Senator Smoor. Are you changing the request made by others as
to the amount that should be imposed on peanuts?
:Mr. PINu. No' sir
Se'einator Sxoor. Whit are you asking for?
Mr.; PiNn. We are asking for 4 cents a pound.
Senator SMear. For the shelled and unshelled?
Mr. 0 PINNER. Shelled and peanuts in the shell.
Senator SM Tar. The House gave you 3 cents a pound for unhelled and 4 cents for shelled?
:VPMr.PINERL Yes, sir. We are asking 4 cents on both of those.
We find that there has been-a very large importation of peanuts
from year to year from China, until 1920 it resolved itself :into:
the enormous amount of 120,000,000 pounds of shelledd peanuts and
12,000,000 pounds of peanuts in the sfiell which came into this country in 1920.
The condition of our peanut growers is deplorable at this time.
There is not any question about the fact that we have arable land
suitable for the cultivation of peanuts equivalent to about 9,000,000
acres, which can supply all the peanuts that- we need in this country
for all the demands which have arisen and which will likely arise.
We are asking not for a prohibitive tariff; we0-are asking:thatltherett""
shall be just an equalization comparable with conditions of producing the peanuts abroad and that of the production00of peanuts in this
country.
Senator McCUMBn. Will you explain why' you make no difference;
in your request between sheled peanuts and unshlled peanuts, but
ask for the same tariff on each?
Mr. PINNER. Well, because the prices have been just about the
same for shelled and unshelled because the production and the milling will be about equal as they are put out to the market.
Senator MCCuMBER. Is that because you use a different kind for
those which you shell?:
Mr. PxNwwz. Yes, sir; and those that are in the shell. We have
to use the largest peanuts for the roasting purposes, and the shelling
stock is the lower grade, but the cost is about the same.
We have raised this year, under adverse conditions, about 4,000,000
bags of peanuts. That has supplied and will supply, without the
importation of a single bag from anywhere, all that we shall demand.
Sensor MOCUMBER. How many pounds are there to the bag?
Mr. PINNER. In the farmer's hands good Virginia run from 70
to 85 pounds to the bag.
We find that the price of peanuts nowv absolutelyS is: so Ilow that
practically our farming element who raise peanuts are jin: desperate
straits. They are unable to pay their bills; they are unable to pay
their taxes; they are unable to pay their debts to the banks. I have
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just learned, in fact, that some of our :farmers have absolutely at
this Christmas timehad4to withdraw 'their-children from school
and put them to work. They are,not c,lothed properly, and they are
in bad condition; they are Iin distress, gentlemen, and were i not
for the, support which the -War Finance Corporationr hasbrought
ghto
this present crop we do not know where our peanuts would have
gone. -Weould not have used them at all; they would have :tone
possibly into the feeding of hogs or some other similar uses. STht
War Finance CQrporation has made arrangements for the 4advancement of $1,000,000 to the Peanut Growers' Exchange,. who are farmers
organized for the purpose of not doing anything, as I understand it,
except to prevent the glutting of the market at times during the
season, an to t to hold the price at some point where it will enable
them to live and produce peanuts.
Senator JONES. Have the operations of the War Finance Corporation resulted in raising the price of peanuts ?
Mr. PINNER. It has not, sir, on account of the fact that we have,
produced so many peanuts this year. A great portion of the South
has been driven to the culture of peanuts by reason of the invasion
of the boll weevil, and they found that peanuts were a substitute
which was very helpful.
uBut, in addition to that, we had a larger acreage planted to peanuts
this last season-20 per ct increase, perhaps, in the acreage, and
the yield was very much larger than was anticipated; and in order to
avoid the gluttiing of the :market, the Peanut Growers' Exchange
which is composed of 5,100 farmers of the country have appie
::;
to the War Finance Corporation to relieve them, if possible, and
to.- kee4p these --peanuts from being thrown upon the market. -But
despite that fact the- prices are low and below the cost of production at this-time, which has produced this distressing condition,
which we have referred to.
:Senator JONES. I just wonder how that can result in any permanent benefit to the peanut producers.
M. PINNER. It will result in this benefit-that we will beable,:
possibly, to so incrbase tie demand or regulate the demand for
peanuts that the farmers. eventually, months from now, in the earl
part of the summer, will be able to have a price for their peanuts.
But it thrown on the market now it will be disastrous to them..
Senator SIMMONS. You think that lowering the price is due to the
importation of foreign peanuts ?
Mr. PINNER. Yes, sir. I think you will find an answer to that in
the effect that the emergency tariff bill has had. You take the
Pacific coas for instance, from which we have heretofore -been practically excluded by the imprtation of panuts, for the last six
months of the year 1921 from June until-December 1, we have been
able to sell on the Pacific coast about 2,634,000 pounds of peanuts,
while for the six months preceding that we were only able to sell
about 645,000 pounds. Thy practically excluded uM from the
Pacific coast.
Senator SiMmoNs. Can you give the committee the American production of peanutsT
Mr. PINNER. That is variable, sir. It has increased&Senator SIMMONSzi (interPJ). This year.
Mr. PINNER. About 4,0000 bags, according to our estimates.
O
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SenatorI S MMON. How many bnshels toga bag?
Mr. PINNER. Well, 30 pounds to a bushel.
X Senator SIMMONS.' You said 4,,000 bags?
M0Ar. :PINNER. That is, 4 bushels to a bag 22 pounds of Vtrginia
peanuts make a bushel and 30 pounds of Spanish peanuts make a
bushelI. 0::
hen I siokes about that, perhaps, I have localized it too much,
Senator, I had in mind our own production of Virginia peanuts in
Virginia and North Carolina. I have not the data for the. prodliction of the Spanish peanuts in the States of Alabama and (Georgia.
1 was only referring to the States of North Carolinwaand Virginia;
but you can 'add to that, of course all: of the production of the
Southern States-Georgia Alabama. Oklahoma-where they raise a
small quantity-and Of Texas.
Senator SIMMONs. Virginia 'produc'es how many bags? :
e
Mr. PINNER. Virginia and North Carolina produce 4,000,000 bags
of peanuts; that is our estimate; it is a very difficult proposition to
get at.
Senator SIMMONs. That is about 16,000,000 bushels.
Mr. PINwm. Yes, sir. It is a very difficult -proposition to get at
the actual. production of peanuts; but we only have to estimate that
from the best information we can get, because every farmer practically has his own warehouse. This year we have been able- to get
at it very close, because the organization known as the Peanut Growers' Exchange, who send their peanuts under local management to
the warehouses in various cities, have gathered the information.
They haves'perhaps, already sent to them about 600,000 :bags, and
they say theey control a: million bags.
Senator SIMMONS. It would be safe to say if these two States produce: 16,000,000 bushels there is something around 30,000,000 or
40 000,000 bushels produced in the United States?
ilr. PINNER. I suspect so.
Senator SIMMONS. Do you think that the emergency tariff is :not
sufficient?
Mr. PINNER. We do not, sir. We undertake tot get the rate, for
which we ask in this tariff bill, from the best information -we could
have as to the cost of production in this country as compared with
the cost of production abroad.
Senator JONES. As to the consumption according to the colloquy
to which I have just listened, we produce in this country about 35,000,000 bushels of peanuts a year. That is about one-third of a bushel
or more than one-third of a ushel for every inhabitant in the United
States. Do we consume that many peanuts?
Mr. PINNER. I hope so. I hope that they will do so, if they do not
already.'' We have a very large crop this year, perhaps the largest
we ever had.
Senator JoNES. Hat :we ever exported any peanuts?
Mr. PINKER. A very small qquantity. Our exports: of peanuts' do
not amount to anything. I have it set forth in the brief. The export.
of peanutsis'limited. We only exported in 1920 about 14,000,000
pounds, and we have? notdone any exporting at all in the last two
years. It is impossible' for usto0dgo that on account of other conditionsin reference to the exporting of any goods.
-

'
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The American prducer of peanuts feels that he is entitled to and
should have protection.
I wish to say, incidentally, gentlemen, that the peanut, as you,
know, had a very humble origin. It has been a symbol of the0things
which are small in this life. It has grown into prominence as a very
valuable food, a food which practically contains all the elements of
sustenance.
Senator SIMxMONS. The importation of peanuts seem to be very,
very small now.
Mr. PINNE. The emergency tariff bill has practically saved us,
so far as that is concerned. In addition to the large crops we have
produced, if we have the importation of Asiatic crops, it is impossible
to tell where we will be. Thr is still a very large quantity left in
ihe ports of Seattle and San Francisco, and possibly Vancouver, of
the foreign peanuts brought in before, but at- very high prices, and
they are waiting before they do anything with them.
Senator SIMMONS. You recognize the fact that for a little while
there has been a constant diminution in the amount of peanuts imported into this country. That was going before the emergency
tariff?
Mr. PINNER. Imported into this country?
Senator SIMxoNs. Yes. Before the emergency tariff it was shown
upon the floor of the Senate that sincelthe armistice, in the latter
Xyears, theimportation of peanuts had fallen off very greatly.
Mr. Pn n You are spekipgX about the importations?
Senator SIhMowsy Importations I am referring now to the six
mmaths before the emw ntarif law was adopted-six months
immediatly.preceding the adoption of thfirst emergency tariff c4t,
ofe .
the iortalons of peanut had tl fallen
Mr. NNER. Woild you care or e figures of the Department
of Agriculture? Thy are in the brief. You will find the reverse
of that-and that there has been an increase of importadons from
year to year until in 1820 we had this enormous amount.
Senator IMMoNB. -What I mean to say is that it was clearly
shown when the emergency Arif act was posed that during thesix
months immediately preceding the p lae of that act, from month
to month, the amount of peanut importations had fallen off, and immediately before that act was passed the importation of peanuts
i
was ver small.
Mr. FINNS But you must take into consideration that the United
States placed an embargo.
Senator SIMMONS. That was after the war; there was not an
embargo at that time.
I

STATBEENT OF EDWARD AEVE CHARLESTON, S. 0.

Mr. EVE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, it is: a big subject you
have given me, and I do not propose to try to cover it I just wa.0j
to add a word or two of testimony as to the condition of our southern
farmers and their needs, not only in Virginia, as Mr. Pinner has
p ointed out, but throughout the South and the Southeast particularly. The powers of peanuts and the growers of cotton, the sellers
of the cotton seed-I want to- make an appeal for some relief for
these men in their present conditions. I was raised a farmer, and I
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am still a ifarmer-fat heart, and I am in close sympathy with the
problems of 'the farrmer, and I realize now that they are in desperate
needon accountmainily of -the boll weevil having knocked out: the
crop and madectton unprofitable in the Southern and Southeastern
States,., and fjoreseing the boll weevil endroaching on the South
Carolina territory I have been boosting the growing of peanuts there
as a substitute crop, feeling that that was the best crop available
and the most practical thing.
Senator SMooT. Are you speaking for peanutst
Mr. EvI. I am coming to oil.
Senator Smoor. What are you asking for?
Mr. EvE. I think that a duty oif 4& cents would be ample protection. The peanut planters have had a hard time since the war
prices bave declined, and they really need protection against the importation of Chinese peanuts-Chinese peanuts, which came in in
such volume that it put the price down to where it is not profitable
to grow them, as you all know, at that present price, that neither
the oil mills nor the shellers can pay for them; and I think that
the duty as suggested would -olve this problem. I think that the
duty that we have this year is the only thing that saved the peanut
grower from being absolutely iviped out. I think that the peanuts
would be coming in here now and reducing the price even lower than
it is, though it is below the cost of production. I want to make reference to an argument that is going to follow-the announcement of
the Interstate Cottonseed-Crushers' Association favoring the repeal
of taxes Don oils. I think that the importation of peanut oils and
other vegetable oils is in competition wth the production of peanuts
and cotton seed in this country,-and I do not think that the arguments
that these refiners and the importers put forward are valid. When
they are given, I ask that you scrutinize them very carefully. I
believe that the fact that they propose to import oriental oils here
and refine them and put the finished products in Europe will act
just the opposite from the way they predict-insteati of putting the
:price-of oil up in this country and in Europe that it will be an addi:tional seller i the European market.
Senator JONES. Do YOU represent the producer of the oil-the
u:
mlls?;X$0 :.:y ;,1
Mr. EvE. Yes; the shellers of peanu
d the producers; and I
a member of the Interstate Cottonseed Crushers' Association and Peanut Association.
Senator JONiS. Do you export any of your product?
Mr. Eve. No; we simply crush and shell and sell locally. Gentlemen, that is the point In want to make, that when we import these
oils and pass them on to Europe and put two sellers there, I believe
it will depress the -European market more than it has now, and
that will have a bad effect on our own market, because Euro e can
now buy from the Orient and they can not buy from us. But, if
we can get the oriental oil here and sell it to Iurope through this
country where it will put two sellers on the European market, it
would have a :depressing effect there; and, that is the reason, I think,
thatitheir argument does not hold water.
Senator JONES. Your argument means this, then, does-itnot: That
you are only: going to produce enough to supply the American marketand you:want control of the American market?
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mr. Evz. That is the idea.
Senator JoNES. I know of no way at y'ou come in competition
within the oils which find a market inEnurope
Mr.' Ev. I think with the reduced cotton crop that we are not going
to' 'produce'more in th'is countryithan we need -here. We can practically consume it all here. We 0:do not need oriental oils and we need
protection.
Senator JONEs. What T mean is that you will not have a surplus
of any oils for export, and therefore the gentleman who toldIus the
other day that the tariff was interfering with the'foreignmarket for
these American-produced oils did not have a validiarggument.:
Mr. EVE. I do not see how our tariff can interfere with theVforeign
market. They assume that the foreign retaliatory duties are going
to be taken off if we would take of duties on oil.
Senator JONES. You do not want the duty taken off of oil, as .1
understand it?
Mr. En4. No.
Senator JiONES. Then, how do you expect them to take off their
duties?
Mr. En. I am saying that the argument of the importers and exporters is that we take the duty off of oil coming into this country so
that other countries will take off the duties they have put on our oils.
But we. get our oil from the Orient and we ship to Europe, a different market altogether. I do not believe Europe will reduce their
'duties because we reduce ours, or take their duties off.
WALNTS.
(Paragraph 768.):

STATEMBNT OF C. T3ORPE REPERSENTING TH WALNUT PRO-

Mr. Txorpn. I represent, gentlemethe Walnut Protective League,
which Is an organition comprisingthe growers and shippers of over
90 per cent of all the wilnuts produced in Ameica, and ithich handles
umty the industrial problems such as freight rates and tariff
and all matters pertainig to the industry generally except
the marketing problems.
The walnut industr is perhaps Ilarger than most of us in th East
realize. There is at the present time over 8110 000,000 invetdinW
the walnut industry n the United States. The annual value at
wholesale prices of the cop at point of origin is over $12,000 ;00
annually. There are over 90, acres devoted exclusively to walnut
culture on the Pacific coast alone, and of these 65,000 acres are now
in bearing.
The American producer is supplyin to-day over 70 per cent of
the total consumption of walnuts used m America.
I am talking now of and will confine my remarks to unshelled
walnuts. We -are asking a duty of 4 cents a pound on unshelled
walnuts and 12 cents a pound on shelled walnuts.
Senator WATSON. YOU speak of the English walnut altogether?
Ye, . I am going to confine my remarks to
Mr. Thorn. sye
courtesy in
for the reason that I appreciate the co~~~~~~~~~
Uts io
nshwalnuts
:unshelled

proglems
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heainng us- out of turn andl I could not cover 'bot:h items efftively.
The unshelled walnuts repent over 90 per cent of our output in
thistcountry, and while it will take fully the 12 cents asked for to
develop the shelled-walnut industry to any perceptible extent, owing
to thelimited time I will cover it more fulfy in the brief that I will
file; so that I shall speak now just of the unshelled walnuts.
Senator WATSON. If you will let me interrupt you: Can you give
us a computation-of the difference in production cost and-b
Mr. THoRPE. I have that, Senator, and I am just about to cover it.
The imports are generally from China, France, and Italy. China,
up to recently, has been a small factor but is coming ahead so fast
that in the last reports that we have of imports for 1919 there originated in China, imported to this country, over 9,000,000 pounds of
walnuts, which are about one-third of all of the importations. The
districts in northern China where walnuts are roduced are nt as
thickly settled as in the main part of China. Ihere is less room for
expansion there, but there are unlimited areas suitable for producing
walnuts inthe portion of China from which the importations are made,
and with the coolie labor they can raise them at a small fraction of
our cost.- The labor cost-is what we base our contention for a higher
tariff upon. We have not- considered the value of land and have not
figured in interest on the investment. We have not figured the cost
of fertilizer and irrigation or horse power-simply the actual out of
pocket labor cost of producing a pound of walnuts, amounting to 9.73
cents a pound. That is the out of pocket cost to the grower, what he
pays for his labor to produce that pound of walnuts.
In France that cost is 2j cents a pound. In Italy it is less than 1
cent a pound, and in ha slightly over one-half cent a pound.
The average difference in the labor cost of producing a pound of
walnuts in America as between the cost of the foreign growers is over
8'cents a pound. We are asking only for 4 cents a pound duty, which
represents only one-half the difference in labor cost. In other words,
labor could be twice as cheap in America as it is to-day and still we
could justify the 4 cents duty for which we are asking.
Senator WATSON. Then you are not satisfied with 2j cents a pound?
Mr. Thozrn. No, sir; 4 and 12 cents. That, I want to state,
gentlemen is the minimum under which we beheve the American
walnut industry can continue on a prosperous basis.
Senator Smoon. Under the Payne-Aldrich Act of 1909 shelled
walnuts took 9 cents a pound.
Mr. THORP. There was no shelled walnut industry in the United
StAtes at that time. There was not a pound produced in 1909.
Senator SMOOT. You had 3 cents a pound on the unshelled?
Mr. ThouPm. Yes, sir. This dity that we are asking to-day of 4
cents on unshelled is only equal to the Payne-Aldrich duty when they
freight is taken into consideration, which has advanced 1 cent a
pouhd.
Senator WATSON. What was your production last year ?
Mr. ThoRPn. Fifty-six million pounds.
Senator WATSON. Are they produced anywhere else in the United
States than California ?
Mr. ThOuPn. They are produced in scattering lots elsewhere, but
principally on the West coast.
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Senator WATSON. What were the import V
Mr. THoRPE. For 1920 the imports were over 38,700,000 pounds.
Of unshelled walnuts the imports were 22,000,000 pounds as against
a total production in America of 56 000,000 pounds.
Senator WATSON. Thirty-eight mliion imported?
: Mr. THORPE. Shelled and unshelled. The unshelled alone were
22,000,000 as against our production of 56,000,000. The foreigner
has the advantage`:over us in freight rates alone to the pcal
entrs int America of over 3 to.1. In other words, our
consg
freight to osejcenters is thiee tie as great.
:Senator SMOOT. You are counting as a center the Atlantic coast?
Chicagoandi the West.. He has an advantage of over
Mr. THORPjE
two toone at Chilcago.
Senator WATSON. Have: you exhausted the possibilities of production? Couldyou produce more
Mr. THORPE. ere are 200,000 acres of land in California alone
that is not now planting anything butannual crops that are ideally
situated for the production of walnut.. It is a lifelong game. A tree
has to be 10 years old before it reaches what would be considered a
profitable production. It takes that long to brin it into profitable
production, and it never reaches full bearing until it is from 15 to 20
years of age. So that a man has a heavy capital nvestment in the
industry before he gts anything out of it. He can not rotate-his
crop as he can in other things. Our production is doubled: on the
avenge, every four years. It is increasing more rapidly tha any
other aculturalproduct. The reason it is going ahead so fastis due
to the encour et we had der the Pyneldric ct of 1909
up to 1917 or 18. Th we had, even under the Underwood bill,
£practical embugo a. a raesut th ubhity of the foregners to
import gods hen ow to lcof .p Molities. So tiat the
industry tiv pt Ewllpio, and there were
a great many plying. Wintie pertor two we will be
ts to
th entire normal conproducing more thanson
in iact,
or growers will soon
ion in the Uited Stat aad
that it will reach
so
the point where they
btX ostntioc,
twein
Aw- so seriously compete
winth oumlvesrthatiwe
to
havepric
keep consumpi Iabreast with easof foreign
But this tariff that we are asking, which is the minimum duty that
we believe the industry can continue to prospr upon, is not one which
will embargo mportations. They will imffrjust as may walnuts
under a 4-cent duty as thev wil under a 2j-cent duty; the only
difference being that some of the poorer quality of the foreign walnuts -that have been coming in will be heldiback and a better
quality substituted for it, because the dealers can not afford to import off-grade stiff if they have to pay 4 cents duty and if they have
got plenty of good stuff that they can bring over.
Senator WATSON. What is the average earning of an acre of English
walnuts
Mr. THORPE. $24 per acre. The cost of production, without
figuring interest on the investment, is 14.97 cents a pound. The
average price is 18 cents, or 3.03 cents a pound profit. The average
bearing is 800 pounds an acre. When you figure out the interest on
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the investments, it- does not amount to anything, because walnuts
have to be produced the ehigst-priced land wher e climatic
conditions are ideal and the6soil is the best.
Senator WATSON. What wages do you pay in the industry?
Mr. THORPE. $4 a day. iTheWays and Means Committee state
wages in the far West as'$4.61 aboutt-harvest time. Even if they
were reduced to $2 a day we can justify a -cent duty. In my
opinion, wages never will 'come down to $2.
This tariff that we ,recommend willadda'to th& revenues'of the
United States Treasury one and thee-qiuartierjmillions iat ear We
are faci the most seriou situation ifr: Chinia, as' I have just
are up
against this Chie es
ex lamne We
cheap labor, and the
can comprewith it is by going on to the Chinese standwaywer
point of living-drie fish and rice-and the American people do not
want to do that, and I do not think you want them to do it.
Senator WAT8ON. Let me ask you this: Under the Pave-Aldrich
law there was a duty of 3 cents on walnuts not shelled and 5 cents on
walnuts shelled, which was a slight differential. Under the existing
law, the Underwood law, the duty is 2 cents, not shelled, and 4 cents,
shelled-2 to 1. Now you propose 4 cents, not shelled, and 12 cents,
shelled, or 3 to 1..
Why such a differential?
Mr. THORPE. As I explained a moment ago, there was no shelled
walnut industry in America even six years ago, much less when any
of these other bills were considered. It is a new development.
There was not a pound of walnuts in California, even up to the last
six years. If you say 3 to 1, that is the differential that ought to
be placed on the product. However, the very important thing is
that our business i§ unshelled walnuts. Over 90 per cent is now,
and will be for some time, unshelled walnuts. We are in a little
different situation from the almond industry.
Senator SHORTEIDGE. It is just the other way in the a:almond:
Mr. TORPE. I do not know, but in the6 waln-uitt business the
unshelled walnut is our principal product and always will be. It is
the one that we are most interested in getting a tarif` on and the one
on which we need a tariff the most. We can 'develop the shelled:
walnut industry if we get a 12 cent tariff. If :we do not, it will be
mighty slow coming up.
[may say that thi6 walnuts we shelled last year netted the grower
5f cents a pound and his cost of production was 15 cents, which was
just a salvage; that is all you can say for it.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Last year?
Mr. THORPE. Yes, sir. The importers will tell you that we hCaveC
been getting outrageous prices for our walnuts. They mention only
the fanciest grades. Forty per cent of our crop never makes a fancy
grade. We sold last season 40,000 bags that averaged us 141 cents a
pound. We sold another 27,000 bags at 16+ -cents a pound, and we
utilized 49,000 bags in our by-product plant. They ran only 54 cents.
So the high prices that the importers talk about are not average
prices.
The verage orchard-run price that the grower got last year was
only a lite ls than 18 cents a pound.
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In the walnuts that the uinporters send here from abroad, there are
the goodathe heUbad all together., Theydo notgrade them out like
we do.: There is the large and the small 1They do not grade them
for size like we do. As a rule they are inferior naturally, to our
grading.,
Senator0 DLLJNiHAM. What is the by-product that you mention?
Mr. THORPE. The walnut meats and we make charcoal out of the
walnut shells. We are perhaps the largest charcoal manufacturers
in the United States. We manufacture a very high grade of charcoal
out of these walnut shells. They only return us $5 a ton.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. What is it used Edr?
Mr. TuoanP. Chicken feed and medicine in the hog industry.
Senator LI FOLLErpE. What did you say you received for your
best grade of walnuts last year?
Mr. TuoIwxr. The price to the wholesaler was 224 cents a pound
for the best grade. The average price as they come from' the grower
is a little less than 18 cents a pound.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Do you know how far east those walnuts
were shipped?
Mr. THORPE. To New York and all the eastern marktse'i. We
work pretty much on a per capita consumption basis. I think we
have as thorough a distribution as any organization in the United
States. Our cost of marketing is less than 3 per cent.
FoLLnE. Do you know what the transportation
SenatorLAo

charge was?:
Mr. THORPE. $2.40 a hundred pounds for our shipments east of
Salt Lake City.
Senator IA FoLLaEn . For your best grade of walnuts you received
Y sir.
22j-cents?
Aif; r. TuoUPE. Yes,Mir.-: f:M
:::E
Senator La FOLLYrFT. Ws that a fine quality?
Mr. THORPE. Yes sfr. -Senator1L FOLLETrE. They retail for about 50 cents
Mr.-THORPE. Thirty-five cents.
Senator LA FoLLErrE. Fifty cents.
Senator SooTr. I paid 50 and 60 cents.
Mr. THORPE. YOU can not gauge the price in Washington, D. C.
It is one of the highest markets m the entire East. We have specialty
;V~men who make reports on the different markets which they cover.
It averages over, a hundred specialty men taking orders and the
average showed 35 cents a pound for ure No. 1 soft-shellei walnuts.
Senator LA FoLLErnE. Will you e with the committee a statement of the prices at the different points where your organization
gathered them?
Mr. ThORPE. Yes, sir; I will be very glad to do that.
Senator LA FoiLLsrra. I mean the retail prices.
Mr. ThiORPE. I might say in that connection that some retailerswill charge 60 cents ror the same thing that the otherii;are handling
at 30 cent..
Senator LL FoazT. If you will work that out in detail we will
be verglad to have it in the record.
Mr. foitn. Through the perfection of our sales organization we
are placing walnuts in the hands of the consumer at only 35 per cent
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more than: the producer receives, which is, I think, the closest margin
under which any nonperishable product is marketed.
Senator LAI FOLEflk, In the hands of the consumer, you say?
Mr.XTAORPEYes, si8r, 36 per cent represents freight, wholesaler's profit and retailer s profit.
oSenator Lti : FOLLErTE. In all parts :of the country?
:Mr. TH6ORiPE. Yesi sir. TakeO 35ents a pound and 35 peri: cGent off
that and you will have less t 224 cents. The were6 handled last
year on just about 35 per cent margin. That inculdes freight, wholesaler'8 profit, and retailer's profit.
Senator LA FOLLHrrE. How small an :i
order would you fill?
Mr. TH1ORPE. Any order from a hundred' pounds up, to any legitimate wholesaler in the United States.

SEVER, REPRESENTING THE FOREIGN
COMMERCE ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST.
Under paragraph 768 of the Fordney tariff 1,ill walnUtes, not shelledf, areaFpsee(l a
flilt t of 2J cents per lpouind and walnuts, phelled, ccents per jomtnd.
We respectfully urgo that a duty not higher than that provider!l in the tariff act ol
1913, namely, notshelled 2 cents, shelled 4 cents, lie fixed as the rate on this toinmnod.
itv. In ntipport of this recommendations we direct your attention to the following
facts, which will lie taken up in detail herein:
1. As our dornestic production is insuflicient to meet the demands of our (c fonsurninji
markets, the effect of any increase in duty will be to innecessarily add to the prine
of this commodilv to the consumer.
2. The importation of foreign walnuts has in no way adversely affected the domestic
industry.
:3. Domestie and imported walnuts are only in(lirectly competitive, a esthe great.
difference in q(uality between the two varieties confines the sale of each to a distinetly separate
ctlass of trade.
4, An analysis of cost factors and selling prices of domimtic and imported walnuts
shows the domestic industry to have many advantages over importers whieh render
further'tariff protection unnecessary.
5. An increase in the rate of duty on walnut will injure our trade relations with
important purchasers of American products and adversely affect the many industries
engaged in foreign trae.
First point: "As our domestic production is insilfficient to meet the demandii of
our consuiing markets, the effect of any increase in duty will be to unnecessarily
:add to the price of this commodity to the consumer.t"
gures are given below showing the annual production of walnuts in the State of
California since 190. This State pro uces over 95 per cent of the domestic walnut
erop. Figures on imports, compiled by the Bureau of.Foreign and I)ome:itie Vommeree, are given in a parallel column.
In comparing the relative proportions of American and foreign walnuts conpumed
in this country annually-, the volume of shelled walnuts imported has been doubled
to placeall figtres on an in-the-shell basis. Abon t 50pereent of the weight of importefI
walnut meats is lost in the shelling process.
BRIEF OF GEORGE R.
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These static show that while our domastic production has jumped from about

20 per cent of our mnua1l consu n to approximately 80 per cent in the pat 10
y , still we imported almost as many walnuts during 1919 as we did in 190. In
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the light of these figures it Is apparent that we have. not yet reached a stage where
we can depend upon ourow growers to produce the quantity of walnu ourconsuming
markets require, and therefore must import s substantial part of the walnut we us.
It is evident that any duty whatever levied on these imports will, fall on the consumer as an addition to the ririce he would other pay. On account of the financial needs of the Government some duty is to be expected but in the interests of the
consuming public it is respectfully recommended that such duty be fixed on as moderate a bai as posi-ble.
Second point: The importation of foreign walnuts has in no way adversely affected
the domestic industry.
The statement is male by domestic producers that while we must import a large
proportion of the walnuts we consume, a higher tariff should nevertbh ies. be enacted
to prevent our, markets from being swamped with foreign nuts and our home industry
from being ruined.
During the last 1 yea, under vying condition and different rates of duty, the
American Walnut industry has practically trebled its annual production and more
than trebled the price per pound received by the growers for their crops. And it will
be noted that the industry has grow faster during the last five years. under the rate
- recommended in this brief for readoption than during the years when a higher tariff
was in force.
Last fall, according to their own statements before the Ways and Means Committee,
the walnut people quickly disposed of their entire crop at 100 per cent profit to the
producers, being one of the very few agricultural industries to maintain the price of
their product in the face of declining values.
The fact that the walnut industry has so far not been adversely affected by foreign
competition, but has thrived even under conditions disastrous to other agriultural
industries is a very strong indication that the industry-well organized and powerful
as it is at present-will meet foreign competition equally as successfully as in the past.
This is especially to be expected when it is considered that the annual production
of domestic walnuts is still remotely distant from the saturation point of the industry 's
field for sales. Not only have growers been unable to keep pace with the strong
domestic demand for high-grade walnuts but they have not begun to exploit export
markets.
To shipIby water to European points costs the California shipper no more than to
ship by rail to the eastern United States, and the best class of trade in European
countries should prove equally as receptive to the superior American product as this
country has been.
Third point: Domestic and imported walnuts are only indirectly competitive; as
the great difference in quality between the two varieties confines the sale of each to
a distinctly separate clasm of trade.
One reason why the American walnut industry has succeeded in the face of strong
foreign competition is the scientific cultural methods it has adopted and the paws it
has taken to produce a really superior walnut.
Working through a most progressive and enterprisng ncy the California Walnut
Growers' Association, the growers have left no stone unturned to make walnut raising
a profitable industry and have succeeded adnirably.a M
of the ays
Committee, "the
: VBy growers' own admission atyhearings
American-grown walnut is much superior in quality and-flavor to any of the imported
walnuts." The California variety is a dean looking, thin shelled, full meated, fine
flavored nut. By an advanced stem of grading, the quality is rigidly standardized
to an average of about 95 per cent sound meats. Stimulated by intenive advertising
campaigns, the demand for these nuts is very large and is st
y growing.
g
On the other hand, imported walnuts are not produced under such ideal conditions
and are inferior in quality to the domestic variety. This inferiority, it is true, lies
principally in the exterior appearance and physical characteristics of the nuts; for
instance, the stained, hard, thick shell,- closely adhering to the meat, like the hull---of the pecan.
a
Some of the references to the quality of imported
walFutsin the brief of the Walnut
Protective League, presented to the Ways rid Means Committee, are not fully in
accord with the facts, and as a whole the brief is rather too severe an indictment of a
competitive product to be entirely trustworthy. However, with this qualification int
mind, growers own statements are excellent testimony-to show the valuable competitive advantage represented by the superior quality of the American-grow walnut.
The Walnut League brief (House hearings, p. 2036) refers to imported walnuts as
"the unsightly, poorly eleaned shrivel-meated, wormy, foreign nuts which run from
20 to 30 per cent bad meats. " it inevident that nuts of this deiption would not be
nearly as popular with buyers as domestic nuts, clean, attrctively packed, and having
95 per cent good, sound, full meats.
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In House hearing page2O07, oriental walnuts in which we aremparticularly interested are testifi y produc t be of the poorest quality of any of the imported
nuts, They cay a had, thickbhell; the lar est portion of the weight being in the
:shell, or nuts containing badly shriveled kernel They have an insipid favor * **
The averge American buyer demands quality and will pay a premium to get it.
The dionct p referenceof ourbuyersfordom c alnutsonaccount of their superior
quality would constitute complete protection to the American grower, even ifforeign
prnducers actually
ha1 d the comrnetive vadrant they are alleged to have.
The marked diference in quality between domestic and imported walnuts, while
not as radical as giowers claim, is sufficient to make competition very indirect.
Walnuts are not like peanut.,
't for stanc which imported or domestic, have the
same uses and& are practicallyinterchangeable.
.The clam of trade demanding domestic walnuts would not lie satisfied with the lower
grade oriental product. The: ousewife is quick to detect the difference in quality
bet een the two varieties. She does not like the thick shell, di fficult to crack, and if
she can afford to pay the price she will buy "soft-hell" walnuts exclusively.
On the other hand, the claa of trade us1ingforeign walnuts could not afford the homegrown product, The field for marketing foreign nuts is among the. working classes
and ameng confectioners, bakers, and manufacturers, to all of whom the element of
cost i highly important. Imported walnut, arcularly shelled, are just as suitable
for manuacturing needs as those grown in Caifornia, and as their low cost permits a
much wider sale of the product they in part compose than if the more expensive
domestic variety were used, they are much in demand for commercial uses.
If imported Walnuts were shutout or restricted by an excessive duty, their users
could not afford the high-pnced home-grow walnut and would be forced to discontinue or. "aly restrict their walnut consumption.
It is difficult to see any noteworthy advantages to-any one to be gained by such a::
situation. The growers' market would not be appreciably enlarged, the Government's
tariff income would beproportionably lessend and the business of manufacturers of
products containin walnuts would suffer materially.
Fourth point: "An analysis of cost factors and selling prices of domestic and imported walnuts shows the domestic industry to have many advantage over importers
which render further tariff protection unnecesary.
On6 of the principal contentions of domestic producers is that on account of lower
production cos fooigp growers have an advantage in the competition for American
markets. In their brief presented to the Ways and Means Committee most elaborate
calculations were made to establish this point.
In the course of their statementgrowers said that last year the cost per pound of producing walnuts in the United Stateds was 15 cents. The items totaling this figure,
were: Cultivating, 9.92 cents; harvesting, 2.56 cents; packing, 1.37 cents; marketing,
1.12 cents.
No exact computations were presented to show the cost per pound of producing
foreign nutsbut a detailed report of low labor costs, etc., was made. The inference
of course was that foreign walnuts could be produced for about one-third the cost of
production-in this country.
While production costs are undoibtedly higher in America than in foreign countries,
marketing costs are much higher on nuts grown in the latter. Items thatdo not figure
in the cost of selling &domestic walnuts constitute a heavy expense to the importer.
Some of these are: (I) Risk from exchange fluctuations; (2) many profits taken by the
many niiddlemen thatplay a partin the marketing proce; (3) fluctuating ocean freight
rates; (4) marine insurance; (5) import duty. These cost factors are of course in addition to the items of cultivating, harvesting, packing, and selling that enter into the
cost of both domestic and imported nuts.
While it is not possible to establish the cost of production of foreign walnuts by exact
figures, as was done in the cse of the domestic variety, it is seen that the handicaps
that impede the pocess of marketing foreign walnuts would tend to equalize the basis
of competition between the American-grown and imported product, even if the selling
price of both varieties were the same.
But while the cost per pound of foreign walnuts delivered in our principal cities
is not far from the cost of placing domestic nuts in the same centers, the foreign variety
can not be sold at or near the price enjoyed by the higher grade, home-grown product.
It is evident that domestic and foreign walnuts of such distinctly different characteristics must be sold at prices commensurate with their respective qualities. In other
words, with a greater percentage of waste to the pound, more difficult to crack, and
havng other advantages that domestic walnuts do not have, the foreign variety must
sell at prices proportionally lower.
81527-22-sca 7- 42
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Under the conditio fo nuts that cost the importer almost as much to land
here.. dom -nuts co the gwer to prduce,must be sold at prices from 30 to 50
per cent lower tn thos received for-domestic nuts.
Last year a ha bn noted, the domestic crop that cost 15 cents per pound to ras,
harvest, pack, and market, was quickly dispose of at 30 cents per pound f. o. b. Cali(ouse hearings, p.
forniasp ti by the producer themselves. By growers'
2040) oriental walnuts sold at an average of 14 cents per pound. Sixteen to 19 cents
per pound spot Seittle or San. Francico would be more nearly correct, but either
figure shows idgniflcntly:the fact in connection with these comparative market
prices that we particularly call to your attention, nanely, that while domestic growers
received a profit of 100 per cent on their product, importers against whom they demand protection, had to be satisfied with a profit of about 20 per cent. In the light
of these facts, importers' alleged competitive advantages are conspicuous by their
absence.
In their brief before the Ways and Means Comnittee, domestic growers made two
conflicting charges in connection with relative selling prices that deserve attention
here.
"Importers bring in walnuts at much less expense than domestic powers can raise
them here," theysaid. "Then, by padding thelr prices, importers 'ride' the domestic
market and exact huge profite."
is argument was used to prove the point that the
import business was conducted on such a broad margin of profit that a higher tax
would not diminish imports but rather increase revenues enormously.
In the same brief and indirect opposition to this, the charge was made that importers
were viciously undersellig growers and threatening to push their advantage to a
point where they wotild be able to absorb the market. To substantiate this charge,
;ales of walnuts were cited at prices as low as 3 cents a pound.
The act situation,: however, is midway between these conflicting positions.
As hast beesaid, imported walnuts sold at about 8 cents a pound, representing a
very reasonable profit over act" a eon No evidence has been shown, or can be shown,
that th@ "rode" the dbmest
dt and sold at prices around 30 cents a pound.
Neither did first quality impon.
nuts sell at pnces as low as 3 cents per pound.
In support of the "iunderseh
rument, the growers' brief contained many
exhibits of les slips and quotations of imported walnuts around 5 and 8 cents a
ound the inference being that these cov0red first quality walnuts, As a matter of
t,as growers were fully aware of, but carefully refrained from mentioning, these
quotation and sales reports covered "dstressed lots," high in rancidity, probably
vermin infested, and certainly not of the first quality.
For example, in
mEihibit F of the growers' brief a letter from Aria, apbell &
local agent ior the California Walnut Growers'
Gault of this city, who are&incidentally
Association, reports a sale of a thousand bags to "a 5 and 10-cent store" at 5 cents a
pound, which were retailed at 10 cents.
The certificate of grade upon which these nuts were sold was issued with the approval
of this association after an inspection by the writer, of the lot covered, and, as they
were with one possible excception, the;:poorest lot inspected during 1920, the writer is
fully familiar with the details of their condition.
Their original owner becomin-g involved, they were sold at a sacrifice by the Bank of
California to the: Rhodes Bros. 10-cent store at the price reported. At the time of
inspection, one nut in every five was in an advanced stage of tecomposition and the:
entIre lot was on the verge of rancidity. A most dreeable bitter oiliness was
predominant in the flavor, and a most unpleasant odor permeated the shipment.
The use of selling prices of lots of this character to illustrate sales of imported nuts
below the market price of domestic nuts is most misleading.
As has been noted, the superior quality of domestic walnuts naturally bringsa
substantial premilum, grde for grade, over the price of imported nuts. We submit
that this avants of American growers, together with the numerous handicaps
suffered by importers, constitutes more than sufficient protection against foreign
competition and renders an additional duty wholly unnecessary.
Fifth point: 'An increase in the rate of duty will injure our trade relations with
important purchasers of American products and adversely affect the many industries
enped in foreign trade."
,
at success in foreign trade is vital to the expansion of America's industries is an
accepted fact. The Departments of State and Commerce devote a major portion of
their efforts to its promotion while Congress and other divisions of our Government
have extended their utmost cooperation. Chambers of commerce, trade associations,
and numerous other private agencies are likewise stimulating public interest and
giving practical aid to American industries seeking to enter foreign fields.
Yet to succeed in foreign trade there must be a reciprocal exchange of commodities.
It has long been understood that foreign buyers are unable to purchase American
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products.
grods unless credit are established in their favor by the importation of their
tat tranportation of American goods overseas can not be economically and efficiently
conducted uale. there is cargo bth ways.

American import of walnut. to meet the unupplied demand of our markets
vidde thireturnmovement and place American dollar credits at the disaposalo
M
anid oriental sellers. These credit. can be, and are, used to buy American
Bopean
machinery, toxtilelumber, steel, chemicals, pain, etc. It is evident that to injure
our trade relatlons with these countries by erecting a tariff barrier against their products
would be most unse..
Important as foreiin trade is to our manufacturers, our merchant marine and our
import and eprt indixtry and it. many Allied interests depend upon it tot their very
existence. Thseindustrieescomprise a hu domestic business, in which millions of
dollars are inveed and on which thousands of our CitzeDns are dependent.
It may sem far-fetkhed to point out in connection wit the tariff consideration of
but one commodity the eextent and importance of all foreign trade intereIs. Still
the walnut business is a part, and a not unimportant part, of this vast industry, and
any step tending toward the diminution of walnut imports will adversely affect to a
greater or leser extent all these interests and many linos of domestic business irk
addition. Imported walnuts, besides being handled by the importer, must be trans'
ported, inspeted, and. analyzed, stored, manufactured, and marketed through
domestic channels, bnging revenue to all domestic interests so engaged. These are
important lines of domestic business and we respectfully urge that the same protection
be given them as is given to other domestic industries.
Indorsed by the following: Port of Seattle Commission W. T. Christensen, president; Importers and ExportersAsociation, H. E. Kimbali, president; Customhouse
Brokers' Aaociation, 3.P. Human, president.
PLAX EED AND FLAXSEED OIL.-

[Paragraph 760.]
STATEMENT OF HON.
EDWIN F. LADD, UNITED STATES SENATOR
:
ROM NORTH DAXOTA.

Ladd, as you have made a special
SenatAor
MCCUMBER.
Senator
of every
study
agricultural
question as president of an. argicultur
college in the State of North Dakota and as you are giving pecial
consideration to the cereal question, tie committee has felt th at they
could rest the matter of the agricultural schedule a great deal upon
your views without calling for additional evidence, and so I will
ask y1ou to be just as extensive as you desire on any: part of this
subject.
Senator LADD, Mr. Chairman, -first I would take up and refer to
the schedule as preprLed b the s pecigl 'cultural committee, of
which Senator Gooding has the data, and say that I :thoroughly
indorse and agree to the schedules there presented as desirable.
But I want particularly this morning to speak with regard to flax
calls
t p
s
and the flax industry. 5 0,p '9, w
due
Referng to paragraphhe pres
for linseed, flaxseed, and raw oil, boiled or oxidized, 2j cents per pound
and paragraph 760, flaxseed 25 cents per bushel, in the schedule for
flax.
In 1910 there:, was a tariff on flax of 30 cents a bushel and on oil of
32 centsA per gallon. At that time we were growing in this country
2,467,000 acres: of flax, but in 1912 or 1914 in the revised tariff there
was a reduction,-so that in 1920'the tariff on flax was 20 cents, but
on oil it was 10 cents per, gallon. :: In 1920, therefore, our acreage
devoted to flax": was0 :1 785,000; 'or, in other words, -in 1910 we were
producing 19,513,000 bushels of flax, and by 1920 we reduced the
production to 7,661,000 bushels in this country.
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In 1910 we were importing only 5,OO000 bushels, in round numbers; in 1920 we were importing 23,000,000 bushels,.
Under the present schedule, which i the emerency schedul. the
flax industry and the crusher industry are practically destroyed, a
the rate on the oil is only 10 cents per gallon as compared with 20
cents a bushel on the flaksed. This permits thereto brngin the
oil at a very much lower figure than our people can produce it in
this country. And in the fit four mont of 1921 we imported
150,000 gii ons, but in the next fivte months, after the emergency
tariff went into effect we imported 2,999,000, and practically all of
the leading factories where flaxseed is crushed and oil extracted have
been closed down because they can not import the seed, the oil being
imported so much cheaper. for that reason-I am speaking for the
farmers of the Northwest who have asked me to present this matterI feel that there should be a tariff of not less than 40 cents in place
of 25 cents on the flax and 34 cents per pound on the oil; 40 cents
on the flaxseed is not anywhere near as great a tariff at the present
time as the 30 cents was in 1910 nor 'as much protection afforded.
Senator MOCUMBER. I think it proper to iject ght here that
the committees, in formulating the emergency tariff bill, inadvertently, as I believe, omitted to put in the proper differential between
the flaxseed and the linseedoll through fear of other amendments
being added, and of greater trouble in passing it through both bodies
it was thought best to leave that as it was until we could correct:it
by the general tariff law.
Senator CURTIS. Will you state again the present tariff on oil ?
Senator LADD. On oil it is 10 cents per gallon at the present time,
as against 32 in 1910.
Senator SMOOT. You want 40 cents on the seed?
Senator LADD. We want 40 cents on the seed and 31 cents per
pound on the oil.
Senator CALDER. What is it on the seed and the oil?
Senator LAUD. It is 20 cents per bushel on the seed and 10 centAes
per gallon on, the oil, and by. s doing, you have largely increased
the importtsand reduced the home prduction of flax over one-half
as compared with 1910, and you have-practically by this tariff made
it necessary for the mills that extract: the oils to close down.
Senator SMOOT. On the flaxseedboied.
you want how:
o, raw and
ra a boied y w how
much?
Senator LADD. We want 31 cents a pound.
Senator SIMMONS. That is on the oil?
Senator LADD. Yes; 34 cents a pound on the oil. That corresponds
to approximately 26 cents per gallon.
Senator SIMMoNS. How many pounds are there in atgallon?
Senator LAUD. In round numbers, 7.6 pounds; it varies, of course.
That makes 26 cents per gallon, as: against 10 cents fper gallons at the
present time and as compared with 832 -cnts per gallon
in 1910.
Senator SIsmoNs. What does that oil sell for in this country,
Senator?
At the preset timee ID isvery low, but I think I
fSenator LUDt.
can give you the figures going back; in 1901 it was $1.05.
Senator SIMMONs. A gallon?
Senator LAUDD Agallon; but during 'the war it ran up, in 1918, to
$3.40; in 1919,2 $4.08;, ill 1920 it was down to $1.76, and at the present
time it is below $1 per gallon.
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Senator SISMMONS. It is lower at resent than it *as before the warI
Senator LADD. Yes, sir; although before the' war it did iriun down
as low as 84 cents, but I think it is below 84 cents at the;
present time.
,Senator SinoNs. You gave .1901?
Senator LADD, In 1901 it was $1.05; then it did go down to 84V
cents. But in 1908 it was s$1.18 and gradually increased along up to
$1.74 in 1916; but in 1917 it reached $2.48; the following year, $2.96,
and the following year, $3.40, then $4.08, while it fell back last year
to $1.76, and is now below $1 per gallon.
Senator MCLzAw. Your statement contains a condition of the industry at the present time, I presume ?
Senator IADn. Yes, sir; an I want to file a more detailed statement, which I will leave with the stenographer.
There are two reasons, it seems to me, that want to be taken into
consideration: If we destroy this flax industry by allowing it to go
out of the country and the oil to be imported rather than the flax to
be grown in this country, we are going to dstroy other industries as
well. The paint industry will be destroyed and go likewise to foreign
countries; the varnish industry will bedestroyed1argely, and foreign
countries, where there is cheaper labor and whore this material is
produced, will dominate; and then will follow the linoleum industry.
:If we-encourage the production of flax, we will take out of the
wheat-growing section 2,000,000 or 3,000,000: acres of land that will
go into flax instead of going into wheat and other cereals of which
we have a large surplus.
Senator SIMMONs. Senator, I did not hear fthefirst part of your
statement. Probably you have gone over it; if you have you need
not answer my questlon. What did you give the annual production
of flaxseed in this country at?
Senator MWCuMBER. It fluctuated, but it has been going down.
Senator LAD. In 1901, which is the earliest data we have, we were
producing in round numbers 17,000 000 bushels of -flaxseed; but in
1920 it was reduced to 7,661,000 bushels of flaxseed produced in
this country.
Senator SMMONS.. WI t was the cause of that remarkable slump
in 1919 and 1920?1
: Senator Ln. There were twro causes: First, in1910O and before
that there was a dutyIof 30 cents a bushel on the flax and 32 cents a
gallon on the oil. Now, that was sufficient to protect our American
industry.
Senator SIMMONs. Thirty-two cents or per cent?$
Senators LADD. Thirty-two cents per gallon on the oil and 30 cents
per bushel on the flaxseed; and we;were increasing the amount of
flax produced, but when they reduced the tariff to 20 cents per
bushelSenator SIMMoNs.:When wast done?
Senator LAUD. Alongabut 1912 or 1914, I do not recall the exact
date-I am told it was 1913. Then we began to decreased amount
of flax production;-in this country..
Senator SIMMONs. When did the reduction begin ? You said in
-1910 you were :prduoing 17,000,000?
Senator LsDn. 'Yes.
Senator SwoMMNs.. When did the slumpobegin?
Senator LAUD. Well, in 1912 we had 19,000,000 bushels; 'in 1913,
28,000,000 bushels; in 1914 we had 17,000,000 bushels; in 1915 we
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had 13,000,000. Then for the two following years, 14,000,000; then
during the war we stimulated and increased somewhat the production.
But it fell back again in 1920, and was even less for the present year
than it was in 1920. I have not the exact figures for 1921.
'And the other reason:
Senator McOCUmBR (interposing). Wechanged
-the tariff ind 19131
Senator IADn. Yes; it went into effect 'inm' 1914.
Senator MCCtuMBE-R. And prior to the 1913 law the tariff had
been what?
Senator LADD. The tariff had been 30 cents per bushel and 32 cents
per gallon.
Senator MoCUWBER. And that year before this law went into
effect we raised 28,073,000 bushels?
Senator LAiDD. Yes.
SenatorMOCUMBIER. The very next year, in 1914, we reduced it to
17,853,000; the next year to 13,749,000; the next year to 14,030,000'
and 14,296,000; and it has been going steadily down grade ever since f
Senator IADD. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMoNs. In the Payne-Aldrich tariff they did not change
the rate ?
Senator IADD. I think not.
Senator SIMMONs. Senator, will you please give the 'importations
begminingwhere we dobegin?..
Senator LADD. In 1901 we had a shortage of a crop in this country,
and we imported 1,631,000 bushels of flax; the following year, 479,000,
then 179,000 and 213,000; and so it ran until we got up to the time
the tariff started in, and then it begins to increase from 6 ,000 000-Senator SimoNs (interposing). When?
Senator LADD. In 1912-13 itbegan to increase.
Senator SrnMoNs. What were the imports in 1910?
Senator LADD. Five million two thousand bushels. But that same
year we exported considerable of oil.
Senator SIMMONS. In 1911 what were the importations?
Senator onDD. Ten million four hundred and forty-nine thuand.
Senator SIMMONS. Jumping in one year from 5,000,000 to
10,000,000?
Senator LADD. This is easily accounted for, as in that year our flax
reduction
was a failure and we had to import more f to offset.
S
had had for 19 years before 19,000,000 ushels year after year.
Ie
But that year our production was only 12,000,000 bushels.
Senator SIMMONS. That was 1911?
Senator LADD. 1911.
Senator SmnmoNs. IIn 1912 what was it?
Senator LADD. Nineteen million.
Senator SimmoNs. Imported?
Senator LADD. No; yield I am talking about.
Senator SIMMONS. In 1913 what was it?
Senator LADD. In 1913 we imported 5,000,000 bushels and the following year 8,000,000. Then we began our rapid increase tolO,000,000
and increased up to the preset time to 23,000,000 bushels imortations of the seed, andduring the year we have imported largely oil.
Senator SaIMMONS. And now the production this year is what?
Senator LIADD. I hav not got the figues for this year. For last
Tear we produced 7,761,000 bushels of flaxjeed in this country.:
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Senator Smoar. This year we are imports oil, because of the duty
erge tariff bill ad the lack of compensating :duty to

inth

theol
Senator LADD. Yes, Sir.
Senator WALSH. How much oil is extracted from a bushel -of seed?
Senator LADD. I think it is about 2f gallons per bushel.
Senator SIMMONS. YOU were giving bushels just now?
Senator LDD. I was iving bushes.
Senator SzmMONs. This statement here, which has just been handed
to me, gives the imports for 1918 at 12,785,000. Is that what you
have there?
Senator LADD. I have it 13,665,529 for 1918. The other reason for
the decline was the fact that at that time there appeared what. is
known as flax wilt, which destroyed flax after it was about 6 inches
high, and a at deal of it died. There was an investigation begun
to develop ffar that would withstand that disease. Such a flax has
been developed, is now generally used, and the flaxseed industry is
increasing; and under a tariff protection we would soon be producing
in this country, in the Northeastern States and the Northwestern
States, sufficient to supply our needs.
In 1910 our -needs for' linseed oil were approximately 40,000,000
Gallons; in 1920 our needs were approximately 75,000,000 gallons of
oil, and while our flax production has decreased Approximately 39
per cent in acreage, our demands for linseed oil have almost doubled.
Senator Su&MoNS. What is that oil chiefly used for?
Senator LADD. For the manufacture of paint and the manufacture
of varnishes, and largely in the linoleum industry and varioms other
uses. But those are the great industries. I would urge before the:
tariff may be decided upon that if it be decided to have the tariff
on the oil slightly higher compensatory tariff on the oil than on the
flax, in order that the flax we do have to import may come into the
country rather than the oil.
Senator SiLuMONs. Where do these importations come from?
Senator LADD. Largely- at the present time from Argentina.
Senator SIMMONS. The House bill provides for 21 cents a pound
on the oil and 7.6 pounds per gallon?:
Senator LADD. Approximately; that is 18j cents, and that corresponds to a duty of 25 cents per bushes on the flaxseed. So that
the figures are correct in your new proportion for the ratio?
Senator SIMMONS. The House ratio is correct?
Senator LADD. The House ratio is correct; yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. But you think you require that difference; I
mean, the House rates maintain that ratio?
Senator LADD. It should be 24 cents.
Senator SIMMONs. The 25 centsSenator LADD. If the 25 cents should be retained.
Senator SIMMONS. And you want 31 cents and 40?
Senator LADD. Yes, sir. I might say I have had the flaxseed
crushers go over these figures andconfirm them for me, in oder to
make sure I had not made any mistake; and their figures are identical
with mine in the matter of ratio.
Senator MOCUMBER. Before you leave that subject, Senator, I
had just phoned down to the Agricultural Department to know
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their estimate or- 1921 on fl, and their estimate 8,i112,
is
bushels production in this country.
Senator LAnD. In par~aph 50, I think there should be a triff
upon two additional oils: Cinaw oil and perilla oil are now lrely
coming into the country, and I would suggest 2j cents a pound on
them.
Senator MoCuMaEur. I desire to say to you, Senators that witnesses, I think, representing the vanish industry, ehaveinsisted be
fore the committeeAhat this Chiiawood-oil 'is not in any sense a
competitor of the flaxseed oil.
Senator MCLEAN. And can notbe produced inthis couintry.
Senator LADD. It is not. produced in this country, but I can not
agree that it is not in any sense a competitor. It does take the place
in varnishes, and perilla oil takes the place in paints.
Senator Sxoar. But neither one of them: is produced in this
coSentator LADD. Neither one is., produced in this country. But
other oils can be and are produced, and I am not certain-I have not
been able to find that soya-bean oil has anyduty on it, and0soya-bean
oil and soya
beans, though soya beans are perhaps under the term
"bans"?Q
Senato SImows. Oh, yes; soya beans have a duty.
Senator SMOOT. They have a duty of -2 cents a pound.
(Senator Ladd thereupon submitted the following statement)
fTHU0
AXr
0p :
oINDUUXY.
Pror to 1910 the United States s an exporter of flasee produce ad very
Ths; Tnun:000
0 ;X AND,
f

little flaxseed or liseed oil was imported Into the United States. Dung
n that
period we had an import duty -of 25:to 30 cents per bushel on flax and 20 to 32 cents
per gallon on linseed oil. For eight ye previous to 1910 this country averaged
2,750,000 acres devoted to flax products. Thebegan the reduction in taiff rates,
especially on the linseed oil, aid for the seven yearu-1914 to 1920-our avetage Acreg
was 1,684,000 acres. Here we have a decrease in acreage of 1066,000 acres, or 38. 8
per cent, while the nolial demand for linseed oil increased irom about 40,000,000
gallons to not less than 76,000,000 gallons, or an incre of 75 per cet, while the aer
age acreage decrease, as ady indicated, was 38.8 per cent. The tariff during that
period was: Fl , 20 cents per bushel; linseed oil, 10 cents per gallon-and the
result disastrous to a grt industry6
They now propose a taiff of 25 cents per bushel on flx and 24 cents per pound on
linseed oil. To encourage Ajerican flax production we should have.a rate of not less
than 40 cents per bushel on flax ; and 34 cents per pound on linseed oil. Shall
we attempt to encourage the production of flax for oil in this country or shall we
depend upon an uncertain foreign sup ly from` Argentina, Canada, and Russia and
so destroy the flax industry of America I question whether the proposed tariff will
encourage the faer of the Northwest to materially increase the acreage so as to produce the necessary yield of flaxseed, while in my judgment a tariff of 40 cents per
bushel will bring the desired result and this without materially affecting the cost of
oil to the ultimate consumer.

SHOULD PRODUCU OUR FLAX.

This country can and should produce the flax necessary to supply the needs of the
United States and to enable our manufacturer to sip abroad paints and varnishes
made from the products produced in this country. This can not be done by any
iggardly policy of half-hattd protection, adt0 cents per bushel at this time
would aford no greater degree of protection than would the 30 cents per bushel in 1890.
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In thi country the Northeastern State. and especily the Northwetern Stateare particularly well located to become large producer. o flax as a staple crop in its
system of crop rotation. Because of climatic conditions the farmers of The Northwests
ern States do not produce the variety of farm products as do many other sections of
the country.
This pat spring linseed oil was beingimported so as to seiatl0to2cenper
gallon under the cost of production for the domestic oil, and each year: our domestic
production has been lessened because of lack of adequate protection.
TARIFF: ON FLAflBEESD.
Note the degree of protection afforded in 1890 a compared with 1920:
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It is easy toeee where the trouble li and the reason for the decline in flax production, wbich can only be revved by a fair treatment to encourage the farmers to again
produce flax and so plce our country independent of foreign countri and insure the
continued operation of the flaxseed-cuhing industry of this country; otherwise we
destroy this great industry withits millions of invested capital and become: an importer of liseed oil from other countries, and thus mil the benefits that would come
also from the linseed meal, which is one of the most valuable feed. for the dairy industry.
According to data believed to be substantially correct, on May 14, 1921, the was
- compared with foreign countries in the flax-crushig
paid in the United States
industry wam perhour as follows:
Pressmen
and

Country.

molders.
Cet.

31.2809

24.8
Gsermany.
.9

United States.........
;50

Unls&ed
labor.

Dock labor
at entry
ports.

Cent
29.795
22.8

Cets
41.458
34. 4

7
40

80

Other expenses are propotionally higher in this country, so I think we may safely
say that it costs the American manufacturer not les than 25 cent per bushel more
than it does abroad on the average which in terms of linseed oil would mean 10 cents
crushers of this country over that of the foreign
per gallon expense to the lin
countries named.
Another feature that should not be overlooked is the fact that in making upMtions
and especially for dairy puroe, lined cake or oil meal is recognized as one of the
most valuable of feeds, and if flaxis gro in this country the fee becomes available
for use in the dairy industry and stock production, and this fact should not be over-,
looked.

nix IXPORTATIONS.

such

I find

frtheyear 1920 therewas0

that
dataaslhave been able pther
From
imported-24,641,190 bushels of flinsed and 4 693,360 gallons of lind oil. The0
duty on these products was 20 cents per bushei on flaxed and 10 cents per gllon
on lnseed oil, meaning a duty of $5,397,574.
In addition to the above, there was imported into this country duty. free the following: Soya bean oil, 14,961,833 gallons; china wood oil, 9,061,620 gallo; perilla oil
(9 months), 879,413 gallons. Hftd there been a duty of 20 cents per gallon on this
oil it would have amounted to $4,980,573.20 and would have materaly protected
the flaxseed industry of this country, against which these products are now competitors.
to

Table: [No Caption]
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In addition to the above ols, thereau competito,.in some respect o inseed oil
importation into this country in 10i as fon:
Cottonsed oil....................;................................. g9,4579
................ 215,238,516
Coconut oil
Oliveoil (inedible) ............................... ......,:
490, 118
Olive oil (edible)........9..................
.... ............
go0,591,060
Palm oil.
:.,.:..,,...
41,948,224
Palm kernel.........
oil ...................................................
1, 693,740
Peanut oill.................
95, 124, 278
12912, 608
.................
Rapeseed oil...........1..
..........................

..

I

.......

......

...

.... .................

WRY flAX flODUOTnO

DECLINED.

The
of the Government in
the duty
flaxseed and to a gester
on linseed oil has resulted in reducing
to
extent policy
haking it possible on
for foreign manufacturers
export oil to this country at lower prices than the farmers and linseed-oil manulac.:
turers in the United States could-produce it, Foreign competition in oil has, therefore, not only been highly disastrous from the standpoint of the producer of the oil
but from the standpoint of the grower of the seed too.
Under the recent tariff policy the production of laxiseed in the United States has
been very materially reduced, and if the policy of the pat few years is continued the
United States farmer will be cornelled to sell his seed in foreign markets in competition with that from Argentina, If any is produced, or more probably the farmer will
ford to discontinue the rowing of the flaxseed and a great industry now rapidly
on the decline wrill be forced from the country and we shall not only lose the advantages
of flax as a crop but likewise the great value of the linseed cake as a feed for the dairy
and stock industries.
On the other hand, by a fair and libral poliyV toward the flax industry there may
:be biilt u-p a great agricultural industry in the Northwest and the fuirtfier development of oil production and a marked development of the paint and varih industry;
otherwise these great industrieesmy likewise be forced to other countries where cheap
labor enables them to produce: their product. cheaper than they can be produced in
this country and thus they will be able to undersell our own manufacturers
It ought not to be necessary to argue that it is for the best interests of this country
to maintain the linseed-oil industry, which I am informed now amounts to nearly
$100,000,000 annually, as this product is essential to the life of so many other industries that-affect the entire industrial life of this Nation, to say nothing of the great
flax industry of the farmers.
Shall the flax industry of the farmer, the linsed-oil industry of the Nation be pre-s
served or shall we place this country wholly dependent upon foreign manufacturers
for it. suply of linseed oil, if not for the finished products dependent upon the oil
In my opinion, Congress should place a duty of 40 center bushel upon flaxseed
a proper compensatory duty of 3 cent per poud on lnseed oil so as to asure
the protection and developmentof the same. At present the American farmer can
not produce enough flaiseed to furnish the demandi of the country for linseed oil,
but with proper protection this can be done inside of five year. To the extent, therefore that the American farmer is not able to produceslufficient fliseed to supply
the united EStates' consuming reqUirement for flaxseed product, we should so adjust
the duty as to encourage the importation of Aseed from Canada and Arntina
rather than of theinseed oil and thus we will encourage home production and manu
facture and adequately protect our crushers in keeping this industry alive.
I attach hereto a further statement giving much additional data with regard to
lixseed production in this country the im rtation and exportation, both for the
seed and the linseed oil, which I believe wiK'be found of value in the consideration
of this important question, beginning with the year 1900.

sad

Table: Table 1.- Acreage devoted to flax, imports, and price.

Table: Table 2.- Production, imports, and exports of flaxse d, and amount retained for consumption in United States.
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imports~, and price.
(Source: Acreage and price, U. S. Bureau CrTp Estimates and~U.~8. Census, imports, Commerce, and
Naygallon ]Report's.J
TABLEC 1.-Acreage devoted to/fax,

jAeage

Imports.'
Acreage.

Year.

per

-

...------

1

-------e.

.

4`

I
~~~~Bwshels allons.
1901.1111........0.0,37.2,04
3 ?.0
37,779
imy*~.........I............ ....
477,157
.

000
129,069
1903.f3,2331
213,.270
264, 000
1904..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2,
lo1906
296,1$4
..................2,535,000

2,06, 000

19....................

1907.........2,884,000
1908........... 2,879,0OM
1909..2, Ot13, 000
1910..2,467,000

1911..2,757,000"
..............
1912.:.........
2,851,000
1913.~~~...

2,291,000
1914
................... 1, 64,000
1915
1,387,000
.I...................
1916.
1, 474,000
...............
1917........................ 1,984,000
191 8.
......1, 93,ooo0
1919 .....".................1,6572,000
1, 78.5,000
1920..............
..............

..

...

....

.....

1 Year

bushe

of flaxseed
1edOU.

Seed. LIII~~~~e

end"gJune,30.

Cents.

106.2
81.7
99.3
84.4
101.3
95.8 11.4,

10,289

22,900
20,915
33,439
14, 186
11,417
28, 102
467,664'
3,91,9, 476

52 240

go, 3m5

.57,419
W93, 848
6,002,406
10,499,227
0, 8431,8
5, 294, 296.
8,853,25
10, 606,2 16
14,679,233.
12,393,988
13,366,629

5.

231.7
182.1
114.7:
11 9.9
126.0
174. 0
248.0
290.6

8093(1

172,5622
535, 601

192,282
5,9

809
1300,
50827

340. 1
438.9
176.6

989,812
4550,391

8,420,88
233194

3No estimates made of acreage.

Table 1 shows the craein the United States devoted to the production of fleaxseed; also the amount of seed imported; also the gallons of linseed Oil and the
aeaefarm price per bushel for flaxseed for IDecember 1 for each year.
Table 2 shows
the production in bushels for each year beginning with 1901, the,
first available complete record; also the amount of flax imported and the amount of
exports together with the amount retained for consumption in the United States:
TABLE 2.-Production, imports, and export.. of Jaxed, and amount retainedfo m--

gmption in United State..

(statitcal Abstrac of the United States, 192, p. 862.1

Exports.
Year ending Juns 30-

Production.t
_

1Bushej.

1901 ...............17,.592,000

1902...............2.5,319,'000
1908.29,284,890

___

Bshels,.
1,0.31,728
477, 157
129,'089
213,270
290, 184
152, 240

1904.27,30D;,510
1906.~~~~~~~~~23,400,534
£906...............28,477,753
90 356
25,56161401907.............
549
908
~~~~
~~25,8.300
805 000
593,60
1909.~~~~~~~~~26,
1910 ..............
6, 002,496
19513,000 10,499,227
£911................12,718,000.

1912................19, 370,000.
1913................28 07343(X)
1914.17.............I 863 000

0,841,8AM
6,294,298
8,863,236.
.10,086,216
1916.13:749000.
14,679,233
1918.~~~~~~~~~14,030,000
101
14,298,000 12,393,088
................

Isi
9, 184,000
1919 .12... 36 000M
......................
.........

1920.7............',661, 000

Retained for

conmuniP.

Imports.'

13,368,629

8,425,896
23,3891,34

I Production is of the crop year precedIng the flwcal year.

~~~~~~seed.
Bushels
2, 755, 683
3,874,033
4,128,1.30

ue~

Bushels
21,112
64, 748
20,211

BusAhels

18,440 031,
21,857j 378
25,206,628j
26,7655401,

7.58,379.........
1,338
2:3,69V,377
22,641,)474
5,988,519
19,028,148
2,014
8,638,310
42733
11,391
21,619,715,~:
882,809......... 26,616,769,66,193... .24,4..,..3
976
23,216,~261.
21;6i9
4,323
20186',WC4
168
16,894
33,35023
306,540
26,20088911
4,1465
83,208
24,347802,
........

........

......

2,614
1,017
21,481
15,574
24, 044,

17
851
44

...... .

24,936

28,708602

26,688,971
22 ,508197

21780,288
31003,95

I Year ending June 30.

Table: Table 3.- Imports and exports of linse d oil.

Table: Table 4.- Value of production per acre in United States, December 1.
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Table i ves the total import and exports of linsi
theper i beginning with 1889 and closing with 1920.

oil expressed In gallons for

TABLE 3.-Imports and exports of lineced oil.
(source Commerce aid Navigation Report..)
;mPrts: Exporte?

Year.

--_

fxports.

1Importa.t

Year.

Gallons
~~~~~~~~04oWe
Gail
Gallons.
1
Gallons,
...t
3_2 166... .._....

l~~~~~~~~;C
72451 1906 ,............188
.
I:..:-S
IisE{
S
f Sf?10,436
0
X0
312,7
,439
98
, II,%62
.......
A
380A.0
,.1.1;*#-::,/)
40,206
1$6
789 96
19.7.........
.....14,
67, 8
11,n,41 7 273,0
10
28,'0102
1909 .,,...,,,........
426
228,
.407
....467,604
1910
176,21
3,96,4761
1911
8~~~~~~~~2,718
1912...09,307...46,96..
67,169.
..............

7,0'6

162Q
1*2891..11-.'',60..
I 12' 36
94
1.
182 1..0,99........6.
......l
,40
92,941
.4.. '767
1401.3
827
..
11496
.

12, 1W
3,862

19............
..

.

............

172, 5 12,7,f
1
,
2
90,074
.-i:i.,4.
.0
3 419
14,2,
1 212,13
6.....-01
1(7,000 1916,
3,298
8..
714,121)
.1916
............
56,899
103,494
o....o.... 2,904
1, 201',6554
110,80)9 1,4t87,850
99,919 3917 ............
10.
I............... 14, (33
50,827
..
37,779
1902
102,118 1918.............
1,096,304
98,812
1842,330 1919............
190...... .19,289...
... 4P,650391:
1, 136, 58
336,419 1920........
22,950
1904......I.......
IU07
18914

.,,

1

I

.

112,262 .1913

8'

.

.....

JVf
924 2,.41 ..,..,,,4,1 ,,.

t:

Year ending June 30.

It is interesting to know that the price per bushel for flaxseed was as low as 81.7
cent in 1903 and rose to $4.389 in 1919,but in 1920 it was back again to approximately
the price for'1916.-.
Several factors have worked to decrease the flax production in the United States.
The most important, however, in my judgment, is the tariff provisions and especially
that affecting the linseed oil.
Another important factor was the fact that flia could not generally be grown on
the same land for more than one or two crops without a complete failure. Forw Jlong
th f this was nown but in recent yeaiit has been discovered that
time the cause
to
it
due a disese that is brought into the soil with the growing of flax and known
as "flax-wilt" which tendi to destroy the crop in its early ses of growth. Durin
ed which are immune to the
recent years there have been developed strains of
same land without being
the
on
-be
continuously
grown
therefore,
can,and
disease
attacked by the called "flax-wilt."
The acreage of flax has deelined i y during recent year. with a slight increase
in acreage during the period of 1916 and 1918, when there was stimulation because of
need for war activity and increased prices. There has been an almost continued
increase of seed i r begining with 1907 to 1918. In 1920 the importation was
the greatest in the history of te country.
On the other hand there his been an increased demand for consumption of flaxseed in thi country and especially for linseed oil which has in recent years increased
from approximately 40,000,000 gallon per year to about 76,000,000 gllons.
Our exports have declined in flax products while the imports have largely increased.
As a matter of comparison I am presenting in Table 4 a statement to show the averfage value of production per acre in the United States on December 1 for the yea
from 1910 to 1920 for both flaxseed and wheat.
TABLE 4.-Value of production per acre in United States, Deember 1.
Flax.
_at.
:
.
_
Yr.

__

,

1910.............5$12.0
12.747

;191!1....................:
1912.1.240
1913.

.........

.

9.352

0.584
1914.:
.17.: 574
1915: :..:
..
.

..

Whet.
512.273
10. 9
12.064
12.144
1367

M5623.

Year.

sod.

191.53.914
191
1643
3
7.
23.07
1918 ......:
1919 ..3...2 1

12.:

...

.....

10.99

519.56
2.312
31.8m6
27. S2
19.913

Table: Table 5.
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Inasmuch as North Dakota has been in years past the largest producer of flax in
the United States, I present herewith Table fi showing the acreage for the years
: beginlnig with 1902, the first complete available data, the yield per acre, the total
production for the State, average price per bushel, and the total value of flaxseed
tor the year.
00 ~TAsbLE 5b,:
X
:
f
Year.

Yield IPrice
Prodc
:
acre.
::arer.
0AAcree.
| 0 : 7~;per

Vlue.

13 , 0195
.078,I ,
.99 .413
1ow. 1.,23.,79
.92.
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1, 4.5, 745
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;. .
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1600o,0
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1910
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7.0
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In tbis table it will be noted that in 1902 the acreage devoted to flax in North Dakotat
was 2,160,000, whilein 1920it had fallen to 735,000 acres and was lees in some preceding

BRIEF OF THE BUREAU OF RAW MATERIALS FOR AMXERICA
VEGETAZBLE OILS AND FATS INDUSTRIES REPRESENTING THE
PAINT AND VARNISH MANU7AOTURERS:
We desire to nter our protest against the inequality existing in this hill etwken0
the rate of duty imposed on flaxseed and the duty imposed on linseed oil. And'I
protest against any rates of duties on flaxseed that will result in a duty of more than
12 cents per gallon bn linseed oil. A duty on flaxseed resulting in any higher rbite
than 12 cents per gallon on liiiseed oil will impose too grreat a tax on linseefd oil, will
restrict the consumption of paints and varnishes and impose upon the consumer
higher prices for paint. and varnishes than could be justified by a reasonable application of the theory of protection.
:We desire to submit herein out views concerning the rate of duty imposed on flaxseeed in:H. R. 7456, paragraph 760, and our views concerning an amendment that
:hould'be made in section 316 of this same bill, which section 316 as it now stands
directly affect and reduces the rate of duty that would apparently be collected on1:
flaxseed under the rate as providedl in paragraph 760, and we further desire to set
forth our views as to the proper method of establishing a compensatory rate of diuty
on linseed oil which is the principal product of flaxseed and which is (Iitiable at 2J
cent. per pound under paragraph 50 of this act.
0 ?i PLAXIBED, ACYt OF 1913.
DUTY

bush-l,
'this
The rate of duty on flaxseed under'the act of -1913 was 20 ce n'tper
bein the actual rate collected as the drawback proVisioi in the act of 1913, para-.
0, ection 4, contained the following rovision:
graph
Provided, That where a principal product an(l a by-product result-:frobm themanipulation of imported material and only the by-product is exported, the proportion of the drawback distributed to ouch by-produet shall not exceed the duty aessable under this act on a similar by-product of foreign origin if imported into the
United States, where no duty is aessable upon the importation of a corresponding
by-product, no drawback shall be payable on such by-prodtlet produced from the
imported material."
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DUTY ON FLAXSEED, B. R. 7460.-

duty on flaxseed in this bill, paragraph 760, is stated at 26 cents per"
The
collected will be only 184 cents per bushel, as section 316,
but dithe actlual rate
bushel, ratW
special provisions of this act, contains the following provision:
P"Jrolnided, '[hat where two or more products result from the manipulation of:
importe(l material, the drawback shall be distributed to the several products in
accordance with their relative values at the time of separation."
DRAWBACK PROVISION IN H. R. 7456 REDUCES THE RATE OF DUTY ON FLAXSEED.
The principal 'roduct of flaxseed in the United States is linseed oil and the byproduct is linseed cake.
As will be hereinafter plainly shown the problem of establihing a. protective tariff
for the American flax grower is solely one ofipotecting the 'oil content of American
grown flaxieed againsttheicompeting oil content of forelign-grown flaxseed, and hence
to establish such protection in a cler and definite4'manner no system of easing
duties on faxseed or other oleaginous seeds or materialsa ould ba adopted whereby
the importer of foreign flaxseed or oil-bearing seeds or materials is allowed and paid
0any drawback upon the exportation of anyof the by-produ:cts, as such by-products
are oil cake :in one form or other on which no duty is assessable, and consequently
the rate of duty imposed on such materials is 4ctually reduced below the stated rate
by the refunding of a portion of the duty paid when the by-product exported is a commodity which comes in free of duty if any were to be imported.
OIL CAKE.

The United States produces a surplus of oil cake, :and oil cake was duty free under
the act of 1913, and is duty free in thi bill, H. R. 7466.
The UJnited Statesexportslarge quantities of its cottonseed oil cake, and considerable
of the linueed-cake resulting from the crushing of domestic flanseed is also exported,
and therefore it is evident that foreign flaxseed is imported solely for its oil content.
LINGSED OIL.
The problem of affording protection to the American Bl ed grower is therefore
one of protecting the linseed-oil content of each bushel of flanseed against the linseedoil content of a bushel of foreign-grown laxseed, which oil content has been separated
from the foreign flaxwed by a foreign oil crusher who may export the oil content
separately to the United States.
'AMBIGuIT AND CONFSION RESULTING PROM DRAWBACK.
That the element to be protected is the linseed-oil content is plain to be seen.
The conversion of the protection to be granted on this element, linseed oil, irto a
rate of so much per bushel is merely incidental and for the convenience of expreiming
the rate upon the material (flaxseed) in which the oil is contained.
PROPER PROOEDURE FOR EBTBLISUINo RATE OF PROTECTION.
The proper procedure for establishing the rate of protection on flaxseed is to consider
the commodity in terms of linseed oil as this problem of protection is confined entirely
to the oil content as there is no tariff problem concerning the by-product or linseed
cake.
A bushel of flaxseed, of 56 pounds, as provided in paragraph 760 of H. R. 7456, yields
in actual crushing'practice 19 pounds of oil and 37 pounds of cake, hence the problem
is one of protecting this 19 pounds of oil-against 19 pounds of oil unseparated in a
bushel of imported flaxseed or against 19 pounds of linseed oil that has been separated
by a foreign crusher.
As linseed oil in commerce is dealt in in units of gallons of 71 pounds each, it will
be een that 24 gallons of oil are contained in a bushel of flaxseed; that is, the quantity
a bushel of flaxcsed will yield in crushing as established by practice in the crushing
industry.
RATU OF PROTECTION FOR AMERICAN FLAXSEED GROWER.
If it is desired to protect the American ax grower to the extent of 8 cents per gallon
of oil content the rate to be established on bushels of flaxseed would be 24 times 8
cents or 20 cents per bushel.
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If it is desired to protect the American flax grower with a rate of 10 cents per gallon
of oil content, the rate to be established on bushels of flaxseed would be two and
one-half times 10 cents, or 25 cents per bushel.
*To make the rates effective when so established by this method of calculation,
which is the only logical method when it is agreed that the element on which protection is to be calculated is linseed oil and nothing else, the cake havin' been placed
duty free, it is only logical- and sofid that the rates so established s ould not be
ineffective by the application of any drawback system providing for the
rendered
payment of a drawback on linseed cake, which is equal to the refunding of a duty
levied
upon the linseed oil content of imported flaxseed when only the cake is exported and which cake is not the object of any tariff consideration.
We therefore urge that the rate of duty to be imposed on flaxseed be calculated in
the above-described manner and in order to make the rate of duty so decided upon
fully effective we recommend that if Title III special provisions of H. R. 7456, is
going to be retained in the bill that section 316 thereof be amended by adding to this
section as thelst paragraph th'e folloing:
'Provided further, That the provisions 6f th section shall not apply to the products
of 611-bearing seeds and materials enumerated in paragraph 760 df this.act, and where
a principal product and a. by-product result from the manipulation of imported material enumeiated In paragraph 760 of this act, and only the by-product is exported,
the propoftion of the drawback distributed to tsuch by-prducts- shall- not exceed the
duty assessble under this. act on a similar by-product of foreign origin if imported
into the UnitediStates. Wher ino duty is asseisable upon the importation of a correspondin by-product, no drawback shall be payable on such by-product- produced
from the lmpdrted material; :if, however, the principal product is exported, then on
0:the exportation thereof there shall be; refunded as drawback the whole of the duty
paid on the imported material used in the production of both the principal product
and: the by-prduct, les 1 per cent as hereinbefore mentioned."
This provrnion of amendment will miiilthe fates of duty determined upon under
paragraph 760 definite in application and clear of comprehension. This amendment
will also provide the Amencan flaxseed crusher with a drawback on any linseed oil
the smequantity of
amount of the ut h id
Xhemay-export, eql to Ofanhthe
: bed oil as eontaiied -in the flaxseed which f imported and from which he
separated the oil, le the 1 per cent retained by the Treasury Department
AB the bill now stands the American laxseed grower would be left with the imii:preuuon that the rate specified in raragrsh :760 was the rate at which he was actually
protected, *hereas thisis not the act... the bill now stands any importer bringing
in flaxseed for crhing purposs oinly pays 184 cents per bushel, as he is credited with
a drawback calculated on that part of the flnseed in connection with which there is
no tariff conskleration, as that part of the flaiseed, linseed cake, is on the free list
and practically all foreign flaxseed is so imported for crushing purposes and the linseed
cake is so all exported.
COMPENSATORY PROTETION

FOR AMERICAN

LIN8EED CRUSHER.

The compensatory rate for th.e American linseed crusher must necessarily be a rate
applied to linseed oil under pargraph 60 of H. R.- 7466, exactly the same asthe per
gall on oilcontentrate established for thle protection of the American fgrower.
Under paragraph 50 the rate onliu seed oil should be changed and expressed in gallons.
The Committee on Ways and Means were advised to impose rates on vegetable oils in
units of pounds, and proper-l so, in the case of coconut oil, soya bean, cottonseed oil,
and a few other vetable oils, bixt lid oil is one exception to which the above
recommendations shotud not have been applied as the American consumers of this
oil have dealt in it from thim inunemorial on the basis of gallons just as the consumers
of those other oils have been used to dealing in units of pounds. Therefore if the
rate of protection decided upon for the American flaxseed grower is 8 cents per gallon
on the oil content of flaxseed or 20 cents per bushel, the compensatory rate of protection
for the American linseed crusher would be 8 cents per gallon on linseed oil. If 10
cents per gallon or 25 cents per bushel for the American flax grower, the compensatory
duty on linseed oil should be 10 cents per gallon.
:PROTECTION

CRUSHER6TO

FOR THE AMERICAN LINSEED
IN THE UNIEDS;TATES ANDDFOREIGON

EQUALIZE COST OF CRUSHING:
6(OU NTR[I P, S.

We submit herewith an analysis of two briefs submitted on the above subject by
the American linseed crushers, one of which was submitted to your honorable committee and one of which was submitted to the Committee on Ways and Mleans:
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(1, MBOeto Committee on Ways and maui by Spew0Kellog & Onm, Buffalo, N. Y.
Cot of crushing at home and abroad.-Stated not serious other things being considered
but is solely a matter of ocean transportation. Did not claim labor cost disadvant.
Transportation cots.-Author of above brief stated would present oceanf t
disadvantages later. As he subscribed to other brief we place under this item e
same figure appearing in other brief, 3.28 cents.
Suggested protection for crushing induatry.-4luggested return to Payne-Aldrich
measure under which had favorable differential of difference between 7.4 cents gallon
on flaxseed and 15.0 cents on linseed oil or 7.6 cents crushing protection or over twice
amount required to cover only disadvantage claimed.
(2. Briefof W. 0. Goodrch, Milwaukee, WIs.,representingentlrelndustry.
Coat of crushing at 'hoW and abroad.-Total cost of crushing In United States, per
bushel, $0.50, foreign cost of crushing, $0.25; excess cost in United States, $0.25, or
10 cents per gallon
Tanportation costa-Transpottation disidvantags, 3.28 cents; total, 13.28 cents.
Sugeste protection for using inst.-Author in testimony acknowledged
represented by first bnef in which only disadvantage' claimed was3.28 centatransportation costs but at later date here claims 10 cents labor cost disadvantage which
other amcmated witnesses originally stated did not exist.
To establish the disadv t under which the Amecan linseed crusher operates
-s compared with the conditions under which the foreign crusher operates is the
le
tothe above analeys of evidence resented brief No. 1 was submitted
: by Spencer Kellogg & Son, of Buffalo, N. Y., to theWays and Meas Committee
and appears in the record of Xthe herngs of this committee on tariff revision in part
f 6, Page 4397. We quote theithrd paragraph therefrom
"In 1913 the Underwood-Simmons measure waa adopted, the-rat of which we
made Vup iniconferenctkptween the Hous and the Senate and the lowest suggested
adopted This
rate: forlinsd oil
adopted, while the highest rate for lined
action, as shown inathe table above, left oi ya difference :of 3 cent a buhel s a
States mauctrere aainsit not ohly foreign labor which
protection to`United
would not be such a serious matter, other things heingltaken into consideration, but
which is periods because the whole matter is one of ocean freight rates, and we are
under certain disadvantg in that respect, which we will attempt so show later on."
At the top of page 4398 this witness or petitioner s ts that just and fair rates
for linseed and lied oil are 20 cents per Ilon on oil and 25 cents on Flaxseed with
a drawback provision to reduce the actial duty on fl xseed to 184 cents per bushel.
That this suggestion was not offered seriously is apparent from the last paragraph of
this brief, in which a lower rate is approved of on ined oil.
So far as this problem is concerned the vital points contained in this brief were the
following:
1. It shows plainly the operation of the Payne-Aldrich bill whereby the actual
duty paid on flaxseed was 18f cents, although the rate specified in the Payne-Aldrich
bill is 25 cents per bishel.
2. It establishes the witness' belief that no appreciable difference exists in the
costs of crushing flaxseed in the United States as compared with the costs in foreign
countries.
3. It states the whole difference in costs or the American crushers' disadvantage is
due entirely to disadvantages existing with regard to ocean freight rates which are to
be shown later on.
4. The Payne-Aldrich Act-which with los
duty of 25 cents on sed, les drawback, or 181 cents per bushel actual, or 7.4 cents per gallon, and it rate of 15 cents on
linseed oil, or a differential in favor of 'bh Amencan crusher of 7.6 cents per gallonafforded "reasonable " protection and would be satisfactory.
Now, coWming to the second brief and our analysis of it, we wish to call attention to
the verbal testimony of Mr. William 0. Goodrich, of Milwaukee, Wis., representing
the William 0. qoodrich Co., who appeared before your honorable committee August
17 1921:
t'Mr. GOODRICH. I am chairman of the Linseed Crushers and Flaxseed Committee,
which is a committee representing the entire linseed-oil producing industry in this
country. ",
And further on appears the following:
"The CHAIRMAN. You had a hearing before the House committee?
"Mr. GOODRICH. Yes, sir.
"The CHAIRMAN. Was it printed?
"Mr. GOODRICH. Yes, sir.
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The only brief filed with the Ways and Means Committee is the brief of Spencer
Kxell' & Sons arid there is no record of any other testimony on the subject. Wve
therefore proumet that the brief of:Spencer Kellogg & Sons (IIc.) is tho brief or bearing acknowledgedd, by Mr. Go6drich as having been presented in his interests to the
Commlttee on Ways and Means. Thereforo it appears to be quite well established
that the brief presented by Spencer Kellogg & Sons (Inc.) before the Committee on
Ways, mid Mean represented the entire industry, just as the brief presented by Mr.
Goodrich to your honorable co-mmittee on August 17, 1921, also represented the
entire lnodcliil nu~r.:
entire wipshto crih¶ induslytriat both briefs apparently had the approval of the
entire industry at the-time they-were fled.We call attention to the copondig analysis of the second brief. The vital
points developd in thi bref appear to be the following:
-4 The disadvatiages under which the American industry operates is equal to
25 cents per bushel, or 10 cent per gallon, whereas before the WNays and Means Committee the representative of this ind ustry in that brief states that "The question of
foreign labor would not, be a serious matter, other things beng taken into consideration1 but which'is serious becaiuse the whole matter is one of ocean freight rates, and
we are under certain disdvantages in that respect."
In this brief the:less serious matter of comparative labor costs is three tines the
amount of the: mos t serious freight disadvantage previously dwelt upon. From no
serious -diadvantage on account of labor costs before- the Committee on Ways
and Means the question of- labor u'sts to be provided for by your honorable conmmittee develops to be 25 cents per bushel, or:1o cents per gal on which is two times
the total factory cost :of crlshing tiaxced, in our opinion. The cost here stated
at 50 cents per bushel is 20 per cent of the Value of the products and by our estimate is about four times thbe factory cost of the operation.
2. The ocean freight disadvantages of which an- explanation was promised in the
previois brief are found explaine-d here in this brief, the disadvantage in this respect
being claimed to be 3.28 cents per gallon.
3. The totil diLsdvantage ::claimed ascompared with foreign -linseed crushers is
13.28. cent pergallon. In this brief it is stated that unless this industry is t* be
destroyed the amount of this disadvantage must "absolutely" be provided.
T4.he protection for Amencan crushers under this bill isequal to the difference
gallon duty on flaxseed and 185 cents per gallon duty on oil,
between 7.4 centsuper
oradifferenceof 11.36 cents per gallon, or nearly 2 cent le than the industry claims
in its written brief that it must "absolutely" be proQided with, and yet in the verbal testimony before the brief was left with your committee Mr. (oodrich, representing the entire crushing industry, saidu "We. ame -entirely satisfied with the provision
:made for protecting our industry in dietariff bill now before you."
How can these witnesses beo well satisfied :with a rate of protection granting them
only 11.35 cents per gallon protection a foreign lineed oil when they say they
must have not le than 13.28 cent in their printed brief.
By following the arguments of this indtry back,- the answer is perfectly clear.
:While 13.28 cents per gallon is asolutely nee in e brief presented to your committee we find the ind try through the oral expreei6ns of its spokesman delighted
with only 11.35 cents per gallon, and goin back still further to the brief presented to
the Committee on Ways anld Mean e find that protection for the crushing operation
of only 7.f6 cents per gallon'would have been very astisfactory to the industry, and we
do not believe the evidence submitted to your honorable committee is worthy of
consideration, but believe the actual conditions are truthfully set forth by Spencer
Kellogg & Sons, who represented the industry before the Ways and Means Committee.
In this brief it is stated.
"1. Labor costs as compared with the labor costs of foreign crushers do not present a
eerious problem, other thins Ieing considered (we presume the-other things coneidered are the many naturl advantages possessed by the crushers for supplying our
home market with oil).
2. The whole question of disadvantage is admitted to be one of equalizing transportation costs an the disadvantage is now stated to be 3.28 cents per gallon.'
4

LABOR ~COSTS.

That the difference in lalor costs could not be claimed to be serious as first admitted?
by the crushers is readily confirmed. Anv disadvantages of this kind could only involve factory labor as the foreign oil cnwsher if attempting to enter the American
markets and( render a relative kind of service in distributing his products would be
81527-22-son 7- 48
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would be unable to render the same kind of distribution service except at a much
greater cawt than the American crusher, If able to do it at all.
The labor in linseed crushing s in the case of crushin other seeds is well known to
be a small element. -In our cottonseed oil Industry the labor cost of crushing cottonseed which yields only 16 per cent of oil Is 6 per cent of the value of the products produced. Linseed oil mll are more modern d. bIetter equipped thin the avera
cottonseed oil mills and are-provided with mechanical deices and conveyers which
reduce the labor to a minimum, The United States Tariff ('ommission, in its urvey
of the linseed industry, on pa 131 stats: Establishmentsin operation, 215; wageearners
employed, 1,488 total wa paid, $1,127 000.
The labor empioyed was less than 0o workers in each establishment on the average,
The production of linseed oil in the United States during the nsame year, 1914, was:
F.laxseed consumed, 23,000,000 bushels; linseed oil produced, 507,44,000 pounds,
or 67,650 000 gallons,'
The labor cost during that year, so far as the 1,48 wage earners on the payrolls
of the entire-linseed-crisihing industry were concerned, was therefore $1,127,000 for
the production of 67,850,000 gallons of linseed oil, or 1.7 cents per gallon, or 4.25
cents per buhel of flansed-,
Tho avenge value of flaxseed that year (1914) was $Ij2j per bushel, and as
$1,127,000 expended for waes was for the production of linseed cake as well as:the
oil, a proper percentage of labor cost is arried at by comparing the wages paid per
bushel and the average value per bushel of flaxseed; 4.25 divided by 152.50 e(uals
2.8 ertcentThC census ofi1905 hows that the wage cost in the production of linseed oil was 3
per cent of the total value of the product priduced.
It appears probable that the ws p to labor in this industry doe not constitute
the entire labor expense, as the labort of handling the imported flaiseed from incoming others at the pors of entry and -into the mill might largely be performed
by steveedore companies or other agencies and the disbursements therefor might not
appear in the item of wages paid to wage earners,
On the other hand, ndoubtedly part of the wg : paid to wage earners is.for work
done after the crushing operation and is' properly chargeable to shippi andistrid
bution, which cost would have to be borne by any foreign linseed-oil mill attempting
to sell linseed oil in the United States and would have to be borne by them as a
foreign cot of diiitribution.
However, if a liberal allowance were made to he American crusher for labor costs
not reported in hi pay roll, and if for this purpose an amount equal to one-third of
the amount shown aH wages were added: to the costs carrmed as wages, then the total
cost of crushing would only be:4 per cent of the cost of the linseed.
It in, of course, to be understood that other comt, siuch as administrative and
selling, are a part of the cost of the products when delivered: to the cohunsuer, but
these costs have no place :in the consideration of tariff making,. as a foreign linseed
crusher would have to pay even greater additional selling and distribution cos than
the dometic crusher in otder: to ecure the: sane results in the matter of making
sales and effectinig the distribution of foreign linsed -oil. The foreign crusher, if attempting sal distribution in the United States, would be likewise obliged to pay
for the elements of this on the basis of American standards.
On this date, August 26, the market price of lineed oil at New York in bulk in
tank cars was 70 cents per gallon; the price of linseed cake fL a. s. New York was
$42 per ton of 2,000 pounds. At these values the 1!) pounds of oil in a bushel of flaxseed and the 37 pounds of linseed cake were selling as follows: Linseed oil, 19 pounds,
or 21gllons,- at 70 cents, $1.75; linseed cake, 37 pounds, at 2.01 cents per pound,
$0.743; total, $2.493.
Total value of theme productA from a bushel of flaxseed was in round figures $2.50.
If the cost of crushing was 50 CCDts per bushel a suggsted by Air. Goxdrich who
appeared before your committee the percentage would have been 2(1 per cent, which
amount would be absurdi.
The statistics concerning thin industry fully bear out the Statement of Spencer
Kellogg & Sons in their brief to the effect that the difference in labor costs at home
and al)road are not serious, and in fact we do not believe the American industry is at
any disadvantage whatever.
TRANSPORTATION CO8TH.
'The disdvantage claimed of 3.28 cents per gallon on account of certain transportation costs is in our opinion too high for the resson that in arriving at this figure the
representatives of this industry calculated the difference in the cost of transporting
their linseed cake made from foreign flaxreed to Eiirope where it is all sold and the

Table: [No Caption]
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transporting linseed oil. produced in European oil Mills to the United States
if exported to this counftyan arrved at a difference of 31.28 cent-s per galon in favor
of the linseed oil
rm the foreign mills. However, the costs of recoopering
the barrels in which foreign oil would have to 1)0 ship-ped, leakage of oilI on the voyage,
excess of marine insurance on oil above cake, and a number of other ex-penses n ot
enumerated which would occur in connection with' the landing of foreign linseied oil
in barrels would cut this differentiall or disadvantage down by 1 cent por gallon in
our. opinion and in all probability the disadvantage would: not exceed 2 cents per.
gallon if accurately figred in. detail, How4ever, these slight, errors can be. ignored
adin accodnc ih: the brief of Spen cer Kellogg & Sons (I nc.), if this disadvantg
of. 3.28 cents per gallon is accepted a" representing the disadvantage of the American
crusher through transportation costs, it is the only disadvantage that exists, and on
the other hand the American crushers enjoy many advantages an explained in our
brief relating to paragraph 60 of this bill.
COMPTITION0 PROM POR1P.IONLINSEED OIL HAS BZEEN NEOLIOZBLE.
We present herewith a table showing the production, imports, and exports of lnseed
oil for the calendar years 1914 to 1920 and the first half of 1921.
LINSEED OIL.
cost of
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By taking our impo"a of linseed oil durn ayor all of these years and deducting
exports It will 'be found that our ne'timnp'ortsa are very smtall and less than . e
vent of our
consumption.
.
recent years American linseed crushiers have absorbed considoritbie of the
Duri~v
linseed oil which ha' been Imported, therefore thes imprsfo brod amrounting
in: total to less than 6 pe et of our consumption do not represent competition in
the strict sense of the word. As mentioned in ourfri~ef on linseedoilprgrpI0
Axuerican: consumers of ltinseed oil, such as our paito and vrish manti fcuewill
not'aba-ndon the domestic crushed oil and go afield for their supplies unles th foeign sumplxes can be obtained at fully. 10 per cent less than the price at. which the
-domestic crusher is selling for, and even then the foreigni oil so imported rarely:i
shped wyfo the At antic sieabad. Probably 64) per cent of the foreign Iin.
sed oil imported has been pu'rchaced by our. domestic crushersAad has be'eni taken
into their'storage tanks and plants atthe Atlantic aboard and reshippe'd to Amertican pit and varnish masnufacturrer at probably y the same prices as were. being quoted
by thsee crushers for- domestic oil, and thereby a t'art part of these shipments have
been a source of profit to the American linseed cru rer instead of being "competitive"
al
whih cnclsiveydmontrate the Amoerican crushers' many advano
tage
thrughhisistibutng fcilties whch, we bel1Nve, entirely apart from tariff
proecton
acs s aprtecio eqalto 0 rer ent ad valorem. The linseed crushers'
our
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ld sell a given
natural a(lvantage in th distribution of lined oili"ssuc itha
lot of foreign linseed oil at 10 per cent above its import duty-paid cast where the smne:
lot of oil if otfered for sale on import terms at the import duty-paid prce wold not
be accepted by the same consuming purchaser as being it satisfatory: purchse.
OUR RXCOMMENDATIONS.

of protection for the Aternkan linseed
We therefore recommend that as a
crusher over and above the. actual per gallon of oil content rate of duty imposed on
laxseed that no further additional rate of protection be imposed on linweed oil in
exceiw of 4 cent per gallon.
If the amendment to section 316 (drawback) is adopted, a su-ted hereinbefore,
we would recommend the tiff on aaeedand lineedoil be Justed as follows:
Flaxseed, 20 cents per bushel; linseed oil requires 8 cent per llon compensatory
andl 4 lents per gallon cirushers' protection, total 12 cents per gallon.
On this basis theactual protetion given the Americai flaxseed grower would be
increased from the net rate of 181 cents per bushel which would result from 1l. R.
74466 in its p resent foim to 20-cents and the rate of2( cents per pound on linseed oil
in paragraph 60, or 18 cents per galldn; would be reduced to 12 centstper gallon.
We wou d therefore su up our recommendations follows:
That section 316 be so amended that the rates of duty impod on flaxseed and other
oil-bearing see and materials contained in paragraph 760 would be made positive
: and definite in application and that the provision ndw in the bill for the paying of
drawbacls on oil cake resulting from the crushing of dutiable oil-bearing seeds and
materials be eliminated.
That the rate of duty on flaxseed in paragraph 60 be reduced from 25 to 20 cents per
bushel.
That the rate of duty-on linseed oil in paragraph FO be reduced from 2j cents per
pound to 12 cents per gallon.
The 32 pint and vrnh m ufcturer of the Uynited States, members of this
bureau, protest against the rates now written in H. R. 7466on flaxseed and linseed
oil A being illogically constructed and indefinite of application and as imposing a rate
of duty on linsee oil 61 cents per gallon higher than is necessary to provide fair
and reasonable protection for the American linseed crusher.

GRASS SEEDS.

[Paragrap761.];

STATEMENT OF WILLIJAMG. SC3AZLETT BALTIMORE iD R-EPRESRNTING WHOLESALE GRASS SBiD DEALEHS; A8A0OIATION.

Mr. SCARIE~r. I am president of the Wholesale Grass Seed Dealers'
Association, and a member of the firm of William G. Scarlett & Co.,
of Baltimdre.
Senator DiLLINGHAM. What paragraph do you speak on?
Mr. SOARLPJTT. Seven hundred and sixty-one, sir. Gentlemen, I
have a brief here which I will file with you. I can either read the
brief or speak from it, just as you prefer.
Senator Smoorr. File your brief, and if there are any points you
want to bring out bring them out just as succinctly as possible, for
your own good.
Mr. SCARLE=r. AS advised, I am .speaking as president of the
Wholesale Grass Seed Dealers' Association on paragraph 761. This
tariff bill provides for certain duties on various seeds. They speak
of them as "grass seeds." I would -like to call your attention to the
fact that many people in referring to grass seeds think of lawn grass.
We are not intereted. in that; we are interested in the great forage
seeds, such as clover, alfalfa; asike, crimson clover, timothy, and
vetch, all of which have been placed on the dutiable list. These
seeds are indispensable to our farmers, and while the volume is not
great the production or the result is enormous.
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These seeds are used for feeding cattle and for enriching the soil,
afnd not for ornamentation.
Senator SMOOT. You mean alfalfa is used for feeding cattle?
Mr. SCARLErr. Alfalfa hay, not the seed,
Senator SMOOT. We are talking about seeds now.
Mr. SOABLE"r. Yes, sir; I was referring to the production of the
seeds. I may mention that the seeds themselvesSenator SMooT (interposing). Do youwant theses seeds onil the free
list?
Mr. SO9AKLEr. Yesy, sir.:
Senator SmoOT. The farmer raises alfalfa seeds and raises most of
these other seeds, and he does not want it there.
Mr. SCARLErr. I think he does, sir. The farmer in Americas does6
not raise sufficient alfalfa to supply the demand of America, and
seeds are an incidental crop If the hay product is selling in the
market at a higher price, which it frequently does, it does not pay the
farmer to allow his stand to go to seed.
-Senator SMOOT. You may now more than I do about alfalfa seed,
but I have grown a great deal more of alfalfa than you have, and I
know something about it myself. Will you tell us why we should
have free seed ?
Mr. ScARLETT. We should have free seed, sir, because this country
does not raise a sufficient quantity of forage seeds to supply the''
demands of this country.
Senator SMOOT. That happens with a great, many things in-this
bill, does it not?
Mr. SOARLETT I only know about paragraph 761, sir; I do npt
know about the other parts of the bill. And it is a fact that when
seeds advance in price the demand decreases and does not increase,
and it is also a fact that high seeds mean that, poor quality is used
instead of high quality.
The total annual- production of grass seeds is 400,000,000 pounds,
valued at between 4.0 and 50 million dollars but the annual hay crop
alone (1911 to 1920 average) had a farm vatue of over a billion and a
half dollars, and that does not take into consideration the crops
turned under for green manuring and soil improving.
During the war the Government felt-Senator M(oGuBzR (interposhig). Is that correct that alfalfa
hay amounts to more than a billion dollars?
Mr. SOARLXTT. Not alfalfa hay, but all hay. I am very glad 3 ou
asked that question, because so many do not associate these in ispensable forage seeds as grass seeds.
During the war our Agricultural Departmenvtwas rather alarmed
on account of the supply apparently not being great enough for the
demand, and they sent representatives abroad to assure us that
there would be a sufficient supply for the demand here.
Grass seeds have always been on the free list. They have never
been on the dutiable list-I gues I should not say "grass seeds";
I should say forage seeds. I do not like "grass seeds" because it is
misleading-ever since there has been such a. thing as ai tariff.
I have references here in the brief; if you would like I can read them
or file them with you, whichever you prefer.
senator DILLINGHAM. We have all that material.
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Senator MCCUJMBER. Make it a part of your remarks by filing your
brief.
Mr, SOARLorr. All right. I do not want to take up your time
with that, sir.
Taking the imports from 1910 to 1920 and using the duties that
are proposed to be levied according to this Fordney bill, the total
revenue to the Government would t los than three-uarters of a
million dollars, which is very small compared with the enormous
value of these seeds, and with the duty the importations in all probW
ability would be decreased so they would not even get that amount.
If these duties are placed on seeds the cost per sowing-acre will:
be considerable. I have them here with other paragraphs, but I
WIl j ust giie a few~of them:~
Cost per sowigacre for alsike the duty would beo 46 cents per
On the cost per sowing acre of crimson clover theIdut
:would be 15:
cents.
On the cost per sowing acre for hairy vetch the duty would be $1.20.
On the cost per sowing acre for spring vetch the duty would be 60
cents per acre.
On the cost per sowing acre for rye grass, the duty would be $1 an
acre.
On the cost per sowing acre for orchard grass the duty would be 70i
cents per acre.
The American farmer must pay an average of 17.9 per cent more
for these grass seeds, or at the rate of 59. 1 cents more per sowing acre
under this new tariff.
Senator MCLEAAN. That is, these rates would average an ad valorem
duty of 174 per cent?
:-Mr. SCARLErr. These are specific duties, and take so much per
pound that would be the average increase; yes, sir.,
Senator MCLEAN. The ad valorem equivalent would be 174i per
cent?
Mr. S4ARLETT. Seventeen and nine-tenths cents; that would be the
average. The increase on above grasses 17.9 per cent, and the average
increase for sowing acre is 59 cents.
- I called attention to the 'fact that forage seeds in this country are
incidental crops. The farmer frequently finds it to his advantage to
cut his hay and market his hay or to turn it under for green manuring.
Senator MCLEAN. What percentage ar the consumption is imported?
Mr. SbARLrrT. The American farmer demands 38 per cent more
clover seed than is produced in the United States.
Senator SmooT. That is clover seed?.
Mr. SCARLErr. That is clover of all kinds. By the way, clover
the largest uantity of our importations by far.V
takesuip
Senator MCLEAN. Is there any difference in the quality ?
Mr. SARLEtrr. Quite a difference, sir, which is very nicely protected by Federal seed law, which we have had in operation for nine
years. That seed law provides that seeds must be of a certain percentage of purity and a certain percentage of germination before they'
are admitted to this country. And at the present time there are over
100 tons of Chilean red clover lying on the docks at New York whidh: :
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can not come into this countr because it is infested with dodder. We
have splendid protection in that respect.
Senator MoIUaAN. It is very important, is it not?
Mr. SOARLETr. It is, sir.
Senator MCLEAN. The American quality is as good, if not better,
than the imported article?
-Mr. SOARLrrF. The American quality varies very much; as it
comes from the farm it is frequently in very bad shape. There are
some sections where the quality is very poor in America. We have
some sections in the West-and makbe these gentlemen will recallwhere alfalfa contains considerable aodder, so much so that that seed
can not be used in other sections of the United States because the
State laws will not permit it.
Senator WATSON. In other words, there is no demand for this
tariff in order to obtainsa pure quality of seed in the United States.
Mr. SoARnurr. Absolutely none, sir.
Senator SxoarT I did not-understand the question...
Senator WATSON. I say there is no demand for the tariff in order
to protect the quality of the seed in the United States.
C: Senator SMOOT. Te tariff will not protect the quality at all. We
raise just as good seed in the United States as anywhere in the world.
Senator WATSON. Precisely, but there is a law now that controls
that proosition that a tariff is not necessary to improve it.
Senator Smoom. Not at all.:
Senator WATSON. What proportion of your alfalfa that is used in
the Uiiited States do we produce in the United States?I
Mr. SOARLETT. There are no statistics to show what the proportion
is. But it varies; for instance, you take Kansas-this year the crop
was very poor, so much so that it looked like there was not going to be
iany alfalfa in Kausas at all. Naturally when there is a shortage of
production in this country- the imported increase.
Senator MCLnNz. What is the difference in price?
Mr. SoARLErr. The differenee in price? You mean between the
imported and the American seed?
Senator McLnAN. And the domestic product.
Mr. SScARLET. That is a rather difficult question to answer; that
is, there is no regular difference in Price. There are times when the
on
imported seed mayr be higher than the American seed. It depends
P
the production on the other side.
Senator SmoOT. There are certain lands in the West thta ,grow:
alfalfa seed, and the ver best seed that there is in the world, that
would not grow a crop of hay to speak of at all.
Senator McLEAN. It is an article that has been very high.
SenatorSMoor. It'is not high at all.
Senator MCLEAN. It is very high in the East.
Senator SMoor.You are not using somuch of it?
Senator:MCLEAN. It is very expensive.
Senator SMoa. What do you call "expensive ?"
Senator McLisN. I do not recall just the price that has been paid,
but I know it is the most expensive seed we buy.
Senator SmOOT. Alfalfa seed never sells, with the exception 6a-a
few years during the war, for more wholesale than 10 cents a pound
at
home
I
a ortmsta
Senate CEN
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Senator SMOOT.00 We can not tell anything about what the retailers
:
willtdo to the American people.
Senators MCLEAN. I was asking the: question, because I like to
show up in these hearings as we go along the unconscionable spread
between the wholesale and retail prices.
Senator SMOOT. The alfalfa grower would be pleased if he could be
guaranteed 10 cents a pound for his seed year in and year out.
Senator McLAN. Timothy has been very high and all seeds have
been very high.
Mr. S6AELnT. May I ask where you are from I
Senator SMOOT. I am from the State of Utah.
Mr. SARLE¶T. You have a great deal of trouble in Uitah with
dodder in your alfalfa, and we would like very much to see it eradicated from your alfalfa, as well as from your red clover. We would
like to work with you to get that dodder out. You grow nice alfalfa,
but the seed is not fit to use.
0useit.
Senator SIMOT. We have no trouble having other peole
Mr. ScAialrrn. Your demand is restricted on account of the noxous
weed in it.
Senator SMOOT. There is a weed in it.
Mr. ScAiLEmS. We would like to help you get it out;-, we are with:
you on that.
Senator SMOOT. The seed being on the free list wilot hIlp gett
it out..
Mr. SCARLEiTr. No; but it gives us that much more supply. If
we were to depend on Utah for a supply, we could not use it, because
the State laws *ill not pemit us to use seed with dodder in it and if
there is a failure here we have no place to turn for seeds. We can
not turn to Utah, because it is unfit for use.
Senator SmooT. There is a little section -of that, but the great, bulk
of the Utah seed is as good as any seed in the world.
Mr. SIOARLETT. Iam glad to hear of it; we are very glad to know it.
Senator SMooT In fact, I think that is where it was started in this
country. The first alfalfa sown was sown in Utah.
Senator McBun. Is there any method of eliminating the nox-,
ious seed from the alfalfa seed
Mr. SCARLZTr. It can not be done, unfortunately, Sir.
Senator MoLEAN. How about the thistle in the clover seedt W
have to be very careful.
Mr. SCARLE&r. You understand, seed of that character Will not be
allowed to come into this country. Our import act protects us in
that regard. If there is Canadian thistle in our clover seed, they
can not bring it to this country. If there is dodder in our alfalfa
seed, the Agricultural Department will not allow it to come in, and
we can not touch that seed until the Agricultural Department have
-i
passed on it.
Senator MCLEAN. Is there any Federal regulation -that protets00
the farmer against these noxious seeds in domestic-grown products?
Mr. SOARLETr. There is no Federal regulation, unfortunately, but
there are State regulations.
Senator SMOOT. All of the State laws protect it.
Mr. SoAXLErr. Nearly all the States have laws now.
Senator MCLEAN. We get Canada-thistle seed in clover seed aliost ;
always.
3230
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Mr. SCARLzrT. Watch your tags. If there is thistle1 it should b
on your ta, and it should note used. Nearly all States provide
:that
: tagson your shipment should'have4a'statement of the percentand I would suggest that you watch
age of purity and germination;
your tafgs.
In that connection, I understand that the chairman of the subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee of the House was not
aware of this import act, and on account of his not being familiar
with that act he favored a duty on seeds. I think he will tell you
that, sir; he has told our members that.
Senator SMoOr. Senator Sterling writes to me this morning and
incloses a number of letters from farmers in his own State (South
Dakota)-asking that the alfalfa duty be increased 2 cents, from 2
cents to 10 cents per pound.
Mr. SCARLETr. That is quite possible. The farmers who produce
seed -in this country comprise about 5 per cent. Is it fair to tax the
other 95 per cent (on over 6,000,000 of farms) to protect that 5 per
ctentI
Senator SMsOsr. There are not 6,000,000 farms in the United States
thatgrow alfalfa.
MWSCARLETT. No; but there are probably 6,000,000 farms that
will use alfalfa to a greater or less extent, though not growing it for
seed.
Senator SmOoT. Not even growing it for hay ?
Mr. SCARLETT. There is not even half or a quarter. I do not
know the statistics, but there are over 6,000,000 farms, and the
majority of the farms will have a little patch of alfalfa, and we are
all interested in seeing that they grow alfalfa. The more they grow,
the better.
Senator SMoar. Forthe seed trade?
Mr. SOARLETT. No, sir; the seed part is not intersted'sd.j I am veyq
glad you mentioned that. I am not here speaking especially forthe647 :
seed men. It does not make any difference to us at all; absolutely
none. The farmer will pay this duty. If the duty is put on seed:
naturally, if we have got to charge it on our price,:and the:: farer's
interest is our interest.
-Senator SmooT. And the farmer who raises it is not your interest?
Mr. SCARLETrr. Yes, sir; the farmer who raises it is our interest,
and we would be very glad to go out to your State to help him raise
pure seed.
Senator SmooT. They know how to raise seed out there just about
as well as the seed men here in the East.
Mr. SCARLErT. The seed man does not know much about it. But
please get that in your mind, we are not here because it especially
affects our business. It is only as far as it affects the farmer. What
affects the farmer affects us, and we expect you will probably hear
from the farmers later on in this connection.
If the farmers come along and say all of them want the duty we
will go along with them; we are perfectly willing to go along with the
farmers. The duty does not amount to 10 cents as far as we are
concerned.
I understand that neither the Treasury Department nor the Agricultural Department
have favored a duty. The Treasury Department
0
,
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does 0not think it is necessary and the Agricultural Department does
not think it is necessary.
Senator SMooT. I Ado not think the Treasury Department has
expre sed' any opinion on it whatever,
Mr.SCARLETrr. No,' because they have not been asked.
Senator SMo eXThen how do you know?:
T'h`eyhave not been asked onffici .
Mr. SCARLET.
acomSenator SmooT. It would not make any difference to the
mittee if they had; the committee would decide the question.;
Mr. SCARLETr. It probably would not make any difference to the
committee. But the Treasury Department, I believe, have statistics
and they are interested in revenue.
Senator SMOOT. They would not get any revenue byiputtingzit on
the free list.
Mr. SCARLEFrr They would not get much duty0 by putting it on6f
the duty list, either.
Senator SHOoT. They would not-get any less on the dutiable list.
Mr. ,SOARLErr, But they would injure the seeding availability in
the United States; the injury would be greater than the revenue
derived from this.
Senator WATSON. Take red clover, for instance. i.sDo we produceenough:red clover in the United States to supply thedomestic
demand-?
Mr. SCARLETT. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. Every year there is an import?
V Mr. SOARLETT. Every-year--there-is an import, sir. In the last 10
years, from 1910. to 1920, the average import of red clover4was
10,494,254 pounds.
Senator WATSON. Is the same true of white clover, alsike, and
other clovers?
Mr. SCARL5TT. Yes, sir, in proportion.
Senator McLEAN. Is there a profit in raising it, or is the margin
very close?
Mfr. SOARLErr. I have heard it from some farmers, sir, that they
would rather buy their seeds and pay a big price than to let it go to
seed, because they had a greater value in thetay or the green manuring by turning it under to enrich the soil than to let it go to seed
and cut if off at a-critical time of the year and allow the soil to be
exposed to the heat of the sun.
Senator McLLON. Still, it is raised in large quantities for seed
purposes, and I did not know but what you would be able to answer
the question as to whether the margin of profit was very small or=
not. -There might be a large profit in raising it for hay. There
would be if the: transportation charges could be reduced. There is
a great market for alfalfa in the East, as it is considered the highest
quality of forage in the East, and we would like to get it from the
West, but the freight rates are so high that it is almost impossible
for us to buy in -competition with other grasses, and I was wonderbig whether there was very much profit in the seed in the vetch. I
think it is an industry that should be stimulated in this country if
possible, because it is an expensive part of the farmer's outlay ithe
seeds much. The seeds are very high.
.Mr. SCARLETT. The Agricultural Departent
havem-tried to stinulate the production during the war, but many: of them found it more
"
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profitable to turn it under and use if for other crops rather than to
let it go for seed, and that is why we would like to get the seed here
cheaper if possible if it is of good qualit.
Senator MOOT. Senator, many western farms use it ever so often
to turn under for fertilizer. It is a splendid fertilizer. The roots
go down very deep, and not only that, they turn it under as fertilizer
and then rotate the crops, and then put alfalfa back again. It is
not because of the importation of seed, nor any demand at all.
Mr. SOARLErr. You take an item such as hairy vetch, which is
becoming of considerable importance in the United States. It is
grown very little here, and it is sown on farm lands in the South,
lands which are almost valueless.- It is the most wonderful thing the
south has had in years. It is rejuvenating that whole section. I
understand'that land down there is very cheap; in fact, I have been
told that it could be bought at $5 or $0o an acre. That looks
awfully cheap to me. However; I have been told that is a fact. It
would cost them $1.20 an acre to put hairy vetch on that land,.
S`:
and they will not do it, sir. Vetch will not be produced in thosesections. That will just be a loss to this country; and it is used as'
an introductory crop to get that ground in condition to start other
crops.
senator SmooTr. Howmanyyears would the $1.20 last?
Mr. SoAunhar. With the one seeding?
Senator SMOoT. Yes..
Mr. SOARLsr. I do not know, sir.
Senator SMOOT. That is the same as alfalfa. It costs 40 cents an
acre for alfalfa, and it can run for 10 years at a cost of 4 cents an
acre.
Mr. SOARLErr. That is if they are continuing to let it grow up in
alfalfa, but if they want to rotate it would be for only one year.
Senator SMOOT. That is done for fertilizing and nothing else?
Senator McCUMBER. In many of the arid sections, where they do
not have considerable money and do not irrigate, it will not last
three years..
Senator SMOOT. You can not grow it unless you do irrigate.
Senator MCCUMBER. Oh, yes; you can.
Senator SMOOT. Mighty little of it..
Senator MoCuns. It is rown all over this country where they
do not irrigate. It is grown in my State, and the do not irrigate it.
Senator SMOOT. They do not raise very much seed unless they
r.rSCARLEnT. Mr. Smith has just called inmy attention ito the
fact that this $1.20 additional is tie:tax and: not: the base` costs of
the seed.
Senator SMOOT. We all understood tiat.
Mr. SoARLnTT. And the price that we paid, according to this table,
was as of July 9, and I might say that in anticipation of this (dtuty
prices of nearly all imported seed have advanced approximately 25.
per cent, and there is a howl from the farmers at the present time
why they should be paying so much more when everything is 6einrg:!
'Ev\ 00 :it00t0ffS t;
deflated.
.i ~ t0V :)E
You spoke of growing clover, alfalfa, ete. You know in such
States as Penusylvania they grow large quantities of red cloveri.
Still they are the greatest buyers of red-clover seed. There is -more
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red clover bought in Pennlvana than an other State. I think.,
Nevertheless, te raie red clover there; and that is bause it paYs
them bette to turn it under, I presume, and buy red-clover seed from
outside sections.
Senator McLw. How far north in tve
hiry vetch profitable?
Mr. SowILIrrr. It grows in Michigan. Whe
tis grown to ny
in Canada I do not know. But I do know tht it
appreciable-etnt
grows in Micin.
Senator MIcran. Where do you get the seed frio the outside?
Mr. ScABL~r. The bet hairy vetch comes from Swoden. Hairy
vetch lal comes from Germany Osechosloyakia and Central Europe.
It is a fact, of ourse that th tariff will nate prics, and these
dutieswill be paid by the farmer, and e hope you nmen will
have in-mind that there ar many, many more farmen who buy seds
than there are who grow them, and it is for that clas that we are
: s-h
speaig
Senator S.:
SmOoT. Many more who buy wheat than grow it?
Senator Mc n.-uu hat
A Voxox. It is on the free list.
A Voixo. Some one says it is on the free list.
Senator SMooT. That is all he knows about it.
Mr. SCARLZW. There a sections in this country where they raise
certain seeds.. Red top is raised in Illinois, but it is not imported.
Timothy seed is raised in Iowa, bue it is not imported. It being on
the free list does not affect them at all; it does not affect those seeds
that are raised in sufficient quantity in America to supply our consumption.
Senator Dn waaM. Can you state jut what is raised in this
countryand notimpotted mong theseeds You have mentioned
two or three.: ;
Mr. SCAELzrP. Timothy seed and red top.X
Senator SMooT. Red top is imported, ui at not?
Mr. SciLEqr. Not to any great extent, I think. There may be a
little; if there is a change in the market, it may come back; tiatsi,
American seed.
Senator MCLEAN. Timoth seed is included in 761. But you
you Ssay
it is not imported? -.
Mr. ScARaLT. No sir We raise enough timothin this country
to supply the home demand and export some.
Senator M Eunmaz. What other varieties do we raise enough 'of?
Mr. Soasarr. None except red top, and if they are on the ffre list
it does not affect them.
Senator MoLzAN. What do you say about the rateo if wrear;:to
retain any rates? Are they fairly comparable -to the prices here as
contained in 761?
1Mr. Soarrr. That is a question the farmer would have to answer.
I could not answer th1at.e
Senator: McAwN. In mainta u an ad valorem equivalent some
would-be much higher than oth
::
Mr. ScAzzrr. Yes.
Senator DxluGno.: What do you sell afalfaseed, for?
Mr. SCAiz. Alfalfa seed at the present time is worth 20 cents a
pound.
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Senator DiNGOHAX And the duty is 2 cents a pound?
Mri'. SoARLr That is an advance of 4 cents a pound in the alnsl
folr weeks-theaprice-I mentioned
Senator DILINGA . What are you selling crimson clover for?
Mr..Sw u r We are selling crimson clover at 9* cents a pound,
Senator DiuNOEAM. And the duty is 1 cent?
Mr. Scar.arr, Y- diry i 1 cent?
What about red and white clover?
Senator DIauwoGa.
Mr. SoAuLrrr. Redd clover is selling at about 19 cents a pound.
Senator D wlrwoaN6 K. And the rate is 2 cents?
Mr. Sc nxmzrr. It is 3 cents, sir.
Senator DILLIWOHAM. And white clover?
Mr. SAxL1rrr . VWhite clover is selling At 30 cents a pound.
Senator Dl NmwoAv. And the rate is 3 cents?
Mr. ScAsxzLr. Yes, sir.
Senator DnanoxAx. What do you se11 timothy for
Mr. SCARIrT. Timothy is selling for about 6 cents a pound.
.Senator DinzoaoM . nd- the duty is 2 cents, According to this
bi~ll?
Mr. SouLurr. Yes, sir.
Senator McLEAN. How many pounds are there ini a bushelI of
timothsTIf
t;
fi:0V0;t- : 0:0X00: 0 0:f0
Mr. :So xrsr. F. ort -fve; that is about $2.70 a bushel.
SenatorMoLn N. Thatisa pretty large ad valorem?
Mr. SCAmirr. Gentlemen, that about covers it, as far as the
general run is concerned.
: rSenator MoLEAw. Do you wtt fie yourk brief?
Mr. SoARLrr. Yes, sir. If there isanting
Iycan answer I would
be very glid to do it.
BATIOR, XD. fRESZNTO Tfl WHOLEG. soARETT
3imm O0 WILLAMSALI
GRASS SkiD DX"ALR' ASOCIATION.

Paragraph 761 of the Fordney tariff bill provides dutties on grass seedasper poind
asfollows: Alfafa, 2 cents alike clover, red and white clovers. 3 cents; crimson clover,
cent; clover. not specially provided for, 2 cents; millet, one-half of ] cent; timthy,
2 cents; hairy vetch, 2 cents; spring vetch, I cent; and all other grass seeds not specially
provided for, 2 cents.
::DEFINION OF GRASS SEEDS.

As eram seeds have i techical meaning unknown except by those acquainted with
the suejgrseeds are defined and known writhin the contemplation of the United
State. tariff laws aicultrally, and in the seed trade, as the eeds produciing all fodder,
pasture, and fertilizing plants, i. e., speaking botanically, the two great groups called
Gramnineae and Leguminosae, plus rape, a member of the mustard family.
Thetefore the term" gra seeds " covers practically all the agriculturil or field-sown
seeds, except thd-cereals like corn, wheat, rye, oats. etc., which. though botanically
grasses, yet, under the tariff laws andi agriculturally. are not considered grasses.
AGRICULTURAL IMPORTANCE OF GRASS SEEDS.

Compared with other commodities, grass seeds may not appear to have a lare money
value. Tle Bureau of Markets of the United States Department of Agri~clturethas
made an estmate, probably only a rough estimate, that the average yearly production
of all grA, seeds, domestic and imported, in the United States is 400,000,000 pounds,
valued at between forty and fifty million dollars.
No mistake, however, must be made as to the really tremendous values of the prodizete. f these gram seedu.
The average annual hay crop of the 48 States from 1911 to 1920, farm value, i. e..,
value to the producingfarmer, was $1,613,8961!,O)00.' F.stimates of the very large vaille
'

Statistical Abstract of the United States, 192)., Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, p. 144.
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ofother products ofgr should be cited from-the sme autbority. Yet thereis
ing the imposing ale crops from leguminous seeds which are
no mean. of a
plowed inder for green-manarizg for oil improvement.
he
snvaous
During the lart
or rducts in priority
classed them withsunuious
Government departme
- lamiwcdtis). - -ongres pased a special war act to ermte the spply #ad to
ic the supply o thn seeds.
It Is thereore too obvious to roquir further detals that grass seds, though of
perhp sma value, have, by reason of what they produce, a very great efect on the
welr of the country.
GRABS SEEDS UWDUE lfOlMU

?AR31fLAWS.

cdon
under all
Gras
hve 8,lY
lan of thisActcountry
of October
1913; bAn Mph 6W8,
thef- e seeds
lint. Paragraphthe69,tariff
Underwood
Payne-Aldrich Act of August 5, 19; paragph 8 McKinley Act of ugmut 27,
1894; Tariff Act of October 1, 1890; section , tariA act of March 3, 1883; section
8, tariff act of February 8, 1875.
PRINCIPAL REASONS WHY GE8s SEEDS SHOUW BEAR NO IMPORT DUTIES.

The Anierica
er, opaticlly inhis resent distesing condition, sAhould not
be burdened *ith the hea inreaneih the-pwuchase priceowhich will
be cauied by the duties assessed in paragraph 76fl of the Fordney tarif bill.
the
inevitable-resut of these heay duties o gineeds wall be toin
Th~e
thi country
counries, because
prics of gn seedi whether produced in orreign
of the economic effect of :the iubstintial elimination of competitie world market.
Ths" provid by-two ciu a:nce:
t of the agricultural demands of this country
Certain grem seeds com I l
commecl extent, to wit, crimes
are not produced
I0nthe Unitd States to asy
clover; aiklcover, hairy vetch, spring vetch, rape, Canada blue gras, rye gras,
and al the natural grass.e
The following Table A wilsl how in figures the average yearly impot. of tie afore
said grass seeds for the yars 1910 to 1920, inclusive the proposed duty to be asesed
thereon by paragraph 761 of the Fordney bill, anA the potetial revenue to be received from such duties and paid exclusively by the American famer. Thi table
is prepared from the printed reports of the United States Department of Agriculture:
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That the Congress may have an even more striking proof of the burden of then
duties on grasseds wich are not produced on a mmecial scale in this country
Table B. is gven, showing that the American former must pay an average of 17.9 per
cent more for these gras seeds or at the avenge rate of 69.1 cents per sowin acre.
These figures do not tell the entire story, unle one is aa of cultural conditions.
For example, hairy vetch would cost, under this Fordney bill, $1.20 mor per sowing
ae, and - this seed in often sown on poor land of low valuation the duty mean no
planting and no production on sch land.
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elevating the costs of grsseedchtofarmer. by this Fordney tariff bill, Congress
is favoring a few seed growers in a few limited sections of the country at the expense
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761 of the Frny tiiff bill will
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:Infested grs seed. The purchase of suh sd conti lar qni of noxious
*1 be Aacalamity,
will disaoly a ectthe economic Mu. of crops, of
weed s
the lad,I lower ta valuationsi azd nullify the ffect of the valuable work of the
United Stat~elb eie t of Agriculture and the agriculturl derment of the
State to educate
buy even at higher pices the highest quality of seeds,
The American farmer who buysigras
seeds to plant is in ch'a conditi tht the
Congress should not increase his burdens by higher priced grass seeds. This Fordney
bill admits duty free agricultural implemenbs (pat 1504)and other benefits. Why
reverse this policyr putting grass seeds on the dutiable list? If this duty is yway
of the seeds which
of protection the bnefit can not attach to g large propoiion
are not domestic grown, nor should this policy be adopted where a n
e, ony
a small nuimber of growers are to be beneted at the cost o the vat majorty of
farmers.The duties on graeds mean no appreciable Icres in revenue. See Tabl A,
the Gvewhich shows this amount of potential revenue to be $740,410.95.
ment iAll not rise even ths sum because iorts will lesen very onsiderably.
The official tables of statisics of export of gra seeds from this country show that
these seeds are depending on the world markets, freely offered in completion with the
world. This condition shows that protection is not needed as far as growing seeds is
considered,.
S 8en have made diliet inquiry to a
i om offlsources the rea"ns
has attemped to reverse the olicy
why the House Committee on Ways and M
of allforer tarif lawn by placing gras seeds on the dutiable list in this bill with the
followin1gresults-:
We uderstand thatneither the TreuDertent nor the United: StaesDeor approved duties on gra eed in this bill.
partment of Agriulture have
The only reon aigned by the chairman of the subcommittee of the. House Ways
and Means ComMittee for the duties wasto prevent importtion of lo
aeja
seed. The complete answer to this is that there ha been a Federal statute call the
Federal import seed act of August 20, 1912, which has efficiently operated to prevent
the importation of low-grade grass seeds for the last nine years-a fact which was unknown to the chairman of this subcommittee.
0::
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r There is no sound reason for imposing the onerou duties on graw seeds, but rather
the strongest claims of the American farmers for free gram seds as in all former tariff
laws.
Th'ereore: para ph 761 imposing duties on gras seeds, should be strien out by
the Benate. bomnttee on inance and by the Senate, and the conferees of theSenate
with the conferes of the House should insiton such amendment. Grasseedsshould
be inserted in the free list of the tariff bill in the appropriate place.
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STATEMENT 01 KIRBY B.-WHITE, DETROIT, WOK. BZPRZSENTIN
THE AM RICAN SEED TRAD ASO
ION.

Mr. Wnrrz. Mr. Chairman and; g tlemen f? the committeei ,this
association comprises practically ial of the importers o f garden
seeds.
I wish to ask you to refer to paragraph 762, on page 106 of the bill, in
which is stated, "Garden seeds, not otherwise specially provided for,
20 per cent ad valorem,"
We ask simply this, that you make that duty spocifc raer than
ad valorem. 1t was specific under the Aldrich Act. lIt is specific
now under the Underwood Act. It ought always to be' specific, becaluse of tthoe'practical difficulties in appraising the value of garden
seeds.

382839
A: GBICULTURL; PO C SAD nRovzsxos.
Your committee reicognied this'diffilultrin 1909 when the bill

came from the House, indicating the duties as ad valorem, and
changed the form of assessment at the request of the American Seed
Trade Association.
:The reason for t very great difficulty df -appraisal is that every lot
Of garden eieds is an individual lot, precisely as every Holstein cow
is an individuals cow. The value in the one case may be four times
the value in the other case.
If you wish a duty which is equivalent to 20 per cent, as indicated
in the bill, approximately 6 cents per pound would be the right
amount 4bi on the last 110 years average on foreign valuation.
:t:
With Ameriacan valuation it would- probably be more.
The importers rill cheerfully abide by any rate, 6 cents, as ii the
present act; 6 cents, 10 cents, as was provided for in the Aldrich Act,
or 1 cent, so long as you relieve us of the burden of. declaring a
market, value which exists only in the opinion of the Treasury
Department..
Are 1.there6an questions?
Senator Mc sima n. oti, think you.
DRIED BEANS.
(Paragrap-h 763.1
BRIEF OF GZORGE R. SIEVER, RBEPEBENTING TEE FOREIGN
OORCB ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST.
We invbit your attei to pa aph 1763 of the Fordney tariff bill, wherein dried
of 200 per cent over the rate
beans Vre given a duty of if centsa poud,an incr
on this commodityin thetarif aVctof 1913.:
We r
llyurge that your committee mend- this item s a to as dried
one-half cent per pound. This recommendation is made in conbeans not more
sideration of the follow fats, which will be fully established in this statement:
for the protection of domestic producers
1. The proposed duty s not n
because recent les of domestic producers were not the result of foreign competition,
but were due to economic causes.
2. The proposed duty is not-necessary for the protection of domestic producers
because their claims that importations adversely affect the domestic industry ar
not borne out by an analyis of conditions during normal year., or even during 1917-18.
3. The proposed, duty. is not necesy for the protection of domestic producers
because the 1917-18 situation upon which they base their demands has been reversed
since: 1919.
4. The pojed duty is not necessy for the protection of edostic producers
because comtiti between domestic ad foreign growers for American markets is
already on ai bss favorable to the domestic industry.
5.The ppropose duty vill not benefit the Government because it is so excssiv
as to Imp its value as a revenue producer.
6f. The prod duty will be detrimental to the interests of the consuming public
it-wll unnecessarily r
the price of a staple food product.
becauac
7. The projs duty will not serve the best interests of the country because it
will injure obr tride relations with important purch of American products and
adversely affect the mny industries engaged in foreign trade.
FolioWM is a summary of figures on the bean industry, which will be frequently
referred to herein.
Production statistics were obtained from- the Yearbooks of the Deprtment of Agriculture and the Statistical Abstract for 1920 (figures for 1910-1913 being given in the
only form avil4ble, an average of the crops of those yrs).
Imports statistics from 1910-1918 were secured from the Tariff Commission handbook entitled "Imports and Duties,- 1908 to 1918, incusive;" for 1919-20 from that
.
commisio~ni' "Survey of.the American Bean Industry."
and Domestic
Figures on exports were found in the series of the Bureau of Fo
Commerce "Foreign Commerce and Navigaton of the United Stat."
The busel used - the unit of measure contains 60 pounds of beans.
81527-22--se 7-M4
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Firit point: "The proposed duty is not necessary for the protection of domestic
producers because their recent loses were not the result of foreign competition 4aut
were due to economic causes." K
::Although domestlc g e claim thit "bean. are the foxlyimportnt o piuct
gist have sold at primterially lowr than the price of the previous two yearn.
Beans are the oily mporant food product which have sold below tic cost of production." (California Bean Growers' Association brief, House hearings, p. 1664), your
committee knows such circumsances to be general througbout the entire agricultural
indiiuty,
While domestic bean growers, in common with producers, importes -and holders
of all agticultural commodities, rectly s
ed heavy l
due to a decline in the
value of their product,-their los were ony thQ natural rsult of a--reaction from the
abnormal economic conditions that previously obtained.
The fact that the same loses were sustained by producers of crops grown and
marketed practically without foreli competition and by importers of goods not
produced in the United States, as well as by growers of beans shows the primary
cause of the recent price decline to be economic and certainly not amenable to legislac
tion.
In this conn'ctlon;ateionto the havydecline that took place in the
as cotton,: iron' and steel petroleum,
spric of such varied ptoducI
I
and apples. In
the case of evev one of the commditie. refe*_to-tie. competition -of Import is
negigble ypet p co dec ed 0eqallyas
yiolntly in these lines a in the cas of beans
Then again, commodities that are not pkouced in this country and meet with no
domestic competition also declined hvy, silk, coffee, anid burlap being examples.
The fact that the decline that acted ben also affected almost all commodities,
domestic and imported, is very stro eidce to show that the cause of the decline
in the price of beanswas fundamentally economic.
Second polnt: "The Propose duty not ne
ry for the protection of domestic
produces because their claims that importations adversely affect the domestic
arenot borne out by an analysis of conditions during normal years or even
indfZ1W1917-18."
duing
Taking only tihe figures for 1917-18 when most: abnormal conditions prevailed
domestic growrs endevor to create the impresionthat the market ha been SOidOJ
with forn bea, brin dow prices to the pucer and geerally disrupting
the industry. Alo that uch a condition will become anent if a high protective t is not enacted.
-..
.
Yet looking intothe facs of the att e find that while imports gretly increased
duringthe wr yeaI, the-te-a.s trueof domestcprodction In-termn of figure,
importsjumped from 1,817,000:bushels^ in 1914 to 2,51,000 buhl in 1917, while production incresed from 8,84,000-buhels i 1914 to 16,0,000 bushels in 1918.
We also find that even in 1917-18, ext offset impo to a degree thatgave
domesic: gro
liot complete protection. 1nU 1917, 2,21,000 bushels wer
imported and-2,164,00 exported, leaving a difference of 50,720 bushels to "overflowr" a ket already dominated by 16,045,000 bushel of dom c bean. In
1918,- 2,469,0)00 bushels were imported and 2,398,000 bushels exported, leaving a
difference of-oW 61,069- bushes to "bear" a market supplied with 17,397,000
bushels of dometic beans.
igure since 1910, whidh give a much rore accurate basis for judgment.than those
for the two war yev show that exports of beans from the United States to other
countries have exceeAed imports of beanu into the United States during the same
period by over 75 000,000 pounds.
Furthermore, te average ratio of import to domesic production since 1910 has
boon, home-growniB per cent, imprted 11 per cent.
'If there no exports whatever and the whole force of foreign imports were
thrown on the domestc market, it would hardly be reasonable to consider 11 per cent
of the marketable beans as controlling a market in which domestic beans are so over`

whelmingly predominant.
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Th. fact tht iprted beans sold and still sel for l thinAdomestic ens I not
but to thoela erAoIty of the Americanerselln by im
due to vious un
market by consistently
grown-:.produbt. In cc importer of
unde11ing them, domestic growers ae representing as an evil a situation that is
actually one of their strongest protecti ns against foreign competition, namely, the
distinct superirity of domestic beans and the premium always paid for a domestic
grade over the price given for the oriental vinety coming into direct competition
with i.This prerence of the Ameincan buyer for domestic beans is constantly capitalized;
by the growersat fromone-fourthto three-fourts of a cent per pound (see Tariff
Commissions sourvey of the American bean industry).
Third point: The proposed duty is not necessary for the protection of domestic
producer beue the 191718 situation, upon- which they base their demands, hasz
been reversed se1919.
Even assuming for the pose of argument that imports did exert the harmful
influenceowers claiM ;:which is certainly not the case, the fact that the situation
has since entire readjusted itself is another objection to
that prevailed in 1t917-18
further ift protetton at this time.
Import for 1919 weels than half of the volumo imported in 1918, while expoJrts
were inn- than oethird greater than in 1918.
Impfo1920 ere but one-fifth of 1918 figures, while exports were more than
double thb volume of imports.;
With imp four-fifths less than in 1918 and still steadily declining, fear of oriental
competition ems hadl justified.
In connection with the excess of exports over imports, a factor that merits con-f
sideration s :the expediency of continuing to import lower grade oriental beans at
the ratio of 10 per cent of our production and disposing of 17j per cent of our higher
grade dom sitc crop in foreign mrkets
During the past idx years thin country has exported more than 13,500,000 bushels
of beans as agait the 000,0buhel itproduced,: In other words, since 1916
our exports lzpve amounted :to 17i per cent of our production. Our imports during
the ime period were but 7,600,000. bushels or 10 per cent of our production.
This exportable srpluI must compete with foreign beans in the world's markets
and the prce for which it sells must nec earily have an important part in determining
the price of the commodity at home.
It would seem to be the wiser step to continue to dispose of lif per cent of our
beans abroad and to import lower-grade oriental beans, equal to but 10 per cent of
our production in their sted.
Folurth point: "The proved duty is not neceary for the protection of domestic
producers because competition between domestic-and foreigingrowers for American
markets isi already on aasis favorable to the domestic indutry.'_:
A tariff is enacted Lwith one or both of two objects in view, namely, to protect home
industry, or to rpovide revenue. Taking up the first of these objects, it is submitted
that if home indtrv is already sufficiently safeguarded, further protection is unneces
ary. 0Orin other words, if (1) the volume of imports is not large enough to threaten
domestic rduder' control of the market, and if (2) foreign producers have no advantagesthat could make such a situation possible, no further tariff is necessary from the
protection standpointt.
From statistics given above, it Was seen that imports when compared with domestic
production, arerelatively small, amounting to loes than 10 per cent of the domestic
cropin normal times.1t is more difficult to establish the relative competitive positions of foreign and
domestib producers with regard to American markets as definite figures are not available. It is interesting to note, however, that the statements of domestie growers as
to the low production and marketing costs of foreign eans, contrasted with the small
volume of beans imported, show such a discrepancy as to almost of themselves refute
the ehaige that imported beans have a competitive advantage.
Judging from the smill amount of beanis imported either those who bring in this
commodity have the advantage over domestic producers in coiuipetition for the American markets and do not use it, or the chare that they have such an advantage is in
error. As it is hardly probable tht impore or members of any other industry
would fail to use any advantage intheir favor to increase the volume of their business
the only conclusion to be reached is that they actually do not. possess any such co ,
petitive advantage.
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That the latter situation I t tre o Ien rm the blwing c
factors involved in marketing domestic and foreign beano:
AMEIAN SEARiS.

0

of

33AR.0

I';1 Ezxp ve but efilient abot,.
1. eap but inecist labor.
t::0
. IloMachinery.
tX0::00:X2 ~
3. Latest improved methods of cultiva
S3. Antiquted and unscientific methods
tion,
of cultWvaIon.:
4. large-scle production.
A64.
Smllnlxe production.
5. Close to consuming markets.
6. Thousands of miles fom American
6. Speedy but expensive transportatIon. S. slow and ex inive land aNd inlaid
water traptIon.
No
exchan
7.
problenk.
1.Risk fromn exchiange fuctuations dur:00:
7. No exchange problem.
co
Conversion
from
native currency, to tad, to gold
dollar; or from silviryea to geld
yen, to
dollir.
S. Producer, broker jobber, and retailer S. IntWpOO goldof n e
iddlen
exact profit efore goods reach
involve substantial profit to each.
consumer.
Durn course of m t , b
natve%
br
o:.
fower,
0
$t
:
;
: VX ;::: : f::
zuti dok, bo~orexporter,
x rt broker, jobber,
:-broker,
, X D f X X .f b ;000 fretall2
ter,~ fily corner.
another factor
9. No ocean transportation.
:9. Cent t
of fluctnatlng cost.
10. No marine insurance.
10. Arine insurance cost
I11. No import duty.
.11. Imporduty.
12. Preferment by American buyers 12. Must be sd at a price one-fourth to
bringing premium of one-fourth to
three-ourths cent per pound bethree-fourths cent per pound.
low price enjoyed by domatic
product.
Even fom`t he brief contrast above, which i cofied by the survey of the industry
by the Tariff Coinmninden, sonas ide may be gaied of the intricate and costly proc
of marketing foreign bess and the numerous advantages of domestic producer that
entrenchthemso solidly in the market they control.
Certail no additional taiff to frtherstengthen domestic growers' donant
position i necery or dble.
Fifth poit: "The popoend duty will
benefit the Goye ent because it Is o
"exceve a to mpar it value as a revenue producer...
A noed bove, one of the two objects of a tariff on impt is to bring in revenue.:
to state that an excessve duty will entirely shut out or seriously
It i elementary
restrict importatons of the commodity it covers, and hence have little Value; as a
source Of vu..
It is also hardly necessary to point out that if imports of a given article were declining
under. a moderate tariff, an increase of that rte by 20 pr cent would probly erve
as an absolute check of the movement.
Yet these fundamentals sm to have been overlooked in fixing the rate of duty on
beans.
Previous to the enactment of-the emergency msue, a duty of 26 cents per bushel
was in force. Yet under this moderate tariff there was a steady decline iin imports.
In 1919-only on.e-half as much beans were brought in as during 1918, and in 1920
the volume imported waleithanoae-halfofthatof 1919, Extfigure will befound
on page 2 of this brief...
While thim decline would no doubt hae continued, the effect of thb emerency act
was to bring the movement to an abrupt standstill.
Figures of imports through Seattle, the principal -port of entry for this commodity
show that while 13,2),O000 pounds of beans came in during the months of June and
July, 1920, not one poundis was imported dinng June and July, 1921.
The fact of the matter that the marketing process through which oriental beans
must pass is so involved and expepsive that a duty higher than one-half cent per
pound is prohibitive.
Intended as an embargo measure, the emergency act served its purpo well, par
ticularly in the .Ase of beans. The imposition of-any rate above one-half cent per
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bibiwili hatve astaiw effect and will certainly defeat its
tyedrVenaue.
expeted,.
puINif
duty will e det ental to the intert. of the conA Thpo"er
ct."
is the price of taple food p
c, be
UMIng

poundInthep
itt

--

It Is well known that beansare a highly: nutitio food. on cout of teir meat
t a atale ateb of diet in h ees of the middle and
value
imy
par
arly etmed by thoue of foreign extraction. Their
laboIng cls. and
andconcentrated ration they are unexcelled.
wide military e s tht c
public, t Is unqetionably drable that beans
In the interst ti
be sod a modeae a pce a il give a fir p t to the producer.
a corner on the home market,
give domestdc
will drilwgier
y
bring more than fir return at the
ec an
pric
ntrally rise d
, ft ete ad vemin, which affect
Then mg",%duo rain dwto, d
beams, blkgowing, harested, and
d, ty a riy crop and heavy shortages
occasionally occur.:
Withi an acmmive duty in force, years of domestic crop failure will be the only years
in ch a triff will be operative. With prices swin and protection for domestic
,

rdu:

s

even lmnecesry, the

aimumiing puic willbe forced to absorb the import

ase the effet of anihor'emduty in year. of no pruction wil bto
l0 nfor.
of

to subi the gor att th onsmer's expene, and in yearn crop failure
place a tax on a iaple article of food which must also be paid by the cnumnilng public,
not -only i ne additnal duty dfaebt such an incree would
we bit
policy.
d
stblic
be
Seventh point: The proposed duty willot ervetebst niterst ofthecountry,
of American
with importat purcha
i
our tde
inijre
bou it wiii
d in forn trde. 0
idstries
affect the'
d
productawdvrs
Much effort hs bes e, atcularlyduing the atfwr ., by our Governenterng forei n fields.
ment and piat acie to Sad Ameican indstr
onomic ct that there
In this connec
buye ar. unable to pnr
fo
that
oomoditi
must hi rip l e
their favor by the importation
tabl
chs Amern goodsunlem dit
can not be economniof Ama go ov
roducts;
ofthefr
thattinsportatibn
call dy effc tly conducted unlon then ia both way..
American imp of b a, one.of the Ofient's importat crops, place Ameicai;
ller., which in turn car itdollar credit. at the disposal of Jpanese and Chin
tiles, lumber, steel, chemical,
used, and re used, to buy Am
grain, etc. The enormouspopultionsof thes colutrieare just beginning to deoan.,
the products of western civIisation and opportunities are perhaps more promiuibe
for the sale of our product. in these countri than in any other section of the world.
It is evident that to inuiire our trade relations with these countries by erecting a
their products would be most unwise.
tariff barr
But imotnt - fori trade is to our manufacturing industries, our merchant
marine
anrimportd export trade and its many allied industries depend upon
t
it for their very existence.
ed to point out in connection wit the tariff consideration i
It a s
but one commodit the million of dolla invested in and the hundreds of thouande
of persons dependent on the idustrie. But the. emergency mease, cov6ig
only a scatteri list of odi i, as proven so disastrous to commerce that it is
not entirey ire t to note in conntion with beans that any step tending toward
ter l r extent the
ersely ffect to a
the diminution of Ipor will
importer, atseahip company, the dock ipany, the weighed, the chemist, the
warehous , the r d company, the bank , and all other affiliated interests.
These are im nt liues of domestic businem 'and in conclusion we respectfully
request thar. the ame protection be given them as is given to other domestic industries.
(Indorsed by the following Port of Seattle (;ommuiion W. T. Christensen, president; Importers and Exporter. ASuociation of Seattle, . A. Kimball, president;
Customhouse Broker. Assciation of Seattle, 1J. P. lansinan, president.)
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ENT OFUtL . NORDLINGER, REPRESENTING DRIED
FRUIT ASSOOIATION OF N63W YORK.

Senator MaConsL. You desire to speak with reference to para-:
h 63, do you-dried fruit? 6. 8
77
:-;: .N
N DLtiNG21..:Ar~rsph 7631.765
7fl7.
I have been
the Dried truit!Association to suggest
to you that the duty under the Paynq-Aldrich Act be retained.
Wedo not import any dried beans to speak of when we have
normal crops here. They are only imported when the crops are
short or when there is a crop failure. They are used principally by
poor people. The principal consuming districts are the mining: and0
lumber districts. It would be an injustice to the consumer to put
a duty of .2 cents a pound on cheap articles like dried beans, or il,
as sug'ted.refer to ordinary nay beans. Before the war we ud to import]
them from Rumania and Hungary and some from Russia. During
the war they came in from Japan. What the outcome will be when:
conditions become normal nobody ca tell. We do not know whether
we will be able to import them from Europe again.
On dried peas the present duty is 17 cents. It is, proposd to
raise the duty to 75 cents a hundred pounds, which is three-quaterst
of a cent a pound, and is entirely out of proportion to the vaue of
the goods. The wholesale value of dried peas is about 3 cents a
pound-the white or green peas-and three-quarters of a cent
would mean 25 on the value.
Senator Jons. Are you an importer or grower?
Mr. NoiwuLwoz. We are importers. We also deal in domestic
be and peas.
Lentils ued to come from Russi before the wvar.. The only other
country that produces them is Chile; but when conditions be come
norma_again Russia will probably produce them and be able to
export them. They used to cost in Konigsber 2 cents a poud.
They have been sold here to: the poor Italian and Russian peoplct
2 pounds for 5 cents, but the average prce was about centa
pound retail.- Now-it is: proposed to put a duty of 2 cents a pound
on this article. Theye not grown i this count; and the Dried
Fruit Association thinks it woild be an- injustice to the poor pple
to put a duty of fully a hundr per cent on a cheap artileof fod.
Senator JoxEs. Do we not produce in this country something
just as good to take its place ?
Mr. NODLUNGEfl. We grow similar articles, like beans and peas.
;They are similar food articles. But lentils is an article which is
consumed principally by Italians and Russians. Th areaccustomed to it at home, while the Americans do not use it much except as
a side dish. It is eaten principally, or exclusively, by very poor people. To make the cost to them double it seems to us is an injustice.
If youDwillperit me I will submit a brief.
Senator Mcbunn. 0Verywell;: you may.
Mr. NoEUNOER. Thank you.
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f. NlOZDALIGB, SDZ 5INTING TS DIND
OAINOF raw TRots

FRUIfT AUGW

At a meeting of the Dried Fruit Association of New York, held on August 3, 1921,
the undersigned committee ha been, instructed to protect against the incre in
duties on beans, pes, and lentils proposed in the tariff now under consideration by
your committee..-.
We resectfiflly submit herewith arguments in support of our contentions:
Bean-: Paragraph 763. The duty on this article pader the ict of 1913 is 42 cent
per100 ponds (25 cent per bushel); under the emergency tariff: 2 cents per pound,
while the lawn p ied b the iouse of Re esentative provide br a duty of if cent
per-poundand a motion a been made before your committee to advance this to 1i
cent per poun~d.
It is not nec
to einter ito the question of nutritious merit it is well kown
that beansare ple6 tod for the poorercla . In normal y
the Unted States
producfid- about 10,000,000bushes, and -tethe.
statistic show that idin the
o portover
Iea
rne aveage ,.x..r.s.
expothas ben-l than 1,000,000 bushls.. In
.I.t.
exc m
L0 hdntheyers 1897,1898,1899, and 1907 there were more exported
imported.
This proves tht in normal yas there is nonecesity to import beans from other
couitries. Only in yre when due to climtic-conditiozs the crcpis short can any
material quatity be imoted profitably, and ust ii those yers wen pricesinthis
country would tend to beome exce vely h import frm b would mititethis
conditon fr the consumers, ho can ilI afd to pay fny ps for a nee y of
life, The price of beans in foreign countries on varieties wich formed the lagist
part of importation befr-e the war wsaboit 2j cents per pound f o. b. point of orin
the duty of if cent perpouind would be equivalent to 60 ger cent; 1* vents per pound
would be proportionately hiher, To- tax the poor
to sch an extent is
unreasonable and njust, hen it is prosd to as masidutyfoodof 28 per cent on caviar
33t per cent on Imu
, and 22 pe cet on goose lir, which re luxuries, and an
increased
duty w~ll not benefit
the grower in years of normal yield, the supply hi
this country is suffcient for norial demand. It would only inure the consumer in
years when the crop is tinsfficient for n*mal demand, and in those y the
will obtain a higher price for his product anywy as a shortage in this country growe
would
tend to hicrease the tr£e:.
If,
during y of normal
howrevAer,
i
production price should held higher by the growers, it would tend to divert th'e
export orders which: generally come fo Cuba d other W t Indin slands to
roducincountri
Canada or other fore
Peas: Under paragraph 767 it proposed to tax dred pea 75 cents per 10Opound
split peas I cet pr pound. The present duty in 10 cents per bushel (17 cents per
100 pound) on dried pea and 0 cets Per buhel (33 cents per 100 ond) on plit
peas. This also Is an article of food Whch is usd lmost e!rely by poor people,
and it is generally produced in ffhcient quantities for the United States consump
tion in this country. As the United: States Depirtment of Agriculture does not
separate beans and poe in their statistics, we can not furnish any figures regarding
this article, but our experience has been that in years when crops in this country
were normal dried pas could not be imported from abroad and compete with the
price of the domesic product. An increased duty would therefore only tend to
increase the cost to the consumer without hinging any money into the United States
raph
posed to increase teduty on this rticle to2
Len'il^: In78Pitais
the preent duty being 25 cenbt per bushel (42 cents per 100 pounds)
cents per pound; r'
This article is not grown commercially in the. United States, The increased duty
would therefore not help any grower, but simply put a burden on: the consumer.
.The consumers of lentils are mostly poor laboring peoPle, who buy this on account of
its exceptional food value4 Before 1914 95 per cent ofthe lentils imported were grown
in Ruaia, shipped from there to Koenigsberg, where they were screened and cleaned,
and thence forwarded to other parts of-the world. The average price in Koenigsberg
was about 2 cents per pound. A duty of 2 cents therefore would mean an increase
to the consumer of 100 per cent, which is certainly altogether out of proportion when
you consider that lentils are purchased by people who can ill afford to be taxed in
this manner.
We, therefore, respectfully request that the rates be changed to the rates in force
under the Payne-Aldrich bill, which were: Beans, 45 cents per bushel (75 cents per
100 pounds); lentils, 45 cents per bushel (75 cents per 100 pounds); dried peas, 25
cents per bushel (42 cents per 100 pounds); split,peas, 40 cents per bushel (06 cents
per 10 pounds).
.
...,
.
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Table: Foreign trade of the United States in ? and ?, ?, years ending June 30, 1890-1920.
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I have one letter here from the Frank Fehr Brewing Co. They have
already started. They now have about 20,000 feet under cultivation, and they are going to.increase that this year to 100,000.
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I have a letter also from the Moerchel Co., of Sedalia, Mo: They
also want to take it up. I have mother one from the Houseman
Brewingo., d Mai Wi. Anothw from t ShebyrSprng BrIng Co., of St. CSa , o. Another one from the Strob Brry, of
:Detrot, Rih
You see what I hve dne herelexhibiting phbtogrltsj i t open
a new field, and I feel that with prope protee, sucb as the Wapy
00
:
and MRao Comittee of the House ha rvided for us, this
woo started iii tC
cou , I undorsi
-X0ping
uy,'wich
about 12or 15 ye ago c flourish. This industry, I found on
investigation, raises about a million punds of mushrooms a year,
:and thre are imported about eight to nine million pounds.
Senator L FoaLrrr. The members of the press here are very desirous of knowing whether these mushrooms grown in the breweries
contaien a "ick."
M4r. HUePFL. Senator, if I told you it contained over 2.75 I Am
afrsiodouraes would be so increased that we could not fill the orders.
Senator Jons. What is the tariff on mushrooms now I
Mr. HurrL. The industry has leen under a tariff of about 24
cents a pound.
Senator Joirs. I have not the bill befOre me. Is that what the
House bill providesI
Mr. HUPPUL. The House bill provides for 33 per cent ad valorem,
American valuation.
SenatorJoNs. What difference wil there be between the two
rates?
Mr. HuenL. We figure that the ratewill beAbOut cents a pound
under theAmerican valuation.
S0natorJONES. Iti rased from 3 cents to 35 cents?
Mr. HUPFEL. Two and one-hAlf cents is nothing. It is not even a
tariff for revenue.
Senator JONES. You started in this business when the riff was 24
Mr. HU L. During the war when they could not be imported,
when I was put out of-bunitess.
Senator JONES. Did you start into the business with the idea that
you would get protection of 35 cents a pound?
my plant for something.
Mr. -Hm'FL. Not exactly. I had to
I looked over all these venous other industries, and none of them were
setti the world afire writh- their profits. I started out on this as
these photographs will show you. Iet me take this one picture here
[indicating]. This shows the cellars dismantled. This shows you the
experiment of using the cubic capacity [indicating]. Those are the
wooden frames, 2 or 24 feet apart, on which mushrooms are raised.
I will-show you those same cellars of steel construction, six tiers high,
using the entire capacity. The brewery cellars were about the size
of thi room, and to raise mushrooms under this systern-the French
system-on the floor, was wasting a lot of this room. So we have
gono~into it in this manner [indicating on photographj.
Senator MCCUMBER. You are satisfed with the rates given by the
House?:
Mr. HIunFEL. Yes, sir. I merely task you to hold it, Senator.
That is all.
v
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Senator DILLLnOHAM.- What mateial are they grown in?
Mr. HrrFnL. Fermented horse manure or compost. -It takes
about three weeks to ferment that. The spawn is insert which is
really the plant. The mushroom has seeds or spores, and these are
planted, and that sppre goes into the compost, the myceliumn as we
call it, which is rey the plant It reproduces itself and bears fruit,
and that fruit is the mushroomSenator CALIPIR.It is your idea that if proper protection is gie
it will so encourage the industry that you cani takecateot all of it
without any importations at all?
Mr. HUPnML. I think so; yes, Senator.Senatar CALDzR. And competition would bring down the price, of
the raw article?
VMr.HcuPFeL. That is the fact.
Senator.JoNEs. How many million pounds did you: say are
imported now?
Mr. HuPFL. From the records I have here from Washington,
between eight and nine million pounds.
Senator Jons. How many pounds do you expect to produce in
your plant?
Mr. HUPFnL. We expect to get the capacity up next year to about
300,000 pounds.
Senator JONES. Then it will require a number of plants?
Mr. HurnL. We are not the only growers in the United States
It will give them a chance. Canada has put a duty of 30 cents upon
American mushrooms raised out iii the far Wet. There are a great
many mushrooms out in the West, but because of the low. price of
the imported mushrooms they have been driven out of business from
time to time.
Senator Jonxs. What do mushrooms sell for?
:Mr. HUJPFEL. It varies. At: this particular season of the year
when no fresh mushrooms can be obtained, they sell at 80 cenft to
$I a pound. In the height of the season, in the wintertime, they rin
about 30 to 40 cents a pound.
c duty so that
Senator JONEs. You would rather have a a
would
be
know
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Mr. HUPPEL. We would rather have a specific duty, but we are
satisfied with what the Ways and&Means Cpmmittee has done for us!:
Senator JONES. Do you think when your mushrooms are selling i
this country at 30 to 40 cents a pound an ad valorem duty of 35 per
cent would be ample?
Mr. HUPPL. I think so.
Senator JONES. Then, what about it when they are selling at $1 a
pound in the United States? Do you want, then, to get 35 cents
HU FEL. No. When they' are selling at Si a pound Senator JONES. You do not need any Protetion then, do you?
Mr. HUPFEL. The situation is just this,Sen:ator: The American
public are not used to using the fresh mushroos . They use the
dried 'and the canned mushroos, -and abut 80 per cent of the
mushrooms are ground t-ipfor sasage and soups. The imported
mushroom breaks the American maret for fresh mushrooms.
Senator JONES. Is that seasonal ?
Mr. HUrniL. Yes, sir.
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Senator Jonas. What seasons of. the year?
-Mr. HUPFEL. The only season that mushrooms are very high in
the months of July afnd August; and the reason for that is that they
can not' be raisd without proper refrigerating facilities. There is one
other mushroom grower who has put in an ice machine, and the
breweries
have refrigeratin facilities We have cel an, whichma-is
chine, and thereby control, the temperature of therefrigerating
a vry, very important thing.
Senator JoNas4 So, then, the price of mushrooms in the United
States actually varies each year, generally speaking, from 30 to 40
cents a poun up to $1 a pound I
Mr. HUPF L. The high price is only in the summer time.
Senator JoNs.; So that in the summer time you would have a tariff
of 35 cents a pound when prices are high, and in the other months of
from 9 to 10 cents a pound V
theyear
M. HuPrnL. I assume that the imported mushrooms would regulate it to cover those two months. Directly after the war they
imported here 'a -whole shipload of mushrooms one-half a million
dollars worth coming in, in cans, and they were ield over. Prior to
the. war it broke the market from somethng like 60 cents to 30 cents
in New York. We could not produce the for 30 cents.
Senator JoNzs. What can you produce them for?
Mr. HuPFm. About 40 cents.
Senator LIFonrr. What did you say the imports ere?
Mr. HwUFL.
;Between eight and nine million, I am advsed.
Senator Li Foudz, The official statement here is that the total
quantity imported in 1921 was 3,732,459 pounds.
Jun
Senator McCunnBR. That means the fiscal year ending 30.Jti
Senator la FOLLETTE. Yes. And in 1920 there were;:iimported
3,301,000 pounds.
Mr. HUFFEL. I have the figures here off the Departient of AgricultureV:
Senator JOKES. The difference might be in the- classification,
whether fresh mushrooms or canned.
Senator IAA FoLuzm. These are the total importations.
Mr. HUPflL. I have the figures here of the Department of Agriculture..
Senator IA FOLLraTT. Here are the offcial figures of the Treaury
Department [indicating]..
Mr. HUPFEL. I do not know where these came from. I will read
them to you. In 1918, 1,200,000 pounds; in 1919, 2,093,000, 1920,
for the first nine months, 2,200,000 pounds. They did not have the
figures for the last quarter.
Senator CALDER. hey are about the same as the figures you have
read.
Mr. HUPPEL. These are from France.
STATEMENT OF EDWARD H. JACOBS, WEST CHESTER, PA.
Mr. JAOS. The mushrooms grown in this country at the present
time are far beyond the estimates given. The Department of Agriculture asked me to. get as close -an estimate on the subject as I
possibly could, within the past year, and I figure that there are from;
five: to six :million pounds of fresh mushrooms grown, and they are
getting to be used very largely in place of the canned mushrooms. I

.
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myself grew 600,000 pounds lat pwar. Mr.B pi grw 200,000
pounds. That amount. to. 30,000 or tw grows alums We have
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any time but they are not at liberty to inspect the-plants in the
foreign pfaces where the mushrooms ar canned for importation to
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So that we, as growers and canners, consider that we have an unfair
competition there. We ae aith blea
foregn mushrooms
when We are not permitto bleach our ow mushooms.: These
retain the natural color, which is a ceam color, and the natural flavor,
and they are just as good as fresh mushroomsra
Senator LA FoLrxrr Do oukw what chemical is used% in the
bleaching proI
Mr. Jaoons. Sulphur fumes. That can be used in such a w as
to whiten the-suface, and there aetr
ofthe'slphur used. When
you open a can of fresh mushroos you can: often detect the odor of
sulphur, althoh you can not detect- the sIlphur itelf ini the mushroom. We Woul not be pemitted to do that, and -I would not
encourage it -because it is not necessary. The natural flavor and
color ae far more desirable. The Chinamen come- from across the
Pacific and land in our country and go as theAtlantic to get these
bleached mushrooms, and.clome back and feed the American people
who would much prefer to have fre-h mushrooms or home-canned;
mushrooms. I never eattheoFich mushroom because I consider
that they we flavorless6 Any mushroom grower does. I am acqusinted with pretty nearly al the m om growers, and I know
that if the demand in this country warranted growing doublo the
supply of mushrooms'in this country they could lmost do it in a
year; and, as Mr. Hupfel says thay are going into the mushroom
business in every, State in the inion that will grow them.
From a canner's standpoint we would like to see the duty increased
to 40 per cent. We have never had a duty in this country that would
permit us to ca mushrooms and sell them on the market. I think
it is a shame that we never have.
Under the Mc~inley law we had a duty of 25 per cent advalorem.
They might - well have been-free, because they could put mushrooms
into thehotels in this country at one-half our cost of production.
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I started"in the cai industryand got slot of mushroom growers
interested 1e ago, but the foreign growers put us out of business
right away. We lost everything we put into it, just because their
labor and othe conditions are more suitable to producing mushrooms
ohealy over there. We have ey expensive buildings to put up and
expensive coal and the disadvantage of the freight rates that we ave.
I used to pay 70 cents a ton for fregt. Now I pay $1.40. I used
to pay 16 cents an hour for the best Italian labor, and now I pay
5 cents.
If you will give us what we request we will produce mushrooms in
two or three times the quantity, and the benefit all goes to the
American farmer. The growers themselves will can them and sell
them without any profit if they have to, just to get the trade and get
the business and grow more mushrooms. I thi-k that is all.

:
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Mr. OHAKA. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is George
t
I am president of the Associated Importers of Food Prod-w
O'Hara.
ucts, with headquarters in New York, although our association is a
national one, having members in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, and
other cities.
Refeing to-the proposed tari of 33j per cent -ad valorem on
mushrooms, House bill 74 paragraph 76,6page 16. Our assothe opinion that this high rate is proposed in conciation is
sequence of the erroneous testimony of various fresh-mushroom
powers before the Ways and Means Committee at the recent hearmgs not only as to tie reasons why-they have been unsuccessful in
marketing their product in tins, but also as to why the French canned
mushrooms have the preference with the chefs in the hotels, and
also as to the conditions, co ts, etc.> of the packing of the French
.
article.
before
the
revision
tariff
on
the
hearings
here
I
h
ave
Ethe
general
:
X
Committee on Ways and Means, and on page 1760 of Mr. Jacobs's''
testimony-I presume, the gentleman who preceded me to-day-he
mentioned something similar to what he told you about the disadvantage that they are up against on account of the bleaching of the
0t ~;;
:l mushrooms.X:fC;0;;-0= X ::W: ;:f; u.;S t
This gentleman evidently is not aware of the conditions. It is
absolute y impossible, and has been ever since the pure-food law has
been in existence, to import any mushrooms into the United States
that are bleached with sulphate of copper. I myself am an importer
and also a manufacturer of mushrooms on the other side, and I have
had 30 years' experience in the business.
He said the same thing as he told the gentlemen before the Ways
and Means Committee. The importers are more likely to be picked
up on anything of that kind than the domestic manufacturers would
be if we were to attempt it, because our goods come through the
different;portsasndathe Bureau of Chemistry have offices in every
one~of the appiers' stores. They have quite a staff in New York
,:-where most of these musihroms come in.
Senator DI NLNHAM. Is that true down to the time that our purefood law was adopted?

ML-O'Ihn. Before the pure-food law there was a pinch of si!phur put into bleached mushrooms but we have found that it is un-,
necessary to bleach them. The Frechmen have a' little secret of
their own which meet with the approval of the Agicultural.Department here, and there is no such thing as bleaching them y more.
We sell just as many without bleaching them as we used to before
the pure-food law went into effect.I am glad that -Mr. Jacobs is still in the 'room, as I want to say here
now thathis statement is absolutely unfounded. I do not think he
makes the statement maliciously, but he evidently is not posted.
The Bureau of Chemistry takes amples out of- the different shipments, and they know if there iss.ucl -a thhg goi on. If there
were, we would have to reexport the goods There ii nothing of the
kind taking place. The domestic manufacturer might "get away
with it," to use a slang ex 'ression, because there is nothing to stop
him except: that he might be picked' up in - itetat commerce.
Mr. Jacobs said something a ut the chefs, In his statement before
the Ways and Means Committee, preferi these canned mushrooms.
The truth is that there is business for fresh mushrooms and business
for canned mushrooms. Those who prefer the canned mushrooms
prefer them because of the economy. Thley can open up a tin of
mushrooms, if some one drives up to the hotel and asfor steak and
mushrooms, and there is no waste. If they were to buy several
baskets of fitsh miuhroomsanu ddid not use them there-would be a
loss. There alie some road houses who ae a specialtv of chicken
and mushrooms, and those places would probably orfer the fresh
..
mushrooms because thley. would use a geat m of them.
VI have taked with hotel chef, and I fd that some prefer the freeW
mushrooms, and some prefer..the canned because of the economy
the a
t of Mr. Gross before the Ways and Means ComtIn
mittee, pae 170 of these hearings, spoke of the cost 'and compared
the cost of labor in the United States as against what the Frech pay.
In the meantime I wrote over to the other side and received complete
information.It is true that the Aian labor is higher. Mr. Gross said that
the Americans pay from $4 to $5,a day, and in his testimony he said
that the French labor received from to 75 cets a day.
The actual -price that the French laborers are paid is 2j francs per
hour, say, 20 cents on exchange of eight. That is normal, or, rather,
it is about what the exche has b
for some little time back.
That is S2 a day of 10 hours. The chief workman, who has to know
something about the qualities of mushrooms, etc., receives 250
francs per week, or $20 per week.
Another one of the arguments used with reference t mushrooms
was the question of labor and the question of manure and the question
of coal. As far as coal is concerned, you heard Mr. Jacobs say that
they had a high price topay for coal. What do you imagine the
price of coal must be in rance It has been considerably higher
sometimes four and five times as high as we have to pay for coal
which is sent into Pennsylvania, Mr. Jacobs's own State, right from
near-by mines. In France it is a question of receiving it principally
from England. The coal theft is considerably higher than ours.
Mr. Jacobs or Mr. Gross testified-or, I believe, it was a Mr. Evans;
either one of those three gentlemen who spoke on mwshrooms-that
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anurewas$2.80 a tn, and that the ght s$3.50,
They went on to say that in France, in the cities of Paris and
Bordeaux, there are caves that have been quarried out for. centuries,
and that those caves are used fori the production of mushrooms.
That is absolutely a myth, There is no such thing. In the catacoms .of France never have :mushrooms been raised.
They went on to say, uher, that in regad to this manure it was
delivered to the factories in France by simply pushing up a chute in
the street and. dumping. the manure down into the catacombs and
caves in tbe streets of Paris and Bordeaux.
I am telling you what is in these hearings. The fact is that that is'
absolutely not the case. I have been there many times myself and
I know the situation. The mushrooms in Bordeaux are carted in
wagons and come by freight. In Paris there are some quarries outside the city where mushrooms are raised, but the people who own
those quarnes exact the payment of a rental; so that there is nothing
free about it.
In the testimony of one of these gentlemen it was said that their
cost of mushrooms was 44 cents a pound whereas in France, they
said they, were raised for 15 cents a pound.
RTey are not right in that:figure. .1 do not want to make any
misstatement, so I have had the information from the other side.
lThe information is that there are different ades of musbrooms.
That is why these parihes vary. They cost there from 5 to 9 francs,
at the rate of exchange of 8-40 to 75 cento. So we have mushrooms at practically the same figures as they have on the other side.
We have cheaper labor over there. They Pay a little bit more for
their manure. The-price delivered would be -$6.30. Our price
delivered over there i S 10.28. This manure has to be taken out
of the big cities of France, such as Paris and Bordeaux, just as-it is
Entaken-out of the big cities of Philadelphia or New York. Our labor
is about half; our manure cost -is more. The original cost is about
the same, Abut we are handicapped because we have the freight, -when
it comes from the Tours section of France, down to the seaport, and
:we have the freit from Bordeaux and Hare to New Y-ork City.
That is the principal port. These gentlemen have been getting
rate of 33j per cent. We have always had a specific rate on mushrooms, and I was glad to hear Mr. Hupfel say that he would be
satisfied, because I am hoping that you gentlemen will give us a
specific rate, even though we are willing that it shall be higher than
it is at present.
At present mushrooms pay 24 cents a pound duty under the
Underwood bill, and it has been the same under the Payne-Aldrich
Act, but that 24 cents a pound duty is not only on the weight of the
mushrooms, but on the weight of the tin and the immersing fluid
and the, container, and as 100 of these tins weigh about 114 pounds,
the duty eper case has been $2.86. As each tini contains 8 ounces of
drained m ht~oms, this amounts to about 5.7 cents per pound on
the drained mushroo0ms.
aim
ey tha
y were, not imported during thewar. They;
did come over all through the war. These gentlemen made ailnuisstatement. Probably they did not know it, but we imported mushrooms continuously during the war. There was no difficulty in
bringing them in.
i

n

making a total of $8.30 delivered at their factories.
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Hence we recommend that a specific tariff of 4 cats pr pod
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including the weight of the contents and the cotainer
Tis ould mean a duty of $4.56 perCcae of 100 half-kilo tins, ich
is the size of the package ordinar imrrted from Fnce; and the preent tariff of 21 cents per pound figures $2.85 pr case, the
increase in duty we proper amount to 60 pa cent advance over the
present as w a ovAldich ta
It is our -honest opinion that 4 ce per pound on the weight of
the mushroom, the immersin fluid and the cans themselves-Ak.t
equivalentof .1-cnt perpound on the-drained mtushroms-sthe
maximum that these goods ca stand, and that any hight rate:
would so curtail the importation that the object sought, -to provide
revenue, would be lost.
Furthermore, while there is a domestic industry ih fresh mishrooms that require c ain mount of protectionP we can furnish
an abundn of evidenoe to the elfet that the eperim t of packdurig the- wr,
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The houses that gave me that information are the very housWe
whose names Were used by the gentlemen i their rguments beore
the Wyay and M - ommittee.
:m
MIta you for- the attention you have ffven me, and I have a
letter here which I would like to submit if it is agreeable to you.
Senator Ik~una. It will be made a part of your testixnony:
and print~ia such.
-0:
(The letter referred to is follows:)

hoaition

so

m

AVG;uet 30, 1921.
In the mater of dim,- o
a io
r
tht the duty be
saueud at secific rates, similar to the method follow in t e Dingley and PayneAldrich bills. Tes tarffl obtained fm this method wuld be apprximately the
sa::e as would be obtained by the proposd 26 per cent duty in Houw bill 7W.
The object in askink for the mo-called Dingley rates is to avoid continual contention before the United States Board of Apprs concerning the correct values on
sardines.
and the amcaton itself are frquently in litigation
Members of our
before the United States Board of Apprais, and it i sl to sy that in the Majority ofca imeorter of sardines have been
duty on a higher valuation
gng
for undervaluation.
than was justified in order to escape being penalized
Respectfully submitted.
FOOD
Gun O'HAIUATPrIx sidor
PeoDTt.,
Gk6§
GWVHs;Aia Presdet.
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(Permission was previously panted by the chairman to file the
folowing as a part of the witness's testiiony:)
MInusrr or Cox~usw3,
PAuIS, 3UNE 20.
Si: : The United States Government i's at present studyga pne reform of"
t iff d the America suppliers are ting dic steps with the
their cu
public authorities with respect to commodities in which every party is interested,
n order to incease the customs duty i such a proportion that the importation of
productof forei ori ben impossible.
we thug ler that growers of North American mushrooms are suggesting that the
present duty of 2J cents per pound on preserved mushrooms be increased to 50 cents.
But the gro rknle-dge that cost of production for cultivated mushrooms
in the States is about 44 cents per poifid, i. e., that duty on same would be superior
to the cost price of the American mushroom.
If It is taken into cosidetion tht French mushrooms are always exported to the
tnned goo~ds, duty tbn whichis calculIted on the
weight (1 pound
tin con ng oily 230 grams not of mushrooms) one can realize that Amecn
supplers wih aduty equivalent to more than double the cost price of the American
:product,:to be applied.on our r v mushrooms. In order to jusify protective exorbitant duty, American growers first mention
ressis and fturthermore pretend t the production of mushrooms we are
exporting cost vey little inded.Purly stai dry tushrooms with tinned mushrooms, they pretend that
among the latter wild mushm can b foud, thee being picked by people who are
unable to distinguish the right kind, and often they are nfound to be poisonous.
Thley fthr tate that ou mushrooms are bleachd with chemicals, the use of which
is prohibited in the States.
But the tinnod mushroons whch have for many years been exported from France
to the State. in large quantities are entirelv cultivated mushrooms.
They being grown in quarries, they are well known and entirely free of injurious
effects.
rivl in the Stat", ou preser
r
have to be tested by chemists at the Bureau of
Aqdculture And if. they are not in accordance with American regulations, their adasn into the States is mmediately prohibited.
In order t rove that t d mushrooms are rally cheap Anierica gwers pretend
the renting charge or di
qua re whe they awe cultivated is almost imignificant, d tht Pan catacombs are specially used, a manure can be thrown through
chimneys without expense, the workmen on the mushroom beds only getting 6 cents
per hour, via, 72 centunes kn .Fritih money.
But the growing of mushroms being an important agricultural industry, the old
tplater quarries convenient for the above-mentioned purpose are hired at very high
prices, which vary between 0.75 frac and 1 franc per square meter in the Paisin
reso.
.f0
;:I-theParis catacombs no mushrooms have as yet been grown nor manure been
thrown.
nt about 26 to 30 francs per
Hlorie manure, which is very hard to get, cost at
ton in railroad station, and the cost of cai
9.86
per 100 kilos.
;the workmen on miiuhrom beds are paid 2 francs and 2.60 francs per hour, chief
workmen getting from 230 francs to 250 francs per week
::
:2os
Cultivated mushrooms are sent to the States in white tins weighin I.
0.
00,
gro
i. e., a little more th the English pound, the price of which varying between 2.50
francs and 4.60 francs, according to quality.
But these tins contain 230 ramS of mushrooms, i. e., the English pound of French
mushrooms is sold in France from 5 to 9 francs, namely, 41 to 75 cents, at the rate of
12 francs to the dollar.
added, plus cost of duty, 2 cents per pound gross, viz, 5 cents
If carriage es
per pound of musroom n incidentals, French mushrooms in the States become
more etpensive than American mushrooms.
The American owers are therefore trying to stop the importation of the foreign
article so as to realie big profits prejudicial to the American population.
The culture of mushroom beds ia a French industry of importance and the preservation ofsme occupies on abi sle the factorin Pais, Bcrdeaui, LA Touraine; it
is estimated that two-thirds of mushrooms preserved in France are sent to the States.
81527-22-scH 7-45
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Summing up, the application of a prohibitive duty bv the North American Goernment on our mushrooms would be very detrimental to agriculture and French Industry,
and we sincerely trut that the needful will be done so that our embay and commercial attach in Washington be without delay in, poueuon of all necemary documents with a view to enable them to reveal the exact situation to the American public
authorities and thus avoid the previous mentioned exorbitant duty. We are, sir,
Your very obedient servant,
0HAMURD SYNDIOALI DB8 FABRICARtS D0CoN8RvBS ALIIIUTAIRE5.

ONIONS.
[Paragraph 788.]
STATM ENT 0 . 3. STiiflAUGH.1E
BENTING TIE
NATIONAL UNION ASSOCIATION.

STANBAUGH.
Mynameandis J.B.
the
Asociation,
take but veryI represent
I willStbaugh.
NationalOnion
little of your
time.
One thing we contend is that the present tariff rate is not equal to
the difference of cost of producing in foreign countries and the cost of
transportation to this country to our Atlantic seaport towns. I want
to draw your attention to the fact that the United States can grow
all the onions and is now growing more: than are consumed in the
United States, so we don't need any protection. Further, I want to
call your attention to the fact that it is almost entirelT'a labor propos08ition.- From the-time we produce the seed, and we do produce our
own seed, it is a labor proposition. I am an onion -grower myself,
by the way; gentlemen. We produce our-own ased and sow those
seeds largely by hand. Those rows are planted :from 1 to 3 or 4
inches apartj making it necessary to cultivate by hand. The weeding
is done by hand, the pulling is done by hand, Ad the topping is done
by hnd, ilthiough there are maes that will top onions.
Senator SiOoT. Do you think you ought to have more than 75
cents aihunidred?
Senator Sxoor. What do-you -thiik you ought to haveI
Mr. STANRAUGH. We would like to have $1.50.
Senator Sear. What are you asling for Not what you would
like to have, but what do you want?
Mr. STABAUGH. A dollar and a half would give us but ve little
advantage. Sventy-five:cents would give Europe 61 -cents :per
hundreds avantage over America.
Senator Mo4uxan. Do you raise more in the United States :than
are used inthe United States?
Mr. STAMlBAUJGH. es, sir.
Senator McCUnBRn. Therefore, we are exporting large fiquantities tI
Mr. STAMBAUGH. Yes, sir; we export to Porto Rico and Cuba and
South America and Canada. Canada is not a large onion-producing
couintryr. I ship a good many to Canada, although the exchange has
been against us the last couple of years.
Senator McCUMBER. Where aTe our importations mainly from Mr. STAMBAUGH. Our importations are mainly from Spain, Egypt
the Bermuda Islands, Canary Islands, and Australia. Continentai
Europe ships some, but Spain produces about 2,000,000 barrels for
export, and Egypt produces large quantities for export.
Mr:.
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Senator Soor.- Do you sill your onions tat you export for more
or; lessmoney than you sell int country y?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. We don't sell those direct. While I am a shipper,
I never sold any to a foreign country, only to Canada.
Senator MCOUMBER. Where do you raise your onions I
Mr. STAMBAUGH. We raise in Ohio. Would it be of 'interest to
you to know where those onions are grown in the United States?
Senator McCumRa. We know, enerally. bi
Mr. STAMBAUGH. It will only take a little bit
I
Senator Sxooyr. You are not interested in garlic, 2 cents a
Mr. STAMBAUOH. We feel as though we should have as much protection as the garlic grower. We have felt that for years. When
you speak of onions you always create a launch, and we' havealways
been the fellow that laughed. It is really the'kgyptian and European
onion grower that had the laugh.
Senator LA FoLLnrit. Do you produce in this country the same
sort of onion you get from Bermuda?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. We grow the Texas-Bermuda onion,and we
onions of that kind in Louisiana and Florida. Those are southgrow:
erngrown onions.
: Senator LA FOLLEiTE. Does it command the same C:price on the
market as the Bermuda onion?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. It is grown from the samesieed.
Senator LA ForrTTr.zoes it command the same price? Is it
of the same quality?
Mr. STAWBAUGH. It iN owing to the soil and climatic conditions.
Egiypt has been able to import a larger Bermuda onion than Texas
or Louisiana or Florida -have been able to produce, but they are
from the same seed. The Spanish onions are very much like those
on the Pacific slope. Take California for illustration, Idaho, Utah,
Oregon, and Washington. They grow a type out there that is really
larger than any we can row.
Senator McunR. They are very mild.
Mr. STAMBAUGH. Yes, sir. Spain grows one that is tougher in
texture than the American onion. They are put on ournmarket and
consumed.
Senator MCCUMBER. Will You explain why, if we are exporting
a tariff would be any good to us.
largelqantities,
I amglad you asked that question. In 1916 we
M:r.STAmBAUI.
had a failure in the United States in onions, and they went very
high. It is during those 7ears that we produce at a oss that we
need protection. ve don t want.you to put that on to give us an
advantage over European countries to any extent, but when we
produce onions at a loss, as we did last year, that is when-we need,
protection. And right here, while that is not in line with my talk,
I produced 140 cars of onions last year, and I lost on every car.
Senator SMOOT. How many did you (lump?
Mir. STAMNBAUGH. I did worse than that. I shipped my surplus
into cold storage and they didn't piay freight, transportation, and
storage charges.
SenatorSMOOT. That often happens to fruit deek'r3s.
Mfr. SSTABAUGH.So 1 did wose. Most of the people had more
sense than I had and dumped theirs.

posi'd?
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Senator Smoor. Let them rot?
Mr. STAMBAUGHa. Let them rot at home.
'Senator MoCCuBER. Did you export any last year?
Mr. STAMBAUGH Oh, yes; ve gave them-away.
Senator DILLINGHAM. Was there no sale for onions last year?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. Yes.
Senator DILLINGRAM. What was the matter?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. There were too many of them.
Senator hA FOLILErrE. How were your prices last year as compared
with the year before?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. I bought a lot at 40 cents a hundred. I shipped
300 cars and made about $8 per car net profit on them. So there
were no excess profits. I bought them at 80 cents a hundred that
cost $1.40 to produce.
Senator SMoor. Did you sell at 40 cents- per hundred?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. No; I sold at 60 cents in a 14-cent bag. I furnished the bag and paid 40 cents for the onions.
Senator SMOOr. Those were the onions we paid 20 cents apiece fort?
Mr. TAMsBAUGH. I suppose so. You are getting my talk very
much confus-ed. You may argue what the increase would cost the
consumer. In Cleveland last fall I asked the price of onions and
the said 8 cents. I went home and quoted them at 1i. we import
::IavoI answered your qustion to your satisfaction, h
onions when we are asking for a tariff?
Senator McCuMfi. Did we export onions last year?
Mr. STAMBAiURH. No, sir.
Senator MoCuinzi. And it is those years when there is ai deficit
that you need protection?
.Mr STAMBAUGH. Yes.
Senator MoCunn. And you must have protection in those years
in' order to even up your losses in: other years?I
Mffr. sTAMBAUGL Yes. I don't think we need any protection this
year. This has been an excessively hot summer.. We have raised
heavy onion crops dung dry seasons, but we don't raise heavy onion
crops during dryseasons and hot seasons. Consequently, the United
States this vear harsted one of the biggest crops of onions they have
harvested for-years, since we :have had a record. They would
naturally sell higher, unless-conditions are too much against us.
Senator McOumama. And if last year we paid 20 cents apiece for
them we will probably pay 40 this year
Mr. STAMBAUGH. It s been my experience from what information
I could gain that there never is very much difference in the retail irce
of onions. We have lost money on them, and we would wal up
to a stand and ask the price of onions, and they would tell you 8
cents, and we were getting them at 40 cents a hundred and shippin.
them all over the United States, and onions generally were about: 6
cents per pound retail. They did seem to get down to a 6-cent
basis.
u Senator Smocr. I never heard: of it.
Senator MCCUMBER. They did not in this city.
Mr. STAMBAIJH. Ipresume not. To-day onionsminour section are
bringing 3 cents a pound, but there =is a wonderful shortage. In
our section in Hardin County we raised 3,700 cars, and I estimate
this year about 1,200. Lat year there were about 37,000 cars 'in
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the Unitd Stiate, and I-estimate this year about 18,000. If every
year was likeothat, I would not'be here; but that is notithe case.
Snator JoNEs: M I ask you a question? The chairman suges Awhie ao tht you want this trff :in the years when you
ght crop
Mr SAMBAUGH. N;when we have a~heavy crop.
Senator JONE8. I nk that i where you dnot understand the
chairman.
Mr. STAMAAUGH. Possibly not..
Senator-JoNIs. I think the chairman suggested that you did want
the tariff when you had a short crop, so that you could raise your price:
and get what you call a fair return for your onions in that kind of a
year, but when you have a large crop and are able to export onions,
you were not needing a tariff. That, I understood, to be the position
of the chairman.
Mr. STAMBAUGH. Yes. Pardon me. I didn't understand him.
Senator JONES. I understood you to say that in this year when
you had a short crop-you would need a tariff. Is that right?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. No. Well, yes; I mean that. We have:such a
short crop in the United States that by taking into consideration
the rights of the consumer, those onions from Europe coming over,
it would be absolutely selfish for us to ask a tariff that would bar
those people from shipping them in when they are needed. But last
year, a year like last year, I never paid over a cent and a quarter a
pound, and conditions got worse and worse until we finally bought
them for 40 cents a hundred. That is the year they increased their
product 1,03t)00 bushels, when us fellows were going bankrupt.
Hlad Uwe had proper protection, we possibly could have delivered all of
the production of the United States to the consumer; but as it was we
rposiblyw dumped 2,000,000 bushels, and they imported 1,700,000
;E bushels.
;f; V;X;;00;RV; ;; X ;0;0~ifX:X ~ 0:;;0;S0:X $f\:f;V
Senator MCCumBEIR. I confess I do not: understand your philosophy.
You say you do not need any protection when you have a short crop,
and when you have a better crop and you are exporting it will not
do you any good.
Mr. STAMBAUGH. Yes; it does do good.
is it
Senator MCUMBER. What tie
myou
are going to need protection?
Mr. STAMBAUGII. I guess we don't undelisand each other.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. The protection gives them that market.\0;
Senator MCCUMBER. If they are exporting, our price is fixed by
export demands.
Senator LAA FOLLETTE. Thev export tirsrus.
Mr. STAMBAUGH. The United States will consume just about 25,000
cars per year. If we produce 18,000 cars per year, we need some of
those onions. The tariff should not be so high but what we can
bring them in. But, for illustration, last year we grew 32,000 cars
of onions to feed a population that needed 25,000 cars, anhdiwe had
that surplus, and yet Europe came in and divided the trade with us.
Senator MOCUMBER. If we have to sell abroad and do sell -abroad,
assuming we get a better -price by exporting than we get from the
homeledemand, why did not the foreign trade ship to the same place
we shipped to instead of shipping to this country?
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Mr. STAMBAUGII. I sold onions at 60: cents per. hundred to
through New York City for export. I could reach thnatmarketin
Cuba and South America with the onions that cost 60 cents per hundred plus the freight. I could not reach it had I paid $3 per hundred plus freight.
Senator Smoor. Onions were so low last year that there were very
few importation into this country.
Mr. STAMBAUTIO. There were 1,770,000 bushels that'came into the
b
United States last year, according to our figures.
Senator DILLINOHAM. What is the freight from:Spain to New
York?
Mr. STAMBAUGHO What is the freight from Spain to New York?
I thank you for that question. The freight from Spain to New York
is 5 cents from the field to the vessel, and 381 cents to New York
City by water. ;GH;a
Senator DILLINOAM. What is the freight from your section to
New York?
Mr. STAMBAUGII. Our freight is 504 per hundred. Spain has 124:
cents advantage of us on freight. Indiana pays about 60. cetts per
hundred. Idaho and Utah and that country pays over $1.
.I have some figures here if you care to know something further
about the cost. I want to offer this in evidence.
Senator McCCrntBEl. It will be printed.
M. STAMBAUGHJ. Here is a little paragraph that was gotten uph0by
Mr.: Rosenblum. I would like to ofer that as evidence.
Senator McCUMER. That will be printed. Is that about all?
Mn: STAMBAUGH. I-just want to sav one thing more. On the basis
of 75 cents per hundred as the estimated cost of producing onions
in the European countries and shipping them to seaport towns of the
United States and the estimated cost on the American western slope
and in the Central States and Eastern States, the European countries
will have 61 cents per hundred the advantage over the United States
f. o. b. the ports at the Atlantic coast. We would like to have 14
cents. That will give us an advantage, and it is a pretty hard proposition for us now.
mRI

orWOSKPE
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OF NATIONAL ONION GEOWSWASUO6ATION.

OF CON-

CHAINGES RECOMMENDED.

in connection writhecuring legislation under Schedule
I. Thin brief is submitted
G paragmph 208, which will protect the onion industry of the United States to an
extent sufficient to equalize the difference in the cost of the -production of the product
in the United States and its cost of production in those countries from which it is
imjogrted.:
ese briefs are a summary of the facts compiled by the various onion growers
appearing before this committee and by the various associations interested in the
production and marketing of onions. The figures herein contained in so far as possible
have been taken from the Government report and when those were not available
from records kept by the various producers.
The parent duty is 20 cents per bushel of 57 pounds. The change recommended
is a duty of 1 cents per pound.
.The reason for the recommendation of such a change is that this amount would
fairly represent the difference between the cost of production in fore4gn countries
and the average cost of production of onions in the United States. If such protection
is not given as will equalize those the inevitable result must be the continual increase
in the volume of foreign importation and the corresponding decrease of production
in the United States until the consumer will ultimately be at the mercy of the foreign

Table: No. 1.- An ual estimate of crops of onions August 1, 1914-1920, by States.
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producer. To-day with the difference in the cot of poduction, with the rates of
exchange in their unstable condition the proposition of growing onions in Spain and
Egypt tor the A can market i attractive and is interesting capital, both here and
abroad4 This coutry's producers are th year takng a losa of about 50 per cent of
the actual outlay in the cost of production and are not, going to continue to raie a
product which they kno'w will not return them tht' actual money invested, The
destruction of the onion industry in the Uited States besides rendering this countr
entirely at the mercy of the foreign producers would cause a tremendous financial
los to hundreds of various farming communities in various sections of the country
where the onion crop is the principal source of income of the farmers and its storing,
marketing, and handling constitute practically the sole business of the community.
The only way in which this can be averted is by legislation increasing the duty on
these imports.
DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY.

-

II. The onion industry as shown in Title No. 1 affects 17 States directly in the
matter of production and of course in the business of storing, distributing, and marketfarms, toreing effect. many more. It is an industry where the capital Investedtin
houses, equipment, etc., equil approximtely $65,507,600. It is an industry which
constitutes the principal means of livelih of abut 100,000 people directly and
manynmore indirectly.' It is an industry which furnishes from 30,000 to 40,000 carloads of shipping each year. Its development in the United States from the period
from 1900 to 1920 is from 12,313 carloads to 37,051 carloads. In the Connecticut
Valley from the same period its growth was from 1000 carloads to 3,600 carloads.
In Texas from 20 carloads to 6,000 carloads. In California from 500 carloads to 7,033
carloads.
It is an industry in which the average yearly production more than equals the
average consumption.
III, In Title Nos. 1 and 2 are found the average production in the United Stats
s uince :1914.-. In Title 3 are found the aver cost of production for the various pro-.
ducing loclities. These coste of production are obtained from taking from the individual growers their fies of actual expenditures in producing the crop ini-the
various localities and averaging those figures The information as to these freight
rates was obtained direct from the carriers. The information as to the cost of storing
onions as set forth in Title 5 was obtained from the owners of the storage warehouses
and from the producers.
The information as to the cost of production of the foreign product as shown in
Title 8 was obtained from those people producing onions in those countries and the
shipping rates quoted on the same title were obtained from the steamship companies.
No. 1.-Annual estimate of crops of anions
1014

States.

A2ugust 1,

1916

1915

1914-1920, by States.

1917

1918

1919

1920

Cars.,~
Care
Cars, Cqrs,
Oars,
~
~ Carst
California.
~5,S0
t:,033-0
7,04
fl516D
5
10X,^1i
Californa
0 too
400 400
400
Colorado .......................
0
75
10075
7,5
Utah . ...7...................?7575;
750
300
200
175
200
150
150O
Washington ....................
350
370
300
400
010
300
Or.
1..00
........2500
...........
IdaNo
730
700
375
500
400
1,200
Minnesota ......400
1,000
900
W0
500
400
200
200
Wisconsin.
2,860
1,200
4,000
2,500
1,560
2,830
Indiana ...
2,000
750
250
100
400
.
Illnois ....
........-.....
3,403
l
7
2,51.5
5, 337
.
3,262
Ohio
1,100
150
100
150
2
100
100
00
Pennsylvania .........1
8,00
75,2.5
10,01
7,2550
NewE-ork .....................
4,410
9,070
10,000
New
0
250
2!00 6 Q ;;0M0
400
6W f0800
Newlesy...........
3,200
3
3, 00
4,000
3,000
3, 000
....... 3, 6300
Massachusetts ......
4
750
4)
000
50
260
30
Iowa .........3.............
400
350
1,000
400
1,000
400
500
Michigan .....................
35,107
n7,926
21,433
21,046
28,102
23,255
Total ..................... 34,425
.......................

..........................

....

..........

.....

...........

...

..........

Jersey.-646

,0

Table: No. 2.- Spring and sum er crops an ual y.

Table: Total cars in United States an ual y.

Table: No. 3.- Cost per 10 pounds onions to produce and deliver to Atlantic seaboard points with no margin of profit to grower, ship er, or receiver.

Table: No. 4.- Comparison of figures- Cost per 10 pounds onions to produce and deliver to Atlantic seaboard points with fair and minimum profits to grower, ship er, and receiver.
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No. 2.-Spring and summer crops annually.
states.

1914

Cas C
Forward.
34,475
.
600
Gali~~~.....a
Texas.
.....6,500
200
WestVrgini.........
75
........

19116

1917~ 1918

23, 256
760

are.

Cure.
21,483
1,200

Care.
35, 107,
1, too
ODO

100

250
1SO
400

450

Cave.
28,100
1, 000
5,200
200
100
600
600

29,983

35,602

42,557

s12zo
200

iLou

u176
Kentucky ...400

6,100

300
350
3025

J42,375

Total .......

1915

1919

192

Care..

Care,._.

3, 50
275

0,000

100
176
400

300
175
200
450

26,805

37,051

21,045'
1,26

300
150
400
500

Total cars in United S3tates annually.
~
1914..42,375 98

27,06z
2,000

42, 567

1915.~~~~~~~~~~~30,215
1919....;........... 26,805
1916.~~~~........29, 983 1920
...........I.....3t

1917 .........

.....35,602.305
Average production thie past seven yearn, 34,941 -cam per year, 17,47,00bsels.
Average consumptionn the past seven years is approximately 25,0 to 28,170 car
per year, 14,085,500l bushels.

No. 3.-Cost per 100 pounds onion. to produce and deliver to Atlantic seaboard points
with no margin of profit to grower, shipper, or receiver.
[These flgures'do not cover onions placed in sto
for fail, winter, and spring supply. No. 5 covers
______
these Ztso ost j__
States.
States.

cost.

Haul

rti~~~~~~t~r
rate
thunder.

(iles),

Texas.....O
M1innesota WisosiIllinois, Ohio, Indiana .1..... 40
.60
New York, MascUSet, East.1.............:74 ~ .30

70i-1,00
17-I

Total....................
cost in United States delivered Atlantic seaAvisrav

2,00

4.50
2.00
9
.11.0.

No. 4.-Comparison Of figures-Ceost per 10
to Atlantic seaboard

receiver.

[These do' not

cover onions

Cost
delivered.

onsoions
to prodc
and
pOrofit. togower,
point. with fairand minimum
shipper,~
P
n

eie

placed In storg fralwner, and spring supply;' No. 5 covers these

state.

ardditoiona

cost.

cot.

Grower,Frit
al
Cs e
25 per Shipper. Receiver.
livered.
~~~hunired- (miles).
cent.
weight.

Clforniaand slope .......
Texas
Indiana, Ohio;
eonstn',Mlnnest
...o.
New York, Massachusetts, and

$1.30

tSO~~~~~~~~5

$0.32
.62

$0.15
.15

$0.20
.20
.20
.20

$1.65
1.6.5

3,000
2,400

$,V
512

MicignWis--,002.
i15
.00 700-100
.35
27
1.40

.15
.30 175-250
1.74
.435
Total .I
in United State
Averagsot
dlvrdAtlantic seaboard
points ..................

east..............

.........

..........

..........

..........

...............

2.825
14.276
3.74

Table: No. 5.- Storage onions- Ad itional cost on onions held for fal , winter, and spring sup ly, because onions must be distributed throughout these seasons.

Table: No. 6.- American product- Average cost 10 pounds onions delivered ? seaboard points.

Table: No. 7.- Importations of onions.

Table: No. 8.- Foreign product- Ap roximate cost per 10 pounds onions delivered to Atlantic seaboard points.

No.

:
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$.-Slorage
onions-Additional cot on0onis held for fali,winter, and spring
supply, becaUse onions muSt be dtributed throughout thee seasons.
Per cwt,

........................
Storage rentals per 100 pounds, season
Shrinkage aver 12 to 15 per cent (about 15:to 25 cents) ...............

Jnpnoe

0

.20
.01
05
76

unds.
per I
Interest 6 months, 6 per cent.....................
Total, which should be added to cost'of production.
No profit figuire in these items, nor houldas therofit or los is purely
speculition. These items are actual cost.
a t p
...................................
.

...........

No.': 6.-American product-Aerage cost 100 pounds onions delivered Atzlnlic seabo~ard
Witout profit:
:ith profit:
Cost .2.................... .87
Co.$...... 3 74
.76
Storag costs.
Storage costs .... ; .76
.

Total.4. 50
Actualcost .
63
............
IV. The sources of iinp6rts and the volume thereof a8 shown in Table 7 are-figures
taken from United States Government reports and by figures kept by individualsa
prior to the institution of such reports by the Government.
No. 7.-Importations ofonions.

Quantity Increase.

Year.

1914-..-..........B

191

.0.........................................

n

1;2,fiiAM

.. B

SW

. .Bt..

S -

.?
:....... i:0f0

1917.
1918'40".. 7,15 .A,

1919

677,17
.*.-.-.-.*...............................
. . .1. .
...
.261, ..9
.,m29..!.......................
.

2~~~~~~~~

IM..__.......................................................................

_

,

.,

.8

1_ 3

Decrease.

8

'
..................................

'1918, falling

of due to our entering World War and shortage steamshipspace.
192, only oover
period of II months to Nov. 30, I2.
These figures are extracted from figures prepared "by Foreign Alarket Service.

2

Bureau of Mtarkets. The largest. amount of imports come from the following countries: Egypt, Spain, United Kingdom, Bermuda, Afexico. Australia, Canary Islands.

No. 8.-Foreign product-Approximatecost per 100 pounds oion8 delivered to Atta71ic
seaboard points.
Country.
Country.

_ Cost
_ of
Dush~Fr-rigt
_artage.......
Cot
cetsper
st dee
tainer.
growingn.
of 577ivered.

pounds.
Egypt"
..........................
Spain '.................................'

$0.65
85

t0Q
'k

$0 05

$0.3.5
.

$0.60
.60

$1.71
2 00
Total ...
......7.1...........71
Average cost delivered Atlantic seaboard
......,

points ............................

4.15

.....

.05

.........

.....

.

1. 855
..........1...........
...............

Freight
g. rate Egypt to New York, 4,000 miles haul, compared with same distance inin tUed States.
'Ba.
'Freight rate Spain to New York, 3,m0 miles haul, compared with same distance In United States.

I

'Crate.

About same condition prevails in other foreign countries with the exception of
Bermuda, where cost is greater.

Table: No. 9.- Foreign product- Ap roximate cost per 10 pounds onions, including profits, to al sources, delivered at Atlantic seaboard points.

Table: No. 10.- Foreign product- Ap roximate cost per 10 pounds onions delivered to Atlantic seaboard points.

Table: No. 1 .- Contrast of domestic and foreign cost.

0:Ft-. -*

T_.
*l~ ~. .
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No. 9.-Foreign prrrlasct-4 approximate205pr 00 pound onions, including profits,
to all souretS, delivrd at Atlantic sboard point..

Pofit_;;+.
21,0
Duty",
Z:t:1~
?r:gt.
-Fro
StSt.

utii.

::-

g5

_u

t

:: i

:
j,
WL,
,a,
R3S
44
EA&
WLM,,,a
*Ion
.55
'.1.
.O j
.35
.60 ~ .51
T:408S*X-,......
.,,,,,.:7"t1:
............
:
:Anragctdelovrl Atisntk:
:
u=twrd pwoseU hiu'Iudf ig
...............

..
..
...
...

..

...

..

.......

.

..

.

..........

..........

$2.15
2.51
; .6|i5
20f Mj

:.X
... i0

,:'.-.-..... .

;
00
;
;
0
S
0
0:
tBag.:

Profits figured

lies

Cot

.

.

:

..

:

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

2.33

* Crate.

Grower's profit, 2;5 per cent of Cost; commimioner, 10
importer, 1.5 ceOvi per hundredweight.

an follow.s:

cents-ptparhundred weight;

0No. 1.-Ffreign produrt-Appro.rimate coat per iC po1iinds onlonsdelivered to
A tiantic seaboard point..

Without profits:
.'n

.......

00

,$2.01f)
.-L 71

With profits:
Spain..
...

E
Egypt

.............

$2.
2.15

A...G:O: 4:b:
Sl~;0;:f
Total.71Ttl46
Total-.:;..zi ::(Ttl.......
:0:-::0u:V00::$:~~~eiher
Avefragec:,,:ut0.}:,:0,,,:,000:1. 85.:5
2, 33
Avera cost.2.3.............
.:
..........

:
0

d
tic alndforeign cost.
No. 11.-Co ntrt (,Jf

1. Approximato cost of American product delivered at Atlantic seaboard:
profit.
$3. 63{1
Without
....................
4_0
With
t.
................................5...........()
2. Approximate cost of foreign product delivered at Atlantic seaboard:
Without profit ..........
s855
With rot........................2. 33
3. Difference-:
-:
1. 77$:
Without profit .
With profit ................ 2.17
4. Tariff requested I I cents per pound.
These figures show the actual costt the Amrrrican ptoduicer figured over a penrd
of three yearn, and inelide therein the actiual storage costs, because as a part of the cost
of distribution about one-hialf of these onions have t be put info storage in order to
:; have theim available to the consumer. In ttle 9 ths quletion of rofit does not take
into account the difference :in the rates of exchae between thes various foreign
countries and the United States and which of cou oeffer added inducement to
the foreign producer t.o market his onions in the United States. So, consequently,
the tari asked for is simply the difference in the cost of production whicb the Amencan producer can not change. Ile can not meet this emergency by decreasing his
production, because he can not control the production abroad, which would increase
as he decreased. His only remedy is to obtain a duty which shall protect him to the
extent of the actual cost of production against foreign competition.
....

......................:...............

.

.......................................

CONCLUSION.

1. A return t the amount of duty imfposd by the Payne-Aldrieh bill would not
afford sufficient protection to the onion Industry at the present time because*:
(a) The t of production in the United Sitates has increased over 200 per cent
over what it wshen that bil was in effect, and the freight rats in the United States
have increased from 75 to 100 per cent in the same time. so that the duty Imposed in
the Payne-Aldrich tariff on onions would not equalize the present difference in cost
of production of that pibdcict here and abroad.
(6) A tanf of 1.J;O per hundred pounds will not destroy competition, for when the
market in the Ulte States reaches our cost of production the importer ca then
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aford to cwipete in the market with ut. ISMuch a tariff will really protect the American
producer in times of overproduction.
(e) A diuty of 1 cet per pound will prevent the development of the present Onion
industry inpn and Fgypt by.Amricn pital, annl tinder the prent duty there
is evey in(ducement to American pital to invest in the develoipment of that Industry.
A duty of l cents per pound would not absolutely prohibit importation and
in(d)
in case the market ini this country wa higher than the cost of production here, its
effect would be nof*differeiint from: that of the Payne-Aldrich duty in 1912, when the
importA from Fgypt were lair than ert,
2. Our figures submitted in connetion with the volume of imports inder Title'
No. 7 ae compiled on the bain of :the calendar year and not the fical year. The
from 1614 to 1920
reson that they do not show. a utmay Incr during the period
under the low tarlff rate I. because from 1914 to 19 18 the World W'lar pre vented the marketing of Egvptlian onion in the United States andi materially affected both tho producing and xbipping in other onion- wing countries. The rk of reorganizing and
developing ben gain this present eon,.and its effect it-being felt in our markets
to-day in an importation greater than ever before.
3. We are- flubmtllting herewith -sample cost of production sheets from the various
States in which the American product is grown, and on those sheet re found the
daily wage paid in fbat locality for farm labor.
.Average flaily w paid labor in the (Jni'fted Stat, $3.2hi to $3.540.
Averaeaily wgpid in Spain for iame work, 43 to .58 cents.
The daily wage paid in Egypt we are unable to ascertain exactly, bit know that itt
is les than that paid in Spain.
ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF J. B. STAMBAUGH, URPRESENTINGH
TH5 NATIONAL ONION ASSOCIATION.

Mr. STAMBAUGH. I was sent here originally by the National Onion
Association. They have requested that I shouid come back here to
show what the work of the emergency tariff hill has been in the last
year since it was passed. I have here a few telegrams to which I
should like to refer.
Senator MCCtYMBxR. This is not covered in -yourLprevious testimony, is it
t
inf)rmition. I have
Mr. STA.MtBAuti. No; we did not have that
simply two telegrams. One is from the Bureau of Markets and one
from members in New York City.
I shall not take up a great deal of your time, but shall endeavor to
go to the meat of this subject and show you what has taken place.
I would like to have the privilege of stating that in. 1914, after the
Underwood tariff bill went into effect with a duty of only 20 per cent,
the importation of onions waes .nly 1,800 cars. I want now to show
you what has taken place Lduing tLe time since the tariff bill has been
pa d and to show that the emergency- tariff bill carries with it the
same protection that the House bill does-75 cents per hundred.
We sent a wire to the Bureau of Markets. For some reason or
other the Bureau of Markets has not compiled its reports up to date.
They gave Ius the amount of onions that have been imported from
the Ist day of July Until the last day of October. I have a telegram
here. We wired to Thurman-Page, of Now York City, to give us the
amount0ofonions that had been imported from July 1 to date.
These Are the chief telegrrms I wish to treat; with.
TheL total imports of onions from'Jul to October, inclusive, were
725,642 packages. That would figure about 1,600 cars of 500 bushels
to the-car.
On ::the 09thf (ay of December we received a telegram from ThurmanPage, New York City, reading as follows:
i

:paninh correct figures, 1,173,400 pck. Holland, Italy, Hungary, approxi-

mately 35,000 package$.
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Mr. Chairman, those packages caried 120 pounds. Multiplying
the number of packages by 120 pounds gives 2,900 cars of onions of
500 bushels each which have been imported into the United States
during the period July 1 to December 9.
You will readily see that in 1914 our total imports were eighteen
hundred and some odd cars as against 2,900 cars up to the 9th day of
December. I wantto impress upon your minds that we are just in
the midst of the Spanish importation of onions. That willlat for
100 days yet.
act, Iwas dor in-New York-City several years
ago during the monthofArland they were still coming in In
this report there are less than 10 packages of Egyptian onions.
That shipment does not:commence until Fedbruary. l think that is
true of the Canary Islands and Bermuda onions, so that you can see
all these onions are yet coming. But from our experience in former
years it looks as if we were go--to have five or six thousand cars of
foreign onions shipped into the United States.
In order to show the immensity of it, let me call your attention to
the report of the national association as of December 1, which shows
that there are 4,921 cars of onions in dry storage and 700 cars in
cold storage, or approximately 4,600 cars of onions in the United
Stites.
When you figure from July 1 to December 9, you find that there
have been 2,900 cars of foreign onions that have come in here with
no let up.
I wis to read this telegram to you:
Up to date considerable goods afloat to come forward.
Of course, there is no one who can look into the future and tell[:
how many onions are going to be imported, but I do not thinkjitlis
possible to get away with Jess than 5,000 cars of onion into our
markets.
Senator MCCUMBER. That would be how many bushels?
Mr. STAMBAIJGH. Five hundred bushels to the car, Senator. We
figure that number -to the car. If we have, a telegram asking us for a
car of onions and the' amount is not specified, we load 500 bushels.
is I am frank to say, gentlemen, that the National Onion Association
aislarmed. You may think that this bill should be drawn on the
basis of the Payne-Aldrich bill, but when the Payne-Aldrich bill was
in vogue, the industry in Spai was not developed as it is to-day.
I am speaking of Spain because it -is the nation that is alarming us.
These other nations are not alarming us. To show that that county
was not developed at that time, let me say that all importations
were only 1,800 cars into this country under a 20 per cent tariff.
What developed that country's importations more than the tariff was
the World War. When that came on we were getting a good market
for the onions. We could not get bottoms, as you know, and it was
an opportune time for Spain. It did greatly develop the onion
business in Spain, that was unheard of at that time. 'We have got
to take: care of that condition now, or, rather, you have got to take
care Of, us.
Senator McLEAN. What rate do you want I
Mr. STAMBAUGH. I thank you for that question. I should' have
stated that at first. I meant to do 80. When I was here before the
association told me to try to get $1.50 per hundred, or 1.50 cents
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We realize, as an associationthat possiblyif
fyou wanted
to help us it would not be in your power to help to that extent, so
they instructed me to plead with you to give us 1 cent per pound.
Senator MCCUMBER. How many pounds are there to the bushel ?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. That is-a question that would be better answered
in this way. The United States has no standard.
Senator MCCMBER. Aren't there so many pounds to the bushel?
Mr. &rAM1IAUGR. It varies in the different States. The weight is
fixed by-the State. I think, for instance, New York has 57 pounds
while Ohio has 56. -Two years ago there was a lawsuit that arose
through a misunderstanding in regard to the number of pounds.
Senator MCLEAN. The average would be about 50 cents a bushel?
Mr. STAJxBAUGH; It would be. You see, the 100-pound package
has come in and it has become a popular package.
Senator MLEANq. Is there any difference in the quality of the
American onion and the inported onion?I
Mr. STAMBAUGH. That is a broad question.X
Senator MCLEAN. They claim that the Spanish onions are the best
onions that we have here for consumption; is that so?
Mr. STAXEAUGH. I would have to answer that in this waySenator MoLnw (continuing). And that they command a little
better price.
Mr. STAMBAUGH.. I could say either ye or no. No; they do not
command a better price all the time. Yes; part of the time.
Senator MCuMBER. Has your onion the same flavor andf the same
sweetness as the Spanish omon?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. The Spanish onions are so nearly like ours that
the Spanish onions are taken out of Spanish packages and put in
American packages and sold as domestic onions.
SenatorMCCumBER. That does not answer the question. At
least it does not answer what I had in mind. What I want to. knw
is this: If you take the Spanish onion, which is a very mild, sweet
onion, and plant it in the United States, will you produce as -good an
onion as you secure from Spain, or will it be different when raised in
different soil and in a different climate in the United States?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. I am afraid you are misinformed.
Senator MOCUNBER. Possibly I am.
Mr. STAMBAUGH. When you speak of that mild, soft, sweet onion
:it i the Egyp~tiiin onion or the Canary Islands onion or the Bermuda
onion; it is not the Spanish onion.
Senator MbCumxs. I know that I buy the Spanish onions, which
are much more mild than the Bermuda onion;-that is to say, I only
know what I buy them for.
Mr. STAMBAUGH. Yes.
Senator MCLEAN. The others are very brittle and firm and not
very sweet.
Mr. STAMBAUGH. That is the truth." I must say that I do f'not
knot. I am not competent to answer further than Ihave heard Vs-aid.
Senator MCCUMBER. I assume Ithat they come from Spain because
there are only certain seasons of the year when I can get them. They
are out of the market at other times, while the Bermuda onion is in
the market all the year round.
Mr. STAMBAUGH. Incidentally, the American onion is best for
stewing, because it has the best flavor. The.Spanish onion is best
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:raw.. Theyare -put in American sacks and shipped out to the trade
as American onions.

Senator McLEAN. I had assumed that the Spanish onion commanded higher prices.
Mr. STAMBAUGn. The price of the Spanish onion to-da,-in New
York City, is practically the same as that of the American onion.
They come in three different lovers. There is a box about so large
[indicating]. You can get the large ones in four layers and fill that
box. Then you get the medium size in five layers to fill the box,
and the smallest ones will take six layer to fill the box.
Senator MCLEAN. Where is the major portion of the American
onion grown.?
MMr. STAMAuUH. That is a large question. If you will give me
time to answer that, I shill try to do so.
Senator MCLEAN. Don't they grow in the Southwest-in Texas f
Mr. STAMBAUGH. The Texas onion is a Bermuda onion. On account of climatic conditions or for some other reason, they do not
as large as those grown in Egypt and the Bermuda Islands, but
rowa
they have the same flavor. -I understand that they get that seed
from that country in which the Bermuda onion is grown. It is a
mild onion. That feds the people from the let of April to the latter
p art of July. Then Louisiana comes in with onions, followed by
Floridaa, and finally Kentucky, Virginia, and Jersey. There are
onions shippd from the United State every month in the year. As
you go north I think, the onion is stronger.
You asked me:a question a moment ago. Possibly this would be
of interest to you.
Senator MawUumBR. You are not goingto duplicate anything?
Mr. STAMBAUGH. No. Here are the States and the acreage:
California, 7,200 acres; Washington,: 350 acres; Oregon, 500 acres
Utah, 75 acres; Idaho, 300 acres; Colorado, 750 acres Minnesota,
850 acres; Wisconsin ,990 acrs; Iowa, 800 acres; Michigan, 1,100
acres; Illinois, 7.50 acres; Indiana, 3,550 acres; Ohio, 4,583 acres;
New Jersey, 400 acres Machusetts, 4,400 acres; New York
8,720 acres. I am not well posted as to, the amount of acres planted
in Louisiana, Florida, Kentucky, and Virginia.
This is in the onion section. I do not lave the Texas figures, but
we are told that they are planting about 10,000 acres now. They are
being set out at this time;
Ifthank you, gentlemen, for this opportunity to appear before you
again. I trust that you can give us that cent per pound, because
we feel that we need it in order to perpetuate our business.
POTATO FLOUR.
(Paragraph 769.]
STATEMENT OF W. P. HARTMAN, REPRESENTING THE FALK
AMERICAN POTATO PLOUR CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH, PA.

*Senator MCCJumIWnR. You may state your name and address.
Mr. H1ARTMAN. My name' is iV.P. Hartman, representing the Falk
American Potato Flour Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., and I wish to
speak on the subject of potato flour, covered in paragraph 769.:
Mr. Chairm-an and gentlemen of the committee, if you will permit
f shall file with you a brief and not read from it. lt Ls very short.
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If you Will further permit I wv'll file along with it the published hearper pound on potato flour; and the published hearing of February
12 of this year before the Ways and Megns Committee; also a pamphlet published for the information of the Ways and Means Committee
by the United States Tariff Commission entitled "Domestic Potato
Products Industry"; all of which contains considerable statistical
and other data that I will not burden you with at this time.
Senator M&CUMBER. You are asking this to be: printed as a? part
of your testimony?
Mr. HnRTmn. Submitted for reference.'
Senator SwooT. What do you say you want on that flour?
Mr. HtITMAN. Three cents per pound.:;
Senator MCUnnER. The committee will have obe infor med as; to6
just what you want printed. You spoke about having some of the
hearings printed.
Mr. HARTMAN. The hearings and pamphlet for reference only.
Senator MCCUMBEII. You do not ask that they be printed?
Mr. HAnT'NA. No, sir.
The CuHAIRAN. Very well. Your brief may be printed.
Mr. HARTUN. There are four points d I will not take more
oud We are
than five minutes in discussing them, if .may.,
The bill allows a duty of a cent and&a half per pound. We are
asking for 3 cents, and say to you honestly and frankly that the
flour manufacturers of this country can not exist under a duty
,potato
of less than 3 cents per pound.
Senator LA FoLLxzrrE. Why I
Mr. HARTMAN. It costs us 6 cents a poundtol produce, and European potato flour is produced by millions of pounds andfdelivered at
our ports at 31 and 34 cents per pound.
The introduction of potato flour is a costly-item. Every one of
our salesmen is a technical baker, and in almost every case where
we introduce the product we have to make a demonstration in the
bake shop to get it in. The basic price is 9 cents at the mill for our
product. The importers are offering potato flour as low as 4 and 5
cents in New York and Philadelpha and other eastern markets.
We introduce a quality product, and the importer comes along with
his cheap and inerior Euro ean grade and undersells us.
Senator LAFOLLETTE. Where oes it come from?
Mr. HARTMA*. Mainly from Holland atahis time; priorto the war
mostly from Germany. We understand Germany is now offering
some of it.
Senator SwooT. How long have you been making potato flour ?
MiVHAnTwN., The first mill was constructed in 1918.
Senator Spoar. Not the first mill in the United States?
Mr. HA:wAN. The first potatoflour: mill; yes, sir. It is' distinctly a product of the World War. The first potatoflout mill was
constructed in the year1918' at Idaho Falls.
SenatorLA FOLLErE. How much is produced now?
Mr."HARTmAN.k Up to the present time, there has been produced
something over 5,000,000 pounds. The Falk American Potato Flour
Corporation has five:plants.
Senator LA FOLLEIrE. How much is beingrimporteld?
Mr. HAUTMAN. There are no definite figures on importations. It
was not separated in the imports prior to 1914, nor since that time.

ini*gon the bill introduc0edin June, 1919, asking for a tariff of 3 cents
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I do notknow ectly what the, imports would be. Thei have a grat
quAntity of stock in Europe; a lot of stuff is offered over there.
There are more than 12 fins that we know of that are offering it at
the prices I have namEd.
Senator LA FoLur. What are they offering it at here?
Mr. HAnnw . Ftom 31 to 3* cents c. i. f. New York. During
the hearings before the Was and Means Committee the point was
developed as to the increase in the cost of bread if potato flour is used.
I wou like to say there would be no increased cost, because it is
usWed solely as a bread improver and used exclusively by the baking
industry. We all know what mother's potato bread is. It is used
in the proportion of 2 per cent, or about 4 pounds to the barl of
wheat flour of 196 pounds.
Senator LA FOLLrrrU. What is its value in bread ?
Mr. HARTMAN. It is a bread improver. It is a natural yeast
food. The use of lit makes a better loaf of bread, better in taste,
better in flavor, better in keep-in quality. The moisture retention
is of great value to the baker and ouie.
Senator SmooT.: You do not -use the old way of putting it in?
Mr. HARTMAN.i: The baker can not use the old method because of'
the new machinery of the present day. He can not mix mashed
potatoes with his dough. Our potato flour sifts in and unifies easily
winth his wheat flour.
..There w a notherpoint developed un the hearings before the
Ways and Meas m ittee and that was upon the conversion
equivalent of the potato on the compenmatory basis. The duty of
cent was fixed by the Ways and Means Committee on the basis
:o42 cents per hundredweight on potatoes and the production factor
(as they were incorrectly advise) at 25 per cent, whereas the actual
production factor is 20 per cent. I ma say you gtlemen that
since the hearings we have shown to the satisfatio of members of
the Tariff Commission and certain members of the Ways and Means
Com
remittee tht it is- actually 20 per cent, and we have been told by
two members of the commtte that if you gntlemen recommnd
and put in your bill a duty of 3 cents per pound that they will support
the measurej with their later understanding of the difference in Conversion equivalent. Baing it at 25 per cent, which was an incorrect
basis, they arrived at I cents per pound. Ifthe correct factor had
been used, 20 per cent, it would figure 2.1 cents per pound.
Senator Svoor. Potatoes are very cheap in the United States.
- Does it cost you any more to make potato flour than to make wheat
flour from wheat?
Mr. HARTMAN. I could not say about that, Senator. I am not
informed as to wheat milling costs. We figure over a 5-year period
to pay 60 cents a hundred for the potatoes.
Senator LA FOLLrTrE. That is the way you arrive at your cost?
Mr. HARTMAN. Yes, sir. We have to flure on that basis.
Senator WATSON. Where is your competition?
Mr. HARTMAN. Holland and Germany-mainly Holland this year.
Senator WATSON. Do they raise potatoes cheaper than we do?
Mr. HARWMAN. Yes, sir; they raise and transport them cheaper.
Senator WATSON. How is that?
Mr. HARTMAN. The labor cost, transportation, subsidy, and the
type of potatoes they grow. The European potatoes contain about 8
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t
thnite argei theUnitedi Sttbeuse
growmostarch
a selected variety for Industrial purpe, unfit for ordinary
use, for table use; whereas, we ha to take our potatoes from the
ordina table stock. I want to point out the economic importnee
of this ndustry, because we aim to use sound under United States
grade No. 1 potatoes, permitting the No. 1 potatoes to go into the
ordinary channels of trade. Te capacity te Falk Corporation
lants ranges from one to th c arlo a da . We have plants
Mi
located in Mi&nisnoeoina
, Idaho, and Colorado.
There are two other plant owned by farmers' cooperative exchanges
In Colorado and Nebrska, one-privately owned in Wyoming, and
one in Maine, nine plants, t the pnt time. These plants were
not producing anywhere near capacity during the last sason, when
:potatoes were dumped, because if the lack of market, because they
could not go up against the foreign competition and the prices I have
quoted you of 3j and 3j cents.
Senator IA FOLL'ET. How much labor do you employ?
Mr. HiRTMAN. The labor cost is relatively small. We employ 20
to 25 men to the plant. Wea-im to operate in normal seasons about
seven months in the year. The other five we can not operate. We
aim to operate from October or November up to May and June,
depending on the condition of the crop.
I have stressed the t*o points, one with reference to conversion
equivalent and one with rerence to not increasing the cost of the
loaf of bread. The thi is the economic importance of thisiindustry
to the American potato growing industry. Take Michigan, for example. They produced 28,000,000 bushel of potatoes last year. The
newspapers reported that, there were 2,000 carloads dumped on account of the lack of market. If our plant could have afforded to
operate at Cadillac, Mich., continuoiy from the time they were
ready on down they would have used somewhere around 650 carloads.
Senator LA FoLLurTE. What is the transportation rate from overMr.
ifaw. From .Rotterdam to New York or Philadelphia it
is 23 cents per hundredweight' from our nearest plant in Michigan
to New York itis 66 cents per hundredweight.
Senator Sxoo'r. I notice you do not have very many imports of
potato flour?
Mr.: HARTrrw. No, the record does not show it wasIheavy. 1I
Think in 1914 there were something over 500,000 pounds. We, have
spent considerable money in devloping a market. We have maintained upward of 25 technical men demonstrating throuhout the
United&States, introduciw the product. It came out ofthe war,
largely at the solicitation- of thee various Federal departments. Conares appropriated $50,000 for dehydration investigational work, and
the Bureau of Chemistry found that production of potato flour was
one of the most promuing of the various dehydrating features.
Senator Swoor. Onlyr438,000 pounds of dried potatoes and potato
flour was bivught into this country in 1918?
Mr. Hn . Ye, sir. That was practically all potato flour.
Senator SNOO. There were only 550,000 pounds in 1914?
Mr. HURArN. Yes, sir. There are millions of pounds offered in

pere

Europe today.
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Senator LIA FOLLrT. Do you knowj'the; amount of money the
Government appropriated, or, rather, when it made its last appropriation to promote this industryI?
Mr.-HAUTMAN. The appropriation was made, I think, in 1918,
Senator LA Fo uTx . I remember it in the appropriation bill,
but I do not remember when the last one was made, whether they
are continuing the experiment.
Mr. HARTnAN. Yes; they are continuing the experimental work.
Senator Svoor. There was only. one p ropriation.
Mr. HArTmArN. $50,000. That work, 1 still being continued. I
wanted to show you these samples to demonstrate to you the difference between starch and potato flour. The question was raised that
there would be confusion m the custom officers. There is no chance
of confusion if a man will use his senses. They do not taste alike,
do not feel alike, do not smell alike, and do not look alike. That was
one reason, we understand, for putting the rate at 1i cents a pound,
thus being the same as potato starch. I thank you very mucl, ani
I would lik to file this brie as a part of my testimony.
Senator MeCuvmn. The brief will be printed.
DW OF
MA
SSWZSZXIO TEE FAE AMMCAN POTATO lLOfV
0W. AT.
R
odswonnsoi,
POtfl3VWfl PA.
The manufacture ofpotato our in':'the Uniited StatesIa

national sut.
dsistnct
the encouragement
ad
XIt isa product of the Wd War relting dictly from
solicitations fFedel State, and otheraub ltie. Cby it. subantial
tioil work in the tter
fundip
ibr:
teesrc-h, experiment, d
of vegetablesad fri0ts
voiced a ntio nl timent favoring the
conseryslon and 0utiof- foodItus, prtIulaly that tremendous volume of
farm product so often totl low becaus otun.r..adeo .
The records and exhibits of the Bureau o Chemistr, United Stat.. Department of
A Iculture, will, I believe, among others,esustin the statement that the manufacture
:of potato fltr prved one of the moot uceisdl and most promise of the countless
sd costly- experim s cnducted to determine methods and
product that would
survive asapermann In,1d'ustry..
At h eryoutt t
nIy y Inrested that ptato flour
ould not be producedin this country in direct competition with the cheaply produced, inferior forel j2odtOctt
Itw n
ly a rume, the expenments prosd commrcia proprtions, that a Inewindusy of h character, when pro en
a commercial posibility, oiuld lnstly enlist the support of the (Congress of the
United State., to6the end tat dut on impot, ffient to adequately protect
domesticproductions would llow in due cours.
In pursuiace of thutbhorya bill was introduced in Con (iH, R. 6814) June 29,
1919, askg for a duty on impts of potato flour of 3' e a punod. ubli. ed hearr t W
son this bill
d Mes Committee of the 1u1S of Reprnta
tive contain uffileint data to prove the positive mrit. of the appiation. Suppleblihd at-that time for the iJiforation of the
mentigxthe he s, pamph
Wa 1d
lpMan
Cmmittee, bythe United Stat Tariff Commission, entitled,
"TIe Doiniic Potato Products 'utries furnishe importat statistics and other
specific information. With your pOermiaio sad in order to save your time,:we sub.
mit the two doment for your reference as a part of our testimony at this herng.
Further :as a part of thiisstatement we refer to hearings n general tariff revision
before the Ways and Mean Committee, House of Representatives, Part V, Schedule
N-8undrs and free list, P 4017-4023.
Potato flour is a very district product, comparable in no way, either as to process of
manufacture, appearance, odor, favor, color texture, or use, to any other potato
product. It is hie whole potato minus only it water content d outer kin, Only
od potatoes are used, which are wased, -ed slightly, thoroul cooked, mashed,
dried into flakes over lag steam-heated drums, then ground and bolted into a fine,
creamy-yellow flour. Potato flour Is used almost exclusively by the baking industr
solely as abroad improver. Any experienced baker, chemist, or food authority :wilt
attest its merits,
Manufacturers of potato flour aim to harmonize the industry With present-day
standards of farm marketing of the potato crop so that the factory will absorb the sound
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under Unitedo States grde .No. I stock. In seasons of overproduction the industry
ought to b in posltlon to work up the surplus crop, thus obviating the heavy complete
loses to owers and shippers because of dumping and total waste such as obtained
this year in Michigan, Maine, and other Stat".
-Ther arenine factories equipped for -manufacturing potato flour in thie Ur1ited
States. Five of these plant. are owned and operated by the Falk American Potato
Flour Corporation, general offices Pitt;Iburgh, Pa.. the factorites are located at
Cadillac, Mich.; Wisconsin Rapids, Wi.t; Bemidji, Minn.; Idaho Palls, Idaho;,
and NMonte Vista, Colo. Plants owned by farmers' cooperative awociations or local
companies are located in Maine, Wy ng, Nebraska1 and Colorado. It will be noted
that practically all of the principal potato-growing district, of the country are ferved
by a factory.
Owing to short-rps, lack of protective tariff, and other cuse, not one of anv of
the nine plintx has been able to work to capacity during any of the years Since the iirst
mill was constructedIn 1918. If a protective tariff
een in effect I can say to
you positively that every one of the Falk plants would have operated continuously
during the winter and spring of 1920-21. I conclude the other companies would have
been similarly situated.
On the basis of a five-year averge-taking into account the seasns of short crops
and consequent prohibitive price for potatoes for manufacturing purposes, and other
factors-we flgur the averge pying price for potatoes at (J) cents a hundredweight.
The extraction in manufacturing is 20 per cent potato flour-and not 25 per cent, as
the Way and Means Ccommittee was incorrectly informed during the course of its
investigations.
Thus the lour produced- allowing for shrinkage and wste, csta 3.1 cents per
potidl for the raw product alone. Ft ing all items-raw product, labor, suppl es,
interest, depreciation, idle time of plant, etc-the cost is 6 cents a pound to produce
and ba the dfour ready for shipment.
Very heavy cofistant expenditures are required to maintain the neceinry advertisng, demonstrating, and other sas costs to introduce and develop the markets.
European potato dour, of which there are large quantities available, is offered to-day
at 3.b cent perpundc. i. f. Newa York,
The P1k AmericanPotato Flour orporation is capitalized at $1,000,000. More
than its total capital stock isow actively invested in the industry. 'Owing to various
cause, the net loses to the company to dote have been exceedinly heavy, The
other-small companies have e capitalization ^but all of them hove suffered lose.
The House of Representatives (If. R, 7456, hkipt. No. 248, par, 769) voted a duty
on potato fdou of: 1 cents er pound The potato-dour industry of this country will
perih absolitely. under this nonprotective measure. Nothing les than 3 cents per
pound will afford the required protection. In the same paoph dried potatoes are
protected tinder proposed tity of 34 cents.- The Ways and .eans Conmmitte arrived
at 1 cents per ponrd -on potato flour, bis conversion equivalent, potatoes at 92
cents per hundre(weight, extraction of potato dour 25 per cent.
at leat of sme of the memh)ern of thie
We have since proved to the satisfa tioon,
committee, that tiny Were incorrectly informed and that the actualt factolry prodction factor, is 20 per Cent. With the corrected figire, the compenlsatolry dluty woulId
be 2.1 centi, hHowever, we maintain, and we are liuported in onur p)rl tion by tariff
authorities, that there need not nectnmrily be thN elwls relation. based -ulion conversion
equivalelits. that obtains in the case of raw materials and derivatives "Itch am flaxseed
and linseed- il, or wool and textiles. Potato flour adl potato starch arc two entirely
different article of commnetee in every particilar. There aif no go(o reason why the
two should l. *confused in any ewential.
A tariff of 3 cents a pound on lotato flour will insure the life of the ind-ustry; less
than that amount means its immediate ruiln. The relationship of this industry to
Americagn agricullture is o*f first imortnce,| P~otato growers!.' s*a.4oiatiOliS arid Sliil)l*T5
in various States, als) some State legislatures, have petitioned you Iby res)lutions
mking your favorable consideration for a dutty of 3 cents.

TOXATOES.
[Parapm h 770.]
STATEENT OF FRANK 3.: BARY REPRESENTING NOGALES
(

IZ.) CHAMBER OF 6OM

CE.

Mr. BARRY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen I am appearing as the
representative of' the Nogales (Anz.) Chamber of (Commerce. The
reason that the Nogales Thamber of Commerce is interested in the
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matter Iam representing them on is that we are located on the Mexican border.
Senator DiWN-GHLM. What paragraph d IOU speak on?
Mr. BARRY. I speak on paragraph 770. We re located on the
Mexico-Arizona border, at the town of Nogales, and through that
point is imported all of the tomatoes grown on the west coast:of
Mexico.- The growers of Mexican tomatoes are: in the majority
Americans, an a great may of them live in Nogales. Besides,
those brokers who handle the products for the Mexican growers live
in Nogales, and hence the interestof the Nogales Chamber of Commerce in the tomato business on thewest coast of Mexico.
The American consul at Mazatlan has in the consular report f
August 3, 1921, made a report on the Mexican tomato and f would
ask permission to file this in connection with my brief as a portion
~

~

I~7od~

of it.
Senator McCuMsnR. That will be done.
Mr.BsARRY. I am approaching this subject not as a free trader but
as a protectionist, butT think that the circumstances of this particular
situation, 8so far a the west coast of Mexico tomatoes are concerned
warrant some different duties than that provided in this tariff bill.
Senator SmoOr. Anr you objecting to the 1 cent per pound?
Mr. BARRY. Yes Senator.
Sector Skocn. W hatdo youwtt
want?
Mr. Bazr. We want t remain as i is at present or better.
Senator Mct'uxnz. What s it present?
Mr. BARRY. At present it is i5 per cent ad valorem at the point of
origin, which is about three-eighths cent per pound. It is valued. by
the custois authorities at Nogales at 21 cents per pound, and 15 per
cent of that is three-eighths cent per pound.
Senator McCuwna. You want to lower it?
Mr. BARRY. We
t to have it lowered from 1 cent to the present
rate, and if the committee would feel inclined to make it lower still,
for the reasons I will show-:
Senator SmooT (interposing). Is that your brief?
Mr. BRY. If I am permitted, I will read from the brief because I
have it concisely.astated there.
Senator Suoo'T. There is no need of taking the timo of the committee to- read a: brief, because they will have to go over that brief and
that is what they will find your f from.
Senator MoCuxnaR. Just gxvq
thi basis for your position.:
Mr. BARRY. As I stated, the present duty on tomatoes is 15 per
cent ad valorem on the price of tomatoes at the point of orin,, ad:
that price is fixed by the customs authorities at 24 cents per pound,
and therefore the present- duty is three-eighths cents per pound,
coming into the United States.
: The proposed bill raises this to 1 'cent per pound, or an increase of
five-eighliths cent per pound, which is two and two-thirds times the
present rate of duty.
As: Istated, the records of our: chamber of commerce at Nogales
show that 77 per cent of the growers of tomatoes on the west coast
of Mexico are Americans. I merely mention that for the purpose
of showing that the industry affected is really an industry carried on
by American citizens, many of whom reside in Nogales.
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VTomatoes on the west coast of Mexico reach the United States
durin the months of December, January, February, March, April,
There are no tomatoes grown in the UnitedtStates, except pos8ibly
those that are grown in hothouses (and they do amount to
thing), during the months of December, January, Febrary, or Marc
InI April lorida roduce tomatoes; next come the Imperial Valley
of California, and after that comes Texas.
Senator Svoo'r. VDOe Arizona raise any tomatoes?I
31. BARRY. Not Wt speak of, not for any outside consumptionI
knlot of. It does probably in the summer season, but not during
those months I have mentioned. These winter tomatoes have been
growing in Mexico now for some few years, probably 10 years.
Senator WATSON. You are an importer?
Mr. Bnax. No, sir,; I am a director of the Nogales Chamber of
Commerce, and I am sent here by them.
Senator WATSON. And they want tof get tomatoes in from Mexico,
cmuiytee
do theVIi~et
Mr. ARlY. Yes, Sir. It is to the int t of the commumty-there
:because the money received's from those tomatoes is spent mostly
Senator McLzAN. Do you make them into paste ?
Mr. BARRY. No; they are imported only in the natural state.
Senator SmoOr. You say you are a resident of Nogales ?
Mr. BARY. I am a resident of Nogales.
Senator McLnN. Are those tomatoes sent East ?
Mr. BARRT. They arewsent to the Middle States; they do not come
East. The cost of transportation is so high and the distance so fari:t:
for a Sishable commodity of this kind that it is inadvisable to send
them ast.
Senator MCLEAN. They come into this country in the months
when there is no competition?.
Mr. BaRY. That is the claim, and that is when they do come mi;
when competition might exist from Florida they never ret into
the Florida market, Florida being confined to the Atlantic Coast
States, and only 4 per cent of the lexico product last year reached
the Atlantic Coast States; and, as I will afterwards show, the cost of
production is so h that they can not compete with the Flonrda
tomatoes.
Senator McCUMBER. Are those tomatoes usedffor canning after
coming into the United States?
Mr. BARRY. No; they are used for immediate consumption,:ffor
winter use only.
Senator MoLEAN. What is the retail costt I
Mr. BARRY. About 25 cents per pound retail.
Senator Sxoor. How many tomatoes do you want to brino over?
Mr. BARY. Our people-probably a carload would be sufficient
for
a whole year locally.
Senator SxOOr. There are other sect&iionbsl' of the country probably
not fixedLlike you are0, becauseyou do not raise any, and they are
raised right crs the line. But there a eople raising tomatoes in
America and in competition with that foreign product.
Mr. BARRY. I bexYour pardon; they do not raise them during the
months that I spea
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Senator Swor. It does not make a Any'diffrcnce when theycome
use.
f
they e soldre or cann
over when art
Mr. BARRY. I know they do not can' in Ngales. I am speaking
of the whole consumption. They do not can Iany of these tomatoes.
They are sold on the market, distributed in the natural state, and
sold) to the retailer in the natural state. It would be impossible to
can tomatoes at a cost so great as these tomatoes bring on the market.
Senator MOCUMBsER. But do you meet'any competition that would
result if we put :them on the free list from other sections of the
country?
SSenator'SMOOT (interposing). This does ot apply to winter tomatoes. This applies to tomatoes of every kind.;
Mr. BARRY. I know it does, and I distinguish in this argument that
will follow between them and your summer tomatoes. We do not say
the " summer tomato"; we propose that provsion be put in section
770.,
Senator SMoor. You have not stated that.
they shall not
Senator McCuMBER. That is, that in certain: months
bearithe same duty as those imported in other months; is that your
Mr. BARRY. That is it, Senator.
Senator MCLEAN. You:are, in about the:tsame fix as the potato
g;::0PO
;:t::;: X:-::X:X:X :\:;
men- -:X : f; : ::: 0 - t:
Mr. BARRY. I do not know anything about those potato men,
Senator. Then, as I said, the Mexican crop does not enter into competition with Florida, California or Texas. As a matter of fact, I:
have a number of letters from dealers in tomatoes in California, in
Texas, and in the -Northwest urging that no increased tariff be put
on Mexican tomatoes, and I think several Senators have been sent
telegrams by their constituents and letters from thosewStates along
the same line.
As I stated before, only 4 per cent of this crop reaches the Atlantic
coast States, which is the market for the Florida tomato, and I may
say that the:Florida crop is not sufficient to supply the demand of
the Atlantic coast. There is no competition whatever, therefore,
between these tomatoes and the tomatoes that are raised in the United
States during that period.
Moreover, the cost of producing and marketing these tomatoesis
so high that they never can compete with the American-grown
tomato. This is due mainly to the fact that it being a perishable
product will not reach the market in a condition to be salable if it
sI-not packed right. These tomatoes have to be packed in a certain
: condition in order that they may reach the market. Therefore,
there are quite a number-probably one-half of the crop-that has
to be laid aside at the time of picking, because it will not pack and
ship, and they have no canning facilities in Mexico. Therefore, this
is a great loss to the grower, and his cost is, thee, much increased.
Senator MCCUMBER. What is the particular kind of tomato raised
there?
Mr. BARRY. They raise several kinds. It1 is the same sort of
American tomatoes.
Senator MCCUMBER. Will yOu give us the names of the different
kinds raised ?
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ir. BARR. I could not, butj-tI ifnk they ave the popular kinds
a
0:used in the United States. I lave-heard them talk about Yellow
Globe and a few of those other kinds.
i
Senator MOLA1K. You saythey retail at 30 or"40 cents?
Mr. BARRY. I understand they retail for abt 25 cents.
Senator DILUNGHAM. Where, in the North or South?
Mr. BARRY. In the Mississippi States, many of them going to
hcago.
$:Senator McCuIXBER. Is that a -very large tomato that is raised

^
there?-;d
Mr. BARRY. -No; it is :not a lare tato. It is a medium-sized
tomato, and Shard. I can not say iwhat they pay for them wholesale,
understand.
Senator DiLUNGHAM. At what, price do they come into this
country?
imported.
mean whereth
Senator DLG
Mr.,BARRY4 There is nomarket there forthem.
D miq()"U. Tey have to be bought there, do they not,
D n
by someody?
Mr.
Y.; When they buy, them there.: they probablypay 015
B:
cents a pound- .
Senator DiLLINGOAM. Are they shipped directly from Mexico to
the Northern States?
Mr. BARRY. Yes, sir; they are shipped from the point of origin.
Senator DuNdEHAM. What is the wholesale price; when they are
LRRYWhen they are Shipped it;is about 8 or 9 cents a
:10hi
pound, at thlemarket, in caroad lots.:
Senator McLzN. And the wholesaler gets about 15 or 20 cents in
Chicago?
Mr. BARRY. I suppose 8o; I 7do not' know. I am informed that it
costs about 25 cents a pound to the final consumer. In addition to
these packing costs they have high transportation charge, of course,
coming from all the way down in Mexico. They have about 800 or
900 mies haul below the border, com up from to Chicago, going
up to the Northwest and to Washington ate, and comin to Kansas
City and to those other points where the consumption takes place.
Therefore, a a jQrotective measure there is no necessity whatever
for a tari on Mexican-griown tomatoes that do not come in competition with our native product,- and the cost of production is so high
that the native product can drive them off the market.
Theonly other reason, therefore, for increasing the tariff on these:
tomatoes would be- to- increase our revenue, and that, of course, is
an important matter to be considered.
Dungn the last Mexican tomato season there were imported intothe United States 24,272;000 pounds of tomatoes. That is the
record that the Nogaes Chamber of Commerce has, and the consul
at Mazatlan states that the amount imported -was 21,455,000. So
we are practically agreed. Possibly some of these tomatoes came
from Sonora-and not from Mazatlan, where this consul is. There is
only a difference of less than 1,000,000 pounds in their reports..
On that importation the Government of the United States received
under the present rate of duty, S91,020 in duties.

nzs
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a
I
you the costs ofproductiW'on of the La Ieis
which in the only figure I oould get.
farmamond by give
Amenicant
This is owned and run by Amdrcan and very ecoom icallyand0
scientifically conducted, and hero are the figures they give as to the
cost of production of tomatoes.
Senafor DIlLUGN . Tht is located where?
Mr. BARRY. In the State of Sinaloa, Mexico, the second State
below the border.
brief. Can ou not give
Sensator McCunn. That will be inyouyr
us your conclusion without going into it separately ? all
Mr. BAnmy. The net profit to the er, after paying allof the
mmissions is ;0.4 cet per
costs of grog, shipping, duties,
ntke in
pound and a fraction; less than a half: cent apound thkey
profit on them.
Senator MoLzw. How many pounds are there to the bushel ?
Mr. BARRY. They do not import in bushels.
Senator MoLzsi. I did not know but that you might know so that
we could get that.
Mr. BARRY. They import in small crates of about 32 pounds to the
crate, but thej are not imported in bushels.
Senator MofN. That crate holds a half bushel?
Mr. BAUY. If a bushel is 65 pounds it would be about half of it-32
pounds to the crate.
As I say, the profit to the power on these tomatoes is less than a
half cent a ]pound; and this does not take into consideration the
interest on the power's investment,nor do it take into consideration
the bad seasons. Last season was a good one; the year before was a
bad seaso. It was due to the factithat they had. Mexican stike
on the railroads. Many cars of tomatoes werelost and rains came
along at that time and not oily destroyed the crop but also washed
out railroad bridges, so that there were a number of cars destroyed,
and consequently the cost of prduction was immeaurably increased.
hths of a cent
Ifyou deduct from this half ctper pound fi
duty: you are going to absorb their entre profit and leave them a
net loss of about one-fifth cent per pound,
Senator:WATsoN. Do we understand these tomatoes grow only in
the winter time?
M. BARi. That 'is so.
Senator WAnsN. And that they do not come in competition
directwith the tomatoes grown anywhere else
Mr. Ban. No, sir; they do not.
Senator WATSON. And that you can not buy these tomatoes in the
Salt River or Imperial Valleys or any o place in that part of the
Mr BAnR. Not in any other place in at section.
Senator WATSON. Because tey do not grow there in the winter
time
Mr. Banr:. And the proof of that, Senator, is that the trade in
California requests us-have written Senators urging that the duty
be not increaewd on thes Mecanro tomatoes.
Senator McCumxr. Your time Is UP, Mr. Barry, if you can bring
I--II1
it to Mr.B
scolose r~ow.
Iwill, ust aI""~1,
minute. ~~,,"It may
p -b paseon to the consumer? Of coursexpeenco teacher

be ased C this
11

~
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yo add five-ghths cent a pound to the ct of th0
that
totoes06 by duties, that by the time they reach the consumer that
amounts up to several cents, and where the consumer is buying
tomatoes at 26 cents a pound now he would then pay probably 30
ound. Naturally that would reduce the consumption
cents
considerby, it is my opinion and it is the opinion of those famiarl
witi this situation that it would reduce the consumption to about 25
per cent of its present quantity, which would be cutting off threefourths of the resent importations.
If you cut o0f three-fourths of the importation what do you do
with your revenuet Assuming that you put it even at 1 cent a pound,
:
you reduce your revenue at least 530,000 by the increase in tariff.
the
people
of
three-fourths
that
it
but
about
no
question
There is
down there would go out of business, and that you would get
$30 000 less on the importation of tomatoes by the increased duity.
:Now, I have suggested that you put a proviso to your bill as
follows: "Provided, That tomatoes- imported in their natural sitate
between the 15th day of December and the 15th day of May
annually shall be admitted at three-eighths cent a pound duty,'
which is the present rate, or cheaper, if you can.
And I respectfully submiit that to the committee.
NEW ot fANK J.

AIST, nXnzszxx, SOG"L (AX.) OXAMBEX Or
cof0x.0
.:

Theo present duty on west coast of Mexico tomatoes of 15 per cent on a 2j cents
sper::pound valuation at point of origin is three-eighths cent per pound. The proposed bill raise this to 1 cent per pound, making an increase of five-eights cent
per pound or two and two-thirds times the present duty.
MEXICAN TOMATOES PRODUCRD PRINCIPALLY BY AMERICANS.

The records of the Nogal (Ariz.) Chamber of Commerce show that 77 per cent
of the tomatoes exported from the west coast of Mexico to the United States are
raised by Americans. This being the fact, the plea of protecting American industry
lose much of its force in the present case.
N0 PROfOIYnS TARI" XU3303 AGAINST MEXICAV TOMATOES.

from
coast of Mexico reach American markets during the months
Tom.toes
the6Wfft
of December January, -February, Marh April, and May. No American-grown
tomatoes are available for market during becemer, January, Februar, or March.
Florida is the earliest State to produced to but the Florida crop does not mature before April. The Impernal Valley in Califrnia follows Florida. Next comes
the only winter tomatoes
Texas, No American'State produces winter tomate and 6
raised on the Western Continient are those produced on the wet coast of Mexico.
Winter tomates have reached juch a stage of popularity and are so wholesome a
food as to be now properly classed as a Dnecet of our people. -The Mexican crop
does not enter into-.competition with the crop from Florida, California, or Texas.
f]lorida's crop finds an ample market in the Atlantic coast States, and by the time
the alifoiaad Texas crope arrive the Mexican on is ended. Le than 4 per
cent of the Mdean crop reaches the Atlantic coast markets. There is no competition in the market, therfore, between Mexican-grown tomatoes and those grown in
U
United
state.
thethe
mareting
high that
Moreovr,States.
th cost o rouc
so
ucing
and
Mexican
tomatoes
m
omptwith the American product. This is due mainly
they nev
, because of the perishable nature of
to k^ in the ick , pkl s,ad p
ti tra
cost, ad import duties.
the c
cred tAiff on Mexican-grown tomatoes is unwarranted
The impon of
front wbatever angle the subject is viewed.
theereon a protee mes
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IKREA8E OF TARFON MWEXAN TOMATOES WILL RDucz ]RATHERTHAN; MC33A53
R3BYENt3.

The only other reason for icresing the tariff on Mexican tomatoe would b to
the lsit Mexlican touto on there r Impotd
increase the rDu
to the United Stat. from Mexico 24 272,000 ponds of tomatow on which the United
States collected $91,020 in dutis.: e of the largest and mot economically opted
tomato farms in Mexicb is "II Louisiana," at Los Mochis Sin , owned by American, and comprising 610 ac. The following is a table of the production and marPer poun.d
keting costs for id farm for the last seson:
Cost of growing, including rent, interest, seed, labor, etc ................. $0. 03650
Cost of pecking materials and labor of pecking ............................ .01361B
Cost of transportation, duties, and commissions .......................... 03622
.08M0
:
:o sVGelling p~~
.
08984
.........0...8.9.....
..
.--e
Dadl,\St.
00451
Net profit to grower .
It Will be seen tht the grower's profit isle. tha one-f a cent per pound without
akng inito the calculation intt on his investment or bad saons.
Now, ifiwe add tothealready high costanaddidtonlfive-eightbs of acent per pound,
asis proposd rwe find this entire net pit converted intoanet loss of $0.0174 or
nearly one-;fiftih of a cent per pound. T inevitable result will be the abandonment
of the industry on the west coast of Mexico: and the total los to American consumers
of a wholesome vegetable which has come to be a necessity of the winter table, as well
as the low-to the United States of over $0,000 revenue.
It needs no further argument to show that as a revenue measure the proposed tariff
would fail...Can the selling price of tomatoes be increaed so that the increaed tariff may be
passed along toe coumer? Ponsibly; but in-ch cas the conumption would be
greatly reduced, peraps to:-les th one-fourth the present consumption. Eperience tekhes that when duties are passed on to- the conmmer thy are many times
multiplied on the wray. Winter tomatoes at present Scost th houswfe about 25 cents
pound.- Add five-eighths cent per pound to the present production cost and it
per
is safe to say that the consumer will pay more than 30 cents per pound. Such a large
increase in price may not kill the entire consumption but would be certain to kill
three-fourths of it. .What is the result? A net los to the Government of. over
00$30,000 per annu~m.
The importation ;of whirter:
tb
to t& should be encouraged rather than dicou
Measuresshoulld be taken to reduce the price rather than increase It as long as no
native indiutr suffer. The Goovernment could iell forgo its tariff on such a desirable an6d necessary article of food diring the winter seon when fresh vegetables are
unsaviaiable. Certainly the importation should not be curtailed nor the price increased
b an increase of dlty. It in rspeetfully recommended, therefore, that winter
by
:tomatoes be placed on the free list or that the duty thereon be not to exceed three:eighths cent per potind.,
'The following proviso might be added to para ph 770:
"Provid"d, Tat tomatoes imported in their natural sate between the 15th day of
December and the 15th day of .ay, annually, shall be admitted free of dutyy"
ro
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TOMAT PASTE.
([Paragraph 770.]
R flESTATEMENT
LL WINDALL,or JON B. MiT
,D.,
OF
SENTING MANU1AOTURERIS TOMATO PASTE.
Senator MaCunBix. Please state your residence and occupation.
Mr. M IT ELL I. am' from Windfall, Id& I want to discuss for a

short tim a eclar condition. I want. to. discuss withyo th
subject of tomato paste, and stranyo to sy, at this time, asking for a
protective tariff on tomato paste sI All bie able to. prove to you will
not increase the price of tomato pazA, but will decrease it.
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To our Italian friend who discussied the subject this forenoon I want
to present now the American side of the story. Tomato paste is the
product of the familiar vegetable tomatoes, that isused on the average, in our American families in some form at least two meals per day
day of the year. Strange to say, the form of tomato paste is
eveiT
not known to the average consumer, who does not live where tomatoes
grow and who does not know whether it is a little pear-shaped tomato
or a round one.
A few' of us had the nerve during the war to manufactureAmericanmade tomato paste and start at the beginning of the industry to
produce the best quality that could be produced, and had the nerve
to install the best machinery, believing that the time had come,
because the war had barred out importations, that when the war
ceased and the Italian nation began to send in here the tomato
paste that they had heretofore the Congress of the United States
would see fit to give us protection to the, extent of the difference in
labor. That is the only thing that we need.
Senator SMOOT. The bill gives 28 per cent ad valorem. What do:
you wanti gi;;X:tat\--X X ;0X;:SV ;a
Mr. MITCHELL. Forty-two per cent.
;SenatorWAtLs. How large an output have you?
Mr. MITCHELL. During the year 1918 we produced 2,000,000 tins
of that brand indicating].
Senator WALSHf. What was the value of that two million?
Mr. MrWHHELL. At that time it was $20 per case of 200 tins.
Senator WALSH. How many employees)did you have?
Mr. MITCHELL. About 150.
Senator WALsH. You have heard what the Italian gentleman said
about what it cost to produce?
Mr. MIMaHELL. That is right; yes,: s9ir. ::This concentration is
costing us to-dayO
S0 per case, or 5 cents per tin, and contains exactly"i
the same todd value of that 2-pound tin of ordinary canned tomatoes

[indicating].

. This one I bought on the streets of Washington today for 20 cents
This one can be easily sold for 10 cents a can and it contains
exactly the same food value. This is produced by expensive machinery, eliminating seeds, skins, cores, and reducing the tomato pulp
from 32 ounces net, down to 6 ounces net.
Now, our Italian friend says the imported article to-day would cost
them, if Iremember rightly, $18.50 a case. I mention that, gentlemen, because I want to refresh your memory here about wages here
in the United States and foreign countries. In February, 1921, in
Florence in Italy, there was a decrease of 1.6 per cent in the cost
of foods over the previous month, but an increase of 384 per cent
of lthe 6ost of food values over the first half of the year 1914. While
the decrease mi American foods for the previous month was 8.1 per
cent, the increase over the first half of 1914 was only 55 pet cent. In
the city- of Milan,: the same comparison shows that in February of
this year their food costs were 464 per cent. Therefore, if this tin
costs $18 now it- would cost less than $4 per case in the- first ha of
1914. That clearly explains why their cost now is extremely high.
Now, if we are allowed to go ahead and pack tomato naste in the
United States and are granted a tariff which is just the difference in
the cost of labor in Italy and the United States, we will bring the cost
a can.
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of consomm and soup., ketchup, dll the condiment.f
wich
the tomato paste is made down to below the cost of 19f14. But er
must have a market for it and the market that Iwe wat is to retain
the Italian trade of the fnitd States,' which has solely bought our
product.
Senator WaLa. T-he tomato paste?
m
in theAmerican trades
Mr. MITELL. Absolutel.
United States knows nothing about that product in the world.
&:VWe
have been busy supplying the Italian population, but if we are r:mitted to retain our expensive machinery and mufactue thisai d
have time to build up the demand from our Amerian trkde, we w
produce it inside of five years until, instead of paying 20 cents a can
for the food value contained in that tin, with the saving of tin':, and
the freight, we will he able to produce the same food value in that
can for not to exceed 6 or 7 cents.
:Therefore, strange to say, asking for a protection Won this will hIve
the tendency, will have th effect of reducing the price instead of
making it increase.
This year I sold more than a million ts at the price of $11.50 a
or 20per,caae:
nl9l7itolld
0
7
caew;SenatorIfe
WALSH,. What was the cost to produce the case?
Mr. MiTCELL.. T1is was my main cost, 810 per case for this
(indicating].
Senator WA>as theree is a very small margin of profit
Mr. MIroLL. Yes, sir.
Senator SmooT. How many cans are there in a case
Mr. MITMHLi,. Two hundred costing 6 cents per tin, equaling in
food value- this 32-ounce tin tlat selli at retail here to-day for 20
cents a tin.
Senator WALSH. What does yours retail for t
Mr. MiTCuzLL. Eight :and nine cents. Now, I have figured on
this paste question h to arrive at 42 per cent. The cost of- tomato
pste is 663 per cent labor. The average cost of labor in Italy is le
than 25 per cent of the average cot of labor in the United States.
Figuring on the Amincan valuation, if we put the parity of the rates
in- taly and ths United States the sme it would take a tariff of 42
per cent, or a specific ta-iff of 4 cents a pound.
Senator Sxo.o That can csts you 5 Cents?
Mr. MITrLL. -That is right; yes, ir.
Snator SMooT. That is labor, can, and everything?
Mr. MrITCHLL. Absolutely overythin.
Sentr MOOT. How much labor is ln it?
Mr. MITOJIULL. I timate 661 per cent.
Senator Sxooi. That would be 34 cents?
Mr. Mmilmnr. That is it..
Senator Suoo. hat is all the labor ther i in t t
Mr. MiTC*ZELL. 'Tat is right.
Senator Swoor. You: want 42 per cent for 34 cents.?
Mr. M:IELLz. Forty-two per cent, as I understand. I do not
bow that I understand the Americn valuation or not; but I understand that the American valution means the wholesale price of
AmeriCAn manufactures, which li this year was $11.50 a case.
Senator Seoor. lTat would be $4.52?
Mr. MIrCLL. While the labor cost is $8.67 and the Italian labor
is one-fifth of that.
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: ato;r SooYr. Youi say you sold tht:i at: $ 150
Mr. MbrrCHELL. Sold it at S L.50;M yes, sir.
Ssenator
:0 Sxoo~r. Another words, for the labor cost of 3Cents you
on of 2j cent?
want
L-L:. That in it, basedon Americn luation; but if
by sno~me anSyou should drop, that, girveus 4 cents a-pound specific,
: ich would be $4 por case, which would nearly produce the same
thing.
If you will enact this, I want you to know that what we are doing
i: setting the basis for food value that is contained in tomatoes
reducing the size of the container which contains it, its weight, and
tho amount of lumber that it takes to ca wnd ship it. In other
words, the tomato products in the United States to-day use 25,()00
cars per year, If we can reduce the paste in that from 32 ounces net
to 6 'nces net and have it contain the same food value we will have
seaved 20,000 cars in space and material used, and we will get a product that is purer, because after the tomatoes are washed and sorted
they are never touched by human hands; they are handled by mac¢hinery all the way through. We will get a purer, cleaner, and more
wholesome product than these are [indicating] in the paste from
which we make soup, consomm~s, and all of the things that enter
into our food that we use at two meals per day throughout the year.
Senator.Suoor. You will have to convince the American housewife that this is a good as the tomato itself.
Mr. MITVHELL. That is what we must do.
&-Snator Smoor. That we can not help you with.
Mr. MwITCHLL. But we want to use the Italian trade& w:whichonsumes this commodity, and we have got the time. Up to this time :
it has kept us few manufacturers busy to supply that trade, andl we
have had no time to put the machinery in o eration to prove Ito the
American housewives why they should buy; t is paste insted of that
can of tomatoes [indicatingJ.
Senator MoCumBxsRa We are very much obliged to you.

xr,==*.>

MUCI

3anir or IOXl B. ITOMSLL, WIDWALL, IND., ZZPNRSZNTING ROYAL PACKING CO.
1. We ak for an ad valorem duty of 42 per (ent, AmericWan
aluation, or 4 (entm
th
per poud, peific duty prtdue
t containing t led" than 26. per cent tomato
solid, and 6 cnt per pound on prodiet contining more than 2.5 per cent of tomato
solids coverng the net content. of the package and immediate (tin) covering.
2. (5ost of manufature in the united Staten during the mesnon of 1921 waR approxi-l
mately $10 per e of 200 tins, each *ontaining 6 ounce net. Jennity of oduct,i:
25 per cent tomato sli&d.
3. Prncip1 itiem that enter into c*nt being the raw tomatoeN from the field, tin
containe, and wood caw.
4. Wholesale Valpe,apr imately $11fi er ue.
6. Imports come exelusively from Italy.
6. We are ikig for protection to the extent of tbe difference in labor coat in te0
United States-and Ialy.
7. labor used being almost ewduwively farm labor or labor drawn froim the a"ricultural: district. . In Italy even the tin containers are made by (hea) hand lAb'.r
during the vac-Ation seam. The raw product (tomatVes) beins very perishable, it
follow that the packing of the product must be in elos proximity to the farmm As a
matter oif conomy.
8. mpative coat of abor (agriculture): United States, $46.89; Italy, $9.73
pr month. (See Tariff Information, 1921, Wa" in United Statem and Foreign
natrie, p. 6.) Italian labor ostt being approximately 20 per cent of the cost of
Amerkan labor.
9. We estimate that fully 60 per cent of the coat of the product i. labor.
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10. Application of ad valorem duty asked, based on 1921 estimate of cost, would
be MA follows:
Total iost per cae, $10; 60 per cent of which is labor, $6 per cas; Itian labor
cst, 20 per cent of American labor cost, or $1.20 per cas. Difference in labor cost,
$4.80 per cas in fvor of Italy. American wholesale value at time of manufactu,
$11.60 per cas. Tariff of 42 per cent on American valuation would produce a duty
of $4.83 per cas and give us protection to the extent of the difference in cost of labor
11. Application of speifloduty of 4 cents per pound on productcontsbln 'not
m:b
than 25Tper cent tomato solids. We estimate that when this product suall' hae
reached ain American cost of $8.60,percas mwewill be down to a prewar basis; 60 Per
cent of this cost, $5,10 per cane, bei laboi labor cost in Italy, 20 per cent of $.10,
equale $1.02 per c, ora difference in labor ±ost of $4.08 per case in favor of Italy.
Weight of net contents of package including immediate {tin) coring, is approximately 100 pounds, at 4 cents pejound, would produce a duty of $4 per case and give
protection to the extent of the d'ffeence in cost of labor only.
1.2. Representative of Italian Chamber of Commerce advises that present cost of
imported productinNew.YorkCityis$18,.50 percase and for thatreason the Amerin
manufacturer needs no protection However, he fails to note that f6od prices in Italy
are more than 400 per cent above normal. (See tariff information booklet above referred to, pp. 84-85.) With their cheap productive labor1 we may expect them to
reach nonna very quickly, and the cost of $18.50 per case nil then be $4.62j per case
and-that little $t per cae specific duty will look good to American farm labor and
agriculture.
13 Product at this time is consumed almost wholly by the Italian population in the
United States. V.American manufacturers, if given the opportunity nil educate American consumers to appreciate the advantages of tomato paste in ciesuliness and great
saving in cost.T4. When Itaily entered the World'War, the Italian Government placed an embargo
on the exportation of tomato paste' American manufcturers built factories and
have taken care of the demand to date-.15. Prewar prices of import were $4.50 to.$8 per case Boston, New York or New
Orleans. Domestic prices 1916,I$13 per case; $ Vpercasein 1917. In 1918 there was
an overproduction and market during 1919 dropped below cost of production. In
1921 market for futures 25 per cent tomato solids $11.60 per case. Present market
rising1 and is now $14 per case. This rise in value is because at the beginning of 1921
Ametican manufacturers through fear of competition with cheap Italian labor cut production and started dismantling plants. It follows that had we had the protection
asked for in this brief, tomato paste would be selling in the UJnited States to-day at less
than its present market value.

CHICORY.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID XXORRAN, P0tT HURON, NIGH.
Mr. MCMORRAN. I am interested in para h 775, chicory. Under
all previous tariffs chicory has been honored with a separate paragraph. I find in the present bill that it has been grouped with dandelion root, coffe'substitutes, and acorns.. Why, I-do not know because dandelion root, acorns, etc., are not products that are imported,
or ever will be, to any extent. I filed with the House committee an
elaborate brief on the subject of chicory, which evidently was not
read - :..
Senator MciunnBke . It may be that it was too elaborate.
Mr. McMORRAN. That may be. I thought I would not prepare
anybrief this- time, but would take about 5 minutes of your time.
The bill came out of the committee giving a rate- of a cent and a half
on the raw materials and 2 cents on the manufactured article, which
was only one-half cent protection for the manufactured and meant
the absolute destruction of the chicory industry in this country. On

;
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an eleventh-hour appeal thoy consented to put a rate in as it Was in
the Payne-Aldrich Act, 14 on the raw and 3 cents on the manufactured.
That is not a prohibitive tarf, as you will note from the record
that there was a continuous importation during the Payne-Aldrich
Act. -With the present tariff2 which went, into effect in 1914, we
had about six months' experience, and it put us out of business.
The war came along and saved us. This year we are hanging on.
I closed my own business the 1st of July with a loss of $100,000, due
to this tariff. We have another loss facing us for the next year.
Senator Smoor. What do you want on chicory?
Mr. MoMoniw. We want the bill left alone as it came from the
House. If you will do that we are going to be satisfied. That is
not exactly satisfactory, but it is about the beat we can hope for.
We doanot want to start any disturbance in the House. The-present
exchange conditions make a 3 cents a pound difference existing, but
we cani not correct it. We have not been able to discover any way,
of correcting it except by an additional ad valorem duty, which the
House does not approve of. The difference should be 2 cents between
the duty on the raw and the manufactured in order to give us protection and put us on the same basis as the foreign manufacturer.
Though we would be satisfied with 14 and 3 cents if it is allowed to
stand as in the House bill. There are engaged in this business iin
Michigan about 10,000 farmers who grow chicory, about 5,000 every
year, under normal conditions; and they do not grow it every year.
It is a part of their established rotation of crops. Some years one
farmer will grow it, and the next year his neighbor will grow it and
he will skip a year.
Senator L FOLLETrz. Is it all produced in Michigan?
Mr. McMoRRAN. Practically all of it. There is some grown in
California and some in New York. It has been grown all over the
country. It has been grown in Wisconsin, Nebraska, Connecticut,
and New York.
Senator CALDER. Is there much imported?
Mr. MoMomaN. Yes, sir. There is some imported all the time.
Senator CAtDER. What proportion of the total consumption in this
is imported?
country
Mr. MClMORRAN. Under the'Payne-Aldrich Act from 10 to 15 per
cent of the consumption of the- country. That importation has run
up as high as 50 per cent. With that 50 per cent we can not exist,
because the busiest is limited.
Senator MCCumBER. It is used as a coffee substitute, is it not?
Mr. MOMOnAN. No, sir; it is a coffee mixture. Your impression
of chicory is probably-S
Senator CUMBER. I mean, it is mixed with coffee?
Mr. MoMoUAN. Yes, sir; but it is not an adulterant.
Senator MoCuxiaz. It is not used for any other purpose than
coffee. That is what I wanted to get at.
.Mr. MMOBAN. No; nothing but coffee.
Senator Ia FoLLETTE. How does it sell in comparison with the
price of coffee?
Mr. McMox. It varies. During the war it sold at twice the
ordinary price, because we had a shortage. It is now selling at 7

cents.
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Senator IA Fours. It is mired in what proportion with coffee?
Mr. Moina. About 10 per cent is all that ihould be used, and
that is used by the coffee roasted.
Senator IA Fora: What purpose doe it re in t offee ?Mr. M A . It makes a mellowr ;body to the coffee which you
do not get from the mode Central Amc
4 South Amen
coffees. You remember that when W: ulsd to get one-third Mocha;
and two-thirds Java we got that mellow body Ve do not get; that
any, more. We get Centra American ad South American coffees
which are lacking in body- and the addition f the chicory gives
that mellowness which -you et in the -diningcars and ir-the best
hotels which serve chicory with their coffee. It is not bought very
largely by the consumer, only a small portion of it. We hope to
educate the conumer to it. I ig the coffee the proortion is
so small that the effect in price to the consumer is neg lb,. -It iS
only a fraction of a cent a pound; and coffee is never soilWby split
cents.fXE :~;S;0a ;;;;3;;X
Snator:Jons. Whih kind of coffe does the chicory displaceMocha
iMr. MMoaxN.. No, sir; it is more the Java. The old Java
coffee was the coffee with a body, and the chicory takes the place of
the Java. It requires a
m percent to doit. You do not
want to use too much of -it. If thec ommittee will pl beain
mind that the-bill as it comes from the House is satisfactory, and
not reduce the differential between the raw material and the -manufactured we will be satisfied, beause the American-farmer can not
export his product unless the American manufacturers use it. They
must have at least 1I cents in order to str le through the foreign
exchange difficulties, and then we will be on: the basis that we were
n before the war.

CHOCOLATE AND COCOA.
STATEX

SflOP STEPEN

YFACTURD

L.

BARTLETT IMORTEZ OP.M

COGOAS AND CHOCOL&TS, BONASTN
MASS.

Mr*. Bnmz~rr. My name is Stephen L. Bartlett; my home :is:i
Boston.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your occupation ?
Mr. BaRTLrr. I am an importer of manufactured cocoas and
chocolats,- buying them fo my ow account and paying for them
and selling them at my own rik. In no sense amI a representative
on a conmssion bass ofa oin concern.
The article I rpresent is a food product, unsweetened cocoa potder
used in f lies 1ke tea and coffee.
The CHAIRMAN. Where does this product chiefly come from that
you use?
Mr. BARTLLTT. The mianufactured-d
product that I deal in is m'anufactured in Holland. We import the goods in: mall tins for family
consumption and. in 20pound casks for manufacti purposes;mand chocolate in 100-pound cases as a raw material wholly.
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I particularly ask you gentemen nOt to confuse the goods I represent with what is popularly known as chocolates and which: are
prov-ided for wider the confectionery clause of all tariffs.
Senator McCunBR. You import simply the raw product ?
Mr.-Bnmrr. No sir the manufactured product.
Senator McuMBER. The manufactured product of chocolate?
Mr. BARTLjrr. The manufactured product of the cocoa bean.
The cocoa bean is the basis of all chocolate and cocoa preparations
and it is suitable for nothing else but the manufacture of cocoa and
chocolate.
Senator MCCUMBIBR. To what extent is the same product manufactured in the United States ?
Mr. HARTLETT. I was going to refer to that in a moment, Senator,
if you please.
Senator)MOCUBJER All ri ht. ufacturin
Mr. BARTLETT. The cost-oomanufacturing is mostly by automatic
machinery and is no more, or very little more, if any in this country
than in any otherIoeign- country. Cocoa beans are on the free list,
and the United States last year consumed 60 per cent of the world's
consumption the best evidence, I think, that as a protective measure
the high tarik is not necessary.:
The imports of cocoa beans, from which these goode all mae
and I ask you ag not to confuse these with manufactured chocolates, which I was once told by a member of the Senate Finance
Committee his daughter bought on F Street for a dollar a pound:
Senator WATsON (interposing). Let me ask you a question or two,
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLEIT. Certainly.
Senator WATSON. I do not hear you very well. What is the duty
under the present Underwood law?
Mr. BARTLErr. The Underwood tariff on prepared unsweetened
cocoa powder is 8 per cent.,
Senator WATSoN. The bean itself is on the free list?
Mr. BAARTLErT. The bean itself is on the free list.
Senator WATSON. And on the finished product 8 per cent? :
Mr. BnTn.r. On the finished product, unsweetened cocoa powder,
8 per cent..
Senator WATSON. And this bill'proposes 17 per cet,does itt:
Mr. Biinzn. This bill propo 174 per cent;
Senator WATSON. Hae te imports under the Underwood law
deptro d the industy i the United States or injured it?
Mr. BARTLEzt. I will quote these figures in reply to you, Senator,
in a. momnikt.
The impors of beans under the prent tariff,: in 1913 were
139,000,00
pounds; in :1920 they had increased to 420,000,000
pounds-three times, 300 per cent.:
Senator WAsoN. SThat as the raw material?
. The raw material.
Mr.B;Ba
Senator WATSON. Are they used for any other thing? - Mr. BARTLETT. Nothingee.
Senator WATsON. Have you any figures to show how much:finished product was imported?
':' l.'
2 -f l-e
7-d'}
-
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Mr. BAnr. Yes, sir., Under the sam tariff the imports of
manufactured roducts for the year 1013 were 1 598,
00i0ds and
spag,
in 1920 that decreased to 1 548,000 pounds. iracti
the imports of maufactured products were very little, anything,
compd with the raw terial of which this country consumed 60
per cent of the world's consumption.
Now, to increase the twiff an it is proposed in the House measure
wouldatogAheinpoftations
glther.ge
I think speak better than aything I casay further.
ego
Senator SWoOT. What do you want? Do you want 8 per cent?
Mr. BAitzrr. I would prefer a specific duty.
Senator SxooT. Of how much?
Mr.:Bnrz. A specific on unswi6tened cocoa powider, valued :at
less than 20 cents a pound, of a cent a pound; and above6120 cents a
pound, 3 cents a pound. That is about the rate of to-day.'i
Senator SMoOT. What do you have to say about cocoa butter?
Mr. BAmrrr. We can not compete with the American manufacturer. There is a tariff of 31 cents a pound, which bars out Holland butter.:
Senator S&oot, You are not interested in that?
Mr. Bnrr. We are not interested. The importation of cocoa
:powder has increased; the butter has become the product and the
powder is the by-productb
.
Senator Mc~unn. Why this sudden jump of 300 per cent increase i the amount of tariff between that which sold for 20 ts
and that which is sold for above 20 centst You ask'I.-cent on the
one, and then you go to 3 cents or three times as much upohi the
other. Why that disparity?
Mr. BARTLrr. In cheap cocoa powders we can not compete with
what is made in this country. On the better grades of powders we
can and we are will to pay about the rate of duty that is fixed
tday, only we ask a specific rather than an ad valorem rate.
Senatr MoR mwn. what do you pay for thatwhich you import,
as a rule-?
Mr. Bntmm. The best grade of powder we use, under the present
tariff, with the present rates of exch , cost us about 40 cents.
Senator SMOOT. Take it by the barrel or in 200-pound barrels, what
does that cost you?
Mr. Bsnmur. We can not compete with American-made goods
which-ar sold here-as lowr as 3 cents a pound; we can not bring goods!.:
in here and paya duty u 1nlsthe cost of our goodswould be 10 cents,
and from that up-the better grade of goods.
Senator McCunR. Your importation is exclusively of that character which is about 20 cents a pound in price?
Mr. BnmTrr. No; we have some bulk goods which cost less;
some cheap goods we import in barrels or asks. We- are able to
make in Europe some better grade of goods and bring them here at a
price, but we can not bring them at a price to compete with American
manufacture.
Senator MoCUxBan. I still do not undtand just why youshould
make such a vast increase of 3 cents a pound in tariff, where perhaps
the goods themselves would not increase 2 cent a pound in value.
. BATmT. Senator, you take a divi line in the quality of
Lch
the
;f:
k
ooat 20 64ents; you get into the better clas of 8g onnI which
te tt.
ftfEf
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wean
ngto
of duty. Wcnot bring the
cheap g hichpayabetteriate
run downas low ao
10 or 12 cent and up to 20.
Senator Sxoar. Are there any 60-cent chocolates?
Mr. Bamu No: they can not bring those in. We can not
bring an~ing here tiat cost as high as that to any extent.
Senator W;AnoN. You bring in the unsweetened?
Mr. Bnnrrr. Yes, sir; the tariff prohibits the importation of
sweetened cocoas
I would like to emphasize these es which I quote you and are, I
think, my best evidence:
Imports of cocoa beans into the United States (quoted from.
United States Department of Commerce), year ended June 30, 1913,
139,885,843 pounds; year ended June 30, 1920, 420,330,886 pounds.
Imports of manufactured cocoa and chocolate, 1913, 1,598,496
pounds; 1920 (includes chocolate, prepared :or manufacturedd,
1,548,973 pounds.
The imports of manufactured cocoas have increased durin the
past eight ye very little. The tariff is practically prohibitory,'
and *we tk a decrease in the tariff, not an increase as is proposed
in the House bill. Home conumption hasicreased 300 pr cent.
The CHAIM N. Is that all, Mr. Bartlett?
Mr. Bamurr. That is all I have to state.
0
::::
;
0 ::f:fH ops.:
:
S~
(Paragr:ph 779.]
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Mr. Coon. Mr. Chairman, I desire to discuss the question of the
paragraph 779. The
hops-duty. The hops dut is found I think, i&
situation with respect to hops is this: So far as the tariff treatment
in the pt has been concerned, the 1909 act placed the duty at 16
cents per pound. I understands that was considered a revenueproducing duty. The 1913 act retained the 16 cents per pound rate.
The House committee and the House itself placed the rate in this bill
at 24 cents per pound. The Oregon and California hops-producing
interests have been in favor, of course, of a protective duty upon
hops.Th--ere has been no objection, so far as I know, from the
domestic consumers to a revenue-producing and a protective duty
with respect to that product. But to carry the rate bond a certain
a is particu-:
poit means the suppression.of importation of hops.
larly true today when the hops are used exclusively in nonintoxicating cereal beverages, andj, as the committee has already had shown to
them on the revenue bill, that industry is in a very struggling and
difficult position. Any increase in the cost of raw materi will
rsult in greatly lesening the manufacture of those cereal beverages.
Spmking for Anheuser-Busch (Inc.), who manufacture the socalled Budweiser cereal beysage, I can state as a fact that they use
all of the domestic hops that they can employ-that is, they use all
the domestic hops they can and still maintain the character. There
isa great difference -between the hops asgrown on the Pacific cost,
where the center of the industry is, and the so-called Saszer or Bohe-:
mian hops, Bohemia now being a part of Czechoslovakia. A number

:
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of grades of hops are so distinct in character and 'quality and flavor
producing characteristics that they can be contrated but not
compared.
It occurred to me this morning in listening to the statembnts as- to
the difference between long staple cotton and short staple cotton
that there was the same difference between the Saaaet hops' and the
domestic hops. If these Bohemian hops can not be iftpt' d to this
country because of the high rate, the domestic industty il-i decrase.
In the past they were purchased by contract in O2eioovakia.
Fortunately, when the war came on Anheugser-Bulch had a large
supply of Bohemian hops on hand. They had ordered five shiploads, and they thought they were going to uifet a commercial loss,
but at that time, when the war came on, it resulted ih their having a
large supply, and they were in a fortunate ption.
[n buying a crop abroad they anayize it, nd 'tey also analyze
the domestic product, and the proportion of grades of dotnestic and
:imported grains in cereal beverage Budweisers based not on a strict
fortnulais to so muhti foreign' and o much domestic, bit a resultant.
according to the analyses of the two kin Wof ho indifferentcrbps;
For some years the proportion of thie domestic and imported in
i:average us-e:has been about 3 pounds of hbp to 100poids of 'beverage, and the average proportion is half-motd and half domestic.
To place a duty of 24 cents a pound instead of 16 cents is, in their
opinion, to impose an almost mnexorable burden upon that raw
material. They can not abandon the use of the foreign hops without
destroying the beverage.
So far as the domestic hope situations is concerned, I understand
our average crop is about -85,00,0 pounds, more than hlhaofwhich goes abroad. Under present conditions American hops, are
very largely used ih England and in CanAda, and' in view of the fact
that the importation now comes in at therate o,;a million ponds a
year we do not think the domesticindusry can be hurt at sll by
leaving the duty where it now is. They import no more to-day than
has to be imported. The price of domestic 'hops being. 25 cents a
pound wheu Saazar hops are 80 cents a pound, the economic conditions are sach now that no man buys'a pound of- foreign hope
unless he is driven to it.
Senator MOCCUBl. Inasmuch asthe British ales generally have
a reputation for quality, why is it they use the Aineican hntead of
the Bohemian hops?
Mr. CooKE. For exactly the sae reanth AnheserB
uses half of its supply in domestic hops. The British grow a l1arg
crop of hops than Bohemia does. They get a certain quality from
their own hops and a certain flavor from the Siatar hopes. They
buy the cheap American hops and use the Bohemian hops for the
flavor.i
Senator WALSH. Like the use of Egyptian tobacco in cigarettesI
Mr. CooiKn. Yes, Senator. I was tr
to think of something to
compare it to and that is just a case in point.
:0Senator MCCUMBER. why should it cost three times as much to
raise the- Bohemian hops as the American hops ?
Mr. COOKE. The only explanation I have ever ihd is:0that fthe
price of those hops istmuchhigher tha-n1 the price of any other hops.
In Bohema the monetary situation to-day is better than th at of any
7
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other European country, and costs are high.. They have' about
one-tenth of the world's productidn in hops in Bohemia. We have
more than half. En land has 15 per cent in round numbers.
Senatbr WATSON. What has been the difference in the consumption of hots on account of prohibition?
Mr. COOKk.' It'is'greatly reduced.X
Senator WATSON. Can you give the percentage of the proportion?
Mr. COOKE. I can not. Hops are used in the production of cereal
beverages and the demand is not so great an it was before prohibition.
Senator WATSON. They do not use as many hops in making cereal
beverage s in Making beer?
Mr. OK'. More.
Senator: WATSON. Then they really did not put any hops in beer0
Mr. CooKEs. Oh, yes, sir; but, as I stated when we discussed the
revenue bill, it takes more materials of all kinds to make a cereal
beverage than to make beer. You have got to make beer with all
the materials, and in -Anheuser-Busch's process they break that
down and restock the dealcoholized material with more raw material.
Senator WATSON. I understand that. I was trying to get at the
relative quantity of hops in beer and cereal beverages.
Mr. COOKE. Fifteen per cent more hops are used in AnheuserBusch's plant to make cereal beverages than was used in making
beer, but the total production is so greatly less than the total production of alcoholic beer that the total amount of hops used in the
country is greatly reduced. But if Anheuser-Busch can not get the
imported hops they can not maintain the standard of Budweiser as
to flavor and character and they would stop using their production,
and every time they reduce their production they reduce the consumption of domestic hops.
Senator WATSON. YOU say l 5 per cent was the revenue-producing
tariff?
6:that was a
Mr. COOKE. Sixteen cents a pound. I understo
revenue-producing tariff rather than a-protecive tariff, because the
price of domestic hops has always beenfrom a half to a third of
the imported hops. No man would buy imported hops unless he
had' to in order to maintain the standardiofhis product.
Senator SmooT. We have always exported 'hal or more than half
of the American -product.
Yes; ourhops industry has always been an exporting
MrC
industry, and the rest of the world is dependent upon America for
hops, but we import Saazar hops because we have got to havehthem;
and the institution I speak of has lost a great deal of money in maintaining its industry during the past three years.
Senator SMOOT. What you want is the 16-cent rate?
Mr. COOKE. We think that-ought to be preserved, and welfeel,as
Mr. Busch said, that if it is necessary to protect the Amrican:
industry by a rate of 24 cents he would be or it; but it would be
ruinous to Anheuser-Busch to add another $50,000 or $60,000 a
We are struggling to pay that 2 cents per gallon and continue to
ceea beergesm rder to pa It
mak
k about: the hops extract?
W tdoyo
Senator WAT
Mr. CoKE. Iunderstand that duty is unimportant. Iasked them
if there was any criticism, and they said, no, and I am not prepared
to discuss that.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AN)D PROVISIONS.
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STATEMENT OF RON. WESLEY UL In UnTDTATES SNATOR
FROM WASEIGi2O

Senator
is place at24
i;JowNs of Washinon. The f
cents a pound in paragraph 779 in the House bill. I do
not know
whether that matter-has been presented to the committee or not.
Senator SMloo. Yes; it has.
Senator C ans. We had a hearing on it.
Senator JoNss of Waishington. The people out in my section urge
32 cents a pound; and I have here a very strong letter with reference
to it. I think it has been covered in the record; but probablriad
bitter file the letter with the stenographer to be embodied in the
record.
-Sieinator MoIQUMBE.. We have testimony also urging that all -tariff
be removed from it.
Senator JownE of Washington. I suppose so..
Senator McCUMBRm. I think that testimony was from the An-

heuser-Busch :Co.
Senator JoNzA of Washington. Yes; I suppose so.
Senator MoCuxn. -If I remember righti they claim that they
can not use more than a certain portion of the American hops.
(The letter refernd-to is as follows:)
Hon. WAr L. Sons,:

YAKIMA, WAsH., April 16, 1951.

United Stain Seator fr Washington.-

Dna Sm: In reply to you1rfavor of, the 4th instant, the matter has been
presentedI to Mr. Hawley and we also have had our Mr. J. W. McNeff talk
to him but Mt Hawley. apparently doe not wish to present matters according
to the actul conditionn, but on the other hand waits to go into matters entirely outside'the pInts to be considered.
The hop sitbation is a condition-ue to only oniehthin-excessive dumipings
of impotied hos- into this country, the amount being three times that of
before prohibition laws were enacted (when American brewers consumed 23,000 bales) whereas the consumption 'howhas declined 65 per cent.
Mr. Hawley says it is neessary to know the costs of producing foreign hops
Co get at the matter and Ignores the points we make. We, do not understand
what the costs of foreign goods has to do in the matter, and for the reason,
to go into the cost of foreign hops would only be a guess Rt best, cus
of the fact that continental hopsar6 not handled :as outt,, Their hop fArms
are generally an acre or so, handled by one family. The hbopsare bought
at the farm and taken to a dealer's warehouse to be:idrie and baled. In
our case the: farms run up: to 400 or 500 acres, -employ hundreds of people, and
the goods are dried, baled, and put up' for market by the farmer, and the
farmers bear the 'entire cost up to then. The foreign grower stops on his
cost at harvest time, so you will see there is a wide difference in the handling
and no way of making a comparison. The AmericaI farmer's investment, his
outlai and his hired help is much greater than the foreign farmer. As you
know there also Is no comparison between wages paid farm laborers in Europe
and' here.
The main point outside of the excessive dulnplngs. to be brought out and
which really 1i the key to the entire situation 1. this: All continiental traders
sell, and American brewers buy, on the theory that one pound continental hops
equals two or three pounds of American hops in brewing value. This is the sole
reason why brewers pay more for foreign hops, and It has been the case for
50 years and more, acknowledged and accepted by everyone as a trade fact.
The foreign trader claims this on the ground that their hope are all from
female vines (which contain practically no seeds), sun cured, and that their
hops vre repicked (taking out all-stems and leaves), whereas the American
hop does contain seeds (as all yards contain some male vines), also leaves
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to consider that 90 per cent
and stems-an rekiln cured. When you s
:of the Aerican brewers are from Continental Europe, where Imported hops
come frm, you will readily understand how useless It would be to tr to
Overcome the ftlings of 1such people as to the merits of American hope and
their home grown goods, the matter Is not arguedl but accepted andlet go at
that.
Basing the matter on the plan that 1 pound of foreign hops equals 3 pounds
of domestic, as bought and used, youl will see that the dumpings Into this
country. has taken the place of 93,000 bales of Americans, for It would be
figured 8 times the amount imported (81,000 bales) -also on this ratio of 1
to 8, Imported hops are In reality not paying a 10-cent duty, but one-third of
16 cents (56 cents) This is actually the way it-would figure out to the
continental importer as seller and tie American brewer as buyer.
When we ask that the duty be increased to 32 -cents, we are simply cutting
the-raitlo of continentals down to a ratio of i pound of same to equal 2 pounds
of domestic, -when as A matter of fact there are more brewers using foreign
hops on the ratio of 1 pound to 84 pounds domestic than 1 to 2 pounds, so It is
a very reasonable advance to-ask for..
.If the continental traders and importers.,were aceorded the same considerastion as they showed for the American f:rarmer an embargo -O their hops
would not be out of line, for they-dumped thle equivalent to. what they formerly
shipped into this country-over a three-year periodi-n normal times at that.
Mr. Hawley- says the question has been raised that if a 32-cent -duty is put
on that same would -mean a guarantee of this price to the American grower
for his hops: This is not so and has been proven to not-be the case, for when:
the war was onf and no imported hops were available, while the duty at that
time was 16 cents, yet hopsat times were: as low as 4 and 5 cents. The question of what hops will seil for with a 32-cent duty will entirely depend on wbat
this country .produces, the amount exported to England, and what the American
matket will absorb. If we do not have a high enough duty- to prevent exc:eessive. importAtions 'then we--re bound to have a surplus, as the case this
year, leaving farmers with upward of 30,000 to 40,000 bales on hand and their
next crop -coming on: them;
Importers and users have no reason to comwiain, for they have put over
something this sear they couid not do ini a free-trade port-EnglanId. The
aloernmentlin England stepped into the breach-on the ending of the war and
went so far as to put a complete .embargo on all foreign n hops. This embargo
is still on and will remain tunil: the entire English, crop is bought and paid
for by. English brewers. When that is done, then the controller is open to
conswiter granting permits to import American and other foreign hops. That
proceeding, In our opinion, is real protection, and it was accomplished promptly
and with no hearings, agreements, or anythIng. They simpWk figured for
their country's interests first, and this should be the case wlith the American
plan.
sonally and handle with
Wd\'e would like to have you take tis atteir up
the committee in charge, bringing out the pointswe havemade.
If there is anything you wish to know further, wire or write us.
Yours, faithfully,
MCX:::EE BROTHERS.

MUSTARD AND MUSTARD SEED.

[Paragraph 780].]
STATEMNT OF FRANCIS .J. ;FRENCHO , REPRESNoTING THE

AM RICAN SPICE TRADE ASSOCIATION.
Th MCAIRMA N. Yor am i G eorg F. French
TrGo nch, substituted for George
Mr. FRENCH. My name is Francis
F. French by agpoin tment of the Amencan Spice Trade Association.:
I was apDointeby the association to speak on mustard, paragraph
780,; an~r. J. S.-Murphy, of Boston, was appointed to speak on the
o(thelr items of this paragraph.
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Seanstor uMunsin. His name does not appear on the lit of
witnesses.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Famiox. It was put on thereUyccrdty,
Senator MoCrxwnEr. You want to divid th time with him?
Mr. Fatuxlcei. Yes, Mr. Chairmn. I will nake a short statement
and yield my time to Mr. Murphy if: that is: satifactory to the
committee.
be stisfatory
Senator McCuxsza. That willW
Mr. Fazrrlc. The American Spi Trade Asociation request. that
the tariff be 10 ns per pund un ground mustard or mustard
seed be free, or if it
flour and prepared mustard, and tht mustard
be deemed necessary to pla a duty upon mustard sed that the duty?
upon ground mustard or mustard flour and prepared mustard be:
:1 cents per pound, plus twice the duty which is placed upon mustard
Under the Payne-Aldrich Act, prior to October 4, 1913 thle tariff
upon so-calld ground mustard was 10 cents per pound, and mustrd
seed was free. From October 4,19t3 until the present, under the
Underwood taff the duty on so-called und musrd has been 6
center pound, ani mustard seed has boon free:
nately pepaedmustard ANd scllOd ground mustard in
both these Qtariffsrwere listed togeter nder the name "mustard,
d
or oth ie," ad thereore the exact
usand or re
ear. of each c ot be given. Th imp hae been as per schedu ste
showsthe imports for etchbyear since 1908, but
etched, whhi
'it is common knowlae in- the trade that the imports of prepared
mustard have declined, And that the import of mustard flour has
increased. h small imporit during the year 1918 were due to the
fat that Great Britain had placed an embargo on the exportation of
muted flour.
Even under the ,protction of 6 cents per pound to the American
manufacturer, the import of mustard flour has steadily increased, and
we believe that they are greater so far ini 1921 than tley have ever
been.
We can not believe that it wan the intention of the house of Representatives to cut our protection in half, but that is juMt what the proposed bill will do. Our present proection is 6'cents per pound,
because mustard 'sd s free. The prop bill by placing a tariff
of 1 cent per pound upon whole needs, will actually make the mustard
mnade from those WsNDs (cost 2 cents per pound more, and as the proposed duty upon gound mustard is 6 cents, it leaves us a protectionr
of 3 cents instead af 0 cents as at present.
We believe those in charge of this product in the Ways and Means
Committee thought that.the mustard seeds were ground entire like
pepper and other spice, and therefore propel the duty of 5 "ctis'
per pound as in the case of other spics. But this is not s, arid the
so-called ground mustard costs approximately over 2 cents per pound
for each incra of I cent in the ct of the sed.:
The reason for this extra cost is that mustard seed consist, of about
30 per cent bran, which ii worthless, and practically all of which is
removed in the proes of mnufacture. Also, by one prss, apMprximately 20 per cent of bland oil is removed. In removing the hull of
the mustard, unavoidably some flour is also removed, and the average
yield of flour is not much over 50 per cent, which with the labor in-
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rolled,; mkei the Sextra Cost something over double tlhe price of the
1The prposd duties would beWa very serious matter for the Amer-

manufactuers, and it will surely encourge tile, importatiol of
m"ustard flour~.
faeg-made
We wish ttat prepared mustard and mustardl flour could be Iiale:
separately in this tariff, and that the schedule for the dry. mustard
should read "ground mustard, or mustard flour," for the reason taitl
the Bureau nUChemistry has issued, in Circular No. 136, a list. of
definitions by which they seek to matke a difference between ground
mustard and mustard fhrur, which have always up to the present
been use as ynonyns. It is, we belve, a usele distinction and
will cause confusion. The product which is manufacturel in Erigland and which is imported is not ground mustard within 1the mean-in :
ing of the definitions of the Bureau of Clhemistry, but is mustard
flour, and there has not, as far as we know, ever been any such substance " ground mustard imported or even male and soldl as it
condiment, and if it were made it would be a decidledlly inferior
article. Attached are the definitions osf published in (Jiriular No.
138 of the-Department of Agriculture.
Practically all of the dry mustard imported. into. the United States
is the product of one English manufacturer. Formerly there were
several manufacturers, but this one house has gFradlually acquired
and absorbed the others. They have a considerable advantage over
the small American manufacturers, because of their age, wealth,
size, and the fact that they have access to-the bet 'mustard seeds
prown right near at hand, and also because they have cheaper labor
in manufacturing an article in which labor is an important 'element
of cost.
American manufacturers can andi (1o make equally good mustrds,
but even under the 10-cent protection our growth was slow, and:
under the proposed protection of only 3 cents we fear it will cease.
We can not make mustard to compete in (uality with the English
flour without English mustard seeds. No other quality will dlo.
The amount raised on the average in the United States as very
small. Stimulated by the exceelingly high prices of 1917 andil 1918,
California raised an unusually large crop in 1920, but its average
production toes 'not probably excel 1,000,000 pounds per year auithat is all raised in one smal valley,blut California grown s(c( will
rotproduce a quality to compete with English grown seed.
I have here a list *of the imports of mustard seed from 1908 with
the averge value per pound also the imports of mustard ground or
prepared for the same perioti with the average value p pound and
the ad valoremirate for each year, equivalent to the duty of 6 cnts
per pound since 1914 and 10 cents per pou nd for the five years prior
This shows that for the five years prior to 1914 the adl
to 1914.
:
valorem equivalent wa 38 per cent; for the next five years, 1914,
1915, 1916,0 1917, andi 1918, the average ad valorem wits 19.4 per
1 ent per pound4 on4muisardseed, based upon the import
Atarf ocf
of 1920, would yield $90,633, but inasuch as a tariff of 1 cenilt per
pound upon whole'seed would cost the'rmanufacturer anl equivalent of
2 cents per pound, t*hen the proiduct eventually reached the Collnumer it would cwt 4 cents per pourod extra for each I cent per pound
ican

Table: [No Caption]
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of revenue raised, owing to the n ay profit. and distribution
cost, and the injury would be serious to the American manufacturer,
and would gradually, we fear, turn over our entire market on the high
quality mustards to the English manufacturer, and we respectfully
ask your consideration of our request, that- the tariff upon ground
mustard or mustard flour and prepared mustard be: 10 eints per
pound and that mustard seeds be free. Or if it seems w to place
\a tariff upon mustard seed, that the trif# upon mustard flour, be
10 cents per pound, plus twice the amountof the taiffjpglced upon
mustard seed.
fof m:^usar
d nd mustard
I submit this list of the u-imports
ground, as a art of my etimony, and also submit the definitions oi
Circular No. 136.
Senator MoCuMBuiR. They ma be printed as a part of your
testimonyv.
(The documentseferred to are As follows:)
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DINITIONS OW CIRCULAR 136.

ofSnapi alba l. (white mustard), Brasuica nigra ([
33. Mustad seed the
Koch (black mr'ntard) Bramica juwe.. Hook f. et Thb. or varieties or closely relae
r ica
and Brassica June.
species othe ty
oil. It
whitee mustard) contaws no app able mount of volatile
Sinapisib.
containsunot more than 5 per cent of total ash nor more than 1.5 per cent of ash insol-ble in hydohrc ad.
Brake. nigra (black mustard) and Brae jun yield 0.6 per cent of volatile'
muad oil (calculated as llylisothicyate and determined by the method iven
in Service and Regulatory Annoucemet.,Chemity 20). The varieties and spea jcea yield not les
cies clos01y related to the type of liramica
than 0.6 Per cent of volatile mustard oil similar in chacter and composition to the
volatile oils yielded by Brassica nigra and Braca junes. Thee mustard seeds
contin not moro thanb5 per cent of total ash nor more than 1.5 per cent of ash inluble in hydrochloric acid.
34. Groiind mustard is the powder made from mustard seed and conforms to the

standards for mustard seed.
35. Mlstard flour is the powder made from mustard seed with the hulls largely
removed anld with or without the removal of a portion of the fixed; oil. It contains
not more than 1.5 per cent of starch, nor more than 8 per cent of ttal ash
:36. Prepared mustar(l, German musard, French mustard, mustard pet., is a paste
composed of a mixture of ground mUstard or mustard flour, with salt, a vinegar, and
with or Without spiceo other condiments which do not simulate the color of yellow
ground musrd. (Calculated free from rater, fat, and salt, it contains not more than
: per cent of carbohydrates (calculated as starch), not more than 12 per cent of crude
fiber, nor lew than 5.6 per cent of nitrogen derived solely from the materials herein
named.
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SPECS, SEDS, AND 11338.
(Parapaph 780.1
STATEMENT 01 flX33 S.
MA. kUPSE
BOBSO
S A&SOOLIO:
ZRADE
. .SUiTING0XX
TA
N.
B

Senator Mcunua.i Youmay state your name.
Mr. Murpnr. My name is: James S. Murphy. I am president of
f:Stiokey- &Poor Cpio.,ofBoo.
Senator Swoor. You are going to speak to paragraph 780?
Mr. MunxrP. Yes, sir. A few weeks ago I wrote a letter concerning this tariff. At that time I did so independently. Some
weeks ago I was selected by the American Spice Trade Association
to represent them on spices, seeds, and herbs generally, outside of
:what Mr. George F. French would say. Mr. French is the largest
manufacturer 6f mustard in this country. I regret that he is not
well to-day..
My subject will not take much time. I think it will save some
expense to the Government-it certainly will save some expense to
us and to our customers-to call your. attention to a few items in the
tariff as it now stands. Take fenIk
seed, rape seed hemp seed;
theyr are not mentioned. Where thery are not on the tree list they
should pay 20 per cent like other seeds. Particularly is that true
of fenugreek sed, wich thr-e wee ago sold at 1 cent a pound, a
week later at 2 cents and is now selling at 3. It is largely used in
the western country i the making of sausages If these goods are
not to be on the free list, as they are, low-priced goods, we would
rather pay a higher duty than to have a per cent duty, because of
the trouble and anxiety that has always been. They have always
been grouped'with other seeds paying m the neighborhood of half a
cent toa acent a pound. That would be a good deal more than 20
per cent on the lot-priced goods.
Marjoram, savory, and thyme are not mentioned. Th ese-t are
herbs. TMey ought to be classed as such, or we are going to have
trouble. There is not a man in the United States that the Government can employ that can differentiate in the quality of any of those
goods. Take laurel leaves. To-day they are selling for 2 cents am
pound, and 24 up to 44. It all depends on the type-o the laurel leaf
and the size of the bale and the coor of the leaf. If the bale is small,
50 to 100 pounds, they are worth more than a large bale of 300
pounds. If the leaf is right, they are worth more than the darker
and pcorer colored. If they are small and regular in size, they are
worth a good deal more. There is not a man in the United States
competent to appraise such goods.
Under the circumstances, the same is true to a0lesser degree of
thyme and savory. Some are worth 6 cents, some are worth 12. They
are not mentioned. Therefore, they come under paragraph 32, or
else they would be on 'the free list. Under paragraph 32 there would
be a duty of 10 per cent.
We don't want a percentage duty on those materials, because` there
is no need of it, and ba there is no proper appraiser to appraise
the- real :value of the goods.
Ther fare some very strange thinsn in this tariff law, and it has
excited more comment in our line o6 trade than anything else, be-
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lOcent a pound. The
cause we are interested. Turmeric is tMxe
value of those goods the morning before this tariff was issued was 4
cents a pound. Therefore, the duty imposed is 260 per cent. At
that time you could buy the goods landed in New York or Boston at
3 cents. Immediately the price went up -What wa 4 cnts in two
of
was
thenl '6, and then 71. But thereamday
days was 0 cents
reckoning. The english sold them the goods, and the goods cost
them 31 and 44, and those goods in America have gradually slid
down to 56. Now, these goods are taxed 250 per cent, or 300 per
cent, if you take the first price on landing from London. Turmeric
has always been on the fre lst, never wasany place else. 1It is
strange, to say the least, and it certainly enabled men in New York
and men in London to later take advantage and send their goods
d.
6 d
over and take profits they-never
That article is sold just at this tume of the year. We do not get
an order now from any wholesale grocer at this time of the year, when
it:preserving and pickling, and the like are being done, that we do, not
gt an orver for 10 -to 16 boxes, Turmeric is put up in a 2-ounce can.
Every housewife uses it in piccalilli and chowbhow, and for other purposes. It is used as they use Spanish paprika, principally for the
looks of it.
Prior to the war
t i t is of e
Agin tureri
curry powder was made inIndia,-under Dritihsuperision. During
t
the war our people :tinto it and s al aeima
into
imported
al
was
that
are making curry powder that lat year
cows
duty
a
2-cent
onl
If
you
put
poud
- this country wras 41,000
powder all you can collect is- $800 on the*whote imports if they -do
not increase over last year. It is not worth the clerk hire.
Some people ue 30 percent of turmerC incurry powder,; nd some
powdr taxed
as high as 40 and 4 It is ble to you ftfrcurry
2 cstsa poundin this taff itWxed a good dea loss than 10 per cant,
as tedd250 per cent.
when the raw material that makes the
Such things do not appeil to our ssocation We do not want to be
crushed out, even in the small business of curry powder. There is no
income for you, unless there is a good deal more imported than was
imported lat year, at 2 cents a pound. There will only be $800 total
aocStiions.Now, on-the question of mustard, my friend Mr. French is not well,
and could not be here. Hes represented by Mr. Francis French.
Mr. French isa large operator. I thought he would talk to the point.
He would if he could.
The situation in mustard is simply this. I don't want to te your
time. I know you are busy men. Mustard has always had some
protection. The bet-mustar in- the world grows in England. It is
grown in those low counties, like Essex and Cambridge, all thiough
the eastern counties, and it is the best mustard in the world. To
compete with those men we have been obliged to buy English mustard, and we buy it at a disadvantage. The man on the spot always

has a great advantage.
Then again they have had the mustard business of the world for
practically a thousand years, and they sell a large quantity of mustard
in other countries and always have. Every year with a tax of 10
cents a; pound their sales to this country hive been large, until the
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second year of the war, when they reduced a little because of the
situation at that time. Ten cents a pound never deterred them from
sending their goods ~intothis country. Their sales increased all the
time. Their profits are tremendous. They get 78 cents a pound for
the best grade of mustard, and they get 58 cents a pound for the
second grade, in 6-pound cans. There is not a good-sized mustard
manufacturer in this country that would not be delighted to sell the
same mustard for 27 cents-less than half. It is simply because we
are fighting against prestige, we-are fighting against a good reputation
built up during these many years, fighting against the fashionable
grocerman who sells nothing but imported goos and gets whatever
price he sees fit to ask. They have always got twice what we have got
and their mustard is no better.,
During the Civil War the mustard of our American manufacturers
became better, and naturally the sales of our mustard were-much
larger because the people recognized the quality of it as being equal
to the fore' mustard, and they could get it or less than half the
price. Under such: circumstances, if you cut off a duty on mustard,
you are simply adding to the excess profit that is already reaped by
these foreigners, whether they are Frenchmen or Englishmen. You
are simply giving them a present of so much money. They will sell
goods in this countr always, because certain people will always prefer
to pay the extra pnice.
SenatorSYooT. Do you suggest an increaseein the rate&sprovided
by the House?
Mr. MutnyP. We would like it left as it was. We (lid not want
any change. If we had the old 10 cents a pound in the Payne:Aldrich bill we would be content, but if you are going to put a duty
on mustard seed of 1 cent a pound, that means 2 cents on our mustard
flour, because we can only get 50 per cent or a little less of flour out
of the seed.
Senator SMocr. This bill gives you mustard,, ground, prepared inh
bottles or otherwise, 5 cents a pound.
Mr. MuaRy. Mustard round is a good deal better mustard.
Senator SmOOT. You think that ought to be 10 cents a pound?'
Mr. MuRParr. I think that ought to be 10 cents a pound. If you
are going to put a duty on mustard seed, you ought to give us also
double what the duty on the mustard seed is, because fw e can4 only
get 50 per cent of flour out of it.X
These are anemic times in business. ::We can not any of~us in
this country afford to carry a handicap.pr We need crutches
0for a
few years longer. Please give us as good a chance for salvation as
we hadin pasttaiffs.

